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Final exam week" eliminated
Mllllgan students can say

good-bye to that paradoxical

week oi worry and relaxation

known as exam week— at least

for this semester.

As upperclassmenwill clear-

ly recall, it had been Mllligan

policy to use the final week of

the semester for a schedule of

two-hour examination periods

for each course offered.

This usually meant that a

student either had his exams
all at the beginning or end of

the week— in which case he

might get a chance to go home

—

or his tests might be spread

out over the week— in which

case he was confined to cam-
pus.

Of course, if a student had

all of his exams within two or

three days he faced a much
more difficult study schedule.

However, this year Dean
Oakes and the Academic Com-
mittee have decided to do away

with this week of scheduled

exams. Regular classes will

continue until the final day of

the semester with professors

giving their finals sometime

during the regular class sess-

ions of the final week.

There are two reasons why

the Academic Committee made
this change:

First, as mentioned before,

the arbitrary exam week sche-

dule gave some students the

opportunity for a five or six

day vacation If all of their ex-

ams were early in the week.

This situation caused some
complaint by a few of the stu-

dents who were forced to re-

main on campus throughout the

(Continued on Page 8, Col. i)
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MY THREE ANGELS — Larry Crane and Jefrl Metheany are

seen here in rehearsal for the Footllghers' current production.

The comedy will be presented once again tonight.

Begin in August?

Tonight is last night show Faculty consider calendar change

for Footlighters' comedy

The Footlighter are spon-

soring a play, entitled "My
Three Angels".

The three-act comedy will

be performedat 8:00p.m. again

conigbr in Seeger Memorial
Auditorium.

Barbara Oresham Isthestu-

Spring term

registration

February 2, 3

Registration for the Spring

semester at Milligan College
will begin Monday, February
2, 1970.

Upper - class students will

register Monday, February 2,

and Freshmen will register

Tuesday, February 3,

Seniors will register at 8:00
a.m. Juniors will register

Monday beginning at 9:30 a.m.

Sophomores whose last name
begins with N through i, will

register at 1:00 p.m. Those
sophomores whose last name
begins with A through M will

register at 2:00 p.m.

All freshmen will register
alphabetically according to

the last name as follows: 8:00
a.m., N through Z; 9:00 a.m.,

H through M; 10:00 a.m., A
through G.

There will be no pre-regis-
tration. All regular students
will register In the auditorium
of the administration building.

Admittance to the auditorium
will be through the outside door
at the end of the administration
building only.

Each student should consult
his faculty advisor prior to the

registration date and make a

tentative schedule.

Classes will begin on Wed-
nesday, February 4, 1970.

dent director for the play.

Serving in advisory capacities

are Dr. Ira Read nd Pro-
fessor Tracey Miller.

Some of the actors in this

comedy will be Allen Evans as

Felix Ducotel. Kathy Reed as

Emille Ducotel, and Sherry

Cheesemen as Marie Louise

Ducotel.

Jefrl Metheany will portray

Joseph; Max McGrew will play

Jules, and Larry Crane will be

Alfred. Henry Trochard Is

portrayed by Jim Slaughter.

Henri's nephew, Paul, Is

played by Mike Griffin. Ma-
dam parole is portrayed by
Cynthia Lal-'leur, and the Lieu-

tenant is played by Steve Know-
les.

The price of admission to

"My Three Angels" is 75tf.

No reserved seats are avail-

able.

A much-discussed topic on

the Milligan College campus

for several weeks has been the

Idea of completing a semester

before Christmas in the calen-

dar for the 1970-71 year.

This idea has been lightly

mentioned In the Academic
Committee for the past two

years but is now being ser-

iously considered. Over half

of the schools in the Southern

Association, Milllgan's ac-

creditors, have either changed

to such a system or are con-

templating a change.

In December, the faculty met
to discuss the matter and talk

over the suggested three alter-

natives to the system now In ef-

fect. They agreed that no

further official action should

be taken until the faculty have

had more time to consider the

matter.

Also student opinion is being

sought and the problem has been

brought to the attention of the

Student Council.

Three alternatives to the

present system have been sug-
gested. The most likely of

the three is to start the school
year earlier so that the first

semester will be over by
Christmas.

The second Is to have a Jan-
uary term of concentrated study
between the fall and spring
semesters.

The third Is to change to

either the quarter or trimes-
ter system.

The first suggestion seems
most feasible for Milligan. The
fall semester would start at

the end of August and be over
by Christmas.

There are several advantages

to a calendar of this type. The
most obvious would be the

elimination of the ' 'lame-
duck" session In January

before the end of first semes-
ter.

Another advantage would be

the lengthening of Christmas
vacation for two to three weeks.
The Second semester would be-
gin the second or third week In

January.

Also, the spring semester
would be over bymid-May. This
would give Mllllgan students a

better chance to obtain better

summer jobs.

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)

Pep band adds enthusiam

to Buff basketball games
Fifteen Milligan College stu-

dents have formed a pep band

for the purpose of adding pep
and enthusiasm to the ball gam-

BAND AID — The Mllligan Pep Band warms up before a recent basketball game. The band,
under the direction of Mr. Dowd, has been responsible for much of the increased school spirit
this year.

es.

The students play popular

songs at the home basketball

games. "Basin Street Blues,'"

"Saints in Concert," and "Jer-
sey Bounce" are selections the

band presents. They also play

"The Star -Spangled Banner"
before each game.

Mr. John Dowd is the direc-

tor of the musicians. Mr. Dowd
is chairman of the Fine Arts

Department of Milligan College,

and he is also a private music

instructor.

Anyone interested in joining

the pep band is encouraged to

contact Mr. Dowd. He can be

reached In the music office,

which is located in the base-

ment of the chapel.

The band practices on Sun-

day nights at 8:30 in lower

Seeger Auditorium.

Most of the players pro-

vide their own instruments,

but some of the larger In-

struments such as drums, sou-

saphone, and baritones are part

of the school's equipment. The
music is supplied by Milligan

College.

The band travels to the games
In one of the Mllllgan College's

vans and in cars of various

students.
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Conservative campus

Sociology students hold surveys

NEW BASE OF OPERATIONS -- A more attractive and uselul

...aintenance building has been erected on the back road through

campus. Once the new building is occupied, the old structures

near the post office will be removed.

New equipment house

to aid campus beauty
The newest building onMilli-

gan's campus this spring will

be the new equipment house.

This new house wiUbe anoth-

er step intbebeautiflcationplan

for Milligan College.

The equipment house will be

completed early in this spring.

it will be 40 by 98 feet. The
cost will be 25 thousand dol-

lars.

The new equipment house will

contain supplies and equip-

ment for the general mainten-

ance of MUligan College. It will

house such equipment as trucks,

tractors, and lawn mowers.
Mr. Kyxe, who is Milligan's

maintenance man, will live In

the new house.

The old maintenance building

has become old and dilapidated.

It also has a bad roof. The lo-

cation of this old building hind-

ers the beauty of the Mllllgan

campus.

After the new equipment

house is completed, the old

maintenance building will be

torn down.

Professor Robert Hall,

Chairman of Milligan's socio-

logy area, recently released to

the newspaper several surveys

designed and conducted by a

number of his students, reveal-

ing, as he said, "the conserva-

tive nature of the Mllllgan stu-

dent."

Les Huff, a sociology minor,

conducted a survey to fulfill his

course requirement In Crimi-
nology. He investigated the use

of alcoholic beberages, drugs,

and narcotics by Milligan stu-

dents who live on campus.

The survey's sample Involved

15% of the students living on

campus. One hundred students

took this survey.

From these 100 participants,

37 students said that they drank

before coming to Mllllgan, and

63 said they did not drink.

The survey asked if the stu-

dents drank now. Thirty-seven

Calendar change considered
(Continued from Page 1)

But with the advantages there session of classes

art also disadvantages. In

setting up the 70-71 calendar to

end the semester before Christ-

mas, there could be no break

between the 1970 summer ses-

sion and the 1970 fall term.

The summer session will end

on Friday, August 22, and

Freshman Week would start

on Monday, August 25. This
situation could be troublesome
to some -faculty members and
students.

Summer school enrollment

would probably fall off in the

1971 terms also. The first

EVERYBODY LOVES

BUCMOO
STEAK RANCH

V HOLIDAY SHOPPING CtNTER NOBTH JOHNSON CIT

Rib Eye Specials Each Sunday and Wednesday

| <® CARRY OUTS - 928-7401

7\£

ould start

at the end of May, when many
students from other schools are

still attending regular classes.

Milligan's summer enrollment

is presently about 30% students

from other schools.

Another problem could be

the fact that many summer jobs

are not through until September

1. Students would have to leave

their jobs by the middle of

August.

There is a general consensus

that a change Is needed at Mil-

ligan. Ending the semester be-

fore Christmas seems to be the

most desirable solution. How-
ever, another month or rwo of

discussion will ensue before a

definite decision Is made.

students answered yes; sixty-

three students answered no. The
percentage has not changed.

The question of how fre-

quently these students drink

alcoholic beverages was on the

survey. Fourteen students re-

plied once a month, five In-

dicated once a week, and six

answered more than once a

week.
The students were asked If

they had ever used drugs or

narcotics. Ninety - eight an-

swered no, and two answered
yes. These rwo students were

men.
In the survey, It was also

asked If the students presently

used drugs or narcotics. Nlne-

ry-five answered no; five stu-

dents answered yes, only 5%
of those students being survey-

ed.

The survey asked how often

these students used drugs.

Three students said that they

used drugs once a month or less.

Two students said that they used

drugs 2 or 3 times a month.

Forty-four students out of

the ones surveyed said that they

knew other students who used

"

drugs. Then studenta out of

these knew people who distri-

buted drugs.

Another survey investigating

certain political issues In re-

lation to the views of Milligan

students was designed and -con-

ducted by Terry Colter for the

introductory course he Is taking

In sociology.

This survey asKed if the stu-

dents felt student protests were

constructive. 1 Fifty-nine ans-

wered no. Four answered yes,

and nineteen did not answer.

Next, there was a question

on whether the American gov-

ernment shouldbe changed. Six-

ty-four said- ;he government

should change a little. Three

Psychological testing course

offered this spring by Patton

DIXIE LANES
HAVE A SNACK AT OUR NEW CRILLI

Friday Si Saturday

For the spring semester a

tour hundred level psychology

course called "Essentials of

Psychological Testing" will

be offered if there are enough

students Interested in the

course.

"Essentials of Psychological

Testing" will be a revision of

the course called "Tests and

Measurements" scheduled for

the fall semester, but cancelled

because of lack of interest.

The revised course is to be an

introduction to the area of psy-

chological testing. It will in-

clude such tests as I.Q., profi-

ciency, personality traits, spe-

cial abilities, and interest in-

ventories. Since statistics play

such a large role in psycholo-

gical test analysis, the course

will also include some elemen-

tary statistics.

Dr. Patton will teach the

course and plans to use the text

"Essentials of Psychological

Testing" by Cror.bach. Pre-

requisite for the course is

twelve hours of psychology.

ONE OF THE YEARS BEST MOVIES

mwww ma* PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD KATHARINE ROSS

BUTCH CASSIDY AND
1 HE SUNDANCE KID aSK*

as

Features at 5, 7, & 9

Adulti $1.50 Child $.75

showing

said there should be no change.

Thirty-one students saidthat

a great amount of change is

necessary. One student did not

answer.

In the survey, a question dealt

with the Vietnam War. Several

choices were present. Fourteen

students chose that the U.S.

should have a complete and im-
mediate withdrawal from Viet-

nam. Seventy - one students

chose: that the U. S. should

withdraw gradually.

Thirteen students chose thai

the U. S. should go full steam

ahead. One student 'chose that

the U. S. clean up the mess or

get out. One other student did

not answer.

Another question was on

whether the students were for

or against the war morator-

ium. Sixty-two were against

the war moratorium. Thirty-

four were for the war morator-

ium. Four did not answer.

This survey also asked

whether the students partici-

pated in the War Moratorium

of October 15, 1969. Eighty-

one did not participate. Nine-

teen did participate in this war

moratorium.
According to Professor Hall,

"These surveys show a much
smaller percentage of drug,

alcohol, and narcotics experl-

memaion in comparison to -oth-

er campuses- which have been

surveyed. The political convic-

tions of the MUligan student are

likewise more conservative."

Symphony

will open its

first season
The Johnson City Symphony

Orchestra, a new cultural acti-

vity in the city this year, will

present its opening concert on

January 20, 1970.

The performance will beheld
in the Science Hill High School
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
The Johnson City Symphony

Orchestra Is composed of local

musicians. Mr. CUbert Oxen-
dine will conduct the symphony.
Three pieces for orchestra

by Robert Jager will be played.

Mr. Jager, a native of Ten-
nessee, Is a prize-winning com-
position student.

The program will include

several works from the or-
chestral literature that have
proven to be perennial favor-

ites. Selections from the bal-

let "Nutcracker" byTscaikow-
ski will also be performed.

Dr. Paul Clarkandprofessor

John Dowd are serving on the

Board of the JohnsonCitySym-
phony Orchestra.

Dr. Clark is serving as the

Chairman of the Board. He is

Area Chairman of Professional

Studies, Professor of Educa-
tion, and Director of I

Education at MUligan College.

Professor Dowd IstheChair-
mfln ol

mem ai Milligan College.

admltte<

other

*1.50.
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Teach-in will

warn of crisis

in nature

Plane are now well under-

way for a nationwide Teach-lr

next spring, Wednesday, April

22, on the grave crisis facing

the quality of the environment

and the quality of life In Ameri-
ca today.

A national headquarters and

staff to organize, coordinate,

and service this effort is now
established in Washington. The
address Is Room 600, 2100

M Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20037.

The aim of the National

Teach-in is to encourage stu-

dents across the country to

take the initiative In organi-

zing April 22 environmental

teach-ins on their campuses,

and assolcated efforts in their

communities.

Successful teach-ins on all

campuses on the same day will

have a dramatic impact on the

environmental conscience of the

nation. They will be Immensely
effective as an educational ef-

fort In arousing public opinion

concerning necessary steps to

protect our environment and

establish quality on a par with

quantity as a goal of Ameri-
can life.

There is no question that in

the long run, the environmen-
tal challenge Is the greatest

faced by mankind. Distinguished
scientific authorities have been
warning for years that mankind
is rapidly destroying the very

habitat on which he depends for

his survival.

In addition, population con-
tinues to increase worldwide

—

while scientist warn that we
may have already passed sus-
tainable population levels. All

across the country, and world-
wide, increasing numbers of

citizens are voicing the same
intense concern as has been
so eloquently expressed by the

ecoJogists and other environ-

mentalists.

Yet, many are still not aware
of the environmental problems
being created by our advanc-
ing technology. Federally-fin-

anced projects—such as the

supersonic transport plane-
raise grave questions about

possible new environmental

dangers. Many respected scien-

tists and national leaders have

indicated that although some
positive steps have been taken

toxic, persistent pesticides are
still accumulating in the world
environment, wreaking destru-

ction on fish and wildlife—and
threatening man himself. Is the

price we pay for these products
In terms of their effect upon
our environment worth the

benefits we obtain from them?
The pollution of our rivers

and lakes, and of the air in

our urban areas continues to

accelerate. Suburban sprawl

continues to destroy vast scenic

and recreational resources,
with little heed being given
to plans to create workable
environments. And the millions

trapped In our urban and rural

ghettos continue to suffer the

worst of the masslveair, water,
land and noise pollution.

BUFORD GETS SET FOR WORK — A 1969 graduate of Milligan, Buford is an enthusiastic

supporter of his alma mater, in both official and non-official capacities. He travelled 42,000
miles last year in recruitment effort for the school.

Applications increased

Deaton heads student recruitment
Student application for Milli-

gan College has increased l&%
over last year at this time; Mr.
Buford Deaton is responsible

for representing the college to

high school Juniors and seniors

considering college enrollment.

When be began his work last

year as Director of Student

Enlistment, Mr. Deaton tra-

veled with the College Board, a

group of some fifty college and

university enlistment officers

from a four or five state area.

These menappearedjointly at

"college nights" or similar

high school functions. But this

method of recruitment proved
to be somewhat undesirable for

Mr. Deaton.

A graduate of Milligan, be
feels that his position is a some-
what delicate one. He may be the

first contact that many people

have with the college. He per-
sonally believes in the value of

individuality and relies more
upon the personal approach to

student enlistment.

He says that most of his

contacts are made at church-

es, area youth rallies, high

schools, and Christian service-

camps --thelargest percentage

coming from the churches. He
also credits many contacts to

interested students and alumni.

Other contacts for the college

are made at conventions such

as the North American Chris-
tian Convention, Florida State

Youth Convention, and others.

Since approximately 75% of

his work is done In churches,

Mr. Deaton explained his acti-

vities on a typical Sunday when

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

visiting a church. He is usual-

ly asked to participate in Sun-
day School classes and also

takes part in the morning ser-

vice with special music and a

short personal testimony.

During the afternoon, be
meets with interested students

and parents to introduce Mil-

ligan College to them, ans-

wering any questions tbeyhave.

In the evening, be presents a

sacred concert and personal

testimony to the congregation.

Mr. Deaton, besides his work
in student enlistment, is also

the head resident of Pardee
Hall, where he lives with his

wife and two children. He says
that there is loneliness involved

in his travels, but he feels that

his job is important to Milligan.

He takes humble pride in being

asked to represent the school,

and in 1969 traveled over 42,-

000 miles in its behalf.

When asked about the effect

of his work on enrollment at

Milligan, Mr. Deaton said that

the effect Is not always visible.

The full results of his work

may not be seen for several

years. He pointed out, how-

ever, that Milligan has gained

in student enrollment while oth-

er southern colleges of simi-

lar size have lost students.

Not only has the number of ap-

plications increased, but also

he feels that the quality of

students has improved.

Faire Le Pont

soon ready

for purchase

The second issue of Milli-

gan's literary magazine, Faire
Le Pont, designed, written, and
sold by students, will be avail-

able for distribution during the

first week of the Spring semes-
ter, according to Paul Makucb,
the editor.

The magazine will consist of

44 pages oi poems, stories,

photos, designs, essays, and an
original song by Milligan stu-
dents. Although a few faculty

members did contribute pieces
at the request of the editorial

stall, the editorial decisions
were made by the students.

Because the students gained
valuable experience in turning
out the first number last year,
they are able to assist in the ac-
tual compilation of the maga-
zines; thus the price will be
lowered this year to $.50 for

pre-publication subscriptions
and $.60 after publication.

Tracey Miller of the Hu-
manities Program sponsors the

program which is underwritten

by the Humanities.

The forth-coming issue of

Faire Le Pont will have greater

variety than last year's; more
students have contributed, and

they have expressed a wider

range of viewpoints in greatly

differing styles. In addition,

special photographic process-
ing will provide some unusual

scenic effects

"One Xa\$*lt VbUuiUMJ e5*Lctien On £*%t Iftnnci
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°Fn1 n Editorial
ranqe8

Concerned Faculty
The heavy snowfall In East Tennessee last week demonstrated In

an unusual manner that Milligr.n College is able to boast of an ad-

mirable relationship between faculty and students. As the precipi-

tation froze to the highways in solid sheets of ice and drifted heaps

of whiteness across the landscape, all public schools in Carter

County and Washington County were closed for the next few days.

But despite inconveniences, including hazardous driving conditions,

more than 90% of the Milligan faculty arrived on campus to meet

their classes.

MUligan students did not need the recent snow, however, to be

convinced of their professors' dedication and interest. Last semes-

ter three out of four students polled in a campus-wide survey indicat-

ed that their relationship with their professors was above the

average of other colleges: either "good" or "excellent." In another

critique with a 60 point scale which was administered by a self-

Study committee, not one Milligan professor received fewer than

forty-five points at the hands of his students.

Statistics have also Indicated that the second choice of MUligan

students for counseling are their classroom professors who are ap-

proached only after the roommate (the students' first choice) has fail-

ed to help. If this is the case, then the function of the faculty at

Milligan College Is more than mere instruction; It is additionally the

active concern of fellow members of a Christian community. Such

openness is expressed In classroom discussions, convocation forums,

and extensive office hours In the new faculty building. Such open-

ness is not subject to inclement weather.

Guest Editorial

In an age when college administrators are fighting desperately to

preserve the values and institutionalized practices of their schools.

It should not be forgotten that students also have values that are In

need of protection.

With this thought in mind, I feel that the Academic Committee

should reconsider their decision to eliminate exam week. I consider

that decision both unnecessary and unfair in that student opinion was

apparently not taken into proper consideration.

Anyone present at the January 6th open forum convocation could

plainly see that several students were quite upset with the decision,

and I would go so far to guess that the majority of the student body

is also against the decision.

The reason for this is obvious -- exam week has always provided

the students with an extra break (in some instances a longer vaca-

tion than Fall Break). Even those students who did not get a chance

to go home could look forward to some extra hours of relaxation.

It is hard to believe that very many students complained about

more fortunate students getting a break when their schedule would not

allow them one — such small persons are usually few and far be-

tween. It is also hard to believe that most professors will alter

their usual exam policy In this new set-up. The only change l see Is

that students will have to take some class cuts If they want a vaca-
tion.

It Is difficult enough being on a semester set-up which dampens
our Christmas vacation with thoughts of term papers and exams.
Why worsen the situation by ruining any hope the students might
have for a "January Break7" — especially without considering
student opinion? JEFF KNOWLES

op en
Letters

range

No authority

ICE — One "Jail" mat a

little salt could correct. When
It snows, who pours?

In regards to the convocation

forum:

The forum Itself is an Inter-

esting Idea, Involving scores of

democratic ideals, but I now
ask publicly, as I have privately

asked friends, "Why is there no

one there who can give some
answers?" I congratulate Dr.
Wetzel and Dr. Fife in attemp-

ting to offer some answers to

the current questions on the

change In semester break; they

displayed the willingness to

communicate that the students

display in posing questions. But

they seemed very much alone.

Most will agree that dialogue
Is Important, and the questions
the students have asked are not
usually ones that other students

can answer. If this forum is to

be effective in promoting stu-

dent - faculty - administration

harmony I humbly suggest that

these with answers display In-

terest, realize the importance
of dialogue, and be there to ex-
plain and perhaps Justify, be-
fore unanswered questions be-
come overblown misunder-
standings.

Linda Hayden
Junior, English Major

E.T.S.U. editor bemoans railroad
Clinchfield Railroad con-

struction is currently con-

tinuing through! the East Ten-
nessee State University cam-
pus at an unparalleled rate.

Burning, blasting, and grading

by construction crews have

been taking place for almost

a month in an effort to shove

the railroad directly through

the campus as quickly as pos-

sible.

Evidence of Clincbfield's

handiwork can be seen by the

ugly 150 foot wide path that

ha6 been cut through the cam-
pus" just south of the dormitor-

ies.

All efforts by ETSU officials

to stop the construction have

proved fruitless. University

President, D. P. Culp has made
countless efforts to compro-
mise with Clinchfield offi-

cials. But the railroad's stem
unwelldlng position proves that

they are not interested In higher

education In Tennessee but only

higher profits which they think

the "high line" route willpro-

vide.

Clinchfield has used many
excuses as to why their route

through the ETSU campus
should be permitted. One typi-

cal point of reasoning was made
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just what is an athlete ?;This

may seem to be an absurd
question comingfrom the sports

editor of a paper, but, for rea-
sons soon to be discussed, I

think my Idea of an athlete may
be wrong, and l want to find

the right answer.

I always thought an athlete

was one who sacrificed every-
thing for victory, had a clean,

strong body and made a special

attempt to set an example for

people. Evidently, this is the

wrong Impression of an athlete.

To prove it, all I have to

do Is look around this campus
and then listen to the local gos-
sip and bragging to see who got

drunk over the weekend. Is an
athlete one who drinks, smokes,
stays out half the night, plays

the part of a tough guy, prac-
tices hard only when he feels

like It, fools around In class

and/or takes advantage of his

coach's position in the faculty

and the community to get him
out of jams?

J'm not saying athlete deter-

ioration Is present only on this

campus; far from it. I Imagine
the bigger the campus, themore
prevalew the condition. How-
ever, why must it be at all?

Athletes have been known as
great sacrificers since the be-
ginning of sporting competition;

why can't we sacrifice some to

keep this reputation Intact?

Certainly, the athlete looks

tough with a cigarette In one

hand and a beer In the other,

but he really looks sick when

he has to beat a full court

press or ride out a tough wrest-

ler for three minutes after the

tobacco and alcohol have taken

effect.

If he doesn't care about his

own reputation, he should think

of the example he's setting for

the school. I don't think a drag

on a butt is that important nor

is a gulp of beer. If he must

do either, can't It at least wait

until the season's over?
Ken Hart

in an appeal to the people of

Johnson City. It read as fol-

lows, "This project (the route

through the ETSU campus) will

make downtown Johnson City

many times safer and indes-

cribably more convenient. .
."

The truth about the mat-
ter is that Southern Railroad

Co., will continue to go through

Johnson City regardless oi

where Clinchfield puts their

tracks, and the traffic prob-

lems and downtown confusion

will still continue.

Clinchfield's reason for

moving their railroad Is purely

economical. They feel that the

•'high line" will provide abet-

ter access route and higher

profits for the railroad.

Clinchfield is evidently eco-

nomically stable or they would

be unable to undertake the S^

million dollar expansion pro-

ject. We hope that Clinch-

field officials along with the

honorable Tennessee gover-

nor realize that personal eco-

nomic motives should not be

given preference over the

future of East Tennessee State

University. Time Is getting

short and now they are the only

ones who can stop the construc-

tion. The future of ETSU could

very well rest in their hands I
-

GARY GREENE
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One of the responsibilities o( the STAMPEDE la to deal wlrh

Issues of current concern among students, both by fairly pre-

senting the facts and by accurately representing the opinions

which arise. During a recent Open Forum In convocation, the

Issue of the college's requirement that all unmarried, non-

commuting students live in the dormitories came under serious

question, presented on this page is a dialectic discussion of the

problems involved, not as s means of polarizing positions but in

the hope that a synthesis of understanding might be the result.

Should a non-commuting student live off campus?

Yes
Mr. Jack Metheany, Commuter

This article Is designed to

respond to the recent state-

ment denying any unmarried,

non-commuting student to live

off campus and compelling all

such students now living off

campus to return to the dor-

mitories. Such a statement can

be Justified under the auspices

of the catalog provision which

states to the effect that "all

students not commuting from

home are required to live on

campus, . .unless other ar-

rangements are made with the

Dean,"
Before 1 begin outlining some

fundamental criticisms of the

above policy, 1 would like to

answer what seems to be the

most prevalent criticism per-
taining to the issued statement:

that It is an abridgement of

rights to coerce adult students

to live on campus. On the con-

trary, the administration is

forcing no one to live any place;

any one can live off campus
who wishes to do so, only such

a person may not attend this

co lege.
One reason suggested by the

Dean of Men in a recent con-

vocation for the policy change

Is the need for money. Milll-

gan makes a great deal of mon-
ey from the dormitory and board
fees paid by each student. Hen-
ce, Milllgan loses money for

each student who lives and eats

elsewhere. But it seems rather

Incongruous for Mllllgan's ad-
ministration to adopt such a

change during the 1969-1970

academic year which exper-

ienced one. of the largest and
transfer class in Mllllgan's

history.

Furthermore, the remedial
humanities course was devised
this year to prevent many stu-

dents who are in some ways un-
prepared for college work from
flunking out. And fewer flunk-

outs presumably means less va-
cated dormitory space.
A second reason offered by the

Dean of Men for the change in

policy Is to eliminate some of

the undesirable practices of

those who are currently living

off campus, I seriously doubt

that gathering the "trouble-

makers" Into the dormitories

would stiffle much of their

"troublemalting." Insisting the

students live on campus is no

guarantee that they will spend

any time there.

I can Chink of no undesirable

activity which would be inhi-

bited by locating a person's

board and bed on campus. Fur-
thermore, it would more ser-

iously Jeopardize the school's

Image if a dormitory student

were caught participating In

an activity contrary to the nat-

ure of the college than if such

a person were merely a fringe,

peripheral, off-campus student.

Now 1 would tike ro turn at-

tention from the reply to the

Justifications of the change in

off-campus policy to a more
personal. Intimate aspect: those

students being victimized by the

change in policy. It Is regret-

ably Inconvenient that the

change of policy occurred at

mid-semester, a time when it

is extremely difficult to make
alternate plans, such as trans-

ferring toanother school. Those
students now living off campus
are faced with the choice of

either returning to campus or

quitting school for a semester
or a quarter.

One student foresaw the chan-

ge of policy through an earlier

encounter with the business of-

fice and enrolled at East Ten-

nessee State University, even

though he wanted to be educat-

ed at Milligan. He found the

price of dormitory life finan-

cially Impossible.

Two other students, both for-

eign , see their Immediate fut-

ure as rather bleak and hazy.

The change of policy inquest-

ion, being a rather universal
dictum, seems contrary to a

much larger, more esteemable
policy of Milligan College:
avoidance of sweeping ordinan-
ces in lieu of individual con-
sideration and personal con-
cern.

No
Mr. Duard Walker, Dean

MUUgan College is primarily

a residential college. The
closeness and the unity of the

student bodies of ' the present

and past years, for the most

part, has been due to the vast

majority of students living on

campus. Many students who

must commute from their

homes have voiced their feel-

ings of having missed some-

thing by not having lived on

campus.
Many of our commuting stu-

dents are excellent students

and some of them take full ad-

vantage of the opportunities

available to them by having

matriculated at Milligan, Oth-

ers, possibly through neces-

sity, rush to classes and rush

back home without becoming

involved in the college com-
munity, either by having shared

themselves as persons or by

having received a pan of the

character and lives of others

from all regions of our nation.

In my opinion, a college is

people. Much of our total educa-

tion comes about by our asso-

ciation with people. The give-

and-take of dormitory life is

part of that education. Some
students have never had to share

a room with another person.

This Is a realistic situation.

All things are not ideal. One's

Rod

In/ in

BUFFALO MEAT
Sieve Knowles Metvin

Morton

The unbound periodical sec-

tion In the library is about

as effective as:

(a) The Black Panthers with-

out Negroes.

(b) A basketball team with-

out a ball.

(c) A basketball without a

basketball team.

(d) The P. H. Welshimer
Memorial Library.

The name of the Milligan

yearbook Is THE BUFFALO.
Most publications list their

name on the cover of that pub-

lication. The 1968 - 69 BUF-
FALO, however, failed to do

this. As a matter of fact, if

you will check your annual, you

will find that the word "Buffa-

lo" does not even appear until

page 64.

The Milligan Mile Man of

the Year Award for 1969 goes

unreservedly to Dr. Ira Read

for being Just plain Ira.

BM has learned from a re-

liable source that the grandjury

which is Investigating gambling

activities In the sports world

has several Milligan sports fi-

gures under investigation in-

cluding basketball star
"Toonle" Cash and wrestling

coach "Doc" Orvel Crowder.

While admitting that the Buffs

had ' 'blown' ' a recent game.

Cash insisted that they had not

done so intentionally. The
money which he was seen ac-

cepting from a stranger was
used to feed the hungry team,

Toonie stated.

When asked about the charges

that members of the wrestling

team had been seen with dis-

reputable characters. Coach
Crowder retorted that the

wrestling team was composed
of disreputable characters.

DARK MEAT
Black Coalition strongman

Dale Clayton Is reportedly dis-

satisfied with the meager offer-

ings of Afro-American studies

In the Humanities program. Ru-
mor has it that Coalition Social

Chairman, Rupert Burton Is

planning a cross-burning on

the lawn of Humanities profes-

sor Tracy Miller, In retalia-

tion.

Carson - Newman has always

been regarded as the game of

the year in the Milligan basket-

ball schedule. BM was sur-

prised, therefore, to note that

the attendance at that game this

year numbered a mere 250

students, faculty, college pre-

sidents, Happy Valiey kids

and referees. We are happy

that such a powerful team as the

Johnson Bible College Preach-

ers can replace C-N as Mllll-

gan's hottest rival. The at-

tendance at the Johnson game
was well over 800.

In the "Christmas Card"
included in the last issue, BM
stated that It never snows on
Christmas. Christmas Day it

snowed 8 inches at Milligan.

Buffalo Meat admits its error
and hopes that its exam"pb> of

admitting Its faults will be fol-

lowed by other members of the

Milligan family.

BM NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTIONS

(1) We will not say anything

degrading about John w. neth In

our column.

(2) We will try not to find

fault with the P. H. Welshimer

Memorial Library.

(3) The content of our column

will be drastically reduced.

(4) We will lend our support

to any movement to send Officer

Rector to Police Academy.

(5) Well — how about Camp
Golden Eagle?

(6) Ex-lax makes a track star

run.

roommate may not be all that

one would like as a person, or

this roommate may have simi-

lar thoughts. But, through mu-
tual respect and cooperation,

worthwhile goals can be achiev-

ed.

Though one may never be a

politician he must admit that to

know persons is Important. As

a dormitory student for four

years In a school the size of

Milllgan, he will have opport-

unity to know from 1200 to 1400

students. As a dormitory stu-

dent one could know at least half

of them by name. As an off-

campus student one might not

take the opportunity X o know

200 by name. After graduation

In bis travels over the country,

he will meet many of those whom
he has taken the time to know

here. Some of those may be of

great service to him and him

to them.

In recent times the good re-

putation of Milligan has been

tainted by an uncertain amount

of public awareness of some
events that have occurred and

situations that have existed in

some of the apartments and

trailer homes of some of our

students.

The college does not have

the personnel available nor the

time to spend In supervising the

living accommodations of our

unmarried students who are not

living at home. The same good

conduct is expected for the off-

campus students as the dormi-
tory students. There are cases

in which dormitory students

and others have taken advantage

of off-campus students by hav-

ing activities there which they

knew would not be allowed In the

dormitories.

In addition to the above, it is

a financial urgency that the

available on-campus rooms be

filled beiore allowing the off-

campus apartments and trailer

courts to flourish on the sup-

port of unmarriedstuoenis.The

budget of the college is affect-

ed by the degree of occupancy

of our dormitories.

The college Is not unreason-

able in its expectation for single

students as stated in the cur-

rent catalog concerning student

residence. Their understanding

and confidence in the back-to-

the-campus policy will be ap-

preciated by those who might

feel the sting of silent or ver-

bal abuse and will help to make
us a better Milligan.

Those unmarried students

who are now living off -campus

and not commuting from their

homes should sec the Dean of

Men before the end of this term

so that dormitory assignments

may be made. Choice of dormi-

tories will be in the order of

request.

Thank you for trying to under-

stand a rather difficult situa-

tion.
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Student Council acts

onexams and concert

At the student Council meet-

ing last night, a resolution was

passed to change the dress

code in the cafeteria.

The Council had been asked to

establish a cafeteria dress

code for students. Denny

Crossman Is chairman of the

committee formed lor this pur-

pose. Other committee mem-
bers are Mike Mutterspaugh

and George Bradley.

The suggested basis for the

code Is a recent survey given

In convocation combined with

Student Council discussion. The
committee will present the

code for approval at the next

regular council meeting.

Casual dress was suggested

as appropriate attire for week

days, Sunday dress lor the noon

meal and school dress for the

evening meal on Sundays.

The Boxtops were decided

upon as entertainment for one

of Mtlllgan's concerts. Final

arrangements will be made by

the concert committee. Jan
Mclntyre and Darnell Messlck
are co-chairmen.

FOR Alt YOUR

A/R RESERVATIONS

HOME

FOR SEMESTER BREAK

CAll

Idham

TRAVEL AGENCY

In the hotel lobby

of the John Sevier

PHONE 928-8161

Johnson City

"The student's

travel agency"

The council decided that Mil-

llgan cheerleaders should be

elected by an outside authority

rather than by student body

vote. East Tennessee State

University cheerleaders were

suggested as qualified persons

to make the choice.

The suggestion was also

made that potential cheer-

leaders be Interviewed and

recommended by Coach Wor-

rell or another coach. These

new methods of selection would

emphasize skill and school

spirit rather than popularity as

cheerleader qualifications.

The council Is sending a

recommendation to the Aca-

demic Committee that It change

this semester's exam schedule

back this semester to the old

method wlih strict adherence

to the schedule. If the plan is

not changed, the council re-

quests that teachers giving

several exams inform students

as to which parts will be given

to specific days.

A committee was appointed

to form an organization to build

up school spirit. Members of

the committee are Kathy Stout,

Mike Mutterspaugh, Stan JCin-

nett, and Ernie Hertzog.

"MOM" and MRS. JEANES — Don Jeanes, Assistant Resident

of Webb Hall, has Initiated a beautlfl cation program for the dorm.

He Is seen here with the first stage of bis plan. Congratulations,

Don and Clarlndal

Another Jeanes

Webb Hall goes co-ed

Clarinda Phillips left M11U-
gan before Christmas, 1969,

returned on January 1, 1970,

as Mrs. Don Jeanes, and

William Faulkner's Pulitzer Prize-Winning

Novel "The Reivers" is now a film!

Steve McQueen plays Boon

in'The Reivers' e==--==->

Features; l:30-3:25-5:20-7:15-9
: l0J \ | J|i^J[,'pt. ;

Starts FRIDAY ^ II Tilal 928-576T*

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Avenue Elizabethtonjenn.

SPECIALIZING IN ITALIAN FOOD"
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES -PIZZA-RAVIOLI-
SPAGHETTI- LASAGN A- CHARBROILED STEAKS
OPEN 10 A.M.-8 P.M. Closed Sunday

promptly moved from Hart Hall

into Webb Hall.

Clarinda and Don were mar-
ried on December 30, 1969. In

moving Into Webb, Clarinda

Joined her husband as the new
dorm resident there. Their

apartment In the dorm consists

of a combination living room-
kitchen, a bedroom and bath.

Since the job of dorm resident

Is actually Don's, Clarinda does

not really have many duties

along that line. However, she

does get light bulbs, write out

slck-sllps for meals, and give

advice on how to take spots out

of pants when Don is not around

to do so.

Apart from the few minor

crises like hot water in the

ice-maker and more noise than

Hart, Clarinda finds she enjoys

living in Webb.

Of all her new duties as a

wife, Clarinda finds cooking

one the most enjoyable. This

situation has created one of the

few problems she has encoun-

tered In her new residence.

Several times she has had to

turn away starving Webb resi-

dents lured to her door by the

luscious aroma of her brown-

ies.

SERENDIPITY
ADVENTURELAND I

CUDJO
CUMBERLAND GDP TNVA-KY

' US39E-M

Jim Crowder Auto Mart
257 West Main Street

Johnson City, Tennessee

Guaranteed Used Cars phone 928-5061

Milligan as

an institution

seeks growth

The success of a college Is

measured not only In the cali-

ber of Its students, but In Its

ability to manage Itself as an

Institution as well, and Milli-

gan College can be considered

a success on both counts.

A recent interview with Mr.

Joe Mccormick, Assistant to

the President, reveals that Mil-

llgan's success can be seen in

several tangible areas.

For the faculty, there have

been cost-of-living salary in-

creases almost everyyear.One

faculty member was heard to

remark recently that, generally

speaking, Milligan faculty

members have little financial

incentive to seek employment
elsewhere, contrary to the of-

ten mentioned rumor.

Librarian John Neth has re-

ported that during 1969, 4185

volumes were added to the li-

brary's collection. On the aver-

age, a library book costs from

$10 to $15 ready to be shelved.

The approximate $60,000 spent

on new books Is In addition to

the cost of repairing and bind-

ing of older books and maga-
zines which goes on continu-

ally.

Mllilgan's endowment fund

increased by 4% In 1969. The
endowment fund Is a reserve

fund comprised of donations

given specifically for the fund.

This money is not to be spent.

Rather, it is managed by the

Hamilton National Bant, which

periodically sends the college

a check for the money which

the fund has earned.

This money is then unrestric-

ted, and Is used to meet part

of the expenses of the college

not covered by student tuition

and fees. Many students do not

realize that the money they pay

to Milligan actually covers only

75 to 80% of the cost of their

education.

Various programs of finan-

cial aid are available to stu-

dents. Last year, more than

120 students received financial

aid, as outright gifts, loans.or

work scholarships. The student

aid program has been expan-

ded and Is expected to contin-

ue to expand.

In addition to the money sup-

plied by the endowment fund

and student payments, gifts

from Individuals and corpor-

ations balance out the remain-

der of the school's financial

needs.

Milligan' s plans for future

expansion of its facilities are

interrelated, Mr. McCormick
noted. Plans had been made to

remodel the administration

building, when Mr. B.D. Phil-

lips suggested the construct-

ion of Seeger Memorial Chapel

and offered a large sum of

money toward Its construction.

Plans for the administration

building were once again set

aside when Dr. Sam Bowers
pledged $50,000 toward the con-

struction of a science build-

ing. Currently, further work on

the science facility is eagerly

anticipated, and the remodeling

of the administration building

Is to commence after the com-
pletion of the new building.
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iuffs trample Emory & Henry

z/ith 12 point victory margin

The MUUgan Buffs stamped-

j over a weaker Emory and

lenry team by a solid 94-82

ally.

Though details wereunavail-

ble by press time, returning

.lllligan fans reported a very

irm game was played toover-

ome the two recent losses

gainst Lincoln Memorial Uni-

erfllty and Calvary College.

Mllligan's attempted come-

iack was thwarted late In the

iecond half as a good shooting

ind very quick Calvary team

:ubdued then 100-96. Thebuffs

rere very cold shooters early

n the first half as the Char-

ters opened up athlrteen-point

eadon several occasions.

Toonie Cash paced Mllligan

Uh 24 points on 11 of 22 from

he foul line. Dale Clayton was

icxt 1" Hne with 18 followed by

Xjd Thrclkeld with 13 of Ar-

dle Jenkins and Ruper Burton

vlth 10 points apiece

Calvary outshot Mllligan

rom the field hitting on 43

if 78 for 55.156 while the Buffs

lit on 42 of 80 for 52.5%.

rtie Chargers cashed in on 14

-A 24 from the foul line while

he Buffs hit on, 12 of 15.

The Buffs outrebounded Cal-

ary 48-34 with Rupert Bur-

ion grabbing 17 toleadtheway.

LM.U. edge Mllligan Monday
night 93-90 at Harrogate. The

Duffs had the better shooting,

hitting 45% to 43% for L.M.U.

but L.M.U. held the edge on

the boards 47-30. ToonleCash

led Mllligan with 31. followed

by Don Threlkeid and Roger

Phillips with 19 each and Gary

Class with 10.

King College knocked off the

Buffs 102-77 last Saturday.

King had a well-balanced of-

fense and shot well both In-

side and outside. Mllligan
opened fast posting a 6-0 lead.

That lead was shortlived as
King found the range and took

a 52-38 lead at the half.

Toonie Cash topped the Mll-
ligan attack with 34 points fol-

lowed by Don Threlkeid and
ArgUe Jenkins with 13 each.

King hit 41 of 77 from the

field for 52% while the Buffs

hit on 31 of 83 for 37%. King
also outshot Milliga from the

foul line 15-12. King won the

battle of the boards 45-33.

Mllligan placed third in the

Brldgewater invitational Tour-

ney defeating Salisbury 109-82

after an 84-75 opening round

loss to West Virginia Tech.

Carson-Newman dropped the

Buffs 10-2

Buffs 102-85 In an earlier

game. Mllligan's records is

now 4-11.

Toonie Cash leads Mllligan

in scoring with 291 points and

an average of 22.4 Don Threlk-

eid Is next with 272 points and

an average of 19.4. Roger Phil-

lips and Rupert Burton arc- the

other two Buffs averaging in

double figures with 11.1 and

10.9 respectively.

Mllligan's frosh boast a 5-2

record, following a 98-57

victory over Southeast Com-
munity of Kentucky and a 100-

79 win over the Blanton Busi-

ness College of Asheville, N.C.

Ed Purdy topped the Buffs

with 32 and 22 points in those

two encounters.

Short notice substitutions

cause double mat defeats
In its second and third meet

of the season, the Mllligan

Wrestling Team lost to the

University of Georgia 20-12

on December 17 and to the

University of Chattanooga 28-14

on January 10.

The Buffs were scheduled to

tangle with the University of

Tennessee here last night, but

the match was scratched last

week. Tomorrow, January 17,

Milllgan will meet U.T. Martin

Branch in Memphis. The fol-

lowing Tuesday, January 20,

the Buffs will entertain Wes-
tern Carolina at home.

Against a much improved

Georgia Team, the Buffs had

winners in Tom Williams, Rick

Schilling, Brett Yonkin, and

Jerry Teeter. Schilling, a

freshman, showed much fight

and also much promise.

The highlight of. the meet a-

galnst the Bulldogs was Yon-

kin's upset victory over last

year's S.I.W.A. (Southeastern

Intercollegiate Wrestling As-
sociation) champ.
Coach Crowder cited fresh-

man Baldwin and sophomore
Yonkon as two ithletes who
'"don't have it in them to give

in." Co-captain Teeter looked

good as usual and freshman Bil-

ly Johnson pinned his opponent.

Considering that he was in-

experienced and out of shape.

Bill Ellis turned in a good per-
formance at the heavyweight
spot in his first match of the

year.

Last Year's S.I.W.A, runner-
lUp , the Chattanooga Mocca-
sins are back full strenth and

promise to be a top contender

for this year's title. The big

factor in. the Buff's loss was
the fact that 5 out or o ol Mll-

ligan losers were pinned.

As Coach Crowder noted,

however, the Buffs did well con-

sidering the strength of their

opponent and the large number
of short notice substitutes in the

MUUgan lineup. For example,

lightweight Virgil "Shrimp"
DeFrles did not know until the

day of the match that he-was-
replacing an Injured Tom >V1I-

liams. -

Eric Ellis replaced Karl Pop-

pa who quit the team to work
and Monte Baldwin filled in for

Rick Schilling who suffered

torn ligaments in practice over

the holidays. Dave Steward sub-

stituted for co-capta In Larry
Kurtz who quit the team, > "

Winning for the Buffs against

Chattanooga were Monte Bald-

win, Brett Yonkin, JerryTeet-.

er, and Billy Johnson.

Ydu keep flunking

your best subject?

Take a break

at tfcs § U.S.

.

EXHAUSTED?

-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH

JIliff&rMti^
ZIMMERMAN'S
NEWS ("ENTER
4U1 Soutb Roan

Paperbacks-Magozlnes
Newspapers J

STRETCHI — Tom pore has the height at this point of a crucial

game which put his team, Scorpio, In first place after the first

round.

Scorpio stings opposition

In one of the final games of

the first round of the men's

basketball intramurals, Saggl-

tarlus upset Taurus, 67-63. Be-

fore the game, Taurus hadbeen

tied for the lead, but the loss

clinched first place for Scorpio

at the end of the first round.

Tied for second place are

Taurus, Aquarius, and Aries.

Saggltarlus Is in sole posses-

sion of the third position.

Leading the way for Scorpio

were Danny Smith andTom Fore
who averaged 19 and 16 points

a game respectively. Standouts

Dale Barcus and Steve Barnette

left the team midway through the

first round to play for the

Freshman Team.
Danny Smith's 114 pointtotal

led the. league In .overall spor*

Ing, but the leading average

scorer was Dave Phillips with a

25.75 point per game clip.

Undefeated Taurus are the

Women's basketball champions.

Aquarius and Aries are second

and third, respectively.

In overall league scoring,

Laura Caley and Karen Hagle-
man each totaled 46 followed

by Robyn Bridges with 30.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

(after 1st round)

W, L.

Scorpio 6 1

Taurus 5 2

Aquarius 5 2

Aries 5 2

Saggitarius 4 3

Gemini 2 5

Capricorn 1 6

Leo 7

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
(final standings)

W. L.

• •Taurus 7

Aquarius 5 2

Aries 4 3

Scorpio 3 4

Leo 2 2

Capricorn 1 5

Saggitarius 4

Gemini 4

SOUTH ROAN
PHARMACY

South Roan Shopping Plaza

For YOUR SWEETHEART get a

HEARTSHAPED BOX of CANDY
from our CANDY DEPARTMENT.

Valentine CARDS and GIFTS.

LOVE COSMETICS

Off street parking

FREE delivery to campus

LOVE COSMETICS'
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Students are participating

in many college governments

Washington, D.C.— (LP.)—
Students across tie country are

now official participants in the

government of many colleges

and universities.

Says Mlllersville State Col-

lege In Pennsylvania, a quiet

college which educates many
oi Its 4,500 students for the

teaching profession: "For the

first time the Faculty Senate

and a certain number of stu-

Exam week
(Continued from Page 1)

week.

Secondly, many professors

were not using the exam week

schedule, either giving their

exams early or not at all. This

left the school open to legal

criticism In that, in many cases,

Mllllgan courses were ending

a week early and thus not ful-

filling the number of workweeks
promised In the school's report

to the Southern Association.

Thus, it was decided to sim-
ply add another week of sche-

duled classes and allow the

professors to give or not give

their exams during that final

week of classes.

It should be noted that this

change is not necessarily' fin-

al as far as future exam ses-

sions are concerned. The chan-

ge was instituted on a some-
what experimental basis, and

the next few weeks should tell

whether or not it becomes per-

manent policy.

dents have been elected as of-

ficial Senate Advisers."

Two state colleges and uni-

versities in Kentucky have al-

ready selected voting student

representatives for their Board
of Trustees and other public

institutions in the state will also

do so, following the require-

ments of a recent state law.

Students from Soulhern Con-
necticut StateCollege, with rep-

resentatives from three other

state colleges , have formed an

Advisory Council to the Board

of Trustees of State Colleges

which meet with the Board,

Students will be preseni at

meetings of the Board of Trus-

tees of the University of Tole-

do, but may not vote. At In-

diana State University, the stu-

dent government president and

vice president and the editor

of the student newspaper now
attend Board of Trustees meet-

ings.

Including students in policy-

making extends to academic,

curriculum and other matters

as well.

Two students now serve on the

Admissions Policy Committee

of Georgia's Columbus College.

And Humboldt State College In

California, where students

sit on most major faculty com-
mittees. Is giving students vot-

ing representation on all major
administrative bodies, includ-

ing the President's Council, the

faculty Academic Senate and the

College Foundation.

Tennessee art

now featured

Seeger

WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THIS ONE? — Art student Pat Harris
forms her evaluation of one of thirty-five paintings currently

displayed in lower Seeger auditorium- The exhibit has evoked
much favorable interest among students and area residents.

in

An art exhibit of thirty-five

works of Tennessee artists is

now being displayed in the low-
er Seeger auditorium and cor-

ridor.

The art exhibit is sponsored
by the Tennessee Arts Associa-

tion. This collection has been
displayed around the state of

Tennessee.

The exhibit consists of paint-

ings done in oils and water col-

ors, and also of collages. Some
of the paintings are as large

as eight feet high. One painting

by Ronald Pekar features neon

lights.

Charles Frank Thompson, a

local artist from Johnson City,

has a painting in the collec-

tion. Mr. Thompson is the As-
sistant Professor of Arts at

East Tennessee State Univer-
sity.

The exhibit will be at Mllll-

gan College until the end of

January. During the first of

February, the Tennessee art

collection will be displayed at

the Reece Museum In Johnson

City.

The concert committee,
which Is in charge of engaging

the exhibits, reports that they

will continue to have exhibits if

interest -continues at the high

level that is displayed now.-

Groups from other schools

and people from Johnson City

have visited the college to view
the works of the Tennessee ar-
tists.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

NOW
OPEN

...Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
M„n Otnc SO, E ,k .„.O^i^ r*,^.^,*^„ ».w .w^„ . p,^^,^^





Carl Ketcherside to open convocation
THE HOPE OF THE WOULD

STAMPEDE
Controversial minister

pleads Christian unity

Volume XXXIV-No. 7 Mllligan College. Tennessee Friday, Jan. 3U, 1970

/alentine

sweethearts

be honorec
On Thursday, l-ebruary 12,

970, at 5:30 p.m. Sutton Din-

ing Hall will be transformed

oto the distant land of Came-
ot for Mllllgan's annual Sweet-

leart Danquet sponsored by the

itudent Council.

This year the occasion will

ie formal or semi-formal

Jress. Social chairman, Wendy

lanselman, hopes everyone will

*ear formals because Mllligan

iffers so few opportunities to

et really dressed up.

The themefortheeveningwlll

>e "A (K) Night In Camelot."

here will be a moat and ap-

roprlate backdrops, plus cast-

e nut cups and candies on the

ables.

The evening's entertainment

111 consist of Denny Dennls-
on singing "How To Handle

^ Woman" from the movie
;amelot, and Gloria Fife slng-

'The Look Of Love". Mike
Voods and Beverly Enoch, and

athy Robblns will also slug.

Master of Ceremonies for the

ening, a regular King Arthur,

ill] be a surprise.

Class beauties will also be

nnounced during the evening,

reshman candidates are Car-
le Enkema, Lisa Townsend,
nd Fran Bernard. Kathy Rob-
ins, Gloria File, and Deanna
>aum are the sophomore candl-

ates. J unior candidates are

larry Ramsey, Pat Rhinehardt

od Kathy McKee.
Because of a mix-up thesen-
r class's final three candl-

ates have not yet been chosen.

he election will be held some
me during the first of next

eek and then announced.

Steaks with all the trimmings
111 be served by candlelight

t the banquet. The Student

ouncli helps provide the steaks

/ paying on e third of their

3st—$200.

All Mllligan students are
:ged to attend the Sweetheart
anquet this year. It promises
i be one of the highlights of

lilllgan's winter social sea-
w, and a very romantic even-

Re gistration
colors Monday, February 2,

8:00 a.m.

inlors Monday, February 2,

9:30 a.m.

'homores Monday, February 2
^

1 :00 p.m.
M 2:00 p.m.
'eshman Tuesday, rcDruary 3

•Z 8:00 a.m.

M 9:00 a.m.

-G 10:00 a.m.

CLEAN WASH — "Arkie" Snocker, one of many Mllligan men
who clean the cafeteria trays, places, glasses, with which he is

working is the dishwasher, now vindicated of all offense.

Student concerns relieved:

dishwasher not unsanitary
Rumors that Mllligan's

dishwasher is inadequate, In-

efficient, and unsanitary due
to a breakdown have been dis-

claimed by head cook, Don
Creene.

The dishwasher did not work
efficiently for a few days due
to a lack of hot water, but it is

in good operating condition

The present dishwasher Is

a little small, but it is cap-
able of handling the load.

Mllllgan's series of con-

vocation programs lor the

second semester will be open-

ed on February 5 by Mr. Carl

Ketcherside

Mr, Ketcherside is a mem-
ber of the Church of Christ,

and is associated with

upper - east Tennessee's
Preaching Mission. The mis-

sion is held annually in John-
son City during the first week

of February.

"If a man is good enough for

God to receive , he Is not too

bad for me to accept. I am
sick and tired of our whole

sad, sorry and gruesome
sectarian mess. I never In-

tend to be a parry to Its

promotion again, so help me
God. 1 shall never be used

as a cat's paw to pull partisan

chestnuts out of the factional

fire. And as Patrick Henry
said, 'If that be treason, make
the most of it.'"

Thus has written W. Carl

Ketcherside. But Mr. Ketch-

erside has not always accepted

this
[
position. For many years

he spoke and lectured in favor

of positions held by that seg-

ment of the restoration move-
ment which believes that the

use of a musical instrument

in worship services is con-
trary to the will of God. While
on a trip to Great Britian and

Ireland approximately twelve

years ago he became con-

vinced that the love and grace

of God were not limited to the

Individuals of a particular group

with in the Church.

This position has caused him

to be considered a liheral and

an outsider by those for whom
he once spoke.

Since his change In opinion

and purpose Mr. Ketcherside

has become one of the most
Influential voices in the re-

storation movement. His per-

iodical Mission Messenger is

read, and discussed widely a-

mong ministers, col lege stu-

dents, and concerned Christians

throughout the brotherhood. Its

perceptive and penetrating

phrases haved vastly Improved

the circulation of many a se-

date.

He has stimulated the

thoughts and lives of thousands

through his many appearances

at conventions, churches, and

colleges.

To the Bible College stu-

dents he brings a breath of

fresh air, and a contemporary

sense of direction. To students

on secular campuses he pre-

sents an uninhibited unencum-
bered Christianity with a keen

understanding of collegiate as-

pirations.

Registration

Staff ready for Monday
When asked about the sani-

tation of the present machine,
Mr. Greene described the pre-
cautions taken to disinfect the

dishes.

The dishes first go through

a pre-rinse which contains a

chlorinated base. This base

Is the strongest available.

They then go into the wash •

Ing cycle. A strong chlorine

wash is used at this point also.

The water temperature is kept

between 180 degrees F. and
200 degrees F. at all times.

The dishes then go through a

final rinse.

Students have also com-
plained of a film on the glas-

ses and silverware. Mr.
Greene attributes this film to

wash. He says that, although
a film may be left, the dishes
have been sufficiently dis-
infected so that there's no
possibility of germs existing

on either the glasses or the

silverware.

The recent outbreak of flu

has also brought up the ques-
tion of cleanliness. Some stu-

dents were afraid that the

germs were being spread by

unsanitary dishes. Mr. Greene
quickly dispelled this fear by

assuring that no germ could
live through the chlorine pre-
rinse and wash nor the 180

degree rinse.

Before registration for the

second semester begins on ] eb-

ruary 2 and 3, many prepara-
tions must be made in the busi-

ness office and in the regis-

trar's office.

According to B. j. Moore,
business manager, the office

carries on its normal everyday

business, although they are
rushed. Their first job Is see-
ing that work credits, credits,

and cash receipts are posted.

The posting Is done by a

computer named Daisy Mae.
Daisy computes balances, posts

them to their proper accounts,

and stores the knowledge.

At the moment, Daisy Mae
is being programmed by the

Burroughs Company, maker of

the computer. Mr. Moore, how-
ever, plans to go to school

and train to program the com-
puter himself.

Daisy cannot make decisions

as some other computers do,

but is able to compute balances

In a matter of seconds. The
many circuits, which have been
woven into intricate patterns by
machines or women, carry
information to various cells

where it Is stored until need-
ed.

After posting, the office must
make sure everything is ready

lor an orderly flow through

the registration line. Cashiers
and people to make invoices are

appointed so that Invoices will

be quickly made and approved
by Mr. Moore.
Mrs. Fontaine and the re-

gistrar's office also must pre-

pare for registration. First, a

class schedule had to be made
available to the students. In-

struction sheets for registra-

tion procedures must also be

made for students.

Yellow registration cards

must be prepared and passed out

to the students, if their sched-

ule has been approved by their

advisor. These cards will later

be signed by the advisor and

returned to the office to be

filed.

The office also has to make
a room assignment for each
teacher during the registration

and this list will be made avail-

able to the students.

Class cards must be punched
which students will obtain from
professors in whose classes

they wish to enroll. These
cards will then be rewraed
to the registrar's office for

computer processing.

The cards will be sent to

East Tennessee State Uni-
versity for processing as the

registrar's office does not have

a computer. Each student's so-
cial security number will be

punched on the card for

identification purposes.

IBM DATA — The IBM Machine in the office of Mllligan'

s

registrar Mrs. Phyllis Fontaine (above) Is kept busy punching
out class cards for computer processes. Mrs. Fontaine is kept
busy, too.
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Nurse Nickolson assists campus
as ' flu" strikes 200 students
About two weeks ago the

"flu" hit Milligan College, as

It did various other areas of

the nation, and prevented ap-

proximately iwo hundred stu-

dents from attending classes

last week.

The epidemic kept student

and registered nurse Karen

Nickolson busy both day and

night. The symptoms she ob-

served in students were a gen-

eralized weakness, aches,

anorexia, deep cough, fever,

and chills. A few experienced

nausea and vomiting.

The outbreak of illness came
at a rather crucial time -

just at the end of the semes-
ter. Many students wished

they had received the flu shots

which were available in the

clinic earlier this fall.

Because so many students

were sick, the dormitories be-

gan to resemble hospital units.

Almost as many sick trays as

students left the cafeteria, as

students carried food and juice

to their sick friends.

Although the epidemic was no

laughing matter, Karen ex-

perienced several amusing in-

cidents in caring for the ailing

students.

One such incident occurred
when she rushed over to Webb
Hall to see a patient with a

fever of over 100 degrees p.

When she arrived, she dis-

covered that one of the men
had read the thermome-
ter wrong and the student's

temperature was only 100.-1

degrees F.

Very much relieved, Karen
emerged from Webb just as a

visitor was entering. Three
times he asked her, "Is this

the men's dorm?" She re-

assured him that it was and

that she was just visiting the

sick.

Later as Karen resumed her

studies, she realized that she

had not informed the visitor

that she was the nurse.

During her past year here,

Karen has learned much about

Milligan students and their re-

actions to illnesses.

Some students will stay In

bed for anything, and others

will stay for nothing.

Karen finds that athletes

are the hardest to keep in bed.

Earlier in the year, one of the

basketball players was injured

during a game. Karen thought

he should stay In bed a few

days, which would mean that he

must miss the next game.

Every day the student sent

her notes, pleading for com-
passion. One Included a poem
which read as follows:

Roses are red,

Violets are blue,

If you let me play

basketball,

I'll luv you.

She was also reminded that

Milligan could lose the game
because of her orders. I In-

der such circumstances, Ka-

ren found it hard to remain
firm.

Subject to approval

New cafeteria dress code planned
A new cafeteria dress code,

subject to approval by ad-

ministration has been drawn

up by the Student Council.

Presently, dress for women

HOME OF

the BIG BOY

Johnson City Plaia

in the cafeteria is restricted

to dresses during the week

and slacks for Saturday break-

fast and lunch. Sunday dresses

are preferred at the noon meal

on Sundays.

Men are allowed to wear

slacks, blue jeans, Levis, and

shirts or tee shirts. They are

not allowed to come in jer-

seys, sweatpants, or similar

attire.

The new dress code would

allow women to wear slacks or

SCEINE-STEAliNq

vaIentjne...

school dress to all meals Mon-
day through Saturday.

Men would be allowed to wear
school dress or. casual wear
Monday through Saturday, Plain

white tec shirts, sweatpants or

other athletic attire, however,

would not be allowed.

Sweatshirts would be allowed

if they are in good condition.

Sunday noon dress for women
would consist of Sunday dresses

and for men, a coat and tie ora
coat and turtleneck. No tennis

shoes would be allowed.

Dress ai supper on Sunday
would be school dress for both

men and women.
The code is still in the plan-

ning stage at present. It has

not gone Into effect.

John Banks, President of the

Student Council, is to see

President Johnson and the code
must go through the appropriate

channel before becoming effective.

NICHT NIIRSE — Neither rain nor snow nor sleet nor "flu"

can keep Karen Nickolson from her appointed rounds. Athletes,

she found, are the hardest to keep in bed during illness.

Smoking is

quitting is

(ACP) —Public Affairs Com-
mittee, Inc. Why do an esti-

mated 49 million Americans
continue to endanger their

health by smoking, despite many
studies linking cigarette smok-
ing with cancer, heart attacks,

strokes, and respiratory dis-

eases? What can be done about

it?

These two questions are dis-

cussed concisely in Cigar-
ettes—America's No. 1 Pub-
lic Health Problem, by Max-
well S. Stewart. This new pub-
lic Affairs Pamphlet is avail-

able for 25 cents from the

Public Affairs Committee, 381

Park Avenue South , New York
N.Y. 10016.-

The statistics show, to quote

IfUHfHI
Nothing you
could posstbly

give can come
close to the
thrill of a

dtamond Valent
It's a dazzling.

dramatic gift that

says you mean
;it in no
uncertain terms.

Visit us at

232 Main St.

_in J ohnson C ity

BECKNER'S, INC
Established 1886

Valentines Day is Feb. 14th BaSJ I(

dangerous;

difficult
Mr. Stewart, that "an average

man aged 25 who has never

smoked regularly can expect

to live six and a half years

longer than a man who smokes
a pack a day or more." And
he is likely to enjoy better

health than the smoker, "for
cigarette smokers are ill more
often, miss more days of work,

and have more days of re-

stricted activity than non-

smokers."

By now, the harmful effects

of smoking seem undeniable,

and millions of people do per-

iodically try. to quit. About 2

million a year do succeed in

doing so — but their place is

taken by about an equal number
of young smokers, including

children.

As Steward indicates, the

problem is persistent, for even

many people convinced of the

danger of continued smoking
have found it difficult to" stop.

Although radio and TV cigar-

ette advertising may pass from

the scene by 1971, youugsters

are still being "induced to show

their 'maturity' . by experi-

menting wi;h this 'adult'

practice."

Stewart summarizes efforts

to lessen the health ha.ards

under four approaches: (1)

Development of less hazardous

cigarettes, (2) Programs tore-

dijce the, number of new

sijiokers. (3) Encouraging

people to .stop smoking. (4)

•Tor those who won't or can't

(Juit, the harm from smoking

Can be reduced by these steps:

(a-) Choose a cigarette with

leis tar and nicotine; {<- ?Ul

the cigarette out beior,. smok-
ing it all the way down; (c)

take fewer draws on each

cigarette; (d) reduce your in-

haling; (e) sniokt- lower cigar-

ettes a day.
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Trouble with

semantics

is measured
The International Society for

General Semantics has a test

which will measure your tend-

ency to jump to conclusions.

Designed to determine the

ability to think accurately and

carefully, this test also works

as an effective learning device;

by taking it, students, em-
ployees and others become a-

ware of their tendencies to jump

to conclusions, to over-gen-

eralize, and to confuse Infer-

ences with factual Information.

Just mention that you heard

about the test In the Associated

Collegiate press News Round-

up and 1SGS will send you a free

sample copy of the test (which

usually sells for twenty cents

a copy, minimum order five

copies) along with their 30-page

catalog listing publications

available on semantics and im-

proving communication.

The address: ISGS, 540

Powell Street, San Francisco,

California 94108.

SNOW FUN — The worst ice storm since 1951 laid over six Inches of snow on the Mllllgan

campus and dropped temperatures to record marks below zero. The snow disappeared for

awhile but began to fall again late last night. Golf buffs have been forced to delay their rounds.

F-lorida students have luckily gone south for semester break.

Discipline in Kansas strengthened
Lawrence, Kan.(l.P.)-At the

University of Kansas the Uni-

versity Disciplinary Board has

adopted new rules of procedure.

The new rules include statutes

which provide for:

specific warnings must be

made to the student to Inform

him of his rights.

the opportunity for students

to examine documents before

their hearing.

the student adviser, who can

actively participate in the hear-

Commenton finals change range

from satisfaction to annoyance
Final exams at Mllllgan were

changed back to a regular exam
schedule this semester as a

result of a meeting of repre-

sentatives of the Academic
Committee and the student

body.

On Wednesday, January 14,

a meeting was held In the

chapel classroom to discuss

student dissent over the plan

for finals this year.

The Academic Committee
was represented by Dr. Fife,

Dr. Wetzel, Dr.Helsabeck.and

Mr. Neth. Approximately one
hundred students came to voice

their opinions.

As a result of the meeting,

the, Academic Committee vot-

ed to set up a regular final

schedule as In previous years.

Finals were given from Mon-
day, January 26, through

Thursday, January 29.

The change created problems
for many faculty members and
students, but on the whole it

represented the wishes of the

majority of the students.

Dr. Wetzel, associate Pro-
fessor of philosophy at Mllll-

gan, seconded the motion for

the change In the Academic
Committee. Although he felt

some students and faculty

would be Inconvenienced by
the change. It was effected

by "a group of responsible

students who used an establish-

ed channel, the Student Coun-
cil, to register a legitimate

grievance."

He felt the response "tried

to fairly represent a majority

of the students. The Academic
Committee showed Its willing-

ness to respond," and the posi-
tion of the Student Council was
strengthened.

Dr. Wetzel said further,

"There may arise situations

In which the Academic Com-
mittee finds it necessary to

give preference to a judgment

of academic quality rather than

popular student opinion. Ob-
viously, there was much mis-
understanding concerning the

original Intent of the Academic

Committee in abolishing exam
week.

Hence, the question of wheth-

er or not a last minute change

should be made became a ques-

tion of procedure, not academic
quality. A judgment of pro-

cedure must be responsible to

the wishes of the majority of

the community it serves,"

Professor of Secretary Sci-

ences, Miss Turbevllle, fell

that the school must "try to

establish the schedule In a

way that the majority affected

by It want It. Faculty and stu-

dents are both affected. The
only fair thing is to please the

majority."

Dr. Patton, Professor of

Psychology, said that the

change makes for a "better

arrangement." He believes

that In a regular class sche-
dule a student could have three

or four exams In one day.

which could work a * 'real hard-

ship" on him. Dr. Patton

"favors the plan we are fol-

lowing now."
Mr. Bachman, Assistant

Professor of Music and Di-
rector of the choirs has a

slightly different viewpoint. "1

feel terribly sorry for stu-

dents in my classes. My
students have been screwed
out of important final lectures.

I wasn't mad, just kind of hurt

for the students because they
are paying for this course."
Mr. Bachman also felt it was
"very low class" that the

faculty was told of the change
after the students were.

TEACHERS

4 00 vacancies

Elem. & H.S.

PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY

VIRGINIA

Salary: $7OO0-$ll,170

Interviewing on campus

February 16, 1970

EVERYBODY LOVES *

T

4fl%BUCKARQG
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPPING CINTIR NORTH JOHNSON CITT

Rib Eye Specials Each Sunday and Wednesday
Jfc CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 %*. £&•' ^ |

lng whether he Is a non-lawyer,

law student, etc.

a limit of three character
witnesses.

In addition to these four new
rules, the Board has also adopt-

ed a policy concerning the pub-
lication of names of students

involved in disciplinary cases.

This statute states;

The Board's action as to any
charged student who elects a

public hearing shall be made
public. Including the student's

name and the disposition of his

case.

If the student elects a private

hearing, the Board maypublicly
announce the circumstances of

the case and the Board's action,

but may divulge the name of

the student involved only to

appropriate University of-

ficials.

Open forums

still part of

convocation
The Convocation Committee

is attempting to schedule two

open forums a semester, with

the first one for the new se-

mester being on February 10.

The purpose of the forums is to

give students an opportunity to

express their opinions; it is not

a question and answer period In

which the administration is put

on the spot.

Judge Allen Sharp from In-

diana will speak about some
aspect of law on February 19.

Gordon Kelly will be speaking

on March 12. In his presen-

tation he will try to synthe-

size Christianity and fine arts.

He will also have an exhibit.

One of the world's fasrest

rising archeologlsts, BUI De-
ver, will be speaking March
24. Mr. Dever is a graduate

of Milligan College.

The East Tennessee State

University Woodwind Ensem-
ble will present a concert dur-

ing March.

George Shirley from the

Metropolitan Opera will per-

form in an evening convoca-

tion on April 16. This con-

vocation is part of Milligan

College's concert series.

Dr. Jess Johnson, Presi-

dent of Mllllgan College, will

be the speaker for the last

convocation. May 28. TheCon-
vocatlon Committee Is institut-

ing a new tradition at Milligan

In which the President will con-
duct the last convocation

lecture of the spring semester.

SOUTH ROAN
PHARMACY

South Roan Shopping Plai

For YOUR SWEETHEART get a

HEARTSHAPED BOX of CANDY
from our CANDY DEPARTMENT.

Valemtne CARDS and GIFTS.

LOVE COSMETICS

.

==7\/

wu^mmMJ^m

Off street parking

FREE delivery to campus

Love cosmetics'
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At Tenn. Tech.

Wh im or Id eal

Because of the dissent of a majority of Milligan College students,

the Academic Committee acted last week to change the final

examination schedule, the second time that a change had been

made this semester. But after such commendable conciliatory

action had been taken, new groans were heard as many of the

same students who had requested the new schedule felt that

they had suffered with the change.

The expression of dissent on the basis of whims rather than

issues has too often been the hallmark of the student dissent which

arose in the late fifties. Some students at Ohio University began

breaking windows In their classrooms as a method of dissent

against long semesters. The antiquated panty-ralds, finding

a renaissance among some juveniles in Tennessee's state uni-

versities, also disgusted an older generation because of its im-

mature, though symbolic, protest against social ethics.

As long as the student activist movement Is burdened with

individuals who cannot be pleased, who act on self-interest and

not on Judgement, who dissent merely for the sake of dissenting,

who choose issues of whim rather than of ideal, then the repu-

tation of meaningful student dissent is continually on the gallows.

The era of the seventies with its "middle Americans" is not

going to view student dissent happily. Nor will It cherish its

proud national heritage of which dissent is a significant part.

How much poorer this country would be, had it not been for Henry
David Thoreau who went to jail in protest against the American
war with Mexico and the nation's support of slavery in the South.

Is his famous essay on "Civil Disobedience," Thoreau asked
whether the citizen owes a greater allegiance to bis conscience
or to his government, and then answered his own question: "The
only obligation which I have a right to assume is to do at any
Ume whaH ihtnk is right."

The "right" action for many American students today is not

dissent with examination schedules, length of semesters, or

panty raids. The issues are death in Viet Nam, pollution of

the environment, and hunger in the ghettos. If the student activist

movement continues to choose such items of national emergency,

then it will eventually inspire the "middle America" rather than

disenchant the silent majority. Perhaps even civil disobedience

will become an acceptable mode of dissent.

Nevertheless, Milligan College does not need civil disobedience

to change her examination schedule, shorten her semester, or

waken her women at two o'clock in the morning. Her "establish-

ment system" is adequately functioning with all channels open.

But her students need to be aware of national and international

Issues of ideal rather than of whim. Commitment to these great-

er causes may eventually demand the action of Henry David
Thoreau.

Before after-

College editor laments censorship

The Students MoW What They W/Wt

'The University Echo' will

no longer be allowed to print

"filth" according to a state-

ment released recently by Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Chat-
taooga Chancellor William
Masterson, The statement was
the result of a recent issue of

the student paper which con-
tained several obscene words
and remarks.

After the paper's release, a

resolution was introduced at

a meeting of the UTC Publica-

tions Committee which read

that "the individual editor will

consult the faculty adviser on
all questions of major policy,

on sensitive Issues and on is-

sues involving cannons of re-

sponsible journalism. That
in the event of disagreement
between the editor and the

faculty adviser, the matterw
faculty adviser, the matter will

be brought before the publica-

tions committee for final de-

cision.'

A form of censorship many

times results when student

journalists must check every

article of importance with a

faculty adviser or a school

official. There should be no

need for censorship in any

form. Students working on the

college newspaper should and

must be responsible in their

reporting. If this is accom-
plished, articles will contain

only the facts as they are —
as they should be presented to

the public

College editors have work-

ed many long hours since the

beginning of campus publica-

lions in an effort to gain the

respect which is earned

through responsible and reli-

able reporting. It is un-

fortunate that there are per-

sons associated with college

journalism who make their own
rules and print obscenities un-

der the guise of responsible

journalism.

->.--

TICKETS PLEASE — Once again the STAMPEDE runs this

picture of the traffic hazard beside Sutton Hall during the lunch

and dinner hours. If the "no parking" zone were enforced, less

danger and greater convenience would be the immediate result.

Canyon lights discourage night activity

In spite of an irritating lack

of funds, the administration is

continuing its efforts to improve
MiiUgan's campus by installing

a system of lights in the Canyon
parking lot.

The order to Install the lights

was given over a year ago fol-

lowing the theft of a battery from
a car parked in the Canyon.The
lights are intended to dis-

courage such vandalism.

Unfortunately, there are

other Canyon activities which

may also be discouraged by the

new lights..

Due to its location, the Canyon
has never been highly popular

as a place to park one's car.

However, its location has helped

to make it a popular parking

spot in a sense completelyapart

from the overnight deposit of

cars.

In considering the desir-

ability of the new lights, one
must consider not only their

merits (discouraging vandal-

ism) but also their drawbacks.

In order to do this one must
determine what value the

Canyon has to the school as a

parking area.

First, the Canyon is close

to the school— in fact, it is on

campus. This removes the

necessity of driving to the

Laurels or some similar spot.

One may. If he wants, use Can-
yon faciiitieswiihouimovinghis

car at all. When roads are icy

this nearness becomes an im-
portant safety factor.

Second, the Canyon is se-

cluded without being too se-
cluded. This seclusion is an

advantage both in that it dis-

courages too much involve-

ment (Its effectiveness in this

area is open to question) and in

that help is available should

anyone (usually Officer Rector)

try to molest the participants.

Third, and perhaps most con-
venient, the Canyon is very near
Seeger Memorial Chapel, in

case a couple does become too

involved.

For these reasons, the Can-
yon would seem to be a val-

uable aid to the students of Mil-

ligan as they strive to har-

monize the physical and spirit-

ual aspects of their natures.

This may be worth the price of

a car battery or two.

If the lights were not wired

into the same circuit that con-

trols all other outside lights on

campus, they might be timed in

such a way that they could dis-

courage vandalism only after

there are no students discour-

aging it by their presence.

Not only could the lights not

interfere with parking, they

could be an aid if they were
timed to come on at 10:25 on

weeknights and 11:55 on Fri-
day and Saturday nights. At

least one college official sup-

ports this plan, although, as

President Johnson has pointed

out, it might be better for the

students to learn to rely on
themselves in such matters.

Perhaps some of these sug-

gestions may be acted on If

finances allow. Until they are,

one must hope that President

Johnson Is correct in feeling

that the lights will not be bright

enough to reduce the value of

the Canyon as a parking loca-

tion. If they are too bright,

there is always the lot behind

Hopwood—also close to cam-
pus, popular, and even next

to a church. STEVE KNOWLES
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A" BOYD'S EYE" VIEW by MICHAEL BOYD

The Responsibility of Command
Recently, much attention has

been drawn to the massacre at

My Lai, South Vietnam. Many
people say that we should over-

look the atrocity as Just one

more senseless act In an al-

ready senseless war. Some say

It was a Just act because It

dlsiroyed "enemies". (Will

someone please explain how an

Infant child can be considered

an enemy?) Some believe that

Lieutenant Cally should take

the full responsibility for the

crime of mass murder.

The people who hold these

views are lacking In the knowl-

edge oi a similar case tried

some twenty-five years ago.

If the decision reached at that

trial and backed up by a ma-
jority decision of the United

States Supreme Court were to

be applied, the person whowould
be held accountable would be

General Cralghton Abrams,
overall United States Com-
mander In Vlet-Naml Sound
radical? a look at "Military

Justice" as It works In the

above mentioned case would

be helpful.

' On October 29, 1945, Tomo-
,

yukl Yamashlta, General of the

Imperial Japanese Army and
recently surrendered Com-
mander of Japanese Army

i
forces In the Philippines, was
brought to trial by the Allies

' In Manila. There were 123 sep-

arate charges of crimes In-

volving the deaths of 57,000
people. He had 30 days to pre-
pare a defense. All rules com-
monly deemed as essential by
the Anglo-American system of

Jurisprudence, dealing with the

rejection of hearsay testimony
were waived. (Even the test-

\

imony of third and fourth-hand

|

Informants was admitted I) Upon
;
cross examination by defense
counsel, several of the witness

1

for the prosecution as well as

i

the validity of their testimonies

[

were found to be Inaccurate.
1 Never the less, on December
7, 1945, the death sentence

i was pronounced. Appeal was
I
made to the United States Sup-
reme Court and the decision
'was upheld. At 3:27 a.m. on
February 23, 1946, General Ya~
mashitawasexecuted bv hanging.

The true essence of the Ya-
mashlta case fs the question

of command responsibility, is

the commander resposlble for

every act by every man under
hfs command or not?

The glossed-over facts of

the Yamashita case lead one to

question the Integrity of the

military tribunal which tried the

case and the apparent lack of

common sense of the court
that reviewed the trlbunal'sde-

clsion.

FACT #1: At all times.
General Yamashlta had ordered
civilian populations and pris-

oners of war to be humanely
treated.

FACT ^2: Most of the charges

stemmed from the defense of

Manila which had been accom-
plished by some 16,000 naval

troops under the command of

General lwabachl, NOT General

Yamashltal

FACT #3: Because he still

has supplies stored within Man-
ila and had no way to remove
them he could not declare the

city a s "open."

FACT #4: General Yamas-
hlta hod been In command In

the Philippines Just 9 days when

American forces attacked

Leyte.

FACT #5: When the pros-
ecution failed to prove that

he had ordered the atrocities,

it charged that he failed to care.

FACT #6: He was charged

with atrocity In the Malayan
Campaign of 1941-1942. He had
3 divisions. The Imperial

Guards Division butchered 200

Australian wounded and many
others. They continually dis-

obeyed General Yamashlta's

direct commands. He removed
their commander, sent him to

Japan and disgraced the unit

in the eyes of the Army.
FACT fl: Because of his

attitude. General Tojo removed
him from command In Malaya
and sent hi m to Manchuria, not

even allowing him to report

to Tokyo first. From Man-
churia, he was sent to the

Philippines just before the in-

vasion. He was not given time
to investigate atrocities in Ma-
laya nor could he seek for

answers in Toyko. He had
neither time nor communica-
tions nor means ai his dis-
posal to investigate conditions

in the Philippines.

Yet General Yamahsita was
hung as a war criminal. Just-
ices Ruledge and Murphy of the

Supreme Court, in their strong
dissent, stated; "He was not

charged with participating in,

condoning or ordering atro-

cities. Not even knowledge of

the crimes was attributed to

him. It was simply alleged that

he unlawfully disregarded and
failed to discharge his duty as
commander to control the oper-
ations of the members of his

command .

The recorded annals of war-
fare and the established prin-
ciples of international law form
not the slightest precedent for

such a charge."

Yet General Yamashlta was
executed as a war crl mlna I

.

It seems strange that the

United States would establish

such a precedent and not ap-

ply It all around. By the de-

cision of the military struc-

ture and the U.S. Supreme
Court, a commanding officer is

responsible for the unlawful

acts committed by those under

him. If this Is correct, then

General Cralghton Ahrams Is

essentially as guilty as was
General Yamshlta.

Will General Abrams betried

and executed like General Ya-
mashlta? Of course not I

Will the Supreme Court re-

verse the decision of 25 years

ago and exonerate an Innocent

man? I seriously doubt It.

But such Illuminating bril-

liance gives one cause to won-
der at the state of a nation

with two sets of laws: one

for enemies (even vanquished

ones) and one for its own
people.

BUFFALO MEAT

open
letters

range
Quick response

Here is a vote of thanks

and appreciation toDeanOakes
and the Academic Committee

for their quick response in

changing back to the exam week

schedule. We, as students, ap-

preciate this change not onlyfor

Its advantages, but also

because the decision showed
that the committee is concern-

ed with student opinion.

Upon rereading the editorial

in the last issue, I was con-
• cemed that 1 may have creat-

Steve Knowles

M e/v in

Morton

The Milligan Mile Award goes
to the Milligan faculty who, at

great personal risk, braved
hazardous road conditions dur-
ing the recent snow storms
so that we would not be de-
nied a single hour of our ed-
ucational experience. Thanks
a lot.

Congratulations to the Em-
manuel School of Religion on
their recent accreditation.

Maybe this will give Emmanuel
students something to Smile
about.

School Spirit at Milligan is

confined mainly to:

a) The over-sixty set.

b) The under-ten set.

c) The Cheerleaders.
d) Ctrls dating basketball

players.

e) Coach Worrell's family.

What do you call It when a

cow Jumps a fence and catches

herself on the barbed wire?

An udder catastrophe.

DARK MEAT
When asked to express his

views on the recent, heavy ac-

cumulation of snow. Black

Coalition member Beep McCoy
of Clermont, Florida, said that

he wouldn't mind the snow so

much If It weren't so white.

Congratulations to the fight-

ing Buffs who defeated Mary-
ville 90-85 in overtlmel Credit

Is also due to the Milligan

fans—both of them were on

their Icet through the en-

tire overtime period.

BM's Believe It or Not

Wednesday. January 21 , 1970:

On one oi the snowiest days of

the year. Miss IvorJonesfalled

to appear fcr her American
History classes. In spite of

the fact that she was scheduled

to give a test that dayl Be-
lieve it or not!

When asked about the ten

plagues on the Old Testament
Survey exam, freshman Hoyt
Knephyt listed the following;

1. the unbound periodical

section of our library,

2. our library.

3. cockroaches In the dorms.
4. Insurance salesmen in the

dorms.
5. snowstorms.

6. snow and Ice on the side-

walks and steps two weeks
after the snowstorms,

7. students who feel the bas-

ketball team must be un-

beaten before they should

lend their support to the

team.

8. a school bill which in-

cludes a $77.00 (in) -

Activity Fee.

9. the Student Council.

10. newspaper editors who
make staffers write ar-

ticles during exam week.

ed the impression that the Aca-
demic Committee had ridden
"rougb-shod" over student
opinion; this was certainly not
the case.

As Dr. Wetzel explained, the

decision to abolish exam week
was one of many the committee
had to make. This decision was
not referred elsewhere be-
cause it was not thought nec-

essary. The committee ap-

parently did not realize that

students felt so keenly about

the Issue.

That the situation was a slight

case of misjudgment rather

than ill motive was conclusive-

ly proven by the committee's

quick response in changing

the decision.

1 think students sometimes
fall too quickly Into the hab-
it of catagori^lng admin-
istration officials as autocra-

tic rulers Intent on control-

ing the students rather than

helping them.

This is especially easy to

do when the administration has

just made a decision that runs

counter to student opinion.

I think Dr. Fife spoke well

at the Open Forum Convoca-
tion when he reminded the stu-
dents that progress comes
easiest when suspicion and dis-

trust have been put In the back-
ground.

Certainly this should not be
hard to do In light of the con-
cern showed by the Academic
Committee In their most recent
decision.

Jeff Knowles

Senior

History Major
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Tennessee advances
KNOXVILLE --Business and

economic activity In Tennessee

will hold Its own during 1970,

but the average Tennessean

will be only a little better off

financially this year than

he was in 1969, a University

of Tennessee report predicted

today.

The report, by Dr. Kenneth

E. Quindry and George Kron-

bach of the U-T Center for

Business and Economic Re-

search, said growth In Ten-

nessee personal income is ex-

pected, at best, only to equal

the nation's growth.

A projected 5.5 per cent in-

crease in personal income in

1970 will be reduced, by In-

flation, to a real income growth

of only 2 to 2,5 per cent, the

report said, and higher per-

sonal taxes will further

decrease real growth.

"In the final analysis, the

average Tennessee citizen will

be only a little better off in

1970 than he was in 1969",

the report said.

Tennessee's growth in plant

capacity and in physical output

of goods and services will be

hard-pressed to equal the na-

tional average, the report said.

It added that growth in physi-

cal output will be about 2 per

cent, with price increases of 3

to 3.5 per cent indicated In

Tennessee and nationally.

One key element cited bythe

report as affecting output dur-

ing 1970 is a leveling off of

the growth of the labor force.

"In the absence of large im-

migration, Tennessee seems to

have entered a period in which

growth in its work force may
lag behind national growth," the

report said.

"As a result of the relative-

ly slow-growing labor force and

the expected full employment
level, the labor situation will

remain tight," the report said.

Preaching Mission starts on

Sunday at E.T.S.U. auditorium

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W.Walnut St.

Johnson City

The Appalachian Preaching

Mission, which will Include

Bristol, Ellzabethton, Kings-

port and Johnson Clry, will be

held February 1-6. The John-

son City Preaching Mission,

which Is sponsored bythejohn-

son City and WashtngionCounty

Ministerial Association, will be

held in the ETSU Auditorium.

Evening services will begin at

7:15 and this year's theme will

be "God Is Able."

Kenneth L. Chafln, an educa-

tor and Billy Graham Assoclat£

Professor of Evangelism at a

theological seminar In Louis-

ville, Ky., Is the scheduled

speaker for Sunday, Feb. 1.

Monday night has been desig-

nated by the sororities for group

attendance. The speaker for

this night is also an educator,

James Thomas Laney. He re-

ceived his Ph. D. at Yale Uni-
versity and was recently an

educator at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. He is now Dean of the

Candler School of Theology of

Emory University in Atlanta,

Georgia.

The University Chorale will

be performing along with area

high school groups Friday night,

Feb. 6. Friday will also be this

week's youth night and the

speaker will be Wayne B.Smith.

Also scheduled for youth night

Is Gene Cotton, the school

speaker. Playing folk guitar.

Gene has a highly Individual

stylized sound which has fast

gained him a reputation in cof-

fee houses, college campuses,

and finally, In New York City

with a folk singing trio.

FOND ADIEU — <l-r) Brenda Varner, Katby Polenek, and

Paula Bullock as new members of the STAMPEDE staff bid a

tearful good-bye Darryl Brooks who must educate by the spoken

word rather than by the written word next semester. The STAM-
PEDE will greatly miss Darryl's creativity but cheerfully wel-

comes the three additional women to the staff.

Sma

for

lious colleges defendedreiigi

vital contemporary experience
The conventional view of the

small religious colleges today

is that they are backwater In-

stitutions. But are they? Even
with all their faults, do the

"brotherhood" and "sister-

hood' colleges represent a

backwater? Are we ready to

throw away what could become
Invaluable assets to our

society? Conceivably, the re-

ligious colleges are precisely

what must be saved in our

higher education. They are

what must be transformed into

real communities.

The essential purpose of the

college, as It emerged in our

American history, was to form,

strengthen, clarify, prepare.

We did not perhaps realize,

perhaps we could not have

jealized, that a limit on the

size of this Institution was an

essential of its functions. We
realize that now, however, with

the appearance of the science

and knowledge factories known
as universities and state col-

leges. America is groping

toward a reversal of this uni-

versal escalatlonlsm that has

nearly ruined us.

It is fortunate that we have

many relatlOely small colleges

and that they are still associat-

ed in one way or another, and
to one degree or another, with

religion. Today, when the de-

mand for purpose, for a moral-
ity and a meaning has become
crucial, the survival of so

many small colleges in

America Is a remarkable op-
portunity.

Bigness — In education, in-
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dustry, everywhere - is going

bust. It has become our curse.

The "business' of the college

must be living-wlthin-mean-
ing, and loving. We must find

time to know each other. It

is how to live together in each

other's presence that is the

great undertaking because that

is related to the learning of

how to love.

The life of an adult should

begin In a meaning-seeking

community, and it should,

wherever possible, end in such

a community. The community
of the youth moving into adult-

hood and the community of the

old who have retired should,

each In its properway, be pair-

ed. This Is the South Asian
concept of the meaningful life

-les extremes se touchent -

the beginning and the end should

be related.

Man shallnotfindfullfillment

except when his last years are

linked to his early years and
when there is, within limits

of the possible, a degree of

wholeness. Life is the story

of that wholeness developing.

The end controls the beginning

if there is to be meaning. Not
in dogma but in organic, grow-
ing wholeness is the meaning.

One can hope that the concept

of graduation will disappear.

We must net "graduate." We
must grow.

The religious college must
be a community. The college

must be an educational in-

stitution In the sense of mental
development, yes. But the col-

lege must become again what
colleges were orlginallyfound-

ed to be, houses of God. That
means, above all, not houses

where you study religion and
the nature of God and so on,

but houses where, each week,

you live with, experience, and
draw hesitantly, humanly
gropingly, a little nearer to

the reality that will remain.
Religion Is more lived than

known. We achieve, or
partially achieve, awareness of

God. As we grow in power to

love, we become more aware ol

God. But God is transcen-

dental. Spiritual exercises are

like physical exercises; they

strengthen the spiritual mus-
cles. It is the living. That is

why monasticism came into

being. We love and we seek

to break through to more
awareness of God, not as idea

but as experience. Absolutes-

perhaps there is only one -

can only be experienced, not

known.

We need a revolution. All

social revolutions - Marxist or

otherwise - are collectivism

Only in the victory over the

individual Is liberation In

brotherhood achieved. Chris-
tianity, like Buddhism, Is an
unending revolution.

We can certainly know, read,

here about that central fact of

the human undertaking. Butwe
have to live it. We must live

it as brothers of the common
life, as sisters of the common
life. And then comes the great
school, the family. The family

was also the beginning.

Then we shall come, I pray
to God, to the old-age com-
mon life.

What is revolution? It is

that humanity, saturated with

love of human beings, should

go arm-in-arm home to the

living God.

We very much need the re-

ligious college: Jewish, Catho-
lic, Quaker, Methodist, what-
not. We need the actual col-

lege, two-year, four-year. We
must keep It alive. It must
flourish, not grow bit but grow
strong.

We must have colleges where
some young people will learn to

live with the realization that

the first duty of man Is not

success, no matter what two

hundred million blasphemers

keep shouting and insisting on.

Not what, but Whom, 1 do

believe.

That in my darkest hour of

need

Hath comfort that no mortal

Creed
To mortal man may give

Albion Ross
Professor of Journalism

Marquette University





Milligan Buffs

prepare for

Nashville AC
The Milligan basketball team

will travel to Belmont College

in Nashville on February 18 to

compete In the VSAC Tourna-

ment there.

Last year, the Buffs de-

feated Christian Brothers 82-

75 in the Tournament before

losing to King College 124-80.

The VSAC is divided Into two

divisions with seven teams in

each division. The members of

the conference and their di-

vision are listed below:

VSAC
Eastern Division

School Location

Carson-Newman Jefferson City

King Bristol

Knoxvil e Knoxville

Lincoln Memorial Harrogate

MlUigan Milligan

Tennessee Wesleyan Athens

Tusculum Greeneville

Western Division

School

Belmont

Bethel

Christian Brothers

Lane

Le Moyne
Tennessee (Martin)

Union

Location

Nashville

McKenzie
Memphis
Jackson

Memphis
Martin

Jackson
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TWO ON A LAY-UP — Don Threlkeld eluslvely avoids Mike
Burrows of a stubborn Maryvllle team to add two points to a final

overtime score 90-85. "Pert" Burton is coming in on the run
for possible assistance.

92—81 talley

Milligan cagers tumble Tusculum
Milligan returns for a five

ame homestand on the heels

a 92-81 victory over Tus-
ulum in a volunteer State Ath-

etlc Conference Creeneville

.londay night.

Milligan Jumped off to a 38-

2 lead at halftime and broke

he game open In the final

liree minutes of play to obtain

heir first VSAC win in eight

tarts and si::th victory over-
1 against thirteen losses.

Dick Bock tallied 22 points,

1 in each half in his first

tarting role. Toonle Cash
as next in line with 20 points

he pumped in nine of them
the closing minutes o( play.

oger Phillips and Cary Glass
Iso hit in double figures with
hililps adding 12 andGlassll.
The Buffs offset 28turnovers
1th a fine shooting night. Mil-
gan outshot the Pioneers from
ie field by pouring in 34 of

f for 49% while Tusculum'
'uld hit only »3 of 81 for 4t%.
he Buffs also did very well at

ie foul line by cashing in on
4 of- 29 while Tusculum hit on
0127.

Milligan also controlled the

>ards 50-JO. Gary Class paced
e Ruffs by pulling off 14

iroms. Dick Hock grabbed 1

1

bounds and Dale Clayton got
'. '

Tennessee Wesleyan edged
e Ruffs 66-64 In a real tight'

tensive battle Saturday night.

'th teams hod shooting pro-
;ms early In the lirst halt,

ie Huffs fought valiantly, but

shot by Herman Shelton with

seconds remaining was the

rRin of victory for the Hull-

licit. m ... ,,,-,.
|

,[... w inning

ket after Arglle Jenkins

missed a shot with 42 seconds

to go. Toonle Cash's shot with

4 seconds left went awry and

the Bulldogs took the rebound

and the victory.

Kelly Aldridgecapturedgame

scoring honors with 29 points

for Wesleyan. Cash topped the

Buffs with 18 and Roger Phil-

lips added 16.

Although both teams were
even in field goals, Wesleyan
shot 43% on 27 of 63 while

Milligan hit for 35% on 27 of 79.

The Bulldogs won the game at

the foul line by hitting 12 of

13 while the Buffs hit 10 of 14.

Wesleyan outrebounded the

Buffs 41-36.

Milligan subdued Maryvllle
90-85 In overtime in a game
played here January 19. The
Huffs trailed much of the first

half, bur Toonie Cash scored
21 of his 31 points in the

second half to pace the vic-

tory.

Cash tied the game at 76 all

with 1:23 left by sinking the

lirst free throw of a one-and-
one situation; He missed the

second attempt and neither team
could score, again In the re-
gulation time bringing about

the five minute overtime.

Phillips opened the overtime

with a field goal, but the Scots

tied the game at 78. After-

wards, the Buffs were never

headed enroute to the victory.

Three other Buffs also scored

in double figures. Don Threl-

keld scored 12 and Rupert Bur-
ton and Dale Clayton had 10 a-

plece. Dale Clayton grabbed

11 rebounds and Rupert Burton

10 to pace the Buffs in that

department.

Maryvllle outshot Milligan

from the field 38-35, but the

Buffs shot 49% to 46% for the

Scots. Milligan won the game
at the foul line by hitting on

20 of 26 while Maryville hit

only 9 of 18.

In another contest, the Buffs

dropped a road game to Mars
Hill 105-85.

Milllgan's freshmen sport a

7-3 record foNOwing a 92-86
win over Steed, a 105-79 -vin

over an Elizabethtori Industrial

league team, and a losstoMars-
Hill frosh. Ed Purdy scored 20

and 19 points in the two wins.

Other high scorers include Doug
Drake with 25 and 16 and John
McGuire with 15 and 17. ' '

Seward throws champion

as Milligan throws Martin

Milllgan's Matmen faced

Western Carolina on uie road

last Tuesday after losing to the

same Western Carolina team
25-21, defeating Tennessee at

Martin 28-14, and losing to

Maryville 21-16.

Tom Williams won all three

of his matches in the 118 lb.

class. He won his match against

Western Carolina by forfeit.

He defeated his Martin opponent

13-2 and his Maryvllle opponent

7-2.

Tom Hickok pinned his

Western Carolina opponent at

:40 seconds of the second per-

iod. He drew in his match
against the Maryvllle 126

pounder with the score 2-2.

At present , Milligan does

not have a healthy 134 pounder.

Because of this problem, the

Buffs have forfeited five points

per match at this weight. Two
matches have been lost be-

cause of these forfeits.

Monte Baldwin who is wrest-

ling at 142 pounds defeated his

opponent from Western Caro-
lina 6-2. Healsoedged his Mar-
tin opponent 3-1. Monte lost a

heartbreaker to his Maryvllle

opponent by a score of 1-0.

Dave Steward the Milligan

150 poundee has annexedthree

straight wins. He defeated his

WCU opponent 7-2. His next

opponent from Tennessee-Mar-
tin was the wrestling champion

in the state of Georgia last year.

Dave rose to the occasion and

won 9-7. Dave nearly pinned

his Maryvllle opponent, winning

20-8.

Brett Younkln has also won
his last three matches. The
167 pounder pinned his WCL'
opponent at 2;38 of the third

period. He won by forfeit at

Martin. He also pinned his

Maryvllle opponent in the third

period.

Jerry Teeter the Milligan

captain has won one of his three

matches at 177 pounds. He was
pinned by WCU opponent, pinned
his Martin opponent, and lost

a tough match to his Maryvllle

opponent after a bout with the

flu.

Rick Hensley has had a tough

at 158 pounds absorbing three

straight losses. Bill Ellis won
his first match in the heavy-
weight class by defeating his

Maryvllle opponent 3-2. in add-
ition, Milligan forfeited the 191

pound division In the Maryville
match.

,sS'""

EXHAUSTED?

-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH

JUiffkdBte^
ZIMMERMAN'S
NEWS CENTER
401 South Roan

Paperbacks-Magazines
Newspapers J

Fred Davis

Jewelers

405 Elk Avenue

euzabetht0n

L ji.m; aj -i~i. id sScuetion
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She'll wear "your love forever, when
your Valentine ^ifi is an engage-

ment diamond. Rely on us In advise

you iir your selection.

Jim Crowder Auto Mart
257 West Main Street

Johnson City, Tennessee

Guaranteed Used Cars
Phone 928-5061
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Dr. Read comments on two-year old humanities program

STAMPEDE: Now that the

Humanities pjogram is in

second year of operation, do

you (eel that it accomplishing

what It was designed to do?

Dr. Read: Not yet. How-
ever, I do (eel that In a num-
ber of areas we have made
significant progress. We have,

for example, exliminated some

of our worst errors of last

year; and I think we generally

have a better sense ol what

we are trying to do.

STAMPEDE: Do you feel

that the student reaction is

better?

Dr. Read; That is somewhat

difficult to determine. Last

year, because we needed In-

formation rapidly we were

probably more open and more

willing to listen to criticism.

In fact, we asked for it. This

year, this has not been as true.

There has not been as much
criticism, but then again we

have not been as open to it.

STAMPEDE: It has been

suggested by some that the

program is stody and certain-

ly not as Innovative as a num-
ber of programs of a similar

nature.

Dr Read: Actually, It Is a

rather conservative program. 1

may as well confess at this

point, despite the fact that It

will endanger my image

as campus radical, that on

educational matters I tend

more and more to side with

old-line conservatives like

Russel Kirk. It is a great

temptation to Institute a pro-

gram that emphasized only

INTERVIEW PRESSURE - Dr. Ira Read, chairman of the

humanities program, proved to be no stool pigeon as a STAMPEDE
reporter asked him a few inquiring questions abouthls department.
His answers were Incisive; neither is he a sitting duck.

contemporary events and

ideas. On the other hand,

there is really only so much

a person can say about des-

pair and alienation.

The problems ol race, war,

environmental quality, and stu-

dent unrest are vital questions

in our generation and they will

be treated in the fourth semes-

ter of the program, but there

is only so much that can be

said that has any real mean-

ing. One can talk and read

about ghettos for years, but

the more you study the more

you begin to get back to some

af the basic questions that have

puzzled men for centuries,

such as the relation ol man

and nature, the nature of man,

the nature ol God, the Ideal

society, and all of the other

great issues.

After all, the question of

man's relationship to society,

for example, is faced by Anti-

gone, Socrates, Jesus Christ,

Martin Luther, Sir Thomas
More, and a host of others that

are studied in the first two

semesters.

STAMPEDE: Are grades

really so low In Hua
really so low in Humanities

as one hears?

Dr. Read: Theaveragegrade
for a freshman at a qualify

school Is about 1.6, ours was
about the same. At the sopho-

more level, the average Is

about 2.0, ours Is slightly high-

er.

STAMPEDE: Have the stu-

dents really improved in the

Humanities program and how
would you compare this to im-
provement under the old pro-

gram?
Dr. Read: The improve-

ment has been great, collecti-

vely and individually. ] can-

not really make a comparison

to the old program, since I

am new to the school, but we

have had assurances from

some quarters that the present

program seems to be doing

a better job.

STAMPEDE: What changes

do you think you will be mak-

ing in the Humanities program?

Dr. Read; Theoretically, I

only implement staff decisions,

but my guess is that there

will be no major changes for

Ldhd ColdUMou^

BUICK

cgzE
Qua, P/uoed!

CJkk WotorJ

New Jonetboro Hwy 928-7111

next year. We will be chang-

ing some books, partly be-

cause the staff gets bored us-

ing the same books year after

year, partly because we find

better books, and partly

because we make some mis-

takes. For example, because a

stupid mistake on my part, we

failed to emphasize sufficiently

Dostoyevsky's, The Brothers

Karamazov.
We are looking for some-

thing better to use for art and

music, something better for

anthropology, and especially

some better Introduction to the

whole idea of a Christian

liberal arts education. Wewill

have to have some new per-

sonnel, at least on a temporary

basis.

STAMPEDE: What about the

following years. Is there any

long range plan for the develop-

ment of the program?

Dr. Read; Most of this is

simply guess work, and much
of it depends on future develop-

ments for the entire college.

There are a number of things

we would like to do in the

Humanities, but there is after

all a limited amount that can

be done. I think, for example,

that within five year we are

going to be forced to give

serious attention to the film.

This could be done within the

Humanities or It could be done

elsewhere. What we do, in that

particular case, depends on

what is done or not done else-

where.

Or, If the school should go

to twelve hundred students as

projected, we would have to

make radical changes Decause

this would mean a freshman

class of about four hundred fifty

and there Is no good place to

put that many students.

STAMPEDE*. What actually

Is the Humanities 100 pro-

gram?
Dr. Read: I am extremely

sorry that the nickname "dumb
Humanities" got started for

this program. Some of the stu-

dents in Humanities 100 are

simply late developers who did

not get adequate high school

preparations. Others simply

went to high schools that are

weak.

We would prefer that more
students were In the program,

even though itwould mean going

to summer school one summer
if they were to graduate In four

years.

A lot of people could profit

from Humanities 100: the

administration, the faculty,

even the Stampede staff.

STAMPEDE: You have gone

to meddling.

Dr. Read: Sorry about that.

Before you leave, would you

like to hear my opinions on all

the great issues that confront

Milllgan and mankind?

STAMPEDE: NO.

DINO'S RESTaURANT
420 Elk Avenue Eliiobethlonjenn.

"SPECIALIZING IN ITALIAN FOOD"
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES -PIZZA-RAVIOU-
SPAGHETTI-LASAGNA-CHARBROILED STEAKS
OPEN 10 A.M.-8 P.M. Closed Sunday

rSvml^^lleM^
DIAMOND PENDANTS

Styled on 5th Avenue , Fashion Center of the World

Specially Priced

for 4 Days Only

Reg. Pdccd at $12.95

YOUR CHOICE

Some of the brightest stars in

our collections of smart diamond

pendants. Set in 1 OK gold. You'll

be proud lo wear them anywhere.

Other items of equal value:

Cameo, onyx, pearl and Jade rings

Earrings, bracelets, and pendants





1 iffgem's night in Camelot is success
THEHOff Of THE WOULD

)X tops here

i March 6

|lve funny fellows known as

IBoxtops will present a con-

i In Seeger Memorial Cha-

«on March 6.

•d by gravel-voiced Alex

ion, the Boxtops will pre-

i; some of their famous songs

|ig with some less well-

|/n ones. Familiar songs

arded by this group of over-

t sensations Include "The

er," "Neon Rainbow," and

7 Like a Baby."

he concert is made pos-

e by the Student Council in

lection with Milligan's con-

it series.

wenty-six

ludents on

ean s list

i the first semester of 1969-

nventy-SLx Mllllgan students

on the dean's list.

;i order to have made the

Id's list, the students must

e achieved for their seni-

or grades all A's or all

' and one B.

indents on the dean's list

Judith Kay Butler, Mark
neron, Cynthia \. Collier

lee j. Elck Knowles, Kath-

\i J. Ewbank, Teresa Grau-

|r, Charlotte Hayes, Bar-

ra Kay Hoist, an d Wll-

jn Howden.

|lso on the dean's list are

lint Howell Trumbel, Les-

F. Huff, Rodney D. lrvtn,

l:Qy A. Lewter Fisher, Rob-

IM. Ubbee, Kathleen A. Mc-
I Jack A. Metheany, Anne

i MlkeseU. and Warren E.

ler.

::atherine C. Mofflrt, Jack

|

per, Kathryn Roeger Sed-

;k, Suzanne Swango, David

! Trumble, Cynthia Dianne
ilker, Grace L. Washabaugh
owles, and Susan E. Wil-

inson are also on the dean's

Maureen Teel
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BLUSHING BEAUTIES BEAM -- The theme for the Valentine's evening was "A Night In

Camelot, featuring the presentation of the class beauties; (1-r) freshman class - Lisa Town-
send; Junior class - Marty Ramsey; senior class - Maureen Teel. Sophomore beauty, (Cathy

Robblns, was not present due to illness.

Eliminates "lame cluck'

Schedule change in 70-71'
For several reasons, Mllll-

gan students will find a change

In next year's calendar.

According to Dr. Robert Wet-
zel, one of the main reasons

for the change was the "lame
duck" period berween Christ-

mas holidays and final exam
week. OverChrlstmas vacation.

Dr. Wetzel said, students com-
pletely forget classes.

After returning, the students

must re - orientate themselves

MILLIGAN COLLEGE CALENDAR
SUMMER 1970

iummer School (First Term) June I5-July 17

iummer School (Second Term) July 20- August 21

FALL 1970

DortnsOpen to Freshmen -August 22,23
Faculty Conference August 24

Freshman and Transfer Reception August 24

Freshman Orientation August 24

3orms Open to Upperclassmen August 24

Registration (Freshmen & Transfer) —August 25
Registration (Upperclassmen & Transfer)—August 26

Masses Begin August 27
fall Convocation August 27

Matriculation August 29
Fall Recess To be announced

at a later date.

Founder's Day To be announced

at a later date.

Final Examinations December 14-18

Semester Ends December 18

SPRING 1971

Registration January 12,13
Classes Begin Janyary 14

Spring Holidays -March 24-31
Baccalaureate May 16
Commencement May 17

to classes. The first week the

student begins to get used to

college life again. The second

week, worries about finals soon

to begin, and the third week
linals take place.

The registrar's office and the

business office are also under

pressure during this time. The
weekend between semesters,

the business office must make
out all paychecks, bring all stu-

dent accounts up to date, and

post all this Information.

The registrar's office must

receive the students' grades

on Friday, take them to East

Tennessee State University for

computer processing, and have

them ready for Dean Oakes to

review on Saturday. This year

the computer broke down, the

registrar, Mrs. Phyllis Fon-
taine, had to spend half the

night getting the grades pro-

cessed.

Another advantage to the new
calendar is the elimination of

the hassle that was present

during final week this year.

Final exams will be scheduled
the last week of the semester
and teachers may give exams
or lecture as they wish.

It will be easier for students

wishing to go home. They will

be able to leave after their

finals and won't have to worry
about returning the same week-
end as during semester break
this year.

Mill lgan students will also
finish earlier In the spring
and be better able to obtain

summer Jobs. They will also

have more time at Christmas
to work.

There was an alternative to

the new calendar which was
discarded because of the red

tape which would be Involved.

Semesters would be broken Into

a short fall semester ending

before Christmas and a long

spring semester. But the allot-

ting of hours of credit for such

semesters would be difficult

to determine.

Many colleges have begun
to end their semester before

Christmas. While at the South-

ern Association of Colleges,

Dean Oakes and Dr. Wetzel at-

tended a meeting In which the

audience was asked how many
colleges were using this sys-

tem. The majority of -he col-

leges represented are now using

or are planning to use the sys-
tem.

The new calendar does have

disadvantages. These involve

the summer school program.
Summer school will be held 2

weeks after spring semester
ends and will run until 2 weeks
before fall semester begins.

Summer school will end Au-
gust 2 1 and freshmen begin

coming into the dorms August

22. This will cause somewhat
of a rush.

The change could have been

put off until the 1971-72 school

year, but when this Idea was
presented to theStudentCouncll

and faculty, it was voted to have

the change made this year.

senior beauty
Last night Milligan's 1970

Senior Class Beauty, Miss Mau-
reen Teel, was presented at the

annual Sweetheart Banquet.

The theme for the evening,

"A Night in Camelot," was en-

chantlngly portrayed. The lords

and ladies in formal and semi-
formal attire, crossed over a

moat as they entered the land of

Camelot. Appropriate back-
drops and nutcups adorned the

dining hall and the tables.

The steak dinner was served

by candlelight. After the meal,

Coach Harold Stout, master of

ceremonies for the evening, in-

troduced the entertainment.

Denny Dennlston sang, "How
to Handle a Woman." Beverly

Enoch and Mike Woods present-

ed a selection of love songs.

They were accompanied by Ann
Taylor and Jamie Gregory.

The results of each class's

election of a class beauty were
announced. Each class had nom-
inated three candidates from
which the class beauty was cho-

sen.

The freshman candidates

were Carrie Enkema, Lisa

Townsend. and Fran Bernard.

Lisa, who Is from Calhoun, Ken-

tucky, was chosen class beauty.

Her major field of study is

presently undecided, but she Is

Interested in the field of psy-

chology.

Candidates from the sopho-

more class were DeannaDaum,
Kathy Robbins, and Gloria Fife.

Kathy was announced as the

sophomore beauty. She was un-

able to be present, however,

(Continued op p^ i, c»L 3^

Activity Fee

use is shown

to students
The Business Office has re-

cently released the following

ilgures concerning the uses of

last year's Student. Activities

Fee,

A total of $62,373 was re-
ceived in this category. The
campus clinic required $10,000.

The budget for Milligan's stu-

dent publications consisted of

$7,400 for the BUFFALO and

$3,100 for the STAMPEDE. The
dramatic productions of the

year used $1,788.

The faculty - sponsored Con-
cert and Lecture Series re-

ceived $7,430. AllStudentCoun-
cll activities received $2,926.

Free admission to all athle-

tic activities for all full-time

students required$20,489— the

total amount necessary to fi-

nance Milligan's athletic pro-
gram.

The remaining $9,200 allows

students to use all recreational

facilities on Milligan's campus,
such as tennis courts, the swim-
ming poo^ and the gymnasium.
The fee also makes possible the

use of the P. H. Welshlmer
Memorial Library.
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V i n t e r Convocation w UW1 'f 1">i-f

28 leave for French Lick
Twenty-eight students de-

arted this morning to attend

ie Winter Convocation at

'rench Lick, Indiana.

Over 500 college students

nd single young adults will

nend thcconvocation.Themen

nd women attending this event

'Ul represent 40 universities

nd colleges In 12 states.

The convocation meets at

he French Lick Sheraton Ho-

*\ , The 1970 gathering Is the

jurth annual 'Convocation.

Young people will hear key

peakcrs E.R. Jones from In-

lianapohs, Indiana, and Carl

[etcherside from Su Louis,

lissour 1.

The theme lor this year's

:onvocatlon Is "Confusion,

Concern, Commitment." Some

if the worship topics are the

>Jew Morality, Uniqueness of

|esus, Issues of War, Religion

3oes to School, and Cbxlst-

an and Politics.

Convocation provides an op-

portunity for retreat from pre-

sures for a week-end, a time

v Ilnd acceptance and warmth

imong dedicated Christian

ollege students , and also a

;hrist-cemered atmosphere in

which thinking Is stimulated.

Those attending the retreat

will also enjoy entertainment

and recreation. Croup singing,

solos, folk music, and drama-

tic readings will be a part of

the week-end's entertainment.

Some of the young people

may enjoy swimming, ice-

skating, skiing, or a long walk

in the scenic area.

Aclimacticworship hour will

close the convocation on Sun-

day.

Alpha Phi Om
to begin new
The men of Alpha phi Ome-

ga, National Service Fraternity

wish to announce the opening of

the pledge class for second

semester with the open Rush

Party on February 23, at 8:00

p.m.

APO has been active this

year in the capacity of ushers

for Chapel services, laying

mats for homewrestllngmeets,

directing trafiic and parking

for all Madrigal dinners, by

sponsoring Katy Moffit, run-

ner-up in the Founder's Day
competition for Founder's

daughter, assembling Fresh-
man packets, and Alpha Phi

Omega is responsible for the

flag gracing the Chapel stage.

SOLD IT!
IS YOUR SOCIAL LIFE SHOT?

WHOSE ISN'T?
U you haven't begun doing

anything about it, then

—

Make a date, bring a date on

this date: Feb. 23, 8:00 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
RUSH PARTY

ega fraternity

pledge class

The Rush Party is open to

any Milllgan male with an ade-

quate grade-point average. The
party on the 23rd will be for

ail prospective pledges and

their dates. There will be

entertainment, refreshments

served by the APO sweethearts,

and dates will be welcomed.

Those who wish to Join these

men, become a part of a unique

social group, and serve others

are directed to Ed Barker, the

Pledgemaster for this semes-

elu' 3Cait&rr«ui

THE STAMPEDE COMPETES — The Miillgan College STAMPEDE
has entered three contests against the likes of the King College

KAYSEEAN and the Emory and Henry WHITE TOPPER.

Milligan's newspaper

competes nationally
The STAMPEDE will be en-

teilng a contest held by the

Southern Regional School Press

Institute, the Southeastern Col-

lege Newspapers, and the As-
sociated College Press.

Senior beauty selected
{Continued from Page I)

because of Illness. Kathy's

home Is In Plalnfleld, Illinois.

She is majoring in music while

at Mllligan.

Marty Ramsey, Pat Rhlne-

hardt, and Kathy McKee were
the junior candidates. Their
first choice was Marty, who
lives In Mountain City, Ten-
nessee. Secretarial science is

her major.

The seniors chose Maureen
Teel, Judy Butler, and Kathy
Sedwlck as their candidates.

Maureen, this year's senior

beauty, is from Tuscola, Illi-

nois. Majoring in psychology

and minorlng in elementary
education, she hopes to teach in

Europe after graduation.

Emmanuel joins AATS
Emmanuel School of Religion

has become an associate mem-
ber of the American Associa-

tion of Theological Schools.

Notification was received a

few days ago by President

Fred P. Thompson, Jr. from
Dr. David S. Schuller, asso-

ciation director of the AATS,
following a mail poll of over

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

100 member schools.

The Association is the re-

cognized accrediting agency

for graduate professional the-

ological education in the United

States and Canada.

Emmanuel has sought edu-

cational excellence since its

opening of classes in 1965un-

der the presidency of Dr. Dean

E. Walker. This recent recog-

nition means that Emmanuel
graduates and former students

will be able to transfer credits

to other seminaries and uni-

versities without academic dif-

ficulty.

Full membership can only

be received when Emmanuel
has occupied its own campus
and moved its operation into

its own buildings.

The Southern Regional Sch-

ool Press Institute's contest

as well as the College Com-
munications Workshop will be

held at Savannah State College

on February 19-21,1970.

Awards will be given for

the best publications at the

senior college levels. A tro-

phy will be given to the best

in each area.

In addition, the STAMPEDE
will enter theSoutheasternC'ol-

lege Newspaper Competition

which is sponsored by Holllns

College.

Various newspapers offer

different awards. One of these

awards is the Roanoke World
News Award which is for the

best non-daily newspaper in

the Southeast.

Another award is the Ra-
leigh News and Observer A-
ward for all around excel-

lence in a Southern College

newspaper.

An award for the best news
writing in a college newspaper

In the Southeast is the Rich-

mond Times-Dispatchand Rich-

mond News Leader Award .

The Virginian- Pilot and Led-
ger Star Award is an award
given for the best editorial

in the Southeast.

The Charleston Gazette and

Sunday Gazette-Mail Award is

for the best feature writing

and the Charlestown News and

Coureir Award is for the best

column in a college newspaper

in the Southeast.

The STAMPEDE is also go-

ing to be evaluated by the As-
sociated College press. Each
publication is rated by its par-

ticular classification.

A rating is determined by

comparing newspapers in var-

ious classifications with each

other.

DROKE'S SHOES
"THE HOST WALKED ABOUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 East Main

Johnson City
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Jnpopular concert series not faculty's fault
MJlllgan's 1969-70 Concen
rles has been disappointing

. far this year, but Dr.

oorehouse, a member of the

jncert Committee, is optlm-

tlc about the coming con-

ns, this spring.

The Concert Committee, Dr.

oorehouse explained, work-

g on a budget of $8000, has

i far presented only two con-

:rts and an art exhibit. On
jvember 29, the BOOK OF
>B was presented at a cost

$1750, and Mr. Robert Zlm-
er of the Cleveland Orches-
a was here earlier at a cost

$100.

The Tennessee Arts Com-
ission's art exhibit was dis-

ayed in lower Seeger at a

,st of $200.

Milligan "missed something

October" as there is usual-

a pop concert in that month.

ie concert was not present-

,1 as a result of "indecision

i the part of the Student Coun-
1." said Dr. Moorehouse.

The Student Council is al-

tted $2000 of the Concert

tries' (8000, to use on a

ncert of their choosing. The
unci! chose a group over

NICEF appeal

UN1CEF— The United States

>inmittee for the United Na-
ms Children's Fund had 1s-

ed a nationwide appeal for

bile contributions to help sup-

rt a massive rehabilitation

ogram in postwar Nigeria-

After a personal inspection

ip to Nigeria, Mr. H.R. La-
ulsse, UNICEF's executive

rector, confirmed earlier re-

rts that severe malnutrition

d the danger of major epide-

Ics constitute a continuing

real to the existence of mll-

iqs of children in the former
vil war zone. Despite the

nnesty and the best efforts

the Nigerian government and

Mi Cross to bring in food

d medical supplies, many
ousands of refugees have fled

yand reach of relief source.
Contributions may be sent

UN1CEF Nigerian Relief,

.0. Box 1618, Church Street
atlon. New York, N.Y. 10008.

their budget, and afterwards

could not decide on another

group. They then decided to

wait until spring to make their

selection, the Boxtops.

A new aspect of the Con-

cert series this year is that

the committee is working in

conjunction with the Johnson

City Community Concen As-
sociation to bring the Cama-
rada Singers here. They will

be presented on Sunday, March

1, ax a Joint cost of $2500.

The Committee Is paying $1000

and furnishing the building,

while the Johnson City Associa
tion is paying $1500.

The Johnson City Commun-
ity Concert Association has

wanted to work with Mllllgan's

Concert Committee before.

The Concert Committee want-

ed to help them and also to

promote the good will of the

Johnson City community to-

wards Milligan.

A third presentation of the

concen series this spring will

be Mr. George Shirley on Apr-
il 16. Mr. Shirley, a lead ten-

or with the Metropolitan Op-
era, is being brought here at

a cost of $2250.

To insure a good attendance

at the Shirley concen, another

new idea is being tried by the

Concert Committee. Mr. Shir-

ley will perform at an even-

ing convocation, with attend-

ance required. Convocation will

not be held that Thursday morn-
ing.

The concen series this vear

has been quite Irregular and

some what disappointing be-

cause of the many new ideas

being tried. The three main

new Id^as are the addition of

an an exhibit, the evening con-

vocation, and working with the

Johnson City Community Con-
cen Association.

In the recent past of the Con-
cen Series concerts have not

been well attended. In an ef-

fort to boost attendance, the

Concen Committee has tried

this year to present fewer

concerts on a grander scale.

In past years the policy has

been to present many con-

certs of lesser-known art-

ists.

There was ' 'a feeling that

there were too many concerts,

but not big enough attractions."

According to Dr. Moore-
bouse the disappointing con-
cen schedule this year was
really "no one's fault." It

was result of theConcertCom-
mittee's "trying to be in-

novative and creative."

Students set speed record:

register in only 9 hours
Business Manager B. J,

Moore felt that registration

proceeded more quickly this

semester than ever before with

the total time for registration

being about 9 hours and with

approximately 100 students be-

ing registered per hour.

Mr. Moore stated that if

iunds were available to mech-
anize registration, the entire

student body would have their

schedules set up in 15 min-
utes. This, however, would

cause a problem for the stu-

dent who was signed up for the

wrong class.

Mechanization would also

'ake away the personal con-

tact now found at registration.

Students would become num-
bers instead of people.

A process of registering that

often slows the student down
Is that of paying his bill. Un-
like universities, Milligan does

not require the student to pay

all of his bill at once; but

every student must see Mr.
Moore and if a student has

a financial problem everyone
else Is slowed down because
of it.

Mr. Moore hopes to speed

this up nexi semester by hav-

ing someone aid him in the

financial line. He agreed that

social exprissioi center

The perfect valentine card

for

the perfect valentine thought

P.m
f CARD AND PARTY SHOP

I 604 N. ROAN STREET

preregistration could be step-

ped up , but there are still

a lot of changes to be made.

Registration at Milligan may
seem slow to the Impatient

student, but clock-wise it Is

becoming faster each semes-

Fred

Davis Jewelers

405 Elk

Elizabethton

*

Tjohn meyer
speaks your language

Whether you spend April in Paris or Peoria,

spend it in several combinations of a natural

shade of tussah. A silk like blend ol Rayon,

Cotton, and Caprama In a pared-down skimmer

with se!-in pockets and its own sash.

A lean little suit with lots of tabbed pockets.

A panel skirl with box plea's and pockets.

And wear with it a shirt. In ecru, red, yellow,

pink, navy, blue or white,

All tailored to the proper length especially

for 'he career minded.

From John Meyer.

UannaLL/; inc.
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Open Housing

After witnessing the limited success of last Sunday's open house

In Pardee Hall and remembering past afternoon visits inside the

women's dormitories, we suggest an extension of such campus hos-

pltaiity.

Milllgan College is not sympathetic to the trend in campus living

which includes coeducational dormitories, nor does she embrace
the idea of extensive evening parietal hours wiib socializing behind

closed doors. Instead, the tradition has been merely to open the

rooms of each dormitory once a year for inspection by other mem-
bers of the college community rather than only by the head resident.

Even so, a yearly open house does provide an occasional opportunity

for students to practice the social art of proper hosting and hostess-

ing.

We advocate extending open house in each dormitory to twice a

semester, four times a year. This type of "lntervlsitatlon" lends

itself favorably to the atmosphere of a small, religious college

which wishes to maintain an admirable dignity among Its student

bodv within a contemporary social setting. But with more visita-

tions' come more "family" spirit, more social experiences, more
opportunity for faculty-student relations ('Tf only the faculty would
have responded to our invitation," lamented Pardee president

Cary Alber after the dormitory's one open house this year had end-
ed).

Open. House /lore rVeauermu :

The Silent Minority

The student activists who once shouted "Hey, hey, L.B.J., how

many kids did you kill today" are now crying out against environ-

mental control, not military-industrial control. After the sit-ins,

the teacb-ins, the McCarthy campaign, the Chicago demonstration,

and the Washington moratorium, the unprolitable results have en-

couraged a change of ambition. But though pollution Is an area well-

worthy of protest, the thinning of dissent to President Nixon's stub-

born continuation of American intervention in the Vietnamese civil

war leaves an unfortunate vacuum.

Nineteen thousand men are scheduled to be drafted In March.

Informed sources indicate 300,000 U.S. troops will be in Vietnam
by the first of next year and only 50,000 fewer by January, 1972.

The cost of the war for fiscal 1970 stands at $23.2 billion. A high

Vietnamese official quoted in a newly released report to the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee stated, 'The talk in Saigon among
Vietnamese as well as Americans Is in terms ol keeping some
250,000 troops there for years."

Meanwhile, Vietnami nation Is pitched in high-gear as from a

national advertising agency. "A great public -relations success"
according to Senator Goodell; states Senator Hughes, "simply an

extension of Johnson's foreign policy ... it will perpetuate our

Involvement." The American public Is buying the Nixon promotion
with the eagerness of a housewife purchasing a new detergent to

end her dingy gray laundry. Over 65% percent of the country approves
of the way the administration is handling the situation in Vietnam.

If peace hinges on the vocal urging ofa silent majority, then it will

never come to the prospering military-industrial complex. The dis-

senting minority, now nearly silent also, threatens toglve Mr. Nixon
unchallenged authority to continue the war effort. If America becomes
a nation of silence, can any quality of vocal leadership prevail?

_. Speaking of

Our Dying World

by Paul M. Makuch _
A s seen from the black

depths of space, the earth is

a lovely blue and white strip-

ed island in the archipelago

of the planets. It's quite uni-

que, with its surface wetted

by water, cushioned by green-

ery and fanned by air. Close
up - especially the land mass
occupied by the United States

presents a far different pic-

ture. For example, fishermen
in Colorado cast for trout

amid beer cans, and debris

falling into the Eagle River

from an open dump on the bank;

American women carry in their

breasts milk that is anywhere

from three to ten times more
of the pesticide DDT than the

federal government allows In

dairy milk.

Man emerged from World
War II armed with nuclear

power that soon gave blm the

capacity to end all human life.

The population explosion fol-

lowed soon after, growing at

a rate that could threaten

disaster on a global scale.

And now he has come face

to face with another man-
made peril, the poisoning of

his natural environment with

noxious chemicals, garbage,

fumes, noise, sewage, ugliness,

and * over-population.

For every American, en-

vironmental decay has become
a personal experience. What
he cannot see, hear, smell,

taste and touch himself, he

discovers in a new sort of

obituary within the dally press

open
Letter

range

Campus pol lution

There are many problems In

our contemporary situation

which may seem too big for

us, or too far away, or too

much beyond our control, but

the appearance of our campus
Is not. Its beauty and clean-

liness is our responsibility.

This Is where we live and the

house-keeping necessary to

keep it attractive, cheerful,

and healthful ought to be per-

formed gladly as a matter of

community pride. A family Is

known, to a large degree, by

the appearance of Its home
surroundings. What must our

neighbors and visitors think

of us?

Our campus is cut to pieces

by footpaths (some of which

parallel the sidewalks), park-

ing restrictions are ignored,

some students drive their cars

across the campus leaving ruts

In the grass, campus light

globes are repeatedly broken,

candy wrappers and cold

drink cups litter the area in

all directions from the Student

Union Building, soft drink bot-

tles and cans are to be seen

everywhere {the other morn-
ing 1 counted 17 between Par-
dee and the tennis courts ),

cigarette buns Utter the en-

trances to the administration

building, the library, the cha-

pel, the dining hall, and the

dormitories, the walls and desk

chairs of our classrooms are

engraved with the names and

mental agonies of our students,

what was once "beautiful Buf-

falo Creek" has become a

garbage dump, our athletic

field and the "Canyon" have

become places referred to

with raised eyebrows, and

many other signs of our in-

different house-keeping and

poor taste are in evidence.

My point Is this: If we, as

young, vigorous, idealistic ad-

ults will show no pride in or

concern of our environment,

then who should? it would be

utterly Impossible for the my-
thical "they" to keep ourcam-

pus In sparkling condition, but

it would be easy for "us" to

do so.

Perhaps if some campus or-

ganization would take the lead

the entire student body might

rise to the challenge. (Would

it be too much to hope that

even some of the faculty and

staff might do the same?}

Howard Hayes,

Prof, Howard Hayes,Chairman,
Disciplinary Committee

Correction

Your privileged source of

information concerning the

members of the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference is

In error,

Knox College of Knoxvllle

and Lane College of Jackson
are not members of the Con-
ference. The other 12 are mem-
bers.

Lone L. Slsk

Vice-president of VSAC
Executive Committee Member

and viewing media. A few years

ago - Lake Erie died: acidic

water from surrounding fac-

tories have virtually killed

every form of life except sluge

worms and a mutant of the

carp thai has adjusted to liv-

ing off poison.

President Nixon has em-
braced the environment as a

major project for the 1970's.

In his State of the Union add-

ress he said: ' 'Clean air,

clean water, open spaces

—

these should be once again the

birthright of every American:
.... If we act now — they

can be."

To fight air pollution, Mr.
Nixon said he would propose

to Congress the most com-
prehensible and costly pro-

gram in the nation's history

($106 millon). He singled out

the automobile as the worst

polluter. (200 million tons are
poured into the air each year).

To combat water pollution he
made a specific money re-

ference "A $10 billion na-

tionwide clear water pro-
gram to put modern munici-

pal-waste-treatment plants'

'

where needed.

For solid waste disposal,

the administration is asking

$14 Million sum, essentially

the same as last year's ap-

propriation.

In the meantime, pollution

goes on; for example, rivers-

some of which are most fam-
iliar to us. The Ohio, the

Houston slip, the Buffalo, the

Passic and the Arthur Kill

(both in New Jersey) and the

Escambia in Florida are still

being polluted.

So far man has had bis

Age of Exploration, his Age
of Exploitation and now he

faces the Age of Conserva-
tion. Can we face the chal-

lenge? It seems Ironic but

the real specter that pol-

lution casts over man's fut-

ure Is not the extinction of

Homo Sapiens but his muta-
tion into some human equiva-

lent of the carp now lurking

In Lake Erie's fetid depths,

living off poison.
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A" BOYD'S EYE VIEW by MICHAEL BOYD

Economy of Murder
When the air Is Jusi right,

one can smell the coal mines

of Appalachla here at Mll-

llgan. The distance does not

diminish the overpowering a-

spect of the odor. The death-

like stench strongly reminds

one that coal la derived from

long-decayed plant and animal

matter, and It seems that much
human blood stains the coal

mines. It is the blood of vio-

lence.

On the night of December

31,1969, Joseph Yablonski, his

wife, and daughter were mur-

dered by gunfire as they slept.

Within a week of the crime's

discovery, three men were ar-

rested and charged with the

murders. Later, the wife of

one of the three was indicted

by a federal Grand Jury in

Cleveland, Ohio, for com-
plicity.

The crime was committed

In Pennsylvania. The Grand

Jury Investigating the crime

Is in Ohio. Yet part of the

crime Involves East Ten-

nessee also, the town of La

Follette, Tennessee, in par-

ticular.

The town has a United Mine

Workers local. Its president's

son-in-law, as well as his

daughter, Is one of the ac-

cused murderers. One of the

pistols used in the commis-

sion of the crime was stolen

from a doctor in that town.

It seems that the local re-

ceived some to the large a-

mount of funds pumped into

Tennessee and Kentucky by

Tony Boyle, UMW president

during the recent election in

which he was opposed by Jack

Yablonski.

But why would anyone want to

murder Jack Yablonski?

The answer Is sim-

ple: economics.

Yablonski was part of a group
that sought to increase safety

measures in the mines. Since

1900, there have been 33 major

disasters In the nation's coal

mines that have claimed the

lives of almost 40,000 miners.

Add to this figure the trem-
endous number of men who

GIVE...
so more
will live

HEART
FUND

have died from "Black Lung**

disease, tuberculosis, em-
physema and other diseases

picked up in the mines. It

shows mining to be a very

costly business from the stand-

point of spent lives. Yablon-
skl's group sought to help the

miners by increasing safety

measures. Only union back-

ing could put such measures
through Congress so Jack Yab-
lonski ran for the UMW pre-
sidency against Tony Boyle.

It seems that Boyle did not

want increased safety mea-
sures because it would slow
down mine productlon.The un-
ion leadership received 40^

per mixed ton of coal from

the companies (almost $223,

0000)0 In 1968) and this money
did not go to the union dis-

abled or widows and orphans.

I wonder how people In La-

Fotietie feel when the din-

aster sirens wail from the

mines?

7I2THAK lyTO

The above drawing Illustrates a group of U.S. F-5 "'Freedom

Fighters" flying over the wreckage of a North Vietnamese Mig-17.

Symbolically, this represents American aircraft fl ying unchalleng-

ed in the skies of Vietnam, while below lie the shattered remains of

a communist machine, shot down in some forgotten air battle years

ago.

From this, one can begin to visualize the urter hopelessness and

despair of North Vietnam's war effort as well as the hint that the

war's end may soon become a reality. Stuart Bertland

BUFFALO MEAT
5f«v« Knowfot

M •fvin

Morton

The last issue of the Stam-

pede carried an article ex-

plaining the sanitation feat-

ures of the cafeteria dish-

washer. Milligan students were

Reflections
The comments made In Con-

vocation concerning our con-

certs and other enrichment pro-

grams started the wheels of

reflection turning in my mind.

Several weeks ago eighteen per-

sons attended a performance

by the Zimmers who are ac-

complished musicians; when the

LETTERMEN were on campus
a year or so ago, people were
turned away in spite of the fact

that they were charged an ad-

mission fee. What can be the

reason? Both groups were con-

sidered talented. The answer

given by some was to the effect

that the students liked the LET-
TERMEN'S type of music. I

am reminded that I like pine-

apple pie very much, but my
wife, who likes to try new
recipes, has Introduced me to

other delicacies which I never

knew existed heretofore. Had 1

been reluctant to try any food

to which I had not been Intro-

duced as a youngster (1 grew

up in the Impoverished Appa-

lachian area), my world as far

as good food Isconcernedwould

be extremely small.

At the risk of being consider-

ed -- what 1 am 1 know now --

I am past thirty, but not the

establishment (faculty mem-
bers are neither student nor

establishment) —
- may I remin-

isce?

When 1 entered high school, 1

hardly knew that there was
any other music than "hillbilly"

or "country" — later to be

given the more sophisticated

sounding title of "folk music."

When 1 finally reached college,

my horizon had been widened

somewhat to Include popular

music. Perhaps 1 had a pecu-

liar ldeaconcernlngthepurpose
of a college education: College

meant the opening of new doors,

climbing higher mountains,

viewing horizons never before

glimpsed In my wildest dreams.

Perhaps I had inherited a little

bit of the pioneering spirit of

my grandfather, David Crock-

ett. . .Hampton.

MUllgan College had a con-

cert series (Miss Ivor Jones

was on the series committee);

since 1 paid my activities fee,

I felt that 1 must get my mon-
ey's worth (thrift, you know).

Anyway, I might miss something

worthwhile. It was very difficult

to sit through some of the con-

certs because 1 didn't appre-

ciate classical music;however,

1 kept attending. It Miss Jones

recommended it, there had to

be something good in It. I had

faith.

By the time I wallced across

the stage to receive my degree,

tbe process of osmosis had had

its effect and those concerts

had become less painful— even

endurable and sometimes en-

joyable.

Through the succeeding years

I subjected my person to many
concerts (due In part to Miss
Jones* Influence, and In part to

a wife who perhaps thought It

the thing to do — I really can-

not say). Though I cannot truth-

fully say that I appreciate all

kinds of music, I am still keep-

ing the avenues open. There

may be new and more beautiful

vistas to see. 1 am even learn-

ing to listen to records my
children playl When 1 stop

learning, I shall cease to live

and begin to exist.

Had I taken the line of least

resistance, many mountain-top

experiences would have eluded

me, one such experience being

an evening last summer in New
York central Park sitting with

15,000 other people from every

conceivable walk of life listen-

ing to, ol all things, an opera.

May God help to keep me
receptive to all His wonders I

— Roy E. Hampton

relieved to learn that after

going through the chlorine pre-

rinse and tbe 180 degree final

rinse, food particles on knives

and forks are guaranteed to

be germ -free.
• • •

Milligan has recently had a

problem with dogs roaming a-

bout classrooms and other in-

convenient places. This pro-

blem was greatly alleviated

last week when five of the

dogs became lost and died in

the unbound periodical sec-

tion of the library. Death was
attributed to either starva-

tion or frustration.

Milligan College, 15 Years

Ago: The Milligan College

administration had a vision,

They saw a new, two-lane

bridge spanning Buffalo Creek.

Milligan College, 15 Years

From Now: President John-

son announced today that tbe

only way the bridge would not

be hi service next year would

be In the event of an earth-

quake.

Milligan College, 16 Years

From Now: The Great Earth-

quake struck Milligan College

leveling everything on campus
except Cheek Hall and the un-

,
bound periodical section of the

library.

• • •

Registration activities this

year were the calmest on re-

cord. General Crelghton Fon-
taine reported thai only 23
were wounded and 14 listed

as missing in action.

DOG MEAT
(CPI) Rumor has it that

school officials are frankly

worried about the dispropor-

tionate growth of the dog pop-
ulation on the Milligan cam-
pus. Trouble was imminent
last week when Webb Hall Pup-

py Dog #53 refused to pay a

fine on an overdue book at

the library. A milling mob
of dogs surrounded the en-

trance of the building and

heckled students who tried to

enter.

Spokesman for the pack Is

usually a weird looking dog

named Rupe who wears his

fur In the modern "cano"
style. Rupe Is reportedly dis-

satisfied with the meager of-

ferings In Canine Studies In

the Humanities Program,

Rupe and the remainder of

the pack are planning to make
Professor Tracy Miller's lawn

the Outhouse of the Month In

retaliation.
• • *

Women's intramural activi-

ties have been suspended for

the month of February due to

the fact that the Brown girls

team is engaged In Intercol-

legiate basketball.
•

BM suggests that Milligan

College buy Arizona. Then It

could install lights In the

Grand Canyon to "cut down

on vandalism."

Stuart Bertland reports that

there Is enough film on the

cafeteria glasses to supply bis

camera for two months.

Every department at Milligan

Is lacking In money — except

the library, which is lacking In

everything else." — overheard

from a Milligan student after

the student forum

The following statement con-

cerning women's attire at ball

games reads as follows: (page

72, Student Handbook rule 7.):

"For Saturday night games and

all away games, girls would

probably enjoy dressing up."

BM feels that as members of the

Milligan Family, female fa-

culty members and faculty wiv-

es should be accorded the same
privileges. The same goes for

the privilege of compulsory

convocation attendance for all

faculty members. After all,

we're never too old to take ad-

vantage of our educational op-

portunities.

The Milligan Mile Award goes

to the Milligan Dog Pack. For

the first week of this acade-

mic year, the library has been

edged out as chief line - getter

In BM by the score ol 41 lines

to 26 lines.

BM suggests that the money
spent on canyon lights might

have been spent more wisely

on a new dishwasher.
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Record 1— 2

Women's basketbal begins
The MJJllgan Women's In-

tercollegiate Basketball team

started Us season last Satur-

day with a home doublehead-

er against Sulllns and Clinch

Valley.

In the openinggame, the Buffs

battled Sullins-nll the way. fi-

nally losing by a single basket,

31-29. The Bulls appeared out

for revenge In the second game,

as they trampled Clinch Valley

47-18.

Tuesday night the Bulls host-

ed a very good East Tennessee
State University team and lost

58-22. The Buffs, who nor-

mally play six-man ball were
hampered by a lack of familiar-

ity with live-man ball, which Is

the variety played by ETSU.
In both losses the Buffs were

hurt by an inability to put the

ball through the hoop against

a tight defense. The Buffs shot

only 17% from the floor against

Sulllns, and 16% against ETSU.
Against Clinch Valley, on the

other hand, they hit 37%.

Offensive standout for the

Buffs through the first three

games was freshman Robyn

Bridges, who was high scorer

against Sulllns and tied with

Marty Flynn lor honors against

Stale.

The schedule for the remain-
der of the season Is;

/our new
boyfriend has a

new girlfriend?

Take a break

at the S.U.B.

SOUTH ROAN
PHARMACY

South Roan Shopping Plain

For YOUR SWEETHEART gel a

HEARTSHAPED BOX of CANDY
from our CANDY DEPARTMENT.

Valentine CARDS and GIFTS.

LOVE COSMETICS

Off tlrael parking

FREE dalivory to campus

Feb. 14—Emory and Henry

Feb. 20 — Clinch Valley

Feb. 21 — Sulllns

Feb. 24 — Virginia Intermont

March 4 — Emory and Henry
March 6-7 — Carsoo-Newmao
Tournament (not confirmed)

Intramurals

will correct

inequities
"1970-71 Intramural tenms

will be balanced out by incom-

ing freshmen," announced in-

tramural director, Ron Worrel

last week.

Worrel noted that there did

seem to be Inequities on a

few teams this year, but he

was not sure bow they occur-
red *The method to be used

for equalizing the teams has

not yet been determined.

The second round of the

men's basketball schedule Is

now underway and will last

through the month of Febru-
ary, Emmanuel plans to enter

a team In the league, but the

plans are Incomplete.

There will be no women's
intramurals during the month

of February due to inter-

collegiate women's basket-

ball.

Women are permitted to par-

ticipate in both Intramural

and Intercollegiate basketball

while men are not.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
SECOND ROUND

Feb. 16 - Scorpio-Sagittarius

Aries-Leo
Feb. 17 - Aquarius-Taurus

Caprlcom-Gemlni
Feb. 18 - Aries-Saglttarus

Leo-Taurus
Feb. 19 - Scorpio-Gemini

Aquarius-Capricorn

Feb. 23 - Sagittarius-Gemini

Aries-Taurus
Feb. 24 - Leo-Caprlcom

Scorpio-Aquarius

Feb. 25 - Aries-Gemini
Taurus-Capricorn

Feb. 26 - Sagittarius-Aquarius

Leo-Scorpio

•All games listed first will

be played at 7:00 p.m. The
second game will be played at

8:30 p.m.

MILLIGAN'S ALL-EVERYTH1NC — Toonie Cash scored his 2,000th

point in collegiate basketball Thursday night against Maryville. The

feat provided yet another star in Toonie' s basketball crown which in-

cludes such achievements as high school all-state, all-VSAC for two

straight years, and 2nd in the nation In free-throw percentage.

Cash scores 2000th point;

Still paces all Buff scorers

Charles "Toonie" Cash add-

ed another honor to his list of

basketball achievements last

night as he scored his 2000th

point of his college career as

Milligan dropped a 93 to 79

decision to Maryville.

Cash, who missed the "se-
cond thousand" mark by 3,

points in last week's home-
court finale, connected on a fif-

teen foot Jump shot with less

than three minutes gone In the

first half to give him 2001

points. He finished the game
with 24

;
its.

For "Toonie," this was not

the first major accomplishment

he bad attained on the court.

Both his prep and college re-
cords are filled with honors

%*«#..VE COSMETICS'

DO YOU LIKE

TRY DINO'S

420 Elk Avciie Elubrtktoi,Tt«L

and awards.

It is interesting that the

player who has amassed more
points than any player In MU-
ligan history did not start play-

ing basketball until the eighth

grade. Cash was not on the

team as his freshman year be-

gan, but his determination earn-

ed him a spot on the team later

in the year and a starting berth

the next.

The junior guard has not

slowed down since entering

Milligan in 1966. "Toonie" led

tbe team in scoring during both

his freshman and sophomore
years and Is currently the scor-

ing leader with 582 points In 23

games for a 25.2 percentage.

He has been MUllgan's most
valuable player, best foul shoot-

er, and named to the All-Vol-

unteer State Athletic Confer-
ence team for the past rwo

years. His foul shooting per

centage (90.1) earned Cash a

second place ranking in small

colleges his freshman year.

In addition to all this, the

5'1" guard holds the record

for most points scored in a

single game (49) as well as

the most points scored In a

single season (830).

Going into last night's game
'Toonie" had 558 points for the

season. His field goal accuracy
was 49% and he had an 67.5%
clip at the free-throw line. With

one regular season game to play

and the tournament next week.

Cash now has scored2021 points

In his three years at Milligan.
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Matmen hampered by injuries,-

lose to Auburn, Western Carolina
Hampered by forfeits and

Injuries, the Milllgan Matmen
lost to the University of Au-

burn 35-6 on Friday, February

6 and to Western Carolina 24-

16 on the following evening.

Against Auburn, the peren-

nial Southeastern Conference

champions, the Buffs were able

to salvage three lies. The west-

ern Carolina match was high-

lighted with pins by MUligan
lightweights

, Virgil DeFrles

and Tom Hickok.

One of MUligan'smost prom-
ising freshmen, "Shrimp" De-

Fries wrestled In the 118 lb.

slot last weekend. He lound

his Auburn opponent a little

too much to handle although

his 14-6 loss was much closer

than the score. He pinned his

Western Carolina foe In the

second round.

At 126 lbs., Tom Hickok

was the high point man for the

)RRV, CHARLIE — Charlie "Choo-Choo" Alderman was not the

Bui! who found the going rough agalnstdinch Valley. The vlsi-

edged MUligan 108-102.

taryville downs Buffalo team
ie MUligan Buttaloes lost

r next to the last game ol

season last night at Mary-

by a score of 93-79.

lie leading scorer for the

S was "Toonle" cash with

joints. Gary Class had 18

Rupert Burton had 14 as

as 16 rebounds. The loss

es MUligan with an 8-17

ksheet with one game re-

ding.

llnch shot a very fine 53.-

from the field by pouring

47 of 88 from the field,

y added 14 to 22 from the

rlty stripe to complete the

ring.

lllllgan, playing well de-

e the obvious fatigue from

rtng games on three consec-

e nights, shot well, sink-

41 of 83 from the field

49.4%. The Buffs added 20
!6 from the foul line to total

points.

:llnch Valley won the bat-

of the boards by pulling

51 while the Buffs grabbed

Albert Johnson of Clinch

ley was the game's top

ounder with 20. Rupert Bur-
topped MUligan with 10.

lonnle Dickenson and john-

of Clinch Valley shared

ie scoring boinors with 26

us apiece. David Bentley

ed 21 and Fore 13 to the

Itors total.

;ary Glass played an out-

going floor game and paced

ligan with 25 points. Don
'elkeld added 21, Toonie
•h 19, Dale Clayton 18, and

*rt Burton 12. The game

p marked the final home
Jearance for seniors Don
blnson, Dallas WUliams,
ArgUe Jenkins.

Beckley College came from
ind to stop the Buffs 76-

tast Friday.

llUUgan jumped out to a 39-

lalftime lead largely through
I 21 first half points scored

iToonle Cash. At one point

nlc- hit six in a row from
I field. The Buffs largest

was 32-17 with 2:44

leit In the half.

The second half was a differ-

ent story , unfortunately, as

the Blue Hawks controlled the

boards, worked the ball for

good inside shots, and threw

a devastating press which the

Buffs were unable to handle.

Beckley took a 63-61 lead with

eight minutes left and never

lost that lead.

Beckley poured In 30 of 51

from the field for a sizzling

59% and added 16 of 25 from
the foul line. In addition, the

Blue Hawks hauled down 36

rebounds.

MUligan hit on 30 of 71 for

42% and hit 11 of 17 from the

line. The Buffs also puUed
off 35 rebounds.

Carl Whitehead paced Beck-

ley in scoring with 28 followed

by Mike Triplett with 18 and

MUton Arrington with 15.

Whitehead also grabbed 17 re-

bounds.

Toonle Cash paced the Buffs

with 31 followed by Rupert Bur-
ton with 15, Dale Clayton 11,

and Don Threlkeld 10.

MUligan lost a tough one to

Tusculum 86-84. The pioneers

took a 40-38 haUtlme lead and
held on for the win. The Buffs

were hampered offensively as

an overzealous Tusculum de-

fense took advantage of very

permissive officiating.

Tusculum outscored MU-
ligan from the field 35-32 and
also percentage-wise 42-39.

The Buffs won the battle of

the boards 54-43.

Toonie Cash topped MUligan
in scoring with 30 followed by

Don Threlkeld's 24 and Dale
Clayton's 16. Rupert Burton
pulled down 15 rebounds and
Dale Clayton added 14.

Paul Minion of Tusculum took

game scoring honors with 36.

Tom Deaton added 19 andBob-
by Todd 15.

MUligan completely domin-
ated Emory L Henry andeasUy
defeated the Wasps 96-71.

Toonie Cash and Don Threl-

keld shot extremely well and

scored 24 and 23 points re-

spectively. Dick Book added

12 and Rupert Burton 11.

MUligan traUed by as much

as 11 points in the first half,

but stormed back in the second

half to rout Lincoln Memorial

University 112-96. The Buffs

did not take the lead until

15:50 remaining. MUligan pull-

ed down 59 rebounds and had

a balanced scoring attack.

MUligan's freshman team

finished a very successful sea-

son sporting a 12-4 record.

The frosh closed the season

with a 76-67 victory over Steed.

Earlier, they took the measure
of Southeast 88-70, an Indus-

trial team 96-92, Steed 80-79

and BristoK ommerclal 95-47.

Toonie Cash is the lead-

ing scorer for the Buffs with

616 points and an average of

26.8. Don Threlkeld is next

in line with 429 points and an

average of 17.8. Rupert Bur-

ton scored 277 points with an

average of 11.5.

Roger Phillips scored a total

of 216 points in 21 games
for an average of 10.3. How-
ever, Roger was ineligible to

continue because of academic

reasons, and his absence hurt

the Buffs foUowlng the LMU
game.

MUligan culminated a long

week of basketball by staging

a dramatic comeback before

bowing to Clinch Valley 108-

102.

MUligan Jumped off to a 24-

15 lead, but CVC staged a

rally and took the lead for

good 28-27 with 8;26 left In

the first half. In the next six

and a half minutes, they out-

scored the Buffs 26-7 to take

their longest lead at 56-34. The
Buffs were down at halftlme

58-40.

MUligan stormed back, cut-

ting the lead to 83-82 with

8:15 remaining. But the hot

shooting Clinch quintet was
not to be denied as they main-

tained a six to eight point

margin the rest of the way.

Buffs in the two-meet series.

He scored on e of MUligan's

three ties against Auburn and

pinned bis man In the West-

ern Carolina match.

The 134 lb. slot remained

empty as the Buffs forfeited

that position for the fourth

straight time.

A 142 poundfreshman, Monte

Baldwin, still filling In for

the injured Rick Shilling, led

his Auburn opponent, last

year's runner-up to the South-

eastern Conference champion

before losing. At WesternCar-

ollna, be was defeated 6-2.

At 150 pounds, fiesbman

Dave Steward lost to his Au-

burn for 6-3. At Western Car-

olina, he came back from a

predicament to win 7-5.

Dwlght Elam, another of the

six freshmen who help con-

stitute MUligan's ten-man

roster, fulfUled his purpose

by avoiding a pin against Au-

burn although he was pinned

at Western Carolina. Elam was

fUllng in for the injured Rick

Hensley.

At 168 and 177 lbs. respect-

ively, Brett Younkin and Jerry

Teeter both tied their Auburn

opponents, Younkin won at

Western Carolina whUe Teet-

er, who is still underweight

from a recent UlnesSp lost.

At 191 lbs. and the heavy-

weight position, Darrel Man-
son and Dennis Fairbanks both

made a valiant effort before

being pinned In their first for-

mal wrestling match each.

Fairbanks demonstrated that

he is not adverse to contact.

Against Western Carolina,

MUligan unveUed their first

honesi-to-goodness heavy

—

weight of they year. He is

John Kelemen of Michigan and

Coach Crowder has high hopes
for his future. Kelemen looked

good In losing 7-4 to the mon-
ster who wrestles for West-
ern Carolina.

The Buffs wUl be on a road
trip next week as they meet
Sewanee on Monday, February
16 and Chattanooga the next

day.

A man went looking for America

And couldn't find it an/where...

easy *>

nidER .

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL WINNER 1

Best Film By a Ne* Direct

KS^
Peter Fonda - Dennis Hopper

Now showing

EVERYBODY LOVES

.^BUCKAROO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPPINO CIN1U NOBTM JOHNSON CI

Rib Eye Speciali Each Sunday and Wednesday

CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 J$
'Tjwu^^m^Mi

DIXIE LANES
HAVE A SNACK

AT OUR NEW GRILL!

Sunday - Thursday

9:00 a.m. to Il :30 p.m.

Friday & Saturday

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.i

GlanzstoU Hw
Elizabeth ton

542-5411

Great

W
Date
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Students stimulate, administration responds

<*

BEFORE: Student Union Building -- Adding to the beaury of pas-

toral Mllllgan College

BEFORE: There ought to be a law -- How about one more parking

restriction?

AFTER: Student Building -- Certainly not taking anything away
from the beauty of pastoral Mllllgan College

AFTER: There ought 10 be a law — How about keeping It up?

-

BEFORE: Ice — One "fall"

thai a little salt could correct.

When It snows, woo pours?

S3!*:

AFTER: A little bit ol Mor-
ton's or a lot ol shoveling.

TEACHERS

400 Vacancies

Elem. & H.S.

PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY

VIRGINIA

Salary: f7000-Jll,170

Interviewing on campus

February 16, 1970

You Are Cordially February 20th

INVITED 6:30 P.M. TIL 10:30

To Attend The

Private Preview
This Private

Showing Is For
SHOWING Junior High

Of The 1970 High School

FIREBIRDS
• FORMULA 400

AND
College Students

ONLY
•TRANS-AM
• ESPRIT FREE!

Soft Drinks 8c Snacks

GRIFFITH
MOTORS INC.

AND
Live Music To Dance By

New Jonesboro Parkway Johnson City Be sure to come and bring a friend





disciplinary Committee reconsiders; Metheany suspended
The recommendation of the

Isclpllnary committee, ac-

?pted by President Johnson, to

jspend Mr. Jefri Metheany for

ie remainder of the semester

as made public Wednesday
orning.

The decision was made fol-

ding two days of formal

osed-door hearings . The
jmmittee deliberated on the

,/ldence for the formal char-

's against Mr. Metheany, prl-

arlJy visiting a woman's room
Sutton Hall and secondarily

tving an uncooperative attitude

ward campus rules.

Charges were pressed by
ean of Men Duard Walker at

e instigation of Dean of Women

Mary Young.

According to Chapter VII

(Student Personnel) of the Self-

Study Report the disciplinary

committee can onlyrecommend
disciplinary action to the col-

lege president. Two recommen-
dations were made in Mr.
Metheany*s case.

The original recommendation
finalized Monday night was to

campus Mr. Metheany until

spring break and Impose upon

him a six hour work detail each
week.

This recommendation was
rejected and reconsideration

was urged by President John-
son, who, because of responsi-

bilities in Florida, sent his

reply by telephone to his ad-

ministrative representative

Academic Dean Guy Oakes.Tbe
reason given for rejection was
the impractlbiliry of enforce-

ment.

The subsequent meeting of

the disciplinary committee
Tuesday night at 7:00 resulted

In the second recommendation

which now has been officially

affirmed by the administra-

tion.

Turning down an offer by the

college administration to per-

mit him to withdraw without

Incident, Mr. Metheany chose to

face the disciplinary committee

and was assisted in bis case by

Dr. Wetzel, Dr. Crowder. and

his lather who served as wit-

nesses in his favor.

Professor Rowezu Bowers, a

member of the disciplinary

committee, commented no a

STAMPEDE reporter about the

necessity of the second recom-
mendation. "I don't led we
were pressured."

A snidest member etf the

committee. Miss Harriet Mil-

lex. f^*r thai ""the: e was an

Indirect pressure upon the com-
mittee to change its decision",

however. .She refused to agree

with the suspension ruling but

finally became the last mem-
ber co cast the necessary un-

animous voce for recommenda-
tion.

Professor Howard Hayes,
chairman of the disciplinary

committee. Indicated his belief

thai the committee's ultimate

action was "an attempt to be

redemptive." He noted, how-
ever, that ''we have nomachin-
ery for carrying out any dis-

ciplinary or probationary

recommendation for the men.
We have ilrtle more control

for the girls."

Professor Bowers affirmed

Chairman Hayes* position.

"There is a gap between our
decision and its administra-
tion." she said. Mrs. Bowers
suggested the dormitory coun-
cils or some other governing
(Continued on Pg. 2, Col. 5)

itudent Council passes

esolution requesting

ommittee investigation

THE HOPE OF THE I

STAMPEDE

Student Council passedares-
lulion last night calling for a

ommittee to investigate the

bcipllnary procedures usedby
ther colleges and universities

ad to make recommendations
alterations in Milligan's

ystem.

The resolution was moved
' sophomore representative

llss Darnell Messik and se-
onded by sophomore repre-

entoave Mr. Mike Mutter-

paugh. ]t initiates a progres-

ive system of rocoromenda-

ons through proper channels:

om the research committee

irough a Student Council re-

olution to President John-

in's desk.

Representative Messik was

atned by Student Council Pre-

ident John Banks to chair the

ommittee. She has added to the

ommittee senior rcpresenta-

ive Miss Myra Kullowatz,

xeshman representative Mr.

Dave Chupa, and freshman pre-

ident, Mr. Chuck Hilborn.

Also named to the commit-

ee were Mr. John Casey,

senior, Mr. Dave Thompson,

senior, Mr. Steve Morton,

senior, and Mr. Jim Slaughter,

freshman.

Other action came when

freshman representative Miss

Carrie Enkema motioned that

a meeting be held in which in-

dividuals on the disciplinary

committee could be askedtoat-

tend if they were willing to

answer questions about the

function and machinery of their

committee.

The resolution passed im-

mediately after seconding by

Representative Mutterspaugh

without discussion. No time was

established for the meeting and

no Student Council committee

was organized to implement the

action.

Over 80 students were
present in the Student Council

chamber for the Thursday night

meeting which highlighted

statements by both student

members of the disciplinary

committee, senior representa-

tive Miss Harriett Miller and

senior representative Mr. J'm
Mounts.

At 10:00 freshman represen-

tative Mr. Gary Davis moved to

adjourn in an effort to curtail

further discussion at that time.

The motion failed by a slim
margin.

Student interest in disciplin-

ary procedure was originally

aroused after the disciplinary

committee in a second recom-
mendation to President Johnson
found no alternative but to sus-
pend Mr. jefri Metheany Tues-
day evening.

This action was discussed at

an unpublicUed student meeting
in the basement of the Student
Union HuiJJmtr at nnon on W""1-
nesoay. Forty - live students

were in attendance.

A second meeting followed

Wednesday evening at 8:00p.m.

in the old auditorium of the

Administration Building. Dean

of Summer School Dr. Robert

Wetzel was there to meet with

almost 100 students who had

come to show concern with the

Metheany case and to learn

how the disciplinary commit-

tee functions.

The Wednesday evening

meeting was held in an "open

forum" style where any and

all students had a chance to

voice their opinions. The meet-

ing was moderated by the

STAMPEDE editor Mr. John

Rohrbaugh.

No conclusions were reached.

A recommendation was made

that all interested students

should attend the Student Coun-

cil meeting on thefollowlngeve-

ning to continue the discussion

through the proper channels.

PROFESSIONAL CHOIR — The Camerata 5±ngers under the direction ot Abraham Kaplan

will be presented in concert at the 5eeger Memorial Chapel on March 1. The group has made

more than 100 appearances with the New York Fhi&ariaonir. Orchestra.

Kaplan directs

Camerata Chorale coming
The Camerata Chorale and

director, Abraham Kaplan, will

present a concert to Seeger

Memorial Chapel on Sunday,

March 1, at 8:00 p.m.

The Camerata Chorale,

founded by Mr. Kaplan in 1960.

has appeared regularly every

year at subscription concerts

ami specui benefit and festi-

val performances ax Lincoln

Center. New York.

The group has ma^f* more
than BBC bnpflrad ^ry^'arai 1^^
with the New Yes* Philhar-

monic Orchestra. They nave

recorded Bach's "St. Matthew

Passion", the

Well-known Johnson City artist

presents exhibit in Lower Seeger
Through the rest of February

and the first half of March, a

new art exhibit painted by Mrs.

Lonnie Dever is being present-

ed in Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Lower Seeger Is being used

in the presentation of exhibits

which are co-ordlnatedwiih (he

work of the Humanities classes.

Every individual who views

this art exhlbli is encouraged

to vote on their favorite paint-

ing.

The paintings may be seen

on week days during the noon

hour or after 4:00 p.m. or on

weekends until 10:00 p.m.

The artist resides in John-

son City, Tennessee. She has

painted over twenty-ftvebap-

tistry murals as well as in-

dividual paints.

Mrs. Dever has had an
exhibits in Rome, Georgia and

in Lincoln. Illinois. At these

two exhibits, she sold a total

of thirty paintings.

Mrs. Dever has woo three

blue ribbons in the Pcnwomen's
show. In a Greenville exhibit

Mrs. Dever won second place.

In the KnoxriUe District

Fair. Mrs. Dever won one pur-

ple ribbon, the highest awarded.

At this fair, she also won three

blue ribbons.

Mrs. Dever also teaches an

an class in which several

faculty members and wives of

faculty members are involved.

Mrs. Doard Walter, Mrs- Jack

Nipper, Mrs. Phil WorreL and

Mrs, Richard Phillips arc par-

ticipants in the class.

"Ninth Symphony", and many

other great choral works with

the orchestra.

Abraham Kaplan, director of

The Camerata Chorale, is des-

cribed as a "heaven-sent

maestro" by Leonard Bern-

stein.

Mr. Kaplan is involved In

many concerts each year.

He is responsible for the

choral work on numerous Co-

lumbia Masterworks record-

ings. He also conducts network

television music specials and

makes guest appearances with

various symphony orchestras.

Mr. Kaplan is presently on

the faculty of the Julliard

School as director of Choral

Music and is Music Director of

the Collegiate Chorale and

Symphonic Choral Society of

New York.

Their concert at Miliigan is

a joint effort of the Miliigan

College Concert Series and the

Community Concert Series.

There Is no admission

charge to the concert for Milii-

gan College students.
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Automobile regulations changed:

impoundment for unsettled tickets
Two Important changes in

MUligan automobile regula-

tions were adopted by the Stu-

dent Traff tc Comm ittee and

Dean of Men Duard Walker

and became effective one week

ago today.

To remedy the problem of

students who Ignored their tick-

ets, cars with tickets will be

automatically Impounded If the

ticket Is not settled (either

dismissed or the fine payed)

within three weeks of the date

of the violation.

Cars which are impounded

due to failure to settle the

ticket within the 3-week per-

New cafeteria dress code

has now become effective

THE BOX TOPS— The group who became famous with "The
Letter" will be at Milligan on March 6. The concert will be

free for all Milligan students.

Only pop concert

As a result of action started

before Christmas, a new cafe-

teria dress code went Into effect

on Tuesday, February 24, 1970.

The new code requires coat

and tie or turtle-neck for men,

and dress heels for women at

Sunday noon. Sunday evening

school dress is sufficient.

On weekdays women may
wear slacks or dresses, within

"limits of decency." White

T-shirts, athletic gear, and

Box Tops here March 6th
MUllgan's first and only pop

concert of the year will be pre-

sented by the Box Tops lnSeeg-

er Memorial Chapel on March
6 at 8;00 p.m. Students will be

admitted free; visitors must pay

$2.00. ,.

Letter^ wh7ch~was ^Interna-
tional four million seller. "The
Letter" was the number one
record of 1967.

A new song by the Box Tops
Is "You Keep Tightening LlpOn

Me".
Some of their other smash-

ing hits are "Neon Rainbow,"

"Cry Like A Baby," "Choo
Choo Train," and "Soul Deep."
The Box Tops consists of

lead singer Alex Chilton, 18,

drummer Tom Boggs, 20, and'
organist Rich Allen, 21.
Tom Boggs and Rich Allen

are two new members of the
group.

Before these five were a part

of the Box Tops, they were in

local groups around Memphis.

Alex Chilton, who is the lead

singer, has been In several

musical groups. His voice has

become the "Box Tops trade

mark". His hobbles are ob-

"«». ana milng but biograph-
ical questionnaires.

Bill Cunningham plays the
bass, guitar, piano, and organ.
He is very interested in motor-
cycles.

Gary Talley plays the guitar,
sltar, bass, glockenspiel, oca-
rina, and banjo. His ambition
is to become an accomplished
guitarist. His hobbies are
stamp - licking, mountain
climbing, and cotton picking.
Tom Boggs, the drummer,

is also the road manager of the
Box Tops. On several tours,
he was the road manager of

Paul Revere & The Raiders.
His hobbies are tennis, swim-
ming, and handball.

Rick Allen, the organist, was
in several bands. He was an
organist for "The Gentrys"
on a six-week tour. He Is

interested in studying philoso-
phy. He likes swimming,
motorcycle and horseback rid-
ing, and classical music.

mutilated sweatshirts are for-

bidden for men.
Slacks or shorts are per-

mitted Saturday morning and

noon. Women may wear ei-

ther slacks or dresses Saturday

night. The initial action in the

change of dress code was a

request from the Board of Ad-
visors for a written dress code.

The administration echoed

this request which was brought

before the Student Council.

Student Council set up a com-
mittee to study the matter.

The committee concluded that

there was a cafeteria dress

code, but it was not a written

code. Therefore, it was some-
what difficult to enforce at

times.

The committee ran a survey

to determine student opinion

on the matter. The general

consensus was for casual dress,

namely slacks for women.

dress-up at Sunday noon.
As a result of the survey,

the committee drew up the pre-
sent dress code. It was sent to
President Johnsonforapproval.
He added the "limit of decency"
clause and approved It.

Finally, the dean of women,
Mrs. Young, and the women's
dorm mothers, Mrs. Botkinand
Mrs. Martin, plus Mrs. Ritz,
who is in charge of the cafe-
teria, were notified of the new
code, it was read before the
student body In convocation
Tuesday and took effect im-
mediately.

In giving his approval of the
new code. President Johnson
also made a suggestion. He
stated that "in addition to Sun-
day there should be either on
Wednesday night or Thursday
another dress-up night which
could be made something spe-
cial."

He requested that a commit-
tee be set up to study the matter.

COME GROW
WITH COBB

Representatives of the Cobb County School System, a school

system In the suburb of Atlanta, were on campus on Wednesday,

February 11, 1970. to Interview prospective teachers, [f you

were unable to schedule an interview on that day and are In-

terested In employment in the Cohb County Schools, please

contact: Clinton J. Taylor, Assistant Superintendent for Personnel

Services, Cobb County Schools, Marietta, Georgia, Phone

422-3471.

iod will not be released until

the ticket Is settled. Tickets

may still be appealed after

the three week period has

expired.

A new impoundment area

Is to be built at the back of

the Canyon lot. Cars will be

admitted to and releasedfrom
the impoundment area on Fri-

days at 12:30 p.m. Exceptions

to this time must be cleared

through the dean of men.

Last semester , the Traffic

Court did not enforce tickets

given for parking at the Stu-

dent Union Building because

this area was not specifically

mentioned in the rules as a

no parking area. However, the

dean of men felt that this was
Implied in the rules, and from

now on only cars with written

authorization from the dean of

men are allowed to park at

the S.U.B.

At the present time, all tick-

ets must be taken care of

through the Student Traffic

Court, whether the ticket is

to be appealed or not. The
court hopes to work out a sy-

stem whereby students wish-

ing only to pay their fine can

pay the secretary to the dean

of men and not have to appear

before the court. An announce-

ment will be made when this

policy goes into effect.

Mr. Metheany

is suspended
(Continued from Page 1)

body of students "act as po-
licemen" to enforce the disci-
plinary action of campusing so
that it may be used in the future
instead of suspension.

Mr. Hayes was asked tocom-
ment on the administration's
rejection of his committee's
original recommendation. He
replied, "Anytime that the ad-
ministration feels that the com-
mittee has miscarried justice,
it can act independently of the
committee or hand it (the rec-
ommendation) back to them."
Miss Miller disagreed with

this policy. "I believe for the
committee to be effective and
to serve Its original purpose,
the judicial power must be left

up to the committee. After all,

the members were the only
ones that heard all the evidence
and weighed the case,"
On account of the precedent

established by the Metheany
case, Chairman Hayes conclud-
ed with a "feeling that from
now on we may have to lower
the boom on everyone or Just
disband the committee."

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City
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BUFFALO

on schedule,

due Sept. 6
This year's BUFFALO staff

as devised a new method for

aklng club pictures for the

fearbook.

Id ihe past, clubs have met
,t various times during the day

o have their pictures taken

iccordlng to a schedule estab-

ished by the BUFFALO.
This year pictures are being

nade at regular club meetings,

rhis method eliminates the

jroblem of students having to

x excused from classes to have

Jieir pictures taken.

Another advantage to this

-netticd is that it avoids con-

fusion as to when the clubs

will have their pictures made.

Julia Huddleston, editor of

che BUFFALO, reports that this

year's staff is the first In the

past few years to meet year-

book deadlines.

The staff Is currently work-
ing on a 72-page section of the

yearbook. When this section is

completed and given to the

printers, over half of the year-

book will be done.

Julia states that the year-
books will be available to stu-

dents on September 6, 1970.

This year's graduating sen-

iors and underclassmen who
will not be returning to Mil-

ligan next year should inform

the BUFFALO staff of any
change In address since their

yearbooks will be mailed dir-

ectly from the publishing com-
pany.

BUSY PREPARATIONS — Beaverly Enoch, Linda Pierce,
and Sue Harper take care of some of the paper work In antici-
pation of the second Annual Choral Festival which is at Mllilgan
this weekend.

Choral Festival here

today and tomorrow
Mllilgan College will host Its

second Annual Choral Festival

on February 27 and 28.

Choral students from area
high schools will be on campus
for the two days of the festival.

For those two days tbey will

be busy rehearsing for the con-
cert which they will present
Saturday digit c.

On Friday evening, the high

school students will provide

talent for a talent show which

Students buy FAIRE LE PONT
Monday Mllligan's winter

edition of its literary magazine,

FAIRE LE PONT, went on sale.

This issue is the product of

months of work. Accumulation

of material began early last

fall. Contributions came from

both students and professors.

The staff of FAIRE LE PONT
recelvedmore materialman was

needed. The entire staff reviews

the material submitted and de-

cides what will be used and

what will not.

The material used Is not

always unanimously agreed up-

on by the staff. Some of the

works are published which do

not have the approval of a

minority of the staff while

others are not published that

some feel are worthy.

Some of the material not

used in this issue will be saved

for an upcoming Issue. Ac-

cording to Professor Tracy
Miller, advisor, a second spr-

ing issue may be published

around the second week In May.
The material in this Issue

is printed as it is written, with

no censorship. According to

Professor Miller, "I'm che

only censored."

This Issue of FAIRE LE
PONT contains poems, short

stories, several thought-pro-

voking Lines, photographs, and

etchings. It Includes material

from freshmen, upperclass-

men, graduates, and profes-

sors.

Paul Makuch, editor, Dave

Mikesell, assistant editor, and

John Rohrbaugh, consulting edi-

tor, have compiled in one maga-
zine the ideas, opinions, and

feelings of those involved at

Mllilgan College.

will be presented for Milligan
students. That night, theChoral
Festival participants will stay
on campus in the dorms.
On Saturday, the participating

students willbeMilligan's guest
of honor at the evening meal.
Milligan students will provide
entertainment during the ban-

The concert Saturday night,

February 28, will be held in

Upper Seeger at eight o'clock.

The admission price is one

dollar.

This year's conductor will be

Charles Davis from Emory and
Henry College. Sherwin Bach-
man, a MUllgan professor, will

accompany the massed choir.

They will sing such music
as selections from "West Side

Story", "Elijah Rock" ar-
ranged by Jester Hairston,

"Deep River" arrangedby Nor-
man Luboff, and "Cantate Do-
mino" arranged by Norman
Grayson.

Participating schools in-

clude Jonesboro, Science Hill,

Greenville, Blountville, Dob-
byns-Bennect, Elizabethton,

Hampton, and North Junior

High.

U.C. Berkeley Pres.

attacks conformity
San Francisco. Calif. -(I.P.)-

Universlty of California Presi-

dent Charles J, Hitch recently

called for a "climate of

change" that would dissipate

"the threats of conformity

hanging over the nation as well

as over the university."

"Historically, the pressure

to conform, to limit curricula

and restrict and censor ideas

and opinions have come from

outside the university com-
munity. This son of pressure

is still with us and is under-

standable.

"But there is today a slg-

nlfcant movement within uni-

versities toward conformity,

and this is both new and parti-

cularly threatening, for this

pressure on behalf of a new

and rigid status quo, ironical-

ly enough. Is made in the name
of change itself.

The University of California

president made his remarks in

the context of a definition of

academic freedom, which he

prefaced with the wish that

"somehow we could discuss the

concept without using the term

itself."

"I am afraid," heexplained,

"that many people outside the

university—and a few within

our community—believe that

academic freedom is an

unlimited license given to the

faculty member to do anything

nonsense.

"For example, a faculty

member is not free to indoc-

trinate his students or to im-

pose his ideas on them, for the

students, too, have a kind of

academic freedom, the free-

dom to learn. In addition, a

faculty member must be care-

ful to make clear that tils pri-

vate opinions are just that, his

private opinions and not those

of the university.

"Academic freedom really

Is synonymous with integrity

—

the integrity of the professor,

protected from those who would

dictate his thoughts and ac-

tions, and the Integrity or basic

honesty of the professor when

dealing with his students and

with his institution.

"Academic freedom can be

abused from many sides

from politicians, from regents,

from students and from the

faculty itself. Like anything

else worth having, it takes a

lot of hard work to keep it."

Because "we must be free

to explore the fringe of our
knowledge," President Hitch

said, "it is essential that all

points of view be represented

in a university, not necessari-

ly on the faculty, but certainly

by the faculty.

"I think," President Hitch

declared, "the university must

remain a marketplace of ideas,

that our best chance for ef-

fecting positive change is con-

tained in the promise of that

marketplace, and that the risk

of society's being seduced by

a bad bargain there is very

low."

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR RESERVATIONS

HOME

FOR SPRING BREAK

CALL

m Idham

TRAVB. AGENCY

In the hotel lobby

of (he John Sevier

PHONE 928-8161

Johnson City

"The student's

trove/ ogency"

COLUMBIA PICTURES present A DOMINO PRODUCTION COLOR

5 DAYS ONLY
STARTS FRIDAY
MARCH 6th WEST MAIN

AT BOONE

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
FOR

MILLIGAN

COLLEGE

PERSONNEL

ONLY

2 weeks only

Feb. 27-

TUNE-UP SPECIAL-ONE WEEK ONLY
8 CYLINDER CARS

$1J95 .....«.
I *T Porli mclud<

6 CYLINDER CARS

$1195 LoW on.

\L Pom. ,nilud«.

4 CYLINDER CARS

$<n95Lobo,on d

| U Po>ii mclud.i

BRAKE JOB SPECIAL-ALL FOUR WHEELS
• BRAKE SHOES WHEEL CYLINDER KITS STflOO
BRAKE FLUID

•ALL LABOR
-FOR MOST ALL CARS
-LIMITED TIME ONLY

s29
c

PARTS S. LABOR

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
$450, ntl . P„„

..J6 50—-

Cars without Air Conof

Cars with Air Cond

BREWER AUTO ELECTRIC
NEW ELIZABETHTON HWY. 928-4721 or 928-8601-
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Committee to visit

ope" ed .,.,i. .
ran g g

| Self-Study goes to press
A Recommendation

Few Milllgan students would coadooe the zcuaa af Mr. Udheany
wblch finally resulted In bis suspension hi. college, bm many Mil

llgan students now arc thankful that his case has placed ibe discip-

linary procedures of the college in the spotlight.

Two crucial issues have evolved from die prDCeetfmgs, and they

will be discussed in the dormitories, in the cafeteria, aod in the

Student Union Building for weeks to cnriM*. First, does the faculty

disciplinary committee act under the pressure of the administra-

tion? Second, are there any enforceable alternatives open to the dis-

ciplinary committee between "winking at lie rale-breaker" (for-

getting the case) and "lowering the boom" (suspending the student^
Whether or not the administration applied pressure to the com-

mittee in the case of Mr. Metbeany is irrelevant hi answering the

first question. Merely the fact that a disciplinary cotominee re-
commendation needs president J oonsan's acceptance before it be-
comes a final decision corrodes the ideal innalabiliiy of the judi-

ciary system. Such a policy makes the comciinec rmthing more than

a fact-finding board for one individual.

Those who claim that pressure was applied to ibe fomrairtee di-

rectly with insistent statements or indirectly with the use of the

administrative rejection both lament the subservumce of the com-
mittee to another power. Those who claim President Johnson hag
never usurped the final authority of a cammiuee rfsiri«=i>m also ap-
pear to support judiciary supremacy. Therefore, we advocate thai

any recommendation of the disciplinary comnuitee become a final

decision, not subject to approval or rcjecooa of the President.

Since Mr. Metheany's case has set a disciplinary precedent that

campus big of students is unenforceable at ibe present time leaving
only two unsatisfactory polar alternatives, we recommend that

"campus rooms" be established in one or more dornninrics in

which students may be confined for varying periods of time depend-
ing on the seriousness of the offense under the supervision of dormi-
tory councils.

\ \

For the Whole Family
When we were handed our convocation information «><-«*- and

seat assignment during registration, we noited two reasons axed
for the twice-weekly assembly being compulsory.

1} "The Milllgan College Convocation Series represents one of

the highlights of the academic year for the Milllgan College stu-
dent body. . .outstanding guests have been nwiieti to participate.''

2) "The Milllgan College Convocation provides the only opport-
unity for the entire student body and faculty to assemble in one
place. A sense of comradeship and colleague rapport is thus
provided for the academic community."
We have always advocated compulsory convocation* certainly

NOT because the first reason quoted above, m retrospect, has

been extremely convincing. Rather, nt convocation were one of

the highlights of our academic year, it wonid seem the remainder

of our curriculum must be tragically Disappointing. The ration-

ale of the second statement, however, appears io be more accept-
able. In this age of the impersonal and expansive onrversiy com-
plex which produces Its graduaies on an assembly-line basis,.

a small, religious college provides ureonenc opportunities for its

entire academic community (the Milifgyra '"family**?} to con

—

voke at one time deserves high esteem.

The opportunities are provided at Milligan; the students attends

no alternative if they wish to graduate. But where is the rest of

the family; where is the faculty? UiUigan's professors have no

assigned seats lor convocation, no "four cut" limits, no "Unsat-

isfactory" grades at the end of semester, no extrinsic motiva-

tion whatsoever. Many choose not to attend, an alternative which

a majority of their students would like to have as well. Apparently

the "outstanding guests" heard twice a week are not attractive

enough to a majority of tbe faculty , Hopefully, "a sense of com-
radeship and colleague rapport" may yet unite the lamilyjf not.

the faculty handbook should be revised so that we all may share

a similar compulsion to come together.

tn September of 1968 Milii-

gan College began Its Self-

Smdy program requested of all

colleges by the Southern Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Schools

eveiy ten years. After some
18 months of committee studies,

reporting, and editing, the final

report is now in the hands of

the printer. Preparation is

being made for tbe visit of an

evaluating committee from the

Southern Association. From
beginning to end, the study has

proceeded on an orderly sche-

dule, andstudy committees have

produced a prodigious amount

of work. The entire faculty as

well as student representatives

did this work in addition to

their regular responsibilities.

To say that the Self-Studywas

enlightening would seem trite

ai this point. More accurately

it could be called an experience,

an experience In the sense that

tbe college community as a

whole bad an opportunity to

study tbe college In terms of

its total function. It gave oc-

casion to contemplate the his-

toric purpose of tbe college and

to reaffirm that purpose. It

enabled a formalizing of numer-

ous procedures and precedents

into written guidelines that will

insure consistency of action In

the days to come. It brought

about a frank recognition of

several problems and an effort

to resolve them with all due

haste. Many of the deficien-

cies noted by committees were
resolved before the completion

of the study.

Yet even as the final report

goes to press there is a sense

in which the Self-Study is not

finished. Obviously, there had

to be a time limit and a final

statement prepared.""
-

But in

many cases areas of concern

had only become apparent as

the study period ended, and it

will now be necessary to dedi-

cate the future to resolving

these problems.

Milllgan College looks for-

ward to the visit of the eval-

uating committee of the South-

ern Association April 12-15

with confidence and optimism.

And at the same time the col-

lege Is appreciative of the

wisdom of tbe Southern Asso-
ciation in pointing out tbe need

for a continuing willingness to

do institutional introspection In

the interest of maintaining qua-

lity education.

C. ROBERT WETZEL

More Board-student rapport

provided by young trustees
Elon College, N.C. -np.)
A problem common to Doth

small colleges and large uni-

versities is how to bridge the

generation gap and establish

better relations between tbelr

boards of trustees and stu-

dents.

Elon College, a small liber-

al arts Institution, thinks it

found an answer. Elon's presid-

ent , J, Earl Danleley, proposed

to the board In their annual

meeting that each year a grad-

uate from the preceding year

be named to a two-year term
on the board of trustees.

In approving this proposal,

the board Included the stipu-

lation that these recent grad-
uates rank In the top ten per

cent of their class and not be
allowed to succeed themselves.

"Tbe members of the Board
are very enthusiastic about this

approach which will provide
for young alumni to serve as
trustees soon after the com-
pletion of their college work,"
commented Dr. Danleley In

making the announcement.
This new procedure will not

affect the total number of

trustees, which Is 36.

kod

Irvin

BUFFALO MEAT
Steve Knowles

AU/vn
Morton

Buffalo Meat applauds the

work of the Student Council

Concert Committee in select-

ing March 6 as the date for the

Box Top's concert-the same
night that Dionne Warwick will

appear at ETSU. We hear that

the committee is already work-

ing on next year's conflict...

uh...c-uik-i-ii.

a needle in a hay-

stack is easier than finding

the correct magazine in the

unbound periodical section of

the P. H. Welshimer Memorial

Library.
• • •

Tbe Milllgan Mile Award

goes to we, the student body,

who when we were finally given

tbe opportunity to air our views

on critical national and inter-

national problems In the recent

student forum, discovered that

we had none.

On April 16, Mr. George

Shirley will be presented in

concert at a compulsory even-

ing convocation. Following the

concert, tbe audience will be

taken at gunpoint to the Student

Union Building where they will

be forced to refresh them-

selves. Packs of dogs will

then be employed to drive the

students up tbe hill where men
will have their fingernails

systematically removed until

they kiss their dates goodnight.

Last week a 8M staffer look-

ed for three books in the lib-

rary. None of the books were

there nor had they been check-

ed out. That's 100%.. .or 0%..

depending on whether you're a

librarian or a BM Staffer.

They Said It

Overheard from a faculty

member.'.'I don't see why they

put that in Buffalo Meat about

faculty members ' wives wear-

ing slacks at ballgames.

They're lucky we even come."
• • •

"It is so quiet In the lib-

rary that the silence Is

haunting."--Library Manual
* » •

"Mr Moore stated if funds

were available, ...the entire

student body would have their

schedules set up In 15 min-

utes. ..This, however, would

cause a problem...Mechaniza-

tion would take away the per-

sonal contact now found at

registration."

—last Issue of STAMPEDE
• • •

Dark Meat

The audience at Dionne

Warwick's concert at ETSU on

March 6 will Include such not-

ables as Dale Clayton, Rupert

Burton, Bill Ellis, and the Box

Tops.

BM congratulates Rod lrvin

and Steve Knowles, who at the

beginning of the year were

given the responsibility of

writing tbe fight song. The
basketball season is over and

tbe words still are incom-

plete, but Irvin reports that

the song will be ready to sing

at the tennis matches.
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Rhodesia: Give or Take!
In the 1950*s and early 19-

60*8 , the British Crown Col-

ony of Kenya was ravaged by

an insurrection which Is re-
membered as the Mau-Mau up-

rising. The aim of the revolt

was to regain the land that

had been exploited from the

native population. Many thou-

sands of people, while and

alack, died because of a greedy
minority withholding rights

from a majority. The rebel-

Lion lasted eight long years

and finally ended In the grant-

ing of Independence to Kenya
by Great Britain in 1963.

Now it appears that the Air-
Lean -continent can expect an-
other similar rebellion. It will

probably occur in Rhodesia.

In 1965, Prime Minister Ian

lurii of Rhodesia defied the

British government and de-
dared Rhodesia to be inde-

pendent on November 11th of

hat year. In 1967, the British

'.overaor of the colony was
withdrawn and sanctions were
ipplied by Great Britain and,

ater on, the United Nations,

iomehow Rhodesia survives.
Reason

The reason for the Smith

defiance to the Crown was that

Great Britain bad demanded

that the Negro population be

given a larger share of the

responsibility in the govern-

ment and that professional, ed-

ucational and the sanctions used

by the white minority be re-

moved. The approximately 85,

000 whites refuse to yield to

the rest of the almost 5,000

-000 population. And so far

the sanctions seem to have

little or no effect. Something

must happen. Something will.

In our own country, the min-

orities have sought for and

are gaining expression. But in

Rhodesia, it is the majority

which wants expression and

those same rights quarantecd

to all citizens of the Crown
by the Magna Charta and the

Bill of Rights. They do not

have these rights, however.

Rhodesia is controlled by 1/

90th of the population.

Missionaries stationed in

Rhodesia seem to hold [be "of-

ficial" view that all is well

and peaceful. But apply a

little pressure and a new view

emerges suggesting that they

are scared.

Black group
At present, there is not a

strong nationalistic black group

to seek for the majority cause.

But it will not take too much
longer for a leader to appear

and he may follow the age-

old method. He will try to

talk to the government. The
government will not listen. He
may seek help from England.

None .will come. He will seek

help from the United Nations.

There will be words, not act-

ion.

Upon finding out that he
cannot win peacefully. It will

happen that Rhodesia will er-

upt into a blood-bath not seen
since Kenya, only worse. The
violence could then well

spread to South Africa which,
too, is ruled by a white min-
ority. All this violence may
come about because a greedy
minority will not give a little

to those who seek no more
than what is theirs by right.

MICHAEL BOTOffi

m
(A right, by the way, that our

own country would do well to

remember that It declared).

It may not happen this year

or next . But there will come
a time when someone will set

off either an era of peace and

prosperity or an era of blood,

death, and misery. Only time
wlU tell.
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History student disturbed by editorial position on Vietnam War
It was just thirteen months

ago that Richard Nixon Inher-

ited one of the most difficult

and dangerous foreign pro-

blems in American history.

This Viet-Nam bot potato

was tossed to Mr. Nixon by a

President who could not handle

it and in the midst of a public

that had grown weary of it.

Yet, even in the face of

this high political pressure

President Nixon decided on a

moderate course of action.

This "Vietnamlzation" pol-

icy would neither eacaloie the

ugly war that nobody wanted,

nor would it back out on our

allies and obligations in the

Far East. president Nixon

had asked the American people

for yet a little more time and

patience.

In light of this fact, the

attitude expressed in the ed-

itorial of the last issue of

the STAMPEDE (The Silent

Minority) is especially dis-

turbing.

The writer of the article

lamented the fact that so many
anti-war activists are desert-

ing their cause for thecrusade

To BM
I am interested in your com-

ment in the STAMPEDE
February 27 (77?) concerning

women faculty dress at Mtl-

ligan basketball games. May
1 point out that basketball is

a "sports" event, and one of

the logical places one would

wear "sports clothes". Out-

side of that, ball games are

surely among the informal and

casual events in campus life.

I enjoy them Immensely. May
I not then for those two hours

relax, and "dress down"? 1

feel it is appropriate to "dress

up" to teach, to go to church,

to concerts, to weddings, and

such. I do not see a ball game
fitting Into the same category.

There is a faculty handbook.

Wouldn't it, rather than the

student handbook, be the place

for faculty dress regulations?

Let me know what you want

worn to the basketball games.

i may have to run out and buy

something.

Yours for a cleaner

campus,

Rachel Bachman
Professor o( Voice

against pollution. He conclud-

ed that this switch is allowing

the President a free hand in

continuing our intervention in

the Vietnamese "civil war."

To prove this claim of pre-

sident Nixon's deceitfulness the

writer used such conclusive

phrases as "informed sources

indicate" and "a high Viet-

namese official quoted"— the

same vague phrases that have

i u i so much confusion to an

already confusing situation. In

short, this "proof" is gothiag

nore than some convenient
hearsay.

Even more disturbing is

the general attitude of the

editorial (and a large segment

of the nation as well) which

always sees the President as

an unscrupulous ' 'Oil Can
Harry' ' who is in unholy alli-

ance with the prospering

military industrialists.

This kind of paranoid dis-

trust is certainly at the

heart of much of the unrest

in this county. How tragic it

is when people impute immoral
motives to those with whom
they do not agree (politically

or otherwise).

Can we not dare to put some
faith in our President? Can
we not dare to give his Viet-

namlzation policy a chance?
Or does progress only come
through opposition anddissent?

1 think not.

Jeff Knowles

Senior

History Major

Solutions suggested for several library problems

As students, one of the main

complaints we have heard about

the library Is not so much the

fact that It doesn't have many
books and periodicals, but

that those which it has are

not there. Library spokes-

men have noted that if a stu-

dent wanted to steal a book,

there would really be nothing

which they could do to stop

him. But couldn't we make
It just a Uttie less convenient?

Admittedly, the problem

does not seem to be perma-

nently stolen books. An in-

ventory last year revealed that

only(?) a little under a thou-

sand books are missing from

the stacks over the last 40

years. The problem is with

students who borrow a book

over a period of several weeks,

months, or years. If you have

a term paper due in six weeks,

why bother to check a book out

three times and worry about

overdue fines.

The result is a shortage of

the materials most commonly
needed by students. The pro-

blem in the unbound periodical

section is scandalous. To find

an issue of a magazine, it Is

almost literally necessary to

dump the pile on the floor and

sort through them one by one.

Inspection of the area would

probably support the above

theory. No system is avail-

able to check periodicals out.

and as a result, chances of

finding a periodical are often

1 In 2 or worse.

A suggestion: First, lock

the basement door leading to

the stairs near the language

lab (key-lock). Second, re-

quire all students leaving the

library to submJitheir mater-

ials for inspection to the stu-

dent at the checkout desk. This

serves as a preventive rather

man as an apprehensive mea-
sure. Third, make the unbound

periodical section a closed

area to students. A library

employee sitting at the entrance

of the room would obtain and

check out a periodical for a

student.

Traffic laws are often irk-

some but are necessary for

public protection. The li-

brary staff has a responsibil-

ity to the student body not

only because we paytheir sala-

ries, but because theyworkfor

a college library. They also

have a responsibility to the

many individuals and organiza-

tions who donate money to the

library in good faith.

Sincerely,

Charlie Alderman

Junior

History Major

No taste for opera

On April 16, Mr. George

Shirley of the Metropolitan

Opera will be brought to MU-
ligan at a cost of $27.50.

If, as Mr.Hampton suggested

in last week's STAMPEDE,
Milligan students should take

advantage of the faculty con-

certs to broaden their musical

tastes, why should they do so

at such a large figure?

I am the first to admit that

1 have not yet developed a

taste for opera, even though

my musical world has expand-

ed since I was a redneck in

high school. Having had one

semester of General Psycho-

logy, 1 must also reveal the

fact that my aversion to opera

can be traced to my childhood.

I grew up with a brother who

tried so desperately to be an

opera singer that I learned to

hate all opera singers Just as

desperately.

Although I accept the chal-

lenge to extend my musical

horizons, 1 am afraid that the

renowned George Shirley will

be wasted on me. It will be

like learning the Latin lan-

guage from the Pope. Speaking

of Latin, if George tries to

sing in it, I will leave and

spend the rest of my convoca-

tion in the P. H. Welsbimer
Memorial Library.

Sincerely , as usual,

Melvin Morton

Junior

Mathematics

Crush a rumor

I have been informed that a

rumor has been circulating on

campus in which I supposedly

claimed that a member of the

STAMPEDE staff listened to

the closed-door procedings of

the disciplinary committee this

week.

May 1 make clear that to my
knowledge no STAMPEDE staff

member Is gullry of such an

offense. I hope mis has not

caused the STAMPEDEany'.osr
of reputation.

Dr. Orvel Crowder

Professor of Psychology
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Policy of Disciplinary Committee is explained
The purpose of this state-

ment Is to Inform the Mllllgan

College community concerning

the policies and procedures of

the Disciplinary Committee.

The following paragraph,

quoted from the Faculty Hand-

book, sets forth the purpose of

the Disciplinary Committee:

The function of the Dis-

ciplinary Committee Is to hear

charges against students for

Infractions of rules and reg-

ulations which are of such

gravity as to require consid-

eration of suspension or dis-

missal. Students are brought

before the committee by the

Dean of Men or Dean of Wo-
men who present the cases

but who do not serve as mem-
bers of the committee. Stu-

dents are always Invited to

bring witnesses in their be-

half, so that a complete pre-

sentation of both sides can be

made.

The committee bears

the charges, the witnesses,

and the students, and then de-
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termlnes the guilt or Inno-

cence of the individual and
makes appropriate recom-
mendation to the administrat-
ion concerning the student.

This commltte Is composedof
at least two students and at

least four faculty members.
Members of the committee

for the academic year 1969-

1970 are Mr. Hayes, chairman,

Mrs. Bowers, Mrs. Crowder,

Mr. Ownby, Dr. Nix; student -

representatives are Miss Har-

riet Miller and Mr. Jim
Mounts.

The philosophy governing the

Disciplinary Committee cen-

ters In the concepts of redemp-
tion and protection. Its atti-

tude toward the offending stu-

dent is redemptive: n holds that

every reasonable effort should

be employed to help such stu-

dents to overcome their weak-

nesses and to grow in the posi-

tive qualities of life.

This calls for individual

treatment respecting each of-

fender even though this proce-
dure Involves the danger of ex-

posing the committee to the

charge of "inconsistency" by
those wbo favor a more un-
compromising and legalistic

approach.

However, It must be obvious

STAMPEDE
"very good"
The Mllligan College

STAMPEDE was awarded a cer-
tificate of achievement award at

the Savannah State College Na-
tional School Press Institute.

In competition with similar

school publications throughout

the United States, the STAM-
PEDE received a publication

rating of "very good*"

The certificate has been

framed and is now displayed

In the STAMPEDE office In

the basement of Sutton Hall.

DCo procedure is so c/ose/q

hound oq tradition

as me tssuinq of

your weddinq invitations

and announcem ents

*jmari Jjriaes

afwa/^s choose ourfamous

Weddintf Line Invitations

yttnaiinif/y 7?ich. Jfaised Bellermq

oi/h the mas/ t?mipjm fe papers and'worimanshsp

you couldwishfor

Royal Printing Company
4915 Dorothy Street

Johnson City, Tennessee

946-140J

to most that the admonition of

Gal. 6:12 cannot be honored by

a purely legalistic stance.

But also recognized Is its

responsibility toiheentlreMll-

llgan family, and that this obli-

gation cannot be compromised

in favor of the Individual stu-

dent. Consequently, Its attitude

toward the Mllllgan academic
and fraternal community Is pro-

tective.

We cannot rightfully con-
tinue to extend the rights and
privileges of matriculation to

those wbo embarrass and in-

jure the corporate body by wil-

fuil and continued abuses of

the mutually agreed upon re-
gulations which govern the col-

lege community,
lege Bulletin 1968-69 are suf-

ficient In relating the policies

of the Disciplinary Committee-
-attention Is specifically drawn

to pages 8-13:

Admission to membership In

Mllllgan College carries with

it a pledge of responsibility by

the student that he will subject

himself to the rigorous disci-

pine of the above program ('a-

bove program' refers to pages

8 and 9 of the bulletin).* Men
and women wbo choose to de-

cline this responsibility for-

feit the privilege of member-
ship in the College. The Col-

lege, therefore, reserves the

right to refuse, suspend, or

dismiss any student without as-

signment of reasons. If such

action is deemed to be In the in-

terest of the College.

Mllllgan College Is intent up-

on Integrating Christian talth

with scholarship and life. Be-
cause of this Christian com-
mitment, Mllllgan College val-

ues the integrity of each Indi-

vidual. However, the action of

each person affects the whole

community. During attendance

at Mllllgan, each student Is con-

sidered a representative of the

College whether he Is on the

campus or away.

The procedures or guidelines

followed by the committee are

as follows:

I. procedure

All administrative discipline

should be channeled through the

Dean of Men or the Dean of

Women.
1. The Deans have counseling

opportunities as well as direct

disciplinary responslblltles.

2. Therefore, In each case of

reputed breach of discipline, the

Deans may handle the Individual

case as deemed wise, up to the

point of suspension or dismissal

from school.

3. in the latter instance the

Dean will ask the student In

question If he chooses to ap-

pear before the Disciplinary

Committee or to voluntarily

withdraw from school.

A. If the student opts for the

appearance:

(a) Charges will be pre-
sented to him/her In writing

at least twenty-four hours prior

to the hearing before the com-
mittee.

(b) The student will be in-

formed that he/she may bring
witnesses and/or someone to

assist In the presentation of

defense.

(c) The members of the

Committee will be informed of

each bearing twenty-four hours
in advance.

5. Minutes of meetings of the

Disciplinary Committee will be
given to the President of the

College, the Deans, and the

members of the Committee.
6. Essential information con-

cerning "cases" may be se-
cured by responsibly concerned
persons through the adminis-

tration of the college or from the

student representatives on the

Committee at the Council meet-
ings.

11. Policy

In direct action by a

Dean or by the Committee In a
disciplinary case the following

concepts for reaching conclu-
sions or offering corrective

measures will be given con-
sideration:

1. A positive emphasis on
activity Is to be preferred to

restriction of such.

2. Participation In appropri-
ate groups may contribute to-

ward rehabilitation.

3. Where the emotional

structure of the student per-
mits, self-Insight Into the rea-

sons for negative behavior may
contribute to more socially ac-

EVERYBODY LOVES

Trt^BUCKAROO
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ceptable behavior. (Here the aid

of the guidance counselor may
be called upon),

4. All cases should be treated

individually, with fair treatment

and a redemptive attitude to-

ward the student being as highly

Important for the college as well

as for the student.

III. Definitions of Actions

1. Suspension: The student is

denied continuance in Mllllgan

College for a definitely stipul-

ated period of time. This pen-
alty Is regarded as being tem-
porary and is not posted on the

student's permanent academic
record.

2. Expulsion (or Dismissal):
The student's relation with tne

College is terminated, and the

action Is regarded as perma-
ment. However, under proper
circumstances the student may
petition for a review of his/her
case and re-admlsslon to the

college. "Expulsion" will be
posted on the Student's perma-
nent academic record.

Sandy Broyles

is president

of Civinettes

At their first dinner meeting

of the semester, CIvLaeaes

chose Sandy Broyles to be their

new president.

Sandy, a sophomore from
Limestone, Tennessee, was
elected to fill the vacancy

created when Harr tette Miller

resigned due to her heavy class

load this semester.

An announcement was made
that Sarah Motley, a junior

from Chatham, Virginia, was
recently elected District Gov-
ernor of the Appalachian Dis-

trict of Collegiate Civitan.

Sarah reminded the members
of the district convention to

be held in Gatlinburg, April

18-20.

Plans were made for the

new semester. Among the

projects considered Is a spring

clean-up of the campus to be
held Saturday, April 4. All

members of the club and any

interested individuals or clubs

are invited to take part in

this project.

Other projects discussed are
the making of table decorations

for AppalacbianChristian Vill-

age and "Easter egg trees"
for the children's wards of

area hospitals.

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - New « Pleasant Atmosphere - Attended

926-7811

Legion at King Springs Road

Southeast Shopping Village Johnson City, Tennessee
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iLEAPIN' LADIES — Members of the Mllllgan Girls' Basketball

am reach for a rebound during a recent game. The Buffettes' re-

rd Is now 4-4 with one game remaining.

iuffettes win three

ro even season tally
The Mllllgan Girl's Basket-

all team now has a record

[ 4-4 with one game and a

osslble tournament remain-

lg in the season.

A loss to Virginia lntermont

way and a victory over Emory
nd Henry at home left the

lullettes 2-3 going into the

ast week's game.

Last Thursday night they

ravelled on to Bristol to try

o avenge their season-opening

ingle-basket loss to Sulllns.

ifter leading most of the first

alf, the Mllllgan squad finally

ell 52-47 as starting forward

oyce Quilling re-injured her

nkle and was unable to finish

he game.

Friday night the Buffettes

attled a blood-thirsty Clinch

/alley team at Clinch Valley.

Quilling was able to play only

i couple minutes and starting

juard Janet Ferguson did not

nake the trip due to illness In

lie family , but the Milligan

sextet was able to snatch a

35-31 victory from a Clinch

:eam that bore no resemblance

:o the team Milliganbadtramp-
led 47-18 early in the season.

Tuesday night the Buffettes

beat Virginia lntermont here.

Playing in her last home game
for Mllllgan, Joyce Quilling

overcame the handicap of a bad

ankle to claim high-scoring

honors for Milligan with 12

as the squad avenged their earl-

ier loss to V.I.

Next Wednesday the Buffettes

try to make It a winning sea-

son at Emory and Henry. There
Is still some question as to

whether the Carson Newman
tournament scheduled for

March 6 and 7 will be held

or not.

Wrestlers

finish season

with 3 losses

The Milligan WrestllngTeam

has finished the season by los-

ing three straight away matches

to Sewanee, Chattanooga, and

Maryville by the scores of 32-7,

35-7, and 26-9, respectively.

The Buffs continued to be

hampered by forfeitures and

injuries. A shoulder separa-

tion for Brett Younkln made a

noticeable hole in the Buff scor-

ing attack. Yesterday, the team

left for Athens, Ga. to compete

in the Southeastern Intercolle-

giate Wrestling Association

Championship.

Blocks
Assists Recoveries Forced Error

Jenkins

Robinson

Williams

Alderman
Bock
Cash
Glass

Phillips

Burton

Clayton

Drake

Threlkeld

Off

3

5

Def

11

a

4

32

34

45

80

54

62

33

168 199

75 105

1

49 84
Wocaenfuss 3 4

Mllllgan 491 642

OPP. 456 689

Tot
14

1010

13

62

57

.107

180

1133

1145

31

37

108

81

;s

o

24

23

22

53

26

31

53

29

Steals

4-21-8

0-1-0

1-6-11

5-19-4

1-16-5

3-24-15

14-68-11

0-12-4

11-23-4

8-23-1

0-0-0

4-42-21

0-4-0

56-257-87

Cash named all-VSAC

Buffs finish 8-18 season
Milligan finished the 1969-

70 basketball season with an

8-18 record by losing a heart-

breaking 91-90 decision to host

Belmont College In the open-

ing round of the tournament

in Nashville. (Volunteer State

Athletic Conference).

The see-saw battle was de-

cided with 19 seconds remain-

ing when Mike Oliver ' Tilled

a field goal. Toonle Casn had

given the Buffs a 90-89 lead

when he pumped In a jump
shot from 23 feet. The Buffs

last opportunity misfired when
a pass to Rupert Burton went

out of bounds with three se-

conds to go.

The Rebels and Buffs bat-

tled on even terma for most of

the first half with Belmont hold-

a 53-49 edge at the inter-

mission. Belmont held a ten

point bulge with 11 minutes re-

maining—and led a score of

76-69 upon entering the final

ten minutes of play.

Milligan never gave up and

cut the lead to 79-78 with 8 :
-

19 to go. Charlie Alderman
scored with 4;25 left to give

the Buffs an 84-83 lead as

play entered the hectic final

moments.

Joe Gaines paced Belmont

with 26 points and 25 rebounds.

Dale Alsup, an All-VSAC guard

added 20 and Mike Oliver con-

tributed 14. The Rebels had a

decisive edge in rebounds, but

could not shake the Buffs.

Toonle Cash equalled his

highest point total in VSAC
Tournament play as he poured

In 38 points to pace the Buffs.

In addition, he was named to

the All-VSAC Team for the

third straight year. Freshman
guard Don Threlkeld finished a

fine season by pouring in 31

points.

Tennessee-Martin won the

VSAC Tournament with an 80-

55 win over Lemoyne-Owen of

Memphis. Tommy Everette of

Eastern Division champion
Carson-Newman was named
Most Valuable Player in the

Eastern Division and Dale Al-

sup of Belmont won the MVP
for the Western Division.

The All-VSAC Team In-

cludes Toonle Cash of Milligan

Tony Mills and Tommy Ever-

ette of Carson Newman, Kelly

Aldridge of Tennessee Wesley-

an. Ken Logwood of King, Rick

Trivett of Lincoln Memorial

University, Dave Dant of Chris-

tian Brothers, Dale Alsup of

Belmont, Mike Rudolphl of U-T

Martin, Charles Edge of Le-

moyne-Owen, and Joe Reeves

of Bethel.

Next year, the VSAC will

have eleven schools because

Union University of Jackson

Is pulling out since the VSAC
has not established uniform

standards for athletes. In addi-

tion, there will be a change

In the tournament formal. The
divisions will hold playoffs next

year with the top two in each

division competing for the title.

In the final regular season

game, Carson Newman shot

70% from the field to defeat

the Buffs 129-90. Toonle Cash
led Milligan with 36 points.

Toonle Cash paced Mil-

ligan' s scoring with 657 points

and an average of 25.3. Don
Threlkeld scored 483 points

and an average of 17.9. Rog-
er Phillips scored 228 points

and an average of 11.4. Rup-
ert Burton scored 272 points

for an average of 10.1.

Rupert Burton pulled down
367 rebounds to pace the Buffs

Other leading rebounders for

the Buffs Include Dale Clay-
ton with 180, Gary Glass with

142, and Don Threlkeld with

133.

The opposition outrebounded

Milligan 1145-1133. Mllllgan

turned the ball over 451 times

while the opponents committed

496. Mllllgan hit on 981 of

2071 field goals for 48%. The
opposition also hit 48% on 1011

of 2097. Mllllgan bit on 459

of 620 free throws for 75%.

The opposition bit on 443 of

636 for 70%. The opposition

outscored the Buffs 2465-2420

and in points per game 91.3-

89.6.

Golf season nearmg
Qualifications for the 1970

Milligan Golf Team will be

held on March 10 and 12 at

the Ellzabethton Golf Course.

Harry Wall, a Milligan stu-

dent from Saltville, Virginia,

is replacing the colorful Lar-

ry Huff as coach. Wall re-

ports that this year's team

will consist of eight members
instead of last year's ten.

The difference will be that

all eight men will take the road

trips this year Instead of the

usual six who actually partici-

pate in the match. The extra

two men will play the away

course for experience.

The only returning var-

sity golfers are Ron '

' Pop"
McCready and Mark "Magllla

the Guerilla" Roth. Graduation

eliminated Wayne Moore, Steve

Klger, Herm Wandrei, Larry

Dabney, and Danny Arnold,

The Buffs will be back in

force, however. Dick Bock and

Gary Morrell, who both saw

action last year, will be re-

turning . The presence of

Johnny Black, a former P.C.A.

card holder will certainly not

hurt the team.

The first match this year

will be on April 2 against Clinch

Valley at the Ellzabethton Golf

Course.

APRIL
3—Tenn. Wesleyan, home
7—Tusculum, home
8—Clinch Valley, away
9—Clinch Valley, home

10--Carson-Newman, away
13—King, home
14—LMU, home
17—King, away
20—Carson-Newman, home
23—Tenn, Wesleyan, away

24—LMU, away

MAY
4—Tusculum, away

11-12—VSAC Tournament
Chapel Hill, Tenn.

All home matches will start

at 1 p.m.

Coach Lamon

begins tennis

try-outs soon
Qualifications for the 1970

Tennis Team will be getting

under way as soon as the wea-
ther clears up according to the

new coach, Mr. Howard Lamon.
The existing courts will re-

ceive a new red and green color

coat resurfacing for the Buffs
home matches. Each of the

team members this year will

also be furnished with a rac-

quet.

The only returning lettermen

this year are Jack Metheany
and Cal Wilson. Promising

freshmen include Mike Wilson
and Lynn Jarett. The Buffs

will be playing a full 17 match
schedule this season.

Turnovers Defensive Personal FGM/ FG FTM/
Fouls FGA * FTA

28 115 28 56/116 *»% 13/21

7 32 7 11/22 7/7

10 71 12 18/43 42% 11/21

15 102 29 24/56 43% 11/20

30 70 41 49/110 45% 15/25

72 108 53 261/526 50% 133/154

62 138 97 77/176 14. 62/77

38 90 19 92/231 40$ 44/60

69 111 80 112/168 67% 17/56

42 108 36 73/169 44% 37/56

4 14 3 4/8 50% 4/5

71 139 62 204/442 46% 75/100

2 19 2 0/0 4/10

451 1214 467 981/2071 48% 459/620

496 479 1011/2097 48% 443/630

FT Tot Games Points

% Pts Played Per Game
61% 125 26 4.8

100% 29 13 2.2

60% 42 21 2.0

55% 59 26 2.2

59% 113 24 4.7

87% 657 26 25.3

79j 216 27 8.0

73% 228 20 11.4

53% 272 27 10.1

66% 183 27 6.9

80% 12 6 2.0

75% 483 27 17.9

47% 4 5 0.8

75% 2420 27 89.6

70% 2465 27 91.3
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Violence is out

for protests

(ACP) — Chicago -- Most

protests by students during the

first half of 1969 were non-

violent, were focused on cam-

pus issues, and were not led

by members of the New Left

according to a report this month

by the Urban Research Cor-

poration.

A study by the corporation

showed that there were 292

protests at 232 colleges and

universities from J anuary

through June of 1969. As a

result of the protests, 956 stu-

dents were suspended or ex-

pelled, and 3,652 were arrest-

ed.

Protesters succeeded in

having at least one demand met
in 37 per cent of all protests

and, for the most part, they

were more successful when
they used the tactics of forci-

ble seizure, striJce, or disrup-

tlon the study revealed.

- m
Hfe %

^**&: :'.
.•"" \ . .
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Teacher traininc

TEACHER EDUCATION AT
director of Milligan's reading

our education program.

MILLIGAN — Mrs, Gilbralth,

program, has a high opinion of

Milligan boasts unique program
Milligan College oflers a ra-

ther unique teacher education

program which enables the

student to have more practical

experience In actual teaching

and to be better prepared for

his own classroom experience,

Milligan education students

are placed in the field early

during their training. Sopho-

more students in Developmen-

tal Psychology spend two hours

a week observing both elemen-

tary and secondary students in

near-by schools.

Juniors in elementary edu-

cation take a teaching of read-

ing course. These students

spend up to four hours a week
working with an individual

student.

Materials and methods cour-
ses are taught to secondary

education majors. These
classes Include field work and

special instruction in the use

of the library.

The seniors take a whole

semester, 17 hours, of educa-

tion courses. This "educa-
tion block" consists of 9 hours

of seminar classes the first

half of the semester and 8

hours of student teaching the

second half.

During the first half of the

education block, students gain

valuable knowledge and ex-
perience through Micro Teach-
ing and the Scientific Research
Associates (SRA) Teaching
Problem Laboratory.

They also team teach and

observe the classes they will

be teaching later in the se-

mester.

In Mirco Teaching the stu-

dent presents a 3-5 minute

lesson to 3 or 4 pupils from
a local school. The lesson Is

filmed, and then played back

for critiques. First, the stu-

dent criticizes his lesson, and

then his fellow students and

supervisor criticize it and

make suggestions for Improve-

ment.

The SRA Teacher Problem
simulator is also used at the

senior education level. This

program simulates some of

the problems which could be

encountered in daily teaching.

Somewhat unusual or hard-

to-bandie problems are pre-

sented and the student must

formulate & feasible solution

to the problem in a certain

context.

In its education program,
Milligan College is working

with East Tennessee StateUni-

versity and the Teacher Corps
Program.
Mrs. Aliie Lou Gilbralth,

director of Milligan's reading

program, feels that the educa-
tion program here is very

effective and very advanced

for a school of this size.

She feels that students here

are more prepared for their

actual classroom performance.

Milligan's program "gets them
ready to move into the class-

room, analyze their lessons,

to accept observers and

visitors without fear, and to

plan their lessons well."

7 AWARD NOMINATIONS
Including Best Picture

& Best Actor for Both Stars

OUSTIIM
HOFFMAN
JON

yOKSHT
MIDNIGHT

Now through Tuesday

THE ROCKING CHAIR THEATER

Coming Wednesday

Steve McQueen
'The Reivers"

f <-48
Buy them

™p*h at your
JEWELRY'S ^/ FINEST CRAFTSMEN

bookstore

announces

Ring Day March 20th

New faces appear on campus

as second semester begins
With the beginning of second

semester at Milligan College,

many new faces appeared as

more than thirty new students

enrolled In classes.

Included in the thirty arc

students who are returning to

Milligan after having been ab-

sent for at lease one semester.

Eight of the new students were
enrolling in college for the

first time.

The new addition does not

come close to making up for

the nearly 100 students who
left Milligan either after or

during the first semester.

Out of those 100 who left,

25 withdrew and 18 graduated.

This trend follows the "normal
national pattern" of fluctuating

college attendance, according

to Milligan's registrar, Mrs.
Phyllis Fontaine.

This year, classes began with

863 students enrolled, and drop-

ped altogether to 804 for the

beginning of second semester,

a difference of nearly 60 stu-

dents.

These figures compare with

last year's cnrollmen: which
dropped from 837 to 788, a

difference of 49.

At the start of the 1967-68

school year more people were
in attendance at Milligan than

last year. With 864 beginning

the first semester and 815 the

second, there was again a dif-

ference at 49. Obviously, the

difference from year to year
remained a reasonably con-
stant figure.

This semester's students hail

from 34 states and four foreign

countries, fnclnding Japan,

Canada, and Thailand. The state

of Tennessee Is represented by

the most students, 150 of which
are local commuters. Ohio
rates second, closely followed

by Virginia and Indiana, in that

order.

Vfour faculty

advisor asks you

for advice?

Take a break

at the S.U.B.

SOUTH ROAN PHARMACY
L South Roan at Walnut A





Dr. Wetzel named new Academic Dean
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Dr. C. Robert Wetzel, direc-

tor of summer school and chair-

man of (he humanities area, has
been selected by the Milligan

College Board of Trustees and

president to become academic
dean of the college in June of

this year.

The announcement was made
to the Milligan College facult>

by President Jess W.Johnsonai
a faculty meeting in SeegerMe-
morial Auditorium Mar* h 5.

President Johnson, in com-
menting upon the selection,

pointed out that the decision to

select a new dean was one con-

templated by Dr. Walker during

his presidency ai the counsel of

Dean Oakes.

Highly commending Dean
Oakes for bis years of outstand-

ing service and dedication to the

college, president Johnson also

announced that Dean Oakes will

(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)

NEW ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Profes-

sor E. Leroy Lawson has been named to this

icwly created post.

*\dmin.Assistant to Pres.

OlTSTANDINCSiRVlCI " — Deant.uy Oake*
will remain at Milligan as a college professor
with responsibilities in alumni affairs.

NP.W AC ADF.UK l)F \K — Dr. C. Robert

Wetzel will assume his new responsibilities In

June of this year.

Lawson named to new post
In the board meeting, the

post of administrative assist-

ant to the president was created

by board action, according to

president Jess W. Johnson, and
named to the position was Pro-
fessor E. LeRoy Lawson, who

is currently completing his doc-

toral study at Vanderbilt Uni-

versity In Nashville, Tennes-

see.

In all probability, his work
will be somewhat concentrated

in development until such time
as a Director of Development
is called.

professor Lawson. an assist-

ant professor of English, came
to Milligan in 1965. He holds

the Bachelor of Arts degree

Seven Milligan students

faced discipline on Monday

for campus rule violations

Seven Milligan students fac-

ed disciplinary action by an

administrative committee last

Monday morning following their

arrest by Johnson City police

at olf-campus parry on March
7.

Suspended were Mr. Greg

Balser, Mr. Mike Griffin, Miss

Sandra Wilson, and Miss Har-

riet Miller.

Campused for the rest of

the semester were Miss Cor-

rine Bell, Miss Vickie Inge,

and Miss Linda Penley.

The students were beldbythe

police into the early morning
hours of Sunday on a charge of

visiting a disorderly house un-

til their bail could be collect-

ed. They (ace police court ac-

tion on March 19.

Although no formal charge
was presented to the students
In writing, they learned that

reason for administrative dis-
cipline was based upon drink-
ing charges for the men and both

drinking and visiting anunmar-
ried man's apartment for the

women.

The administrative commit-
tee was composed of Dean of

Men Duard Walker, Dean of

Women Young, Dean of Aca-
demics Oakes, and President

Jess Johnson.

The students were nor cited

with either the possession or
use of drugs.

from Northwest Christian Col-

lege in Eugene, Oregon, the B.A.

from Cascade College, and the

M. A. from Reed College of the

University ol Ort-gon. He has

also done additional work at

Portland State College and Van-

derbilt University.

Mr. Lawson has also been ex-

tremely active in church work,

having held positions as youth

minister and full-time minister

in the state of Oregon, interim

minister of the Colonial Heights

Church in Kingsport, Tennes-
see, and is presently serving as

music minister in Nashville,

Tennessee.

He began his leave of absence

from the college in 1968 when

he received an assistantship

.'rom Vanderbilt and a g.
_ant

from an educational foundation

which enabled him to complete

..is course work for the Pb. D.

degree in English.

He is currently working on

his dissertation andwill assume

the position of administrative

assistant to the president in

June, 1970.

M.C. administration

to b e reorganize*
The Board of Trustees of

Milligan College, convening in

its official meeting, approved

the plan for the reorganization

of the college administration

which was presented to them by

President Jess W. Johnson.

The changes approved by the

board are indicated on the chart,

entitled "Organisation of Milli-

gan College." This organisa-

tional plan has been under con-

sideration by the president and

Student C

recommen

ouncil resolution

ds binding guarantee
In legislative action last night.

Student Council passed a reso-

lution unanimously recom-

mending a binding guarantee of

the present policy of the Dis-

ciplinary Committee.

The motion was made by Ju-

nior Representative Steve

Knowles and seconded by

Freshman PresldentChu- :kHH-

born.

This legislation came on ac-

count of the ret ent Jiaion taken

by the administration in the re-

cent suspension of seven Mil-

ligan College students.

The resolution pertains espe-

cially to the sections of the

Disciplinary committee Policy

that pertains to due process.

Student Council President

John Banks has submitted the

resolution to President Johnson
in the iorm of a letter today.

In other action, StudentCoun-

cil turned down its executive

committee's recommendation
for Mr. Phil Phillips to replace

Miss Harriet Miller on the Dis-

ciplinary Committee. Other

names were suggested for fur-

ther discussion by executive

committee.

Other discussion centered

around enforcement of line-

cutting and the dress code in

the cafeteria and the difficulty

for students to get prompt as-

sistance from the college's

maintenance crew.

No formal resolutions were

passed; both issues were sent

into committee.

the Executive Committee- of the

board for a long period of time,

and it follows organisational

lines envisioned by Dr. Walker
during bis presidency.

The president also announced

the re-appointment of Mr. B.J

.

Moore to the position as busi-

ness manager at an increased

salary by board action. The
president cited as one of the

reasons for Mr. Moore's re-

appointment the fact that his

work in budget control and In-

come production as well as

the balance of his work to be

of the highest order.

In the area of student af-

fairs, the president pointed out

that the needs and capabilities

of the college presently dictate

that the position of a Director

of Student Affairs should not be
filled since the Dean of Men
and Dean of Women and Coun-
selor together adequately per-
form these duties.

President Johnson stated that

he hoped to announcea Director

of Development at the meeting
but that at present no such an-

nouncement could be made. He
pointed out that the college has

found it difficult to secure a

person in this area because of

available resources and our

specific needs.
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TO PERIURM HFRL — Wliham Bertsch, violinist and the con-

ductor of the Kingspon Symphony Orchestra will be at Milllgan

on March 15th at 8:00 p.m.

Milligan Chamber Concert

will be presented March 15
Helena Costa, an interna-

tionally known pianist from
Portugal will perform Sunday,

March 15th at 8:00 p.m. in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

She will perform a Beethoven

Sonata and Mozart piano Con-
certo as well as Beethoven

Violin and Piano Sonata.

Also performing in the Milll-

gan Chamber Concert will be

Dr. Peter Ford, a professor

at Milligan College. He will

present organ solos and is al-

so In the String Ensemble.
Both the Siring Ensemble and

the Milligan Chamber Singers

will also have a part In this

concert.

In addition, William Bertsch

will be performing. He is a

violinist in Beethoven Violin

and Piano Sonata and conductor

of other works.

Three other concerts will be

presented in SeegerChapel dur-

ing the remainder of March.

The Milligan College Faculty

Composer's Concert will be

held March 16. j. A. Dowd,

Peter Ford, and Stuart Milli-

gan will perform at this concert.

Miss Beverly Enoch, a so-

prano music major, will present

a voice recital Saturday, March
21.

On March 22, H. Sherwyn
Bachman and Anne Brading

Dowd will present a concert of

music for tenor and piano mter-

sperced with piano solos.

Mr. Bachman is assistant

professor of music at Milligan

College and the director of the

choirs, Mrs. Dowd formerly

taught at Milllgan College and

is now assistant professor of

music at East Tennessee State

University.

j#vH«l|
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We support Milligan so please support us.

Dr. James McCrimmon gave

lectures at Milligan March 5, 6
On Marih 5 and i1 Dr. James

McCrimmon, author, lecturer,

and teacher ol English, visited

Milligan College.

Dr. McCrimmon, professor

of English at Florida State Uni-

versity, Is the author of three-

books. One of these Is the wide-

ly - used textbook, WRITING
WITH A PURPOSE.

Dr. McCrimmon spoke in-

formally at dinner in the annex

of the cafeteria Wednesday
evening. Two lectures were
held Thursday, one at 10:30

(or the education students and

iiit- at 1:00 for all humanities

students.

In these lectures, Dr.

McCrimmon stressed the im-
portance of writing as a way
of expressing and not as just

grading material. He alsogave

suggestions for creative wri-

ting situations.

Dr. McCrimmon's formal

lecture, "Writing as a Way of

Knowing," was held in Lower
Seeger Thursday night at 7:30

p.m. In this lecture Dr. Mc-
Crimmon contrasted the tradi-

tional way of writing with some
new ideas on the writing pro-

cess.

Dr. McCrimmon described

writing as a definite thought

process by which the author

sorts, explores, and qualifies

his ideas. Writing is a pro-

cess of discovery, not just o!

telling,, according to Dr. Mc-
Crimmon.

Dr. McCrimmon has taught

at the University of Toledo

(Ohio) and at the University of

Illinois. Later, hewas director

of the English Curriculum Pro-
ject at University High School

at Urbana, Illinois, and is a

member of the National Council

of Teachers of English (NCTE).

Fall Break, Founders Day

dates chosen by committee

of students and faculty
On Friday, March 6, 1970,

a committee met to formulate

suggestions concerning the

dates of Fall Break and Found-

er's Day In the 1970-71 school

term.

The suggestions of the com-
mittee were that Founder's Day
continue to be held on Thanks-

giving weekend and that Fall

Break be moved to the middle

of the first semester.

In its orginal meeting on

February 27, 1970, the com-
mittee decided that students

and faculty would be asked to

express their opinions as to

whether any change is needed.

Dan Steucher, a member of

the committee, reported that

few people have voiced any opin-

ion.

Though some students have

expressed a complaint about

the Founder's Day ceremonies

being held on Thanksgiving, the

holiday weekend has proven the

most valuable as a homecoming.

At that time, alumni, who have

a major part In the festivities,

and prospective students are

free to attend.

Dr. Wetzel commented that

parents will be encouraged to

come to Milligan and join in

the festivities. This would be

done in lieu of the possibil-

ity of some students going home
for the holiday. Of course, there

will always !* those who leave.

Members of the committee

appointed by Dean Oakes were

Dr. C, Robert Wetzel-chair-

man. Miss I, Jones, Mr. Roy
Hampton, Jan Mclntyre, Dr.

William Gwaltney, Dan Steuch-

er, and Dr. John Morrison.

Saturday, April 11

Philosophy Club sponsors work
On Saturday, April 11, the

Philosophy Club will sponsor

a work day as part of a fund-

raising effort.

On that day members of the

club will hire out for an 8-hour

work day at a wage of 75£ per

hour; the earnings will go into

the Philosophy Club treasury.

Anyone In need of such labor

for that day is urged to contact

either Jeff Knowles or Steve

Morton. If the date of April II

is inconvenient for anyone, ano-

ther date can be arranged.

In the Spring of last year

some members of MllUgan's

philosophy Club were inducted

into Phi Sigma Tau, National

Honor Society for Philosophy,

^flo^aas

STEAK RANCH
HOLIDAY SHOPPING CINUB NORTH JOHNSON CUT

Rib Eye Specials Each Sunday and Wednesday
A CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 ^ftfi'

Wmww*W9W®

thus forming Tennessee's Al-

pha Chapter in that organiza-

tion.

In the year that has passed

since that installation MllU-
gan's Alpha Chapter has enjoy-

ed a fruitful association with

Phi Sigma Tau.

It is in the hope of continu-

ing this association that Milli-

gan' s Alpha Chapter announces

a second induction of new mem-
bers into the national honorary

on Monday, April 27.

The ceremony will be held

at the home of Dr. C. R. Wet-

zel and will be preceeded by a

regular Philosophy Club meet-
ing with a presentation by Prof.

Chris Hackler of the Philosophy

Department at East Tennessee

State University.

Any one with an interest in

philosophy who might like to

become a member of phi Sigma

Tau should contact either Jeff

Knowles or Dr. Wetzel.

LkiE
FOR SALE: I^M ( hevrolet at

$200, 8 Lrn. k stereo tape deck

$35. H honghi with car, total

price - $225. SeeJohnCochrane

Pardee-204.

I-OR SALE: 1964 lord Falcon,

6 cyl., standard shut, stereo

tape. Scr ( al Wilson, Pardee

PROOl- — You have just prov-

en conclusively that STAM-
PEDE . classifieds are read.

Rates 1-5 lines $1.00. Each

additional line $.15.

rO HI V — a classified ad-

vertisement, contact Mike Mil

es, STAMPEDE business man-
ager, send the ad plus check
or rash to Rox 214, Milligan

( ollege, or come to the STAM-
PEDE oflice from 3:00 to 5:00

Mon.-l-rl.
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Last Saturday evening

Box Tops perform for Miliigan
The Box Tops presented a

concert at Miliigan College on

March 6.

This concert was sponsored

by MllUgan's Student Council.

The entertainment of the

evening began with the song

"Cry Like a Baby." It ended

with "You Keep Tightening Up

On Me," which is one of the

Box Top's newest records.

The first half of their per-

formance Included such songs

as "Sweet Dream Lady," "Born

to be Wild," Jumping Jack

Flask," and "Love Can Make

You Happy."

During the second half of the

Box Top's performance, they

presented such songs as "The
Letter," "Green Onion," "Soul

Deep," "Neon Rainbow," and

"Cry Like a Baby."

After their performance, the

Box Tops were called back for

an encore. At this time, they

performed "Born To Re Wild
"

and "You Keep Tightening Up

On Me.'

The Box Tops consisted of

lead singer, Alex Chilton, bas-

sist Bill Cunningham, leadguit-

arlst Gary Talley, drummer

Tom Boggs, and organist Rich

Allen.

After their performance at

Ml' igan, they went to Memphis,

Ten lessee, where they began

their career In music.

Next, the Box Tops will be

touring Nebraska and Kansas.

In the early spring, they will

be touring Ohio, Indiana, Illi-

nois- and Iowa.

Segregation arrives
The South is experiencing a

phenomenal growth of private

segregation the Southern Re-

gional Council reported.

The council estimated that

enrollment In segregated pri-

vate elementary and secondary

schools Is now at least 300,000

in 11 Southern states. This fi-

gure includes older private

schools that still are segregat-

ed, as well as those established

In the past several years pri-

marily as escapes from public

school desegratlon.

St. Louis University

students grade profs
St. Louis, Mo. - (I. P.)

-

Student evaluations wtllbe add-

ed to the criteria used by the

St. Louis University committee

on academic rank and tenure

in making decisions on faculty

promotions andgrnnringof ren-

i ure.

The committee's actio n was

announced recently by the Rev.

John W. Padberg, S. J., chair-

man of the committee, in a

letter to all full-time ranked

faculty members.
Father padberg said the

committee on academic rank

and tenure sees the decision as

"an opportunity of enlisting

more members of the Univer-

sity community In a significant

contribution to the University's

advancement in excellence."

He said the committee also

viewed it. In part, as a response

to the concern voiced at the

president's Faculty Con-

ference in September that "the

quality of teaching and its im-

provement should be a matter

of continuing concern."

The student evaluations will

be taken Into consideration

along with the evaluations of

two of the faculty member's
colleagues, his dean and his

department chairman which

are submitted to the committee

on academic rank and tenure

which makes the decision on

promotions and tenure.

At least four student evalua-

tions will be requested for

each faculty member being

considered for promotion.

Three of the students will be

chosen by the chairman of the

faculty member's department

and one will be chosen by the

faculty member himself.

The evaluation form to be

used by the students will dif-

fer from those used by the

colleagues, chairman and dean

In that It will ask specifically

for the student's comments on

the faculty member's teaching.

The forms carry information

on the ECtivfties in research

publication, consultation and

advisement which are expected

of every faculty member.
The committee emphasized

that as in the past, no one

would be advanced in rank or

denied promotion simply on an

Isolated evaluation of any kind.

The student evaluations will

be used beginning with the

1970-7! Htademic year.

The newer schools, many of

them decidedly Inferior In cur-

riculum, staff and facilities, arc
thrlvlng partly because of legal-

ly questionable federal exten-

sion of tax advantages and be-

cause of the Southern states

laxity In establishing official

standards for private schools,

the SRC report contended. It

called for removal of non-

taxable status and other federal

assistance from schools which

are clearly descriminatory.

The report said that none of

the Southern state departments

of education are keeping ac-

curate records of these devel-

opments and their Import,

though the new academies may
constitute a threat to public ed-

ucation.

"The implications of the 'se-

gregation academy' phenome-
non reach, of course, far beyond

the simple significance of re-

moving children to a segregated

situation In a democratic coun-
try. Many such schools tend to

be not only racist but also right-

wing extremist, attracting

board members and teachers

who are philosophically in ac-

cord with ant! - democratic

values,"

Concert Cho
Ohio, Penn.
The spring tour of Miliigan

College's Concert Choir this

year will take the choir into

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Mary-
land.

The choir will leave the cam-
pus on March 26th for us first

stop for a concert in Ironton,

Ohio. From that day until April

4th, the choir will be filling

singing engagements daily,

some days singing two concerts.

The Concert Choir, with its

forty-one members, will this

year again perform a concert
of secular and sacred songs,
ranging widely from Samuel
Barber's "Agnus Del" to Son-

ir will tour

and Maryland
ny Bono's "The Best Goes On."
In addition to the already fami-

liar rich purple gowns, the wo-
men of the choir will be chang-

ing to street length dresses

for the secular section of the

concert.

This tour, under the direction

of Professor Sherwyn Bachman,
will prepare the Concert Choir

for a five-week summer tour to

the west coast which will be-

gin immediately after gradu-

ation in June. The spring tour

is an annual event for Concert

Choir members. The summer
tour occurs In a three-year

cycle.

JJRIVE'llMCLEANERS

418 Johnson Ave. Elizabethton

Miliigan Students

20% discount

on dry cleaning

Bring I.D.

SUN WATCHf-RS — Many srudents witnessed the solar eclipse

here last Saturday. The eclipse was 90^ total in this area.

Dr. Wetzel new dean
(Continued from Page 1)

remain a college professor and

work in alumni affairs.

President Johnson said that

Dr. Walker and Dean Oakeshad
agreed to appoint Dr. Wetzel

director of summer school as

a post of preparation for the

eventual appointment with which

President Johnson heartilycon-

curred.

Dr. Wetzel, a native of Hug-
ton, Kansas, attended Midwest
Christian College, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, receiving his

Bachelor of Arts degree in 1956.

He then obtained the Master of

Arts degree from Fort Hayes
Kansas State University andbe-
gan his doctoral work at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska, Lincoln,

Nebraska, receiving his Doctor
of Philosophy degree In 1962.

His doctoral program includ-

ed study In the field of philoso-

phy with Professor O. K.

Bowsma, one of the outstanding

teachers in current philosophy.

Dr. Wetzel's teaching exper-
ience, apart from graduate as-

sistantshlps, has been ex-
clusively at Miliigan College
where he began teaching in 1961.

Dr. Wetzel has been active in

the church area as well as in the

life of the college. For three

years he was Interim minister

for the Elk Park Church in Elk
Park, North Carolina, and he

has preached in a large number
of churches in the area. In addi-

tion, a brief period as Student

Recruiter for the college took

him to many of the churches in

the eastern half of the United

States.

Dr. Wetzel ismarriedandhas
two children.

EXHAUSTED?

UNDERSTAMJWJQ OOME€
FASTER WITH

ZIMMERMAN'S
NEWS CENTER
401 South Roan

Paperbacks-Magazines
Newspapers /

DIXIE LANES
HAVE A SNACK AT OUR NEW GR1LLI

Friday & Saturday

9fiO a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

Sunday - Thursday

9:00 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.

GLANSTOFF HWY

42-54
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Four others scheduled

Barbara Hoist gives recital

MY NAME IS BARBARA — Miss Barbara Holsi displayed her

talents at the piano In a recital at Seegar Auditorium last ntght.

Graduate Record
to be given April 18

All seniors at Milligan Col-

lege who plan to graduate cither

in June or In August are requir-

ed to take the Graduate Record
Institutional Test which will be

given during the morning of

April 18th in Sutton Hall.

The hours of testing will be

from 8:30 until noon. This test

measures the general intellec-

tual growth of each student*

The fee for this test has been

included In your tuition and is

a part of your graduation pro-
gram.

Any student who is planning

to attend a graduate school is

also required to take the Grad-
uate Record Aptitude Test and

must register for this. Regis-
tration applications may be se-
cured at the counseling office

and a fee must accompany the

application. The test will be

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR RESERVATIONS

HOME

FOR SPRING BREAK

CALL

Idham
mocuns i»c

TRAVEL AGENCY

In the hotel lobby

of fhe John Sevier

PHONE 928-8161

Johnson City

"The student's

travel agency"

taken on the date and at the

location for which the student

registered. Those planning to

enter graduate schooi in Sep-

tember, should attend to this

IMMEDIATELY.

Barbara Hoist pru-sentL-J .1

piano recital Thursday ni£ht.

Miss Hoist is a sophomore
music major at Milligan Col-

lege. She played music by

Bach, Beethoven, Bartok, and

Brahms at her concert.

Four other music majors art-

scheduled to give voice re-

citals during this semester.

Beverly Enoch will present

her .senior voice recital on

March 21. Miss Enoch is a

soprano.
Tenor, Mike Woods, will sing

April 20. Mike Is a member
of the Junior class.

Melody Friend, a sophomore,

and Nancy Washier, a senior,

will also present voice recitals.

Miss Friend's recital will be

April 26, and Miss Washler's

will be May 4.

All four of the recitals will

be held at 8:00 p.m. in See-

ger Memorial Auditorium.

All music majors at Mil-

ligan College must present a

recital during their college car-

eer.

The primary purpose of this

recital is to give the student

practical experience in per-

forming In public.

The recital must '/? si a

certain degree ol difficulty.

Quality of performance is also

Important when the student

gives the recital.

Many stude^ns give two re-

citals, one their Junior year

at Milligan and one while they

are a senior. However, it Is

not unusual for a student to

give only one recital.

Although It does not fre-

quently occur, a student may
give a recital each of his years.

Individual skill is the depend-

ent factor In the number of

recitals a student presents.

Cases hnve risen where a

student's technique has not Im-
proved enough for him to give

a whole recital. Such a student

would be allowed to graduate

if he had ability In several

fields of music.

Mr. John Dowd, chairman,

of the Fine Arts Department
at Milligan College, encour-

ages allstudents to support their

fellow students when they give

a recital.

Based on grade-point?

Deans List standards under study
Due to the extremely high

academic requirement for

Milligan's Dean's List, the

Student Council has been dis-

cussing the possibility of low-

ering the standard.

The present requirement al-

lows a student this academic
honor If he has achieved a 4.0

average or if he has only one

"B" and the remainder of his

semester grades are "A's."

The StudentCouncil appointed

Patti Derrlckson to investigate

the matter further. Miss Der-
rlckson reported the Dean
Oakes saw no possibility of low-

ering the present standard.

The system could, however,

be changed to point average of

perhaps 3.875. In some cases

this would make the standard

even higher, depending upon the

number of hours a student car-

ries.

The dean also proposed two

lesser graduations of honor at

3.5 and 3.0. In Its last meeting
the Council considered these

alternatives and found the 3.5

grade point average to be worthy

of honor.

Representative Gary Davis
moved that the Council investi-

gate the feasibility of a pre-
sident's List and Dean's List.

Miss Derrlckson reports, how-
ever, that the traditional

Dean's List will remain the

highest honor.

The requirement for Mil-
ligan's Dean's List is due in

part to the high academic ach-

ievement of her students. While
the average Milligan student has

a "B-'' standing, the average

American college student hasa

"C-" standing.

Contributing to this higher

achievement is the ability of

Milligan students to drop any

course up to two weeks before

finals. This results in fewer
failing grades.

Student Council President

John Banks will Investigate this

matter futher.

Administrative committee

suspends three students
An administrative committee

decided Monday to suspend

three Milligan students involv-

ed in the Friday night distur-

bance at the Box Tops concert.

The action came after the

three students, Dallas Wil-

liams, Roger Phillips, and Jim
Gla/.e, confessed to charges

brought before them at the

meeting.

The disturbance was first

brought to the attention of Dean

of Men Walker at the intermis-

sion of the concert. At this

time he was summoned to the

concert by students who com-
plained of disturbances by some
students during the first half

of the concert.

The outbreak of disturbances

near the end of the performance
was in full view of the Dean of

Men and the student body.

It was noted by both Presi-
dent Johnson and Dean Walker
that the dismissal came as a

result of the drinking charge
and not the dancing charge.

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean ° New - Pleasant Atmosphere - Attended

926-7811

Legion at King Springs Road

Southeast Shopping Village Johnson City, Tennessee

' The music students sup-

port athletic and other school-

spirited events on campus."
remarked Mr. Dowd.

"If a student gives a re-

cital before his relatives and

personal friends only, the con-

cert really does not give him
much experience. He needs to

peform before someone other

than these people," Mr. Dowd
said.

Students taking choir are re-

quired to attend eleven out of

fifteen of these recitals. This

requirement is a part of the

student's grade and can result

in a failure equal to a failure

on a quiz.

The Incentive toattendshould

lead students to attend more
musical events on this campus,

25-30 faculty

in Milligan's

AAU chapter
Although the American Asso-

ciation of University Profes-

sors is a nationally known or-

ganization, the Milligan Col-

lege chapter is often overlooked

by students, faculty, and ad-

ministration alike.

The national organization en-

compasses approximately 130,-

000 college faculty members
from all over the country. In-

dividual school chapters are

included in state chapters which

in turn make up the national

chapter.

The purpose of the organiza-

tion is mainly to interpret and

reflect faculty viewpoint on con-

temporary collegiateproblems.

Its members try to show their

concern for the education field

and to say something about it.

The A.A.U.P. attempts to take

a different approach to these

pertinent problems. It takes

the unique faculty viewpoint in

contrast to student or adminis-

trative viewpoint.

In keeping with this point of

order, only faculty members
may be included In the associa-

tion. Any person who spends a

majority of his time in an ad-

ministrative capacity is eli-

gible only for an associate

membership.
Milligan's faculty includes

some 25-30 A.A.U.P. mem-
bers. President of Milligan's

chapter is Dr. Orvel Crowder,

Professor Robert Hall Is vice

president, and Mrs. Carolyn

Nipper is secretary.

The Milligan chapter of

A.A.L.P. usually meets once a

month to consider various prob-

lems facing the academic world.

Generally a qualified speaker

gives an introduction co aprob-

lem, which is then followed by

a discussion.

Discussion for their next

meeting will be that ol acade-

mic freedom qualified by reli-

gious institutions.

Dr. Richard Phillips, mem-
ber of A.A.U.P. says, "It's

not really fair to regard it as

a union, though some look at

it that way." The organiza-

tion has no official standing

with the schools.
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Student Council committee study

of d iscipline system continues
The student council commit-

tee set up to investigate possi-

ble alterations in MiMgan's
male discipline system met and

reported Monday night.

The members of the commit-

tee, Darnell Messlk, sophomore
and chairman, Myra Kullowatz,

senior, Chuck Hllborn, fresh-

man, Dave Chupa, freshman,

Steve Morton, senior , Jim
Slaughter, freshman, and Dave

Thompson, senior have been

Investigating possible solutions

and recommendations.

Colleges and universities

from all parts of the United

States have been contacted about

their means of male discipline.

Schools from California, Ore-

gon, Washington, the southern

states, andTennessee have been

contacted. These are both

public and private schools,

state-supported and church-

afflliated.

All members of the Discip-

linary Committee* Professors

Hayes, Bowers, Ownby, NU,
and Mrs. Crowder, and stu-

dents Mr. Jim Mounts and Miss
Harriet Miller were also con-

tacted.

Several members of the ad-

ministration were also inter-

viewed. These Included Presi-

dent Johnson, Dean of Women
Young, Dean of Men Walker,

Dean of Academics. Oakes,

Dean of Summer School Wet-

zel, and Mr. B. J. Moore, col-

lege business managers.

The school's lawyer, Mr.
Banks, was consulted on the

legality of work details as dis-

ciplinary punishment. Pre-

viously, it had been stated that

such punishment was legally

impossible. But according to

Mr. Banks, work details as

disciplinary action arc- legal

if assigned with the written

agreement of the student.

In the past, several means
of carrying out male disci-

pline have been tried. One
was a temporary suspension

for three weeks. This, how-

ever, seemed merely a vaca-

tion and ineffective as punish-

ment or as rehabilitative action.

A probationary system with

faculty members acting as pro-

bationary offtcc-rs was also at-

tempted. Students would see

their officers once a week for

a period of time. This was de-

manding on the faculty, how-

ever, andhadto be discontinued.

A major problem discovered

in the committee's investigation

was that of enforcement of pun-

ishment. Few are willing to

take the responsibility of enfor-

cing any disciplinary action.

The committee is open to all

student and faculty suggestions

and urges anyone with feasible

ideas to contact one of the com-
mittee members.

COMMITTEE ACTION — Sophomore Representative, Darnell

Messick, chairman of the Student Council Disciplinary Committee

and Freshman President Chuck Hllborn, one of the committee

members, discuss a letter they received concerning policy in a

Northern University.

FAIRE LE PONT is "much improved"
The magazine is out; it is

much improved. The paper, the

ink, the layout, the juxaposition

(more or less subtle) of semi-
nal pieces reflects the growth

of the staff. They have learned

well from the last issue as

anyone with the least aesthetic

sense caii see.

If there is a defect In the

magazine it is that suggested by

Yeats In "Sailing to Byzan-
tium,"

That is no country for

old men, the young in one

another's arms, birds In

the trees,—those dying

generations— at their

song,

Caught In that sensual

music all neglect

Monuments of unaglng

intellect.

The validity of this criticism

may well be argued; Shapiro

wrote persuasively in defense

Camerata concert praised
New York City's Camerata

Singers under the direction of

Abraham Kaplan gave a beauti-

ful, wide-ranging concert of

choral music Sunday afternoon,

March first, inSeeger Memor-
ial Chapel. This was an offer-

ing of both the Johnson City

Community Concert Associa-

tion and Milllgan College Con-
cert Series.

The audience, composed pri-

marily of townspeople, enjoyed

particularly the two selections

utilizing an antiphonal choir.

Lasso's Echo Song, really a

Scherzo for voices, was done

interestingly in a very slow

tempo and with very crisp Ita-

lian diction. Schutz's Sing to

the Lord was written for St.

Mark's Church in Venice where

the antiphonal choirs stood in

several separate alcoves mak-
ing the sound cross and re-

cross the congregation. The
Camerata Singers' echo choir

stood around one corner of the

balcony, and achieved at least

something more than a straight-

back echo effect. Both songs

were performed impeccably, as

was almost every piece on the

program.

Vocally and musically, the

Mozart Requiem was by far the

highlight of the concert. This

group sings choral music with

musical abandon and vocal con-

trol, and without sacrificing in-

dividual vocal quality for the

sake of 'blend'. Such a sound

Is continuously satisfying and

at times electrifying. Such a

sound brings to the listener all

the depth of spirituality andpur-
pose In a work like the Requiem.

The opening chords of the Tex
Tremendae, and particularly of

the Sanctus were something to

be remembered. The sound was
clean and clear, majestic and

brilliant - it filled the hall

and resounded, and must cer-

tainly be what was intended to

convey the idea of heavenly

voices singing the "Holy,

Holy", [t was a sound at once

relaxing in its correctness and

spine-tingling In its excitement.

Certainly Abraham Kaplan

was largely responsible, for he

showed remarkable excellence

In choral direction; his conduct-

ing showed clearly what he

wanted, and he then obtained

that from the singers. Music-
ally he had the courage to relax

into a slow tempo, keep it un-

changed, yet retain the life of

each phrase. The opening Re-
quiem aeiemam, the Recor-
dare, Lacrymosa, Hostias, and

Agnus Dei were done this un-

hurried way.

The solo quartet was excel-

lent both in ensemble and in-

dividually. Those four voices

produced of themselves an ama-
zing volume.

There was good balance in

the choir among the four vocal

parts - yet each person ob-

viously was a very gifted solo

singer.

The Camerata Singers de-

serve a lot of praise andthanks

for a thrilling concert.

Rachel Bachman

Leaving?

Get your Milligan

momento at the S.U.B.

of ignorance. But it is true

that the material of the maga-
zine, at least as artistically

effective as last year's, is sug-

gested by the pictures — the

wonder of (Irst love, the first

look at the times, the loneliness

of a winter scene, what the world

has done to us, the realization

that "we are moved by a mo-
tion not our own." One cannot

read the magazine without hear-

ing the sensual music of "those

dying generations."

But what is the purpose of

such a magazine If not to be

the medium for that message?

The contributors have read Mc-
Kuen, but not Wilbur; they have

chanted with Ginsberg, butnev-

er heard Jarrell. The candid

narcisscism of most of the

works is offset by a few mo-
destly successful attempts at a

more objective approach. But

then, who will argue that ex-

pressionism Is not art?

Tracey Miller

Home Federal Announces

NEW HIGHER INTEREST

ON DEPOSITS
Home Federal's New, Higher Interest Rotes
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open
E<Jj,oriol

range open Ar ranae3
Dear President Johnson,

We wish to take this opportunity to apologize for the large number

of Milligan students who are acting upon their concern for the man-

ner In which you handled the receni disciplinary cases.

Everyone, of course, realizes what the policy of the discipli-

nary committee, approved by your office a year ago, speciflces

as due process. "In each case of reputed breach of discipline,

the Deans may handle the individual case as deemed wise, up

to the point of suspension or dismissal from school. In the latter

instance the Dean will ask the student in question if he chooses

to appear before the Disciplinary Committee or to voluntarily

withdraw from school."

Few members of the Milligan community, however, realize what

great pressures must be exerted on your office and what great

demands must be placed on your time that necessitated such quick

and decisive action last Monday.

If these Individuals would avail themselves of Machiavelll's

Prince or Niebuhr's Moral M3n and Immoral Society, we are cer-

tain that they would realize that institutional po teles are always/

should always be dependent upon the varying situation. They would

learn that occasions arise when precedurc, no matter how carefully

considered or officially approved or widely respected, must be

sacrificed for other priorities. Hopefully, these persons will learn

to become more flexible.

When you suspenied the seven students this week without offering

them the option of withdrawal, when you yourself handled all ten

cases collectively without recourse to the Disciplinary Committee,

you underlined for all of us that '•working through channels" is not

always essential nor always practical and that faculty committees

either deserve little confidence or are too sluggish for short-

range considerations.

We sympathize with your position as President of Milligan

College, understanding the great stress and conflicting Interests

which accompany it. We hope that together we may work in mutual

confidence for the future of Milligan College as a more efficiently

operating educational Institution.

The big bad wolf

in the Ad Building
(Ed. Note: Lloyd Knowles is

a 1968MiIIlganCoUegealumnus
and Is continuing his education

at Emmanuel School of Reli-

gion.)

1 don't normally write for

this newspaper, but I want to

expose a common Milligan il-

lusion. 1 feci at least slightly

qualified for this endeavor, hav-
ing been Intensely educated in

the area of Milligan folklore

and family problems for six

concentrated years. In fact,

sometimes it seems like I've

been around here so long (hat

my face Is engraved In the

bricks of Webb Hall; yet other

times it seems so short that

my matriculation candle should

still be burning in the grass
somewhere.
The illusion to which 1 am

referring is the seemingly com-
mon idea that the older gener-

BUFFALO MEAT
Sfcre Knowles Moras*

Alter 5 hours of closed door

discussion, the Disciplinary

Committee has decided to put

the Boxtops on social proba-

tion and a six hour a week work

schedule.

BM offers a special award in

this issue to Circle K, Sigma

Delta Psl.andAlphaPbiOmega,
for a three way tie for Least

in Service to the campus of any

service organisation.

YOU KNOW ITS GOING TO BE
A BAD DAY AT MlLLKiAN:

...When you decide to sleep

through chapel and at 10:15

realize that it is Wednesday
and you have just missed Amer-
ican Literature under Miss Hale.

...When you don't tate a

shower at night thinking that

you'll wait until the morning -

only when you get up, there's no

water.

...When you call for the nurse

at 4:40 A.M. hoping that Sandy

Jones, the new night nurse will

come to your comfort only to

find that Mrs. Lewis is on the

only night shift ol her career.

...When the Boxtops don't

show up at the Dionnc Warwick
Concert.

LOST AND FOUND DEPART-
MENT

Lost; Thesanityof SSOMUh-
gan students during the recent

High School Choral Festival.

Found: Five more bodies in

the unbound periodical section

of the library. The victims

were believed to be strays from
last year's High School Choral

Festival.

THEY SAID IT:

"Five funny fellows known as

the Boxtops will present a con-

cert in Seeger Memorial Chapel

on March 6."

--STAMPEDE before last

BM INSTANT REPLAY:
"When the air is just right,

one can smell the coal mines

of Appalachia here at Milligan."

— from "A Boyd's Eye View"
of the STAMPEDE before last.

After four weeks of extensive

research, BM has discovered

that the nearest coal mine is

forty miles away. With no

aiscredn to Mr. Boyd's olfac-

tory powers we would like to

remind him that a coal mine
doesn't smell like Bemberg.

BM BELIEVE IT OR NOT:
Emmanuel students enjoy be-

ing alive.

Our library subscribes to

many outstanding and relevant

periodicals such as POLISH
PERSPECTIVES and YESSIS

TRANSLATION REVIEW.
The library does not sub-

scribe to LOOK magazine.

BM Open Letter to Rachel

Bachman Concerning Her Re-
cent Letter to the Editor;

Dear Mrs. Bachman,
This is an open letter to

you concerning your recent let-

ter to the editor. We think

you missed the boat.
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aiion Is lurking behind every

rock and tree, and In the shad-

ows, waiting to do us In and

then play Innocent. Hence, fac-

ulty and administrative offic-

ials are viewed as conniving,

malicious, lying, cheating, sel-

fish, hard-hearted hypocrites

who smile innocently at our par-

ents while their henchmen de-

vour us behind the scenes. This

is not merely establishing a

straw man, nor is it, in con-

cerning the attitude of a few

students here, even overstat-

ing tbe matter. Mr. Neth doesn't

open the library on week-ends

because he Is unconcerned and

too lazy: Mrs. Young is against

tbe girls enjoying themselves;

Don Green prepares food with

a minimal amount of work be-

cause he just doesn't give a

hang; Humanities is for the pur-

pose of flunking kids out of

school.

I am writing this article In

hopes that I may pass on a

bit of wisdom that took a long

time to penetrate my solid rock

cranium, and because I care

about every one of you, with-

out exceptionl In my minature

millennium here I have found

that most, though certainly not

all, causes and their subseq-

uent rumors are unfounded or

are rooted in misconception.

I don't believe I'm super-

straight, nor easily duped.

Neither has the "barteringram

coercion of the administrative

dictatorship" worn down my
walls and my will to stand for

right. Rather, experience is a

strange, yet convincing teacher!

When I was a freshman here

in 1964 word circulated around

the dorms to the effect that

President Walker ard Miss Tadd
(then the dean of women— and

very popular among the stu-

dents, I might add) were on

the rampage in a morals crack-

down. It was said that they

separated a couple that was

getting too passionate in the

Sutton lobby. This was bear-

able. But soon we heard (we

always forgot exactly from

whom) that they went so far

as to reprimand a boy for mere-
ly having his arm aroundagirl,

and even to break up a par-

cheesi game and reinstate the

defunct 18-inch rule. The icing

was put on the cake when it

seemed that Milligan officials

tried to gain $1000 the easy

way by concocting a technical-

ity concerning chapel (now con-

vocation) registration that

manifested itself as a $5 fine

for 200 students. The campus
simmered and steamed like it

hasn't in six years since. Pre-

sident Walker was hung in ef-

figy (and the rope may still

be seen hanging from a branch

of the big tree next to the Hop-
wood stump), tar was mixed,

and Dr. Walker's car was about

to get upended. Fortunately, re-

sponsible and level-headedstu-

dents stopped the moment of

extreme reaction, entered Into

dialogue with school officials,

and found to our embarrass-
ment that most of what we
heard was false or contorted

from the fact.

1 tell this story for a de-

finite purpose. I believe that it

is somewhat typical of our

generation to lie in waiting for

championing a cause. Perhaps

this is due to the potential

energy of youth trying to find

expression in some form, and

it certainly must be admitted

that there are causes very

worthy of defense and action.

Yet, sometimes it seems that

our own sensitivity to the way

we think our elders regard us

Is what causes controversy.

An act is done, rumors fly,

and emotion and slogans for

action run rampant in rebellion

until an understanding is

reached, often too late to re-

tract foolish statementsand to

avert rash action later re-

gretted. Then, too, there is

always tbe reality that in any

society there are those who
spend all their time com-
plaining and none f it con-
tributing. These are the people

that make you wish birth con-

trol were retroactive.

In my tenure here I have

found that student complaints

are often petty, including some
of my own. We spend too much
time feeling sorry for ourselves

and wishing we bad more. I think

we all have tendencies to: (1)

blow too much time; (2) take

our studies too lightly; (3) not

appreciate what we do have;

(4) be selfish. How' often do we
look for ways to serve? We
must be careful of our own
hypocrisy here. I have found

our faculty and administration

to be generally exemplary of

traits which we prefer to as-

sign ourselves. Most of them
are hard workers, sacrifice

a great deal, and are genuinely

interested in tbe students. I'm

not trying to collect brownie

points here either, for I'm no

longer a Milligan student and

it would profit me nothing. If

you do not agree, I dare you

to gel to know such people as

Dr. Wetzel, Dr. Helsabeck, Dr.

Crowder, and others on a per-

sonal basis and then maintain

the same position. Perhaps a

limited few seem narrow-
minded and dictatorial or un-

concerned, if they are, let us

remember that it is their

inadequacy, not ours, that

makes them thai W3y. Their

security of person requires

such a defense, not ours.

Don't be a rebel without a

cause. Consider a problem
carefully, and be wise enough

and brave enough to go to its

source openmlodedly and with

reserved emotional reaction

before determining an action.

Adequate communication can

prevent unnecessary foolish-

ness.
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iOTDi EYE" VIEW by MICHAEL »OTB

Terrorism Breeds Response

|0n February 2lst,forty-sev-

j

passengers and crew mem-
frs boarded Swlsslr Flight

mber 330 for a trip from

iirlch, SwltzerlandtoTelAvlv,

reel. Fifteen minutes after the

jane's wheels left the runway,

I forty-seven persons ceased
' exist. Their plane had been

botoged. A bomb had been

aced aboard and its subse-

iem explosion caused the plane

go out of control and crash,

evlously, the same day as

j

matter of fact, another bomb
id exploded aboard an Aus-

jlan airliner at Munich, Ger-

jany. Fortunately, that plane

us on the ground. It, too, had

jen destined for Israel, its

'ssengers and crew were

dry.

'Fifteen of the passengers on

e Swissir flight were Israeli

itizens-Jews. Todestroytbese

:'teen people, ihlrty-rwo were

Hed also. The Arab (sic) em-
jres who placed the bomb on

•ard the plane were uncon-

med about these thirty-rwo

jfidcls. For them. It was sim-

y a matter of being a part of

JIHAD, a "Holy War".

'Path of Allah"

In the Moslem world there

Ists the Idea that there are

31 two camps in the world .

tese are the Moslems and the

3t of the world. You either

xept Islam or fight. Death

t the Holy War battlefield,

in the path of allah," is mar-
rdom, assuring the victim

iAHID of paradise and special

-ivlleges in paradise. If one

lis a non-believer In a Holy

ar, so what if he or she bap-

•ns to be a European or Amer-
an Christian? Since Nassar
Egypt has been attempting

late to declare a JIHAD, it

Duld seem that there are those

bo are ail for It and are

ghtlng such a war. (A tour-

t bus of American Baptists

as ambushed and shot up.

he only Jew on board was
e driver. A minister's wife

as killed by gunfire.)

K Warning

If my history serves me
jrrectly, the United States

ice abandoned its neutrality

id declared war on a nation that

iade a practice of destroying

immercial transports of an

ROLL UP
YOUR
SLEEVES

+
WITH THE AMERICAN
RED CROSS

"enemy" nation that just hap-

pened to becarrylng Americans

too. It would seem wise to re-

mind the Anti-Israeli coalition

that not only the United States,

but the world of the "civilised"

world will take Just so much
terrorism. If trading sanctions

and freezing of assets falls to

work, the world community

would not be too hesitant in

applying the kind of measures

that any people can understand:

military force.

But even before this might

come to pass, It seems cer-

tain that the Islamic nations,

which "seem" powerless to

stop or at least regulate ter-

rorist activity, may expect

retaliation by Israel. It is

fully expected that the air-

ports at Clro, Damascus, Am-

man, or Beirut may prepare

for destruction of a regal scale.

Also, since the terrorists are

striking at Israel's largest In-

dustry (Tourism) Egypt could

well expect the Israeli com-
mandos to pay a visit to the

Asuon High Dam. (They have

previously made strikes to

within 20 miles of the dam.)

Fortheirown sakes. It would

be well if Jordon, Egypt, Syria

and Lebanon would find a way

to control the small splinter,

para-mllitary units of pales-

tinan regugees and J1HAD-
mlnded Moslems. If they do

not, Chen they had better be

prepared to face the conseq-

uences of destructive retalia-

tion.

The world awaits a sign of

good faith.

U)g[?gB)30®KlS:

open
Letters to the Editor

range
Problems with concert series explained by committee member

I would like to congratulate

you on the improved quality

of the STAMPEDE this year

as compared to previous years

that I remember. However,
there was a recent item re-

lated to the concert series that

should be corrected. In an In-

terview with Dr. Moorhouse,
your staff reported that the

art exhibits we have been hav-

ing contributed to the "fail-

ure of this year's concert ser-
ies." While this year's series

has many obvious faults. It

should not be implied that the

exhibits contribute to them
in any way. The budget allot-

ted to an exhibits was only

5% of the total series budget

and this 5% has yet to be spent.

The statement that we spent

$200.00 on oneexhibit was alone

is incorrect. We have not spent

over $50.00 for all three of the

exhibits which we have had.

Naturally, Mrs. Wilson, Mr.
Kite, and I have not charged
anyone extra for our work
In hanging the exhibits and ar-
ranging for them to be at our
school. We are glad to be able
to bring this kind of thing to

Thank you
I wish to take this means of

saying "Thank you" to those

students who participated in the

recent talent program In convo-

cation, and especially to Curt
McGee, who helped organize

the program and M.C.'d It.

Overheard was one faculty

member who said "1 would

rather hear our own talented

students than a professional."

Another commented, "I did not

know that we had so many ta-

lented young people on our cam-
pus."

It Is our hope to make even

greater use of student talent in

our convocation programs of the

future.

As I have said before, the

Milllgan Student Body never
ceases to amaze.

W. C. Gwaltney, Jr.

Chairman
Convocation Committee

Mllligan College at long last.

The problems of the concert

series are mainly the result

of poor scheduling.

Students who have been com-
plaining lately that we never

get Simon & Carfunkle or Pet-

er, Paul & Mary or such art-

ists should be advised that these

artists are extremely highly-

paid performers. Recently,

Dlonne Warwick performed at

E.T.S.U. for a guaranteed $10,

000 plus 85% of all money up to

$17,000. We cannot afford any

such amounts for our whole

budget, much less one per-

former. Next year's budget will

include more money for popular

artists or artist, but it still

Is impossible to obtain any of

the well-known top popular art-

ists with our means. In the

classical field, the very topmost

artists are able tocommandthe
fees that most popular artists

expect. That leaves a very large

number of people who perform

very well and can bring very
high-quality performances to

our campus at a price we can
afford. The series is designed
to educate and entertain, after

all, not just entertain. This may
be the only chance you may have
to enhance the quality of your
educatlon, by going to the ser-
ies events. Staying "home" in

the dormitory when there Is a

concert in our series and com-
plaining that you don't like "op-
era" or "Beethoven" Is an ex-
ercise In futility that demeans

the college as well as yourself.

These "side-benefits" of your

college life are not to be taken

lightly, they may well open an

area of human experience that

you do not now know exits.

John A. Dowd
Professor

Fine Arts

(Ed. Note: The confusion over

the cost of an exhibits arose

from Dr. Moorhouse's lack of

diflerentiation to a STAMPEDE
reporter between "audit" and

"budget.")

Faculty behind convocation
This Is in reference to your

comments on faculty attendance

at Convocation, True, some
faculty members may never

attend, and some of us perhaps

not as often as we should. How-
ever, most of us do attend from
time to time, and because you
do not happen to always see us
does not mean there Is non-

A testimony for Shirley
In April, a very capable and

professional singer wil 1 be

brought to Milllgan College.

George Shirley has earned rec-

ognition In the Metropolitan

Opera and Carnegie Hall in

New York, and it Is certainly

an honor to have him here. It

is not often we have the oppor-

tunity to hear someone of his

quality.

It Is unfortunate that some
people here at Milllgan are so

narrow-minded as to pass a

judgment on the man's talent

before even hearing him. Of

course, there are differences In

taste, but that is no reason

to completely close one's mind

to something, especially on the

grounds of language. Some of

the most beautiful pieces of

music literature are written in

Latin or some other language.

They are performed in that

language because that was the

composer's Intention. To
change It would detract from

the music.

I trust that the majority

of Milllgan students will not be

prejudiced by one, narrow-

minded person's comments. I

am looking forward to an ex-

cellent concert and hope others

will keep an open mind and en-

joy it also.

Linda Pierce

Business Administration

Junior

attendance. We faculty mem-
bers are no different than stu-

dents in one respect - we pre-

fer the balcony rather than

parade in front of you to the

front ro*. The administra-

tion strongly advocates that all

faculty attend. Consider also

that most of us on the under-

graduate level have been

through compulsory attendance

at such regular meetings even

at state supported schools. By
the time you have completed

your undergraduate work and

been through graduate school as

we have you will not be requir-

ed to attend Convocations

either.

jeanette Crosswhite

Professor

Fine Arts

Surely Shirley's worth it

Why all the fuss about the

fee being paid to George Shir-

ley to come sing for us, and

the fact that the concert is to

be a Convocation? He is an

artist of tremendous stature

in the musical world, a terri-

fic singer, and he deserves

every penny. For at least the

past two years of which I can

speak, our concert series has

suffered needless annual re-

petition, such as having two

pianists and two Instrumental

ensembles — one of which was
non - professional students. We
have also endured low quality

entertainment such as last

year's lacklustre opera com-
pany and Lawrence Welk's

prime competitor In '68. These

shortcomings were due In part

to stretching the budget too far

over too many things. This year

it has been spent on fewer but

better things, and all just for

you. So we finally get a singer

and a good one. Yes, you may
hear some beautiful songs and

arias sung in their original lan-

guages. I am sorry about that,

bur the United States has lag-

ged In having singable trans-

lations available. I do hope you

will each come to the concert

and enjoy It.

Rachel Bachinan

Professor

Fine Arts
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open range: Students ponder disciplinary policy
The following three arcicles express the opinion of their writers only. They do not neces-

sarily represent those of the STAMPEDE staff nor the majority of the student body. It Is the

policy of this newspaper to print various student opinions in an effort to give an '"open range"

to all comment. Responsible persons who wish to reply to Mr. Metheany, Mr. Snocker, or Mr.

Morton are urged to use the STAMPEDE as the vehicle of that response.

Arkii :; . > .
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Milligan College Is described

In her catalogue as an intimate

Christian community. The term

"community" presupposes mu-
tual trust among its members.
As members of the "Milligan

Family," students trust that the

total Christian community will

care about them as individuals.

Conversely, faculty and admin-
istrators trust that students

care about the general welfare

of the school. Recent discipli-

nary actions have emphasized

an apparent breakdown of trust

among members of the Milli-

gan community. This break-

down raises a serious Issue of

vital concern to all members of

the Milligan Family; can there

be any close feeling of Chris-

tian community without mutual

trust among the members of that

community? Although this ques-

tion of mutual trust applies to

virtually every function of the

college, how does It specifi-

cally apply to the Ideals of the

Disciplinary Committee and the

realistic application of those

ideals?

Since the function of the Dis-

ciplinary Committee mainly

concerns Milligan students, can

the students trust the ideals of

the Committee? The philosophy

of the Committee centers In

three main concepts; redemp-
tion of offending students when-

ever possible, protection of

Milllgan's general reputation,

and consideration of each case

as an individual situation. The
Committee deals only with stu-

dents who have seriously vio-

lated the trust of the college

community and are therefore

subject to either suspension or

expulsion. According to page

ten of the Milligan College Bul-

letin, "men and women who
chose to decline this respon-

sibility {of subjecting to the

rigorous program of the col-

lege) forfeit the privilege of

membership in the college. The
College, therefore, reserves

the right to refuse, suspend,

or dismiss any student without

assignment of reasons, if such

action Is deemed to be in the

interest of the College." How-
ever, In the past three years,

serious offenders have been

given the option of a second

chance through the redemptive
channels of the Disciplinary

Committee. Thus, the Commit-
tee's Ideals of redemption and

individual consideration clear-

ly reflect the college's con-
cern for the individual Milli-

gan student.

If students can trust the stat-

ed ideals of the Committee, can
they also trust the realistic

application of these ideals? In

the latest disciplinary actions,

several serious limitations In

the function of the Disciplinary

Committee have been revealed.

One very serious limitation

of theCommitteeappearedwhcn
a male student was suspended

because of the current opinion

that there are no workable in-

termediate disciplines, short of

suspension, which can be rec-
ommended for male offenders.

In response to this dilemma.

the Student Council has appoint-

ed a committee to study the

disciplinary practices of other

colleges and universities in or-

der to make constructive sug-

gestions to the Disciplinary

Committee. While members of

the Disciplinary Committee are

anxious to receive these rec-

ommendations. It is still a fact

that the redemptive ideal for

male offenders Is precisely un-

workable. Obviously, this limi-

tation hasserlouslyundermlned

the trust of students concerned

about the quality of Milligan

College.

While other limitations have

been exposed, their most se-

rious implications directly re-

volve around the issue of mutual

trust. Some questions need to

be answered. Do Individual stu-

dents care enough about im-

proving the College to actively

seek constructive solutions for

the apparent breakdown of trust

within the MilliganCommuniry?

Conversely, do faculty and ad-

ministrators care enough about

individual students to value

their recommendations? Is It

possible that all members of

the community need to co-

operate more in a genuine ef-

fort to emulate mutual trust?

Stephen Morton

For the most part, 1 see

the rules of Milligan College

as being neither Christian nor

unchristian. To support this

thesis would Involve a lengthy

theological discussion which I

feel Is out of place in a news-

paper. 1 will say, however,

that there is a Christian ap-

proach to obeying and enforc-

ing the rules.

In my view it is Christian for

students to obey the rules of the

College. Someone sees these

rules as being important. That

is why the rules are made. That

is why the rules stay. I may
think that the rule is unneces-

sary. I may be wanting to do

something that is innocent, but

the rule keeps me from it. Un-
less I believe that the rules is

definitely unchristian, I must
obey it as a Christian. My obli-

gation in this case is based on
Paul's admonition regarding

meats offered to idols. I must
not become a "stumbling block"
to those who make and enforce
the rules.

On the oiher hand, those who
must enfon e the rules are com-
pelled to be redemptive because
of the Christian nature of this

institution. The disciplinarians

need not be redemptive if the

offender is not penitent. On the

other hand, the disciplinarians
must be forgiving if the offender
is penitent. (Matt. 18:15-7)

1 have overcome my naive
opinion that a penitent offen-
der should not be punished. I

feel, however, that the offen-
der should arrive at the proper
punishment for himself. This
was the admonition of John the
Baptist to the Pharisees and
Saducees to bring fruits wor-
thy of repcntence. (Matt. 3;8)

It sees then, once the guilt

has been established and repen-
ted of, that the job o( the dis-

ciplinarian is to hear the sug-

gestions of the offender for his

punishment. Then the disci-

plinarian evaluates the sugges-

tions as compared to the

ofiense. At this point the dis-

ciplinarian and the offender

work together to properly adjust

the punishment. To do this the

disciplinarian should explain

the magnitude of the offense,

all the people who may be var-

iously influenced by the offense

and the punishment, etc. The
offender must be creatively re-

sponsible in the manner in which

he expresses his penitence in

bis suggestions for punishment.

The point is not so much to as-

sert the universal Tightness of

the rules, but rather to develop

an understanding of the person

wbo would advocate these

rules. The beauty of this ap-

proach is that, in exemplifying

Christian characteristics In

discipline, it teaches a respect

for and an understanding of the

rules in depth and not just a fear

of punishment.

The above is my understand-

ing of redemptive justice in the

New Testament sense. There-
cent actions of the college

seems to reflect more of a mer-
ciful justice. That is to say,

the disciplinarians try not to

be as hard on the offender as

they obviously could be in an

attempt to give the offender a

second chance. Even the people

of Nineveh repented in sack

cloth and ashes and were spared

any other punishment. The re-

pentence of Nineveh was a form
of self-inflicted punishment.

God did not give them a free

second chance.

My understanding of redemp-
tive justice obviously could

not be executed unless the of-

fender penitently admitted bis

guilt either in face of the char-
ges or after the charges were
shown true. (Matt. 18:15-17).

I am not sure that this is what

happened In the recent cases.

These cases, however, should
be considered closed.

jack Metheany

1 do not believe that the mem-
bers of the administration are

conniving, wicked men, whose
sole intent is to infringe upon
student rights. But it is evi-

dent that certain members of

the administration wbo partici-

pated in recent disciplinary ac-
tions are guilty of some
irresponsible and culpable be-

havior.

Now it is true that everyone
occasionally must play the role

of amateur diplomat. Each stu-

dent must be sure that the finan-

ciers of his education remain
convinced of the merit of their

investment. Employers are
wise if they persuade theirem-
ployer to believe that he is the

best boss they ever had. Simi-
larity Milligan College admin-
istrators feel tactically obliged

to placate its conservative con-
stituency by tangibly disapprov-

ing of incidents or actions of

which the constituency alsodis-
approves. Oftentimes placating

the constituency is all thai is

mean! by "the good of the Mil-
ligan Community at large" or
"the Interest of the college."

The question is, however, when
is fear of constituency disap-

proval overridden by individual

rights, justice, or duty to due

process?
It is manifestly obvious that

patent rejection of policy is a

violation of justice. It is fur-

thermore clear that the admin-

istration is just as obligated to

follow the policy they set down

as the students are. If the

administration claim to be be-

yond the jurisdiction of policy,

they then set themselves up as

Nietzschean supermen. So It

is clear to me that if any ad-

ministrator violates explicit

policy without going through

the proper channels of amend-
ing or changing it, tben they are

just as guilty of "breaking the

rules'' as students who drink,

dance, etc. Furthermore, if

the administrator's breaking of

the rules results in an injus-

tice to others (i. e. suspension

of student without due process),

then that administrator is mor-
ally as well as legally blame-
worthy.

Besides being morally and

legally culpable, abnegation of

policy can set a very danger-

ous precedent. It may lead

directly to indiscrimwant re-

jection of the sovereignty of

policy, to spontaneity, whimsi-
cality and personal discretion

(or lack thereof) in meeting out

the wishes of the administra-

tor. In view of the seriousness

of these charges, it is now ne-

cessary to study the question,

"Was policy followed orrenun-
clated in the recent disciplinary

actions?"

The first case I wish to con-

sider is Mr. Jefri Metheany.

Mr. Metheany was formally

charged for entering the girls'

dorm without permission, and

was given the prerogative to

withdraw or go before the dis-

ciplinary committee; the privi-

lege of this choice is outlined

in the disciplinary committee

policy. After deliberating, Mr.

Metheany chose to go before

the disciplinary committee. His

case was heard, and the disci-

plinary committee voted to put

him on social probation. The
letter informing him of the de-

cision was typed and ready to

be sent out, until Dr. Johnson

in Florida at the time, called

for the disciplinary committee

to reconvene in order to hear

new evidence from the admis-
sions committee. However, at

Mr. Metheany's request, nonew
Information was introduced. Yet

the committee entirely revers-

ed Its decision. The question is,

what would induce the commit-
tee to reverse its decision?

Miss Harriet Miller claims that

the answer to the question Is

pressure by Dean Oakes, act-

ing as Dr. Johnson's repre-

sentative. Dean Oakes addres-

sed the committee, making
statements like 'There Is no

alternative to suspending him."
Harriet i ontinued saying that

Dean Oakes responded nega-
tively to all alternatives to sus-

pension which the committee
suggested. Hence, Mr. Me-
theany was suspended.

In the above case, the vio-

lation of policy is not as clear-

cut as the violation in the more
recent case, but 1 seriously

question the wholeseomness of

the actions of Dean Oakes and

Dr. Johnson. A parallel might

be a case wherein the supreme
court of a state makes a legal

decision, and subsequently the

governor calls the judges to

reconsider the case, and sends

to the judges, while tbey are

reconsidering, a man in his be-

half who says that he sees no

alternative to a reveral of their

decision. I seriously question

the sovereignty or even the

purpose of the disciplinary

committee if the administra-

tion can wield such authority

over it.

In cases of last weekend. In-

volving the suspension of Mike

Griffin, Greg Balser,Sandl Wil-

son, etc., the breach of policy

is more flagrant. The proce-

dure of discipline is clearlyout-

lined in the disciplinary com-
mittee policy. Each individual

suspected of a serious offense

is to be given the choice of

withdrawal or appearing before

the disciplinary committee. If

the student chooses to appear

before the committee, he is to

be given aformal list of charges

twenty-four hours before the

appearance. He is to be given

a chance to bring witnesses to

his defense. After the bearing,

the committee is to decide upon

the punishment, without the pre-

sence of any non-committee

personnel. In the cases of

concern above, the disciplinary

committee never met. The stu-

dents involved were never given

a list of charges. The students

were never given the choice to

withdraw. One student, in order

to save her parents several hun-

dred dollars, asked Mrs. Young

if she could withdraw. Mrs.

Young refused the request. In-

dicating tbatthe decision had al-

ready been made. The president

simply made the decision to

suspend more than half a do^en
students.

A source of pride for some
of the administration is the

progress made in student dis-

cipline, from a single person's

decision of a few years ago, to

the "present situation' ' of a

fully organltedcommittee.This
week's disciplinary action has

severely impaired, if not eli-

minated altogether this pro-
gress. Why does the discipli-

nary committee exist at all? Is

it merely a puppet organisation

which decides on cases which

the president allows it to, and
hands down decisions which are

sovereign only if the president

concurs?

Furthermore, if the president

is exempt from the legal and

moral responsibility of follow-

ing policy and rules, are not the

students and the faculty entitled

to the same exemption? Are
dormand social conduct rules

negatible at anyone's discre-

tion? And if policy may be re-

buked « ithout proceeding

through proper channels of ac-
tion, why does it exist in the

first place7 Why not call it

"suggested routine" or "possi-
ble action" instead?
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inessee

man take no thought

tjhat is distant, he will

row near at hand." -

liUS

ing a full knowledge of

situation and that of

smy, the commander

ave no fear of mishaps

ough a hundred battles

tjbe fought." - Sun Tzu
sport and athletic

he Americans are the

itstanding; for they know

iin no less than brawn

itlal in winning a game.

1 >macy, however, the

rans have furnished the

and contemporary hls-

h many cases of naivety,

y, gullibility, and

ness.

e outset, perhaps, we

d understand what dlplo-

/ulyts. Though war and

i cy are seemingly ant-

i they are two sides of

: e coin: when diplomacy

,r would often begin; but

iO war can last forever,

.: cy is not really dead

the course of belliger-

d will be formally re-

;jis soon as war comes to

The chief aim of

ijcy, therefore, is to

tre and promote national

s.

irnatlonal relations

i been often said that in

tional relations there

jermanent allies or per-

enemles but permanent

1 Interests. Have we

aused and contemplated

.'hat is meant bytheterm

nal Interests"? To be

national Interests are

nlind, for they know no

or class distinctions.

il Interests are not equa-

Jb the vested interests

or that segment of the

i '. Further, national in-

are never the fruits of

taken on the spur of

ment. In a true sense,

1 Interests must needs

the benefit of the nation

hole — seeking not the

late returns which, like

r coat, may lead only to

:s3, but devising wise

*ients which will yield

it dividends in due

ol time. For the nation,

*1 as for the individual,

tire, Interests are of two

the short-term ln-

and the long-range ln-

The naive, the gullible,

nearsighted will seek

I immediate return. But

^dent, the sagacious, and

sighted will .seek forad-

i:s in years or genera-

si come.

Is respect history will

us the best guidance, A
nful experiences maybe

not to rub in but to

'is a mirror sothatsimi-

lunders may not be

sd,

us not go too far back

us be brief. Take the US
policy for example.

I the end of World War U,

lerican public generally

d into the delusion that

nese Reds were not or-

Communists of the

type, lor tiny were re-

garded as agrarian reformers.

This credulity was reflected In

American diplomacy during the

war and in its aftermath. It

should be noted that after the

conclusion of the war the chief

objective of American diplo-

macy toward China was to

reach a settlement between the

National istsand theCommunlsts

and to bring them Into a coali-

tion government. When final-

ly Marshall's mission failed in

August, 1946, the Truman ad-

ministration refrained from

giving any substantial military

aid to the Nationalists, thus

hastening the fall of the China

mainland into the hands of the

Communists. Since, of all the

nations in the world,China has

the largest population and the

longest continuous cultural

heritage. Its Communization

inevitably had grave conse-

quences for global peace and

security. That the American

people have been directly in-

volved in Korea and Vietnam

shows clearly the tragic effect

of the fall of China into the

Communist orbit.

Korea

Speaking of Korea, onecan-

not help feeling sad for the

Americans because of their un-

believable naivety. Even a

capable public servant of

Acheson's caliber committed

unpardonable blunders. In

January 1950 Dean Acheson,

then Secretary of State, de-

clared that South Korea was

outside the American defense

perimeter and that its defense

was a matter for the United

Nations. This statement might

be a true explanation of the

then prevailing situation, but

at a troubled time why he

should b3ve made the state-

ment at all baffled intelligent

understanding. As interpret-

ed by the Chinese andtheNorth

Korean Communists, and quite

rightly, It was an open admis-

sion of America's military

weakness and, worse still, an

open invitation to Communist
attack which was to come in a

matter of less than six months.

But when the Communists did

launch an unprovoked attack,

the Truman administration

suddenly decided to take a

strong stand leading to a bloody

undeclared war of three years,

which cost the Americans

33,629 dead and 103,2&4 wound-

ed. These casulties could have

been spared had the best brains

of the Americans known the

game of diplomacy and played

it in the most tactful manner.

Vietnam

Speaking of Vietnam, one will

be further saddened by the way

America prosecutes the war

and conducts its diplomacy.

That America as a world power

second to none should have

been engaged in a modern war

with a no-win policy is the

most fantastic in military his-

tory. The strategy of "gradu-

alism" has helped the enemy

on his feet and has bogged the

CI's In a quagmire. A pre-

cious period of almost six

years, since the Tonkin Cull

resolution of August 7, 1964,

has been irretrievably lost.

As It is, the war has become

a war of attrition and has eva-

porated almost all its signifi-

cance. It goes without saying

, i

• ' d

in war there should be resol-

ution to carry it through to a

victorious conclusion. In tne

name of humanitarlanism also

it should be shortened as much

as possible. Before the enemy

is made aware that all resis-

tance will be futile he will never

come to terms. It is nowonder

that the Paris talks can only

serve propaganda purposes for

the enemy and are merely a

waste of time as far as the

Americans are concerned. Ad-

mittedly, the problems con-

cerning Vietnam cannot be

solved by military means only

and yet, since America Is at

war, victory must precede dip-

lomacy. The Vietnamlzation

policy adopted by the Nixon

administration is perhaps the

best repair Job for the damages

caused by the previous admin-

istration.

Ultimate objective

The ultimate objec-

tive of course is to create a

South Vietnamese government

livable and workable, compar-

able to the South Korean

government. Given a reason-

able period of time this objec-

tive can be achieved. The

enemy has lost more than

600,000 able-bodied men and

for a country with a population

of only 21 million it is a grave

loss. As the war proceeds the

enemy deaths average 25,000

weekly. Sooner or later, there-

fore, he will be entirely

exhausted. There is no ques-

tion whatsoever that America

will come out from the war
honorably and Its aims fully

accomplished. Nevertheless,

the so-called war protesters

among some segments of the

people and even the so-called

liberal Senators have put pres-

sure on the administration,

demanding that America, irre-

spective of the consequences,

must withdraw all Gl's from

Vietnam within the shortest

period of time possible, name-

ly, in 18 months. In war and in

diplomacy it would be stupidity

to the last degree to let the

enemy know what your next

move would be. No player at

a poker game playing for high

stakes would expose his cards

while betting on the value of

his hand. Besides, can any

sensible person not be able to

foresee the real and potential

danger of the unilateral Amer i-

can withdrawal within such a

short period of time? The

enemy would take this as a

sign of American weakness and

cowardice and his appetite for

further aggression would be

whetted to the point where

America would find it neces-

sary to combat him again at a

far greater risk involving far

greater sacrifices. Only an

ostrich burying its head in the

sand can fail to see these most

obvious consequents.

Nevertheless, since diplo-

macy and war are the two

sides of the same coin, we
should never discourage nego-

tiations even with the worst

enemy in the world. In diplo-

macy as well as in war what

is most important is to have a

lull knowledge of the enemy
and to set the main objective

of one's own national interests

in a clear perspective.

Let us take the current re-

sumption ol the Warsaw talks

i. i
1-

between Washington and Peking

for a further study. In this

connection some pertinent

questions may be posed: Do

the American people generally

realize the true nature of the

enemy with whom they are to

deal? What are the objectives

of these talks In Warsaw that

America is to achieve? We
have heard It often said, that

diplomatically America simply

cannot Ignore the 800 million

people on the mainland of China.

I wish to point out, however,

that It is not the 800 million

Chinese people but the Peking

regime that America Is to deal

with. The 800 million Chinese

are the victims of the Com-
munist tyrannical rule and

surely enough they will never

be pleased If America wears

kid gloves In accomodating

their tormentor. Having made

this distinction clear, we

should take the next step to

examine the true nature of the

Peking regime. All totali-

tarian regimes, for their own

survival, must necessarily

create enemies. Imaginary or

real, within and without. The

Chinese Communist regime is

no exception. Ever since the

fall of the China mainland into

the hands of the Communists,

America has been made the

archenemy of the Peking re-

gime. The anti-American feel-

ings have been artificially

created and intensified for the

very purpose of directing the

increasing discontentment of

the enslaved Chinese to an

imaginary enemy outside. Re-

cently In a Joint New Year's

Day editorial, the People's

Daily, and the Red Flag, the

three main mouthpieces of the

Peking regime, have singled out

the United States, as well as

the Soviet Union, for malicious

attack. As a matter of fact,

the "American imperialists"

have long been the whipping

boys of the Maoists.

Anti-Amer lean

This anti-American policy on

the part of the Chinese Com-
munists is positively irrever-

sible. The Peking regime,

especially after the death of

Stalin In 1953, has fervently

endeavored to assume hege-

mony over all countries In

East and Southeast Asia, by

resorting to whatever means

to attain the end— infiltration,

subversion, espionage, and di-

rect and indirect military in-

volvement. By so doing the

Chinese Communists are di-

rectly responsible for the tur-

bulent situation in that part

of the world. Since America

is the only major world power

which is still deeply involved

in the Far East and whose

policy Is to afford opportuni-

ties for peaceful development

for all countries in that region.

she has become the very ob-

stacle in the path of Commu-
nist expansionism. For this

reason the Chinese Commu-
nists are embarking on an

aggressive design with the de-

struction of America as the

very objective, and they do

believe that the "American

Imperialists" are on the verge

of a total collapse. With this

understanding of the nature of

the enemy, we may safely say

that not until the Peking re-

gime is overthrown, there can

never be a normal diplomatic

and cordial relationship be-

tween the people of China and

the American people.

It is understood that the im-

mediate objective of the re-

sumption of the Warsaw talks

Is to ease the tension, but

tension can be likened to a

headache which may be mere-

ly a symptom but is not the

real cause of a person's dis-

ease. It can be momentarily

relieved by taking a few as-

pirin tablets but they may not

do any good for the patient, if

the cause of the disease is

not properly treated. There-

fore it is appropriate to raise

the question whether the nego-

tiations which may lead to a

temporary ease of tension

would have any bearing on

America's national Interests

in the long run.

Negotiations

Granted that negotiations

will tend to ease the tensions,

the parties concerned must
adopt a genuine attitude on a

give-and-take basis atthecon-

ference table. Does the Peking

regime have this kind of at-

titude? Can America reason-

ably expect the outcome of the

negotiations on such a basis?

Before the resumption of the

talks on January 20 this year,

134 secret sessions at the am-
bassadorial level were conduc-

ted. Throughout these sessions

the Peking regime adamantly

Insisted on some of the most

insensate demands based upon

two principles; (1) The United

States must guarantee Imme-
diate withdrawal from Taiwan

and the Taiwan Straits and dis-

mantle all military in-

stallations on Taiwan. (2) The
United States must yield to

Maoist viewpoints and demands
if it wishes to sign an agree-

ment of peaceful coexistence.

Are these demands negotiable?

Is America going to negotiate

away NationalistChina's birth-

rights as she did once before

at the Yalta Conference in Feb-
ruary 1945?

If we are simply dictated by

immediate interests with no

thought of consequences and

if we cannot be benefited by

the lessons learned from his-

tory, we are courting a certain

disaster.
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Building year

Matmen finish season with 1-9

4TH IN S.I.W.A. — Freshman wrestler, Dave Steward was the

only Milligan wrestler to place In the recent Southeastern Inter-

collegiate Wrestling Association Championship at Athens, Georgia.

The 1969-70 season was a re-

building year for the Milligan

wrestling team, and this year's

1-9 record is In marked con-

trast to last year's 11-2 finish.

Last June's graduation

claimed Southeastern Confer-

ence finishers Pete Beevers,

Tony Farrace, and Bruce Blt-

tenbendcr as well as Tom Kim
and pat Burke.

Even worse, the Bulls lost

seven of this year's starters

(Larry Kurtz, Car 1 Poppa, Ran-

dy Mulhera. Rick Schilling.

Mike Dtckerson, Billy Johnson,

and Eric Ellis) for reasons

ranging from personal to In-

jury to transfer.

Mat championships

Steward places at S.I.W.A.
Dave Steward won two indi-

vidual matches belore being

eliminated in the Southeastern

Intercollegiate Wrestling As-
sociation (S.I.W.A.) champion-
ship held in Athens, Georgia

on February 28.

Steward, whoflnlshedfourih,

was the only Milligan wrestler

to place In the event. The meet

marked the end of the worst

wrestling season In Milligan

history as the Buffs won one
and lost nine.

Brett Vounkin. who was the

Buffs' brightest hope in the

championship, suffered a shoul-

der separation at Chattanooga
which eliminated him for the

season. The Auburn wrestler

whom Brett tied in regular

season play was In the finals

of the meet.

Tom Williams and Tom
Hlckok were both beaten by
men who eventually took third

In the S.I.W.A. Hickok held a

large lead on his man before,

in Coach Orvel Crowder's
words, he "ran out of gas."

X

Tjohnmeyer
speaks your language

Whethe' you spend April in Paris or Peono,
spend 'I in several combinations or a natural

shade ol lussah, A silk like blend of Rayon,
Cotton, and Caprama, In a pared-down skimmer

wilh set-in pockets and ils own sash

A lean little suit with lots of tabbed pockets.

A panel skirt with bo* pleats and pockets.

And wear with it q shirt In ecru, red, yellow,

pmk, navy, blue or white

All tailored to the proper lengih especially

lor the career minded

From John Meyer

UANNAUy: inc.

Coach Orvel Crowder cited

freshman Dave Steward as the

most Improved wrestler on the

team, closely followed by Rick

Hensley. Both came to Milli-

gan with no college experience.

Steward began the season with

no regular starting berth and

ended it as the only Milligan

wrestler to place in the South-

eastern Intercollegiate Wrest-
ling Association (S.I.W.A.).

Cocksure Brett Younkin was
easily the most outstanding

wrestler on the team this year.

Scoring 23 of the Buffs' 127

points, Younkin's hopes for a

S.I.W.A. championship were
shattered by a shoulder Injury

In the next to last meet of the

year.

Leading team point getter

for the matmen this year was
Younkin with 23 followed by
Teeter with 19 and Williams
and Hlckok with 14. Younkin

averaged 2.87 team points a

match, followed by Williams
with 2.80 and Hickok with 2.

The Buffs were outscored by
their opponents 262-127. Tom
Hickok had the most Individual

pins with two. He also had the

quickest pin when he defeated

his Western Carolina opponent

with 56 seconds gone In the

first round.

The 118 lb. slot was occu-
pied by freshman Virgil

DeFries and sophomore Tom
Williams. DeFries did a good
job while gaining experience
and Williams was a leading

point-gecter although he never
got In shape or reached his

potential.

Tom Hickok survived the Im-
pact of marriage to be the

third leading point getter for

Milligan at 126 lbs. The 134

lb. slot remained empty for

most of the year and proved
to be a backbreaker for the

Buffs.

Freshman Monte Baldwin
filled in for an injured Rick
Schilling at 142 lbs. He scor-
ed 11 points against the op-
position while nursing two bad
knees.

The upper weight classes this

year were hurting even without

the midseason losses of vet-

eran Larry Kurtz andfreshmen
Randy Mulhern and Billy John-
son. Dave Steward, Rich Hens-
ley, Darryl Manson. Bill Ellis,

Dennis Fairbanks, and John
Kelemen overcame Inexperi-

ence to do a good job at these

spots.

At 190 lbs., captain Jerry
Teeter performed well until

be had an attack of flu. He
lost several close ones but

ended the season as the second

leading point getter for the

Buffs.

The outlook for next season

is much brighter, Coacb
Crowder has noted the possi-

bility of a new conference next

year including smaller col-

leges wlthlnTennessee. If plans

for the new league are consum-
mated, Milligan will be facing

more teams lis own size.

The new conference is being

organized by Coacb Davis of

Maryville and will include such

teams as Sewanee, Maryville,

Milligan, Memphis State, Uni-

versity of Tennessee Martin,

and Carson-Newman.

Intramural

championship

not settled
Aries will meet Acquariuson

Monday, March 16, at 7:00p.m.
to determine the champion of

the men's 1969-70 basketball

intramurals.

In the semifinal games, Aries

walloped Taurus 78-54 behinda

powerful offense which featured

Dave Phillips with 41 poimsand
Wayne Quillen and Gayle Cun-
ningham with 13 points each.

Harry "Cat" McKesson led the

losers with 22.

In the other semifinal game,
Acquarius eliminated Scorpie

in a tight one, 61-58. John
Engleby paced the winners with

31 pointsfollowedbyTom Owens
with 12 and Bruce Kregloe with

11. Tom Fore scored 21 for

the losers.

Dave Phillips won the scor-

ing race going away with 176

total points. Glen Allison and

Danny Smith trailed with 131

and 109 points respectively.

Phillip s also had the highest

scoring averagewith 35.6points

per game followed by Rlckjar-
rett and Russel Eddy with 23.8

and 20.4 points per game >es-
and 20.4 points per game res-

pectively.

In summing up the basketball

season, student Intramural di-

rector Ron Worrel stated, "I

thought ih e season was very

successful. All the teams im-
proved during the second half."
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Buff nine prepared to earn NAIA bid

Milllgan launches a 35 game
schedule on March 21 with a

home game against Cumberland

College.

The outlook lor the Buffs this

season is extremely bright. Re-

turning pitchers include Dave

Phillips, Cayle Cox, Stan Kin-

nett, and Eddie Carland. Dan-

ny Saunders Is the incumbent

at first base.

Reld Taylor, a starter at third

base a year ago has moved to

second base to help plug the

gap left by the graduation of

Paul Molchan. Burt Sparks re-

turns at shortstop, johnny Hut-

ton has moved from the out-

field to third base.

Danny Smith is a returnee in

centerfleld and Bruce Kregloe

is a returning starter In right

field. Gary Elliott returns to

fight for a second base job and

Joe Smith is back to push for

an outfield job.

Mike Mutterspaugh, the

team's leading hitter, returns

for his second season as

catcher.

The rest of the squad in-

cludes pitchers Dave Turpin,

Paul Wilson, Ed Randolph, and

Monte Baldwin. Catchers Rog-

er Jackson and Tom Williams,

first basemen Rex parrls, first

basemen-outfielder Ed Rlngley,

shortstop Mark Grt-ssinger,

third basemen Larry McKln-
ney, and outfielders Danny H.

Smith In left and Warren Nigh

In center.

Good weather has aided the

progress of the squad thus far.

The team spirit Is very high

and a hustling attitude is pre-

valent. The team goal Is not

only to improve upon last sea-

son's 11-14 mark, but to gain

a bid to the NAIA District

Tournament.

The hitting, pitching, and

team defense look good at this

juncture. The team also has

I URi i — Sophomore poller Mark Roth shows the form which made
itlividual runnenip at last year's V.S.A.C. tournament in Nashville.

3olfers' high scores

due to coarse course
The eight men comprising the

970 edition of the Milllgan Golf

Team were chosen in a 36 hole

luallfying event held on March
and 10 at the Eluabethton

Job* Course.

The qualifiers and their

cores are listed as follows:

John Black 79-79 158

Ron Met/ready 80-80 160

i. Dick Rock 82-81 163

. Tom Owens 85-85 170

. Mark Roth 87-85 172

. Dan Hasselbeck 86-87 173
'. Gary Morreil 85-89 174

. Bruce Moore 90-89 179

Although Coach Harry Wall

'as not particularly pleased

'ilh the results, he was quick
a note that the extensive main-
enance work on the course was

probably a factor causing some
of the high scores.

The most exciting aspect of

the event was probably the race

for last place. Gary Edwards

retained the spot for the second

straight season by posting a

walloping 116-111 227.

Gray Bowen scrambled to a

221 to edge out last year's

runnerup John Engleby by one

stroke for the next to last posi-

tion. Firing a 54-55 109 on the

final 18 holes of play, Engleby

had one of the hottest rounds

of his career.

The Buffs open up their 12

match season at home on April

3 against Tennessee Wesleyan.

The match will start at 1:00

p.m. at the Ell^abethton Golf

Course.

average speed on the base-paths.

Milllgan, Carson-Newman, and

Lincoln Memorial University

are the top contenders In the

VSAC East.

The first and second place

teams continue to the VSAC
Tournament. The winner o( the

VSAC Tournament gets a bid

to the NAIA District. Milllgan

can also qualify by posting 20

or more wins this season.

All single home games start

at 3:00 except where noted.

All doubleheaders start at 1:00.

March 21 Cumberland H
23 Guilford A
24 Guilford A

26 High Point A

27 Furman A

28 Furman A

30 Georgia Tech A
31 Georgia Tech A

April 1 Hampden-Sydney H

Buffalo track team will be

stronger than last year,

but still weak in hurdles

The Milligan track team

opens the season on April 4

with a meet at Brevard.

The Buffs will participate in

two triangular meets, the Dav-

idson Relays, the Tennessee

Intercollegiate Athletic Con-

ference and the Volunteer State

Athletic Conference meets in

addition to the six dual meets.

Dan Clifton, Tom Manus,

Terry DuBoise, Ron Worrell,

and Jim McIIwain are return-

ing from last year's squad.

Dan Clifton will be very strong

once again in the 100 and 220

yard dashes. In the T.I.A.C.

Indoor Meet last month in Knox-

ville, Dan won the College Di-

vision 6U yard dash with a

time of 6.5 seconds. Tom Man-

US will be strong in the 880

yard run. Tom finished se-

cond in the College Division

880 yard run at the T.I.A.C.

with a time of 2:05.9. Terry

DuBoise, Ron Worrell, and Jim

Mcllwain are working with the

javelin, shotput, and the discus.

Tom Muth and Dave Rich-

hart who ran cross-country last

fall will help bolster the long

distance events. Rodney Atkin-

son is a leading contender for

the pole vault. Tim McCellan
should come on strong in the

high jump once his ankle is at

full strength, A scarcity of

hurdlers exists at this lime

and any prospects are welcome.

It is too early to give a gooa

picture of the team. The team
will be weak, but stronger than

last year, according to Coach
Duard Walker.

1970 TRACK & FIELD
SCHEDULE

Sat., April 4 — At Breward

<N. C.)

Wed., April 8 — Here, Wofford

and Mars Hill

Sat., April 11 —
Tues., April 14 -- AiMaryville

Thurs., April 16 » At Mars
Hill (N. C.)

Sat., April 18 — Davidson Re-

lays, Davidson, N. C,

Wed., April 22— Here, Brevard

Sat., April 25 — Here, Carson-

Newman and Maryville

Tues., April 28 — At Wofford

(S. C.)

Fri. & Sat., May 1 & 2 — At

T.I.A.C. (Memphis)

Tues., May 5 — At Carson-

Newman
Sat., May 9 — At V.S.AX.

(Knoxville)

10:00

Denison

3:00

2 Franklin

10:00

Denison

3:00

3 Franklin

4 Fra.,;-.'.:r

6 Maryville
9 Cumi-erland

10 Concrd
11 Concord

13 Appalachian

State

15 Emory and (2;

17 L.M.I.

18 Maryville

20 Emory and

Henry

21 Carson-
Newman

22 Mars Hill

23 Gardner-

Webb
24 L.M.I .

27 Mars Hill

(2)

28 Tusculum
May l Carson-

Newman
6 Appalachian

State

9 Tusculum

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

Net schedule
DATE OPPONENT
March 18 Lees MacRae
April 1 Maryville

April 4 Carson-Newman
April 7 King-

April 8 Mars Hill-

April 9 Lincoln Memorial-
April 10 Tennessee Wesleyan
April 13 Mars Hill-

April 15 King
April 18 Tusculum-
April 21 Emory St Henry-
April 23 Tusculum
April 27 Carson Newman-
April 29 Emory & Henry-
May 4 Lincoln Memorial

•All home matches start at

1:00 p.m.

STARTS AT
FRED DAVIS JEWELERS

405 Elk Elizabethton
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Sophomore convocation

Student talent featured
On March 10, the lalenis of

Milligan students provided one

(A Milligan's outstanding con-

\ ocatlons.

The master of ceremonies

for this convocation was Curl

McOec.
[Airing the convocation, Ann

Taylor and Kaihy Robblns were
the piano accompanists. The
performance began with the

Schleld Sisters, who san?

"Mama Don't Allow" and

' Only Love".

Then, Ron Zimmerman sang

"Raindrops Ke.p lallingOnMy
Head," and "II You (Jo Away."
Theso songs were dedicated to

Harriet Miller.

Dan Steucher sang lhe"lm-
posslble Dream." Myra Matins
did an Interpretative acrobatic

dance to "Ebb Tide."

Two classical guitar pieces

were played and sung by Greg
Tltoyan. These songs were

and "l ailing-

S a 1 rem h bal-

Finals schedule discussed

at spring faculty meeting
In the last faculty meeting,

Thursday, March 5, 1970, three

Issues were presented, i-'irst

the faculty members were In-

formed of the administrative

changes to be made next year.

They also discussed granting an

honorary degree, and the finals

schedule for spring semester.

The Milligan College faculty

meet regularly only twice every

year, with seldom ever mor^

than two unscheduled mee'ings.

The first faculty meeting of

the year is generally a faculty

workshop with a somewhat open

discussion. All faculry mem-
bers are expected to attend this

meeting.

The other regularly sched-

uled meeting is near the end of

the spring semester when the

faculty votes on the degrees to

be gr.mted.

One or rwo other meeting

are usually called during tin-

year to present matters which

arise.

I i tlier Dr. less Johnson, pre-

sident ot the college, or Guy
Oakes, academic dean, presides

over the meetings.

Since the formation of the

Academic Committee a few
years ago, most matters are
taken up there instead of in

faculty meetings. The faculty

is not a policy making body.

They do discuss pertinent is-

sues, though.

Also, they are occasionally

called upon to ratify a major
decision of the Academic Com-
mittee. Two examples were the

humanities program and any

changes in schedule.

" Malaguena

Snow," whKn
lad.

Jackie Hills sang "Where
is Love," which li> from the

musical OLIVER. Beverly En-

och sang "I'll Never I all In

Love Again."

Accompanying herself with

her guitar, Kathy Polcncch san^

"Try It Again," She also sans

with Brcnda Varner "i n til Its

Time For You T<

On his trumpet, Warren Mil-

ler played "Misty." Denny
Denniston sang "What Is A

Youth'" from ROMEO AND
JLLIET.

Gloria |- ife sang ' 'Bridge

Over Troubled Water."
Warren Miller at:< ompanic-d

her on his trumpet.

The convocation was con-
cluded by the Concert Choir
singing "Aquaniis.

"

^ r WE MAKE B-TRACK

STEREO TAPES

NEAT Dl I r -

rousing folk music

and Sally Shields teamed up for soi

cent convocation talent show.

32 min.

64 min.

$3.50

$5.75

VSc

or Information See:

A. C. Thomason
Darrell Tate

Jim Mounts

In Webb Hall

ONE WEEK SPECIAL

On Mr. Pete's Famous Steak Dinners

8 OZ. STEAK. BAKED POTATO. SALAD, CN10N RINGS 51.59

10 OZ. STEAK. BAKED POTATOES, SALAD, ONION RINl.i $2.15

12 OZ. NY STRIP, BAKED POTATO, SALAD, ONION RINGS $2.50

REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS $1.29

6:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.

Mr. PETES STEAK HOUSE
112 COMMERCE ST

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

c,fe**

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

NOW
OPEN

.Start your free checking account

at Milligan -Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
Mftln Office 601 Elk Ave • Brood A Elh Branch. Ro»n Mountain Branch •Ml/ltgan Pinocraw Brunch
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Wells-Rohrbaugh-Knowles

one will lead next year

location TR1AT ~ i .eor^e Shirley ol the Metropolitan

J will be presented in concert in an evening convocation

,11 16. The concert will be^in at 8;00 p.m.

nor George Shirley

present concert
rge Shirley, "lyric tenor

baritone range," who is

Ithe Metropolitan Opera,

at MUligan (. olleEC April

|
will present a concert

evening convocation. The

jjrtwUl begin at 8:00.

Shirley now in bis mld-

ilrties, has been singing

< he was two years old.

; 82-year history o( the

lipolitan Opera, Mr. Shir-

ts become one of tew Ne-

chosen to slug major

•follows in the footsteps

(Irian Anderson, Leontyne

Grace Bumbey, and

Shirley has performed

llton in Puccini's "Ma-
nButterfly" and the Steer-

in Wagner's "The Flying

^nan." He has appeared

I International Music pes-

n Lincoln Center and at

irkshlre Music Festival.

A Shirley made his Lon-

but as Don OttaviolnMo-

1| "Don Giovanni." lnScot-

o he make his debut as

iio in Puccini's "La Bo-
"

inscription by the major
tji represents George Shir-

td his voice as "rising

r . . radiant tone . . .

liable and strong . . .

Hicent . . . dignity and

ah of style . . . pure

>Jof ring, rich-timbered

Shirley was born In In-

lolls. However, his family

lo Detroit when he was

boy. At this time his

1'as to marry his chlld-

d,;weetheart and to teach

955, he graduated from
University. After grad-

ii he taught music until he

nducted Into the Army,
e Mr. Shirley was
\rmy, he started ser

olee study under the dlr-

>~>t the U.S. Armv Chorus.

'I S. Georgl. Mr. Shlr-

s the first Negro to sing

in that group.

He moved to New York In

1959 when he was discharged

from the Army. Later in the

year he made his formal op

eratic debut as Elsensteln in

Johann Strauss's "Die Fleder-

maus, " with a group of opera

player* 'n Woodstock, New
York.

Mr. Shirley made his big-

time debut In i960 with com-
panies in Milan and Florence.

Italy. In 1961, he won a Me-
tropolitan Opera audition. Two
years later he Joined the Me-

tropolitan Opera as a regular.

On Wednesday, April 15, the

students of MUligan College

will choose their leaders for

the 1970-71 school year.

Running for the vital pos-

Sen. Baker

speaks here

at 2:15 today
Friday, April 10, 1970, Sen-

ator Howard Baker will appear

in lower Seeger auditorium at

2;15 p.m.

He will be here a short time

only. He plans to speak for 10-

20 minutes and then to have

a question and answer period.

Dr. Johnson had been in con-

tact with Senator Baker's se-

cretary, and when they dis-

covered that he was to be In

the area, a visit to MUligan

was arranged.

Senator Baker comes to MU-
ligan merely for a visit. He

is not a candidate for any of-

fice at this time. He is coming

not as a Republican but as a

senator.

After he speaks, there will

be a reception In his honor.

The Young Republican's Club

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)

Milligan will

five new prof

The 1970-1971 school year

wUl find at least five new pro-

fessors at Milligan.

In a recent interview. Dr. C.
Robert Wetzel said that four

of these have already signed

contracts.

The chemistry department

will add Mr. Richard Lura.

Mr. Lura is presently com-
pleting his doctoral program at

Iowa State University. He wUl
join the Milligan faculty injan-

uary, 1971.

Mr. Gary Wallace will re-

turn to the Biology depart-

ment on completion of his doc-

toral studies in January. 1971.

Mr. Wallace is a doctoral can-

didate at the University ofTen-
nessee.

Dr. Webb reports that the

Bible department will add Mr.

I red Norris In September ol

1970. Upon graduation from the

doctoral program at Yale I ni-

verslty, Mr. Norris will be

teaching Greek and other cours-

es in the Bible area.

Professor Lawson, who is

returning to MUligan as ad-

ministrative assistant to the

president, will teach six hours

ol English. He has been named
chairman of the English area

for the 1970-1971 school year.

add at least

s for 1970-71

At least two other profes-

sors wUIbehlredforthecomtng

year. The psychology depart-

ment and the humanities de-

partment wiU each find a new

Ph. D. among its faculty mem-
bers.

Dr. Wetzel commented that

Milllgan's faculty now has 'well

over the 33% Ph. D.'s required

by the Southern Association.

ition of Student Council Pre-

sident are Mr. Bob Wells, Mr.

John Rohrbaugh, and Mr. Steve

Knowles.

Mr. Wells, a history major

from Cincinnati, Ohio, feels

lhat Milllgan's most Immed-

iate concern is that of dis-

ciplinary procedure. It is Mr.

Well's belief that MUligan can-

not establish a working, and

Christian relationship among

faculty, administration and stu-

dents as long as there exists

a disciplinary pollcythat leaves

such little alternative to sus-

pension.

Mr. Wells feels that the ans-

wer to this problem lies in

creating workable alternat-

ives to immediate and out-

right suspension.

Mr. Wells cites mainten-

ance as another area of con-

cern and feels that the cre-

ation of a paid student main-

tenance department, to help

to allieviate the present pro-

blem.

Mr. Wells believes that an-

other "must" Is the creation

of a new Student Council con-

stitution which would embody

a wider scope of responsibil-

ities for the students. All stu-

dent organizations, then, should

be under this one constitution.

Mr. John Rohrbaugh Is a

junior psychology major from

Canton, Ohio.

Mr. Rohrbaugh is not run-

ning on a reform platform nor

personally advocating any

changes in rules or policy.

He feels that the approach to

specific student concerns Is

more important than the Issues

themselves at this time.

Mr. Rohrbaugh's suggestions

for this
' "approach" include;

fa) a Student Council that is

constitutionally and adminis-

tratlvelyefficient; (b) the es-

tablishment of definite means

of communication between stu-

dents, student government, and

administration; employing the

effective use of all dorm coun-

cils; and (c) the immediate

hearing, discussion, and action

upon specific student concerns

by Student Council's legisla-

tive power.

Mr. Rohrbaugh concludes

that we must first organize a

serious, responlsble, 3ne' ener-

getic student government or

else neither immediate nor

long-range issues will ever be

resolved.

Mr. Steve Knowles is a

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

STAMPEDE
wins aware

PRESIDENTIAL MATERIAL -- Candidates for Student CouncU
President (1-r) John Rohrbaugh. Bob Wells, and Steve Knowles,

take time out ol a busy campaign for a quick group snapshot.

rrom AC. P.

The STAMPEDE was award-

ed a very good or second class

rating by the Associated Col-

legiate Press at the University

of Minnesota in the 82nd All

American Critical Service.

The ACP is a national or-

ganization that provides ser-

vices to college newspapers

such as sponsoring workshops,

sending out news sheets, and

rating newspapers.

The ACP has a system set

up to rate college papers ac-

cording to other papers in the

same class. Approximately 600

newspapers were evaluated.

Papers published from Sep-

tember, 1969, to January, 1970,

were Judged on the basis of

coverage and content, writing

and editing, editorial leader-

ship, physical appearance, and

photography.

If superior achievement Is

reached In any of these areas,

that area is awarded a Mark of

Distinction. The STAMPEDE
averaged very good ratings In

all categories and received a

Mark of Distinction In the edi-

torial leadership category.

The Judge of the paper

commented that the editorials

and the articles on povertywere
very good and that using sev-

eral pages for an editorial on

advice and dissent was a '•com-

ing thing" in newspaper Jour-

nalism.

The ratings, however, were

not all good. The Judge felt

that straight news stories could

be cut down and thus prevent

wordy articles.

In the area of photography,

comments were made to the

effect that too many shots were
obviously posed or too crowd-
ed.

The same rating of very good

was given to the STAMPEDE
when it was Judged by the Na-
tional School Press Institute in

February,
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Milligan community p

to Dean Oaks at 20

ADMINISTRATION MEETS STUDENT — Academic Dean Guy
Oakes converses with Sophomore Lyn Greene. Dean OaJces Is in

his twentieth year of service to Milligan College as Academic
Dean.

Good Manners...

these lighter weight tropical suits.

Why? Because they are tailored in

Deansgate's understated natural

shoulder construction. Because

the fabric is a well-disciplined

55% Dacron* polyester and
45% wool blend. Because there

are many colors to ch<

from.

Deansgate

>
UaNNaUY, inc.

Mr. Guy Oakes, Dean of Aca-

demics at MilliganCollege.will

be leaving his office in June to

assume new responsibilities in

co-ordinating alumni affairs.

When asked about his

thoughts on Dean Guy Oakes,

one (acuity member recalled

the following incident: "Dean
Oakes accepted the deanshlp

of Milligan Col egc during the

summer (of 1950). When I re-

turned to the campus In the

fall, | met him out by the ten-

nis courts and congratulated

him. He answered, 'It will be

a very hard job. I want you

to pray for rne.' This was the

spirit In which Guy Oakes be-

came Dean of Milligan Col-

lege."

Several other colleagues of

Dean Oakes were asked to share

their feelings and knowledge

about him. Mrs. Dennis Hel-
sabeck stated, "He pretends

to be gruff and crusty, but

beneath It all beats a heart

of gold. I know him to be a

generous and kind Christian

man."
Dr. Robert Fife commented

on Dean Oakes' genuine love

of students. He pointed out

that m several situations In

the last twenty years, when
everyone else was ready to

Baker speaks
(Continued from Page 1)

is helping with there arrang-

ments.

The junior senator from Ten-
nessee, Senator Baker is ser-

ving his first term of office.

He was elected In 1966. So

far, his record in the Senate

has been quite outstanding. Al-

ready he has had a chance at

the minority leadership. He
is a promising young senator

with a very bright future.

Senator Baker, the son of

a state politician, was born in

Tennessee and attended schools

here. He finished by attending

the University of Tennessee

Law School.

Married to Joy Dlrksen,

Jie daughter of the late Everett

Dlrksen, Senator Baker has

two children.

Sen. Baker Is the first Re-
publican ever elected to the

Senate from Tennessee by pop-

ular vote.

submit to defeat, the dean
would say, ''What will the stu-

dents do?"

Dr. Orvel Crowder remem-
bers that there were many
times when. In the e3rly

1950's , Dean Oakes would come
back to school at night to fix

plumbing or wireing or to fire

a furnace. He performed, a-

long with each day's acade-

mic duties, a great number of

the tasks which Mr. Kyte and

his maintenance crew take care

of now.

Dr. Robert Wetzel, who will

take Guy Oakes' place as Aca-
demic Dean, has nothing but

the most profound praise for

his colleague. He points out

that Dean Oakes has made spe-

cial efforts to help acquaint

him with his new Job before

he actually assumes the of-

fice.

In 1966, Dean Oakes asked

Dr. Wetzel to become Dean
of Summer School to see if

he might like administrative

work.

In 1968, the dean suggested

to Dr. Johnson that Dr. Wet-
zel be appointed to chair the

Self-Study steering committee.

The suggestion was accepted

and Dr. Wetzel found himself

in a position to Increase his

knowledge about all areas of

the MUligan Community. He
considers this his second

training phase.

Dr. Wetzel added to his com-
ments that when he traveled

for MUligan, the one person

most asked about was Dean
Oakes.

A member of the Milligan

community who was a class-

mate of Mr. Webb Sutton (donar

of Webb and Sutton Halls) said,

in speaking of the retirement

of Dean Oakes, "He has al-

ways reminded me. In ap-

pearance and manner, of Dr.

Hopwood. He has the same
love for people that Dr. Hop-
wood had, and as long as he was
dean, the spirit of Dr. Hop-

wood was present on the

campus."

The descriptions by these

people are more complete when

one considers a certain aspect

of Dean Oakes* early life.

Raised near Milligan. he was
one of some half-dozen boys

(and one girl) whose mother
had a unique approach to the

subject of chores; "If you want

^>ur last check

from home
just bounced?

Take a break

at the S.U.B.

ays tribute

years' end
dinner tonight, you boys get

that wood pile cut up and look-

ing nice, and I'll cook dinner."

Dean Oakes Is a worker;

has approached his Job at Mil-

ligan practically and has ful-

filled his tasks faithfully and

willingly. As head oftheacade-

mic area of the college, he has

taken the lead in the scholas-

tic advances of the school, with

his highest achievement being

in the year of 1960. Milligan,

in that year, was fully accred-

ited by the Southern As-
sociation.

In his office, the dean may
often be seen reading to famil-

iarize himself with the latest

educational trends. He has a

speaking acquaintance with

America's leading educators

and administrators.

He has also devoted his en-

ergies to securing a competi-

tive pay scale for the Mil-

ligan faculty, even at times

when he knew his own salary

would not be raised.

At present. Dean Oakes and

his wile Rhea live in Pine-

crest. Mrs. Oakes is a first

grade teacher in the Johnson

City school system. Their son

Jim is also Involved in the area

of education at Knoxville.

The dean's hobbles Include

avid interests in croquet, color

television, fishing, and his

wife's pie baking.

1970 Summer
Session will

start June 15
The first term of Milligan's

1970 Summer Session will be-

gin on June 15.

Class schedules are avail-

able at the Summer Sessions

Office. In addition tothe classes

which appear in the schedule,

inquiry concerning the pos-

sibility of additional courses

being offered should demand
warrant.

It Is the policy of the Sum-
mer Sessions Office to offer

an additional course when five

or more students enroll for

it and a teacher is available.

Students have asked about the

following courses:

Art

Advertising

Business English

Comparative Economics
Economics
Analytics and Calculus

Algebra

Trigonometry
Freshman Chemistry
Upper Level Biology

Christ andCulture (2nd term)

Reiormation of the 19thCen-
tury

Intermediate Spanish

Swimming
Folk Dances and Rhythmical

Activities

Fundamentals of Music
Music Appreciation

Oral Interpretation -

Students desiring one of the

courses listed above should In-

form the Summer Sessions

Office. None of the above

courses will be offered unless

enrollment is adequate.
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Students share in service
This year has provided in-

xeased opportunities for ser-

vice and sharing by those who

orm the congregation of the

;olleglate church.

I Dr. Robert 0. Fife accepted

ie call to the pulpit of this

:hurch upon the resignation of

3T. A.D. Dennison, Jr. Since

ieptember. Dr. Fife has been

ilded in his work by the vol-

intory assistance of about

hlrty students who form with

lim, the worship committee.

It Is Dr. Fife's belle! that

he collegiate church should

xaln future church leaders.

The committee handles all of

he responsible tasks involved

with the function of the church.

Several new experiences have

:ome to the congregation so

,'ar this year. First, of all,

ie congregation has decided

:o apply its financial steward-

ship, beyond expenses, to the

support of missions involving

MUligan graduates.

It has pledged fifty dollars

per month to the support of

Wayne and Kathy Fife In their

#ork with the Christian Ser-

vte Center of Chicago. In this

#ay, the congregation a Ids them

in a ministry of reconcllation

In the ghetto of a major city.

Fifty dollars has also been

pledged to the work of Dr. and

Mrs. Bill Nice of Chidamoyo

Christian Hospital in Rhodesia.

With the support, the congre-

gation aids a ministry of heal-

ing for body and soul.

The services of the church

have been Interspersed with

special services. A service

was held In which the women
served as elders and deacons.

On Palm Sunday, a special

communion service was held.

A. this service. Dr. Wen-yen
Tsao delivered the meditation,

the congregation came to the

)r. Gwaltney

lamed head

if sub-area
A few weeks ago Dr. Wil-

liam Cwalmey was named
chairman of the newly created

sub-area of languages at MU-
ligan College.

The new area is a subdiv-

ision of the humanities area
which is under the direction

of Dr. Robert Wetzel. Be-
cause of the expansion of Mil-
llgan's foreign language de-
partment, the creation of a

sub-area seemed advisable.

Dr. Cwaltney has super-
vised the operations of the

language lab for two years
now. He took over when Mr.
Shaffer, a professor of Ger-
manic languages, took a leave
of absence to work on his doc-
torate.

The duties of Dr. Gwaltney's
new postion consist of the main-
tence of the language lab, at-

tending faculty meetings, or-
dering supplies, for the de-
partment, organizing the area
and doing the paper work.

Dr. Cwaltney Is the only
professor at MUligan who has
his Ph.D. in language.

table to partake, and the school

choirs participated with the

anthems and Inspirational mus-

Junior-Senior

steak fry set

for April 25
On AprU 25, the junior class

will sponsor a steak fry for

Juniors and seniors at Steel's

Creek.

The outing will start around

2:30. Everyone will have op-

portunities to participate in

games, such as baseball.

Several skits wlU be per-

formed. Musical entertainment

wUI be provided by Dan Steu-

cher, Sandy Schields.GaleCun-

ningham and Don Wheeler, and

James Gregory, Marty Flynn,

and Mike Wood.

The steaks will be served

at dinner time (around 5:00).

Everyone must provide his

own transportation.

The tickets for the steak

fry were sold before the spring

vacation.

Earlier In the year, the con-

gregation sent a monetary gift

to aid the Blafran relief ef-

fort in memory of Col. Robert

Maynard, the father of one

of the collegiate church mem-
bers.

The collegiate church has

participated in the TH-Citles

Preaching Mission, the Fourth

Annual Winter Rally In Johnson

City, and the French LickCon-

vocatlon. Members who have

attended and participated In

these events have gained spir-

itual insights that have en-

hanced their lives.

The influence of the col-

legiate congregation has spread

beyond the Milligan campus.

Many of the congregation nave
taken positions with local

churches as teachers, youth

workers, song leaders, and "*

other workers. Dr. Fife sees

this participation as the ful-

fillment of the purposes of

training.

Since Dr. Fife will be be-

ginning his sabbatical leave

this summer, he will not be

the pastor of the church next

year. His replacement has not

yet been named.

STEWAKItoMir l-UK MILLIGAN CKADUAltb — I ne Colleg-

iate Church this year is supplying financial support to missions

involving Milligan graduates. In this picture, Warren Miller, chair-

man of the Benevolence Committee accepts a check from col-

legiate church treasurer, Brett Younkin.

Dr. Fife submits new
book for publication

Recently, Dr. Robert O. Fife

submitted for publication a book

which he entitled TEETH ON
EDGE.
The idea for his title was

taken from the Bible scrip-

ture "The fathers have eaten

sour grapes, and the children's

teeth are set on edge." (Eze-

klel 18:2.)

Dr. Fife had been urged by

Annie L. Kennedy co

will be held April 15

The annual Annie Lucas Ken-

nedy Reading Contest will be

held April 15.

The evening concert of dram-
atic and humorous literature

wUI begin at 7:00 in Seeger

Auditorium. All MUligan Col-

lege faculty and students are

Invited to attend free of charge.

Awards will be presented to

the first three winners. The
awards will be $25.00, $15.00,

and $10.00. Readings wUI be

selected from a wide variety

of sources.

A person may participate in

one of four categories. The cat-

egories are poetry, both hum-
orous and dramatic; oral inter-

pretation, humorous; oral

Interpretation, dramatic; and

duet acting.

Those participating in the

Interpretation of poetry will

present a program of poetry

five or six minutes in length.

The presentation may be one
or more poems or portions

of poems.

A group of poems should

have a theme which unUles

them. Contestants in this a

category must hold a script

even if the selections are

memorized.
Oral Interpretations, hu-

morous, and oral Interpreta-

tions, dramatic, have the same
specifications. The contestant

wUI deliver a "scene" or

"monologue" of dramatic con-

tent written by someone other

than the contestant.

The presentation wUI be

from five to ten minutes long

In these categories. The con-

testant must also hold the script

whUe reading his selection.

Only one scene may be pre-

sented in duet acting. The
characters may be male or

female. In this category, the

scene may be between only two

characters. A presentation In

duet acting should last between

seven and ten cornlnous mln-

mpetition

in Seeger
utes.

Costumes and make-up are

acceptable in duet acting. Scen-

ery may be used also, but It

wUI be kept to a minimum.
All scenery used must be set

up in three minutes.

Anyone interested In par-

ticipating in this annual reading

contest should seeMrs.Jenks
at the Chapel Office.

ONE WEEK SPECIAL
8 oz. U.S. Choice Rib Steak
Salad, Baked Potato. Onion
Rings $1.85

New Diiing Room
Spaghetti Dinner $1.05 Steak and Lobster $4.95

Hoagle:

A combination of cornedbeef,

swlss cheese, kosher salami,

served on Grecian breadwith

cole slaw, sliced tomatoes,

pickles, and potato chips

$1.10

Mr. PETE'S STEAK HOUSE
112 COMMERCE ST

several black ministers to

write this book which deals

with the position the church

should take concerning today's

racial problems. His Inspira-

tion to write it came as an

outgrowth of his doctorate dis-

sertation which he finished in

I960.

Dr. Fife believes that we can-

not take a proper stand on to-

day's problems If he does not

understand how they came to

exist. One needs to look at

history and gain a perspec-

tive for problems of today.

TEETH ON EDGE delves into

the past and looks at the church

and what it had to do with

slavery. It includes records of

church membership which cite

profuse examples of slave and

master attending church to-

gether.

Dr. Fife deals with the Fugi-

tive Slave Law and the question

"does a person have a right

to disobey an *unjust' law7"

In the light of all of these

questions, he considers the

ministry of the church of to-

day.

/Co procedure is so closely

bound by tradition

as the tssuina of

your weddina inuitations

ana announcements

OmaH Jjrwes

a/ways choose ourfamous

ddimft Line invitations

vtmaiinytif sQcn, JZilimo Getlerinq

In Inn masl etyu/jt/e papers and a/ortimiiniAip

you could wish for

Iloyal IVinliiiK Company
g»IS Dumlliy Stiwl

Johnson Ciiy. 'IVmu'ssw

(tt(M WW
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°P cn Editorial
range) Self -centered teachers

can obstruct learningVOTE!
Student Council is the only official channel through which flows

student opinion to Milllgan faculty and administration. As a re-

presentative body of student government. Student Council leader-

ship Is only as effective as the Student Council elections.

The appeal is time-worn but the message' must always be re-

peated: VOTEI Take the one minute before'class or after class

to cast a ballot next Wednesday/the election table will be in the

foyer of the Administration Building. The right to vote Is guar-

anteed to all students registered this semester regardless of

class status, number of credit hours being carried this semester,

or address (commuter or dormitory resident).

This year the presidential candidates are working together

to make their campaigns issue-centered, not personality-cen-

tered. They have agreed not to distribute posters or bulletins

to the student body which attract a mere emotional response.

Instead, they have decided to meet with the students on a per-

sonal basis In optional dormitory meetings so that with infor-

mal question-and-answer periods they can familiarize the stu-

dents with their platforms.

This Is serious and responsible leadership. No less is ex-

pected of each Individual member of the Milllgan student body?

listen and discuss specific concerns. Vote when the opportunity

is given.

Surveying the Survey
The journalism majors of the Associated Collegiate Press are

no more skilled at evaluating the STAMPEDE than the average

Milllgan College student. Or at least they both agree.

Over 250 students completed the newspaper questionnaire In

convocation last week.Only slightly more than \% of the respond-

ents never read the STAMPEDE. Seventy-six percent of the stu-

dents agree that the STAMPEDE is an effective campus news-

paper. The "physical appearance" of the STAMPEDE received

the most positive response ( 70% called It above average), fol-

lowed in order by "coverage and content", "editorial leader-

ship," and "sports coverage" (a sharp drop to 43% who called

it above average). Ten percent of those surveyed charged the news-

paper with definite editorial bias and 16% agreed that there Is

no place for dissent in a Milligan College newspaper.

One of the major criticisms of the STAMPEDE was the lack

of coverage that has been given to the campus activities. The
reason for this has not necessarily been that of neglect by the

newspaper staff. A new policy ol student activity coverage was

initiated this year to guarantee that no cluh or organization

would receive favoritism in reporting. Each club and organ-

ization must take the initiative by submitting us own articles

concerning events and achievements ol Interest to the student

body. We urge once more that the clubs 3nd organizations on

the Milllgan campus do their fellow students a favor; let them

know In what projects and services you are employed.

(The following article Is a

section from a larger article In

CHRISTIANITY TODAY, April

10, 1970, written by Virginia

Mollenkott, "Teachers, Stu-

dents, and Selfishness in the

Seventies.")

Endurance of selfish haggling

about seniority, rank, and pri-

vilege is one of the occupational

hazards of teaching. In Chris-

tian education, this haggling Is

usually disguised and carefully

submerged; but it often reas-

serts itself in a strangulating

control over student behavior

thaj extends even to attempts

at Thought control.

It is time that Christian

teachers consider the implica-

tions of Matthew 20;26 and 27

"Whosoever will be great

among you, let him be your

minister; and whosoever will

be chief among you, let him
be your servant,"

The fact is that students were
not made for teachers, but

teachers for students. Students

are not paid for studying; teach-

ers are paid for teaching be-

cause they are the servants of

. their students, and preachers

are paid for preaching be-

cause they are the servants

(ministers) of their Congre-

gations. Few would argue with

this principle; yet relativelyfew

really demonstrate the reality

of all this In their classroom or

pulpit demeanor.

Teaching Is too often a one-

way street, a doling out of facts

and attitudes that the students

know they must believe or pre-

tend to believe If they are to

pass muster. Often it does not

occur to teachers to listen to

what their students have to

say except during factual and

perfunctory quizzing in which

the student attempts to read

the teacher's mind and thus win

approval. This student subser-

vience Is, of course, the very

opposite of the way things ought

to be: the teacher-servant must
get himself out of the way when

learning requires student arti-

culation.

Few teachers encourage In-

telligent dissent and tbeexpres-

John Carroll University

to offer humanities major

beginning next September
Cleveland, Ohio - (I.P.) —

Beginning next September John
Carroll University will offer

its first interdepartmental ma-
jor — an undergraduate pro-

gram in humanities, leading

to the A.B. or A. B. (Classics)

degree.

The heart of the hunamlties

major Is a minimum of 36

hours of specialized study,

most of which will take place

m the student's junior and sen-

ior years. The study will be

divided into three 12-hour seg-

ments In the area of fine arts,

history-philosophy-theology,

and literature, with emphasis

on reading in the original lan-

guage.

Within this framework, a stu-

dent will choose one of

four historical periods on which

to focus his study. He will ac-

complish this by devoting at

least hall of his required 36

hours (credit) to either Clas-

sical Studies, Nineteenth Cen-

tury Studies, Twentieth Cen-
tury Studies, or American
Studies.

"The program is designed

to appeal primarily to the in-

dependently minded student, the

person who comes to the Uni-

versity for the other than spe-

cific career preparation," ex-

plained Roger A. Welchans,
assistant professor and chair-

man of the Department of Fine

Arts,

Basic requirements for die

humanities major will be the

same as for other A.B. pro-

grams now in effect and will

occupy most of the student's

first two years. In addition

to the 36 hours of spec lal-

Ized study, the student will be

free to choose up to a max-
imum of 29 hours of elect-

ees.

The electlves could be used

to concentrate further in a

specialized field, and such as

Fine Arts, or to take general

studies, or In some cases to

qualify professionally In Edu-
cation.

Close faculty supervision and
counseling will be provided to

every student in the humani-
ties program , Welchans said.

The degree A.B. (Classics)

will, be conferred on humanit-
ies' students who complete

four upper-division Latin

courses as well as meeting

the standard A.B. require-

ments. In addition to course

work, majors must pass an

undergraduate humanities pro-

gram test and a comprehen-

sive exam prior to the granting

of the degree.

Slon of honest doubt. Few teach-

ers encourage their students to

evaluate everything they are

told and to bold fast only that

which is good (this would in-

clude, of course, the discard-

ing of any falsehoods, or semi-

truths, the teacher himself may
be guilty of disseminating).

Few teachers have the cour-

age to invite open criticism of

tbelr Ideas and open question-

ing of their methods. Few teach-

ers strive to teach students

the method of thinking required

In the subject at hand, so that

eventually the student will no

longer need a teacher but will

be able to arrive at reasonable,

accurate conclusions on his

own. Yet this is what teaching

Is all about - and what stu-

dents of the seventies will cla-

mor for.

Why are so few teachers

willing to listen, to pay re-

spectful attention to students,

to stand upon an equal plane in

every way except that of ed-

ucational advantage, and to en-

courage eventual Independence

of themselves? I submit to you

that the root of the problem is

ego. Insecure defensiveness,

sheer selfishness. And it is

sad, indeed, that the problem

should be as acute in Christ-

Ian education as It is In the

secular world — perhaps even

more acute.

The fact that we Christians

believe the Bible to be the

Word of God does not confer

Infallibility upon our interpre-

tations of that book or any other

book; aad If the fountain of

truth is to be preserved from
stagnation. It must be p* -mined
to flow freely through ot

sn de-

bate and honest discussion.

In the educational dialogue.no

subject can be banned; in the

wrestling match to liberate

men's minds from the bond-

age of Ignorance, the teacher

must restrain himself from tak-

ing unfair advantage, yet may
not restrain his students from

any intellectual holds they may
wish to use. Only through the

revealing of himself can the

teacher learn what is needed

in this situation at this moment.
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IOTDS IYI" VIIW by

D o You Envy This Man?
Have you ever put yourself

In the position of the college

administrator? I( you have, you

might just possibly get some
Idea of the tremendous frustra-

tions Involved.

In the first place, a man Is

usually picked for college ad-

ministration because he Is ac-

ceptable to the majority of the

board of trustees. Theyseehim
as a fund-raiser, a diplomat, a

disciplinarian, an academic

leader, and more. They install

the man with all due solemnity

and pomp and then set him loose

to build and develop their in-

vestment.

It Is at this point that an

Increase of grey hair begins to

show and lines ol age begin to

develop.

First of all, the person now

saddled with the responsibility

of running a college must find

a way to work constructively

with all segments of the school

community. This calls for

diplomacy and even then It may
not work if everyone wants to go

his own way. He has fellow ad-

ministrators left over from his

predecessor's term of office.

He may have a faculty that feels

that no one cares about their

opinion. He has a board of

trustees, most of whom are de-

tached from the school and Its

needs because they live so far

from the school, that gets to-

gether only twice a year. To

this last group he finds himself

In the very serious position of

having to operate the school in

their behalf and yet be aware,

as they may well not be, that

changes in general social con-

text may alter the school's re-

levency to the point that changes

may be needed in rules, curri-

culum, facilities, or some other

area. How can he keep the

school relevent if he is limited

in the exercise of his personal,

on-the-spot, involved Judgment?

He Is at the school and knows

Its day to day needs. The board

is not at the school and is not

so aware of the needs and cir-

cumstances.

Today, the college adminis-

trator is the target of pressure

that should never be brought to

bear In a decent education sys-

tem. He may have the highest

of character. Yet to keep the

school going, he needs funds

and endowments. To get these

he must sometimes appear to

cater to the whim of the giver.

He is accused at this point of

letting others run the scbool

by the dollar sign.

If the students come up with

what may to him appear as a

valid request for a change of

some form or other and the

administrator supports it, he

may be challenged for "giving

In" to the students.

On top of pressure from bene-

factors, board, faculty, fellow

University president

discusses discipline

Iowa Clry, la. - (I.P.) —
President Wlllard L. Boyd of

The University of Iowa has

named former Iowa Chief Just-

ice Theodore G. Garfield to

be a hearing officer to ad-
judicate cases of student non-

academic misconduct. Pre-
sident Boyd declared that the

University can not function ef-

fectively without an operative

judicial system.

"If the University is to be

allowed to continue to manage
its own internal affairs in a

relatively autonomous manner,

free of outside interferences,

political or otherwise, the In-

stitution must be willing and
able effectively to perform the

essential governance functions.

"One of these functions is

a judicial system capable of

enforcing the institution's rules

and regulations, if the institu-

tion is unwilling or unable to

perform this function, other

mechanisms will be Imposed
externally or, conceivably, the

right of self-government itself

might be substantially impaired.

"The academic community
has a life of Its own and re-

sponsibility to ensure that Its

orderly processes and distinct

set of values are preserved.
"The Important question,

therefore, Is not simply

whether a person's conduct vol-

lated the civil law, In which

case the civil law Is adequate

to handle the situation, but

whether their conduct violated

those distinct values which ne-
cessarily govern the relation-

ships of people within the ac-
ademic community.

"If so that community has

the responsibility of imposing

its own sanctions to prevent

further violations, and, if need
be, to sever entirely the in-

dividual's status with the com-
munity for serious or re-
peated violations. Accordingly,

I feel It is Imperative that the

University community have an

adequate and effective judicial

system to deal with violations

of University rules and regul-
ations."

President Boyd's actions fol-

lowed a move by the Student

Senate to withdraw student

members from the Committee
on Student Conduct, before

which charges of disruption

against six students were be-
ing heard.

administrators, and students,

the college administrator must
deal with parental pressure.

What does he do with the fol-

lowing situation?

The parents of Student A have

always been very strict. The
college is supposed to prepare

this person for life as ir is and

to develop this student's char-

acter to a point of self-

discipline and integrity. To
whom does the scbool owe ihe

obligation?

This is Just an example; an

all loo common one. Magnify

all of the varieties of situations

to be found by the number of

persons reglsteredat the school

and look at It from the adminis-

trator's point of view. It is a

nightmare. And It is all his.

It would seem that someone
on the student level if not else-

where would try to see it from
the other guy's point of view

once Id a while. The answer Is

so obvious that it Is ridiculous,

that It is so often overlooked.

If the college administrator

were given a little more support

and a lot less ridicule, be just

might be able to do some good

for more people concerned.

Happy will be the day that

the administrator can go before

the board to make suggestions

and proposals with support from
the faculty, students, alumni,

and administration.

Take time to "walk in his

shoes." Maybe, 11 you try, you

might find your sympathies

broadening a little.

Alumnus writes from Seoul
(Ed. note: This letter from

Mr. Kim was provided to the

STAMPEDE for publication by

Professor Lone Sisk.)

I finally arrived In Seoul. It

has changed very much. 1

couldn't recognize the streets

and buildings and schools, and

I couldn't speak Korean very

well. 1 Just can't speak the

words. They are not coming

out of my mouth. I am going to

have to practice a lot. Many
people are mad at me because

I look like a Korean and I

can't express myself the way

I want to express myself.

Today 1 finished registra-

tion in medical college. Class-

es start on March 5th. Oh boy,

1 am scared to compete with all

these brilliant students. 1 will

do my best to make my old

Alma Materproud of me. Class-

es start at 8:30 and go to

5:30. After supper 1 have to

return to anatomy laboratory

and stay to 9:30. Oh boy, I'll

die. Please cheer me.

I am very busy now adjust-

ing to food, language and cus-

toms. Oh, 1 love the U. S, 1

love U. S. customs. we
are the luckiest people In the

world. But no one recognizes It

unless he goes abroad to do

something. I used to complain

about the food, faculty mem-
bers, and the poor athletic pro-

gram at Mllligan, but I'm not

going to complain about anything

toward Mllligan and the U, S.

anymore. I would like to make
an apology for not being a good

student. 1 thank you for every-

thing while I was there. I will

never forget you, and your hu-

man friendship, 1 am going to

miss you, I'm going to miss

your cook - outs pretty soon.

Please send me some ham-
burgers and hotdogs. I would
like to have some right now.

Please give my regards to

your good students and faculry

members, my unforgetable

friends.

Very truly yours,

Tom Kim

*f|T~\i Irvin

BUFFALO MEAT
Sf*ve Know Ins

Mmhein

Morion

YOU CAN TELL SPRING IS

HERE AT MILL1GAN WHEN:
. . .Officer Rector changes

uniforms. . ,

. . .Lloyd Knowles stops play-

ing volleyball and starts play-
ing Softball. . .

. . .Flowers begin to spring

up in the unbound periodical

section of the library. . .

BM NEWS EXCLUSIVE
BM has learned that the Dis-

ciplinary Committee met se-
cretly last week to conslderthe
case of Dr. Johnson who was
charged with openly violating

school policy in his handling of

the cases of the notorious "Mll-
ligan Seven."

The committee's initial rec-
ommendation was a six hour a

week work schedule and social

probation. When President

Johnson asked them to recon-
sider, however, they voted to

suspend him.

The P. H. Welshlmer Memo-
rial Library has received spe-
cial recognition from the

N.L.A. (National Library As-
sociation) for being the only

library in the nation which uses
both the Library of Congress
System and the Dewey Decimal
System lor the classification of

Its books.

The P. H. Welshlmer Me-
morial Library has recently

been dropped from the mem-
bership rolls of the N.L.A.

John Rohrbaugh Is running

for President of the Student

Council because:

(1) He's tired of being edi-

tor.

(2) Darnell wants him to.

(3) He'd rather be president

than suspended.

Steve Knowles Is mnnii.g for

President of the Student Coun-
cil because:

(1) He's also tired of John
Rohrbaugh being editor.

(2) He's tired of John Banks
being President.

(3) Debbie wants him to.

Bob Wells Is running for

Fresident of the Student Coun-
cil because:

(1) He heard that Steve Knowl-

es and J ohn Rohrbaugh were
running.

QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIR-
MAN JOHN:

"This is the first motion

I've had passed all year. . .

nobody even seconded the last

one,"

— John Banks (President of

the Student Council) March 19,

1970, 9:14 pjn.

•'I've been operating In a fog

all day long."
-- same — March 19, 1970

9 :39 p.m.

DARK MEAT
The Black Coalition has an-

nounced Its endorsement of El-

drldge Cleaver for President

of the Student Council.

The April Fool Award goes

to all those people responsible

for erecting a fence in the can-

yon and calling It an Impound-
ing lot and then letting it re-

main empty. That's better than

calling the unbound periodical

section of the P. H. Welshlmer
Memorial Library an unbound

periodical section.

On Saturday, March 14, an

Emmanuel student cracked a

smile. He also cracked bis

face.

BM would like to congra-

tulate John Rohrbaugh for the

great job he is doing as edi-

tor of the STAMPEDE this year
and would like to urge him to

keep up the good work next

year.
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Candidates express views
(Continued from Page 1)

Junior psychology major from

pleasant HlU, California.

To achieve the goal of a

more functional Student Coun-

cil Mr. Knowles would ln-

sticute the following: (a) a plan-

ned adgenda that would deal

with the most Important Issues

first; (b) a more effective use

of the committee system, es-

pecially in dealing with issues

demanding further investiga-

tion; and (c) more communica-
tions between students and Stu-

dent Council — such as a re-

gular "presidential column"

in the STAMPEDE.
Furthermore, Mr. Knowles

sees a definite need for a re-

vision of the Student Council

Constitution.

Dlsplinary procedure is al-

so a major concern In the

thinking of Mr. Knowles. He
feels that students should be

"It's the best
picture about
young people
I have seen!"

Emanuel L Wall piewnli

AN ALLIED ARTISTS FILM

A Frank Perry-Mud ProductK

Ml-...'

NOW
SHOWING

Watt Main
at Boon*

guaranteed ine right of the

stated disciplinary policy.

Mr. Knowles has also sug-

gested that Milllgan provide

more dorm open-houses dur-

ing the semester.

In addition to these three

presidential candidates stu-

dents will also be votingforthe

Student Council offices of vice-

president, secretary, and trea-

surer. At this time Mr. Jim
Mounts is running unopposed

for the office of vice-presid-

ent. Running for the office of

secretary are Mr. Melvln Mor-
ton and Mr. Dwlght Elam; Mr.
Bob Truitt and Mr. Lou Cabe-
hart are contending for the

office of treasurer.
All candidates returned their

petitions at dinner last night

with the required signatures of

10% (85) of the student body.

On Tuesday morning, April

14, the remaining candidates

for vice-president, secretary,

and treasurerwill be Introduced

in convocation.

That evening, a bonfire in the

Hopwood parking lot sponsored

by Student Council will be an
Informal gathering where can-
didates and students may dis-

cuss pertinent or impertinent

issues.

Students will be providing

musical entertainment and re-

freshments will be served.

EXHAUSTED?

'r- UNDEBSTAfclOWO OOMf.6.
FASTER WITH

ZIMMERMAN'S
NEWS CENTER
401 South Roan

paperbacks-Magazines
Newspapers J

Mr. Douglas Risner

to play organ here

ORGANIST TO BE HERE —
Mr. Douglas S. Risner of Wor-
chester. Massachusetts will

present an organ concert at

Seeger Memorial Chapel-

Mr. Douglas S. Risner will

present a concert of organ mus-
ic In Seeger Memorial Chapel

on the college's new Schanta

organ on April 13th at 8:00.

Mr. Risner is from Wor-
chester. Massachus setts. He
has obtained the Bachelor of

Music from Miami University

and the Artist's Diploma of

the New England Conserva-
tory of Music.

His teachers have been Eu-
gene Hill. Donald Willing and

the well-known AmerlcanCom-
poser-organlst, Daniel Pink-

ham.

To visit Mill igan

Committee makes study

On Sunday, April 12, 1970,

a nine-member committeefrom

the Southern Association ac-

crediting organization will ar-

rive on MilUgan College

campus to evaluate our pro-

gress In the last ten years.

Chairman of the visiting

committee will be Dean Ed-
ward Lautenschalger of Roan-

oke College, Roanoke, Virginia.

During their stay here the

committee will meet with a

group of administrators, com-
mittee chairmen, the steering

committee, as well as various

faculty members and students.

During the day on Monday
and Tuesday they will be mak-
ing inquiries, looking over re-

cords, and visiting with stu-

dents, faculty, and adminis-

trators.

On Tuesday the committee
has asked to meet with a group

of students for an informal

discussion. They asked that

a random sampling of students

throughout the campus be pre-

sent.

President of the Student Body

John Banks was asked to a-

lert a group of students to

be present at the meeting.

This meeting, however is

not to be the only contact bet-

ween the committee members
and students. The committee
members may stop and brief-

ly Interview various students

on campus during their visit.

In the evenings on Monday
and Tuesday the committee
members will meet by them-
selves to work on their re-
ports and to study Mllllgan's

Get more for
your money
at...

First
Peoples
Bank _

IQHNSONCITY-JONESBORO

self-study report.

On Wednesday noon they will

again meet by themselves to

form their summation. They
will leave that afternoon.

For Milllgan the departure

of the committee will mark
the end of our self-study

program. Technically, though,

it Is not over until November
when the Southern Association

meets and formally announces

its findings.

Although the committee will

leave no written report on Its

findings here, the chairman

of the committee. Dean

Lautenschlager, will visit in-

formally with the administra-

tion before he leaves. He will

point out many of the conclus-

ions drawn by the committee.

Dr. Wetzel, chairman of the

self-study program '"now has

no major apprehensions about

the coming of the committee,"

He Is ''now very pleased" a-

bout their coming.

He feels that the committee
will point out many problems,

but "probably not anything we
don't already know." In his

estimation the association's

putting its finger on the major

problems may help in speed-

ing up action on these pro-

blems.

The self-study program Mil-

llgan has Just finished is a re-

quirement of the Southern As-
sociation. Such a study is re-

quired every ten years, and is

followed by an evaluation by

a committee like the one which

is coming,

Mllllgan's self-study began

in September, 1968, with tho

major concentration of study

during the last six months.

He is the dean of the Wor-
cester Chapter oi the Ameri-
can Guild of Organists and the

Organist - Choirmaster of the

Chestnut Street Congregational

Church, Worcester, Massach-
usseas.

He has performed numerous

recitals In Boston, New Bed-
ford, Worcester, Methuen,
Cambridge, and Lenox, Mass-
achusetts; Waterbury and,

Hartford, Connecticut; Portland,

Maine; Philadelphia, Pennsy-
lvania, and Oxford, Ohio.

He has recorded for WCRB-
AM-FM radio in Boston, and

for the Eastern Educational

Television. He Is also a mem-
ber of National Educational Tel-

vlslon and of PI Kappa Lambda,
National Music Honorary.

This summer Mr. Risnerwill

spend nine weeks with an or-

gan study group in Austria,

Switzerland, and Germany.
Mr. Risner" s concert will

Include Fantasy and Fugue in

D minor and the Andante, Ad-
agio e dolce, an Vivace of the

Trio Sonata III In D minor
by Johann Sebastian Bach and

the Allegro, Andante, and Al-
legro of the Fantasy in r min-
or K. 608 by Wolfgang Amdeus
Mozart.

Alter a short Intermission
he will play the Andante —
Allegro, Larghetto, and the,

Vivacre of the Sonata for Or-
gan by Vincent Persichettl.The

program will conclude with

Fantasy and Fugue on theShor-
ale and "How Brightly Shines
the Morning Star/' By Max Re-
ger.

This concert is pan of Mil-
llgan College's concert series
and is open to the public free

of charge.

Traffic court

has collected

over $300
Over $300 In traffic fines

have been collected this ac-

ademic year from campus vio-

lations.

Half of the money is given

to the business office for gen-

eral purposes. The other half

is kept by Student Council for

the specific use of the stu-

dent body.

According to JimMounts.the
clerk of the Student Traffic

Court, over 10% of the traf-

fic tickets have been excused

'

when brought before the court.

M »T?I
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100 in 9.6

Clifton sets record as Buffs lose

Speed King — The fastest human at MUligan, Dan Clifton,

broke the school record for the 100 yard dash by running the

distance In 9.6 seconds against Brevard last Saturday.

Iwn Clifton set a new school

record Saturday by running the

100 yard dash in 9.6 seconds

against Brevard.

Clifton also won the 220 yard

dash in 22.3 seconds to provide

Milllgan with its only first

place finishes in a 104 1/2

to 35 1/2 loss to Brevard.

Tommy Manus ran his fastest

880 yard run, finishing second

with a time of 1:58.5.

Terry DuBolse took sec-

ond place In the shotput with

a toss of 38 feet 8 1/2 Inches,

and also placed second In the

discus with a heave of 1 16

feet 5 Inches. Jim Mcllwaln

finished second In the javelin

with a toss of 162 feet. Allen

Fella placed second In the 440

with a time of 54 seconds.

On Wednesday, April 8, Mil-

llgan finished third In a trian-

gular meet with 52 points be-

hind Mars Hill's 58 and Wof-
ford's 70. Dan Clifton was a

double winner for the Buffs

by winning the 100 in 9.7 and

the 220 In 22.1. Tom Manus
won the 880 yard run In 2:07.

Jim Mcllwaln wonthejavelln

with a toss of 163 feet 4 inches.

The Milllgan Mile Relay Team
of AI Fella, Doug Drake, Dan

Clifton, and anchorman Tom
Manus won the contest with a

time of 3;44.2.

Al Fella and Tom Muth placed

second in the 440 and two-

mile runs respectively. John

Shemwell also won second-

place in the Mile Run. Herbert

Vlers placed third in the 440

for the Buffs. Other third place

finishers for Milllgan include

Bill Sleasman in the 880 and

Mile, Dave Chupa In the 440

hurdles, and Tim McCellan
In the High Jump.

Fourth place finishers for

Milllgan Included Lewis Owens
in the 440 hurdles, Ron Wor-
rell in the javelin, and Terry
DuBoise In the Discus.

Tennis team loses first 5;

face Mars Hill at home

Vtilligan nine to open home season today

^ith 4-6 record against Concord College
Milllgan opens a seven game

homestand today with a game
against Concord College.

Other games in the current

homestand include another

game with Concord tomorrow,
a game with Appalachian State

Monday, a doubleheader with

Emory & Henry Wednesday, a

contest with Lincoln Memorial
to open the VSAC seasona week
from today, and a game with

Maryvllle the 18th.

Milllgan enters today's game
with a 4-6 record without play-
ing at Anglin Field this year,

inclement weather conditions

and the refusal of an opponent
to remain for two games has
postponed actual on the field

play until today.

Milligan tuned up for this

afternoon's game by lashing

out thirteen hits in a 10-1

victory over Cumberland Col-
lege lost Wednesday. Milllgan

wiped out a 1-0 deficit In the
fifth inning by pushing across
three runs. Bruce Kregloe add-
ed a solo homer in the sixth

to give the Buffs a 4-1 edge.

The Buffs put the icing on
the cake with a six run seventh
inning. Dave Phillips pitched
an outstanding game, allowing

only two safeties in register-
ing his first victory of the
season.

Maryville edged MUligan 6-5
in a game played Monday. In

earlier games. MUligan was
^edited with two 9-0 triumphs
aver; Franklin College. These
:Wo games \uere forfelts"s'lnce

Jie Grizzlies, left after a tain-
Xit ApnU 2 with games sched-
iled .for the next two days.
Milllgan completed the

roughest part of the schedule
iy posting a 1-5 record during

.

he Spring Tour. The Buffs
started the season putting the

right foot forward by edging

Guilford 5-4. Guilford came
back the next day to outslug

the Buffs 18-8.

High Point defeated MUligan

11-2, Furman dropped the Buffs

3-7, and 8-0, and Georgia Tech

took the Buffs 8-4 In Atlanta.

Milllgan looks much better

as a unit and should show

steady improvement the re-

minder of the campaign.

Mllllgan's 1970 tennis sche-

dule has not exactly started

off with a bang. The team has

not won a single one of its

first five matches.

On April 1 and 4, the Buffs

met Maryvllle and Carson-
Newman respectively and lost

9-0 on both occasions. Mike
Wilson and Jack Metheany
fought three hard sets before

being defeated.

MUligan met King on April

7 and lost 6-3. Metheany won
his individual match 4-6, 6-3

6-2, Bill Vanderwall won 8-6,

6-0, and the doubles team of

Vanderwal and Gary Davis,

defeated their opponents 6-1,

6-1.

On Wednesday, April 8, the

Buffs faced Mars Hill and lost

5-4. Picking up wins were Jack
Metheany , Mike WUson, Gary
Davis, and Vanderwall and Da-
vis.

Two return

Buff golfers strong, win first 4

Yesterday, the Milllgan net-

men hosted L.M.U. and were
defeated 6-3. Metheany lost

to last year's V.S.AX. champ,

Ken Bethea. Freshmen Lynn

Jarrett and Gary Davis col-

lected singles wins while Da-
vis and Vanderwall won in dou-

bles action.

Although not overjoyed by his

team's performance, Coach

Howard Lamon was quick to

point out the lack of experience

and depth of the team at pre-

sent. Only two members of the

team are returning letiermen.

At the number 1 position

Jack Metheany is doing "real

well" and at positions 5 and

6 BUI Vanderwall and Gary
Davis are described by their

coach as being vastly Improved

and full of enthusiasm and

hustle. At the vital 2, 3, and

4 spots, however, the Buffs

are weak due to lack of con-

sistency.

Next week, tennis action will

continue with three home mat-
ches against Mars HU1, King

College and Tusculum.

With only two returning reg-

ulars from last year, the 1970

Milllgan Golf Team Is unde-
feated through its first four

matches of the season.

The Buffs won their opening

match against Tennessee Wes-
leyan 16 1/2 - 10 1/2 in a

match which included a ho.e-

ln-one for Ron McCready. The
ace came on the 200 yard 17

-th hole, "Pop's" three wood
shot bounced twice on the green

before disappearing into the

cup.

McCready now has a career
total of two aces both of which

have been scored during a MU-
ligan match. Last year Mc-
Cready scored a hole In one

at Lincoln Memorial U.
Further excitement for the

day occured on hole number
nine when an errant Tennessee
Wesleyan shot struck , a tree

and lodged In the pocket of an

observer; John Engleby (who;

else?)

The medalist for the daywas
Mapk Roth with a 78 closely

followed- by Tom Owens and

John Black with a 79 and 80

respectively.

Due to schedule confusiun,

the Buffs had to play Tusculum
and Clinch Valley the same
day, Wednesday, April 8. The
-match was played at the Lone-

some Pine Country Club. MU-
ligan romped over Tusculum.
25 1/2 - I 1/2 and Clinch Val-
ley 18-9.

Low man for the daywas Ron
McCready with a 77followedby

John Black with an 81. Soph-

omores Mark Roth and Dan
Hasselbeck each shot 83's.

Yesterday, the Buffs held

rematch with Clinch VaUey at

the Elizabethton Golf Course.
MUligan won handily 20 1/2
- 6 1/2. Noteworthy perfor-

mances were turned in by
Mark Roth and Dan Hassel-
beck with 78 and a 79 re-
spectively.

Obviously pleased over his

team's start, CoachHarry Wall
is looking to the remainder of

the season with optimism. He
is quick to note that there is

a lot of potential on the team

which has not yet been un-

covered.

The team is led by a power-

ful 1-2-3-4 punch which in-

cludes McCready, Black, Roth,

and Hasselbeck. The support-

ing cast is composed of Tom
Owens, Dick Bock, Gary Mor-
rell, and Bruce Moore.
The Buffs travel to Carson-

Nevman today, but wUl be back

next week, AprU 13, & 14. They
will face King and L.M.LT. In

two of their last three home
matches.

'AYLIGHT
SAVINGS
TIME

April 26th
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Leaves for one year

Dr. Fife takes sabbatical
During the 1970-71 school

year Dr. Robert Fife will be

absent from Milligan while do-

ing some post -doctoral stud-

ies In California.

Dr. Fife is taking a one-

semester sabbatical leave, and

a one-semester leave of ab-

sence. He and his family plan

to leave for California alter

the first session of summer
school.

Working in the Los Angeles

area. Dr. Fife will be associa-

ted wlih both Pepperdlne Col-

lege and the University of

Southern California.

At Pepperdlne he has ac-

cepted a partial teaching load.

He will teach a course in

twentieth century Europe and

a graduate seminar on the na-

ture of revolution.

At USC Dr. Fife has been

appointed a "fellow by court-

esy." He will be doing work

on the topic "The Role of

Churches In Metropolitan Soc-

iety." The school of religion

at USC specializes in this area.

Also at USC he may con-

duct seminar studies on such

Issues as religion and race

and on certain other social pro-

blems as related to the church.

It Is also possible that Dr.
Fife will attend the World Con-
vention of Churches of Christ

in Australia during October.

In 1965 at the last conven-

tion in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Dr. Fife was appointed to the

executive committee of the con-

vention, and has served on that

committee since then.

Dr. Fife Is taking his sab-

atical leave In connection with

a program approved for Mll-

Ugan In the spring of 1968.

Mllllgan's professors are

given the option to take either

a semester or a full school

year's leave with full salary.

During this time they are ex-

pected to be doing further study.

Before going, the professor

must submit a program of act-

ivity for approval by the aca-

demic committee. They go with

the understanding that theywlll

return to Mllllgan for the next

academic year.

Professors are granted the

privilege of taking a sabbatical

leave in order of their sen-
iority here. Two professors

may go each school year.

The sabbatical program Is

now in its second year at Mll-

llgan. So far Miss Ivor Jones,

Miss Hale, Dr. Webb, and Mr.
Price have taken sabbaticals.

.

,

TIME TO DUCK — Jerry Neveras, pride oi the Pardee Dor-

mitory first floor, has been devoting some of his free time re-

cently to care for his new pet duck. The duck can be visited daily.

8:00 - 5:00, in the lawn area beside Pardee.

Committee on men's discipline submits report

Individua I

K3NTUCK2 FiilaJ CHIC
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Country uravy, 2
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The results of the research

made by the Student Council

committee on men's discip-

linary measures and enforce-

ment, were submitted to Pre-
sident Johnson and the Dis-

ciplinary Committee last Fri-

day.

The recommendation was
formulated by the council com-
minee April 1. And presented
to Student Council the next

day. After much discussion,

senior representative Rod Ir-

vln moved the recommenda-
tion he accepted. It was se-

conded by sophomore repre-

sentative Gary Davis and

passed.

The recommendation calls

for a Men's Disciplinary En-
forcement Council made up of

representatives from each

'

;

men's dormitory. The rep-

resentatives will be nomi-
nated by each dormitory and

voted upon by the whole stu-

dem body.

The council will act only

at the request of the Dis-

ciplinary Committee to en-

force the committee's de-

cision.

It was recommended that a

written reprimand be sent to

a student after his first minor

offense. The reprimand should

be sent by the Dean of Men
and contain the charge of and

a warning that another offense

will put the student before the

Disciplinary Committee.

The Disciplinary Committee
.will be able to assign a study

hall for some offenses. It would

be conducted for two hours

every night in one of the libr-

ary seminar rooms. The time

spent in study hall will be at

the discretion of the Discip-

linary Committee.

The student assigned a work

detail must sign a document

stating his willingness to work

without pay for the assigned

time, and to assume full re-

sponsibility of his own health

and safety while working.

The student can be assigned

any major task that can be

completed by one person. Such
tasks might Include: keeping the

campus free from litter, wash-

ing windows in the administr-

ation building, caring for the

ball diamond, etc.

In a case where dorming is

recommended, the student will

be required to be in his room

at a Committee appointed time.

He may not leave his room ex-
cept for shower or toilet needs.

He may not have visitors or
receive phone calls except In

cases of emergency.

Dorming will be enforced by
the Men's Discipline Enforce-
ment Council. The council will

also enforce any self-suggested

punishment, or omerdiscipline
action suggested by the Discip-

linary Committee.
Social probation, suspension,

and expulsion will remain under
the same current regulations

of the disciplinary policy

After receiving the report,

the Disciplinary i ommittee de-
cided to give each member a

copy ol the report to study

before it meets again for dis-

cussion.
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i>nior to be elected as Board of Advisors member

»

'istees come

c Milligan

<r changes
Jlllgan's Board of Trustees

an campus this week for its

ml Spring meeting on April

the meeting, a motion was

:d that a graduating senior

each class be elected by

class lo the Board of Ad-

ds. This senior wouldscrve

lie board for a term of two

(mbers of the graduating

a will elect their nominee

e annual senior - parent

gjiet the Saturday evening

te commencement.

|S nominee would bechosen

e basis of three criteria,

i are "1) his meaningful

iiation with the Christian

i :h, 2) his interest and

llltmeni to Mililgan's ed-

naul program, and 3) his

liigness to work for Milll-

ji advancement."

/ members of the Board of

tiors are selected on the

£ of these criteria. Several

e>ers arc selected at large,

itiiey are also selected from

n hes giving financial aid to

eillege.

i'i church contributing

,0 annually may select one

e *r, or two members for

lO annually. No church,

iver, may bave more than

r advisors even if ixs con-

Uon exceeds $3,000.

'i Board of Trustees also

fved the addition of five

vnembers to the Board of

i'ors. The new members
id3r. J. B. Bass, Colonel

w«i Kullowatz, Mr. Ed
niton, Mr. Eugene Wiggin-
oand Mr. Jordan Crouch.

N officers for the Boardcrf

*ors were also elected,

H are as follows: Ted Cord
"'airman, Bob Krob—vice

aman. Glen Daugherty

—

Clary, and Don Sams—
aman of student affairs,

/o discussed by the

U:es weregrants-in-aidand

barshlps. Previously, $11,

<]as been available, but next

a $14,000 will be available

fills purpose. The money
Use used both for athletic

oinued on Page 2, CoL 4)
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ANTl- POLLUTION —On Milligan's recent "Concerned Tuesday" faculty and students

worked together In the afternoon rain to rid the campus of some solid wastes. Dr. Moor-
house and Ernie Heruog picked up trash beside the library in the area assigned to the sopho-

more class.

Environment emphasized

Concerned Tuesday is surprise
A surprise announcement by

Founder's Daughter Diane
Skillman at the end of convo-

cation last Tuesday officially

dismissed classes at Milligan

all day.

"Concerned Tuesday," as it

was proclaimed, was Milligan's

answer to Earth Day.Emphasls
was placed upon environmen-
tal pollution and human pol-

lution.

Keynote presentations were
made by Dr. Roy J. Jarvis,

Director of the Washington

County Health Department and
Mr. Allen Murray, Health Ed-
ucation Specialist. They dis-
cussed drug use and abuse as

a form of human pollution.

Masses vote; elect

lew Student Council
E:tlons for the rislngsoph-

ifi;. Junior, and senior clas-

sj<ere held on April 24th

t

1

Administration Building,

fishman class president

U. Hilborn ran for re-

Moo against Rocky Laha

dohn Williams and was re-

fchd,

Jem council represcnta-

'« for next year arc Susie

«r, Pattl Derickson. Jim
fin, and Dave Chupa. Run-

niigainst them wercCarolyn
n-d, Dave I iebart, Lcs
ejltt, Dwlght Elam, and Bill

Hen.

Ernie Hertzog was elected

president of the junior class.

Working with him as student

council representatives will be

Cindy Davis. Ruth Deer, Gary

Davis, and Denny Deniston.

Don-ell Tate, Darnell Mcs-
slk, and Carol Math is were also

on the ballot for council repre-

sentatives.

Rising senior BUI Oatcs will

be serving as president of his

class next year. Student council

members representing the

senior class will be Jan Myers,

Jan Mclnryre. Eddie Barker and

Larry Crane.

Discussion groups were or-

ganized and open to voluntary

choice by the students; drug

problems, human pollution, sex

education, environmental con-

cerns, and the population pro-

blem.

Although a picnic lunch had

been scheduled, a light rain in-

terrupted the plans of the food

being served on the tennis

courts. The meal was served

in the cafeteria where final

plans were announced for the

afternoon.

From one o'clock until three,

each class under the super-
vision of Its newly electedpre-
sldent was assigned to anarea
of the campus to "free from
pollution." Especially notable

were the freshman class who
cleaned Buffalo Creek Inside

and outside and the senior class

who attacked the Administra-
tion Building.

The students assembled at

three o'clock to enjoy an ice

cream social hosted by the

newly- elected Student Council

and to watch a volleyball

battle between faculty-admin-
istrators and some challenging

students.

After a steak dinner in Sut-

ton Hall, the student body ad-
journed to upper Seeger Audi-
torium to view some classical

firms by W.C. Fields, Charly
Chaplain, Lon Chaney, and
Laurel and Hardy.

An unplanned addition to

"Concerned Tuesday" was the

stocking of the Hardin Hall

fountain with twelve trout.

President Jessjohnsonthanked

Jim Liveren, Bob Shores, and

Gary Balser for their concern

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 4)

Retired prof,

hospitalized

after stroke

Professor Sam Jack Hyder
who served Milligan College

as mathematics instructor for

over 50 years, remains ser-
iously ill la Johnson City Me-
morial Hospital.

The 78-year-old professor

emeritus suffered a stroke on
April 4. Though he is still in

the intensive care unit of the

hospital, the family states mat
ftls condition has improved.

According to Mr. Gary
Blrchfleld, an aide at the hos-

pital. Prof. Hyder has suffered

paralysis of his left side. Mr.
birchfield also pointed out thai

Mi . Hyder i cruses to acknow-
ledge the severity of his ill-

ness and with that determina-

tion known to those who are

familiar with him. continues to

fight.

Since his retirement three

years ago, proi. Hyder has re-

mainea active, directing at-

tention to his many and varied

hobbies. He and Mrs. Hyder
presently live at "Aftermath."

their home on the Milligan

campus.

Plans made

for Christian

Emphasis

Christian Emphasis Week
will feature two ministers from
California who specialize in

religious affairs for campus
youth.

Mr. Darrel Terry and Mr.
Dick Wilson, both from Los
Angeles area, will be spear-

heading the three days start-

ing May 12 and then lasting

through May 14.

Convocation will be in the

charge of the two speakers and

forums will be held Tuesday

and Wednesday nights. In addi-

tion, they will be available

for rap sessions Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday.

Mr. Terry and Mr. Wilson

both work with Project Chal-
lenge in California.

Students pick

Rohrbaugh

new President

In the largest Student Council

election vote on record, an all-

male executive committee was

selected to lead student govern-

ment.

Being selected by a vote count

of 224, Mr. John Rohrbaugh was
named president-elect of Stu-

dent Council for the 1970-71

academic year. The other con-

tenders, Mr. Steve Knowlesand
Mr. Robert Wells, talleyed 172

and S3 votes respectively.

Mr. Jim Mounts, running un-

opposed for the vice presi-

dency, received an outstanding

majority vote of endorsement.

Mr. Melvin Morton outdistanc-

ed Mr. Dwigni Elam for the of-

fice of secretary by a 280-160

count. A wider vote gap was
present in the race for trea-

surer with Mr. Robert Truitt

garnering 337 votes to lOOvotes

for Mr. Lewis Gabehart.

The four new members of the

Student Council executive com-
mittee traveled to Memphis
over last week-end to attend the

Southern University Student

Government A ssociation

{SUSGA) convention.

Although several interesting

meetings were held, the men
generally agreed that the most
significant pan of the confer-

ence was the opportunity to dis-

cuss campus problems with oth-

er student leaders facing simi-
lar situations at their home col-

leges.

President - elect Rohrbaugh,

acting as Milligan's single

voting delegate, assisted the

East Tennessee State Univer-
sity delegation during the busi-

ness meeting Saturday after-

noon In an attempt to give SUSGA
lobbying power In the state cap-
ital for improving education in

Tennessee. At the present time,

SUSGA is Impotent on thepoliti-

cal scene.
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Committee "imp ressed"

Self Study Report is confirmed
The two years of MlUlgan's

intensive self-study program
culminated recently with the

arrival ol the buuthein Asso-

ciation't, Sell-Study Evaluating

Committee.

The committee arrived on

Sunday, April 12, and began a

careful study and evaluation of

Milligan College anu Us 190-

p*ge Self-Stuay Kepoi t.

Members of the committee

had received copies of the re-

port In March, 1970, In order

to study it before they arrived

on campus.

Chairman of the committee.

Dean Edwara Lautenschlager,

scheoulea the customary oral

report to the college for Wed-
nesday morning since the com-
mittee had finished their evalu-

ation Tuesday evening.

Some of the conclusions they

reachea are as follows;

The purpose of the college

was barely mentioned except

to say It must be kept up to

date with the practice of the col-

lege.

Organization andadmlnlstra-

oi tne college weie approved
except for minor suggestions.

The education program,!! was
agreed, is harmonious with the

college's purpose. "A great

success" was the consensus on

the humanities program.

Deficiencies in the education

program were: 1) the need for

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W.Wolait St.

Johnson City

doctorates In math an English,

2) the need for new science

facilities, 3) a posslbL reval-
uation of classroom -equire-

ifiCnti, because of the high grade

distribution and the heavy

schedules of some students,

and 4) a proliferation l -

courses was observed.

Even though the college could

always use more money, it

w»s regarded as in good fin-

ancial condition.

Seemingly, the fees at Mil-

ligan are somewhat less than

those of comparable schools.

Other than the fact that many
professors are teaching out-

side of their major area, the

committee found the faculty ac-

ceptable to Southern Associa-

tion standards.

Salaries were less favorably

received. They were called

"barely competitive," and the

committee urged expediting

their Increase.

"Maximum" was the com-
ment about teaching loaas.

In the area of atuoent per-

sonnel the college was com-
menaed. The members, how-

ever, "stressed the need to be

prepared for the consequences

of changing attitudes and

values."

The library was seriously

criticised.

The physclal education facil-

ities were found adequate, but

in need of development.

Dr. Wetzel, chairman of the

Self-Study Steering Committee,

was verypleasedwith the South-

ern Association committee and

their findings. He was "very

much lmpressedwlth the quality

of people the Association sent."

Especially gratifying was the

fact that the intent to be "con-

sultants rather than crltic3was

stressed, and they lived up to

that intent."

Dr. Wetzel also observed that

the committee "really did not

uncover any problems that

hadn't already been discussed

in the Self-Study Report, Really

they told us what we already

knew. They just confirmed our

conclusion."

Further, Dr. Wetzel added
that because the committee
members had an objectivity to-

ward to the college, they also

pointed out some good things

about the college that we some-
times overlook. They were
"really impressed with the stu-

dents,"
BUSY MAN -- Dr. Jess Johnson, president of Milligan Col-

lege, is involved in many off-campus activities which supple-
ment his administrative duties.

Office of P

Dr. Johnso
Dr. Jess Johnson has found

that being President of Mil-

ligan College requires, along

with the regular administra-

tive duties of his office, num-
erous off-campus activities.

Recently President Johnson

was in Louisville, Kentucky,

attending business meetings to

discuss Investments for the col-

lege. He also spoke at two

churches in Louisville.

Many times, trips give him
the opportunity to tell pro-

spective students about Mil-

ligan. In some churches he

prepares a sermon In which

he can tell the congregation

a little about MlUlgan.

In other places, he meets

with the board members and

parents of prospective stu-

dents to discuss various as-

pects of the college.

Sometimes he meets with tne

area ministers at a breakfast

SPRING DIAMOND SALE
Examine The Diamond Under The Gemscope

1/4 Carat 1/2 Carat

$TQ50 S170 50

Mounted As You Choose

RINGS: MANY STY1ES

Modern High Style

Traditional 4 & 6 Prong

Tiffany Pendants and Earrings

BQ^^nrion
~P^P' geioelers

121 Fountain Square

resident req

n travel for
or some similar function to

discuss Milligan.

President Johnson Is chair-

man of the Area Preaching
Mission and a member of the

Mld-Appalachlan ColIegeCoun-
cll. Incorporated. He Is also

on the board of the Christian

Missionary Fellowship.

In addition. President John-
son Is a member of the Amer-
ican Red Cross in Johnson City

and the Johnson City Chamber
of Commerce, His other mem-
berships Include the Carter
County Chamber of Commerce
and the Johnson City Housing
Authority.

He also speaks at various

club meetings. During April

he spoke at the meeting of

the Jonesboro Kiwanas Club.

Board meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

and scholastic aid. Milligan has

never given athletic scholar-

ships before.

The new science building was

also a topic of Interest at the

meeting. The architects are

now working with the contrac-

tors and sub-contractors and

will have the bids ready by

May 10 or 16. The total cost

to the college should not ex-

ceed $1,000,000.

For the next sixteen months,

until the building Is expected to

be completed, the college will

be involved in a fund raising

campaign. A totalof $1, 300,000

is needed. Of this amount,

$300,000 is to be spent on the

library and $1,000,000 on the

new science boilding.

uires

Milli-gan
Besides being a guest .speak-

er, the president also teaches

a class In Emmanuel School

of Religion. The class, which

Is held every Thursday, Is on

the organization of the church.

During the month of May,

Dr. Johnson will attend the

inauguration of the new pre-

sident at King College. He will

also attend the C.M.F. board

meeting.

President Johnson will re-

present the Preaching Mis-

sion when he speaks at Do-
bins Bennett High School.

Dr. Johnson and Mrs. John-
son will also attend the Billy

Graham Crusade In Knoxville.

He and his wife will be among
several college presidents and

wives who will attend a ban-

quet May 27 In connection with

the crusade.

He will attend Emmanuel
School of Religion's bac-

calaureate May 29.

In June, Dr. Johnson will

be the commencement speaker

at Manhattan Bible College.

Dr. Johnson is continually

representing Milligan College

to various organizations. He
expressM his work tothe board

of the allege by saying, 'To
date I have presented Milligan

College to approximately 125

or 130 churches.

"My appeal, following the

report on the college, has been

threefold. 1. 1 have asked for

the continual prayers of the

church. 2. I have asked that

they send us the best young

people that we might educate

a total ministry for the church.

3. I have asked them to put

us in their budgets for re-

gular monthly giving for op-

erational needs.

"I have explained the Board

of Advisors memberships and

function and have urged that

they put us in their budgets

for at least one thousand dol-

lars annually so that they might

select a representatlveto serve

on this board. I have discov-

ered that most of these churches

really know little about us.

"It is my opinion that we
shall have to continue culti-

vation before we shall receive

significant funds.

''On the other hand, we shall

continue to see Immediate re-

sults through student enroll-

ment and, I hope, through an

endowment of prayer."
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tomen elect new dormitory councils and presidents
irng dorm life at MilUgan

1 variety of activities on

ranging from dorm

tr'l
elections to duckings

& fountain.

I

Both women's dormitories

have Just elected new dorm
councilors and presidents for

the 1970-71 school year. The

election of councilors In the

Ml — Involved In a botly-contested game of Rook during

j:ent Pardee Hall tournament of the champions are (1-r)

I bompson, Dan Loguda, John Cochrane, and Max McCrew,

tea events announced
I KIOSK, produced by the

-ties Art Council, informs

Zs of future events In the

-ty area.

it,*lay 2, a Creek play will

hj) outdoors at King Col-
li) Bristol at 2:30 p.m.
iino recital by Dr. Kehler
Ice place In the Gllbreath

iiium at East Tennessee
eijniversity at 8:15 p.m.

to Johnson City Symphony
iitra will perform their

d Concert at 8;0O p.m.
W 5. This event will take

3
iSclenceHUlHigh School

ium.

h|Kingsport Ceramic Guild

njuinual Show will be held

iCingsport Fine Arts Cen-
itAay 8 and 9.

ay 10 through June 16,

will present an Ex-
rhe PalnterGoesWest"

I ng of works of artists

the American West

23 at 8:15 p.m.

E.T.S.U. Patchwork Players

will present GUYS AND DOLLS
on May 21, 22, and 23 at Gll-

breath Auditorium.

The King College Symphonic

Choir will perform May 23 at

8:00 p.m.

The Barter Theatre in Abing-

don, Virginia, will present

MACBETH from May 5 to 23

and PLAZA SUITE from May
26 to June 7.

men's dormitories will not take

place until the fall semester

begins.

The new officers in HariHall

are Sharon Hamilton, president;

Sand! Christian, Ham Davis,

Bonnie Crawford, Connie Brit-

ton, Susan Kennedy, Janet Gray,

Debbie Meyer, LeeMeador, and

Donna Cross, dorm councilors;

and Debbie Van Brlgglc, Laura

Caley, and 1- reda McAfee, al-

ternates.

Sutton Hall's 1970-71 dorm
officers are Nancy Washier,

president; Paula Bullock, Gwen
Burdock, Diana Lomison, Mary
Young, Ann Miller, Susan Knox,

Cathy Stevens, Marty Flynn,

Ruth Deer, and Pat Dobbins,

dorm councilors; and Karen

Henes and Alice Kepler, al-

ternates.

These people along with the

present dorm councilors will

meet with Mrs. Young begin-

ning May 11 to review and re-

vise the rules for women re-

sidents.

Early next week the new dorm
councilors will be assigned to

their rooms for next year.

J unior dorm residents will

be allowed first choice at their

rooms on May 11 and 12. All

others willbeasslgnedtorooms

on a first-come first-served

basis. All women must see

Mrs. Young for their room
assignments.

Included in Hart Hall's In-

tended activities Is an all-dorm

picnic at the Laurels May 14.

Emmanuel wi II offer

courses this summer

dial Sculpture Exhibition

11 be held at E.T.S.U.
ay 10 through June 7.

torary sculpture by art

-

ughout the United States

displayed.

J1FOOT IN THEPARKby
ion will be presented
ihnson City Community

ft on May 19 through

Emmanuel School of Religion

will conduct six weeks of

classes this summer from June
9 through July 24,

Two courses In the Area
of Christian Ministries will be
taught during each of these

two-week sessions.

Courses offered June 9-19

will be Camp Leadership by

Dr. Charles R, Gresham and
The Psychology of Christian

Worship byDr.DelnoW. Brown.
Dr. MedfordH. Jones, former

Emmanuel professor who Is now
President of Pacific Christian

College, will be guest lecturer

for two courses in Church

ANNOUNCEMENT
of GRAND OPENING

Olde "down Sdop
listed in the Peerless Shopping Center on N Roao

Name Brands

»rts and Causual Wear

Register for

e dress Sat. May 2nd

Growth June 23-July 3.

Dr. Joseph H. Dampler will

lead a Seminar In Preaching,

and Dr. Gresham will lead a

Seminar in Church Administra-
tion July 14-24.

Courses may be taken on a

credit or audit basis and are

open to other interested per-
sons In East Tennessee as well

as Emmanuel students.

EXHAUSTED?

r UNDEBS7AN0WO OOME6.
FASTER WITH

ZIMMERMAN'S
NEWS CENTER
401 South Roan

Paperbacks-Magazines
Ne."spapers

They also plan to purchase a

second-hand stove for the dor-

mitory with money earned by

the girls through the sale of

panty hose and candy.

Also, within the next few

weeks, each section is spon-

soring a paity for another sec-

tion in the dorm.

Sutton Hall's dorm council

has been selling food, cards

and hose in an effort to raise

enough money to pay for the

new television to be found In the

TV room. Also, a candle light

service is being planned for the

newly engaged girls In Sutton.

The major event at Pardee

Hall this past week has been

the Rook tournament. The re-

sults are not yet available.

Plans for building a new car-

peted recreation room with ping

pong, billiards, darts, and card

tables have been approved, but

the construction will probably

not be completed until some-
time In the fall.

Webb Hall reports Its recent

open house to have been a suc-

cess. The newest men's dor-

mitory has received a new pool

table for the use of Webb Hall

residents.

A resident of Cheek Hall re-

ported that the men are too busy

studying to find time for dor-

mitory activities. Profits re-

ceived from the Coke machine
may make possible an all-dorm

picnic, however.

Residents of Hardin Hall

seem to find more excitement
and recreation directly in front

of their dorm than inside it.

Several "Innocent bystanders"

have taken a dunking in the

fountain.

Head Resident Jerry Rudherg
reports that all dorm dues were
paid before Christmas this year
— an all time record for Har-
din. The possibility of a steak

fry Is in the planning stages for

Hardin residents.

Psych, student

accepted for

summer study
The intensive Summer Stu-

dies Program, I.S.S.P., has ac-
cepted MilUgan Junior JobnRo-
hrbaugh on a psychology sch-

olarship this summer.
Both he and Jack Metheany

completed work in I.S.S.P. last

summer, John studying at Har-
vard University and Jack stu-

dying at Yale University.

The scholarship he has re-

ceived for this summer amounts
to $1,300 which will include

room, board, tuition, books,

spending money, and transpor-

tation.

John plans to study statis-

tical psychology, take a tutor-

ial In social relations, andaudlt

a course In the philosophy of

science.

Although I.S.S.P. was at one

time a program for both post-

sophomore and post - junior

work, the post - sophomore pro-
gram has been discontinued for

lack of foundation funding.

Students apply directly for

this summer program through
an application, writing sample,
and faculty recommendation.

Home Federal Announces

NEW HIGHER INTEREST

ON DEPOSITS
Home Federal's New, Higher Interest Rates

Make Your Savings Grow Faster!
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Get Together

The most significant opportunity provided on "CancernedTuesday"

was the chance for students, faculty, and administrators to labor

and recreate together without the confines of everyday classrooms

as a hindrance. Those students and faculty an administrators who
participated were fortunate; those who did not participate (most

noticable was the absence of a large number of the faculty) hold

doubtful membership in the Milllgan "family".

perhaps if the picnic lunch had been served outside the cafeteria

ine students and their instructors might have mingled. But even on

"Concerned Tuesday" the faculty and administrative din ing table

was the place where the faculty and administrators chose to have

lunch. Once there was a day in the history of educaiion when the

teacher sat on one end of a log and the pupil sat on me other. Has

the intimacy of such a "total educational experience" died at

Milllgan, even on "Concerned Tuesday"?

Concerned Tuesday ...

Concerned Todav ?

Council Apathy
If the Student Council constitution were enforced, only five mem-

bers would have retired last night when the newly elected Stu-

dent Council assumed the leadership for 1970-1971. These in-

dividuals are: John Banks, David Patrick, Wendy Hanselman,

Jan Mclntyre, and Jim Mounts. All other student government
leaders should have been removed from the membership roll

because of failures to attend the Student Council meetings re-

gularly.

Although we often hear concerned discussions about student
apathy, there is no better place to look for it than in our stu-
dent government. When Student Council members fail to attend
their own meetings, they are saying to the student body quite
plainly, "We don't care how Milligan College functions." And
if the Student Council is apathetic, why should we be so con-
cerned about the student body as a whole?

Apathy among the student body will only disappear when it

can no longer be seen in our student govemmeuL We recom-
mend a firm enforcement of the attendance clause in the Stu-
dent Council constitution. Over a period of time through the pro-
cess of dismissal and re-election, the whole-heartedly concerned
students must be the ones in the capacity of leadership.

A*' BOYD'S EYI" VIEW by MICHAEL IOTD

m Where is your pride?
There seems to be a cur-

ious phenomenon on the Mil-

llgan College campus that 1

feel should becloselyexamined.

One can see, at any parti-

cular time, a very noisy group

of students who are quite vocif-

erous In their objection to the

school they attend. The school

can do nothing right as far as

this group Is concerned. The
school "has it in" for them.

Its rules are made just to stop

them. They don't believe in

Milllgan's alms, nor do they

believe that Milllgan has alms.

But their most obvious trait,

and the easiest way these people

can be noticed is that they de-

spise Milllgan so much that any

damage they do or any in-

convenience they can cause does

not bother them.

EXAMPLES
Walk into the Student Union

Building, sit down, and watch.

The ' 'group' ' comes In and

buys food, sirs at a table en

mass and when they leave, the

Red Cross wouldn't touch the

site. Now the S.U.B. has re-

ceptlcles for waste paper but

It seems that some people ex-

pect afewpeoplewhoworkthere
to keep it all cleaned up. These

people who lack pride don't

seem to care what kind of mess
they leave for the next patron.

I am well aware that this

group Is not the only culprit

In littering the S.U.B. but this

Is just a part, a very apparent

part, of the lack of pride In

their school. They do not care

what damage they do. Destroyed

rooms, wrecked showers,

broken windows, smashed
walls, and litter everywhere

are their trademarks.

Fortunately, I believe that

this group is a distinct min-
ority. The problem is that no

one has called their hand so

far. They continue to subject

the rest of the people who live

here to their brand of society.

The people who complain the

most about Milligan are the

same ones who will do nothing

to help the school. It would

appear that by their own act-

ions (or lack of them) they

completely invalidate their

criticism. They are the people

who cheat the most, thus steal-

ing grades from the honest

student. They go out of their

way to be repulsive. And every-

one else suffers.

AN ANSWER
There Is a way of combating

this malicious behavior. It lies

with the rest of the Milligan

Community. If these Inconsid-

erate people were told to

their face just ho-* much their

actions sicken the people who
have to put up with it, they

might get the picture. Instead

of passing it off, the decent

people should take personal of-

fense at the obvious asocial

behavior.

The people who live on this

campus are responsible for this

campus. A good many of us

love this place. It has a pur-
pose In which we believe. The
only way we can help our

school is to do all in our
power to releave her problems.

Milligan is preparing us for

service to our fellow man. The
least we can do Is to respond

with pride and respect for her.

Do you respect your school

and your fellow members of this

academic community? Where is

your pride? Show it.

Christ and Culture

Course relates classes to belief

Some ten years ago certain

members of the Milllgan fac-

ulty and administration began

considering the possibility of

a senior level religion course

that would both suppllment the

freshman Bible course and

synthesize the knowledge gain-

ed from four years of study.

Thus came into being the Christ

and Culture course.

At that time there was some
concern that one Bible course

was Inadequate, but It was de-

cided against simply adding

another Bible course at the

senior level. Rather, it was
believed more consistent with

Milllgan's educational philoso-

phy to provide a course that

would relate four years of

course-work to Christian be-

lief.

The Christ and Culture

course is a one semester re-

quirement course for seniors.

The senior class of 1968-69

became the first class to take

Christ and Culture, which was
then taught by Dr. Roger Size-

more.

There were some problems

because some of the seniors

had developed schedule con-

flicts. These persons were

usually allowed by the Acade-

mic Committee to by-pass the

course and still receive their

degrees. This allowance was

made because the Academic
Committee believed that these

students had not been totally

responsible for their schedule

conflicts.

This year, however, there

are only two or three seniors

exempted from the course.

During the past two years

there has been some student

complaint about requiring a

senior religion course, but Dr.

Richard Phillips, professor of

the course, feels that at least

some complaint is inevitable

any rime the concepts of "re-
ligion" and "requirement" are

combined.

Dr. Phillips, however, feels

that no apology need be made
for the course, which he be-

lieves has great value. Fur-
thermore, Dr. Phillips feels

thai the synthetic platform of

the Humanities program will

offer future seniors a better

orientation into the Christ and
Culture course.

For the future, possibly yet

this semester. Dr. Phillips is

considering adding a few class

sessions on the history and
significance of the Restoration

Movement. The main emphasis
of the course will remain on the

vital relationship between

Christ and culture.
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Letters to the Editor

"Open Range" allows freedom of expression
I

Recently I received a letter

from an alumni of Milligan

College who. In reading an Issue

of the Stampede, came to the

conclusion that these must be

, "Bour days" at Milligan. She

asked for my assessment of the

situation and I would like to

take this opportunity to share

my assessment with the read-

ers of the Stampede. Enclosed

Is a copy of my letter to her.

Cordially yours,

C. Robert Wetzel
Dear Alumna,

I can certainly under-

stand your concern after read-

ing the issue that dealt with

the recent suspension of stu-

dents. As you are well aware,

there are many facets to every

question. Without going to the

specific details, let me suggest

that the Issue of the Stampede

which you evidently read re-

flects the opinions of some
students but does not reflect

any significant change In

campus life. For example, we
have recently hosted the eval-

uating committee from the

Southern Association. This was

a nine-member committee

whose responsibility it was to

evaluate the campus In every

detail as a pan of our two-

year program of self-study.

One of the positive reports of

the committee was that they

were Impressed with the fact

that students and facultyunder-

stood the purpose of the col-

lege and supported It. They de-

scribed Milligan students as

Intensely loyal and the com-
munity as harmonious. Let me
assure you that the committee
found other problems and they

had no hesitancy telling us about

them since this was their Job.

Thus, 1 can say with confid-

ence that had they found signi-

ficant morale problems I am
sure that they would have had

no hesitancy In calling this fact

to our attention.

In my opinion there has been
a healthy turn of events in both

the editorial leadership of the

Stampede as well as the leader-

ship of the student body as a

whole. The Intense concern for

bringing about the "best of all

possible worlds" here at Mil-

ligan Is admirable and desir-

able. On the other hand, it

also means that the various

problems that develop within

the college community get a

public airing. The Publications

Committee feels that the Stam-
pede editorial page should be
a forum for discussing Mil-

ligan community problems.

Hence, In attempting to maxi-
mize freedom of expression,

even when reactionary, the col-

lege runs the risk of Its con-

stituency Judging the status of

campus affairs only by the re-
marks of those who choose to

express themselves in print.

Thus, 1 do not believe that
these are "sour days" at Mil-
ligan. We have problems as we
have always had problems. I

cannot see that they are any
more serious than in years
past. In many respects we have

made considerable progress,

but progress comes with some
difficulty and difficulties tend

to make us myopic. You said

in your letter, "To me Mil-

ligan is a word of reverence.

It's more than a school its an

idea." I have no doubt that

when we as faculty and stu-

dents are able to raise our

heads above the contingencies

of the immediate situation, we

too can say this with you.

Thank you for talcing the time

to write. Your concern for the

future of Milligan College is

heartening to me personally.

I trust that the love of Christ

will continue to make itself

felt in the lives of the Mil-

ligan community whether that

community be students, admin-
istration, faculty, alumni, or

simply concerned friends.

Press-Chronicle ignores M illigan

Quite a few students and fac-

ulty have asked me what Is

wrong with our public relations

in Johnson City and why we

don't advertise anything in the

JOHNSON CITY PRESSCHRO-
N1CLE such as the artexhlbits,

the organ recital last week,

and the George Shirley con-

cert.

The answer that I have been

Library locked

it Is 8:05 pjn. on the even-

ing of April 16, 1970,the even-

ing on which Mr. George Shir-

ley Is to perform at convoca-

tion.

I have been sitting In the

library since 6;30 working on

a term paper that is due the

22nd of this month.

At approximately 7:45 all

Milligan students were asked

to leave the library in order

that they might attend the con-

vocation service. At 8 o'clock

sumlng that all Milligan stu-

dents had left, Mr. Newton pro-
ceeded to perform his duty

of locking up the library so that

Milligan students might not be

able to enter,.

I would like to express my
opinion of how unethical the

act of locking up the library

was. First of all, by locking

the library, no one, not even

Emmanuel students could get

in. And, although It seems high-

ly Improbable, East Tennessee

State students would not be able

to enter either.

Second, If any of the Em-
manuel students who were In

the library when it was first

locked up decided to leave and

come back later, they would not

be able to get back in without

assistance from within.

Third , the library is never

locked during the regular con-

vocation hour, so why should

It be now?

I was told by Mr. Newton
that I was supposed to be at-

tending convocation, to which

I replied that I was not going

to attend. No more was said

to me and 1 was allowed to

remain In the library. (It has

been rumored that my family

has some sort of Influence

around this school, but as of

yet I have not pinpointed It.)

Mr. Newton was only doing

his Job as he was tcld to do

It.

Terry Colter

Senior

Business Administration Major

giving and which should be more
widely known Is that we do at-

tempt to advertise in the

PRESS-CHRONICLE. We have

even gone so far as to hire

profess iona 1 photographers to

photograph visiting artists and

have spent hours in writing

copy to be placed In the PRESS-
CHRONICLE.
They do not print our art-

icles in their paper. The rea-

son why they do not print our

articles is not known to me.
] do know that our articles are

certainly more newsworthy and

of local Interest than some of

the articles that have received

extensive coverage by them. ,

Whatever the reason is, we
have just about decided that It

is not worth our effort to bother

sending them any more copy

since it is not printed. If you

will try to check for coming
events in the STAMPEDE and

the ELIZABETHTON STAR, we
will appreciate it.

It is a sad commentary when
a paper that has no competition

In an area such as JohnsonClty

and which Is responsible for

much of the opinion-making and

news-slanting that the citizens

are exposed to, does not at-

tempt to cover events equally

around the area.

John A. Dowd
Associate Professor of Music

ectuahsm
Palo Alto, Calif. - (l.P.)-

There Is a world-wide "egali-

tarian rage" against distinction

and achievement, an d it is

contributing "heavily to the

wave of antl-lntellectuallsm

that is threatening the U.S.,"

Stanford University Provost Ri-

chard W. Lyman warned here

recently at the annual Phi Beta

Kappa dinner.

"The attack on Intellectual

distinction is about as severe

from the Left as from the

Right," Lyman said .and It is

linked with the theme that "ob-

jective thought is an impos-

sibility."

This, he said, "expresses a

defeatism about the human po-

tential so severe as to stagger

the Imagination. Seldom has

glorification of instinct enjoy-

ed a greater popularity than

today. Linked as It is on the

Left with a sweeping and un-

critical egalltarlanism , the new
idolatry of feeling over thinking

is a potent and ultimately de-

structive force in the academic

community."
The link-up of egalltarlanism

and anti-intellectuallsm is no-

thing new, Lyman said. Noting

that intellectual enterprise

thrives on aspiration toward

excellence, he ... warned that

"it cannot thrive In an atmos-

phere of mingled contempt for

high quality and distrust of the

rational as opposed to the non-

ratlonal.

"It is therefore threatened to

an unusual degree by the revolt

against reason which todayjolns

BUFFALO MEAT
Stovm Knowlti

hands with a revolt against both

authority and hierarchy In any

and all forms, legitimate and

illegitimate alike."

"From the Know-Nolblngs to

Joseph McCarthy, the America
of the backwoods and the back-

streets alike has sadly often

found the notion of Intellectual

distinction one of the most in-

furiating forms of hierarchy.

"We have seen In George
Wallace's campaign that the

virus has not died out," Lyman
continued, "though people's

susceptibility to It did not turn

out to be quite as great as many
had feared during the campaign

—perhaps because he did not

succeed In monopolizing the

a nti- Intellectual vole—a fact

that has become clearer since

the memorable phrase 'effete

snobs' entered the literature of

our times."
The impetus to egalltarlan-

ism today, he said, stems from
its close link to opposition to

imposed authority. "One re-
sists authority out of a desire
to have one's own way; but one
Justifies one's right to have
one's way by appealing to the

equality of all human beings."

There is much criticism on
campuses, be noted, of grading
systems, degrees and creden-
tials, because say the critics,

all of this is "dehumanizing."
Comparative evaluation goes on
throughout life, Lyman said, but

there nevertheless is a "rising

tide of resentment at the bur-
eaucratization.

Mmhrh
Morton

IT'S WORTH REPEATING

"A lot of people really don't

understand the chapel. I know

the electrical engineers don't."

— Dr. W.C.Gwaltney during the

recent power failure at the

chapel.

The most impressive aspect

of Milligan College tothe visit-

ing Southern Association com-
mittee was;

a) MUligan's impounding
area

b) The showers in Pardee
Hall

c) The you-know-what In

the you-know-where
d) Officer Rector

HM would like to ask who
screens the women's dormi-
tory council screening com-
mittee.

Rumor has It that local sci-

entists and physicians have

Milligan students under sur-

veillance. Last Tuesday even-

ing marked the second time

In a one week period that Mil-

ligan students were served

steak. The doctors are keep-

ing their eyes open for

physiological changes which

may occur due to protein ex-

cess.

BM would like to congrat-

ulate President-elect John
Rohrbaugh on his victory. Now
that he Is President of the

Student Council, may be he

will be even more successful

at embezzling student funds

than he was as editor of Stam-
pede.

Quotes From the New Ex-
ecutive Committee of jbe Stu-

dent Council at Their Conven-
tion Last Week in Memphis -

"Forget the wine, bring on

the women." - Bob Trultt

1:35 ajn. April 24

"1 think I know what you

want, but I am not going to

give It to you ." - John Rohr-

baugh, 3:02 a.m. April 24

"Hey baby," - Jim Mounts,

6:56 p.m. April 25

"I don't know what I said."

- Bob Trultt, 4:40 p.m. April

"I'm ashamed of all of you."

Melvin Morton, on many
occasions.

It is with a great deal of

pride that we call our read-

ers' attention to the fact that

the library has not been men-
tioned by name throughout
the entire column. The rea-

son for this is that we all

sustained head Injuries in

an avalanche in the unbound

periodical section and we can't

remember the name of the

danged place.
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Rohrbaugh outlines council activities for next year
In an Interview with a Stam-

pede reporter, president -elect

of Student Council, John Rohr-
baugh, discussed preactlvltles

and planned programs oi the

Student Council.

In keeping with his platlorm

of organization rather than re-

form, John has formed a cab-

inet of students whose respon-

slbllltes would be similar to

those of a dean or director of

student affairs.

According to Mr. Rohrbaugh,

"Although President Johnson

has Indicated a director of stu-

dent affairs Is not needed on

our campus at the present time,

I firmly believe there are cer-

tain necessary responsibilities

that should be fulfilled by that

office." This cabinet would be

a stopgap measure on the part

of the concerned students to

make up for the lack of such

an office.

At present, the cabinet con-

sists of five secretaries, two of

which remain to be appointed.

The appointed secretaries are

as follows: Secretary of Re-

ligious Affairs, Mr.MarkCam-
eron; Secretary of Socal Af-

fairs, Mr. Steve Knowlcs: Se-

cretary of Maintenance, Mr.

Robert Wells.

A secretary in charge of

school spirit and a secretary

in charge of constitutional re-

forms remain to be appointed.

Vice-president, Jim Mounts,

is toworkclosely with all dorm-
itory councils as the president-

elect feels that the dorm Is the

best place to get student opinion.

President John Rohrbaugh
and Vice President Jim Mounts

are planning to go personally to

aU dorms to hold meetings with

students In order to set up a

rapport between the dorms and

the Student Council.

Executive meetings three or

four nights belore regularly

scheduled council meetings

have already begun in order
that suggestions and complaints

may be organized and formal-
ized before council meetings

on Thursday nights.

Melvln Morton, secretary of

Student Council, will be co-ord-

inating and publicizing activi-

ties on campus so that there

will be no conflict in activities

and so that all students will be

informed of such activities. The

council will act as a clearing

office for all activities.

President - elect Rohrbaugh
said there is a period of lag at

the end of the year when the

new council officers cannot or-

ganize enough to promote any

major changes, although some
activities may be planned.

At the present, plans are

being made for freshman or-

ientation, summer picnics, a

student handbook (the first in

three years), and a calendar

of events for major activities.

The council also hopes to

take over the publication of the

yellow sheet of weekly events

and the posting of a giant cal-

endar oi events in the S.U.B,,

Administration Building, and

the Student Council room.

President - elect Rohrbaugh
feels the Student Council should

be a leader on campus in or-

ganizing and acting on student

opinion. He said, "Our efforts

starting now, even at the end

of this year, must show every

student on campus, whether it's

a man living in Hardin Hall or

a woman living in Sutton Hall,

that Student Council Is Inter-

ested in doing the things that

the students want done."

When asked about campus
apathy, he replied, "The re-

sponsibility of a Student Coun-
cil is to prove to the students

that Student Council Is more
than Just a group of students

meeting every Thursday night.

If tbe Student Council gets in-

volved In campus life, then oth-

er students may become Inter-

ested also, but not until the

council does first."

The power of the Student

Council does not extend to mak-
ing changes in policy, however.

The council may spend money
that is delegated to It and make
suggestions on policy or policy

changes. "Whatever authority

the council possesses is given to

it only by administration re-

spect for the council itself.

Very little authority has thus

far been delegated," concluded

Mr. Rohrbaugh.

STAMPEDE congratulates engaged
THE SPOILS OF OFFICE -- The rewards tor holding Student

Council office are often few and far between. But when every-

thing else fails, one can always rob the Student Council coke

machine. They newly elected executive committee are: (1-r)

—

President - John Rohrbaugh, Vice President - Jim Mounts, -

Treasurer - Robert Trultt, and Secretary - Melvln Morton.

The spring of the year finds

many MUIigan couples thinking

in terms of marriage.

The STAMPEDE honors all

those couples who have publicly

Mrs. Bowers' classes

Sophomores clear hill for fans
At eight o'clock In the morn-

ing on April 16, Mrs. Bowers'

sophomore activities classes

began a clean-up project on the

Mil above the baseball field.

Equipped with rakes, axes,

and clippers, students began

pulling out briars, sweeping

off steps, and picking up Utter.

They carried the debris away

on blankets,

Mr. William Brown, working

just as an interested parry,

brought his power saw to help

M
Jiasfienfay..

with the bigger tasks.

Two large stacks of briars

and branches were accumulated

and were hauled away In four

maintenance trucks. Enough ve-

getation was left, however, to

prevent erosion of the hill.

This project was Inspired

when, at the first few Milligan

baseball games, Mrs. Bowers
noticed that spectators had

very little room to sit and

watch the games.

Mrs. Bowers hopes to moti-

vate further effort to clear the

entire bank to facilitate view-

ing of track meets, as well.

For a Special Mother

on That Special Day

Fred Davis Jewelers
4a5 Elk Avenue

EUZABETHTON, TENNESSEE

announced their betrothal:

Jane McCurry and Tom Wil-

liams, undecided on time and

place.

Jeffrey Salyer and JerryMu-
slck, December 20, 1970, at

Elkhorn City, Kentucky.

Darla Sweltzer and Leland

Irvine, December 27, 1970, at

Lock Haven, Pennsylvania.

Barbara Hoist and Jim Un-
der, August 7, 1970, at Pierre,

South Dakota.

Cathy Cuitice and Eric Ellis,

June 29, 1971, at Fort Myers,
Florida.

Shirley Martin and Linden

Keffer, August 22, 1970, at

Bumpan, Virginia.

Marty Flynn and Gerry Hill-

yer, summer of 1971 at Ashe-
ville, North Carolina,

Cindy Chambliss and Roger
Martin, August 15, 1970, at

Blacksburg, Virginia.

Marty Ramsey and Larry
Dabney, May, 1971, at Moun-
tain City, Tennessee.
Pam Cummins and Leighton

Johnson, December, 1970, at

Covington, Kentucky.

Janet Gray and Michael

Sparks, at Mays, Indiana, no
date set.

Cindy Cupp and Steve Barn-
hart, June 21, 1970, at Shirley,

Indiana.

Debbie Miller and J ohn Fair-

cloth, August 8, 1970. at Louis-

ville, Kentucky.

Janet Stanley and Steve Hall,

September 18, 1970, at East
Liberty, Ohio.

Kathy Robblns and Denny Cal-
lahan, August 1, 1970, at Plain-

field, Indiana.

Loretta Lybrook and Donald

Russell, no date or place de-

cided.

Marchetta Hunt and Charles
Bevers, May 16, 1970, at Louis-

ville, Kentucky.

Carol Shelton and Lewfs
Gabehart, December, 1970, at

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Carolyn Busby and Terry
Schultz, August?, 1970, at Chat-
ham, Virginia.

Diana Lomison and Jerry
Combs, at Jersey Shore, Pen-
nsylvania, no date set.

Nancy Noe and Roy Kustan-
bauter, December, 1970, at

Louisville, Kentucky.

Terrl Clouse and Dave
Broome, June 27, 1970, at King-
sport, Tennessee.
Carrie Enkema and Mike Wil-

son, December, 1970, at Eliza-
bethton, Tennessee.

Karen Myers and Arvie Mc-
Clish, at Indianapolis, Indiana,

no date set.

Gloria Fife and Mike Lacy,

July 18, 1970, at Johnson City,

Tennessee.

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)

Student Union Building

... Center for Campus Snacks

...Center for Campus Conversation

Take a Break at the S.U.B.





Buff nine win two;

14-11 recordnow own
Gayle Cox and Dave Phillips

imited Mars Hill to five hits

is the Buffs swept a double-

leader from the Lions 1-0 and

>-0 last Tuesday.

Mllilgan now holds a 14-11

record and travels to Carson-

Newman today and to Appala-

*Ian State Wednesday andTus-

rulum May 9. in addition, the

jjuffs will have make-up games

vlth LMU and Tusculum here

md with LMU on the road.

Gayle Cox used pinpoint con-

rol In limiting Mars Hill to

iits and no walks. Third base-

nan Larry McKlnney singled in

eft fielder Danny H. Smith in

be fourth Inning for the game's

uly run.

Dave Phillips scatteredthree

Its In winning the nightcap,

tilligan tuned its bats byscor-

lg six runs in the second inning,

"he Buffs got a total of nine hits

i the second game, Including

iree doubles and a triple in the

bt-run second.

Gardner-Webb capitalized on

everai Milligan miscues inde-

nting the Buffs 13-6 on April

3. Bruce Kregloe socked a palr

[ homers and Mike Mutters-

uigb and Danny H. Smith also

jnnected as Milligan won the

jener of two at Mars Hill 16-4

rfore dropping the second

une 3-2.

Carson-Newman edged Milli-

in here 5-2 by scoring four

learned runs In the third inn-

g. The Buffs won a pair at

tnory & Henry 18-2 and 10-8.

lUlgan defeated Maryvllle

;re by a score of 6-1.

In earlier action, Milligan

and Appalachian State played

to a 5-5 tie which was called

after 8 Innings because of rain.

The Mouniies have basically

the same team which was rated

third nationally among the small

colleges.

The Buffs split adoublehead-
er with Concord College April

10, and took the rubber game of

the series 12-11. The Buffs

were down 11-6 after 5 1/2

innings, but the second team
staged a great comeback by
scoring five in the eighth and

one in the ninth.
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Tennis team

has won two

and lost ten

BIG HITTER — A sophomore from Richmond, Virginia, Bruce
Kregloe is leading all Buff hitlers with an average of .480,

Best record in VSAC

Buff golfers sport 9-2 record
With one match remaining to

play in the season, the MlUlgan

Golf Team has won nine while

losing only two.

Both losses were on away

trips - to Carson Newman and

Tennessee Wesleyan. The
Buffs defeated both of these

teams on home turf.

After winning their first four

matches, Milligan traveled to

Carson Newman where they met
their first defeat. Inability to

Judge the course was a factor

In the loss.

The Buffs returned home to

face KingonAprll 13, whom they

defeated 316 - 336. Ron Mc-
Cready was medalist with a 74

followed byDanHasselbeckwlth
78 and johnny Black with 79.

Black remained hot for the

next day as he shot 78 to lead

lifton runs 220 in 21.3,

Aanus runs 880 in 1:56.6

as Buffs fall at Wofford
Dan Clifton ran a 21.3 220

"d dash against Brevard, and

m Manus ran 880 yards In

.6.6 In a quadrangular meet
i Wofford to set new school re-

eds in each event,

'lifton broke his own mark
I 21.3 which he set In the

Vunteer State Athletic Con-
fence held here last May.
haus broke the old record of

J 8.1 set by jay Weltzel In

t VSAC meet in May, 1963.

illllgan finished third in a

fr-way track meet at Wof-
M last Tuesday. Berry won
i meet with 117 points fol-

l ed by Wofford with 67 1/2,

Migan with 44, and Emory
« 31 1/2.

an Clifton won the 100 and
I. Tom Manus set a new re-
:d in the 880. Jim Mcllwaln
isbed second in the javelin

tm, Tim McClellan placed

^d in the high Jump. Mil-
in finished second In the

r; relay.

arson-Newman won a tri-

nilar meet her last Satur-
li with 85 points followed by
dlgan with 52 and Maryvllle
' 44.

in Clifton won the 100 and
J and anchored the winning

4yard relay team. Tom Man-
sion the 880 yard run and
1 Mcllwaln won the javelin

throw. Dale Clayton ran his

first 440 yard dash in three

years and won the event with

a time of 53.9.

Brevard defeated Milligan

here 89-55. Dan Clifton tiedhis

100 yard dash record of 9.6

and set a new 220 yard dash

record of 20.6. Jim Mcllwaln
won the Javelin throw with a

toss of 174'S", only 2 1/2 feet

off the school record. Rodney
Atkinson won the pole vault

with a mark of 11'6".

Mars Hill topped the Buffs

85-59 April 16. Daii Clifton won
the 100 and 220. TintMcClellan

won the high Jump. Tom Manus
won the 440. Tom Muth won the

88C. Milligan won the 440 relay

with a time of 44.5.

Maryvllle beat the Buffs 84-

57 April 14. Dan Cliftonwonthe
10C l. d 220. Tom Manus won
the 880. Terry DuBolse won the

discus. Jim Mcllwain won the

javelin throw. Milligan won the

440 and mile relay races.

MilLgan finished second in

the sprint medley relay and
fifth in the 860 relay at the

Davidson Relays April 17.

Milligan is at the Tennessee
Athletic Conference in Mem-
phis today and tomorrow, at

Carson-Newman Tuesday, and
at the VSAC meet In Knoxvllle

May 9.

Milligan over Lincoln Memorial

University by twenty strokes,

501-521.

On April 17, the team set

records as it romped over King

College 287-313. The team total

was only seven over par. John-

ny Black canned five birdies on

his way to a one under par 69.

Smarting from their lone de-

feat at Carson-Newman, Milli-

gan greeted the same team at

home on the twentieth and

promptly made buffalo meat

of them, 317-323. Black and

McCready led the way with 76

and 77 respectively.

Traveling to Niota, Ten-
nessee, the Buffs lost a heart-

breaker by three strokes to

Tennessee Wesleyan. 308-305.

Dan Hasselbeck was medalist

with a 74.

At the Mlddlesboro Country

Club in Mlddlesboro, Kentucky,

Ron McCready and Dan Hassel-

beck led Milligan over L.M.U.
with a 75 and a 77 respectively.

The team score was 318-329.

The lowest scorers and their

stroke averages are asfollows:

Ron McCready - 76.4, John
Black - 79.0, Dan Hasselbeck -

79.7, and Mark Roth - 82.3.

After competing against Tus-
culum next Monday, the team
will leave on Saturday, May 9,

for Chapel Hill Tennessee to

participate In the V.S.A.C.

tournament. The event will be

held on the 7,054 yard Henry
Horton course.

With the best record in the

V.S.A.C.. Coach Harry Wall is

optimistic of his team's chan-
ces. Wall noted that the boyB
were hitting the ball well and
that, in particular, Dick Bock
was coming on strong.

Buff schedules

GOLF
May 4 Tusculum Away

II V.S.A.C. Chapel Hill

Tenn.

TENNIS
May 4 L.M.U. Away

7-8 V.S.A.C. Knoxville

TRACK AND FIELD
May 2 T.LA.C. Memphis

5 Carson-Newman Away
9 V.S.A.C. Knoxvllle

BASEBALL
May 1 Carson-Newman Away

6 Appalachian State Away
9 Tusculum Away

With one match left to play

on the schedule, the rebuild-

ing Milligan tennis team has

won two and lost ten.

After losing their first five

matches, the Buffs got things

together to notch two conse-

cutive wins against Mars Hill

and King College respectively.

Against Mars Hill, jack Me-
tbeany, Mike Wilson, and Gary

Davis won their singles matches

to make the team score 3-3

going into the doubles action.

The teams of Mike and Cal

Wilson and Davis and Van-
derwall won their events to Ice

the Buff's first victory.

Seeking revenge from an

earlier defeat, Milligan faced

King College on April 15. In

singles action, Metheany won
6-1, 6-1; Mike Wilson won 6-4.

6-4; and Gary Davis battled to

a hardfought 4-6, 7-5, 7-5 vic-

tory. The teams of Metheany-

Jarrett and Davis-Vanderwall

won their doubles matches.

Mike Wilson andBill Vander-

wall won In vain as they lost to

Tusculum 4-5 on April 18. Al-

though several of the matches

were close, MUllgan failed to

win a single one on a 0-9 loss

to Emory and Henry on April

21.

In a 2-7 loss two days later

against Tusculum, the onlyvic-

tors were the doubles teams of

Wilson-Wilson andVanderwall-

Davis. The latter match was a

marathon lasting two and a half

hours. The score was 3-6, 9-7,

10-8.

The Carson - Newman match
on April 27 was rained out but

the sun was shining for Emory
and Henry on the twenty-ninth as

they lambasted Milligan 9-0.

Jack Metheany defaulted the

match to participate In a draft

physical.

Following a match on May 4

at L.M.U.. the Buffs will parti-

cipate In the V.S.A.C. tourna-

ment in Knoxvllle on May 7 and

8. Carson-Newman is heavily

favored in the event.

Women's tennis team defeats State

for fourth win against two losses
The Milligan Women's Ten-

nis Team polished off E.T.S.U..

6-3 in an away match to im-
prove their record offourwins,

two losses, and one tie.

The Buffettes got their sea-

son off to a bad start on April

11 as they were edged by Sul-

llns 4-5. They won their se-

cond one, however, -by a score

of 5-4 over E.T.S.U. at home.
Two days later, the Women's

Team fell to V.I. (Virginia In-

termont) by a 3-6 margin. Re-
venge was gained against Sul-

11ns on April 20 by a score

of 5-4.

In a ten game match, Milligan

degeated Emory and Henry 7-3

on April 23. On the 27th, rain

ended a match with V.I. with

the score standing 3-3.

The number one position on
th< Women's Tennis Team is

held down by Louise Gibson
whose record In singles stands

at 4-3. At numbers two and three
are Betsy Bishop and Myra

Math es, respectively.

Rounding out the team are

Kathy Stout, Sandy Ford, and

Kathy Polenek. All three dou-

bles teams have records of

five wins and one defeat. The
doubles combinations are as

follows: number one — Gib-
son and Mathes; number two

— Stout and Polenek; number
three — Ford and Hagaman.

After meeting V.I. and Emory
and Henry on May 4 and 5,

the Buffettes will travel to

Nashville to participate in the

Tennessee College Women's
Sports Federation to be played

from May 6-9.

Spaghetti Dinner $1.05
Filet of Flounder $1.75
Veal Cutlet $1.75

Calf Liver $1.45

Fried Chicken $1.45

All orders served with our

special salad, baked potato, butter

or sour cream, ana onion rings.

New Diiiig Room

Mr. PETE'S STEAK HOUSE
112 COMMERCE ST
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Meador captures first in contest
The annual award for the

Annie Kennedy Reading Contest

was presented to Lee Meador

for her reading ol a scene from

THE CLASS MENAGERIE.
Miss Meador competed

against seventeen other Mllli-

gan students In Seeger Me-
morial Chapel on April 15.

Bill Oates, who read a part

from THE MUSIC MAN plac-

ed second, and Sharyl Lynn

Shaw, who read poems about

little girls, took third place.

Studentswere Judged by se-

lected faculty members on the

basis of the appropriateness of

the selections, pronunciation,

articulation, effective Interpre-

tatlon, and overall poise.

The different areas In which

students could enter were Poe-

try, Oral Interpretation, and

Duet Acting. In the poetry area,

the program presentedhadtobe

from six to eight minutes In

length, could be made up of one

or more poems, and could be

numerous or dramatic.

Oral Interpretations bad to

be five to eight minutes in length

and could also be either humor-

ous or dramatic.

Duet acting was to run from

fifteen to twenty minutes and be

acted out by only two charac-

ters. Costumes and simple set

could be used in this area.

Milligan lovers set dates
(Continued

Lynne CurdeandWallySwlnk,

June 12, 1970, at Watauga, Tenn.

Ann Wlnans and Carl Papa,

June 7. 1970. at Hopwood.

Wanda pack and Tom Burns,

at Kentucky, no date set.

Karen Knight and Alan Saver,

July 11, 1970, at Carmichalls,

Pennsylvania.

Becky Richardson andDwight

Elam, June 12, 1970, at Lexing-

ton, Kentucky.

Cathy Cross and ReidTaylor,

August 8, 1970, at Lynn, Indiana.

Judy Butler and Tommy Har-

ned, May 31, 1970 at Hopwood.

Karen Nicholson and Bob
Shores, August 22, 1970, at

North Canton, Ohio.

Kathy McKee and John Mc-
Kee, June 6, 1970, at Hopwood,

Marilyn Brewer andJimBen-

from Page 6)

nert, June 13, 1970, at North

Vienna, Ohio.

Nancy Cooley and Dale

Thompson, June 7, 1970, at

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Ann Hill and Rod Irvln,Junc

6, 1970, at Kingsport, Tenn.

Ingrld Sadlers and Alan j.

Wilson, July 25, 1970, at Rail-

way, New Jersey.

Barbara Fields and Zeno
Painter, June 6, 1970, at Hea-

ton, North Carolina.

Carol AnnBrockenbroughand

A. J. Melton, February 27, 1971,

at Martinsville, Virginia.

Marty Stuecher and Tom
Fore, August 22, 1970, at Lex-
ington, Kentucky.

Nancy Hysell and Gary Davis,

August 7, 1970, at Columbia.

Ohio.

Individual
KENTUCKY FRIED CHJC&SM DINNER $1*25

3 pieces Chicken, Creamy Potatoes,

Country Gravy, 2 Hot Biscuits, and

Cole Slaw

SNACK BUC (3 pieces Chicken only). .3.90

Family
BUCKET 0* CHICKEN..... &j.2$

1$ pieces Kentucky Fried Chicken,

1 Pint Gravy, 8 Hot Biscuits
Serves 5 to 7 Hungry People

THRIFT B0X-O-CHICKSN $2.50

9 pieces Kentucky Fried Chicken only
Satisfies 3 to k People

BARREL 0' CHICKEN $$.2$
21 pieces Kentucky Fried Chicken only
Perfect for Parties, Church Groups...

GIZZARDS $1.00
(French Fries and 2 Biscuits-25? extra J

CHICKEN LIVERS $1.00
(French Fries and 2 Biscuits-25# extra)

Lee Meador, as first prize

winner, was awarded twenty-

five dollars. Second and third

prize winners were awarded

fifteen and ten dollars, respec-

tively

Failures are

not recorded

at Lin fie Id C.
McMinnville, Ore. - (I.P.)--

Failing grades need no longer

appear on a student's transcript

at Llnfleld College. The faculty

has passed a measure to make a

student's transcript a record of

satisfactory completion ol re-

quirements.

The Innovation is one which

has also been adopted recently

at Brown University. The phil-

osophy behind this move Is that

a record of failure often pre-

cludes another chance in edu-

cation or lessens acceptability

In graduate school or employ-

ment.

Llnfleld will require a 2.0

average for graduation and that

a student be suspended for fail-

ure to complete fewer than five

courses by the end of the first

year, 10 courses by the end of

the second year, 15 courses by

the end of the third year, and

20 courses by the end of the

fourth year. This would allow

a student to complete his aca-

demic work in nine semesters,

rather than eight, with no aca-

demic penalt

GOOD NEWS1 — Founder's Daughter Diane Skillman pre-

sented the "Concerned Tuesday" proclamation to the student

body In convocation on April 28.

"Concerned Tuesday
rom Page 1)

wena Bowers, Professor Pat-

ricia Bonner, Dr . Edward

Leach. Student members were

Founder's Daughter Diane

Skillman and Student Council

president-elect John Rohr-

baugh. Dr. Charles Gee acted

as chairman.

WHIPPED CREAMY POTATOES

J Pint 30* Pint SSi

FRESH COUNTRY GRAVY

i Pint 30tf Pint hSi

COLONEL SANDERS-

RECIPE

fcftufky

9U <?**M liek'n Qaod

(Continued f

about wildlife on campus and

their efforts to obtain the fish.

The "Concerned Tuesday"

committee was appointed by

President Johnson over two

months ago to begin planning

for the day. Members of the

committee were Professor

Howard Hayes, Professor Ro-

FISH DINNER. ....SI. 20
French Fries, Cole Slaw, Hot Bis-
cuits and our own Tarter Sauce

BUCKET 0' FISH .SU.2S
10 Filets of Fish, French Fries,
Cole Slaw, Tartar Sauce, and Hot
Biscuits

SHRIMP DINNER 81.50
Large Shrimp, French Fries, Cole Slaw,
Tartar Sauce and Hot Biscuits

SHRIkP and FISH BUCKET COMBINATION ,$U.50
12 Jumbo Shrimp, 5 Fish Filets, French
Fries, Tartar Sauce, Cole Slaw, and
Hot Biscuits

BUCKET OF SHRIMP IU.75
25 Jumbo Shrimp, French Fries, Cole

Slaw, Tartar Sauce, Hot Biscuits

FRENCH FRIES 300 60#

»»«#»^ii» mmmu0m0»immm

BISCUITS
1 for 5* Do.. 50*

FROM tw <yuAjj QAaj
FRESH DAILY

CATERING SERVICE AVAILABLE

. . POTATO SAUL J Pint 30* Pint 55*
Vnd^, iU.,h Th.r.do, COLESLAW i Pint 30# Pint 55*
K> 30 «... 1.9:00 p.m. MACARONI SALAD * Pint 30* Pint 550

FH4.. -J w-J-v BAKED BEANS t Ma* 30*" Pint 55*
Fritey .M M~d°y

MIXED BEAN SALAD } Pint 35(* Pint 55#
10:30 Ui m 10:00 p.m.

112 Elk Avenue Elizabethton Phone 543-2271
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OUTSTANDING SENIOR - Dean Oakes congratulates Gary Perkins who received the

Balfour Award last night at MUllgan's Award's Banquet. The award Is given each

year to a deserving senior whom the faculty chooses.

t Awards Banquet

kudents receive awards
The Halfour Award was pre-

ented to Mr. Gary Perkins

tst night at MUllgan's annual

.wards Banquet.

This award Is glveneach year

i a most deserving senior

tudent as chosen by the faculty.

Presentations were also

lade to those seniors who

'ere chosen to be In Who's

/ho In American Colleges and

InWersltles. Ray Stahl, Gary

erkins, Jeff Knowles, Kathy

;wbank. Cathy Cross, Judy

Jutler, Jane Abrell, Darryl

irooks, and John Banks were

he recipients.

Awards were given to the

dree winners of the Annie

ucas Kennedy Reading Contest"

ee Meador, BUI Oates, and

haryl Lynn Shaw.

The Drama Production

iwards were presented toLin-

a Hayden, director of THE
;00 STORY, and to Barb Gre-
ham, director of MY THREE
uNGELS.

Cynthia LaFleur received the

.ittle Theater Award for her

performance In MY THREE
NGELS.
The American Association

f University Women (AAUW)
-lembership Award was pre-

ented to Anne Mlkesell. A
ne-year membership is pre-

emed annually to the woman
raduatlng with the highest

verage.

First place and $100 was
warded to Ruth Deer for her

ssay entered in The Purpose
f Man Contest. Sherrie

heeseman, as second-place

inner, received $50.

Almost fifteen Intramural

wards were presented on the

asis of points,

STAMPEDE awards were
iven to John Rohrbaugh,

dltor; Mike Miles, business

lanager; and Marie Garrett,

copy editor. Receiving the

BUFFALO award was Editor

Julia Huddleston.

Awards presented for out-

standing work in the various

academic departments are as

follows: Margaret Roth, Ger-
man; Pam Cummins, Latin;

Darryl Brooks, English; War-
ren Miller, humanities; Bar-
bara Fields, sociology; Doug
Theobald, chemistry; and Lil-

lian Vogel, biology.

Receiving the award for out-

standing choir member was

Beverly Enoch. The WALL
STREET JOURNAL award, for

the outstanding business major,

was presented toLarryHowell.

Wendy Hanselman received

the award for outstanding Stu-

dent Council member.
Student teaching awards for

secondary education wereglven

to Robert Llbbee for the fall

semester and to Jerry Sedwick
and Brenda Simmons for the

spring semester.

The elementary education

awards went to Kathy Sedwick
for the fall semester and to

Grade Knowles for the spring

semester.

Virginia Baker received the

Delta Kappa G3mma Award for

the outstanding student teacher.

Scholarship awards for the

highest averages in each class

were presented to freshmen
Bill Howden and Susie Roerter,

sophomores Barbara Hoist and

Warren Miller, juniors Lezlee
Knowles andMarieGarrett, and
seniors Anne Mikesell, Kathy
Sedwick, and Daer Plan.

Mrs. Carolyn Nipper was
chairman, of the committee
[o plan th^ banquet. Serving

with her on the committee were
Mrs. Allie Lou Gilbreath, Miss
Patricia Bonner, Dr. Wen Yen
Tsao, and Coach Phil Worrell,

who also served as master of

ceremonies.

Gubernatorial candidate

is commencement speaker

Wilson, Terry lead

Christian Emphasis

on Milligan campus

Mr. Maxey Jarman, Re-

publican Tennessee gubernat-

orial candidate, will be speak-

ing for MUllgan's commence-
ment on June 8.

Mr. Jarman has dis-

tinguished himself in a number
of areas, and among his honors

is thetltleof AmerlcanChruch-
man of the Year for 1965.

Also participating in the

10;00 a.m. service, will be

Chaplain Vernon Kullowatz and

Mr. James McKowen, who will

give the Invocation and bene-

diction.

Included in the commence-
ment program are the pre-

sentation of a ministerial scho-

larship and the dedication of

the pulpit furniture.

The baccalaureate service

will be held at 3:00 p.m. on

June 7. Mr. Fred Thompson,
president of Emmanuel School

of Religion will be speaking on

the subject "Dimensions of

Salvation."

Mr. David Marler and Mr.
James Rainey will give the

Invocation and benediction.

The MUliganCollegeConcert
Choir will sing for each ser-

vice. Dr. Peter Ford will

play the organ prelude, pro-

cession, and recession.

CalUomia is not actually dif-

ferent from Tennessee, said

Darreil Terry and Dick Wilson,

when they compared cultures

a week ago Tuesday night (May

12).

Communications, trans-

portation and technology have

formed the United States into

one nation so that college stu-

dents think similarly and have

like problems in both Ten-

nessee and California. They

said It does Utile good to speak

of opportunities for Christ-

ian activity of collegians on the

West Coast, when East

Tennessee's students can do

many ol the same things.

Mr. Terry and Mr. WUson

were on campus Tuesday

through Friday (May 12-15) to

conduct the annual Christian

Emphasis Week, Mr. Terry

is head of Project Challenge,

a program geared to college

students in the local congrega-

tions and to students on a num-
ber of campuses in trie Los

Angeles area. Mr. Wilson is

minister of First Christian

Church In LaHabra, California,

and is a member of Project

Challenge's board of directors.

These two men said they

found it necessary upon first

moving to Southern California

from the Midwest, to rethink

their position in terms of what

Christianity is and what they

had obtained from their cul-

ture. Until then they could

not effectively reach the "jet

set" of a somewhat different

background.

This reanalysis, they said,

enabled them to trim off use-

less fat of tradition and cul-

ture, and thus to present the

lean meat of the Gospel as it

applied to the immediate cul-

ture. They believe that the

carefully-studied and analyzed

conclusions at which they have

ultimately arrived are pure

forms of Christianity — and

this is why they have received

favorable response from

college students. "Kids turned

off to the Institutional church

are turned on to Jesus," re-

marked Mr. Terry.
Far from being antl-lnstitu-

tionalistic, both menhave Bible

college and seminary back-

grounds, and they encourage the

young adults whom they meet

to remain In their Institutional

church.

Tuesday evening saw a panel

discussion-forum in which the

panel members (Dr. Richard

PhUllps, Brlnton Simmons, Mr.

Wilson, Mr. Terry) gave brief

statements on "worldliness —
what is it", and then called

for audience reaction.

In conjunction with Mr.
Wilson's and Mr. Terry's pro-

gram, faculty members and

students held religious buU

sessions in the dormitories

Tuesday night.

A "Happening — California

Sryle" attracted upwards of ISO

students Wednesday nighttothe

Hospitality House. Anoverflow

crowd forced the proceedings

to the adjacent lawn, where

Sandy and Sally Schleld, Gary
Chandler, and Ron Zimmerman
led the singing — guitar sryle.

Frosh bring

Mercy Men
to Milligan
The Mercy Men will be

presented in concert at 8:00

May 23rd in Seeger Memorial
Chapel.

These eight Kentucky men
are all coUege age. They have

played for many fraternities,

sororities, parties, private and

public dances, concerts, and

banquets.

The Mercy Men play popular
s°ngs and specialize in heavy

soul and rock. Ricky Illman,

the leader of the group, plays

trumpet. He and Tim Mound-
ford, second trumpeter work
with the saxaphone player to

give the band the brass sound

for which It is noted.

Jake Graves on lead and BUI
Blackburn on bass add the

guitar background.

Tom Mefford, the organist,

is probably the most unusual

member. Tom has been

restricted toa wheelchairsince

the sixth grade. He plays many
instruments by ear.

The lead singer and drummer
complete the eight-member
band.

BULL SESSION - Coach Harold Stout was one of many faculty
members who visited in the MUligan dormitories during Christian
Emphasis Week.
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Student Council to print

handbook, weekly calendar
Student Council Is making

plans to publish a student

handbook which will be dis-

tributed to all MUllgan stu-

dents In the fall of 1970.

Each council member has

been assigned a section of the

handbook to complete before

the end of the semester. After

final exams are over the ex-

ecutive commitiee along with

professor Tracey Miller, di-

rector of the Off ice of Informa-

tion, will lay out the final draft.

The executive committee of

the council, president John Ro-

hrbaugh, vice President Jim
Mounts, Secretary Melvin Mor-

ton, and Treasurer Bob Trultt,

were guests on the Cathy He-
win Show on WJCW FM Wed-
nesday night from 7 to 10 p.m.

The council met Monday night

to select next year's advisors.

Elected were Mr. Guy Mauldln
and Coach Duard Walker.

Friday, May 15, the council

held a formal banquet for all

council members and invited

guests.

The council now has a for-

mal seating arrangement for

their meetings. The seating is

determined by class, dorm
presidents, and commuter re-
presentatives.

The amending of the amend-
ment clause In the Student

Council constitution is also In

process. This amending would

facilitate the future amendment
of the constitution.

Future plans Include sending

Connie Brltton to a cheerlead-

irig camp at Indiana State Uni-

versity, In Terre Haute, Indi-

ana. After attending this camp,

Connie will be in charge of the

cheerleading clinic next fall

preceding the election of cheer-

leaders.

Vice president Jim Mounts

is-working with a committee to

enforce the new dress code In

the cafeteria and to develop a

system to prevent line cutting.

Steve Knowles is presenting

a recommendation of council

for a change in traffic rules.

This change would allow stu-

dents to park near the dormi-

tories instead of In the canyon.

Plans have also begun for the

summer picnics which provide

a chance for MUligan students

in various areas of the nation

to meet together during the

vacation.

Student Council will be pub-

lishing the "yellow sheet''next

year. This calendar of events

will not only Include theweek's

events but also the abbreviated

minutes of council meetings,

the results of Student Council

resolutions, and a list of Stu-

dent Council members and

their room numbers so that

students may know where

to reach them.

HECK WITH POOL - Webb Hall's

Heck Justles outgoing president J

vice president Gene Hill (right

Webb basement.

lew dormitory president William

im Mounts (center) and his own
in a swift game of pool in the

Webb Hall uses dues

to buy new pool table

Men in Webb Hall this year

have become aware of the sub-

stantial benflts which can be

derived from the $1.00 dormi-

tory dues they payeach semes-
ter.

In the past, difficulties have

been encountered In collecting

the dues because the men could

see no reason for paying them.

President Jim Mounts stated

that one of his goals this year

was to improve Webb Hall life

by reinvesting the dues in the

dormitory. He and the dorm
council, with the cooperation

of the other residents, have

made many advancements.

Profits from the vending

machines were combined with

the dues to purchase a new

nUtdduu«tlb

BRIDE AND GROOM

i*?fc|k wedding bands

$25
iiiiiiiiimniniiiiilnllli

00
EACH RIHS

Choice of Yellow or White 14K Gold

Borwnmcaini ^eioelers

DO YOU LIKE

TRY DINO'S

420 Elk Avenue Efizobethtonjena.

4 x 8-foot Brunswick pool ta-

ble and accessories. Hours
have been established for use

of the table. For maintenance

purposes, Webb residents are

charged a 10? fee for use of

each cue for one half-hour.

The charge for visitors is

20?.

The money also made pos-

sible the purchase of a new

black and white television set

and antenna to replace one

which was stolen.

A new ping-pong table and

equipment now provides an-

other opportunity for entertain-

ment with the dorm.

The men also used part of

their money to give a surprise

birthday party and purchase a

gift for head resident, Coach

Duard Walker.

In addition, the dorm spon-

sored a rwo-hour open house

with around 300 people attend-

ing.

Circle K
installs six

new officers
At a recent Circle K banquet

Mr. Warren Mat his was
installed as president for

the 1970-71 school year.

Serving with him next year

will be Vice president Bob
Truitt, Secretary Mark Webb,
Treasurer Gary Davis, Chap-
lain Steve Barnett, and Re-
porter Steve Knowles.

A few weeks after the ban-

quet, Mr. Mathis, Mr. Webb,
and Mr. David Ware attended

the Circle K District Conven-
tion in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Over 500 delegates from the

Kentucky - Tennessee area

attended.

The convention provided

workshops to give constructive

aid to the local clubs. New
officers for the district were
also elected. Mark Webb and

Warren Stein represented MU-
ligan ui the house of delegates.

Recent activities of the club

as a whole include a faculty

car wash participation in Eliza-

bethton Kman is Club pan-

cake day and a water skiing

picnic.
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Student publications

-fiJW EDIOTRS - <l-r) Dave Mikesell, (AIRE LE PONT, Marle

iarreti, STAMPEDE, and Carol Tinker, BUFFALO, discuss plans

or next year's publication.

Dorms elect officers
Three new dormitory pre-

sidents have been elected-BW

Heck, Webb Hall; Terry

Roberts, Hardin Hall; and John

Smith, Pardee Hall.

Also elected in Hardin Hall

were Tom Manus, vice presi-

dent and Dan Clifton, secre-

tary-treasurer.

Assisting Han Hall Presi-

dent Sharon Hamilton will be

Donna Cross, vice president;

Connie Brlrton and Bonnie

Crawford, co-secretaries; and

Debbie Meyer, treasurer.

Vlrs. Robinson

.vill become new

lorm mother

Mrs. Margaret Robinson will

Kgln her duties as house-

mother of Sutton Hall on June
1.

She will take the place of

Mrs. Martin, who is retiring

and moving to Florida.

Mrs. Robinson is from Ell2-

abetbton. She is a member
of A'estside Christian Church
the \
The new housemother has

three sons. Jimmy lives In

-airview, Oregon and Richard
lives in pacific, Washington.

Her third son, Robert is the

minister of Avoca Christian

Church in Bristol.

Mrs. Robinson worked for 30

years at the Quality Control

Lab for Beaunit Fibers. She

layed off, but she feels

this was part of Cod's plan.

Mrs. Robinson said, "1 feel

that Cod has directed me to this

position and I feel uVl this will

be very rewarding."

President NancyWashier has

also announced Sutton Hall's

council officers. Marty Hynn
is vice president, Susan Knox

is secretary, andGwenRurdick
is treasurer.

According to their constitu-

tion, the men of Webb Hall will

elect two dorm councilors from

each wing in the fall. The new
president will conduct the elec-

tion. Vice president and secre-

tary-treasurer will then be

chosen by the dorm councilors

from their membership.
Pardee Hall residents will

elect the remainder of their

officers when school begins in

the fall.

The 1970-1971 officers for

Cheek Hall will also be elected

when classes reconvene.

Classes pick

new leaders
Results of class elections

for the rising sophomore, jun-

ior, and senior classes have
been announced.

Elected in the rising sopho-

more class were Rocky Laha,
vice president, CarneEnkema,
secretary; Beth Wattwood,
treasurer; and Kathy Polenek,

chaplain.

Officers of the rising junior

class are Alan Albrey, vice

president, Sharon Hoifman, se-
cretary; Warren Miller, trea-

surer; Randy Plumb, chaplain:

and John Lecky and Freda Mc-
Afee, class historians.

Officers for the rising senior
class are: Jamey Gregory,
vice president; Kay Sedwick;
secretary; pat Rhlnehart, trea-

surer; and Bill Heck, chaplain.

New editors are announced
Publications editors for the

1970-71 school year are Marie

Carrett, STAMPEDE, < arol

Tinkler, Bl 1TALO, an

Mikesell. MIRE LE POINT.
Miss Garrett was copy editor

for the newspaper this year.

Miss Tinkler was In charge

of the faculty and administra-

tion and of the clubs and act-

ivities sections of the year-

book. Mr. Mikesell was assist-

ant editor of the literary mag-
azine.

The publications Committee
is charged with the task

of choosing editors for the

newspaper and yearbook each

spring. Editors are selected

from a group of students who
make application to the com-
mittee for the position.

The committee consists of

three faculty members, ap-

pointed by the president of the

colleze and three student

members appointed by the

president of thestudent council.

Both presidents hold ex officio

membership.
The members of the Publica-

tions Committee this year are

Dr. Richard Phillips, chair-

man. Dr. John Morrison, Mr.
Tracey Miller, Mr. Jack Me-
theany, Mr. Jeff Knowles, and

Mr. Darryl Brooks.

The spring appointment gives

the editors time to begin se-

lecting staff members and ad-

visors for the coming year.

Applications areavailablefrom
the editors for anyone who
Aouli lire to be on either

staff.

This jea.-, .'or the first time,

the admissions office has sup-

plied the editors *i:h lists of

incoming freshmen who have

had previous experience in pub-

lications. As of March 17.

MUIigan had enrolled for the

coming year seven high school

yearbook editors, three news-

paper editors arc twenty-five

others *ho had served in such

positions as assistant editors

and sports editors on high

school staffs.

FA1RE LE PONT, Is not

presently under the Pub-
lications Constitution. It has

been financed for the past two

years through part of the

humanities budget ar.d profits

from sales.

Enough finances were not

available, however, to publish

a second issue this year. The
material which was submitted

will be kep: and given first

consideration in next year's

magazine.

Advisor for the magazine,

Mr. Tracey Miller hopes to

see considerable improvement
in appearance and content next

year evenoverthis year'smag-
azine. He feels that improving

is natural and hopes "FAIRE

Mrs. Martin retires

as Sutton housemother

LE PONT will reflect the

change of the students as they

grow and develop."

Vespers are

spiritually

up-lifting

Every evening at 6:40 p.m.
during the school term the

vespers program has been in

session.

Interested students have at-

tended for personal Christian

introspection and expression.
Now at the end of the year,
those of this program feel that

the final week of school will

be more meaningful viewed
from a Christian standpoint.

Each evening at vespers dur-

ing the week of May 25-29,

a faculty member will talk on

recollections of this year and

considerations for this sum-
mer.

Friday morning will see an
assembly for prayer on Prayer
Hill at sunrise, which is in-
tended to finish the term in

a spiritual way.

Mrs. Willie Martin, who
came to MUIigan in 1965 as

housemother of Sutton Hall, wilt

be retiring at the end of this

year.

For the past five years, Mrs.

Martin has tried to create a

home-like atmosphere in Sutton

and feels she represents a

grandmotherly image. She

doesn't feel she has had to

scold or punish as a parent

would.

Mrs. Martin believes she is

a much better person because

of her experience as dorm
mother of Sutton, giving all

the credit to her girls. She

feels that they repay her In

kindness and consideration for

any trouble they have caused.

"Milligan has always been

good to me; the faculty, the

the students. My ^hole life

has been with these people."
says Mrs. Martin. She wishes

that all students could gain

as much from Milligan as she

has. She will stay happy and

entertained In the coming years

Student Union Building

..Center for Campus Snacks

..(enter for Campus Conversation

Take a Break at the S.U.B.

because of the pleasant

memories associated with Mil-

ligan.

She has a married daughter

in St. Petersburg, Florida,

where she will reside after

leaving Milligan. A foster

daughter lives in Washington,

D.C. Mrs. Martin has seven

grandchildren.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City
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Some Difference
We oppose the MUllgan College double standard between men's

and women's rules. We do not oppose the differences between men
women; we do not oppose the differences between masculinity and

femininity.

But when an institution has codifleda social system which liberates

the male and subjugates the female, then changes must be made.

We do not advocate either the subjugation of the men or the liberation

of the women to achieve a balance; compromises should be made.

Why is there no changing of rooms during a semester without

special permission from the Dean of Women when the men can

move anytime they choose? Why are there weekly room inspections

In the women's dormitories when three of thefour men's dorms have

none? Why are no television sets permitted in women's rooms

when men may have their own? Why are no overnight guests per-

mitted in the women's dormitories on week-nights with exceptions

coming from the Dean of Women when the men may have guests

at any time? Why must women sign in and sign out when entering

and leaving the dormitory when the men have no such regulation

(unless only women have emergencies and need to be contacted

off-campus)? Why are Social Privilege Sheets so limited in parental

permission that many off-campus requests require the Dean of-

Women's permission? Why must women wear dresses to basketball

games when men may wear whatever they choose? Why can women

be campused and men cannot? Why can men visit in the lobby

of women's dormitories when women cannot visit in the lobby of

men's dormitories.

No changes in any of these rules would subtract from the inherent

femininity of any one MUllgan woman. What Is the reason for our

double standard?

Dissent to Dissent
Even after the Cambodian Invasion and the killings at Kent

State University. President Ntocon's "silent majority" appears to

be holding it's own unified front of non-vocal assent. According
to the most recent Gallup poll, Americans find Mr. Nbton's ad-
ministration "satisfactory" by better than a 2 to 1 margin, 50%
favor the Cambodian operation and only 39% oppose it, a mere
U% of the general public hold the National Guard responsible for

the deaths of the Kent State students, and the plurality {though

not the majority) approve of Vice President Agnew's rhetoric about

dissenters.

Against such popular convictions spoke former Defense Secretary

Clark Clifford. "1 cannot remain silent in the face of ( President
Nixon's) reckless decision to send troops to Cambodia. It is my
opinion that (he) is taking our nation down a road that Is leading

us more deeply Into Vietnam rather than taking us out."

Bui perhaps one of the most emotion-packed retorts to recent
brutal events so condoned by vast numbers of our fellow Americans
appeared In the May 11th edition of the New York Times. On the

front page eleven Kent State students, described as moderate and
uninvolved in the political beliefs before the shootings, opened
their minds to the nation.

A veteran of Vietnam on the panel said, "You want to jump up
and scream, 'Somebody do something!' But ffie somebody we scream
to is Mr. and Mrs. Front Porch America, who haven't done any-
thing for the last how many years." Another of the men went
home to Canton, Ohio, where the people were saying, "We ought

to machine-gun them all... .They deserved it. It's about time."
He did conslderalbe research and that, he reports, is the general
sentiment In the area. He believes Splro Agnew is the most popular
man In the country today.

"Everybody dldn'tgotocollege,"thlsstudent commented. "Every-
body hasn't read the books we've read. They earn their $8,00G

a year and have their own little home, their car and their job and
they don't really care about anything else."

What Is developing in this coui.try seems to be a divisive chasm
alienating the academic community from the urban-rural community
In an increasingly violent manner. When ei§ht side resorts to vio-

lence, whether it be the •'intellectual effete" who throw rocks or

"Mr. and Mrs. Front Porch America" who endorse National Guard
killing, then that is the time that the United States decays. Vio-
lence is no way to determine the direction a nation travels. Mean-
ingful dissent and dissent to dissent must be rational and objective,

and both must be permitted to occur.

Buffs biology professor

presents pollution facts
Since pollution Is fast be-

coming a major problem in the

MUllgan community as It is

throughout the country, Dr. Gee,

a professor of biology at MU-
llgan, has done some research

on the problem.

He has divided his study into

four areas --air, water, soil,

and human.
AIR POLLUTION

The major factors in polluting

the air are factories, Inter-

nal combustion engines, and

common home-owner burners.

These sources add sulfur dio-

xide and carbon monoxide to

the atmosphere.

The addition of these sub-

stances to the air affects the

availability of oxygen which is

necessary to sustain plant and

animal life.

This addition could also

change atmospheric conditions.

It has been predicted and do-

cumented that the lower at-

mosphere could eventually be

wanned up» causing several

problems. One such problem

would be the melting of the

polar Ice caps,

WATER POLLUTION
A common misconception of

the day is that water Is be-

coming scarce. Actually there

Is plenty of water but clean

water is becoming less avail-

able. Chemical runoff and

chemical addition are making

the available water unsafe for

human use.

The three main sources of

water pollution are industrial,

home waste, and natural pol-

lutants. In the MUllgan area

these sources are the Bem-
berg and Beaunlt plants and

home sewage.

Natural pollutants Include

tree sap and certain kinds of

algae which grow 1q the streams

and lakes. These factors alter

the chemical condition of the

Milligan students go

to Washington D.C.
BILL OATES

Several weeks ago Dr. Moor-
house and four of his speech

students planned a field trip

to Washington D.C. Unknown to

us then was that our trip to

the nation's capital would not

allow us to visU the

government's function but also

provide a chance to witness

an event that many of us had

never seen before and may
never see again.

We made our way to the

Senate buUdlng where we met
our appointment with Senator

Baker. Upon entering his

olflce, the receptionist inquired

as to our business with the Sen-

ator. We answered that we
were from MUligan College and

should be expected for a two
o'clock appointment. Ap-
parently she misunderstood,

> because she thought we said

"mUitant." After checking

her date book she saw that we
Jd have an appointment, andwe
were allowed to see the Sena-
tor.

Inside his office, Baker ques-

tioned us to our reason for being

in Washington and his office.

We assured him that we had

brought no placards, nor grie-

vances, but a sincere desire to

ask htm some questions about

governmental functions. He
was relieved, and we left the

airing of dissention to others

of our age who were in the same
office building.

We witnessed an exciting de-

bate in the House. We also

finished our tourism of the cap-

ital the next day. Included in

that Friday's agenda, was a

visit Inside the Pentagon. We
were met at the door by a

guard who Immediately recogn-

ized us as "shady" college

people, Indignant, he asked

us of our business. We re-

sponded with a smile and as-
sured him thai we were In

Washington to see the federal

government in action and no-

thing else. He said for us to

check our cameras and left.

That Friday night, we ex-
perienced one of those events.

The night of the President's

press conference. In casual, but

conservative attire, we stroUed
In front of the White House.

The protesters noticed that we
were not like them, but paid

us no mind, while they quietly

assembled and listened to the

President. One of the most

noted contrasts to the MUllgan
way of life, Is that, we gues-

sed, only about 33% of the fe-

male protesters wore bras.

This was so obvious that we
did not need to affix our at-

tention to this gross display

of lnstabUity, We also noted

that few boys wore bras.

Later, after watching novlo-

lence, only a somber candle-

light vigU for those dead Kent

State students.we, lead by the

persistent action-seeker, WU1-
lam Moorhouse, gathered

among the radicals in a

definitely non-MUUgan atmos-
phere. The Jefferson Airplane

and other groups had assembled
to provide free entertainment

for the thousands who had

sought refuge around the

grounds, of the Washington
monument. There was a fra-

grant "air" about the scene
and most obvious under-the-

blanket action, both bl-sexual

and homosexual. We returned

to our Howard Johnson's ice

cream place and in our
chagrin and weary, prepared
to return home to reality.

In my estimation we MUligan
people were in the place of

limbo during the trip. We are

coUege people, but not the brand
that was stereotyped in the

Congressional and mUltary
setting. By the same token,

we were distinctly different and

recognized as such by those
who were the example o£ the

stereotype.We were on the out-

side looking in, and we are glad

to have been these observers

and to have shared In a dU-
ferent educational experience.

water so that plants and animals

cannot live In It.

These problems can be over-

come by other chemical add-

ltlons but the water would not

taste or smeU "clean" tohum-
ans. Dr. Gee believes that, "hu-

mans wUI have to learn to

drink water that doesn't smell

as well," as that to which they

are accustomed at present, but

that is Just as safe to drink.

SOIL POLLUTION
Pollution of the soU results

from the use of insecticides

and the disposal of solid waste

material. DDT and several

other Insecticides are cumula-
tive and become toxic after a

time. Also the disposal of gar-

bage by burying It adds sev-

eral materials to the soU that

do not decompose.

Nitrogen from animal wastes

and erosion because of poor

management of the land are also

contributors to the pollution of

the soU.

At this time the U. S, 15

capable of producing enough

food to feed many more people

than It has. But, If soU pol-

lution Is not soon curbed or

stopped, the day is approach-

ing when this wUI no longer

be possible.

HUMAN POLLUTION
A fourth type of pollution

is that of the human organism.

This classification includes

such pollutants as alcohol and

cigarettes, all of which disor-

ient and destroy the mind.

According to Dr. Gee, "Man
must learn to live better in

his environment. He must face

his responsibUities; he can't

find things to hide behind." He
feels a change must come In

man's "attltudinal concepts."
M1LLIGAN POLLUTION
A few weeks ago MUligan had

a Concerned Tuesday, which

was a day set aside for stu-

dent and faculty thinking and

discussion on environmental

problems.

Dr. Gee was chairman of the

committee which organized

Concerned Tuesday. One ob-

ject of the day was to clean

up the MUligan Collegecampus,
and to promote the idea of a

foUow-up program, maybe as

a class project.

pollution on MUllgan Campus
was one of the problems dis-

cussed on Concerned Tuesday.

The most evident result of pol-

lution Is Buffalo Creek. The
problem stems mosUy from
erosion and carelessness up-
stream, but also from the

road project now being under-
taken.

Other examples of poUutlon

at MUligan are erosion of the

soU, the smoke In the air,

litter, and drugs in and around

the area.

Dr. Gee feels that pollution

results from, "a general irres-

ponslbUlty of others' pro-

perty." He did hasten to add,

however, that he feels that MU-
llgan students are careful and

considerate In most cases.

He further staled, "We can'i

expect to live in a Utopian

environment. We must give up

some of the things we now
have. But, we can expect some
new and exciting changes to

occur." FREDA MCAFEE
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A common theme to be heard

on the MUligan College campus

Is the comparison of our col-

lege to other types.

Usually, the person doing the

comparison makes It seem that

the other Institution has a great

many advantages over Mllligan.

There are those who believe

we should be more like a Bible

college. Still others think we

should be more of a liberal

arts college.

I would respectfully submit

that these comparisons are In-

accurate for the simple reason

that Milllgan Is a unique entity.

We have maintained a position

that automatically excludes us

from the realm of either a

liberal arts school or a Bible

school.

The people who founded this

Institution held that since God

Is the author of all knowledge,

there is no validity In the idea

that the education of a man's

mind should be separate from

that of his spiritual person,

Man Is a whole being -- mind,

body, and spirit — and as such

should be trained in all three

areas.

They also believed that the

living God was applicable toall

academic discipline since He

Is the author of all truth. What

Is science without Its author?

What Is history or sociology

or music without Its supreme

origin?

They truly believed in the

idea of the priesthood of all

believers. We, therefore, are

not departmentalized. There

Is vital ministry In the pulpit

and the school, the plant, the

hospital, and the court.

All who claim the privileges

of Christianity have also ac-

cepted its responsibilities no

matter what occupations they

take as their life's work. We
Dresent the Bible as the re-
levant word of God to all man-
kind.

We teach Bible courses here,

yet our degrees are valid and

acceptable within the academic

We Are Unique
community and enable the stu

dent upon whom It Is conferred

to proceed Into post-graduate

studies.

We teach the humanities, the

arts, and the sciences but also

instruct the Christian young

person In the basic tenants of

his faith and attempt to In-

spire him to realize his full

potential as a witness for

Christ.

I am well aware that there

are students here who could

care less about our uniqueness.

They have not come here for

purpose or relevance. They
seek an easy degree and an

inexpensive "education."

Some fully expect and have

managed to complete four years

of "study" at Milllgan andhav-

lng gotten by with the bare

minimum of effort and produc-

tion, left here not possessing

the full benefit available.

They do not give of themselves.

They just take and care nothing

for anyone else. Their lives

center around themselves, and

It Is this narrowness that will

choke them off.

Milllgan has often been ac-

cused by these students of

"cramming religion down their

throats
'

* 1 know that these

people have not read or at least

paid attention to the fact that

Milllgan is a "church-related

and cburch-supported school"

and as such Is an extension

of the ministry of those sup-

porting congregations.

Do they really expect us to

turn our back on the central

truth of God's Word that was
the founding Idea of this school?

Milllgan has been accused of

being " too liberal." I feel

that the people who make this

assertion fall to realize that

the way the gospel Is trans-

mitted as a Uvingtruth is based

solely in the ability of Its ad-

herents to communicate.
We run fill a person with

knowleu^e about the Bible and

set him loose, but what happens

when he meets a college stu-
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ji the basement of Sutton H

dent or a scientist or a steel-

worker? Unless he understands

human character, thevarletyof

experience faced by the people

with whom he comes In contact;

unless he can communicate with

many different people from

many backgrounds and discip-

lines, what kind of an interper-

sonal witness will he have?

1 truly feel that the com-
parisons of Milllgan to other

schools are rather awkward
because we are one of a kind.

We are a singular entity. Be-
cause of our particular back-

ground and the founding Ideal

which is our origin, it Is very

unfair to place us in comparison

with liberal arts or Bible

colleges.

I also feel that those people

who do not wish to be a part

of that which MUUlgan repre-

sents should think seriously

about attending another school

that Is more compatible with

their educational aims.

To those who desire well-

rounded and life -preparatory

education which will further

their interpersonal relevancy,

Milllgan stands ready to foster

knowledge and truth where de-

sire Is fertile within open

minds.

The staff would like to cor-

rect a mistake made In the last

issue of the STAMPEDE. In

the article entitled "Trustees

come to Milllgan for changes,"

it was stated that "MUligan has

never given athletic scholar-

ships before." Such scholar-

ships were offered at onetime,

but the expense of football and of

the scholarships became such

a serious financial burden that

they were discontinued,

BM would like to ask why
Mr. Kyte needs a new main-
tenance building to sit around

BM SUGGESTIONS FOR 1970

FOUNDER'S DAY CONCERT:
a) Doug Clark and the Hot

Nuts.

b) The Book of Ruth

c) The Book of Job-(Revised

Standard Version)

D) The Johnson BibleCollege

Choral Readers

WORDS OF COMFORT FOR
THE FRIENDS OF LLOYD
KNOWLES:
"Why stand yc gazing into

the heavens? This Lloyd who
is taken from you shall return

in like manner as you have

seen him go." - Acts 1 :1

1

(Revised Morton Edition)

THEY SAID IT

"I don't know anything,

Steve."

- John Rohrbaugh

7:50 pjn. May 20

THE UGLY AMERICANS:

S"^i^t
APATHY IS BLISS

tltt UK PEACE // /,

open
Letter

range
Reader Criticizes Cartoon

In the April edition of your
paper, the first thing that hit

my eye was the cartoon about

our President. I respect the

freedom of the press and cer-
tainly believe that our young
people should express their

views.

However, I have always been
under the impression that our
President was a man deserv-
ing honor and respect even

though it is not humanly pos-

sible for all the people, all the

time to agree with him on every
Issue that confronts our na-
tional government.
Anyway what I have In mind

is since the Insulting cartoon
has had its' chance to be quite

widely read and viewed I

would like to ask if a more
respectful cartoon could be

printed In the near future. I'm
sure the one herein suggested

will tend to give the STAMPEDE
a more Christian flavor for

its' many readers to read.

Since I am not an artist,

I will request that you will

furnish the picture part of the

cartoon that I am enclosing.

I suppose It Is not your re-

gular practice to print material

from outsiders. A title like

"Outsider Criticizes Stampede

Cartoon" then you could use my
suggestion and also some ex-

erts this note to you.

I noticed the article that

rated the Stampede as a very

good paper. If however, too

many articles or pictures of

tills new strange kind of

thinking creeps slowly into our

Christian college papers, it

will make the enemies of our

country very happy that they

have successfully infiltrated

our Christian schools.

In Christian Love

Mrs. Robert Pugh
Ed. Note: We appreciate tfie

concern of Mrs. Pugh for our

student newspaper. The rea-

son her cartoon could not be

printed was for lack of space

in our last issue. Opinions

expressed in "Open Range" do

not necessarily reflect tbe opin-

ion of Milllgan' s administra-

tion, faculty, or student body,

but we prize the freedom per-

mitted at Milllgan for any

rational opinion ot be openly

expressed and rebutted.

BUFFALO MEAT
Stave Know lei

Merrh

"I would say we have plenty

of socialactlvltles on campus."
- Dr. Robt. Wetzel, April

29, 1970

With all due respect to those

who planned the Awards Ban-

quet last night, BM feels that

the following significant awards

were omitted:

BEST DRESSED: Dr. Ira Read

BEST PERFORMANCE BY A
MALE IN A SUPPORTING
ROLE: Mr. Stanley Newton

VOCABULARY AWARD: Of-

ficer Rector and "Kourteous"

Kyte.

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON
DEPT.

Milllgan Students, In their

reaction to the new intramural

program tried this year, have

shown that they have adopted

the administration's approach

of fear and suspicion towards

any new ideas.

BM hopes that the Board of

Advisors will pay as much at-

tention to the views expressed

by the June graduate member
of the board as the Faculty

Concert committee pays to lis

two student members.

Congratulations to Frisky of

Webb Hall who is a mother.

Plans are being made to dis-

tribute the dogs evenly to all

dorms on campus so that every

dorm will have equal repre-

sentation on the Milllgan Dog

Pack.

BM has learned through high

level sources that the admin-

istration is opposed to John

Rohrbaugh's election to the pre-

sidency of the Milllgan student

body. It Isn't that they don't

like John, lis Just that they

can't pronounce his name,

(correct pronunciation is Roar-

butL.)

The MUligan Mile Award
goes this week to "Junk It"

Jess Johnson. While the new
Student Council has been In

office, he h3S used the pre-

sidential veto on all three Stu-

dent Council resolutions.
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Buff baseball squad ends

season with 17-14 record
Milligan completed a good

baseball season by posting a

17-14 record.

Although the Buffs did not

reach eighth the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference or the

National Association of Inter-

collegiate Athletics tourna-

ments, they played some out-

standing baseball during the

1970 campaign.

Lincoln Memorial Univer-

sity was the villain as far as

the Buffs were concerned. They

defeated Milligan twice during

the final week of the season

(o beat out the Buffs for one

of the two Eastern Division

berths In the VSAC Tourna-

ment. They dropped the Bulls

at Harrogate 16-3 in the final

game of the season.

LMU won the encounter play-

ed here May 8 by a score of

3-1. They took advantage of

some wildness by Buff pitcher

Dave Phillips and used some

fine pitching by lefthander Lar-

ry Mayes to subdue Milligan.

The only Buff run was scored

In the sixth when Mike Mut-

terspaugh socked a triple and

scored on a wild payoff throw

by the catcher.

Stan Klnnett twirled a fine

three-hitter as the Buffs topped

When you Choose your
Wedding Rings . . .

ask to see our

WEDDING
ATTENDANTS
Gift Collection

1

cyrmcn

Twenty-two wonderful
gift ideas for bridesmaids
and ushers. Sensibly priced,

beautifully boxed. Always
4 or more of each on hand
for 'equal' gifting.

§2,50 to $10.00

A. Disc Pin. 12KGF (SjOO
B, Rhinestone Pendant

In SleH.nu Silver . J6.00
Engrovin; additional

Ab seen in Modern Bride

OH
C^'

$™elers

Tusculum 3-1 May 4. The Buffs

broke on top with a pair of

first Inning runs and added

another In the second to in-

sure the victory. Kinnett re-

linquished his firsi hit, a hom-
er by Tom Deaton with two

out in the bottom of the eighth

for Tusculum's only tally.

Gayle Cox set down Tusculum
on seven hits 6-2 In a game
played here May 7. The Buffs

scored two In the first and

added four in the eighth. The
Pioneers scored twice on the

ninth and threatened further,

but the Milligan defense set-

tled down to put out the fire.

The Buffs topped Appalachian

State, rated fourth in the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation College Division poll

by an b-0 score May6at Boone.

Bert Sparks and Bruce Kregloe

scored three times apiece in

the victory, Bruce went four

for four including a triple, and

Bert went two for five including

a double. Larry McKlnney had

two hits and three runs batted

in, and Mike Mutterspaugh and

left fielder Danny Smith added
two hits apiece to the potent

Buff attack. Monty Baldwin re-

gistered his fifth victory in

six decisions for Milligan.

Baseball statistics
BATTING

AB H R HR RBI SB AVG.
Kregloe 67 30 17 5 21 1 .448

Sparks 105 39 29 3 18 10 .371

Danny Smith 69 23 15 2 14 1 .333

Mutterspaugh 86 31 10 1 11 1 .352

Parrts 40 13 5 5 .325

DM. Smith 100 31 20 1 16 6 .310

Ell Ion 23 6 3 3 4 .261

McKlnney 93 22 14 9 2 .235

Taylor 90 20 20 11 23 .222

Hutton 42 9 4 6 2 .214

J.Smith 15 3 2 1 9 .200

Grissinger 16 3 6 1 .188

Saunders 43 8 3 9 1 .160

Nigh 37 S 4 3 3 .135

Rlngley IS 2 3 1 .133

Jckson 23 2 3 1 2 .087

Williams 8

pitching

.000

IP SO BB R ER W L ERA

2/3 37 48 29 11 3-4 1.48

Phillips IS 8 14 13 3 1-2 1.50

Randolph 18 12 32 31 4 0-3 2.00

Wilson 1/3 12 14 IS 9 4-3 2.12

Garland 20 12 11 5 5 1-0 2.25

Kinnert 2/3 33 15 21 12 3-0 2.53

Baldwin 30 25 29 34 16 5-2 3.69

Turpln 7 4 5 7 6 0-0 7.71

Sowman^l/fJiowahd, 9nz.
2515 N.Roan * Phone 926-3541

DISCOUNT CENTER
Featuring all Big Names

STEREO
including

SONY Tape Recorders

FISHER Components Tweakers

SHURE-EMPIRE Cartridges

DUAL-GARRARD Changers

AR Amplifiers-Speakers

Many others

BIG STICK — The Milligan Buffs spoke softly but swung the big

stick enroute to a winning season.

Manus, Clifton win
at state-wide meet
Tom Manus broke the school

record In the 880 for the sec-

ond time In five days by win-

ning the Tennessee Intercol-

legiate Athletic Conference

College Division 880 in Mem-
phis May 2 with a time of 1:55.4.

Also in the T1AC meet, Dan
Clifton won the 100 In 9.8 and
was runner-up In the 220. The
Buffs finished eighth in the

eleven-team field with 16points

although they only entered three

events.

Carson-Newman won a tri-

angular meetwlthMaryvilleand

Milligan May 5. The Eagles

scored 91 1/2 points followed

by the Scots with 48 1/2 points

and the Milligan Buffs with

41 points.

Dan Clifton was a triple win-

ner for Milligan and anchored

the winning 440 yard relay.

Clifton won the 440 in 53.3,

the 100 in 10.3, and 220 in

23.5. Tom Manus won the 880

with a time of 2:00.4.

Jim Mcllwaln finished second

in the javelin and the Milligan

mile relay team also finished

runner-up. Al I-'ella took third

in the 440, Don Hettinger was
third in the 100 and fourth in

the 220, Terry DuBolse and

Randy Matney finished third and

fourth In the discus and Ron
Worrell was thirdinthe javelin.

Tom Manus set a new meet
record and Dan Clifton tied his

own meet record to pace the

Buffs In the Volunteer State

Athletic Conference meet last

Saturday In Knowille. Manus
ran the 880 in 1:56.1 and Clif-

ton won the 100 In 9.7.

jlm Mcllwaln and Ron Wor-
rell took second and fourth

in the javelin, Rodney Atkinson

tied for third In the pole vault,

Tim McClellan was third In the

high jump, Terry DuBolse and

Randy Matney were fourth and

fifth in the discus.

Milligan took third in the 440

relay, Don Hettinger was fifth

In the 100, Herbert Viers was

fifth In the 440 Intermediate

hurdles. andMllliganwas fourth

In the mile relay.

Carson-Newman won the

meet for the fourth straight year

with 94 points. I -T Martin

was next with 80 1/2 followed

by LeMoyne-Owen with5I, Mil-

ligan with 36 1/2 and Union

with 5. Milligan last won the

VSAC In 1966.

Clifton runs

second best

220 in NAIA
According to the official

statistics of the National

Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics (NAIA), Dan Clifton

of Mlllllgan has run the second

fastest 220-yard Azsh among
member schools this season.

Dan's 20.6 seconds in the 220

yard dash against Brevard on

April 22 was only .1 second
off this season's record of 20.5

held by Frederick Newhouse
of Prairie View A&M, New-
house ran his fatest race on a

course with a curve while Dan's

fastest race was here on

a straight-way course.

EVERYBODY LOVES

I
*%BUCKAR00

STEAK RANCH
HOLIDAY SHOPPING CINTlfl NOHTH JOHNSON CHY

Rib Eye Specials Each Sundiy and Wednesday

\\
4> CARRY OUTS - 928-740 1 'it™? ^





econd in district

jolfers post 12-3 record
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'

The Milligan golf team fin-

aed out the 1970 season by

aclng second at the District

piay-off tournament held on

iy 18, 1970. at the Tansi

ill Course in Crossvllle.Ten-

ssee.

Tfic best individual scores

:luded a 74 by Dan Hassel-

fck and a pair of 77's by

ck Bock and Ron McCready.

The play-off was won by

imberland College, David

pscorr.b and Christian Bro-

srs finished third and fourth

spectlvely. if the Buffs had

.in the playoff, they would

ve been entered in the Na-

nal Association of In-

rcolleglate finals in Liberty,

issouri.

On May 2, the team lost their

rd and last seasonal match

Mars Hill. 7-11.

la an away match the next

y, Milligan totalled 316

rokes in defeating Tusculum,

ng, and the University of

irth Carolina at Ashvllle.

'3 by Mark Roth and Ron
rCready set the pace for

Itllgan.

On Saturday, May 9, the team

ft for Chapel Hill, Tennessee

!
participate In the VSAC

iiil Tournament at the Henry
irton State Park. The Buffs

ils tied fourth in the event

ilch was won by the Unlver-

jry of Tennessee at Martin.

Dan Hasselbeck and Mark
>th led the way for Milligan

tfl 36 hole total of 163 and

1 respectively. Cecil White

U.T. Martin was the medal-
of the tournament with a 150.

The Buffs posted a 12-3 re-

RV1CE FORM - JackMeth-
ny, a senior from phoenix,
i/ona, has occupied thenum-
r one slot on the Tennis Team
year.

cord on the 1970 season - the

best ever of any Milligan golf

team. All three losses oc-

curred In away matches at

Carson Newman, Tennessee
Wesleyan, and Mars Hill.

Ron McCready was the lead-

ing scorer for Milligan during

the regular season with a 76.1

stroke average. He was followed

by John Black, 79.1, and Dan

Hasselbeck, 80.5. Hasselbeck

proved to be the best man under
pressure, however, with an

average of 79.

Coach Harry Wall was ob-

viously pleased overhis team's

showing this season, especially

In the district play-off. Wall

will be leaving the coaching

profession next year for a

teaching job in Virginia.

School track records

cover twelve years

TRIPLE JUMP 41 'y Dennis

Dolson

May 11, 1966 at Maryvllle

100-YARD DASH :<W.6 Dan

Clifton

April 2, 1970 at Brevard

April 16, 1970 at Mars Hill

April 22, 1970 at MUllgan.

220-YARD DASH 30.6 Dan
Clifton

April 22, 1970 at MUllgan.

440-YARD DASH :49.8 Wayne
Walters

May 1, 1965 at Hampton.

880-YARD DASH 1:55.4 Tom
Manus
May 2, 1970 TIAC at Memphis.

3-7 record

disappoints

tennis team
The Million tennis team

finished their regular season
of play by defeating Lincoln

Memorial Universiry In an away
match on May 4.

Single victories by Lynn Jar-
rett, Mike Wilson, BUI Vander-
wall, and Gary Davis, led the

way for the Buffs.

The win gave the team their

third victory against ten de-

feats of the season. The other

two victories came in conse-

cutive wins over Mars Hill

and King College respectively.

On May 7, the Buffs traveled

to Knoxville to participate in

the Volunteer State Athletic

Conference tournament. Bill

garnered the lone Milligan

victory in a match against Bel-
mont by a score of 6-2, 6-0.

Vanderwall, Gary Davis, Cal
Wilson, and Jack Metheany
were all defeated by the even-

tual champion in their respec-
tive event.

The tournament was dom-
inated by Carson-Newman and
Tennessee Wesleyan. Carson-
Newman notched 26 of our 27

possible victories.

The 1971 team will be mis-
sing the services of graduating

Jack Metheany and Calvin Wil-
son. Freshmen Gary Davis,
Bill Vanderwall, and Lynn lar-

rert will be returning as will

junior, Mike Wilson.

it's the real

MILE RUN 4:22.6 Barry

Wallace

May 11. 1968 VSAC at Jack-
son.

TWO-MILE RUN 9:39.5 Barry
Wallace

May 6, 1967 TIAC at U-T
(Knoxville).

440-YARD RELAY :44.4 Benny
Arnold, Bruce Wunderley,

Charles Dobson, Tim Lanzer.

May 14, 1966 at Hampton
(VSAC).

MILE RELAY 3:26.0 Wayne
Walters, Dennis Moulder, Ben-

ny Arnold, Jay Weitzel.

May 11, 1963 VSAC at Jack-
son.

120-YARD HIGHS :15.4 Roger
Slzemore

May 11, 1958 at Memorial.

220-YARD LOWS :26.I Roger
Sizemore
April 27, 1959 at Memorial.

330-YARD LOWS :42. 4 Charles

Dobson

May 3, 1967 at MUllgan.

440-YARD INTER. 1:02.2 Alan
Hoffman

May 11, 1966 at MaryvlUe.
SHOTPLT 49'2" Calvin Ross
AprU 27, 1963 at Ellzabethton.

DISCUS 133'21/2" Andy Lowe
AprU 27, 1963 at Elizabethton.

JAVELIN 177'0" Earl Hobson
AprU 24, 1962 at Mars HU1.

POLE VAULT 13'2 3/4" Steve

Kardos

April 29, 1969 at MUllgan.
HIGH JUMP 6'6" Gary Nich-
olson

AprU 18, 1964 at Elizabethton.

LONG JUMP 22'3-Tlm Lanzer
April 16, 1966 at Boone

HIT IT! - Ron McCrady, a senior from Phoenix. Arizona, has

occupied the number one slot on the Tennis Team all year.

New leaders chosen

by intramural teams

At the close of the May 7

Convocation service Milligan

students divided themselves

into the eight different groups

that have consituted the eight

intramural teams for the past

school year.

At that time elections were
held to select team officers for

next year; these officers will

also serve on the Intramural

council.

The results of that election

are as follows — listing Men's
Manager, Women's Manager,
and team Secretary res-
pectively:

Brown; Al Aubrey, Susan
Swango, and Sharon Hoffman.

Green: Ed Barker, Myra
Mathis, and Sandy Broyles.

Black; A.C. Thomason, Shir-

ley Stuart, and Janet Ferguson.
Blue: Jerry Teeter, Fran

Banard, and Ricki Matzka.

Red: Dave Bailey, Susan
Kennedy, and Rita McDaniel

Yellow: Bill Wolfe, Lois
Cord, and Connie Clements.

Orange: Tim McClellan,

Corine Bell, and Bill Sleas-

man.

A combined meeting of the

outgoing and Incoming intra-

mural councils was held today.

May 22, to determine proced-

ural matters for the coming
year.

Among the new innovations in

next year's program will be an

activity day during Freshman
Week at which time the incom-

ing Freshmen will be scouted

for athletic ability.

The more highly ratedamong
these will then be placed on

the teams which finished lower

in this year's standings, thus

affording greater quality In next

year's program.

STARTS TUESDAY

4 DAYS ONLY

What's wrong with

f M £ WEST MAIM

\^^ » AT BOONE

*,RTS SATURDAY-
MAY 30

When you turn on

by falling free...

you're a Gypsy Moth.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
The John Frankenheimer-Edwar d Lewis

Production starring

Burt Lancaster
Deborah Kerr

The Gypsy Moths

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR RESERVATIONS

HOME

For Summer Vocation

CALL

Idham
US0CUTU.IK.

TRAVEL AGENCY

In the hotel lobby

of the John Sevier

PHONE 928-8161

Johnson City

"The student's

trove/ agency"
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Dr. Tsao participates in Geneva

religious conference for peace
From March 31 to April

4, 1970, Dr. Wen Yen Tsao,

professor of East Asian Studies

at Mllligan attended the Sec-

ond Spiritual Summit Confer-

ence of the Temple of Under-

standing In the Intercontinen-

tal Hotel at Geneva, Switzer-

land.

The theme for the conference

was "Practical Requirements

for World Peace."

The Temple of Understand-

ing, Inc., which was founded

In 1960, was the spiritual off-

spring of an American house-

wife, Mrs. Dlckerman Holll-

ster, from Greenwich,

Connecticut. Mrs. Hollister

for many years had a dream of

a benign world In which men
could live harmoniously and

peacefully as members of the

same family regardless of

race, nationality, faith, or

creed.

The way to this noble ob-

jective, according to Mrs. Hol-

lister is through true under-
standing among men, and
this understanding can be best

promoted by and among the

religions of the world.
During the spring of 1959,

Dr. Tsao met and became a

friend of Mrs. Hollister. She

is now president oi the Board

of Directors of the Temple of

Understanding, and invited Dr.

Tsao to attend the conference

in Geneva this year.

The purpose of the Temple

of Understanding Is to promote

understanding between the re-

ligions of the world by what-

ever means prove feasible,

such as publications, confer-

ences, and personal contact.

The Ideal and the ideas of

the Temple of understanding

are strictly non-political.

Participating in the conference

were representatives of many
of the world's religions. In-

cluded were Christianity, Bud-
dhism, Confucianism, Hin-

duism, Islam, Judaism, and

many others.

Mrs. Hollister had invited

Dr. Tsao as a representative

of Confucianism. At first he,

a Christian, felt he would be

unable to attend, but after much
thought he decided to go. His
decision was based on the idea

that Confucianism is not an

organized religion.

Subscribe!

Envelopes for STAMPEDE
subscriptions for nextyearwilt

soon be distributed on the cam-
pus. Fifteen Issues will be

published. Subscription rates

are regularly $2.00 for people

other than Mllligan students.

The rate for graduating sen-

iors is $1,50 and for com-
muters who which to receive

the paper by mall, $.90 (cost

of postage). For additional

envelopes, see Marie Gar-

rett or John Rohrbaugh.

Dr. Crowder to spend

sabbatical at U. T.

POLLUTION CONCERN IS RUBBISH - The mound of burned garbage

Is pan of the Mllligan's disposal plan located on the back road
behind Hart Hall. The college cannot be accused of burying its

treasure.

Twelve students receive

Emmanuel School degrees

at June 1 commencement

Dr. Orvel Crowder, pro-
fessor of psychology and head
wrestling coach at Mllligan,

will be taking his .sabbatical

leave at the University of Ten-

nessee during 1970-7]

.

Recently Dr. Crowder went
to U.T. to talk to members
of the psychology department
there. They haveagreedtopro-
vide him with an office in which
he will be able to carry on much
of his studies and research.

His studies will be concen-

trated in the fields of phen-

omenology and behaviorism,

the relationship of theonetothe

other and both as a basis for

and approach to psychology.

Dr. Crowder said he is very

impressed with U.T.'s psycho-

logy department. He pointed

out that psychology is a field

which keeps developing and ex-

panding and that U.T. keeps up

with these new developments.

Twelve students of Em-
manuel School of Religion will

receive degrees at the sem-
inary's fifth annual commence-
ment on Monday, June 1, The
service will beheldat8;00p.m.

in Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Dr. W, F. Lown, president

of Manhattan Bible College,

Manhattan, Kansas, will deliver

the address.

The list of graduates is as

follows; Bachelor of Divinity

—

James R, Huron, Chesapeake,
Ohio; David A. Root, Long
Beach, California.

Master of Religious Educa-
tion ~ Glen R. Basey, Cald-
well, Idaho; Patricia J. Bonner,

PainesvUle, Ohio; Hubert A.

Bullls, Jr., Joppa, Maryland;

Jeffery G. Campbell, Hampton,
Tennessee; K. Donald Clark,

Eugene, Oregon; David J.

Fulks, Rockwood, Tennessee;

Benic P. Hampton, jr.. Oak
Ridge, Tennessee; Richard E.

Jenks, Newberg, Oregon; Dale

W, LaRue, Lebanon, Oregon

;

and Gerald E. Rudberg, Long-
view, Washington.

Dr. Dean E. Walker, honored

professor of church history,

will deliver the baccalaureate

sermon on Friday, May 29.

The baccalaureate will be held

at 8:00 p.m. at Hopwood Mem-
orial Christian Church.

STUDENT SPECIAL Mllligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING,

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILL1GAN - P1NCREST BRANCH.

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

NOW
OPEN

...Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTE R COUNTYBANK
MwnOfflcoeoiEik Ave .Brand * Elk. Branch. Roan Mountain Branch. Mllligan Pinwcroat Branch





THE HOPE Of THEWORLO

STAMPEDE
Enrollment increases

at summer sessions

HOLOCAUSTI--ln the finest tradition of Mllligan College, freshmen willingly and joyfully

earn the right to become members of the Milllgan Family, as upperclassmen assist in the

ceremonial by lovingly and fraternally smashing eggs on bared frosh heads.

^rosh survive 'orientation'

o join the Milligan family
At the conclusion of fresh-

lan week a total of 255 fresh-

from 18 different states

id been formally initiated and

-ientated Into the procedures
academic and student life

Mllligan College.

The Student Council -

»onsored week was under the

rectlon of Jim Mounts, Vice-

resident of the Student Body.

total of 42 upperclassmen
luntarily donated their time
assist in the annual orlen-

tion procedures.

The first official actlvitywas

mixer parry, where
eshmen had an opportunity to

?et many of their classmates.
this dmetheyalsopurchased
lr dinks and were assigned to

team.

Following the mixerparty the

mi leaders began the task

organizing their teams Into

lfled workable groups for the

malnder of the week's activl-

!S.

Major orientation procedures
;luded sample registration,

lb and dorm orientation, as
ill as campus tours conducted

the individual team leaders.

e campus tour Included a tour

rough all dormitories to ac-

alnt freshmen with the In-

mal aspects of college dorms.
On Monday, August 24, the

lms worked on campus pro-
mts rather than for upper-
lssmen on the point system as
d been used In years pre-
ously.

"Al Day," "Button Day," and

\Ima Mater Day" were again

utilized during the latter part

of the week to assist freshmen
'in becoming better acquainted

with the upperclassmen.

Holocaust was held at 1:00

p.m. Saturday, August 29 fol-

lowed by the yearly freshmen

vs. upperclassmen tug-of-war.

At the conclusion of this week,

freshmen and transfers of-

ficially became members of the

Mllligan family at the ceremony
of Matriculation on Saturday,

August 29 in the Seeger

Memorial Chapel, immediately
followed by the movie "Cool

Luke" which marked the close

of freshman week 1970.

Increased enrollment and an

experiment In new procedures

characterized the two 1970 ses-

sions of summer school,

A total of 281 students at-

tended one or both terms

this year which was an increase

over those enrolled last year.

There were also 35 faculty

members and staff participa-

ting in summer school.

Several movies, an Ice

cream social, picnics at the

Laurels, and awatermelonfeed

M.C. church

will try new
approach

The Mllligan College Colle-

£la:Y glate Church, with Dr. Henry
Webb as preacher, is tenta-

tively planning to do some ex-

perimentation with the worship

services in this third year of its

service.

The purpose of the Colle-

giate Church is to provide an

opportunity for worship and

service to the students of Mllli-

gan College. Tentative p lans

have been made to explore new
methods of morning worship

such as outdoor services,

dialogue sermons, and special

communion services.

The Collegiate Church which

meets at 11:00 on Sunday morn-
ing is directed entirely by In-

terested students and Dr. Webb.
Beyond the areas of service

and training, the church has a

mission outreach program.

A commitment of $100 per

month has been made to help in

the support of two Mllligan

alumni.

Fifty dollars per month Is

given to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Fife for their work In the Inner

city of Chicago. Another fifty

dollars Is given to Dr. and Mrs.

Bill Nice who serve as medi-
cal missionaries in Rhodesia.

Seniors and faculty are honored

at annual Fall Convocation
The 70-71 MUligan College

Fall Convocation honoringsen-
lors and faculty members was
held at 9:30 a.m. on Thurs-
day, August 27, 1970. Dr. Jess
W. Johnson, president of the

College, was the speaker.

Mr. Charles Nakaral, music
professor, played the organ for

the processional as the seniors

and faculty members marched
in. The seniors wore caps and
gowns, and the faculty members
wore their academic dress of

caps, gowns and hoods.

Special music was provided
by Mrs.SherwynBachman, pro-
fessor of music. Accompanying
her was Mr. Bachman who is

also a music professor at Mllli-

gan.

President Johnson spoke of

the heritage and the future of

MlUlgan's motto: "Christian
education — the hope of the

world."

The Fall Convocation is plan-

ned solely by the administra-
tion, while the Convocation

Committee plans the remaining

programs for the year.

were some of the activities

open to those attending Mll-

ligan this summer.Competltlon

in volleyball was developed be-

tween faculty and students at

the various picnics.

A new experiment In summer
graduation procedures was at-

tempted this year. In addition

to the usual graduation cere-

mony, a reception and concert

were given In Seeger Memorial

Chapel in honor of the graduates

and their parents. The concert

was presented by Hal Hoi-

brook's understudy, John Chap-

ell, who did the popular "Mark
Twain Tonight."

Mllligan College hosted sev-

eral groups during the sum-

mer sessions. Among those

were the Gate City, Virginia,

High School Band Camp, Aug-

gust 9-14, and the School of

Ministry, August 17-21, as well

as numerous youih groups and

families.

Spring term

Dean's List

announced
The following students have

been named to the Dean's List

for the 1970 spring term. To
qualify for the Dean's List one

must obtain all A's or all A's

except one B.

Byron Smith Bolejack, 11

Judith Kay Butler Harned
Patsy L. Butler

Cynthia A. Collier

Bonnie G. Crawford
Pamela Jo Cummins
Deanna Daum
Patricia Derrickson

Lezlee Jo Eick Knowles
Larry William Forbes

Wanda K. Hanselman
Charlotte Hayes
Valerie K. Hazeltine

Barbara Kay Hoist

William Dean Howden
Larry Dean Howell

Jeffrey J. Knowles

Judy K. LaPrade
Marilyn Anne Lewter Fisher
David McKowen
Ann M. Mikesell

Warren E. Miller

Shirley A. Mulllns

Gary Dale Perkins

Philip S. Phillips

Joyce Anne Quilling

Kathryn Roeger Sedwick

Susan G. Roetter

Jerry Sedwick

Kathleen Stout

John H. Swatosh

David F. Trumble
Grace Washahaugh Knowles

Jeanetta B. Webb
Mary Williamson Simmons
Susan E. Williamson
Woodrow R. Wilson

Victoria N. Young
Virginia Yule

PALL CONVOCATION—The school year began with the traditional

Fall Convocation, honoring seniors and faculty members. The speaker
was Dr. Jess Johnson, president of Mllligan College.

ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
Freshmen 255
Sophomores 172

Juniors 1' 1

Seniors 164

Total 797

612Dorm
(Includes Ritz and Whltson

Houses)

Commuters-Local 118

Commuters-Non- Local 69
Total 797
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After sabbaticals

Dr. Webb, Mr. Price return
Two Milligan professors, Dr.

Henry Webb and Mr. Eugene
Price, have Just returned to

their teaching dudes after a

sabbatical leave of absence.

The professors participated

in the second year of Mllligan

College's sabbatical program.

Through this policy Mllligan

professors are given an op-

portunity to do further study

In their field while being ex-

cused from teaching for one

year.

The usual plan Is for a pro-

fessor lo have a sabbatical leave

after seven years' service.

Since Milllgan's program has

been only recently initiated, the

professors with the most sen-

iority have been participating

In the program first.

Miss Ivor Jones and Miss
Lois Hale were the first two

professors to have a sabbati-

cal. Then Dr. Webb and Mr.
Price took theirs last year.

This year Dr. Robert Fife and

Dr. Orvel Crowder are partici-

pating in the program.

For two semesters this past

year Dr. Webb studied at Un-
ion Theological Seminary in New
York City. He studied Modem
Church History and Theology,

and the church's responsibility

in relation to social problems.
Union Theological Seminary is

noted around the country for

this latter area of study.

Dr. Webb said it was stimu-

lating and disturbing to meet
Junkies, the hardcore unemploy-
ed, and social misfits In his

study of christian social re-
sponsibility. He feels America
has social problems that she

doesn't begin to fathom, and

that most of the Church is un-

concerned or even hostile to

these problems.

Dr. Webb spent his spring

term at Oxford, England, study-

ing Medieval History. He felt

Oxford was completelydlfferent

from Union Theological Semi-
nary in that Oxford was an in-

tellectual retreat with no
concern for social Issues.

After studying at Oxford, Dr.

Webb met his family and took

a seven-week tour of Europe.

He visited missions and places

of historical Interest, traveling

as far as Athens.

On his sabbatical. Dr. Webb
met many prominent theolo-

gians, including the Archbishop
of Canterbury, Michael Ram-
say, and the Reverend Edward
Schtllebeeckx, author of a new,

liberal Dutch catechism. Dr.

Webb was also able to hear the

Archbishop of Belgium speak

at the Riverside Church in New
York.

Mr. Price spent the first half

of his year traveling. He took

a two-week trip to Miami and
attended the wholesale mer-
chandising market for women's
fashions. More than 400 manu-
facturers from all over the

world participated.

Mr. Price also examined the

Economics department of Flor-

ida Atlantic University In Baca
Raton, Florida. He visited a

senior designer of jet aircraft

engines, who did much of the

work for the Boeing 747 engines.

A seminar In Cleveland, Ohio,

conducted by the Bank Admin-
istration Institute was another
highlight of his travels.

Mr. Price attended a per-
sonnel conference for teachers

in Hershey, Pennsylvania which
was concerned with the place-

ment of teachers in all levels of

education. He also spent a week
in Atlanta, Georgia, attending
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a conference conducted by in-

dustrial recruiters.

Mr. Price then went to Aus-
tin, Texas, and took a oneweelc,

40 hour course in advertising.

Twenty-two people participated

in the course, all of whom were
advertising directors for their

respective companies.

Second semester Mr. Price

spent with the Eastman Che-
mical Products Corporation in

Klngspon. He was with the econ-
omic forecast and market analy-

sis division. While there, Mr.
Price prepared an economic
forecast which the company had

him present to the New York
Forecasters Club in New York
City.

Both professors highly

praised the sabbatical program,
saying it put them back in touch

with the more current aspects

of their fields of study. They-

said it was an enjoyable but

exhausting experience, and are

looking forward to their next

sabbatical.

Pre-Meds

plan year's

activities
Several activities for die

coming year were planned re-
cently by the Pre-Med Club.

A hamburger fry at Pro-
fessor Lone Slsk's home, who
sponsors this club, will be held

on September 11. Open to all

current members, the fry will

be held at 6:30 p.m.

Steve Barnhart was chosen
as president for the coming
year. He will be assisted by
Krikor Tatoyan as secretary
and Woody Wilson as reporter.

This club meets once a month,
and is open to anyone Interested

In a career In medicine.

Josh white, Jr. is back
Josh White, Jr. has been

scheduled by the Student Coun-
cil and the Concert Committee
for a performance at Mllligan

College on September 25 at

8:00 p.m. in Seeger Memorial
Chapel.

Preceeded In excellent en-

tertaining ability by his Il-

lustrious father. Josh White,

Jr. has been performing since

the age of four. His early

years were spent largely in

perfecting his abilities, study-

ing at New York's Professional

Children's School with such
great singers as Leslie Ug-
gums and Sandra Dee.

With his father he has toured

the United States and Europe
and has appeared in five Broad-
way plays as well as numerous
television productions.

Josh White's primary ac-

claim is as a singer. However,
having developed excellence In

varied areas of performance,

he is often referred to as

"The Total Entertainer." The
appropriateness of this title

Is apparent In Mr. White's

ease in establishing comfort-

able rapport with his audience.

The Josh White concert con-

tains music of Joy and sad-

ness, comedy material, and

social commentary. Admis-
sion will be free for Mllligan

students with current IDcards.
Visitors may purchase tickets

for $2.00 at the door only.

Movie schedule
Sept. ii Behold a Pale Horse

18 Three on a Couch
26 Baby the Rain Must
Fall

Oct. 2 Mary Mary
16 Secret War of Harry
Frigg

30 Spencer's Mountain
Nov. 6 Devil at 4 o'clock

13 Oceans 11

20 Valley of the Dolls

Jan. 15 Bedford Incident

22 Sand Pebbles
29 East of Eden

Feb. 2 Battle Stations

12 The Art of Love
19 Ship of Fools

26 Under the Yum Yum
Tree

The Mllligan Movie Is spon-
sored by the senior class. All

showings are scheduled to be-

gin at 8:00 p.m. with admission
set at 7Sf per person

.
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ORGAN CONCERT— Don L.Simmons presented a traditional

organ recital in Seeger Memorial Chapel last nighi.

Don L. Simmons presents

organ concert in Seeger

University of North Car-

olina was well represented

as Don L. Simmons was to pre-

sent an organ recital here

Thursday, September 10.

Mr. Simmons, a native of

Kannanapolis, N. C, is pre-

sently a senior at the Chapel

Hill campus of UNC. There he

actively participates intheCar-

olina Choir and the Varsity

Men's Glee Club.

Reception

will honor

local artist
The MUllgan College Fine

Arts Area will sponsor a re-

ception for Mr. John Alan Max-
well and his students, Sunday

September 13, 1970, from 2-4

p.m. in Lower Seeger.

At the reception, faculty

members and students will

be able to talk with the well-

known Johnson City artist, and
his students, who currently

have several art works on dis-

play in the Lower Seeger

auditorium.

All guests will also be able

to view the paintings and then

vote for their favorite work in

the ballot box just outside the

auditorium.

Mr. Maxwell, of West Lo-
cust Street in Johnson City, is

an Instructor In the Johnson
City public schools. However,
he also gives private lessons
In art. This current exhib-
ition, which will be on display

until September 30, has been
painted by some of his private
students.

The pictures in the exhibit-

ion depict a wide range of ar-
tistic moods. Including still

life, landscapes, portraits, and
abstract. Before coming to MU-
llgan, the art show had been on
display at the Barter Theatre in

Abingdon, Virginia.

He has also utilized his talents

as an assistant music director

for the outdoor drama of UNTO
THESE HILLS. Presently he is

music director at Holy Trinity

Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Chapel Hill, N. C.

His concert was to commence
with PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN

C MAJOR by J. S. Bach and

climaxed with Oliver Mes-
siaen's TRANSPORTS DE J OlE
FROM L' ASCENSION.
These works are a reflection

of Mr. Simmon's study under

Harry Freese of Kannanapolis;

Qenda Poole of China Grove;

Dr.RudoIf Kremer of UNC and

Dr. Richard Peek of Charlotte.
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Dr. E. Leroy Lawson begins job

as Administrative Assistant
Enthusiastic, concerned, de-

dicated; these words describe

Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson, who has

recently begun his first year

as Administrative Assistant to

the President of Mllllgan Col-

lege.

Dr. Lawson's Job is to as-

sist President Jess Johnson In

creating an efficient college

program. Much of this work

will be accomplished on-cam-

pus.

Dr. Lawson will also be re-

presenting Mllllgan to the

churches and the community.

He Is currently working with

President Johnson to raise the

remaining money needed for

the science building.

The young administrator has

set several goals for himself

while he serves as Assistant

to the President. These goals

are best expressed in Dr. Law-
son's own words.

"--To assist in building a

college that is both religiously

and academically respectable.

This has been Mllligan's goal

for several years. It is a worth-

while one. We have done much;

we have more to do."
"—To help find the finan-

cial resources to accomplish

the first goal. I believe that

MUligan is worthy of sacrificial

gifts from her friends. I'll do

my best to convince people of

its worth."
"—To convince Milligan stu-

dents of their Importance to

today's world. What the world

needs now Is men and women
who will try to live up to Mll-

ligan's standards — now, and

after graduation."

Dr. Lawson came to Mllllgan

In 1965 as an English profes-

sor. Earlier this year, he re-

ceived his Ph. D. in English

from Vanderbilt University.

Although his new Job requires

most of his time, he also heads

the Engllshdepartment, in which

he teaches a course In Re-

naissance drama.
Dr. Lawoon is intensely in-

terested in Mllllgan students.

He says that teaching Is the

"fun" part of bis Job. "My
terrific students" is one of the

reasons he gave for staying at

MUligan.
When questioned about his

long-range' personal plans Dr.

Lawson replied, "A long time

ago I gave up having long-range

personal plans."

"1 had no Intention of ever

becoming a teacher. I became
one. 1 certainly did not want

to become an administrator.

1 am one, I would never have

considered living In Tennessee.

Here I am."
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In retrospect
Evaluations of freshman week are as many and varied as are

the Individuals who participated. Two weeks' removal from the

fun and fury may have brought a few changes In a new student's

attitude toward the effectiveness and value of the orientation

activities. Perhaps a less than happily endured moment may
now be appreciated for some previously obscured worth. Cer-
tainly the merits In Introducing freshmen to each other and to

Mllllgan must be recognized, and the Student Council planners

and team leaders are to be commended for their concern and

dedication. The freshmen too displayed admirable cooperation.

We would like to suggest that the weaknesses of freshman week

may not be In the planned activities themselves, but that tbey

may be In tbe attitudes of a significant part of the student body.

Perhaps there is need for modification of a not-so-respectable

Mllllgan tradition of upperclass dominance and freshman degrada-

tion. We are not advocating the exclusion of fun from freshman

week, nor. do we suggest that freshmen should be treated royally.

Freshmen, however, should be accepted as important individ-

uals who have needs and who also have much to offer.

Might It be possible to renew a Mllllgan tradition of honest

cordiality, good humor, and considerate fun? Must we wait until

another freshman week to consider this possibility?

Editors encourage letters

The STAMPEDE welcomes and encourages letters to the editor
from the students, faculty, and administration of Milligan College.

Such letters are a means through which concerned people not on
the STAMPEDE staff cancontribute to the newspaper by expressing
opinions on various subjects.

Letters should be based on truth, not on rumor. They should not
be libelous, slanderous, or vulgar. Letters not in accordance with
these guidelines may be shortened or withheld from publication at

the discretion of the editors.

Writers must identify tnemselves by name, class, and major
and must limit their letters to 250 words. The letters may be mailed
to P. O. Box 214, Milligan College, Tennessee 37682, placed in the
STAMPEDE box In the Dean's Office, or submitted personally to
one of the editors.

KEEP OUT Of flEACH

Of CHILDREN /

*¥.

The Sense of B.O.

Politicians will tell you that

in 1952 a general was elected

as President to end a war In

Korea.

Economists will tell you that

a product called television could

not keep up with the demands of

Its market.

Those who read deeply into

the corners of the newspapers
would find a few facts about

a war In Indo-China.

But, as these affairs of the

world entered into the pages of

historical permanence, that

same leap year provided more
durable representative for a

distant decade.

Thus, ] dedicate toyou, fresh-

man class, noble products of the

year 1952, this conglomerate
of letters and all the white

spaces In between.

You arrived at Milligan Col-
lege three weeks ago. Do you
feel any different today?

You have been tangled tested,

and teathered to the traditions

of a small liberal arts college.

You endured well the prelimin-

ary examinations of freshman
orientation and now you are

ready to pursue some degree
of excellence.

You left home to be dis-

oriented in the ways of a dor-
mitory resident. That is, you
began learning how to adjust

your sleeping habits to the thun-

dering noise above you. Many
of you have grown accustomed
to signing out and in every even-
ing. Still others of you have
found out that even though it is

said that the best things In life

are free, a college education

is not.

Remember freshmen, you are

not the first to take this grue-
some test of humility. During

your first week, 1 reminisced
with others who, many years
past, went blundering our way
through the same college ad-
justment period.

I had to ask where the Chapel
was, as did many of you. I

had to learn that one does not

Iron wool socks. And of course,

I was as gullible as the day

was long.

A system of points guided

Bill Gates

our orientation. Holocaust was
for all the bad people or those

who rejected the traditional

values of freshman week. 1

worked for the good of the

cause, but, while keeping my
enthusiasm alive, I lost my
name badge and went through

the hellish ceremony anyway.

Since that time, 1 have been

against Holocaust. It Is distaste-

ful, crude, and not near to any

practical application for ad-

justing one to college life.

It will be phased out of col-

lege orientation in the future,

because it is useless and acts

as a chaotic attempt to relieve
some upperclassmen's inner

tension on Innocent victims.

Whether or not you par-
ticipated In Holocaust is im-
material now. You are here,

encouraged by a faculty, ad-
ministration, and student body,

who will inspire you and Invite

you to become a part of Mil-
ligan College.

To the class of 1974, the

people of 1952—Welcome.

STAMPEDE
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9 Human
Pollution

Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

8
-"V >»

lappy Sept. Ill Last Monday, as you spent Labor Day In class

s only a national holiday) did you find youself wondering

at you were doing at Mllllgan during tbefirst week of September?

rure don't know, but here we all are, spending the last weeks
summer at Mllligan College, borne of Christian Education,

S Hope Of The World, The Cure For Pollution. As usual.

. school year began with Fall Convocation, in which we were

.ased to learn that, although each of us prduces five pounds

isolld human waste per day (Herculean even for a Buffalo),

,d ol' Mllligan U. also holds the answer to the pollution pro-

]'ms of the world, through (of course) Christian Education,

o days later we were not quite as pleased to learn that the

. aial Frosh-Upperclassmen tug-o-war could not be held over

jEfilo Creek because . . . the Creek seems to be polluted.

Xm't say nothing ever changes at Mllllgan. Last year the Webb
II Coke machines were filled by the dorm president. In an
arant effort to make life easier for the poor fool who accepted

i Job, Webb's Head Resident has decided that this job should

done by theCoke route man,Flne, unti! somebody gets thirsty.

• night 1 decided 1 wanted a Root Beer. Of course, one Webb
chine was empty and the other didn't work. Pardee's machines
\t also empty, as were Cheek's, Sutton's, and Hart's. Faint

tm thirst, 1 finally stumbled into the Student Council room,
,;re I found a machine which actually contained a lew small,

-ounce bottles ol Coke — no Root Beer, of course. I was

: peratc, so 1 dropped in my quarter, and got my Coke — the

chine kept my change, but I don't want to be picky. So I had

Iced a mile and a half to pay a quarter for a 10-ounce bottle

Coke that I didn't want in the first place, but far be it from

to complain.

suppose you all know by now that all electric appliances
ier than pop-corn poppers must be registered with the busi-

is office this year. I guess I'll nave to register (on separate

ms, 1 hope) my electric fan, electric blanket, electric clock

Ho, electric stereo, electric razor, electric desk lamp, electric

le lamp, electric tooth-brush and electric water-pick. I wonder
at I'd do without TVA.

'here was quite a bit of discussion this year over whether

not Holocaust should be included in Freshman Week (it's

idition, you know |) One upperclassman expressed her exaspera-

with the philosophy of this year's Freshman week when she

(aimed "Why do we have to so nice to them?" More upper-

ssmen felt that, although Holocaust is unplesant, it makes
new student feel that he has earned the right to be a member
the Milligan Family. I can't help wondering — do I really

lit to be known as a member of a group into which you can

,a membership by sitting like a fool in the wet grass with an

smashed on your head? _,
* — Steve Knowles
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Student-faculty-administration

forum determines Lehigh policy

Bethlehem. Pa. -(LP.) - Le-
high University, as a total

academic community made up

of students, faculry and ad-

ministrators, has taken a Large

step in restructuring its uni-

versity governance system.

The combined groups have re-

commended the creation of a

student-faculty forum with 60

students and 60 faculty and

5 administrators, all with vot-

ing privileges and far at least

one trustee and one alumnus as

non-voting participants.

This Forum would have a di-

rect line of communication to

and from the trustees and

would have the number of leg-

islative functions. Including

policy-setting, review, re-

commendarian powers, provid-

ing students a larger gov-

ernance role than ever before

in Lehigh's history.

All actions of the Forum
would be subject to the ap-

proval of the board of trustees,

the ultimate legal authority far

Lehigh. The recommendation
also provides for two students

and two faculty members as

non- voting members of the

board.

The recommended Forum
would have legislative author-

ity. The faculty would retain

primary responsibility in the

area of curriculum, course

content, instruction methods,

conduct of research, faculty

hiring, status and tenure, aca-

demic discipline, and award-

ing of degrees.

However, the recommenda-
tion formeleglslativefunctions

of the Forum would provide

increased student participa-

tion, witb as many students

as faculty members voting, in

setting policy on academic pro-
gram and planning, social life

and regulations, extracur-

ricular activities and athletics,

and academic environment:

such as admissions, registra-

tion, calendar, residence and

dining, bookstore, buildings and

grounds, library and computer.

The Forum would also have

the authority to review long-

range planning, such as acade-

mic development, staff re-
quirements, farflMeJ and the

overall budget, community
relations, and ail administra-

tive appointments at the rank

of dean and above. And the

new governance unit would also

have the aathority to review,

with policy recommendations,

matters pertaining to curricu-
lum, research, and academic
discipline.

The Forum would determine
its own rules of procedure.

Its own chairmanandfrequency
of meetings and would deter-
mine a procedure to evaluate

Its operations no later than

May. 1972.

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel
A lew years ago 1 was eating dinner with a Mllllgan alumnus

in Johnson City. A young man walked into the restaurant and my
friend observed. "That must be a Milligan student!" He was

right but 1 asked him why he thought so. He answered with all

the prescience of a graduate: "He looks like a Milligan student.

To this day 1 do not know what characteristics my friend bad

in mind when he made this judgment. But the thought of being

able to recognize Milligan students and faculty by certain visible

qualifies stirs my Imagination. Let me suggest these character-

istics which, I hope, serve to identify us as a member of Milligan

College,

Committment to Jesus Christ as Lord: Socrates reminded
those who would be wise (the Sophist) that wisdom began witb a

humbleness inspired by a recognition of our own ignorance.

Jesus said,"I am the way, ibe truth and the life; no one comes
to the Father, but by me." (John 14:6 RSV) Because God's Trutb

is revealed to us in the person of Jesus of Nazareth we must
possess that humbleness of spirit that enables us to accept the

Christ as Lord.

Acatfcmic Integrity: D. E. Trueblood notes, "The Chris tian

faith, when it understands itself, is the sworn enemy of all in-

tellectual dishonesty and sboddlness." (The Idea of a College)

A college education is more than memorizing bits of Lniormation

to be recalled for parade duty on examination day. Professor

Lone Sisk reminded me this morning that teachers have no

magic formulas for learning. The primary responsibility for

learning rests with the student. The teacher may prod, chal-

lenge and demonstrate skills, but the student must want to learn

and he must have the will to achieve.

Concern for the Welfare of Others: It Is no accident that a

large percentage of Milligan graduates pursue careers In the

so—called "service professions" (teaching, social work, medi-

cine, ministry etc.). Jesus reminds us that the King will say to

those who fed the hungry and served those in need, "—as you

did it to one of the least of my brethren, you did it to me."
(Man. 25:40 RSV) A concern for the welfare of others goes be-

yond the general sense of goodwill and helpfulness that we show

to each other. It extends beyond the campus as students and

faculty participate in the life of the community by serving where

needs are found.

At St Norbert College

Personalized majors offered
West De Pere, Wis. - (LP.)

- Curricular changes, designer!

to give the St. Ncrbert College

student much greater freedom

In selecting courses and his

major, will take effect here

tnlsfalL

Each student will have the

option of personalizing his

major either within a division

(humanities and fine arts, na-

tural sciences, and social

sciences) or by combining

courses from all divisions.

Most students, however, arc

expected to select their major

along conventional disciplin-

ary lines, although theydohavc

the option of choosing a broad

interdisciplinary major such as
social science, or even of being

a "nanmajor" and receive no

grade on their transcript.

The system of 120 credits

for graduation will be abolished

in favor of 32 courses, or four

each semester. Eight of these

must be selected from divis-

ions outside the student's ma-
jor division,

A student will have the op-

portunity to "test our" of most
courses. Passing the test, given
whenever he thmii; be can

handle It, be will receive re-

cognition for the course and go
on to independent studv. If he

fails it, he will simply continue
in the course.

New divisional and inter-

drvislanal majors will be de-

veloped by the faculty to re-

flect contemporary issues and

student concerns.

Students who are involved In

off - campus work - study pro-

jects will receive course re-

cognition for them.

Two days will be set aside

each semester for a campus-

wide examination of a contem-

porary issue, patterned after

the college's highly successful

Vietnam Moratorium Day ap-

proach last October.

On that occasion, all sides

and shades of opinion weregiv-

en an opportunity to be heard

in whatever method they

chose. Great care was taken

not to overload the program In

any direction.
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New humanities director

Five new profs join faculty
por the 70-71 school year

MHIigan has added several dis-

tinguished professors to Its

faculty.

The new professors are: Dr.

Robert Listen, director of hum-
anities; Dr. Robert Lindeman,

psychology; Mr. Charles Na-
karai, music; Mr.FredNorris,

Bible and Greek; and part-

time Dr. Arno Roesel, French.

Dr. Robert Llston has come
to be the new director of the

humanities program. He re-

ceived his A. B. from David-

son College In North Carolina

In 1920. In 1924 he earned

a bachelor of dlvinlry degree

from Union Teological Se-

minary In Richmond, Virginia.

He did graduate work there

and later received his masters

degree.

Dr. Llston served as assist-

ant minister of the St. Mungo
Church in Alloa, Scotland. He
also studied In Cermany at

the University of Marlburg and

in Scotland at the University

of Edlnborough where he earned

his Ph. D.

After returning to the United

States, he taught at Southwest-

ern in Memphis, served as

president of Davis and Elklns

College, and as president of

King College in Bristol from

1943 to 1968.

Of the humanities program
Dr. Liston says, "1 think Mil-
ilgan's course in humanities

is one of the finest pieces of

educational planning that I have

seen, and I hopelcan make some
contribution to its continued

usefulness."

Dr. Robert Lindeman came to

MHIigan as a professor of psy-
chology. He received his B. A,

in Bible at MidwestChrlstlan

College In Oklahoma City.

He then did work at Lincoln

Christian Seminary in Illinois,

at Indiana University in Bloom-
ington, and at Christian The-
ological Seminary in Indian-

apolis.

from Ion Hayes State

Teachers College in Hayes,

Kansas, he earned his M. S,

in guidance counseling, and he

received his Ph.D. from Okla-

homa State University at Still-

water, Oklahoma.

Dr. Lindeman and his wife

Wlma have two children. They

raise horses, enjoy motorcycle

riding, and Dr. Lindeman is

a licensed pilot who enjoys

Hying.

Mr. Charles Nakaral has

joined the MHIigan music de-

partment this year.He received

his B. A. In 1958 and his M.M.
in 1967, both from Butler Uni-

versity.

Mr. Nakaral is nearing com-
pletion of his doctorate at the

University of Norch Carolina

in Chapel Hills, North Caro-

lina.

He is a member of the Amer-
ican Guild of Organists, and

has held offices In many
church and community musical

organizations.

Mr. Nakaral is the son of

Dr. Toyoza Nakaral who teach-

es in Emmanual School of Re-

ligion.

Mr. Norris, who teaches

Bible and Greek, received his

A. B. from Milligan in 1963.

He then went to Phillips Uni-

versity at Enid, Oklahoma,
where he earned his B. D.

in 1966, and his Th. M. in

1967. in 1969 he received an

Student Traffic Court
meets Wednesday noons
The Milligan College traf-

fic court is meeting at noon

every Wednesday in Sutton an-

nex.

Students have two weeks in

which to appeal their tickets

from the date of issuance. After

this two week period the stu-

dent's appeals are dismissed,

and they must pay their fines.

If a ticket has not been set-

tled after three weeks, the ve-
hicle to which the ticket has

been Issued will be Impound-
ed for at least one week.

All fines must be settled

before the car will be moved
out of impoundment. Commut-
ers will pay a penalty of $5.00

extra for each week for each
ticket over two weeks old.

The chief justice this year
wiil be DaveChupa.Dwight Elam
will be court clerk. Jan Meyers
will serve as assistant judge.

The following people will re-
present their dormitories as

judges and alternates:

Hart - Marty Ramsey, Freda
McAfee

Sutton - Carolyn Kustanbau-
ter, Carol Butter

Cheek - Jan Gresham,
Pardee

Jerry Neveras
Webb - Ozell Ward, Mark

Cameron
Hardin

Milligan College Students are

invited to have material printed

'7!ma<iny/y %cA. 7<<i,\«J Getterint] Wl/A //,e mar/

Vltftiisif* paptri andworfimanihip you eov/d'wilA/or

M. Phil. 1rom the Graduate

school at Yale University. He
hopes to receive his Ph. D.
from Yale in December.
Mr. Norris married the

former Carol Brooks who at-

tended Milligan College. They i

have two children: Lisa, four,

and Mark 16 months.
Another new faculty member

is Dr. Roesel who Instructs

a class of Intermediate French.

Dr. Arno Roe^ 1 was born,

raised, and educated In Cer-
many. He received a Ph. D.

in chemistry in Germany. He
came to the U.S. as a chemist
and worked at Bemberg for

many years.

After he retired from Bem-
berg, he went to East Ten-
nessee State University as a

full-time professor of Ger-
man and French. He worked
In this capacity for four years.

Presently he is teaching part-

time at ETSU and pan-time
at Milligan.

NTE test

to be given

on four dates
College seniors preparing to

teach school may take the Na-
tional Teacher Examination on

any of the four different test

dates announced today by Ed-

ucational Testing Service, a

nonprofit, educational organ-

ization which prepares and ad-

ministers this testing program.

New dates for the testing

of prospective teachers are;

November 14, 1970, and Jan-

uary 30, April 3, and July

17, 1971. The tests will be

given at nearly 500 locations

throughout the United States

ETS said.

Results of the National

Teacher Examinations are used

by many large school districts

as one of several factors in

the selection of new teachers

and by several states for cer-

tification or licensing of teach-

ers.

The Bulletin of Information

for Candidates contains a list

of test centers, and Informa-

tion about the examinations, as

well as a Registration Form.
Copies may be obtained from
college placement officers,

school personnel departments,

or directly from National

Teacher Examinations, Box

911 Educational Testing Ser-

vice, Princeton, New Jersey

08540.

NEW PROFS—Four new men, dedicated to the Milligan tra-

dition, have joined the Milligan faculty this year. They are Mr.

Nakaral (seated at piano). Dr. Llston, Mr. Norris and Dr. Linde-

man (standing, right to left).

Student activities planned
by Student Council
The Student Council of Milli-

gan College Is currently in the

process of planning and

executing many varied activi-

ties for the current academic

semester.

The first event on the sche-

dule of future activities is the

popular concert of Josh White

Jr., scheduled for Friday, Sep-

tember 25 at eight o'clock p.m.

in Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Due to recent Student Council

legislation, the cafeteria will

begin opening its doors on Sun-

days at 12 noon rather than

12:30 p.m. This change In dining

hall hours will go Into effect

Sunday, September 13.

The Executive Committee is

currently lntheprocess of hold-

ing freshman elections. The
primary election will be held

on September 14 to select 13

candidates for the general elec-

tion on September 18. The elec-

tions will determine the Pre-

sident of the freshman class as

well as two male and two fe-

male representatives. These

five students will then be the

voice and vote of the freshman

class on Student Council.

The elections of commuter
representatives to the council

will be held during the Sep-

tember 1 5 convocation In lower

Seeger. The commuters, under

the supervision of the Execu-

tive Committee of the council,

will be electing one president,

one male and one female re-

presentative. The commuters

will also elect one representa-

tive and one alternate to the Stu-
dent Traffic Court during this

meeting.

Thursday, September 24, will

mark the fir st of a once-

a-month Student Council spon-

DO YOU LIKE

TRY DINO'S

420 Elk Avinoe iiiolwtlrtoijm.

sored dress-up dinner in the

college -afeterla. All students

will be required to wear Sun-
day dress for a unique type of

dinner.

Each monthly dinner event

will carry a special theme. On
September 24, the theme will

be "Italian Night" and the din-

ing hall staff will prepare the

meal in coordination with the

selected theme.

The dinner will be served
family style and special decora-
tions will enhance the atoms-
phere of a candlelight dinner.

The physical arrangement of the

cafeteria will be changed so

that only six people will be

seated at any one table.

Milligan

coffeehouse

organized
The Milligan College Coffee-

house, supported by Stu-

dent Council and organized by

concerned students, opened on

Saturday, September 5 with ap-

proximately 200 students in at-

tendance.

Music from harmonicas,

guitars, and piano, were all con-

ducted by Milligan students.

Tomorrow, September 12,

tentative plans call for the event

to be held outdoors , weather

permitting. Otherwise, the

basement of the Student Union

Buidlng will be the site of this

no charge activity.

The general thought behind

the Coffeehouse is an informal

outreach for any member of the

Milligan family.

All students interested In

working with this function are

urged to contact any member of

the Coffeehouse Committee, or

Steve Knowles , Secretary of

Student Social Activities.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City
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Football, speedball

Buff intramurals begin

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL—The intramural football program be-
gan this week. Milligan has a traditionally strong Intramural program.

Men's intramural
football schedule

Football for men and speed-

ball lor women began Wednes-

day to launch the 1970-71

Intramural season.

Seven other teams will chal-

lenge the Brown team for the

1970-71 championship trophy

which will go to the team with

the most team points.

There are flvedlfferent point

scales for the different sports.

Tuesday, Sept. 22

4: Green vs. Brown
b: Orange vs. Blue

Wednesday, Sept. 23

4; Red vs. Yellow

6: Pink vs. Brown
Thursday, Sept. 24

4: Black vs. Blue

6; Green vs. Orange
Monday, Sept. 28

4; Yellow vs. Blue

6: Red vs. Brown
Tuesday, Sept. 29

4: Pink vs. Orange
6: Black vs. Green
Wednesday, Sept. 30

4: Red vs. Blue

6: Brown vs. Orange
Thursday, October 1

4; Yellow vs. Green
6: Pink vs. Black

Weanesaay, Sept. 9

4: Red vs. Orange
6; Blue vs. Green
Thursday, Sept. 10

4: Brown vs. Black
6: Yellow vs.Plnk

Monday, Sept. 14

4; Red vs. Green
6; Orange vs.Hlack

Tuesday, Sept. 15

4: Blue vs. Pink

6: Brown vs. Yellow
Wednesday, Sept. 16

4: Green vs. Pink

6: Red vs. Black

Thursday, Sept. 17

4: Orange vs. Yellow
6: Blue vs,Brown
Monday, Sept. 21

4: Black vs. Yellow
6: Red vs. Pink

Cross-country

schedule

Sept. 22 Steed

Oct. 26 Brevard

28 Lees-McRae

3 Carson-Newman

6 Lees-McRae

10 Brevard, Steed

14 Steed

17 W. Georgia Inv.

20 Cumberland South

States lnv.

24 TIAC Bryan or Se-

wanee

31 Carson-Newman

Nov. 7 VSAC U-T Martin

May Be Cancelled

Grants-in-aid given

Buffs sign seven new prospects
Mllllgan has signed se

men to grants-in-aid lor bas-
ketball, including tansfers

Mark Berg and Truman Bell,

and freshmen Scott McLaren,
Roy Wright, Larry Smith, Keith

Bowers, and Chris Lacy.

Mark Berg Is a 6'1" junior

from Dalton, Ohio. He is a

transfer from the University

of Michigan whre he was a

member of the varsity basket-

ball squad. He was All-State

in his senior year when he

Special discount for

Milligan Students Only

jewelers

averaged 26,8 points per game,
Truman Bell is a 6'7"

junior from Symsonia, Ken-

tucky. He is a transfer from

Jacksonville (Texas) Junior

College where he averaged 12

points and 10 rebounds a game.
He may be the answer to one

of Mllligan's problems in re-

cent years, namely a lack of

height.

Scott McLaren Is a 6'5'

'

freshman from Alliance, Ohio

where he averaged 14.5 points

and 10.3 rebounds per game
He received All-League, All-

County, Honorable Mention All-

Region, and team MVP. Roy
Wright is a 6'5" freshman
from Darlington, Indiana. He
hit 53% of his field goal at-

tempts and averaged 13 points

and 13.2 rebounds per game.

He received All-County and

All-Conference honors.

Larry Smith is a 6'2" fresh-

man from Kingsport, Ten-
nessee. He holds several scor-

ing records at Lynn Viewlligh.

He has the best seasonal aver-

age, 22.6 polnts.the most points

In a game, 53, and the most

field goals In a game, 19. He
won All-Conference and Hon-
orable McntionHigii School All-

American honors.

Keith Bowers Is a 6*5" fresh-
man from Elizabethton, Ten-
nessee. He averaged 14 points

and 14 rebounds a game while

winning All-Tournament and
AU-<'onlcTcnce honors at

Cnaka High. Chris Lacy is a
6*4" freshman from Louis-
ville, Kentucky, who was a key
man on the Multer High team
which took the District crown
with a 16-5 record.

For example, the first place

team In football, basketball{lst

and 2nd round) and sofcball

will receive 100 points. The
second place team would re-

ceive 75 points.

Individuals also receive

points for participation. The
Student Intramural Director,

the Student Intramural Record-

er, and the team managers

receive 500 points apiece. The

team secretary receives 300

points.

A participant will receive

50 points per sport If he re-

mains on the roster through-

out the season. In addition,

he will receive 10 points for

each contest in which he par-

ticipates or Is ready to par-

ticipate, and will receive the

same number of points his

team receives 11 he has par-

ticipated in 70% of the games
of his tcjam.

Officials receive 15 points

for each game officiated. An
individual attaining 1000 points

is eligible for the First Award,
2000 points for the Second
Award, 2800 points for the

Third Award and 3600 for the

Fourth Award.

A Sportmanship Trophy will

be awarded to the team which

earns the most points in this

area. The officials will rate

the teams Involved according

to fair play, concern for in-

dividuals on each team, and

team attitude toward of-

ficiating.

The points will be kept by the

Intramural Recorder, and the

Intramural Council and Di-
rector will base their judge-
ments accordingly. Finally,

the team coaches will vote

at the conclusion f each sport.

In addition to football and
speedball, fall sports include

tennis and a cross-country re-

lay. Winter sports include two
rounds of basketball, volley-

ball, badminton, a foul throw

contest, swimming, a basket-

ball tournament, chess, and
pool. Spring sports Include

table tennis, Softball, horse-

shoes, a track meet, archery,

and track relays.

Anyone who has not been
assigned to a team should see

Ron Worrell, Ernie Hertzog,

or Laura Caley. The success
of the intramural program Is

dependent on student partici-

pation. Additional sports may
be added If there is sufficient

interest and if facilities are
available.

Buffs picnic

to celebrate

Labor Day
On September seventh, Mll-

llgan students and faculty

gathered for a picnic to cele-

brate the Labor Day holiday.

Students ate their picnic din-

ners with other members of

their intramural sports groups
in order to become better ac-
quainted with team leaders and

teammates.
After the picnic, the students

and faculty opposed one another

in games of volleyball and foot-

ball. In both confusing con-
tests energetic students downed
the fatigued faculty.

1970-71 Buffs basketball

Nov. 14 Johnson Bible College H
16 Johnson Bible College A
20 Mars Hill A
23 Clinch Valley A
26-28 King Tourney- Mll-

llgan, King, Emory &
Henry, Beckley, Clinch
Valley.

Dec. 3 Cincinnati Bible Seminary H
5 Beckley A

Tennessee Wesleyan H
11-12 Randolph-Macon Tour-

ney- Randolph-Macon,

Milligan, Southhampton,

Wilkes.

29-30 Walsh Tourney- Walsh,
Milligan, Detroit Col-
lege, Wheeling College.

Jan. 4 Emory & Henry A

b Carson-Newman

8 Charleston Baptist A

9 Charleston College A

11 LMU H
14 King H
16 Maryvllle A

20 Mars Hill H

22 Trevecca Nazarene A

23 Tennessee Wesleyan A

25 Tusculum H

28 King A

30 LMU A

Feb. 1 Emory & Henry H

3 Maryvllle II

6 Clinch Valley H

8 Tusculum A

13 Carson-Newman H

15-16 VSAC Divisional Playolfs

19-20 VSAC Finals
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Construction of Milligan's new
science building has now begun

SCIENCE BUILDING GOES UP—In a break with the tradition

established by the Mllligan Bridge, construction is actually pro-

gressing on the new science building.

BUFFALO staff named
The BUFFALO for the 1970-

1971 school year will feature

pictorial contributions from

students as well as from staff

photographers, Tim Hesse and

Billy Heck.

Editor-ln-chlef, Carol Tink-

ler requests that those wishing

to have pictures appear in the

student publication, submit

black and white glossies or

color negatives to her for con-

sideration.

The staff for this year's

BUFFALO Is: Business Man-
ager: Chuck HUbom; Art Edi-

tor; Patti Derricks on; Copy
Editor: Elizabeth Wllhoit;

Faculty Editors; Freda Mc-
Afee; Class Editors; Ann Baugh,

Phyllis Jorgensen; Activities

Editor: Deanna Daum; Organ-
izations Editor: Barbara

Raines; Sports Editors; Jan
Aubrey, Kathy polenek ; Gen-
eral: Sheryl Crtss, Becky
McBrlde, Susan Ragsdale,
Linda Hayden.

Announcement

orders due

September 16

All seniors planning to grad-

uate during the 1970-71 school

year must have a graduation

announcement packet. These
are available from the regis-

trar. Whether or not an order

is placed, the form must be

returned September 14-16,

1970. All detailed Information

is enclosed In the packet.

Construction of Mllllgan's

new science complex is now un-

der way as an example of Mll-

llgan's recent growth.

To be Mllllgan's newest facil-

ity, It is the first phase of

a ten-year Improvement plan

outlined by President Jess John-

son.

Other construction outlined

in the ten -year program in-

cludes the expansion of the Stu-

dent Union Building, the erec-

Convocation
attendance
policies
Checking of convocation at-

tendance will commence at 9:30;

students not in their appro-

priate places when the roll

is taken will be considered

absent with no tardiness ex-

cuses being accepted.

The Convocation Committee
has also established the policy

that no excuses for convoca-

tion cuts will be accepted more
than one week after the date

of the absence.

A student will receive aler-

ter from the committee when
he has been charged with two

absences. After the fourth ab-
sence, he will be asked to

consult wirb the academic dean.

Following the fifth absence,

the matter will be referred to

the dean who will inform the

student that he Is ineligible

for enrollment the following

semester.

Hon of a new field house, and

the remodeling of the Adminis-
tration Building.

Ground breaking for the new
science complex was June 8,

and the building will be com-
pleted by approximately Sep-

tember 1, 1971.

Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson, Ad-
ministrative Assistant to the

President, expressed the rea-

son for building a new science

complex. "It w*s felt that the

present science facilities were

not adequate and that the new

Science Building would be a

pledge of our concern In the

area of scientific learning."

Situated between the present

Student Union Building and the

Cheek Activity Building, the

complex will have 24 research

station labs, two 30 student

class rooms, and storage space

for chemicals and equipment.

Special use rooms, such as a

darkroom, an animal room, and

a cold room will be Included

in the facilities.

In addition to the labs and
special rooms, the building will

adjoin a 300 seating capacity,

multi-purpose lecture pod.

Although the pod's main use
will be in the area of science,

ir will also be available for use

to other areas of learning.

Because of the expanded
facilities, it will be possible

for the science curriculum to

be expanded considerably next

year.

Cost for the 23,785 square

feet complex is estimated at

$937,656. Approximately $250,-

000 have already been secured.

However, $750,000 are needed

to complete the building's fund.

To secure the needed funds,

a one million dollar campaign
will be launched to tap every

financial source available to

Milllgan. Of this one million

dollars, $300,000 will be placed

In a library holding fund for the

purchasing of books.

"Need Is felt for establishing

the library holding fund," Dr.

Lawson explained, "because

over the past several years we
have not been able to buy the

number of books a school of

this size ought to have."

Planning stages for the

science complex date Into the

1950's. The planning committee
consisted of all the science

faculty and four consultants

from other universities and col-

leges.

STUDENT SPECIAL

, vi*r

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

NOW
OPEN

MiUigan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

CET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILLIGAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

...Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
n 01*6*« En *-r> Broad ft Elk Branch* Fman Mountain Branch* MUllgan Ptnacraal Branch





JOSH WHITE CONCERT—Tonight at 8:00 p.m. In upper Seeger

this entertainer will provide a varied concert and wicry dialogue,

free to all Milligan students with l.D.'s. The program will consist of

ballads, popular songs, and country and western songs.

Dr. Johnson leaves

for world convention
president Jess W. Johnson

has been asked by the Execut-

ive Committee to represent

Milligan College at the World
Convention of Churches of

Christ in Adelaide, Austra-

lia, October 20 through 25.

During his travel to theWorld
Convention, Dr. Johnsonwlll be

contacting several universities

and colleges In different cities

of the worldseekmgtoflndpos-
slble openings for the future

sabbaticals of the Milligan Col-

lege faculty.

Various cities Dr. Johnson
will be visiting en route to the

convention are as follows:

Glasgow, Scotland ; London,
England; Paris, France; Rome,
Italy; Athens, Creece; Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia; Bombay, In-

dia; and Perth , Australia.

While In Scotland, Dr. John-
son will stop at Kirkcaldy to

visit Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wai-
ter, iormer missionaries in

Southern Rhodesia. Mr. Wal-

ter was previously a profes-

sor at Milligan College.

While travelling from Paris

to Rome, Dr. Johnson will

stop at the Disciples Institute

in Tubingen. He will call on
Mr. and Mrs Scott Bartchy,

who are both alumni of Mil-

ligan College. Dr. Johnson's

son, Cecil, plans to attend the

Institution.

Dr. Johnson will be staying

two weeks with his brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Johnson, who are
missionaries in Ethiopia. He
will be living in a very pri-
mitive section of the country
among the natives.

While at the Convention, Dr.

Johnson will lead a four-day

evangelistic meeting with eight

of the area's churches.
On his way home hewill visit

the following places; Sydney,

Australia; Honolulu, Hawali (

and Atlanta, Georgia.

Seniors are named to
college 'Who's Who ?

Selections of students for

membership in the 1970-71 edi-
tion of "Who's Who AmongStu-
dents in American Universities
and Colleges" were announced
in convocation Thursday, Sep-
tember 24. Included are the
following Milligan Seniors:
Mark Cameron, SandiChrlstian,
Marty Flynn, Marie Garrett,
Sharon Hamilton, Steve Knowles,
Ron McCready.JohnRohrbaugh,
Carol Tinkler, and Bob Tmirt.

Milligan College participates

with more than 800 other col-
leges and universities in the
selection of outstanding students
lor inclusion inthis national bio-

graphical compilation. Students
are selected on the basis of

scholarship, participation in ex-
tracurricular activities, citi-

zenship, attitude, and service
to the college community, as
welt as promise of future suc-
cess. Selections are made by
the faculty.
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In Seeger chapel

Josh White sings tonight
Josh White, Jr. has been

scheduled by the Student Coun-
cil and the Concert Committee
for a performance tonight at

8 p.m. in Seeger Memorial
Chapel.

The concert will consist of

ballads, popular songs, coun-

try-western songs, and hum-
orous anecdotes and witticisms.

It will be an amalgamation of

Josh White, Jr. 's manytalents

which have been developed over

his long career.

Josh has worked in five

Broadway plays and one off-

Broadway play. He has appeared

in a motion picture and has ap-

peared over twenty times on

television In England and Swe-
den.

In America, Josh has per-

formed in major night clubs

and folk rooms In New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston,

Detroit, St. Louis, and At-
lanta. He has made appear-
ances on over twelve televi-

sion variety shows.

Josh White, Jr. has appear-

ed In six television drama
showsaod has done some tele-

vision and radio commercials.

Josh especially enjoys college
concerts and has performed
over 800 such appearances In

every state of the union and
In Canada.

Josh has two records to his

credit and Is presently plan-
ning to make another album,
along with several singles.

Josh White, Jr. was born
in New York in 1940, the son

Art Exhibit

winners are

announced
The three winning works of

the current Milligan College

Invitational Art Exhibit were

announced at a reception in

lower Seeger for Mr. John Alan

Maxwell and his students, Sun-

day, September 13.

Ciaudine Dever's "Birches

in Winter," a painting of snow

and white birch trees on a back-

ground of winter blues, took

first place. Sue Broyles. with

her painting of "The Girl In

the Grass" ' received second

place, and Lillian Smith took

third place with "Fantasy."

The winners, who were voted

on by visitors at the exhibit,

received brass plaques for their

paintings.

The next art exhibit coming

to Milligan will be the Child-

ren's Art Exhibit during the

month of October.

of a famous folkslnger. He

began his career at the age

of four when he joined his

father in singing a song at a

night club in New York, known

as Cafe Society Downtown.

Josh's early years were

spent perfecting his craft.

Summers and school vacations

were filled with ever-increas-

ing numbers of concerts with

his father and sisters.He stud-

ied at New York's Profes-

sional Children's School where

he was joined by such well

known names in the entertaln-

mem field as Leslie Uggams,
Sandra Dee and many more.

During this perlodjosh began

working in plays and he won the

' Best Child Actor" award for

his performance in the play

"How Long Till Summer."
Josh continued with bis car-

eer, first In folic rooms, then

on the concert stage, then in

night clubs, on television, and

on records.

The concert tonight Is free

for students with current I. D.
cards. For all others the ad-

mission will be $2.00

TWIRP Week: women
are required to pay
Mllllgan's annual "Twirp

Week," sponsored by the jun-

ior class, is September 24-27.

The traditional glrl-ask-the-

guy affair was begun last even-
ing with the "Sing-In" in lower

Seeger. Performing wereClyde,

the Schleld sisters, and others.

Tonight, the men may be In-

vited to the Josh WhiteConcert.

it will begin at 8:00 In upper

Seeger and there Is no charge

for a Milligan student with an

L D. card.

Tomorrow night, Saturday, a

possibility for a date Is the

Milligan Movie. This week it

will be "Baby the Rain Must

Fall," with Lee Remlck and

Steve McQueen.

Other dates may be a movie

or meal in town, tennis at 7:00

In the morning, or an evening

in the S.U.B.
However, no matte- what the

date is or looks like, the women
must ask the men and the men
must accept.

Ladles are cordially requir-

ed to purchase an official

"Twirp Week" rule booklet,

on sale In the dormitories for

25#. Failure to buy or follow

the rules may result In a sum-
mons to appear before Kan-

garoo Court.

Pam McCord, Bret Younkin,

and Dave Harrison make up

the "Twirp Week" committee.

TWIRP WEEK- -The woman is required to pay, and be chival-

rous, and be. . .where's the Milligan Chapter of the Women's Lib-

eration Front anyway?
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One man-one vote principle
applied in frosh elections

FROSH REPRESENTATIVES—Relaxing in the Student Council
Room after winning the recent election are Cindy Williams, Mark
Lee, Wes Starkey, Wayne Hoicomb, and I'am Stevens.

This year's freshman stu-

dent council election showed

a first In elections at Milligan

with each person voting for one

representative Instead of the

usual two.

The limited Voting was done,

according to Student council

President John Rohrbaugh
''. . . in order to avoid having

the same group ol students elect

all five representatives to the

Student Council by voting twice

for male and female representa-

tive.

'This year for the- first time,

each student was allowed only

one vote tor each officer. The-
oretically this permits a second
smaller group ol students to be

represented on the council as
well."

The candidates were EdBrun-
gard and Wesley Starkey for

president; Wayne Hoicomb, Rex
Bell, and Mark Lee for male
representative: and Sharon

Chernick, Chris Forsythe, Pair.

Stephens, and Cindy Williams

for female reprsentatlve.

The new freshman repre-

sentatives are; Wesley Starkey,

president; and Pam Stephens,

Cindy Williams, Wayne Hoi-
comb, and Mark Lee, repre-

sentatives.

According to John Rohrbaugh
sixty percent of this year's

freshman class voted. The
primary election results were

announced publicly, and the

general opinion among the can-
didates was favorable.

"Some upperclassmen ex-
pressed to me that the losers
in the race would be hurt to

find out the exact vote. I haven't

heard any comments from these

people to validate this," was
John Rohrbaugh's comment.

Held m conjunction with the

elections were two forums In-

volving the candidates. Accord-
ing to Rohrbaugh the forums
were a "complete flop" with a

small number of students at-

tending each one.

'Cookie's' Bible study class:

Fellowship learning and fun

^
Study of the Bible together

with much fellowship are be-

ing emphasized as Mrs. W. D.

Helsabeck leads Bible 5tudy

at 10:00 on Sunday morning In

the Lower Seeger Auditorium.

Mrs. Helsabeck, whoprefers

to be called Cookie or Ma, v. ill

be assisted this year by Bon-

nie Crawford and Steve Bar-

nett, who are co-chairmen of

the class, and by Ann Baugh,

who is the secretary.

A moonlight hike down Pow-
der Branch Road has been plan-

ned for the first social. The

hike will be about five miles

long and Is planned for Oc-
tober 17. Cookie is also plan-

ning to have hot biscuit sup-

pers at least once a month
at her home,

Ephesians was chosen as

the book to begin studying.

Through this class Mrs. Hel-
sabeck hopes to help students

develop a living faith while

increasing their knowledge of

the Bible.

Long known lor her warmth
and hospitality. Cookie brings

a feeling of togetherness to her
class on Sunday morning. She
shares her ialth with the class
members and continually points

out the relevance of scripture
today. Her sincerity in sharing

experiences from her own life

to clarify a point adds much
to the class.

WELCOME

Students of Milligan

South Roan Pharmacyjnc.

Total line of

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Checks Cashed

South Roan at Walnut

OPEN TILL 9PM DAILY
We deliver to Milligan FREE

South Roan at Walnut Phone 928-0118

We support Milligan so please support us.

Cookie has a long history

ol involvement with Milligan

and its students. One of her
sons graduated from Milligan

in 1962. She served as dorm
mother of Pardee Hall when
it was a women's dormitory.
At present she serves as re-
ceptionist to the President of

Milligan College, Dr. Jess W.
Johnson,

R. Bachman
will perform

October 5
The Milligan College Fine

Arts Area will present Mrs.

Rachel Bachman in a voice

recital on Monday, October 5,

1970, at 8:00 p.m. in Seeger

Memorial Chapel.

Accompanied by her husband

on the piano, Mrs. Bachman,

will present a broad program,

Including works from Beeth-

oven, Rossini, and Catalanl,

plus some American spirit-

uals.

COMMUTER REPRESENTATIVES—On Thursday, September 17,

the following people were chosen to represent the commuters on

Student council: Dan Steucher, president; Pat Miller and Height Elam,
representatives. Their duties on council began lasr night.

performed together with the

words coming from a long, nar-
rative poem. Another song cycle
is also on the program, La
Regata Venezlana (The Vene-
tian Regatta) by Rossini.

Other works in the program
Include Ebben. ne andr lontana
from the opera La Wally by
Catalan!, Trols Melodies by
Messialn, The Rich Man by
Hageman, and Now Sleeps the

Crimson Pillow by Quilter.

Immediately following the

recital, M.E.N.C. will sponsor
a reception in lower Seeger
for Mrs. Bachman and all

guests.

Piano recital October 10
On Saturday, October 10,

1970, the Milligan College Con-
cert Series will present Mau-
rice Hinson m a piano recital

in Seeger Memorial Chapel

at 8:00 p.m.

Mr. Hinson, a professor of

Church Music at Southern Bap-

tist Seminary In Louisville,

Kentucky, will present a pro-

gram composed entirely of

works byLudwigvon Beethoven.

The program is designed to

celebrate Beethoven's 200th

Anniversary (1770-1970) andto

display the different styles of

Beethoven's compositions.

Mrs. Parris

will direct

'Spoon River'
SPOON RIVER ANTHOLOGY

Is to be Milligan College's
first production of drama for
the fall season.

The play, written by Edgar
Lee Masters and adapted for
the stage by Charles Aidman,
will be presented in Seeger
Auditorium under the dir-
ection of Mrs. Marguerite
Parris.

There will be two perfor-
mances of the play on the even-
ings of October 16 and 17 at

8:00 p.m.

The actresses and actors in
Spoon River Anthology in-
clude Sherry Cheeseman, Ter-
esa Hayes. Lee Meador, Carol
Shelton, Mike Griffin, Dain
Samples, Tom Swalisn, and
Dennis Wyatt.

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - New ~ Pleasant Atmosphere ~ Attended

926-7811

Legion at King Springs Road

Southeast Shopping Village Johnson City, Tennessee
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Knowles, Cameron named
religious and social heads
Student Council President

John Rohrbaugh has created the

offices of Secretary of Social

Activities and Secretary of

Christian Emphasis to help

fill the need for a Coordin-

ator of Student Life at Mll-

llgan.

Rohrbaugh appointed Steve

Knowles to the Social Secre-

tary position and Mark Cam-
eron as Christian Emphasis

leader. In addition to several

activities which each hope to

carry out, they plan to work

together on various projects

which will benefit Milllgan both

socially and spiritually.

Knowles plans to use the Stu-

dent Council social budget for

something other than two or

three parties in the gym. In

the past, no one has been in

charge of this area, and not all

of the budget has been used.

Currently, the council Is giv-

ing financial support to the "In-

finite Bridge" 'Coffeehouse.The
coffeehouse is organized by a

group of students not affiliated

with the council, but because

they provide a much needed so-

cial activity eachSaturdaynlght,

they are considered worthy of

council support,

Knowles wants to work with

the Cheerleaders to promote
attendance at Basketball games.

"Basketball is the biggest so-

cial activity Milllgan has at

present," says Knowles, and so

he desires to promote spirit and

support for the team.

He Is also a member of the

Concert Committee and will be

working with the committee in

another area of planning social

events for Milllgan.

Mark Cameron has formed a

committee to help him promote

"Christian participation on

campus." Committee members
are Bill Howden, Bob Wells,

Bill Heck, Sharon Hamilton,

and Sandy Jones. They will

help him with any informal

projects throughout the year.

In addition to planning the Fall

and Spring Christian Emphasis

Weeks.

The committee conducted a

survey of campus ministers a-

cross the country to determine

what approach would be best

for Milllgan. The results are

unclear, but Cameron Is inter-

ested In the coffeehouse Idea

and possibly In youth rallies

on campus.
Plans have been completed

for the Fall Christian Empha-
sis Week, beginning October 6.

The "Exkurslons," a Christian

rock group from Pittsburg, will

be featured. The Exkurslons

are a part of the "Pittsburg

Experiment" and consist of

four-man band plus a trained

counselor who travels with

them. They will perform in

Convocation and have Informal

meeting3 In the evenings.

Both Knowles and Cameron
plan to encourage any students

who want to take initiative In

promoting social or religious

activities on campus, and to

achieve these goals through any

available outlet. They are both

optimistic that the religious and

social life at Milllgan will Im-

prove this year.

PAINTING ROHRBAUCH'S CABINET—Student Council President

John Rohrbaugh bungles another job as he tries io help cabinet

officers Knowles and Cameron paint their SUB office. Secretary
of Social Activities Knowles manages to get a hand in the matter.

In third year

Band prepares for season

Emmanuel enrollment

reaches new high
Emmanuel School of Re-

ligion's enrollment has ex-

ceeded 100 for the first time

with 102 students being regis-

tered for the fall semester.

Thirty-two are new students,

49 are continuing students, and

21 are students who have yet

to complete a thesis or re-

search project before receiv-

ing their degree.

Fifty - nine students are

studying toward the Master

of Divinity Degree (formerly

Bachelor of Divinity) 38 are

seeking the Master of Re-
ligious Education degree, and

5 are special non-degree stu-

dents. Twenty of the Emmanuel
students received undergrad-
uate degrees from MUligan
College.

Officers of the 1970-71 Stu-

dent Association are Stephen

Kasserman, Redmond, Oregon,
president; Larry Fraley, Ana-
cones, Washington, vice pres-

ident; and Cara Snyder, Win-
ston-Salem, North Carolina,

secretary.

Dr. Fred P. Thompson, Jr.,

who served as part-time pres-

ident while he was minister oi

the First Christian Church of

Kingspon last year, became
full-time Emmanuel president

on August 1. He will be in-

augurated in a formal cere-
mony In Seeger Memor 1^ 1 Chap-
el on November 5. Dr. Delno

W. Brown was Installed as

dean at Emmanuel's annual

convocation on September 3.

In the third year of Us ex-

istence, the MUligan College

Pep Band will again appear at

home basketball games and

other school activities.

Professor of music, j*otm

Dowd, will direct the organ-

isation. He is chairman of Mil-

llgan's Fine Arts Department

and Is also a private piano

instructor.

The Pep Band grew out of a

desire by both students and

faculty members toform aper-

maneni instrumental music or-

ganization on campus.

Local high schools have

loaned both Instruments and

sheet music for the band's

use. Various MUligan service

organizations have donated

money lor instrument repair

and sheet music.

Most of the members oi the

band own their own instruments.

but large instruments and a

few small Instruments are

available for loan to students.

This semester, PepBandbe-
came a part of the sched-
ule of classes and Is offer-

ed for one hour of credit.

In addition to last year's

music selections. Pep Band
has acquired such popular songs

as The Horse, Everybody's

Talk'ln, Classical Cas, Ode to

joy, and others.

The band is open to anyone

who can play a band instrument.

It Is not necessary to take Pep
Band for credit.

Pep Band meets every Sun-

day night In lower Seeger, at

8:30 p.m.

Fall statistics reveal

enrollment to be 798
A toial of 838 students have

been registered for the fall

semester at MUligan, the lar-
gest class being the freshmen,
with 252 enrolled.

Of the freshman class, 121
students are men and 131 are
women. This can be compared
to last year's enrollment of
freshmen which was 25". with
132 men and 127 women.
Tennessee still remains the

largest representative state,
having Mo students, compared
with last year's 1 Q0 students.
The appeal of Milllgan to the

foreign student has increased
this semester. As compared to

the first semester enrollment
last year of six foreign stu-
dents rcpresentlngjapan. South

Ameri.a and Canada; we have
dropped South America and
added one more Canadian, a

Guyana n, an Indian, a Jamaican,
a Lebanese, a Malayan, a Rhod-
esian, a Syrian and a Thailander
to bring the total to eleven
loreign students.

Total commuters have drop-
ped from 230 to 185 and trans-
fer students have also fallen

from 89 to 60.

Other comparisons are as
follows:

•70-71 69-70
Seniors 175 228
Juniors 162 170
Sophomores 172 178
Freshmen 252 259
Special 37 28

DROKE'S SHOES
MOST WALKED ABOUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 East Main

Johnson City

IS YOUR SOCIAL LIFE SHOT?
WHOSE ISN'T?

If you haven't begun doing

anything about it, then

—

Make a date, bring a date on

this date; September 28, 8;00 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
RUSH PARTY
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'Bon voyage. Dr. Johnson'

Editorial

Looking Forward
Among the great variety of people who are Mlltlgan College there

are thoughtful and concerned individuals. They are thoughtful not

necessarily as philosophers but as honest and sincere thinkers

with a grasp of life's essence and values. They possess a sense of

what is right, and they try to contribute significantly to the life of

Miiligan College. Their concern for MLlligan, however, Is centered

primarily In people rather than in policy.

Such thinkers have always been a part of Mllllgan. However, this

year it seems that more of them are taking the Initiative to trans-

late their thoughts into actions. A variety of student-organized

activities have already transpired in these first few weeks of school.

The motivation for these activities has arisen from an apparent un-

selfish desire to meet the social and spiritual needs of the students

of MllUgan College.

In recent years students have been concerned with such ques-

tions as, "How much can we alter the administration and school

policies?" and "How can we change the Miiligan College?" At-

tention this year appears to be directed more toward "What can

we do within the situation which exists at Mllllgan?" and "How
can we make use of what we already have here?" Perhaps we are
discovering some potentials in MUllgas which have been overlooked
before. Perhaps we are finding that we need not wait for the ad-
ministration to provide opportunities for us, but that we can open
opportunities for ourselves if we will only make the effort to do so.

Initiative and enthusiasm are commendable qualities. Channeled
properly and constructively, they can lead to rewarding and worth-
while accomplishments. Unchanneled, they may create unnecessary
difficulties and failures. Continued conscientious direction of the
enthusiasm already evident this year at Mllllgan will lead to pre-
viously unrealized personal satisfaction and Individual growth.

Tue. Sept. 22, 1970

STAMPEDE

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send me a one-year subscription to the STAMPEDE
« the rate of $2.00. (Students currently enrolled in Miiligan
receive subscriptions through tuition expenses).

Name

Street

City

'Only here . . .

'

Rich Roames
"Calumny crosses oceans,

scales mountains and traver-

ses deserts with greater ease

than the Scythian Abarls, and,

like him ride upon a

poisoned arrow."
— Charles Caleb Colton

Every year Mllllgan, like

most small colleges. Is in-

flicted with a rash of rumors
circulating the campus.

Last Spring the rumor sit-

uation on campus seemed to

reach almost epidemic pro-

portions. It looks as if this

year will bring no change to

the problem of rumors, for

already many rumors are mak-
ing their rounds.

Exactly why and how a rumor

can get started is a near im-

possibility to determine. No
one individual or group can be

pinpointed as being solely re-

sponsible for the nourishing

and spreading of a pjmor. A
rumor is rather the product

of several factors, which must

be recognised If any thing is

to be done to help eliminate

this spreading of rumors.

One factor which contri-

butes to the growthof the rumor
Is the size of MllUgan. Unlike

the large universities where

rumors often go unnoticed in

the dense saturation of stu-

dents, the very size of a small

college seems to encourage the

spreading of rumors. It is not,

Oakland University changes

graduation requirements
Rochester, Mich. - (LP.)

Oakland University has eli-

minated the falling grade and

has radically altered Its grad-

uation requirements for any

students who wish to plan their

own education.

The education reform pro-

posals were adopted by the

University Senate, the inter-

nal governing body of the in-

stitution. The recommenda-
tions were presented to the

Senate by a Blue Ribbon Com-
mittee on Education Reform,

a group of six students and six

representatives of faculty and

administration.

The commission was formed

at the urging of a student group

called "people for thepeople."

Unlversiryofficial3 feel the cat-

alyst for the reform movement
was a year-long series of con-

ferences, classes and discuss-

ions on "The University in

Crisis." The conference ex-

amined both traditional and

possible new approaches to

American higher education.

The reforms allow a student

to create his own independent

concentration (major) from
among existing courses in the

University catalogue. Other

students may elect the trad-

itional majors with required

courses.

In addition, the F has been

eliminated for all students.

Anyone failing to successfully

complete a course will now
receive an N for no credit.

The N will not appear on the

student's transcript. The Uni-
versity will grade on a grad-

uated four-point scale from
1.0 to 4.0.

Under the new curriculum,

a student electing an Indepent

concentration would plan his

own sequence of courses, pre-
sent them for approvalof anad-
vlser and a committee on In-

struction, and graduate with an
independent concentration ra-
ther than, for example, a trad-

itional major In English or
history.

Other students taking tradi-

tional majors may have two
options. They may elect a strict

course of study with required

courses to help lead to certi-

fication for a graduate school
or they may take a less stru-

tured program leading to a

liberal arts degree.

Oakland is continuing study

of Its University - wide dis-

tribution requirements of 36

credits which are taken by all

students, regardless of pro-

gram. The requirements (us-

ually nine courses) are de-

signed to provide all students

with minimal experience In lit-

erature, Western history and

philosophy, fine arts, natural

sciences, social sciences and

humanities, and they include

the study of at least one non-

Western culture. For gradua-

tion all students must success-

fully complete 124 credits (us-

ually 31 courses) with a 2.0

average.

In explaining the changes

Chancellor Donald D. O'Dowd
said, ' 'there are Increasing

numbers of highly motivated

students for whom the tradi-

tional majors, requirements

and certification procedures

for graduate school are no

longer relevant."

therefore, inconceivable that

at any one time a certain

rumor may be among the

thoughts of the whole student

body of a small college.

Mllllgan seems to generate

rumors not only due to its size

but also through what appears

to be a lack of responsible

communication. This Is not to

say that MllUgan does not have

the means for communications,
but rather thai Mllllgan either

misuses or falls to use 3uch

means.

The responsibility of the stu-

dent paper to report accurately

and correcUy the events and

problems of the school has not

always been fulfilled In the

past. The lack of ethical Jour-
nalism In reporting hasat times
been added fuel to rumors.
Though the STAMPEDE has

emphasized accuracy this year,

the responsibility of such a task

seems so overwhelming that it

would be Impossible to assure

total accuracy.

Miiligan College takes great

pride in Its idea of being Just

one big "family." However, It

seems to be a family that Is

made up of members who are

not totally open with each other.

The administration and the stu-

dent body appear to be unable

to get together in an effort

to stop rumors. Though inten-

tions are good, the actual an-
ions of both parties are almost

apathetic. It Is as if to say,

"Wait long enough and every-

thing will go away." However,

few things go away by them-
selves, including rumors.

Hopefully, this year better

communication between ad-

ministration and the student

body will help eliminate

rumors around Miiligan. The
lack of campus rumors would

not only alleviate some pro-

blems, but would also help

increase the morale and spirit

of the college.

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

Let me begin by congratulating Marie Garrett and hex staff for

a fine premier issue of the 1970STAMPEDE. This first issue shows
every promise of maintaining the high standards set by last year's

award winning student newspaper. Few people are aware of the hours

of work and the conscientious concern required to produce each

issue of the STAMPEDE.

With Rod Irvln having achieved alumnus status, Melvln Morton
and Steve Khowles have evidently decided to replace "Buffalo Meat"
with "Human Pollution." Steve's final paragraph and Bill Oates
article had some Interesting remarks concerning Holocaust. These
remarks coupled with the lead editorial and Mike Gearhart's car-
toon would Indicate that some serious thought Is being given to the

character of freshman orientation in the contemporary academic
community.

This past year Miiligan College completed a two year self-study

program requested by the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools. The basic procedure of the self-study was quite simple:

State the purpose of the college and then show how each function of the

college serves this purpose. Perhaps it is now rime for us to ask

ourselves. "How do the traditional activities of freshmen orientation

contribute to the fulfillment of the purpose of Mllllgan College?"
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Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

l
case you haven't noticed, the Hospitality Center has added

i new, glass-walled offices. The cost of the glass alone Is

jred to be $4,000 and many brothers and sisters of the Mllllgan

, ly have been grumbling that this Is an extravagant outlay. The

ri Impresses me, however, as being both courageous and com-

: ab!e. The glass walls prevent any possibility of hypocrisy

.ise the actions of the office occupants are impossible to hide.

Illlgan students can find no other source of entertainment on

,:ampus, they can always gotheHospltalltyCenter, stand outside

rge groups, and command an excellent view of Milligan Col-

at work.

Johnson is leaving on a world tour to;

») Prove the world is round.
b) Get away from Susan.
c) Buy breeding stock for the MUligan Buffalo Herd.
d) Stimulate the world economy by reducing the Mllllgan budget

surplus.

— Melvin Morton

New disciplinary system

at Northwestern University
Evanston, 111. (I. P.) - Several

new Northwestern University

campus institutions have been
developed during the past year
to meet the Increase complexity
of governing the campus. The
most Important of these new
institutions is the University

Hearing and Appeals System.
After two years of work and

over seventeen drafts in the

student government and a Joint

faculty - student - administra-

tion Council on Undergraduate

Life, a statute change was made

In order to provide for this

innovation.

Special features of the sys-

tem include the Conciliation

Board which attempts to re-

solve matters out of the sys-

tem In a highly innovative and

educational manner by bringing

the two sides togetherforadls-

cussion of the particular event

upon which a charge is based.

°F.ien Letters
range

Student Council and library

SUGGESTION: How about permanently closing the library,

ing the S.U.B. to that building, and using the library budget to

,,ce a bussing service for Mllllgan students to the E.T.S.U.

iiry7 The brick walls of the old S.U.B. could be replaced by

3 ones and the building could be used to house the Business

're along with the rest of the Hardin Hall Offices. Hardin Hall

d then be converted Into a full time psychiatric ward which this

.e needs almost as much as a new field house.

he Freshman Class Is to be congratulated for readily accepting

all-rime favorite Mllllgan tradition - apathy. A grand total cf

• m(7) showed up at the forum for the Freshman candidates last

lnesday. That's 2.857% of the class I ! 1

1 course, the big story this week Is the proposed Milligan Buf-

Herd. It seems that President Johnson suggested this idea to the

lor Class as a class project. Nobody was more enthusiastic

ut It than Class President BUJ Oates. He has already sent one

er of Inquiry - not asking for a buffalo, but asking how to ask

one.

omeone came up with an ad in the back of an old POPULAR
CHANICS magazine offering to give away buffaloes to whoever

ild take them. Investigation into this possibility, however, proved

ippolntlng. It seems that none of the Buffalo In this herd had

particular desire to come to Milligan College. Herd owner

man Hoof explained in this way: "Well, I guess the Buffalo

eradon Front is as strong here as anywhere. My boys Just feel

t they would be too restricted at that place. They are not turned

by the rule which requires buffalo to live on campus, and they

not feel that there Is any future for their social life in either

zabethton, Johnson City, or the S.U.B."
mother problem which Bill Oates will be facing is the age-old

'!Silon, "Where do you put a buffalo?" Anglln Field Is out. A
nk from the nearby Buffalo Creek would be the quickest way to

an end to the Senior Class Project. The Webb Hall lawn is pre-
itly being occupied by Coach Walker's horses who are reportedly

so happy about the buffalo Idea anyway. The only possibilities

lch the Housing Committee have come up with so far are: {a)

Student Council room, (b) the Pardee Showers, and/or (c)

unbound periodical section of the library.

\n unconfirmed report presents another possible stumbling

•ck. Informed sources have it that the Maintenance foreman,
eston Kyte has flatly refused to clean up after the buffaloes.

,s far as I'm concerned, it can Just lay there and fertilize the

aind," he Is quoted as saying.

As if there weren't already enough problems. Business J. Moore
s come out against the project because of the staggering ex-
nses of upkeep (buffaloes have babies too , you know). This
sms, however, to be an ultimately minor consideration. If the
hool can afford to spend $9,000 to convert the Hospitality Center
o i glass cage, then the buffalo bill should present no problem,
sides, if worse came to worse, we could always bolster our
leterta menu with Buffalo Meat.

After one month of stay at

Milligan College, every new-
comer comes out of his Incuba-

don period. Being one such

newcomer, I would like to pre-

sent two issues to those of

the student body who may be

concerned.

First, I question the claim

of the entire incumbent Stu-

dent Council as being a re-

presentative body of the stu-

dents for the current academic

year. The present Council, ex-

cluding the Freshmen repre-

sentativesof course, wereelect-

ed In office by a student body

the previous academic year.

True, as present Student

Council laws and by laws

governing elections stand, the

incumbent council is legal. Yet

it was elected by students at the

end of the last academic year.

Convocation

Comments
I would like to make the

following suggestions concern-
bag Mllllgan's convocatlonpro-
grams,

1. During the past several

'convocation services, there has

been Increased evidence that

many Milligan College students

have little regard for the speak-

er or their fellow student.

2. As a general rule most
students pick up their mall be-

fore convocation service and

read It during the service. The
convocation service also ap-

pears to be prime time to catch

up on the latest gossip. Al-

though such practices are ob-

viously rude to the speaker,

even more important, they are

distracting to any Individual

in the audience that may be

interested in what the speaker-

Is saying. The rustle of paper,

whispering voices, and someone
chewing his gum noisily are

enough to distract even the

most conscientious persons at-

tention from the speaker.

3. Due to the conduct of many
students, it Is suggested that a

speaker be selected for a future

convocation service'tb present

a speech that will benefit us
all: Common Courtesy and

Everyday Etiquette

4. Any attention give to this

request will be appreciated by

at least one Mllllgan student

that "also attends" convoca-
tion service.

5. Thank you for your con-

sideration.

Danny Clark

Freshman, Bible

some of whom may have left

Milligan by now. There are

others who have freshlyarrlved

(transfers). It appears a more
logical representation may
occur if the entire student body

elections are held at the be-

ginning of each academic year.

The retiring members of the

out-going body may help initiate

the elections and undertake

those few programs that are

necessary to start the college

year. But they should then bow

down to a fresh start, from a

"truly" representative body of

currently enrolled students.

My second Issue Is Mllllgan

College's Library hours. In this

1 wish to direct my point to the

Student Council, since I feel

that they alone could muster the

necessary student support. I

would like the Council to pass

a resolution extending library

hours for the weekends to in-

clude 8 a.m. through 10 p.m.

on Saturdays and from 2 p.m.

through 10 p.m. on Sundays. The
Mllllgan College Library is not

extensive, yet it Is exhaustive

enough for students to take full

advantage of. The extended

hours will greatly facilitate stu-

dents who struggle through book

reports on regular week days.

Sincerely,

Sam M. Dalai

Senior, business administration

the guarantees of due process,

and the flexibility in possible

sanctions.

"After some considerable

investigation, "statci a spokes-

man for the Associated Stu-
dent Government, '

'I believe

that this system Is the best

I've seen for determining Jus-

tice on the campus. Struc-

turally, it is very sound and de-
mocratically selected.

"And while one might guess
that the Student Board would
be continually by-passed be-
cause of the 'major disruption'

clause, this has not been the

case during this first prece-

dent-setting year of operation.

"Quite the contrary. Few
matters have first gone to the

University Board, putting a

great deal of importance and
responsibility on the Student

Board. The legitimacy of the

disciplinary system on campus
Is now unquestioned even by the

most radical. This is a very

healthy sign for the campus
where the Importance of a sound

and just judicial system Is

undeniable."

Graduation

requirements

eliminated
Saint Paul, Minn. - (LP.) -

Macalester College has altered

its general requirements far

graduation In order to permit

students greater flexibility In

developing a course of study

based on their own educational

goals.

The new policy eliminates

general College graduation re-

quirements In religion, for-

eign language and speech, while

Increasing the latitude of the

academic departments in spe-

cifying courses which they can

require of their majors. For
example, under the new plan

an Individual department may
require that Its majors study a

foreign language.
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NEW OFFICES—First known as President Walker's house, then

the Hospitality House, this building now holds luxurious new-

offices for Mllllgan personnel. The school went to considerable

expense to provide the sorely needed office space, a sign of

Mllllgan's continued growth.

Dr. Fife takes sabbatical

at Pepperdine and U. S. C.

The University of Southern

California, Pepperdine College,

and pacific Christian College

will be centers of activity (or

Dr. Robert 0. Fife during the

1970-71 school year.

Dr. Fife Is chairman of the

area of social learning andpro-

fessor of history at Mllllgan.

Combining a semester of

sabbatical leave with a one-

semester leave of absence. Dr.

Fife is spending a year at the

U. S. C. School of Religion

studying the role of the church

In metropolitan society.

At tbe same time, he Is

serving Pepperdine College as

a visiting professor. Dr. Fife

also lectures at Pacific Chris-

tian College one evening each

week.

Dr. Fife's main reason for

choosing U. S. C. is Us ex-

cellent program In the areas

of church, race, class, and

economic problems.

He plans an ln-depth In-

vestigation of church life In

the metropolitan centers, with

special emphasis on the Dis-

ciples of Christ, Independent,

and Non-instrumental Chris-

tian Churches.

In a recent letter to Dean

Wetzel, Dr. Fife reported that

Pepperdine officials are in-

terested In Milllgan's humani-
ties program and the Christ

and Culture course.

Dr. Fife's book, TEETH ON
EDGE, which he has recently
written, will be published in

March by Baker Book House.

The book deals with the history

of our churches and slavery,

and the consequent struggle

which our society faces over

the racial problem.

Ktail
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Milligan College Students

Student Council support makes
frosh basketball team possible
The Student Council con-

tinues to p a s s and act upon

legislation to improve student

life at Mllllgan College [or the

ensuing academic year.

During the meeting of Sep-

tember 17, Mr. Charlie Alder-

man reported to the council

that the freshmen would be un-

able to conduct an inter-col-

legiate basketball team due

to the reduced athletic bud-

get. He informed the council

that approximately four-hun-

dred dollars was required to

operate the annual squad.

A total of two-hundred dol-

lars wag pledged to make
possible the team for the fresh-

men. Fifty dollars of this pledge

came from the Special Pro-

ject allocation of the council's

budget and the remainder was

taken from the Traffic Court

proceeds from last year.

The election of the college

cheerleaders is again the re-

sponsibility of the Student

Council.

The guidelines for the 1970-

71 cheerleader' elections were

listed in the Student Council

minutes for last week.

This year, cheerleaders will

be responsible for attending

and leading cheers at all col-

legiate' sports.

Rather than aStudentCouncil

committee being responsible

for school spirit as in past

years, the newly elected cheer-

leader squad will take charge

for the nrganLationof the cam-
pus spirit. The cheerleaders

will be active in organizing

pep rallies and in the placing-

Sweetheart

chosen by

Circle K
The Milligan chapter of Cir-

cle K international service club

has chosen Miss Sandy Jones

as '70-71 Sweetheart.

Sandy will represent the club

at the regional convention.

Sandy's personality and her

service to the school as night

nurse were among the attributes

contributing to her selection

by the club members.
The club will limit the fall

pledge to upperclassmen.
Freshmen will be given an op-

portunity to join next spring.

Many activities have been

planned for the school year,

on both the social and service

levels. The most recent act-

ivity was a faculty car wash
rwo weeks ago to raise money.

of posters on the campus.

The Student Council - spon-

sored Christian Emphasis
Week, under the direction of

Mr. Mark Cameron, Secre-

tary of Religious Affairs, will

take pl3ce October 6, through

8.

This week will be lead by

a group from Pittsburg, Pen-
sylvanla, called the Ex-
kursions withaspecialspeaJcer,

Mr. John Guest during the con-
vocation hour, October 6.

Currently, plans are being

made to have members of the

faculty and adm in 1stration con-
duct small discussion groups
in the dormitories, as was done

last year.

Three unanimous recom-
mendations, from Council, have

been forwarded to the staff of

the library.

These Include the following:

First, the opening of the

library on Saturday afternoons.

Second, the opening of the

library on Sunday evenings.

if it is not feasible for the

library staff to open the lib-

rary on both Saturday mornings
and afternoons, the third re-

commendation is that the

library be opened in the after-

noons on Saturday rather than

in the morning.

The council is now awaiting

the reply from the library staff

concerning these recommenda-
tions.

The members of Student

Council are now in the pro-

cess of attempting to improve
the services of Coke machine
sales and service as well as the

facilities of coin operated tele-

phones on the campus.
The petltionclrculated in con-

vocation on September 15 se-
cured the signatures ol forty-

six per cent of the student

body. The required number,
according to tbe current Stu-

dent Council constitution, is

forty per cent.

This'was brought to the atten-

tion of the Student Council

Thursday night and the petition

for amendment of the amend-
ment clause of the constitution

was tabled for one regularly

scheduled meeting of the coun-

cil. It will then be referred to

the student body for passage.

Passage of this amendment
requires a vote of fifty per cent

of the student body who parti-

cipate in the voting.

Time and place of election

shall be announced at a later

date.

The total number of 33 stu-

dent representatives and two
faculty advisors to Student

Council is now complete with

the addition of thefreshmenand
commuter representatives.

Current construction will

give campus new look

New construction along the

state highway which runs from
in front of Webb Hall to the post
office Includes a continuation

of the sidewalk which now ends
at the library parking area,

a wider road, and a landscap-
ing project.

The sidewalk being completed
to the post office has been much

needed. Since the road through

the campus is a state highway
and not a private road, Milligan

has faced a problem of area

motorists sharing the same
road with students on foot.

This conflict will be resolved
when the students are given

their own passage way.

Motorists will also benefit

from a 30 inch width increase

to the existent road. This will

alleviate problems in passing

oncoming vehicles.

The removal of several cam-
pus eyesores wiU be included

in the highway construction

project-

All the buildings across from
the Hospitality House have been

removed not only so that the

new sidewalk may go through

but also so that the area can
be landscaped for a more at-

tractive campus.
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Take top six places

Buff runners win first meet

INTRAMURAL SPEEDBALL—Women's Intramural speedball Is

*ell underway as the Milligan women display their ability to com-

>lne fun and athletics.

Brown, Orange lead

intramural football
Brown and Orange are co-

leaders after the halfway point

of first-round football. Three

igames are left for each team

after September 22.

In games Involving the top

earns Tuesday September 22
Brown defeated Green 1-0

ind Orange defeated Yellow

2-0. In the Brown-Green con-

test) the game ended in a

scoreless tie. Each team was
;iven four downs to make as

nuch yardage as possible, and

?rown won by about three

mrds.

At this point, it looks as if

the deciding game for the first-

round championship will be

played September 30 at 6:00

p.m. with Brown meeting

Orange.

Hrown 4-0

Orange 4-0

Green 3-1

Yellow 2-2

Black 1-3

Blue 1-3

Red 1-3

Pink 0-4

In the first cross-country

meet of the year against Steed

on Tuesday, September 22, Mil-

ligan took the first six places

to win by a score of 15-49.

Freshmnn Mike McMillan
was the pacesetter for the

Buffa, winning with a time of

21;35. Senior Tom Manus placed

second with a time of 22:27

and Chip Fowler took third

in 22:37 edging out Tom Evans
who finished in 22:39; Rick Mc-
Inmrf finished filth in a time of

23:00 and Gary Marler finished

sixth.
Othernewcomersto the squad

include freshmen Chris Lacy,

Dan Hogg, Gene McCarry, and'

sophomore Joe Randall. Junior

Rick Mclnturf and senior Tom
Manus are the only returning

lettermen from last year's

squad.

"We should have a better

team than in the past two or

three years and possibly our

best ever," says Coach Walker.

"If we can get Manus to his

top form, and the others con-

tinue to work, we should do

pretty well."

Several changes have been

made In the schedule. The
meets with Lees-McRae, Sep-

tember 28 and October 6 have

been cancelled. Warren-Wil-

September 30, 1970

With Coupon Only

Regulardinner
boxonly 98 c

Regular $
1
25

No substitutions. Good at participating Kentucky

Fried Chicken stores.

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

K«ntu<rku fried Aitfoit

112 Elk Ave. Elizabethan, Tennessee ONLY

son will host the Buffs Sep-
tember 30, and Milligan will

host David Lipscomb October
17 instead of participating In

the West Georgia Invitational.

The Tennessee Intercollegi-

ate Athletic Conference Meet
at Bryan College has been

changed to October 31, and
Warren-Wilson and Carson-
Newman will oppose the Buffs
here, October 28. The next
meet will be held here to-
morrow at II a.m. with Bre-
vard the opponent.

MILLIGAN DEFEATS STEED—By capturing the first six places

to win it's first cross-country meet Milltgan's team shows their

capabilities.

College Student's Poetry Anthology

The National Poetrv Press

announce

rhe closing date for the submission of manuscripts by CoUegeSnidents I

November 5

ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible

to submit his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme.
Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges, because of

space limitations.

Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet,

and must bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and
the COLLEGE ADDRESS as well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

3210 Selby Avenue Los Angeles, Calif. 90034

Clothing For

Men and Women

At

UannaLLt
213 E.MAN Si Phone 926-2181
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Education department combines

sociology and psychology class

The latest news lnMilligan's

education department is the

combining of developmental

psychology and educational so-

ciology classes Into a single

block (or seven semester hours

of credit.

Dr. Clark calls the program

an "experimental pilot," and

says It is "designed to give

a first practicum in a series

of three practicum exper-

iences."

In this first practicum, which

should be a sophomore ex-

perience, the students will be

called "teacher-aids." Next

they will be "teacher as-

sistants," and then, "student

teachers."

BELIEVE IT OR NOT—The Milllgan Bridge Is finished! 01

course the road through campus is now torn up . . .

Highway work continues;

to be done November 10

Danforth Fellowship

applications available

(Reprinted from the

STAMPEDE - October 3, 1969}

The resounding concussion of

exploding dynamite reminds the

Milllgan College community

that construction. Involved with

correcting a bad section of the

highway in front of the school,

is continuing.

The project was begun last

spring. In an aaempt to al-

leviate a dangerous traffic

situation. Cars leaving Milllgan

College run the risk of being

hit by other cars coming from
Elizabethton. The driver of the

Milllgan car cannot see a car

approaching over the hill on his

right.

The project will also help to

correct the Jamming effect of

cars attempting to turn onto

the road Into the school.

The project was to have been
completed before school opened

this fall, but the failure of a

sub-contracted firm to fulfill

Its obligation has set the com-
pletion date back to November
10th of this year.

The firm that received and

still holds the original contract,

is B. G. Young & Sons of John-
son City. Mr. Young stated that,

as far as the bridge Is con-

cerned In the project, It Is fin-

ished. Dirt is now needed to

fill in the approach and the

arch. Backing up the dirt will

be several tons of crushed rock.

Paving and surfacing will com-
plete the project.

When asked about the delay

In the completion of the project,

Mr. Young said that the firm to

which he gave a sub-contract

for the grading failed to keep

pace with the set time schedule,

and he was forced to take the

contract over again. At present

about 60-65% of the grading Is

completed.

Inquiries about the Danforth

Graduate Fellowships, to be

awarded In March 1971, are

invited, according to Dr. Rob-

ert Llston, Director of Hum-
anities, the local campus re-

presentative.

The Fellowships, offered by

the Danforth Foundation of St.

Louis, Missouri, are open to

men and women who are sen-

iors or recent graduates of

accredited colleges in the

United States, who have ser-

ious interest In college teach-

ing as a career, and who plan

to study for a Ph. D. In a field

common to the undergraduate

college.

Applicants may be single or

married, must be less than

thirty years of age at the time

of application, and may not have

professional study beyond the

baccalaureate.

Approximately 120 Fellow-

ships will be awarded in March
1971. Candidates must be no-

minated by Liaison Officers of

their undergraduate institu-

tions by November 1, 1970.

The Foundation does not accept

direct applications for the Fel-

lowships.

Danforth Graduate Fellows

Psychology Club makes plans,

elects officers for the new year
Many new activities for the

coming year were discussed

at a recent meeting of the

Psychology CUib which is un-

der the sponsorship of Dr. Rob-
ert Llndeman.

One project already in pro-
gress has been undertaken by
Barbl Flshback, John Rohr-
baugh, Stephannie Buchan-
nan,. and Roy Mason who work
each day for an hour and a

half with emotionally disturb-

ed children.

Their work Is done under the

direction of Mr. Robert Owens^.

of the Washington Coemy Men-
tal Health Center in Johnson
City.

The Johnson City community
Is also In the process of

establishing a "Crisis Cen-

ter" for those wrestling with

drug addiction,

Milllgan's Psychology Club

has been asked to participate

In this center, and as a result,

part of the plans for the club

will entail an Intense drug ed-

ucation course which may be

open to the rest of the campus.

Other plans for the year in-

clude movies, speakers and

"In-Patient" studies. Chapel
announcements will provide

mare details about the ten-

tative programs.
The following people were

chosen to assume leadership

of the Psychology Club for

the school year; Ozell Ward,
President; Lezlee Knowles,

Secretary; Margaret Roth,

Treasurer; and Rick Reel,

Program Chairman.

WILSON

PHARMACY

08 W.Walnut St.

Johnson City

DO YOU LIKE

w DINO'S
420 Elk Av.im Eliob«tktoi,TMt

are eligible for four years

of financial assistance, with "a

maximum annual living stipend

of $2,400 for single Fellows

and $2,950 for married Fel-

lows, plus tuition and fees.

Dependency allowances are

available. Financial need Is

not a condition for considera-

tion.

Danforth Fellows may hold

certain other fellowships such

as Ford, Fulbright, National

Science, Rhodes, etc. concur-

rently and will be Danforth

Fellows without stipend until

the other awards lapse. Dan
forth Fellows also may be de-
signated Woodrow Wilson

Fellows.

The Danforth Foundation,

created by the late Mr. and

Mrs. William H. Danforth in

1927, is a philanthropy con-

cerned primarily with people

and values. Presently the

Foundation focuses its activi-

ties in two major areas, educa-

tion and the city. In these areas

the Foundation administers

programs and makes grants to

schools, colleges, university

and other public and private

agencies.

The class Is divided Into three

small groups who rotate dur-
ing the semester, spendingflve
weeks of one-half day periods
at the elementary level and
five weeks at the secondary
level. A third five weeks Is

spent in the intensive semin-
ars. The students also attend
seminars at the beginning and
end of the program.

The class is "designed to

follow a national trend which

provides for more experience

In the field," The program here

at Milllgan was patterned after

the University of Georgia Ed-
ucational Model.

The thirteen students enroll-

ed In the class this semester

will work in the South Junior

High and Straton Elementary

Schools in Johnson City.

Dr. Ownby and Dr. Clark

are conducting the class, with

Dr. Hall as sociology consult-

ant and guest lecture.

Graduate

testing

information
Seniors thinking about apply-

ing to graduate school should

consider taking one of the re-

quired examinations adminis-

tered by Educational Testing

Service.

Most graduate schools re-

quire the Graduate Record Ap-

titute Test. Some graduate

schools also require the ap-

plicant to present a score in

bis major field of study.

Information about all of these

tests may be secured at the

counseling office.

GIFTS FOR EVERY

PERSON AND EVERY

OCCASION

Special discount for

Milligan Students Only

~p*^ jewelers





Christian Emphasis
Week is a success

THE HOM 0' THE •OHIO

The relevance of Christian-

y was the major thrusi of

lis Fall's Christian Emphasis

leek, held October 5-8.

Highlighting the week's act-

/lties were John Guest, The

;xkursions, and Tom PhUllps,

II from The Pittsburg Ex-

eriment.

The goal of The Pittsburg

;xperiment is to help people

ye for Jesus In every facet

t their daily lives.

Its diverse programs cover

ot only the business world,

lgh school and college cam-

uses, but they also reach Into

risons and lnner-clty slums.

The Exkurslons are a rock

nuslc group whose songs pre-

ent a Christian message. Mike

ohnson plays lead guitar, and

till Johnson is their drummer,

ohn Guest is co-ordlnator of

lie Pittsburg Experiment's

ollege program. He sings folk

^ast year's

Stampede

is honored
In a recent convocation pro-
ram John Rohrbaugh and his

m-70 STAMPEDE staff were
smmended for the FlrstCIass

sting awarded the newspaper

1 ihe Associated Collegiate

ress All-Amerlcan Critical

srvlce.

The second semester issues

! Ihepaperrecelvedihls rating

hlch represents "an excel-
ur publication, Indicative of
aunt! journalism andhlgh stan-

irds." A Second Class rat-

ig had been earned by the first

smester Issues.

rock with The Exkurslons as

well as doing most of the speak-

ing for the group. Tom Phil-

lips works with group discus-

sions and Individual counseling.

Mark Cameron, MUligan's

Secretary of Christian Af-

fairs, was In charge of Chris-

tian Emphasis Week. He felt

that the group (rom Pittsburg

Impressed on the student body

that Christianity Is not an out-

ward display of certain types

of dress, music, etc.

Rather, In Cameron's words.

It is an "Inner attitude which

is seen in Us reality when

people get to know each other

personally."

The activities of the week

began with "Reach Out" on

Prayer Hill Monday night. Jim
Byerly of Mllllgan planned and

led this program with over

100 people attending.

The men from Pittsburg con-

ducted convocation Tuesday

morning, and presented a pair

of concerts In Lower Seeger

Tuesday and Wednesday even-

ings. Each program consisted

of music by The Exkurslons

and a talk by John Guest.

Tom Phillips led a group

discussion and prayer meet-

ing both Tuesday and Wed-
nesday afternoons. The five

men spent much of their three

days on campus talking with

MUtigan students.

Christian Emphasis Week
ended with fatuity members
coming to the dormitories last

night for group discussions.

Assisting Cameron In plan-

ning the week's program were

Jim Byerly, Mary Lou Butcher,

Sandf Christian. SharonHamU-
ton. Bill Heck, BUI Howden,

Sandy Jones, and Bob Wells.

SPOON RIVER CAST -- Mike Griffin, Carol Shelton, Dennis
yatt, Teresa Hayes, Daln Samples, Lee Meador, Tom Swallen,
d Tom Harden. Not pictured Is Sherry Chesseman.

Mrs. Parris will present

'Spoon River Anthology'
The Mllllgan College drama

epartment will present Char-
es Aldman's adaptation and ar-
angement of Edgar Lee Mas-
k's SPOON RIVER ANTHO-
-OCY on Thursday, October
5, and Friday October 16.

The setting of toe play Is
n the graveyard of a small
ommunlty. Spoon River, dur-
ng ihe 19th century. The char-
ters, all of whom are dead,
<cre related in some way dur-
ng their lives.

The play Is a psychological
'udy of people and their re-
gions to life according to their
swly acquired perspective.

Everyone should be able to

Identify with at least one of

the characters In this play
because it is felt that all types

of people are represented in

these sixty-five characters.

The drama department is

presenting the play with Mrs.
Parris, professor of speech
and drama, as director.

The play Is written in two
acts and usually has four act-
ors. Mrs. Parris has taken
a unique approach to the play
by using eight actors to make
the characters seem more di-
verse.
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EXKURSIONS PERFORM — The Exkurslons, a christian rock group from Pittsburgh,
highlighted christian Emphasis Week. Here Mike Johnson sings at an Informal concert In
Lower Seeger.

'Big brothers' help

New grants program begun
A new grams program has

been initiated this month to

help area youths attend college

at Mllllgan, according to Dean

Wetzel.

This program is for stu-

dents who graduated In the up-
per quarter of their class but

who had no hope of financing
a college career.

"It came about because
there was a group of concern-
ed teachers who saw an op-
portunity to be of service,"
stated Dean Wetzel.

Several of Mllllgan's pro-
fessors have created classes
for these students in Bible,

public speaking, and humani-
ties In order to accommodate
the remaining weeks of the

semester.

Benefits of this program, will

enable the students to attend
MUUgan. Also, according to

Dean Wetzel, "As full time
students they are eligible to

participate In all campus act-
ivities."

Dean Wetzel hopes to enlist
financial ala from area busi-
nessmen and foundatloms.

If, after a trial run, the re-
action from the businessmen,
and students is favorable,
the program will be expanded
to Include more students,

related Dean Wetzel.

In conjunction with the stu-
dents' arrival, several fresh-
men and upperclassmen have
volunteered to act as "big
brothers and sisters" to the
new freshmen.

According to Jim Mounts,
leader of the orientation pro-
gram, their duty Is to help the

new students make the trans-

ition from high school to col-

lege and to ". . . Be there
when they need help."

Pianist Hinson will

perform Beethoven
The Mllllgan CollegeConcert

Series will present Maurice
Hinson In a piano recital to-

morrow October 10, at 8:00

p.m. in Seeger Memorial Chap-
el.

Dr. Hinson, Professor of

Church Music at Southern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary,

Louisville, Kentucky, will pre-

sent a program composed en-

tirely of works by Ludwig van

Beethoven, honoring the two

hundredth anniversary of his

birth. (1771-1970).

Three major works com-
prise the program, each an

example of the forms which

Beethoven composed, the char-

acter piece, the sonata, and

the variation. Dr. Hinson will

be performing SIX BA C-
ATELLES, Opus 126, SONATA
IN E, Opus 109. and FIFTEEN
VARIATIONS AND FUGUE IN E
FLAT, Opus 35.

Grady Maurice Hinson Is both

an accomplished and an ex-

perienced musician, having

performed piano recitals In

twenty-two states as well as

in France, Germany, and Hol-
land. He is a graduate of the

University of Florida and holds

advanced degrees from the Uni-

versity of Michigan. In addition.

Dr. Hinson has studied at Sher-

wood Music School,' Chicago,
Jullllard School of Music,
New York, and the University

of Nancy, France.

Dr. Hinson will conduct a

master piano class at MU-
Ugan College Saturday morn-
ing. October 10, at 9:00 a.m.

in Lower Seeger for all piano

majors and minors, as well

as interested students and fac-

ulty members from area
schools. The class will be pre-
ceded by a coffee hour at 8:30

sponsored by Mllllgan's chap-
ter of M.E.N.C.

PIANO RECITAL - Maurice
Hinson, here tomorrow.
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Uoperclassmen only

CircleK pledge week begins
The Circle K Service Organ-

ization of Mlillgan College has

begun their week long fes-

tivities of pledge week, accord-

ing to President Warren

Mathls,

The first semester was open

only to upperciassmen who

wished to pledge the club. A

Convocation

will exhibit

much variety

Convocation programs for

the remainder of October will

include a variety of speakers.

On October 13th an informa-

tive program on 'The Use and

Abuse of Drugs' will be pre-

sented.

Dr. Robert Llndeman, who

Is acting head of the psychology

department in the absence of

Dr. Crowder. is in charge of

the program. He will be having

several students assisting him.

Thursday, the fifteenth, will

be a performance of the Con-
cert Choir, This representa-

tive of the Mlillgan Music De-
partment, is under the leader-

ship of Sherwyn Bachman,

A program concerning the

world travels of Mr. Ward Pat-

terson will follow on October

20, This will consist of slides

and a display of his rubbings

of Ancient Art.

When Convocation resumes
October twenty ninth, the

Convocation Committee will

present Colonel Blake. He is

a member of the Air Force
staff at the pentagon and he

will speak to us on the sub-

ject of "Military Influence In

Government Policies."

total of eleven upperciassmen
who wished to pledge the club

are currently involved with

pledge week.

Some of the week's activ-

ities include the daily raising

and lowering of the American
flag at the Circle K flagpole

located oustide Sutton Hall, a

club sponsored car wash today

behind Cheek Hall, church this

Sunday and a trip to die Blue
Circle In Ellzabethton this

coming Monday night.

The pledge Class is also

responsible to raise some
money for the club's treasury.

Current projects are not as
of yet definite.

Tonight the entire club and

pledge class will Journey to an
obscure cabin near the No-
Ilchucky River for a night's

activity of camping. Saturday

morning the pledges will be

painting trash cans for use

of the srudentB on campus.

Pledge period ends Tues-
day night, October 13 with the

Initiation scheduled for twelve

midnight Friday, October 16.

The pledge class consists

of Jim Mounts, president of

the class, Jamie Gregory.

Fred Harris, Rick Mclnturf,

John Ruckman, Dave Steward,

Darrell Tate, A. C. Thomas-
on, Larry Wockenfuss, Bill

Yates and Dave Zlebart.

The Circle K Service Club

of Mlillgan College is spon-

sored by the Ellzabethton Kl-

wanls Club. The campus faculty

advisor Is Howard Lamon, As-
sistant professor of Business

Administration.

Physical education

requirement dropped
Lancaster, Pa. - (l.P.) —

Franklin and Marshall College

no longer will require stud-

ents to take physical educa-

tion courses as a requirement

for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree. The degree requirement

was voted out by the College

Senate, based upon a recom-
mendation of the Senate's Cur-
riculum Committee.

In its report, theCurrlculum

Committee stated that "the ob-

jectives of physical education,

while good and estimable, are

not sufficiently central to Che

essential purposes of liberal

education to justify their re-

tention as a graduation re-

quirement."

The Committee urged "fur-

ther development of attractive

opportunities" for physical ed-

ucation and "the encourage-

LADIES'

and

MEN'S WEAR

THOMAS'S
218-220 E. Alain Street

Downtown Johnson City

division service: station

Hood Tires & Tubes

Corner Roan & Division

ment of academically valid

courses In physical education

carrying conventional course

credit" in support of Its con-
tention that physical education

"has a role to play In a liberal

arts curriculum," as long as

such courses are not a require-

ment for a degree.

Style show
to be held

October 12
The student body is Invited

to a style show sponsored by

the Service Seekers.

The style show featuring

clothes from Nettie Lee's

of Johnson City will be held

in Lower Seeger on October

12 at 7:00 p.m.

Mrs. Dennis "Cookie" Hel-

sabeck, receptionist for Pres-

ident Jessjohnson, wlllbeMls-

tress of Ceremonies.

No admission will be charg-
ed.

\ I
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'WHO'S WHO' CHOSEN — The following Seniors will be In

'Who's Who'; Jback row, left to right) Sandl Christian, Steve
Knowles, John Rohrbaugh, Mark Cameron, Bob Tmitt, (front
row) Marie Garrett. Sharon Hamilton, Carol Tinkler, and Marrv
Flynn. Not pictured Is Ron McCready.

Faculty selects ten

'Who's Who' students
This year's selections for

"Who's Who Among Students

in American Universities and

Colleges" Include ten mem-
bers of the senior class of

Mlillgan College.

Mark A. Cameron, from
Rlverton, Wyoming, is a Bible

m aj or planning to go on to

graduate study at a seminary.

He Is Secretary of Christian

Affairs and a member of Phil-

osophy Club, Mark likes the

out-of-doors, and enjoys both

fishing and hunting.

Sandra G. Christian, from
Decatur, Georgia, is majoring

in history and certifying in

secondary education. Sandl

is President of Service Seek-

ers, a member of Hart Dorm
Council, and serves on the

Christian Affairs Committee.

Martha R. Flynn halls from
Ashevllle, North Carolina, and

is majoring in physical educa-

tion. Marty belongs to Phi Eta

Tau and is active in Christian

Service Club as Chairman of

the Vesper Committee.

Marie A. Garrett, from

Knoxville, Tennessee, is an

English major. Marie is Ed-
itor of the STAMPEDE, a

member of Service Seekers,

and was copy editor for the

Bell's

Henny-peniy
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

Two locations To Serve You:

Ellzabethton, Tennessee

Elk and Watauga

343-1S62

Johnson City, Tennessee

Roan and Watauga
928-7336

STAMPEDE last year.

Sharon G. Hamilton, from
Felicity, Ohio, is majoring In

English and certifying for

elementary education. Sharon

is President of Han Dorm
Council, a student council

representative, a member
of Service Seekers, and ser-

ves on the Christian Affairs

Committee.

G. Stephen Knowles comes
from Pleasant Hill, California,

and is a psychology major.

Steve is a member of Concert

Choir, Madrigals, Circle K,

and Alpha psl Omega. This

year's Secretary of Social Af-

fairs, Steve is also a column-
ist for the STAMPEDE.
Ronald McCready, from Salt-

vllle, Virginia, is majoring in

business. Ron has been a big

asset to Mllllgan's golf team

for the past three years.

John Rohrbaugh, from Can-
ton, Ohio, Is a psychology ma-
jor. John Is president of tbe

Student Council, a member of

the Philosophy Club, and past

Editor of the STAMPEDE.
Carol J . Tinkler, from phoe-

nix, Arizona, Is majoring in

history and certifying in se-
condary education. "Turk" Is

Editor-ln-chiel of tbe BUF-
FALO, a member of Service

Seekers, and past assistant

class editor for the BUF-
FALO.

Robert N. Trultt is from
Fern Creek, Kentucky, and a

business major. Bob is Stu-

dent Council treasurer and vice

president of Circle K.

The students, selected by the

faculty, were chosen on the

basis of their scholastic ac-

cumulative average of at least

a 2.75, their participation and

leadership in academic and

extra curricular -activities,

their service to the college,

and [heir promise of future

success.

OF AMERiCA

o^mWeana SPECIAL

FISH NIGHT
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Dr. Tsao, John Rohrbaugh
attend national conference

Representing Mllllgan Col-

lege at the second annual pre-

sident to the president's con-

ference last week In Washington

D, C. were John Rohrbaugh,

|

president of the Student Coun-

: ell, and Wen Yen Tsao, chair-

i
man of Eastern Asian Studies.

The participants In thiscon-

;

ference, which lastedf rora Sep-

tember 25-27 were mostly

I

student government leaders and

presidents from various uni-
.

. verslties and colleges through-

out the United States.

Several members of the

Nixon cabinet were listed as

i

feature speakers Including the

following people: Secretary of

Defense, Melvin Laird; Secre-

!
tary of Interior, WalterJ. Hick-

el; United States Attorney

General, John Mitchell, and

Director of Selective Service,

Dr. Curtis W. Tarr.

John Rohrbaugh felt the

program and Its speakers very

worthwhile. Johnremarkedthat

he had supported President

Nixon in his 1968 presidential

campaign. However, he had '

lately acquired misgivings to-

ward the Nixon administration

because of Its "Southern Stra-

tegy" attitude towards civil

rights and education. Its atti-

tude toward campus unrest,

and Its attitude toward the con-

duction of the Viet Nam War.
Now, after hearing the spee-

ches of Laird, Hlckel, and Mit-

chell, John is more optimistic

concerning the quality of tbe

Nixon administration.

Concerning the featured

speakers John stated. The
men were keenly Intelligent,

articulate, and concerned."

However, It Is surprising to

discover that Melvin Laird has

only a bachelors degree and

that Walter J. Hlckel has yet

to receive his bachelor's de-

gree.

According to John, one of

the more impressive speakers
was attorney General John Mit-
chell. During the question and
swer period Mitchell did not

avoid the questionsandhecame
to direct terms with a basical-

ly hostile audience. Mitchell

was impressive enough to re-
ceive all but a standing ova-
tion from the audience.

During the same question-

answer period Mitchell said

dissent is permissible "where
you do not infringe upon the

rights of others."

Secretary of the Interior,

Walter J. Hlckel, In what many
believe to be a slap at Vice
President Splro Agnew, com-
mented that he rejects the

"rhetoric of polarization." He
later added, "as hard as we .

try, we cannot tear our na-
tion together."

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W.Wolnst St.

Jofcnsoi City

Hlckel, who in a now fam-
ous letter urged President

Nixon to listen to student dis-

sent during* last spring's

anti-war turmoil on the na-

tion's campuses, did not men-
tion the Vice President by

name.

Over all, John felt the most
Impressive speaker to be Dr.

Curtis W. Tarr, who was ap-

pointed Director of Selective

Service in mid 1969. Prior

to his appointment, Tarr had

served as President of Laur-

ence University for six years.

Tarr received his bachelor of

arts degree from Stanford

University, his masters from

Harvard University, and his

doctorate from Stanford Uni-

versity.

Commenting on Tarr "s

speech, John felt it was im-

pressive because, "Tarr

seemed to be more at ease

and familiar with the pre-

judices of the students andpre-

sldents representing the ed-

ucational Institutions."

"He could sympathize with

the collegiate Idealism which

demands an end to United

States militancy and the draft,

while still pointing out tbe

necessity of a realistic ap-

proach to the brutalities of

world politics," John added.

In his speech, Tarr spoke

of his hope to end the draft

in 1972, and to unify tbe local

draft boards throughout the na-

tion by the use of data pro-

cessing.

Phi-Eta-Tau

new members

are initiated
Pbi-Eta-Tau Sorority met

recently for the formal ini-

tiation of new members and

to plan future activities.

As a part of the initiation

ceremony, all old and pros-

pective members lit their in-

dividual candles from a single

candle as a unifying gesture.

The women then recited the

sorority pledge.

The latest activity for this

sorority of physical education

majors and minors was a

camping trip at Linvilie Gorge,

October 2, 3, and 4.

Unlike last year, neither

President Nixon n or Vice Pre-
sident Agnew made an ap-

pearance at the conference of

college and university student

leaders and presidents.

During this same weekend
tbe President's Commlslon on

Campus Unrest, popularly

called the Scranton Report sub-

mitted its recommendations
stating, "We recommend that

the President lend his per-

sonal support and assistance

to American universities to

accomplish the changes and

reforms suggested in this

report."

'"We recommend that the

President call a series of na-

tional meetings, designed to

foster understanding among
those who are now divided. He
should meet with . . . univer-

sity leaders . . . and with stud-

ent leaders. "

THE BEAR STORY—The stray bear that has been terror-
izing people around campus lately Is the property of Scott

McClaren, Larry Flynn, and John Kraft. This all-purpose
bear has been found to be useful as a hood ornament 3S well

as to scare even such people as Bob Wells. Whether or not

this Is of any bearing on die caption, John Is the brother-ln
law of Coach Worrell.'

Mrs. Bachman sings

well-rounded program
Rachel Bachman, Instructor

in voice, presented a recital

Monday evening, October 5,

In Seeger Memorial Chapel.
Accompanied by Sherwyn

Ratified amendment will

change amendment clause

The twenty-seven student re-

presentees on Student Council

continue to strive for improve-
ments in the Mllllgan College

community.

The amendment to the

amendment clause of the Stu-

dent Council constitution was
passed last week and was re-

ferred to the student body this

week for endorsement.

The required support of the

student body was obtained and

the revising of thecurrent con-

stitution has now been referred

to a committee of the council.

This committee consists

of John Rohrbaugh, Jim Mounts,

Pam Stephens, Chuck Hilborn,

Cindy Davis, and Ed Barker.

This committee will be in-

vestigating other constitutions

of college student councils and

will make their recommenda-
tions to tbe Mllllgan council

for their consideration.

At the meeting of the council

last week, money was allocated

for the purchase of three new

eight-track tapes for the sy-

stem In the cafeteria.

The Concert Committee has

guaranteed council $1500 for a

Spring Popular Concert. Any
suggestions from interested

students should be directed to

the student representatives on

the Concert Committee, Jan
Mclntyre or Steve Knowles.

The recent ruling on the

motorcycle parking and re-

gulations from the Dean of

Men's office has been refer-

red to tbe council for their

endorsement and was passed,

but only on a temporary basis.

A special committee from
student council has been ap-

pointed to investigate this

matter, then to report directly

to the council.

Recent committee appoint-

ments include Mark Webb
and Bill Howden to the Publica-

tions Committee.

Bachman, her husband, who Is

an instructor of voice and di-

rector of Concert Choir, Mrs.
Bachman presented a well-

rounded program In four

sections.

The first section consisted

of an Italian song cycle, LA
REGATA VENEZLANA by
Rossini, which depicts a Ve-
netian gondola race. AN DIE
FERNE GELIEBTS.Ludwlgvan
Beethoven's song cycle, "To
the Distant Beloved," com-
prised th& second section.

Followinga brief intermis-

sion, Mrs. Bachman presented
the aria "Ebben, ne andro
lontana" from the opera LA
WALLY by Catalani and the

more contemporary "Trols
Melodies" by Olivier Messlaen
a modern French composer.
The final section, sung in Eng-
lish, consisted of five shorter
contemporary songs.

In addition to her duties at

Milllgan College, and her role

as wife and mother of two

children, Mrs. Bachman Is also

a voice Instructor at Emory
and Henry College, Emory,
Virginia, and directs a

Junior Choir at First Chris-

tian Church, Johnson City.

r-P^>> VISIT

V.$±z^ THE
HOURS- S.U.B.
DAY
Mo/i.-Fri. 7:30 AM. -4 P.M.

Sat. 10 AM -2 P.M.

EVENINGS
Sun.-Thurs. 7 P.M. -10 P.M.

Fr/VSot. 8 P.M.-1I P.M.

HAVE A GOOD FALL BREAK

Gi$i

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

FAIR JEWELERS
422 Elk Ave.

El/zabefhton, Tenn.

DROKE'S SHOES
"THE HOST WALKED ABOUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 East Main Street

Johnson City, Tennessee

"THE BEST FOR LESS"
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°P cn Editorial range

Emphasizing Unity in Contrast

While experiencing a few days called Christian Emphasis

Week, our thought has been focused on the queston, "What

is a Christian?" Each person's answer to this Inquiry will be

somewhat unique, for each person has his own Individual con-

ception of Christianity and his own way of demonstrating his

faith. At the same time, most people expect Christians to act

In a certain stereotyped way. Christianity, however, is not merely

an overt pattern of behavior; it is a way of life. A Christian,

if he Is a true Chrlsrlan, Is a Christian every moment of each

day, not merely on Sunday mornings. His Christianity Is not a

thing which he consciously acts out; It is an integral part of

him. It Is evident in his dally contacts with DeoDle.

Although there are certain qualities which one must possess in.

order to be a Christian, there Is definitely room for Individ-

uality. Christ left man free to seek and to respond to Him in

a variety of ways. No man can say that his way of life is the

only Christian way. Even If one feels that his approach is right,

it Is perhaps helpful for him to come In contact with Chris-

tianity displayed in a manner unlike that to which it is ac-

customed.

One might wonder why there should be a need for a Chris-

tian Emphasis Week at a Christian liberal arts college. Per-

haps the value of this week has been to Illustrate the truth that

active Christian faltb can be reflected in various manners. Per-

haps it has served as a reminder that this faith must be demon-

strated in our day-to-day relationship with other people and

with ourselves.

Porch Problem in Proportion

Some discussion has arisen recently among Milligan students

concerning conduct of couples In dormitory lobbies, on the porches,

and at the other popular places on campus. Obviously, this topic

is of some Importance to a large portion of our student body.

No organized movement has developed, however, to investigate

possible problems and to propose solutions or changes In policy.

Perhaps there exists no problem serious enough to be handled

In this way. Student behavior cannot andshouldnot be legalistically

regulated.

This is not to deny that problems do exist In the realm of public

conduce of some dating couples. To be realistic we must recognize

that such situations are common— that Milligan is not a bad excep-

tion.

The porch or lobby scene during the half hour or so preceedlng

curfew, with people stationed In pairs throughout, may create

an awkward and uncomfonable situation for some (and may even

make it difficult to make one's way to the door|),A little honest

thought should expose the nature of these problems derived from
the lnconslderation and thoughtlessness of a relatively small

number of people.

To ban all display of affection would be unnatural and unwise.

Even to place definite regulations on conduct would be silly, un-

reasonable, and unneccesary for college students who are cap-

able of responsible behavior.

Personal conduct must be Individually regulated. It does not

seem unreasonable, however, to expect some thoughtful consider-

ation and respect of others In determlng one's public behavior.

The Sense of B.O.
Bill Oates

It's a gorgeous fall day.*The

Tennessee skies are spotted

with a few fluffy white clouds.

You are fighting to keep awake

In a Friday afternoon class.

"Don't it make you wanna

go home?"
Yes, It's nearlng that time

when we all decide when and

where we are going this fall

break. The choices are often

hard and varied.

One simple solution to the

question, "Where should I go

over fall break7, " could be

answered by merely staying

here.

I strongly discourage this

idea. If your excuse for re-

maining would be so that you

may study, I suggest you go

somewhere else.

You can not use the excuse

that you can not afford to go

anywhere, because, even in a

country plagued with in-

flation, you can travel cheaply,

if you explore the possibili-

ties.

Student rates, camping out,

staying with friends, visiting

a forgotten relative, hitch

hiking, or any one of a dozen

New concept

of graduate

work tried
Ann Arbor, Mich. — (I.P.)

— The University of Michigan

is receiving $2 million from the

Ford Foundation to help estab-

lish a graduate student program
unique to public universities.

The Michigan Society of Fel-

lows, which the grant under-

writes, is modeled on the Har-
vard Society of Fellows, creat-

ed In 1933. Harvard's program
has produced two Nobel and five

Pulitzer prizes and a distin-

guished list of scholars and pub-

lic leaders.

The Michigan plan calls for

18 to 30 junior fellows, even-

tually, selected by a group of

nine to 12 senior fellows drawn

from the U-M faculty. The jun-

ior fellows will be graduate stu-

dents who have completed one to

three years of graduate work.

They will receive fellowships of

three years, providing up to$9,-

500 a. year in direct assistance.

"Once admitted to the

Society," said U-M vice pre-

sident and graduate school dean,

Stephen H. Spurr, "no limita-

tions will be placed on the

course of their studies. They
will have complete freedom to

follow their chosen paths, to at-

tend whatever classes they de-

sire, to take or not to take a

Ph.D., to be close to senior

fellows without in any sense

being supervised by them."

The only obligation upon the

Junior fellows is to meet with

the senior fellows once a week
for dinner.

"For a public university, this

is a pioneering venture," said

President Robben W. Fleming.

"We are grateful for not only

the financial support but also

the recognition the Ford

Foundation has given Michi-

gan."

methods of inexpensive travel

are attainable.

I appreciate this school very

much, but I led that from the

top of the administration on

down the line, everyone would

encourage you to take full ad-

vantage of all the breaks. It's

a good rest for our minds.

Some choices of places that

you might go, would Include

your very own home, a Mil-

ligan boy or girlfriend's home,

a non -Milligan boy or girl

friend's home, a relative's

place, someplace you have al-

ways wanted to go, or Just a

spot where you can loosen up

for a few days.

Your parents would probab-

ly be^ glad to see you. Other

than watching you raid the re-

frigerator forfourorfivedays,

they might be Interested In

what is happening at that place

where they sendchecks toevery

so often. They are probably

curious as to why you never

write, except in time of fin-

ancial need. If they are not

happy to have you home at

fall break, you have a pro-

blem.

Visiting a Milligan guy or

girl friend over a break can be

fun. I have tried it and have

been surprised to find that

Milligan kids come from some
pretty nice homes.

Renewing old friendships can

also be enjoyable. Progress or

gossip reports can be exchanged

between comments on change

ol political opinion, hair-do,

or new fall fashions. This cat-

egory also includes seeing one's

fiancee for the first time in

what has seemed like a century.

Seeing a relative could be

fun. If you have some liberal-

minded member of yourfamlly,

who will let you get away with

nearly anything.

Among the vehicles leaving

the greater east Tennessee are

cars, one train per day. Con-
tinental Trailways, the air-

lines, and piedmont. The later

belongs as a mode of Its own.

My main concern. Is that

we all take advantage of our

breaks. 1 am sure that I do

not have to convince many
people of this, but 1 feel that

these short vacations have been

designed so that we will return

to Milligan refreshedand ready

to start another run of classes.

Now that 1 have you all

fired up about going somewhere,

you will need something to keep

you busy and your mind free of

the wild desires for leaving.

Well, here is my list of

busy items to do, that I com-
piled while working as a traf-

fic flagman on Interstate 90

In South Dakota last summer;
1) Try to make your foot

fall asleep.

2) Try to guess how long a

minute is.

3) Try to guess how long

ten minutes are.

4) Try to guess how long an

hour is.

5) Watch television with the

sound turned off and try to

read the lips.

6) Write poetry, songs, or

stories.

7} Try to acquire a pair

of buffalo.

8) Take your car com-
pletely apart and assemble it

in your room.

9) Correct last week's Stud-
ent Council minutes.

10) Write your Congressman.

11) Write to someone you
have not written In a longtime

12) Read some old letters.

13) Build a zeppelin out of

toothpicks.

14) Read a favorite passage
from the Bible.

15) Read something you have
never read from the Bible be-

fore.

16) Practice on Scrabble so

that you can beat the person
who always beats you.

17) Exercise.

18) Study.

19) Check again on how long

it is until break time.
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A Human Q
HE

Pollution
;

\

Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

The prime model of modern Jurisprudence, the MUligan dis-

ciplinary system, went Into action last week to promptly and

efficiently put an end to one of our most serious disciplinary pro-

blems. Following a conference with the Dean of Men, the offend-

ing sociopaths have promised they will never again throw napkins

in the cafeteria.

Early last week MUligan girls were called Into dorm meetings,

where they were informed of a new not-really-a-rule requesting

that they not make out anywhere on campus where they are likely

to be seen. About the only place on campus that fits that descrip-

tion is the library's Unbound (and uncharted) Periodical Section.

No one Is likely to disturb you there — but If you get lost, no search

party is likely to find you, either.

Speaking of the Unbound Periodical Section, reports that It har-

bors a thirty-foot boa constrictor are probably untrue. However,
cafeteria workers have found a couple of young copperheads behind

Sutton Hall. And ad hoc faculty-student committee recommend-
ed that the Johnson family be asked to pick up a pair of mongooses
on their world tour, to serve as the nucleus of a Milligan Snake

Patrol. However, the proposal was vetoed by Business' Manager
B. J, Moore because the school Just couldn't afford it, "Do you

have any ideas how much It costs to keep two mongooses per

year?" he asked.

Don't worry about the snakes, though. The Senior Class Is still

looking for two buffalo to donate to the school, to serve as the nucleus

of a MUligan Buffalo Herd. Buffalo don't like snakes, and our
buffalo expert, Dr. Lindeman, reports that they have a way of get-

ting rid of anything they don't like.

Unfortunately, he also reports that buffalo don't like people.

An unconfirmed report claims that Ouijl boards are now banned
from our campus. However, the rumor that Jeanne Dixon is suing

the school is definitely untrue.

Honoring worthy seniors can be rough; the faculty report-
edly deliberated for quite awhile before finding ten seniors
to name to "Who's That ? In American Colleges and Universit-
ies."

I'd like to commend whoever thought of the new "Big Brother"
program of financial aid; I think it's great. I mention this only
to reassure those people who think that I haven't been able to find

anything 1 like at MUligan. There has to be some reason why I keep
coming back (I get along fine with my parents and my lottery num-
ber is 360).

In the MUligan corporate Jungle, the Student Council's monopoly
of the Freshman Basketball Team received a serious threat last

week when the Senior Class purchased a $100 interest in theteam.
I'm pulling for the Seniors — there are already rumors that Rohr-
baugh was going to supplement the Student Council treasury by fixing

the games. — Steve Knowles

STAMPEDE
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At Susquehanna University

Students act in community
Selinsgrove, pa. (I.P.) —

Susquehanna University has

been awarded a grant of $7,50fl

to conduct a three-year study

of volunteer social programs

conducted by itsstudentsln the

surrounding community.

The grant was provided by

the Board of College Educa-

tion andChurch Vocations of the

Lutheran Church in America.

During the course of an acade-

mic year, some 275 to 300

students from the university

donated several thousands

hours of their time to such

volunteer programs as tutor-

ing retarded chUdren and con-

ducting day care centers for

the children of migrant farm
workers.

Interest in these programs
have grown rapidly in the past

few years and university of-

ficials believe it is time for

an evaluation. Charles J. lgoe,

assistant professorof education

and co-ordinaior of the volun-

teer efforts, said the evalua-

tion should provide answers
to some of the following ques-

tions;

How effective are these pro-

grams? Are they providing an

educational experience for the

students that are involved?

What kinds of students are most
likely to participate? Has there

been any effect on the grades

of the students and their

"classroom vitality"? Could
academic credit be granted for

some of the volunteer work!

What other programs could be

initiated?

Reports wUl be prepared on

each program and made avaU-
able to other colleges and uni-

versities, private and govern-

mental agencies which might

be Interested. There are about

30 other Lutheran colleges in

the country and It Is hoped

that some of them will want

to start simUar programs.

Speaking at a meeting of

Susquehanna's 55-niember Ad-
visory CouncU. lgoe discussed

the demand of students for

"relevancy" in education. He
remarked: "What today's stu-

dent wants--rlght now— is aca-

demic relevancy through some
form of personal involvement.

It seems to be an ever grow-

ing and primary concern of

today's undergraduate that, no

matter how small a part he

might play In such a develop-

ment, he wants the personal

satisfaction of knowing that be

personally is doing something

to make the world Just a little

brighter."

lgoe also feels that Susque-

hanna's experience in volunteer

programs wUl be of use to a

number of other colleges be-

cause Susquehanna Is in a pre-

dominantly rural area and is at-

tempting to serve its needs.

More than half of the col-

leges and universities in the

country are located In rural

settings and many of their stu-

dents "feel left out and away
from the action," lgoe noted.

Although a great deal has

been said and written about the

Uls of urban America, many
of the same problems of so-

cial and economic depriva-

tion are also prevalent in rural

districts, he added.

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

The

Dean's

Corner
Recently I have received a

number of inquiries concern-
ing MUligan College policies

regulating correspondence
courses and the readmisslonof
students who have been dropped
for either academic or social

discipline. In the absence of

such policy statements from
the current Bulletin, allow me
to use this opportunity to put

them in print:

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

1. MUligan students want-
ing to take correspondence
courses must secure the per-
mission of the Academic Dean
prior to enroUing In the course.

2. Correspondence course
hours must be counted with

regular course hours in de-

termining a "full load."

3. No more than 6 semes-

ter hours of correspondence

work are recommended and

no more than 12 semester

hours wUl be accepted to-

ward MUligan degree require-

ments.

STATEMENT ON READM1S-
SIONS

1. The student is required

to write a letter requesting

readmisslon to the Academic
Dean as chairman of the Ad-
missions Committee.

2. The Admissions Com-
mittee wUl examine his origin-

al records In the light of the

work which led to his sus-
pension.

3. If there is reason to be-

lieve that the student would
profit from another opportun-

ity to do college work, he will

be permitted to enroll with

probationary status following

the one semester of suspen-
sion.

4. In the event that it Is

necessarV to suspend the stu-

dent a second time he wUl
not be eligible to apply for

readmission.
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t; ? New coach prepares mat

team for Nov. 28 opener

CHEERLEADERS CHOSEN—On Thursday, October 1, inter-

ested students watched the cheerleader hopefuls try out, and

then voted. This year's cheerleaders are (back row. left to

right) N»" Rowland, Beth Wattwood, Teresa Walker, patti

Derrlckson; (front row) Connie Brltton, Myra Mathes, Noreen

Younkln.

Seven cheerleaders chosen

for '70-'7I school session
On October 1, seven Mil-

llgan women were selected by

the student body to be Cheer-
' leaders fox the 1970 - '71

school session.

The five regular cheerlead-

ers chosen arer- Connie Brlt-

ton (captain). Paul Derrick-

son, Myra Matbes, Nan Row-
land, and Beth Wattwood. The

two alternaiecbeerleaders, who

will attend home sports events

and replace a regular when1 ne-

cessary, are Teresa Walker

and Noreen Younkln.

These_ women, chosen,
.
from

eleven candidates, will cheer

not only at basketball games,

but also at all other sports

events. They are responsible

for organizing school spirit

through use of pep rallies and

posters.

This year, for the first time,

a screening committee inter-

viewed each cheerleader can-

didate to determine her cheer-

leading skills before the

election. This committee rated

each woman on a 'one to five

point scale in regard to her

voice, personality, appear-

ance, and skill.

The screenlngcommitteewas

composed of two of the fac-

ulty, several Niuitgan students.-

and two cheerleaders from

East Tennessee State.

a Student Council com-
mittee, with Jan Myers as

chairman, organized and ad-

ministered the cheerleading
elections. This committee will

remain intact the entire school

year to aid the cheerleaders

and to help coordinate sports

events.

Mllligan's rnatmen have be-

gun their practice for the up-

coming season with their open-

er planned for November 28,

against the University of Geor-

gia.

This year's mentor. Coach

Rex Jackson, Is a new mem-
ber of the MUJlgan coaching

staff. Coach Jackson is not,

however, a new member of the

Mllligan Family. He is an al-

jumnus, who was also a wrest-

ler during his years as a Mll-

ligan student.

There are several members

of last year's team who are

returning to the mat this sea-

son. Bret Younkin, Tommy WU-
liams, Dave Stuart, JerryTeet-

er, Daryl Manson, and Rick

Hensley will be contributing

.their experience to this year's

squad.

FOR All YOUR

A/R RESERVATIONS

HOME

For Foil Break

CAU

Idham
UI0CU1U.IK.

TRAVH. AGENCY

In the hotel lobby

of (he John Savier

PHONE 928-8161

Johnson City

"The student's

travel agency"

Intramural

speedball
Speedball Standings;

Blue

Red
Brown
Black

Pink

Green
Orange
Yellow

NEW WRESTLING COACH—
Mllligan alumnus Rex Jackson

has returned to coach the team

on which he once starred.

John Keleman and Ken Cra-

mer are two new men who will

be filling vacancies left by

last year's graduates.

While expressing much con-

fidence and praise for the men

who are already working out.

Coach Jackson is not complete-

ly satisfied with the turn out.

He is hoping more students will

turn out to fill the vacancies

he has In the 134, 142, and 150

pound weight classes.

There is also a bit of con-

cern over the lack ofdepthwith

which he'sfaced. '"Themenwho

have been working otn the past

month are looking real good,

but I would be pleased to see

25-30 more men turn out,"

says Coach Jackson.

Women's tennis team

defeats Lees-McCrea
Saturday, September 26, the

Mllligan Women's Tennis Team
won their pre-season match

with Lees-McCrea College 5-4,

Betsy Bishop, playing num-

Cross-country

Buffs at Brevard tomorrow
Mllligan travels to Brevard

tomorrow for a triangular meet
with Brevard and Steedjmd next

Wednesday's meet with Steec

has been moved to Mllligan.

Carson - Newman defeated

Mllligan last Saturday 19-36

by taking the first three

places and sixth and seventh

places. Perry Home paced

the Eagles with a time of 19;-

19. Lee Ownby placed second,

and John Mcpherson took third.

Mike McMillan paced Mll-

ligan finishing iourth with a

time of 20:29. Tom Manus took

fifth with a time of 20:44,

Chip Fowler took eighth, Tom
Evans placed ninth and Rick

Mclnturf took tenth.

Mllligan defeated Warren
Wilson 20-41 at' Swannaroo,

North Carolina September 30.

Kieza Bando of Warren Wil-
son set a blistering pace win-

ning with a time of 25:00.

MARTIN'S JEWELERS
Telephone 247 E. Main
926-0391 watch a. jcweusy repairing Johnson City

"Famous for diamond*"
Student accounts Invited Open every night Mon.-Fri.

Open Your Local

BANK ACCOUNT
With Us

• FREE PERSONALIZED CHECKS

• NO MINIMUM BALANCE

• MASTER CHARGE & BANKAMERICARD

First
Peoples Bank

JOHNSON CITY • JONESBORO

Tom Evans paced the Buffs

finishing second with the a time

of 26:01. Mike McMillan took

third with 26:30. Tom Manus

was fourth with 26:40; Chip

Fowier placed Urtn with a

time of 26:5B, and Rich Mc-
lnturf finished sixth in a time

of 26:54.

Brevard dropped the Buffs

19-36 bere September 26. Reg-
gie McAfee set a new course

record of 19:03.1. Lennox Ste-

wart took second with a time

of 20:01 and Henry Wlx toor

third for Brevard. Mike Mc-
Millan paced the Buffs, rniish-

lng fourth with a time of 21:

16. Tom Manus took sixth with

a time of 21:49, Tom Evans
placed seventh. Chip Fowler
was ninth, and Rick Mclnturf

finished tenth.

Foods For Life

Tri-Cities Health

Food Stores

WE ARE NEW
NOW OPEN

WE HAVE:
organic foods &

natural vitamins

diete*'tc & diabetic

foods
2514 WJAarket Si.

New Jonesboro Hwy.
926-552?

ber one position for Mllligan

played Martha Marshall of Lees

McCrea and won her match

8-6 and 6-3.

Number two position is held
by Siephani Buchanan who won
her match against Jackie Smith
6-1 and 6-2.

Teresa Walker played Lees-

McCrea's number three player

Joan Satterfield in three sets,

but was defeated 8-6 and 7-

5 while winning one set 6-3.

bandi Ford, Mllligan's num-

ber four player took on Susan

McKenzle and defeated her 6-1

and 6-1.

Chris Sankovich, holding

down the number five position

defeated her opponent Lynn

Lancaster 6-1 and 6-1.

Lora Fowler filling sixth

position for Mllligan was de-

feated by Peg Rogzell 6-3 and

6-2.

In doubles play, Betsy Bis-

hop and Teresa Walker pro-

vided Mllligan a win against

Martha Marshall and Lynn -

Lancaster 6-1 and 6-0,

Stephanl Buchanan and Lora

Fowler were defeated 9-7 and

8-6 by Jackie Smith and Joan

Satterfield.

Sandi rord and Chris san-

kovich met Susan McKenzie
and Peg Rogzell andwere beat-

en 6-2 and 6-1.

^J^USlCj^ART

Accords

8 Track Tapes

At Discount Prices
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Sudden death victory

Brown takes football crown

"he Sophomore girls have

Jlenged the freshman girls

a game of powderpuff foot-

[ this Saturday, October 10.

)n Anglln field at 1:30 the

i classes will fight for a

tory. Touch football rules

I be followed with eight girls

a team.

irnle Hertzog and Ken Ben-

i are the coaches for the

ibomore class. Kathy Pole-

; Is captain of the team which

ludes Fran Barnard, Ann
igh, Nanci Hassoldt, Susan

inedy. Donna Loving, Erlckfl

Matska, Kathy Reed, Denise

Taylor, Lisa Townsend, Beth

Wattwood, and pam Wahl.

The freshman coach Is Dale

Clayton, with Judy Taylor and

Bonny Schield as the captains

of this team. The freshman

team Includes: Teresa Walker,

Glenna Orsburn, Joan Walker,

Jackie Rodgers, Robbie Jones,

Tempa Lawson, Claire Mills,

Julie Jarret, Betsy Allen, Call

Bullis, Dale Kramz, pam Mar-
tin, Janet Walker, Diane Kist,

and Jan Kersten.

dolph; Vice President, Don Ed-
monds; Secretary, Brett Youn-
kin.

"M" Club: President, Stan
Klnnett; Vice President, Mike
Mutterspaugb; Secretary, Rick
Mclnturf,

?CA and M Club
feet 70 - 71 officers

,
meeting was held recent-

:

or all athletes concerning

I organization of the Fel-

flshlp of Christian Athletes

J the Letierman'sClub("M"

k
oach Stout presided over

t meeting, and expressed his

i'S about the membership

; Importance of the Fel-

l :bip of Christian Athletes

; the "M" Club. He said

i'tels strongly toward the

and "M" Club, and be-

iifl that every athlete should

^iffillated with the FCA.
t every letterman should be

tired to be a member of

I'M" Club.

lection of officers for both

iinli-atlons was held. They
as follows:

ZA: President, Ed Ran-

Brown defeated Orange 1-0

in a sudden death overtime

to capture the intramural foot-

ball championship with a 7-0

record.

Ernie Hertzog caught a 60-

yard touchdown pass from A-

Aubrey on the first play of the

overtime tn give the Brown

the lead. The Orange had
four plays to tie the game,
but Gary Morrell Insured the

victory by intercepting Char-

lie Alderman's fourth down

pass.

Scoring began when Orange
took a 14-0 lead by scoring

twice in the last three min-
utes of the first half. Mark
Eerg caught a touchdown pass

for Charlie Alerman and the

pass for the points to give the

Orange an 8-0 lead. Just be-

fore the end of the first half.

Alderman hit Gayle Cox with

a touchdown pass. The pass
for the extra points failed and
Orange held a 14-0 halftime

lead.

A key move was made at

POWDERPUFF FOOT BALL—Sophomore team makes plans

ring scrimmage in preparation for their game against the

eshmen tomorrow.

rosh, Soph girls will play

)wderpuff game Saturday

Buffs lose to King

in pre-season match

halftime with Dale Clayton

moving from guard to end to

replace the Injured Jerry Ne-
varis. Clayton caught a touch-

down pass and the points after

touchdown early In the fourth

period to cut the deficit to 14-

8.

Brown tied the game with 47

seconds remaining on a seven

yard pass from Al Aubrey to

Ernie Hertzog. The pass for

the extra points fell Incomplete

forcing the overtime period.

The score at the end of re-

gulation time was 14-14.

The Mllllgan golf team open-

ed their first year of pre-

season matches on Sept. 22.

The pre-season opener,

which was played at King Col-

lege, found the Buffaloes

teelng-off against a tough King

College foursome.

Veteran Mark Roth, with a

four over par 74, led the Mll-

llgan effort. He was followed

by Dan Hasselbeck, Dick Bock,

and Bruce Moore, who shot

76, 78. and 83, respectively.

Roth, who held the number
3 spot on last year's team,

along with Hasselbeck, Bock,

and Moore are all veterans

of last season's team which

posted a 12-3 record during

the regular season. They also

finished 2nd in the NAlA Dis-

trict Play-offs and 4th In

the VSAC Tourneyment.

Dick Bock,-whoistbls year's

coach, doesn't regard the King

College match as being an in-

dication of the play be expects

from his squad when the spring

season starts.

"We are only playing last

year's veterans In the pre-

season matches. This means
that the new-comers haven't

had an opportunity to make a

show, yet," says coach Bock.

EVERYBODY LOVES

^BUCKAROO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPPINO CINTU NOBTH JOHNSON CITY

Rib Eye Specials Each Sunday and Wednesday
4b CARRY OUTS - 92 8-7401 [g^ogf

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - New -- Pleasant Atmosphere - Attended

926-7811

Legion at Kiig Springs Rood

Southeast Shopping Village Johnson City, Tennessee

"The returnees from last

year's squad should show some
Improvement and there are a

couple of promising freshmen
who should be quite a boost,

also,"

The team has tentatively

scheduled a return match, at

the Ellzabethton Golf Course,

against King College. Efforts

are also being made to have

Tusculum College participate

in the match, which may pos-

sibly be held on the 12th of

October.

The Buffs attributed their

loss primarily to the fine 4

under -par score that was

turned In by King's Bob

Eve'rly. Everly's 66 contribu-

ted to King's round total of

304, which was a 7 stroke win

over Mllllgan's 311.

Football Standings

Brown 7-0

Orange 6-1

Creen 4-3

Yellow 4-3

Blue 3-(

Black 2-5

Red 2-5

Pink 0-7

Buff squad
makes plans

for season
Varsity and freshman bas-

ketball started full-scale prac-

tice this week in preparing

for the upcoming seaBon,

The varsity squad has been

cut to fifteen members. Sopho-

more John McGuire Is out for

about three months because of

knee surgery. McGuire was in-

jured October 1 and was op-

erated on two days later. His

knee will remain ina cast about

six weeks.

lb save every month at Home Federal

HOME©
FEDERAL
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Recommendations are made
at All-College Conference
New pall,:, N. Y. — (LP.)

-- The following recommenda-

tions are encompassed In a

report on the All-College Con-

ference, New paltz Siate Col-

lege, 1970:

Recommendations on Acade-

mic Standards:

1. A pass-fall system should

be Instituted on an optional

basis for all courses except

those in the student's major.

2. In the student's major

courses, there should be writ-

ten evaluation of his perfor-

mance In addition to his grades.

Both the letter grade and the

written evaluation should be

pan of the student's record.

3. A system of academic

advising should be imple-

mented to Inform and advise

students about the academic

programs at the College. Spe-

cifically, a Freshman Orienta-

tion and Counselling Period

should be established prior to

the beginning of each academic
year. At this time each stu-

dent should be assigned a fa-

culty advisor from the stu-

dent's major department if that

Is possible, who will work

closely with his student ad-

visees on a one-to-one basis.

Whenever possible, the student

should be allowed to choose

his advisor. The student should

have the right to change his

advisor without prejudice.

4. Class attendance should

not be compulsory; students

should not be penalized sole-

ly for their failure to attend

classes.

5. The goals of a course

should be clearly discussed

by the Instructor and students

In the first meetings of the

course and should be re-eval-

uated at the end of the course.

6. Since conprehensive final

exams are not always found

fitting to evaluate courses,

their use should be specifical-

ly justified.

7. Where final exams art-

utilized, their weight should

not exceed the weight of other

exams or evaluations that oc-

cur during the semester,

8. Wherever possible en-

tering students should be given

proficiency examinations thai

will, If passed, allow them to

bypass subjects which they

have already mastered. This

approach will not provide for

course credit.

Recommendations on Course

Content:

1 1. Everycourseandevery

section of every course should

be identified by teacher and by a

statement containing the spe-

cific interests o( the teachers

in question outside and beyond

the conventional catalog de-

scriptions.

2. Where possible the stu-

dents should have a voice in

'Once Upon a Mattress'

to be presented by choir

During the Founder's Day

weekend, the Milligan College

Concert Choir will be present-

ing "Once Upon a Mattress",

a musical comedy, on Novem-
ber 28.

The musical Is one which

was presented on Broadway
starring Carol Burnett. It Is

a fairy tale set in fifteenth

century Europe, telling the

story of a prince seeking a

princess to marry him.

There are complications,

such as a dominating Queen,

a mute King, and a court which

is having problems of its own.

The majors parts will be

played by: Jim Sluyter, Linda
Hayden, Dale Krantz, Chuck
Harper, Jim Byerly, Mike
Woods, James Gregory, Steve

Knowles, and Sally Schield.

Rocky Laha will be directing

the musical.

An orchestra directed by
Sherwyn Bachman has been
added to Concert Choir this

year to play for the musical.
This Is the first lime a com-
plete orchestra has been used
in a musical at Milligan.

the content of a course.

11 Recommendation
1. Science courses should

be made available on a lab

and non-lab basis for majors

and non-majors respectively

with provisions for proper

assessment of credit,

2. After careful examina-

tion which should eliminate

duplication, General Studies

courses should be listed under

the various disciplines with a

delineation of iheir relative ap-

propriateness for major and

non-majors. When interdis-

ciplinary, they should be listed

as such,

3. A rea Studies courses cov-

ering areas too vast for cover-

age in depth, should be sub-

divided into more specific

areas or disciplines.

4. The various disciplines

should create Omnibus courses

in order to encourage par-

ticular teachers and students

to create a course's generic

to iheir special interests.

5. A School of Experimental

Studies should be established

in order to allow teachers and

students to try out new dis-

ciplinary and interdisciplinary

courses outside of the normal

college procedures.

6. Lecture courses should

be discouraged and seminars

should be encouraged.

7. Computerl, ed courses

should be considered when they

might actually free teachers

and students for more exciting

work.

8. Courses should be init-

ialed which would give ap-

propriate credit for non-acad-

emic experience and travel.

9. The compulsory physical

education requirements for

graduation be dropped.

Recommendations on New
Academic Programs.

1. That when at least ten

students and one faculty mem-
ber Indicate an interest in a

course not offered, they be al-

lowed to institute thai course.
2. Each department should

leave a * time slot open for a

possible course which could
be suggested by students or
faculty at the beginning of each
semester.

FACULTY MEETS STUDENTS—As the conclusion for Chris-

tian Emphasis Week, discussions were held last night In the

dorms between faculty and students.

Dr. Johnson's tour

is at halfway point
Reaching the halfway point of

their seven and one-half week

world tour, Dr. Jess Johnson

and his wife arrived at Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia, to visit his

brother, Don Johnson, who is a

missionary there.

Arriving near the end of the

area's rainy season, the John-

son's flew from the Addis Aba-

ba airport aboard a private

plane to the mission landing

field. From the field they pro-

ceeded by a Land Rover to the

mission station of Don John-

son.

Prior to arriving In Ethiopia,

Dr. and Mrs. Johnson visited

such cities as London, Glasgow,

Paris, Rome, and Athens. Act-

ing much like tourists, they

visited various points of in-

terest throughout Europe, such

as Buckingham Palace in Lon-
don, and the Elflel Tower in

Paris*

Commenting on his tour, Dr.

Johnson remarked, "Scotland

was beautiful, and we enjoyed

visiting Mrs. Waters and her

family."

After his twelve day stay

in the hills of Ethiopia living

among the natives. Dr. John-
son will depart for Adelaide,

Australia, via Bombay, India.

Once in Adelaide, Dr. John-
son will attend the Churches

of Christ Convention and con-
duct a revival and prayer meet-
ing in the area. After
thirteen days. Dr. and Mrs.
Johnson will leave for the

United States, stopping over in

Honolulu. They will arrive at

the Tri-CItles airport Novem-
ber 4 at noon.

GIVE..
so more
will live

HEART
FUND

Csuufe Vofa&MO-

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 928-8386

SEATING FOR 100 PEOPLE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPUTE CARRY OUT SERVICE
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SEECER SWINGS — The Preservation Hall Jazz Band returns to Milllgan next Tuesday.

Their concert two years ago was a high point In that year's concert series.

Vtilligan will swing again:

Preservation Hall returns
The Milllgan College Con-
rt Series presents The Pre-
rvatlon Hall Jazz Band on

lesday, November 17, at 8;-

pjn. in Seeger Memorial
ispel.

On tour from the original

•eservatlon Hall at 726 St.

iter Street, the heart of

e French Quarter In New
rleans, the Jaz.* band willpre-

ait a lively program of rhy-

ims from the original, pre-

lxieland, foot-thumping Jazz.

The group, composed of five

egro musicians, have their

Vlilligan reflects attitudes

)f surrounding community

roots in the music of the mar-
ching funeral band, and [heir

music is nothing less than the

wild, throbbing rhythms of pre-
Dixieland New Orleans Jazzthat
is rapidly becoming extinct.

Featuring Blllle and DeDe
Pierce on piano and trumpet,

the group also Includes J tm

Robinson on the trombone, or

"sliphorn," William Hum-
phrey, Jr. as clarinetist, and

drummer Josiah Cle Frazler,

all musicians who were brought

up in the warm, swinging rhy-

The mock elections for the

late of Tennessee held at

iHUigan last October 14 pre-

lcted that Wlnfield Dunnwould"
apture 76% of the vote In the

ubernaiorial race and Bill

Irock 68% In the race for

be Senate.

The local congressional race

etwecn Incumbent Republican

lmmy Qulllen and Democrat
Jruce Shine was not Included

n the mock election.

In the November 3 elections,

Xnn polled approximately 71%
if the vote and Brock about

*% as the Republican candi-

dates swept the district. Shine

did belter than either of the

sther Democrats in this dis-
:rict but still lost by a two-

to-one margin.
Young Republican president

Rick Woodruff said the results

of the Milllgan mock elections

were similar to the results of

statewide polls. 90 Mllligan-
ites voted for Dunn while Hook-
er pulled 28 votes; Brock led

Incumbent Senior Senator Al-
bert Gore, 85 to 40, In each
race, one person voted for

"other".

The mock elections were
sponsored by the statewide

Dunn supporters. To avoid

biasing the outcome, the elec-

tion were presented as an ac-

tivity of the student body, ra-

ther than as sponsored by the

Young Republicans.

thms of the Delta Land.

Preservation Hall in New
Orleans, from which the band

comes, was once an eighteen-

th century private mansion,
which now Is a concert hall

for many of the old-time New
Orleans musicians who began

their playing of original Jazz

at the turn of the century.

The concert is free for all

Milllgan students, faculty, and

administration. Additional tick-

ets may bernrchasedatthedoor
tor 52.00.

Founders' Day plans

include much variety

Milllgan College's tradition-

al Founder's Day fesdvlies will

begin on Wednesday, November

25, with an Invitation to par-

ents of Milllgan students to

come and visit during the

Thanksgiving holidays.

On November 26, Thanks-

giving Day, Dr. Webb will be

in charge of a special wor-

ship service in Seeger Memor-
ial Chapel. Thursday evening

the Milllgan Buffaloes will be-

gin a basketball tournament

at King College In Bristol.

Friday morning, parents are

welcome In any classes they

may wish to attend. Friday

afternoon they may talk to the

administration and ask any

questions they might have a-

boui Mllllgan's curriculum or

plans lor the future. The

classes of 1960 and 1963 will

both be having reunions, also

on Friday afternoon.

Friday evening at 6:00 there

will be a dinner meeting In

the Sutton Annex for all area

high school principals. The
guest speaker will be Mr,
Hobart Millsaps, president of

the National Association of

Secondary School Principals.

Later in the evening Mr.
Millsaps, a Milllgan alumnus,

will be presented with a Dis-

tinguished Alumnus Award In

a special program in Seeger
Memorial Chapel. The prin-

cipal speaker will be Judge
Oris Hyder, president of the

First People's Bank In John-
son City.

Following the presentation

of the award, Milllgan Col-
lege will have Its annual cor-

onation pageant In which the

1970 Founder's Daughter will

be named and crowned.

A reception for Mr. Mill-

saps and for the Founder's

Daughter with her court will

be given in lower Seeger after

the coronation. The concert

choir Joined by those former
choir members present, will

perform at the reception,

Saturday evening the Foun-
der's Day activities will close

with the presentation of "Once
Upon A Mattress," written by

EMMANUEL PRESIDENT EVAUCLRATED — The inauguration of

Dr. Fred P. Thompson as president of Emmanuel School of Religion

took place In Seeger Auditorium last Thursday. Dr. Delno Bro^n
presided over the ceremony, which was attended by representatives

of forty-four learned societies and schools. The inauguration w.-is

followed by a buffet luncheon and reception.

Mary Rodgers and Marshall

Barer. The musical-comedy

will be presented by members
of the concert choir under the

direction of Mr. Sherwyn Bach-

man and Rocky Laha.

The Student Council is In

charge of all the campus de-

corations for Founder's Day.

They are also responsible, a-

long with faculty advisors, Mr.
and Mrs. Sherwyn Bachman

and Mrs. Mary Young, for co-

ordination of the Founder's

Daughter Pageant.

Emmanuel
inaugurates

president
Ceremonies were held in

Seeger Memorial Chapel on

Thursday, November 5, to in-

augurate Dr. Fred P. Thomp-
son, Jr. to the presidency of

Emmanual School of Religion.

The service of inauguration

was witnessed by students, fa-

culty, and friends of the school

as well as representatives from
forty-four learned societies

and schools of higher educa-

tion. Dr. Delno W. Brown, dean

of Emmanuel School of Re-
ligion, presided.

The main speaker of the

morning was Dr. William Ban-

owsky, chancellor of Pepper-
dine College, Los Angeles,

In his address, Dr. Banow_sky

decried the growing trend of

mankind to disregard the les-

sons of history as being im-
portant In today'stechnological

age. In his opinion we face a
1

'cult of contemporaneity."

"The lest of validity is re-

levence." People no longer

think in long term effects or

historical precedence. The
"now" Is everything. Dr. Ban-
owsky described the situation

as follows:

"We are now in danger of

becoming a cut-flower civili-

zation. Beautiful as cut-ilow-

ers may be, much as we use

our ingenuity to keep them look-

ing fresh for a while, they have

already begun to wither and

must . . . die; and they die

because they are severed from
their sustaining roots . . . Our
progress In the future will de-
pend, in part, upon a re-

spectful regard for the les-

sons of the past."

From tne inauguration, the

participants and guests pro-

ceeded to Sutton Hall for a

luncheon. Here, a buffet was
served and greetings were re-

ceived from schools and per-

sons noi represented, from

Mrs. B. D. Phillips, f i om Dr.

Jess W. Johnson on behalf of

Milllgan College, and from the

area i hurches. Those in at-

te: -ance were notified lhatihey

would be the guests of M'-igan

College at a presentation by

the National Ballet Company
that evening in Seeger Chapel.

The luncheon was followed by

a reception held in lower See-

ger Auditorium ioi the new

president.
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National Ballet performs here

Seeger packed for ballet

CULTURE! AT M1LL1GAN! —- The National Ballet ol Wasnington,

D. C.i performed before a packed Seeger Auditorium last Thurs-

day. The presence of many towns people proved that, contrary to

the beliefs of some, you don't have to be from Indiana to know class

when you see It.

Toys for Tots drive

coming December 5
December 5th marks thecol-

lecilon dayforMUllgan'sfounb
year to participate in the Toys
for Tots project.

This project Is sponsored by

the Marine Corps Reserve, it

Is aimed at collecting toys for

needy families for Christmas.

The Marines repair and dis-

tribute the toys that the students

collect. The Corps will supply

the trucks and the gas and Mil -

ligan will supply the people to

drive these trucks all over the

area and canvas from door to

Readings
in Seeger

December 20
On December 2, at 8:00 p.m.

In Seeger Memorial Chapel,

various students, under the di-

rection of Mrs. Parris, will

present dramatic Interpreta-

tions of cuttings of classical

plays.

Approximately ten students,

who will be selected from a

voluntary group, will present
readings.

The purpose of these read-

ings is to give as many stud-

ents as possible the chance
to express their acting ability.

Students Interested In giving

a reading may still enter the

program by contacting Mrs.
Parris,

door (or unused toys.

Dan Steucher, who heads up

Milligan's efforts, reports that

last year over $400 plus over

eight truckloads of toys were

collected. He feels that this

year with the new enthusiasm

and willingness to work on the

part of the students that last

year's record can be topped.

The National Ballet of Wash-
ington D. C. performed before

an overflow crowd In Seeger
Memorial Chapel, Thursday,
November 5.

The twenty-nine dancers per-
formed selections from SWAN
LAKE by Tchaikovsky, CON-
CERTO BAROCCObyj.S.Bach,
DANSE BRILLANTE by Glinka,

and CON AMORE by Rossini.

The largest group ever as-
sembled in MUUgan's chapel

gave a rousing applause to the

ten male dancers, nineteen fe-

male dancers, and twenty-piece

orchestra.

The two selections best re-
ceived by the Mllllgan crowd
were SWAN LAKE and CON
AMORE.
SWAN LAKE was composed

by Peter Tchaikovsky and or-

iginally choreographed by

Marlus Petlpa and Lev Ivanov.

Frederic Franklin restaged the

story of Prince Siegfried and

Odette, who has been changed

Into the form of a swan along

with her friends, and who can

only become human again at

night.

CON AMORE was composed
by Rossini and choreographed
by Lew Chrlstensen. It is a

humorous account of the con-
flicts between a group of Ama-

WOOLWORTH'S
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MomcJomc of La/idlYy *-+c*-

zons and a thief, and a mis-

tress and her husband. Its end

proves love can settle all dif-

ferences.

The National Ballet Is die

resident company of Wash-
ington, D. C.i presently based
at Llsner Auditorium at Ceorge
Washington University. When
the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts is com-
pleted, the National Ballet will

perform there.

The company performs a ten-

week series of concerts in

Washington as well as several

tours and special performances.

The Christmas Classic, THE
NUTCRACKER Is performed
annually. The Ballet also con-

ducts a Children's Ballet ser-
ies.

The performance at Mllllgan

was jointly sponsored by the

Johnson City Community Con-
cert Association and the Mll-

llgan College Concert Series.

Student P. E. association

attends regional event

The Student Association of

Health, Physical Education and

Recreation began their year's

activities with an ice cream

social at the home of their

club sponsor, Mrs. Rowena
Bowers.

Ron Worrell spoke concern-

ing the graduate program of

East Tennessee State Univer-

sity in the area of physical

education. During the ice cream

social, the group was enter-

tained by the playing and sing-

ing of Ron Worrell, Clyde Holz-

bauer and Joe Broyles.

For the October meeting the

group attended the Folk Dance

at E.T.S.U. led by Vyts Be-
liju of Denver, Colorado.

Ten students attended the East

Tennessee Education Associa-

tion In Knoxvllle, Tennessee,

on October 30, taking part In

the program of the student sec-
tion of the Tennessee Associa-
tion of Health, Physical Ed-
ucation and Recreation. The
Milllgan group gave a five

minute lecture on the physical
education program In Sweden
followed by a demonstration
dance In traditional constumes
to the playing of the fiddle.

Plans are being worked out for
a December meeting for the
forty-three member associa-
tion.

The purpose of the club Is to

provide opportunity for Individ-

uals possessing a common In-

terest to meet together and
grow professionally by be-
coming acquainted with the na-
tional association and working
together as a local professional

association.

EVERYBODY LOVES

^BUCKAROO i

STEAK RANCH
HOLIDAY SHOPPINO C INI l» NOHTH JOHNSON CITY

Rib Eye Specials Eich Wedncsdiy
CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 '^toZ* 4 ^I

W^^^^^KlJi
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&&&t^
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403 S. Roan St. Phone 926-4107
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Anne Taylor is appointed

academic affairs secretary
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Miss Anne Taylor, a Junior

music major, has been ap-

pointed Secretary of Academic

Affairs by John Rohrbaugh,

president of Student Council.

The purpose of Anne's of-

fice is to serve as a path of

communication between Acade-

mic Dean C. Robert Wetzel,

and the Student Council. How-
ever, Anne is responsible to

John Rohrbaugh, not the Coun-

cil.

Anne is to Improve the

student awareness of academic
affairs, and to help students

Improve academic affairs.

At the present time, Anne

is trying to develop a group

of students to work with her.

One project already being

looked Into is that of the fa-

culty evaluation by the stu-

dents. Last year the evalua-

tions were not all tabulated

because the results were hard

Rule changes announced

after dorm councils meet
Two changes in women's

rules took effect Thursday,

November 5, 1970.

With the approval of Pres-

ident Jess Johnson, Dean of

Women Mary Young, and the

joint dorm councils of Han
and Sutton Halls, women's cur-

few was extended one-half

hour on week nights, and slacks

for women were added to the

list of suitable attire accord-

ing to the MilliganCollegedress

code.

Until the proposal met ap-

proval, accepted classroom,

town, dormitory lobby, and

basketball game attire for wo-

men was restricted to dresses,

skirts and blouses, and dress

length pant dresses.

Violation of the former rul-

ing was punishable on a scale

of graduated demerits. (One de-

merit for the first offense, two

demerits for the second, etc.)

With the approval of the new
rule, three-piece pant suits,

pant suits with tunic tops, and

appropriate (not mutilated)

dress pants are now deemed
appropriate dress "because of

the change In styles concern-

ing dress for women. . .
"

In addition, the hours for

dormitory closing, Sunday

through Thursday nights were
extended to I1;00 p.m.

The Initial proposals were
presented by the administration

to a closed meeting of the Joint

dorm councils, November 2 and

3. The new ruling, resulting

from this meeting, as approved

by the council, was officially

handed down to the Milligan

women at section dormitory

meetings, November 3,

Madrigals

:

Old England

at Milligan
The fourth annual Milligan

College Madrigal Dinners will

be held at 7:30 p.m. in Sutton

Dining Hall on the evenings of

December 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10,

and 11.

Plans are being made to

take the Madrigal Dinner, sing-

ers and cast, to Elm Court,

Butler, Pennsylvania, where

Mrs. B. D. Phillips will be

hostess for the first off-cam-

pus Milligan College Madrigal

Dinner,

to evaluate.

The evaluations are sched-

uled for the first week of De-
cember, and promise to be

much more helpful than last

year's. When used correct-

ly, they can be beneficial to

students and faculty alike.

PattI Derrickson and Ernie

Hertzog are working with Anne
concerning a change In the

Dean's List requirements. At

present the number of A's and

B's are the criterion. They
hope to change It to a grade

point system.

The library and recruitment

and admissions requirements

will come under review of

Anne's committee.Other areas

of academic change that were
Indicated as essential bySouth-

ern Accrediting Association

will also be considered.

ANOTHER SECRETARY — But Mark Cameron and Steve Knowles
don't mind a bit sharing their office with the new Secretary of
Academic Affairs, Anne Taylor.

Leslie French presents passages
from great Shakespearean plays
Leslie French, a renowned

Shakespearean actor, who is

also a director and producer,

recently presented in Seeger

Memorial Chapel a program

of selections from Shake-

spearian plays.

The selections Included: ''The

Seven Ages of Man," from AS

YOU LIKE IT, "0 For a Muse

of Fire" from HENRY THE
FIFTH, "Queen Mab" from

ROMEO AND JULIET, 'Polon-

ius' Farewell to Laertes' from

HAMLET, Viola and Olivia from

TWELFTH NIGHT, Oberon and

Puck from, MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM, and Deposi-

tion of Richard the Second.

The second half of the pro-

gram included the Touchstone

"If" Speech from AS YOU LIKE

IT, reminiscences from Mr.

French's early days in the thea-

ter, "Prospero" from THE
TEMPEST and "Shylock" from

the MERCHANT OF VENICE.
Mr. French, who has been

associated with Ben Greer's

Shakespearean touring company
has also appeared in the movie

CINDERELLA, ITALIAN STY-
LE with Sophia Loren and

Omar Sharif.

j\elevance

^Spoken

Here

"For you, my dear, of course

I'll give up med school. My
brother and I slvdl invent the

cough drop."

Career-minded

To be
in, you need Lots of
pattern and color in

both your shirts and
ties. Long-point
semi-spread or full-
spread collars. Four-

inch ties. Better
check to see if yours
are relevant at all.

COMMCRCC AND CINTW •TRUT»
Kingsport, Tenn.
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[open Editoria |

range] Surveys reveal that critical

teacher shortages still existBoard -Students Meeting?
Mllligan students may often regard the meeting of the Board of

Advisors and Trustees as a mysterious and rather fearful time dur-
ing which they are under critical scrutiny for proper dress and be-
havior. The formal and official meetings may suggest to some students

that they are about to be subjected to domination from above. We
hope that the students will be given by the board members no sub-
stantial reason to hold such opinions, and we encourage a new open-
ness in communication between the boards and the Mllligan student

body.

The addition to the Board of Advisors of a Mllligan alumnus from
the class of 1970 is an encouraging step toward Increased under-
standing. Perhaps one day a student and a faculty representative
will be included on the Board of Trustees as well as on the Board
of Advisors. We encourage now that the students be willing to ex-
press their honest concerns to board members and that the boards
try to allow time and opportunity for such communication.

It is understandable that not all Issues dealt with by the boards
can be made public and also that some considerations may not be
significant or appropriate for solicitation of student opinion. How-
ever, on issues which directly involve and affect the students of
Mllligan, consultation with the students should be sought by the
boards.

We hope that the boards are aware of the active concern for the
college which has been displayed this year through Student Council
and other student groups as well as by responsible individuals.
It seems only right that a college existing for the benefit of Its stu-
dents be directed with a current understanding of the concerns,
needs, and ideas of an Increasingly conscientious, well-informed
and capable student body. We feel that It would be beneficial for
the board members to openly and honestly listen to the thoughts
of the students not only on Issues with which they will be dealing
but also toward an appreciation oi the prevalent attitudes and am-
bitions of our students.

The STAMPEDE wishes to welcome the board members to Mll-
ligan College and hopes that some of our academic, social, and
spiritual strengths as well as our weaknesses, problems, and
concerns for change will be made evident.

't>0N*T YOU THINK Ut COULD UORK

*#-

open
Letter

range
1 have followed with great Interest the running debate in the

STAMPEDE regarding the purchase of a mascot buffalo herd as

a senior class project. 1 would like to express my opinion.

Long ago, my father said to me, "Son, the important thing in

life Is to be right, if you are right, disregard what others may
say. Hold to the line, and let the chips fall where they may."

I've found that to be sound advice.

1 am aware that many will say that buffaloes are too hard to

care for, too dirty, etc. Even those favoring the Idea will say,

"Who's going to clean up after these buffaloes? — not mel"
But 1 say the idea is goodl The idea is right |

Therefore, we seniors should get the buffaloes and bring them
to the campus and let the chips fall where they may.

Humbly. .^
The Superflsh r—

Although many school dis-

tricts have more applicants

than teaching openings, many
are still unable to fill all po-

sitions by the beginning of the

school year, according to a

survey conducted by tbe As-
sociation for School, College,

and University Staffing.

In the ASCUS survey, which

is not yet complete, 116 school

districts reported an overall

surplus of applicants, yet 48

of these schools had positions

open as of September 15.

ASCUS Executive Secretary

Warren j. McClain said the

study Indicated an over supply

of teachers in social studies,

languages, boys' P. E., and dri-

ver education, buta "real scar-

city" in the fields of music,

industrial arts, special educa-

tion, -girls P.E., speech ther-

apy, math, and the sciences.

The STAMPEDE surveyed

four school districts which re-

cruit at Mllligan: Harford

County (Bel Air, Md.), Cobb
County (Marietta, Ga.), Char-
les County (La Plata, Md.)
and Duval County (Jacksonville,

Fla.)

- In Harford County, which
has employed Mllligan gradu-
ates for the last ten years,

shortages exist in the areas

oi math, pcience, foreign lan-

guage, geography, and library

science, according to director

of personnel C. Clark Jones.

Jones termed "critical" the

shortage of special education

teachers In Harford County.

especially teachers of the

mentally retarded, the men-
tally handicapped, and child-

Grades are

confidential

at Kansas U.
Lawrence, Kans. - (LP.) -

The University of Kansas will

no longer automatically notify

parents of student's grades.

The policy switch is due to the

new code of student rights,

responsibilities and conduct.

Dean William Balfour said

that grades will be sent to

parents only at the request

of students. It had been the

policy at KU to automatically

report grades of single stu-

dents under 21 years of age

to their parents or guardians.

Dean Balfour said it might

be possible for students to in-

dicate if they wanted their

grades to be reported at re-

gistration and enrollment.

The grade policies are but

one pan of a section on con-

fidentiality of records which

affects procedures in the re-

gistrar's office.

Essentially, the section de-

scribes a confidential relation-

ship between the student and

university, and lists records

which are kept and to whom

the information may be given.

ren with specific learning dis-

abilities.

Cobb County reports critical

shortages in industrial arts,

math, and science. However,

openings exist even in the

most crowded areas of social

studies and English.

"There is very seldom a

time when thja school system

does not have an opening for

a qualified teacher," accord-

ing to Assistant Superintend-

ent for personnel Clinton J.

Taylor.

Charles County reports a

" 'dire need' ' for teachers in

the fields of special education,

math, library science, and the

natural sciences.

The areas of math, science,

and industrial arts are consid-

ered critical in Duval County,

although all science and math

positions were staffed by the

first day of school.

However, Duval employs a
large number of wives of navy

personnel, and consequently
there Is a turnover each Jan-
uary due to transfer of the

teachers' husbands.

Tbe current teacher supply

is best sun.med up by Jones of

Harford County, who said, "ex-
cept for history and boys' phy-
sical education, I do not believe

it is proper to say there is a

surplus of teachers.

"It Is better to say that in

some fields, after more than

three decades of drastic short-
age, there are now enough

teachers to make it possible

for school systems to have a

choice among the people who
they select to work in thelr

classrooms."

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

The

Dean's

Corner
The following Item from an issue of The Knoxville Journal

recently caught my attention:

The University of Tennessee College of Liberal Arts will

offer for the first time a course treating the culture and civil-

ization of a major Asian Nation, the school announced Friday.

The three Asian Studies Courses will lead to a certificate

in Asian Studies for which the student will major in an estab-

lished discipline In the College of Liberal Arts.

Congratulations are certainly in order to the University of

Tennessee as it recognizes a tragically neglected area of study

for the American student. At the same rime, this Innovation

at U.T. calls attention to the fine Asian Studies program con-

ducted by Dr. Wen Yen Tsao here at Mllligan. The program
was initiated In 1967 when Dr. Tsao joined the Milligan faculty.

In addition to two years of language study In Mandarin Chinese
Milligan students may take up to 12 hours of Asian history cour-
ses. During the 1968-69 school year I had the pleasure of taking

the Cultural History of China Course, an experience which I

shall not soon forget.

Getting to know Dr. Tsao Is an education In Itself. His ex-

periences as a career diplomat, his narrow escapes during

two different Invasions of China, his extensive publications,

and his own personal charm and humor make him a fascina-

ting source of scholarship. Furthermore, he witnesses his

calm but vital faith in Jesus Christ both in the classroom and

in the concern he shows for students who turn to him for counsel.

The liberal arts college attempts to broaden the perspectives

and hence, the understanding of its students. It seems unlikely

that such a goal can be achieved If we ignore the culture of

two-thirds of the world's population. It Is encouraging to see a

growing number of Mllligan students show interest in Asian
Studies. Perhaps the day will come when all Milligan students

will have a more extended introduction to Asian culture through
the Humanities Program . The College already possesses the

nucleus of a collection of Far Eastern art objects currently
on display In the library. It Is hoped that significant additions

to this collection can be made In tbe future.

In attempting to demonstrate the universal witness of the Gos-
pel, the Apostle Paul said, "I have become all things to all men,
that I might by all means save some. 1 do it all for the sake
of the gospel, that I may share In Its blessing." (D Cor. 9;

22, 23) As Christ's people we must not only be characterized
by our willingness to share our knowledge of Him but we must
be willing to develop the breadth of understanding that equips
us to witness effectively to people from cultures other than our
own. It Is this synthesis of the traditional '•liberal . s" and
God's revelation of Himself in Jesus of Nazareth that con-
stitutes the rationale for a Chrfstian liberal arts college.
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Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

THEY SAID IT

. . . "Men, I work for Milllgan College; I don't work for you."

—overheard at a meeting of the Pardee family

... "1 am thankful for Emmanuel. It Is contemporary, up-to-

date, relevant." -- Dr. William Banoswsky, speaking at the Em-
manuel School of Religion presidential Inauguration.

. . . "Because they were there. " — Hart Hall dorm coun-

cillor when asked why the women's rules were changed.

"CREEPING PERMISSIVENESS" - HUMAN POLLUION EDITOR-

IAL
Rejoice Milligan students! "Wonderful Wednesday' has come In

the Fall this year. A morale-boosting change In women's rules has

allowed Milllgan women to wear slacks nearly everywhere and

stay out until 11:00 p.m. on week nights.

In a break with STAMPEDE policy, a stand must be taken on an

issue: At the expense of almost certain unpopularity, we must

strike out against this move. In an age, which has witnessed

moral decay at every turn, Milllgan College, like a bastion,

has retained her identity. Now it appears that this Image must

be auctioned off because an unrepresentative dorn council wants

to be like everyone else.

We can only add a hearty amen to President Nixon's statement

In Phoenix, Arizona following the San jose rock throwing in-

cident - "For too long, the strength of freedom in our society

has been' eroded by a creeping permissiveness - In our legisla-

tures. In our courts, in our universities . . . The time has come

to draw the line."

HOTLINE
In o press release this morning, STAMPEDE editor Marie Gar-

rett denied rumors that she was filing suit against the MILLAGENDA
on grounds of plagiarism. She did, however, confirm an uncon-

firmed report that the STAMPEDE was planning in a future issue

to endorse BUI Brock for the U. S. Senate.

WHO WEARS THE PANTS IN THE FAMILY?
"Which member of the Milllgan community Is most responsible

(or establishing the guidelines to which the Collegewill conform?
i.e. who makes life miserable for you at Milllgan College?

The preceding question was recently asked of the student body
and faculty at Milllgan College in a survey conducted by the Young
Republican's Club. The results are interesting and reveal that the

Milllgan Family Is not really sure who their daddy Is. The results

tallied as follows:

Steve Lacy, Chairman of the Board of Trustess, 56%; Stuart

BerUand, 30%; Splro Agnew, 9%. The remaining 5% of those

polled were Democrats and didn't count.

The survey has been taken, but the question still remains.
Who does call the signals at M. U.? J use because Steve Lacy was
'elected' by the survey, does that make him boas?
Plagued by these questions. I set out trying to find some an-

swers. But the more people I talked to, the more confused 1

became. Some faculty members maintained that the school was
not headed by any one man or group but was built on the Chris-
tian principles taught In the Bible.

One member of the administration tried to convince me that

student militant, John Rohrbaugh, was secretly running the school.
But when I confronted Rohrbaiigh with this accusation, he Just
mumbled something about trying to burn it, not run it, and
showed me the door with his machine gun.

The first clue made Itself apparent to me while reading the

program of scheduled meetings of the Boards of Advisors and
Trustees for the Fall session. I reall, ed that most of the meet-
ings were being held In the Seminar rooms and In the Welshlmer
room of the library. Then like a flash, I remembered that the
President's office was also located In the library. The clincher
came when a friend showed me an official memorandum which he
had found in a wastecan. It was signed Stanley Newton.Prime
Minister, Milllgan College.

Albert Gore is not deadl I talked with him this morning.
-- Melvin Morton

'Only here . . .

'

Rich Roames
"The standards of the law

are standards of general ap-
plication. The law takes no ac-
count of the Infinite varieties of

temperament. Intellect, and

education which make the In-

ternal characters of a given

act so different in different

men. It does not attempt to see

men as God sees them, for

more than one sufficient rea-

son."

— Oliver Wendell Holmes
The Milligan chapter of the

women's liberation movement
received a giant boost last

week. Only fifty years after re-

ceiving the vote, women at

Milllgan College are now al-

lowed to wear slacks almost

anywhere and even stay out as

late as eleven o'clock on week
nights.

The repercussions of this

liberation are already being

felt on campus. A study com-
mittee has been appointed by

the Student Council to check

into what constitutes a "mu-
tilated" pair of slacks. Even
more pressing is the dilemma
faced by the female Milllgan

student as to what she can do

with the extra half an hour of

night time freedom allotted

her Sunday through Thursday.

Some have suggested that the

extra time would allow the

Milllgan female to play an-

other game of Scrabble, watch

the entire Marcus Welby.M.D.
show with her boyfriend, or

find a vacant spot In Hopwood
parking lot.

How much more liberaliza-

tion at Milllgan is in the making

is difficult to say. It has been

rumored that students may be

allowed as high as six chapel

cuts and /or tardles, which-

ever comes first, before re-

ceiving a "U" In public pro-

grams. Already In the process

is a restriction that would pro-

hibit Tony Stout from riding his

tricycle up Sutton Hill.

Though exaggerated as these

cases may be, law and order at

Milllgan College Is a real pro-
blem. The situation appears to

be that Milllgan is searching

for the personal among the list

of Impersonal laws. Milllgan,

by the use of rules, seems to

be trying to mold its students,

rather than trying to build them.

Though there Is a need for

laws in order that the Institu-

tion may function, the over-

abundance of rules only Inhi-

bits the freedom of the student

to function. College should act

as a proving ground where a-

student can test and build bis

character, as well as his ed-

ucation and Intellect. Thevalue
Judgements of a student who
has been "molded" for four
years, Instead of being mo-
tivated for four years. Is ques-
tionable.

The recent ruling by the

Women's Dorm Council is not

about to drastically change the

total moral character of the

Milligan student. This long a-
walied ruling Is good and is not

of an over-demanding nature
upon anyone's principles of

conduct. More constructive

rulings, such as the one on
women's hours and dress,

would be appreciated, even by
the male population of Milligan

College.
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Buff cross-country team
ties for third in V S A C

POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL — Debbie Leigh catches t touch-

down pass as the Super Sophs battle the Fearsome Freshmen to a

6-6 tie in their Oct. 10 battle. The final score was unimportant;

all that mattered was that the girls prove they're as tough as their

boyfriends. Debbie wasn'ttoughenougb.'her cast comes off next week.

Women's volleyball begins
The MUllgan College Wo-

men's Volleyball learn began

their season on October 15

with practice games played

against Ease Tennessee State

University with scores of 10-

15, 6-15; 11-15; 6-15; and 16-

11.

The first matches were held

October 19 at Clinch Valley

College. Mllllgan's first team
lost to the host school 3-15.

12-15; and teams 2 and 3 lost

6-15 and 2-15. But Mllligan's

team one was victorious over

Emory and Henry 15-10 and

15-11. And team two and three

won 15-13; 9-15; and 15-10.

Volleyball

tournament

held at State
On November 6 and 7, at East

Tennessee Slate University, the

regional volleyball tournament

was held. MUligan College lost

to West Georgia and Memphis
State. The tournament was won
by Mississippi State. West

Georgia was second and Wln-
throp College came in third.

November 13 and 14, MU-
llgan travels to Emory and

Henry to play in the small

college tournament. Their first

,
game Is with Clinch Valley.

November 20 and 21, the

volleyball team will goto Knox-

vllle, Tennessee, to the Uni-

versity of Tennessee to com-
pete In the state tournament

of four-year colleges. This will

be the end of Mllllgan's volley-

ball season.

Virginia lntermom, Tus-
culum, and Emory and Henry
are among the schools that

MUllgan rivals this faU.

Sunday night

library hours

are revised
The college library wUl now

be open on Sunday from 2 p.m.

until 10:00 p.m. These new

hours are in addition to the

regular hours of Monday
through F r iday 8 a.m. to 10

p.m. and aturday 8 a.m. to

12 noon. The additional hours

are a result of Student CouncU
legislation.

On October 29 MUllgan was
the host school and won over

SuUins College 15-4 and 15-

12. but was unable to eke out

a viciory over Clinch Valley

in a very close match: 13-15;

15-6; 15-17.

MUllgan has scored 134

points while allowing her op-

ponents 135 points so far this

season. Susan Kennedy and El-

len Meredith have each scored

29 points on their serves with

Mary Beery having 16 and Lots

Huffman 15. Suzanne Swango
has scored the most blocks

and spikes and is captain of

the team this year.

Members of this year's team
are: Seniors, Suzanne Swango,

captain, and Carol Butter; jun-

iors, Mary Beery, Myrti

Mathls, Clara Elliot and Chris
Blrdwell.

Sophomores on the team are

Lois Huffman, Susan Kennedy,
Gwen Wise, RicklMatzka, Deb-
bie Van Brlggle and Linda Grif-

fith. Freshmen include Ellen

Meredith, Lora Fowler, Chris

Sankovich, Mary Hampton,
Donna Bell, Ann Washier, Julie

jarred, and Jackie May-
field.

Mllligan completed the 1970

cross-country season with a

tie for third place In the Vol-

unteer State Athletic Confer-

ence meet at the University

of Tennessee Martin Branch
November 7.

Carson - Newman won the

VSAC meet with 37 points fol-

lowed by UTMB with 50 points,

and MUllgan and LeMoyne- Owen
with 67 points apiece,

Lee Overby of Carson New-
man won the race with a time
of 18:43. David Relntses and

Mike Shields of UT Martin took

second and third respectively

with times of 18:57 and 19:17.

Russell Floyd of LeMoyne-
Owen was the fourth place fin-

isher with a time of 19:25.

Tom Manus, the defending

champion, was Mllllgan's top

finisher, placing fifth with a

time of 19:31 to edge out Car-
con-Newman's John McPherson
by one second,

Mike McMillan finished se-
venth for the Buffs with a time
of 19:40. Tom Evans of MU-
llgan finished sixteenth with a

time of 20:24. Rick Mclncurf

placed eighteenth 3nd Gene Mc-
carty was twenty-first.

Mllligan finished third In

the Tennessee Intercollegiate

Athletic Conference college di-

vision meet at Bryan College

in Dayton, Tennessee, Octo-
ber 31. Fisk won the meet with

44 points followed by Carson
Newman with 53, MUUgan with

93, UT Martin with 98, Uni-
versity of the South with 109,

Bryan with 110, and Southwes-

tern with 159.

Fisk captured four of the

top five places with Albert Se-
well setting the pace with a time

of 21:28. Teammates Major
Ray and Vando Rogers took the

next two places with rimes of

21:49 and 21:54.

Dave Wolfe of Bryan was
fourth with a time of 22;03.

E mile Gardner of F isk took

fifth with a time of 22:09. Tom

ZIMMERMAN'S NEWS CENTER
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Manus paced MUllgan with

sixth place finished and a tir

of 22:13.

Mike McMillan of Mlllig

was tenth with a time of 22;i .

Tom Evans and Rick Mcli -

turf took twenty-second ai

twenty-third respectively ft

MUligan with times of 23;49a.

24:01. Gary Marler of t)

Buffs was thirty-second with

time of 24:48.

Carson Newman edged Mn-
tlgan 26-31 here October : .

Lee Ownby paced the Eagles
with a first place finish in a

time of 19;27. Mike McMlUan
of the Buffs was second with a

time of 20;02 and Tom Manus
was third with 20 :07. Perry
Home and John McPherson of

Carson-Newman took fourth and
fUth respectively with times of

20:27 and 20:35.

Rick Mclnturf was sixth for

the Buffs with 21:02. TomEvans
was eighth with 21:19, Gary
Marler twelfth with 22;36,Gene
McCarry fUteenth with a time of

24:0 , and Joe Randall was six-

teenth for the Buffs with a time

of 24:18.

David Lipscomb defeated MU-
llgan here October 17 by a score

of 17-39. Ronnie Cope, Steve

Groom, Perry Stltes, and Steve

Hawkinson took the top four

places for Lipscomb with the

identical times of 19:30.

Mike McMillan and Tom Man-
us took fifth and sixth respect-

ively for MUligan with times

of 19:51 and 10:38, Don Kerr

took seventh for Lipscomb with

a time of 20:47. Rick Mcln-

turf, Tom Evans, Danny Hogg,

Gary Marler, and Gene Mc-
Carry took eighth through rwelttfi

places for Mllligan.

MUligan won a quadrangular

ieet with Warren - Wilson,

teed, and King, October 14.

The Buffs won with 21 points

allowed by Warren WUson with

8, Steed with 62, and King

lth 104. The Buffs took four

of the first five places with

Mike McMillan setting the pace

in a time of 20:00. Tom Evans,

Tom Manus, and Rick Mclnturf
took third, fourth, and fUth re-

spectively with times of 20:-

55, 20:57. and 21:13.

Kelzo Bando was Warren Wil-

son's top man, finishing second

with a time of 20:06. Larry
Goad topped Steed, finishing

sixth with a time of 21:26. Bob
Few topped King, finishing se-

venteenth with a time of 24:4 1.

Other finishers for MUllgan In-

cluded Danny Hogg eighth. Gary
M3rler ninth, Joe Randall fif-

teenth, and Gene McCarry eigh-

teenth.

Brevard defeated MUllgan,

Wingate, and Steed In a quad-
rangular meet at Brevard Oc-
tober 10. Brevard finished with

20 followed by MUligan with 40
and Wingate with 72. Steed did

not have five finishers and

therefore had no score. Bre-
vard took the top four places

with Reggie McAfee setting

the pace with a time of 20:-

34, Lennax Stewart, Henry Nix,

and Herman Gladlofollowedwlth

times of 22;09, 22:09, and 22 :
-

59.

Mike McMUIan and Tom Man-
us took filth and sixth respec-
tively for the Buffs with times
of 23:04 and 23:40. Higgans
of Wingate took seventh with a

time of 23:44. Tom Evans and
Rick Mclnturf took eighth and

ninth for the Buffs with times
of 24:06 and 24:42.
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DR0KE S SHOES
"THE MOST WALKfX ABOUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 East Main Street

Johnson (. y, Tennessee

"THE BEST FOR LESS"
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Look tough for '70 season

Buffs bust Isothermal, 106-85

Netmen show promise

in Lees-McCrea loss
The Milllgan netmen offered

stiff competition to Lees-Mc-

Crea during their pre-season

match held at Lees-McCrea on

October 13.

The singles competition re-

sulted in Milllgan's top three

players, - Mike Wilson, Dave

Turpin, and Carl Ordway, re-

Buff 'Stars'

crush King

grid squad
The Milllgan "All-Star" In-

tramural football team has had

i successful two game series

against the King College grid-

en.

The first game was played

Saturday, October 24, at Mil-

llgan. The Buffs won handily a-

^alnst an out-classed King Col-

lege team. It was virtually a field

lay for the Milligan offensive

iniC

Jack ''Fugitive from the Fa-

:ulty" Knowles, Bruce Kregloe,

ind Al Aubrey each posted a pair

if touch-downs, with Charlie

Uderman, and Gail Cox making

me touch-down each, which

omblned with extra points, to-

aled 54 offensive points.

Milllgan's overpowering de-

ense never allowed the King

:ollege offense enough room
o make any serious threats

urlng the game. The final

core was 54-0.

The second game resulted in

24-2 win for the Buffaloes.

ouch-downs were scored by

mie "Hot-dog" Hertzog, Gay-

Cox, Charlie Alderman, and

nice Kregloe. King's lone

:ore was the result of a two

suit safety.

Retraction; Marty Flynnlsa
iology major and not a phy-
cal education major as was
sported In the Who's Who ar-
:le in the last STAMPEDE
sue.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W.Wulist St.

jofcy City

specilvely, losing their mat-
ches by close margins.

Milllgan's only singles victo-

ry came from Keith Lisle, a

freshman who shows great pro-

mise. Lisle won his match 6-4,

5-7, 6-2.

In doubles competition the

Buffs faired considerably bet-

ter with Wilson and Dale Bar-

cus teaming up for a 5-7, 6-2,

6-2 victory. Lisle and Ordway
handily won their match 6-2,

6-2. The doubles match also

saw Turpin and Robby Gardner

post a victory in their match.

The Buffaloes have Wilson,

Turpin, Ordway, and Barcus,

as returning veterans from
last season's team. In addition

they have two able newcomers
In the form of Lisle and Gar-
dner.

In view of the experience

offered by the first 4 players,

plus the ability of the new men,
the Buffs are rather optimistic

about the up-coming spring sea-

son.

The outlook for the *70-'7i

Buffs Indicates a somewhat Im-
proved season. There are six

returning lettermen, headed by

Little All-American candidate

Charles "Toonle" Cash. Cash,
a 5'11" senior guard, has es-

tablished the Buffs' career

scoring record with 2096 ca-

reer points going Into his sen-

ior year.

Cash will be serving as co-

capialn with three-year letter-

man Gary Class, a 6'1" for-

ward.

Also returning as lettermen

are 5'11" guard Threlkeld —
the Buffs second leading

scorer last year as a fresh-

man, and 6'1" forward Dale

Clayton who moved up to a

starting spot for the Buffs the

last part of his freshman year.

Other lettermen returning

are 6*1" guard Doug Drake
and 6'4" forward Larry Woc-
kenfuss.

The Buffs have two pro-
mising looking transfers in the

form of Mark Berg, a 6*1"

guard who transfers to the Buffs

from the University of Michigan
where he has played two years.

The other transfer is 6'7"

Truman Bell, who comes to

Milllgan from .. Jacksonville

Junior College, Jacksonville,

Kentucky.

Five freshmen have also

earned varsity spots. They
art Roy Wright, a 6'S" for-

ward, Scott McClaren, a 6'4"

post-man, Larry Smith, a 6-

2" guard, Chris Lacy, a 6-
4" forward, and Ketih Bowers,
a 6'5" center.

RELIGIOUS BOOK STORE

Elizabethton, Tenn. 37643

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

ONE MII.K-SHAKE or DRINK

With any order of Chicken or Pizza

Butcfj jUaio
DRIVE - IN

925 West Market Street Johnson City, Tennessee

" HOME OF THE FLAVOR CRISP CHICKEN
AND ORIGINAL PIZZA "

R*U»H M TlFTON

DIVISION SERVICE STATION

Hood Tires & Tubes

Corner Roan & Division

Also returning to the Buffs

is 6*3" Terry Owens, who has

spent the past three years In

the Armed Forces.

The Milllgan cagers have had

an opportunity to analyze them-
selves through the aid of a ra-

ther vigorous pre-season game
schedule. These games were
against Lees-McCrea, Isother-

mal, and the Carter County

Bank team, which Is an inde-

pendent team composed of for-

mer college players.

The Buffs closed out their

pre-season schedule with a

106-85 win over a strong Iso-

thermal team which had dealt

them a 101-85 defeat Inanearl-

ler encounter.

The game, which was played

Tuesday, 10 November, had

Berg as the Buffs leading scor-

er with 29 points. Following
close behind was Threlkeld
who shot 28.

The rebounding saw Wright

and McClaren grabbing 9 a-

plece. Adding extra support

on the boards was Dale Clay-

ton who came down with 8

rebounds.

Cash, Berg, Threlkeld, and

Wright have dominated the

Buffs pre-season scoring. Each

have been able to maintain

consistent double figure

scores.

High - flying McClaren,
Wright (again) andClayton have

been stand-outs also. These
are the board hawks who set

the pre-season rebounding

pace.

Having rounded out their pre-
season pla>, with a 3-2 re-
cord.tbe Bufl cagers are now
making final adjustments In an-
ticipation of their opener a-
galnst Johnson Bible College.

The game will be played on
the Buffs home court, Saturday,

November 14.

Coach Worrell, commenting
on the opener said, "John-
son doesn't have much size

but they've got good shooters.

They gave us a tough time last

season. It should be an ex-
citing game and I'm looking

forward to it,"

The Bufialoes will be on the

road following their opener on
the 14. They will return home
following the King College
Thanksgiving Tournament,
which will be held in Bristol

November 26, 27, and 28.

Participating in the tourna-

ment will be Milligan, Clinch

Valley. King College, Beckley

LMUi and Emory and Henry.
Coach Worrell predicts that

it will be an exciting tourna-

ment since all six teams are
expecting good seasons.

The game following the King
tournament will be on 3 De-
cember, against Cincinnati

Bible Seminary.

WELCOME

Students of Milligan

South Roan Pharmacy,lnc

Total line of

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Checks Cashed

South Roan at Walnut

OPEN TILL 9PM DAILY
Wo deliver to Milligan FREE

South Roan at Walnut Phono 928-0118

We support Milligan so please support us.
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'Life Sounds' each Wednesday

WBEJ airs Milligan show
"Life Sounds," Mllligan s

weekly radio program, is now

on the air.

The program features con-

temporary Christian music, a

short devotional, and Mllligan

current events of Interest to

the community.

The thirty-minute program

is presented every Wednesday

at 6:15 p.m. on WBEJ in Eliz-

abethan. The station provides

time for the program at no

charge tc the college. WDEJ
is an AM station, broadcast-

ing on a frequency of 1240

kilocycles.

The program was conceived

by Buford Deaton, Director of

Student Recruitment. "Life

Sounds" is sponsored by his

office and the Christian Ser-

vice Club.

A student committee Is in

charge of the program. Steve

Roberts is program manager,

and Mark Cameron is the an-

nouncer for "Life Sounds."

John Williams and Nancy My-
ers write the scripts.

Joy Blackford is in charge of

music for the program, and

Dale Clayton compiles each

week's current events report.

The committee was organized

by Bill Howden, who is also In

charge of obtaining devotional

speakers.

Devotions are given by both

faculty and students. Devotional

speakers for the three pro-
grams already aired have been
Dr. Roy Lawson, Dean Robert

Wetzel and Gene Redden.

The staff of "Life Sounds"

Invites everyone to listen each

Wednesday evening, and will

welcome comments concerning

the program.

Student Council sponsors

new Founders' Day contest

The Student Council of Mll-
ligan College Is currently for-

mulating a special contest for

clubs, organizations andclass-

es on campus for the annual

Founder's Day celebration.

The council will awardihree
prizes of $30, $20, and $10
to the first, second, and third

place winners with Indoor dis-

plays.

The contest will be judged

on orglnality but final details

are currently under committee
advisement.

In the council meeting of

November 5 it was passed to

provide monetary support to

the cheerleaders so they could

be able to furnish refresh-

ments to the visiting cheer-
leaders at each of MUllgan's
home games.

A special committee -from

council is currently under
study with the academic dean
Dr. Wetzel, to possibly revise

the current policy regarding

the dean's list.

With the passage and ad-
ministrative approval of the

amendment clause to the Stu-

dent Council constitution, a

committee- has been appoin'ed

to study and recommend an a-

mended constitution to the

council for their approval.

HAUNTED HOUSE — Mllligan students sit In the company of

Jack the Ripper, Count Drocula, Mr. Mauldln, and other grotesque
creatures at the Student Council Halloween Party as Daln Samples
''entertains."

Student Council Haunted House
successfully scares students

Late Halloween nightthe stu-

dents of Mllligan College were
treated to an evening haunted

by creatures which would have

made Boris Karloff, Lon
Chaney, or Victor Hugo, awake
from their chilly depths and

take notice.

The place was a real

"haunted house", allegedly

owned by Dr. Joseph Dampier
of Emmanuel School of Reli-

gion.

It was estimated that over
two hundred Mllligan people

toured the "family room" in

the basement, the BettyCrock-

er-approved kitchen, the upper

playrooms, wherein lurked

other grotesque creatures, and

the attic of household trea-

sures.

The atmosphere was appro-

priate, as dark clouds shrouded

the night.

Characters from Holly-

wood's days of suspense and

terror led the tours which

started from the parking area.

The trail led down a dark,

muddy road on which ghouls

and other uglles materialized.

Jack the Ripper, Count
Dracula, and others spent a

great deal of time donning

make - up and elaborate cos-

tumes to frighten the living.

If one made it through the

macabre circuit unscathed, he
could have had his fortune read

by seer, Debbie Leigh.

Cider, cupcakes, and pop-

corn balls, refreshed thosewho
sustained their appetites.

The evening was drama-
tically topped by Jim Byer-
ly, Dain Samples, and Dennis

Wyatt, who all told frightening

stories that Poe would have

cherished.

Student Council sponsored
the Buffalo Ramblers to oper-
ate and stage the ' "house".

Thirty dollar wigs are

at Carter County

Just save S25 or more in a new or existing sav-
ings account at Carter County Bank and you can
own a luxurious, nationally advertised, S29 95
stretch wig for only S9.95. This magnificent syn-
thetic fashion wig comes in 24 colors,.. both
natural and frosted. And it's completely wash-
able. All you do is comb. It takes shape instantly
because it's been pre-curled. Want to change
the style later? You can by just taking it to your
favorite salon.

Never before has such a beautiful gift been
offered in such a beautiful way. It can be yours

for just $9.95 plus Tennessee sales tax when you
open a savings account with $25 or more or add
S25 to any existing savings account. And you can
use your BankAmericard!
Save twice-once on the wig and once at

Carter County Bank.

CARTER COUNTYBAN K
MILLIGAN PIMECREST BRANCH





'Once Upon a Mattress'

WHAT'S THAT ON HIS BEARD? — Cast members for ONCE

UPON A MATTRESS rehearse for thetr performance tomorrow

nlghi. Pictured are (l-r) Mike Woods, Chuck Harper, Sally

Schield , and Jim Byerly.

Founder's Daughter

will be named tonight
The 1970-71 Founder's

Daughter will be named on

Friday, November 27, from

an array of fourteen senior

girls chosen as candidates by

various clubs and organiza-

tions on campus.

Miss Wendy Hanselman Is

the candidate from Circle K.

Wendy Is a 20-year-old Eng-

lish major with an elementary

education minor. She Is from

Cincinnati, Ohio, and says of

her candidacy, "1 [eel very

honored to represent the most

active club on campus."
Miss Marty Ramsey is a

21-year-old candidate from

Mountain City, Tennessee. A
secreiarial science major,

Marty enjoys sports, art, and

traveling. She was "flaber-

gasted and honored" when
chosen as Founder's Daughter

New ten-year

development

plan started
MUllgan College has em-

barked on a long-range de-

velopment program which will

bring many changesto the cam-
pus.

The science building cur-

rently under construction Is

only the first step in the ten-

year, ten-million-dollar pro-

gram.

The first phase of the de-

velopment plan calls for In-

creasing the library holdings,

building a field house to re-

place Cheek Activity Build-

ing, and expansion of the Stu-

dent Union Building, in addi-

tion to the science building.

Books for the library are

already being purchased. Other

Improvements, beginning with

the field house, will be un-
dertaken as soon as funds be-

come available.

Later phases of the pro-
gram call for remodeling the

administration building, con-

struction of additional housing

for both men and women, re-

novation of Hardin Hall, and
expansion of the library build-

ing.

candidate from Pre-Med Club.

M-Club Is sponsoring 20-

year-old Miss Kay Henry as

their Founder's Daughter can-

didate. She Is a secretarial

science major with minors in

psychology and biology. Kay
lives In Johnson City, Tennes-
see. Of her candidacy she is

"happy they felt enough of me
to do this for me."
Miss JanMi-Intyrels the can-

didate from Footllghters. She Is

a 21-year-old health and phy-

sical education major, socio-

logy minor from Northfield,

Ohio. She is "tickled and

honored' ' to be a candidate

for Founder's Daughter.

Alpha phi Omega is spon-

soring Miss Pat Rhinehardt

as their candidate. She Is a psy-

chology major, secondary ed

ucation minor. Twenty-year ol 1

Pat is from Bluff City, Ten
nessee. She says of her can-

didacy, "I am excited about

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)

Play here tomorrow night
The Concert Choir of Mil-

ligan College will present tbe

muslcai comedy, ONCE UPON
A MATTRESS, November 28,

at 8:15 p.m.

The musical la based on a

fairy tale, THEPRLNCESSAND
THE PEA. It was written by

Jay Thompson, Marshall

Barer, and Dean Fuller, with

music by Mary Rodgers and

lyrics by Marshall Barer.

The story relates how a

prince obtains a princess for

himself with the constant in-

terference of his mother the

queen, and the continual and

TM Hon or tni

valuable aid of the court. Dale

Kiani.' stars as the prin-

cess, Jim Sluyter stars as

the prince, and Linda Hayden

plays tbe queen.

Other characters who have

a major pari in the play are:

Jim Gregory as the wizard,

Mike Woods as the Jester, Jim
Byerly as the mlnistrel, Steve

Knowica as Sir Harry, Sally

Schield as Lady Larken, and

Chuck Harper as the king.

Rocky Laha is tbe student

director of the musical, and

Sberwyn Bachman Is the pro-

ducer and musical director.

Carol Burnett played in the

Broadway version of this hil-

arious musical comedy and also

starred in the television adap-

tation of it. Miss Burnett and

the musical received many lau-

datory reviews.

The Milllgan presentation

has prospects of being Just u
successful with the combina-

tion ol the excellent script

and music and the comedic,

dramatic, and musical talents

of all those involved.

Four types of tickets are

being sold. Regular admls-

(Condnued on Page 2, CoL 2)
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Milligan students , faculty

help organize Crisis Center
Five Milllgan students and

a professor are working out

plans for a Crisis Center in

Johnson City to help people

with problems.

Pioneering the project are

Clyde Holtzbauer, Ozell Ward.-

Terry Deaton, Jerry Spurgeon,

and Tim Hess along with Dr.

Robert Llndeman. The group

hopes to have a place by se-

cond semester "where people

can Just talk out their problems
with peers" according to Tim
Hess.

Final plans are now being

drawn up with members of the

job""--! Ciry community and

wlto several professional men

in medicine and psychology for

the center which will be manned

by volunteer students.

' 'Anyone sincerely inter-

ested in working at the cen-

ter and who Is willing to listen

to other people should con-

tact Dr. Llndeman." urged

Tim.
Similar programs have been

established successfully

throughout the nation. Univer-

sity of Tennessee students are

presently conducting an effec-

tive center In Knoxvllie.

Speaking at several high

schools and churches, the group

from Milllgan Is already con-

ducting a program on drug ed-

FOUNDER'S DAUGHTER CANDIDATES await tonights announcement of the student-elected
winner. Candidates are (front row I-r) Linda Hayden, Marty Ramsey, Jan Mclntyre, Linda
Pierce. Diana Lomlson, and Carol Tinkler; (back rom l-r) Wendy Hanselman. Kay Henry,
Karrie Klmpton, Carol Patton, pat Rhinehardt. Sandi Christian, Marty Flynn, and Suzanne
Swango.

ucation. Films and talks com-
pose the main portion of the

program. Such subjects as legal

penalties, hallucogsnlc abuse,

pharmaceutical abuse, and In-

terpersonal problems are dis-

cussed.

The group plans to expand

in the future and effectively

conduct two drug educatlonpro-

grams.
Sometimes it Just doesn't

seem like anybody is trying

to help anyone. Sometimes —
but not always. Some people

at Milllgan are trying to help

anybody. That is what a Crisis

Center is about — people try-

ing to help people.

Events here

this weekend
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 27

All Day — Classes — Class

reunions (1960-1963)

2:00 P-rn. — Meeting with

Parents - Chapel

6:00 p.m. — Dinner with

Area High School Principals

8:00 p.m. — Program Hon-
oring Distinguished Alumnus
- Hobart Mtllsaps. Principal.

Chattanooga Central High

School. President of N.A.S.S.P.

National Assoc, of Secondary

School principals.

— Coronation of Founder's

Daughter
-- Reception in Lower See-

ger

— Possible Basketball Game
- Bristol

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. — Dorm

Open House, sponsored by

Student Council

6:00 p.m. — Faculty Club
Dinner - Dining Hail

8:00 p.m. — Musical Com-
edy by Combined Choirs
- ONCE UPbN A MATTRESS
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Student Council, Walker
pass ' open lot' parking plan

The Student Council recently

legislated a revised parking

plan for all students.

In essence, the plan suites

a "first-come -first -served"

basis for both dormitory tto^

commuter students. The fol-

lowing lots are open on the

new plan: Hart Hall, fiont

lot for women only; Hart Hall,

back lot; Pardeo-Webb lot;

Canyon lot; andthe AogllnFieid

lot.

The parking change was put

into effect at 7:00 a.m. on Fri-

day, November 20, In an ef-

fort to reduce the amount of

vandalism which has taken

place in the Canyon lot.

This recommendation pass-

ed the council with unanimous

approval and received immed-
iate support from the office

of the dean of men which put

the plan into operation.

Any suggestions oi com-

'A Slice of the Best'

will be presented Dec. 2
"A Slice of the Best," Mll-

ligan College's second dra-

matic production for this year

will be presented December 2

at 8:00 p.m. In Seeger aud-

itorium.

Under the direction of Mrs.

Marguerite Parrls, the pro-

gram Is structured to include

Individual dramatic Inter-

pretations of cuttings from

full-length plays.

Some of the old-time fa-

vorites include I REMEMBER
MAMA, THE GLASSMENAGE-
R1E, TEA HOUSE OF THE
AUGUST MOON, PLAZA
SUITE, THE MIRACLEWORK-
ER, and THE MUSIC MAN.
Monologues will also be giv-

en In addition to play cuttings.

There will be a cash reward

for the best reading, with the

winner being determined by

audience response.

Students who will be par-

ticipating are Linda Kent, Mike
Griffin. Sharer. Chenlck. Lee

Meador, Tempa Lawson, Nancy
Meyers, Lisa Townsend, BUI
Gates, Dennis W_yart, Janet
Gray, and Tom Swallen.

Tickets for

'Mattress'
(Continued from Page I)

slon ticket, sold for $1.00 per

person; the child ticket, for

all children twelve and under,

sold for $.50; the family tick-

et, sold for $3.00, which will

admit a family consisting of

parents and children; and the

reserved seat ticket.

The reserved seat ticket

costs $2.00 and Is for the lirst

ten rows In the center section

of die chapel. All tickets ex-
cept for reserved seats can be

obtained from any choir mem-
ber or at the music office. The
reserved seat tickets must be

bought at the music office.

the Gift to Be

RememBeped
evecy day of the yeas

Superb quality, beautiful
styling, and the famous
seven point guarantee
make Keepsake the most
popular diamond ring in

America.

i

;!

Kgegg'gtlc^ *

BECKNER S
1886— 1970

84 YEARS IN JOHNSON CITY

li • Waichci • Jtwtlqf

i
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ments concerning this park-

ing change should be directed

to the Student Council Park-

ing Committee which Is com-
posed of Jim Mounts, chair-

man, BUI Oates, Larry Crane,

Jan Mclntyre, Ruth Deer, or

the dean of men's office.

At the November 19 meet-

ing of the council a unan-

imous recommendation was

sent to Dr. C. Robert Wet-

zel's office concerning Spring

Break. The suggestion
*as to change Spring

Break from March 24 - 30

to March 19-29.

If this recommendation be-

comes effective, it will mean
an Increase of three days with

a weekend to begin and end

the vacation period rather

than one In the middle of tbe

current vacation.

Knowledge of the outcome

of this recommendation Is ex-

pected by the first of Decem-
ber.

A committee to Investigate

the current status of the Dean's

List, composed of Anne Tay-
lor, Ernie Hertzog, and Patty

Derrlckson, reported to the

council on November 19.

The current Dean's List re-

quirement was for a student

to obtain either all A's or

all A's and one B for any

given semester In order to

be honored.

The Student Coj il com-
mittee's recommendation to

Dean Wetzel was to establish

two new lists based upon grade

point average, rather than the

actual grades themselves.

Any student earning a 3.75

semester average would be on

the first Dean's list andanyone

with a 3.5 to 3.749 would be on

the second Dean's list.

This recommendation was
approved by the Academic
Committee, according to Dean

Wetzel, and will take effect

the current Fall Semester.

WHAT IN THE WORLD? - Our law enforcement officer seems

to be having some trouble adjusting to the fact that dormitory

students may now actually park near their dormitories. Cheer

up, Officer Rector; Tickets may still be given to students who

park in reserved spaces.

Madrigals prepare

for Old English Yule
Beginning next Thursday at

7:30 p.m. In Sutton Hall and

continuing on December 4,5,

and 7-11 will be the 1970

Madrigal Dinners.

The Mill igan College Cham-
ber Singers, a group selected

from the Concert Choir, will

be performing each evening.

The first trumpetfanfarewlll

Introduce the Chamber Singers

to the hall as they sing "Deck
the Hall." Then will follow

the wassail bowl, the boar's

head, and the flamlngplum pud-

ding -- all elements of a med-
ieval feast.

The final trumpet fanfare

will hall the carol concert.

Carols from different countries

will be sung. Most of them are

very old and of tbe period

portrayed.

The Chambers Singers will

be in authentically styled 14th

to 16th century costumes. Many
new costumes are being de-

signed and created by Mrs.
William Moorbouse.

Mrs. Rachel Bachman, pro-

fessor of voice, once again

HOURS.

DAY
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 AM.-4 P.M.

Sat. W AM.-2 PM.
EVENINGS
Sun-Thun. 7 P.M.-10 PM.
Fri-Sat. 8 PM.-V P.M.

Welcome Alumni!

VISIT

THE

S.U.B.

Is In charge of the serving

staff and production. In addi-

tion to her other duties, Mrs.

Bachman will also sing with

the Chamber Singers for the

first time.

Also at the dinners, Profes-

sor Bachman will release the

new Madrigal Dinner record.

Mrs. Dorothy Wilson, pro-

fessor of art, and ber stud-

ents are in charge of the set-

ting.

Each night 386 guests will

be served at the dinner. Tick-

ets for the seven nights have

been sold out for a month,

and there is a growing wait-

ing list of over 400. Mrs. Eliz-

abeth Treadway is In charge

of tickets and will be hostess

for tbe dinners.

Fifty of the seventy student

serving positions have been

filled. Interested persons

should contact Mrs. Treadway
In tbe music oiiice.

Plans are being made to take

the Madrigal Dinner, singers

and cast, to Elm Court, But-

ler, Pennsylvania, where Mrs.

8. D. Phillips will be hostess

for the first off-campus Mil-

ligan College Madrigal Din-

^fjf^acj^a

Records

8 Track Tapes

At Discount Prices

OF AMERaCA

^\SWcqiu»- SPECIAL

FISH NIGHT

FRIDAY J1.49

.i t.
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First to win spirit stick !

Sons of Buffalo have spirit
MUllgan's basketball victory

over Johnson Bible College on

Saturday, November 14, her-

alded not only a new scoring

record for the Bulls, but also

the birth of a new club on the

campus of Mllllgan College.

Calling themselves the Sons

of Buffalo, the group was a-

warded the "Spirit Stick" for

the campus organization ex-

hibiting the most spirit.

The most obvious thingaboui

this organization seems to be

Its lack of it. According to

club spokesman, the Sons of

Buffalo are In existence for

two reasons: (1) to promote

school spirit; and (2) to pro-

test institutions.

Therefore this "non-frater-

niiy" refuses to charge dues,

call meetings, elect officers,

or sponsor a Founder's Daugh-

ter candidate. The club motto

Is "Divided We Stand, United

We Fall." - Irving Spltzberg.

Although governed by no of-

ficial policies or creeds, sev-

eral similarities can be de-

tected In the Sons of Buffalo.

Most notably Ls a common un-

•••••••••

'President's Club'

raises building funds
DR. READ FINALLY HONORED — The new non-sponsor

of the Sons of Buffalo proudly accepts the Spirit Stick from a

non-member who was not present at the presentation. The Spirit

Stick was awarded to the non-fratemiry. Sons of Buffalo, and lis

sisier non-sorority. Daughters of the American Bison, in re-

cognition of outstanding school spirit at recent ballgames.

Circle K club provides

spirit stick, trash cans
The Circle K service or-

ganization of Milligan College

has undertaken many service

projects ro profit both the col-

lege and community.

The latest addition to the

campus was several trash re-

cepticles painted and distribu-

ted by the club to be used In

an effort to stop Utter "pollu-

tion at Mllllgan College.

The addition of the Buffalo

mascot and "spirit stick" at

MUllgan's home basketball

games is a service of the

club in order to promote

school spirit.

The "spirit stick" will be

awarded to any club or organ-

ization who, in the opinion of

the cheerleaders, displays the

best and loudest school spirit.

The "stick" will be awarded

to a different group at each

home basketball game, at the

discretion of the cheerlead-

ers.

An additional service project

at all home ballgames Ls the

printing and distribution of

rosiers at no charge to the at-

tending basketball fans.

The members of the club
are In the procesB of promot-
ing the Circle K Founder's

giimrfii4iiji.t»

Daughter candidate, Miss Wen-
dy Hanselman.

In coordination with the

events of Founder's Day week-

end, the project Committee,

is planning a display to In-

form visitors to the campus,

of the purpose, projects, and

goals of the Mllllgan College

Circle K Club.

MUllgan's club ls sponsored

by the Elizabeth!on Kiwanis

Club, Mr. Fred Davis, Pres-

ident.

The recent formation of the

President's Club will aid the

future development plans at

Milligan College.

Membership In the club Is

open to those who have con-

tributed one thousand dol-

lars or more to the college's

development fund. This fund

Ls currently being used for

construction of the science

building.

According to Dr. E. LeRoy
Law son, Administrative As-
sistant to President Johnson,

the President's Club has sev-

eral purposes.

In addition to raising money,

the club Ls to help Identify

the college with East Tennes-

see. Mllllgan hopes to receive

support from the local com-
munity, and to make the com-
munity aware of the services

Milligan offers to it.

A business advisory group,

which will counsel the college

on financial decisions, will be

ZIMMERMAN'S NEWS CENTER

404 SOUTH ROAN

PAPERBACK MAGAZINES, STUDY
GUIDES, OUT-OF-TOWN PAPERS

OPEN 9 till 9 INCLUDING SUNDAYS

EMPIRE PHOTOGRAPHICS

'Your 1970-71 yearbook photographers"

We specilize in:

'Commercial 'Portrait

•School 'Weddings

'Aerial ^Special events

KWTOOSE WHO CAflE

ORDER NOIW t -V '

Phone 926-668.

Montgomery & Fairview

Johnson City

drawn from members of the

club. It ls hoped that the club

will lead to a continuing re-

lationship between the college

and the community.

The klckoff for ±e Presi-

dent's Club was a banquet held

November 13, In Sutton HalL

At that time, the club had

62 members; six have been

adcLd since that time.

All business andprofesslonal

leaders in the local area will

be approached concerning the

club by the end of this year.

Although the first emphasis
of the president's Clubhas been

in East Tennessee, all parts

of America are to be Involved.

Club banquets will be held

throughout the United States.

The first of these banquets

will be December 7 in Indian-

apolis, Indiana.

Largely through this club,

$300,000 of the $1,000,000

needed for the science building

has been donated or pledged.

derlying conviction that Al-

bert Gore has not yet been

defeated in bis re-election bid

for the U. S. Senate.

The only way to Join the

Sons of Buffalo Is to sit with

them at ballgames. Black-

balling occurs only when the

Individual In question Ls cooL

Mrs. Price's

oil exhibit

in Seeger
Mrs. Edyth Cope Price, wife

of Dr. Eugene Price of the

Mllllgan faculty. Ls currently

exhibiting oil paintings In lower

Seeger auditorium.

Well known in the area, Mr a.

Price has bad one other ex-

hibit at Mllllgan and several

In Johnson Clry, Bristol, Er-

wln, and Rogersville, ber

hometown.

She has done several illus-

trations, lncludlngthe book Jac-

ket for ONE HEROIC HOUR AT
KING'S MOUNTAIN by Pat

Alderman.

In 1966 and 1967 several of

Mrs. Price's paintings were

chosen for display In the Sears

and Roebuck Travelling Art

Exhibit held In Bristol and

Johnson City.

A native of Rogersville, Ten-
nessee, Mrs. Price graduated

from East Tennessee State Uni-
versity and Harvard Graduate

School, mBjortng In geography.

At the same rime she stu-

died art. and In 1963 began to

paint under the direction of

Edgar Bov'lln and later, John
Maxwell.

WE HAVE THE NOW
LOOK THATW WANT

BLOUSES
POMCMOS
PANT SUITS

SLACKS
SKIRTS

DRESSES

VANDERBILT FACTORY
^OUTLET

G and Opening Still in Proceiil

SOUTH SIDE SHOPPING FlAZA-
0N ERWIN H- HVVAY

OPEKl -
.

IOAM.-qpM. MOMDAY THHU UIDAY
10 AM - (bRPi. SATURDAY

Home of Urrfffv L+cL I
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Not Merely the Past

Founder's Day Is a time to remember, to recapture days in

our lives which are now history at Milligan College, to con-
sider the lives and contributions of such men as J osepbus Hop-
wood and Robert Milligan. to reflect on the hopes and prin-
ciples upon which this college is founded, to review the progress
that has been made throughout the years.

Reelecting upon the past is important. Founder's Day, however,
should also be a lime in which we project our thoughts into the

future. We need perhaps to concentrate not only on the origin of

Milligan College but also upon its destiny. A consideration of Mil-
ligan's goals for the future, of its potential, of the means of real-
izing this potential is not only helpful but also essential.

Founder's Day Is a busy time, a time in which we are neces-
sarily concerned with our present activities. At the same time,
however, we must realize that the present is intimately bound
to und affected by both the past and the future. As we are involved
In the events of Founder's Day this year, let us not concentrate
solely upon the past for its own sake. Let us reflect instead upon
the impact which it has In our lives now and upon our future.

Jon. and raw
1CU1 I
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The Sense of B.O.

Founder's Day: a commem-
oration at Milligan College,

on the fourth Friday of No-
vember, wherein the students

pay homage to the founding

fathers of the school.

We celebrate MUllgan's

past at this time. Rather Chan

bother ourselves with talking

of cranberries, parades, foot-

ball games, the Mayflower, and

Indians, we delight in talking

about holy trees stumps, vi-

sions, hard times and bad

times. This is the difference

between the festive atmosp-

here at Milligan, as compared
to the rest of the United States.

We look back, remembering
and criticizing, Bui would it

not be incredible If news-
paper, rather than review the

past, could look into the fut-

ure?

We know what Founder's Day
and Milligan means today, but

let us see what they would be

In the years nearer the age of

"Star Trek".

A.D. 2000. it has been thirty-

three years since my first

Founder's Day. Of my first

four Founder's Days, 1 spent

three in Ohio with my family.

One was spent at Milligan with

a very close friend of mine
who was a candidate (or Foun-
der's Daughter and later be-

came my wife.

Our youngest son, who is the

president of Mllligan's senior

class of 2001, and a columnist
with the STAMPEDE, writes

us of the changes that will be

in store for us when we re-

visit our alma mater this week.

He reports;

"Do not be surprised at all

the changes that have been made
in the last thirty years.

This year began one-half

week before Labor Day, as it

has for the past few years.

However, Freshmen were
treated to a little different or-

ientation than you were pro-

bably used to.

The first night, we were as-

signed to teams, by a random
method which used our zip

codes. The complete lottery

was done by the new l.BJvl.

computer, which is located

in the men's room acrossfrom
the registrar's office. It was
placed there, partly because

it was the only available room.

Our first night of entertain-

ment was also the lirsr night of

the worldfamous Madrigal Din-

ner. The colorful evening is

held in the canyon, on fair

nights, until late October when
it is moved to the button din-

ing hall.

Bill Oates

An ancient Milligan rule al-

lowing the students to park at

the top of this hill, near their

dormitories, has been all but

forgotten, when thels pageant

begins. Evening meals have

also been cancelled, so that the

Madrigal food will be served

on time.

However, Student Council

president, Rudolph Robrbaugh
offers a solution. He believes

that justice will be done if

supper meals are served at

the breakfast hour.

But council secretary

"Hooker" Core Morton feels

that such a move might "up-

set the student body." Be-
sides, whoever heard of com
flakes and greasy cheese sand-

wiches for breakfast?

When 1 questioned a spokes-

man from the music depart-

ment about this dinner, he

responded:

"No, I do not feel that there

is too much commercialism In-

volved In this wonderful page-

at. For only $10 a night, they

can have nearly two full hours

of yuletlde Joy."

This came after the an-

nouncement that the Hamilton

National Bank had purchased

tickets for the month of Novem-
ber and no freshmen would be

able to attend, because all the

other tickets had been sold

before the end of last sum-
mer; before they had a chance

to buy them.

"Hooker's" father, chair-

man of the board Melvln Mor-
ton, reports that the policy-

making toe of Mllligan's foot,

has accepted the donation and

terms for building the W.R.
Oates Chapel, to replace the

outdated one.

This building will be built

at a cost of over $10,000!

Some of the stipulations for

its construction and use are:

1) It is to be built on stilts,

so that ft will be the highest

point on the Milligan campus.

2) It is to have a built-in

moog synthesizer to be played

during all dally events and a

steam calliope to be played

whenever someone knows how

"just happens along."

3) It shall have a marquis

on the front side to announce

the times of church, the Mil-

ligan movie (at which "Be-

yond the Valley of the Dolls"

will be shown for the chapel's

dedication), and any other

events scribbled in crayon on

die Minion's Esso calendar in

the basement of the S.U.8.

4) The upstairs area shall

be called "upper Oates" and

the downstairs area shall be

called "lower Oates." The fol-

iage outside will naturally be

oats, and be called "outer

Oates".

5) Foremost, this fine edif-

ice will be both practical and

useful. For instance, when

there Is to be a movie shown

In the daytime, all that will

be needed is for someone to

pull the cords on the perman-
ent Venetian blinds.

Finally, the biggest changes

at Milligan College In thirty

years have been; the faculty

women being allowed to teach

class in slacks, lines painted

in the canyon as potential park-

ing slots, and co-educational

sunbathing permitted on the

Sutton lawn."

This was his report to me.
For the dedication of my chap-

el, I will catch the first Pied-

mont prop-jet into Tri-Citles

International Airport, and be

ready tospendmyflrstThanks-

glvlng away from home In thirty

years.

— If you think this was all

absurd, you are probably right.

But always remember this old

saying that I once made up:

no matter how silly things may
appear now, just wait until the

future, when you can look back

and really see how silly

everything was.

Umption in our gumption
One seldom picks up a newspaper without seeing some article

concerned with the problem of pollution. Here at Milligan speak-

ers have addressed themselves to this timely subject- perhaps

students do not consider the litter on our campus as a form of pol-

lution. Last spring we of the Milligan Family held what we called

Concerned Tuesday on which we not only talked about pollution,

but also tr'ed to do something about it in the form oi a clean-

up campaign. Freshman cleaned the creek and did a very' ex_

cellent Job of it. Upper classmen cleaned other portions of the

campus. For at least a half day our campus looked as if we were

proud to call it ours. However, the next day Concerned Tuesday

was a thing of the past. We had shown our concern and were ready

to go back to our old ways of the swine — wallowing in the mire.

Soft drinks cans, candy and gum wrappers -- you name it —
were strewn along the walks, in the bushes, in the halls, onthe

steps. (Picking up such by the maln'rnance force adds to the

cost of operation which in turn increases tuition costs — cause

and effect.)

We have hlgl »ae«ls, r&n*l uve put a little "umption in our

gumption?" M> rioihfci used to tell me thar actions speak so

much louder than words. If we are truly concerned, let us back

., our many words with a little action. It is far easier to talk

about what ihe "industrial tycoon" Is doing to pollute our streams
than It is to do something about Buffalo Creek, which by the way,

empties into Watauga River, thence into Holston River, and finally

lnio the reservoirs which serve Johnson City and Its su. ound-
ings. "Talk is cheap."

Roy E. Hampton

Professor of math and ph. ics

ffh.
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Human A
Pollution ^

Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

Recently, a prominent MUllgan administrator remarlced to me
that If the administration used as Utile restraint in their di/allngs

with the students as some students (who, me?) show In their re-

marks about the administration, we'd have a riot.

I didn't mean to laugh out loud, but I couldn't help it. True,

students (some of us more than others) are frequently guilty

oi rash statements about the administration, and 1 am glad the

administration shows more restraint and, let's face It, matur-

ity, than we do, but a riot at Milllgan, the Unlnvolved Campus
of the South7 Oh, come on!

Could anything ever provoke Milllgan students to riot 7 1 doubt

it. When Martin Luther King was shot, some of our students ran

through the halls cheering. When they heard that the next con-

vocation might be dedicated to him, they threatened to walk out,

but conflict was avoided when mention of bis name was limited

to the opening prayer. That same year An Outside Group tried

to organize Our Students when several students whose privacy

seemed to have been invaded were brought before the discip-

linary committee. I still have a "Students Are people Too" but-

ton on my bulletin board — but 1 never wore it, and I guess no

one else did, either. The students in question were suspended,

and 1 assume the Outside Group gave us up for dead.

Things don't seem to have changed much. True, at least one

person actually did walk out of convocation when the Exkursions
were here — rock music in Chapel. The very Ideal — but as far

as our student newspaper is concerned, the recent national ele-

ctions never took place.

UC Berkeley, Milllgan Style:

The cover of the November 2j NEWSWEEK proclaimed: "Uni-
versity of California: Where Things Happen First." To find out
Just how things happen to happen first at Berkeley, I visited
Berkeley radical leader John Rorschach. We toured the campus
the first morning I was there, and I was impressed by its pastoral
beauty. One might even call it a corner of heaven]

We finished our tour around noon, so I suggested that we have
lunch at a nearby student dining hall. Rorschach became quite

upset, however, and explained that the students were boycotting

the dining halls. 1 apologized for my oversight — I had read in a

national magazine that the dining halls were serving lettuce har-
vested by non-union labor. "Are they?" Rorschach was astounded.

"We were boycotting because the dishwasher leaves spots on
the silverware."

John also explained another protest which he was about to

instigate. "We feel that the courses offered here are no longer
relevant to today's world. So we're going to boycott all 8.-00

classes until the physical education department agrees to offer
a course in ski studies."

In the afternoon we attended a speech to the students made by
an administrative spokesman. "We have to watch our tendency
to show our affection in public," he remonstrated. (I myself
had been embarrassed several times by men kissing their girls

on the public porches of the dormitories.) "The Board of Re-
gents is meeting this week, and the eyes of the voters are on
you. We must be conscious of our appearance. Remember, the

way you look will determine how soon we get our new cyclotron."
That night 1 flew back to East Tennessee, thankful that I could

pursue knowledge In a less hectic aid radical environment.

It seems to me that the goal of education at Mllligan Is to pro-

duce a quiet, conservative member of our society who will be

able to take care of himself economically, and who will, above
all else, mind his own business. Concern ior others is almost
non-existani. Many of us are concerned enough once a year to

help with Toys for Tots, and a few are concerned enough all

the time to work with something like the teacher corps, but

that's about it. If Christian Education (Milligan-style) is to

truly become the Hope of the Word, we will have to put more
emphasis on concern with what happens in the world, and

lei outward appearance take care oi Itself,

— Steve Knowles

••••• Letters to the Editor •••••

Student questions policies

after convocation speech
To the editor:

Dr. Lawson's speech during

Convocation on Nov. 19 seemed

to rile a few students. Some
students felt an inferred pres-

sure from the speech suggest-

ing we become plastic people

In order for MUllgan to re-

ceive funds from "establish-

ment oriented" donors. Also

some students felt their inte-

grity insulted by a supposed

suggestion that they should sa-

crifice a few of their personal

freedoms In order to save Mil-

llgan from going under fin-

ancially. Most students let the

words flow apathetically over

them while many others slept.

Perhaps the speaker Intend-

ed only to commend the stu-

dent body for Its status quo

and for the image MUllganiies

have presented. Perhaps the

"radical" listeners misinter-

preted an unintended slightly

controversial speech. What-

ever happened Thursday, did,

however, cause a rumbling

within the student body.

The purpose of this letter

is to bring the rumbling out

In the open and to question

the motivation of school po-

licies. Milllgan Is now con-

cerned with a threatened loss

of students and financial debt.

Certainly something Is wrong

considering the large student

turnover rate. A mandatory

unjust food planand dress code,

double standards for men and

women, compulsory social

norms based on Christian tra-

Milligan may

ignore love

in education
Dear Editor,

1 would like to offer a com-
ment on an often neglected as-

pect of Christian Education:

I love you.

(I may speak In the ton-

gues of men or of angels.)

I gave you a second chance.

(Love is patient.)

You excluded me; you be-

came close to someone else.

(Love is kind and envies

no one.)

You upset me — 1 just can't

have you around.

(Never selfish . . .)

You threw curses atmewhen
you lost your temper.

(Not quick to take offense.)

You lost your temper once

before, too.

(Love keeps no score of

wrongs.)

But because you are a child

of God, 1 love you.

(1 am as a sounding gong
or a clanging cymbal.)

Sincerely,

Joy Moss Lampion
Senior

,
Psychology major

ditlonal morality, and lack of

social activities appear as

basic complaints. As a stu-

dent I'm asking why do these

controversies exist year after

year without major change. I

think the problem stems from

conflict with what students want

and what the administration and

donors want for the students.

Is Mllligan responsible only to

student desires . . . only donor

desires ... or only to acade-

mic quality and spiritual val-

ues? ... or should all three

be considered? Possibly,

money has the heaviest in-

fluence on decision making at

MUllgan.

To the dissenter of the sys-

tem is the usual comeback:

"Love it or Leave U." But to

the people who control Mil-

llgan: 'Change It or Lose it.'

Dennis Wyan
Junior

Speech major

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Much Is being written about employment prospectsfor the Class oi

1971. Thousands of college graduates will be entering the Job market

at a time when the national economy is experiencing lis most serious

recession in ten years.

At the present it appears that there will be adequate Job op-

portunities for ambitious college graduates but there wUl not be

the wide selection of opportunities with competing sala ries which

have greeted earlier graduates.

On the other hand, the national recession may not be reflected

as severely In the avattabUity of graduate fellowships, asslstent-

shlps and loans. Thus graduating seniors may want to give more
serious attention to the prospects of entering graduate school.

Area chairmen of MUllgan maintain files or post announce-

ments concerning graduate programs in their particular acadmic

disciplines. Dr. Robert Liston, Dr. Dennis Helsabeck or I would

be pleased to counsel with students concerning available graduate

programs. There Is a significant percentage of last year's senior

class currently enrolled in graduate school. Several of these were

the recipients of full feUowshlps or graduate assistants hips.

Graduate school is not just the concern of seniors. At this point

either seniors have done adequate academic work for graduate school

acceptance or they have not. A capable senior who has been satisfied

with 2.0 GPA will likely find that graduate admissions commitu-e

are not moved by eleventh hour academic repentance.

Many college freshmen have no more thought of applying for grad-

uate school than many high school freshmen have of applying for

college. Thus may 1 recommend that ail underclassmen acquaint

themselves with the nature of graduate school and the general

entrance requirements. Such an acquaintance will enable students

to plan their undergraduate programs and may even increase the

flow of adrenalin when they find themselves becoming academically

lethargic.

I LOVED THIS PEOPLE
Sometime ago Danny Clark loaned me his copy of Dietrich

Bonhoeffer's book, 1 Loved This People . Having read Letters

and Papers from Prison, 1 was anxious to read more of the thoughts

of this faithful German pastor who died at the hands of the Gestapo

In 1945.

It was no surprise to find Danny's copy underlined and noteo

from beginning to end. Dietrich Bonhoeffer Involved himself In

the tragic life of his nation during the war years but yet never
lost sight of his basic faith in Jesus Christ as Lord. He lived

long enough to see that when all ethical concepts were thrown

Into confusion by evil, the slick, glib answers based on reason,

principle, conscience, freedom and virtue could easUy be com-
promised. Thus in response to the question, "Who stands firm?"
he answers, "the one . . . who is ready to sacrifice all these

(reason, principle, etc.), when In faith and sole allegiance to God
he is called to obedient and responsible action, the responsible

person, whose life wUl be nothing but an answer to God's ques-
tion and call."

His final question haunts me: "Where are these responsible

persons?"
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Dec. 5 Toys for Tots drive:

students will serve area
New plans (or the pick-up

and distribution of toys have

been made for this year'sToys

for Tots campaign which will

be beld on Saturday, Decem-

ber 5, at 8:00 a.m.

The purpose of the drive

Is to collect old and broken

M.C. chorale

gives concert

December 6
Milllgan College's chorale,

under tbe direction of Mr.

Charles Nakari, will present

Irs first concert on Sunday

December 6, at 3:00 p.m., In

Seeger Memorial CbapeL

Tbe music to be presented

varies from Cregorian plain

chant to twentieth centurymus-

lc. The program includes car-

ols, works from oratorios, mo-

dern anthems, and standard

secular compositions.

The chorale will not only

sing as a group, but there will

be numbers sung by the men
only, by the women only, and

by a small chamber group of

sixteen people. The chamber
group will specialize In Re-
naissance and Baroque music.

Accompanying the choir will

be Anne Taylor and Norma
Ingram on tbe piano, and Cindy
Williams on the organ. There
will also be flute accompani-
ment by Donna Ball and Mac-
helle Simpson, and drum ac-

companiment by Susan Griffin

and Cindy Williams.

Those singing solos In the

concert will be Joy Blackford,

Tom Hardin, Claire Mills, Bob
Preece, Greg Stout, and Craig
Thompson. At one point in tbe
program, joy Blackford and
Claire Mills will sing a duet.

The audience will be Invited

to join in the singing of tra-

ditional Christmas carols dur-

ing the concert.

toys thai will be repaired and

then given to needy children

In the area for Christmas. The

Toys for Tots campaign Is

sponsored by the Marine

Corps Reserve Unit and all

Milllgan students arc urged

to help.

Drivers for pickup trucks

are needed as well as other

students to collect the toys.

All students Interested In

driving a truck should con-

tact Dan Steucher or Denny

Dennlston. Drivers who have

access to a truck are to find

their own crew or helpers.

Transportation will be avail-

able for all students.

Any student planning on

helping should be In the Sut-

ton cafeteria at 8:00 a.m. on

the 5th for further Instruc-

tions.

Captain Farrls of the Ma-

Civinettes

are involved

in service
The Civinettes have been

busy this year In club acti-

vities and various projects of

service to the community.

Carol Patton has been chosen

for their Founder's Daughter

Candidate.

The Civinettes have made
many trips this fall to the

Appalachian Christian Home
to visit and get to know some
of the older people there.

They are currently engaged

in a service project of sell-

ing Christmas bows that are

made by the retarded children

of Bristol, Tennessee. These
bows can be purchased from

any Civlnette at one dollar for

a package of eight.

The new Civlnette officers

for the 1970-71 year are

president, DeAnna Daum;

Vice-President, Katby Davis;

Secretary, Cindy Davis; Chap-

lain, Shirley Stuart; Historian,

Carol Patton; Sergeant-at-

Arms, Debbie Cross; and Re-
porter, Donna CroBS. Mrs.

Harold Stout is the club spon-

sor.

KINGSPORT'S

A New Experience in

Shopping!!

Specializing in Fun Things!!

The Now Look!

"Where

fashion

Starts"

rlne Corps has invited all Mil-

llgan students to help dis-

tribute the toys this year after

they are repaired. The toys

are to be distributed on De-
cember 16 at various county

schools.

Students may present musi-
cal selections or programs for

tbe children at these schools.

Any student interested in going

to a school or in giving a pro-

gram should contact Dan Steu-

cher.

TOYS FOR TOTS -- Last year Milllgan students collected

between 7.000 and 8,000 toys and $400 In the annual campaign

to make Christmas happier for needy children. "Toys for Tots"

has always been a success at Milllgan even when student* like

Al Aubrey and Ernie Hertzog participate.

Notes Milligan's growth

Dr. Walker recalls the past
The one man who probably

knows most about tbe Milllgan

growth and history of Milllgan

College would be the college's

former president, and pre-

sent chancellor. Dr. Dean E.

Walker.

Twenty years ago. Dr. Walk-
er resigned from his teaching

position at Butler University

to accept the office of presi-

dent of Mllligan College. Dr.

Walker held this office until

1968, at which time he was ap-

pointed to the position of chan-

cellor of the college.

When Dr. Walker first came
to MUllgan College he had be-

fore him the great task of re-
viving the college. World War
II had brought almost complete
financial devastation to Mil-

llgan College. With the school

in debt about $150,000.00, MU-
llgan College had practically

no endowment because most
people thought the college would

soon fold.

The difficulties of tbe
school In tbe early fifties were
not limited to financial pro-

blems. The music department

at that time was headed by a

man whose musical experience

had consisted of conducting a

band In a circus. There was
not one ph. D. on the faculty,

and the highest paid professor

received $3,000.00 a year.

With all these problems be-

fore him. Dr. Walker says that

he took refuge In the Idea that

President J osephus Hopw ood
had expressed in the naming
of the college in 1882. pres-
ident Hopwood named the col-

lege after Robert Milllgan, then

president of Kentucky Univer-
sity, who in Hopwood'sestlma-
tlon was the foremost example
of Christian gentility in Amer-
ica. Having this Idea in mind.

<*m

Mm
"Designs of

Distinction"

ANDREWS
FLORISTS

A member of F .T .D

303 S.Roon
Johnson City

Dr. Walker set about to re-

establish Milllgan as a col-

lege that would offer a liber-

al arts education In a Chris-

tian atmosphere.

During Dr. Walker's ten-

ure as president, Mllligan

College underwent much grow-

th. The student population in-

creased by about five hundred

students, many of which were

housed In tbe three new dor-

mitories constructed during

Dr. Walker's presidency.

Milllgan's academic pro-

gram and faculty were expand-

ed Into one of the finest in

this area, which lead to the

college's accreditation in 1960.

Dr. Walker does not re-

gret that he ever gave up the

teaching profession be so loved

to accept an administrative

post, because as be phrases

it, "I can see the idea of

Christian education at work
In many, many more people

than Just myself."

Founder's Daughters
are interviewed

(Continued from Page 1)

it, and pleased that I was even

chosen."

Miss Carol Tinkler, a 21-

year-old history major, se-

condary education minor, from
Phoenix, Arizona is also a

candidate. She is sponsored

by the freshmen class. Carol

says, "I feel honored that the

freshmen class would choose

me as a Founder's Daughter

candidate."

Buffalo Ramblers chose Miss
Linda Hayden as their candi-

date. She is a21-year -old Eng-
lish major, secondary educa-

tion minor. Linda Is from Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Sponsoring Miss Carol Pat-
ton are the Civinettes. Carol
Is a 21-year-old from Bel-
mont, Ohio. She Is a psycho-
logy major and elementary

education minor. She was "sur-

prised and honored" to be

chosen.

Miss Diana Lomlson is a

21 -year -old from Jerseyshore,

Pennsylvania. She Is a math
major, elementary education

minor. She says, "just being

a Founder's Daughter candi-

date is an honor. It's like tbe

dream ol every senior girl."

Diana is sponsored by Student

National Education Associa-
tion.

Concert Choir chose Miss
Linda Pierce as their Found-
er's Daughter candidate. She Is

a 21-year-old business admin-
istration major from Col-
umbus, Ohio. She says of her
candidacy, "I feel that It's an

honor. 1 never expected itwhen

I came to Milllgan,"

Miss Sandl Christian Is the

Service Seeker's candidate. She

Is from Decatur, Georgia, a

22-year-old history majorwith

a secondary education minor.

She feels It is "quite an honor"

to be a candidate.

Miss Marty Flynn is a 22-

year-old biology major. She

Is from Ashevllle, North Car-
olina, she felt "very honored

and surprised to be a candi-

date." She Is sponsored by

Christian Service Club.

Phi Eta Tau is sponsoring

Suzanne Swango as their Foun-
der's Daughter candidate. She

is a 21-year-old psychology

major from lronton, Ohio. She

is "flattered to be able to run,

andhoQored to be a candidate."

Miss Karrle Kimpton Is

Psychology Club's candidate

for Founder's Daughter. Kar-
rle is a psychology major with

an elementary education minor.

She Is 22-years-old and from
Alliance, Ohio.

DROKE'S SHOES
"THE HOST WALKED ABOUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 East Main Sfreet

Johnson City, Tennessee

"THE BEST FOR LESS"
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3-1 record

Buffs face LMU in tourney
Milllgan took a 3-1 record

Into last night's opening round

tournament game with Lincoln

Memorial University and will

host Cincinnati Bible Seminary

and Tennessee Wesleyan on

December 3 and 7y then tra-

vel to Beckley December 5.

Milllgan defeaiedClinch Val-

ley last Monday 122-88 with a

well-balanced scoring attack.

The Buffs rolled up a 63-38

half time advantage and coast-

ed In the rest of the way. The
Buffs outshot the Cavaliers

from the field 40-32.

They also dominated at the

foul line with 42-53 wlthCUnch
hitting only 24 of 41.

Milllgan out rebounded the

Cavaliers 58-40. Mark Berg
paced Milllgan with 31 points

Don Thrclkeld added 26 points

and 15 assists.

Toonte Cash scored 20, Gary
Class hit for 13 and Terry
Owens 11. Roy Wright grabbed

1 1 rebounds and Scott Mc-
Clarren pulled down 8. Johnson

topped Clinch Valley scoring

with 21 followed by Gott with

14 and Counts with 13.

Mars Hill's hot shooting from
the field and the foul line de-
feated a determined MUUgan
five 120-109 at Mars Hill. Nov-
ember 20. The Buffs Jumped
out to a quick 10-4 lead by
utilizing a ,one press early In

the first half.

But shortly thereafter Milll-

gan ran Into foul trouble and
Mars Hill solved the Milllgan

zone defense with good outside

shooting. The Lions took a 56-

48 lead into the locker room
at holftime. Mars Hill length-
ened its lead to as much as
16 points during the second
half.

Milllgan never quit and nar-
rowed the lead to eight points

on several occasions. Mil-
llgan had an edge in field

goals 44 to 41, but the Lions
hit 54% of their shots while
Milllgan hit 48%.

Milllgan captured Its second
win of the season with a de-
cisive 115-76 over Johnson
Bible College In KnoxvUle, No-
vember 16. Johnson led during
part of the first half, but the

Buffs rallied to lake a 50-39
halftime lead.

The Buffs really took charge
in the second half, outscoring
the preachers 65-38. Milllgau

hit on 44 of 91 field goal at-

tempts for 49% while JBC hit

on 33 of 85 for 39%. The Buffs

cashed in on 27 of 35 from the

line.

The Preachers connected on
10 of 13. Milllgan had a deci-
sive edge on the boards of 58-
28. Johnson turned the ball

over 35 times and Mllligan
turned it over 24 rimes. Toon-
ie Cash topped Milllgan with
29 points, followed by Mark
Berg with 22.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W.Wolwt St.

Jobnoi City

Gary Class with 17 points,

Don Threlkeld and Roy Wright

12 apiece, and Dale Clayton

with II. Roy Wright grabbed

15 rebounds and Scott Mc-
Claren added 12.

Mllligan broke three school

records and sported their new

orange uniforms In a 128-83

victory over Johnson Bible

College in the season's In-

augural at MUllgan.

The Buffs hit on 52 of 105

field goal attempts for 50%,
while JBC bit on 33 of 102

for 32%. The Buffs also had

the edge at the foul line, hit-

ting 24 of 33 while JBC hit

on 17 of 28.

Toonle Cash topped the Buffs

with 26, followed by Mark Berg
with 21, Don Threlkeld with

18, Terry Owens with 16, Dale

Clayton with 12, and Scott Mc-
Clarren with 10, The Buffs

set a new school scoring re-

cord with 128points, anew field

goal record 52, and a new re-
cord of 71 points In a half.

LEADS MILLIGAN SCORERS
— Mark Berg, 6' 1 guard,

leads all Buff scorers after

four games with an average

of 25 points a game.

G
SCO

FC
RING

FTM FTA TP PPG
Berg 4 40 20 33 100 25.0

Cash 4 31 29 37 91 22.8
Threlkeld 4 34 13 14 81 20.3
Glass 4 15 14 ie 43 10.8

Clayton 4 17 7 12 41 10.3

Wright 4 11 12 18 34 8.5

Owens 4 10 11 14 31 7.8

McClarren 4 12 4 4 28 7.0

Bell 4 6 1 3 13 3.3
Drake 2 2 4 2.0
Wockenfuss 3 2 3 3 7 2.3

Purdy 2 0.0

Smith 2 0.0
Lacy 2 0.0

4 180 114 150 474 118.5

Women's volleyball team

ends season with 8-11 record
The women's volleyball team

opened the season on October

15 playing East Tennessee State

University.

The team has played many
games with different teams In-

cluding Emory and Henry, Sul-

11ns, CVC, Tusculum, King,

University of Tennessee. West
Georgia, Memphis State, Mid-
dle Tennessee State, South

was at Emory and Henry. They
lost to CVC but defeated Tus-
culum and King College.

November 20-21, the state

volleyball tournament was held
at the University of Tennessee
In Knoxville.

Bringing this fall season to

a close the Mllligan women's
volleyball team had a total of

eight wins and eleven losses.
Western. Virginia Intermom,
and East Tennessee State Uni- WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
versity. BASKETBALL
The women participated in December

three volleyball tournaments. 1 Yellow-Orange 7:30

The first tounament was held Red-Black 9:00

ai East Tennessee State Uni- 3 Black-Pink 4:00

versity on November 6 and 7 7 Yellow-Green 4:00

They lost to West Georgia and 8 Orange-Black 7:30

Memphis State. Yellow-Blue 9:00

On November 13, the small 10 Red-Pink 7:30

college volleyball tournament Brown-Green 9:00

South Roan Pharmacy,lnc

Total line of

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Checks Cashed

OPEN TILL 9PM DAILY
W. dollvor Ie Mllligan Ftll

South Roan at Walnut Prion. •It-Oil*

Wo support Milllgan so picas* support us

Men's intramural

basketball

TEAM STANDINGS SCHEDULE
Points

Brown 2S3 Nov. 30 Yellow -Orange

Blue 156 Red-Black

Black 152

Yellow 135 Dec. 2 Orange-Black

Red 129 Yellow-Blue

Green 128

Orange 117
Dec. 9 Red-Pink

Pink 91

Jan. 18

Brown-Green

Pink-Green

Orange-Brown
Black 3-0

Orange 3-0 Jan. 26 Black-Yellow

Brown 2-1 Blue-Red
1-2

1-2 Feb. 8 Orange-Blue

Green 1-2 Green-Black

Blue 1-2 Feb. 10 Red-Brown
Pink 0-3 pink-Yellow

Universal

symbol of

hearts united

GOLDEN GLOW
BRIDE & GROOM TRIOS

/O 11 f^ -t-N Suddenly evarydreanVa
&W,VKJViAKj come true... and the,

beautiful symbol of all their

happiness Is their Bell-Crest Bride and Groom trio.

Not only on their wedding day but on all the days to

come. Your choice of 14 Karat white or yellow gold.

A. GOLDEN TREASURE

B. GOLDEN DREAM

C. GOLDEN SPLENDOR

YOUR CHOICE

195
149 FOB

TRIO

J^jPfleu

cam '

ivelers

111 FOUNTAIN SQUARE
JOHNSON CITY. TXNNKS3EX

ltll«II tin l.i .j;,i.i,i:i'! :n
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Milligan campus experiences physical change

MILLICAN COLLECE 1882
— This sign was posted by

the Tennessee Historical So-

ciety at the entrance to the

college. It was removed re-

cently because of road and

bridge construction.

OLD AD BUILDING — The

present administration build-

ing rests on the foundation of

this building which was burn-

ed in 1917.

COLLEGE STORE — This

store was at the corner where
the sidewalk going up to the

chapel meets the road going

past the library. It was heated

by a pot-bellied stove, and was
run by the late Roscoe Shep-

herd Sr.

OLD DORMS — These
dorms, Hopwood Hall and Mee
Hall, sat where the science
building is presently under
construeHon.

Moke

Reservations

Now For

Christmas

Travel

CALL

Idham
uacuruiK

TRAVEL AGENCY

In fh« hottl lobby

of Iht John Stviar

PHONE 928-8161

Jofcuoi City

"1h» itvdtnfi

trmml agency"

We do a II types of

printing and engraving

FOLSOM PRINTING CO., INC.
ELIZABETHTON TENNESSEE

Invitations

Programs

Letterheads

. RUDY BROOKS
706 E ELK AVE
P. O. BOX 70

PHONE 3432032

WILLOW WALK — Before the re-roudng of Buffalo Creek
around 1964, this fluh pond was where Anglln parking lot is now
located. This was the site of the annual Clinchfleld raflroad
picnics.

,ifl
iftgftti

EVERYBODY LOVES

^BUCMOO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY IHOMIHQ CINHt NORTH JOHNION CIT

Rib £» Special! Each Wadrmdiy
CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 %£ £y





A not-so-merry Christmas

350 lose jobs as Bemberg plant closes down
Christmas, for at least 350

local families this year may
not be as cheerful as the holi-

days enjoyed by the majority of

Milllgan College students.

Due to a scheduled suspen-

sion of operations December f9

at the Bemberg Plant in EHza-

bethton many fathers will spend

the holiday season looking for

new employment. Also, a net

payroll loss of some $2.5 mil-

lion annually will probably have

adverse affects on the local

economy.

ElUabethton Mayor J. S,

Cornett, as quoted in the JOHN
SON CITY PRESS CHRONI -

CLE.sald that the fate ol Bem-
berg' s workers "wasn't too

encouraging." Cornett also

stated that some of the long-

time employees would have to

settle for early retirement.

Many reasons have beenciied

for the unexpected close-down.

One company official said that a

higher tax assessment might

have had a Dossible effect. A
news release from Beaunlt's

parent company, El Paso Nat-

ural Gas Company, Houston,

Texas, blamed general econo-

mic conditions, changes in

men's fashions, and Increas-

ingly severe competition from
Far Eastern import, for caus-

ing the planned shut-down.

The Bemberg Plant special-
ized in a man-made-novelty
fiber originally made in one
other factory in Poland. How-
ever, Bemberg's fiber process
was sold to a plant in Japan,
which now also produces the
fiber.

miMoriOfTMiwoiio

To meet the increasing influx

of Far Eastern importing of the

fiber, one alternative for Bem-
berg was to increase Its pro-

duction poundage. However, in

compliance with union stan-

dards more workers would have

needed to be hired and the net

profit would have been lost.

Recently, the Tennessee Str-

eam Pollution Central Board
cited Bemberg as being in vio-

lation of a spec la I order It

Issued September 17. Bem-
berg requested an extension of

twelve months, but the request

was refused.

Bemberg officials replied,

3aying thay would not be able

to meet the twelve-month dead-

line. Possible connection bet-

ween the refusal and shut-down

is posed and Mayor Cornett

commented In the PRESS
CHRONICLE that "there could

be some connectfon" between

the two.

The Bemberg plant is offi-

cially suspending operations

indefinitely. Hopeforre-hiring
is possible if general economic
conditions were to Improve.
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Marines to distribute toys

at Emoryville December 16
3,000 ATTEND — Tonight Is the eighth and last night of the

fourth annual Madrigal Dinners. The programs were the re-

sult of long hours of preparation by the Chamber Singers and

the MUligan art department.

Milligan's fourth annual

Madrigal Dinners close

The annual Marine Reserve

"Toys for Tots" campaign was

held on Saturday, December 5.

Student coordinator this year

was Dan Stuecher, assisted by

Denny Denniston. Denny will

be the student in charge next

year.

The students who went on

the drive met Saturday morn-

ing lor breakfast in Sutton Din-

ing Hall. They received last

minute instructions and left a-

boui 9:00 a.m.

Twenty-five vehicles from

various concerned establish-

ment and persons in the area

were made available to Mil-

llgan students for the Toys for

Tots campaign. Approvlmately

The Fourth Annual Milllgan

College Madrigal Dinners come
to a close this evening after

eight nights of feasting and

song.

The Madrigal Dinners are

under the direction of Dr. Wil-

liam Moorhouse and Mr. and

Mrs. Sherwyn Bachman. They
are an outgrowth of the Mad-
rigal Dinners held annually at

Indiana University, The Moor-
houses and Bachmans experi-

enced these celebrations while

at graduate school there.

The first Madrigal Dinners
was held In December of 1967.

Four hundred people attended

that single dinner. The din-

ners have constantly expanded
since that time to their pre-
sent length of eight nights.

The Chamber Singers, the

group which performs at the

dinners, have met every Tues-
day and Thursday morning of

the semester at 7:00 a.m. in

preparation for their concerts.

The members of the Cham-
ber Singers are; Melody Fri-
end, RachelBachman.Lee Mea-
dor, James Bycrly, Steveknow-
les, Mirhael Woods, Sharon
Holiman, Anne Taylor, Nancy
Washier, Sherwyn Bachman
(Conductor), i)an Horr iig, and
Dan Stuecher,

The set for the dinners was
designed and decorated by Mrs.
Dorothy Wilson and her art
classes. They also spent a

great deal of time in prepara-
tion for this week and one-half
of pageantry.

A special M^dn^al Dinner
will be given this year at the

home of Mrs. I), u. Phillips

in Butler, Pennsylvania. Mrs.

Phillips' home will present a

beautiful and realistic setting

for the Madrigal Dinner. The
dinner will be held Saturday

evening December 19.

By tonight over 3,000 persons

will have attended the Madrigal

Dinners.

School must

lepeat year

of self-study

President Jess Johnson an-

nounced yesterday during the

Christmas convocation that the

college would not be automati-

cally reaccredlted as had been

anticipated but must undergo

another year of self-study.

He expressed confidence that

reaccreditatlon will be con-
firmed by the Southern Asso-
ciation next year and urged

students not to repeat rumors
that do not contain the facts of

the situation.

He further explained that

most of the original difficulties

have been satisfactorily over-
come even before the period of

deferment has begun.

Rohrbaugh appoints

discipline commission
The Commission will be re-

sponsible to Rohrbaugh, who
will report to the Executive

Council. Proposals will then be

presented to the Student Coun-
cil and. If approved, to Presi-

dent Johnson. Rohrbaugh

stressed that all proposals will

go through the appropriate chan-
nels.

Rohrbaugh explained the pur-

pose of the Commission: "Dis-
ciplinary cases in recent years

have not been handled in a con-

sistent manner. Our students

need a clear and definite out-

line of how due process will

function in disciplinary cases."

The Commission members
will be; SharonHoffman{chalr-
man), Beth Wartwood, Mike
France, Mike Mutterspaugh,
and Mark Cameron.

This Is the first of several

presidential commlssionswhich
will be created to deal with

campus problems. Rohrbaugh
expects to create a similar
commission to deal with lib-

rary policy in the future.

Student Council president

a President's Commission on

Disciplinary Policy.

The Commission will attempt

to define what due process of

disciplinary procedure exists

on the Milllgan campus.
The Commission will inves-

tigate disciplinary procedure on

other campuses similar to Mil-
llgan and recommend Improve-
ments In Mllligan'sdisclpltnary

policy. Rohrbaugh anticipates

several months of study before

the Commission will be able to

present any recommendations.

125 students took part, mak-
ing this the largest project yet.

Old toys, new toys, and toys

need of repair were collected,

along with about $250. The toys

were taken to the Marine Re-
serves in Johnson City, where

they will be sorted and repair-

ed and later distributed to needy
children.

The J2S0 will be used to buy

paint and other materials tore-

pair the toys. Any money left

over will be spent on new toys.

Because Milllgan students

have made such a significant

contribution to the Toys for

Tots campaign, the Marine Re-
serves would like for them to

see some of the rewards of

their work.

Therefore, this year any

student who wishes may be pre-
sent at Emoryville on Decem-
ber 16th to see the Marines

distribute the toys to the

children there, A Christmas
program will be presented and

students who would like to sing

or take pan in any way are
needed.

Interested students should

contact either Dan Sruecher or

Dennv Denniston.

Regis Ira tion for spring semester
January 12 January 13

8:00 a.m. ~ Seniors Freshmen

9:30 a.m. -- Juniors 8:00 a.m. ~ N to -

1:00 p.m. -- Sophomores N to / 9:30 a.m. — [|to M
2:00 p.m. -• Sophomores A to M 1:00 p.m. -- A to C

LARGEST TURNOUT EVER
part In the annual "Toys for
December 5. Coordinators fo

cher and Denny Denniston.

- 125 Milligan students cook

Tots" campaign on Saturday,
r the project were Dan Steu-
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Psychology studies demonstrate

the power of positive dreaming
Dream deprivation and its

adverse effects upon human

behavior were the concerns of

a recent psychological ex-

periment conducted by three

MUUgan students.

Led by Greg Balser with

the assistance of Jim Mounts

and A. J. MUton, the experi-

ment consisted of waking a

subject each time he bagan

to dream. Margaret Roth was

the experimental subject, and

Sharon Hoffman was the con-

trol lor the experiment.

Beginning Friday evening,

December 4, and ending Sunday

evening, the experiment last-

ed sixty hours. Depression,

withdrawal, Illusions, bos-

Lettermen
earn money
for washer
The "M" Club has decided

that It will adopt as its main

project, raising funds for a

new washer and dryer for the

athletic department.

With a washer and dryer,

much money could be saved

by having the team managers

do their own team's laundry.

To raise funds for the pro-

ject, the "M" Club Is pre-

sently selling bells, mega-
phones, and bumper stickers

at basketball games. They are

also working on an "M" Club
versus faculty basketball game
In the near future, and an "M"
Club band concert.

"M" Club has shown its en-

thusiasm by winning the spirit

stick at the Milllgan-Tennes-

see Wesleyan game last Mon-
day night.

tility and urn. coordination were
cited as several of the results

of the experiment.

During the experiment, Mar-
garet was confined to a bed,

yet allowed to remain active

or sleep at will.

Statistical data was gathered

by the use of a physlograph.

Information was sent to the

physlograph in the form o(

brain waves detected by ele-

ctrodes attached externally to

the subject's frontal lobes of

the brain.

At the start of the experi-

ment the subject was calm

and showed no stress when
performing various testswhlch

were given periodically

throughout the experiment.

However, by 5:00 Saturday

morning, after a night of

dream deprivation, the sub-

ject already showed signs of

being weary and fumbled on

a block test given.

By Saturday evening the sub-

ject's efficiency on the various

tests was reduced to half. By
Sunday morning the subject was
extremely argumentative and
hostile, while creating several

illusions.

At the close of the experi-
ment, the subject was with-
drawn and tried to sleep with

her eyes open. Dreaming also
began every two minutes as
opposed to every fifteen min-
utes at the start.

Over all, after sixty hours
of Interrupted dreams the sub-
ject became extremely de-
pressed, Irritable, violent, and
nervous, while the subject after

sixty hours of interrupted sleep
was merely tired and weary.
To verify the many results

and conclusions, the experi-
ment will be repeated in Jan-
uary with Margaret as the
control and Sharon as the sub-
ject.

DREAM ON — The subject of a recent psychological experiment.

Margaret Roth was awakened every time she started to dream.

The dreams were detected by the physlograph at right.

1970 Milligan grants

reach $65,000 mark

Student Council undergoes

self-evaluation Thursday
The Student Council of MU-

Ugan College underwent a self-

evaluation in their weekly

meeting this week. The sur-

vey Is an attempt to improve

the Council on a student - to-

student level. Results shall be

referred to a special committee

of the council for a study of

the survey findings.

The Idea of the evaluation

came from President John Ro-

hrbaugh in his cohcern to "take

a look at ourselves and see

where we can Improve."

The council-sponsored party

In lower Seeger, Wednesday
evening, which featured re-

freshments and movies for all

in attendance, was an effort

to relieve mid-week tension

caused by upcoming finals and

the Madrigal Dinners.

A menu for the cafeteria will

be published one week In ad-

vance by Ruth Deer, a junior

representative on the council.

This publication will begin at

the start of next week.

WE HAVE

LOOK THAT
THE NOW
YfflJWANT

1

BLOUSES
POMCMOS

PANT SUITS

SLACKS
SKIRTS

DRESSES

VANDERBILT FACTORY
^OUTLET

Grand Opening Still in Prote»$l

SOUTH SIDE SHOPPING PLAZA-
ON ERWIN HIGHWAY

10 «V- Wn HONDAS THRO FRIDAY

10 AM -6PM SATURDAY
Home of Unqivy LtcL

Corporation and foundation

grants totaling nearly $65,000

have been presented to MU-
Ugan College since January 1

of this year.

Tennessee Eastman Com-
pany of Klngsport provided the

largest grant, reported Busi-

ness Manager B. J. Moore.

In October, Eastman donated

550,000 designated for con-

struction of the science build-

ing.

This was In addition to East-

man's yearly unrestricted

grant of $9,750.

The amount of the yearly

grant is determined by the

number of Mllligan graduates

hired by Eastman within five

years of graduation who re-

main with the company for at

247 E. Main

Johnson City

MARTIN'S JEWELERS
JEWELRY HEPAlBINtl "46

"Famous for diamond*"

Open every night Mon.-Frl.

VISIT

THE

S.U.B.HOURS:

DAY
Mon.-Frl 7:30 AM.-4 P.M.

Sat. !0 A.M. -2 P.M.

EVENINGS
Sun-Jhurs. 7 P.M. -JO P.M.

Fri-Sat. 8 P.M. -I) P.M.

Merry Christmas From Your Student Union

least five years.

Another gram received in

October was from the Sears-

Roebuck Foundation of Atlan-

ta, Georgia. Mllligan has re-

ceived grants from this foun-

dation for several years. Seven

hundred fifty dollars was the

amount given this year.

Earlier In the year, two

major grants were received.

Magoavox presented a $3,000

unrestricted grant, and a $600

scholarship grant was given

by Westmoreland Coal Com-
pany.

Funds from this grant are

to be awarded to students from

the Appalachian area of Vir-

ginia, where the coal company

operates.

Several smaller grants have

been received during the year.

The most recent of these is a

$250 scholarship grant from

Associates Capital Corpora-

tion of Nashville. Responsibi-

lity for determining the recip-

ient of this scholarship is left

with the college.

In addition to these indus-

trial and foundation grants, the

financial aid program forMU-
Ugan students Is funded largely

by the federal government.

Washington provided all of

the $27,000 made available for

Educational Opportunity Grants

at Mllligan this year.

The government has allott-

ed $12,293 to Milligan'= Na-
tional Defense Student Loan

Fund. This constitutes ninety

per cent of the money in the

fund. The otbtr ien per cent

comes from the coUege.

The College Work Study

Program receives eighty per

cent of its money from Wash-
ington, with the remainder

coming from the school. The
federal grant amounts to

$20,785.

?mc of Langivy LtcL

lakes' 5por^3Lvcajf
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After SUB break-in

Five students suspended
Five Mtlligan students were

suspended by the president of

the college last week following

a breaking and entering of the

Student Union Building.

During a meeting on Friday,

November 27, several possible

alternatives of procedure were

discussed with the five men.

Rather than allowing the case

to be tried In criminal court

the college chose to assume

disciplinary responsibility. Ex

pulsion was also rejected as a

suitable course of action.

In accordance with the na-

ture of the offense and with

the outline of disciplinary pro-

cedure as it appears In the

Student Handbook, the men were

informed of their opportunity to

cboose either suspension from

school for a semester or ap-

pearance before the Discip-

linary Committee.

Girls' dorms

host annual

open house
Hart and Sutton Halls had

their annual open house from

1:30 p.m. to 3;00 p.m. Sunday

December 6.

Door decorations, display-

ing various aspects of Christ-

mas, lent an air of holiday

festivity. A contest. Judged by

Dr. and Mrs. Roy Lawson and

Mrs. Orvel Crowder, was held

in Hart Hall.

The door chosen most origi-

nal belonged to Debbie Leigh

and Sharon Chernlck. Becky

Brown and Penny Phillips' door

was chosen as the most out-

standing. The first floor center

section had the best theme en-

titled, "2001 Space-Age Christ-

mas,*'

Hart Hall had nine small

guests from King Springs Ele-

mentary School with them Sun-

day night. Each section in the

dorm took one little girl and

bought Christmas gifts for her.

A party was given for them

and Santa, (Rocky Laha) and

his helper, (Jim Byerly) were
present to distribute the gifts.

Sutton Hall will be having a

party this week for a family

of nine. Each section is taking

a member of the family and

giving them Christmas pre-
sents.

gaafengna

The menchosetobe suspend-

ed and agreed to be off campus

by 1:00 p. m. Saturday, Novem-

ber 28. When three of the men

later petitioned thechalrmanof

the Disciplinary Committee for

a hearing to postpone suspen-

sion, the hearing and reopening

of the case was denied.

The five men stand suspend-

ed from Mllllgan until the com-
pletion of the spring semester

when they may apply for re-

admlsslon.

ACT survey describes

average college frosh
Just what Is an average col-

lege student at Milligan, and

In the nation?

In 1967, Mllllgan College be-

gan requiring entering fresh-

men students to provide ACT
(American College Testing)

scores as part of their appli-

cations for admission. In 1968,

the composite score for the

incoming freshman class was

19.5. In 1969, the median score

was 19.8 which is the same

as the present national aver-

age (class of 1974).

Yet this year' s entering

freshman class at Milligan has

an average score of 20.3 This

would tend to Indicate that the

quality of entering students

academically, Is progressive-

ly Improving.

Although the college has a

stated cut off point for accep-

tability at a score of 16, stu-

dents with a score lower than

16 may enroll in the special

summer Red Badfje program

to increase their eligibility.

According to the publication

of the American College Test-

ing Program, "Activity", the

average American College

Freshman looks like this:

Age: 17 or 18 years old.

B - student

19.8 ACT average

Needed help in study and math

skills

Expected to apply for finan-

cial aid

100-400 member graduating

class

Parents average Income: $7,-

500 to $10,000

Planned to live in college

housing

Last year's ACT's provided

other interesting information.

About 30% of the males and

31% of the females had per-
tlclpated In movements to ef-

fect changes in their high

schools. About 10% of the wo-
men had earned a varsity ath-

letic letter and 41% of the men
said that they had earned at

least one.

When asked what they thought

should be the prime consid-

eration used In choosing a col-

lege, 23% said special curricul-

um, 15% said location, and 5%
said low cost.

Students pi

as 1970-71

FOUNDER'S DAUGHTER 1970 -- Wendy Hanselman, senior

from Cincinnati, Ohio, is MUUgan's choice of the woman who

has done the most for Milligan during her time here as a stu-

dent.

ck Wendy Hanselman
Founder's Daughter

Because "she wasn't afraid

to be unique," MlssWendyHan-
selman, candidate from Circle

K, was chosen Founder's Daugh-

ter for the 1970-71 year.

Miss Marty Ramsey, Pre-

med club candidate, was first

runner-up.

Wendy is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Eli Hanselman of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, She is an English

and elementary education ma-
jor.

While at Milligan, Wendy has

been an active member of sev-

eral clubs and organizations

Including Service Seekers, Stu-

dent National Education As-
sociation, Student Council,

Footlighters, and Christian

Service Club. Her freshman

year she was in a trio, the

Harmonelles, sponsored by

Christian Service Club.

Last year she was the social

chairman for Student Council,

and was elected Outstanding

Member of Student Council for

69-70, She was also on the

dean's list last spring.

Right now Wendy Is doing

her student teaching at West-

side Elementary School. She

teaches third and fourth grad-

ers.

Wendy is engaged to Dave

Patrick, and they plan to marry

In August.

To her, being chosen as Foun-

der's Daughter was, "the most

thrilling climax to four most

wonderful years at a wonder-

ful school,"

Miss Many Ramsey is the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.V,

Ramsey of Mountain City, Ten-

nessee. She is a secretarial

science major and an art min-

Marry has been active in

Footlighters, Campus Girl

Scouts, traffic court, was a

Junior class secretary, and

helped with the Madrigal Din-

ners this year.

Her hobbles are traveling,

art, and sports. She Is engaged

to Larry Dabney and they plan

to marry on May 15.

Marry says, "I was very

honored just to be the repre-

sentative for Pre-med Club,

and then when I got first run-

ner-up It was the biggest honor

since I have been at Mllllgan,"

SVESYBODY LOVES

^BUCKAHOQ
STEAK RANCH

MOllO»T »HO.»INO CINtl* NO.TM JOHNWN CIU

Rib E r . Special! Each Wadniidiy
CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 '- * «*•

KINGSPORT'S

A New Experience in

Shopping!!

Specializing in Fun Things!!

The Now Look!

"WW
fesiuon

Starts"

FASHION
STOP

WATSON'S
Elk Ave Elizabethton

"EVEN SANTA

HAS TO HURRY ,.

AT WATSONV...-

The department store with.

Wmmm
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Values questioned

A careful reassessment of values appears to be in order for some

of the Milllgan College Student Council members. At a recent council

meeting, a request was made for council support of FAIRE LE PONT,
the MUllgan College literary magazine. FAIRE LE PONT has been

published annually for the past two years and has been financed

from a portion of the Humanities budget. Trimming of the financial

allotments to all areas this year has made it necessary in the

Humanities department to cut out the grant for the publication

of FAIRE LE PONT to permit adequate funds for continuation of

the Humanities program. A group of students are still determined

to publish a volume of the magazine this year and have petitioned

the Student Council for $100, one half the amount of money neces-

sary. Their request was denied.

This year Student Council has appropriated $200 for a freshman

basketball team and an undetermined sum ior installation of pipe-

lines and faucets in the canyon for car washing. While these pro-

jects may be worthy of support, their merits should be compared

with the opportunities for intellectual development and free crea-

tive literary expression provided for the students by the publica-

tion of FAIRE LE PONT. Adequate provision for such opportuni-

ties cannot be provided by the BUFFALO and STAMPEDE alone.

The literary magazine form completes the area of student public-

ations.

Last year the magazine contained an excellent display of the

creative talents of Milllgan students. Our students this year possess

talents at least equally as worthy of notice. We urge the council

to work toward fulfilling its role of "providing the student with an

opportunity to express himself," as stated in the 1970-71 student

handbook, and to reasonably and adequately support the efforts

of the students to continue the annual publication of FAIRE LE
PONT.

Ireedom arJ retpona Utility specified In the constlruilo

B«rd, drilled and approved In the spring ol nlnet<

LlciUon Committee. Ihe Board ol Advisers, and the Prea

The Stampede l> published fortnightly through

elal ftr by the student! of MlUlfta College 1*

cusslon tnd intellectual eu-lorstlon within the a<

pressed nrlLhin the Stampede do not necessarily rcprea

(amity, or imdeni body,

must ld« rally hlmsell by Air

Monday before publication.

The business and editorial office ol [he Stampede U li

Hall. The Stamped* Is published by the

lor Ih« Milllgan College Publication

n hundred and smy-nlne Oy the Pub-

lent of MUllgan College.

he i idemlc year eicepl during olfl-

medlum of tree and responsible dli-

demie community. The opinions ai-

it those of the college administration.

jor. Deadline fur

'Only here . . .

'

Rich Roames
"Hello sir, I'm Sammy

Crack."

"Ah yes. Y"U must be the

young man who Is thinking of

transferring to MUllgan Col-

lege next semester. Why don't

you step this way and 1 will

be glad to take you on a tour

of our beautiful campus.

Milligan College- is unique

ir. that it is a fully accredit-

ed four year Christian liberal

arts school, located In thescen-

ic solitude of Upper East Ten-

nessee."

"Is thai what that one kid

meant by there Is no place

on earth like MUllgan?"

•Just listen boy! Richly en-

dowed by nature and en-

p.00 per year. Total c moo: I JOU tuples.

11:00. noon of Ihe

Letter

Dorm policy

causes girls'

impropriety
Editor,

Tradition dictates that every

woman of respect must main-
tain a "proper" position in

society. To those who know,

none will doubt that Milligan

College wishes every coed to

uphold the highest of these

traditions.

As an individual, I main-
tain that the Women's Lib-

eration Front can achieve

nothing unless their cause is

worthwhile. Further, I believe

that every man is morally and

ethically bound to give every

due consideration that Is worthy

of a lady's respect.

Recently, incidents havemade
me aware of a rather unfort-

unate trend that has been over-

looked by the social mentors

ol Mllligan "norms," If a coed
wishes to contact a boy in his

dormitory, she has only two

alternatives: (1) she may call

him In advance on the tele-

phone -- (they never seem to

work when you need them the

most, besides the call costs

a dime) or (2) knock loudly on

entrance doors, shout loudly

from the street and / or throw

objects at windows, merely to

attract some resident's at-

tention — a most unladylike

mannerism that should not be

tolerated nor encouraged.

I wish to propose to the

Board of Trustees, the Of-
fice ol the president and the

Student Council tourgentlycon-

sider the possibility of having

the lobbies of men's dorml-
lorie- open to our lady guests,

where they can be greeted v,ith

due propriety. It seems that the

advantages gained by laying

down certain ground rules for

such a policy far outweigh the

crude behavior coeds must,

out of neccesity, resort towhen

they find It necessary to tall

upon their brothers of the MU-
llgan Family.

Sam M. Dalai

Senior

Business Administration

hanccd by skillful landscap-

ing, the grounds possess un-

usual beauty. As you look over

the campus, you wUl notice

the stately Georgian architec-

ture of the college's dormitor-

ies and buildings."

"Sir, what is that thing over

there?"

"That's the college's new

science buUdlng, which Is be-

ing constructed."

"Isn't that an unusual shape

for a stately Georgian struc-

ture?"

"Moving right along, you

will notice the Student Union

Building. Built by students in

195S, the SUB, as it is com-
monly called, Is a place where

students may gather and dis-

cuss the world's problems,"
* "What are those students

doing over there?"

"Oh, those are some of our

campus radicals, whoare pick-

eting against the Marine Corp
enlistment program going on

at the SUE today."

"Are they protesting against

being drafted to fight In Viet-

nam?"
"No, tbey are upset about

being drafted for next year's

Toys for Tots campaign.

Now over here you'll not-

ice Cheek Gymnasium, theonly

one of Its kind in existence.

Over there you will see two of

the men's dormitories. And up
the road there you will see the

college's library, which is

named after P. H. Welshlm-
er."

"Can we go Inside and look

around?"

"What for7'

"Just thought I'd like to see

the Ilbrary'scollectionof books
and magazines."

"There's no need to, as we
won't have any books until after

the completion of the science

building, the new gym, and the

renovation of the administra-

tion building."

"When wUl that be?"
"Well, at the present rate,

probably within fifty years at

least.

Now back here we have the

chapel, which is presently cal-

led Seeger Memorial Chapel.

The chapel is used for every-

thing from ballet to musk con-

certs, and even for worship

services. Also, twice a week

the MUllgan students are prlv-

Ueged to attend convocation

services. fl t which time tbey

hear outstanding speakers on
such topics as political science

In East Tennessee, what It was
like to be a MUllgan dorm
mother years ago, and how a

Milllgan student should dress

and act in order to Increase the

college's endowment.

"Would you like to go in-

side?"

"Yes I would, only these

doors seem locked."

"I was afraid they might
be. You see, we don't Just

want anyone using the chapel

anytime they wish. After aU
it is supposed to be a house
of worship.

It's getting pretty close to

lunch hour, let's go up the hill

to the dining hall. Milligan Col-
lege Is noted for Its outstand-

ing food.

"Yes It does lookgood, what-

ever It is. 1 take it you have
eggs for break! ast every
morning."

"Why yes, how did you

know?"
"There are still some onmy

plate."

"By the way, have you
ever thought about the army,
or maybe transferring to Pur-
due. 1 think that ..."
(Any similarities between

anyone and the story above
are strictly coincidental, and
highly impossible. Only the

names and the setting remain
the same to protect the in-

nocent.)

Student publications

removed from school

control at Maryland
College Park, Md. - (I. P.)

The University of Maryland's

Board of Regents recently an-

nounced the appointment of a

special commission of promi-
nent journalists and educators

to study methods of separating

student publications from the

University.

The creation of a commis-
sion was recommended by a

special committee of the Board
to study all aspects of the stu-

dent activities fees. On the

recommendation of the com-
mittee, the Regents acted to

separate fee-supported student

publications Irom the Univer-

sity and to have the proposed
commission advise them no

later than February 1. 1971, on

the procedures to be followed

to do this.

Student publications at the

University are presently sup-

ported by funds allocated from

mandatory student activities

fees. Controversial contents

which have appeared in several

student publications prompted

investigations to find out how

these publications might be-

come self-supporting.

University President Wilson

H. Elkins m announcing the

commission's appointment co-

mmented, "We realize .vecon-

not be engaged In censorship

which courts have ruled a-

gainst.

"This leaves the University

as the publisher without means

of control of its student pub-

lications. We expect to separ-

ate the student publications so

the University will not be the

publisher and the question now

is how to do It."
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Melvin Morton and Steve K.nowlea

Tlie student turnover rate at Mllllgan College - what causes it?

In an exclusive Interview last wee*, Prime Minister Stanley

Newton set my mind at ease by assuring me that low student mor-

ale was not due to any of the college's policies. In his opinion the

average Mllligan student Is merely very Insecure and has diffi-

culty In finding a group of friends with which to Identify.

With these thoughts in mind, the next few lines are offered

as an appendix to the Student Handbook with the hope that every

Mllllgan student can make It in one of these groups.

•COUPLES" - If you are not engaged already, it should be

well understood that it is only a matter of time. Ideally, the male

should be a member of Circle K and the female a member of

Civinettes. Your reserved seats are the third and fourth tables

from the back of the cafeteria on the west side.

GROOVY GROUP - Wardrobe: 1 shirt of questionable origin,

1 pair of bell-bottomed Jeans, wire-rimmed glasses, and a dazed

expression. Your reserved seats are the back two tables on the

west side of the cafeteria. If anyone asks what you are doing at

Mllligan College, say you are transcending It. Attend Hopwood

Church.
"HAPPY-SO-HAPPY-CAUSE-I'M-A-BAPTIZED-BELIEVING -

YOUNG- REPUBLICAN" Croup - Attend Collegiate Church at the

Chapel even though your minister Is a staunch Democrat. Ward-

robe: Men - 10 Towncraft suits and 15 Towncraft sports coats;

Women - It doesn't matter as long as it is no more than 1.047

millimeters above the knee when seated. If you ever hear anyone

complain about MilHgan College, say. "Well, I've thought about It

a lot, and If you don't like it here at Mllllgan, you don't really have

to come here."

JOCKS - Uniform: basketball shoes, Jeans, football Jersey, and

no expression. Your grade point average should be somewhere

between 1.8 and 2.03. If anyone asks what's wrong with Mllllgan

College, say "The Humanities Program."

PARDEE MASHERS - Buy a yellow car and be back at school

two days before Freshman Week begins. Be a freshman team-

leader. Starting on Talent Night of Freshman Week, take out every

girl In the freshman class.

STUDENT LEADERS - Buy a blue car and be back at school two

days before Freshman Week begins. Learn to be sly and dis-

honest. Learn how to spell your name.

ASPIRING YOUNG ADMINISTRATORS - If anyone asks to talk

to you, say that you will cancel your tennis match and talk to them

at lunch. Smile constantly and when you are not smUlng, look sin-

cere. If someone asks why certain changes aren't made at MilHgan

College, have ten, ten-minute answers ready all of which reply,

"MONEY".
WOMEN'S DORM COUNCIL -- If you have not made It In any of

the above groups, this is the one for you.
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Student escapes MilHgan 'box'

HUMAN POLLUTION EDITORIAL: "WHAT COULD BE MORE
REPULSIVE THAN A WOMAN SMOKINC A CIGARETTE IN PUBLIC
(For everyone to see) (at MilHgan College)?"

As everyone knows, Mllligan women are not allowed to sin as

much as Mllllgan men. To be more precise, women may not go

out to eat at the Blue Circle at 12:30 a.m. or smoke, and If they are

caught drinking, being a MilHgan athlete won't help.

The question to be asked is: what is to be done about the double-

standard at MilHgan College? Should we here at Human Pollution

praise it to the heavens or denounce It to the place below? Cer-
tainly, notable stands have been taken on both sides of the issue -

the Bible is for It and Abraham Lincoln is against it. All we can

do Is to completely avoid the issue and turn the question over to

you.

The Student Council recently had a great deal of success with

a faculty evaluation. We will try something of the same nature.

Please rate the following Items with numbers between 1 and

32.847, where 1 is POOR and 32,847 is SOMEWHAT BETTER.
When in doubt, put your Social Security Number.

1) A man smoking

2) A woman smoking

3) Smoking What?

4) A woman arriving at her dormitory at 1:30 a.m.

5) A woman furtively enjoying a smoke on the roof of Hart

Hall at 2:45 a.m.

Please clip out this survey and return it with a Virginia Slims

cigarette butt to Box 462, Mllllgan College, Tennessee 37682.

An IBM computer will score this survey and the results will

be published In the Eli^abethton STAR if considered relevant.

— Melvin Morton

Dear Lditor:

After reading Dennis Wyatt's

letter, I fell a strong desire

to express some common feel-

ings and frustrations. I am an

average student and a con-

cerned student but not con-

cerned enough to stay, so 1 will

be classed in the "large stu-

dent turnover rate" andonewho

could not love It so had to leave

It.

Perhaps failing to become a

Mllllganlte is my own fault.

I will have been here a year

at the end of the semester but

apparently I can't get Into the

MilHgan Family because I'm not

concerned the way others are.

I'm not concerned with the

personal lives of others or run-

ning to the dean to say "it Is

my Christian duty to tell you

. . ." How many times I've

heard that sickening phrase.

Just what is our Christian duty

here and to what extent?

As a Califorman 1 have been

Milligan apathy due to

high cost of involvement
Editor:

The following remarks are in

reference to the fourth para-

graph of "Human Pollution" in

the Nov. 27, 1970 Issue.

1 found the theme of many

articles In this Issue to be

concerned with the apathy of

MilHgan College students, and

"Human Pollution" was devoted

to this idea. May I point out

one small argument for the

reason why many students do

not make their personal opin-

ion public

It is well kr.own t'.iat because

of the size of this institution

there is not much that can be

said or done without every per-

son here knowlngabout it sooner

or later. This in Itself could

make one cautious about stat-

ing an opinion, but a worse

threat is the almost promised
response. There are certain

accepted schools of thought a-

mong this student body and if

a person should disagree with

the prevailing opinion, he finds

himself In immediate danger

of being "put down" and again,

because of size, thewhole school

knows he has been put down.

Now we have two reasons why
a timid person might keepquiet.

The request from "Human
Pollution" was for the student

to show some "concern with

what happens In the world, and

let outward appearance take

care of itself." But the before

mentioned paragraph of this

same article showed what hap-

pens when a student dares to

differ and dares to express their

100-year-old

dress code:
coat and tie
SEWANEE -- Students voted

to retain their 100-year-old coat

and tie tradition for classes

and dining at the University of

the South, with coeds to wear

skirts in the same situations.

The existing dress rules as

they appear In the student hand-

book were modtfled (or more
informal occasions.

Although much discussion

preceded the modification al-

most all the delegates voted to

maintain the traditional code,

speaker of the Delegates As-

sembly, Stephen Zimmerman,
reported to the faculty.

(Reprinted from THE KNOX-
VILLE JOURNAL, Wednesday,

November IB, 1970.)

opinion. Was "the one person"

congratulated on her strength

to stand for an opinion? No,

instead, the one person who did

something about a belief she

held was publicly ridiculed. I

wonder w'hat would have been

made of the incident in ques-

tion if the majority of the srud-

ent body had happened to agree

with the expressed opinion?

Perhaps the "one person" would

have become a leader; admired,

respected, and congratulated?

So we are asked to "let out-

ward appearance take care of

itself?" In this case and in many
others, the unacceptable out-

ward appearance took care of

the individual. I suggest that

people will be more willing to

express themselves when they

feel that others are more will-

ing to listen with a mature

outlook and an open frame of

mind.

Theresa Hayes
Sophomore

tagged with many names other

than unconcerned, and one Is

hypocrite. I am concerned with

the hypocrites of this school

who say and do different things

as wanted by the "establish-

ment oriented". I am con-

cerned with principles of ed-

ucation and teaching. One
cannot intelligently expand in

any field.

So much needless concern is

placed on personal life, on room

Inspections and demerits, on

curfew hours. We are consid-

ered to be "adults" — every-

where but here.

people think our students

aren't concerned. Most of them

are but Mllllgan has stifled

their thought. They have been

enclosed in a box and Mllllgan

has tried to put on an air tight

lid so you can see nothing but

"establishment oriented"! but

you see, the large srudent turn-

over is composed of concerned

students: Students who get out

of the box to attend college In-

stead of kindergarten, so they

can express their opinions and

beliefs without being termed

radicals, so they can learn about

the responsibilities of adulthood

rather than running to house-

mommies for permission to stay

at their sister's during Fall

Break.

Yes, MilHgan has concerned

students but no one ever sees

them because they are in the

large student turnover or they

have conformed and are with-

in the box with the lid closed.

Just sign me Concerned

and leaving the box.

Nancl Hassoldt

Sophomore
Psychology major

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

"Rumor Follows Rumor" (E^ekiel 7;26)

The other day a girl stopped by my offit e and said, "1 want

to ask you about a rumor." Before hear! >g what the rumor was

I found myself warning to ihank her for her attempt to ascertain

the facts before believing a rumor.

College campuses like any oiner segment of society tend to

breed a plethora of rumors, sometimes outrightly false and some-

time> containing a germ of truth that is hopelessly distorted by

abnormal growth. Some rumors would die a well deserved death

if listeners would not take them seriously. Other rumors may in-

volve the welfare of persons and thus the listener has no alterna-

tive but to determine the truth of the matter.

The teacher or administrator in his frantic efforts to prepare

lectures, grade papers, may come to be seen as working very' dl ~

Iigently to keep the lines of communication closed in or.ier to per-

petrate some conspiracy of demonic proportions. The easiest

way to settle a rumor is to ask someone who is In a position to

know the situation, but the willingness to ask presupposes a con-

fidence in the integrity of the person being asked.

A few of the logic students stayed after class recently to discuss

some ways to keep the total college community better informed

and hence less susceptible to the rumor rash. One student observed,

'There ought to be a time when students could meet with the ad-

ministration simply 10 ask questions." With this prompting an

administration forum has been scheduled for the February 23 con-

vocation service.

No miracle* should be expected from any single effort to im-

prove communications. The Prophet E-eklel reminds us that rumor

will always follow rumor. Informational rumors are resolved by

inquiry; rumors which call Into question the integrity of others

are resolved only by a changed heart.
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EVALUATIONS COLLECTED -- Mark Let, Steve Knowles,

and Anne Taylor begin preliminary sorting of faculty evalua-

tions.

Faculty, courses are

evaluated in survey
Faculty - course evaluations

were distributed to each class

on Monday and Tuesday of this

week by members of the Stu-

dent Council,

The evaluation was conducted

by the Student Council Secretary

of Academic Affairs, Miss Anne
Taylor, In cooperation with the

^XUSIC^ART

ft•cords

8 Track Tapes
At Discount Prices

Academic Dean, Dr. C. Robert

Wetzel.

The evaluations will be

"graded" by computer and

results will be made known to

all students and faculty mem-
bers before registration for the

spring semester.

Miss Taylor stated "instruc-

tors have shown interest in this

evaluation by obtaining student

opinion In their teaching ef-

fectiveness."

WIISON

PHARMACY

608 W.Wotait St.

J«fcuoi City

^ ~<c
*s>
**>,

BELTS

*v7 ^SSStt \b&.
6d

I,

'°v<

***

"We get by with a little help

from our friends"

PRE-CHRISTMAS PRICE REDUCTIONS

Open 11:30-9:00

3B7 E. Main Str««t
i .

,r . ,*,,, City, Tuvwmn 37601

For P. E. credit

Skiing offered this spring
The physical education de-

partment Is currently working

out plans to offer a skiing

course for P. E. credit next

semester.

The course will be offered

In conjunction with the ski

school at either Sugar Moun-
tain or Beech Mountain ski

area. Both ski areas are loc-

ated In Banner Elk, N.C.

The course will be eight

weeks long. The Beech Moun-
tain plan offers one one-hour

lesson per week; the Sugar

Mountain program offers one

two-hour lesson per week. A

student should be able to mas-
ter the basics of skiing in

either program.

The Beech Mountain school

teaches by the American met-
hod In which students learr

elementary turns and thei

move on to more difficult man-

Country star

performs in

Upper Seeger
Bill Anderson, noted country

and western singer, and Ten-
nessee's Honorary Christmas
Sea! Chairman, came to Milli-

gan last Saturday night, De-
cember 5, to present a con-
cert for the benefit of the Ten-
nessee Tuberculosis and Re-
spiratory Disease Association.

From the state of Tennessee
this area was selected to be the

region in which the concert

was to be presented. Mrs. Car-
olyn Walker is East Ten-
nessee's regional director for

the Association.

Approximately 700people at-

tended the variety show. Well
over $500 was collected in a

free-will offering taken at the

concert.

euvers as their proficiency in-

creases.

The Sugar Mountain School

teaches by the new Graduated

Length method. Students begin

on 3-foot long skis, doing par-

allel turns from the sun. As
the student becomes moresklll-

ed, he moves on to longer

skis.

Either program would cost

Mllllgan students about SAO,

which is substantially less than

the normal cost of skiing for

eight afternoons. This would
include lessons, equipment
rental, recreational skiing, and
transportation.

Any student Interested In tak-

ing this course next semester
should contact Steve Knowles
immediately.

.
&J

SOUL SEEKERS POSE -- (From 1. to r.) Carrie Enkema,
Rick Wright, Barbl Flshback, Barb Kester, and Roy Mason
have delivered programs in several states. Not pictured Is

Stephanie Buchanon.

Six Soul Seekers represent

Milligan in several states

Mllllgan college has a new

singing group on campus this

year called the Soul Seekers.

Six musically Inclined stu-

dents make up this swinging

new group: Barbl Flshback —
the leader, Roy Mason, Car-
rie Enkema, Rick Wright, Ste-

phanie Buchanan, and Barb
Kester--the accomplanist.

The group sings popular and

DROKE'S SHOES
"THE MOST WALKIQ ABUUT SHOES IN TOWN"

233 Easf Main Street

Johnson City, Tennessee

"THE BEST FOR LESS"

folk songs ar,d presents pro-

grams that are designed for

the high school age group. The
Soul Seekers have performed

at many area churches and

schools, as well as travellngto

such cities as Atlanta, Georgia,

Washington, D.C., and Indian-

apolis, Indiana.

The main theme of the group

is "Love". Many of their pro-

grams are entitled "Love Is

. .
.". The program begins as

they trace love through its many
stages with music. At the end

of the program all kinds of love

are brought together as they

show that the love of Christ

surpasses and surrounds all

other types of love.

The group was organized this

year by Mr, Beauford Deaion,

director of Student enlistment

for Mllllgan. The Soul Seekers

are a representative of Mll-

llgan College and of Jesus
Christ wherever they perform.

it's

the real

thing

v tnjov'.^j.

DO YOU LIKE

ifiFi<ii>cn>ii©?

try DTNO'S
420 Elk Avtime Elubtthtoijtu.

SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

Gifts

WATCHES

RINGS
JEWELRY

FAIRS JEWELERS

"Next Door To Dino's Resturant'

Elizabefhton, Tenn.
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(iragn 107.T points per game

Buffs win 7 out of 10 games

BUFFALO MASCOT — An addition to the Buffs basketball

games this year is an anonymous person dressed as a buffalo.

He adds much to the spirit at (he games especially to the ac-
companiment of the pep band.

College (luffs haveopenedtheii

parries

tu me last three wet •-.,. Ijur-

ing mis span the [jufls have

accuifiulatt-'J seven wins and

three los.e'..

The Bufls have tressed the

century mark in eight of the

ten games and are pre.ently

averaging 107.7 polnis per

game.

The ir. - have i on e ;>s fel-

lows: 128-83, 115-70 over

Johnson Bible College: !2j-fcb

over Clincli Valley: 104-91 over

Tennessee Wesleyan; 103-10]

over LML: and 1 11-69 over

Emory and Henry — the lat-

ter two being In the King 1 -

vitationa! Tournament.

In the King Invitational the

Buffs recelveo the Runner-up
trophy after suffering a 99-

76 loss to King College. Other

losses were to Mars Hill Col-

lege, 120-109; and to Beck-
ley, 93-80

!,< orer uffs

Basketball nears finals

in Buff intramural season
Both men's and women's In-

tramural basketball have been

moving along well.

Men's basketball is nearlng

the final games of the season.

Black, Orange, Blue, and Yel-

low only have two more games
remaining. Brown, Green, Red,

and Pink have three games re-

maining.

The Black team is leading the

league with a 5-0 record. In

second place Is thr D ™""*tearr.

which has a 3-1 record. The
Orange team is in third place

with a 3-2 record.

Connie Britton enters

cheerleader contest
CYPRESS GARDENS, Fla—

Connie Lou Britton, a 20-year
old junior at Milligan College
has entered the Miss Cheer-
leader USA competition.

Miss Britton is majoring in

history and is the captain of

her cheerleading squad. She is

the daughter of Mrs. Kathleen
Britton of Scotland, Indiana.

In addition to cheerleading,

Miss Britton enjoys writing

poetry and belongs to the Stu-

dent National Education As-
sociation.

From the more than 500 ex-
pected entrants, 12 cheerlead-
ers will be selected to the Pepsi
All American Cheerleading
Squad, and flown to Cypress
Gardens on December 26 for the

Miss Cheerleader USA com-
petition.

Judging consists of knowledge

GOLDSTEIN'S
"Main St. on the

Square for lovely

things lo wear''

We special, je in

w edd ing gowns
& Brides maid
dresses

->l cheerleading, execution ol

skills, and the ability to en-

thuse an audience.

Prizes awarded to Miss
Cheerleader USA include a $1,-

000 Pepsi Cola Scholarship, a

Johnson Motors powered Gla-

stron ski boat, Januen s*im-
wear, and a Kodak camera kit.

The current Miss Cheer-

leader USA is Robin Anderson,

a senior at Duke Unlversli>.

The season might be far

from over for tnese three

teams. The teams will surely

be eyeing each other's closing

games. There is a possibility

of a three-way tie for first

place. There Is greate/ pros-

pect of a two-way tie between
Black and Orange.
The teams will linish oui

the first round season with a

tournament, which Is tentative-

ly scheduled for early Febru-
ary.

Women's basketball has end-

ed with the combined Red and

Orange teams capturing first

place with an undefeated 3-0

season.

They are followed by the

Brown and Green team which

posted a 2-1 season record.

Following in third and fourth

respectively are: Black and

Pink, 1-2; and Blue and Orange,
0-3.

The women's teams were
combined according to their

speedball standings.

EMPIRE PHOTOGRAPHICS

"Your 1970-7] yearbook photographers
"

We s pec line in

:

'Commercial 'Portrait

•School -Weddings

*Aerial O*5pecio/ events

1 t=Ofl THOSE WHO CHE .

\y" OF T0U 1
'

order mow:

Phone 926-66C

J

Montgomery & Fairview

John inn C<'f>*

through i en games i

crgamc.
He is followed by Toonie Cash
with a 2'l.H average and Dun

Threlkeltl with an 18.7" aver-

age.

Threlkeld ib also setting a

Mistering pace inasslsisaver-

agini; 13,6 per game, *hicli

should make him one of the

laps m the "atioff. In Nionda,

night's 104-91 win over Ten n.

Wesleyan Ttirelkeld had 17

assists, which sets a new

school record for assists in a

single ?2me.
Freshman post -men pny

Wright and Scott McClaren
lead the Buffs In rebounding.

Wright is averaging 14.8 re-

bounds per game. In the Tenn.

Wesleyan game Wright had

24 rebounds, which was a new
single game rebound!

cord for the Bulls.

The second leading rebound-

er for the Buffs is Scott Mc-
Claren who Is averaging 11.1

rebounds per game. McClarren
is followed by Dale Clayton,

a substitute, who is averaging

9.7 rebounds per game.
The Huffs will round out

December with tournament
play. On December 11-12
the Mil IIgar i Buffaloes

seeing action m the Randol|>it-

Macon Tourney, in Ashlar*. Vir-

ginia. The Buffs will be trav-

eling to Canton, Ohio, to par-
ticipate in the Walsh I

which will be held
I

•

"WHIRLWIND" DUETTE
No Down Pi.m.nt C«r/\nQ
Oni/S3 00. Wee* *|3UUU

FLORENTINED DUETTE

Only S2.SQ, Week 5 |,9° 5

The perfect blending ol tra-

ditional elegance and contempo-

rary simplicity. An exquisite new

eipression of the ring-making

art that comes closest to a

woman's dream of the perfect

settings for her treasured dia-

monds Available in either 14

karat white or yellow gold.

ll-DIAMOND DUETTE

<1TQ505179 5

Bpwman
-p ^$> ^jewelers

111 FOUNTAIN SOUAJU
JOHNSON CITY. TTXWK&3SX
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Choir to sing for National Praver Breakfast
I Milllgan College Concert

Choir, under the direction of

Professor Sherwyn Bachman,

will sing for the President's

annual National Prayer Break-

fast at theiilltonHotelln Wash-

ington, D. C„ on Tuesday, Feb-
' ruary 2, 1971.

I

MllUgan's choir was chosen

' from over 600 other choirs

across the nation for the

honor of performing at the

annual event.

The thirty-five member
choir, plus Professor Bachman
and Dean of Women Mary Young

and her husband, will leave

the MlUlgan campus early Fri-

day, January 29, for a short

tour before arriving In Wash-
ington D. C. for the break-

fast. Later that day they will

tour Montlcello, Thomas Jef-

ferson's estate.

Friday night they will per-

form at Fairmont Christian

Church in Richmond, Virginia.

On Saturday the 30th, the

choir will tour In Richmond,

and that evening they will sing

at Manor Woods for some Joint

churches in Washington D, C,

DRUMMERS — The nationally renowned West Virginia Per-

cussion Ensemble will present a concert In Seeger Chapel at

8;00 February 9. They play over one hundred different per-

cussion instruments.

West Virginia Percussion

to perform here Feb. 9
The West Virginia Per-

cussion Ensemble, recog-

nized as one of the most out-

standing groups of Its kind in

the United States, will be per-

forming here aspart of the Mil-

llgan College Concert Series.

The ensemble has thirteen

members who will present their

concert In Seeger Memorial
Chapel at 8:00 p.m. on Feb-
ruary 9.

For the past seven years

the West Virginia Percussion

Ensemble has toured exten-

sively throughout the United

States performing at many col-

leges and high schools, as well

as on radio and television.

The conductor for the en-
semble is Phillip J. Falni,

head of the percussion de-

partment at West Virginia

University.

More than one hundred In-

struments in the category of

percussion are used. Thus,

this variety program will con-

tain a large number of rhy-

thmic and tonal combinations.

Admission to the concert will

be free to Milllgan students

and faculty, with a small en-

trance charge to all others.

Students grade profs

in faculty evaluation
At the conclusion of their

fall semester, Milllgan Col-
lege students were given a

chance to turn the tables by
evaluating their professors as
a result of a joint effort by
the college's administration

and Student Government.
Students graded their pro-

fessors on a onc-to-flve basis
over twenty questions con-
cerning such aspects as effec-

tiveness of speech, personal
interest in students, stimula-
tion of original thought, and
over-all effectiveness. Ques-
tions were derived from a

similar questionnaire used at

Oklahoma State University.

The project was co-ordinated

jointly by the Academic Dean,
C. Robert Wetzel, and the Stu-
dent Government Secretary of

Academic Affairs, Anne Tay-

lor, Student volunteers admin-
istered the questionnaires to

each class with the consent of the

professor.

Resulrs of the evaluation

(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

Sunday morning they will be

at the National City Christian

Church. In the afternoon they

will perform at a youth rally

In the Mountain Christian

Church at Joptln, Maryland.

The choir will spend Mon-
day, February 1, touring Wash-
ington D. C. and possibly the

White House.

On Tuesday, February 2, the

choir will sing for approxi-

mately fifteen minutes before

President Nixon arrives for

the breakfast at 8:00 a.m. As
he comes in they will sing

miMonof iHimic

SWEET HOUR OF PRAYER.
Fifty-six dignitaries will

be seated at the President's

table with about 3500 other

people seated In the ballroom

of the Washington Hilton.

Later In the program Mil-

llgan's choir will sing OH
HAPPY DAY and THE LORD
NOW VICTORIOUS.

After President Nixon's

speech, the choir will sing the

third verse of AMERICA.
That evening they will re-

turn to Milllgan and their re-

gular schedules.

The Milllgan Concert Choir
was chosen to perform at the

breakfast largely through the

efforts of Dr. Johnson, Presi-

dent of Milllgan, and Dr. Rich-

ard Halverson.

Dr. Halverson Is onthecom-
mlttee responsible for setting

up the program for the break-

fast. He was Impressed with

the choir's performance at the

North AmerlcanChristlanCon-
ventlon in St. Louis last July

while the choir was on its

1970 summer tour.
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Christian Emphasis Week

Dr.SherwoodWirtto speak
The Milligan student bodyhas

Invited Dr. Sherwood Eliot Wirt

to be guest speaker for the Win-
ter Christian Emphasis Week,
February 3, 4, and 5.

Dr. Wirt's visit will be as
a part of the Christian Em-

phasis Week planned by Se-

cretary of Christian Affairs,

Mark Cameron.
It is Mark's goal to provide

enough of a variety of Chris-

tian expression throughout

the year so as to satisfy the

Dr. Herndon retires

from Milligan faculty
Dr. Lee Roy Herndon, former

professor of chemistry at Mil-

ligan College, has retired from
the academic faculty this se-

mester.

Having taught qualitative and

quantitative analvsis and phy-
sical chemistry. Dr. Herndon
retired from Milligan's faculty

after Dr. Richard Lura, the

new professor of chemistry
arrived in January,

An alumnus of Maryville Col-
lege In Knoxvllle, Tennessee,

Dr. Herndon was honored with

Maryville' s Distinguished Alu-
mnus Award in 1968. Dr.

Herndon received his Doctor

of Philosophy degreefrom John
Hopkins University and also

attended the University of Chi-
cago.

Dr. Herndon has been a dis-

tinguished member of the Car-

ter County community for

many years. HeworkedatNorth
American Rayon In Elizabeth-

ton, Tennessee, as a chemist

for over twenty years. After

his retirement there, he joined

the Milllgan faculty in 1964.

Residents of Elizabethton,

Tennessee, Dr. Herndon and
his wife have made plans to do
some traveling and to visit

their four children in the near
future.

diversified needs of a com-
plex student body. For the Fall

Christian Emphasis Week Mark
invited the "Exkurslons," a

religious rock group from

Pittsburg. Mark called their

program "profitable" but real-

ized that It represented only

one phase of Christian expres-

sion.

Dr. Wirt is editor of "De-
cision," the official publication

of the Billy Graham Associa-

tion. In addition, Dr. Wirt has

authored two books; NOT ME
GOD is the candid account of

the author's growth to Chris-
tian maturity through the de-

velopment of his prayer life,

and THE SOCIAL CON-
SCIENCE OF THE EVANGEL-
ICAL probes the Christian's

responsibility to people of a

lower socio-economic level.

In addition to his regularly

scheduled talks Dr. Wirt hopes
to be Involved In asmanyclass-
es as possible during his visit.

Milligan enrollment drops

below seven-hundred fifty

The drop in enrollment for

the spring semester this year
has caused much discussion

and debate.

During convocation on Jan-
uary 21st, Mrs. Phyllis Fon-
taine replied that 739 students

were presently enrolled with

the possibility of a few more
late registrants raising this

number to about 750. This num-
ber compares with 823 enroll-

ed for last semester.

Twenty-nine people were
graduated from Milllgan Col-
lege which gives a net de-
crease of 65. This number may
be accounted for primarily be-
cause of academic and discipli-

nary releases, and transfers.

RETIRED — After serving Milligan as chemistry professor
since 1964, Dr. Lee Roy Herrdon has retired this semester.
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Current movies are shown
at Milligan this semester

DRAMATIC TRIO -- This cast of the Alpha-Omega Players,

famous for their drama - in - the Church programs, presented

an exciting evening convocation on January 19.

Shaw's 'Saint Joan
1

presented at Milligan
"Saint Joan," the inspiring

drama of a young girls* faith. -

and courage, was presented

by the Alpha-Omega Players

from Dallas, Texas, on Tues-

day, January 1°, 1971, in See-

ger Memorial Chapel.

Written by George Bernard

Shaw, "Saint Joan" tells the

story of a simple peasant girl

whose faith changed the course

of history. Joan, after receiv-

ing directions from God in the

form of voices, led the armies

of France to victories through-

out western Europe before she

was out of her teens.

After her unsuccessful at-

tempt to beselge Paris in

1429, Joan was captured by the

Burgundians, 6old to the Eng-

lish, and eventually tried in the

inquisitorial court at Rouen for

heresy and sorcery before

Pierre Gauchon. Refusing to

recant her beliefs and former

actions, she was burned at the

stake.

The fast movlngpresentatlon

of the effectively staged high-

lights of "Saint Joan" is the

work of Drexel H. Riley, exe-

cutive producer of the Alpha-

Omega Players, who also ser-

ves as the director.

Mr. Riley formed the Alpha-

Omega Players in the summer
of 1967.

Since that time, the Play-

ers have become the nation's

most active repertory theatre,

gaining fame for its drama-
in-the - church programs.

Appearing in the play were

the talented young players

Charles Shuford, Bruce El-

liot, Michael Fowler, and Me-
lanie Farrell Walters.

Spring Break is ex
to give nine free

Milligan College Students

have an extended Spring Break
this semester due to a cooper-

ative effort by the Academic
Committee, the Student Gover-
ment and the faculty.

The matter was brought up in

discussion by the Academic
Committee and a recommenda-
tion for approval was made to

the faculry. The proposal was
brought up before the Student

Government and was approved.

At the next faculty meeting the

proposal was approved and it

became official.

The new, longer break re-

places the old break which con-

sisted of four days and a week-

end. The break this year will

be just one day longer but will

include two week-ends. The old

Spring Break went from noon

Wednesday of one week to the

following Wednesday morning.

The new Spring Break will

extend from noon Friday, Mar-
ch 19, to 8:00 a.m. Monday,

DO YOU LIKE

m DINO'S
420 Elb Avti«« EBnbetbtoi,UuL

During the spring semester,

the Milligan Movie, sponsored

by the senior class, will con-

tinue to present films for the

student body.

EAST OF EDEN will be

shown on Friday, January

29, Based on John Steinbeck's

modern adaptation of the Cain

and Abel Bible story, this movie

is a study of the generation

gap between parents and child-

ren. The latejames Dean heads

the cast which includes Julie

Harris, Raymond Massey, Burl

Ives, and Jo Ann Fleet. Miss

Fleet won the Academy Award
for the best supporting actress

for her role In this picture.

THE ART OF LOVE is sche-

duled for February 12. It fea-

tures Dick Van Dyke, Elke

Sommer, James Garner, and

Equality
Life belles equality in man.

Kings, Bankers, Presidents-

peasants, serfs, welfare cas-

es --

Each giving all to their own.

Gifts of sliver—and of clay.

No, Life is indeed a patrician.

But Death—Ah, Death Is the

Democrat.
Mike Robbins

(Editor's Note: Mike Robbins,

Milligan senior, recently had

this poem published In the

current COLLEGE POETRY
REVIEW, a bi-annual publica-

tion of the National Poetry

Press.)

tended
days
March 29. It will jjive students

nine days away from the ten-

sions ol school.

It was a fairly simple opera-

tion and there was an over-
whelming opinion favoring the

proposal. The only discussion

aroused by the plan was an
interest In coordinating Milll-

gan's Spring Break with those

of area schools. But the point

was noted that the breaks of the

area schools are not co-

ordinated.

Fall Break will remain at the

same time, although one day
will be added to It next year.

It was explained that Fall Break
could not be extended to a week
without forcing the school to

begin a week earlier in August.

Angle Dickinson. Van Dyke is

an American artist in Par-

rls with two girl friends. He
pretends to commit suicide,

knowing that his pictures will

sell better after his death.

On either the I9th or 20th

of February, SHIP OF FOOLS
will be presented. This film

Is a study of passengers on a

ship headed for Germany, just

before Hitler comes Into pow-

er. Lee Marvin, Slmone Slg-

nore, Jose Ferrer, and Vivian

Leigh star.

UNDER THE YUM YUM

TREE is scheduled for Feb-

ruary 20th. jackLemmonplays
the owner of an apartment,

peopled only by beautiful wo-

men. Humor ensues. Carol

Lynley and Dean Jones also

star.

Due to the Choral Festival,

there Is no movie scheduled

in Seeger on the first week-

end of February. However, due

to the success of last semes-
ter's old time movie show, an-

other such event Is In the plan-

ning stages for February 5,

in the Student Union Building.

College credit offered

Peace Corps workers
Brockport, N.Y., Jan. 4, 1971

—The State University of New
York College at Brockport is

looking for students who want

to earn college credit while

preparing to teach mathematics

and science as Peace Corps
volunteers In Latin America.

ACE offers

scholarships

for study
II you have a taste for Arch-

aeology or Varque music or

British-style acting, you could

be interested in the range of

courses offered by the Associ-

ation for Cultural Exchange

of Cambridge, England for

summer 1971.

These courses cost between

750 and 1500 dollars for a six

to eight week period and part-

scholarships are available to

college seniors with a respect-

able grade average. All

the courses offer three weeks

in an Oxford college, combined

with say a "dig" in the He-

brides or Italy, or an acting

workingshop at the Central

School In London.

"European Art & Arch-

itecture" visits five countries,

the "Uses of Imagery" is

strictly for literature majors;

"Nova Britiannia" provides

a background to the American
colonial epoch for history maj-
ors; "Renaissance & Baroque

Music" spends three weeks

in Italy; "British Theatre" of-

fers fifteen theatre visits. Only

current juniors and seniors can

be accepted.

For details write to the As-
sociation for Cultural Ex-
change, 539 West 112th St.,

New York, N.Y. 10025

<'» Ralph M. Tipton
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The decision by the Peace

Corps to extend the four-

year-old program, was made
after a comprehensive evalua-

tion in which graduates of the

program serving as peace

Corps, volunteers in Peru,

Colombia, El Salvador, Hon-

duras and the Dominican Re-
public were Interviewed along

with their host country counter-

parts and overseas peace

Corps staff.

The program is open to stu-

dents who are In good standing

at any accredited college or

university and who will have

completed their sophomore or

junior year by June, 1971.

Applications must be made
to the Peace Corps/College

Degree program; State Univer-

sity College at Brockport;

Brockport, New York 14420

by March 1.

The program Is designed to

fill the need for mathematics

and science teachers in de-

veloping Latin American coun-

tries. It includes one academic
year flanked by two summers
ol fully subsidized and inte-

grated academic courses

and Peace Corps training.

Graduates receive either an

A.B, or B.S. degree, secondary
school teacher certification and
an assignment overseas to a

bi-national educational team as
a peace Corps volunteer. While
they are serving overseas, vol-

unteers may earn up to 12

hours of graduate credit.

Unique features of the

program Include: Academic
credit for Peace Corps train-

ing; two fully-subsldlzed sum-
mer sessions totaling 30

semester credit hours; in-

depth peace Corps training

which is fully synchronized

programs; intensive audio-

lingual Spanish training In

small classes; opportunity for

double majors, and supervised
overseas graduate work.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City
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Student Council news

Sweetheart Banquet planned
The Student Government of

Mllligan College is In the pro-

cess of sponsoring the annual

Sweetheart Banquet with Miss

Cindy Davis, Junior repre-

sentative on the council, having

been chosen to chair the com-
mittee.

Tentative plans call for the

introduction of sweetheart can-

didates In convocation on Feb-

ruary 11. The voting will be

February 12 with the crowning

to be held in the cafeteria

on the same day. Each class

is invited and encouraged to

select one sweetheart for this

formal function.

Jim Mounts, vice-president

of the council, was given un-

animous approval to repre-

sent Mllligan College at the

fourth annual session of the

Tennessee Intercollegiate State

Legislature to be held in

Nashville , Tennessee, Feb-

ruary 11, 12. and 13. The

main objective of this con-

ference Is to present prom-
inent legislation before re-

presentatives of colleges and

universities In Tennessee.

The House and Senate cham-

bers In Nashville will be en-

tirely composed of T.l.S.L.

delegates who will hear and

pass bills presented to them
by their fellow delegates.

Legislation which is passed

by this delegation will then

be referred to the State Legis-
lature for further considera-

tion.

Council representatives. Bill

Oates and Jon Smith, are work-
ing In coordination with Student

Union manager, Tom Stokes

to sponsor "An Old Movie
Night" on February S at 8:30

p.m. in the S.U.B. According

Faculty evaluations
(Continued from Page 1)

were scored at the East Ten-

nessee State University com-
puter complex. A read-out was

taken of the average over the

first nineteen questions. Also,

an average was complied over

all twenty questions which In-

cluded the score for the over-

all effectiveness of the Instruc-

tor,

Total average for the entire

faculty over the first 19 ques-

tions was 3.607 out of a pos-

sible 5.000. Total average for

all twenty questions was 3,612

out of 5.000. Receiving the low-

est score, 3.111, was the ques-

tion concerning the use of vis-

ual aids.

Receiving the highest score,

4.321, was the question about

the Instructors apparent know-

ledge of the subject. These
scores were taken from a total

number of 2594 evaluations col-

lected.

One reason for the conduc-

tion of the faculty evaluation

was that the Instructor could use

his results as a type of self-

study to help him Improve his

teaching. Another reason lsthat

the evaluation summaries might

possibly be put on reserve in

the P. H. Welshimer Library
for the reference of students

when choosing their courses.

However, in order to avoid

unnecessary student-facuity-

administration conflict, theStu-

dent Government has asked Dean
Wetzel to allow the faculty to

make the decision at their next

meeting concerning making the

results public.

When asked how shefeltabout

the effectiveness of the evalua-

tion program Anne commented,

"This program can be success-

ful only if both students and in-

structors are willing to be

honest with themselves and with

each other."

Because the education block

instructors were not Included

In last semester's program,

tentative plans are made to

evaluate those Instructors at

the mid-term of the current

semester.

Due largely to the impression

of Mllligan College's evalua-

tion program, East Tennessee

State University officials are

considering conducting a faculty

evaluation using an expanded

version of Milllgan's program.

New movie

theater opens

on north side
The new Parkway Cinema

opens this week with the show-

ing of its first movie, GOOD-
BYE, MR. CHIPS. Located in

North Johnson City near Mc-
Donald's, the Cinema will be

under the same management as

the Capri Theater. The three

theaters now In Johnson City

promise to provide better fa-

cilities and greater variety of

entertainment.

to Bill Oates, "The main at-

traction will be five-cent

Cokes." This programwillfol-
low Immediately after the

Christian Emphasis Week pro-

gram.
Commuter meal tickets are

now available from the Busi-

ness Office. The current plan

calls for the student to pur-

chase a ticket for 20 meals

and receive one meal free.

The council sponsored a used

book sale this semester as an

aid to all students.

A total of $180 of books

were sold by this council ser-

vice.

President of the council, John
Rohrbaugh, has proclaimed the

dates on which petitions for the

1971—72 Executive Council

and Legislative Council re-
presentatives seeking election

will be distributed. The Exe-
cutive Council petitions will

become available on March 31

with April 14 being the date

for representatives.

John stated that the reason

for such an advance notice is

so that prospective candidates

may begin now in planning their

campaigning and platform pro-

cedures.

NEW PROFESSORS — Dr. Gary Wallace and Dr. Richard
Lura will help to fill the new Science building.

Chemist and biologist

join Milligan faculty

Two new professors. Dr.

Gary Wallace, and Dr. Richard

Lura have been added to Mil-

llgan's faculty.

Dr. Wallace, -a former pro-

fessor at Mllligan, has returned

as a member of t
1 'ology

department. He Is _-colo-

glst, having received his de-

grees from Austin Peay State

Slimmer employment
seen for women grads

By 1980, many women college

graduates wlllface strong com-
petition when seeking Jobs that

have been traditionally held

by women.
The Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics reports that the in-

creasing number of women col-

lege graduates, coupled with

only a slightly Increasing need

for elementary and secondary

ieachers, will bring about this

result.

BLS predicts a two-thirds

increase in the number of fe-

male college graduates In the

next ten years. (The number of

male graduates will Increase

only by one-third.)

Currently, two out of every

five professional women are

employed In elementary and

secondary education.

However, the demandfor ele-

mentary and secondary teach-

ers is expected to increase

by only 7.8 percent by 1980.

This will result In a supply

of teachers "significantly

above requirements."

The Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics urges women to "en-
large the range of occupa-

tions" which they consider,

paying particular attention to

"high-demand" professions.

The supply of chemists,

counselors, dietitians, den-

tists, physicians, and phy-

sicists is expected to be

"significantly" below re-

quirements by 1980.

Engineers, geologists and

geophyslcists, and optome-

trists will also be in short

supply. However, there are

less openings here than In the

professions mentioned above.

job openings in archi-

tecture and law are expect-

ed to be equal to the supply.

The supply of pharmlclsts will

be slightly above require-

ments.

In addition to teachers, the

supply of mathematicians and

life scientists will far exceed

demands.

College and the University of

Tennessee.

Presently teaching ecology,

genetics, and botany. Dr. Wal-
lace plans in the future to be-

come a field biologist, teaching

the natural history of birds,

mammals, fish, amphibians

and reptiles.

He Is extremely interested

in the effects of air and water
pollution on wildlife, primar-
ily birds and amphibians. He
Is an outdoorsman who photo-

graphs all types of birds as a

hobby.

Dr. Wallace belongs to sev-

eral ornithological organiza-

tions and an organization which
seeks to clean up our environ-

ment.

The second addition to Mil-
llgan's faculty Is Dr. Richard
Lura. As a member of the che-

mistry department,- Dr. Lura
teaches physics, chemistry,

quantitative analysis, and In-

strumental analyslB. He re-

ceived his degrees from the

University of Wisconsin and
Iowa State.

Dr. Lura is looking forward
to the completion of~Milligan's

new science building. He feels

the new labs with their mod-
ern facilities and equipment
will cause science, to become
much more popular with stu-

dents at Mllligan.

Professor Lura is pleased

with Milllgan's smallslze after

attending large universities. He
is impressed with the friendli-

ness on campus and is glad

he will have the opportuniry

to know each of his students

individually.
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About Semester Break
After experiencing the first altered schedule of culminating the

fall semester before the Christmas break, Milligan students have

recognized distinct advantages to the new system. No longer must

the responsibilities of academic work carry over into and through

a time meant for much needed relaxation. The Christmas vacation

can be much more free and enjoyable without the clinging pressure

of papers yet to be finished and exams yet to be taken upon return-

ing to Milligan.

Last year many of us shared the unpleasant experience of two re-

latively worthless weeks of trying to pick up the pieces from tbe

weeks of sudy before vacation, in order to continue as if there had

been no interruption. These very real difficulties have been ef-

ficiently eliminated and have been replaced by the opportunity

of beginning a new semester honestly refreshed and with renewed

desire for achievement of higher educational goals.

Possible disadvantages may have been present in the initial

trial of the new schedule. The summer was shortened somewhat,

and some students lost some valuable employment time. This year,

however, the summer vacation will be as long as before with the

additional advantage of an earlier opportunity to seek and begin

summer employment.

It may have been necessary last semester for some teachers-

to alter their provious lesson plans. Students also found that their

usual patterns of study had to undergo some modificlatlon.

We feel that the problems wrought by the new schedule last

semester were a necessary experience in adaptation, and that

the projected advantages far outweigh the initial disadvantages.

WILL OUR PROGRESS
CONTINUE ?

Students at Moorhead
now serve as advisors
MOORHEAD, MINN.(1.P.)—

A program that seeks to pro-

vide student help as an ad-

junct to the regular faculty

academic advisor system at

Moorhead State College has

been approved by MSC Facul-

ty Senate for a trial run

winter quarters.

The program was Introduced

through the Student Senate last

spring, where it was supported

strongly, and many of the work-

ing details were developed bya

Student Senate-named student

committee over the summer
with the aid of Mrs. Lois Sel-

berg, coordinator of Special

Projects, and Mike Pehler, as-

sistant in the Dean of Student

Personnel Services Office.

In presenting the proposed
program to the Faculty Senate,

Mrs. Selberg emphasized that

its backers envision it as

supplemental to the overworked
faculty advisory program be-

ing used now and do not in-

tend that faculty advisors be

replaced. Qualified upper class

students will serve as advisors

for $50 a quarter.

She said students picked as

advisors would work essent-

ially with freshmen and soph-

omores and would provide ad-

vice about general studies, gen-

eral academic procedural
matters and offer some broad

general counselling about spec-

ific major fields they arepart-
icularly acquainted with.

The Sense of B.O.
Bill Oates

It seems that the number of

Milligan students isdiminish-

ing. Whether or not this is

a drastic situation which should

merit panic or if this is just

an idle period In an enroll-

ment cycle, I choose not to

discuss. However, 1 have a

great deal of concern for the

reason as to why there has

been such a turnover.

Some excuses for not com-
ing to Milligan may stem from
a financial standpoint. Drop-
ping a thousand dollars a se-
mester may comedeartomany.
But with the high price tag on

everything from chewing gum
to the prime Interest rate, Mil-
ligan has been victimized byin-

flation and must adjust to keep
her nose above the financial

drowning line. Therefore,

school costs will continue to

rise, as does the cost of liv-

ing. Hence, the students will

have to become more resource-

ful In finding those few sum-
mer Jobs and fight harder for

educational loans and grants.

The curriculum and facilities

are limited, one would say.

Both of these problems are

being remedied, but still, in a

small liberal arts college, the

course of study will have to

be limited. In Choosing a school,

the prospective student should

be sure that the institution fits

his needs.

Despite what excuse might be
given by the student for being

discontent with Milligan, one

pet gripe seems tojecur quite

frequently. Too many people

plead that there "is nothing to

do." This is the fault of both

the school leaders and the

students themselves. It is they,

along with the clubs and other

campus organizations, who
have killed the social life at

Milligan.

Unless many of the clubs

have become secret groups,

with unlisted meeting times,

they too are becoming as

close to extinction as the buf-

falo. Check the weekly calendar
for the listing of all the clubs,

iraternities, and so forth, who
have meetings this week or
who have scheduled social

events.

As far as social life at Mil-

ligan Is concerned, there seems
to be a cry for something to do

but no one volunteering to take

any initiative and get something

started. Are we running out of

creative, industrious people,

who can organize and entertain

the masses? Or, has every-

one joined the crowd that cries

that they are too lazy to enter-

tain themselves?

If we were all at a large

university, the problems of a

social life would be fixed. A
select few would entertain the

whole with seemingly unlim-
ited funds. However, indiv-

idual creativity Is at a min-
imum and a flock of sheep
follow along with whatever

events are laid before them.

To put It another way, Mil-

ligan does not have a lot of so-

cial affairs money, but If the

right people got together, in-

quired and planned, there

could be a full slate of so-

cial events at the school.

Finally, a serious problem

which causes students to leave

Milligan. is its role asa small,

liberal arts college, with tem-
perant policies and religious

influence. This may seem like

a page from an old school cat-

alogue, but I feel that Mll-

ligan's middle - of - the- road

stance, its bridge between the

secular and the sacred, should

be Its calling card.

People left Milligan last se-

mester because their radical

or liberal ways conflicted with

this school's conservative

ways. Others returned to Bible

college because they were dis-

gusted with the liberalism and

worldllness of many. It is a

pity that all types of people

and their beliefs cannot func-

tion together in this atmos-
phere.

AH in all, 1 like the old

adage that you get out of some-
thing as much as you put in.

For all the reasons, however
large or small, people should

not be waiting to be educated

and enlightened by Milligan.

But the responsibility should be
a Joint effort of all the college,

individuals and organized
groups, who academically
advance and socially mature
the student body.

We students should not de-

pend entirely on Milligan for

educating and entertaining us.

Rather, there should be a Joint

effort between the individual

students and the campus or-

ganizations to provide a social

life that would be beneficial

to the entire student body.

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

1 am pleased to take this occasion to recognize those Milligan

Students whose grade-point averages place them on the Dean's

List for the Fall Semester of the 1970-71 school year. The First

Dean's List is composed of students whose semester grade-point

averages were 3.75 to 4.00. A student must have had a 3.5 to 3.749

to be placed on the Second Dean's List, The faculty and adminis-

tration of Milligan College extend their congratulations to these

students who have strived for excellence and achieved It.

DEAN'S LIST I

Phyllis J. Banks
Sharon L. Cheeseman
Bonnie G. Crawford
Pamela Jo Cummins
Connie Sue Curd
Ruth Deer
Lezlee Eick Knowles

Vivian Gayheart

Dan Gould

Wanda K. Hanselman
David C. Holtzbauer
William Howden
Charles M. Johnson

Kathleen A. McKee
Susan E. Mikesell

Robert J. Morton

Joy E. Moss
Lewis F. Ownens
Clarinda Phillips

Patricia Rhinehardt

Robert M. Robblns

Susan G. Roetter

John Rohrbaugh

Margaret J. Roth

Kay Sedwick

Ronald F. Sewell

Linda L, St. Louis

Joanne F. Stone

Anne C. Taylor
Donald G. Thompson
David F. Trumble
Priscllla E. Wllkins

DEAN'S LIST II

Gregory H. Adams
Charles Alderman
Shela Baker Thompson
James R. Barnes
Stephen J. Barnett

Patsy L. Butler

Pamela j. Christensen

William E. Church

Randy G. Clark

William F. Cox
Deanna Daum
Connie Davenport White

Danny L. Dixon

Martha R, Flynn

Melody R. Friend

Rube W. Gayheart

Sharon G. Hamilton

Patricia Ann Harrison

Mary C. Harton

Linda Kay Hayden

Laura K. Henry
Ernest R. Hertzog

Carla Hoffman

Judene E. Howell

Leighton A. Johnson

Deborah G. Jones

Stephen Knowles

Patricia S. Knox

Tempa L. Lawson
Mark W. Lee
Myra A. Mathes

Rebecca L. McBride
Barbara A. McGinnis

Richard Mclnturf

John C. McKee
Darnell K. Messlk

Jerry A. Musick

Brant E. Neal

Nancy A. Noe
Wanda M. Pack
Penny G. Phillips

Sharon Pitts

Jeffrey Salyer

Suzanne Swango
Nancy L. Washier

Donna Jean White

Jacquelin L. Wise

Steven L. Wood
Victoria N. Young
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# Human fj>

Pollution

Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

Human Pollution learned today that Dr. Johnson has hired the

services of a family counselling service to help improve Inter-

personal relations between members of the Mllligan family. Their

preliminary assessment of our situation may be of interest to our

readers:

1) Communication between the generations is a definite pro-

blem, especially between the older children and their parents,

neither of whom appears to trust the other. Conversations between

members of these two groups are spiced with comments such as

"You're not going to write this In the newspaper, are you?" and

"You never let me borrow the car."

2) The situation at meal times Is far from Ideal, parents and

children sit in isolated groups and, except in rare cases, do not

speak to each other. Children must serve themselves after their

parents have been served.

3) However, overall the situation is not too bleak, because, as

we all know, "The family that prays together, stays together,"

and the Mllligan family prays together twice a week, attendance

required.

FLASHI1 FROM THE HUMAN POLLUTION HEALTH EDITOR:
Our school nurse recently told me that lam susceptible to disease

because I don't eat a properly balanced diet. This time 1 must side

with our cafeteria. What's wrong with a donut for breakfast, two

peanut-burter-and-jelly sandwiches for lunch, and three peanut-

butter-and-jelly sandwlchesfordinner7 That doesn't seem to Include

much Vitamin C, though. Maybe part of the cafeteria's $21,000

profit could be usu.*d to buy orange marmalade to go with our peanut

butter.

HUMAN POLLUTION HUMANITIES QUIZ-FOR-THE-DAY:
Identify the following quote: "A rose by any other name would

smell sweet."

a) King Lear
b) a and b

c) all of the above

d) c only

HUMAN POLLUTION CONSISTENCY AWARD:
The Human Pollution consistency award goes this week to B.

J. Moore, for stating in convocation that we would get a new dish-

washer for the cafeteria as soon as theold one became Inadequate

—

this announcement was made the other day after the dishwasher ran

out of hot water and refused to wash any of the lunch plates.

HUMAN POLLUTION EDITORIAL
What better time than the first issue of the now not-so-new year

to consider the subject most vital to our development as individ-

uals and as a school, school spirit? Unfortunately, spirit at the

last two home games has been good but, once having set our hand

to the plow, we shall harangue you about the need to support Our
Buffs anyway.

Anyone who regularly attended last year'shome games has noticed

(if she was re-elected to this year's cheerleading squad) that at-

tendence Is much better this year. But before we sit back and gloat,

let us take a look at some of the possible reasons for our increased

attendance.

1) Maybe the school enrollment has Increased?

2) Maybe more basketball players are going steady?

3) Maybe last year students stayed in and studied but this year

they are not, leading not only to increased attendance but also to a

lower academic level of our student body which is nothing to gloat

about?

4) Maybe last year we were all over-whelmed by the varied social

life Mllligan offered us but this year we are older and more mature

and better able to find time for the things that count?

5) Maybe we have all donated money to the freshman basket-

ball team and "Where your treasure Is, there shall your heart be

also 7"

So vou see. Buffs, we have not really come so f-ir after all, but
must all work harder to really support our team. Go Buffs
Fight. Win.

- by Steve Knowles

Crucifixion

concept

is modified

- by | jr. Henry Webb

A recent issue of TIMI. Ma-
gazine (Jan. 18, 1971) carries

an Interesting report of the un-
earthing of an ancient ceme-
tery by a construction crew In

Jerusalem engaged In excavat-

ing for a new apartment com-
plex.

One o( the bodies, well pre-
served In a stone sarcophagus

and easily Identified because of

inscriptions thereon, was that

of a certain '"John" a Hebrew
who had been crucified because

of participating In a rebellion

against Roman authority some-
time during the first cen-
tury A.D,

The most interesting part of

this discovery is that the 7

inch nail, which penetrated the

feet of the victim, was still in

place; and that It had been dri-
ven Into the side of the feet

rather than through the top.

This discovery has raised

certain questions as to the man-
ner of crucifixion. Although it

Is known that thousands died by
crucifixion IntheRomanEmpire
before Constantine (313-337)

outlawed this cruel form of exe-
cution, very little Is known of

the position of the victim Im-
paled on the cross; Indeed this

discovery is the first physical
evidence known to date of an
actual crucifixion. It suggests
that the victim's legs were
doubled-np beneath him lnsome-
what of a squatting position

rather than being straightened

out as in the traditional pic-
ture of the crucifixion of Jesus.

Physiologists have long
pointed out that the tradition-

ally conceived manner of the

crucifixion places such pres-
sures on the lung cavity of any
victim whose weight is sus-
pended from out-srretched arms
that the breathing would be so
seriously impaired as to cause
death by suffocation relatively

soon. Yet it was not uncom-
mon for victims to live two
or three days on the cross, laps-

ing into insanity before expir-
ing. The position of the victim
suggested by the discovery of

this body would prolong both the

life and the suffering of the

victim.

While this discovery may re-
quire that we adjust our men-
tal-picture of the crucifixion

of Jesus Christ, it does not

present any problem so far

as details in the Biblical

account of the crucifixion are
concerned. Nor does It carry
any theological significance.

It Is another example of how
contemporary discovery con-
tinues to shed light on events

coming to us out of the past.

Correction: The article,

"Psychology studies demon-
strate the power of positive

dreaming," In the December
11 issue of the STAMPEDE
should have named Gary Bal-

scr as head of the study and

Lori Strong as nn assistant.

1

"AND HERE UE FIND K
MOST INTERESTING COPY

OF THE G1RL& RULES ..."

°FKn Letter
ratine

Dear Editor,

In the article on Page 3 of

the December II Issue of the

STAMPEDE headlined, "Five
Students Suspended", we feel

that you failed to fulfill your
journalistic responsibility of

accurate and unbiased report-

ing.

1) You were presented an
article for publication concern-

ing the disciplinary action which
contained statements which
raised doubts about the legiti-

macy of the proceedings. You
promised to verify these
statements.

2) You failed to contact

sources who could have veri-

fied these statements, and you

and the assistant editor wrote

and published another article

which completely Ignored these

statements.

3) By failing to ascertain

the facts you have missed your

opportunity to replace rumor
with the true story.

4) You failed to investigate

the following statements:

a) that the parents of one

of the students petitioned with

the students for a disciplinary

hearing. The parent's reason

for desiring the hearing was to

STAMPEDE

postpone suspension for three

weeks (until the present sem-
ester) to save the family fin-

ancial loss.

b) that one memberof theDis-
cipllnary Committee advised

rwo of the students that an ap-

peal to the Committee would

probably Jeopardize their read-

mission to the College.

c) that after their discussion

with this member of the Dis-
ciplinary Committee, the

did not W3it to hear whether or

not their request for a hearing

had been granted but went home.
The next day their petition was
denied.

We feel that you have done the

Milligan Community a great dis-

service by printing a whitewash-
ed version of the story.

Steve Knowles-Senior

Psychology

Melvin Morton - Senior

Mathematics
(Editor's note; If Mr. Knowles

and Mr. Morton wish additional

information concerning the con-
tent of the article "Five Stu-
dents Suspended" theymaycon-
tact President Jess Johnson and
Dr. Dennis Helsabeck, the

primary sources of the facts

appearing in the article.)
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Five new courses offered

at Milligan this semester
MUIlgan students are enrol-

led In five new courses this

semester, ecology, Instru-

mental analysis, skiing, drug

education, and a seminar in

law.

The ecology course, taught

by Dr. Wallace, is designed

to introduce students to the

concepts of ecology. The con-

troversial problems of pollu-

tion are Included, but the course

Is not limited to this problem.

Dr. Lura teaches the new

Grant from

government

is received
MlUlgan College has received

an $ 1 1 ,886 grant from the gov-

ernment for educational equip-

ment.

The g ra nt was awarded

through Title Six of the Higher

Education Act. The Act sup-

plies educational equipment for

colleges. The amount granted

must be matched by the school.

Some of themoneywillbeused

in supplying equipment for the

Curriculum Center. A great deal

of the money will be used In ac-

quiring science materials and

equipment. Almost every de-

partment of the school will bene-

fit.

A few o( the things to be pur-

chased are; an electronic print-

ing calculator lor the psy-

chology department, a com-
pulogical computer for the math

department, films for the hum-
anities department, recordings

for the sociology department,

and microscopes for the biology

lab.

chemistry course, instrumen-

tal analysis. The purpose of

the course Is to acquaint the

student with the advanced

equipment used In chemistry.

The course covers the infra-

red spectrascope.gas chromat-

ograph. and ultra-violet spec-

rrascope, giving the student

some idea how these machines

work, so that he "won't be

dumbfounded by a panel of

lights" If a machine were to

break down.

The ski class is the largest

of the new classes, with over

ninety students enrolled. Stu-

dents spend each Tuesday
afternoon at Sugar Mountain
ski resort, where they take a

two-hour lesson from the Sugar

Mountain instructors. The ski

class counts as one semester

of sophomore P.E.

The drug education course,

taught by Dr. Lindeman, will

use guest lecturers and films

extensively to achieve its pur-

pose of acquainting the student

with the biological, sociolo-

gical, psychological andelhlcal

aspects of drug use.

The drug education class

will also make use of an ex-

tensive library of prlnledgov-

emment materials which has

been compiled over the past

semester, The emphasis of the

materials used in this class

Is not so much "don't use It"

as information about what hap-
pens when drugs are used.

Dr. Tsao is teaching a sem-
inar In law this semester. Its

purpose is to prepare students

for graduate work either In

law or In government and dip-

lomacy. The seminar includes

Introductions to both American
and International law and
stresses documental and legal

writing.

SKI CLASS — There may not be much snow on Sutton Hill,

but Susan Johnson, Jim Hylton, and Debbie Leigh are ready to

go. Over eighty students are receiving one hour of P, E. credit

for taking a rwo-hour ski lesson each week at Sugar Mountain,

3rd Choral Festival
sponsored by MENC

Students are invited

to help in excavation

GIVE..
to more
wUl Uvc

HEAR
FUND

Students are urgently invited

to help in archaeological ex-
cavations In England this sum-
mer. Deadline for applications

Is March 1.

City center redevelopment,

new road-bulldtng programs and
rapidly changing land use are

threatening the disappearance
of prehistoric graves. Iron-age

settlements, Roman villas, fas-

cinating relics of medieval

towns, all over Britain.

American students free from
mid-May, and with previous ar-

chaeological experience, are In-

vited to Join an international

team on the final season's dig

of the Important Anglo-Saxon

site at North Elmham, Nor-
folk. The excavation Is expect-

ed to throw Important new light

on how the Anglo-Saxon fore-

fathers of the English lived.

Experienced helpers will re-

ceive free board (or helping

In this Important work.
Other students without ex-

perience are Invited to Join the

British Archaeology Seminar at

Lincoln College. Oxford, organ-

ized by the Association for Cul-

tural Exchange. Six academic
credits can be earned from par-
ticipating In this low - cost

program which ends by three
weeks' participation on digs In

different parts of England or
Scotland. Cost, Inclusive of

Trans -Atlantic travel by sche-
duled jet. Is 5750.

Write now for further details

to Professor Ian Lowson, 539

West 112 Street, New York,

N.Y. 10025.

February fifth and sixth mark
the dates of Mllllgan's Third

Annual Choral Festival.

Each year the Choral Fes-
tival attracts over 200 high

school students from area
schools. This year the par-

ticipating schools will be

Science Hill, Dobbyns Ben-
net, Jonesboro, University

High, EUzabethton High, Lynn
View, Sullivan Central, Uni-

coi, Sullivan, Hampton, East,

and Ketron.

The Choral Festival is spon-
sored by Mllllgan's Music Ed-
ucators National Conference
and It Is headed by their presi-
dent, Anne Taylor. Anne re-
ports that a list of the music
to be used was sent to the

schools In November. The se-
lections vary from an English

madrigal to AQUARIUS.

When the students come to

Milllgan they will practice Fri-

day and Saturday, and per-

form Saturday night. The
combined choir will be di-

rected by Dr. Charles Davis

of Emory and Henry College,

They will be accompanied by

Mr. Sherwyn Bachman.
The purpose of the Choral

Festival Is to promote choral

music to students who would

not otherwise be given this

opportunity in a college situa-

tion.

The Choral Festival in the

past has also resulted in fam-
iliarizing local high school stu-

dents with Milllgan College.

The concert Is open to rhe

general public at $1.00 a Tick-

et and to Milllgan students for

75$ a ticket.

College financial trouble
is reported by commission

We do a I

printing

I types of

and engraving

FOLSOM PRINTING CO., INC.
ELIZABETHTON TENNESSEE

Invitations
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RUDY El]
l

ELK AVE
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3*3.2032

In a report Issued December
3, the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education stated that

540 colleges and universities

are "in financial difficulty."

Another 1,000 schools are

"heading for financial trou-

ble,"' while 800 Institutions are
"not in trouble."

Case studies of 41 schools
provide the basis for the es-
timates given above.

Schools which have curtail-

ed services regarded as im-
portant parts of their programs
because of financial problems
are classified as being "In

financial difficulty."

Institutions "headed for
trouble" arc- still meeting cur-

rent responsibilities without

reducing Important services.

However, these schools are

not sure that they can continue

to do so.

Colleges "not In trouble" are

able to plan for growth with

some assurance, at the ne

time giving full support to c ir-

rent programs.

"The essence of the prob-
lem," the Commission re-

ports, "is that costs and In-

come are both rising, but costs

are rising at a steady or

slowly growing rate . . . where-

as Income is growing at a

declining rate ..."
During the 1960's, total ex-

penditures increased at .. rate

Bell's

Sennypenny
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZ.

Two Location', To Serve You.

EUzabethton, Tennessee

Elk and Watauga

343-1562

Johnson City. Te:"

Roan and Watauj-

9"8-7336

of 8.2 percent per student per

year. Tuition Is currently in-

creasing at about 7.5 percent

per year. However, many-

schools feel they cannot con-

tinue to Increase tuition this

rapidly.

Five Important factors are

Involved in Increased ex-

penditures: general Inflat-

ion; faculty salaries; student

aid; cost of campus distur-

bances; and growth in program

research, and aspirations.

The commission points out

that the public's reaction a-

galnst campus disturbances has

adversely affected financial

support for all colleges, not

only those which have had riots

or demonstrations.

Wedding Gowns

HR1DES MAID GOWNS
FOR THE PERFECT
WEDDING
HE SURE TO SEE
MRS. MORRIS C-OLDSTEIN

nRlDAL CONSULTANT

GOLDSTEINS
Main St. on the

Square
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BUFFS SCORE — Roy Wright makes a lay-up for the Buffs as Scott McClarren and Toonie

Cash look on. The Buffs have a 13-12 record going into this weekend.

Winning season

Basketball record at 13-12

Mllllgan, sporting a 13-12

record (2-4 In the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference)

faced King at Bristol last night

and tomorrow night will meet
division leading Lincoln Me-
morial Universlry at Har-
rogate in two very important

VSAC games.
Next week Mllllgan will host

non-conference foes Emory &

Henry Monday night, Maryville

Wednesday night, and Clinch

Valley Saturday night. The fol-

lowing week.MilliganwillcIose

out Its regular season with

VSAC games at Tusculum Feb-

ruary 8 and the final home
game of the season with Car-
son Newman February 13.

Key assists by Mark Berg in

the final three minutes of the

game led Milligan to a come-
from-behind 96-84 victory over

Tusculum Monday night. Berg
fed Roy Wright who responded

with a three-point play to give

the Buffs a five-point lead when
the Issue was still in doubt.

Earlier, Toonie Cash was
on the receiving end of a Berg
pass to give the Buffs the lead.

The Pioneers held a 73-63

lead with about seven minutes

remaining, but Milligan ran off

eleven straight points to take

a 74-73 lead. The two teams
traded a few baskets before

the Buffs broke the game
open,

Tusculum led much of the

way In the first half, but Toon-
ie Cash found the range and

supplemented the fine early

shooting of Don Threlkeld to

give the Buffs a 54-52 halftlme

lead.

Mllllgan hit on 39 of 91

field goalsfor43% while Tus-
culum hit 37 of 74 for 50%.
Mllllgan connected on 18 of

26 from the foul line to the

Pioneers 10 of 16.

Milligan won the battle of

the boards 49-34 with Roy
Wright pulling down 13. Scott

McClarren 11, and Don Thel-

keld 9. Don Threlkeld paced

MUligan scoring with 27 fol-

lowed by Mark Berg with 25

and Toonie Cash with 22. Paul

Minion topped Tusculum with

26 followed by Arnle Bivens

with 18. Gary Edwards with 15,

and Don Monroe with 13.

Tennessee Wesleyan took a

42-31 halftlme lead and coasted

to an 82-71 victory over Mll-

llgan at Athens last Saturday.

The Bulldogs hit 60.3% from the

field and were paced by Donald

Dodgen with 31.

Huskle and Vernon added 13

each for Wesleyan. Milligan

had trouble finding the range,

hitting only 38.6% from the

field. Mark Berg paced the

Buffs with 25 followed by Toon-

ie Cash with 20 and Don Threl-

keld with 18.

Mllllgan rallied from a 47-

43 halftlme deficit to defeat

Trevecca Nazarene 94-82 In

Nashville January 22. The Buffs

won the battle of the boards

63-49 with Dale Clayton grab-

bing 14, Roy Wright 13, and Don
Threlkeld 12. The Buffs had

a better Held goal percentage

40.5% to 39%, but were out-

scored In field goals 36-34.

The Buffs hit 26 of 42 foul

shots while Trevecca hit only

10 of 24. Don Threlkeld scored

TL, Toonie fash 19, Mark Herg

17, and Roy Wright 11, to

spark the victory.

Million edged Mars Hill 93-

91 in a game played here Jan-

uary 20. Thu Buffs and Lion*

battled on even term:, lormuch

of the first half with the Huffs

leading at intermission 47-45.

Mar^ Hill outrebounded the

Hulls 65-25, hut the Lions

turned the ball ovur 34 ilineh.

The Huffs shot 50% from the

field while Mar:; Hill hit 43%
although Mars Hill hit 38 Held

goals to the Huffs 36.

Mllllgan hit 21 of 30 from

the foul line while the Lions

hit on 15 of 16. ToonJe Cash

led all scores with 35 followed

by Don Threlkeld with 31 and

Mark Herg with 15. Mars Hill

had a well-balanced scoring

attack with Johnson and Hayes

hitting 18 apiece, Smith scoring

16, and Miller and Medford 12

each.

In earlier action, Milligan

defeated Maryville 114-lllbe-

hind 33 points for Mark Berg

and Don Threlkeld and 26 for

Toonie Cash. King edged Mll-

llgan here January 14, 85-80

In overtime. Two nights, earl-

ier, LMU edged the Buffs 104-

94. The Buffs defeated Char-

leston College 1 lO-97asToonle

Cash hit on 18 of 29 from the

field and 40 points as Individ-

ual high for this season. Bap-

tist College dropped the Buffs

1 13-94. Mark Berg scored

38 points in a 122-95 loss to

Carson - Newman. Emory &

Henry edged the Buffs 103-

102 on a 40-footer at the buz-

zer by Kenny Woods.
The Buffs finished fourth In

the Walsh Tourney losing 87-

86 to Walsh and 114-101 to

Wheeling. Milligan placed third

in the Randolph-Macon Tourn-
ey losing to Randolph-Macon
87-70 and defeating South Lam-
pion (Long Island, N. Y.) 101-

86.

As of January 13, Milligan

was fifth In the National As-
sociation of Intercollegiate

Athletics in scoring with 101.7

points per game. The Buffs

rated third In free throw

shooting with 76.9%.

Mark Berg rated thirteenth

in individual scoring with 27.9

points per game. Toonie Cash
was forty-fifth In Individual

scoring with a 24.4 average.

Don Threlkeld was fifteenth

in Individual free throw per-

centage with 88,7% on 47 for

53 free throws.

<J* JMj"**V^*Ww*

8 Track Tap«»
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Jj<fr-iiJO_ 811 West Walnut
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Buffalettes

optimistic

about season

Milligan'i: women's basket-

ball team will begin their sea-

son Saturday, January 30,

again3t Clinch Valley. The
opener will Ik- an away game.

The women's team has played

one scrimmage game against

Last Tcnnestfcc State Univer-

sity. This game was played

oi fcTSU on Monday, January

25.

The Huff alettes were Im-
pressed with their showing a-

gainst the Huccanettes.

The female Huffs will con-

clude their pre-scason play

with a game against the UT
women at Knoxvllle tonight.

Despite only two weeks of

practice the Huflettes art ra-

ther optimistic about the up-

coming season.

This optimism is supported

in part by the return of seven

veteran players from last sea-

son's team.

Included among the returnees

are Marty Flynn, captain, Cor-

rine "Com" Bell, Laura Caley,

Janet Ferguson, Lois Huffman.

Carol Butter, and Karen Haga-

man. These players will be

adding a good deal of needed

experience to this season's

squad.

The veterans will be receiv-

ing some depth from newcom-
ers Jerry Mayfleld, GlennaOs-
burn, Teresa Walker, Chris
Sankovltch, and Lora Fowler.

Osburn and Sankovitch will

be adding some much needed

height to this year's squad.

The team is coached by Miss
Pat Bonner,

Make

Reservations

Now For

Spring Break

Travel

CALL

Idham
nncuRxuc

TRAVEL AGENCY

In fh« hotel lobby

of tho John Stvior

PHONE 9284161

Johuoi City

"Th» thidtnt't

travml agency"
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Open dorms at Minnesota
meet overwhelming approva

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.--
(I.P.)-Early this year there was
a great deal of speculation

about the University of Minne-
sota's then-new policy which

allows students to have guests

of either sex visit them In their

dorms at any hour.

Proponents of the so-called

"24-hour option" or "open
dorm policy" argued at the lime

that students deserved more
freedom, were ready for more
responsibility and that such

an arrangement would allow a

feeling of community to de-

velop In the dorms.

Opponents of the policy

feared it would Interfere with

students' studies, it might lead

to promiscuity, and that the Un-
iversity should be no more
lenient than a student's parents.

The 24-hour policy is in ef-

fect for the majority of the

Twin Cities campus dorm re-

sidents this year. Studies made
available this fall indicated that

few parents oppose the policy

—which is neither as wide-

open as many assume, nor Is

it put to maximum use by stu-

dents.

When students applied for

dorm space for the 1970-

71 school year they chose one
of the three types of visit-

ation policies available: 24-

hour visitation, limited visit-

ation (until midnight weekdays,
open weekends ) or no visit-

ors of the opposite sex at any
time.

Any student under 21 years
of age (about 84 per cent of

the dorm population) needed
his parent's signature on his

dorm contract to confirm his

visitation choice.

Nearly two-thirds of the
4,038 students living in dorms
live under the 24-nour option;

about 80 per cent of these stu-

dents are under 21 years old

and have parental permission.

Almost one-third have chosen

limited visitation and some two

per cent opted for no visitation.

The usual way the 24-hour

option Is used "Is for a dorm
resident to Invite someonefrom
one of his classes over and

they study together until, say

mld-nlght or 2 a.m.," ac-

cording to Donald Zander, as-

sistant vice president for stu-

dent affairs.

The student's guest arrives

at the dorm. Is met by the re-

sident and escorted to the re-

sident's room. Guests are not

free to wander around the halls.

Each floor In a dorm has a

graduate - student resident

counselor, part ol whose duty

it la to watch lor violations

of visitation rules.

None ol the University's eight

dorms operates entirely under

one option. Instead, units wlth-

ln each dorm operate separate-

ly under the policy chosen by

Its students. For example.

Frontier Hall, with 10 units

has seven with 24-hour visit-

ation, two with limited visita-

tion, some none at all.

Students with dlfierent op-

tions live at opposite ends ol

the floor with a counselor re-

siding between tne two group-

ings. Of the 96 units or floors

within the elghi-aorm system,

50 have 24-hour visitation, 40

have limited and six have no

visitation.

Each dorm still maintains

dorm contracts, the University

had virtually no involvements

in the choice.

Last February, however,

when the options were being

made available for the first

time, the Universltyhadagreat

deal more involvement.

Dr. Jauncey

will speak

on revelation
L>f. James Jauncey, a noted

Christian scholar and author

will be on the MUllgan College

campus during the week of Feb-

ruary 7-12, to deliver four lec-

tures on the theme of "Revela-

tion."

MUllgan was able to engage

Dr. Jauncey courtesy of a $1000

grant from the Staley Dis-

tinguished Scholar Series, a

project of the Thomas F. Staley

Foundation of New York.

The annual Staley grants to

colleges are made with the firm

belief that "the Christian Gos-
pel when proclaimed In Its his-

toric fullness is always contem-
porary, relevant, and mean-
ingful to any generation."

Dr. Janucey is a renowned
Christian scholar with doctoral

degrees In mathematics and re-

ligion, plus several other de-

grees in many varied fields.

He Is a qualified clinical psy-
chologist and an ordained minis-

ter of both the Christian and

Baptist Churches.

Dr. Jauncey lias published

twelve books, ol which one,

SCIENCE RETURNS TO GOD,
has been translated into three

foreign languages.

During the lyuO's, Dr. Jaun-

cey participated In the United

States guided mlssle program

In New Mexico. I rom 1964 to

1969 he served as President

of Kenmore Christian College

in Australia.

While In the MUllgan area.

Dr. Jauncey will also Ik speak-

ing at the annual Appalachian

Trcaching Mission.

EVERYBODY LOVES

H*BUCMO0l<
STEAK RANCH

HOU0AT W0"inq Clim* NC4TH iOHNION CITT

Rib Eyf Spcculi E.ch W«dn«td*y
» CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 ^ £~

After student governing

boards within each dorm
thoroughly educated the resi-

dents about the privileges and

responsibilities that went with

each type of visitation, a vote

was taken by secret ballot. A
two-thirds majority was need-
ed to vote in an option for each

unit.

The University then wrote

to the parents of each stu-

dent under 21; If parents dis-

approved of the student's vis-

itation choice he was placed In

a unit with a visitation pol-

icy approved by his parents.

Any student who objected to

the policy voted In by his unit

was allowed to move to a unit

operating under his desired

option.

"The way it was handled

this fall could be called •im-

mediate parental Input,' with

the parents and students and

students sitting down together

to decide the option," said

Zander.

In a study made by the Stu-

dent Housing Bureau, students

indicated "overwhelming" ap-
proval of the 24-hour option.

The majority of the students

notice no Increase In noise,

no increase in number of thefts

or strangers in the halls and
no Inconvenience caused by the

policy."

WATF-R COLOR PAINTINGS — an work of ETSU students

are now on exhibit in lower Seeger.

Water color paintings
are shown in Seeger

Currently on exhibition in

lower Seeger are water color
paintings done by the students

of Mrs. Margaret Hayes.

The paintings, which vary
in approach and subject mat-
ter, will be on exhibition from
January IS to February 6.

Mrs. Hayes, an an profes-

sor at East Tennessee State

University, has several one-
man shows to her credit.

Several more exhibitions

have been scheduled for lower
Seeger this semester. F rom
February 8 to the 28, photo-
graphs taken by members of

the JOHNSON CITY PRESS-
CHRONICLE staff will be

shown.

In March, photographs by

Jack Schrader, an an profes-

sor at East Tennessee State

University, will be on exhibi-

tion.

An an show featuring works
done by MUllgan an students

has been scheduled for April.

Students wishing to enter their

work should contact Mrs. Dor-
othy WUson or Mr. John Dowd
for registration forms and
further Information.

Three students are elected

to Otterbein College Board
WestervlUe, Ohio - (I. P.)

With the election of three stu-

dents to the Board of Trustees
last fall, Otterbein College be-
came unique among American
colleges and universities.

Otterbein is the only school

In the nation with such stu-
dent representation on Its high-
est governing body and the only

one to place voting students on
all campus councils and com-
mittees.

The governance program, the

result of over two years of study,

also Includes the election of

three faculty members to the

Board. The plan also calls fora
College Senate as the major
policy making body of the Col-
lege. The three newly-elected
student trustees are also mem-
bers of the College Senate.

The three student trustees,

Cd Vaughan, Jim Sylvester, and
Iirian Napper, were very pleas-
ed the way in which the trustees

received them at the first meet-
ing at which student and faculty

trustees were present.

The older trustees not only

acknowledged their presence,
but actively sought their parti-

cipation. The trustees paid par-
ticular attention to their com-
ments. To quote Jim Sylvester,

"I honestly couldn't have asked
it to be any letter than It was."
The three student trustees

were impressed by the willing-

ness of the Board to listen to

them and also by the willing-

ness of the Board to accept

changes. It must be remem-
bered that the Idea of student

trustees was conceived and im-
plemented by the Board.

The entire governance plants
based on the premise that now
the students and faculty are
administrators. Panicularly, it

Is the roleof the students topro-
pose the changes and reforms
they want. The Board will re-
view all proposals only when
they are accompanied bya com-
prehensive plan for their imple-
mentation.

It Is no longer the job of the

students to submit proposals
and the job of the administra-

tion to implementtheproposals.

Now the students must look at

the proposal, study it from every
angle, see the consequences of

it, find statistics on which to

base it, and then only alter

they have researched it well,

and if the need for the change
appears to be valid, should they

submit it to the Board.
The Trustees are deeply de-

voted to Otterbein. They < on-
tributc a great deal of their

time and energy, but they want

results for their efforts. They
are not satisfied with student

pi.jposaD; they want complete

plans on how these proposals

can be carried out. The students

have been challenged.

Each student trusteeworkson
a committee of the Board. Brian
Napper's committee Is Student

Affairs. Among other things it

has discussed the Campus Cen-
ter Programming Board, Inter-

cultural Center, the Panhellenic

Council, women's hours, and the

dress code.

Jim Sylvester works on the

Building and Grounds Com-
mittee. His committee has dis-
cussed theaircondltioningof the

campus, the new gymnasium
proposal, and also decided not

to explore the construction of

new houslngforwomen until stu-

dents decide If they want to

continue to live on campus. The
door is open for off-campus
housing If the women take the

initiative of finding housing, de-
ciding on cost, etc.

The Church, Alumni, and pub-
lic Relations Committee is the

area InwhlchEd Vaughan works.
One of the most important re-

commendations made by the

committee was that the college

direct increased attention to-

ward the rapidly rising need for

student financial assistance.

The chief concern of thecom-
mlttee Is getting money into the

college without increasing stu-

dent tuition.

Fd Vaughan stated that the

most Important work must be
done In the apanments, divi-

sions, committees, and College
Senate. "Our greatest lear is

student apathy," Commented
Brian Napper.
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Annual banquet features

sweetheart coronations

SENIOR BEAUTIES ~ Either Pat Rhlnehardt, Carol Patton or
Marty Ramsey will be crowned Senior class beauty at tonight's
sweetheart banquet. Junior, Sophomore and Freshman class beauties
will also be presented.

Upon [jr. Lawson lalls the

pleasurable duly of crowning

a beauty from each class. Re-
presenting the ienior class tills

year are Carol Patton, Marty
Ramsey, and Pat Rhinehardt.

The Junior class has chosen

at Its lovlles Bonnie Crawford,

Deana Daum, and Cindy Davis.

Beauties from the Sophomore
class are Donna Loving, Sally

Shields and Beth Wattwood.

Sharon Jones, Norma Ingram,

and Tempa Lawson have been

chosen as beauties by fellow

freshmen.

Class members may vote

for the beauty of their choice

Friday in the auditorium from
8:30 - 3:00 or in the cafeteria

Amid a romantic atmosphere

of hearts and roses will be the

annual sweetheart banquet, to-

night, in Sutton Cafeteria.

Dress for the occasion is

formal or semi-formal. The
banquet begins at 5:00 followed

by the program and crowning

of class beauties at 6:00.

Master of Ceremonies will

be Dr. Roy Lawson. Mllllgan's

Assistant to the President. The
program will be highlighted

with singing from Mr. Bu-
ford Deaton and Mr. Dan
Steucher.

Student commission

to investigate library

Reports contradictory

Marijuana issue reviewed
In an effort to cool the heal-

ed controversy which sur-
rounds marijuana, diverse

studies have been Initiated

within the past few years to

study both the physiological

and psychological effects of

marijuana.

Heading up the consolida-

tion of the scattered research
in these two areas Is the Cen-
ter for Studies of Narcotics
and Drug Abuse (CSNDA), a

United States government
agency. The National Institute

of Mental Health (NIMH) has
sponsored the bulk of the scien-
tific research concerning the

possible mental or physical

effects caused by marijuana.

Undoubtedly, one ol the fore-
most reasons for the sudden
overwhelming public concern
for marijuana research Is

what statisticians have termed
a "remarkable increase" in

the usage of marijuana in just

the past few years.

According lo recent Gallup
surveys conducted on Ameri-
can college campuses, more
than four out of every ten col-

lege students say they have
tried marijuana, almost double
the raie of a year ago, and over
eight times ihc percentage re-
corded in a 1967 survey.

In addition, the poll showed
thai more than a fourth ot the
sample had used the drug dur-
ing the thirty days prior to the
survey and that seventeen per
cent used ihe drug on an aver-
age of once a week.

Recently the i SN! )A sub-
mitted a report on its pur-
greiis to the Congress. From
tills report and others ^ub-
niilted by private research
centers, many new facts have

been gathered concerning

questions about the physical

aspects of marijuana use.

Concerning the possibility of

brain damage, Dr. Sidney Co-
hen, former head of NIMH re-

search reported memory lapse

become more frequent among
marijuana users as time goes

on and these lapses also tend

to last longer.

However, In experiments

also conducted by NIMH, re-

searchers have found that over
fifty per Cent of the active com-
ponents in marijuana left the

body in two and one half days
and ninety per cent had left

the body in seven days. Ac-

Impressions,

Mercy Men
to perform
Two popular concerts per-

formed by the Impressions on
February 23 and Mercy Menon
April 2 are scheduled in Mll-
llgan's spring concert series.

Sponsored by the Student

Government Association, ad-
mission to the concerts will

be free for Milligan students.

Finance of the Mercy Men con-
cert will be shared by the

S. G. A, and the senior class.

As a well-known popular re-
cording group, the Impressions
have recorded several nation-

ally successful albums over
the past few years. The Men

>

Men appeared last year in a

concert :>punsi,ioJ h\ the i la^i

ol 1973.

(I or more S. C, A. ne*:> see

Page ;i.)

cording to the researchers this

means that many of the mental

effects of marijuana are mere-
ly temporary.

Physical addiction has also

been a heavily debated topic.

Scientists recognize two tests

for addiction: (1) Does a user

suffer real physical pain when

(Continued on Pg. 2, Col. 2)

In an effort to Improve the

effectiveness of the P.H. Wel-
shfmer Library, Student Gov-
ernment Association (S.C.A.)

President John Rohrbaugh has

established a commission con-

sisting of students to study Its

practices and procedures.

Although the main function

of the Presidential Library

Commission will be to study

such areas as use of employ-
ees, system o£ check-out, un-
limited faculty check out, and

stacking of periodicals, the

commission will also make
3 '^ees;ions lor improvement,

Findings and results of com-
mission will be presented to

John Rohrbaugh, who will In

return forward the commis-
sions work to the student

government Executive Council

and finally to the Legislative

Council of the S.G.A.

After discussion of the com-
missions conclusions theS.GA,

will make Its formal sugges-

tions to the faculry library

committee.

Students serving on the com-
mission are Charlie Alderman,

chairman, Mark Makoski.Mel-
vln Morton, Penny Phillips and

Secretary of Academic Affairs,

Anne Taylor.
Earlier this year, the sru-

dent government suggested the

hours of the library' be changed

to allow the library' to remain
open Sunday evening until 10

p.m. This suggestion was ap-

proved by the faculty library

committee and the policy was

put into effect.

CAPITOL CHOIR — The Milligan College Concert Choir posed for this picture with politician
Jimmy Qulllen while In Washington, D. C. on their recent tour. While in Washington the
choir also sang at the National Prayer Breakfast. (Story on Page 2}
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Varied program in Seeqer

Percussion concert swings

PERCUSSION CONCERT — The West Virginia Percussion hn-

semble presented a lively concert In Seeger Chapel last Tuesday

evening.

Nation's elite meet
at prayer breakfast

The Nineteenth Annual
National Prayer Breakfast was

held February 2. 1971, at 8:00

a.m. In the Washington Hilton

in Washington, D. C.

Over 3500 people from all

over the UnltedStatesandmany
foreign countries met that

morning. Every cabinet mem-
ber and a majority of the mem-
bers of the House and Senate

attended. There was an ex-

cellent representation of both

the country's and the world's

leadership at the breakfast.

The main topic of the pray-

er breakfast was bridges.

These bridges were to be bridg-

es oi social, religious, and

psychological communication.

Chief justice Warren Burger
of the Supreme Court gave an

excellent speech on the topic

for the Message of the Service.

The program conslstedof the

opening prayer, the breakfast,

a message from the House
prayer breakfast group, a read-

ing from the Old Testament, a

message from the Senate pray-
er breakfast group, a reading

from the New Testament, a

prayer for national leaders,

the message by Chief Justice

Burger, a short talk by the

President, a closing prayer,

and a closing song, the last

verse of "America".
Among those who partici-

pated In the service were Sena-
tor Everett Jordan, Secretary

of Labor J, D. Hodgson. Rep-
resentative C. V. Montgomery,
Senator 'Clifford Hansen, and
Speaker of the House Carl Al-
bert.

The Milligan College Con-
cert Choir sang several num-
bers while the guests were
eating and sang two more af-

ter the President had entered
the room. Some of the sungs
the choir sang were "Lord

Now Victorious' , "Amazing
Grace", and "Oh Happy Day."

It was hoped that through

this meeting better relations

could be established among the

leaders of the country and the

world, and, more importantly.

It was hoped better relations

could be established between

the leaders and God.

Students of MllUgan College

were treated to an excellent

concert Tuesday, February 9,

by the West Virginia Percus-
sion Ensemble.

The ensemble was a group

from West Virginia University

which tours several statesgiv-

lng performances with varied

percussion instruments. Philip

J. Fainl, the head of the Per-
cussion Department at West
Virginia University, was their

conductor.

In the second part of their

program they presented ar-
rangements of "Does Anybody
Really Know What Time It Is,"

"Raindrops Keep Fallln' onmy
Head", "MacArthur Park",
and a special piece composed
by the ensemble.

The Percussion Ensemble
responded with two encore num-
bers: Their interpretations of

"Lucretia Mac-Evil" and
"What the World Needs Now".
The thirteen members of the

ensemble, twelve men and one
woman, could play over 100

Instruments. They demonstrat-

ed their talents by playing ar-

rangements of "Smiling

Phases", a Bach Fugue, and

a medley of tunes from the

musical "Promises, Pro-

mises". They also perform-
ed an original composition for

the piano entitled "Muses 1"

and their interpretation of an
African lolk song.

Allclasses must meet

during finals week
The new procedure con-

cerning exam week, which
was put into effect last se-

mester, will become the stand-

ard policy for future exam
weeks at Milligan.

In the past, Milligan stu-

dents have been able to mani-

pulate their exam schedule to

allow for an earlier departure

from campus. No longer will

this be possible, as the new
exam policy requires that all

professors meet their classes

at the time scheduled during

exam week, whether a final

Is to be given or not.

Marijuana study review

deprived of the drug? (2) Does
It take increasing amounts of

the drug to produce the de-
sired "high"?

Among scientists, the gen-

eral opinion is that there exists

no evidence that American

marijuana users In general suf-

fer withdrawal symptoms when

deprived of the drug. As for

the second test for addiction.

Dr. Henry Brill, head of the

American Medical Society's

committee on drug abuse, has

announced that there is "clear

evidence that tolerance to

marijuana Increases with heavy

use."

On the other hand. Dr. Julius

Axelrod, 1970 Nobel Prizewin-

ner in medicine reports that

many people who use the drug

achieve their "high" from a_

smaller amount — not greater

— as time goes hy.

On the behavioral and social

aspects of marijuana, discus-

sion has been equally heated.

Many people feel as does Har-
ry J. Anslinger, head of the

United States Bureau of Nar-
cotics, that marijuana is "a
scourge that undermines its

victims and degrades ihem

mentally, morally, and pliy-

(^£>> SUPPORT

v^bZS Your

HOURS. Student Union
pay

Monday - Thur:
Friday

EVENINGS
Monday-Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

day 7:30-400 p.m.
7:30-4:00 p.m.

7:00-10:00p.m.
8:00-11 :00 p.m.

4:00-11:00 p.m.

7:00-10:00 p.m.

(Continued From Page 1)

sically."

Defenders of marijuana are

equally outspoken. They deny

the existence of any such link

between the drug and social

personal debilitation and feel

as does popular philosopher

Alan Watts that smoking mari-

juana can be "a profound re-

ligious experience."

One main argument being

debated is that use of mari-

juana leads to the use of other

more powerful drugs such as

heroin. One study conducted

upon some 2,000 opiate addicts

found that most of the addicts

had once been marijuana

smokers. In opposition to

these Imdlngs Dr. Stanley F..

Grupp of Illinois State Univer-

sity reports few links between

pot and heroin users.

Another much debated con-

tention thai marijuana can

cause mental or emotional

breakdowns lit otherwise

healthy individuals is not at

present supported by Ameri-
can research.

Currently, many scientists

arc beginning to emphasise
more the extremely critical

importance ul dosage in mari-

juana experimentation. Dr.

Reese T. Jones, the psychia-

trist in charge of the mari-

juana research program at

Langley Porter Neuropsycnia-
tric Institute in San Francisco

reports that when the dosage

of the drug is at or below the

level commonly available in

this country, "adverse react-

ions are rare. It is only at the

higher dosage level that anx-

iety reactions occur."

Most scientists realize that

marijuana research is really

only just beginning and rhat

future research will probably

find the drug to be neither as

harmful nor as beneficial as

popularly claimed. "Drug stu-

dies are always fuzzy," Dr.

Jones remarks, "and people

will always be able to pick

out the points they like and
ignore the rest."

More than likely, as social

attitudes change and scientific

knowledge increases, the pre-
sent dispute over marijuana

may come to seem ridiculous.

"Maybe 30 years from now,"
Dr. Grupp believes, "we might

look back on this controversy

as one big put-on."

247 E. Main

Johnson City

MARTIN'S JEWELERS *v

"Famous for diamonds 1

o
Open every nlgbt Mon.-Fri.

In an interview. Dean C.
Robert Wetzel said that exam
week has always existed at

Milligan. but was not strict-

ly enforced at all times. In

an effort to alleviate this pro-

blem, the academic commit-
tee sought last year to extend

classes one more week and

thus do away with an exam
week. However, student opin-

ion appeared to be strongly

against this type of proce-

dure, and the old exam week

policy was re-established.

Dean Wetzel feels that Mil-

ligan must keep the exam sche-

dule In order to eliminate

conflicts which arise from
Individual rescheduling of

exams and to fulfill the re-

quired number of class days

as set forth by the accrediting

association.

In Dean Wetzel's estimation,

the exam week policy was fol-

lowed fairly well last semes-
ter and will be repeated again

this semester. All students

and faculty are encouraged to

follow this new guideline and
to make their plans accord-

ingly.

Miss Criss

to present

voice recital
Miss Sheryl Criss, a native

of Clarks Hill, Indiana, and a

junior at Milligan College, will

present her first voice recital

on February 22, In Seeger Me-
morial Chapel at 8:00 p.m.

A mezzo-soprano, Sheryl

will perform selections from
Handel, Strauss, Brahms, and

several lesser-known compos-
ers.

Some of ''•>- jfnps Include

"Somber Woods" by Lully,

"Where'er You Walk" :>> Han-
del, "Cradle Song of V e Vir-

gin" by Brahms, and "(ireen-

sleeves" by R. Vaughan Wil-

liams.

-Sheryl will be accompanied

by Anne Taylor on the piano

and Jim Sluyter on the viola.

She is a voice student of

Mrs. Rachel ftachman and is

at present majoring in voice

and minoring in piano.
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Staley Lecture Series

Jauncey speaks at AAilligan

CHORAL FESTIVAL -- 165 area high school students visitea

Mllligan last weekend to participate in the third annual choral

festival. Dr. Charles Davis of Emory and Henry directed the

choir.

Charles Davis directs

third choral festival
Eleven area high schools

participated In the Third An-

nual Mllligan College Choral

Festival on February 5 and

6.

Under the direction of Dr.

Charles Davis of Emory and

Henry College, the 165 stu-

dents rehearsed music which

was presented In a Saturday

evening concert In Seeger Me-
morial Chapel. Included In the

ELIZABETHTON
Printing Corp.

PRINTERS OF HIGH SCHOOL

AND COLLEGE PAPERS

program were Negro spirit-

uals, religious anthems, a se-

lection from Mendelssohn's

oratorio, ELIJAH, folk songs,

and contemporary works.

While preparing the music

for the concert the students

were exposed to valuable, col-

lege level instruction in vocal

technique.

The Choral Festival is spon-

sored by the Student Chapter

of Music Educators National

Conference to provide an ed-

ucational opportunity beyond

the usual experience of most

area high school students. The
students also become ac-

quainted with MUllgan Col-

lege through the Festival.

While Jt MUllgan earlier this

, : ir. James 1 1. Jauncey,

a leading pliysli ist '.aid, "My
certainly in fiod is greater than

r; .> crtolnty in science."

Or. Jauncey, who spoke at

Ml II Ifian as part of The Staley

Distinguished Christian Scho-

lar Lecture Program, is

many things besides a phy-

,.]t 1st, however.

Jauncey has post-graduate

degrees In history, mathe-

matics, psychology, religion,

and science. He has attained

doctoral status in mathema-
tics and religion.

Ordained to the ministry In

both the Baptist and Christian

Churches, Jauncey Is also a

qualified clinical psyrhologlst.

From 1964 to 1969 he was
president of Kenmore Chris-

tian College in Brisbane, Aus-

tralia.

Dr. Jauncey now lives in

El Paso, Texas, and devotes

much of his time to writing

and lecturing. He has written

twelve books, and articles by

him have appeared in approx-

imately 50 magazines.

LECTURES ON MONDAY
Dr. Jauncey came to MU-

llgan on Monday, F'ebruary 8.

At noon he spoke to a luncheon

meeting of East Tennessee
ministers. His topic was "Re-
velation and the Scientific

Age."

In the evening of the same
day, he spoke to a dinner meet-
ing of Bible and Christian Ed-
ucation ma]ors. Over forty

Mllligan students and profes-

QlelLvCneot
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JOMNBCm CITY. TlWttSU

sors hear Dr. Ja

"Revelation and the Norm of

Christian I (pcrlei e."

At this meeting. Dr. jauncey

said that God is "anxious"

to reveal himself to man, and

pit king up the signal

lends us is the norm
for Christianity.

According to Jauncey, when

a man picks up these signals,

he "confronts" God. After

thisconfrontation, man no long-

er doubts and questions: he is

"certain" of God.

No theoretical proofs can

convince man of (iod, said

Jauncey. Only through the ex-

perience of confrontation can

man become certain of God.

Drawing from his exper-

ience asaguldedmlssllc scien-

tist at White Sands, New Mex-
ico, in the 1950's, Jauncey

pointed out that the same Is true

in science. What is theore-

tically proven, may be prac-

tically false.

FAITH
Faith, to Jauncey, is the

urge to seek out the signals

which God is sending to man.

This faith may be brought

about by external influences,

butonly a personal confronta-

tion with God can bring about

certainty.

In replytoa question after his

lecture. Dr. Jauncey said that

nothing but "red-hot confronta-

tion" with God can save the

restoration movement from
the "disaster" of becoming
just another crystallized de-

nomination.

Jauncey also said that he

sees no conflict between the

Bible and science on the crea-

tion of the world. He believes

that the Genesis account gives

the actual facts of creation.

CONVOCATION
Speaking in Convocation,

February 9, Dr. Jauncey em-
phasized the use of each man's

inner powers.

Referring to Jesus' parable

of the talents, Jauncey said

that it is Impossible to be a

surrendered Christian without

using one's powers to the full-

est.

Jauncey pointed out that when
a person is converted, his inn-

er powers, and even his entire

being, are enhanced. The new

Christian's being becomes
"pregnant" with possibUUy.

He concluded by challenging

Mllligan students to use their

expanded inner resources by

responding to opportunities for

811 West Walnut

leadership.

Dr. Jauncc-ysaidthauheper-
centage of Christians is de-
creasing in the world because

young people are not respond-

ing to these opportunities.

Dr. Jauncey also spoke in

the Emmanuel School of Relig-

ion chapel service, February
10, and at the Johnson City

and ElUabethton Preaching

Missions Tuesday andWednes-
day evenings respectively.

The Staley Distinguished

Christian Scholar Lecture
Program is a project of the

Thomas F. Staley Founda-
tion of New York. The Founda-
tion sponsors lectures by

Christian scholars on coUege
and university campuses
throughout America.

News photos

exhibited in

lower Seeger
The JOHNSON CITY PRESS-

CHRONICLE will present an

exhibition of news photography

in lower Seeger from February

8-28.

Photographers whose work

is being shown are Gordon

Best, Eddie LeSueur, Her-

shal Arnduff, Harold Durham,
and j lmmy EUls, chief photo-

grapher.

According to Mr. Ellis, the

photographs for this presenta-

tion are the result of the normal

efforts of the staff. A variety

of pictures are Included In the

exhibit, most of which have

been taken recently. None of

the pictures have been specially

processed or retouched in any

way but have been blown up to

16" x 20" size.

Mr. EUls explained some of

the activity which produced the

pictures. The JOHNSON CITY
PRESS-CHRONICLE has a staff

of six photographers who re-

ceive their assignments from

the newsroom over two-way

radios. (The PRESS-CHRON-
ICLE has thirty-four such

radios.) The staff rotates be-

tween road and office assign-

ments, day and night. During

the day, one man is at the of-

fice wbUe two men circulate

by car. At night, one man is

at the office and one is on

the road.

The majority of the pictures

were taken with a 35 mm Nik-

kon. Each photographer does

his own developing and print-

ing.

Wedding Gowns

BRIDES MAID GOWNS
FOR THE PERFECT
WEDDING
BE SURE TO SEE
MRS. MORRIS GOLDSTEIN
BRIDAL CONSULTANT

GOLDSTEINS
Main St, on the

Square
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Message Beyond the Man
In a previous editorial concerning the (all Christian Emphasis

Week, it was noted thai there are a variety of approaches to Chris-
tianity and that it Is good for a person to be confronted with

manners of expressing Christianity which are different from his

own. Following the second Christian Emphasis Week which has

just taken place, perhaps the individuality In approaches to

Christianity needs to be reemphasized.
People can learn much from each other which they cannot

learn alone. Fellowship Is a vitally significant aspect of Christian

life, for through fellowship with other Christians one's own faith

and beliefs are fortified. The Christians with whom one has
fellowship need not be all alike. In fact, association with dif-

ferent types of people and with different expressions of Chris-
tianity helps one to grow.

What can be learned from another Christian, however, does

not exist In the person himself. The thrust of Christianity Is

not necessarily In the way In which it is expressed or In an in-

dividual human personality. The power of Christianity Is In the

person of Jesus Christ, Rejection of any person is not a Chris-
tian act, but rejection of another christian is a failure to ac-

cept not only a personality but a message which Christ may
have to offer In a particular manner through the person.

Christianity must be emphasized dally in one's life, not mere-
ly during three days set aside as a "Christian Emphasis Week.*'

It also must be shared, and sharing involves a willing effort

among all people.

A Grecian Calvary

We praise the Greeks

Who thought of Cods

As men . . .

Not implacable and dumb
Like Egypt's Sphinx

immobile and inanimate

Or bestial creatures

Of fantasy

On bas reliefs.

But men and women
Sophisticated pagans

Loving and hating

Creating and destroying

Discerning man to be

The crest of creativity.

Bui . . .

By corrupting conquest's

Callous hand

Crushing the bloom

Of man's philosophy

Carousing in idle luxury

Living on spoil and slavery

How soon the llowering myth

Of man's perfection

withered . . .

The wise out-thought

The pagan gods

Alasl To die!

Perishing by persecution

While lonely Mount Olympus
Shrouded no more in mystery
Became a Grecian calvary

Awaiting the new birth

Of an age to come
When, the world of yesterday

Reeling wiih depravity

Staggering by blindness

Would sec another Way
The I»y of God
In history

Giving to man
The Unus- One
To ' '*ll man
To HiiiiaeK.

Stanley W. Newton

JulyiOih 1967.

(Editor's note; The preceding

poem is dedicated to the Hu-
manities students.)

• Letter •

Gratitude

expressed

by M.E.N.C.
To The Editor:

I would like to take this

opportunity to thank all those

who cooperated with M.1..N.C.

on the third annual choral

festival last weekend. 165

high school students are bound
to create confusion and prob-
lems, but this year, thanks

to your help, these were kept

to a minimum.
Thanks goes to Dr. Wetzel

and those teachers who moved
their classes from Seeger, the

dorm mothers and residents,

and a special thanks to alt

those who kept students In their

rooms.

The choral festival provided

the students with an opportunity

to perform muslr that they

would not normally do in their

own schools. Rut more than

this, It gave them an
opportunity to see Milligan

College and feel a part of

a college atmosphere. Your
patience and cooperation made
their stay here both educational

and enjoyable,

Anne Taylor

President, M.E.N.C.
Music Junior

'Only here . . .

Rich Roames

"A man musr now swallow

more beliefs than he can

digest."

-- Havelock Ellis

There has been a lot of

talk this year about student

apathy at Milligan College. The
subject has been pretty well

worn out and to write more on
the topic might prove far from
beneficial. However, there Is

one other area, that of relig-

ious apathy, which should be

discussed.

It appears that while support

for MUligan's basketball team
grows, which Is good; support

for religious activities de-

clines. Last week, Milligan had

the spring semester's half of

Christian Emphasis Week, but

from apparent lackof emphasis
and enthusiasm, all the ac-

tivities could have been held in

one day.

Sherwood Elliot Wirt, editor

of one of the few good pieces

of Christian journalism, pro-
bably would have had a better

receptlon at a bar mitzvah.

With the exception of a few

meetings in the dorm lobbies

after women's hours, Mr.
Wirt saw little of MUligan's
student body, especially when
compared to the group that

was here In the fall.

What was It that made Mr.
Wirt so unappealing to the stu-

dents, while the' Exkurslor.s

were readily accepted? No
doubt it was student reaction

to what the student saw in

convocation. The Exkursions
were good, while Mr. Wirt
appeared to be just another

preacher, like so many that

have been listened to twice

a week for the past year, or
how ever long a student has
been at Milligan.

The good and bad points as
to how beneficial compulsary
convocation Is to a student's

liberal arts education, are not

what I wish to discuss here.

it is my hope that one might
consider how beneficial com-
pulsary convocation is In In-

fluencing a student's religious

outlook and activity. After all.

Christian education is the hope
of the world.

Relevance of requirements

questioned at Delaware
NEWARK, Del. — (1. P.)

—

Examination of group require-

ments for the bachelor of arts

degree to provide greater rele-

vancy recently received top

priority by the University of

Delaware's College of Arts and

Science committee on planning.

The flexibility of many of

these requirements as they now
stand was discussed at a Com-
munity Design hearing. One of

the most frequently criticized

requirements concerns the

necessity of passing the inter-

mediate level of proficiency in

a foreign language.

It was suggested that know-
ledge of a foreign language

should be judged In terms ol

knowledge of culture, not Just

In terms of proficiency. There
Is a possibility that this re-

quirement may be replaced hy a

course in foreign culture.

The relevancy ol several

other of the college's group

requirements, including two

semesters o I sophomore
I ngllsh and two semesters of

Western civilisation, were also

challenged. It was mentioned

that a course in speech could

possibly be more important to

a student's interests, yet would

not fulfill the English require-

ments.

Some of the broad objectives
_

of the College of Arts

and Science include: develop-

ing service courses for stu-

dents In major programs In

other colleges as determined

by them.whlchwillsatlsfytbeir

needs and requirements with

the highest level of quality and
interest as determined by the

College of Arts and Science;

pursuing the concept that un-
dergraduate and graduate pro-
grams can draw strength from
each other; and providing pro-
fessionally competent faculty

for assistance to the state and
region as required.
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Human oh

" Pollution
Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

Are you one of the hundreds of second semester transfers?

Lost aren't you? This exerpt from the "Tourist's Guide to Mll-

llgan College" Is for you.

1) THE HILL - The location of the women's residential com-

plex and the occasional toilet for Carter County horses. Ever

wondered why Milligan women have big calves? This is it.

2) BUFFALO CREEK - At one time served as a moat for THE
HILL. External, wordly influences have since spanned this de-

fense.

3) FACULTY OFFICE BUILDING - Also called the bam. Dr.

Wetzel got his start here.

4) ADMINISTRATION BUILDING - Dr. Wetzel finished here.

5) CHAPEL - Houses facilities for Milllgan's five Music pro-

fessors and seven music students. Occasionally visited by Mil-

llgan's "Presidential Choir and Enlistment Society" when on

duty in the area.

6) CHEEK HALL - Houses 43 bats, 16 ghosts of former Mil-

ligan basketball greats, and a number of rustic individuals in

musty rooms.

7) POST OFFICE - Church letter dispensary.

8) LIBRARY - Obtain your free copy of NEWSWEEK here.

9) HOSPITALITY CENTER - The place to go when you are

in trouble. • • •

HUMAN POLLUTION POLL RESULTS
S.G.A. President John Rohrbaugh's popularity continued to slip

for the 32nd straight week our poll-takers have revealed. Only

1756 °* tn e student body still believe that Rohrbaugh will have ail

ground troops removed from Viet Nam before Spring Break - a

campaign promise last year which probably iced his victory.

69% of the student' body recognized food in the cafeteria as

the most pressing world problem. Compulsory Convocation at-

tendance was next with 25%; the plight of the American POW's
In North Viet Nam was third with 2%.

If the upcoming S.G.A. elections were held right now, our
pollsters predict that Ernie Hertzog would be the runaway victor

with 72% of the vote. Although rumors to the contrary still per-

sist. President Rohrbaugh denounced as "preposterous poppy-
cock", the report that he would remain at Milligan as an Emmanuel
student and run for re-election.

HUMAN POLLUTION EDITORIAL: "Youth supposes; age knows."
- Welsh proverb

We at Human Pollution read with interest the letter to the editor

In the last Issue of the STAMPEDE. It is Interesting that the young

people of this- generation can find the time to question the manage-
ment of college business without neglecting their studies. Mil-

llgan's administration is composed of a fine group of men whose

full-time job it is to govern the College. We are sure that they

appreciate constructive criticism from mature, positive -thinking

individuals long experienced In college situations. The responsi-

bility of youth is to listen and to learn; as my mother used to say,

quoting Lord Chesterfield, "The young leading the young is like the

blind leading the blind,"

HUMAN POLLUTION RUMOR-FOR-A-DAY CONTEST
As Dr. Wetzel aptly noted in his "Dean's Corner" in the STAM-

PEDE a few weeks ago, rumors are in widespread abundance at

Milligan College. The problem that has always bothered me is

that some really lousy Utile rumors get started that don't really

deserve it. The purpose of this survey is to determine which of the

following rumors the student body feels is most qualified to make
the circles in Humanities lecture and in Convocation. All surveys
should be sent to Box 462. The winner will be announced by the per-
son who occupies Chapel seat 10-1 to the person sitting directly

in front of him. The "Rumor For A Day" will then circulate in

counter-clockwise, concentric circles until the person in the geo-
metric center of the Chapel has heard it. The importance of the

runner-up rumor should not be underemphasized because in the

event that the winning rumor is shown to be a fact, the runner-
up rumor will then be declared "acting rumor".

1} Milligan College really is planning to construct an inflat-

able gymnasium which can be deflated and carried around In Coach
Worrel's hip pocket.

2) Bo Dcaton will host a summertime replacement series for
"The Glen Campbell Good-Time Hour" entitled •'Milligan Col-
lege Cares".

3) The results to the (acuity evaluations were actually lost

In a snowstorm and the numerical averages for each professor
were selected from a table of random numbers in the back of a

probability and Statistics textbook.

4) The Seegcr Memorial Chapel is slowly sliding down the
hill toward the Post Office at the rate of two inches a month.

5) Milligan College is a party school without parties.

6} Dr. Read is really Dr. Bryant with a wig.

- Melvin Morton

n
r»HKI»G RuLti • •

FofcEvEKYONt *" • •

Survey of antipollution

taken among industries
New York, Jan. 29 -- Dun

& Bradstreet, Inc. is beginning

a national survey to determine

whether companies really are

doing something to curb in-

dustrial pollution.

D&B's Marketing Services

Division has conducted surveys

for many years to find out

where different kinds ol pro-
ducts are planned or In use.

In the case of controlling

pollution from industry, D&B
will be interviewing sample
companies In many fields to

find out where definite ;om-
mltments to ecology exist.

The reason is that if the

makers of pollution controls

know of more needs for these

products. there will be a

greater stimulation in the

market for antipollution de-

vices.

The company's director of

research sales, William B.

Schlefer, says "This will be one

of the largest surveys ever

undertaken in the pollution con-

trol business."

Some of the questions will

deal directly with the proiit

motive by defining growth

trends, the most promising pro-

duct areas, people lnllucntial

in purchasing, the significant

suppliers, why a given manu-
facturer prefers one supplier

to another and where products

should he advertised.

These were among the needs

expressed to D&B by compan-
ies involved in marketing pol-

lution control products and by

organizations serving the pol-

lution control industry.

Each interview will ask about

not only currently purchases

of products used to control

pollution and treat waste but

also 1971 to 1975 forecasts.

In scope, the Interviews will

reach 2,000 plants throughout

the United States on a random
sample basis. D&B can con-

duct such large-scale Inter-

views because it has a net-

work of full time field per-

sonnel around the country.

The results will be tabulated

by the company's computers in

New York and after the sche-

duled completion of the survey

In May, finished reports will

be compiled.

From each sampled plant

D&B wUl have detailed Infor-

mation regarding annual pur-

chases of all product types

for control of air pollution;

water pollution; and liquid,

solid and waste treatment.

The resulting reports all

summarize data about pur-

chases of specific products

such as floating aerators,

scrubbers, color removal sy-

stems and the like.

And because consumption

data will be grouped by type,

an overall picture ol the mar-
ket for each kind of pollution

control product will emerge
with tables showing data by

industry and major census

regions. The report will fur-

ther include a written sum-
mary analysis of highlights

and findings.

Besides a general view ol

the pollution control business,

D&B has a special tie-in pro-

vision for a pollution controls

manufacturer wanting specific,

conlldential information about

a phase in which he has a pro-

prietary need-to-know.

D&B will ask the Questm^

that are important just to him

and then set aside the final

tabulation lor his eyes only.

In this way the companies heav-

ily involved in products sold to

a limited market can use re-

sults suited to their own ob-

jectives.

With the aid of D&B's com-

puterized store of vital sta-

tistics from three million busi-

nesses, D&B interviewers can

reach such diverse kinds of

respondents as auto repair shop,

owners, apartment building

managers, municipal oflicers

and motel executives. The com-

pany calls, its files Dun's Mar-

ket Identifiers (DM1).

Further information is

available from Mr. William

I!, schlefer. Director Re-

search Sales, Dun &

street Marketing Ser\ ices

Division, 99 Church Street,

New York (10007),

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

The Medieval Church considered pride to be the worst of the

seven deadly sins whereas Classical Greek culture thought pride

to l>e one of the chief virtues ol man. On the surface this would

seem to be a contradiction of values. In fact, it was a differ-

ence of definition.

The kind of pride shunned by Christians is an attitude of ar-

rogant superiority. One may regard his intellectual prowess as

all sufficient and hence license to ridicule the ideas of others.

Spiritual pride seems to be the worst of man's predicaments

because not only does the spiritually pwjud man depreciate the

faith ol others hut he also deceives himself concerning his re-

lationship with God. persons infected by intellectual and spiritual

pride make unbearable roommates and hardly tolerable con-
versationalists.

On the other hand, there Is a quality in man that sets him apart

from animals. Because there is the spark of the Divine in man.

it Is to man's credit to rise above the ordinary. Our fine musical

groups and our dedicated basketball team must have pride In them-

selves and in what they are doing. It Is this good sense of the word

pride that causes teachers to spend an extra hour In lecture pre-

paration. It keeps the student awake an extra hour when he is

preparing for an exam. And it keeps us all from making that

cutting remark that could hurt another person and only lower

our estimation of ourselves.

The Milligan philosophy Involves the education of the total

person. The person who demonstrates near genuis In mathe-
matics but takes no pride In his ability to write is not an educated

person. The person who uses his rdlgous committment as an ex-

cuse for his ignorance of science does not honor the Creator.

The campus crusader who would right all wrongs but fails to

give a convocation speaker a courteous hearing vitiates bis own
cause.

It is a matter of humility before God that makes us aware of

our shortcomings. It Is a matter of pride that makes us want to

do something about those shortcomings.
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S.G.A. appoints committee
to review parking rules

For the purpose of re-devel-

oping ihe parking situation o n

campus, a Traffic Rules Eval-

uation committee was estab-

lished at the last Sludeni

Government Association leg-

islative session.

Members of the committee

are Lewis Gabehart, Mike

Gearhart, Bill Heck, Chuck

Hilborn, and Nancy Washier.

Working closely with Duard

Walker, Dean of Men and ad-

visor to the S, G. A., the com-
mittee is constructing maps oi

the individual parking lots with

the possibility of re-assigiilng

parking spaces. Need for the

committee came primarily as

a result of the confusion over

the Wcbb-pardee lot.

Another committee was as-

signed to work towards gaining

permission for the presence

of women in the men's dormi-

tory lobbies. This committee

consists of the dormitory pres-

idents.

Jim Mounts Vice-President

of the S. G. A„ is presently

representing Milllgan College

at the Tennessee Intercolleg-

iate State Legislature which

convened in Nashville Wednes-
day. Legislation passed by the

session will be referred to the

State Legislature for further

consideration.

One forth -coming conven-

tion which Milllgan College

Drop in enrollment

not really critical

The state of Milligan's en-

rollment has led to much ques-

tioning, but according to the re-

gistrar, Mrs. Phyllis Fontaine,

"there has probably not been

as large a drop between se-

mesters as last year, per-

centage wise."

Last fall, 830 students regis-

tered, it is estimated that 750

have registered this spring se-

mester.

The turn-over between se-

mesters can be accounted for

partially in that 26 students

graduated, 24 withdrew (those

arc all those who did not fin-

ish the semester), and 13 were
dismissed for academic rea-

sons (could not re-enroll be-

cause of bad grades).

The dormitories seem more
empty and one reason may be

that there were z few mar-
riages over the semester. Al-

though these s'udents are not

seen as often on campus, many
of them are still enrolled.

In the women's dormitories

alone there has been a loss of

about 35 girls.

The number of transfers this

semester was 45. This includ-

ed all those who were not here

lost fall, including new fresh-

men, transfers from other

schools, and some who at-

tended Milllgan in the- past

and have returned.

Mrs. Fontaine reports that

the school is "ahead now in

receiving applications for

next year."

To date, the committee which

evaluates incoming applica-

tions, has received 194 ap-

plicants for the fall of 1971.

One hundred have been ac-

cepted for entrance. It Is

hoped that there will be a total

of 300 acceptances.

Dr. Dennis Helsaheck, who is

on the acceptance committee,

says that the quality of the in-

coming freshman Is improving.

This Is based on the higher

average composite score on

the A.C.T. for the new ap-

plicants.

The strong months for the

number of applications will be

March and April. However, the

theory is that those who have

put off applying this long are

not necessarily the best stu-

dents or that they have applied

at other schools and have been

rejected,

It Is estimated that Mil-

llgan could register from 900

to 950 students with the pre-

sent housing. There is room
on campus for 670 students

and present classroom space

could hold the additional 250

to 300 commuters.

FRED DAVIS'
JEWELERS

Diamond Ring

Headquarters For

Milligan College
\jk*2

J, Students

M7 \ 405 Elu Avenue i ff .

',} I EUZABETHT0N

S, C. A. President John Kohr-
baugh will attend is the Ten-
nessee Universities student

Government Association Con-
ference February 26 through

29 in Cleveland, Tennessee.
Anolhur future convention,

the National Student Congress,
which Is modeled after the

United States Congress, will

be attended by botli the Secre-

tary of S. G. A., Melvin Mor-
ton, and President Rohrbaugh.

Paul Bjako

sends gospel

over radio
Paul Bajko, a Milllgan grad-

uate of 1953, who has been

visiting here this past week,

Is working to spread the Gos-
pel behind the Iron Curtain.

While on his way to speak

at Johnson Bible College, Mr.
Bajko explatned his work to a

STAMPEDE reporter.

,
He is a professor of mis-

sions at Eastern Christian

College, Bel Air, Maryland,

and the department of mis-
sions there Is the organiza-

tion behind this missionary

effort,

Poland and Czechoslovakia

are the main targets of Baj-
ko's work. Weekly radio

broadcasts are made to these

countries from Monaco,
Translation is also a pan

of the project. Hymns and

other Christian literature are

translated into Polish and sent

to Poland.

Bibles are not translated by

Bajko and his associates.

He explained that part of

the reason for not translating

scripture is the Roman
Catholic heritage in Poland,

where Christians are not used
to reading the Bible.

This mission effort is not

limited to Communist coun-

tries. Work is also being

done among the Russian and
Polish people in the United
States.

Adam Korenczuk, another

Milllgan graduate, assists

Bajko In the U. S. work.

Mr. Bajko's daughter,

Yvonne, Is currently a stu-

dent at Milllgan.

WEEK WITH WIRT — Sherwood Eliot Wirt was the featured speSTC^

er for Milligan's winter Christian Emphasis Week. Dr. Wirt is

associated with the Billy Craham Evangelistic Association, Inc.

Dr. S. E. Wirt speaks
on social conscience

Special guest for Mil-

ligan's winter Christian Em-
phasis Week of 1971 was
Dr. Sherwood Eliot Win.

Dr. Wirt Is editor of

DECISION magazine, a pub-

lication of the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association.

Arriving on campus Tues-
day evening, February 2, Dr.

Income tax

withholding

now optional

Withholding . Students who
plan to have earnings from

part-time or summer jobs

amounting to less than $1,725

this year and who owed no in-

come tax for 1970 need to

file a form with their em-
ployer If they want to avoid

withholding. This enables a

student to escape having taxes

withheld from his pay, andwait-

lng until after the end of the

year to file a claim for a re-

fund. He can get a form from
his employer to take advant-

age of the procedure.

U. S. News & World Reporl

Feb. 8, 1971 - Pg. 68

EVERYONE LOVES
A LOVE STORY!

A Co-lo PoiMi Pioduco" no'ong

Sophia
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Marcello
Mastrolanni

Sunflower

NOW
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P.odu.

PARKWAY CINEMA
Johnson City

«J b* Carlo Pom- ond AnW Cohn

lliy Movirjlnb'»N AVCO EMOAGIiYntLlASl ^tz

Wirt spent the next three days

participating In a variety of

activities.

He spoke at the Emmanuel
School of Religion chapel ser-

vice Wednesday morning.

Thursday, Dr. Wirt addressed

the Milllgan student body In

convocation. His topic was
"The Social Conscience of

the Christian."

The spelcal guest spoke to

several Milllgan and Emman-
uel classes on Wednesday and

Friday. On Thursday and Fri-

day evenings, he met with

small groups of students in

the Student Union Building.

Dr. Wirt's visit was the

second of three Christian

Emphasis Weeks planned for

the 1970-71 school year. The
first was held in October, when
The Exkursions, a Christian

rock groupfrom Pittsburg were

special guests.

Mark Cameron, Secretary of

Christian Affairs, saidprellm-

inaryplans were' being made for

the sprfng Christian Emphasis
Week.

When questioned about the

recent Christian Emphasis
Week, Cameron made the fol-

lowing statement:

"In trying to achieve a

balanced Christian perspec-

tive, I have sought for a

variety of programs to meet
a diversified student body.

Dr. Wirt spoke to a segment
of the student body which The
Exkursions were unable to

reach."

Dr. Wirt's visit was Joint-

ly sponsored by Milligan and

Emmanuel School of Religion.

PfflgSCggZi

8 Track Top«s

At Ditcount Pricai
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Host Carson Newman

REF'S-EYE VIEW — Here
grossed In the game that nothing

Black quin

I. M. bask
Mllllgan's intramural basket-

ball has ended Its regular sea-

son play with the Black squad

claiming the season champion-

ship by virtue of its 6-1 sea-

son record.

Occupying 2nd place were the

Brown and Green teams, each

posting a 5-2 record.

Finishing 3rd was the Blue

squad which posted a 4-3 fin-

ish. The Orange, Yellow, Red
and Pink teams, respectively,

filled out the remaining order.

There remains a yet to be

decided tournament champion.

The tourney championship will

go to the victor of the single

elimination tournament which

got underway Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 9. All participating teams
from the regular season will

have a chance at this champion-
ship. The final game of the

tourney will be played Mon-
day, February 15.

Tuesday night's opener found

a determined Pink team pit-

ted against the season's cham-
pionship Black team. Both

teams displayed some exciting

defensive play which resulted in

a number of turn-overs,

At half-time, with the score

18-15, Pink it could still have

been anybody's ballgame.

Three minutes into the second

half found the Pinkies ahead
by 7. This represented theblg-

gesi lead enjoyed by either

team during the game.

The Black team fought back

to a 22-22 tie with 10 minutes

remaining. The lead changed

hands several times from that

point until 6;49 remaining.

At 6;49 the Pink squad went

ahead 29-27. Capitalizing on
fouls committed by their op-
ponents they stayed ahead to

win 42-35.

High scorerfortheFlnkteam
was John Shemwell with 18.

He was followed by Clyde Hol-

tzbauer who contributed 8
points, and Dan llasselhack

with 7.

An exciting ent.ing for an
exciting and hard fought came
was a 2 point shot by HolU-
bauer - from 60 feet out.

The second game of the

tourney, which was played the

same evening, found a keyed up
Brown squad lacing the Orange

-ve see typical Buffs fans, so en-

:an distract them.

t captures
etball title

team. The opening tip-off found

the Brown team taking com-
mand to stay ahead for the

remainder ol the game.

With the aid of Dan Clif-

ton, who had 21 points the first

ball, the Browns enjoyeda com-
fortable half-time leadof 36-17.

The Orange squad fought de-

sperately to come back in

the second half, but the clock

ran out with the Browns ahead

55-43.

Leading the Brown's team

scoring attack was Clifton with

25.

Buff women
achieve 4-1

season mark
January 29, l97i,theMilligan

College women's basketball

team had a scrimmage with the

University of Tennessee. The
team took a van and travelled

to Knoxville at the university's

expense.

The first game of the sea-
son was played away at Clinch

Valley January 30. The final

score of this game was 43-

36.

February 1, Emory and Hen-
ry came to Milllgan. The game
was won by Emory and Henry,

the score being 47-46.

February 4, the Iluffalettes

played Sullins in a home game
and won 75-18.

February 6, another game
with Clinch Valley at home
with the score o! 45-41.

February 9, East Tennessee
State University came to Mil-

ligan and ii.u nuffalettes won
55-51.

Marty Flynn Is the highest

scorer for the women's bas-

ketball team. Lora Fowler is

scond, Laura ("alcy is third

and Chris Sankovich is four-

th.

Mllligan Collciru women's
basketball team will travel to

Emory and Henry to partici-

pate in a tournament on Feb-
ruary 12 and 13.

Buffs seek winning season

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

Mllligan wraps up the 1970-

71 basketball campaigntomor-
row night, hosting Carson

Newman. Next week, [he Buffs

will play in the Eastern divi-

sion playoffs of the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference.

Mllligan improved its record

to 3-6 In the VSAC and 15-15

overall by thrashing last place

Tusculum 87-70 Monday night.

The Buffs led 41-34 at half-

time and poured it on in the

second hall. The Buffs hit 29

of 76 from the field for 33%
while the Pioneers hit on 30

of 88 for only 34%.
Mllligan won the game at

the charity stripe by cash-

ing In on 29 of 33 while Tus-
culum hit on 10 of 16. The Bulls

won the battle of the boards
55-44 wirh Roy Wright grab-

bing 19 and Scon McClaren
18. Mark Berg led all scorers

with 29 followed by Toonie

Cash with 23, Don Threlkeld

with 19 points and 12 assists,

and Scott McClaren with 10.

Paul Mlnton scored 23, fol-

lowed by Bivens with 22 and

Edwards with 19 for Tus-
culum.

Mllligan defeated Clinch

Valley 94-86 In a game played

here last Saturday. The Buffs

took a 42-38 lead Into the

locker room at halftime only

to see it dissipate after inter-

mission.

Two free throws by Toonie

Cash with 9 :35 left gave Mll-

ligan a lead it never relinquish-

ed. The Buffs built up an 87-

76 lead with 3;50 left, but the

Cavaliers cut the lead to 88-

86 with 1;25 remaining.

Milllgan hit on 32 of 75

from the field for 43% while

Clinch Valley hit for 39 of

98 for 40%. Mllligan had a

decided edge at the foul line

hitting on 30 of 45 to 8 of

17 for Clinch Valley.

Milllgan won the battle of

the boards 51-50 with Roy
Wright hauling down 17 and

Scott McClaren 15. Toonie
Cash paced a well-balanced

Milllgan scoring attack with

25 points followed by Mark
Berg with 19, Don Threlkeld

17, Roy Wright 15, and Scott

McClaren li. Mickey New-
some scored 23, Ron Dicker-

son added 21, and Albert John-

son chipped In with 15 for

Clinch Valley.

Maryvllle edged Mllligan

106-104 in a touch ion:r:-:i

played here lebruary 3.

Maryville led all the way alter

taking an K-7 lead with 15:.1S

remaining in the first half.

The Buffs trimmed a ten point

deficit to five, trailing 51-46

at the half.

Milllgan closed the gap to

one point on several occasion:;

EVERYBODY LOVES

-** BUCKAROO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY 1HO..INO CINTU NOiTM JOMNKJN CITY

Rib Eye Sr-eculi Eich w«dniio,y

CARRY OUTS - 928.7401 "ftiSS* -

>^>4>>yi^i^^^iujJ

but could not take the lead.

In the hectic final minute a

driving Toonie Cash was

knocked to the floor with the

fluffs [railing by three.

The .Scots then built j five

point lead and coasted to vic-

tory. Maryvllle outshot the

Buffs from the field hitting 48

of 100 (or 48% while Milllgan

hit on 42 of 97 for 43%.

The Buffs hit on 20 of 27

from the line to 10 of 15 for

the Scots.

Warren Morgan paced Mary-
vllle with 34 followed by Mike

Barrows with 28. Dan Mc-
Kinstry with 24 and John Wes-
ton with 13. Toonie Cash paced

Milllgan with 41, followed by

Don Threlkeld with 23, Roy

Wright with 14 and Mark Berg

with 12.

Emory £, Henry hit 63%frcin

the field in the second half to

subdue Mllligan 92-78 here

February 1. Don Thretkeldwas

not Inserted until the second

hall, and the Buffs missed his

scoring and assists. Milllgan

took a 41-40 lead at halftime,

but never regained after a cold

first five minutes of the se-

cond half. The Wasps hit on

41 of 75 for 54.7% while Mil-

llgan hit on 31 of 84 for

36.7%.

The Bulls won the battle

of the boards 49-41. Kenny-

Woods paced Emory & Henry
with 30 followed by Ma I

ers with 14, John Smith with 13,

and Gary VanCamp with 10.

Toonie Cash scored 28 fol-

lowed by Mark Berg with 26

for the Buffs.

League - leading Lincoln

Memorial University defeated

Mllligan 104-99 at Harrogate

January 30. The halftime score

was deadlocked at 53-aIl. LML
hit on 49 of III for 43% while

the Buffs hit on 39 of 107

for 37%.
Milllgan hit on 21 of 24 from

the line to 8 of 17 for LMU.
LMI won the battle of the

boards 75-69. Mark Berg
scored 34, Don Threlkeld 21,

and Toonie Cash and Roy
Wright 18 apiece for Milllgan.

Loftice paced LMU with 27

followed by C'lbbs with25,Cun-

diff with 18, Trivett with 16

and Everett with 12.

Two nights earlier King

used a devastating fast break

to trip the Buffs 122-99.

Saturday proclaimed

Toonie Cash Day'
Saturday, February 13, has

been proclaimed "Toonie Cash
Day" In honor of claries

Toonie Cash and his contribu-

tion to the basketball program

and Milllgan College.

Coach Harold Stout read the

proclamation Thursday, Feb-

ruary 11, to the student body.

In his four years at Mllligan,

Toonie has exhibited his Chris-

tian leadership and influence

not only to the members of the

basketball teams he has been

a part of, but also to the col-

lege and surrounding commun-
ities.

As a player, Toonie has

received numerous honors and
rewards, and has set many
school and conference re-
cords.

Saturday night will be Toon-
ie's last home game. At half

time there will be a ceremony
led by Coaches Harold Stout

and Phil Worrell during which

Toonie will receive a framed
copy of the proclamation. Gary
Glass will also be recognized

at this halftime ceremony for

his four years of playing bas-
ketball at Milllgan.

& . . ,. &p linyul IViuimu ( ompuny \P '

Jtf, HW.'t l)..rnlln Sir.

4 Mm lily. Ti-

ll-.''; i lit*

Milligan College Students ore

invited to have material printed

Hm,,,^ Tilth. TivJGtllinnf m,//, //• mo<l
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In Thursday convocation

Sullins to present ballet
On Thursday morning, Feb-

ruary 18, the Sullins College

Dance Department will pre-

sent a ballet program in con-

vocation.

The students from Sullins

College, who are all majors

In the Dance Department, will

perform In a lecture demon-

stration about ballet. The re-

pertoire for the demonstra-

tion will Include classical bal-

let, modern dance, and ethnic

dance.

This lecture demonstration,

which is produced yearly in

accordance with the Sullins

College Interim - Term In-

dependent Studies program,

will Illustrate what ballet

looks like, what to look lor

when watching a ballet pro-

gram, and whal the basic tech-

niques In ballet are.

The head of the Dance De-

partment ai Sullins College is

Madame Vaientina Belova.

Madame Relova studied with

isslan Imperial Ballet

and was the leading dancer

and choreograhper for the

Royal Opera Antwerp and Bel-

gian NetWork, Brussels.

Under Madame Relova 's

diret lion the Sullins dancers

have performed such works

as A MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT'S
DREAM, Ravel's WALTZES,
and COMMUNICATION
BREAKDOWN by the Led Zep-
pelin.

$ALE %
KEITH'S NEW YORK OUTLET

Location: Corner of Broadway and E. Main St.

Between Jiffy Market and 1-Hour Martinizing

/Won.-Thrus. 9 AM-8 PM

Friday 9 AM-9 PM

Saturday 9 AM-6 PM

LADIES'

SLACKS
Voluet to $12.00

$195
2 Ea.

LADIES'

PANT
SUITS

LADIES'

DRESSES

$195
2 Ea.

LADIES'

BLOUSES

$190
1

GIRLS'

DRESSES

1

GIRLS'

BESSES
Bonded Knit

(r Polyester

S
1

When Keith Says SALE He Means SALE!

BUILDING
building, w]

"onstructlon continues on MiMgan's

lould be in use by next fall.

Year book progress

reported by editor
Under the leadership of Ed-

itor Carol Tinkler, this year's

BUFFALO promises to be an

annual packed full of MUllgan

memories, presented in a new

and exciting way.

IMPORTANT: Any club or

organization that has snap shots

of its activities this year and

wishes to have these pictures

displayed in the year book

should give the pictures to the

editor before March 5.

In creating our book of me-
mories for '70-'71, the BUF-
FALO staff is using a natural-

istic approach, turning away

from the old posed, formal

pictures, toward more spon-

taneous and truc-to-life shots.

The book will contain 80 pages

of a creative "Life" section,

showing the year's events

chronologically through many
candid shots. In addition to

the "Life" section will be a

"people" section, composed
of over 500 pictures of stu-

dents who had their individual

class pictures made.

Many questions have been

asked as to why the BUFFALO
is delivered in the fall rather

than in the spring. Two big

advantages of a fall delivery

are: 1) Cost — $6,500 was the

lowest bid for the best quality

received, and this same work
would have been much more for

delivery in the spring, and 2)

a spring delivery would not

Include spring events and ac-

tivities in the annual.

Seniors should be aware that

money has been set aside in

the budget for the mailing of

their annuals to their homes,

and should make sure that ncNt

year's editor has their correct

moiling address. Underclass-

men who are not returning

to Milligan in the fall may also

have their annuals mailed Lf

they pay the postage before

leaving school this spring.

The BUFFALO staff will be

busy, trying to meet deadlines

containing a total of 144 pages,

before Spring Break.

Mrs. Parris

chooses cast

of new play
The play, "Dark of the

Moon," by Howard Richard-

son and William Berney will

soon be presented under the

direction of Mrs. Marguerite

Parris.

Tentative dates for the play

are March 5 and 6 at 8:00

p.m. in Seeger Memorial
Chapel. Admission is free.

The cast of characters for

this play, which has seven

scenes, includes: Jim Brooks,

Sherrie Cheeseman, Sharon

Chernlck, Larry Crane, Den-
ny Dennis ton, Barbi Fishback,

Steve Garland, Mike Griffin,

Linda Hayden. Theresa Hayes,

Linda Kent, Debbie Leigh, War-
ren Mathis, Lee Meador, Rob-
ert Moore, Bill Gates, Dennis

Thomas, and Dennis Wyatt.

"Dark of the Moon," with

its setting in the Smoky Moun-
tains, is a fantasy based on

the local legend of Barbara

Allen.

The main author of the play,

Howard Richardson, grew up

in this area andgraduatedlrom
the University of North Caro-

lina.

"Dark of the Moon" has

been presented on Broad-
way, in London, and in the

Soviet Union.

Csuzjch, Vo^cono

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 928-8386 SEATING FOR 100 PEOPLE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPLETE CARRY OUT SERVICE
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to resume discussions
The controversy over the

existence of a student repre-

sentative body at Milligan Col-

lege was settled Thursday by

official administration re-

cognition of the Student Council.

Near the 'beginning of this

year the council began to amend

its constitution. A constitu-

tion committee consisting of

Pam Stevens, Chuck Hllbom,

Cindy Davis, Ed Barker, and

Jim Mounts was appointed to

study other college constitu-

tions and to suggest to the

council amendments for pro-

posal.

A copy of the constitution

with the proposed amendments
was presented to President

Jess W. Johnson for approval.

He appointed a committee to

study the constitution, to carry

out any necessary negotiations

with the council, and then to

send the constitution back to

his desk for approval. This

committee consisted of Ad-
ministrative Assistant to the

President E. Roy Lawson and

Academic Dean C. Robert Wet-

zel.

Some compromises were

reached In meetings between

Dr. Lawson and John Rohr-

baugh, president of the coun-

cil. These compromises were

approved by the council. Agree-

ment was not reached, however,

on two items - proposed

changes In the amendment

procedures clause and in the

name of the organization.

The administration felt that

It could not accept the amend-

ment clause because, in their

opinion, it takes away from the

student body the exclusive right

to amend the constitution. They

were willing to concede on this

point, however, because the

student body itself had voted

in approval of this amendment.

The change in name from

Student Council to Student Gov-
ernment Association was con-

sidered by the administration

to be non-negotiable. Feeling

that the name S. G. A. Implies

a change in philosophy which

the college Is not prepared to

acknowledge, the administra-

tion staged that this name is

unacceptable.

The council voted, however,

to repropose this change in

name, and the constitution was

again presented to the ad-

ministrative committee. Al-

though the constitution had

not yet been approved, the

name S. G. A. appeared In

the minutes of the organiza-

tion, in the weekly school cal-

endar ol events which Is print-

ed by the organization, and In

the STAMPEDE.
Understanding from the min-

utes of the organization that

the council had voted In a

new constitution and appar-

ently was acting under this

constitution in using the pro-

posed name, the administra-

tion called a meeting of the

executive committee and ad-

visors of the organization. At

this meeting on Monday, Feb-
ruary 15, Dr. Lawson announc-

ed that since the council had

voted out its old constitution

by voting in a new constitu-

tion under which they appeared

to be operating had not yet

received administrative ap-
proval, the organization was no

longer existent as an organ-

ization officially recognized by

the administration.

he further stated four act-

ions which were a result of

the organization's non-exis-

tence:

(1) Mr. B. J, Moore, busi-

ness manager of the college,

had been Instructed to write

no more checks for the stu-

dent Council. The money set

aside In the budget for the

council would go into the een-
eral fund to be used in behalf

of the student body.

(2.) The two rooms set aside

for the council In the base-

ment of Sutton Hall and the

office In the Student Union
Building would be turned over

to other functions.

(3.) The Academic Dean

would Immediately assume re-

sponsibilities for printing the

calendar.

(4.) The faculty advisers,

Mr. Guy Mauldln and Dean

Duard Walker would be re-

lieved of their responsibilities.

A meeting of the elected

members of the student organ-

ization was called for Tuesday

evening and It was decided

that a meeting be held the next

night for informing and clari-

fying the situation for the stu-

dent body. Faculty and admin-

istration as well as all stu-

dents were Invited to this

meeting, under the official

sponsorship of the senior class.

Five students, one repre-

sentative from each class and

the president of the organiza-

tion, presented short speeches

viewpoints of the matter. A
question and answer period

(Continued on pg. 2, col. 3)

SWEETHEART'S CHOSEN — These four lovely ladies were
named tbe sweethearts of their class In Mllilgan's annual sweet-
heart banquet. Entertainment was provided by Dan Steucher
and Bo Deaton with the highlights of the program being conducted
by Dr. E. Roy Lawson.

Class Sweethearts

named at banquet

Dr. Roy Lawson announced

the winners of the title, "Class
Sweetheart" at a semi-formal
dinner Friday, February 12,

and each woman was present-

ed with a dozen red roses.

The Freshman class sweet-
heart was Miss Sharon Jones
from Altoona, Pennsylvania.

Sharon would like to minor In

S^iSF™ sSfaBsy-graJs'.

but has not yet decided upon

a major. She also enjoys out-

door sports such as tennis

May be nation's first

AA.C.dreams of field house
There Is a chance that Mil-

ligan may be the first college

In the United States to have

an air-cable construction field

house.

President Jess W. Johnson

stressed that the gymnasium
project is "an opportunity

and a dream which we are

trying to make real," rath-

er Uian concrete reality.

Milligan must raise or have

in sight $1,200,000 by April

23 of this year If the field

house goal Is to be achieved

with plans of completion in

December.
The building .would be de-

signed by Dr. David Geiger of

Columbia University, with the

assistance of tbe firm which

designed the science build-

F1ELDHOUSE PLAN — Artists conception of the proposed

air-cable construction fieldhouse at MUligan College shows

structure at Its planned location near the end of tbe Canyon

parking lot opposite the Chapel.

ing.

Dr. Geiger developed the

revolutionary air-cable con-

struction technique which was

used In the U, S. pavilion at

the Osaka World Fair.

Educational Facilities Lab-

oratories and RCA are try-

ing to demonstrate that this

type of construction is feasible

for use on college campuses.

EFL has given Milligan a grant

to employ Dr. Geiger.

This grant, coupled with the

lower building costs of the

new technique, have cut the col-

lege's cost ($1,200,000) to ap-

proximately one-half the cost

of a similar structure built

by conventional methods.

Construction time for the

building would be cut by one

year when compared with

conventional techniques.

Dr. Johnson and other col-

lege officials are working hard

to obtain the necessary funds

for the field house.

Johnson emphasized, how-

ever, that first priority is

still being given to achieving

full financial support for the

science building.

As stated above, the field

house is far from being real-

ity. However, as President

Johnson said, "We might get

lucky" and get the funds.

and swimming.

Miss Sally Ann Schleld was
named Sophomore class sweet-

heart. Sally came to Milligan

from Worthlngton, Minnesota,

and especially enjoys singing

and outdoor sports such as
camping and rappelling. She
plans to major In psychology
and minor In elementary
~JTne

J
junior class chose Miss

Deanna Daum for Its sweet-

heart. Deanna is from River-

dale, Georlga and her major

Is elementary education. She

likes music, cooking, and sew-

ing and plans to be married

after her graduation In 1972.

Deanna hopes to teach a mid-

dle grade in elementary school.

Miss Patricia Ann Rhine-

hardt was selected as sweet-

heart for the Senior class.

Pat commutes from Bluff City,

Tennessee. She enjoys sew-

ing, tennis and other outdoor.

sports. Pat is majoring in psy-

chology and minoring In se-

sondary education. Her future

plans include marriage this

spring and teaching in high

school.

Senior test

scheduled

for March 6

About 135 seniors expect to

graduate from Milligan this

spring or summer. One of the

graduation requirements is that

every student take the area

test which will be administered

on Saturday morning, March
6th, at 8:15 In the cafeteria.

A no. 2 pencil will be needed.

A description of the area test

may be found on the table

just inside the admlnlstratioa

building. Copies are also avail-

able In the counseling office.

Keep the morning of March
bth open for this Is the only

date this required test will

be administered.
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1970 AAilligan graduates

aided by placement office
The student placement of-

fice, which was organized In

1960, is the "clearing house

between graduating seniors and

prospective employers."

Mr. Price, who is head of

the placement office, reports

that its main function Is to

"keep In contact with em-
ployers In many areas and

whenever possible, to ar-

range on campus Interviews."

Last year alone, this student

service held 60 interviews

(business, industrial, and

school systems). Four hund-

red students attended these

conferences.

This year, the number of

recruiters Is smaller, due to

a reduction in demand which

resulted from the general state

of the economy. But the

placement office has already,

received over 50 requests.

The MUUgan placement of-

fice belongs to the College

placement Council, the South-

em Placement Council, the

Tennessee Placement Associa-

tion, and the Association for

School, College, and Univer-

sity Staffing.

Membership In these organ-

izations allows the school to

be a part of the College Place-

ment Annual. This is a direc-

m .ddiin, n-,s-i8!?. ^SffiigSf
belongs to another organlza-
"°n lor placement In school
systems.

Membership In these various
organizations provides theiob-
huntlng senior with nation-wide
computer placement services
available In all areaSi ^J
cept teaching,

Any senior, upon receiving
his degree, can make his cred-
entials available on a nation-
wide basis (or a maximum of
rwo months, without

The following Is a break-

down of last year's graduating

class, based on a survey of

75% ol the class:

Teaching 53.0%

Business and

industry 14.0%

Graduate School 14.0%

Military services 7.0%

Ministry' 1-3%

Social work 1.3%

Miscellaneous 2.4%

Unemployed
(by choice) 7.0J

•17 of 20 ministerial student!

went on to graduate school

'vl
fi CI*
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Georgia school holds

fine arts symposium
THE ARTS: THE EIGHTH

DECADE, A SYMPOSIUM, will

be sponsored by Georgia Col-

lege at MIHedgevllle, Georgia,

April 18 and 19, 1970. The

prospective developments In all

areas of the fine arts during

the seventies will be the prime

concern of the symposium.

Included In the personnel

consigned for the meeting are

Agnes Moorhead, distinguished

lady of the theater, films, and

more recently, a star of tele-

vlson's BEWITCHED.
Elaine de Kooning, extraor-

dinary painter and lecturer,

will speak and act as a judge

of art displayed at the sym-
posium. Highest qualiry re-

gional art will be displayed by
ten southeast-

Robert
,

duct

Orchestra In «

US will be'col,-
*e Atlanta Symphony

* conert with Gary
(..ralfman as guest palnist.

Tickets for the rwo daysym-
Posium are $15 each, and in-
clude, in addition to the events
listed above, wor
panel discussions,
honoring the participants on
April 16 in the Old Georgia Gov-
ernor's Mansion, and a lunch-
eon on April 19.

Tickets requests should be

workshops and
i a reception

Bell

Hennypenry
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

rwo locations To Serve You:

directed to Maribel Benton,

Fine Arts Symposium Com-
mittee, Georgia College at

MIHedgevllle, MUledgeville,

Georgia 31061. Checks are

payable to Fine Arts Sym-

posium.

Council
(Continued from page 1)

followed the speeches, with the

questions being directed to

the speakers.

In his speech the president

of the student organization stat-

ed that the council had not voted

out the old constitution, that

they are still a constituted

body acting under the old

constitution until Its amend-
!W meeting would lie 'held

1

as

fal the following evening in
the Student Council room.
Having received this clari-

fication, the administration a-
galn recognized the student
Council as an officially con-
stituted body, and the COUKll
meeting was held as sche-
duled.

At this meeting a motion was
passed to Invite a represen-
tative or representatives of the
administration to the next re-
gularly scheduled council
meeUng to discuss the rea-
sons for the administrations-
objections to changing the
name of the organization

CARPENTERS COMING — East Tennessee State University

will present this contemporary group tomorrow, February 27,

at 8:00 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at the Student Center

for $2,50 general admlslon.

Humanities studies

curriculum planning

An experiment In student-

planned curriculum Is current-

ly being worked on in the sopho-

more humanities program.

The regular faculty-planned

class schedule for sophomore
humanities ends April 9.

From that date until the end

of the school year, topics of

study, reading material, lec-

tures, and discussions will all

be under the supervision of a

committee of sophomore stu-

dents.
Pr . lrn Read of the human-

effort to Introduce more corn-
temporary material into the
last month of the two-year hu-
manities sequence.
Read presented the plan to

Dean Wetzel, Dr. Lawson. and
the complete humanities staff
"is suggestions was readil,
accepted. *

Shortly bef0re Christmas
break, the sophomore human-
ities class elected the student
Planning committee. Bill How-
den is chairman of the com-
mittee.

Other members are Sherrie
Dale Clayton,

Clyde Holtz-

Cbeesem
Jackie

bauer, Susie Roetter, Woody-

Wilson, and Dennis Wyaru
The committee has chosen

to emphasize two general top-

ics lntheunltof study they are

planning. These topics are race

relations and the youth cul-

ture In America today.

Books to be used in study -

ing these topics are SOUL
ON ICE by Eldrldge Cleaver,

THE HOBBIT by J. R. R.
Tolkien, and YOUNG RAD-
ICALS: NOTES ON COMMIT-
TED YOUTH by Kenneth Ken-
1mm.
"Tb, commVtlcc fc, ntnt bft_
fntot the work of planning
lecture topics, lecturers, dls*
cusslons, and special presen-
tations.

Howden stated that he fesls
the commmee has worked to-
gether well. He feels that the
experiment will pr0Ve wnh.
whUe. and expressed a desire
to see the program conttnued
in following years.

Dr. Read has suggested the
students might plan an even
longer period of study In fut-
ure years. Putting this sugges-

on the success of this year's
project

.

' s

Elizabethton, Tennessee
"t and Watauga
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Administration speaks

during convocation forum

PHOTOGRAPHIC ART -

IITY PRESS-CHRONICLE
Selecl photos from the JOHNSON

*e now on display In Lower Seeger.

Pop concert series

given at Milligan
Tuesday night, the concert

ommlrtee and Student Council

ponsored the Impressions.

They were scheduled to be-

;in their performance at 8;30

jut did not begin until 9:45.

The MlUlgan girls were given

ate permission, as the show

.asted until 11:45.

Their volume rocked the

]hapel with such songs as

ITS ALRIGHT," "LET IT

3E ME", "AIN'T COT NO
riME", "AMEN", and others.

They played to a patient and

eceptlve audience. A large

>ercentage of the Milligan stu-

dent body was In attendance.

There were also quite afcw
paying visitors.

The second hall oi this se-

mester' concert series will

Include a return engagement

of the Mercy Men.
This concert, which the class

of '74 sponsored last year,

will be presented on the first

weekend that we return from
spring break.

The Mercy Men will also

be free to Milligan students and

paid for by the senior class

and Student Council.

As a continuation of the "In-

side MlUlgan" series of convo-

cations, Milligan College

President Jess W, Johnson ap-

peared along with his adminis-

trative assistant Dean C. Rob-
ert Wetzel, and Finance Secre-

tary B. J. Moore, In an ad-

ministrative forum Tuesday.

Various questions were taken

from the students as Dr. John-
son moderated the proceedings.

The first question asked con-

cerned the proposed construc-

tion ol a new field house. Ac-
cepting i h e question, Dr.

Johnson stressed that there

still existed great uncertain-

ty as to whether the building

will be constructed. He cited

that the main obstacle was
that 1.2 million dollars needs

to be secured by the middle

of April.

Dr. Johnson also related the

offer had come to MlUlgan
College via its architecture

firm. The proposed structure

Is designed by the world known

ifth annual convocation

Students attend French Lick
"Love Now; Love Eternal" was
ibe theme of Challenge Unllm-
lied's fifth annual French lick

lonvocation held at the French
Lick Sheraton Hotel. French
Lick, Indiana, on the weekend
of February 12-14.

Approximately 500 students

representing 48 colleges and

universities, attended Includ-

ing eight from Milligan, the

tbree-day Christian gathering.

.Peter Gillqulst, author of

the book LOVE IS NOW, was
the main speaker for the con-
vocation. He Is a former re-

gional director for Campus
Crusade for Christ.

Gillqulst Is now Director of

Development at Memphis State

UNIVERSITY, Memphis, Tennes
see. He actively works for

Christ while serving In his of-

ficial capacity at MSU.
Another important part of

tbe program was a presentation

entitled "Sex—Should We
Wait?" given by Dr. and Mrs.

J.C. WUlke.

Authors of several books on

sex and sex education, Dr. and

Mrs. Willke spent an hour and

a half discussing the medical
"

and psychological arguments

against premarital sex.

A series of discussion work-

shops were held on Saturday.

Most ol the workshops dealt

with contemporary Issues such

as abortion, campus unrest,

drugs, and racial Issues.

Special music for the week-

end was provided by The Pow-
er & Light Co., a group from

the Greenwood (Ind.) Christian

Church. Milligan senior Steve

Roberts has a brother In The
Power & Light Co.

Attending from Milliganwere
Avonda Harris, Jan Kersten,

Sue Ragsdale, Judy Taylor,

Paula Stacy, Anne Taylor, War-
ren Miller, and Bill Howden.
Cara Snyder, a student at Em-
manuel went with the Milligan

group.

The convocation was report

ed to be enjoyable andstimuia-
tlng by all who attended.

Ballet demonstration

presented by Sullins
On Thursday, February 18,

the Sullins College Dance De-
partment presented a lecture-

demonstration for morning
convocation.

Under the direction of Ma-
dame Valentlna Belova, the

Dance Department head at Sul-

lins College, a group of Sul-

lins* students presented an In-

teresting program showing the

different types of ballet steps

and positions.

First the students demon-
strated the ballet exercises

and Madame Belova said a

word about the art of Dance.

Then the Pas De Quatre by

Pugnl was presented. An eth-

nic dance called Hoedown was
also performed. Classical bal-

let closed the prgram with

the Fourth Movement Symphony
InC.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Famous Brands

Ladies Hose

&
Parity Hose

Great Savings

WATSON'S
Downtown Elizabethton

Professor of Engineering at

Colombia University, David

Gleger, who designed the Uni-

ted States pavilion at tbe World

Exposition in Japan.

Another question volunteered

by a student concerned Milli-

gan College's standing with

tbe Southern Accreditation

Association (SAA). Dr. Wet-

zel assured the student body

that there was no serious

threat to Milligan's accre-

ditation. However, the SAA
has requested that Milligan un-

dergo another year of self-

study. Dr. Wetzel Indicated

that the two main areas of

concern were Milligan's re-

lationship to the Emmanuel
School of Religion and the

ratio of doctorates In such

areas as mathematics and

English.

When asked about the pre-

sent situation between the

Administration and Student

Council concerning the chang-

ing of the council's name.

Dr. Wetzel referred the ques-

tion to Dr. Lawson, who then

commented, "I've been out

of town for tbe past four days

and Dr. Johnson has been for

five" and returned the ques-

tion to Dr. Wetzel. The Ac-

ademic Dean replied that it

was his understanding that an

invitation had been extended

by tbe Student Council for a

member of the Administration

to attend the councils' next

meeting to discuss the issue.

At the close of the program.

Dr. Johnson gave a short state-

ment of the Administration's

feelings towards the councils

proposed name change. Dr.

Johnson remarked that he ln-

vlssioned Milligan College as

a "fellowship'' . He stressed

that the concept of a Student

Council stems from this idea

(fellowship).

Dr. Johnson also relatedthat

for a name change to occur in

Milligan's student government

there would have to beachange

of the policies behind Milligan

College. As assurance to tbe

students. Dr. Johnson said,

"We (the administration) want

your council, but not your di-

rectives." Also he comment-
ed that the one problem of hav-

ing a student government is,

as he said, "all must eventual-

ly come through the desk of

the president."

Miss Criss

performs

in recital
Miss Sheryl Criss, Junior

music major, presented a vo-

cal recital Monday night, Feb-
ruary 22.

Miss Criss, accompanied by

Anne Taylor, performed sever-

al works and a few lighter

pieces. James Sluyier ac-

companied her on the viola

on one work by Brahms.
Miss Criss sang a work,

Bols Epais, by Lully, a piece

by Handel, Where'er You Walk,

and two songs by Strauss, Ach

Lleb, Ich Muss Mun Schelden,

and All Meln Gednken .

The Brahms piece was entitled

Gelstllches Wlegenlled.

In the second part of the re-

cital song from the Opera L'

Arleslana, II Racconto Delia

Madre; Era Un Glomo Dl

Festa Cllea was done. Also

Included were three lighter

works: Greensleeves, Sin-

ner, Please Doan' Let Dis

Harves' Pass, and Miss T.

by Kagen.

Milligan college students

now can participate in a new-
ly created federal program
called the Volunteer Teacher
Corps. In tbs program stu-

dents can volunteer to work
with disadvantaged children in

the public schools from two

to six hours per week. Tbe
Volunteer Teacher Corps will

coordinate their activities and
pay a small stipend to cover

their automobile expenses.

Students interested should

contact Bob Maynard or A. C.
Thomason, Milligan student co-

ordinators for this program

We do a 1 1 types of

printing and engraving

FOLSOM PRINTING CO., INC.
ELIZABETHTON TENNESSEE

Invitations

Programs

Letterheads

RUDY BROOKS
708 E ELK AVE
P O BOX 70

PHONE 543 2832
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Nominal Communication
The matter of ihe name for MUllgan's student representative

body has been and remains an issue over which widely varied opin-

ions are held. It is an issue whose degree of importance Is not

agreed upon. These differences of opinion over changing the

name of the organization from Student Council to Student Gov-

ernment Association appear to have created a needless con-

troversy.

We suggest, nowever, that the more real and important cause

of the controversy was a failure in communication and coopera-

tion. Willing efforts to communicate more freely and accurately

from both the administration and the student leaders could have

prevented much, if not all, of the unpleasantness which was In-

volved In the situation. Communication such as that which Is in

progress now, with the administration explaining to the entire stu-

dent organizations Its objections to the name Student Government

Association, is valuable and should have taken place much sooner.

Dr. Johnson's explanation of his position on the matter during

Tuesday's forum in convocation was much appreciated. We hope

that the Student Council likewise will be given or will take an op-

portunity to explain and discuss more fully with the administra-

tion Its reasons for wanting to take the name S. G. A.

What has taken place cannot be changed now, but It can serve

as an aid to better actions In the future. We hope that a remem-
brance of this unfortunate situation will serve as a stimulus for

open, voluntary communication in future situations which call for

cooperation among people. Better communication seldom falls to

result in better relationships.
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Spring time is almost here

and to each one of us. Its ar-

rival means something differ-

ent.

Already, the tennis balls are

leaving their pressurized cans

to become blackened, softened,

and shaved by MUllgan's racket

enthusiasts. The participants

range from Davis Cup candi-

dates to those who constantly

lose points and bails when

their shots explode over the

net, fence, and parking lot.

To some, springtime is a

good reason to climb upon a

motorcycle and churn the tran-

quil Tennessee air. Similarly,

convertible tops go down as

students hit the roads to the

beaches and hills.

We bid adieu to that last

little clump of dirty snow

and welcome the budding new
year. The birds return from
points farther south and the

transient mice leave the dor-

mitories to take up their fair-

weather homes In the fields

and barns.

Often, when we think of

springtime, we think oi" love.

Couples sigh at new births

in the animal kingdom. The
new, loving pair who met in a

snowball fight last December

European

jobs now
available
Panorama City, California,

Jobs Europe program officials

announced that they have guar-
anteed jobs available in Europe
anytime of the year for hund-

reds of young Americans 18

to 26 years of age - Summer
and year-round.

The aim of the program Is

to give young people an Inex-

pensive and unique cultural

opportunity to live In, and
learn about, Europe.

This Is the 10th anniversary

of the program. To-date five

thousand and eighty-six stu-

dents have worked In Europe
with their help.

These salaried jobs are
mostly for general help with

large ist class European
hotels. Most jobs Include board
and room. Friends can work
with, or near each other, if

they apply together.

Vice President Dr. Van der
Velde from Holland statedthat

"England and the French and
German speaking areas of

Switzerland offer the best

working, cultural, recreation-
al and leisure opportunities."

An important feature of the

program, besides the guar-
anteed job, is the fact that

participants are iree to tra-

vel where, and for as long as,

they wish after completing their

work assignment.

For free details: send a

stamped self-addressed (busi-

ness size) envelope to: JOBS
EUROPE, 13355 Caniara
Street, panorama City, Calif-

ornia 91402.

Bill Oates

are now ready to march hand

In hand to some secluded hay-

loft, forest, or creekside.

The whole thing oi this

season Is its freshness. We
have been closed up in stale

rooms all winter and now, we
can go outside, without wear-

ing ten layers of clothing. We
will begin tossing, hitting, and

running in the various sports,

as we clamor to get out of

doors and do something we had

difficulty doing In the winter.

The trees will soon be full

and the professional sleepers

will spilt their ranks and occupy

themselves in the shade or out

in the hot sun. Of course, the

latter group will endanger
themselves by allowing the sun

to beat upon them too heavily

and too much at first. These
sunworshippers will feel the

pain of the early spring, but

will be on their way to a bronze-

skinned summer.
For the student, it is an easy

time to endure, but a hard

time to discipline himself.

How many times has the stu-

dent left for the hills or lakes

with an armload of books and

returned having had a good
nap? The only time the books

were opened was to press a

leaf or squash a bug. No mat-
ter bow hard we try to study

in such a satisfying condition,

we ore satisfied too much and
ignore our original intentions.

It must be a busy time for

the student. He Is nearing the

end oi the school yearandwhe-
ther he is a freshman or sen-

ior or any of those lost in

between, he must decide how
he Is going to arrange his sum-
mer.

For a few. Uncle Sam will

volunteer their service. For
most of the students, working

will be In demand, whether

It lasts three months or until

age 65. Some will keep the con-
tinuity of schooling and ac-

tually study In the hotter mon-
ths. And finally, the most
enviable group, the loafers,

will be financially able to loll

tbe entire summer. This last

group is any exclusive minor-
ity.

Love is meant for spring-

time. Someone said that in

• 'springtime, a young man's
fancy turns to love." Another
poet hints to the ladies to "ga-
ther ye rosebuds while ye may
..." Both men recognizing
that spring Is a beautiful op-
portunity In which a long last-

ing love might culminate. One
man allows the initiative to

the male. The other says that

the ladies will not be young
forever so they must play the

baiting game. Thus, beauty,

humor, gossip, match making,

are the qualities of human lov-

ing In the spring.

Spring Is an optimistic time
of the year. Begin fresh this

spring.

The
Dean's Corner

Dean C. Robert Wetzel

FOUDATlON COURSES

All Mllllgan students pursuing a degree program are required
to take a common core of liberal arts courses. Some of these
foundation course requirements are specified by name and num-
ber such as Bible 123-3 and Humanities 101-2. Other require-
ments simply specify a number of hours in a particular discipline.

Occasionally there are some confusions as to what courses will
satisfy the foundation course requirements. Perhaps It will be help-
ful to mention some of the more common misunderstandings.

1. Students who have entered Milllgan College since the Fall
of 1968 have no mathematics requirement for graduation except
as may be specified by the requirements of a particular major.
Students certifying to teach do have a mathematics requirement.

2. A studentmay elect to take six hours of sociology to satisfy
the foundation course requirements for social studies. Although
Educational Sociology and Social Psychology can be applied to a

sociology minor they do not satisfy the foundation course re-
quirements for social studies.

3. Students pursuing a degree program which as a foreign
language requirement must complete two years of college level
courses In a particular language. (1) If a student has had two or
more years of language study in high school he may enter the in-
termediate level in Mllllgan. Hence six hours of intermediate lan-
guage fulfills the requirement. If a student has had two or more
years of language in high school but does not feel prepared to enter
intermediate level work In college he may enroll for beginning level
work on a non-credit basis. (2) If a student has taken only one year
or no foreign language in high school he may enter beginning level
courses In Mllllgan on a credit basis. (3) a student who has taken
two or more years of language in high school but want to start
a different language in college will enter the beginning level course
on a credit basis.

Perhaps there are other questions similar to the above that
readers of the STAMPEDE would like to ask. I would be happy
to answer such questions in subsequent Issues.
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Concerned pre-meds
seek social reform

Once upon a time in a far

away land there was a small

kingdom called Cadre. The
Kingdom of Cadre was uni-

que, for there was no other

kingdom quite like it in all the

land. Though Cadre would ap-

pear to look like many other

kingdoms, there was indeed

something very mystical in

Cadre.

The ruler of Cadre was a

king, who had been elected to

his sovereign post by a group

of electors, who themselves

were from different lands.

The king was a Jolly little

man, who liked to laugh at

his own Jokes, but who also

was quite concerned about

the affairs of his kingdom.

Though there were many
people in the king's court,

there were two people that

the king trusted more than

the rest in helping to run the

affairs of Cadre. They were
the prime minister and the

court Jester. It was the prime
minister's duty to see that

the daily routine of the king-

dom ran smoothly. The court

Jester was to do his best to

keep everyone happy, which

at times was a most difficult

task for the jester.

The main export of Cadre
was buflaloes; not new buff-

aloes, but rebuilt buffaloes.

Cadre did by no means man-
ufacture buffaloes, but rather

it remolded the already ex-

isting creatures. For the King-

dom of Cadre considered in

its purpose to take the buf-

faloes from other lands and to

remake them into Cadrean buf-

faloes.

Cadre had for this purpose

a machine that possessed
strange mystical powers. A
buffalo could not, however, be

remolded by merely being run

through the machine just

once. A buffalo must be run

through the machine many
times before the officials of

Cadre considered the buffalo

ready to be exported.

While a buffalo was being

remolded, it was kept un-

der close surveillance by the

Cadreans to make sure It did

not have a regressing influ-

ence upon the rest of the herd.

If any buffalo did deviate from
the norms of the Cadreans,

that buffalo was quickly pun-

ished and sent from the land

of Cadre, possibly never to

return. Even buffaloes that

showed little promise of be-
ing transformed Into Cadrean
buffaloes were deported from
the land.

By such means the officials

of Cadre were able to limit

the number and "quality" of

the buffaloes that were pro-
duced Production went along

fine for a number of years,

until one day the king of Ca-
dre noticed that there was a

sharp decline in the number
of finished buflaloes that Ca-
dre was exporting to the rest

of the lands. Alarmed at such
a problem, the king called in

his prime minister and court

jester to see what they thought

of the situation.

The prime minister felt that

there was no need to worry
about the situation. He main-
tained that good buffaloes were
hard to come by, and that all

Columbus, Ohio — (I.P) —
In a new report on U. S. col-

lege and university enrollment
trends. Dr. Ronald B. Thomp-
son, executive dean for stu-
dent statistical services at Ohio
State University, foresees an
approximate 85 per cent in-

crease in overall enrollments
in the next 12 years,

Thompson's conclusions are
contained In a study conduct-
ed for the American Associa-
tion of Collegiate Registrars
and Admission Officers.

GIVE...
so more
will live

HEAR'
FUND

"While currently a little ov-
er 8,000.000 students are at-

tending our colleges and uni-

versities in the UnitedStates,"

Thompson reported, ' 'it Is esti-

mated that this number will

increase to almost 14,000,000

by 1982. a rise of approxi-

mately 85 per cent In the next

12 years.

The trends are based upon
the number of births in the

U. S. and number of these

people going on to college. A
peak In college entrance is ex-
pected In 1975—18 years after

the peak birth year of 1957.

In the past 19 years the

percentage of high school

graduates going on to col-

leges and universities rose
from approximately 43percent
to 66 per cent, he said.

Thompson pointed out that

although the trend has been

consistent for 19 years, the

most dramatic shift has oc-
curred in the past 10 years.

"Enrollments In higher edu-
cation institutions In the Unit-

ed States have doubled In the

past eight years and tripled

in the past 15 years," he said.

the king should do Is sit back

and wait until good times were

once again in the land.

The court jester, not want-

ing to displease anyone, espec-

ially the king, said that the

decline in the number of buf-

faloes was not due to lack of

buffaloes coming to Cadre, but

rather was due to the increas-

ing number of disenchanted

buffaloes that ran away from

Cadre. The court jester felt

that the king, and all of Cadre

should take measures to con-

serve the buffaloes which were

already in Cadre.

Everyone, Including the king

laughed at what the Jester had

to say; for are not court jes-

ters payed to say things that

are to amuse people. The sound

of the laughter greatly hurt

the little jester, and he shrank

into a corner never to be heard

from again.

As for the Kingdom of Cadre
the king took the prime minis-

ter's advice and merely sat

back and waited for Cadre's

problem to pass. Though many
new buffaloes came to Cadre,

they never stayed very long

and soon moved on to lands

which offered more of what
the buffaloes were looking for.

So it came to pass, that Ca-
dre never grew to become the

powerful and Important king-

dom which it might have, if

only the people had listened

to the jester.

The ending of this tale is

sad, but even sadder is the fact

that people do not examine
what other people have to say,

especially when It is not what
they want to hear.

Yellow Springs, Ohio -

(l.P.) - During a strike meet-

ing at Antloch College last

spring, some students were

urging that the college close

until the Vietnam war ended.

But Odell Owens, a black

pre-medlcal student, rose to

say, "You may want to close

the place down and sit the war
out, but 1 have work to do."

He asked anyone interested In

"radicalizing" health care In

the country to meet with him.

Some 40 people turned out,

including Eric Somberg, now

a senior and co-leader with

Owens of what became a group

called Concerned Pre-Meds.
The Concerned Pre-Medsdon't
want Just to get more Antloch

students into medical schools.

They want to get "more so-

cially aware students into med-
ical school." Owens and Som-
berg realized that "once you

get into med school, you must

spend all your time studying

medicine."

So they started an Informal

program, which the newformal
study center in the college's

Science Institute will now pick

up, refine and continue, that

includes opportunities for stu-

dents to look at the social

application of medicine.

"The Concerned Pre-
Meds," Owens explained,

"Consist of men and women,
black and white, rich and poor

students who sec themselves

as possible agents of social

change."

Aware, however, that "If you

are going to be radical you

must be competent," the

group decided "we must arm
ourselves with facts, not rhe-

toric, have a strong science

background integrated with the

social side of medicine, and

have work experiences while

In college at hospitals, lab-

oratories, and in social set-

tings."

"To prepare ourselves for

changes we want to make in

the health field when we are

doctors," Somberg said, the

Concerned Pre-Meds are

bringing In speakers who are

working to eradicate some of

the Inadequacies of the coun-

try':; health care system.

Recent visitors Include Vicky

Cooper of the Health Policy

Advisory Center, Dr. Queniln

Young of the Medical Commit-
tee for Human Rights.

College officials here point

out that the newly-designated

study center comes at a time

when the nation has an urgent

need for many more doctors.

Calls to meet this need by dra-

matically Increasing the num-
ber of doctors trained by med-
ical schools were made re-

cently by the Carnegie Com-
mission and the Association of

American Medical Colleges

(AAMC) following national sur-

veys.

Carnegie recommends a 2%
Increase In medical school

entrants within the decade.

AAMC recommends that the

country's 109 medical schools

increase their fall entering

classes by at least 15 students.

Pre-meds, like all Antioch-

ians, must regularly alternate

on-campus study with off-cam-

pus work. Students are urged
to do their best on Jobs to

keep them available for their

ieilow pre-meds back on cam-
pus who want "a shot" at a

good working-learning situa-

tion when the two groups trade

places."

Enrollment increase r

foreseen in future
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30% above last year

Enlistment reaches high
It Is no secret that many of

the nation's colleges and uni-

versities are struggling. While

college administrators are

finding a lessening amount ol

financial support students are

becoming more uncomfortable

under the strain of campus and

economic problems. These

facts tend to make the Job of

the 1971 college recruiter a

rather difficult one Indeed.

Even so, Mllllgan's Director

of Student Enlistment, Beauford

Deaton, reports that the num-
ber of applications received

this year is about 30% higher

than the number of applications

received by the same time last

year. This Is especially signi-

ficant in light of the fact that

last year's applications total-

ed the largest such number In

Mllllgan's history.

This apparent paradox is,

for the most part, the result

of a varied yet vigorous en-

listment program whtcb year-

ly contacts thousands of pro-

spective students.

As Director of the Student

Enlistment program at Mll-

ligan. "Bo" Deaton is a tire-

less traveler and worker who
believes in a highly personal

form of recruitment. He states

that "people can read the sta-

tistics anywhere, but we want

to show them the love and

warmth of Mllllgan College."

When Bo says "we" he means
the Mllllgan students involved

in the recruitment program. A-
mong these students are the

"Soul Seekers", composed of

Barbi Flshback, Stephanie

Buchanan, Barb Kester, Roy

Mason, and Rick Wright. During

the first semester the "Soul

Seekers" traveled to Indiana,

Maryland, Georgia, Illinois,

Florida, Tennessee, and Ohio

presenting their Christian-

oriented recruiting programs

in several different churches.

They entitle their 50-mlnute

program, "Love Is".

Six other students. Chip Fow-
ler, pat McColpin, Karen Haw-
ley, Brent Hume, Becky Hayes,

and Priscillo Wilklns, have

created a simlllar group call-

ed the "Christian Contrast."

In Bo's own travels he has

often had the assistance of two

talented students, Jim Byerly

and Rocky Laha. These trips

usually include an appearance

at a weekend youth rally, a part

In the Sunday morning and/or

Sunday evening worship ser-

vice, and a Monday appear-

ance at the local school.

In addition to these recruit-

I ... fe5' llovul Printing ( miipunv </?

h
tl |>1

•WIJ Unroll.)' SlMfl

JitliiMin Cily.TMiitrar

fy)*rfffii$^$&>$g&&

Milligan College Students are

invited to have material printed

Tlinatnff/y Titeh. Otuititd Gmffortny uu/A lA* mail

myuitit* papurt oak) arorJtmwuAjp yvu couldwuh /or

ment Journies, president Jess

Johnson and Presidential As-
sistant Dr. Roy Lawson have

traveled to area and out-of-

state churches to preach near-

ly every Sunday. From a musi-

cal viewpoint the MllllganCholr

Is often involved in the same
type of work, and their exten-

sive spring and summer tours

bring them in contact with many
Christian Churches across the

nation. Furthermore, Bo Dea-
ton, Coach Phil Worrell

and Coach HaroldStout were in-

volved in an Intensive summer-
camp recruitment program that

reached some 24 camps this

past summer.
All of this church-oriented

recruitment has had a notice-

able effect on the composition

of the Mllllgan student body.

Last semester, students com-
ing to Mllllgan from the Chris-

tian Church comprised 75.5%
of the student body, the highest

such percentage in the schools

history.

However, the results of this

vigorous and successful en-

listment program have not

caused the college recruiters

to become complacent. To the

contrary, new and energetic

approaches are being develop-

ed even now. Bo Deaton re-

cently made a record, "Who
Cares," the proceeds of which

go entirely to MUllgan.

Through this record. Bo hopes

to musically present the value

of a Christian education at Mll-

llgan College.

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

PIPER'S

COKE
S L

SPRITE
15c 25c

GRAPE

ORANGE

ROAST BEEF 79c

79c

59C

89c

25c

18 C

27c

5c

HAM ON RYE

BARBECUE

REUBEN

FRENCH FRIES

SLAW

(COBBLER

PICKLE

COFFEE MC

MILK I5C

308 N. BROADWAY
Corner of Broadway & Fairview

UPCOMING PLAY -- These aspiring young actors and actress-

es look interested in Denny Denniston (but who doesn't?).

Mars Hill Students

Spearhead Campaign
(Reprinted from: Johnson City
Press - Chronicle, Wednesday
Evening, February 17, 1971)
MARS HILL, N.C. -- Mars

Hill College students are

spearheading a petition cam-
paign calling for state aid to

North Carolina students which

would "equalize" tuition costs

among the 28 public univer-

sities and community colleges

and the 41 private junior and

senior colleges in the state.

Student body president,

Danny Ray of Waynesvllle,

N. C, said Friday he was

asking the student government

associations of the state's pri-

vate colleges to solicit signa-

tures from students, faculty,

trustees and community peo-

ple. When collected, the peti-

tions are to be presented to

their area's delegates at the

General Assembly.

Last week the student sen-

ate here endorsed unanimous-

ly the tuition equalization plan

and began circulating petitions.

Ray will lead a group of stu-

dents to Raleigh. N. C., next

month and give the petitions

to the western North Caro-
lina delegates.

The Assembly is expected to

receive a bill In March call-

ing for a statewide student aid

program which would vary the

aid on factors of cost of col-

lege attended and the need of

the individual student. To
equalize the tuition, students

at private colleges, where tui-

tion runs an average of S£Q0

above public colleges, would

be given grants equal to the

difference between the tuition

at their schools and that of

comparable public institutions.

Such a plan, Ray said,

would allow students to free-

ly choose among the colleges

in the state without regard
to financial costs and, at the

same time, prevent overex-
pandlng public college facil-

ities. "Rather than continue
building and adding on to huge
and, often, impersonal univer-
sities," Ray said, "why not

spread students around to all

schools, public and private."

Ralph m. Tipton

DivrsiON service: station

Hood Tires & Tubes

Corner Roan & Division

COMING SOON
To your Student Union

Wilum
The SUB will soon be totryingon
extensive line of Wilton tennis

equipment including rackets-both

metal and wooden,tennis balls,

presses, & covers,any item or

model not in stock can be
ordered





AAilligan's cagers finish

best season in 20 years
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Mllllgan College has just

completed Its most success-

ful basketball season in more
than 20 years with a 16-18

record.

The brilliant career of Toon-

ie Cash endedwith Wednesday's

tournament game against Lin-

coln Memorial University.

Cash scored 13 points In the

game and totaled 2,989 points

In four seasons, and is by

far the leading scorer in Mll-

llgan College history.

Toonle Cash Day was ob-

served February 13 during

halftlme of the Milligan-Car-

son Newman game. Toonle's

uniform number 30 was per-

manently retired. Toonie cele-

brated his day with 37 points

against Carson-Newman.

The sparkling play of Mark
Berg, Toonie Cash, and Don
Threlkeld provided Mllllgan

fans with the greatest thrills,

in recent years. The hard

work and Improvement of Scott

McClarren and Roy Wright

must be rated.

We express our appreciation

also for the hard work oi Ter-
ry Owens, Dale Clayton, Ed
Purdy, Truman Bell, Gary
Glass, and Larry Wockenfuss.

Coach Phil Worrell deserves

much credit for his hard work
at putting together a solid and

exciting basketball team.

LMU edged Mllllgan 93-90

in the Eastern Division play-

off at Harrogate February 17.

The Buffs never led, but car-

ried the fight to the Railspllt-

ters all the way. The Buffs were

hampered because Scott Mc-
Clarren was chargedwith three

personal fouls in the first four

and a half minutes of play.

LMU built up an eleven point

lead, but the Buffs shaved the

lead to 44-41 at halftime. LMU
then ran off eight straight

points in the first two minutes

of the second half, to take a

52-41 lead. They Increased the

lead to fifteen points with ap-

proximately twelve minutes re-
maining. The Buffs came
storming back and cut the lead

to two with a little over a

minute remaining.

LMU hit 41 of 92 from the

field for 45% while Mllllgan

connected on 32 of 78 for 41%.

The Buffs hit on 26 of 35

from the foul line while LMU
hit on 11 of 18. LMU out re-

bounded Mllllgan 53-41.

Don Threlkeld topped all

scores with 33 points follow-

ed by Mark Berg with 24, and

Toonie Cash and Roy Wright

with 13 each. Rick Trivett led

LMU with 23 followed by Hugh
Everett with 16, jerry Loftlce

with 15 and Randy Scott with

14.

Mllllgan defeated Tennessee
Wesleyan 81-74 at Athens Feb-
ruary IS In the opening round

of the Volunteer State Athletic

Conference Eastern Division

tournament. The Bulldogs led

all the way until the Buffs

captured the lead with 3:40

to go.

Mllllgan was nursing a one

point lead with one minute re-

maining when Wesleyan was
forced to foul. Toonie Cash
paced Mllllgan with 33 points

followed by Don Threlkeld
with 21 and Mark Berg with

17.

Perdy paced Wesleyan with

24 followed by Vernon with

15 and Thornton with 12. The
Buffs turned in a great de-
fensive job on all-VSAC Don-
ald Dodgen, holding him tonine

points.

Carson-Newman edged Mll-

llgan 106-104 In a real tight

game at Happy Valley Febru-
ary 13, The Eagles led by as

much as sixteen points late

In the first half. A late Buff

surge trimmed the lead to 61-

54 at the half.

The Buffs kept coming back
and trimmed the lead to one
point In the last minute. With
seven seconds remaining, Don
Threlkeld brought the ball up-
court. He was fouled from
behind and awarded only one
shot despite the fact that it

was a part of the Eagle stra-

tegy to prevent Mllllgan from

South Roan Pharmocy,lnc

Total line of

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Checks Cashed

OPEN TILL 9PM DAILY
Wo deliver to Milligan FREE

Sooth Roan ot Walnut Phone 928-0118

Wm support MiUigan so please support us.

tying the game.

The foul apparently was not

considered Intentional by the

officials which would have re-

sulted in two shots. Toonie

Cash led all scores with 37

followed by Mark Berg with

32 and Don Threlkeld with 19.

Ogan paced Carson-Newman
with 34 followed by Wyati with

29, Morton with 21, and Cle-

ment with 14.

Mark Berg and Toonie Cash

have been named to the first

team All-VSAC squad. Other

members Include Ballard Lee

of King, Donald Dodgen oi Ten-
nessee Wesleyan, and Rick

Trivett of LMU.
Mark Berg led the Buffs In

scoring, setting a new single

season scoring record of 884
points. Toonie Cash was se-
cond with 882 points. Don
Threlkeld and Mark Berg have
been selected co-captains for

next year.

MILUGAN BUFFS — The baskeiDail team enoea us exciting

season with a 16-18 record, the best in 20 years.

% 3>ALE 1
KEITH'S NEW YORK OUTLET

\ Betvetn Jiffy Market and 1 Hour Martin. ling

K^U, A Mon.-TrSros. 9 AM-8 PM

£ Friday 9 AM-° PM

Sat jrday 9 AM-6 PM

LADIES'

SLACKS
Valum to $12.00

LADIES'

PANT
SUITS

LADIES'

DRESSES

$295 $£50 $095

LADIES' GIRLS' GIRLS'

BLOUSES
DRESSES

Perma-Preji

DRESSES
Bonded Knit

SI 90 $100
& Polyester

SI 90

When Kei—thSays SALE He 1flea ns SALE!
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Rohrbaugh to represent Mi 1 1 igan

T.U.S.G.A. MeetsTomorrow

ALL-VSAC — Toanie Cash completed a brilliant career In

college basketball with 37 pts. in the last home game with CarsoD-

Newman-

When the conference of the

Tennessee Universities Student

Government Associations (T.U.

S. G. A.) convenes in Cleve-
land, Tennessee, tomorrow
morning, John Rohrbaugh,

President of Student Council,

will be representing MUllgan
College at the session.

Since the Student Council Is

a charter member of T.U.

S.G.A., It has the right to vot-

ing membership at all organ-

ization meetings. T.U.S.G.A.
Itself Is the state chapter of

Southern Universities Student

Government Association (S.U.

S.G.A.) of which the Student

Council Is also a member.
Most of the responsibility of

the T.U.S.G.A conference Is to

provide a forum In which the

student leadership of member
colleges and universities can
meet together in workshops to

share common problems on
their campuses and to sug-

gest reasc- <le and work-
able solutions.

i.L'.S.G.A. President Roger
Gramling is scheduled to ad-

dress the Saturday afternoon

session. A formal banquet is

scheduled for the evening.

T.U.S.G.A. Is also the or-

ganization which only a few

weeks ago In Nashville spon-

sored the Tennessee Inter-

collegiate State Legislature

(T.LS.L.) at which Student

Council Vice President Jim
Mounts was able to represent

MUllgan In the House of Re-
presentatives

Experiment With Mice

Studies Overcrowding

ELIZABETHTON PRINTING CORP.

Printers of College, Highschool papers,

and all kind of Circulars.

A cross discipline study Is

being conducted this semester
by the psychology, sociology.

and biology departments to

investigate the effects of over-

crowding on voluntary consum-
ption of drugs in white mice.

According to previous stu-

dies, four is the optimum num-
ber of mice per cage.Themlce
were randomly selected and

distributed into 12 cages in

the quantities of two, four, and

eight.

In each cage access was made
to water. In some of the cages

there was also access to bar-

biturates; some had access to

met amphetamines and others

bad both. Anything consumed
would be on a voluntary basis.

At this stage it is too early

to see any results or make
any conclusions. Hopefully,

conclusions will be reached

in the areas of sociology, bio-

logy and psychology of a sign-

ificant nature.

This experiment la being

conducted in the balcony of

the old auditorium, and is be-

ing assisted by Bonnie Carl-

son, Margaret Roth. Smith Bol-

jac and Dave Llndeman. Any
interested students are invited

to view the proceedings at that

place.

Placement

folder
Mr. Price reminds all pre-

sent seniors, who have not yet

turned in their placement fold-

ers, to do so as soon as pos-
sible.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILLIGAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

.Start your free checking account

at Milligan -Pinecrest Branch

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

NOW
OPEN

CARTER COUNTYBANK
MMn onto* OOl Elb * i -a i

8r»ncf>»l - '
' »- m,' K. .1 . '
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Gwaltney to read paper

for twenty - third AAR
The program of the twenty-

third annual meeting of The

American Academy of Relig-

ion, Southeastern Section, a na-

tional society of teachers of

religion, will include the read-

ing of a paper by a Milligan

professor.

Dr. William C. Gwaltney,

Jr., Chairman of the Area of

Humane Learning, will pre-

sent his paper to the meeting

next Friday, March 19. The
two-day meeting will be held on

the campus of the University

of Tennessee.

Dr. Gwaltney'spaper is one of

three which will be presented

on the topic of Biblical litera-

ture. The title of the paper Is

"Footnote on Babylonian Coun-

terparts to Israelite Prop-
hecy."

Cwaltney's paper is based

on the Myth of Irra. Dr. Gwalt-
ney describes this text as a

mythological explanation of the

Assyrian destruction of Baby-
lon In 689 B. C.
The lrra myth, according to

Gwaltney, Is the same type of

literature as the prophetic book
of the Old Testament. The
paper supports the idea that

literary prophecy was develop-
ing in the eastern Fertile Cres-
cent at the same time it did

in Israel.

The Myth of Irra has not

yet been published in English,

so Dr. Gwaltney translated it

Into English before he began
work on the paper itself. In

translating the myth, he work-

ed from the original Assyrian

text and a German translation.

A 1 1 members of the

Academy's Southeastern Sec-

tion were Invited to submit

abstracts of papers for pos-

sible inclusion in the program

of the meeting. A program com-
mittee then chose the papers

which will be read.

The lrra paper is the first

which Dr. Gwaltney has sub-

mitted for inclusion In a meet-

ing of this sort. He was pleas-

antly surprised to learn that

it had been accepted.

Although this Is the first

paper Dr. Gwaltney has sub-

mined, he has conducted re-

search on a small scale ever

since he left graduate school.

He sees no cleavage between

teaching and research. Gwalt-

ney believes that without re-

search, a teacher loses sight

of his discipline.

Dr. Gwaltney has submitted

the abstract of another paper

which he hopes to read at

the national meeting of

the American Academy of Re-

ligion in October. He has not

yet heard, however, whether or

not this paper has been ac-

cepted.

Dr. Gwaltney has just re-
ceived word that another paper
which he submitted to the pro-
gram committee of the AAR's
annual national meeting has

been accepted. He will read

this" paper at the meeting in

CHECKING ACCOUNTS — Conscientiously working, Mr. B. J.Moore checks over books and takes care of the financial aspects
of running the uollege. Hisdudesarewidely deverslfied and keeping
the students abreast of college income and expenditures Is part of
his service. Sarah Smith is one of several people who assist
Mr. Moore In his work. (See article on Page S).

Atlanta next October.

The title of the paper for

the national meeting is "Nu-
blg Women in the AdadCult."

It will be included in the por-

tion of the program devoted

to the relationship between re-

ligion and social studies.
CWALTNEY LECTURES — This distinguished professor has been

accepted by the AAR to read his paper on Biblical literature.

Student Council news

Election date announced
president of the Student

Council, John Rohrbaugh, has

announced the date of March
31 as the day in which the

race for Executive Council of-

fices begins.

Candidates for the offices

of president, vice president,

secretary, and treasurer of

Student Council will be pick-

ing up their petitions for the

campaign in the Student Council

room that Wednesday night at

7:00.

Candidates for the offices of

class representatives (male

and female) should anticipate

the evening of April 14 as the

time to receive their petitions

for Student Council positions.

Rohrbaugh stated the reason

for advanced notice is to per-

mit prospective candidates an

opportunity to begin planning

their campaign and platform

statement.

Elections for the Executive

Council will be held on April

Applications invited

for '7l-'72 editors

Applications for editorship of

next year's BUFFALO and

STAMPEDE should be submit-

ted to Dr. John Morrison,
chairman of the Publications

Committee, by April 9.

Letters -should state the ap-

plicant's qualifications, exper-
ience, and interest. The ap-

plications will be considered

by the Publications Board, and

the editors will be selected on

April 12.

Faculty members of this

year's Publications Board are

Dr. Morrison, chairman, Dr.

Richard Phillips, and Mr. How-
ard Lamon. Student members
are Susie Roetter, Freda Mc-
Afee, and Ozell Ward.
These members work togeth-

er in an effort to fulfill the

function of the board which is

to assure continuity for the two

student publications and to ace

in an advisory capacity to them.

The boardis derivedfrom the

Publications Committee which

is a standing committee ap-

pointed by the president of the

college for supervising all

college publications. Members
of this committee include Dr.

Eddie Leach and Miss Hazel

Turbevtlle as well as the facul-

ty board members. Bill Howden
and Mark Webb serve as stu-

dent members of the commit-
tee.

Mercy Men
will perform

on April 2

The Mercy Men will return

to Milligan to present a con-
cert on April 2, In Upper See-
ger. From Lexington, Kentucky,

this group specializes in rock

and soul, with a sound similar

to that of Chicago.

The eight members include

Ricky lllman and Tim Mound-
ford, who play the trumpet
and who give the band the brass

sound for which it is noted.

They have played for many
parties, dances, and concerts,

including last year's concert

sponsored by the class of 1973.

This year, the senior class,
along with the concert com-
mittee of Student Council, will

present this performance free
to the student body.

14; elections for the class re-

presentatives on the Legisla-

tive Council will be held on

April 28.

Council representatives Bill

Oates and Jon Smith are work-
ing in coordination with Stu-

dent Union managerTomStokes
to sponsor a second "nickel

night" at. the S.U.B. Reduc-
ed prices on refreshments and
a special "feature flick" from
the old days will highlight the

evening.

Oates is also in the process
of planning a "Special Movie"
night. His hopes are that a
first run movie can be ob-
tained towhicb the student body,

faculty, and administration can
have free admissions. "Good-
bye Columbus," "Butch Cas-
sidy," and "They Shoot Hor-
ses" are several of the mo-
tion pictures under consider-
ation.

The Executive Council of the

Student Council has suggested
entertainment even for which
faculty members are inveigled

to provide desserts for the

students and to plan and exe-
cute an evening of music and
skits. Council representative

Dan Steucher, who also serves
on the faculty social commit-
tee, has volunteered to kindly

suggest the idea to the other
committee members.
Assuming his success. Coun-

cil has expressed interest in

continuing planning for the event
as well as cover the cost of

ice cream and other refresh-
ments.

Milligan Collegewas sadden-

ed and shocked at the death of

Mr. Don Greene who served

the college as cafeteria man-
ager for more than three years.

Mr. Greene did much to im-
prove our cafeteria, and bis

contributions to the school have

been must appreciated. We ex-

tend our deepest sympathy to

his family.
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BOOK HUNTING ~ It's getting easier to locate volumes In the

P. H. Welshlmer Library as recatalogulng to Library of Congress

system continues.

Bouwsma to lecture

on philosophy topics
On April 1 and 2, the philo-

sophy Department ol East Ten-

nessee State University andthe

Philosophy Club ol Milligan

College will present a series

ol philosophy lectures by the

prominent O. K. Bouwsma.
Dr. Bouwsma, a very fam-

ous lecturer and philosopher,

will speak In convocation on

April i on the subject ol mir-

acles. At 1:30 that afternoon

he will address Dr. C. Robert

Wetzel's philosophy seminar,

which will be open to all In-

terested persons.

That evening. Dr. Bouwsma
will present a public lecrure

at 8:00 p.m. at East Tennessee
State University. The title of

this lecture Is "Samuel Johnson
and The Stone: A Comment on

the Philosophy ol Berkeley."

Friday April 2, Dr. Bouwsma
will meet with several philo-

sophy classes at East Tennes-

see State Unlversity.That even-

ing, he will speak at a dinner

in Sutton annex concerning ' "Re-

flections on Wittglnsteln."

Both faculty and students of the

philosophy departments of East

Tennessee State University and

Milligan are Invited.

Dr. Bouwsma Is currently

a Professor of Philosophy at

the University of Texas. He
has also written a book en-

titled PHILOSOPHICAL ES-

SAYS. (This book Is now on

reserve in the P. H. Wel-
shlmer Library for any In-

terested person.)

Dr. Bouswma was also dis-

tinguished as president of the

Western Division of the Amer-
ican Philosophical Associa-

tion. After speaking at East

Tennessee State University and

Milligan College, Dr. Bouwsma
will lecture at Temple Univer-

sity and Yale University.

inJOHNSON CITY

«he|R£f*sGO is

A
L_--ftJSfe

CMJ&t^
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

403 S. Roan St. Phone 9264107

iohnson City, Tennessee 37601

'Upper tasf Tennessee's loading Stationers

and Office Outfitters"

Improvements underway
now for AAilligan's library

Plans for future expansion

and for solving current pro-

blems In the Milligan library

were disclosed recently by

head librarian, John Neih.

Mr. Neth noted last week

that the Southern Association

of Colleges and Secondary

Schools had set a figure of

60,000 as the number of books

that the library should have

in its collection. That figure

will be reached and surpass-

ed in the next two months.

This Influx of books is being

made possible by the acces-

sion of previously unacces-

slble collections within the lib-

rary and from Its continued

purchasing of new material.

When asked about the pre-

sent book budget, Mr. Neth

stated that the library will

spend 515,000 on new books

this year alone. The books to

be purrhascd came from fac-

ulty requests, student sugges-

tions, and other recommenda-
tions.

Since 1968, all new books

added to the library's col-

lection have been catalogued

under the Library of Con-

gress system. To these have

been added 2500 volumes

which have been recatalogued

from the Dewey system. The
changeover of books from one

system to the other will be

accomplished by removing

books from circulation when

processing or repair is neces-

sary.

Mr. Neth pointed out that

with the installation of carpet-

ing by the charge desk, noise

has been cut down and that the

rearrangement of furniture has

proven to be more conduslve

to study. He Is pleased with

the student's attitude and co-

operation with regard to lib-

rary regulations.

However, the one pressing

problem involving the student

is the abuse by some of the

priv Hedge of overnight loan

of reserve materials.

At present there Is only one

full-time qualified librarian,

Mr. Neth, while there should

be at least two. {One for the

loan area and one for the re-

ference area.) Since Mrs. Mary
Archer left the staff last year.

there Is no longer a full time

cataloguer. Milligan Is look-

ing for qualified persons to fill

these positions.

The different academic
areas, the library committee,

and the llbrarlanare now work-
ing to correct the Imbalance of

periodical materials In thellb-

rary. This will greatly aid the

students by supplying current

supplemental materials for

their studies.

With regard to expansion of

the present facility, some shelf

space will be added when the

Emmanual School of Religion

library is eventually moved to

their new building at some
future date. There Is also a plan

for the addition of a stack

area to the present building

in the president's timetable

for development.

Progress continues

on science building
An intensive drive to reach

the remaining $700,000 needed

for the Science Building is

being made by members of

the Milligan administration.

President Jess Johnson has

established the Milligan Col-

lege President's Club, an or-

ganization of men and women
who contribute a thousand dol-

lars or more to the operation

of the college.

This month. President Club

banguets are being held in

Louisville, Cincinnati, Canton,

and Central Florida. In April,

a banquet is scheduled for Los

Angeles, and Portland will host

one in May.
At the banquets, members

are presented with an engrav-

ed plaque of appreciation. They
will receive further recogni-

tion In the 1971 President's

Report.

Another phase of the fund

raising campaign was inltated

In January when a special ap-

peal was made to the churches

of Milligan students. In Feb-

ruary, parents of all students

received letters requesting do-

nations, and during March,

all alumni will be asked for

pledges.

The construction of the

science building Is slightly be-

hind schedule. This is due In

part to the state of theeconomy,

the Inclement weatherthis win-

ter, and our non-existent de-

velopmental stall which forces

our administrators to double

in their occupations.

Mr. Albert Meredith, super-

division service: station
WASHING a GREASING

Hood Tires & Tubes

Corner Roan & Division

visor for theCllck Construction

Co. of Ellzabethton, estimates

that the project Is 33 per cent

complete. All external walls

and wall divisions for rooms
have been completed on the

ground floor, and concrete for

the main floor has been fully

poured.

The walls for the auditorium

pod are complete to height

and after capping will be ready

for celling and roofing.

When finished, the million-

dollar edifice will include a

300-seai lecture hall, five 24-

statlon labs, two 30-student

classrooms, storage areas,

faculty offices, reception area

and reference library In a total

area of 23,785 square feet.

Anne Taylor

plans recital

for April 12
Miss Anne Taylor will pre-

sent a piano recital on April

12 in Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Included In the program will

be a PARTITA by J. S. Bach,

a Sonata by Mozart, a Chopin

Scherzo, and additional works

by Brahms and Bartok.

Miss Taylor, an advanced

student of Professor John A.

Dowd, Is in her third year

of study as a music major

at Milligan.

The recital Is scheduled to

begin at 8:00 p.m. A recep-

tion in Lower Seeger Auditor-

ium will follow the perfor-

WILSON

PHARMACY

608 W. Walnut St.

Johnson City

OF AMERiCA
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Plans for future

Science program expands
plans have been laid for fut-

ure work as well as present

development In the science area

atMilligan.

Dr. Eddie Leach reports that

some new equipment has re-

cently been donated and pur-

chased for the science area.

An Incubator, a glassware

washer, and a steriliser have

been added.

Dr. Leach is continuing his

research work, begun last year,

on an anti-bacterial agent which

Is derived from the formula

for Chloroseptlc. He is working

at present on testing for sen-

sitivity and toxicity.

He stales that one of the

recent developments Is that

the formula appears to be spor-

ocidal. There is a possibility

that the substance may be used

In the treatment of severe

burns because it will protect

the healing tissue from bacter-

ial infection.

The science staff is start-

ing a program in the area high

schools to recruit qualified

students into the science pro-
gram. They feel that since

the equipment, facilities, and
staff will be available they

should be put to use. They are

now In touch with various

schools in an effort to interest

science students In pursuing

their training here where the

science curriculum is expand-
ing.

Drs. Charles Gee and Gary

Wallace are combining efforts

in the area of ecology and en-

vironmental earth science.

They plan to prepare a slide

presentation of local pollution

problems to be presented be-

fore interested civic groups to

create active interest In pract-

ical ecology.

They also plan to form an

Ecology Clubwhlchwlll not only

help to prepare the slides but

also help with their presenta-

tion. Plans are also being laid

for the addition of ecology

courses to the science cur-

riculum.

Dr. Wallace noted that those

students who desire to receive

practical experience Inecolog-

ical studies will have an op-

portunity for such work this /-\r~\ KAnrCt\ /
summer. The Mid-Appalachian Ul I IV

1

SA I V I I -*- ^
College Council, Incorporated,

Robert Llndetnan plans to apply

for $4,000 for the Title 6 sec-

tion of the Education Act to

purchase additional material

for the area. The money will

be used to buy a printing cal-

culator, laboratory equipment,

and prepared films.

Two small monkeys have

been obtained for primate study

and work on learning behavior.

The genetic effect of drugs is

being studied at present using

test animals, and the sleep

experiments continue under

the direction of Gary Balser.

AA. C. choir

begins tour

of which MUilgan Is a mem-
ber, will offer four courses

at their research facility at the

Treemount Environmental

Education Center near Gai-

Unburg, Tennessee,

The courses to be ottered

will be entymology, forest ecol-

ogy, lymnology and geology.fThe

geology course will consist of

field work in the Smokies and

the lymnology class will con-

sist of work done In the study

of Norris Lake.) The work

will count for college credit.

In the psychology area. Dr.

Circle K makes plans
for service project

Traveling to Grundy, Virgin-

la, on March 13 for a basket-

ball game with the members of

Mountain Mission High School

varsity squad willbeMllllgan's

Circle K Club.

The club's membership will

spend the entire day at Moun-
tain Mission and assist In ser-

vice projects to benefit the

school and it's student body of

nearly 300.

The club has purchased a

new basketball to present to

the Mountain Mission varsity

coach, follow Ingthe game sche-
duled for the afternoon. After

the evening meal, a non-cost

concert will be presented to

the students and staff at

Mountain Mission.

At It's latest meeting, the

club voted to hold a minimum
of one service project per

month. The day In Grundy will

be the first of this newly ad-

opted policy.

Pledge week has been set

for the week immediately

following Spring Break. Any
male student of Milligan Col-

lege, who is Interested In pledg-

ing Circle K, should see any

member of the club for fur-

ther details.

The MUilgan College Con-
cert Choir will go on spring

tour this year beginning Mar-
ch 20.

The choir will have Its first

concert In Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee, on Saturday night, then

go on to Atlanta for concerts

Sunday. The group will spend
the rest of its time In north-

ern and central Florida.

The tour will be completed
on Sunday the twenty-eighth

in St. Petersburg, Florida,

and the choir will return the

twenty-ninth. President John-
son will be accompanying the

choir on Its tour In order to

gain more support and spread
goodwill for the school.

A new addition to this year's

choir is a small orchestra.

This orchestra will accompany
the choral group In a few sacred
pieces and hopefully some se-
cular numbers.

A group of choir members
will also be going to Louis-
ville this weekend to sing in

a shopping mall and at South-
east Christian Church. This
group will bereturningonMon-
day the fifteenth.

Although a definite date has
not been set, the choir will

have Us spring concert after

it returns from the tour.

811 West Walnut

ZIMMERMAN'S NEWS CENTER

404 SOUTH ROAN

PAPERBACK MAGAZINES, STUDY
GUIDES, OUT-OF-TOWN PAPERS

OPEN 9 till 9 INCLUDING SUNDAYS

EVERYBODY LOVES

Wbuckaroo
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY 1MO+P1NO C1NTIR NORTH JOHNION CITY

Rib E r « Speculi Each W*dn«sday
I CARRY OUTS - 928-7401 'l.tw 4

49JI

MONKEY BUSINESS — Drug experimentation and private study

are Just two areas In which animals are currently being used by
the psychology department.

NTE will be given

on Saturday, April 3
On Saturday morning, April

3, 1971. the NationalTeacher's

Examination will be given In

Lower Seeger at approximately

8:30 a.m.

This test Is given an-

nually to students In the area

of education when they have

completed their education

courses.

The test. whichwilltake most

of the day to complete, con-

sists of two main pans. The
first part is the common sec-

tion which accesses general

knowledge such as social stud-

ies, fine arts, literature, math
and science, and written

English expression.

The second part of the test

surveys theprofesslonal educa-
tion of the student. This will

Include such areas as psycho-
logy, psychological founda-

tions of education, and teach-

ing principles and practices.

Another test will also be

given to each student In his

teaching area or major sub-

ject.

CHARLES K FtLDMAN'S

JAMES BOND 007 CASINO ROYALE

oi ™ti N0.1 10

11111111

17 INTERNATIONAL STARS including

PETER SELLERS- URSULA ANDRESS

DAVID NIVEN WOODY ALLEN

JOANNA PEHET ^ssssSg

2 Hits!

Start

Sunday Mar. 14
WEST im
AT BOON!
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open ranqe

Toward Better Leadership
Elections for Student Council (or next year will be held soon.

In the selection of leaders there Is opportunity for and likeli-

hood of a popularity contest. And this may be adequate if the

Student Council Is, in fact, to be merely the planning group for

social activities at Mllligan College.

Our thinking should perhaps first be turned, then, not to per-

sonalities but to the desired functions of the council Itself. The
primary concern Is, of course, what the councli does for the

school, particularly for the students. Thus, an assessment of

the accomplishments of this year's council is in order, with the

idea in mind of improving next year's council.

The 1970-71 council has maintained the printing and dis-

tributing of both the Student Council minutes and the weekly

calendar. Both publications have been significant improvements
in communication, allowing student body, faculty, and adminis-

tration the opportunity to keep up to date on activities of the coun-
cil and of other student organizations. However, some difficul-

ties which have arisen this year indicate a need for more con-

centration on communication Improvement.
The faculty evaluations, while their effectiveness depends much

upon the teachers' use of them and Is very difficult to determine,

were a worthy effort In some degree of service to faculty, ad-

ministration, ana,, hopefully, also to the students.

Sponsorship of social aftalrs and the formation of committees
for the investigation of library facilities and of disciplinary

procedures from the students' point of view are excellent endea-
vors which could be expanded to much greater value.

Now, in considering a prospective council member, we need
to be convinced of his Integrity and of his willingness and ability

to carry out and to carry on the noteworthy endeavors of this

year's councli. We must consider not only his desire to improve
the functions of the council but also his probable effectiveness
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The Sense of B. O.
Bill Oates

assisted this issue by Chuck Harper

"Had a race like the Chin-

ese been living on the North

American continent for forty

centuries It Is very likely that

they would have evolved out of

our native wlldspeclesof fruits

varieties of great merit."

(Yearbook of the Department of

Agriculture, 1915, Washington

Government Printing Office,

1916, p. 205)

Taking the above quote Into

account, we have set about to

analyze the social structure of

MUllgan College. Various peer

groups have developed at Mll-

ligan College, which represent

the social order of this institu-

tion.

The Oates and Harper Social

patterns Poll has gone to great

pains to reveal the structure

of social intracourse at this

school. To accomplish this task,

we distributed a questionnaire

In a recent convocation. From
this data, we can now reveal

In print the categories under

which the social groups de-

velop comradeship.

Incidentally, in attempting to

formulate a valid soclogram.we

found that all subgroups con-

tained a high degree of polar-

ity. In other words, the re-

spective groups hated the other

groups' respective guts. Thus,

Mllligan sociogram will go down
in the annals of sociological

study as the exception to the

stan iard.

Politically, we have the ty-

pical American three-fold

system, which Includes the left-

ists, the rightists, and the mo-
derates. A fourth group worthy

of consideration is the apathe-

tic mass, i,e., our silent major-
ley.

Representatively, out of 750

students attending MUllgan this

semester, twenty - three

are liberals, twenty-five are

conservatives, two are moder-
ates, and the remaining 700

fall in the fourth category.

Included in the category of

left-wingers are the campus
militants. These pseudo-anar-

chists are attempting to destroy

the traditions of our beloved

institution. They continue to

defy authority, as they pros-

titute the innocence of this

chaste fellowship. They seek

to compromise with non-

negotiations.

On the other hand, the con-

servatives are represented by

the Loyalist faction. Their oath:

"The administration, right or

wrong." They live by the motto,

"MUllgan College, love It or
leave It."

Both of the moderates and the

remainder of the students

could care less.

Beyond the political realm
are the cultural sub-groups.

This category includes the

activities with which the stu-

dents busy themselves. Artisti-

cally, physically, mentally,

spiritually, and sexually, the

college divides Itself.

The music people keynote

their lives with wholehearted

devotion to their act. They tor-

ture themselves with the con-

stant companionship of each

other. With scale underarm,

they lose their way through their

daUy routines. God bless their

talented voices and fingers.

The "jocks". HaUing from

the Old Dominion or Betsy

Town, they milk their muscles

rather than their minds. When
in training they keep in mind

the high ideals of Christian

sportsmanship. But out of sea-

son they drink to the wicked

ways of the world.

Mentally, there are the in-

tellectuals. Little is known

about this species of man, due

to the fact that they leave thelr

abodes only for carnal con-

sumption and elimination.

The Bible andpseudo-Blble

majors. The Bible majors are

proud to be a part of the Church.

The pseudo-Bible majors are

proud to be the Church. One of

the two will be the hope of the

Christian world.

Every institution is entitled

to Its fair share in "tokenism".

Thus, MUllgan Is not the ex-

ception. We have our fair share

of pseu,do-freaks. They extend

their message of "love" to all

-- or at least to the people
in their peer group.

There are two noteworthy
groups left. One is all those

In the category of celibates.

Tbey are not dating by some-
one's choice, either their own
or an unlnterestedoppositesex.

The other group includes all the

Mllligan socialities. They are

those who have much money and

no creativity. They cry' for

something to do, but never take

the initiative on their own.

These groups fit together be-

cause of their equally pitiable

existence in which they search

for some activity or someone
to do It with.

In conclusion, we have ar-

rived at the following, that this

is a weird place with a lot of

weird people, but it is probably

normal. Our peer groups are as

varied as they are unique. Re-
member, it was Herman Mel-
ville who said, "WeAmericans
are the peculiar, chosen people-
the Israel of our time - we
bear the ark of liberties of the

world." Also, it was Jimmy
Durante who said, "Don't put

no restrictions on the people,

leave 'em ta beU alone."

Class studies area

drug abuse, pollution
Of all the problems we are

facing today two occur most
frequenUy, drug abuse and pol-

lution.

The members of Mrs. Bow-
er's community health class

decided talk is not enough
and action must be taken. The
first step was to become ac-
quainted with the situation in

the surrounding area. Students

living in Washington and Car-
ter counties met with their

respective city managers to

discuss these pressing pro-
blems.

In Johnson City six students

met with Mr. James Mosier,
the city manager. Hewas eager
to answer all of the questions

the students posed, particul-

arly those involving the pre-
sent drug situation. Mr. Mos-
ier indicated that drug raids

are not the solution to the

problem.

He says it will only come
with a combination of educa-
tion and the concerned efforts

of the youth to alleviate the
drug problem. Mr. Mosier has
a lot of confidence In the youth

of today and he feels they will

take action In the near future.

A tremendous amount has
already been done about water
pollution in Johnson City. Mr.
Mosier said [hat the present

sewage system has made the

city water 99% pure. When
asked about air pollution he
said the city has no control

in this area, that control will

have to come from the state

and federal authorities.

A delegation of eight stu-

dents went to Elizabetbton

where they met with not only

Mr. Asbury, the city manager,
but a panel consisting of the

Assistant City Manager, the

Chief of Police and the As-
sistant Chief of Police.

Much to the benefit of the

group the discussion went two
ways. As well as answering
their questions the panel also
questioned the students. Most
of the discussion centered on
drugs; prevention, treatment,

and prosecution.

They admitted that adults

knew little about drugs and the

solution must come from the

young people themselves. It

was generally agreed that a

key to the problem could be
the family.

The state has control of pol-
lution and the city can only
enforce their laws. Elizabeth-
ton Is continually attempting
to improve the sanitation of the

town. Much needs to be done
in the county, but funds are
not available.

An idea to note: By not

adding to the problem we are
solving it. The entire com-
munity health class urges
everyone to take an active part
in solving these major pro-
blems; drug abuse and pollu-
tion.

Written by

Pat Gross
Dwlghl D. Elam
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£% Human @
™ Pollution

,

x \
Melvin Morton and Steve Knowles

Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge, bui he who hates

reproof Is stupid." - Proverbs 12:1

Dear Readers,

Due to a semantic problem Human Pollution did not appear

last week. One thing, however, should be made perfectly clear:

Human pollution did not dissolve Itself nor was It dissolved

-- It Just didn't appear in the last issue of STAMPEDE, that's

all.

Next to skiing, the big thing at Milllgan the last tew weeks

has been the Student Council happenings. In light of the fact

that these events have been controversial we at Human Pol-

lution refuse to take a stand on the issue because someone might

disagree. We will therefore employ an oftenused technique, and

dump it on your lap.

1) What should the Student Council do?

a) Plan ice-cream socials.

b) Engage the Administration in monthly confrontations to keep

flabby debating skills Intact on both sides.

c) Help reduce polarities on campus by Inviting the Admin-

istration to every meeting.

d) mess around.

2) If, per-chance, the Student Council should suddenly vanish,

the result would be . . .

a) No more ice-cream socials

b) Thirty bored students

c) Three bored administrators

d) no more messing around.

The adjective "negative" has of late been applied with increas-

Ine freauencv to the "Human Pollution" column and individually

to Its writers. However we would like to timidly recommend
that this cannot be the case. As our mothers used to say, quot-

ing Tobias Smollett, ' 'In the English language two negatives

amount to an affirmative." That is the beauty of this column.

Since we are both negative, how can our joint effort be anything

but positive?

(Columnist's note: If any readeis negative enough to doubt

the existence of Tobias Smollett wish additional information

concerning the quotation, "In the English language two neg-
atives amount to an affirmative," they may contact A NEW
DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS, the primary source of the facts

appearing in the quotation.)

University labeled

'political organism'
Cincinnati, Ohio -(l.P.) "The

university of today is a clearly

political organism," according

to Leon Botstein, 24-year-old

president of Franconia College.

In a lecture at the Univer-

sity of Cincinnati, sponsoredby

Omlcron Delta Kappa, na-

tional men's honorary society,

he charged that the cherished

"objectivity" of the university

is a myth.

"The university is not objec-

tive, and it should not be.

It Is false to divorce science

and technology from the philo-

sophical and moral issues of

life," he said.

The nature of a university is

political, Botstein continued,

in that its degree-giving func-

tion confers a certain amount

o( social status, in addiuon to

immediately putting degree re-

cipients on a specific rung

of the economic ladder.

Government - funded re-

search was also character-

ized as playing a political role

in the life of the university.

"The famous Manhattan pro-

ject, conducted at the I <nl-

versity ol Chicago, is a prime
example of the direct rela-

tionship between science at the

university and the technology

and political structure o( so-

ciety," Botstein said.

Noting that today's students

have expressed their dissatis-

faction with the societal func-
tion of the university, Botstein

called for a new kind of uni-

versity based on a sense of

"diversified community."
"The modern university is

actually a hybrid of three basic

concepts.' ' he commented.
"The notion of the 'ivory tow-

er' role of the university stres-

sed total academic freedom

and 'pure' research - the aca-

demician should not be troubled

by pressures from the state or

university administration, but

should be free to enjoy the

pleasures of free inquiry.

"At the same time, the uni-

versity plays a role in scien-

tific research, functioning as a

repository for knowledge or

skills In such technical areas

as engineering, biology, phy-

sics, and medicine. Finally,

it acts as a social service

center, processing, and cer-

tifying students for various

career positions."

As might be expected, llot-

Slein observed, the roles oi the

university are thus olten incon-

fllct with one another. Further-

more, he charged, the much-

toutcd respect lor diversity and

academic freedom cmliodicd in

the "ivory tower' concept fre-

quently docs not exist.

'Only here . . .

'

Rich Roames

The following Interview was
made last week with Dr. Reu-

ben K. Luckenbill, while hewas

on the Milllgan campus deliver-

ing the fourth annual P.H.

Smedley Lecture Series in con-

vocation. Though this lecture

series Is heldinconnectionwlth

the Milllgan Chapter of the

F. F, A., all students were
invited to attend the series

because it was felt that the

lectures would be most bene-

fical to any student's liberal

arts education.

Dr. Luckenbtll Is a leading

authority on administration

procedures of small southern

liberal arts colleges, as well

as the world's most noted au-

thority on the correct proce-

dure for transplanting soy-

bean seedlings. His late book.

How to Hold Up a Bank,

which deals with ways to con-

trol soil erosion along streams

and rivers, has made Dr. Luck-
enbill a most sought after lec-

turer.

As luck would have it, the

Stampede's star cub reporter

was able to secure an inter-

view with the good doctor while

standing in line for Sunday

lunch at Sutton Dining Hall,

The Interview in its entire-

ty, except for moral censor-
ship, is reproduced as fol-

lows:

Stampede: Dr. Luckenbilt

what enticed you to accept the

invitation to speak at Milllgan's

convocation, especially since

you only get paid In S&H green

stamps?

Luckenbill: I had two rea-

sons for accepting the invita-

tion to come speak at Mil-
llgan. First, I wanted to see

for myself if such a place

could actually exist, and se-

cond, 1 liked the idea of speak-

ing to a "captive" audience.

Stampede:

Since you have been lectur-

ing all week on the topic of

dynamic farming in the Seven-

ties, I was wondering if we
might not talk about a sub-

ject more appealing to our

urban readers, and a subject

which you are equally recog-

nized as an authority, that of

college administration. Mil-
ligan College It seems is laced

with a financial problem, which

resulted in a budget cut. What
do you feel Milllgan might do to

help allevate its financial pro-
blems?

Luckenbill: Well, first 1

would lease the Ad. Building

to Emmanuel in order to pay

for the science building, and
than I would hold classes In

the science building.

Another idea that would be

tried, would 1*2 to convert Hart
Hall into a married students

dorm, and then require all

married students and their fa-

milies to live on campus.
Stampede: At Milligan, we

have students who are de-
viant enough not to attend

five or more convocations in

one semester. Do you think

that the college's policy of Im-
mediate expulsion Ls to harsh

a penalty for those students?

Luckenbill: By all means

no. A college today must pro-

tect Itself from such left-wing

rightest extremists. If you

weren't careful you might

sire someone who could think

for himself. One of those In-

dividualistic - type persons.

Stampede: Just a couple

more questions. You are quite

familiar I'm sure with the re-

cent problem Milllgan has been

having In deciding what to call

its student council. Do you feel

that the student council should

seek to change its name to stu-

dent government association, or

should it seek an alternate

title? And would you please

explain your answer, as it

seems no one else around here

explains 'heir answers.

Luckenbill: Yes, because

1 think it would build for a bet-

ter relationship among all those

involved.

Stampede: Thank you. Dr.

Luckenbill, for that very

thought provoking answer. I

think?

After talking to a guy like

Dr. Luckenbill, it kindof makes

you glad that the affairs of Mil-

llgan are In the bands of such

understanding and trusting peo-

ple. I think?

Have a good Spring Break,

afterall it ls only one week

away, thank God.

Academic flexibility

intiated at Grinnell
Grinnelt. Iowa - (l.P.) - As

second semester classes began

recently for Grinnell College,

the Institution went on a new

academic plan stressing great-

er flexibility and freedom of

choice in selection of courses.

The new curriculum an-

nounced by President Glenn

Leggett calls for fulfillment

of general requirements for

graduation rather than com-
pletion of any specified num-
ber of courses within any dis-

cipline or division.

A student will now qualify

for the college's bachelor of

arts degree if he or she suc-

cessfully completes a major;

takes a total of 124 credits of

academic work, with an over-

all cumulative grade-point

average of 2.0; and completes

residence for eight semesters.

Some academic work taken

elsewhere and offered as

transfer or summer school

credit may be accepted as ful-

fillment of part of the resid-

ence requirement.

As before, students may elect

one of three types of major
programs; a conventional ma-
jor in one of the regular fields

such as French, chemistry,

etc.; an interdisciplinary major
in which certain amounts of

work are taken in a number
of dilterent fields; and an in-

dependent major in which the

student plans a special program
in consultation with a faculty

adviser.

Distributional requirements

whereby students took pre-

scribed courses in humanities,

social studies, languages, sci-

ence, fine arts, and physical

education h3ve been eliminated.

Courses In all of these areas

will continue to be offered as

before.

Students cannot, however,

take more than 48 credits in

any one department or more

than 92 credits in any one of

die four college divisions —
humanities, science, social stu-

dies, and special programs.

In general, courses which

were formerly required will

continue to be available, and

any student may simply elect

to take substantially the same

pattern of courses offered un-

der the previous system.

As of the beginning of the

academic year 1971-72, first-

year students will be required

to take a "freshman tutorial"

during the first or second se-

mester of residence. Each

freshman will be assigned a

faculty tutor who will be the

student's underclass academic

adviser.

in addition to helping the

student plan his academic pro-

gram, the tutor will super-

vise an independent study pro-

ject which each freshman will

conduct on a topic offered by

the faculty. The tutorial pro-

ject earns four credits.

Dr. Joseph F. Wall, dean of

the college, said that the new

'-urriculum places more re-

st -ltisibility on the student u

pla his own academic career

He i 'ted that students will bi

expec. -d to map out their cour-

ses of study in close colla-

boration with faculty advisers.

They will be counseled to

consider carefully the contri-

butions to their total education

of courses in language, the na-

tural and social sciences, hu-

manities, fine arts, and

physical education. Emphasis
will thus be placed upon learn-

ing to work independently but

also close attention on a per-

sonal basis from the student'^

adviser and instructors.
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SCHOOL SPIRIT — Mllllgan cheerleaders, Connie Britton,
Teresa Walker, Nan Roland, Myra Mathis, peril Wattwood, and
Noreen Younkln, have done much to contribute to Mllllgan's
success and spirit In sports events.

Intramural team standings

(Including men and women's basketball tourney)

Brown 455.5

Black 331.5

Green 303.5

Yellow 295.5

Blue 294

Red 264.5

Orange 212.5

Pink 199

We have your favorite

sterling pattern ... as featured in

Reed & Barton's

SILVER OPINION
COMPETITION

See the complete
Reed & Barton collection as well as

those of other famed silversmiths at

BECKNER 'S
1866— 1910

64 YEARS IN JOHNSON CITY

Diamond! • Woich« • Jtwtlry

OPPOSITE THE MAJESTIC THEATER

AAilligan basketball team
shatters season records
Mllllgan has set eight new

team records and thirteen In-

dividual records In the 1970-

71 basketball season.

Team records Include:

Most points In a single game
— 127 against Johnson Bible

College topping the old record

of 113 points against Emory
and Henry In 1955.

Moat Held goals In a game
-- 52 against Johnson Bible

College topping to old record

of 48 against Salisbury State

College during the 1969-70 sea-

son.

Most points by both teams

combined in a single game—
229 in the Mllllgan -- Mars

Hill game at Mars Hill, Nov-

ember 20, 1970 replaclnK 218

In a Mllllgan - Carson New-
man game In the 1969-70 sea-

son.

Most points in a single sea-

son - 3293 replacing the 2420

points In 1969-70.

Most field goals In a sea-

son -- 1261 replacing 981 in

l9h9-70.

Most free throws — 254 by

Mark Berg replacing 204 by

Toonle Cash In 1967-68.

Most assists - 393 by Don

Threlkeld. 379 were In the

NA1A competition breaking the

record of 298 by Henry Logan

of Western Carolina Univer-

sity.

Rebounding — 395 by Roy
Wright.

Career records:

Most points in a career —
2989 by Toonle Cash.

Most free throws In a sing-

le season -- 771 replacing 621

set In 1967-68.

Highest scoring average
— 96.9 points a game replac-

ing 89.2 In 1969-70.

Individual records Include:

Most points In a single sea-

son -- 884 by Mark Berg re-

placing 830 set by Toonle Cash

1967-68,

Most field goals — 355 by

Toonie Cash replacing his own
record of 313 In 1967-68.

ELIZABETHT0N PRINTING CORP.

Printers of School and College

papers also Circulars.

EliiabetMon, Tennessee

Bells
Hennypeniy

FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA
Two Locations To Serve You:

Ellzatvjthton, Tennessee

Elk and Watauga

343-1562

Johnson Clry, Tennessi

Roan and Watauga
9?8-7336

&edeml Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Offices in downtown Johnson City and North
Johnson City. Other offices in Greeneville
and Kingsport.

Assets over $124,000,000.00.

Savings insured up to $20, 000. 00.

Open a pass book Savings Account at Home Federal
and earn a big 5%. Interest compounded and paid
quarterly.

Most field goals In a career
-- 1156 by Toonie Cash.

Most free throws in a career
— 677 by Toonle Cash.

Most assists In a career
— 589 by lion Threlkeld after

his sophomore year.

Individual records in a sln-

gle game:
Most points in one half -

32 by Mark Berg vs. South-

hampton College, December 12,

1970 breaking the old record

of 29 by Toonle Cash in 1967-

68.

Most rebounds In a single

game -- 24 by Roy Wright In

the Tennessee Wesleyan game
tying a record set by Charles

Tester in 1960 against Char-
leston College.

Most assists In a game —
17 by Don Threlkeld against

Tennessee Wesleyan.

Most consecutive free throws
— 38 by Mark Berg replacing

the old record of 32 by Toonle
Cash In 1967-68.

Ball team

commended

at banquet
Toonie Cash received a

special trophy as most valuable
player at the Mllllgan College
Athletic Banquet at Broadway
Restaurant on February 23.

Coach Harold Stout, athlet-

ic director at Mllllgan accept-

ed Toonie's orange jersey for

display in the Mllllgan trophy

case, and Toonie received bis

white Jersey. Toonle received

a special plaque In recogni-

tion of his career scoring re-

cord of 2989 points.

Don Threlkeld received a

trophy as the best defensive

player and also received a

plaque for setting a new NAIA
assist record.

First year basketball jackets

were presented to Ed Purdy,

Terry Owens. Truman Bell,

Scott McClarren, Roy Wright

Mark Berg, statistician John
Kraft, and manager Dale Bar-
cus.

Larry Wockenfuss, Dale

Clayton, Don Threlkeld, lead

manager Woody Wilson, and

student trainer Joe Broyles

received second year letters.

Toonie Cash and Gary Glass,

co-capcains of the team, re-

ceived certificates as first

team All-VSAC players.

Next years co-captains are

Mark Berg and Don Threlkeld.

8 Track Tap.i

At Discount Pric.i
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Emory and Henry here

Baseball begins March 17
MiMgan opens the 1971 base-

ball season with Emory and

Henry here on March 17.

The schedule consists of 24

games, 11 at home and 13 on

the road, with a spring tour

of just four games due to the

change In Spring Break. Depth

Is a very Important factor for

a baseball team, and Mllligan

has two or three deep in each

position.

The Buffs also have several

returning starters from last

year's squad which finished

with a 17-13 record. Return-

ing starters include AU-VSAC
outfielder Bruce Kregloe, jun-

ior outfielder Danny Smith,

sophomore third baseman Lar-

ry McKlnney, Junior first base-

man Danny Saunders, sopho-

more first baseman Rex Par-

ris, Junior catcher Mike Mut-

terspaugh, and senior pitchers

Stan Kinnett and (Jayle Cox.

Other pitchers includefresh-

men Eddie Stanley, Larry

Smith, and jimmy Barker,

transfer Stuart Shelton, and

sophomore Eddie Randolph.

Catchers Include junior Roger

Jackson and freshman Bob

Gootee. Second basemen Include

Junior Gary Elliott, and fresh-

men Jerry Bordwlne and Billy

Corum.
Another flrstbasemanlsjun-

ior Jerry Jenkins. Other in-

fielders Include sophomores

Marc Grissinger, a shortstop,

and Don Threlkeld, and fresh-

man third baseman Wesley

Starkey. Other outfielders in-

clude sophomores Ed Ring-

ley and Paul Wilson, and Jun-

ior Fred Dobbins.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE

March
17 Emory & Henry Home

19 Cumberland Home

26 Furman Away

27 Furman Away

29 Georgia Tech Away

30 Georgia Tech Away

31 Hampton-Sydney Home

AprlJ

1

2

3

5

Tusculum
Concord

Concord
Emory and Henry

LMU
Cumberland

LMU

Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

Women Buffs finish

fourth in basketball

The Mllligan College wo-

men's basketball team complet-

ed a successful 10-5 season

with a 45-30 win over Sulllns

and a 50-43 victory over

Virginia lntermont.

The Buifettes finished fourth

in the small college tourna-

ment at Emory and Henry and

fourth In the Tennessee College

Women's Sports Federation.

Mllligan outscored the opposi-

tion 828-715 and averaged

48.7 points per game.

Members of the squad in-

clude seniors Marty Flynn,cap-

tain, Carol Butter, and Karen

Hagaman, juniors Corinne Bell,

Laura Caley, and Janet Fergu-

son, and freshmen Lora Fow-

ler, Glenna Orsburn, Teresa

Walker, Chris Sankovich, and

Jerri Mayfteld.

Marty Flynn was the lead-

ing scorer with 145 points and

a 9.7 average, followed by Lora

Fowler with 141 points and an

8.8 avernge, Chris Sankovich

with 127 points and a 9.0 aver-

age, and Laura Caley with 124

points and a 7.2 average.

Lora Fowler topped the Buf-

fettes with 25 assists, followed

by Marty Flynn with 18 and

Laura Caley and Chris San-

kovich with 9 apiece. Lora

Fowler paced Mllligan in

steals with 31 followed by Jan-

et Ferguson with 27, Corrlne

Bell with 14, and Teresa Walk-

er with 11. Glenna Orsburn

was the leading rebounder with

119, follwed by Lora Fowler

with 96, Laura Caley with 66

and Marty Flynn with 62.

Now
At your Student Union

Wilum
The SUB is now carrying an

extensive line of Wilson tennis

equipment including rackets-both

metal and wooden,tennis balls,

presses, & covers,any item or

'fitft-

model not in stock can be

ordered
cw

!5 Mars Hill Home

17 Maryville Away

20 Carson Newman Away

24 Appalachian State Away

26 Gardner Webb Away

27 Tusculum Away

30 Carson Newman Home

May
3 Mars Hill Away
4 Appalachian State Home
8 Maryville Home
13-14VSAC TournamentlnWest

Home games begin at 3:00p.m.

p.m.

Saturday games begin at 2:00

Golf season

will begin

on March 30
The Mllligan golf team has

begun practice in preparation

for the upcoming golf season.

First match is scheduled for

March 30. It will be held at

Carson-Newman College. The
season openers will be a 3-

way match between the Buffs,

Carson-Newman, and Tuscul-
um.

This season's team hosts

5 returning veterans from last

seasons' squad; Mark Roth, Dan
Hasselbeck, Tom Owens, Bruce

Moore, and Dick Bock, who is

player-coach. Gary Morrel, Ed
Barker, and Russell Eddy and
newcomers to the team.

"In view of last season's re-

cord and our second-place fin-

ish in the NA1A play-offs, along

with our fourth-place finish (n

the VSAC tourney, plus the fart

that we have 5 top returnees

from last year's team," says

coach Bock, "I'm rather optim-

istic about this year's season

outcome."

The Buffalo squad has 11

matches scheduled for the sea-

son. The first 4 matches will be

away. The team will play their

first home match on April 19

against Tennessee Weseleyan.

' VOLLEYBALL COMPLETED — Last night marked the end of

the intramural volleyball program for this year. The next phase

of the program Includes men and women's softball.

Gotta hang-up?

The House, a Crisis Center, is

now in operation to help with per-

sonal problems.

Hassles are real and we want to

help. All you have to do is call.

call 929-1101

between 9 p. m.-7a. m.

GIVE..
to more
will U»t

HEAR
FUND

Clothing For

Men and Women

At

UannaILt
213 E. MAIN St. Phone 926-2181

Make

Reservations

Now For

Spring Break

Travel

CAU

Idham
itacuio.iK.

TRAVEL AGENCY

In fh« hold lobby

of th* John 5«vi«r

PHONE 9284161

Jokuoi City

"Th» student's

travl agmncy"
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Business office personnel

plan next year's budget
Tbe financial affairs of MU-

ligan College should be of con-

cern to every MUllgan student

because of the Important role

he plays in shaping the budge:,

and because he Is directly af-

fected by tbe linaJ decisions

of the budget.

During tbe 69-70 year, MU-
llgan operated on a total

Income of Ji.W3.000. This in-

come was received from the

following sources:

STUDENT INCOME
Tuition $691,000

Fees 89,000

Room Si Board 509,000

Total SI, 289,000

OTHER INCOME
(Donat ions. endowments,

books, etc.)

Total $353,000

Expenditures for the same
year were as follows:

Instruction and

Library $734,000

Student Services

& Maintenance 197,000

Administration

and General 423,000

Auxiliary Enterprises

288,000

total $1,642,000

The category "Instruction

and Library' ' covers faculty

salaries, athletic activities,

library staff salaries, and

supplies. "Student Services"

includes salaries of the deans

of men and women and the

nurse, plus student activities

such as the concert series.

The dorms, cafeteria, Stu-

dent Union, Book Store, and

rental property are considered

"Auxiliary Enterprises."

Operating with an average
of 800 students and the pro-

ceeding budget, several in-

teresting facts may be obtain-

ed.

Mllllgan operated on a total

income of $1,642,000 of which

students provided 78.5%. Do-

nations and other sources pro-

vided 21.5% of the cost of our

education.

Tbe cost of one year's educa-

tion at MUligan Is approx-

imately $2052 per student. Of

this figure, tbe student pays

about $1611. Therefore, the

school must raise $441 per

student per year.

With other small four year

liberal arts colleges In the

area, Mllllgan compares ra-

ther favorably In student costs.

Fifteen area schools were

compared in tuition, room and

board, and total costs for

the 70-71 year.

Some of the colleges In-

cluded In the comparison are

Carson - Newman, L.M.U.,

Emory and Henry, King, Tus-
culum, David Lipscomb, and

Tennessee Wesleyan.

With these fifteen colleges,

Mllllgan ranks seventh lowest

in tuition costs, tenth In room
and board, and sixth in total

costs.

Tbe new science building Is

one outstanding item In the

70-71 school year's total bud-

get. The total cost of the build-

ing is $998,750. which includes

the following:

Construction Cost and

General Contract 760.444

Furnishing and

Equipment 144,090

Carpeting 15,716

Elevator 19.000

Architect's Fees 59,500

Total ~$^98T750

To date Milllgan has paid

$344,926 of the total cost. A

L^Egj-Giifts Extraordinaire

Faberge West, AphrodisU and

Woodhue for Men

FOR WOKEN

Aphrod1s1a, Woodhue, Tigress, Flambeau

In the Sundry Shop of the SUB

South Roan Pharmacyjnc.

Total line of

Cosmetics and Toiletries

Checks Cashed

OPEN TILL 9PM DAILY
We deliver to Milligan FREE

South Roan at Walnut Phone 928-0118

We support Milligan so please support us.

loan will be obtained to lake

care of the balance. This loan

will hopefully be paid off with

donations and gifts to the school

by concerned individuals.

Presently the science build-

ing is 30% complete. It was
originally supposed to be fin-

ished in September, but the

construction company may be

given a 30 day extension be-

cause of bad weather.

At this time MUligan's fin-

ancial standing is in the black,

not the red. We are exper-
iencing, in part, a national

trend of less students and less

money, In small schools.

The school possesses an en-
dowment fund of $1,200,000,

which Is at present Invested

and Increasing. At any time
if necessary a pari of this

fund could be utilized.

PHOTOCRAPHY EQUIPMENT — For more freedom of expression

and varied effects, 35 mm camera's are suggested.

Helpful hints given

for picture takers
by Clay Enos

For the average campus
photographer who is trying to

choose a camera, a simple

instamatlc camera will suf-

fice, but for the person who
wants a great deal of freedom

Chorale will present

concert on April 8
On Thursday. April 8. the

Milligan College Chorale will

present a concert of Twentieth

Century music at 8:00 p.m. in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Under the direction of Mr.
Charles Nakarl, the Chorale

will present a program of songs
which have been written in the

Last movie

to be shown

tomorrow
Due to the upcoming good

weather, the last Milllgan Mov-
ie will be shown on Saturday,

March 13, at 8:00 p.m. in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

This last Movie will be "The
Raven." It has been suggested

that a horror film be shown
and this movie blends Poe's

popular poem, with the ma-
cabre humor of Peter Lorre
and Vincent Price.

Due to the success of this

year's Milligan Movie, "Tbe
Raven" will be shown for a

reduction In admission of 50$

per person.

The class of 1974 has pur-
chased the Mllllgan movie
rights from the class of 1971.

last seventy years. In the iirst

section of the program such

songs as "The Last Words of

David" by Thompson and "The
Alleluiatic Sequence" by Car-
ley will be sung.

The next part of the program
will consist of music written

by Ives. These include "They
Are There." which tells of

World War 1 themes and tunes,

and "General William Booth

Enters into Heaven," which is

taken from a poem by Vachel

Lindsay.

Several pieces by JohnCage,
such as "Variations III" and
"4'33" have also been Included

These pieces have no written

notes, which provides for a

very different musical exper-

ience allowing for great latitude

in the performers.
Two compositions, written

by John Dowd, which are based
on Biblical texts, will also be
sung by the Chorale.

Other songs in the program
include a "Quartet" by Ash-
ley, which will be performed
by Donna Ball, Machell Simp-
son, Beth Roberts, and Barb
Kester. Arrangements of folk

songs and hymns by Bartokand
Copland will also be on the

program.

Accompanying the chorale

will be Cindy Williams and
Rex Bell.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Famous Brands

Ladies Hose

&

Panty Hose

Great Savings

WATSONS
Downtown EH zabethton

while taking pictures, a 35mm
camera wouldprobablybemore
appropriate.

Box cameras, such as tbe

Kodak Brownie or Instamatlc,

have two distinct advantages

over other type cameras. Firsi,

they are small and very easy

to use. The photographer sim-

ply loads (made even simpler

by the cartridge films), alms,

and shoots without worrying

about the shutter speed, diap-

hragm, or focusing apparatus,

usually with good pictures re-

sulting. Flash attachments, us-

ually built right into the cam-
era, are simply used by in-

serting a flash bulb or cube,

and they are accurate up to

about twelve feet.

Secondly, box cameras are

much cheaper than the 35mm
cameras; a simple instamatlc

-type camera can be bougbtfor

as little as $9.00, and they take

excellent pictures.

If the individual wants more
freedom of expression than is

obtainable with a box camera,

be may choose to buy a 35mm
camera, or one with a similar

format. Three of the many ad-

vantages of a 35mm camera
are: l)by regulation of tbe shut-

ter speed, diapbram,andfocus-

ing apparatus, the photographer

can determine which part of

the picture he wants in focus,

2) flashes are usually separ-

ate and can be placed at

various positions for different

photo effects, and 3) many
types of film (discussed in the

next issue) that are not avail-

able for box cameras can be

bought for the 35mm cameras.

Spring show
of fashions
to be given

Wednesday, March 17tb,

at 8:30 p.m. marks the time

for the Spring Fashion Show
at Milllgan, complements of

Sear's Department Store.

It will feature fashions that

can be bought at the new Sear's

store that opened March 10th

at the new Mall.

MUligan's version of the

spring fashions wUl be modeled

by fifteen young ladles. These

coeds will be representatives

of the different clubs and pub-

lications on campus as well

as the class beauties.

The fashion show will be open

to all free of charge, andwUl
be beld In lower Seeger,
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At annual banquet

Students receive awards
The Balfour Award was pre-

sented to Miss Marie Garrett

at the annual Mllligan College
Awards Banquet last Thurs-
day night.

This award is given each

year to the most outstanding

senior student chosen by the

(acuity.

Presentations were also

made to seniors who will be

included In the publication of

Who's Who in American Col-

leges and Universities. These

students are Mark Cameron,
Sandl Christian, Marty Flynn,

Marie Garrett, Sharon Ham-
ilton, Steve Knowles, Ron Mc-
Cready, John Rohrbaugh, Carol

Tinkler and Bob Trultt.

The American Association

of University Women (AAUW)
Membership Award was pre-

sented to Lezlee Knowles. A
one - year membership is

awarded annually to the wo-

man graduating with the high-

est cumulative grade average.

Receiving the awards for

student publications were Ma-
rie Garrett, editor of the

STAMPEDE, and Carol Tink-
ler, BUFFALO editor.

Miss Linda Pierce received

the Concert Choir Merit Award
for outstanding service to the

choir.

Awards for exceptional per-

formance in their major areas

of study were presented to the

following seniors; Robert

Truitt, WALL STREET JOUR-
NAL Award for business; Ma-
rie Garrett, English; Sandi

Christian, Dow Jones Social

Studies Award; Robert Shores,

sociology.

Miss Marry Flynn received

the Physical Education Award.
Awards In other academic

departments were given in che-

mistry to freshman Brant

Neal; In German to Charles
Johnson, and In Latin to Phy-
11s Banks. Sophomore BUI
Howden received the award for

outstanding performance In the

Humanities program.
Annie Lucas Kennedy Read-

ing Contest awards were given

to Lee Meador, first place;

Linda Powell, second; Daln

Samples , third.

Daln Samples receivedthe

Little Theater Award.
From the Drama Depart-

ment, Sherrle Cheeseman re-

ceived the award for Best

Actress. Denny Dennlston was
named Best Actor. The award

for Best Supporting Actor

went to Mike Griffin, and Best

Supporting Actress to Lee Mea-
dor.

Student teaching awards for

elementary education were
given to Clarinda Jeanes for

the fall semester and to Donna

Cross for the spr'ig semester.

Lewis Owens received the

secondary education award for

the fall semester, and Marie
Garrett was presented with the

spring semester teaching a-
ward.

The Delta Kappa Gamma A-
ward for exceptional student

teaching was received by Lez-
lee Knowles.

First place In the Purpose
of Man essay contest was
awarded to Charles M. John-
son. This award carries a cash
prize of $100. Second place
and $50 was given to Deborah
Doan.

Chinese art objects were
presented to Sandra Mont-
gomery, Susan Leonard, and
Thomas Liverette. The art

pieces will be added to the

Milligan collection.

By Phillips grant

Scholarship medals for high-

est averages in each class were
presented to freshmen Pris-

cllla Wllklns, Linda St. Louis,

and Brant Neal, sophomores

Bill Howden, Susie Roetter and

Clyde Holtzbauer, Juniors

Wanda Pack, Margaret Roth,

and Warren Miller, and sen-

ior Lezlee Knowles.

Mrs. Carolyn Nipper was
chairman ol the planning com-
mittee for the banquet. Assist-

ing her were Mrs. Allle Lou
Gllbreath, Miss Patricia Bon-
ner, Dr. Wen Yen Tsao, Mr.
Sherwyn Bachman, Coach Phil

Worrell, and students Marty
Flynn and Myra Mathes. Mr.
Eugene price served as mas-
ter of ceremonies fortheeven-

ing.

OUTSTANDING SENIOR — Marie Garrett receives the Balfour

Award from Dr. Wetzel. Each year the faculty chooses the most
deserving senior as the recipient of this honor on the basis of

scholarship, loyalty, and achievement.

Graduation plans

readied for seniors
Commencement exercises

will begin on Monday, May 17,

at 10:00 a.m. after two days

of graduation activities.

Practice for baccalaureate

and graduation, on Saturday,

May 15, will be the first of

such events. All seniors are

to meet at the tennis courts

or In Lower Seeger if there

is Inclement wearher. Prac-
tice will begin at 3:00 p.m.
The college will host a din-

ner Saturday night at 6:30 for

ail seniors and their parents

Fieldhouse will be built
The culmination of Mllligan

College's recent efforts to raise

the money for a new fieldhouse

came at a special convocation

on Friday morning, April 23.

Mrs. B. D. Phillips, repre-

senting the B. D. Phillips Char-

itable Trust Fund of Pennsy-

lvania, announced their deci-

sion to grant to Milligan

$1 ,200,000, the entire cost of the

fieldhouse. As a result of the

gift, the Board of Trustees of

Milligan approved final plans

for construction of the build-

ing to begin immediately.

At the President's Banquet

on Friday evening it was an-

nounced that the fieldhouse

would be named for Mr. Steve

Lacey, chairman of the Board

of Trustees and former student,

coach, dean, and vice-president

of Mllligan.

The fieldhouse will be built

utilizing the revolutionary ar-

chitectural principle of air

cable construction. Designed by

Dr. David Geiger of Columbia
University, it Is patterned after

the United States Pavilion at

the 1970 World's Fair inOsaka,

Japan. It will be the first pri-

vately owned structure of Its

type in the world. Ordinarily

the cost of constructing such a

building would be at least $2,-

400,000. Because of its exper-
imental nature and great ar-

chitectural potential Educa-
tional Facilities Laboratories

has shown Intense Interest In

PLEDGE 30UR ~

ffiE

STUDENTS PLEDCE SUPPORT -- The student-conducted cam-
paign to raise funds for the fieldhouse resulted in pledges of more
than $6,000 to be used in purchasing equipment.

the project and will cover the

cost of the designing engineer's

fees. RCA agreed to fast-

track the planning of the job

through its computers, great-

ly limiting both time and cost
of construction. The fieldhouse

should be ready for use by
January 1, 1972.

An area of 60,000 square
feet will be covered by a trans-

lucent, teflon-coated roof

weighing only one pound per
square foot. Despite its light

weight, the roof will with-
stand 125 m.p.h, winds'. There
will be no obstructing pillars or
external supports. Thus the

area will be completely open
and most conducive to efficient

and practical use. Included In

the plans are a large basket-
ball court with adequate spec-
tator seating, an auxiliary court,

an Olympic size swimming pool,

an Indoor track, a handball
court, special areas for weight
lifting, wrestling, gymnastics,
and other individual sports,

and staff offices.

The building will be located
In a naturally sheltered, am-
phitheater-shaped area at the
end of the canyon parking lot

opposite Seeger Memorial
Chapel.

Furnishings are not provid-
ed for in the cost of the build-
ing. Milligan students, how-
ever, in a recent campaign to

raise money lor tneneldhouse,

have pledged over $6.000 which
will be used for this purpose.
Mrs. Phillips, a trusteeof Mil-
ligan, told the students Friday
that she was greatly Impressed
by their enthusiasm and their

dedicated efforts in the impro-
vement of the college.

In Sutton Hall.

The seniors will assemble

at 2:30 Sunday afternoon for

baccalaureate. The program
will begin at 3;C0 and will fea-

ture Marshall Legett as the

speaker.

The seniors, their parents,

and friends, are Invited to the

home of Dr. and Mrs. Helsa-

back after the baccalaureate

program. The Helsabecks,

sponsors of the class of 1971,

are hosting this open house

at their home, 103 Woodland
Road.

Sunday evening the concert

choir will present a concert.

Commencement will begin

at 10:00 a.m., Monday morn-
ing and the seniors will as-

semble at 9:30. The speaker
will be Joseph W. Lawson.
Mr. Lawson is a business-

man from Bristol and is Chair-
man of the Board of Southeast-

ern Employers' Service Cor-
poration. He organized this

company in 1945 and has been

instrumental in utilizing It as

an aid to the relations of labor

and capital In the south for

25 years.

Keys' will

to provide

scholarships
A major portion of the es-

tate of Mrs. Carla Keys, a

wealthy Johnson City resident,

has been wllledtoMilllganCol-

lege.

Mrs. Keys, who had been an

active member of Mllligan's

Board of Trustees for more
than 30 years died lastmonth

at the age of 80.

In the will she established

a trust with Hamilton National

Bank composed of her proper-
ties on East Main Street, Jobe
Street, Melabro Court onNorth
Roan Street, and her residence

at 10S East Watauga.

Income from this trust es-

tate will be paid to Mllligan

College, with one half of the sum
designated for general ex-
penses and the other half for

the establishment of a scholar-

ship fund. Downtown Johnson
City businesses occupying the

included buildings are the Ma-
jestic Theater, Thorn McAnn
Shoe Store, and Robinson's Boo-

(Cont. on Page 3, Col. 3)
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Recommendation proposed

for new disciplinary code
Recommendations for a new-

ly structured Judicfalcode were

presented by a Student Council

Presidential Commission at the

last Legislative Council ses-

,
ston.

', Chairman Sharon Holfman

submitted the proposal which

then passed In the council by

a majority vote and has been

presented to Academic Dean

C. Robert Wetzel.
1 Two main bodies, the Judi-

cial Board and the Appeals

Board would conduct Milligan

College's Judicial proceed-

ings. Comprising the judicial

Board would be two male and

two lemale students elected

by the student body, three fa-

culty members elected by the

faculty, and a Convener of the

Board appointed by the Presi-

dent of the College.

Members of the Appeals

Board would be three faculty

Stout and Bryant

take leave for study
Two of MUUgan Colleges'

professors. Dr. Beauford Bry-

ant and Professor HaroldStout,

will be on sabbatical leave next

year in order to further their

scholastic studies.

The sabbatical program of

MUUgan is a recently Initiated

program In which two profes-

sors each year are granted a

leave of absence fiom the col-

lege In order to further

their knowledge In their field

of study.

[ Last year Dr. Henry Webb
and professor Eugene price

were on sabbatical. This year

Dr. Orvel Crowder and Dr.

Robert Fife are absent on sab-

batical leave.

Dr. Bryant, a Bible profes-

sor at MUUgan, hopes to study

In New York, Particularly In

and around Columbia Uni-

versity, and research on re-

cent findings and theories con-

cerning the gospels. He also

hopes to study about the Cop-
tic language, the language of

an ancient Egyptian sect of

1 Christianity.

I Dr. Bryant then plans to go

|
on to Europe during the sum-
mer with his family and study

In one of the German univer-

sities. He also hopes to do a

bit of travelling about Europe.

This will be Dr. Bryant's

first sabbatical in twenty-six

years of teaching in colleges

and universities. He began

teaching in 1945 and Das
taught in MUUgan for fifteen

years.

Coach Stout plans to work on

his doctorate in education at

East Tennessee State Univer-

sity. This doctorate will con-

tain a special emphasis on

physical education, especially

In education, curriculum, and

Instruction. He also plans to

take some courses In ad-

ministration and supervision.

Coach Stout will stUl behead
resident of Pardee Hall but will

concentrate on studying and

wUl hopefully coach baseball.

He has taught at Milligan for

thirteen years, and Is present-

ly a teacher In the physical

education department, athle-

tic director, and baseball
coach.

Both professors express-

ed appreciation to Milligan for

giving them the opportunity to

do ou[side study in their chos-

en fields of interest.

MEN WHO EXPECT QUALITY

ATLOW COST

CLOTHES

Suits & Sport Goals

Flares & Double Knits

r . .

.

Your Spring Fashion
Headquarters

GLEN MORE
Suits 35" . 69

,;

Spt. Coats 32" „ 37
55

Pants V „ 18"

members elected by the fa-

culty and two students elected

by the student body. This Ap-

peals Board would hear case

appeals requested by the stu-

dent upon Judicial Board de-

cisions.

Jurisdiction of the Judicial

Board would cover all cases

involving violations beyond the

Jurisdiction of the Dormitory

Councils and the TrafflcCourt.

However, the Board would

conduct the hearing of initial

appeals from DormitoryCoun-

cils and the Traffic Court. A
chree-founhs vote of the en-

tire Judicial Board would be re-

quired for any disciplinary ac-

tion.

Also mentioned In the Ju-

dicial Board's proceedings is

the student's right to have an

open or closed hearing as he

chooses. The student must also

be informed in writing of the

particulars of his alleged of-

fenses at least two days be-

fore the hearing.

Precedure followed by the

Appeals Board would include

the evaluation of requests for

appeals on grounds relevant

for an appeal. A majority vote

of the entire Appeals Board

would be needed for discip-

linary action. Student's cases

would be reopened by the Board

upon presentation of new
grounds for appeals.

Penalties ouUlned in the

proposal included restitu-

tion, social restriction, warn-

ing) official reprimand and ex-

pulsion from extra-curricular

activities. More severe actions

would be citizenship probation,

disciplinary probation, suspen-

sion, expulsion, and referral

to civil authorities.

Members of the president-

ial Disciplinary Policy Com-
mission were senior Mark
Cameron, juniors SharonHoff-

man and Mike Murterspuagh

and sophomores Beth Watt-

wood and Chuck Hilborn.

NILES PERFORMS — John Jacob NUes, American balladaer,

presented an enlightening program of folksongs and ballads for

an evening convocation on Wednesday.

Niles sings ballads

to tune of dulcimer
On Wednesday, April Vi,

1971, America's foremost ball—

adeer, John Jacob NUes, pre-

sented his 79th birthday con-

cert In an evening convocation

in Seeger Memorial Chapel.

He performed a selection

of love songs, nursery rhy-

mes, carols, and ballads from

his personal collection.

For the greatest part of his

life, John Jacob NUes has de-

voted himself to collecting, re-

cording, arranging, and sing-

ing America's folksongs. His

major collection has been done

in the Southern Appalachians,

mostly in the southeastern

counties of his native Ken-

tucky.

247 E. Mala

Johnson City

MARTIN'S JEWELERS
WATCH * JEWtLRY RCPAIHINO

Famous for diamonds"

A

Telephone 926-0391 Open every night Mon.-Fri.

He has performed In every

state in the Union, as weU as

England, Germany, Belgium,

Holland, France, Denmark,
Finland, and Canada.

In his performances, NUes
uses only songs he has col-

lected and arranged, and ac-

companies his male voice on

his homemade dulcimers.

NUes has made 40 or 50

dulcimers during his lifetime.

He uses them because it was
the instrument of the early

settlers of Appalachia, whose
musk he is particularly de-

voted to. He now uses three

dulcimers, each built (by

NUes) in a different key.

Niles lives with his wife,

Rena, at BootHili Farm, twelve

mUes south of Lexington, Ken-
tucky, where they have lived

since 1939.

He now spends most of his

time on his farm writing music
and poetry, and working on his

autobiography.

ASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - New - Pleasant Atmosphere - Attended

Johnson City

legfon at Kiig Springs Road

Ssetheast Shopping Village

M illigan

College

926-7811

Johnson City, Tennessee
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Library commission makes
proposals for improvement

NEW PUBLICATIONS EDITORS — Mark Lee, STAMPEDE editor

for the coming year, and Freda McAfee, BUFFALO edltor.dlscuss

plans for next year's student publications.

Next year's editors

relate future plans
New editor of the STAMPEDE

for the school year 1971-1972

will be Mark Lee.

Mark Is a rising sophomore

from Indianapolis, Indiana, ma-

joring In philosophy. Mark's

major goal with the STAM-
PEDE next year Is "to es-

tablish ll as an active organ-

Ism on Mllllgan's campus."

One of the more significant

changes that Mark will Initiate

next year will be the addition of

more feature articles and the

expansion of editorial content.

An editorial board will also be

established which will be re-

sponsible for editorial content.

As to the staff for next year,

many of the students now ac-

tive In leadership roles in the

STAMPEDE staff will be kept.

But Mark would like to add

many new students, preferably

underclassmen, In order to

have a staff that will continue

throughout the next three or

four years.

While keeping high standards

of journalistic pride and con-

cern, Mark also wants to mold

the staff so that they will feel

like a group, working toward

a common goal — the bet-

terment of the STAMPEDE.
In conclusion, Mark be-

lieves that "In a Christian

community, the newspaper

can play a supreme role in

understanding between fac-

tions. The long range desire

of the Stampede is to work

toward a truly Christian col-

lege."

Freda McAfee will be the

new editor-in-chief of the

BUFFALO next school year,

1971-1972.

Freda Is a rising senior

from Garden City, Kansas. Her

majors are chemistry and

mathematics.

Freda has no definite plans

for the BUFFALO next year

at this time. However, sev-

eral positions are still open

in the staff for next year. AH
Interested In working with the

BUFFALO should see Freda.

Next year the BUFFALOwill
have Its own lay-out room,

located adjacent to the Stu-

dent Council Room in Sutton

basement.

Recommending a book moni-

toring system andstudent mem-
bership on the Faculty Library

Committee, the Student Coun-

cil Library Commission sub-

mited its nine-point proposal

at the last Legislative Council

meeting to help improve the

P. H. Welshlmer Library.

After several months of

preparation, the recommen-
dation was finalized, submit-

ted and passed. The proposal,

which Is now in the hands of

Academic Dean C. Robert

Wetzel, also suggested the

creation of a checkout system

for the Unbound Periodical Sec-

tion Including a student em-
ployee to monitor at all times.

Because the Commission felt

that there was little use by

students of the Library Sat-

urday morning, it was sug-

gested that the library be

opened Saturday afternoon.

Another problem which the

Commission identified was the

possibility of abuse for the

faculty's unlimited checkout

privilege. They recommended
the faculty be limited to ten

books per semester with addi-

tional books checked for the

two-week student basis.

Main reasons given by the

Commission for the creation

of the monitoring system was

a book count which revealed

that 6817 books are missing

from the library and that the

removal of unchecked books

and periodicals Is a "disser-

vice to the college community."

Also noted In the report was

"the financial handicaps under

which the library is operat-

ing." The Commission recom-

mended that a "Friends of

the Library" fund should be

Investigated to encourage

"supporting the academic in-

terest at the college through

gifts to the library."

Expressing its awareness

of the problems facing the

library staff, the Commis-
sion submitted that it re-

spects the efforts and abilities

of the librarian, Mr. JohnNeth.

Members of the Commission
were chairman Charlie Ald-

erman, Mark Makoski, Melvln

Morton, Penny Phillips, and

Anne Taylor.

Keys' will

(Continued from Page 1)

tery. Also lncludedisthe build-

ing on Main Street formerly

occupied by Bowman-Howard

Co., and a vacant lot used for

parking on Jobe Street.

No value of the estate has been

given and no estimate has been

officially made of the size of the

benefits MilUgan will receive

from the property. Law re-

quires a twelve month period

during which the will is pro-

bated and the clarifications are

made before benefits can be

paid.

Mrs. Keys, originally from

Sullivan, Indiana, has been in-

terested In and involved with

MilUgan College for many
years. Besides serving as a

board member, she has pre-

viously donated money for

scholarships. In the 1930's she

provided the school with an or-

gan which was used in the aud-

itorium of the administration

building. Her will expresses her

confidence in the principles of

MilUgan and perpetuates her in-

terest In scholarship and acade-

mic growth.

Sports

banquet

Mllllgan's annual Spring

Sports Banquet will be held

May 7 at 7:00 p.m. at the

Broadway Court Restaurant.

Students, faculty, and ad-

ministration who wish to attend

should contact Coach Harold

Stout's Office.

811 West Walnut
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Priorities in Prosperity

The second issue of the STAMPEDE contained an editorial

entitled ''Looking Forward" in which we spoke of student enthus-

iasm and commented,"Continued conscientious direction of the en-

thusiasm already evident this year at Milligan will lead to pre-

viously unrealized personal satisfaction and individual growth."

In looking forward from that time, we were not able to foresee

the remarkable growth and development which is beginning to take

place for the college and for its individual persons. The year has

been difficult, long, evening, and profitable. The enthusiasm we
looked for earlier has come to expression in the united student ef-

fort to raise funds and more enthusiasm for the building of a field-

house. The response to this campaign and to the special convo-
cation last Friday shows that Milligan students really can and do
become excited arid dedicated to a worthwhile goal.

Things about Milligan which have formerly be. n the subjects of

everything from casual joking to harsh criticism are being changed
this year. Besides the addition of a fieldhouse, we will be soon be

using a fine science building. Regular additions are being made to

the library with greater improvements planned for the very near
future. The curriculum is being consistently upgraded. More schol-
arship money will soon be available. Communication between stu-
dents, administration, and board has been increasing. Enrollment
Is up for next year.

Very soon Milligan will be receiving a great deal of publicity
which could be profitable in enabling us to continue Ingrowth and
development. This is important, and we hope that advancements
do continue. However, it is our hope that amidst all the concern
over the things we are acquiring, Milligan College will be seen as
people who are still primarily concerned about people.

The Sense of B. O

It is almost time for an-

other group of seniors to leave

the halls of learning and take

their places as Individuals In

society.

After four years, over $7000

and about 136 semester hours

worth of toil and tears, we
take one last nostalgic look at

a place we often felt was our

second home.

When I arrived at Milligan

College in the fall of 1967

I was among the green, ques-

tionable rookies who had come
to be counted in the masses of

colleg late America.

College was a new thing.

As freshmen we were all

bound together by confus-

sion. We did not all know why
we were here, nor did we

understand what we were to

do once we were to start.

Over the course of four

years, many did not desire

to pursue this thing called

private education any farther.

This was often not a matter

of choice.

We gained much of our know-

ledge from sources other than

those which could be traced to

a section in the library. This

extra curriculum included

Bill Oates

bouts in living with total

strangers, questions concern-

ing alcohol, cigarettes, drugs,

sex, church, and all the other

little matters of controver-

sy which our parents warned us

about, but we had to explore

on our own.

We became self-made. We
learned how to stretch dol-

lars or build our bank ac-

counts by selling our blood.

We learned how to rotate our
underwear. We had to make
the seemingly irreparable

work again.

The college student is built

by milking his brain into the

wee hours of the night. We
cradled Kate Turablan and
Roget. We crammed thirty

hours into a single day.

All In all, we became mem-
bers of the breed of Amer-
icans known as students of

the undergraduate degree.

A large footnote would be

included here to say that we
are of an exclusive order.

When we signed on with Mil-
ligan College we began calling

ourselves those who desired

to receive a small college lib-

eral arts degree, with a very
influential leaning toward a

firm belief in Christianity.

This all shows that four years

have meant that we have par-
ticipated In a program geared
toward an attitude which might

represent the teachings of

Christ. In whatever field of

work we go into, we would do
it in a manner which Christ

would approve.

Milligan College has a stu-

dent body that is concerned
about Itself. The faculty Is on

a personal level with the stu-

dents. The administration will

listen to the individual student.

In. a time of crisis, all three

elements of the college have

such a deep respect for the

other two elements that chan-
nels for solving a problem are
sought and MllllganCollege re-
mains in tact.

In an age when schools of

higher learning are being rip-

ped apart by Its students or
its financial status, Milligan

stands alone as an organiza-

tion dedicated to preserving a

firm, safe, and Christian na-
tion.

It takes about four years to

realize that Christian educa-
tion must be the hope of the

world.

Welcome, Sam

!

All the nice little Improvements In the Milligan College cafe-
teria Indicate that a new chef is now on the job. He is Mr. Sam
Combs. The variety of changes he is making in menu and In oper-
ation of the cafeteria arc greatly appreciated and enjoyed. The chef
plays a more significant role in determining the health and morale
of our students than is often rc-cognUed. We would like to welcome
Sam as one of the most important members of the Milligan family.
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Drew follows trend toward

more flexible curriculum
Madison, N. J. - (I. P.) - The

faculty of Drew University's

College of Liberal Arts has

decided to Increase the range

and flexibility of general fresh-

man and sophomore course re-

quirements for graduation.

The action, taken at a re-

cent meeting of the faculty, re-
inforces a nationwide trend and

helps bear out forecasts by
authorities like Frederick W.
Ness, president of the Associa-
tion ol American Colleges, that

the country's institutions of

higher learning "are in the

early stages of a long cycle

toward greater student free-

dom of choice in course se-
lection."

The plan at Drew, scheduled

to take effect for all students

In the College next fall, divides

the liberal arts curriculum into

five subject areas and allows a

student to omit the one least

suited to his academic needs.

For instance, a student who
finds a foreign language or
a laboratory science trouble-

some may avoid one or the

other altogether, provided his

advisor agrees and the deci-

sion is in keeping with his

choice of a major.

Currently, the freshman and
sophomore years for a Drew
undergraduate Involve require-
ments In composition, labora-
tory science, social studies

(economics, political science,

anthropology, sociology), phy-

sical education, literature, and

philosophy or religion.

Under the plan, history and

psychology are to be added to

the list of requirement op-

tions. Students will be requir-

ed to take a minimum of six

credits — or, on the aver-
age, two courses — In each

area elected.

The five subject areas from
which srudents will choose four

are:

— foreign language or

mathematics, the latter includ-

ing computer science;

— botany, chemistry, phy-

sics, or zoology, including at

least a one semester course

with laboratory;

— history, philosophy, or
religion;

— anthropology, economics,

political science, psychology,

or sociology;

— art, literature, music,

or theater arts.

In each of the latter lour
groups, the six credit hours

required may be distributed

among disciplines as the stu-

dent, in consultation with his

faculty advisor, chooses, [n

the first group, all six credits

will be taken in either a fore-

ign language or mathematics.

In a related action, the fac-

ulty rejected a proposal to

drop composition as a re-

quired course. However, a stip-

ulation that the course be tak-

en in the freshman year was

revoked and a plan instituted

whereby any faculty member
may recommend exemption,

based on a student's perfor-

mance and subject to the ap-

proval of an interdepartmen-

tal committee.

Commenting on the changes,

Dean of the College Richard

J. Stonesifer said, '"This opens

things up a bit. A student with

strong professional interests

or interests in a given area

can now go to work at higher

levels of sophistication at a

point earlier in his career as

an undergraduate, if he can

qualify, jumping over several

semesters filled with require-

ments."

GIVE..
so more
will live

HEAR
FUND





Student-planned program

:ompletes humanities year

in experiment In student

-

inned curriculum Is now

jirlng completion.

\\s reponed earlier in the

,'AMPEDE, the last four

Jeks of Humanities 202 have

been planned by a committee

elected from among the stu-

dents of the class. Three of

those four weeks are now past.

The four-week program has

concentrated on two major is-

The
Dean's

Corner
Dean Robert Wetzel

Ince this is the final Issue of the 1970-71 STAMPEDE allow

I to do some reflecting on a school year that seems to be rushing

its finale quite unmindful of those of us who still have a frightening

i>unt of work to do before May 17. Reflections are shaped by

J
memory of the reflector and hence can lay no claim to ob-

t:lvlry. But it is much too soon to be writing history and thus

r.ections must suffice for the time being.

,S the Fall Semester began It seemed to be the general consensus

•opinion that this year's freshmen class represented a noticeable

Irease In academic quality and leadership potential. Although

inething similar might well have been said about earlier freshman

»sses, I have seen nothing that would dissuade me from this pre-

1 lnary evaluation of the Class of 1975. Granted, there is no

liquate way to prepare an entering freshman class for the viclssi-

[es of college life. The anxiety of a paper overdue, the all-night

dm preparations, and the hasseis with a roomy are as much a

it of academe as the exhilaration of the announcement of a new

|ld house, the excitement of learning, and the kind concern of

lands. Freshmen may come to college thinking of themselves

l boys ana girls; they must complete that freshman year thinking

(themselves as men and women.

The Student Council served the freshman class well during the

Mentation program. This was the first of many activities spon-

ired by the Council which demonstrated the basic concern which

t;se student leaders shared for the welfare of MUllgan College.

en in those matters in which I did not find myself in agreement

('in the Council, it is my conviction that the Council was work-

I for what they regarded to be the best interests of Mllligan

i liege. It is unfortunate that the popular mind will focus atten-

n on the relatively few points of disagreement and fail to see

>: numerous matters of concern which are approached and some-

hes resolved by joint efforts of the Student Council and the

ministration. Yet there is. much to be learned when one is

lively Involved In the life and function of the college. Experience

n sometimes be a demanding teacher but she Is thorough. 1

ist that all of us have shared in this learning experience. (And

r all of those who stood afar off and now read these words with

; tilted smile of cynicism, may 1 join with the Student Council

!
reminding you of Shakespeare's words: "He jests at scars

io never felt the wound.*')

Our faculty began the year with the startling news that en-

llment was down and hence the budget would have to be revised

ywnward. Even though this meant an unduly lean year as far

expenditures were concerned, there was a determined effort

maintain and improve the quality of the academic programs.

lere is ample evidence that they have succeeded.

During the first year of the self-study program the committee

i faculty initiated a student-sponsored faculty evaluation. The
udent Council sponsored the third faculty evaluation this year,

ie evaluations were generally complimentary to the faculty but

me serious criticism gave rise to much honest soul -search-

g. I am confident that the college will profit from these yearly

rsluatlons.

At this time I do not have a complete report on the graduate

vards made to various members of the Class of 1971. But both

terms of employment opportunities and graduate school awards,

ie class is making its contribution to a growing distinction for

llligan College. Some of our seniors will be representing the

illege In some of the finest graduate schools in the country

irlng the next school year.

And thus the year comes to an end. Many things we had hoped

> accomplish must now await another year. Some things for

hich we dared not hope have through Cod's grace been realized,

ut through all of our scholarly pursuits, our joys, our disappoint-

ments, our hasseis and our loves, we are still One in the Body of

hrist. Milligan is still committed to a ministry of Christian

ducatlon and we still trust that God's grace will lead us when
jr own wisdom fails.

sues of contemporary Amer-
ica, race relations and the

modem youth culture.

In presenting these topics

to the class, many off-cam-

pus speakers have been used.

These speakers have Includ-

ed representatives of such

groups as the National As-
sociation for the Advancement

of Colored People and the John

Birch Society.

In addition to the off-campus
speakers, several lectures

have been given by Milligan

students. Only one member
of the Mllligan faculty has lec-

tured to the class. Several

others have participated in pa-

nel discussions.

Books assigned for read-

ing during this period have

been SOUL ON ICE, by El-

dridge Cleaver, and YOUNG
RADICALS: NOTES ON COM-
MITTED YOUTH, by Kenneth

Keniston.

The STAMPEDE asked se-

veral people to evaluate the

program.

Miss Juanlta Jones, a mem-
ber of the staff for sophomore

humanities, reported that the

program was lnterestlngtoher,

personally, although she can-

not give a complete evaluation

until the four weeks have been

completed.

Miss Jones noted that the

response of most of the stu-

dents to the program was

"very good." On the other

hand, she felt that some stu-

dents seemed to be taking

the program too lightly.

Dr. Ira Read, also of the

humanities staff, said that he

could not call the program '"an

unqualified success." He add-

ed, however, that the num-
ber of students Interested in

the program seems to be at

least as high as those who are

interested in the regular hu-

manities program.

The chairman of the student

planning committee, Bill How-

den, was also asked to com-

ment on the program's suc-

cess.

He reports to be generally

pleased, both with the effect-

iveness of the program and the

work of his committee.

He also feels that some stu-

dents are taking the program

too lightly, but he feels that

many students are getting a

great deal from the program.

Several students have told

Howden that the program was

much more Interesting than

the regular program. One stu-

dent told him that one of the

lectures given by students was

the most interesting lecture of

the whole year.

Lecture topics for the re-

maining week are "The Role

of the Military In Our Socie-

ty," "Modern Movies," "The

Jesus People Movement," and

"Student Radicalism."

Others on the student com-
mittee in addition to Howden

are Sherrle Cheeseman, Dale

Clayton, Jackie Ellis, Clyde

Holtzbauer, Susie Roetter.

Woody Wilson, and Dennis Wy-
att.
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Remedial reading offered
Dear Editor:

MUllgan College now offers

fourteen hours In Remedial

Reading. There Is one course

on the sophomore level, one

on the junior level, and the re-

maining eight hours are senior

level courses.

It has been in the past usually

elementary education minors,

English majors, and a few cur-

ious Individuals who enroll in

these courses. Reading 411 is

required of elementary educa-

tion minors. Being one of those

curious individuals who just

happened to drop in, I felt 1

might pass a few reactions to

the course and some experi-

ences I encountered.

Last semester, I worked in

West Side Elementary School

In Ellzabethton with a third

grade boy. It was probably one

of the most satisfying and re-

warding experienceswhUehere

at MUllgan. It gave me the op-

portunity to apply what 1 had

learned, develop new techni-

ques, and to be involved. Many
times It is hard for an indiv-

idual to really understand and

see what he is doing in college.

You go to class, assimilate

knowledge, and are tested on
it. Many times you would have

to wait four years to see how
this will benefit you. These
courses each with an oppor-

tunity to work with a chUd in

a school setting, will help you

bridge the gap between the col-

lege and the world you're pre-
paring to work in.

If you are undecided about

a profession to enter and teach-

ing Is on that list, reading
should be one field to con-
sider. The state of Tennessee is

now in the process of making
reading a certified subject.

Also there Is a Master's pro-

gram at ETSU with opportun-

ltes for a fellowship. Also there

are other Masters' programs
around the country and also

doctoral programs in reading.

Mllligan graduates have en-
tered Into ETSU tn ibe Mas-
ter's program andacqulredfel-

lowsbips. Also students have

been able to acquire jobs in

reading at a higher salary even
in this time when Jobs arc-

not plentiful in the teaching pro-

fession.

Teaching remedial reading,

1 feel, is one of the most
rewarding experiences an in-

dividual can participate In. I

am only sorry now that I didn't

know about it sooner as 1 feel

It would have made my college

experience more fulfilling.

As you're considering next

year's courses, if yourlnterests

follow along this Ilne.it would

be to your benefit to consider

this valuable opportunity. I am
sure that Mrs. GUbreath or

Dr. Clark would be more than

wUllng to talk to anyone about

the reading program here at

Milligan.

Paul Davis

1970 MUllgan Graduate

Thank you

Dear Editor,

I would like to take this op-

portunity to try and say thank

you to the MUllgan FamUy
for its kindness towards me.

I would like especially to thank

Dr. Wetzel and Mrs. Cross-
white who made my coming
back to MUllgan a reality.

My deepest thanks go to those

who, whether or not they knew

me, sent me a card. Six weeks
at home can be pretty lone-

some without the friends I had

made here. The reason I came
back was not exactly academic.

I could have dropped every-
thing down the ole drain tUl

next year and forgot about it.

It was because people cared

enough about me & that 1

couldn't be apart from that

unique feUowshlp, that I re-

turned,

A large thank you should gc

to my Profs, for being so un-
derstanding & especiaUy Mr.
Nakati for his Utile kindness-

es from time to time while I

was home.

Thank you all again, so much.
Yours because His,

Claudia M. Bartlett
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AAilligan's baseball team

shows irregular season

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS — Dally progress on the external

construction of Milligan's Science Building can readily be seen.

Despite recent generous gifts to the college, funds are still needed

for the completion of this building.

Experiment relates

crowding , drug use
Under the leadership of Dr.

Robert P. Lindeman, the psy-

chology departmenr of Mllllgan

College Is conducting exper-

iments to determine if popula-

tion density affects the volun-

tary consumption of nlcotene,

caffeine, and alcohol In mice.
Twenty cages of randomly

selected white mice contain

two, four, six, or eight mice,

with the optimum density being

four per cage. One cage con-

tains two mice, along with all

subsequent generations of off-

spring. The usual procedure
is to remove the parents after

the first t-eneratlon has ar-

rived.
The experiment was begun

April 9th and there Is no basis

for any conclusions to date.

The cage with six mice Is con-

suming more nlcotene than the

other with eight. Also, the

c.iges of mice with nlcotene

have larger litters. On the

whole, caffeln Is drunk the most
and alcohol the least. No mu-
tations have been noted.

Conducting this experiment
are Bonnie Carlson, a senior

psychology major; Margaret
Roth, a junior psychology ma-
jor, and David Lindeman, a

sophomore psychology major.

Mllllgan's baseball squad has

run into rough sledding of late

after a strong showing early

in April.

As of April 26, the Buffs

had a 9-10 record overall,

and 1-3 In the Volunteer State

Athletic Conference. After
splitting the first six games,
the Buffs reeled off four

straight victories early in

the month.

Since that time, the Buffs

have had a difficult time,

posting a 2-6 record. The
three VSAC losses were ex-
tremely difficult to swallow
because each loss was by the

slender margin of one run.

The Buffs travelled to Tus-
culum Tuesday, and were to

host Carson-Newman in a

VSAC game Friday. Mllllgan
travels to Mars Hill Monday
and hosts Appalachian State

Tuesday before closing the re-

gular season hosting Maryvllle

May 8. The Buffs then are
scheduled to participate in the

VSAC Tournament May 13-14.

Gardner - Webb knocked
off the Buffs 9-6 by breaking
a 6-6 tie with two runs in the

seventh and adding an insur-
ance run in the bottom of the
eighth. Home runs by Mc-
Swain and McDaniel were big

blows In Gardner-Webb's nine
hit attack.

ZIMMERMAN'S NEWS CENTER

404 SOUTH ROAN
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Danny H. Smith paced the

Buffs with three hits, and Rniw
Kregloe and Paul Wilson added
two apiece in a ten-hit attack.

Jerry Bordwtne suffered his

first loss after two victories.

Appalachian State broke up
a close game with three runs
in the bottom of the eighth

to subdue the Buffs 6-3. Ap-
palachian's ten hit stuck
was paced by Catoe and pitt-

man with three hits apiece
and home runs by pittman and

Elrod.
Bruce Kregloe was the ma-

jor part of Mllllgan's six

hit attack by getting four hits

in five at bats. The Mountain-
eers broke on top with two runs
in the first Inning.

The Buffs cut the lead In

half in the top of the fourth,

but Appalachian camebackwith
one In the bottom of the inn-

ing. The Buffs added single

runs in the fifth and ninth but

feel short. Gayle Cox dropped
his third decision against

three victories.

Carson-Newman edged Mll-
llgan 3-2 at Jefferson City,

April 20,

Lincoln Memorial University

choked off a Mllllgan rally

in the last of the ninth to de-

feat Mllllgan 4-3 here April

19.

Mllllgan banged out 13 hits

and employed a five run rally

in the second, and four more
in the sixth to defeat Mary-
vllle 12-8 at Maryvllle April

17. Gayle Cox and Jerry Bor-
wlne collaborated on a five-

hit shutout and Bill Corum
squeezed home Larry Mc-
Kinney in the sixth as Mllll-

gan edged Mars Hill 1-0 on
April 5.

Kellogg Foundation

gives ecology funds
The W. K. Kellogg Foun-

dation of Battle Creek, Mich-

igan, has presented to Mll-

llgan College a $5,000

grant under the College Re-
source for Environmental
Studies Program.
This grant Is designed to

help support the college's en-
vironmental studies program
during the next three years
as a part of the Kellogg Foun-
dation's continuing program of

support for activities aimed
at finding solutions to envir-

onmental problems In the na-
tion.

According to Dr. Robert E.

Klnslnger, Kellogg Foundation

vice president, the grant to

Mllllgan is one of approximate-

ly 300 similar grants being

made to small, private, liber-

al arts colleges throughout the

United States.

Dr. Klnsinger states that

"The Foundation believes that

the nation's small, private,

liberal arts colleges can make
a substantial contribution to-

ward solving these problems
by strengthening their pro-

gram of environmental stu-

dies."

HOURS.

DAY
Monday - Thursday
Friday

BVENINGS
Monday-Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

SUPPORT

Your

Student Union

7:30-4:00 p.m.
7:30-4:00 p.m.

7:00-lC:00p.m.
8:00-11:00 p.m.

4:00-11:00 p.m.
7:00-10:00 p.m.

HAVE A NICE SUMMER!
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uffs enter 3-way meet
5-4 season record

dilligan entered Wednes-
jr*s triangular meet with

ryville and Mars HIM sport-

a 5-4 record.

The 76-68 win over Wofford

>resented the Buffs first dual

et victory in three years.

that meet, held March 18

Greenville, South Carolina,

Clifton, Mike McMillan,

I Gene McCarty were double

tners with Tom Evans win-

g the 440, Roy Wright the

h Jump, Jerry Teeter wln-

g the Javelin and Milllgan

le relay team of Tom Evans,

i Gregory, Dan Clifton, and

m Manus winning In a time

3:40.5

vlllllgan made a fine showing

h 52 points behind Carson-
*man's64 and Brenard's

in a triangular meet held at

lllgan April 24. A foul by

svard in the mile relay pre-

ited them from wi nn lng the

et. Dan Clifton won the 100

220 yard dashes with

ies of 9.7 and 21.8.

dike McMillan won the two

le with a time of 10;32.9.

Milllgan 440 Relay team of

.e Clayton, Jim Gregory,
l Hettinger, and Dan Clifton

i over Brevard with a time

14.9.

Ulligan's mile relay team
Dale Clayton, Tom Evans,

Clifton, and Tom Manus
i over Carson-Newman with
svard disqualified. The win-

g time was 3:36.9. Tom
nus was second in the 880.

Brant Neal was second in

the shotput, lerry Teeter was

second In the Javelin, Gene

McCarty was second In the

440 yard Intermediate hurdlers

and Tim McClellan was se-

cond In the high jump. Third

place finishers for Milllgan

Included Mike McMillan In the

mile, Chip Fowler in the two

mile, Gene McCarty in the 120

yard high hurdlers, and Terry

Duboise In the discus.

Milllgan placed second In

a triangular meet with 56 1/2

points behind Carson — New-
man's 78 and ahead of host

Mars Hill who had 45 1/2.

Dan Clifton won the 100 and 220-

yard dashes, Tom Manus
won the 880 in 1:58.5, Gene

McCarty won the 440-yard in-

termediate hurdles in 58.4 and

Mike McMillan won the two

mile In 10:30.

Milligan's 440-yard relay

and mile relay teams each fin-

ished second.Second-placefin-

Ishers included Brant Neal in

the shot-put, Jimmy Mink a

tie for second in the high jump,

Jerry Lawson in the pole vault,

Denny Dennlston in the long

jump, Randall Matney in the

discus, and Mike McMillan
in the mile.

Mill ig an won a triangular

meet here April 14 with 106

points followed by Wofford
with 46 and Lees-McRae with

27. Dan Clifton won the 100

and 220, Gene McCarty won
the 120 high and 440 inter-

DO YOU LIKE

«0 Elk Av«ri«

We do a 1 1 types of

printing and engraving
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Invitations
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mediate hurdles, Mike Mc-
Millan won tiie mile and two

mile runs, and Terry Du-

Bolse won the discus aiiu ja-

velin.

Tom Manus won the 880.

Tom Evans won the triple

jump. Brant Neal won the

shotput, and Dale Clayton won
the 440. Milllgan also won the

440-yard and mile relays.

Brevard defeated Milllgan in

a dual meet at Brevard, April

12, 86-57, Dan Clifton won the

100 and 220, Mike McMillan
won the two mile, and Roy
Wright won the high Jump with

a leap of 6'2".

Second place finishers In-

cluded McCarty In the 440

yard intermediate hurdles and

triple Jump. DuBoise in the dis-

cus, Manus In the 880, Neal In

the shotout, Lawson in the pole

vault, Clayton In the 440, Tee-
ter In the Javelin, and McMil-
lan In the mile.

Milllgan defeated Maryville

86-56 In a dual meet at Mary-
ville April 9. Mike McMillan
won the mile and three mile,

Dan Clifton won the 100 and

220, and Gene McCarty won the

120 high and 440 Intermediate

hurdlers.

Other winners for Milllgan

Included Jerry Teeter In the

javelin, Terry DuBoise In the

discus, Roy Wright in the high

jump, and Tom Manus In the

880. The Milligan 440-yard re-
lay team of DonHettlnger.Doug
Matney, Jim Gregory, and Dan
Clifton won with a time of

46.6.

WOMEN'S TENNIS — Playing hard for the victory, one member
of the women's tennis team show that concentration la essential

In winning a match.

Golf team scores
second win over King

The Milligan golf team de-

feated the King College team

in their match which was held

on April 20 . The 15 1/2 to

11 l/2match polntplay wlngave

Milligan Its 2nd win over King

this season.

The six man Milligan team
was led by Gary Murrell who
posted an 18 hole total of

70. He was followed by Tom
Owens who had a 75, Dick Bock
with 76, Mark Roth with 77.

and Dan Hasselbeck and Bruce
Moore with 78s.

The win over King gives the

Buffs a 4-4 record for the

season. Milllgan losses were
to Carson-Newman, Tusculum
twice, and an upset 1-stroke
defeat to Lincoln Memorial
University.

Buff victorleswere over King
College In two matches and a

two match win over the Clinch
Valley team.

BOWMAN'S ANNUAL SPRING
CLEARANCE SALE

in the tradition of

timeless elegance

MARQUISE BRIDAL SET

DIAMONDS

MARQUISE

ROUND CUT!

Available in solid

14K white or yellow

Rin t and Diamond* onlargod to thow detail

ciaelers

REDUCTIONS

STORE WIDE

MANY OTHER

VALUES
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Resident assistants become

part of dormitory living

Resident Assistants will

become a part of women's dor-

mitory life at Mllligan for the

first time next year.

Mrs. Young, Dean of Wo-
men, announced that next year

R.A.'s would be Installed In

"positions of responsibility"

in the women's dorms. The
design of the program is to

give girls more representa-

tion through having this se-

cond group.

The establishment of the

Wonderful April 14

centers around gym
On Wednesday, April 14,

.1971, the third annual Won-

derful Wednesday was held at

Mllligan College.

As students awoke to find
'

:

the notes under their doors,

they each realized that this

was the day for fun, food,

and no classes.

Students and faculty alike

1 met at the chapel to find out

the details of the day.

First, dialogues were held

with students as the discus-

sion leaders. The topic was

the proposed fleldhouse and

what students could do to pro-

mote It. Students were asked

to pledge, to raise, or give

as much money as they

could for the new building.

By the end of the day, stu-

dents had pledged more than

$3000.

At 10:00 a.m. a talent show

was presented, featuring many
of MiUigan's outstanding mus-
icians and a sketch by the fa-

culty featuring "Ma" and"Pa"
Helsabeck, plus other more
questionably distinguished pro-

fessors.

In the afternoon an icecream

social was held on the Sutton

lawn. The lawn was also the

setting for a picnic supper.

The evening was topped off

with the concert choir's an-

nual spring tour concert.

R.A.'s will not do away with

the dorm counselors. The re-

spective dorm councils will

oversee the operation of each

individual dorm, and suggest

rules pertaining to their own

dorm. They will be in charge

of projects, spiritual life, and

the everyday running of each

dorm.
The combined R.A.'s from

Sutton and Hart will suggest

rules that pertain to all wo-

men dormitory residents.

They will also be thorough-

ly acquainted with the regula-

tions of the school and with

MiUigan's position on import-

ant matters. In this way the

R.A.'s will be in a position to

guide and direct the girls.

Another function of the

R.A.'s will be to communicate

the feelings and ideas of the

dorm students to the dean of

women. A schedule will be

set up so that there will be

at least one R, A. in the dorm
every night.

There will be two R.A.'s

on each floor of the women's
dorms, making a total of ten

and they will be paid $75 a

semester.

Mrs. Young is "excited a-

bout the program," which is

to be "an effort to make the

operation smoother next year."

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL -- The student body elected Mike Flora,

Chuck Hllborii, Rich Roames. and Pam Stephens the officers of

Student Council for the 71-72 school year. These officers will

conduct the remaining StudentCouncll meetings.

Executive co uncil

elected for next year
The Student Council of Mll-

ligan College Is in the process

of completing its work for this

academic year by electing the

new members of the body for

the 1971-72 school year.

Newly elected members of

rhe Executive Council in-

clude Rich Romes, president.

Chuck HUborn, vice-presi-

dent, Mike Flora, secretary

and Pam Stephens treasurer.

Members of the Legislative

Council were elected in a cam-
pus wide election yesterday.

Recent Council legislation

Included a recommendation that

all scholarships which are

available to students be for

mally announced, with details

for qualifications and applica-

tion procedures.

Also, a recommendation was

made that the Business Office

publish a list of books to be

bought back at the earliest

possible date.

This legislation has been fo-

warded to the respective areas

of the College for considera-

tion.

SUMMER SESSION
COURSE OFFERINGS

FIRST TERM SECOND TERM

Additional courses can be added to summer ses-

sion schedule when necessary. In the event that a

teacher is available and five or more students enroll

for class the Dean's Office will authorize the class.

Interest is expressed in the following courses.

If you would like to take one of these classes please

fill out the form below and leave it at the Dean's

Office:

JUNE 7 JULY 9. 1971

FIRST PERIOD (8 00-9:45;

JULY 12 AUGUST 13. 1971

FIRST PERIOD (8.00-9:45)

Area Course No. Title of Course

•Biol. 350 Science for the Grades

Bus. Ad. 201 Principals of Economics

'Chem. 301 Organic Chemistry

304-305 Survey of Amer. Lit.

104 Economic Geography

'Germ. 211-212 Intermediate German
H&PE 411 Health Education

•Hist. 309-310 American History

Hum. 201 Humanilies (cont. 3rd per.)

Malh. 103 Fundamental Concepts

•Physics 103 Physical Science

Psy. 151 General Psychology

"Spanish 211-212 Intermediate Spanish

SECOND PERIOD (10:0011:45)

Bible 123 Old Testament Survey

Biol. 350 cont Science for the Grades

Bus. Ad. 451 Comp. Economic Systems

Chem. 301 conl. Organic Chemistry

Eng. 304^305 cont Survey of American Lit.

Germ. 211-212 cont Intermediate German
HSPE 203 P.E. for the Elem. School

Hist. 309-310 conl American History

Music 351 Music in the Elem. School

Physics 103 Physical Science

Psy. 252 Developmental Psychology

Speech 121 Fundamentals o! Speech

Area

'Biol.

Bus. Ad.

'Chem.

Ed.

Geog.

HSPE
HSPE

•His!.

Hum.
Malh.

Psy.

Course No.

110
202

302
41 1A

103

111

406
309-310

202
104

152

Biol.
Biol.

Bus.

Chem.

Title ot Course

Human Biology

Principles of Economics

Organic Chemistry

leaching ot Reading in the Elem. School Chem
World Geography

Personal Health

Adaptive Phys. Ed.

American History

Humanities (cont. in 3rd perl

Fundamental Concepts

General Psychology

SECOND PERIOD (1000-11451

Bible

Biol.

Bus. Ad.

Chem.
HSPE
Hist.

Psychology

Soc.

124

110 cont

304

302 cont

201

THIRD PERIOD lt:0D-2:45

Bible

Ed.

Ed.

Ed.

Eng.

Eng.

HSPE
Hum.
Music

Psy.

471

338
401

490
461
490

201

201 cont.

110
490

Christ and Culture

Educalional Sociology

Educational and Occupational I

Modern Educational Problems

Renaissance Drama

Independent Study

Activity (Coed)

Humanities

Piano—Individual Instruction

Special Problems in Psy.

Bible 471

Ed. 490
En? 432
Eng. 490
HSPE 202
Hum. 202 cont

Psy. 490
Soc. 3j3

New Testament Survey

Human Biology

Advertising

Organic Chemistry

309.310 cont
Sa(e,y £ducatlon & FirsI Aid

jua-Jiu com.
fimerican History

Experimental Psychology

Introduction to Sociology

THIRD PERIOD (1.00-245

Christ and Culture

Modern Educational Problems

Restoration & 18th Cent. Lit

Independent Study

Activity (Coed)

Humanities

Special Problems in Psy

Family

First Term

120 Bo cany

250 Anatomy & Physiology

211 Intro Accounting
101 Inorganic Chemistry

201 Qualitative Analysis

Humanities 101 Humanities

H.& P.E. 301 Individual Sports

Math. Ill Algebra
Physics 201 General Physics

Psych. 359 Statistics
Sec. Science 243-244 Advanced Shorthand

Second Term

212 Intro. Accounting
102 Inorganic Chemistry
202 Qualitative Analysis
211-212 Intermediate Greek
102 Humanities
211 Community Health
112 Trigonometry
202 General Physics

'These courses continue into second period.

"Students desi'ing teaching cerlilication see

Education Block.

EXPENSES FOR EACH TERM. Tuition per hour of

credit. S39.50; Registration Fee, $5.00;

Room. $60.00 per live-week term; Board $70.00

per live-week term. Lab lees listed m catalog.

'These courses continue into second period.

"Students desiring teaching cerlilication see Education Block.

I would take the following class were it

offered during the summer session:

Name and course number

My Name_

Campus Address





Adminstration Veto rejects

Proposed judicial code

THE HQP£ OF THE *Ofll

Exercising its veto power,

Mililgan College's Administra-

tion rejected a proposed Ju-

dicial Code alter its unanimous

passage by the Student Council

and the Faculty Discipline Com-
mittee.

Summing up the Administra-

tion's (eellng toward the pro-

posed Judicial Code, President

Jess Johnson said, "If we a-

greed to that, (the proposed

Judicial Code) we would relin-

quish all authority In that area,

and that's impossible, I can't

do that."

Another reason given by

President Johnson for the veto

was that such an Intricate sys-

tem made it possible to use

R.A.'s added

to women's
dorms

Since the dorm council of

each women's dormitory is sol-

ely concerned with the routine

of living in the dorm. Resident

Assistants have been hired in

Sutton and Hart to handle ex-

ceptions to the rules and cases

where there are no established

rules.

Thus far, the Resident Assis-

tants have helped with the rule

changes that ace new this year;

however, their primary pur-

pose is to serve as a judiciary

and hearing board within the

dormitories. Upon request, the

R. A.'s may also serve as an

advisory board.

R. A.'s are assigned hours

to be in the dormitories, and,

in absence of the housemother,

designated R. A.'s may sign

overnight cards, once a job

only the housemother could

perform.

In Han, Debbie Van Brlggle,

Bonnie Crawford, Debbie Mey-
er, Margene Peirdue, Jean
Clark, and Carrie Enkema arc

employed as R. A.'s. Carolyn

Kustanbauter, Judene Howell,

Linda Schilling, and Clara El-

liott are the R, A.'s for Sutton.

the system against Itself mak-
ing a mockery of justice. "We
are a small community," said

Dr. Johnson, "We don't need
a court system of the United
States."

After being informed of the

proposal's rejection. Faculty
Discipline Committee chairman
Euel Ownby expressed his sur-
prise at the veto. "The Dis-
cipline committeewas extreme-
ly Impressed by the amount of

work done by the student com-
mittee," said Mr. Ownby, "Gen-
erally, we felt the proposal was
great."

Explaining that most of the

proposed Judicial Code was ta-

ken from other small church-
related schools, Sharon Hoff-

man, chairman of the Student

Council Discipline Committee,
expressed that such a Judicial

Code as the one submitted is

common in many schools sim-
ilar to Mililgan College.

Sharon said, "My committee
felt the proposed Judicial Code
was an excellent proposal and
one of the best we could finally

arrive at."

Major points of the proposed

judicial code included the ap-

peal boards, strict procedures,

and varying degrees of pe-

nalties.
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Requests bring rule changes
As a result of women's re-

quests for rule changes last

year, MlUigan women will no

longer find themselves living

under a demerit system; rules

concerning the sign out pro-

cedure, dress code, and room
inspections have been changed;

disciplinary measures have

been altered to fit the rule vio-

lated.

One of the many changes Is

that women have to sign out

only after 7:00 p.m. when they

plan to go off campus. Should

a female student be caught thr-

ee times off campus without

being signed out, she will be

required to work a two-hour

hostess duty on the following

weekend.

For tardiness past the dorm's
closing hours of ll;00 p.m. on

school nights and 12:00 p.m. on

Friday and Saturday, a woman
will be required to be in the

dorm on the following Friday

or Saturday one hour earlier

than curfew for each fifteen

minutes or for each fraction

of a quarter of an hour tli3t

she was late. However, before

this punishment is administer-

ed, each woman is given a ten

minute grace period per sem-
ester that may be used either

collectively or a few minutes

at a time.

Another change concerns the

women's dress code. The new

code states that "dress den-

ims," not navy blue denims,

may be worn to "classes, the

library, the chapel, the admin-

istrative offices, and the dining

hall. However, blue jeans may
be worn any time in the lobbies

and at supper, only after 5 in

the library, and all day Satur-

day in the dining hall. No muti-

lated clothes of any kind will be

allowed.

Debated changes made in Frosh week
Several noteworthy changes

took place in Freshman Week
activities this year.

Speaking on the changes in

freshman week, vice-president

of the Student Council, Chuck
Hilborn, stated, "The student

body took over more of the

orientation than ever. In the

past it has mostly been hand-

led by the Student Council."

Chuck cited four examples

of the changes. First, sample

registration was used to replace

the lectures that at one time

were given by subject area

heads, and two additional hours

for counseling students was add-

ed.

Thirdly, group discussions

between faculty and student cou-

ncil representatives were em-
ployed. Visits to various pro-

fessor's homes by teams was
In Hllborn's words, "very use-

ful to both students and faculty

in getting to know each other

in situations away from the

classroom."
Another addition was present-

ed to the freshman class; no

holocaust day. Speaking of the

elimination of holocaust. Aca-
demic Dean C. Robert Wetzel

said, "Holocaust was the last

significant vestage of hazing."

Dr. Wetzel went on to ex-

plain that hazing was popular

twenty years ago with college

fraternities as a medium to

demean freshmen. The hazing

practice Is now being discour-

aged nationally by colleges and
universities because of the many
problems that have arisen.

These problems include studt.it

CONCERT ,CHOIR? No, actually It's one of the twenty-four groups of dlnk-wearers per-
forming with enthusiasm, their own little number. Pictured are Lynn Lewis, Fred Lynch, Dean
Wasson, Jo Ann Iscrupe, 3nd Janet Meyer { 1 to r).

injuries and damage to school

reputations. Tius came tfc?

statement from Dean Wetzel to

the Student Council last spring,

"No more Holocaust."

"This new policy will now be-

come permanent on campus ac-

cording to Dr. Wetzel. Dr. Wet-

zel went on to explain that he

believes the policy will work

because of, "the growing sense

of pride in the academic ach-

ievements of MilUgan. I look

for the day that a freshman

can walk on campus and know

he's in college."

Stating his views on the suc-

cess of freshman week, Chuck
said, "As an academic orien-

tation I'd have to say it was

successfuL But, I personally

thought it was somewhat bor-

ing since the schedule gave

the freshmen too much leisure

time. Also because of our

slackness we weren't able to

stress the importance of then-

presence at team meetings.

"The problem from what I've

seen and heard so far with

freshman week, has been lack

of enthusiasm. This encompas-

sed the whole student body.

They prepared for the tradit-

ional week yet came back to

a more academic oriented week.

The freshmen realized that they

were not required to attend any

of the functions since there was

no punishment.

"We must add that most team-
leaders overcame their disillu-

sionment and encouraged their

teams to participate. We must

also realize that there was quite

a bit of enthusiasm among fresh-

men which was represented,

through their cooperation by

wearing dinks, particularly in

Sports Day and during the sam-
ple registration."

According to the new women's
rules, violation of this dress

code results in the loss of the

privilege to wear "slacks and

pants suits on the campus for

weeks."
TheTblru change concerns

room inspections. The weekly

inspection is now on a pass-

fail basis with emphasis placed

on five areas, the bathroom,

the floors, the wastepaper has-

kets, the beds, and the general

appearance. If a room fails to

meet a passing standard, in

two areas, the room falls room
inspection. After a woman's

room fails three inspections,

a dormitory work assignment '

will be given for punishment.

Students' art,

African art
in Seeger
Two art exhibits, one of Af-

rican art and the other of

MlUigan students' art. Will be

located in lower Seeger in the

near future.

The first exhibit will beTHE
CREATIVE PAST: ARTOF AF-
RICA, by the National CaUery
'.' Art in Washington, D. < .

From September 5 to September

?5, fifty outstanding photo-

graphs of objects from African,

r.aropean and American cd-
lections with explanatory texts

will be located in lower See-

ger.

These photographs are based

on a major survey of African

art held at the NationalGallery

of Art by William Fagg, Keeper

of Ethnography, British Muse-
um. They are arranged to give

historical perspective to the

development of African art

from 300 I), C. to the early

twentieth century.

The second exhibit is The

Christian Crafts Art Contest—1

and Exhibit. This wiU contain

works entered by Million stu-

dents specifically for this con-

test. The contest is for black

and white art works which can

be hung in lower Seeger. This

includes pen and ink, or gra-

phics of the woodcut or etch-

ing variety, as well as artis-

tically done photographs.

In order for works to he

considered, they must he moun-

ted on a firm mat and preliT-

ably framed in some .va>.

The awards will be .;.

the Don and Mignon Print im-

Company, looted on the \t!I

hgan Highway, who volunt- r ,-

to sponsor this contest. I

first prl/e is $25.

For further Informs, i"*..

consult Mrs. Treadw.r,

Music office, who will have all

the pertinent Information and

will collect works of art from

September 23 to October B.
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Milligan's new traffic court to convene

NEW DIRECTOR -- Eugene H.

Wtggington, director of devel-

opment. Is this year's addition

to the Mllligan administration.

Development

)ffice created

Among the changes this year

at NUUIgan College is the cre-

ation of a Development Office,

directed by Eugene H. Wiggfn-

ron and designed to oversee the

entire development program of

the school.

Chief responsibilities of the

Development Office involve Su-

pervision of the building, fin-

ance, and publicity programs.

The Development Staff is com-

posed of two Student Recruit-

ers, a Director of Alumni Af-

fairs, two Assistants to the

president, and a Director of

Public Relations and Informa-

tion.

Mr. Wigglnton has served on

the boards of Mllligan College,

Emmanuel School of Religion,

and Atlanta Christian College.

He was the founder of the Em-
i
manuel School of Religion.

Born and reared in Louis-

ville, Kentucky, Mr. Wigginton

served as First Minister ol

, South Jefferson Christian Chu-

rch in Louisville. He served for

. 3 years as Director of Public

Relations for Cincinnati Bible

Seminary where he earned a

[
degree. He was selected to

have his name Included in the

publication "Outstanding Young

Men of America."

Mllligan College's Traffic

Court which meets every Wed-

nesday during lunch, is an or-

ganization created to determine

whether or not tickets received

by students for traffic violations

are valid.

The court consists of a Chief

Justice, a Judge selected from

each of the five dormitories,

and a Judge elected to represent

commuters. Both the Chief Jus-

tice, Steve Baraeit, and the five

dorm judges have one alternate

each. The commuter judge has

three alternates.

The following people are Tra-

ffic Court judges: Hardln-Joe

Broyles, Hart-Corrlne Bell,

Pardee-Randy Blum, Sutton-

Susan Knox, Webb-Jim Brooks,

Commuter- (to be elected). Rita

McDaniels serves as court cle-

rk.

Those students chosen to be

members of the Traffic Court

Committee must also be mem-
bers of the Student Council and

Convocation

Schedule

Sept. 7 - Installation of the

Student Council; Intramural

Day.
°- - Mrs. B. D. Phillips.

14 - Club Day under direct-

ion of the Student Council.

16 - Milligan Heritage Day
under direction of Dr. Oakes.

21 - Program under direct-

ion of the Student Council;

Freshman elections.

23- Dr. Ralph Sims.

28 - unannounced.

30 - Or. David Wead of

Emmanuel School of Religion

to speak on current religious

trends.

MEN WHO EXPECT QUALITY

AT LOW COST
Wear . .

.

GLEN-MORE
CLOTHES

Suits & Sport Goals

Flares & Double Knits

Your Fall Fashion
Headquarters

GLEN-MORE
Suits S42 -95 to $74 -95

Spt. Coats '

Pants
$8.95 to J18.95

have a tar on campus. Though

the committee members are

part of the Student Council,

they are not responsible to the

council, but to the Dean of Men,

Coach Duard Walker.

At least three judges must

be present before the court can

convene. Those judges who miss

three consecutive meetings arc

automatically impeached. The

court clerk may be counted as

a judge should the need arise.

Those students who have not

obtained a mimeographed sheet

of traffic rules and regulations

should do so as soon as poss-

ible. They are available in the

administration building or stu-

dents may see Coach Walker

for a copy.

ATTENTIVE COURT MEETS -- Milligan's Traffic Court meets

every Wednesday in Sutton annex to determine guilt or innocence.

Pictured are (1 to r) Llbby Wilhoit, Randy Blum, Steve Barnett,

Chief Justice, Joe Broyles and Ann Baugh.

Purina Fall Break

Moorhouse to lead London tour

OPEN FRIDAY N1TES

212 E. Main St.

London theatres are the main

centers of interest in a tour

offered this fall to Milligan

College students.

Special features of the tour

include six theatre perform-

ances, three separate excur-

sions, and lodging atfirstclass

hotels. Price of the tour is

$375 which Includes a round-

trip ticket fromTri-Otiesalr-

port to London, transfer ex-

penses, and most meals. A
down payment of S50 is re-

quested.
Interested students should

contact Dr.W 11ham Moorhouse

for further information. The

schedule of the tour is as

follows:

October 21. 1971

Depart Tri-C"ities Airport 2;45

P.M. Arrive New York -Ken-

nedy - 4:45 P. M.

Depart New for London 10:00

I'. M. TWA #708

Arrive London 9;40 A. M.

October 22, 1971

Transfer to Hotel, with service

provided from Heathrow. Air-

port. Day open for shopping,

walking tour of downtown Lon-

don. Evening: Theatre Per-

formance

October 23, 1971

Tour of old City of London,
Dicken's Old Curiosity Shop,

Fleet St. and St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, Hank of England, Tower

HiH, Tower of London, Queen

Victoria St. and Victoria Em-
bankment.

Evening: Theatre Performance

October 24, 1971

Tour of the fashionable West

End, Including Trafalgar Squ-

are and Buckingham Palace to

see the C'hanging of the Guard

(when held). Continue around

Piccadilly Circus, through the-

atreland. Regent and Oxford

Streets, to Marble Arch, Hyde

Park and Houses of Parliament

where "Big -Ben" chimes and

to Westminister Abbey with

the Royal Tombs and Coro-
nation Chair. Balance of day

at leisure.

October 25, 1971

Open Day for your own enjoy-

ment

Evening: Theatre Performance

October 26, 1971

Oxford and ShakespeareC'ount-

ry Tour. Whole day drive leav-

ing at 8:00 A. M. to Oxford

(visit) and Warwick (lunch and

visit castle) then on to Strat-

ford-upon-Avon for visit to

Anne Hathaway's Cottage and

to Shakespeare's Birthplace.

Return to London 8:00 P.M.

October 27, 1971

A free day to pursue special

interests or at a small ad-

ditional cost participate in op-

tional tour to Windsor Castle,

one of the residences of the

royal family.

Evening Theatre Performance

October 28, 1971

I'Ull Day Frames' Canterbury

theatre excursion including

performance and guide. Spec-

ial lecture and visit backstage

with actors,

October 29, 1971

Day open for visit to the Brit-

ish Museum
Evening: Theatreperformance

October 30, 1971

Last night in London. London

evening tour. Drive through

High Holbourn, Staple Inn,

Smlthfield, "B3rts" Hospital,

Roman Wall, Petticoat Lane,

Aldgate, Limehouse, Tower of

London, Monument, London

Bridge, Greenwich, Old Kent

Road, Waterloo Bridge, Strand,

Covenant Garden, Leicester

Square, Thames at night.

October 31, 1971

Return to New York and home
to Tri-fities in the evening.

SURPRIZE! Pizza with in 3 in in of Sodas

campus. PINECREST GRILL conven' ently Su n d aes

located next to Wrig hts Soft drinks

Pizzas of all typ es Milk shakes

combinations un im ited Short orders

Homem ade Breakfast

small cheese $1:25 Plate dinners

to large deluxe $3:10
Chefs salad

Free drinks with ANY ORDER OVER $5 DELIVERED FREE
all Pizzas t c all 928 —9921
Milligan Students Hours 7AM -11PM Mon-Sat

Owned anc operated by Millig an Students
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"Straight from the shou/der"

Rumors dispelled, wisdom offered
by Mac Buckley—

JIM BYERLY
action to the

mixed emotions

— "It's very difficult to convey a definite re-

camp and kids because 1 came away with many

RUMORS & QUESTIONS

Recently much talk has been

circulating around the campus
about an alleged "purge" of a

certain group of students when

they all failed to reappear this

fall. But who cared to check

on the absences <»f Stuart Bert-

land and John Lecky. To this

writer it looks very suspicious.

Also, the rumor should be

dispelled that a one-way mir-

ror has been installed between

Dr. Wetzel's office and what

used to be room 203.

Work with inner-city youth found unique

Jim Byerly, a senior majoring

in Bible and mtnorlng in psy-

chology, worked this summer
with innsr-clty youth in a United

Fund sponsored camp.

Happy Hollow camp Is located

near Nashville, Indiana, in the

hills of Brown County. For five

two-week sessions, disadvan-

taged youth trom the Indian-

apolis area participated in such

activities as swimming, arch-

ery, crafts, sports, canoeing,

and Investigation of nature.

Jim and a graduate theology

student from Vanderbllt worked

with the thirteen to fifteen year

old boys In an outpost camp,

located five miles from the reg-

ular camp area. Tents housed

the approximately twenty cam-
pers while Jim lived in a rough

cabin.

According to Jim, "It's very

difficult to convey a definite

reaction to the camp and kids,

because I came away with many
mixed emotions." Even though

being a Christian and having

always felt concern for the youth

of the inner-city, he had never

had an opportunity to work or

even be around such youth. "So
with great anxiety I entered the

job and found a totally different

experience than what was ex-

pected."

"Their attitudes and actions

as a group seemed to reflect

the old idea 'might makes right'

and that was the code by which

they lived. Many oi the youth

were disadvantaged financially;

but there was much sharing

among them. Many were under-
developed emotionally which led

to many of the troubles."

Jim also indicated a "peck-

ing order" among the camper;;

and tent members. Definite lea-

ders were evident in each tent.

This was also true in the camp

One interesting aspect of the

camp is the effect of a rural

setting on inner-city youth, or

the part environment plays in

the development of personality.

After the inner-city setting,

sponsors hope that a new en-

vironment such as the camp
will have positive effects on

the youth.

interviewed by Paula Bullock

The effects of such a camp
on inner-city youth are difficult

to define, but the camp hopes

that through multiple summer
experiences, the long term ef-

fect might have a good influence

upon some of the campers. It

is also hoped that through the

influence of various counselors,

problems can be overcome and

questions can be answered.

Another bit of confusion which

needs to be clejre- 1 ^™ay con-

cerns why the sri'-It-nt . ^uncil

was so Ion,-. :r. tneeung. Some
sources have blamed this

on overbearing oppression by

the Administration. However,
this is just not the truth. The
Student Council was waiting

.'-r Mark Cameron to show to

give opening devotions.

Finally, it is definitely not

correct that one has to paste

as a disguise a PLAYBOY cover
on his yearbook before he is

allowed to read it.

CLEARINGHOUSE

Q. Lately much discussion has

been aimed at the value of

Christian Colleges. What would

be your Justification of such

institutions?

A. I'm glad you asked that

question. My advice to Incoming

freshmen fs that If the "grind-

stone of life" has turned and run

you over and left you flat in

the dismal, decadent, despair-

ing secuJar world, remember,
ours is a guilt ridden day.

Most of all, "Remember who

you are, do not let yourself

become submerged in the picky,

penny-ante details of life (poli-

tics, religion, responsibilities,

etc.). Do not allow yourself to

fall under the influence of creep-

ing liberalism (socialism is Just

communism In a bikini). To be

sure, our flimsy, faulterlng,

fading society needs a basis for

morality.

In conclusion, you must have

the courage to remember who
you are (even if you're a cow-
ard).

Confidential to Judy In Iowa;
Yes, Yes, No, Maybe, No, Yes,
Possibly, No, Yes, No,.

It's either the Sub or ...

Frosh skits and A New Leaf

FRESHMAN SKIT NIGHT.
Basically, this traditional night

of fun and frolic turned into a

boring ten hour long ordeal

with a very few bright spots.

Some of the skits were as
rotten as those tomatoes that

polka-dotted the curtain. (The-
re three bright spots). Be
thankful that there can onl-,

be 24 teams due to only 2-f

letters in the Greek alphabet.

Perhaps the antics on staye

represent the total view of Fre-

shman Week by freshmen. If

one could suffer through the

long pauses, he might enjoy

bits and pieces of humor. Oi

course, we won't mention the

good taste of the worms, rhe

transvestites, and adultery. Al-

so Bonnie and Denise will not

be mentioned here.

by Dennis Wyatt

A NEW LEAF. Walter Matthau
plays a playboy who goes broke

and marries a woman for her

money. Nothing spectacular a-

bout the plot, but "A New Leaf"
is a great way to Impress your

date with your good taste in

films. The gestalt Image of the

film works to produce laughter,

empathy, and touches of sad-

ness.

Since the film Is a summer
release, many may have seen

It already. It really doesn't

matter; I get paid by the line.

The leading lady portrays a

bumbling bookworm with hard-

ly any brains who needs an

extra large bib as well as a

business manager. Walter pro-

vides. She is hilarious.

(Continued on page 8, Col. I)
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Issues

'in your opinion'

Discipline Veto questioned
WARNING: The College President Has Determined

that Rule Violation Is Dangerous to Your Academic
Future.

Whether you realize It or not, if you have ever broken a Mil-

igan rule, your stay at MUligan was at that moment put in

eopardy. Does It sound bizzare?

Under MUligan College's present Judicial policy, a student

las no foreknowledge of the penalty If he violates a rule. The

esulting action could be Just a reprimand; but then It might

>e suspension.

Of course a student can appeal to the Judicial Committee to

jscape the subjectlveness of the President's decision; but then

ie has no guarantee of even the first hearing.

What to do? Walk through the open doors to the Administrative

Assistant's or the Academic Dean's or even the President's office

and ask them why they rejected the Judicial Code and tell them

you don't appreciate living in a community that does not guarantee

due process after being raised in a country which teaches you to

cherish due process of law. After all, someday you might break a

rule. Even more important, a friend might break a rule.

Appreciation for progress
The STAMPEDE would like to congratulate Mrs. Mary Young

and the dormitory councils of Han and Sutton Halls for the recent

improvements In women's rules. Abolishment of the demerit

system and more equitable regulations concerning room Inspection

and curfew violations have long been desired by nearly everyone

on campus. Although many possible rule changes still exist, we
might say that the current changes are steps in the right direction.

Such improvements in women's regulations Indicate that Mrs.

Young and this year's dormitory councils can work together for

progress, and we anticipate that further progress will be made.

::::::::::::::::::x::::::::::>:::::::::::x::::::>:x::::;::r^x-:-:-::::-:^::

Frosh week poll shows split
!>y shar

In conjunction with the article

above, an opinion poll was taken

among the four classes to find

out the students* general atti-

tude toward Freshman Week.

Because o( an incomplete

list of all the students attend-

ing MUligan, a scientific ran-

dom survey could not be com-
puted. Instead, the writer ran-

domly chose 25 students from

each class, recorded their ans-

wers and opinions, and com-

piled the results.

One junior boy noted, "When

I was a freshman, we'd find

ways to get out of wearing our

dinks and things like that. When
we could put one over on the

team leader, we felt united

against the upperclassmen."

"The team leaders this year

don't seem to be as enthusi-

astic, maybe because Holo-

caust is banned," said a sen-

ior boy.

One freshman girl said, "I

really wanted to go through

Holocaust when 1 heard about

it. Since we can't now, all the

team meetings and wearing our

dinks seems like a big waste

of time."

On the other hand, some
opinions supported the other

side ol the debate.

One sophomore girl declar-

ed, "I'm gladiheybanncdHoIo-

caust this year because- lasi

year they wasted too much
food throwing It on the fresh-

man. It was disgusting."

A Junior team leader said,

"Some team leaders aren't as

enthusiastic this year as be-

fore. I think this might be be-

cause of a general lack of or-

ganization. As it is now, we

don't know what is happening

until the day before when the

leaders have a meeting."

And a senior girl noted, "I

think my Freshman Weekwasa
lot of hard work for nothing.

We had a point system and If

you didn't accumulate enough

points, you had to go through

Holocaust. As far as academic

orientation went, it didn't."

The questions and the re-

sults of the survey are as

follows:

1. Do you feel that the re-
moval of Holocaust wasdet-
rimental to Freshman Week?

Seniors 5 no opinion

13 yes

7 i:o

Juniors y no opinion

I"

r
. nri

Sophomores 3 no option

16 yes

6 no

Freshman 19 yes

6 no

2. Would us reinstatement next

year increase enthusiasm and

participation of everyone?

Seniors 7
ri0 opinion

iJ yes

5 nc

Juniors 3 no opinion

« yes

9 no

Sophomores 2 no opinion

15 yes

8 no
Freshman 20 yes

5 no

fcSWttSStt*:^^^^

Churches disagree over white ethnics

fn the early 1960's, the civil
rights movement concerned it-

self mainly with the problems
of black Americans. More rec-
ently, there has beenincreasing
interest in the plight of Amer-
ican Indians andChicanos.Some
underprivileged people, howev-
er, have been largely ignored
until the present. They are the
members of white ethnic groups.
This new Interest In white eth-
nics has caused debate in many
circles, including American re-
ligious leaders. The following
Is taken from "The White Eth-
nics andtheMinorltles;Church-
es in Conflict" by Henry Gold-
stein, which appeared In the
May-June 1971 issue of CITY.

MYTH OF THE
MELTING POT

Two . . . new ethnic studies

projects (financed by the Ford
Foundation), those of the Amer-
ican Jewish Committee, and the

U. S. Catholic Conference, have
elicited sharp and sometimes
acrimonious exchanges within

the three major faiths, with

Catholics and Jews roughly

aligned on one side and Pro-
testants on the other. The con-
troversy revolves around whe-
ther the grievances of white
ethnics merit such attention

when the problems of blacks
and other poor minorities re-
main the key items on the un-
finished agenda of American
society.

The director of the American
Jewish Committee's "National

Project on Ethnic America"
Is Irving Levine, a 41-year old

New Yorker of Lithuanian and
Polish descent and a veteran
of the civil rights struggle of

the 1950*s and 1960's-Levine,
a social worker by training,

shares the view expressed by

KftKftfefiB

the National Commission on the

Causes and Prevention of Vio-

lence that "the myth of the

melting pot" has obscured the

historic strength of ethnic iden-

tifications and their importance

in promoting group competition

and conflict. He agrees that

blacks and other poor minor-

ities have the greatest moral

claim on American soceity, but

believes that efforts to deal

with black demands must also

lake white reactions into ac-

count.

"The task, is to push whites

off a strictly negative antlblack

agenda," Levine says. "Wehave
to make them conscious of their

own realities. This does not

mean romanticizing them or

accepting all their perceptions

such as the belief that huge

amounts of money are being

poured into efforts to help poor
blacks. It means breaking the

so-called 'silent majority into

several groupings to prevent

it from congealing into a neg-

ative monolithic force. Theonly
alternative to a gun-club psy-

chology is to create bridge a-
gendas and identify those is-

sues of mutual interest to white-

ethnics and the poor minori-
ties."

As Levine sees it, this means
stimulating the white establish-

ment's awareness of the white

ethnic. It means identifying a

new breed of ethnic leaders

who are as visible as the dem-
agogues trying to exploit eth-

nic fears. These new leaders,

says Levine.can serve as"brld-
ge persons" in forging single-

issue coalitions or possibly even
organic links with blacks.

A NEW COALITION

Irving Levine' s counterpart

at the U. S. Catholic Confer-

W<-:t:>:-:<:+<\:<^\>^<<yX: edited by

ence is Monsignor Geno 8a-
roni, director of the USCC's
National Center for Urban Eth-
nic Affairs in Washington. Most
of the estimated40milllonwhite

ethnics who live In close prox-
imity to America's black urban
ghettos are Catholics.

Baroni, who once picketed a

Pittsburgh steel plant, is fond

of telling listeners that his im-
migrant father was acoalmlner
In Pennsylvania. He says he be-

came convinced In 1968 that the

task is to deal simultaneously

with "black rage and white fear"
and "build bridges wherever
the opportunities present them-
selves."

As director of program de-

velopment for the USCC's Task
Force on Urban Problems, Bar-
oni was one of the principal

authors of the report the task

force published in 1969. "If we
are to develop a new agenda for

the 1970s," he wrote, "wc must
go beyond the civil rights strug-

gles of the '60s. We must stop

exploiting the fear of the ethnic

middle Americans. We must
bring together a new coalition

to press for new goals and new
priorities for all the poor and
the near poor, including the

blacks, the Appalachians, the

Indians, the Spanish-speaking,
and the white ethnic groups.
Then we can develop a true
cultural pluralism in this count-
ry and reduce the 'inevitable*

group conflict."

DIALOGUE DES1RAHLF.

The National Council of chur-
ches of Christ, which represents
33 Protestant denominations,
has taken no official position

on the strategies developed by
the American Jewish Confer-
ence and the U. S. Catholic
Conference, but the evidence

Bill Howden •:-:-:-:-:::-::v:-xx:-:-:-:i:^:^¥^

of skepticism, opposition, and
even outrage within the NCC Is

plain enough. The NCC's "con-
stituency' ' includes very few

white ethnics, but many blacks.

The Reverend David Hunter,

deputy general secretary of the

National Council, refers to a

meeting held with Baroni and

Levine late last year as "dis-

astrous," a view shared by the

Catholic and Jewishprojectdir-

ectors.

"Obviously the problems of

blacks and whites are linked,"

he says. "But a white ethnic

strategy must not go forward

at the expense of blacks. If

blacks become outraged and

scream 'copout,' we cannot Just

tell them to shut up. As a

white man, my feeling is that

a dialogue is desirable, but

that is a hard idea to convey

to blacks." Stressing that he

is speaking personally because

the NCC has not adopted an

official position. Hunter adds;

"I'm in favor of Ford aid to

white ethnic projects, but If,

as a consequence of this, its

portfolio for actions in support

of blacks were significally dim-
inished, I would be against it."

Finally, it seems clear that

even with the mostcareful mon-
itoring of project and the most
prudent selection of bridge lead-

ers and experimental projects,

the possibility always remains
for ill-conceived and even dan-
gerous actions to originate in

the ethnic community. Against
this, there is the virtual cert-
ainty that if the needs of the

white ethnic are Ignored, the

social and political cost of ac-
celerated group conflict may
be incalculable. And as C. P.
Snow once said. In a somewhat
different context, "Between a

risk and a certainty, a wise
man does not hesitate."

3. During your Freshman Week

was the academic orientation

adequate?

Seniors 4

21

yes

no

Juniors 1

24

yes

no

Sophomores 25 no

Freshman 5

20

yes

4. In retrospect, did you dis -

like any aspect of your Fresh-

man Week7

Seniors b no opinion

19

1

yes

no

Juniors S no opinion

17 yes

3 no

Sophomores 2 no opinion

JO yes

Freshmen 1 no opinion

18 yes
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Ideas in Conflict

roshweek: Tradition orchange?
)logue: Each year freshmen
• requested to arrive several

'S before they register to par-

ipate In an orientation pro-

im, popularly called "Fresh-

n Week," This orientation

; caused much debate during

last few years due to either

tnges or the lack of changes,

e following discussion is not

ned at reaching a dogmatic

ution, but at keeping alive

productive discourse which

hope will improve thefresh-

n orientation period.

by Ron Nutter

Each year at this time the

lin topic of conversation a-

und the Mllligan Campus Is

effectiveness orineffectlve-

ss, desirability or undesir-

ility of Freshman Week. The

ill 1971 edition of Fresh-

an Week having now been

mpleted, the arguments rage

When weighing the pros and

)ns of Freshman Week, one

ust keep in mind the basic

irpose of such a week. At
ie beginning of each school

ear more than 200 students

rrive at Mllligan for what is

le beginning of their college

areers.

SENSE OF UNITY

The real purpose of the week
s to take these 200 students

nd somehow give them theop-

onunlry to meet one another,

o get to know one another, and
opefully to come "together as a

lass. I feel Student Council

The value of dividing Fresh-

man into teams, issuing Dinks

and name-tags, and putting

them through a rather mild

form of hazing. Is to facili-

tate efforts at making the Fre-

shman a more unified class.

This unification is achieved by

giving the Freshmen a common
set of experiences which In

turn gives them a common
grounds to talk and to get to

know one another, and also

by giving them a common ad-

versary (i. e. upper-classman)

to unite against.

One has but to see the 1971

edition of MUligan's Fresh-
man Class demolish, all-com-

ers in volleyball as other Fre-
shman cheer them onto realize

that they have finished this

week with 3 much stronger

sense of class unity, which will

hopefully carry over into the

regular year.

FOND MEMORIES

There is another reason why
1 feel Freshman Week Is of

positive value. As our Mllli-

gan Alumni look back over
their college careers, I am
sure there is a special spot

reserved In their memories
for their own Freshman Week.

1 also feel confident that as

one reminisces of that week, a

slight smile will cross his face.

Time has a way of erasing

whatever embarassment may
have been caused an Individual

during his Freshman Week.
Mike Willard and Ted Young
may have been embarassed to

have to perform for the upper-

classman in the cafeteria, but

all that will remain in their

memories in time to come

will be the fun they had while

doing It.

AH that will remain In the

memories of nearly every one

of the Freshman will be the fun

they had during this week; and

that includes wearing the Dinks,

wearing the name-tags, running

the Mllligan Mile, singing in the

cafeteria, and putting on team

skits.

To be sure, the purpose of

Freshman Week is not to de-

nigrate or thwart the poten-

tial of any Freshman In anyway;

that would be wrong. However,

it would be equally wrong to

eliminate all of the positive

elements of Freshman Week in

order to "protect" the Fresh-

man.

by Mark Lee

Unsatisfaction for the recent

freshman week stemmed more
from happenstance than from

intent. Perhaps a little history

is necessary here. At the end

of last year, the Freshman
Week committee under the

1970-71 Student Council final-

ized its year-long research

and submitted a plan for a

week minus "holocaust" since

the week was not relying on

a "threat" system" for part-

icipation.

THREAT SYSTEM HOLLOW

After receiving the first

committee's recommendations
the new committee under the

HMMitawuaiK TDtttTSOf Tut BELATCH& BITWtEh i"*--*
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HAVING OR FUN? - Debates continue over the merits of the

traditional Holocaust as well as other aspects of Freshman Week.

1971-72 Student Council appar-

ently tried to compromise, re-

instating "holocaust" and ma-
ny of the traditional activities.

Later, after the second com-
mittee finished its planning,

Mllligan College's administra-

tion removed holocaust from
freshman activities.

As a result of these events.

Freshman Week this year re-

lied upon negative reinforce-

ment or a "threat system"
to guarantee cooperation. Un-
fortunately, the end punish-

ment was removed "and the

whole system .made hollow.

AN ETHICAL QUESTION

One possible solution to this

problem Is to totally return

to a freshman week which in-

cludes holocaust as a final

threat. Unfortunately, this is

unacceptable. Realistically, it

is doubtful that the admini-

stration will change its pol-

icy, and allow holocaust to

be reinstated.

However, more important is

the ethical question behind such
hazing tactics. For a commun-
ity which publicizes itself as

being centered around Christ-

ian ethics. It Is extremely dif-

ficult to Justify one group of

individuals gaining pleasure at

the expense of another group.

To counterthisargument, those

who even care to try and just-

ify their actions, often reply.

"We're doing It for the fresh-

man's own good, after all it

doesn't bother most freshmen
and it molds the freshman to-

gether against a common en-
emy."

Besides sounding like a rat-

ionalization, this reasoning has

two major faults. First, Just

because hazing techniques do

not bother the majority of fre-

shmen, the techniques can not

be imposed on the entire fresh-

man class. Even if the number

of freshman who dislike or are

insulted by hazing constitutes

a small minority, their rights

and feelings must be consid-

ered. Long ago in this count-

ry it was decided that a min-
ority's rights and opinions have

to be honored and protected.

Very simply, one cannot just-

ify imposing holocaust on all

freshman because it does not

upset the majority.

The second fault of this sta-

tement concerns Its pragmatic

stance. The reasoning, "that

It molds freshman together"

and related lines of thought

try to lend justification be-

cause "It works." Just be-

cause a method "works" does

not mean that it is right. Tak-
ing this line of thought to its

extreme, one might as well

shoot all freshmen who re-

fuse to fully participate. (As-
suredly, one would receive to-

tal cooperation). Obviously,

something is wrong with a be-

cause-it-works justification of

hazing; it totally ignores the

ethics with which thiscommun-
ity prides itself.

OTHER POSSIBILITIES

To assure a successful, ac-

tive freshman week next year,

a system which is consistent

within itself must replace this

year's hollow system. Although

infinite possibilities exist, one

possible solution is to offer

attractive social activities pre-

ceding less attractive required

activities (sample registration,

etc.)

Greater long range value can
be obtained by orientating fre-

shman to attend activities be-
cause of interest and necessity

rather than forcing their part-

icipation. Perhaps now that ch-
ange Is evident, new academic
and social activities need to be

created to construct a vibrant,

comprehensive, and beneficial

freshman orientation week.
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GUITARIST TO PERFORM — Javier Cameron, i

guitarist, will be appearing here September 17.

highly praised

Guitarist Calderon opens

Milligan Concert Series
Guitar music performed by

Javier Calderon will highlight

the first performance In this

year's Milligan College Con-
cert Series.

Appearing September 17, Ja-

vier has been hailed as one of

the nation's finest young gui-

tarists. After his formal debut

In 1965 with the National Sym-
phony Orchestra in Bolivia,

Javier continued his musical

career In the United States,

having played with the Wln-

ston-Salem Symphony Orche-

stra In North Carolina,

Javier has also played with

the Claremont String Quartet

In New York City and Balti-

more. Such artists as Pablo

Casals and Andres Segovia have

praised Calderon.

Also Included In this year's

Concert Series are such per-
formers as actor Leslie Fre-
nch, musicians Dennis Yost
and the Classics IV, and Jack
London, an expert on psychic

Phenomena. There are a total

of 17 performances for this

year.

First
Peoples Bank

JOHNSON CITY • JONESBORO

THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK WE
OFFER TO STUDENTS.

1. Free checking

2. First order personalized checks

Academic upgrading planned
A Committee on Academic

Excellence was appointed by

President Johnson on July IS,

1971, to consolidate a program

for upgrading the quality of

academic accomplishment at

Milligan College.

president Johnson's acade-

mic goal Is to achieve Phi

Beta Kappa standards. He cal-

led for the committee to in-

stitute a ten year program to-

wards the attainment of this

goal.

For the past several years,

plans have been made for fa-

cilities to accomodate an im-
proved academic program.

Delaware stops polluters

The people, the legislature

and Governor of Delaware have

told Industrial polluters that

they are not welcome in their

state. In fact, the state has made
It Illegal for heavy industry to

locate along the state's 100

miles of coastline in Delaware
Bay and 25 miles along the

Atlantic Ocean.

The landmark legislation was
passed by the Delaware legis-

lature In the face of massive
pressure from Industry, the

Chamber of Commerce and the

U. S. Departments of Com-
merce and Treasury. Charged
with discriminating against In-

dustry, Delaware Governor
Russell W. Peterson maintain-

ed that not to be selective in

attracting clean rather than po-

lluting industries would be

"discriminating against the

people o! Delaware."

Specifically prohibited from
building along the Delaware
coast are refineries, steel

mills, paper mills, petrochem-
ical complexes and off-shore
bulk transfer terminals. Other
industrial applicants will have

to win approval of the state

planner and a 10-man control

board established by the new
law.

Peterson, who personally in-

itiated and sponsored the legis-

lation, led a coalition of citi-

zens, environmentalists, and

legislators. In passing the In-

dustry-control law. Insodoing,

he was called on the carpet sev-

eral times in Washington, D.C.
where federal Commerce and

Treasury Department officials

tried to force Peterson to hack

down on the Issue. According to

press reports, the Commerce
Department made a particular-

ly heavy-handed attempt topre-

ssure Peterson Into Ignoring

Delaware citizens' welfare. Of-

ficials told the Governor he was

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - New » Pleasant Atmosphere •» Attended

Johnson City

legioi at Klig

Southeast Shopping Village

Wash Tub

Milligan

College
926-7811

Johnson City, Tennessee

"Interfering with the prosper-

ity and security of America."

The same officials puffed with

self-righteous Indignation when

conservationists cried foul at

putting the National Oceanogra-

phlc and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration into the Industry-ori-

ented bureaucracy.

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)

These facilities include rhe al-

ready completed office build-

ing, science building, field ho-

use, and the proposed remod-
eling of the classroom build-

ing.

Progress in preparing tliese

aids for thefaculty,has3lIowed

the committee to formulate sp-

ecific proposals and fund pro-

grams for improving the total

academic life at Milligan. Goals
of the committee include lib-

rary improvement and expan-

sion, increased scholarship

programs, faculty strengthen-

ing, andadmlssions refinement.

Committee chairman is Dr.

Lawson; other members in-

clude Doctors Wetzel, Fife,

Webb, and Llston. Ex officio

members of the committee are

Dr. Johnson and Mr.Wlgglnton.

NEW PROFESSORS JOIN FACULTY -- Elise Carr, Spanish,

Dr. Mayfleld, logic and philosophy and Carolyn Paduch, French,

(1 to r), are three new part-time professors. Not pictured are

Dr. Dibble, English, and Aleene Jones, humanities.
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Cross country team rebuilds

RECRUITS REACH — Seven new basketball re

practicing with returning Buffs to prepare for

bruits have

the coming

MllUgan's cross countryte-

am, gunning for an Improvement

over last year's [1-14-1 overall

record, will begin their season

September 14 as Warren Wil-

son's harriers invade Buff ter-

ritory In a dual meet.

Smarting from the loss of

1971 grad Tom Manus, whose

distance running formed an im-

portant parr of Mllllgan track

and cross country teams for

several years, this year's team

nevertheless contains some real

talent. Outstanding sophomore

Mike McMillan, whose overall

average surpassed even Manus
during the 1970 season, will

undoubetdly be the most im-
portant Individual runner.

Sophomore Tommy Evans and

Senior Rick Mclnrurf, both sta-

ble runners will help give depth

and solidity to the team. Sopho-

more Dan Hogg, In good shape

all around after a summer of

Marine fitness training should

also be a valuable asset if

his shins don't give him trou-

ble.

Coach Duard B. Walker also

indicated his hopes that sopho-

more Gene Mccarty will be able

to run this year. He also em-
phasized the addition of junior

Chip Fowler tothisyear'steam.

A transfer student last fall.

Chip was ineligible to partici-

pate. However, providing an In-

Jury sustained in track last

season holds out. Chip should,

according to coach Walker, give

Seven recruits for basketball team

to assist Buff's in coming Season

h Phil Worrell has sig-

;ven new recruits for the

2 Mllllgan basketball

m.

Harding Is a 6'S" for-

enter from Canton, 0-

e was an important re-

r and a key performer

io Class AA state champ-

anton Lehman.

Drushell is a 6'8"

er from AshlandCollege.

,
the leading scorer and

nder on his 20-1 high

1 team. Is from Jeromes-
Ohio. Jay Elliott Is a

center from Rochester,

a. Jay was the leading

and rebounder on his

school team which was
14th in the state of lnd-

:k Long is a 6' guard from

nfiek:, Indiana. Hewasthe
ng scorer on his high scho-

;am which posted a 20-4

rd. A former teammate of

and another recruit, is

111 Vandevender, a 6' 3"

d. Jerrill W3S the second

ng scorer on the Bloom-
team.

Eddie Carver is a 6* 7" for-

ward-center from Elizabeth-

ton, Tennessee. Eddie did not

piay high school basketball,

but was a center on Hyder's
Esso team in an Independent
league. Phil Hardin is a 6' 3"

guard from E llzabethton, Tenn-
essee. He averaged II points a

game for Unaka High School

until the middle of the season
when he broke his hand.

The recruiting job took on

added Importance this year sin-

ce four year ali-VSAC Toonle

Cash graduated and varsity

team starter Roy Wright did

not return to school.

Inspiration and education
purpose of Convocation

Each Tuesday and Thursday
time is taken out of the regular

school schedule to provide a

time when the entire student

body and faculty can meet to-

gether.

According to Dr. Fife, chair-

man of the Convocation Com-
mittee, the purpose of the con-
vocations Is to be both Inspir-

ational and educational. The
programs and personalities of-

fered provide a basis for the

mutual self-improvement of

Milligan students.

The aim of the Convocation

Committee Is to present pro-
grams covering a broad spec-
trum of interest. During the

i.ionth of September the con-
vocations will range from a dis-

cussion of the "new China pol-

icy" to Milligan Heritage Day.

The committee which selects

the programs Is composed of

both faculty and students. How-
ever, Dr. Fife says, "TheCon-
vocation Committee can oper-

ate effectively only when all

students are willing to offer

suggestions and Ideas."

'SCHEDULE ON PACE 2)

Intro-Mural

Football
Sept. 7 4:00 Black-Pink

6:00 Yellow-Green
8 4:00 Yellow-Brown

6:00 Blue-Black

9 4:00 Red-Green
6:00 Pink-Orange

13 4:00 Green-Blue
6:00 Brown-Pink

14 4:00 Yellow-Orange
6:00 Red-Black

15 4:00 Orange-Black
6:00 Yellow-Blue

16 4:00 Red-Pink
6;00 Brown-Green

20 4:00 Pink-Green

6:00 Orange-Brown
21 4:00 Black-Yellow

6:00 Blue-Red
22 4:00 Orange-Blue

6:00 Green-Black
23 4:00 Red-Brown

6:00 Pink-Yellow
27 4;00 Yellow-Red

6:0u Orange-Green
28 4:00 Blue-Pink

6:00 Black-Brown
29 4:00 Brown-Blue

6;00 Red-Orange

McMillan a hard run for top

spot.

Past Mllllgan cross country

teams have amassed admirable

records and despite the'r virt-

ual inexperience on long, tough

college courses; last year's

team faired well in amassing an
11-14-1 record. During that 1970

season, the Buffs took on such

teams as David Lipscomb, Wes-
tern Carolina, and Cumberland
which all finished the season

ranked high nationally. Mllllgan

finished 6th at the University

of Tennessee Invitational Meet
in Knoxvlllc as Tom Manus
and Mike McMillan finished

5th and 7th respectively against

a large field of runners.

This year, the thinmen will

face such perenial powerhouses

as Cumberland and Brevard,

both of which have a status of

national esteem ' crosscoun-
try. Cumberland w,. be running

In a dual meet here on Septem-
ber 18th, followed by the four

straight "away" meets against

Bryan College, September 22,

Carson-Newman, September 25,

Brevard, September 28, and

Warren Wilson, October 7.

Carson-Newman will run here

on October 5 to be followed

by the UT Invitational October
9, Outside of a dual running

against Brevard here on Novem-
ber 2, all other meets after

the UT event will be invitation^

als and conference meets. These
will include the Carson-Newman
Invitational October 16, the

Southern States Invitational at

Cumberland October 19, the

Bryan Invitational October 23,

the TIAC at Middle Tennessee
State University October 30,

and the annual season finale,

the VSAC meet, this year at

Carson-NewmanonNovember 6.

VISIT

THE
Now at the Sub! S.U.B.

Film developing 40%
discount

ClZ^l, 1JO&&MO-

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Phone 928-8386

SEATING FOR 100 PE0PIE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPLETE CARRY OUT SERVICE

» 1 1 i * 1
1 1 ;< 1 1 i } 1 1, n I
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Science Building and Fieldhouse

Schedule Scuttled By Rain , Mud
Rain and clay have hindered

progress on Million's science

building and field house during

the past few months.

The science building, sch-

eduled to he ready for use at

the beginning ol this school

year, is now about sixty days

behind schedule clue to the un-

New Leaf
(Continued from Pago 3)

If any of the readers remem-
ber the "Ilathaways," then

they'll appreciate the lead chimp

playing a supporting role in the

triangular anti-love affair, l-or

the nacure huffs (short for buf-

faloes), the flick offers a small

segment of canoeing in the Ad-
irondocks. For the se\-siarved

buifs, the film has a very, very

small Itedroom scene, j-or the

social messaj,*; buffs, the theme

of "love conquers all" makes
a little lump In one's stomach.

The title, "A New Leaf" re-

fers to many obvious symbols.

She is a botanist, he turns over
a new leaf, a fern is named
after Walter, one doesn't want

to leave, ;ind he wears a leafy

dog tag. For the hippie, "A
New Leaf" does not refer, un-

fortunately, to real grass. You
will definitely want to see this

film because it Is either that

or the Mllllgan Student Union

for kicks.

usually wet weather. The build-
ing Is expected to becompleted
by November and will be occu-
pied next semester by all the

science classes and large lei -

tures.

The field house is eight to

nine months behind schedule

due to a layer of clay found

about the time of the ground-

breaking ceremony last May.

This layer is described as

being about forty to fifty feet

down, ten feet thick, and hav-

ing a consistency like that of

toothpaste.

Land for the field house is

being cleared, and the earthen

burm which forms the found-

anon for the building will be

completed by mld-Gctobev.The

burm will then set (or six

months, during which time it

Is expected to settle about one

foot.

While the burm settles, pur-
chasing of materials and equip-

ment will continue. Construc-

tion will resume next spring

with 1H5 building days needed

to reach the expected occupancy

next August.

Polluters

(Continued from Page 6)

The bill arose in thefaceola

threat by Shell Oil Company to

build a $100 million oil refinery

on land it owns near Smyrna.

It also blocks plans by Zapta

Nornesslnc. tobuilda 300-aCrfi

island in Delaware Hay three

miles off the mouth of the Mis-

pillion River to store up to

three million tons of coal lor

shipment abroad in giant cargo
ships, too large to use other

East Coast ports.

I IE LI J HOUSE PROGRESSES —
Tennessee rain and Tennessee
house has been delayed.

Due to unforeseen difficulties,

iirt, .onstniction of the field

Buffalo plans 7972 annual
Staff for the 1971-72 BUF-

FALO, Mllligan's yearbook, in-

cludes twenty to twenty-five up-

perclassmen, with l-rcda Mc-

Library staff adds two new assistants

Hoping to increase the lib-

rary's efficiency this fall are

two new staff members, Mrs.

Mary Ann Kappa and Mrs.Son-
dra Loguda.

Mrs. Kappa, assistant lib-

rarian, is supervising the cata-

loging of new books and the

recataloging of old books to the

Library of Congress system.

The transition to the new sys-

tem of 26 categories is nece-

ssary to accommodate at least

100,000 volumes the library

will house within five years.

Of the 60,000 volumes in the

library now, approximately

25,000 remain uncataloged.

Mrs. Loguda, as reference

librarian, will be working with

the circulation of books as

well as reference materials.

It is her hope that students
writing papers will come to

her with their reference prob-
lems.

Other members of the lib-

rary staff are Mr. John Neth,
head librarian, Mr. Stanley

Newton, periodical librarian,
and Mrs. Ruth Taylor, secre-
tary and general office mana-
ger.

Afee, senior, as editor.

Plans are being made lor a

more unified staff this year,

instead of delegating specific

responsibilities to staff mem-
bers, each member will work

on more than one facet of year- v

book production. There is spe-

cial need for students who are

interested in photography.

Publishers for the BUFFALO
this year will be the Delmar
Company, and pictures for the

yearbook will probably be taken
before the end of October. If

any students have photographs
they would like to see in the

1971-72 BUFFALO, or if any
freshman would like to become
a member of the BUFFALO
staff, they should contact Freda.

STUDENT SPECIAL ao1 Milligai\

Students

CHECK
FREE!

•QJ

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILL1CAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

..Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
^OmMWEh Ava •BroatJftElh Bnnch,Rn«nMouni»lr Br»r>cM« Mllllgan Pln#cr*«« BWI01
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Amissions to conduct probes
tudent Council President

hard Roames, recently an-

,nced that six presidential

omissions are being formu-

d by the Student Council

onduct in-depth studies of

rters relating to convo-

ions, traffic, the library.

Judicial code, and the so-

and religious activities.

Hie Judicial committee will

ivaluate parts of the Jud-

al code and attempt to pro-

i an alternate solution to

one recently rejected by

( administration.

iccordlng to President

Fimes, the convocation com-
fljslon will "evaluate the use-

less and validity of the con-

izations as they now exist"

rough the use of student

pis and other studies, sug-

(tlons will be offered on the

|slbLUcy of improving or

tiring the convocations.

The library committee will

f'eatlgate any problems con-

fixing the library. The traf-

8 committee will study the

Hifflc and parking situation,

mmlsslons on social and

bllglous affairs will examine
jisenc programs and ac-

tlvltles in their present pro-

grams and respective areas

of Investigation.

'A presidential commission

is established If a need arises

in a certain area. The pre-

sident has the power to ap-

point all student committees

he sees necessary with the

approval of a majority of

Student Council members.

When a committee Is ap-

proved by the council, the

president appoints a chair-

man and several members to

the committee. These members
are not subject to approval

by the Student Council.

Each committee operates

within a time limit prescrib-

ed by the Student Council,

although the limit may differ

for each of the various com-
mittees. During this time of

operation each presidential

commission evaluates and

studies a problem, decides

upon a course of action, and

then presents Its ideas to the

council for possible approval.

If a proposal Is approved

by the Student Council, it

must then be examined by fa-

culty and administration. Es-

sentlally the commissions
have no actual power, but act

as an advisory force to the

Student Council or admin-
istration.

Council President Roames
stated that too often commis-
sions are neglected by the

Student Council or adminis-

tration.

Commenting onthlsproblem,

he said, "I think that commit-
tees are useful as an instru-

ment for creating and evalu-

ating student life as long as

their conclusions and pro-

posals are considered ser-

iously and objectively by

both students and administra-

tion."

Preliminaries of the fresh-

man elections for the Student

Council are now underway, with

voting for president, and male
and female representatives on

September 22.

The candidates for president

of the freshman class are Dan
Harding and Mike WUIiard. For
female representatives to Stu-

dent Council, the candidates In-

clude Shirley Norman, Debby
Baker, and Lois Keesec, Candi-

dates for male representatives

are Greg Beck, Larry Crouch,

John McFadden, and Rick

Math Is.

Potential candidates began

their race by obtaining petitions

in theStudentCouncil room from

September 8 to September IS.

Those freshmen then solicited

signatures from 10% o( their

classmates, and duplications of

names on two or more petitions

for the same office were not

allowed. Petitioners turned in

their lists on September 15, and

actual candidates were deter-

mined.

Yearbooks finally

Delayed annuals released

3.R.E. to be offered

Six times this year
'RINCETON, N. J. -Educa-

tial Testing Service an-

Dnced today that undergrad-
kss and others preparing to

to graduate school may take

ti Graduate Record Examl-
a.ons on any of six different

t> dates during the current

"he first testing date for the

CE la October 23, 1971. Scores
flm this administration will be
rorted to the graduate schools
aund December I. Students
finning to register for the

Sober test date are advised

fl: applications received by

E3 after October 5 will incur

a;3.50 late registration fee.

sr October 8, there is no
Brantee that applications for

U October test date can be
pcessed.

he other five test dates are
Ccmber 11, 1971, January 15,

Fruary 26, April 22, andjune
C.1972. Equivalent late fee and
tlstration deadlines apply to

ie dates. Choice of test dates

Bald be determined by the

hjtrements of graduate sch-
>• five weeks after a test
b:.

he Graduate Record Exam-
litons Include Aptitude and

Aanced Tests measuring ach-

lt:rnent In 19 major ilelds

otudy. Full details and regis-

tration forms for the CRE are

contained In the 1971-72 GRE
"Information Bulletin." The
"Bulletin" also contains forms

and Instructions for requesting

transcript service on GRE
scores already on fllewlthETS.

This booklet Is available In the

Counseling Office.

Although volumes of the 1971

BUFFALO arrived at Milligan

In July, distribution was de-

clined because of a legal

question concerning the use of

the song lyrics to "BrldgeOver
Troubled Waters."

Tne yearbooks had to be

approved by the Business

Office and the President's Of-
fice before distribution. After
these two areas Investigated

copyright laws, the annuals were
released because no problems
were said to exist.

Dr. Morrison, Chairman of

Publications Committee, ad-

mitted that the "administration

did not appreciate some parts"

of the yearbook; however, that

was a matter of personal taste

and not the reason that the

yearbook was held up.

Such problems as existed in

this yearbook hope to be elimi-

nated by a change In publisher.

The new publisher, Delmar
Company, will workclosely with

the BUFFALO staff, visiting

the campus every two to three

weeks to check the progress
being made.

The junior class was also

lacking one female representa-

tive to Srudent Council this fall.

The candidates, which followed

the same procedures as candi-

dates for freshman offices,

Include Debbie Van Brigsle and

Donna Loving.

Council members permit su
posters of any size and 250

copies of one kind of advertise-

ment to candidates. On Sept-

ember 21, the competing fresh-

men and Junior representative

candidates will be announced In

convocation, and these candi-

dates must remove all posters

by 10:30 pjn. The following day,

students vote for their choice

In the Administration Building

from 8 ajn. to 4 pjn. and In

the cafeteria at lunch.

According to Rich, the fresh-

man president should soon call

a class meeting to elect other

officers and to conslderassem-
bllng a class constitution which
states the responsibilities of

each officer. Theclass operates

Independently of the Student

Council within a few guidelines.

The four class respresent-

atlves often bring back to the

freshmen any Council reports,

but the president assumes the

real authority and leadership

of his class.

Originally, there were three

candidates for freshman pres-

ident, four candidates for fe-

male representative, and six

candidates for male represen-

tatives. However, In the course

of election procedures, one

candidate for freshman pres-
ident, one candidate for female

representative and two candi-

dates for male representative

dropped out. Election results

will be printed In the Calendar

of Milligan affairs and in the

next issue of the STAMPEDE.

Students rap for Christ;

Spiritual growth sought
Originating with summer band

camps on campus, rap sessions

have continued Into this fall,

RAP SESSIONS INITIATED — One of the many newly formed groups of students Involved

in dialogues about Jesus and how He relates to individual problems Intently discusses some
Idea. Pictured are (1 to r), Carol Hockenberry, Carol Hlnes, Barb Kester and Roy Mason.

attempting to revitalize spiritual

growth at Milligan.

FOCO (Fellowship ofchrist-

ian Outreach) met as a large

group Wednesday night, Sept-

ember 8. After outlining the

activities for the year, the group
separated into smaller units

of 4-5 people.

The purpose of the smaller
group is to create a warmer,
more personal atmosphere for

sharing Jesus and working out

individual problems. Each
member of the groups strives

to Interest other students In the

fellowship. When the group
grows to 9-10 people, they split

again Into two units.

Sophomore Penny Patton felt

that, "we can talk and feel

personal attachments to other

people through small group

fellowship." Several students

indicated that they feel more
involved In others lives through

this kind of sharing.

Senior Steve Barnett stated,

"I am. very pleased with the

response to the sessions. But

this Isn't meant to be a sub-

stitute lor church, It Is a sup-

plement. A trained minister can

Instill new ideas In people that

they never thought of before."
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Professors fake sabbaticals
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Returning from sabbaticals.

Dr. Fife and Dr. Crowder have

again experienced campus life

from the "other side of the

desk."

Dr. Robert Fife, Chairman
of the history department, has

Just completed a one year sab-

batical leave at the University

of Southern California. There,

he was granted a Fellowship

of Courtesy which opened all

classes and research facilities

for his use. Dr. Fife spent

much of this time working in

seminars dealing with social

ethics and the theology of

revolution.

At nearby Pepperdine Univer-

sity, a smaller church affiliated

school. Dr. Fife held a graduate

seminar on revolution In con-

Junction with the ethics depart-

ment. In addition, once a week,

he travelled to Pacific Christ-

Ian College where he taught an

evening class.

Becoming more acquainted

with the Pepperdine campus, Dr.

Fife noted similarities between

the basic philosophy of that

school and Mllllgan. He noted

"how common many of the stu-

dent concerns were" as re-

corded in the student publi-

cations of the school.

The student population of

Pepperdine Itself, however. Is

quite different from that of Mll-
llgan. Being an urban school,

the percentage of non-white and
commuting students Is much
greater, while church affiliation

lower. He also noted that Pep-
perdine, in being metropolitan,

is "more Immediately affected

by tides that swept the country"

than Is Mllllgan.

Dr. Fife also enjoyed many
hours in researching and Inter-

viewing in the metropolitan

churches. He was "quite im-
pressed" with Calvary Chapel,

1 one of the leading churches
Involved with the Jesus People

movement. He was a witness

to the changes this movement
had brought to much of the youth

culture. He noted, too, that the

church had been aided by the

"zeal and freshness" of the

youth.

Dr. Fife was able to complete
his first book, TEETH ON
EDGE, during his sabbatical.

This book, concerning the con-
temporary church of the city.

Is now available through Beau-
ford Deaton's office or the

Emmanuel Bookstore.

Dr. Orvel Crowder, Associate

Professor of Psychology, also

encountered many new exper-

iences as a "student."

Working in the Psychology

Department of the University

of Tennessee in JGioxville, Dr.

Crowder found he had to start

"from the beginning" due to

the vast changes occurlng In

modern psychological studies.

Most of Dr. Crowder's work
was completed In the field of

ethology, the study of organisms
in their natural environment. In

this field, he worked extensively

with the behavior of snakes and
their feeding, trailing, and
breeding habits. He also did

research in the psychology of

language.

Dr. Crowder found U. T„
being a state university, to have
a quite different climate than

Milligan. "The student body,

on the whole, while conservative

compared to Berkley" would be
"unconventional to Mllllgan"

according to his observations.

The graduate level, operating

on a smaller basis, offered Dr.

Crowder pleasant experiences

in "seeing things from a stu-

dent's view and even In "getting

used to 'Orvel' instead of

'Doc'."

As a result of his work at

U. T., Dr.Crowderwasaccepted
as a candidate for a doctorate

in the field of psychology. He
hopes to continue with his lab

work, and eventually his thesis,

for such a degree.

Sabbatical leaves are granted

to professors at Mllllgan ac-

cording to the length of time

they have been associated with

the school. Two professors are

given this opportunity each year;

those participating thlsyearare

Dr. Beauford Bryant and Coach
Harold Stout.

"Merchant of

Student cast
Mllllgan College's Concert

Series will present Shakes-

peare's "Merchant of Venice"

on October 14 and 15.

Considered to be one of Sha-

kespeare's most finished plays,

the cast will include Mr. Leslie

French, an accomplished Shake-
spearean actor who presented

a program at MUllgan last

CAST REHEARSES? — Cast for the upcoming Merchant of

Venice are (standing 1 to r) Janet Grey, Jack Knowles, Lee Mead-
or, Gary Spencer, Rex Bell, Mike Wlllard, Sharon Chemlck,
(in front) Ed Brungard and Chuck Harper.

Venice" to appear soon;

to feature Leslie French
spring. Mr. French will arrive

at Mllllgan a week before the

play is presented to work with

the rest of the cast.

Other members of the cast

were chosen during tryoutsheld

August 31 and September I. The

cast has been meetlngtwo hours

every evening since the tryouts

rehearsing the play.

Pardee Hall to host open houses;

Doors open to welcome visitors
Dormitory open houses for

Pardee Hall, designed to give
visitors an opportunity to see
what life is like in a male
dorm, are being planned again
this year.

During the open houses, which

are usually held on Sundays,

visitors may look through the

dormitory and visit the

residents' rooms. In the lobby,

refreshments are served, and

guests have a chance to talk

together and become acquainted.

Although only two open houses
were held last year, the Pardee
dorm council is Investigating the

possibility of having several this

year, possibly as often as once
a month. The frequency of the

open houses depends on several
factors, especially the response
of the visitors and the coop-
eration of the residents.

One Pardee resident had this

to say about the open house;.;

"We always hear about the Mil-

ligan family, but many people

forget that family life begins

at home, which is the dorm for

us. The open houses give us

a chance to strengthen our

family life, both in the dorms
and in Milligan College."

Other future plans of Pardee
Hall residents include a possible

ice cream social later this

semester.

Welcome Milligan Students!

featuring FACTORY-

CLEARANCE Racks

'Slacks 'Blouses

'Shifts 'Knits

'ETC 'Some Irr.

Sorry No Hxchanp.es or Refunds on sale Merchandise.

Check out our LARGE
JEAN & SLACK selection

for perfect CAMPUSwear!
Irr FLARE J£ANS$349

E

VANDERBILT FACTORY OUTLET
IIOMI O! LANGTRY LAI XI s' sI'ORTSWI - AR

"Your opportunity lo buy direct from the Mlj;."

Southside Shopping Plaza—Erwin Hwy.

Open I0AM-9PM Mon.-Fri. I0AM-6PM Saturdays

Members of the cast are as

follows: Duke of Venice/Prince

of Aragon, Mike Willlard;

Prince of Morocco/Solanlo, Ed
Brungard; Antionio, Larry
Green; Bassanlo, Jack Knowles;

Gratiano/Old Gobbo, Gary Spen-
cer; Salerio, Don Scon; Loren-
zo, Rex Bell; Shylock, Leslie

French; Launcelot Gobbo. Chuck
Harper; Portia, Lee Meador;
Nerlssa, Sharon Cheralck; and

Jessica, Debbie Baker.

The play relates the story of

Antonio, a merchant of Venice,

and Shylock, a Jewish money-
lender. Shylock loans Antonio

money for Antonio's merchant

expeditions. But all of Antonio's

expeditions fall, and Shylock

wants to collect a pound of

Antonio's flesh which is the

forfeiture clause of their agree-

ment.

The play relates how Shy-
lock is thwarted from his plans,

and it includes two love stories;

one between Portia and Bas-
sanlo, and another between Lor-
enzo and Jessica.

Mrs. Marguerite Parris, as-
sociate Professor of English
and Speech at MUligan and di-

rector of the play, said "Mer-
chant of Venice" will be one
of the most challenging plays
attempted here and also one
of the most finished productions
presented at Milligan.

it's

the real

thing
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It's either the SUB or . .
•

Horror movie reviewed,

Convocation revisited
|SaaaH1̂ all̂ aiaaaaHi1̂ HiiMiBBB^^iH^iMMHBMM by Dennis Wyatt I

Concert presents pop artist

DR. PHIBES. Here t xists

a truly outstanding artistic

montage of finely documented

film footage. Should the In-

tellectual movie goer get tired

of the Jerry Lewis, Jane Fon-

da, and other classical fig-

ures of the sixties at the MCM
(MllMgan's Gangrenous Movie).

he can try Vincent Price as

Dr. Phibes in a ghastly hor-

ror/farcical film.

If you liked the RAVEN,
you'll rave at DR. PHIBES.
In view of our slogan. Chris-

tian Education: the Hope of the

World, DR. PHIBES Integrates

the worldliness of violence with

the passivity of Cod's Judg-

ment of Egypt in the book of

Exodus.

Dr. Phibes Is dead, yet alive.

He plagues his enemies with

the dramatic biblical plagues

of the Old Testament. If the

movie were playing at the Ma-
jestic, the Milligan family

might get In hali-price.

Speaking of family. It's rated

G. All violence, no sex, Ratsl

Yes, rats and frogs and blood

and blood and grasshoppers and

"various and sundry" (Quote

Dr. Read) plagues float across

the big screen. One recalls

the KING OF KINGS, BEN HUR,
and THE TEN COMMAND-
MENTS as glorifications of the

minor role that sex played In

the real accounts.

DR. PHIBES7 I really don'c

know since 1 haven't had any

time to go and see the film.

Does this mean that you have

been reading a review of a re-

view? Think about It; now you

don't have to go see it In or-

der to be cool because you can

relate to peers through the

media of a reviewer's review

of the reviews of the movie

DR. PHIBES.

CONVOCATION, One may
wonder if the Convocation ex-

perience is worthy of a date

with the opposite sex. One may
wonder if the Convocation ex-

perience Is even worthy. Even

if one wonders, consider the

alternative; not convocating. If

one does not convocate, then

one finds himself at another

school. Hmmm. Hence lies the

awe of Tuesdays and Thurs-
days.

Remember the exciting

Chinese ping-pong debate be-

tween Dr. Tsao and Dr. Read.

Remember the quote, "Good-

bye God. I'm going to Col-

lege." Remember the stirring

confrontation between the up-

rising, revolutionary student

body and the Establishment-

oriented Student Council.

Let's also be remembering

the Hopwood Stump anil its

contributions to the ecology

and Heritage of the campus.

Lastly, remember the appealing

rappelling of the Milligan fam-

ily. Convocation is probably

the only place lower in status

than a date at the Sub.

Of course, there are re-

served seats, tired seats, and

warmed-over sermons. When

all other dates fail, ask the

ugliest girl to go to Convo-

cation. You'll have to go, but

you don't have to sit by her.

CAMELOT. Not the movie,

but the Community Theatre's

musical starring Denny Den-

nlston (of Milligan fame).

ETSU. Football games are in

process. The Carrol Reese

Museum changes exhibits per-

iodically and offer numerous
art displays. Dances are held

for State students, but the more
radical students of Milligan

can try and sneak in.

FIRST POPULAR CONCERT — Performing her style of pop

music, Barbara Lewis will sing on Saturday, September 25, at

8;00 p.m.

Milligan College's Student

Council will be sponsoring the

first popular concert in the

1971-72 series on September

25.

Barbara Lewis will be in

concert at 8:00 p.m. in Seeger

Memorial ChapeL All Milligan

Students with their Identification

cards will be admined free of

charge. Adult admission is $2JX)

and the admission for children

under twelve is $1.00.

Barbara Lewis, one of the

female vocalists to be first

involved in the "Mo Town"
sounds from Detroit, will be

the guest entertainer. Through-

out her career she has been

widely known for her inter-

pretation of pop music with

a soft and expressive sound.

"Straight from ff,o shoulder"

Buckley reveals truth
by Mac Buckley

POTPOURRI
Continuing our task of

sweeping away all myths and

rumors which plague our happy
family, we would like to assert

that it is definitely not a fact

that when President Jess
Johnson was asked how he

planned to control the raging

student mobs he aptly replied,

"Let them eat chocolate

(cake)."

Academic honors

The Dean
by Academic Dean

1 am pleased to announce the

Dean's List for the Spring Se-

mester of the 1970-71 school

year.

The First Dean's List Is

composed of students whose se-

mester grade-point averages

were 3.75 to 4.00. A student

must have had a 3.5 to 3.749

to be placed on the Second

Dean's List. The faculty and

administration of Milligan

College extend their congra-

tulations to these students who
have strived for excellence and

achieved it.

DEAN'S LIST 1

PhyllU J. Bank*

Jamea Ralph Bamea
Stephen J, Barnen
Piny L. Butler

Rawly G. Clark
Mara S. Craig
Bonnla C, Crawford
Connla Sue Cum
Deanna Dium
Connie J, Davenpon

Danny L. CJUon

s Corner
Robert C. Wetzel

Deborah E, Doan Janice M. MclMyrw
Letlee Jo Elek Kwrwlea Warns Miller

Martha R, Flynu Bram E. Neal
Sandra Leo Ford Susan G. Keener
Marie A, Garrett Margaret J. Roth
Sharon G. Hamilton Darla M. Schwafce
William Howden Donald G. Scoa
Judene E. Howell Rene* J. Seher
Cherlee M. Johnjon Joanne F, Stone

CtiT.nn* ^w.njn

Merrllce A. Luft Dennla F. Thompson
Myra Alyne Machea David F. Tnimble
Richard A. MclMVrl PrlscUla E. WUklns

DEAN'S LIST 11

AnnM. Alher Mara W. Lee
i 'iirlf. AldermeD Linda Kay Lisle

Edward A. Brungard Diana Lomlson
Bonnie A. Carlson Robert Maynard
Sharon L. Cneejeman Rebecca L. McBrlde
Patricia A, Dales Barbara A. McGlflnU
Linda L. Davli Kathleen A. McKee
Ruth J. Deer Lee Mcador
Patricia Derrlcison Susan E. Mlkesell

Michael E. Gearhart Claire D. Mills

Karen Kagaman Sandra C. Montgomer
Wanda X. Hanaelman Wanda M. Pack
Linda Kay Hayden Darrell Peer
Ernaai R_ Kertzog Pattl Rasar
Karen D. HytJer KaySedwlt*
Deborah G. Jones Ronald F. Sewell

Sandra L. Jones Ruth A, St. John
Scotry Jordan Linda L. St. Louis
Diane L. Klst Shirley E. Storey
Patricia S. Know
Bevy A. Landers Katfcryn E. Wecaerte
Temp* L. La*aoo Michael A. Wood!

SURPRIZE! Pizza within 3 min of

campus. PINECREST GRILL conveniently

located next to Wrights

Pizzas of all types
combinations unlimited

Homem ade
small cheese

to large deluxe

Free drinks with

all Pizzas to

Milligan Students

Sodas

Sundaes

Soft drinks

Milk shakes

Short orders

Breakfast

Plate dinners

Chefs salad
$1:25

$3:10

ANY ORDER OVER $5 DELIVERED FREE

Call 928-9921
Hours 7AM 11PM Mon Sot

Owned and operated by Milligan Students

Dear Mac,
How can you tell the faculty

members from administration

when they're both on the tennis

courts.

Confused Student

Dear Student,

Easy. The faculty are the

one's with their shirts on.

Another clue: look for a

sweathand.

Q. This summer I start-

ed dating a boy I'll call A.

Later, when 1 first arrived

at Milligan I met boy B. The
new day boy C asked if I

wanted to go with him to a

concert In four weeks. Natur-

ally I told boy C "yes".

Now boy B has asked me to

someplace the same weekend.

Furthermore, a boy D and 1

have a date this weekend. How-
ever, now 1 am Interested in

a boy E who knows boy B. Al-

so a boy F who knows A got

a letter saying that A is com-

ing down here in four weeks.

Believe it or not another boy,

G, has now asked me for a

date to the "Sub" In two weeks.

Unfortunately, he Is now go-

ing with a girl, Z, who used to

go steady with boy B before

she dated boy G. Also girl

Z rooms with a girl Y who Is

a suitemate with a girl X, my
best friend and sister of C.
Naturally, I am quite confused

and would like to know which

boy I should date and how not

to offend the other people in-

volved.

ANSWER

E-F X-C f-A xY-X
X-C F-E ~ E-B

x-lfe.

A x Y -X x D

Z-F-AxY-Xx

Zsw. Y * X

Therefore Date either X, Y, or Z.

MEN WHO EXPECT QUALITY

ATLOW COST
Wear . .

.

CLOTHES

Suits & Spoil Coals

Flares & Double Knits

OPEN FRIDAY NITES

212 E. Main Si.

Your Fall Fashion
Headquarters

GLEN-MORE
Suits *42-95 to *74 -95

Spt. COatS »".9S to $39.95

Pants >
8-« lows

r4B*8\ WZUB
ESS

.
-
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Issues

Judicial bargaining favored

Viet election examined

"We say yes

"But we say no"

"Well we say maybe"

Such might be the current dialogue concerning the proposed jud-

icial code at an Imaginary meeting of the student council, the ad-

ministration, and the faculty judicial committee. The proverbial

channels have been worked through and now the student council's

desires are at an Impasse with the wants of the administration.

What, then, should be the next step?

Evidently, the student council has decided to refer the judi-

cial code problem back to a commission. Although this action

Is better than allowing the issue to die, several disadvantages

accompany It. First, the whole process Involving construction,

resubmittal, and possible revision will delay any settlement for

months.

Second, because the newly appointed commission will have no

continuous and detailed knowledge of the administration's ob-

jections, the commission will be forced to play a guessing game
concerning what would be a satisfactory compromise. If they

should guess incorrectly, then their proposal would meet Its

doom. This whole process could easily delay a change In the jud-

icial code for a year.

To remove these useless delays It would be best for a commit-

tee to be formed consisting of representatives from the admin-

istration, faculty, and student council. At these meetings, the dif-

fering desires could be voiced and an acceptable compromise

achieved through bargaining. Students can actively encourage their

student council to Initiate such a committee, their faculty to take

interest and their administrators to respect the student body's

desires.

Views on election polled

Forty-five thousand Amer-
icans have died in Vietnam.

U. S. officials say these men
have died In an effort to protect

the right of the South Vietnamese

people to govern themselves.
That effort has not been suc-
cessful. In this Vietnamese
election year, it is becoming
increasingly evident that pro-
gress toward this goal is being

undermined by the Saigon gov-
ernment of Nguyen Van Thleu.

President Thleu is currently

running unopposed in the pres-
idential election which will take

place October 3. There are two
other men who want the Job, but

both Vice President NguyenCao
Ky and Duong Van ("Blg")Minh
have withdrawn from the race.

They charge that President

Thieu has rigged the election

so that no opposition candidate
would have a chance of winning.
Minh called the election "a
disgusting farce."

"attempts frustrated"

Thleu says he wants com-
petition, but the evidence in-

dicates that he wants only token

opposition, E arly in the summer,
he pushed a bill through the

National Assembly which, in

Hoping to measure the Mil-

llgan College student body's

knowledge and interest in recent

lndo-China affairs, the following

survey was given to a random

sampling of fifty students.

1. Are you concerned about

the South Vietnamese elections?

Women Men Total

yes 20% 72% 46%

no 80% 28% 54%

2. Do you feel that the United

States is backing Thieu in an

attempt to block free elections?

Women Men Total

yes 4-i

no 100% 4A% 17%

no comment 12% 6%

3. Would you support a bill

by the U. S. saying if no

elections are held, that troops

should be withdrawn within 90

days?

Women Men Total

yes 84% 68% 76%
no 16% 24% 20%

no comment

40% 66%
52% 30%
8% 4%

by BUI J

effect, eliminated all candidates

other than Minh and himself

from the ballot.

Ky immediately protested,

and challenged the legality of

the ruling. His attempts to get

on the ballot were continually

frustrated until Minh withdrew

from the race on August 20.

The Supreme Court then re-

versed its decision and placed

Ky's name on the ballot. Ky
withdrew August 23.

Minh has produced further

evidence of Thieu" s attempts

to fix the election. He turned

over to U. S. officials a

document marked "Top Secret"

allegedly prepared by Thleu's

government, containing ten

pages of Instructions on how to

manipulate a national election.

The document may have been

prepared to discredit Thieu,

but Thleu has already carried

out some of the things

mentioned in the Instructions.

In the August 29 elections for

the House of Representatives, in

which pro-Thleu deputies re-

tained their majority, there

were numerous charges of rig-

ging in favor of Thieu's support-

ers. Supporters of one anti-

Thfeu candidate claim that gov-

ernment officials threatened to

reclassify villages In that dis-

trict as Communist if that cand-
idate was elected.

if the villages were reclassi-
fied, they would be subject to

destruction by the government
and villagers would face forcible

relocation. In a country where

no comment 4%

J . Do you feel election prob-
lems discredit our government?

Women Men Total

yes 72% 64% 68%
no 28% 32% 30%
no comment 4% 2%

5. if there is a coup by Ky,
do you feel the U. S. should
recognize the new government -

-

New human behavior major

awaiting faculty approval

Draft may effect Frosh

Recently, the Selective Ser-

vice clarified expected policy

changes on undergraduate stu-

dent deferments.

College students who were
enrolled full-time in the 1970-

71 academic year will be eli-

gible for student deferments
In the 1971-72 school year if

they continue to make satis-

factory progress in their pro-
grams of study. Selective Ser-
vice officials said. However,
young men who entered school
lor the first time this summer
and those who enroll as fresh-
men tills fall will not qualify

for student deferments if the

pending changes to the Selective

Service Act are passed by Con-
gress. The House has completed
action on the bill and final

Senate action is expected in

September.

Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, Selec-

tive Service Director said that

college students will not be

drafted in the middle of a sem-

ester or term. "If called while

enrolled, they will be allowed

to postpone their Induction until

the end of the semester, or

term. If In their last academic

year, they will be able to post-

pone their induction until after

graduation."

Dr. Tarr advised Incoming

freshmen and students who

started their program of study

in the summer of 1971 or later

not to file applications for stu-

dent deferments even though

the current law authorizes

granting deferments to students

In full-time programs of study.

Pending final approval, a new
major in the area of human
behavior will be offered next

semester to Milligan students.

The new major, approved by

the academic committee and
awaiting approval by the faculty

requires a core of fifteenhours.

Tentatively, these courses arc-

six hours of general psychology,

three hours of social psy-
chology, three hours of intro-

duction to sociology, and three
hours in small groups.
As the human behavior major

Is set up now, a student will

have lour tracks, or specialties

in which to go. The first track

Is psychology and is designed
ior those interested In individual

counseling.

The second track is sociology

and anthropology. This is for

the student interested In going

into social or welfare work.
Institutions is the third track,

and students in this field learn

more about management of in-

stitutions such as the nicotic
hospital.

Fashioned after similar pro-
grams which are becoming
widespread, this program is

only tentative at this time. There
is a possibility of additional

tracks or course changes in

the core courses or major
courses.

The fourth track is youth
leadership, and is designed es-
pecially for those desiring to

work with young people. Em-
phasis is on the inner c ity

newspapers are cen^ ttr

radio is under government con-

trol, candidates opposing Thieu

can only dream of fair and equal

coverage by the media.

"American influence"

The U. S. dearly wanted the

presidential election to demon-
strate that we are supporting

a democratic government In

South Vietnam. Unfortunately,

Washington, along with Saigon,

seems more interested In ap-

pearance than in actuality.

American officials In Vietnam
have been working for months
to bring about a "fair" election.

One wonders how a Vietnamese
election can be free and fair

with such a large dosage of

American Influence,

U. S. Ambassador Ellsworth

Bunker has tried to persuade
Ky and Minh to reenter the

race. Aides of the two non-
candidates report that Bunker
has offered both Ky and Minh
millions of dollars In "campaign
assistance" If they would run.

This last charge has been
strongly denied by U. S. of-

ficials. Whether that allegation

is true or not, many Vietnamese
are upset that the United States

has apparently made more ef-

forts to get Minh and Ky to

run than to keep Thieu from
fixing the election.

The mishandling of this

election has created a highly

volatile political atmosphere In

Saigon. Both Minh and Ky have

hinted at staging a coup. Despite

reassurance from Bunker,

Thieu is worried about U. S.

withdrawal of aid since the fa-

cade of democracy has cracked.

It has been reported that he has

offered to resign if necessary

to prevent the cutoff of aid.

No one knows what will hap-

pen next. It appears, however,

that after years of involvement

in Southeast, Asia, the U. S.

has only created an unruly,

undemocratic vassal state.Have

45,000 American soldiers died

for that?
youth.
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laeas in wormier * , -

Discipline: problem or policy?

Problems:
by Mark Lee

One of the main reasons

behind the proposing of a new

Judicial code Is that many
students have come to view

the present Judicial code as

unacceptable In areas of major

concern. These major ob-

jections should be clearly

recognized before furtherdebate

over a new Judicial code is-

attempted.

"Christian objectives"

First, one of the present

judicial code's deficiencies con-

cerns the college president's

option to either accept or re-

verse the judicial committee's

recommendation. It is difficult

to call the judicial process

"guaranteed" or even "due".

A student could be acquitted by

the committee, which parallels

a jury; however, the president

could then revise the verdict

himself and declare the student

guilty. Can such a policy be

termed as a "guaranteed due

process"?

Reasons given for the

presidents retaining this option

center on the administration's

desire to treat each student's

ense "Individually", to escape

legalism. Legalism, they be-

lieve, would hamper Christian

objectives when dealing with

the student.

Desire to direct discipline

proceedings In according with

Christian chtlcs Is highly com-

mendable; however, legalism is

not necessarily detrimental to

these Christian objectives. To
Insure individual and Christian

handling of each case, the pres-

ident could retain the right to

pardon students found guilty.

In this way, legalism could be

used positively to guarantee

each student that should he be

found innocent, or have his

sentence suspended, that the

committee's decision would

stand.

By granting the president

power of repreteve, christian

flexibility will be retained byi

guaranteeing the disciplinary

committee's decision, due pro-

cess will be assured.

"deserve a garantee"

Another weakness of the pre-

sent code which the proposed

code would haveelimlnated.was

the appeals process. Currently,

a student can appeal only the

decision of the dean of men or

dean of women. To fully remove
any chance of personality con-

flicts and prejudices, a second

appeals court needs to be avail-

able.

While appeals courts and ac-
companying procedures may
seem complex, one must re-
member that the proposed
judicial code which suggested

several such courts was com-
piled from several surrounding
small, liberal arts colleges.

Finally, it may seem that a

disciplinary code Is not much
of an important pollcy.However,
one should remember that dis-

Wanted: letters

"Milligan College Official Student Newspaper"

So reads the nameplaie ol this publication. This paper is the

students' paper. You, the students, pay for it.

Members of the STAMPEDE editorial board encourage ac-
tive participation by students upon these two center pages.

Letters to the editor should be of reasonable length (limited

to 200 words). The writers name, class, and major should ac-

company his letter. All copy is due by noon the Monday before

publication.

The STAMPEDE is your newspaper; use it.

clpline decisions can involve

several thousand dollars of a

student's and possibly several

years of his life. Surely, stu-

dents deserve a guaranteed and

just process of discipline.

Poli cy:

Editor's Note; The following

are excerpts from the Milligan

College Disciplinary Code. The
article is printed at the request

of thechalrmanof the Discipline

Committee. For further infor-
mation, students should consult

the 1970-71 College Handbook
or the 1970-72 College Bulletin.

The purpose of this statement

is to inform the MllUganCollege
Community concerning the pol-

icies and procedures of the

Disciplinary Committee. It Is

the desire of the committee
that any questions relative to

the function be brought directly

to Its members.

The philosophy governing the

Disciplinary Commltteecenters
in the concepts of redemption
and protection.

Our attitude toward the of-

fending student is redemptive;
we hold that every reasonable

effort should be employed to

help such students to overcome
their weaknesses and to grow

in the positive qualities of life.

This calls for individual treat-

ment respecting each offender

even though this procedure in-

volves the danger of exposing

the committee to the charge of

"Inconsistence" by those who
favor a more uncompromising
and legalistic approach.

"legalistic stance"

However, it must be obvious

to most that the admonition ol

Galatians 6:12 cannot be honored

by a purely legalistic stance.

But we also recognize our

responsibility to the entire Mil-

ligan Family, and that this ob-

ligation cannot be compromised
In favor of the Individual student.

Consequently, our attitude to-

ward the Milligan academic and
fraternal community Is pro-
tective. We cannot rightfully

continue to extend the rights

and privileges of matriculation
to those who embarrass and

injure the corporate body by

willful and continued abuse of

the mutually agreed upon reg-

ulations which govern the col-

lege community.

MUligan College Is intent upon
Integrating Christian faith with

scholarship and life. Because
of this Christian commitment,
Milligan College values the

Integrity of each individual.

However, the actions of each
person affect the whole com-
munity. During attendance at

Milligan, each student is con-
sidered a representative of the

College whether he is on the
campus or away.

"rigorous discipline"

Various quotes from the Col-
lege Bulletin are sufficient In

relating the policies of the

Disciplinary Committee—atten-

tion is specifically drawn to

pages 8-13.

Admission to membership In

Milligan College carries with

It a pledge of responsibility

by the student that he will sub-
ject himself to the rigorous

discipline of the above program
(above program refers to page

and 9 of the bulletin). Men
and women who choose to

decline this responsibility for-

feits the privilege of member-
ship In the college. TheColiege,

therefore, reserves the right to

refuse, suspend, or dismiss any

student If such action Is deemed
to be In the interest of the

College.

"reported breach"

The procedures or guidelines

followed by the committee are

as follows:

Procedure
All administrative discipline

should be channeled through the

Dean of Men or the Dean of

Women.
1. The Deans have counsullng

opportunities as well as direct

disciplinary responsibilities.

2. Therefore, In each case

of reported breach of discipline,

the Deans may handle the in-

dividual case as deemed wise,

up to the point of suspension or

dismissal from school.

3. In the later Instance the

Dean will ask for the student

In question If he chooses to

appear before the Disciplinary

Committee or to voluntarily

withdraw from school.

4. If the student opts for

the appearance:

(a) Charges will be presented

to him/her in writing twenry-

four hours prior to the hearing

before the committee.

(b) The student will be in-

formed that he/she may bring

witnesses and/or someone to

assist in the presentation de-

fense.

(c) The members of the com-
mittee will be informed of each
hearing twenty-four hours in

advance.

5. Minutes of meetings of

the Disciplinary Committee will

be given to the Administration,

and the Deans.

STAMPEDE
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CONCERT CHOIR AT WORK — Directed by Mr. Bactiman,

the choir prepares for another busy year of singing at Mllllgan.

Foundations and lederal

grants help Mllllgan College

as a whole, while federal pro-

grams, scholarships, and jobs

on campus help individual

students to pay their own college

expenses.

Since the government Is

concerned with helping schools

that have a great Increase In

numbers rather than schools

that have a great Increase by

per cent, a college the size of

Mllllgan does not receive vast

amounts offederalaid compared
to a college much greater in

size.

Concert choir assumes new look
This year the MlUlganCollege

Concert Choir, directed by Mr.

H. S. Bachman, has combined

the tradition of the past with

several new and different Ideas.

In addition to singing together

as a group, the choir plans to

divide Into four musical teams
which will tour various com-
munities this year. The secular

dress for the choir, which

includes pants outfits for the

women. Is also a first for the

choir.

The goal of the ConcenChoir
as stated by Mr. Bachman is,

"to acquaint the music student

with choral literature and pro-

cedures, to give the qualified

student an outlet for his talents,

to acquaint our audiences with

Mllllgan College, and to provide

an actlviry where Mllllgan

College students can demon-

HAS YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
EXPIRED?

NAME.

ADORESS__

STATE

ZIP

Renew your STAMPEDE Sub-
scription now.

Price: One year for $2.00
Ihecks payable to STAMPEDE

Mail to:

STAMPEDE
Box 214

Mllllnm. BoMagg 37682
limn

strate God's love to each other

In a very positive way."

To accomplish this aim, the

choir practices for an hour,

five times a week, and performs

both on and off campus. Per-

formances planned for 1971-72

include the Concert Choir Pro-

gram, which is a part of this

year's Milligan College Concert

Series, the Madrigal Dinners,

a spring concert for the area

churches, and the annual Spring

Tour.

For the fall semester, the

Concert Choir Is planning a

concert on November It which

will include JESU, MENE
FREUD, MOLETT 111 by J, S.

Bach and an oratorio, JEPH-
HETH by Carlssime. At this

program an offering will be

taken for the B. D. Phillips

musical scholarship which Is

given to a needy, qualified

music student.

During the Christmas Season
the Chamber Singers, a small

group from the concert choir,

will stage the annual Madrigal
Dinners. Also throughout the

year, four musical teams com-
posed of Concert Choir mem-
bers will tour one week end
a month for the school. They
will wear the choir outfits and
sing choir music.

The Spring schedule for the

choir includes a program for

area, churches and an opera
performed in concert-However,
the highlight ' of the Spring

semester is the annual Spring

Tour.

This year the choir plans

to visit the Eastern part of

the United States including the

United States Naval Academy,

Chicago, and Lexington. The
Spring Tour provides an ex-

cellent opportunity for the choir

members to represent Milligan-

College and to share their faith

with others throughout the

nation.

The secular choir outfits for

this season are a first for the

choir. The women are wearing

purple, velour, floor length, pant

outfits and long puffed sleeved,

V-necked blouses in a pink,

blue and purple design.

However, in the recent past,

Mllllgan College has received
a Title Grant of $14,950 for

equipment and a Title 2-a Grant
of $5,000 for library books.

Last year, (or scholarships,

loans, and grants, the govern-
ment furnished approximately
$66,000 and Milligan furnished

$60,000.

Scholarships at Milligan arc

somewhat limited. Monltary

awards are given to the students

ranking first, second, and third

in their class at Milligan.

Awards are also given to

incoming freshmen who rank

first or second In their grad-

uating classes. Academic scho-

larships will increase In the

near future from donations made
by individuals who gave their

money for this purpose.

Milligan uses three federal

aid programs to assist

individual students. For any kind

of aid, a student must have his

parents complete a Parents'

Confidential Statement which

will analyze the student's need

by the use of a computer.

For the National Defense
Loan, Educational Opportunity

Grant, and the college Work-
Study Program, the federal

government furnishes 90%,
100%, and SO**, respectively, of

Commuters ballot
Commuter president and rep-

resentatives for the 1971-72

school session were elected last

week at a meeting in Lower
Seeger.

Dale Clayton, the newly

elected commuter president,

presided over the meeting.

Other commuters elected to

positions were; Mike Mutter-

spaugh, male respresentative;

Mary Hampton, female repre-

sentative; Dale Barcus, Traffic

Court judge; and Dwlght EUm
and Bob Woods, alternate

judges.

Asked if he had any special

objectives in mind, President

Dale Clayton said, "It's very

difficult for commuters to

function as a unit when we
don't know one another. We need

to decide upon times for com-
muters to meet and get acquain-

ted."

Dale feels that with stronger

unity and more representation

in the Student Council, the com-
muters will be able to feel

that they are truly pan of the

college.

The following are the names
of all those nominated for

positions and the number of

votes each candidate received.

President

Dale Clayton 35

Dale Barcus 24

Mike Hupp 12

Gary Davis 4

Male Representative

Mike Mutterspaugh 30

Dale Barcus 22

Gary Davis io

Female Representative

the funds while Milligan

College meets the rest of the

needed money. Mllliganaisohas
its own work-study program for

students who have a definite

need, but do not meet federal

qualifications for aid.

Application for financial aij

should be made to the Dlrettor
of Financial Aid, Don Jeanes,
in the early spring. Tin

line was June 1 last year, but

the deadline for returnini;

students to make application
Is cxperre..- ;.-.

.; L- /-;. I.

Cultural events

Fill calendar
Throughout the year, the Trl-

Cities Art Council publishes

KIOSK, a calendar of coming

cultural events to inform area

citizens of local activities.

7The comedy, TAKE HER
SHE'S MINE, will be the play

at the Olde West Dinner Theatre
September 4 through October 2.

Open Tuesday through Saturday,

dinner is served between 7 and
8 pjn., while curtain time is

8:15. For information, call

477-7333.

Slocumb Gallery, East Tenn-
essee State University, will

present TWENTY-TWO DRAW-
INGS AND PHOTOS bymembers
of Tennessee Faculty Artists

from September 10-30.

An exhibition of blown-glass

by Michael Taylor, Instructor

of Art at Tusculum College
will be shown at the Carroll
Reece Museum, E. T, S. U.
September 19 to October 24.

No charge will be made and
the hours are as follows: dally,

12:45 to 4:45 p.m.; Saturday

and Sunday, 1:00 to 5:00 pjn.
From September 20 to 23,

the Monday Club and Mall
Association of Johnson Citywill

present the 6th ANNUAL FEST-
IVAL OF ART on the Miracle
Mall, north Roan Street. The
show is to feature contemporary

Mary Hampton
Lisa Lusk

Joy Kegley

43

9

7

Southern art.

September 19, at the Carroll

Reece Museum, E. T. S. U„
Traffic Court Judge Miss Gisela Debkat, a German

cellist will be in concert a:

Dale -Barcus

Bob Woods
Dwight Elam

28

22

21

3 pjn. Miss Debkat Ls a win-

ner of the annual soloist com-
petition in Geneva.

Cst&tfi, Volcano-

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Pkoie 928-8386

SEATING FOR 100 PEOPLE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPLETE CARRY OUT SERVICE
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TRIPPING rHKOUGH THE FOREST? — Two Mllllganltes, Chip

Fowler and Mike McMillan, appear to be In the lead as they cover

one of the lew flat pans of MUllgan's cross country course.

Harriers win first meet
Mlillgan's cross country

earn, fighting the hot September

i
ran well on their season

iremler, nailing Warren Wil-

son's harriers In a 21-38 vlc-

:ory.

Mike McMillan, with a time

if 20:04 for the 3.6 mile home
;ourse, won first place for

villi Igan. Close behind and

showing good speed despite a

tagging injury came Chip Fow-
ler, sealing the second position.

Vilke had failed to beat Chip In

practice, but their back-to-back

:op place finishes werelnstru-

mental In winning the meet for

Milllgan.

Wurrcn Wilson's KelzoBran-
do, who won last year's meet
by edging out Tommy Evans
and Mike McMillan, could man-
age only third place against

the Buff runners. Evans took

fifth place for Mllligan with a

time of 22:30, while sixth and
seventh positions were also won
oy Mllllgan's Dan Hogg and Rick

Vlclnturf respectively.

Showing good form and ability

for a freshman, Merrll Sutherin

:ook eighth spot for Milllgan;

.vhlle another frosh runner, Dan
Carroll, came In eleventh.

Rounding out die Buff represen-
tation were Gary Marler and

John Shemwell who took the

thirteenth and fourteenth spots

In a field of fifteen.

Coach Duard Walker was
pleased with the team's per-
formance, especially In the

sweltering humidity of east

Tennessee. Running '"according

to form" early In the season,

the team should show Improve-
ment with each meet, saldCoach
Walker.

They will take on Cumber-
land, Saturday, September 18,

1971, on the larter's rugged,

hilly course. Cumberland will

give the Buffs a chance to show
their best.

Iowa City, la.-(I.P,) - The
(Jniverslry of Iowa has formally

opened its Student Development

Center, the embodiment of a

new concept which University

officials hope will make student

services more accessible and

more responsive to students.

The Center, which absorbs

the Office of Student Affairs,

grew from the realization that

many conscientious University

students are critical of their

educational experience because

of concern they are not being

adequately prepared for what

they see as their obligations

to society, said Vice Provost
Philip G. Hubbard, who as dean

of academic affairs has been

In charge of the Center's for-

mation during the past year.

Professor Walter J. Foley,

director of Iowa Educational

Information Center In the Col-
lege of Education, has been
appointed director of the new
Student Development Center.

According to Dean Hubbard,

"these students appreciate the

value of courses which develop

Profs try organic gardening

Three Milllgan professors

have turned to organic garden-

ing for reasons ranging from
environmental concern to prac-

ticality.

Mr. Guy Mauldln, Dr. Ira

Reed, and Dr. Charles Gee are

involved to varying degrees In

a type of gardening that Is

becoming more and more pop-
ular throughout the country.

Organic gardening In Its

strictest sense Is using only

organic materials to fertilize

and control pests or diseases.

Mr. Mauldln has been Involved

In organic farming for approx-
imately five years. Beginning

with the vital compost pile, he
has been able to go almost
completely organic. The com-
post pile, organic wastes

combined with soil for rapid

decay, is the cornerstone of

this type of farming. This com-
post loosens and enriches the

soil, providing drained ele-

ments.

Mr. Mauldln believes in using

natural things as curbs for

pests. In his garden this year,

he used ladybugs and praying
mantlses to control pests, Strict

organic farmers may use flour

on plants during a dew to capture

pests, but Mr. Mauldln feels

this is carrying things a bit

too far.

He uses a mulch of shredded

newspaper or straw to retain

moisture around plants and to

keep away weeds.

Dr. Read Is Just beginning his

organic gardening again after

moving. Since bis soil Is hard

clay, he Is having to loosen It

and add elements to get it in

proper condition.

He has not been able to go

completely organic yet as the

problem with his soil has

hindered him. He claims to have

started his gardening because of

ecological concern and a passion

for rhododendron.
He and Mr. Mauldln are now

engaged in a contest to see who
can acquire the greatest variety

of rhododendron species. At this

point, Mr. Mauldin Is ahead by
about four or five species.

The third professor Involved
is Dr. Gee. He became Involved

because of practical reasons and
an environmental Interest. Or-
ganic gardening Is one way of

recycling needed materials and
a good way to use garbage. Al-
though his gardening Is on a

much smaller scale, his process
is the same.

their ability to analyze and crit-

icize, enrich their background

of knowledge, sharpen thelr

abllity to communicate effect-

ively, and expose them to a

wide spectrum of concepts and

opinions. However, they are

repelled by the lack of rp^..,.-

tunltles to synthesize and Inte-

grate their knowledge In pursuit

of immediate, concrete object-

ives."

Many students. Dean Hubbard
continued, have no complaint
about curriculum but want op-

ETSU to build

New athletic

Complex
East Tennessee State Univer-

sity has received approval from

the State Building Commission
to proceed with architectural

plans for a domed athletic com-
plex which will house football,

basketball. Indoor track and all

other physical education ac-

tivities.

The domed-faclllty Is similar

to one at Idaho State University

in Pocatello, Idaho. It will seat

up to 20,000 persons with a cost

of approximately $6.6 million.

As of this writing, no site has

been chosen for the stadium.

Original plans were to expand

the present University Stadium
to seat 12,000 and eventually to

a capacity of 30,000. Those
plans were abandoned when the

Clinchfleld Railroad located a

high line across the ETSU
campus.

Plans were also in the works

to replace the 3,700 seat

Memorial Gymnasium. The cost

of the new complex will be

substantially less than building

separate facilities.

portunitles to develop other

phases of their personalities

through social and political

activities. The Student Develop-

ment Center Is one way the

University wiii try to meet the

needs of these students. he said.

"A common characteristic of

all the students mentioned Is

that their Intellectual and per-

sonal development can be

greatly enhanced u* opportuni-

ties are provided for them to

participate In a well planned

program of extra-curricular

work under the general guidance

of Interested faculty members
and with the direct support of

a competent, enthusiastic stu-

dent service staff."

Among other opportunities,

already established, are the

Action Studies Program, in

which lets students Initiate and

sometimes teach new courses;

plans for new approaches to

Interdisciplinary studies for

undergraduates; plans for new

teaching and research connected

to quality of environment; a

program in Afro—American

studies; a drug education pro-

ject conducted by pharmacy and

medical students; and student

programs of health and legal

aid to disadvantaged citizens.

Dean Hubbard noted, "Com-
ments made bystudents involved

in disruptive activities indicate

that many of them are not nece-

ssarily committed to radical

action—outside the established

channels—but they are unaware

of any effective alternatives to

pursue their goals within those

channels.

"With the human talent and

physical resources of a great

university at our disposal, we

must dedicate ourselves to the

task of channeling this Ideal-

Ism Into acceptable and effect-

ive action."

Now at the Si

File developing

dlsconit

b!

40%
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Student teaching program involves seniors

UDENT TEACHER LEARNS — Larr
dents participating In the education

moofltrates his skill at the board.

of the stu-

semester, de-

Designed to give future

teachers a chance to apply

teaching techniques In a class-

room situation, the student

teaching program provides ex-

perience leading to an actual

teaching Job.

Seniors participating in this

program are involved In the

Carter County School District,

from elementary through junior

high level. Twenty-two students

are In the program this

semester. Nearly 100 students

participate each year, including

the summer session.

Several methods are used to

acquaint the student with teacher

situations. In a laboratory set-

ting, the student is confronted

with simulated teacher prob-

lems, and is filmed on a

videotaped machine. Later, the

film Is played back and reveals

problems In the teacher's

techniques.

Another method used In

classroom situations Is individ-

ual guided Instruction (1. C. E.),

where the teachers work In

teams with students on a non-

graded basis.

To be admitted to the student

teaching program, an applicant

must take a battery oi tests

and must secure written reco-

mmendations from his advisor

In his major teaching field.

Students In the program are

required to take the National

Teachers Examination during

the last semester of their senior

year. More Information may be

obtained from Professor Paul

Clark.

CHAPEL MINISTER - Dr.
Robert O. Fife will be serving

this year as director of student

activities for the Collegiate

Church on campus.

Church involves students

Circle K helps college, community

Circle K, a branch of Kiwanis

International, is one of the major

service organizations on

Milligan's campus.

The Circle K, as Its first

activity this year, painted the

basement of the West Main St.

Christian Church. As another

of its activities, the Circle K

organizes the Founder's Day

activities, held annually In the

fall. They also print and dis-

tribute the programs for all

of the Mililgan basketball

games. In addition to these

projects, the club has placed

trash barrels around the cam-
pus.

According to Steve Barnett,

vice president of the club, Circle

K is presently building a

treasury sizable enough for them
to carry out the services they

have planned, not only on cam-
pus, but also In the surrounding

communities.

To Increase their treasury,

the "Men of Circle K" recently

organized a car wash In back

of Cheek Hall. Money was also

earned by painting a fence for

one of the faculty members,
and selling plastic covers for

the annuals.

The officers of Circle K for

the 1971-72 school year are

Mark Webb, president; Steve

Barnett, vice president; John

Ruckman, secretary; and Rick

Mclnturf, treasurer.

For those men interested in

pledging this internationally

linked fraternity, the date has

been tentatively set for October

16.

Collegiate church is empha-
sizing service and mission this

year, according to Dr. Robert

Fife, chapel minister returning

to Mililgan from a sabbatical.

"My main concern is that

kids get Involved in churchwhile

In college," said Dr. Fife.

Students conduct every' Part of

the service, except delivering

the sermon.

Committee chairmen are also

student volunteers. Heading the

missionary committee is War-
ren Miller, and the new Sunday

school program is under the

direction of John Southwood and
Tom Fore. Student co-ordinator

is Dave Harrison.

This year the congregation is

continuing to support two

missions. These are Bill Nice

in Rhodesia and the Christian

Service Center in Chicago.
Presently, $50 a month is given

to each project.

Students are also forming
prayer meetings in dorms and
around campus. Commenting on
service in the church. Dr. Fife
said, "I think there's lots of

power which needs to be used
for the Lord while we're
in college. We need more than

just students who come and
sit."

There is no formal committee
which supervises the church.
Interested students meet and
discuss the service and church
activities during the week. Any
student interested in service for
Collegiate Church may contact
Dr. Fife or any committee
chairman. Sunday School begins
at 10:00 ajn. and the worship
service is at 11:00 a.m.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILLICAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

.Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
IKlBl Av* ••road* Em fc»neh*«n«n Mountain Br*ocn • MH»©»n - P*n»CM»l B
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Enrollment statistics released

TRIO TO PLAY — The Howard Hanger Trio, composed ol

three seminary students, will perform at this year's first

evening convocation.

Jazz trio to play

Enrollment figures for this

fall senester were recently

released by the Registrar's

Office which showed a decrease

from last years's fall regis-

tration.

However, the statistics re-

vealed an increase in students

enrolled over last spring se-

mester. The statistical break-

down is as follows:

The Howard Hanger Trio,

billed as a "sacred Jazz"

group, will perform at thefirst

evening convocation.

Composed of seminary stu-

dents from Atlanta, Georgia,

the trio will play in Seeger

Memorial Chapel this Tuesday

at 8;00 p.m. using the piano,

drums, guitar, and bass for

accompaniment.

Last year theHowardHanger
Trio performed at East Tenn-
essee State University and will

return this year by student

popular demand. They will be
presenting music at State dur-

ing the day of October 5, before

appearing at Mllllgan.

Veteran tutoring

Now available

Mllllgan College is partici-

pating in a special program for

tutoring armed services vet-

erans.

The program, sponsored

under the Gl Bill, provides

tutorial assistance for veterans

who need special help in acquir-

ing their college education. The
assistance program is a service

by the college, for which the

school receives no compen-
sation.

The college arranges tutors

and certifies veterans who need

help In a certain area. The
tutor is paid for his work by the

Veterans' Administration. Tu-
torial payments may not exceed

fifty dollars a month for nine

months.

There is no charge against

the veteran's basic entitlement

under the Gl Bill, the amount
of which may run from $175

to $230 a month for a full-

time student. Presently, there

are about six veterans at Mil-
ligan, and two are participating

in the program.
There was felt to be a need

for this program due to the

Increasing number of veterans

attending Miliigan. Several
more veterals are expected to

enter the school second

semester.

Miliigan students are to sit

in their assigned chapel seats.

Attendance will be taken, and

those present will receive

credit for two convocations.

Tall '70 Fall '71

Seniors 175 193

Juniors 162 146

Sophomores 172

Freshmen 252 232

Special 37 22

Total 798 785

Mr. Heaulord Deaton, Direct-

or of Student Recruitment, sug-

gested financial difficulties as

one reason for the decrease.

'About 40-60 students who had

made definite plans to come
to Mllllgan, did not because of

financial problems," said Mr.

Deaton.

Dr. Lawson, Administrative

Assistant to the President, said

that the Admissions Committee

chose not to sacrifice the quality

of the student body for an in-

Bargaining proposed
To negotiate the proposed

Judicial Code, the Student

Council has recommended to the

Administration that a committee

composed of three students,

three faculty, and three admin-
istrators be established.

Student representatives to the

committee are Chuck Hilborn,

Bill Howden, and Jeannle Mc-
Wllllams.

Listed In the motion were six

faculty members from which

the administration are to choose

three. Faculty nominated are

Mrs. Rowena Bowers, Dr-Orvll

Crowder, Dr. Charles Gee, Miss

Juanita jones, Dr. Richard

Lura, and Mr. Guy Mauldln.

Dr. C. R. Wetzel, academic

dean, received the recommend-
ation last Friday. However, ad-

ministrative action has been

deterred until President Jess

Johnson returns tomorrow. Dr.

E. Roy Lawson, administrative

assistant, said the reason for

waiting until Dr. Johnson re-

turned Is that the President had

made the initial decision to veto

the proposed code and it was

reasoned that the President

should make the decision on the

recommendation.
Although the bargaining com-

mittee recommendation was

passed unanimously with one

abstaining vote, many council

members are not sure of the

Administration's passage of the

committee. However, Chuck
Hilborn, one appointee to the

recommended committee said,

"I can see no good reason

why the Administration would

not desire to negotiate about

the proposed Judicial Code."

What's

Inside...

Mr. Newton featured page 3

Enrollment trends effec

Miliigan College

editorial page 4

Dr. Webb and Dr. Fife

discuss spirit revival page S,

Freshmen announce

election results page 6

Intramural football

draws to close page 7

creased enrollment. Jr. Law-
son further said, "This select-

ivity of students has created

one of the best student bodies

Mllllgan has ever had."

Dr. Lawson also stated that

Miliigan is not the only school

facing this problem. Most small

,

private colleges in Tennessee
and the nation are experiencing

drops in enrollment.

Possible causes of this trend

cited by Dr. Lawson are the

general state of the nation's

economy and the Increase in

state supported community col-

leges. Other factors are the

recent placement of emphasis

on technical training and the

reduced draft pressure which

may encourage some students

to postpone their education.

Several new emphases in

student recruitment programs
for the coming year, listed by

Mr. Deaton, are more student

teams, more participation of

board members, and field rep-
resentation around the nation.

In addition, the school has hired
Don Edmonds as part-time as-
sistant to Mr. Deaton.

Fifteen seniors honored;

Included in Who's Who
Fifteen seniors have been

chosen to represent Miliigan

College In WHO'S WHO IN

AMERICAN COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

Male recipients of this award
are Steve Barnett, Chuck Har-

UPWARD PATH TO REASON - Chosen tor Wno's Wno tnis year are (iront row L to r.)

Chuck Harper, Anne Taylor, Susan Roetter Lee, Lee Meador, Susan Knox, Myra Mathes,
andDeanna Daum. Back row are ( I. to r.) Warren Miller, Mark Webb, Freda McAfee, Sharon
Hoffman, Rich Roames, Bonnie Crawford, and Steve Bamett.

per, Warren Miller, Richard

Roames, and Mark Webb.

Senior women that have been

selected are Connie Britton,

Bonnie Crawford, Deanna
Daum, Sharon Hoffman, Susan

Knox, Myra Mathes, Freda Mc-
Afee, Lee Meador. Susan Roet-

ter Lee, and Anne Taylor.

According to Mrs. Nipper,

"the faculty voted from the

seniors with a 2.75 grade

point or better." The names

that were awarded this honor

were selected last week.

These fifteen Mllllgan sen-

iors had to meet several re-

quirements before being sel-

ected to WHO'S WHO. The stu-

dents were judged on the basis

of scholarship, participation

and leadership in academic and
extra-curricular activities,

citizenship and attitude, ser-

vice to college, and promise
of future success.

The honored students were
unaware of their selection to

the book until the announce-

ment in Convocation. WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN COL-
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES is

a publication containing names
of outstanding seniors with a

list of their accomplishments
during their college careers.
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Environmental suit

Filed by coalition
An environmental coalition

has filed suit in the U.S. District

Court in Washington, D.C. to

stop construction of tiie Tenn-
essee-Tomblgbee Waterway, an

immense U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers project.

The coalition consists of the

Environmental Defense Fund,

the Committee for leaving the

Environment of America Nat-

ural (CLEAN) and Dr. James
D. Williams, a biologist In

Columbus, Mississippi. The
plaintiffs filed the suit on be-

half of themselves, their mem-
bers, and people who enjoy the

Torbblgbee River like it is.

The $386.6 million project

would connect the Tennessee
and Tomblgbee Rivers by means
of a 23-mile waterway across

northern Alabama and Missi-

ssippi. It would link the Gulf

of Mexico at Mobile, Alabama,
with the Tennessee and Ohio

Rivers to the north.

The plaintiffs allege that the

Corps of Engineers Is pro-

ceeding Illegally and without

authority; that the project Is

in clear violation of the National

Environmental Policy Act. EDF
contends the Corps has not ade-

quately considered the environ-

mental consequences of con-

necting two rivers with sepa-

rate life systems. A case In

point, says EDF, is the de-

struction of the whlteflsh and

trout fisheries in the Great
Lakes by the introduction of

the lamprey via the Saint Lawr-
ence Seaway.

EDF stated that It has re-

calculated the project's cost-

benefit ratio and discovered the

Corps' figures deviated from
the economic procedures rec-

ommended by the Office of

Management and Budget, the

most prestigious authority on

such matters In the Federal

Government. The Corps claims

the ratio of benefits to costs

lor the Tennessee-Tomblgbee
Waterway project Is 1.6 to 1.

But EDF's recalculation of the

benefit to cost ratio is 0.099

to 1. This means that the pro-
ject would yield only 10 cents

of benefits for every dollar

it costs to build and maintain.

EDF claims the waterway would

not have been approved if these

figures had been available be-

fore It was authorized.

The Environmental Defense

Fund stressed its correction of

the benefits to cost ratio does

not include environmental dam-
age caused by the project. Be-
cause this damage would exceed

the benefits, the plaintiffs feel

the U. S, Government is spend-

ing huge amounts of public funds

at the expense of the South-

eastern residents and their en-

vironment.

Plaintiffs claim the project

would inundate 24,000 acres of

prime forest and agricultural

land, and partially submerge
46,000 additional acres of land.

Many miles of tributary streams
they say, all of which are now
free-flowing, would be de-

stroyed as vital parts of the

ecosystem. Fish and wildlife

habitat loss would be sub-

stantial, and valuable archaeo-

logical sites would also be lost.

A recent report issued by

the Environmental Protection

Agency has also raised strong

objections to the project. The
report declared that the water-
way is of "questionable eco-

nomic value" and would "ir-

reversibly" damage an import-

ant scenic and natural area

in northeast Mississippi. Last

January EDF obtained a court

decision temporarily stopping

further work on a similar pro-
ject: the Cross-Florida Barge
Canal. This injunctionwasgran-
ted on grounds that it too vio-

lated the National Environmen-
tal Policy Act.

FEMALE HOPEFULS REACT—During a mock-dating game, Sharon McDonald, Debbie Clark, and Bar-
bara Enoch, (1 to r), respond to a mystery male In hopes of being chosen for a date.

Op in fo ns vary

TWIRP Week yields comments
TW1RP week, an annual Mli-

llgan tradition with planned

activities, drew various com-
ments from both male and

female students.

Opinions about TWIRP week

were offered by several stu-

dents. Cathy Merritt said, '"It

gives the girl an opportunity

to let the guy know she's in-

terested." Paula Bullock re-

plied, "It's not appropriate for

die school because the school

is too small and there is too

much social pressure when the

dates are mandatory. It's fine

for kids who are outgoing

.

enough to do it." Fnyllis Har-
mon said, "I was uneasy about
rwlrping a guy because some
guys were just as uneasy as
1 was."

Members of the male pop-
ulation also responded to

TWIRP week with several dif-

ferent opinions. Skeet Strib-

ling said, "It should have lasted

longer because I enjoyed getting

my tray carried." Tim King

Library adopts policy changes
Several changes In library

policy, resulting from nine

recommendations made by the

Student Council Library Com-
mission to the Faculty Library
Committee, have been put Into

effect this year.

The Unbound Periodical

Section has become a closed

area monitored by a student

employee who obtains mater-
ials and checks them out to

students for an hour's length

of time.

Three students were selected

to serve on the Faculty Library

Committee in order to add a

student voice concerning lib-

rary affairs. Crlss Lamoncha,

Anne Taylor, and Patti McKee
are the student members for

this year.

Another change initiated was
a limit of one semester for

books checked out by faculty.

Also, music majors have pre-
ference for turn tables in order
to complete assignments.

The Faculty Library Com-
mittee was to investigate a

funding plan to be administered

by Mr. Wlgginton, director of

development. This plan was to

Involve alumni and friends of

the College who are interested

in the library. Fire locks were
also supposed to have been

placed on speclficed doors in

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clem - New - Pleosait Atmosphere - Atteided

Johnton City

S Point*

IteJoi at KIh

Sflilhewt Skoipiig Villas*

WoihTob

Milllgan

Coll.g.

Q W4-7.ll

Joiisoi City, Teaies»et

the library in case of emer-
gency.

A sign was to be placed on

the charging desk indicating

that students are subject to

inspection of all materials at

any time by any member of

the library staff.

Resolutions not accepted

include a suggestion that the

library be open on Saturday

afternoons and one that student

monitors were unsatisfactory.

The Faculty Library Com-
mittee felt that too few stu-

dents would use the library

on Saturday afternoons to

justify its opening. However,

the library Is to be open all

day Saturday during exam week.

The committee also decided

that having the present mon-
itoring system was better than

having no supervision at all.

replied, "It was great, 1 wish
it was every week."

Holding different opinions

were John McFadden and Tony
Jacoby. John said, "It was a

male chauvinist plot, fortunate-

ly unsuccessful.*' Tony replied,

"It's just like freshmen week
because there's nothing con-

structive about it, and it puts

people in embarrassing sit-

uations. It's making a point

of male chauvinism."

Women were required to buy

twirp rules for2S£. The rules

stated that "All females must
ask two males to dates during

the week." Women were also

required to participate in the

Sadie Hawkins Chase, which

was cancelled due to the lack

of participants.

Violation of any of the

TWIRP rules resulted in pun-
ishment decided by Kangaroo
Court. The Court was held once

early in the week to punish

girls who had not purchased

TWIRP rules.

Several students chose to

openly defy the rules ofTWIRP
WEEK. One male student es-

corted a girl to the chapel

from the cafeteria, carrying

her books and opening doors.

Most women refused to be in

the Sadie Hawkins Chase, re-

maining in the dorms to escape

from being forced to partici-

pate.

First
Peoples Bank

JOHNSON CITr • JONESBORO

THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK WE

OFFER TO STUDENTS.

1. Free checking

2. First order persoioliied checks
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Adjustment problems probed
Bloommgton, Ind. - (I. P.) -

Students entering college face

a "crucial period," Or. Fred-

erick W, Coons, director olthe

Psychiatric Division of the

Student Health .Service at Ind-

iana University, believes.

"We are who wearebec3use

of what we have been taught,"

Dr. Coon says. This is his

basic premise. Man's unique-

ness comes from his ability to

Learn.

When a student enters

college, what he has learned

may be challenged. Students

are bombarded by different

values and beliefs. College

Involves a reworking of per-

sonality, Dr. Coon says.

After early childhood, when

basic personality is formed,

he explains, there Is a fairly

stable period until adolescence.

Adolescence is the first period

of redoing of personality. Then,

there Is another fairly quiet

period. College brings about

a second reworking.

Dr. Coon discusses five

developmental tasks which col-

lege students may face:

-Changing from a child-

parent relationship to an adult-

adult relationship with parents.

This task often Involves an

ambivalent situation for stu-

dents, Dr. Coon says. For

example, they want to be free

of parental control, but are

satisfied to be financially de-

pendent.

-Establishing a sexual iden-

tity. Students often worry

because they have different

schedules of development. Dr.

Coons says. They see only

two alternatives—heterosexual

or homosexual.

If a freshman has not had

many dates or Is not very

interested In dating, he may

-'Straight from the shoulder'

Clear out, leftists!

-by Mac Buckley-

False accusations abound!

Inconsiderate students should

stop charging the Academic

Dean of unpatriotism Just be-

cause he rudely turned on the

house lights at the end of the

Kallabash concert as students

were frantically calling for the

group to return and play the

last verse of "The Star

Spangled Banner."

Actually, the Dean was
simply clearing the building

at 10:00 p.m. to allow the chapel

to return to Its state of san-

ctity before Collegiate Church.

Recently 1 became suddenly

aware of an unseen enem y

lurking beneath the currents

of public life at Milllgan.

Perverted liberalism, stag-

gering unamericanlsm, and

revolutionary radicalism are

slowly eating away at ttie roots

of our precious Institution's

traditions. Soon these unseen

foes will render paretic the

subtle minds of American youth

even here In our precious

Family.

In hopes of making our

Milligan College immune to

the communistic-fascist ideo-

logies which have swept the

American educational institut-

ions, I offer simple but ef-

fective solutions.

To remedy this crafty, can-

cerous, creeping subversion,

carriers of the disease must

be severed from the com-
munity's body. Such loathsome

Individuals can be dealt with

quietly, quickly and quaintly

If we act now.

Those people in places of

responsibility merely need to

bring charges (either false or

true, for It does not really

matter) against such cultural

offenders.

Naturally, because these

undesirables are clever, they

will appeal to the Judicial Roard

for a hearing, hoping to escape

banishment by using the Ju-

dicial system against itself as

a mockery of Justice.

Never fear, for should these

individuals, through their can-

tankerous cavorting before the

Judicial Committee be given

an Innocent ruling, our College

President can save our family

from such paresitlc scum by

reversing the Judicial Board's

ruling and suspending the mis-

anthropes.

Of course, If the authorities

are really zealous, and would

not care to wait until the

Judicial Board can meet, they

can always deactivate the un-

desirable's files.

panic and thlnkhe is not normal,

when he is merely at an earlier

stage of development, Dr.

Coons says.

-Creating a value system.

In college. Dr. Coons says,

a student meets all kinds of

people with many different

values. A student's own system

may collapse under the pres-

sure.

One alternative—usually

temporary—which some stu-

dents choose, Is the adoption

of a new and different set of

values, Dr. Coons says. He

defends this temporary sub-

stitution—inappropriate as it

may seem—because It keeps

students from collapsing com-

pletely and gives them time to

develop their own values.

-Establishing true intimacy

with a person outside the

family.

Students may have problems.

Dr. Coons says, in distinguish-

ing between feelings and be-

havior in man-woman relation-

ships. They may not realize

that "sex" Is not the same
as "closeness."

Dr. Coons says that group

therapy Is often useful in

helping students develop per-

sonal relationships.

-Choosing a career.CoIlege

students also have to choose a

life style, Dr. Coons . says.

Deciding on a career is not

the end of the process, he

says, because there Is often

a wide range of choices within

a field.

NEWTON LXPOlMJS — Mr. Stanley Newton ielves Into his

childhood to explain his present activities and achievements.

Newton's art wins
by Paula Bullock

Recently, Mr. Stanley Newton
adds another "F^'tohiscreatlve

personality when he won first

place in the water color divis-

ion of the recent art show held

under the auspices of the Monday
Club of Johnson Clry.

Mr. Newton now adds painter

to his list of "P's"—preacher,
poet, philosopher, and prophet.

A truly creative person, he

feels that the "stuff of crea-
tivity" Is in oneself and that

"one ought to be able to

Indulge in any of the arts with

a modicum of success."

"Sandy Beach In Harris,

Scotland" was awarded blue

ribbon at the exhibition held

Coming cultural events host

Author, play, art exhibit

Alan Toffler, social critic

and author of FUTURE SHOCK
and former Associate Editor

of "Fortune Magazine," will

lecture at Virginia Intermont

College, Bristol, Virginia. Lec-

ture begins at 8;00 p.m..October

4 and there is no charge.

ANGEL STREET will play at

the Barter Theater, October 5

through 24. The play, by Patrick

Hamilton, is a modern melo-

drama which enjoyed long runs

in both London and New York.

For information call 928-9641.

Tubular Weaving, by Jean

Stanlsta, will be exhibited in

the Slocumb Gallery, East Tenn-
essee State University as the

first of the Designer Craftsman

Series, No charge is made for

the showing which runs October
5-24, Monday through Friday,

8:00-4:00 pjn.

CAMELOT will be produced

by the Johnson City Community
Theater on East Maple Street,

The play will run October 14-

17, beginning at 8:15 p.m. For
information call 926-2542.

at the Mall. Anotherwater color,

"Scene in the Florida Keys"
was also displayed.

Along with his water colors,

Mr. Newton also works in oils,

mixed paints, drawings and

prints. He also writes poetry

to express his atmosphere. He
wrote four poems for the buyer

of the water color to add to

the atmosphere of the painting.

Much of Mr, Newton's work
is of seascape and landscapes,

reflecting his delightful boyhood

In Cullen, Banffshire. He was
raised In this summer resort

area that held the best of nature.

Around his home were woods,

heather moors, rocks, and

harbors. "I knew it was a

beautiful place, even as a boy,

and I drunk it in,' said Mr.
Newton. The beauty and pleas-

ure of nature and his childhood

home provide inspiration for

his creations today.

Other creative activities of

Mr. Newton's include writing

poetry and preaching. He has

been writing poetry for many
years and has had some re-

viewed by publishing houses.

Preaching is another one of

Mr. Newton's "P's", He is

now ministering at the West
Main Christian Church in John-
son City. His congregation is

currently examining contempo-
rary problems and the Christ-
ian's role in their solution.
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Issues

Unique attraction

According to many educational Journals, the future Is bleak

for the small, private college. Several journalists are prophesying

its extinction by the late I980's. In view of these sobering statements,

MlUlgan's decreasing enrollment figures, for fall registration are

unnerving.

Undoubtedly, for MiUigan College, just as for other small, private

colleges, the next few years will be crucial. Greater efforts must

be made to attract potential students away from the less expensive

. state universities. Mllllgan College must be made attractive enough

to counter Its expensiveness.

One method to achieve this attraction is to form a more vigorous

public relations program. However the desirability and effectiveness

of merely paintinga moreglamorous facade overMiIlig3n is question-

able. After entering the college, students would simply transfer

out, if the public image was unrealistic.

Another method to make MiUigan attractive would he to develop

the unique advantage which a small, private college offers. One of

Mllligan's advantages is that because ol its size there can exist

vast amounts of student leadership active socially, politically, and
religiously. In a large university only a few students out of thousands

can assume such leadership roles in the community.

Unfortunately, it is difficult for student leadership to develop
at Milligan when a philosophy is expounded which makes the college
a family with the president as father. One can not expect students
to develop as Involved citizens in social, political and religious
leadership when steps are continually made to consolidate responsi-
bility in one person.

Hopefully, in an effort to make Milligan more attractive to students,
increasing amounts of responsibility will be dealt to students in the

next few years. Perhaps, then, student leadership will become a unique
advantage at Milligan College.

r-lt's either the SUB. or...

Why the change in attitude?
The recent rioting and sub-

sequent police action at the

prison in Attica, New York, are

In some ways quite similar to

the events at Kent State L'niver-

sity In May, 1970. However,

public response, to the two

incidents, especially among
college students, is quite d li-

ferent. Why does this difference

exist? Why did many college

students demonstrate, often

violently, after Kent State, while

little or no such action has been

taken following the Attica vio-

lence'

Most students, of course, sup-
ported the anti-war feelings ol

the Kent State rioters. Yet,

It must be admitted that the

Attica prisoners' demands for

prison reform is at least as

worthy as the students' demands
for an end to the war in South-

east Asia. Evenliefore the Anita
uprising, the cry for prison

reform was being heard from
society. Senator Edmund Muskie
has called American prisons

"monstrous, inhuman dungeons,

schools for crime and centers

for sexual abuse."

by Rill Howden

The number of casualties was
much higher at Attica than at

Kent State. The Ohio National

Guardsmen killed four students

and wounded ten others. New
York State Troopers killed forty

men at Attica, and 83 others

were wounded seriously enough

to require surgery. Despite this

greater degree of violence,

public response has beer, weak-

'/n your opinon'

Jesus movement viewed
To establish the type and

amount of effect which the cur-

rent "spirit movement' ' has

had upon the Milligan com-
munity, the following questions

were given to a random sampling

of the student body.

Naturally, the terms "spirit

movement" and "Jesus move-
ment" carry some ambiguity.

However, it is reasoned that a

general category of ideologies

and religious convictions is

exemplified by such terms.

Film rated R' , Breakfast X'
by Dennis Wyatt

.

SUMMER Of- 42. Here, fellow

Mllllganites, is a movie to take

your woman to see. It's rated

R (Religious?), but the one sexy

scene is handled in good taste

as to not offend the superest

of super-Christians. Actually,

some pans do reach the heights

of grossing one out, but what
does the American public go
to the movies for? For? Four?
Forry-two? (Humanities stud-

ents note the transition).

Yes, the summer of iorty-

two is the underlying plot of

a very nostalgic fllm.Twoteen-
age guys read the PLAYBOY
of their day, and go goosey-
goosey eyed at the girls. One
of these guys has a crush on
an older woman who has a

fiance in WWII. Eventually,

they made It together in a mixed
emotionally distraught scene.

The realism of this film will

help one understand the mores
of his parents. One will be able

to picture his mom as the girl

who is picked up by maybe
one can imagine his father as

the lead of SUMMER, but not

his mother. The film exists

as a true example of the new
cycle in clnemcNomorecycle-
message movies, but more plots

that slip in subtly the message.

The people are real, and It's

a nice movie experience. For
the avid movie-goers, check

the scene where rwo cigarettes

are lit in one mouth and

suavely handed over to the nice

looking broaK Some of the

younger freshmen may need to

borrow IDs to get In. Make
this your first R movie and

test your morals to see if

Humanities really does round

you off.

I reshmen should be cautious
about seeing it before complet-
ing Frosh Bible. The male pop-
ulation should be able to identify

completely with the leadcharac-

ters due to the universality

of being over-sexed. One might

should take notes so he can

use them to further his dating

abilities at MC.

NICKLE NIGHT. Some tre-

mendous flicks were shown at

the snack bar. Charlie Chaplin
was pretty funny. So were the

nickle bargains.

KALLABASH CORP. Is the

rumor true about an aborted

encore due to a famous ad-
ministrator (rhymes with pret-

zel) raising the house lights

early?

BREAKFAST. Here, in the

continuing series of things to

do at Milligan, is an ex-
hilarating thing to do. What
one thing makes more money
for Milligan than anything else?

What one thing do you pay for

every day and never eat it?

What one thing Is the most
uncrowded event at Milligan?

What one thing is . , . forget

it, we all know it and love

It—rah-rah—breakfast at Mil-

ligan,

The food ain't bad, but the

hour of worship comes when
I'm asleep (along with the

Milligan family). Perhaps the

time schedule was planned for

those people who are dieting

just to make it easy for them.
For the few of us who arc
on the lood plan, I.e. all of

us, breakfast usually oilers a

once a year experience. Rem-
ember, Convocation offers a

twice a week experience. \\ c

should switch them.

Taking a date :o breakfast

has many disadvantages: 1) You
have to get up, _') your date

has to get up, 3) you'll have
to go to your eight o'clock

because you can't sleep in,

4) you'll have to park in the

canyon when a banquet is held,

and, 5) you'll have to watch
the elite upper class being

waited on while the lower class

students serve themselves.

Not taking a date to break-
fast or not going stag has Its

disadvantages too: 1) Losing
about 7 cents every time you

skip due to an ingenious well-

thought out food plan ( it is

ingenious because we have
believed and accepted this all-

for-one, one-for-all communis-
tic approach to food plans).

2) you can't eat for a total

of 17 hours straight unless you
spend some money at the pre-
establisbment Sub or the anti-

establishment Circle. The con-
tent of Continental is unreal;

grapefruit peel juice and holy

donuts.

As a critic of the social

events of Milligan, this author
suggests a food plan where a

student pays for what he cats
instead of one where he pays
for what he doesn't eat. A
further suggestion involves hav-
ing breakfast at a more suitable

time; like 7—11 a.m. or maybe
midnight. More people would
eat it then.

And one last suggestion, j
we keep boycotting bn akia

status-quo, Milligan will keep
making money by exploiting our
sleeping habits, but 11 600
attended for five straight days,
wc would break the ha

or hank the breakfast.

I. If a person from the

"Jesus moveme nt" asked for

your support v ould you give

it?

Male Female Total

Yes 92% 72% 82%

No $
!-

2. Do you feel that the

recent "spirit movement" is

a fad or a real grass-roots

revival?

Male Female Total

Real 68% 40% 54X
fad 8% 32% 2QJ,

'oth 165, M"

No opinion ft 28'7 18%

3. Has this "spirit move-
ment" had any eflect upon
society?

Male I emale Total

Yes 92%
No 4%
No Opinion 4 ./

92% 12 J

«% 67,

If,

4. Has the

mem" hat! any

personal life''

"spirit move-
effect on your

Male 1-emale Total

Yes 56%
No 4 4 %

44% 505,

56% 507,

One reason given for die

puhlli arousal after Kent State-

was the fact that at least two,

and perhaps all, of the dead
students were not involved in

the rioting. It is therefore easy

to understand the public disgust

with these killings. Hut why
has there been no public disgust

over the nine prison guards,

held hostage by rioting pris-

oners, who were killed by police

bullets during the raid at Attica?

What reasoning has prevented

America's college students

from reacting asstronglytothe

Attica killings as they did to

those at Kent State? Has the

mood of the nation changed so

in the past eighteen months
that students are no longer

demonstrating? perhaps, but it

Is not likely. Are students less

concerned over the problems of

American penitentiaries than

they are over the problem ol

the war? Possibly so; but if so,

why? Is it for purelj ideolog-

ical reasons, or is it simply

because students feel more
threatened |.y the war than b>

poor prisons?

Or Is there any logicalreason
at all for the different reaction?
It may well he that we, the

college students of America.
reacted strongly to the killings

at Kent State simply Irecause

the victims were white, middle-
class, college students with
whom we identity. And, after all,

the majority of those slain at

the Attica State Correctional
I aciliry were only black prison-
ers.
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Ideas in Conflict

Spirit revival examined
Serious Problems:

by Dr. Robert r If

e

Within the past five years

there has been a revived inter-

est In what might be termed

"spiritual" or ''holiness" mov-
ements. These have been mark-

ed by a heightening of the

emotional dimension of relig-

ious commitment, by a strong

locus on the Individualistic

aspect of the meaning of faith,

and frequently b> re-appearance

of what Is called glossalalla

(speaking-in-tongues) and other

ecstatic actions.

Such phenomena are not new.

Spiritist movements have often

risen and waned in the history'

of Christianity; indeed, even in

the history of American Chris-

tianity. Each time they come to

the lore they exhibit, along with

their beneficial influences (and

] am quick to recognize these)

certain unfortunate consequenc-

es.

Any examination of the so-

called Spiritist movements will

disclose a marked tendency on

the pan of a large segment of

those involved to identify faith

with an experience that centers

primarily in the emotions. The

Christian faith is centered in

a Person who lived, taught,

called men to His Kingdom, died

and arose from the dead.

Christ's call to faith involves

serious ethical and social de-

mands. The faith which alone

can meet these demands must

be a constant, steady, enduring

commitment.

It Is not to disparage the very

real emotional factor In the

Christian commitment to warn

of the peril of the excessive

emotionalism. Thoughtful peop-

le have sometimes questioned

whether some of the things

attributed to the Holy spirit

by these emotional enthusiasts,

may not more properly be

traced to different sources.

It has been characteristic of

emotionally-oriented Christia-

nity in the past iMontanism,

Pietism, Pentecostn.s, eii .j

to place such a store oi import-

ance upon the ei.otion.il exper-

ience that it has bcei: severe!)

Judgmental or those who were

so constituted as to be unable

to share in such experiences.

The more reflective and more

rationally oriented I hrlstlan

has been considered something

of a second-class ( hiisiian bj

those who have i-eon disposed

to look upon an emotional

(spiritual) experience as the

hall-mark of genuine Christian-

ity.

Finally, it must I* pointed

out that "Spiritist" movements
are almost always Individual-

istic by nature. This leads to

a concept of the Christian faith

that is Individually-oriented to

the virtual exclusion of the

social dimension of Christian-

ity. The result Is an other-

worldly pietism that is often

indifferent to the problems of

society In this world except

as these problems are seen

from an Individual perspective.

Rut such a restricted view

of the role of Christianity is

totally inadequate lor modern

man living in the midst of the

problems of the 20th century.

Christianity in this day, If it

is to make any positive contri-

Inition to the enormous social

crisis we now face, must do

much more than retreat into

a comfortable individualism.

The contemporary Spiritist

movement may be a judgment

on the ( "hurch for lack of concern

for some important aspects of

the Gospel, but it carries with

it the seeds of some very serious

problems.

Positive Effects:

by Dr. Henry Webb

It is difficult when one is

close to a development such
as that of the "Jesus move-
ment" to form judgments which

have perspective and validity,

some who are intimately In-

volved, such as the pastor of

the lamous Calvary Chapel in

Santa Ana, have observed that

on!) tune will tell whether this

is a momentary renewal of

spiritual interest or the begin-

THROCKMORTIMER
I WAS PEALLf BE?OKE. HkiD ^

BILLS WERE PiUMG UR SO 1

TOOK THE BIG STEP.. I SOLD W>
BODY TO THE ZOOLOi'
DEPARTWtWT.

nlng of a major revival In the

life oftheChristiancommunity,

such as that of the Great
Awakening.

1 find much In the movement
about which i have serious

questions, but there Is also

much which Is a source of

great encouragement. 1 have

been asked to deal with the

positive elements, but they

must be seen fn the background

of concerns which I do possess

for certain aspects of the move-

ment.

While not every spirit in the

world is of God, one ought not

be blind to His Spirit when He
does make Himself evident in

the lives of men. Jesus said,

"By their fruits ye shall know

them", and the supreme evi-

dence of His Spirit is love.

The Scripture says, "No man
can say 'Jesus Is Lord' but by

the Holy Spirit". Where I see

Jesus confessed as the Christ,

and where 1 see lives changed

by submission to Him, 1 can

only rejoice.

The Spirit of God has always

"moved where He wills", even

at times outside the existing

structures which men have
commonly identified as "chu-
rch' . This does not mean that

the Church is on one hand,

and the community of God's

Spirit is on the other. Neither

does It mean that "Jesus Peo-
ple" are only found outside

the "Institutional churches".
What it does mean is that

the Church (which Is the com-
pany of all who havecommttted
their lives to Christ in His

appointed way) may be Inclusive

of those who are in the "In-

stitutional churches" as well

as those who are in the fellow-

ships which have not as yet

developed institutional forms.

1 am concerned when the

churches are set over against

the so-called "Jesus People',

for the churches need the

vlbrance and life which many
of these young people have to

offer, while these young people

very much need the stability,

the teaching and the strength

which is found inthetradltionai

forms of Christian community.

1 am encouraged where the

vibrant, authentic Christian

movements are joined with the

churches which possess the

maturity and perspective of

Christian tradition. This Is the

direction in which I hope events

will move, and 1 hope to do my
part to see that it happens.

by Rick Mitz

The list of Relevant issues,

as they are called, seems over-

whelming: prison reform,

women's liberation, crime,

drugs, nuclear weapons, pol-

lution, the Vietnam War,

feeding the poor, the population

bomb, the Job market, 1972

elections, minority rights, the

student vote, educational reform,

consumer information, the legal

system, voter registration, for-

eign relations. . .

That's a lot of problems for

only 8.4 million U. S. college

students to solve. And since

education almost always has

meant fighting for causes as

well as — or Instead of —
grades. It's no wonder that ln-

depth disillusionment has dra-

ped Itself over unsuspecting

college students.

All of the above problems are

maladies that students them-

selves didn't even create. The
philosophy in recent years has

been that the world has been

bent, folded, mutilated, and

stapled. For the last ten years

students thought It was their

responsibility to un-fold, un-

mutilate, and re-staple the p3rts

back together again.

Feeling of Futility

Now Is the dawning of a new

era; evolution of revolution.

Sit-ins, teach-ins, riots, con-

frontations, bombings, mora-
toriums, rallies and strikes now

are mere memories of the Six-

ties.

After seven years of disori-

ented student disruptions, the

Seventies breezed in. And with

them, the War continued and we
demonstrated.

... and we continued to

demonstrate vehemently for

and against what we did and
didn't believe in. And the nation

listened. Not to the message of

the student protests, but only

to the message of the medium

—

the screaming headline, the loud

newscast, the acrimonious edi-

torial about the student pro-

tests.

And then came Now. A feeling

of futility has set In, bred out of

frustration and confusion.

Last academic year was a

prophetic indication of this:

campuses were calmer, an oc-

casional rally, an occasional

march, but quieter.

Why the change?

The problems are still there,

but our tactics have changed,

If not vanished, according to

Drew Ollm, a National Student

Association senior staff mem-
ber. Olim said he sees definite

symptons of "withdrawal, de-

featism, lack of direction and

dropping out." He said he sees

two possible reasons for all

this.

"Money Is getting tighter.

Prices are going up and par-
ents are complaining. Students

now are understanding the plight

of the working-class man, and

so they are dropping out and

trying to find Jobs," he said.

New Individuality

The Attica incident, and the
continuing War are a few of

the on-going frustrations that,

Olim said, "have produced
feelings of major disillusion-

ment among students." Olim
said he sees these as feelings

brought on by a national stu-
dent feeling of Inneffectuallty.

Students have retreated with-

in themselves in a quiet-dissent,

self-exploratory way. The result

is a new individuality: a new
problem-orientation that might

yet solve the problems that

violent protest couldn't.

individualism skips rampant

through the student life-style.

Glve-Peace-A-Chance chants

have evolved into a new soft

music, a new gentle sound

manifesting Itself In quiet love

stories in song.

Do-it-yourself attitudes acc-

ompany the do-your-own-thing

philosophy. We grow our own

organic food, make our own

clothes, build our own furni-

ture, plan our own curricula,

ride our own bikes Instead of

driving a car . . . and the

list is as long as the list of

problems.

Change of Consciousness

But our newly-discovered

Student Age of Individualism

isn't beneficial if it Isn't chan-

neled in positive directions.

Hopefully, it Isn't self-

indulgent, Isolated individual -

Ism.

There seems to be a change
of consciousness, but, hopefully,

not a lack of it. Students are
looking for new kinds of so-

lutions. Hopefully, they are no
less concerned about the prob-
lems.

But if — through the vote

and working within the system
rather than without it —stud-

ents can't be effective in

changing our environment,

another stage of disillusionme-

nt — one punctuated with apathy,

discouragement and I950's

nostalgia — may set in.

The list of Relevant issues is

growing longer and longer.
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Buffs take off running

GET THAT BALLI — Bruce Turpln passes for the Blue team as member*1 »f the Orange

team attempt an Intercept. Blue is presently tied for second and Orange Is fifth ranked.

Football teams battle to end
MlUigan's intramural football

season Is fast drawing to a

close, and the Brown team Is

running away with the 1971

championship.

Standings as of September
26 showed Brown galloping away
from the pack with a 6-0 record.

Composed mostly of seniors,

the team has mounted a total

of 70 points in six games while

giving up only one 2-polnt

safety. Quarterback by strong-

armed Al Aubrey and aided

by several of the leagues fastest

ends and halfbacks. Brown has

been literally unstoppable.

Vying for second spot and tied

with 4-2 records. Green and

Blue teams are still neck and

neck as the season winds to

s close. In third with a 4-3

record is Yellow, followed by

Red (3-3), Orange (2-3), Black

(2-4), and Pink (0-6).

Blue team leads the league

as a group In scoring, 84

points In six games, but are

still overshadowed by Brown,

having allowed opponents 52

points while on defense. Viewed

overall, the race Is still on as

four teams—Green, Blue, Yel-

low, and Red, can end up any-

place between second and fifth

In total competition with only

minor alterations in the won-
lost column.

Men's lntramurals director,

Ernie Hertzog
(
has mentioned

the possibility for several

"extramural" games to be

played later in the season. Ernie
mentioned two games as almost
definite, to be played after the

end of the intramural football

season.

One game would pit the

Mllllgan Ail-Star team, players
chosen by the separate teams
in the Intramural league, against

a similar team from King
College. The other would be
the MlHigan lntramurals cha-
mpionship team against Tus-
culum College's champion in-

tramural gridsters. Tentative
plans are being made for a

similar game with a team from
Carson-Newman and even
against teams from East Tenn-
essee State University. Also the
annual North-South All-Star
game is planned as an extra-
mural game. The rules would
be the same "touch" set used
in intramural football here.

Ln an important decision made
recently by the Intramural

Council, Jim Mltchel has been

chosen to replace Ron Worrell

as director of the program.

Men's director is ErnleHertzog

and women's director is Laura

Matney.

MlUigan's cross country

team, sporting a 3-2 record,

travels to Warren-Wilson to-

morrow and hosts Carson-

Newman Tuesday before travel-

ing to Knoxvllle to participate

In the University of Tennessee

invitational October 9.

Carson-Newman won a tri-

angular meet at Jefferson City

Saturday with 34 points followed

by Milligan with 41 and Rryan

with 59. Dave Wolfe of Bryan

won with a time of 27:59. Mike

McMillan of th e Buffs was

second with a time of 28:33,

Chip Fowler placed fifth with

a time of 28:53, and Tom Evans

was eighth with a time of 30:53.

Mllllgan defeated Bryan 24-35

In a dual meet at I^ayton Sept-

ember 22. Dave Wolfe of Rryan

paced the field over the three-

mile course with a time of

16:05. Chip Fowler paced the

Buff harriers with a second

place finish with a time of

16:34.

Mike McMillan was thirdwith

a time of 16:53, Tom Evans

placed fifth with a time of 17:35,

Rick Mclnturf was sixth with

a time of 18:3b, Merrill Suthern

was eighth with a time of 19:06,

Dan Hogg finished ninth with a

lime of 19:19, and Dan c arroll

was tenth with a time of 19:35.

Cumberland College, hoping

to win the National Association

of intercollegiate Athletics de-

feated Mllllgan here September
18 by a score of 21-37. Oliver

Taylor of Cumberland paced the

field with a time of 19:37. Mike
McMillan of the Buffs was
second with a time of 19:55,

Chip Fowler placed fifth with

a time of 20:56, Dan Hogg was
ninth with a time of 22:19 and

Rick Mclnturf was tenth with

a time of 22:23.

Students elect

Cheer leaders
Cheerleaders elected this past

week for the 1971-1972 school
year are Connie Brlnon, Brenda
Trultt, Debbie Block, Nan Row-
land, Joni Ilarker, and Cathy
Merritt.

These girls were elected by
a general student vote last Tues-
day night following a try-out
session for allcheerleadercon-
testants in Upper Seeger audi-
torium. Approximately 200 stu-
dents were present for the try-
outs and participated in the

election.

Headed by Judy chenet, this

year's cheerle3din% committee
chose a screening committee
composed of ten people who
represented various sports on
campus and people concerned
with cheerleading. This screen-
ing committee saw the girls

tryout Monday night and chose
nine semi-finalists.

R.A.'s serve in men's dorms
Webb and Pardee Halls have

senior resident assistants this

year for the first time who
help the Head Resident in their

repectlve dorms and also the

Dean of Men.

The primary objective of the

resident assistants istoprovlde

counsel, direction, and other

assistance that may be conduc-
tive to the general welfare of

the students living In the res-
ident halls. This general ob-

jective includes several specific

duties.

Assistant residents are to

help prevent the use or pos-
session of alchollc beverages
and non-prescription drugs.
Also, they are to lend influence

to the spiritual health of the

residents through whatever me-
ans possible.

Another responsibility of the

resident assistants is to learn

the name and location of each

person in the dorm and to make
informal room visitations thro-

ughout the year ln order to

keep abreast of conditions

relating to the residents.

Other duties of the resident

assistants include makingweek-
ly room Inspections and dis-

tributing light bulbs and toilet

paper.

SURPRIZE! Pino within 3 sin of Soda,
campus . PINECREST GRILL cosvaiieitly Sundae,

located next to Wrights So " drinks

Pinai of all types Milk »hakes

combinations unlimited Short orders

Horn.made Breakfast

small cheese $1:25 plo»« dinners

»o large deluxe «'•« Chefs salad

Free drink* with
all Pizzas to

Milligan Students

$1:2 S

$3:10

ANY ORDER OVER $5 DELIVERED FREE

Call 928-9921
Hours 7AM—UPM Mon-Sot

Owned and operated by Milligan Students

In remuneration for their

work the resident assistants

receive seventy-live dollars

per semester.

Resident assistants in Webb
Hall are Ernie Hertzog, Steve

Barnett, Mark Webb, Bret Youn-

kln, and Darrell Tale. In Pardee

Hall the resident assistants are

Mark M3koski, Bruce Kregloe,

and Gary Morrell.

MEN WHO EXPECT QUALITY

ATLOWCOST
Wear . .

.

GLEN-MORE
CLOTHES

Suits & Sport Goats

Flares & Double Knits

Your Fall Fosfiioit

Headquarters

GLEN-MORE
Suits

Spt. Coats

Pants

H2.9S to ,74.95

S32.9S to $39.95

J8.95 to J18.9S

OPEN FRIDAY NITES

212 E. Main St.
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Freshmen hold first election

Mike Wllllard was elected

freshman class president, and

Rick Mathes, John McFadden,

Debby Baker, and Shirley Nor-

man were elected freshman

representatives to Student

Council as the freshmen cast

their ballots on September 22.

The elections followed a week
of campaigning that featured

posters, buttons, and chalk

board graffiti. Following his

victory Mike Wllllard stated,

"I am looking forward to this

year at Milllgan, and I'm con-

fident that our class has a lot

to offer. 1 would like to ask
all freshmen to become actively

involved in the function of our

class and the college,"

Commenting on the race, John

McFadden said, "I decided to

runfor freshman representative

because I felt that the Student

Council needed active Interest

and that I could fill th3i role."

Rick Mathis, the other male
representative, had this to say

about the future of the class.

"The only way our class will

be great Is through dedication

and hard work. Let's cooperate

in a spirit of unity to achieve

this goal."

The female representatives,

Debby Baker and Shirley Nor-
man, both expressed their

appreciation to those who voted

for them, and said that they

hoped to be able to represent

their class well during the

coming year.

Slightly over sixty per cent

of the freshmen voted In the

election. The names of the

candidates and the number of

votes each received are as

follows:

Mike Wllllard

Dan Harding

Male Representative

B3

57

Rick Mathis 65

John McFadden 31

Greg Beck 19

Larry crouch 5

Female Representative

Shirley Norman 41

Debby Baker 40
Lois Keesee 39

NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS - Chosen to represent tne Ireshman
class are ( L to r.) Debbie Baker, John McFadden, Mike
Wllilard-presldent, Rick Mathes, and Shirley Norman.

Area orchestra plans growth

Construction begins on

Emmanual facilities
Presently under construction

across from Anglln Field, the

B. D. Phillips Memorial

Building of Emmanuel School

of Religion is to be used lor

classes, offices, and the

library.

Over two million dollars

needed for construction has

been donated by the B. D.

Phillips Trust. Completion Is

expected in the spring of 1973.

The structure will be a

three story building with a

pink Georgia marble exterior

In a contemporary adaptation

of the gothlc style. The building,

which will provide facilities

for the total needs of ESR,
will be larger than the present

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Housing the administrative

offices, a 186 seat chapel,

six class rooms, and 3 sem-
inar rooms, the structure will

also include a 6,000 volume

library with additional rooms
for seminar purposes. A 300

seat multipurpose room will

serve for radio, speech, and

drama purposes.

The building Is being

constructed by the J. I.

Cornett Company of Elizabeth-

con, which is the same company
that Is constructing the Mil-
llgan College field house.

The 1971-72 Instructional

program for Instrumentalists,

to be sponsored for the second
year by the Johnson City
Symphony Orchestra, will begin
today.

Designed to encourage st-

rings for children and to

train older players for the

orchestra, it will provide
instruction in both string and
wind Instruments. The orche-
stra fund will pay half the

lesson cost for musicians who
play regularly in the symphony.

Peter Horodysky, violin and

Ramblers outline goals;

Plan several excursions

Outdoor recreation and
Christian fellowship are the
goals cited by the Buffalo
Ramblers as they plan this

year's excursions.

"The Ramblers want to see
the country and get back to

nature," said John Williams,
club president.

Other officers are Monty
Lamb, vice-president; Judy

Gabehart, secretary-tresurer;

and Sandra Quesenberry,
recorder.

Usually, the Ramblers plan

a trip for each Saturday. Last

Saturday they went to Red Fork
Falls, located by Unaka Moun-
tain, A canoe trip In October
Is also anticipated, but no date

has been decided.

Often, the Buffalo Ramblers
camp overnight, enjoying sing-

ing, and mountain climbing.

About the club's mountain
climbing, President Williams
said, "It only takes courage
11 you're afraid of heights."

Membership in Buffalo Ramb-
lers Is always open. Any
interested student who wants to

join the club should contact

John.

viola Instructor from Knoxvil-

le, will stan private and class

lessons Oct, 2, teaching In

Johnson City each Saturday

through May. Students playing

other Instruments will study

with area teachers.

Lessons with Mr. Horodysky

are open to beginners. Inter-

mediates, and orchestra mem-
bers. Younger players will

study the revolutionary new
Suzuki method, which enables

beginners, age 5 and up, to

perform In groups and to

learn violin even before they

can read,

Gil Oxendlne, Johnson City

conductor, expects the instruc-

tional program to Include

around fifty players. It Is

expected to encourage area

residents and students to be

music participants as well as

listeners and to help the

orchestra develop Into a com-
munity symphony of outstanding

proficiency.

Anyone Interested in lessons

Is asked to contact Mrs,
Dorothy Stout Janz, Instruct-

ional program director and

assistant violin Instructor.

String lessons will be given

In the music department of

Munsey Memorial Church,

Johnson City,

Instrumentalists Interested

In playing In the symphony
should contact Mr, Oxendlne
at Munsey Memorial Church
If they play strings. Wind
players should contact Assoc-

iate Conductor Richard Comp-
ton at East Tennessee State

University,

Those serving on the

symphony board of directors

include Dr, Paul A. Clark,

chairman, and John A. Dowd.

Women's dub

Offers service

The Service Seekers Is an

on campus organization that

provides opportunities for the

female students of Milllgan

College to serve Christ by
helping others.

To accomplish their goal of

serving others, the club has
several projects both on and
off campus. Throughout the

year club members sponsor
various programs atchlldren's

homes and nursing homes. The
group also sells donuts In the

women's dormitories every

Saturday morning.

This organization, whose
sponsors are Dr. and Mrs.
Helsabeck, has tentative plans

to sponsor an all campus prayer
meeting and to set up prayer
groups in the dormitories.

Although service projects are

done throughout the month as

each member has spare time,

the entire club meets once a

month for fun and fellowship.

GREG'S VALCAN0

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Pkoi* 928-8386

SEATING FOR 100 PE0PIE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPLETE CARRY OUT SERVICE
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Environment deteriorates in 71

CULTURE IN HUMANITIES—Numerous humanities students traveled

to the Barter Theatre In Abingdon, Virginia, to see a performance
of "The Glass Menagerie."

Students see play

Barter Theatre was the

destination of over eighty

Mllligan students last week,

when the humanities staff

organized a trip to see Tenn-

essee Williams' play, "The
Glass Menagerie."

Considered to be one of

Williams' best, "The Glass

Menagerie" la a memory play.

The cast consists of four char-

acters, a mother, her son and

daughter, and a gentleman cal-

ler. The father left the family,

and the son soon does the same.

Laura lives In her own world

with her collection of glass

animals—her "glass menag-

erie."

Barter Theatre's name began

in the early years of Its history.

The admission price was paid

by bartering goods. The building

Is furnished with the chairs,

curtains, and decorations from

the old Empire Theater In New
York City.

Washington, D. C.—Amer-
ica's environment continued to

deteriorate during 1971 accord-

ing to the National Wildlife Fed-

eration's third annual Environ-

mental Quality Index to be

published In the October-

November Issue of National

Wildlife Magazine.

Air pollution remains the

nation's most serious environ-

mental problem. Nadonalstand-
ards required by Congress give

some hope things may begin to

improve as 1975 approaches, but

the trend lnalr quality continues

down. As in the past, auto-

mobiles, electrical generating

plants and coal-burning Indus-

tries are the main culprits.

The nation's water Is still

Incredibly foul but the bottom

may have been reached. The
1971 EQ Index shows no decline

from 1970 levels. More and

better sewage treatment plants

and Industrial clean-ups are

given credit for holding the

line against further water de-

gradation. Industry remains the

largest water polluter with 65

percent. Municipal sewage
accounts for 20 percent and
agriculture 15 percent.

America continues to exploit

mineral resources without suf-

New Bible courses offered
Two additional Blblecourses

are being offered this year

to create a better selection

from which to choose courses

that meet the Old Testament
requirement for a Bible major

or minor.

In addition to the regularly

offered "Prophets", "Institu-

tions of Israel" and "Biblical

Archaeology" are now offered

first and second semesters,

respectively.

Social and cultural approa-

ches are used for "Institutions

of Israel." Dr. William Gwalt-

ney, Associate Professor of

Bible, explained that themes
will be emphasized rather

than the usual historical

approach. Such aspects of an

Israelite's life, as nomadism,
family institutions, and the

military, are' studied in

addition to the religious

Institutions.

" Biblical Archaeology" , a

new course that will be offered

next semester, Is an Introduct-

ion to archaeology with its

application to Old Testament
studies.

lie lent regard for the future

so the Mineral EQ Index is down

from 1970. Usersare outrunning

explorers and known reserves

of many vital metals will nor

outlast the 20th century. Re-

Sophs change

Milligan Movie

For students

Hoping to Improve the Mll-

ligan Movie, the sophomore-

class is trying several new

approaches this year.

Changes are being made
because the sophomore movie

committee felt the Milligan

Movie was "in a rut." Jeff

Parduhn, chairman of the com-
mittee, said, "our purpose is

to bring better films to Mill-

igan, not to make money."

All money that the Milligan

Movie makes Is placed in a

fund to bring better, and

therefore more expensive, mov-
ies to Mllligan. The comminee
is trying to change the format,

also, with double features,

cartoons, etc.

With such past monetary

successes as "Cat Ballou",and

"Walt Until Dark' , the sopho-

mores hope to bring In a really

great movie in the near future.

The schedule for the upcoming

weeks is as follows:

Oct. 2- "Days of Wine and

Roses"

Oct. 9- Double Feature -

"Fall of the House of Usher"

and "Comedy of Terrors"

Oct. 16- Surprise - a "Big"
movie

cycling, though beglnnl
spread, saves only a small
fraction of the nation'

ercils.

Man's growing population and

its pollution has put additional

stress on wildlife and the Wild-

life Index continued its down-
ward trend in 1971. Loss of

habitat is the major danger for

wildlife with chemical pollution

of air, water and land a close

second. Some 101 species are
listed on the endangered species

list.

Population concentration near

the two coasts in tense, polluted

cities has pushed the EQ Living

Space Index down during 1971

and this trend appears to be
headed further down. Until a

sound national land use policy

and public transportation sys-
tems become reality the EQ
says living space problems are

going to get worse.

Due to an 87 percent harvest

of allowable cut In the National

Forests last year, the Timber
EQ Index is up slightly over

1970. But the upward trend Is

shaky In the face of pressures

for Increased cutting andlosses

from burning and disease.

Soil quality, highest on the

EQ Index, has slipped from 1970.

Bulldozing, over-fertilization

and erosion continue to destroy

America's valuable soil resour-

Visit The S.U.B.

Now At The SUB

Film Developing

Discount
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Leslie French, Milligcm students

Perform 'Merchant of Venice
1

Shakespeare's "Merchant of

Venice" made Its debut at Mil-

ligan last night starring Leslie

French In the lead role of Shy-

lock.

Mr. rrencn is an English

actor from the "Old Vic" The-

atre In London and Is also a

director and singer. His career

began 57 years ago at London's

Little Theatre. Since then he

has scored dramatic successes

In several areas of the English

theatre, particularly in Shakes-

peare.

Mr. French arrived here on

Oct. 11 to begin work with the

cast. Having presented a pro-

gram here last spring, this Is

not his first visit to Milligan.

Tryouts for the play were

held on Aug. 31 after which the

cast began practicing five nights

per week for two tothreehours.

Student members of the cast

include Larry Green, MikeWil-

liard, Ed Brungard, Jack

Knowles, Gary Spencer, Don

Scott, Rex Bell, Chuck Harper,

Lee Meador, Sharon Chemlck,

and Debbie Raker.

Janet Gray played the lead

role of Shylock throughout the

practices in the absence of Mr.
French. During the final week

of practice after Mr. French's

arrival, the members of the

cast synchronized their char-

acterizations with his charac-

terization of Shylock.

The costumes for "The Mer-
chant of Venice" are typically

16th century. According to Mrs
Marguerite Parrls, director of

the play, the costumes are "very

elaborate, greatly decorative,

and quite colorful."

In traditional Shakespearian

style, the scenery includes only

what is necessary to convey the

tone of the drama. The music

Is In 16th century baroque style

featuring the harpsichord and

flute.

Reflecting upon her work with

the play, Mrs. Parris com-
mented, "Doing a play brings

out the best and also the worst

In a person. I've enjoyed work-

ing with the cast because of

their responsive, humorous, and

cooperative nature. They have

been beautiful, and I love them
all."

Tonight's performance will

begin at S;15. Milligan students

with l.D.'s are admitted free.

ELIZABETHAN COMEDY—Larry Green as Antonio and Jac*

Knowles as Bassanio exchange dialogue in the presentation of

"Merchant of Venice."

Bargaining rejected

Congress passes draft bill;

Student deferments ended
With the passage by the

Senate of the draft extension

bill, the Selective Service Sys-

tem is once again authorized

Co Induct men into the armed
forces, however, a few

"strings" are attached.

,

First, the draft will last

July until July, 1973. president

"Jlxon hopes to have replaced

ihe draft call with sufficient

[lumbers of volunteers by this

iate and the induction machin-
:ry will be put on Ice In case
iif national emergency. After

hat date, 18-year olds will

nl! have to register with the

Selective Service.

Second, male college stu-

dents no longer receive auto-
'natlc deferments while In sch-
ool. Bowing to pressure from
rollege students and others for

ji more equitable draft. Con-
gress agreed to authorize the

President to end the under-
jxaduate deferments, which
he President has already
j'romlsed to do.

i As a result, new students

mrolled in the 1971-72 aca-
'amic year) willnotbedefered.

owever, if they have started

lasses they may postpone in-

action until the present term
ids. All other students are
llglble for induction after four

pars in college or when they

ach age 24, whichever comes
rst.

Third, lottery numbers will

>ply to all men with the same
>nlidatc, regardless of the

•cation of their dralt boards,

j'hls new rule will end allega-

tions that certain draft boards

were "safer" than others.

Thus, all men with the same
lottery number will become
Inductable at the same time.

Conscientious objectors will

be given two-year assignments

to civilian service. The Senate-

House Conference Committee
emphasized that this work will

"parallel In his experiences,

to
1

a reasonable extent, the

experiences of the young man
who is Inducted In his stead."

(continued on Page S, col. 1)
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Leslie French Interviewed"
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Bargaining veto examined

page 4

As the result of an admin-
istrative decision. Student

Council's recommendation for a

Judicial Code bargaining com-
mittee has been rejected.

Speaking for the administra-
tion, assistant to the president

Dr. E.LeRoyLawsonsaid,"The
official action is to remain with

the committee process as we
already have it." Although Dr.

C. Robert Wetzel received the

recommendation from the coun-
cil on September 24, the official
announcement was not made"un-

*

til this Wednesday,

"We do not feel the need tor

a bargaining committee since

we do not feel a need to change

the process," said Dr. Lawson
explaining the rejection.

Although the original judicial

code proposal which the admin-
istration vetoed during the sum-
mer was recommended unani-

mously by the standing dis-

cipline committee. Dr. Lawson
said, "If the (judicial) process
were to be changed. It would

be changed upon recommendat-
ion of the standing discipline

committee".

President of the Student Coun-
cil, Rich Roames said that

any council action will be

deferred until after fall break.

FOCO emphasizes community outreach
Fellowship of Christian Out-

reach, or FOCO, serves as this

year's mono for the Christian

Service Club, and they hope to

fulfill their goal by winning

local people of all ages to

Christ.

The officers of the club are

Don Edmonds, president; Mike

Reed, vice-president; and Jan

Aubrey, secretary-treasurer.

FOCO has been divided into

nine divisions of outreach in

the local area. Approximately

COMMUNITY. CONCERN—Students participating in the Fellowship of Christian Outreach deliberate

future community projects.

seven Gospel Teams, headed by

Don Edmonds, comprise the

first division, and they conduct

various types of services in

local churches.

The Radio division, with Joy

Blackford as its chairman, is

in the process of being estab-

lished. Don said, "We have

been given one hour air time

in which we'll play Christian-

oriented music, mixed with de-

votional thoughts. We hope to

syndicate our programs and

send them to other stations to

be broadcast."

Rich Acres Poverty area, led

by Mike Reed and Steve Bar-

nett has secured the use of a

building now owned and operated

by the Salvation Army, Don said

that this week "we are planning

a picnic and day of recreation for

the kids in this area."

Classes in cooking, grooming,

sewing, tutoring, and recreation

are also in the future plans.

The poverty committee visits

Rich Acres each Saturday and

Sunday afternoons.

Chairman Peggy Burleson di-

rects the Children's Home com-
mittee. Don admitted that "work
in this area has been delayed,

but we hope to work with the.

children in the Immediate fut-

ure."

(Continued on Page 7, col. 3)
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Minority groups guarded
Hanover, N.H.-(I.P.)-Spe<.ial

safeguards for the rights of

minority groups on campus

have been built iiKO a new

Judiciary system for under-

graduates approved condition-

ally by the Faculty ol Arts

and Sciences atDartmouthCol-

lege.

At the core of the new system

and constituting the primary

arm of the CSC would be 3

lO-member Central Committee
composed of an appointee by

the president, three members
of the faculty elected by the

faculty of arts and sciences,

the dean of the college, and

five students.

Three of the students would

be elected by the entire under-

graduate student body. Black

students would elect one of the

remaining two members and

Indian students the other.

The Central Committee would

serve as a clearing house for

all matters within the Juris-

diction of the CCSC (College

Committee on Standing andCon-

duct); would adjudicate all cases

of academic standing; and would

hear and resolve cases of con-

duct, except when a student

requested a hearing before one

of the Judiciary panels.

In cases of doubt, it would

also determine whether a case

were a matter of academic

standing or conduct. It was
pointed out by Professor Ag-
nar Pytte, chairman of the

faculty Committee on Organ-

ization and Policy which pre-

pared the proposal, that 95
per cent of the student cases

coming before die CCSC each

year Involve academic standing.

Therefore, he said, the Central

Committee would handle the

bulk of the cases under the

new system.

A central feature of the pro-
posal revising the CCSC would

be the establishment of three

separate judiciary panels which

students concerned about pos-

sible prejudice or lack of under-
standing could convene If

desired in cases Involving

charges of misconduct.

One judiciary panel would

be available for black students,

and student representation on

tha t pa nel would be elected

by the black students at Dart-

mouth. A second panel would

be available to American In-

dian students, and the Indian

population on campus would

elect Its student members. Stu-

dents on the third panel would

be elected by the student body

at large.

Reporting to the faculty. Pro-
fessor Pytee explained that

"for the relatively small per

cent of cases involving conduct,

our aim Is to establish a ju-

dicial system that would re-

move suspicion as to its im-
partiality and would build trust

among the students as to the

equity of its >ejudgments."

Classical organist, Don Simmons

Returns for encore performance

Don Simmons, a classical

organist, will make a return

performance as part of the

MiUigan College Concert Ser-

ies.

Mr. S lmmons' concert onNo-
vember 4 at 8:00 p.m., will

Include "THE ST. ANNE"
PRELUDE AND FUGUE by J.S.

Bach, SONATA NO. 1 by Hlnd-
enmith, and FANTASY IN F
MINOR (K 608) by Mozart. Other
works will include PRELUDE,
FUGUE, AND CHACONNE by

Buxtehude and Chorale preludes

by Bach and Brahms.

John Dowd, Mllllgan Music
Area Chairman, commented
that not only was last year's

concert by Mr. Simmons "well
attended by people from the

Tri-City Area," but also that

the performance was "excel-
lent."

In addition to serving as

organist for several churches,
Mr. Simmons has been active

in the Varsity Men's Glee Club

and the Carolina Choir while

a student at the University of

North Carolina. This summer,
Mr. Simmons studied under
the famous organist, Anton
Heiler. Currently, Mr. Sim-
mons is serving as director of

music at Holy Trinity Evangel-
ical Lutheran Church in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina.

SIMMONS RETURNS—TheCollegeConcert Series brings organist

Don Simmons from the University of North Carolina to Milligan

on November 4.

Foreign students adjust to campus

PINECREST GRILL

Pizza

Sodas

Sundaes
Soft drinks

Milk shakes
Short orders
Breakfast
Plate dinners

Chefs salad

Owned & Operated by Milligan students

Any order over

$5 Delivered Free

Call 928-9921

Hours

7AM-UPM Mon-Saf

Twelve foreign students are

studying on the Mllllgan campus
this year from such places as

Iran, India, Canada, Guyana,

Jamaica, Cuba, Japan, and

Thailand.

The foreign students exper-

ienced only minor problems in

adapting to American life. Food

and climate differences were
common adjustment problems,

as shown when Swaeng Malee-

bhan of Thailand said, "I lost

fifteen pounds at first!" Eddie

Perez from Cuba also noted the

relaxed air of American society

as contrasted with the strict

Cuban culture. "In Cuba, girls

cannot date unless they are en-

gaged, and all dates are chap-

eroned," he said.

Many of the scholars learned

English in various language cen-

ters and universities after

reaching the United States. Han-
nah London of Guyana , South

America, often "could not un-

derstand the slangs," and Me-
hiar Kasravey from Iran "had

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clem • New - Pleasant Ataosphere - Atfeided

«,
v Johnson City

Wo»h Tub

ItfliM it Uif Splits

Sartfciut Sboipiig Village

Milligan

College

a W4-7W
Joiuei City, Tmimmi

trouble with the Tennessee ac-
cent of English."

Students from foreign lands

gave diverse reasons for attend-

ing Mllllgan. Hannah decided to

come when she found a Milligan

catalog in her home and she

learned that the school was a

Christian liberal arts college.

Backgrounds of the students

from other countries were typ-

ical of many American young

adults; they attended high

school, held jobs, and traveled.

For example, Swaeng MaJeebhan

was employed by an insurance

company, and Hannah workedas
a teacher's aide.

Ambitions among these stu-

dents, ranging from plans in

business to science. Shala Kad-

kmodaian, afreshman from Iran

hopes to earn a master's degree

in chemistry and perhaps to live

in America permanently, and

Eddie Perez, a business major,

wants to remain in die United

States.

However, other foreign stu-

dents plan to return to their

native homes upon completing

their educations. Taking their

knowledge as doctors back home
will be Mehiar Kasravey and

Hannah London. Swaeng, who Is

majoring in business adminis-

tration, may return to Thailand,

and two other men, Esagh Ana-
vim and Mohmod Masanzadem,
hope to go back to Iran as en-

gineers.

Miliigan's foreign students

also upheld differing political

views of the United States. Me-
hiar felt tnat "the government

has enough problems here rat-

her than going to other

countries. First finish the prob-

lems here, then help others."

But Swaeng thought that America

is "a loving country that has

helped us (Thailand)."

Eddie Perez suggested a pes-

simistic view of the American

future, "It seems like things

happening here happened inCuba

before Castro took office.

Student and racial riots are

good examples." He felt that

Americans have too much free-

dom, and laws should be more
strictly enforced. About war

pacifists, Eddie said, "Nobody

wants to fight for his country

any more."

First
Peoples Bank

JOHNSON CITY • JONESBORO

THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK WE

OFFER TO STUDENTS.

1. Free cicckiig

2. First order p«rsoiolii«d ckacks
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Leslie French relates career

; LESLIE FRhNCH REMINISCES--FUty-seven years ol acting and

directing have provided Mr. i-rench with a wealth of both experience
! and experiences.

I— It's either the S.U.B. or...

Ad Building crumbles

As House of Usher falls
by Dennis Wyatt

THE COMEDY OF AD
BUILDINGS DANCING
Ad Building (1975). Students

should now take advantage of

seeing the ruins of the local

college campus, Mllligan Col-

lege. The first building one

sees on arriving is the now

famous Administration Build-

ing.

If one looks carefuLly he can

see the one pillar, affectionately

known thenastheLeanlngTower

of Pieces, that alledgedly

started the 1971 collapse. It

was said that the pillar cracked

early In 1969 but was ignored

by local authorities till the en-

evitable crumbling happened.

Fortunately the tragedy hap-

pened the day before a break

and no one was killed excepting

a large assortment of animals

kept In the balcony area. This

area was labeled the Zoo. If

one sniffs very deeply, he might

be able to catch a fleeting nos-

trllful of the penetrating odor.

In the center of the wreckage

one notices two well preserved

offices. These two rooms were

the only two that were remodeled

before the cave in. Rumors dur-

ing the late sixties persisted in

stating that the renovation would

happen In the near future; how-

ever, only these glass-enclosed

offices received treatment.

Taking a look at the typical

classroom of that era, one not-

ices that the Hopwood stump
was In better condition. Also

note the very Early American
chairs, the primitive radiators,

and the compensatory lighting

fixtures. The Ad Building legend

live3 on and on.

It seems that the structure

could not be maintained prop-

erly, excepting the two offices,

and that only buildings strength-

ening the image of the school

were built. One such building

Is the large deflated "balloon"

in the far canyon. The next

building, Hardin Hall has many
of the double-standard features

of.

COMEDY OF TERRORS/THE
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF
USHER.

Vincent Price reigning as the

horror movie star of the world,

played two completely opposite

roles In "A Comedy of Terrors"
and "The Fall of the House of

Usher."

The story of comedy had
a deep social message: the

bad guy always loses and goes
to you-know-where while the

sweet and innocent Lorre be-
comes bosom buddies with the

fiend's wife, Florence Night-

engale, while the cat and old

man make it together. What
a social commentary about the

American life and funerals In

general.

One other notable and ques-
tionable appearance camefrom
the new campus couple Jeff

and Judy. Theydid their version
of Calcutta in a box. Overall,
the night made Halloween an

anti-climactic up and coming
event.

In spite of the dubious imatre

of actors In the early 1900's,

Mr. Leslie French "Just knew"

he had to to Into acting, no

question about It-and he did.

Naturally, his family was hor-

rified. Although his mother was

secretly pleased with him after

his success, his father was

never happy about it. He

staunchly relused to go to any

of Mr. French's performances,

but did watch him on tc-levi-

slon.

Christian spirit grows

The Dean'
by Dr. C.R.

At first It sounded like an

optimistic rumor, the usual

wishful thinking that character-

izes the first of every school

year. But now we are approach-

ing mid-semester and there can

be no mistake; Something very

wonderful is happening at Mll-

llganl

The Spirit of Christ is working

His will in person after person,

refreshing the faith of some
and leading others to Him. In

an unpretentious yet overwhel-

ming way these spirit-filled

people are witensslng to others

and celebrating the new-found

Joy in Christ.

The Christian Service Club,

bonfires, the prayer meetings

on Prayer Hill, thefaculty shar-

ing session, the witnessing at

State, the numerous baptisms,

the Rich Acres service project,

the House of Bread and the

many prayer sessions and ser-

vice projects I know nothing of

—

all evidence that JesusChristls

alive .

As students have shared their

witness with me, lhavedetected

an intelligent awarenesss of the

pitfalls of the mountaintop ex-

perience (the Christian high).

There is a conscious effort

to thwart hypocrisy.

Rather than creating de-

fensive little groups to exclude

the "ungodly," there is a beau-

tiful openness which Includes

everyone. There Is little inclin-

ation to Judge the faith of others

becaus e it does not express

Itself with the same ebullience

which characterizes college-

age students.

The fruits of the Spirit are

being tasted by all. Few are

unrealistic enough to suppose

that all of Milllgan's problems

will be resolved as this spirit-

ual renewal continues. We each

have our capacity for sin and

by Paula Bullock

His first stage performance

was on December 14, 1914, at

London's Little Theater. He
played in "Snow White and Rose

Red". As there were no drama
schools or academies then, he

had no formal training, butwent

straight into acting.

He was later in Sir Ben
Creel's company, doing mainly

Shakespeare. Sir Ben Greet, one

of Britain's first actor knights,

was perhaps the greatest inllue-

ence on Mr. French, although

s Corner
Wetzel

sin creates anxiety. Yet there

is obviously a growning concern

for the welfare of others.

It 13 easy to amplify our

personal anxiety ("Being hung

up on our own hang ups").

Helping others not only relieves

their distress. It creates a sense

of fulfillment and satisfaction

in us. It is enjoyable to live

in a community in which there

Is an intelligent concern for

others.

Furthermore, teachers have

been commenting on a growing

concern for scholarship. In re-

cent years American colleges

have experienced a negativism

that often was only a shield

for academic shoddiness and

Intellectual laziness.

There are many factors which

contribute to creating an acad-

emic atmosphere: the example

of thefaculty, admissions stand-

ards, academic resources such

as library and laboratories, etc.

But none of these factors is

more important than an a-
wareness that we are preparing

our lives for a ministry of ser-

vice in the name of JesusChrist.

if we are to be servants of the

King, then we must be prepared

to represent Him to the best of

our ability.

Wherever the presence of

Christ Is felt, people's lives

change for th better. People

changing is society changing.

Pinecrest Garage
Ajacent to Pinecrest Grill on Milligan Highway

FOR
* Mufflers

* Brakes
* Transm issions

* Carbureter
* Tune-Up are our speciality

A 10% Discount to any Milligan student or facutly

he did not recognize it at the

lime.
Two audiences are particu-

larly memorable to Mr. French.

The first was at Westminister

Abbey during the days of the

coronation of Queen Elizabeth.

All notable British actors gave

their service for eighteen per-

formances for the benefit of the

abbey. During these perform-

ances, nearly every prominent

person in the world was to

attendance.

The second audience was with

the Ben Greet players In Ber-

nard Shaw's "You Never Can

TelL" A tragedy had occurred

and only five people were In

the audience. Sir Ben Greet

told them that they must give

their best performance Just for

the five people.

Mr. French has numerous
accomplishments In several

areas of the theater. He has done

several classical dramas on

British television, including

"Tale of Two Cities" and

"Bleak House." Two of his

recent programs are "The
Frightners" and "Rival of Sher-

lock Holmes."
His films Include "The Leop-

ard" with Burt Lancaster,

"Cinderella, Italian Style" with

Sophia Loren and Omar Sharif,

and "The Witch."

Mr. French has also directed

the "Ballet of Everyman", dan-

cing Everyman. Opera is ano-

ther area in which Mr. French
has particiapted. He was the

only man to sing Hansel In "Han-
sel and Crete!" with the London
Symphony Orchestra.

His main area of perform-

ance, however, has been in

Shakespearean drama. His favo-

rite characters when he was
younger were Puck of "A Mid-
summer's Night Dream" and

Ariel of "The Tempest". He
finds Shylock of "The Merchant
of Venice" most enjoyable now.

Although he prefers the stage

to films, because of the in-

volvement of a live audience,

he enjoys all aspects of the

theater.

MEN WHO EXPECT QUALITY

ATLOWCOST
Wear . .

.

GLEN-MORE
CLOTHES
Suits & Sport Coals

Flares & Double Knits

Your Fall Fathion
Headquarter*

GLEN-MORE
Sails »«.«5 to »7«.»s

Spt. Coals *32-»5 to p«.«

Paris
J8.9S to J18.95

OPEN miDAY NITSS

212 E. Main St.
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issues

Discouraging facade

On the surface, the recent veto of the judicial code bargaining

ommittee may appear to be Just another student council recom-

nendatlon being turned down. However, upon examination, the veto

s actually an alarming denial by the administration of students

bllity to change processes or policies on carr.pus which they be-

leve are Inadequate.

Srudent leaders followed precisely the guidelines which are ex-

Kjunded by the College Administrators when students askfor change.

r irst, a year-long committee found out what other small, liberal

rts colleges use for Judicial policy.Second, the committee composed

proposal from this information. Third, the proposal was ushered

irough proper channels, including unanimous passage by Student

ouncil. Fourth, the proposal was sent through the existing Ad-

ilnlstratlve committee, being passed unanimously by the dis-

lplinary committee.

Final discouragement has come when after rejection of the pro-

osal, Srudent Council has offered to compromise and the adminis-

rators refuse to budge. Furthermore, the administration says that

ny change In disciplinary procedure must result from a recom-

lendatlon by the disciplinary committee. Ironically, the same dis-

Iplinary committee unanimously recommended the vetoed proposal.

In light of these aborted efforts. It would appear that the whole

ystem of student committees and Student Council as means of ln-

uencing the College's policies is a facade.

However, one avenue is still open to you as a srudent, the right

petition. In reality, the outcome of the Judicial issue Is now up to

aat you, as a student, decide to do after Fall Break. Petition or let

e issue vanish.

"Straight from the shoulder'

Tennis shows power tactics

Q. Is there any truth to the

rumor that Mao Tse Tung left

China ten years ago, lost a

great deal of weight, and Is

currently living somewhere in

the Southeast United States,

working as a college profes-

sor at asmall.prlvately-owned

Uber3l-arts school?

A. I am not sure. However,

look for a person who spells

his name with the same amount

of letters, word for word.

There have been some
strange sights at MUligan, but

I may have seen the clincher

now. Last Friday afternoon, 1

just happened to be walking

down by the tennis courts when

I spotted a game which 1 thought

might be worth my while to

watch. The game Involved two

members of our illustrious

Administration against two

representatives of our activist

student-body.

For the Administration was

Mr. B. J. Moore (that's Busi-

ness Journal Moore to his In-

timates). Rounding outthetest-

acious twosome was Dr. C.

Robert Wetzel, the "Computer
with a Smile."

— Diplomatic clamp opened

China mystifies world
by Sharon Chernick

ditors Note: Recent develop-

lents within China and between

!hlna and the United States

ave raised many questions In

he minds of China watchers

rul the general public. The
ollowing information Is given

n hope of adding clarification

o current events. Quoted ma-
erlal is from an article by

ullanSchuman which appeared

i the October 6, 1971, issue

f the St. Louis Post Dispatch.

China has long kept a clamp
n its internal affairs since

ie purges and Cultural Rev-
lutlon initiated hy Mao-Tse-
ung in 1966. At that time,

hlna broke off diplomatic re-

gions with most countries

ncluding the United States)

id kept ties only with the

)untrles on which she exerted

>me measure of control. Be-

luse of recent decisions made
'China's top leaders, shehas

;»in opened up to the point

' Inviting foreigners to visit

e country and resuming dlp-

-mstic ties with their govern-
ents.

Retraction

In the October 1 issue of

e STAMPEDE, the by-lines of

e articles under "Spirit re-

val examined" were switched.

-. Robert Flfewrote "Positive

lects", while Dr. Henry Webb

:ote "Serious problems."

China will not report on her
country, preferring to let the

foreign journalist seethe "pea-
ceful" land and convey this

image to the rest of the world.

However, several unexplained

occurrences have caused spec-

ulation that China Is In the

as follows:

1. A Chinese Air Force jet,'

carrying nine persons, docu-

ments, and weapons was re-

ported (byTASS. the official

Soviet newspaper) to have cra-

shed in Mongolia In mid-Sept-

ember. There was no word as

to who had been on the plane,

or what had happened to them.

2. A week later came the

announcement that all Chinese

aircraft were grounded until

further notice.

3. Two weeks ago China's

annual National Day Parade,

in which China's top leaders

participate, was cancelled.

There were numerous public

celebrations though, in spite

of that announcement.

4. For almost two months
there had been no public view
of Mao-Tse-Tung, or any other
top leader. Recently, though,

Mao andChou-En-Lalhaveboth
made appearances and were
reported alive and In good
health.

Unanswered Questions

Some of these facts may
relate to each other but the

question of what Is happening

inside China remains unans-

wered.

With the mystery of China's

news blackout comes the para-
dox of its openness. Why has

China suddenly become friendly

with the nations she still con-

siders antagonistic? China's

friendliness totheUnitedStates

is evident with these facts as
follows:

1. China invited the United

States* table tennis team to

visit China on April 14, 1971.

2. China issued two invita-

tions to Henry Kissinger, which
ultimately led to an invitation

to President Nixon, to visit the

country and have talks.

3. A recent meeting was
held with all the Americans
living in and visiting Peking,

at which Premier Chou-En-Lal
discussed foreign affairs.

friendliness Unexplained

China offers no explanations

for these friendly overtures

except that they are In an

effort to further goodwill be-

tween China and the United

States.

One interesting sideline has

been noted: In spite of this

apparent friendliness, China is

still keeping up defensive mea-
sures. In the meeting with the

Americans in Peking, Premier
Chou-En-Lal referred to this

era as one of "neg'otlatlonsbut

If necessary, one o' armed
struggle." No manor how far

negotiations went, China would
never let its guard down or

stop preparing for war.

One final question Is brought

to mind. With all of Its strength,

military and human, what Is

China afraid of?

by

Representing the "Radical
Caucus of the Student-Body"

were Chuck "landslide-" Hll-

born, the Jimmy Qulllen ofMIl-

llgan College, and Ron Nutter,

part-time hippie, pan-time in-

tellectual, part-time "Jock,"
and part-time religious fanatic.

As for the game Itself, it

went as do most confrontations

with the Administration. In the

beginning, the Administration

wouldn't give a point. B. J.

Moore could be seen exhibiting

that world-reknowned "tight

fist," only this time it was
being used to hold his racket.

The first set went to the Ad-
ministration 6-2. The star of

the second game was Ron Nut-

ter. Known to most students

as a frustrated drummer, ol'

Ron spent most of his time

beating his racket against the

ground, the net, the wind, and

practically everything except the

ball. The second set also went

to the Administration, this time

by a score of 6-1.

Administrative Tactics

The third set was most In-

teresting. By this time a number
of students had gathered by the

tennis courts tocheerChuckand
Ron on. This seems to have

helped, for Chuck and Ron
began to put their game
together and score against their

opposition.

However, those cheering were
new here at MUligan and didn't

realize what actually happened.

Being a seasoned Milligan stu-

dent myself, I was able to rec-

ognize what did actually happen.

In an attempt to appease the

student representatives, the

Administration resorted to one

of their favorite tactics—they

conceded a few points in order
to appease the students.

However, when Chuck and Ron
reached a point in the game when
they were leading 4-2, and it

looked as if the students would

gain a "significant change" in

the status of the game, the

Administration Immediately re-

Mac Buckley

sorted to some rather sneaky

maneuvers In order to keep
the students in their place.

Their favorite move would
be to send Wetzel—a natural-

born trouble-shooter— slinking

across the net to slam the balls

back Into the teeth of his ad-

versaries, a smile on his face

all the while.

Now, for those of you not

acquainted with the gentleman's

game of tennis, this particular

move is almost as sneaky as

placing a PLAYBOY magazine
on the desk of a minister. I'm
sure all you Mlllfganltes can

understand just how sneaky that

is. After this Machiavellian

maneuver was completed, the

Administration again came out

on top, 8-6.

Student Power

In post-game conversation.

Dr. Wetzel could be heard say-

ing, "we were really psyched-

up for this we were afraid

they would beat us." This ob-

viously shows that In spite of

their stance, the Administration

is really scared to death of

the student's potential for power
on this campus.

Dr. Wetzel could also be heard

consoling Chuck and Ron with

the comment, "The reason you

two lost was because of your

long hair" an obvious re-

ferral to life-style.

Speaking with Chuck and Ron

after the game, they vowed to

revenge the terrible beating they

took today. "We wanted to win

this for the students" they both

said. When asked when a re-

match might be, they replied,

"Anytime we can get those guys

on the court again."

So Milliganites, keep your

eyes on the tennis courts and

d you see a rematch in progress,

tell your friends. To put it in

Ron's words, "What we need is

total student support to win."

So get down there and cheer

our boys on. Today the tennis

courts; tomorrow the world.
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Ideas in Conflict wisaaifasKSSesassssssii!

Current dorm policy questioned

by Ron Nutter

Last year, a Mllligan boy

was threatened with expulsion

from his dorm. It seems that

he refused to pay the 50f fine

for falling to pass room In-

spection. In the fall of the

year, a freshman boy was told

by a Resident Assistant that

he would flunk room inspection.

For what reason? It seems

there were too many books on

his desk.

Again a Mllligan girl was
given demerits last year by

her dorm mother. What washer
crime? She left a tube of tooth-

paste on her window sill. In

all of these examples, and there

are as many examples as there

are students at this school, one

must be struck by the trivi-

ality of the rules. All of which

Indicates that we should take

a hard look at the school's po-

sition as regards dormitory life.

The renting of college dorm-
itory rooms should be a con-

tractual agreement. As a stu-

dent comes into the school, he

should sign a lease for the rent

of a room. In that lease should

be stated the general terms of

the transaction as well as an

enumeration of the college prop-

erty in the room.

Once the lease Is signed the

student Is then responsible for

all that takes place In his room
while the landlord (the school)

Is responsible for the upkeep

of the rest of the building.

Of course, there would be no

Inspection under this system.

The room Is In the total care

of the student, which Is as it

should be.

The argument that has been

heard against this set-up is

that some students just don't

know how to keep a "neat"

room. The simple fact Is, how-

ever, that It Is no one else's

concern as to how one should

keep his room. Barring the

destruction of property or the

creating of a health hazard, an

Individual should have total

freedom to keep his room in

whatever manner he chooses.

The school bases Its policy

of room inspection upon the

tacit assumption that there is

a right, proper, and totally cor-

rect "liie style" which all stu-

dents should adhere to. In my
view, such an assumption Is

Indicative of a serious case of

moral myopia.

A student's dormitory room

should be the one place oncam-

pus where he may be guaran-

teed privacy. When renting a

room off-campus, the landlord

will have a pass-key to the

apartment. However, there are

really only threeclrcumstances

Un which that key will be used:

1) when you lock yourself out

2) to allow maintenance men In

3) when policemen show up with

a search-warrant (or the apart-

ment.

Such is not the case at Mll-

ligan. In the girl's dorms, and

to a much lesser extent, the

boy's dorms, the head-residents

enter rooms wlui impunity for

"inspections." Regardless of

whatever rationale the Adminis-

tration usee for such acts, this

is an invasion of privacy plain

and simple.

For the length of time a

student rents a room on this

campus, that room Is his own
personal domain. No one should

be allowed entrance to that room
without his express permission.

:;.;::•::-:•;-::-;-::-: o:- :-:•:•':-:-: ;-:•::: :-x-;-;-: ;-:: ::-::•.

To deny this is to deny a stu-

dent's right to privacy.

Perhaps the greatest problem

toward effecting any significant

change for the better Is the

Administration's position of

acting "In loco parentis." it

Is hoped that the Administration

does not take the concept ol

"The Mllligan Family" too lit-

erally. In taking the position of

parents and treating the students

as "our little kiddies," 1 am
afraid they are doing just that.

Simply stated. If Mllligan

wants its graduates to be mature
and responsible individuals,

then the Administration will

have to treat Its students as

mature and responsible individ-

uals.

Sfamping ground

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

The column, "Whythe change

In attitude?" was factual and

Interesting. I hated to see It

spoiled by the assumption made
in the last paragraph. During

the time of the Kent State

killings , emotionaldemonstra-

tions and confrontations with

police were sweeping the

nation's campuses.

This was the time of the

Spring offensive to end the war

in Vietnam. Demonstrations

were being planned prior to and

during the Kent State murders.

Over the nation, feelings were

running high between student

demonstrators, the National

Guard and the police.

Kent State gave a better

excuse to demonstrate. If the

Kent State killings were not

enough, America's Intervention

In Cambodia was enough to

spark off a new wave of student

protest. The emotionalism in

the press was far greater than

that of the Attica killings.

It Is probably true that the

'outh reacted considerably dif-

ferent, because those killed at

Kent State were students who
were demonstrating or sym-
pathetic with the peace move-
ment. They cannot be expected

to be as familiar with the

prisoners killed at AtticaState.

Prison reform Is not as an

emotional subject as was our

involvement In Vietnam at the

time of Kent State, At the time

of the Attica killings campus
demonstration and unrest was
at a low. Tills contrasted the

Kent State time when demon-
strations were already on the

campus.
To Infer that those who

demonstrated during Kent State

but not during ArticaStatewere

guilty of a prejudiced act Is

a wrong inference.Some people

I know were not even aware

that those killed at Attica were

primarily black.

The lack of campus demon-
strations after the Attica

killings Is not because of eco-

nomic or racial reasons. Where
are the black students wbodem-
onstrated equally after Kent

State? Or the student mobill-

zers and organizers who have

shucked their middle class

identity and also led In the fight

for minority rights?

It was not a question of race

or economic status, but one

of issues and the cimate and

situation on American camp-
uses today as opposed to those

during Kent State,

Phil McCuliough
Freshman
History major

Dear Editor:

In reference to the article

"Newton's Art Wins", STAM-
PEDE, Friday, October 1,1971,

please note the following corr-

ections.

1. My only medium is Water
Color — not oils, mixed paints

etc.

2, 1 gave the buyer of the

Beach Scene 4 poems from my
collection to add to atmosphere.

I did not compose them spe-

cially.

3, As a boy I 'Drank' in the

local scene, I did not 'Drunk*

it.

4. One publisher in Toronto

Canada approved the literary

merit of my poems, not pub-

lishers.

Stanley W. Newton.

THROCKMORTIMER

We hear much discussion about how it is everything from drugs,

the Revolution, the Movement to rotten dorm food that binds

students together.

Not true. There Is one thing that binds all students all over

the country— all over the world—together.

Their parents.

There usually are two of them per student. Some students

have more, or less; but usually each student is blessed with

two. And It's not easy for us to forget them.

They help us select a college,

"1 don't like it, Al," your mother caws to your father.

Don't like what. Ester?"

"This college—this Harvard-place. What kind of school is that

for a nice boy like Our Marvin—so far away from home?"

They even give us the application fee money. They give us

money to go away to school with. They pack our clothes carefully,

underwear and socks on the bottom, shirts and suits in the

middle, and a gas mask on the top {I mean, they read Newsweek,

they know), your mother muttering Cod Forbid as she closes

the mammoth trunk shut.

And finally we're gone—supposedly basking in educational bliss,

miles away from home. Yes. We're gone. But they're still there.

The first letter comes a day after you've arrived, taped to the

outside of a large package.

"Dear Son, Enclosed with this letter is a year's supply of vit-

amins so that you shouldn't get a deficiency," And the letters

are always signed Your Mother so you shouldn't think it's Bomeone

else's mother who's sending you vitamins.

But worse than the letters, are the Vacations. There usually

are three or four a year. You come back home exhausted from

cramming hard after week-long exams, tired from having led

such a staunch, clean-cut, moral college life, wiped out from those

post-finals parties. You return home looking tired and worn

out, ready to go back to your old room and faint.

As you walk in the door, your mother pulls out an old copy of

the National Observer.

"See, Al." she says to your father. "I was right."

Your father tucks in his undershirt and takes a deep breath.

"What's all this about?" you ask weakly,

"Marvin, your eyes are bloodshot," your mother says.

"1 haven't slept much—exams."

"And you've lost weight," she says, reading from the paper

as she nods and sighs. "And you're wearing a long-sleeved shirt.

I-knew-it."

"Mom , it's ten below out."

"1 knew it. Al, I knew it. 1 was right all along. The boy,"

she says, ignoring you, turning to your father, "is On Drugs.

Any minute, the narcotics men will be here to take you away,

to ruin all the pleasure of our vacation with you. .
."

Student protests really have nothing to do with the college

campus. Student Protests are what takeplacewhencollege students

come home for vacation.

Mothers and daughters often have a hard time during that first

college vacation home. With the mother giving thanks that she can

go back to school in five days.

But suspicions arise. As the daughter unpacks, her mother looks

carefully over her shoulder.

After a few hours home, the mother beckons her daughter into

her bedroom, where she Is laid out, suffering, on her carefully-

made bed.
' 'Marjorle, I wish to talk with you about the problems of pregnancy

in today's collegiate society."

"Ob, Mom."
"Listen, Marjorle. Your father and I have your best interests

at heart. You've been in college exactly 68 days now and I just

want to warn you—to tell you—how much it would disgrace your

father and I if you were to become pregnant out of wedlock. Now
1 don't want you to feel bad, but It would give your father a heart

attack."

"Oh, you don't have to worry. Mom. I'm being careful."

"Carefult!l Marjorle—yourfatherwillhaveaheart attack when he

hears this. How could you disgrace us. ,
.?"

But parents try. As Marvin is about toleave his home and return

to college, lugging his water pipe, wearing a sweatshirt with

a clenched ffst printed on it, his mother is still wondering about

those long-sleeved shirts.

And, as Marvin walks out of the house, his parents call after him.

"Urn, Right On, Marvin, and we'll writeback," his mother cries.

"Get those grades Up Against The Wall, Son,"

"Have a Groovy semester. Sweetie,"

"Don't get, ah. Freaked In "by all the hard work,"

"And Marvin," his mother shrieks. Marvin stops in his tracks.

"Marvin, don't forget. .
."

Marvin ' smiles, clutches his umbilical cord, and mutters

something to himself about The Cat's Meow, And then he goes off

to college.

c
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Faculty share Christian faith

FELLOWSHIP—Discussing the Bible andsharlngcommonconcems
are (1. to r, around the circle) Phil Worrell, Mary Young, Rowena
Bowers, Jeannette Crosswhite, Roy Hampton, OrvelCrowder.Howard
Lamon, and Earl Stuckenbruck.

This year a faculty share

group has been started which

extends an open Invitation to all

faculty and staff members to

meet with them and share their

Christian experiences.

The group meets every

Thursday during the lunch hours

and has an average attendance

of ten people. The idea of start-

ing a share group was origl-

nateo by Mr. Lamon and Mrs.
Bowers, who were members
of a slmllarlnterdenominational

share group In Johnson City.

To further their desires to be

better witnesses forChrlst, they

decided to begin a faculty share

group at Milllgan.

Although their primary pur-

pose is to share their Christian

experiences to strengthen each

other In the group, they also

see this gathering as a starting

block for witnessing to the cam-
pus as a whole. At each meeting

monies, counseling each other

they have been sharing testi-

on problems, and studying

Christ's commandments thr-

oughout the New Testament.

Twenty to twenty-five minutes

is then spent In prayer to bring

their thanksgiving, problems,

and requests to Cod.

Since the original share group

began In August with four peo-

ple, the attendance has now in-

creased to twelve. However, it

Is the goal of the group to

increase the quality of their

Christian lives rather than to

grow in numbers.

In the near future the

faculty share group plans to

meet individually with the stu-

dent rap groups on campus, to

share their faith together as a

whole and to add solidarity to

the student groups.

Gospel Sing-Ins

Jesus shared at ETSU

Educational, personal advice
Service of counseling office
Counseling about educational

or personal problems Is offered

by the counseling office, which

is directed by Dr. Dennis Hel-

sabeck.

The counseling officeconducts

personal Interviews, inventor-

ies and tests as part of its

responsibilities. Included in the

office Is the admissions center

which handles Incoming trans-

cripts, recommendations, and

test scores of candidates apply-

ing for admission to Milllgan.

An Admissions Committee,

composed of Dr. Helsabeck,

Dr. Wetzel and Dr. Guy Oakes
reviews the applications before

admission is granted.

Students using the counseling

office come for several rea-

sons, according to Dr. Helsa-
beck. Most come on a volun-

tary basis, but teachers may
request a student to have a

consultation. Reasons for con-

sulting the guidance office In-

clude problems In studying,

family, or boyfriend-girlfriend

situations. "There Is no end
to the different problems," said

Dr. Helsabeck.

A Counseling Commltteewas
appointed by President Johnson

to determine the needs of the

students. Members of the com-
mittee include Dr. Helsabeck,

chairman; Dr. Llndeman and

Dr. Crowder, psychology pro-

fessors; Mrs. Lewis, the school

nurse; and Dr. Lawson, the

administrative representative.

Dr. Helsabeck was asked to

comment on the role oi the

counseling office in a student's

life at Milllgan. He said, "If

all students were completely

self-reliant, there would be no

need of a counseling office.

But since most of us at one

time or another in our lives

need someone to talk to and

counsel with, (or that reason

we have theofflce."When ques-

tioned about his reasons for be-

coming a counselor, Dr. Helsa-

beck said, "I saw that the young

people needed individualized

help that a classroom teacher

couldn't give."

Dr. Helsabeck received his

B. A. from Johnson Bible

College and M. A. from the

University of Michigan, maj-
oring In psychology. Later he
earned the B. D. degree from
the School of Religion of Butler

University and In 1963 was

awarded his Ph. D. In educa-

tional counseling by the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin. He served

for 28 years in pastoral minis-

try in North Carolina, Indiana,

and Wisconsin.

Recently, Milllgan students

have been travelling to East

Tennessee State University to

stage "slng-lns" for the pur-
pose of witnessing about Jesus.

Several students participat-

ing In the slng-lns offered

comments about the events.

Margene Perdue said, "I think

it's a good chance for us to

get to know the State students

and share God's love with

them." Steve Barnett was asked

what the goals of the Milllgan

students were regarding the

ETSU outreach. He said, "It

is to show the love of Jesus

to people because we know it

won't last if we keep it to

ourselves,"

Community cultural opportunities

Include theater, motown, art

Milllgan College student,

Denny Dennlston, will be per-

forming one of the lead roles

in CAMELOT at the Johnson

City Community Theatre onEast

Maple Street, Curtain time Is

8:15 p.m. and the play will run

this Friday through Sunday. Ad-
mission will be charged. For
information call 926-2542.

The SUPREMES are slated

for East Tennessee State Uni-
versity's concert. This group,
best known for their "Motown
Sound", performs at 8;00 p.m.,
October 22. Tickets are now on
sale at ETSU. Prices are $4
for general admission and $5
for reserved seats. For infor-

mation call 926-1112.

Devoted to defining a new
trend in contemporary painting.

the Carroll Reece Museum pre-

sents the exhibit, INVERSE ILL-

USION. The paintings are cre-

ated on a flat, two-dimensional

surface, but appear to project

from the picture plane. The art

display runs from October 24

to November 14. Hours for the

museum are daily, 12:45 to 4:45

p.m. and Saturday and Sunday,

1;00 to 5;00 p.m. There is no

charge.

Also on display at the Carroll

Reece Museum will be three

dimensional welded steel,

brass, and aluminum sculptures

by Ronald Bennett, instructor

of sculpture at ETSU. This ex-

hibit will be displayed October
27 to November 28. No charge

Is made and the hours are the

same as above.

Steve also commented on the

effect the slng-lns had on ETSU
students. He replied, "Only God
knows , but we a lways pray
before we go that God will use
us and let us open up to His
Spirit to show His love. What-
ever good Is done it Is because
of Jesus all the way If we have
Him on the throne of our lives.

We also pray that nobody will

stumble because of whatwesay
or do.

When asked his opinion of

what the effect was on MUligan,
Steve said, "It pulled kids to-

gether. But more than that,

kids are drawing closeto Jesus
because they're realizing God's
love."

The Idea of travelling to

ETSU and sharing with the

srudents had been discussed
early In the year and a sing-

in was suggested to get srudents

to participate. The MUligan
srudents who hold the slng-in

are not an official organization,

but any student willing to par-

ticipate Is welcome.

A few weeks ago, ETSU
students joined the group as

the music was heard. The radio

station on campus, WETSU,
Interviewed people and pro-

posed the creation of a radio

program featuring two MUligan

students and two students from

ETSU.

Arriving on the scene were
reporters for newspapers and

television, and an article ap-

peared about the slag-in the

foUowlng day In the Johnson

City Press-Chronicle. Tele-

vision station WJHL filmed the

story and presented it on the

eleven o'clockreportthatnight.

GREG'S VOLCANO

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Phoi* 928-8386

SEATING FOR 100 PEOPLE

ENJOY IT HERE WITH US or WE HAVE COMPLETE CARRY OUT SERVICE
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Brown dynasty tumbles
During a recent convocation

In which different students

shared ihcir feelings under a

common title of "My Dream

is. . .," a certain comedian

known affectionately as "Chupo"

by friends and colleagues

quipped that his dream would

be to see the demise of the

Drown team (football) dynasty.

Harriers meet

Carson-Newman

In Invitational
Milligan's crosscountry team

travels to Jefferson City

tomorrow to run in the Carson-
Newman Invitational and will

run In the Southern States In-

vitational at Cumberland Col-

lege next Tuesday.

During and after the fall

break, the Buffs will run at

the Bryan Invitational October

23, the Tennessee Intercol-

legiate Athletic Conference

meet at Murfreesboro October

30, a home dual meet with

Brevard November 2, and the

Volunteer State Athletic Con-

ference meet at Carson-
Newman November 6.

MlUlgan edged out Carson-
Newman in the University of

Tennessee Invitational 455-

462. The Buffs and Eagles were

the only two small colleges to

participate In the meet which

was won by Indiana University

with East Tennessee State

second. Mike McMillan finished

87th in a field of more than

120 finishers.

Carson-Newman edged the

Buffs here in a dual meet

25-32. Mike McMillan won the

race with a time of 19:24 and

Chip Fowler was second with

a time of 19:43. But Carson-
Newman took places three

through seven to cinch the

victory. Tom Evans was eighth

with a time of 20;58, Rick Mc-
Inturf was tenth with a time of

21:47.

MlUlgan defeated Warren-
Wilson 24-31 In a meet at

Swannanoa, North Carolina.

Mike McMillan won the race

with a time of 19:40. Chip

Fowler was second with a time

of 19:59, Tom Evanswas fourth

with a timeof 20:55, Rick Mc-
lnturf was eighth with a time
of ^1:49, and Dan Hogg was

ninth with a time of 22;05.

by 1'hll

The remark was met with

laughter and cheers from play-

ers from the various intra-

mural teams who had been

stung by the 1971 league champs,
as the Drown clan rolled up

a 7-0 season record under pro-
bably both the best offense and

defense o( any team. (Everyone

expected a natural clima* in the

post-season tournament with

Brown as the runaway victor.

Then everybody stopped

laughing. After the final tourn-

ament game, the score read
26-0, hut Brown was the stunned

loser. And probably nobody was
more surprised at that score

than the tournament champion
Green team.

"We played good against them

in the regular season but we
really didn't expect to beat them

in the playoffs," said Green's

Larry McKlnney, who caught

two Bruce Kregloe touchdown

passes as a wide receiver. He
added, "I guess we Just capi-

talized on their mistakes."

Looking back. It would seem
that McKlnney hit the nail right

on the head. Nothing seemed to

go right for Brown despite a

well fought game on the part

of that team's players.Quarter-

back Al Aubrey, whose strong

arm was the key in Brown's
regular season offensive blitz-

krieg simply couldn't find the

range. Speedy receivers Fred-

die Dobbins and Ernie Hertzog

were blanketed by a sticky Green

defense. And perhaps worst of

all for Brown, the latter's

running attack was squelched in

the first half, forcing Aubrey to

go to the air constantly through

the second half to catch up.

Interceptors plagued Brown
too with McKlnney snagging one,

Dave Burnley one.and JimCrom
two, one of which he ran back

for a touchdown, an important

turning point in the second

quarter. Fine play on the line

by Ron Woods, Buddy Benda,

and Brant Neal helped account

for the weakness of Brown run-

ning power and the dropping

of Aubrey twice—a rare oc-

currence against Brown.

Individual effort by Brown's
players was no less admirable.

A wrong bounce in the ball,

a back-breaking interception

Blowers

tough guard Bob 1'reece sum-
marized the feelings of a lot

of his tea mates, "We got a

lot of rough luck—nottun'

clicked. We'll be ba«_k."

So end's one of the most hard

fought and aggressive i.ea:,ons

ever in the intramural program.
Brown walked away as champs
with a 7-0 record. Green came
second at 5-2, while Red, Blue,

and Yellow tied for third with

identical 4-3 records. Orange
was next with a 3-4 tally and

Black in fifth with a 2-5 re-

cord, while dejected Pink was
in the cellar with an 0-7 over-
all.

In the annual North-South

game, the Rebs won in "sudden

death" overtime on a one yard

run by Dave Turpln.

NORTH VS. SOUTH—Dean Wasson for the North attempts to

block Bruce Kregloe's pass 35 Randy Matney, playing for the

South, attempts to catch Dean, The South was victorious, 6-0,

in a sudden-death overtime.

Community outreach emphasized
Convalescent Homes division

is a concern of Ann Washier,

chairman. Groups are sent to

Appalachian Christian Village,

Range Hall, and other nursing

homes in Johnson City and

other nursing homes In Johnson

City and Elizabethton on the

weekends. They "work with the

elderly In an effort to bring

joy and happiness into their

lives," Don stated.

Another area, the MlUlgan
FamUy, is guided by Steve Bar-

nett. The MiUigan FamilyCom-
mlttee travels with other M1I-

ltgan students to East Tennessee

State University every Tuesday
night, as Don noted, "to join

In the praising of Cod In song

and testimony."

Rap sessions also play an

important role in the Mllllgan

Family committee. Don stated

that ''these meet corporately

at different intervals, (which

wiU be announced). The small

(Continued from Page 1)

groups number between live and
ten students, and they meet at

different times that have been
determined by each group,"

Sunday nights mark the time
for the House of Bread, another
area of FOCO, to assemble.

Directed by Monty Lamb, the

House of Bread meets In the

basement of the Student Union
Building 9:30 p.m., according

to Don, for an "informal hour
of singing, praying, and testi-

mony."

Ron Nutter conducts the JaU
division, a newprojectof FOCO.
"We hope to share with those
who have been temporarily
'campused' due to circumstan-
ces beyond their control, both

in Johnson City and Elizabeth-
ton," commented Don.

Vespers, led by Sandy and

Bonnie Schield, constitute the

last area of FOCO. Don ex-

plained the services as "an

attempt to reach out and share

with, and bring together the

MlUlgan family." Vespers are

conducted Tuesday and Thurs-
day nights at 6:40 p.m„ and

Tuesday night programs ' have

an "informal and relaxed cal-

iber." Thursday night vespers
are designed to be "Informal

with a somewhat Introspective

emphasis,"

Don thanks the MlUlgan stu-

dent body "for your partici-

pation in any and all of the

areas of outreach which we
as a fellowship of Christians

have tried to make avaUable

to you."

He added, "As a result of
your involvement, mayyougrow
in your understanding of your-
seU, of your relationship with
God, and with your fellow stu-
dents. Our being able to share
has blessed us and helped us
to fulfiU our goal as a fellow-
ship of Christian outreach."

VANDERBILT FACTORY OUTLET
HOME OF LANGTRY LADIES' SPORTSWEAR

"Your opportunity t& buy direct Irom the Mig/'

Soitbside Shopping Plaza— Erwii Hwy.

Open 10AM-9PM Mon.-fri.

J0AM-6PM Saturday*

roalunno FACTORY-

CLEARANCE Sacks

•Slacks 'Slous.s

•Shift. 'ICn/lj

•ETC 'Som. Irr.

Sorry No Fxchinces or Refunds
on sale Merchandise.

Check oof our LARGE
JEAN * SLACK fhclion
for p.rf.cf CAMPUS w«orf
Irr FLARE JFANS%Z*9 fa |

.
-
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APO outlines projects
MMigan's chapter of Atphi

Phi Omega plans for change

and growth In the upcoming

year.

Alpha Phi Omega, a national

college fraternity, enumerates

service to college and com-
munity as lis goal and purpose.

The organization follows the

principles of the Boy Scouts,

although It Is in no way con-

nected with that organization.

Speaking about the club.

President Randy Blum said,

"We haven't done much In the

past few years, but we hope

to change Alpha Phi's Image

this year." This Image will

hopefully be changed through

several service projects.

Shortly after Fall Break the

club will sponsor a road rally.

In this rally students will drive

their cars at precise speeds

through a course designed by

the fraternity. The student who
comes closest to the time desig-

nated for the course will win.

The Entry Fee will be $1.00,

and all proceeds from the rally

will go to the school expense

fund of the Christian Children's

Home in Ellzabethton.

Over Founder's Day weekend
will be the Ugly Man Contest.

All organizations on campuswlll

sponsor an ugly man who will

collect for the United Fund from

the students. The ugliest ugly

man will be voted upon by the

Congress passes draft bill

(continued from Page 1.)

The Mansfield amendment to

require total United States

troop withdrawal from Vietnam

was approved in modified form

as a "sense of Congress" title

In this act, Mansfield's nine-

month timetable Is now stated

as "theearliestpractlcaldate"

for cessation of "all military

operations of the United States

in Indochina," and "a date

certain ... for the prompt

and orderly withdrawal of all

United Slates military forces

. . . subject to the release of

all North Vietnam and forces

allied with such Government,

and an accounting for all Amer-

icans missing in action who
have been held by or known

to such Government or for-

ces".

Also, the title urges the

President to negotiate with

North Vietnam "a ceasefire

by all parties", the withdrawal

date contingent on POW re-
leases and the accounting of

MLA'sand withdrawal of United

States troops from all Indo-

china.

The Senate passed the com-
promise bill by a vote of 55-

30 on September 21. TheHouse
vote on August 4 was 297 yes

and 108 no.

students, and the organization

with the ugliest ugly man will

win a prize. Again, all proceeds

will go to the United Fund.

The club also plans to work

at Happy Valley Elementary

School, coaching fifth-and sixth-

graders In basketball. This pro-

gram Is sponsored by the

Optimist Club who also plans to

work with them this year.

Other upcoming events include

the sponsoring of a faculty-ad-

ministration talent show in Feb-

ruary and the revival of an old

Mllllgan tradition—the MayUay
Celebrations. The Club hopes to

have a May Day QueenamJ many
festivities.

Alpha Phi recently pledged

seven upperclassmen; EdBmn-
gard, David Akcrs, Keith Bader,

Paul Bader, Randy Clark, Bob

Gootee, and Tom Evans. The

club hopes to pledge freshmen

In the spring.

Freshmen who are considered

worthy enough to be in the

fraternity, which will probably

Include the majority of the

freshmen, will receive written

invitations to pledge next se-

mester. The pledging will prob-

ably take three or four weeks.

While pledging, the freshmen

will do busy work, service pro-

jects as a pledge club, and

probably take a road trip. The
road trip is a tradition with the

fraternity In which the pledges

are tied up and blindfolded late

at night and taken out into the

country. The pledges then have

to find their own way back.

RASTUS LEARNS—Margaret Roth wor*s at conditioning Rastus

s pan of an experiment through successive approximations.

Experiment stars monkey
"Rasrus," one of the psy-

chology lab's monkeys, Is the

subject of Margaret Roth's ex-

periment in the special

problems In psychology class.

Margaret is testing discrim-

ination learning and secondary

reinforcement. She is "shaping

the monkey's behavior by suc-

cessive approximations." That

is, the tasks he must perform

are learned step by step un-

til a complex task is accom-
plished.

Rastus has already mastered

the operation of the food mec-
hanism. He must place a ball

Into a hole in order to receive

a bit of food. Later, he will

have to choose between a ball

and a block to receive his

reward. In the final phase of

the experiment the block and

the ball will be placed In a

puzzle box.

Last year Margaret worked

with cats. She said, "Monkeys
learn faster than cats. It took

the cats about a week to learn

a task comparable to what Ras-

tus learned In two days." But

Rastus has become less

cooperative and now mustwear
a harness.

This experiment will be

among those demonstrated in

the Psychology Club's exhibits

for Founder's Day.

NOW AT THE S.U.B.

Top Artist LP's
Super Stars in Stereo

8- Track

Stereo

Tapes ifrjQQ
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and Savings
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Advisors, Trustees assemble

Future plans

ecommended

by committees
Members of the Board of

\dvlsors and Board of Trustees

ire on the Mililgan campus this

*eek for discussing findings

of their various committees.

During the two-day meeting,

standing committees will meet,

the Advisors will submit reports

and recommendations, and the

Trustees will consider deci-

sions relating to the policies and

welfare of the school.

Discussion and action will

mostly relate to the four areas

of the standing committees:

student life, academic life,

finance, and development.

Matters concerning student

and academic life will probably

be routinely reviewed during

the meetings. Financial affairs

will be discussed In view

of the economic stress affecting

small colleges.

Several aspects of the area

of development will be examined,

lonstruction of the new science

ind field housewtll be reviewed.

Another aspect of development

inder consideration will be the

xpanslon of annual solicitation

arograms. Plans call for more
coordinated efforts in soliciting

from faculty and staff, alumni,

Barents, churches, and various

loundatlons.

New and existing methods of

student recruitment will be

iiscussed in relation to the

otal development of the college.

Prior to the Board meeting,

3r. Roy Lawson, Assistant to

he President, speculated that,

his fall's meeting would be

•elatlvely quiet and routine.

Meetings, which began on

hursday evening, will culml-

ate tonight with the President's

:lub banquet. At this banquet

le Advisors and Trustees will

leet with area residents who
ave contributed significantly

) the college.
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Chair of Church History

to honor Dr. Walker
Installation of the newly es-

tablished Dean E. Walker Chair

of Church History occurred

today during a special con-

vocation.
Receiving the honor of the

Chair was Dr. Henry Webb,
chairman of Biblical studies

and professor of Bible. The
Chair is being founded by the

First Christian Church of

Chicago, Illinois. Basically, It

Is a trust fund that will be used

toward the salary of the chosen

professor. The church of

Chicago is establishing the

Chair to honor Dr. Walker and

because of their conviction that

the study of church history is

vital to understanding.

The purpose of the Chair is

to honor Dr. Dean E. Walker,
who served as president of the
college from January, 1950 to

June, 1968. Dr. Walker came to

the presidency from a twenty-
five year professorship in the

Butler University School of

Religion. Upon retirement from
the presidency of Milligan
College Dr. Walker became
Chancellor.

Under his direction the

college adopted a long-range
development program. This
Included student enlistment
from a larger area, financial

programs, building renovations,
expanded curriculum, and higher
faculty standards.

During the Walker adminis-
tration the campus expanded to

more than 135 acres of land.

New buildings added include

the Student Union Building,

Sutton Hall, Webb Hall.theP.H.
Welshlmer Memorial Library,

the Seeger Memorial Chapel and
Hart Hall.

It was during this period that

Mililgan received the Quality

Improvement Award given by
the Association of American
Colleges from the United States

Steel Foundation, In December
of 1960 Milligan was admitted

with full accreditation into

membership in the Southern

Association of Colleges and

Schools.

"Dr. Walker Is one of the

most Influential men In

Christian churches today," said

Dean Wetzel, also noting that

many ministers around the

country studied under him at

Butler University. "He has

brought Milligan College to

where it is today," commented

the dean.

RECIPIENT—Dr. Henry Webb
was the first of the MUligan
faculty to receive the Walker
Chair.

Petitions circulated;

committee formulated
Following the administra-

tion's rejection of the Student

Council proposal for a negoti-

ating committee on the Judicial

Code recommendation, petitions

have been circulated by students

and a committee formed byStud-

ent Council to work with the

Disciplinary Committee.

Over half the student body

teels a change in judicial policy

is needed as Is evidenced by
these petitions. The petition asks

that the administration "work
actively with Student Council and

the Disciplinary Committee to

improve the present judicial

process."

Student Council formed a

committee consisting of Chuck

Hilborn, chairman. Bill Howden,

and Jeannie McWilliams. This

committee .Jill work with fac-

ulty members of the Disciplinary

Committee: Mr. Guy Mauldln,

'Dr. Eugene'Nix, and Mrs. Row-
ena Bowers. Chuck hopes that

the committee can come up with

a less complicated proposal.

Any recommendation to the

administration will be made by

the standing disciplinary com-
mittee, rather than Student

Council.

Boards decide

coming year's

school policy

Milligan's Advisors and

Trustees play a major role

in deciding school policy and

in planning the future course of

the college.

Both the Board of Advisors
and the Board of Trustees have
four standing committees re-
lating to the areas of student

life, academic life, finance, and
development. They meet in the

spring and fall of each year to

conduct their business.

The Board of Advisors has no
real authority, buz makes
reports and recommendations to

the Board of Trustees which acts

on these recommendations. The
subsequent decisions of the

Trustees determine school

policy to a large extent.

Although their number fluc-

tuates, there are slightly under

50 members on the Board of

Advisors. These Advisors serve

as a liaison between Milligan

College and the Christian

Churches.

Advisors are selected in one

of two ways. All churches con-

tributing atleast$l,000 annually

are entitled to appoint an

advisor. Other members of the

Board are selected from the

churches at large. All of the

advisors must belong to the

Christian Church/Church of

Christ.

The Board of Trustees is

self-perpetuating and presently

consists of 23 members. The
Trustees are selected from the

Board of Advisors and serve
for three-year terms.

Responsibilities of the Trus-
tees include the oversight of the

physical property of the college

and the election of officers of

administration and instruction.

Chairman of the Board of

Trustees is Steve Lacy, and

Vice-<:hairman is Samuel
Bower. Heads of the standing

committees are as follows:

student life, Mrs. B. D.
Phillips; academics, Howard
McCorkle; development, Howard
Hauser; and finance, Roy True.

Rally driers bottle to finish

STUDENTS RALLY— Ken Cramer prepares to oegui me course upon a signal by Denny
)enniston. It seems the secret of the course was to stop for an ice cream cone.

Alpha Phi Omega sponsored

the first annual Milligan Road
Rally to raise money for the

Elizabethton Christian Child-

ren's Home last Saturday.

The festivities began at 12:30

p.::i. on Sutton hill with 28

cars ready for the competition.

Each car was striving to run

the course in the correct time.

Two cars were within seconds

of the winning time.

Third place went to Mary
Fitch with second place going
to Jim Barker. Although they
stopped for an ice cream cone,
the Shield sisters managed to

i,,ake the course in the winning

time of one hour and forty

seconds.

Since any type of motorized

vehicle was allowed to enter,

the contest Included such

unusual vehicles as a '62 station

wagon, a '59 Mercury, a truck,

and even a motor cycle.

The registration of all mem-
bers of the student body, faculty,

and administration who wished

to participate began Tuesday at

noon. At the time of registering
eacn contestant received a

number and approximate time
of departure and paid the one
dollar entrance fee.
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Bible seminar initiated

LAUGHING AS USUAL—A well-known howl around the campus. Dr.

Fred Norrls Is the professor for the first Senior Seminar course

In the Bible area.

A senior seminar course,

taught by Dr. Fred Norrls and

attended by Mllllgan and

Emmanuel School of Religion

students, has been Included In

the Bible area this year for

the first time.

Like most seminars, this

course centers on reading and

discussion. According to Dr.

Norrls, the seminar Is like

the "bloom on the flower*

'

because It Is the culmination

of previous preparatory cours-

es which have been reading of

source material." Accompan-
ied by the atmosphere of a

small class, this results in an

in-depth study within a speci-

fic area.

Presently those participating

in the seminar are studying the

Sermon on the Mount. Their

study involves the examination

of commentaries of the Sermon
on the Mount taken from dli-

Plans for Founder's Day include

exhibits, worship, coronation
Plans for Founders' Day and

Its activities are already under

way, being co-ordinated by Dr.

Guy Oakes.

Any of the clubs, organ-

Izations, or dormitories can

make a display or project for

Founders' Day. No definite

theme is required other than the

display or project pertaining to

Founders' Day or Milligan

College in the past, present.

Speech recital

adds variety
In an effort to broaden Its

program to Include all areas

of communications, the annual

dramatic festival has been

changed to a speech recital.

As a result, almost anything

dealing with communications
will be included in this year's

program.

Awards will be given to the

first three places with the

winners being determined by a

popular vote of the audience.

To fulfill pan of their

laboratory assignments, the

three students in Mrs.

Marguerite Parrls' oral inter-

pretation class will participate

in the recital. These students

are Denny Dennlston, Janet

Gray, and Randy Kibler.

Interested students wishing to

perform in the recital should

contact Mrs. Parrls or Dr.
William Moorhouse Immediate-
ly.

or future. All displays are to

be exhibited in lower Seeger,
and all projects must be set

up outdoors.

As an added Incentive, the

student council is presenting

awards to winners In the two

categories—displays and pro-

jects. First place receives

fifteen dollars, second place

receives ten dollars, and third

place wins five dollars. Three

prizes will be given in both

the displays and projects.

Founders' Day activities begin

at 10:00 a.m. Thanksgiving Day
with a worship service conducted
by Dr. William Gwaltney In

Seeger Chapel, and the Concert
Choir may sing. The noon meal
will be open to parents.

Tours of the new science

facilities and the site of the

Steve Lacy Memorial Field

House will be conducted by the

student council. The tours will

be for students and visitors to

the campus, and they will be

held from 2.-00 p.m. to 4:00

pjn. on Thursday. At 8;00

Thursday night, the basketball

team will play at King College
in Bristol.

Parents and friends are
invited to visit classes on
Friday, November 26. At 11:00

a.m., the class of 1961-62 will

hold their ten-year reunion in

Sutton Annex. The Alumni
Association will also have its

annual meeting In lower Seeger.

Also on Friday, beginning at

5 pjn„ the P. H. Welshimer

Library will h°s t a reception

to celebrate the tenth year that

the library has been in use. The
reception is open to the public.

A dinner in honor of Dr.

Marcus Stewart Is planned for

Friday night at six o'clock with

all interested faculty and area

doctors who graduated from

Milligan invited. Dr. Stewart

of Memphis, an outstanding

orthopaedic surgeon and univer-

sity professor, is a member of

the 1933 graduating class.

At 8:00 Friday night, the

Distinguished Alumni Award
will be presented to Dr.

Stewart. Dr. Charles Allen of

Johnson City will be the speaker.

Immediately following the

award, the coronation of the

Founder's Daughter Is-sched-

uled. A reception for Dr. Stewart,

the Founder's Daughter, and her

attendants is then planned In

lower Seeger. Dr. Oakes said

they would be "entertained by

a song fest by all former choir

members who are present. Mr.
Bachman will conduct it."

Saturday morning at ten, Dean

Wetzel, and area chairmen are

planning a meeting for any

parents with questions con-

cerning the administration. Dr.

Oakes said, "The music faculty

will give a concert Saturday

night, each teacher performing

in his special field." He added

that "for basketball fans, there

will be a Milligan game on

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

nights.

SAXOPHONIST PLAYS-James
Dawson, who has soloed Inter-

nationally, will be In concert

Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m.

Jim Dawson

to play sax

Mr. James Dawson, a saxo-

phonist from Knoxvllle College,

Tennessee, will appear in

concert on November 16, at 8:00

p.m. in Upper Seeger.

Currently serving as Assis-

tant Professor of Music at Knox-

ville College, Mr. Dawson also

appears Internationally as a

soloist. A little over a year ago

he toured the Far East under

the auspices of the United States

Department of State.

As a former member of the

Chicago Saxophone Quartet,

James Dawson has made rwo

recordings. Hehas written num-
erous articles in professional

Journals as well as published

transcriptions with Southern

Music Company.
Mr. Dawson received the

Bachelor of Music Education

and Master of Music degrees

from Northwestern University

where he studied with Fred

Hemke. He has since taught

In a public school, and at the

Universities of Wisconsin and

Northwestern.

ferent periods of church

history. The history of inter-

pretation is a basic part of the

course.
The seminar was offered this

year because in the past, few

Bible courses had been avail-

able to senior Bible majors,
and the courses that were
offered did not involve concen-
trated study In a specific area.

Three semester hours of

credit are given for the seminar
which meets once every week.

In addition to the reading and
discussion, each student is re-

quired to write a major paper
at the end of the semester.

Pre-Law Club

Schedules trip

Anticipating a year of new

accomplishments and activities,

the college's Pre-Law club

began this year by planning

a trip to Washington, D, C.

Dr. Wen Yen Tsao, club

advisor, urged pursuit of a

well-planned trip to the capital

as a vital group effort. By
offering comprehensive tours

of suchlaw-relateddepartments

and branches of the federal

government as the Supreme

Court. Department of Justice

and FBI Headquarters, Wash-
ington, D. C. is valuable in

helping students understand

legality under the Constitution.

Also, the club plans to visit

other governmental institutions

and cultural centers including

the White House, the United

States Capitol Building, the

Pentagon, the John F. Kennedy

Center for Performing Arts,

and the Smithsonian Institute.

During the same meeting, Phil

Blowers, president, called for

a revltallzatlon of the club

numerically and suggested some
goals and projects that he

thought might help the organ-

ization's effort. Vice-President

Carl Ordway emphasized the

need for replenishment of the

treasury.

Locally, the pre-law club is

planning to attend sessions of

the Tennessee Courts System

at the state and local level.

These trips would enable

members to become acquainted

with courtroom procedures and

the oral devices of experienced

trial attorneys.
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I— It's either the SUB. or.

Hopwood tree stumps all

• by ix-r.i.ii Wyatt

TOM FORE REVEALS—The status and priorities of the
seniors elected to the Advisory Board are discussed by
the first of this species.

HOPWOOD STUMP-lncluded

Is the fascinating guide to this

local campus of MllligonCollege

la a freak of nature, the 33rd

wonder of the ancient world,

1. e„ the Hopwood Stump. It

seems that a riding stick was

stuck, treed, then stumped. At

present no scientist can corre-

late the happenings, but popular

speculations rank the event along

with Aaron's rod.

For years the tree lived. Just

like some of the Mllllgan tra-

ditions, but now only the stump

lives (actually it's dead, with

green moss to fool the onlook-

ers). Some have suggested a

glass enclosure to propagate

its everlasting existence. Oth-

ers have suggested a burning,

symbolic of the tree's death.

Most, however are content

to watch it rot. The author

Fore discusses Board
by Paula Bullock

Following the MMiganCollege
Advisory Board's decision two

years ago to have each

graduating class elect a member
to the Board, Tom Fore was the

first senior elected.

His term began during the

spring semester of 1970, and is

a two year term. After his two

years, Tom may be re-elected

by the Board.

Tom's position is that of a

full-fledged member of the

Advisory Board. He has full

voting privileges and serves

on the Student Life Committee.

He does not, however, answer

to the student body. He stresses

the fact that he Is a board

member which is in close

contact with' the student body

and who can represent the

student view, not a student

representative to the Board.

He does feel he can perhaps

give an accurate student view

to the Board because he is

Involved in the campus. He is

also closer to the campus than

other Board members and can

correct errors on student

activities.

Tom, as a member of the

Advisory Board, does not

directly help determine policy.

Since his board acts in an

advisory capacity only, they

grievances. They are able,

however, to examine any

problems and suggest action to

the Board of Trustees. Any
student, as well as any Board

member, is free to bring

problems before the Board,

Tom says he knows of no

"earth-shattering" problems

on campus, although he is aware
of the usual complaints of

dorms, food, and discipline. He
does intend to relate to the Board
the revival spirit he observes

on the campus.

He states also that he has

found the Board to be

surprisingly perceptive and
aware of most problems. They
are also sympathetic towards
the students and willing to change
for the student's benefit.

Men's lobbies opened
Lobbies of Pardee and Webb

halls are now open for women's
visitation between 7:00 p.m. and
11;00 p.m. on Wednesday,
Thursday, and Sunday nights.

However, the lobbies will be

closed, regardless of the night,

for home basketball games and

selected away games.

Supervision of the lobbies will

be the responsibility of each

dorm's resident, assistants and
dorm councils.

This new policy, which is only

on a trial basis, is the result of

action taken by the Dorm Co-
ordinating Committee. Better

unity among all dormitory stu-

dents is the purpose of this

newly formed Student Council
Committee.

Any issue or problem that is

related to all dormitory students

will be discussed by this com-
mittee, with recommendations
resulting. When an issue arises,

the loose structure of the

committee leaves room for ex-

tensive discussion. Pam Step-

hens, chairman of the Dorm
Co-ordinating Committee, feels

that this new committee's exis-

tence "offers an excellent

method for lnter-dorm com-
munication."

Members of the Dorm Co-
ordinating Committee are Pam
Stephens, chairman, Lee Mea-
dor, Pat Dobbins, Allen Evans,
Darrell Tate, and Mark Mako-
ski, presidents of Hart, Sutton,

Hardin, Webb, and Pardee
respectively.

suggests that 1/ the stump only

lives (or dies) for itself, and

cannot reproduce, and cannot

rejuvenate, and only exists be-

cause of an Image based In Its

roots, then it should be omitted

from the tour guidebook and

ignored.

The only use of the stump is

of course, decomposition for

use by the living segments of

society around it. Certainly,

many things can be learned

from the stump, but anyone

knows that the living trees offer

oxygen, shade, beauty and fruit;

while the author is stumped

about the value of stumps.

Perhaps more emphasis

should be placed on the values

of sun energy and not the ma-
terial wealth of the earth In

relationship to live trees. Let

the dead bury the stumps. If

avant-guard education about live

trees could be learned under

an environment of a modern for-

est without barbed-wire fences,

then one could relate to many
species within the outer world.

The magic solution Is; en-

close It with Special glass

—

ojiague.

TWO-LANE BLACKTOP -

James Taylor is a singer not

an actor. For all the men on
campus who keep hearing

"James Taylor is sooo-oo-o

cool", take that girlfriend of

yours to TWO-LANE. You'll

never hear It again, but you

will hear "I'll never go to the

flicks with you again" and she'll

proDably spit on you.

Perhaps one of the worst
films of the year, TWO LANE
never stops insulting one's

intelligence with quotes like:

"Hey Man, I got a seml-heml
in my tool box", and "Hey
Man, you wanna race to

Washington?" "DC?" "No Man,
George". The dialogue, if any,

matches the plot quality ...
zilch.

You avid movie nuts remem-
ber EASY RIDER with Peter
Easy and his brother . Dennis
Easy as they rode off Into the

chopper sunset; well, here's

James, a '55 Chevy, a Goat,
a dumbo girl and Hugh Hefner
the Hick racing along the

"Country Roads" seeing "Fire
and Rain".

Actually, there Is no music

to back the movie up likeEASY,

and there Is no emotional cycle

blow-up to excite the subver-

sives. The basic screenplay

might have had a good point-

people Just go nowhere fast— but

Director Monte Hellman left the

film with cliche conversations

and boring editing.

Laurie Bird plays the sexy
hitchhiker as she flluers from
car to car while Mr.
Taylor suddenly notices after

one hour of the movie that he

Is desperately in love with her.

The film is rated either R or

X, because one guy states, "I

love my car" and this

perversion was caught by the

reviewers. Of course, if you

have to choose between Con-
vocation and this movie .......

it could be a toss-up. Don't

forget about the two great films

coming up, DR. ZHIVAGO and

GONE WITH THE WIND.

Changes made

in philosophy

offerings

In a recent release from
Academic Dean C. Robert
Wetzel, he Indicated that several

philosophy course offerings for

second semester are tentative.

Either Logic 151, which has

been offered first semester,

or philosophy In Literature 351

will be offered second semester.

Since only one of these courses

will be available, students

interested in taking one of these

courses should Inform Dr.

Wetzel of their interest.

No seminar studies in

Philosophy 401 will be offered

second semester; therefore,

senior philosophy majors and
minors should contact Dr.

Wetzel concerning a substitute

course to meet requirements.

However, Philosophy of

Religion 351, and History of

Philosophy 302, taught by Dr.
Phillips, along with Introduction
to Philosophy 102, taught by
Dr. Mayfleld, will definitely be
offered second semester.

First
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Issues

Learning leadership

Objectives are of prime importance to

any institution. When sought after, they grant

the institution Its purpose. Milllgan College

has six such objectives which can be found

Id the College Bulletin. Objective number
three which is sought for the student is:

"The Capacity to Recognize and Assume
His Responsibility In Society".

One of the main responsibilities of an

individual in society Is community leader-

ship. Undoubtedly, leadership cannot be taught

simply In the classroom, it must be learned

by social Interaction within a community.

But this is just the problem. Can a student

recognize and assume the responsibility when
he is not given the opportunity to make
decisions for himself or his community?
Also, can these instructive privileges be

offered on a campus which has authority

consolidated under one person?

On MiUigan's campus, the organization

which should offer a student the experience

of making decisions which effect the college

community is the Student Council. However,
the Student Council acts solely In an advisory

capacity to the college Administration. It Is

doubtful that students who are allowed to

enter only advice upon important community
decisions learn much that will be helpful in

leading a society. They cannot realize the

effect of faulty legislation. They cannot under-

stand the difficulties of administering pro-

grams.

In general, the advisory nature of Student

Council does not allow a student to learn

leadership within his campus community.
Therefore, one cannot expect the Milllgan

student to readily assume leadership in

society once he leaves Milllgan,

Of course, the total administration of

the College cannot be left to the students.
However, one must realize that Increasing
amounts of administrative responsibility must
be delegated to students If they aretoassume
leadership.

Hopefully, those individuals who can del-

egate such authority, the Board of Advisors,

the Trustees, and the college Administration

will realize the necessity of student respon-

sibility as a learning experience and grant

students more responsibilities. Perhaps

then, Milllgan College will move closer to

its objective of placing responsible students

in society.

Campus moods diagnosed
by Bill Howden

Not long ago. campus vio-

lence was in the news nearly
every day. Today, one hears
of little unrest in the nation's

colleges. What is the cause
of this change? Is there, as
a recent Issue of NEWSWEEK
states, "a pall of political a-
pathy that appears to have set-

tled over much of the nation's

youth"?

The concensus of opinion

seems to agree with NEWS-
WEEK. However, rwo recent

studies indicate that the change
Is not as great as most reports

indicate. These two studies must
be considered.

The studies in question were
conducted by two organizations

which are quite different in

scope and purpose: The Amer-
ican Council on Education and

PLAYBOY magazine. Yet both

studies agree that the mood of

America's campuses Is still

far from tranquil.

Considerably Lower

The ACE report states that,

although the level of campus
violence during the past school

year was considerably lower
than during the 1969-70 school

year, nearly twenty per cent

of the nation's schools suffered

from "severe" demonstrations.

These "severe" demonstra-
tions Involved such things as

occupation of buildings. In-

juries, and destruction of pro-

perty. Almost one half of the

colleges In the country had
either peaceful or violent dem-
onstrations.

PLAYBOY, interviewing a

computer-chosen, nationally

representative group of 3,000

students, found similar results.

Forty-six per cent of these
students indicated a willingness
to protest the Indochina War;
ten per cent would resort to

violence.

This willingness to protest

is found despite the fact the

war is no longer considered

to be the most important issue

facing the country today. When
PLAYBOY asked the students

which current Issues worried

them most, the war ranked sec-

ond behind pollution, with pop-

ulation running a very strong

third.

This change in importance

should be interpreted to mean
that students are not so force-

fully opposed to the war as

before. PLAYBOY found that

thirty-five per cent of the

students are strongly opposed
to Nixon's conduct of the war,
while only eleven per cent com-
pletely support his policies In

Southeast Asia.

More significantly, perhaps,
only eight per cent attributed the

decrease in protest activity to

greater satisfaction about the

world situation. Most felt the

decrease was due to either stu-
dent apathy or doubt about the
effectiveness of demonstra-
tions.

Decline in Coverage

Still, according to the
American Council of Education
report, the incidence of protest
Is nearly as high as it was
in 1968-69, the year that mas-
sive violence struck Harvard
and Cornell. Why, then. Is there
the Image of calm? ACE re-
ports that the answer is news
coverage: in 196&-69, forty per
cent of the campus disturbances

received national news cover-

age; last year the figure was
ten per cent.

It must be admitted that these

two studies do not fully cover
the issue. However, these rwo

comprehensive reports provide
strong evidence that the cooling

of the campuses Is not nearly
so great as many people think.

It appears, rather, that the em-
phasis of student concern has
shifted away from the war to

be spread over other issues,

and that all student protest is

receiving less news coverage.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwm j

Discipline: a

Authority Distributed

by Mark Lee

In the past several weeks
of debate of the disciplinary

process, several questions have

been raised concerning whatthe

Implications of student objec-

tives are and why the students

believe they should have a voice

In Judicial matters.

Throughout this protracted

discussion, some people have

viewed the objectives and

desires of the students ao

attacks against the college

president personally and attacks

against his authority.

Community Guilt

However, this Is just not the

case. Student leaders who are

asking for change In the process

are well aware that President

Johnson, when he began his

administration, did much to

formulate a Judicial process.

Surely this was a step forward

from previous days. Yet now,

students realize the need for

further change and originally

they looked towards the

president to help improve the

judicial process.

Also, those students asking

for judicial alterations do so,

not because they accuse the

president of making erroneous
decisions In past disciplinary

cases, but because they see

strategic problems with the

current judicial process.

One should not over-react to

the desire for improvement,

viewing It as a blatant denial

of the authority of the president.

Students are merely asking that

a portion of the judicial

decision's responsibility be

delegated to the students. No
demand is being made that the

administration of the college be

given to the students. No denial
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is being launched against the

legal construction of Milllgan.

Basically, the reason students

contend they should have a voice

In disciplinary actions Is that

they believe the decision as to

whether or not a person has

offended the Milllgan community
should restwith representatives

of those who comprise the

community. In-other words, the

decision should not rest with

Just one Individual who does

not answer to the members of

the community.

Looking at the problem from
another point of view, the

president is entrusted by the

Trustees with administrating

the college; however, no 1* iger

are disciplinary deel: ions

considered to be Just adminis-
trative decisions. Whereas, the

decision whether to construct

a eertain building is considered

administrative, the decision

whether or not to dismiss a

certain student is not.

Although Milllgan is legally

a corporation, it Is also an

educational community com-
posed ofpeople.anddisclpllnary

action must reflect the wishes

of the community. It is people

who must decide an Individual's

guilt towards the community
through representatives.

Other Sectors

Another reason behind grant-

ing some amount of student voice

In Judicial matters. Is to draw
close to the concept of an
individual being tried by his

peers. Although one might

consider this Ideal not

applicable to Milllgan. he must
realize that when a person is

accused of transgressing against

his communiry, it follows that

members of that community
should decide if he is guilty or

Innocent.

One might understand the

college administrators desire
to control administrative deci-
sions. However it is wrong that

the ideal of fair trial and due
process must be sacrificed to

assure the administrators the

total control In an area which
Involves other concerns. Simply,
disciplinary decisions are not

Just singularly administrative
decisions.

Therefore, ultimate authority

in this area should not Involve
only the College administrator,

but should also involve other
sectors of the campus com-
munity, the students and faculty.

To many it seems quite simple
that some structure could be
created which would represent
all three sectors, which in turn

would answer to the Trustees
for their judicial decisions.

In general, the implications
of student's objectives in the

discipline controversy reminds
one that their dejslres.are not

extreme, nor are. they as

threatening as many, people
Imagine.

Also, one realizes the reasons
behind students wanting a -voice

In
,
disciplinary decisions are

actually manifestations of many
ideals upon, which- the whole of

our society-is based. .--





Jeas in conflict

i issue of authority

LET ME SAY

ONE THING . . .

Authority Defined

(Editor's note: The following

Interview concerning campus

authority and the discipline

controversy was conducted with

Academic Dean C. Robert

Wetzel by Ron Nutter.)

NUTTER. What is the

chain of authority on campus?

WETZEL-Let me begin by

making a general statement on

the organization of the college.

The college was chartered In

1928 as a non-prof it corporation

and as such the legal entity is

the body created by the charter,

that being the Board of Trustees.

The actual legal authority and

ultimate legal responsibility

Incurred by the college lies

with the Board of Trustees.

It Is the prerogative, as well

as the responsibility of

the Trustees to select a

president of the college.

The president of the college

is the chief executive of the

college and he Is the

representative of the Board of

Trustees to the total college

community. The president's

responsibility Is not to the law

in the same sense that the

Trustee's responsibility Is to

the law.

That is, he Is responsible

to the Trustees; the Trustees

are the legal entity. If you see

the president as the chief

executive and the representative

of the Board to the college

community, then this would

mean that all persons employed
by the college are ultimately

responsible to the president.

Authority Qualified

With that background, how are

we organized? The total working

of the college is divided Into

four major areas: academics,

student personnel, the business

area, and (he area of

development.

The area of student personnel

Is currently being handled by

Dr. Lawson on an interim basis.

Dr. La,wson's function Is to

act on behalf of the president

when the president Is not on

campus.

: M. Would you say thai the

president Is the ultimate

authority on campus?
W. If you mean in terms of

all at those people who are

employed by the Board of

Trustees, the president does

.represent the authority of the

Board on .campus. In other

words , there is no one on aa mpus

to or greater than the

president's.

On the other hand, the

president Is responsible to the

Board of Trustees. So actually,

ultimate authority is in the hands

of the Trustees. As far as the

functioning of the campus, all

of us who are employed by the

college report to the pres-

ident he reports to the Board

of Trustees.

N. For the sake of this

discussion we are limiting

ourselves just to the campus,

keeping in mind that in a legal

sense It's the Board of Trustees,

but the president is the one

who has the ultimate authority

on this campus.
W. Well again, keep this

qualification In mind, because

It isn't as though this ultimate

authority means that he can act

without responsibility. He does

have to act with responsibility

to the Board of Trustees.

MANAGERIAL CHAIN

N, For what reasons do you

feel that President Johnson

should be the ultimate authority

on campus?
W.As a non-profit corporation,

this is simply the way that

non-profit corporations are

organized. The kind of structure

we have here Is the kind of

structure you would find In any

kind of non-profit corporation

entity, in that you do have to

have a certain kind of set of

officers.

In any kind of non-profit

organization, all of the legal

voting has to be within the

Trustees, Anyone that the

Trustees appoint to carry out

a certain function are ultimately

appointees or employees of the

Trustees.

This means that you have a

kind of managerial chain. This

is how the president gets his

authority and why he has to

have it—he is responsible for

the ultimate efficient manage-

ment of the corporatlon.Forthe

efficient operation of the college

this seems to have been the

best organization through the

years.

N. Would you consider

Mllllgan solely a corporation?

W. Legally, yes. On the other

hand, we're working with people.

It is obviously to the benefit of

everyone Involved that any

decision reflects the corporate

welfare of the most amount of

people. Ultimately, the college

is people. If by saying only a

corporation, we disregard the

welfare of the people, then

obviously we cannot.

Authority Challened

N. Do you feel that the

proposed Judicial Code is

contrary to this concept of

corporation?

W. U I understand one of the

points of the proposed Judicial

Code, there is a provision that

once a decision Is rendered by

the discipline committee. It can-

not be reviewed with the

possibility of change by anyone,

then this constitutes a direct

challenge to the authority of

the president and therefore

would undermine the efficient

management of the college.

N. If the student body were to

show their displeasure with the

Administration's stance (i. e.

petition), would the adminis-

tration be inclined to change

their stance?

W, It has been my experience

that the Administration Is

always sensitive to student

concerns. It is my understanding

that Dr. Lawson has been

working with Student Council

concerning questions raised

about the disciplinary proced-

ures.

N. Why did the Administration

turn down Student Council's

proposal for a bargaining board

if Dr. Lawson is now meeting

with student leaders? Why
refuse the one and accept the

other when they both have the

same purposes in mind?

W. In talking about why the

Student Council's original

proposal for a bargaining board

was turned down I would be

talking about someone else's

decision, which I am not

qualified to do. However, I do

feel that things are done better

on a one to one basis. Terms
like bargaining board are

divisive.

Schlock Shock
Future Shock, the sociologists tell us. Future Shock? Never.

We're suffering from Schlock Shock. And it all revolves around

one word: Love.

What used to be so personal, private and Intimate has turned

Into a merchandising formula for wealthy would-be poets and

capitalistic couldn't-be writers who never have to say they're

sorry.

Mass-produced love, like hula hoops and Barbie Dolls, Is a

new vogue. "Love is universal and love is an easy thing to

merchandise," says the merchandising director of Paramount

records. And not only are there bountiful banal books and

multitudinous maudlin movies about the subject, bur we're

buying those books and seeing those movies.

We're allowing today's millionaire mod prophets to perpet-

uate old romantic myths that dictate the meaning and greening

and, worse yet, how we can find Love.

In order to find The Meaning of Love, you have to play

hockey at Yale, break away from your rich father and find a

poor girlfriend who has leukemia.

You'll find it If you get rid of your bad breath. Or the frizzles.

Or psoriasis. Or your mild case of terminal acne.

You'll find It if you live alone-alone-alone with a cat named

Sloopy.

Cardboard Love Is enveloping — rather than developing— us.

In poetry, in movies, on television, in alleged literature.

"1 used to be In love with my teddy bear, but i love you lots

more..." proclaims a book called "1 love you" that's guaranteed

to be so impersonal you can give it to anyone — your lover,

your mother, or your teddy bear. One dollar please.

Or Peter McWtlliams who has written a slew of sappy

books ("Come Love with me & be my Life," "I love therefore

I Am," not to mention "The Hard Stuff: Love,")

But their books read like Walgreen greeting cards compared to

the works of the fathers of them all: Erich Segal and Rod
McKuen.
Love Story; about a male student who plays hockey instead of

hookey. About a coed who gets married and then buried. $5.95

In hard-back, 95£ in paper-back please.

And Maestro McKuen; "If they could overlook my acne/and the

inch 1 lacked/ to carry them to heaven,/ I too could deal in

charity." $4.50 please.

"Rod puts Into words all the things 1 feel," said one girl

I know who doesn't even have acne. She considers McKuen's
prose-poetry to be good literature because It puts her feelings

into words. But good literature takes words and transforms
them Into feelings.

McKuen and Segai deal In greeting card kitsch, but on a

different level than the others. They manipulate us Into

wanting to believe that love is easy. Their works are read

quickly, cried and sighed over quickly. They lead us Into

a fantasy world, where life is a love story, where lone-

liness Is a national pastime, exceeded only by leukemia

and acne. And they laugh all the way through the bunk and

to the bank.

And what does it all mean? It means that we're desperate

enough to find out the meaning of love that we'll go through

one-night stands with McKuen and Segal, who have become

Dr. Ruebens in romantic drag, everything you/ always wanted/

to know . . .

So what DOES It all mean? The answer is probably best put

In one of McKuen's own poems: "If you had listened hard

enough/ you might have heard/ what I meant to say: Nothing."

But whatever they meant to say, they say it over and over

and over again.

Maybe love means you never have to say.

THROCKMORTIMBR
I'LL HAVE TO
REMEMBER NOT \ «

TO ASK IMMANUEM «i .

TO READ TO ME
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Lecky labors under Senator

LECKY IN D. C. — John Lecky, a Mllllgan Junior, and Tennessee's

U. S. Senator William Brock will be traveling to East Tennessee,

Friday, November 19.

John Lecky, a Mllllgan Junior,

is presently working lor

Tennessee Senator William

Brock In Washington, D. C.

According to Dr. RoyLawson,

John Is Involved in "a program

of Mllllgan in which one student

each semester Is placed In

Senator Brock's office as an

employee. For this program,

Mllllgan pays John's tuition for

Mllllgan and for a Washington

college for the semester."

Dr. Lawson also noted that

"John Is granted credltforwork

at Mllllgan and credit for work

at the American University In

Washington." In a telephone

interview, John said, "I'm

studying endocrinology and the

national executive, a course on

the Presidency."

Psych club prepares experiments

MllllganCollege's Psychology

Club Is starting this year's

activities by preparing an

exhibit for Founders' Day.

The Psychology Club, spon-

sored by Dr. Lindeman, meets

the first and third Tuesday of

every month at 7:00 p.m. in

the Administration Building.

Club officers Include Tim Hess,

Future medical

students shape

Pre-Med Club

MUllgan's Pre-Med club has

thirty members this year, In-

cluding those who plan to be

medical doctors, dentists,

physical therapists, and nur-

ses.

Meetings are held every third

Thursday night In the Adminis-
tration building. A local doctor

will be attending each meeting

to present special lectures.

The newly elected officers

of the club are President: Steve

Barnea; Vice-President: Mark
Webb; and Secretary-Trea-

surer: Judene Howell,

The Pre-Med Club has se-

lected Miss Bonnie Crawford,

a senior, to be their Sweet-
heart candidate for 1971-72.

president; Jackie Ellis, secre-

tary-treasurer; and Dwlght

Elam, chairman of the project

and program committee.

The organization, which Is not

restricted to psychology majors,

provides an excellent oppor-

tunity for those Interested In

the field of psychology to do

extra work and experimentation.

The club also permits students

to meet people already working

In this area and to make friends

which might be helpful later In

graduate school.

Currently the activities of the

club are centered around their

preparations for Founders' Day.

The club is striving to be the

center of attraction during the

Founder's Day weekend with

conditioned monkeys, a gerbll

circus, three boa constrictors,

a dream deprivation experiment,

and showings of video taped

experiments.

Several people are actively

involved in the Founder's Day
activities. Margaret Roth and

Dixie Neth are doing research

work with monkeys, and Jackie

Ellis ^"preparing a gerbll

circus. A dream deprivation

experiment, conducted in the

hospitality house this year by

Bill Yates, will explore the

effects of dream deprivation on

neural functions and motor

ability.

In the future the club plans

to secure speakers for their

meetings to discuss modern

developments in psychology.

They also plan to obtain

psychology films to show the

entire student body in convoca-

tion.

President Johnson, Dean

Wetzel, and Dr. Lawson choose
one person each semester to

fill this post. The criteria for

selection Includes academic
achievement, outstanding char-

acter, an interest in civic life,

and a member ol the Junior or

senior classes. They are

currently considering students

for next semester.

John has worked on several

projects for Senator Brock, He

said, "I work in the legislative

branch of the senator's office,

especially In the environment

department. I answer letters,

attend hearings, and act as an

errand boy." Recently Johnwas

involved In bussing legislation.

John also schedules appear-

ances and meetings for Senator

Brock. When President Johnson

and Dr. Lawson attended the

American Council on Education,

they talked with the Tennessee
senators and congressmen about

some legislation on education.

Dr. Lawson added that "John

assisted us in making appoint-

ments with our congressmen."

John also meets with Jeanne
Dixon, the nationally-known

Music educators organize

fourth annual festival

Music Educators National

Conference (MENC) Is an

on-campus club for music
majors and minors and others

Interested In the advancement
of music education.

MENC Is an organization that

serves as leader and spokesmen
for music education In the United

States. It serves music
educators at all Institutional

levels, from pre-school through

college and university.

One way in which Mllllgan's

MENC chapter furthers music
education Is through its annual

Choral Festival. During this

two-day event in February, over
200 high school students come on
campus to learn more about

choral music.

Students spend all day Friday
and all day Saturday in extensive

practice sessions with a

Pinecrest Garage

Ajacent to Pinecrest Grill on Milligan Highway

FOR
* Mufflers

* Brakes
* Transmissions

* Carbureter

* Tune-Up are our speciality

A 10% Discount to any Milligan student or facutly

conductor who is considered

excellent in his field. At the

end of the two days, the students

give a concert, showing what
they have learned. H. Sherwyn
Bachman, Assistant Professor

of Music at Milligan, will

conduct this year's Choral Fes-
tlvaL

It Is hoped that the students

will learn as much about music
in these two days as they will

in several months In their own
school. This year will be the

fourth yearMENC has sponsored
the Choral Festival.

Other activities of MENC
Include the periodic cleaning
of the music practice house
and the hosting of receptions

for all music recitals.

Club officers are; Sheryl
Crlss, president; Doug Gross,
vice-president; Beth Roberts,
secretary-treasurer; and Clau-
dia Bartlett, historian.

prophetess, every Saturday.

Senator Brock's secretary, who

Is a close friend of Mrs. Dixon,

introduced them, and John

termed his meetings with

Jeanne as "fascinating, excit-

ing, and interesting."

John feels that the experience

in Washington has "broadened

my opinions of politicians. I'm

enthusiastic about politics, and

to me, the dirty politician is a

poor cliche."

When asked if he had exper-
ienced any problems with his

position, John said, "Not at

all, and I give all credit to

the Lord. When I first arrived,

I didn't know exactly what to

do. I <went to Reverend Mead
and he helped me with making
contacts and organizing plans."

Originally from Doylestown,

Ohio, John has been an active

student at Milligan. He was
president of the Young Repub-
licans Club, 3 member of

Chorale and Concert Choir, and

photographer for the STAM-
PEDE and the MILLAGENDA.

With plans to graduage in

December 1972, John Is major-

ing in biology and mlnoring in

chemistry.

His interests include biology,

botany, politics, coin col-

lecting, and photography.

About future ambitions, John

said, "I'll do anything the Lord

wants, there are no limits. I'll

gather information and select

what's best when the time

comes." In reply to a question

of whether he'll run for the

presidency in the future, John

answered, "As most politicians

would say, I refrain from ans-

wering that question at the

moment."

When asked for advice for his

successor, John made these

remarks. "The slow way of life

is opposed to my life here in

Washington. It's a demanding
life, so the nexi person should

try to prepare for this. Maybe
if he sat downtown In the rush

hour traffic of Johnson City he
would get an idea of the fast

pace. He should come with an
open mind, and he should cer-

tainly be a true follower of

Senator Brock."

John Is anxious to return to

Mllllgan In January, and be

expressed an Interest in the

new "spiritual awakening" on

campus. John will accompany

Senator Brock to this Tennessee

area on November 19.

it's the real

thing
>» lr'l"y Zff^^jr
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Buff women ground Eagles
MlUlgan women's volleyball

team defeated the Cincinnati

Bible Seminary Golden Eagles

In a match played last Monday
before a crowd at cheek
Gymnasium.
The Buffs needed only two

games to dispose of the Eagles

in the match. The MlUlgan first

unit of Chris Blrdwell, Susan

Powers, Lois Huffman, Chrts

Sankovlch, Mary Beery and

Susan Kennedy was very adept

at finding the open area for

serves and volleys. The Buff

women won the first game 15-

1.

MlUlgan made several chan-

ges In the second game but did

not suffer In performance. The
Buff women won the second game
by an Identical score thus elim-

inating the necessity of a third

game to determine the winner

of the match.

The Buffs match with Mars
HUl, scheduled for last Tuesday
was not held resulting In a

forfeit to MlUlgan.

Basketball

Schedule
November

19-20 Montevella Tip-off
Tourney A

25-27 Thanksgiving Tourney A
30 Clinch Valley a

December

2 Maryvllle H
4 Emory & Henry H
6 Tennessee Wesleyan A
7 Bryan A
9 Bryan H
18 Charleston Baptist A
20-21 Christmas Tourney A

January

8 Emory & Henry A
10 Lincoln Memorial A
13 King A
15 Tennessee Wesleyan H
18 Maryvllle A
24 Tusculum A
27 King H
29 Lincoln Memorial H
31 Carson-Newman H

February

5 Clinch Valley H
12 Trevecca H
14 Carson-Newman A
17 Tusculum H
23-26 VSAC Tournament H

at Nashville.Tenn.

A - Away
H - Home

Cross country team

ends tough season

DIG THAT BALL — Susan Powers helps the Milllgan women's
volleybaU team on to victory against the Cincinnati Bible Sem-
inary Golden Eagles.

by PbU

As their season draws to a

close, MUllgan's cross country

team is beginning to be haunted

by the image of Carson

Newman's host of fleet-footed

runners, and never so much as

Saturday, November 6, at the

Volunteer State Athletic Con-
ference meet.

Running hard but lacking in

depth at the finish, the Buffalo

harriers could manage only

second to Carson-Newman at

the Jefferson City meeting of

the VSAC as the latter won with

a low score of 19 to MlUlgan's

38.

"We've Improved but they've

improved even more," sighed

Coach Duard R. Walker after

the meet. "I was disappointed

and a little surprised they beat

us as much as they did. They're

a tough' bunch to beat."

It's easy to understand the

veteran mentor's frustration,

for who wants to lose? But the

fact Is, Carson-Newman, now

In It's third straight year as

champion of the VSAC In the

area of cross country, has

become a powerhouse that

MlUlgan should have no shame
in losing to. Depth speUs victory

in cross country, and right now
Carson-Newman has it.

Buffs anticipate winning season
Milllgan opens the 1971-72

basketbaU season next Friday
in a tournament at Moni*;veUa,

Alabama, with Columbus, Geor-
gia, Birmingham Southern, and

MonteveUa University.

Three starters are returning

from last year. Mark Berg, a

6*1" senior from Dalton, Ohio,

topped the Buffs in scoring with

884 points, setting a new single

season scoring record for Mil-
llgan. He will serve as co-
captaln this year.

The other co-captain Is 5
rll"

Junior Don Threlkeld of Darling-

ton, Indiana. He was thlni

leading scorer for the Buffs

last year and set a National

Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics record for assists in

a single season with 372 during

the 1970-71 campaign.

Scott McClarren, a 6*4" soph-
omore from Alliance, Ohio and

Dale Clayton, a 6' junior from
Mt. Dora, Florida, wiU be re-

turning at forward.

Those coming up from the

freshman squad include Bill

English, a 6'1" senior guard

from Lexington, Kentucky;

Chris Lacy, a 6'5" sophomore
from Lexington, Kentucky; Steve

Stelner, a 6'1" sophomore guard

from OrrvUle, Ohio; and Robbie

Gardner, a 6'3" forward from
Radford, Virginia.

Newcomers who wUl give the

Buffs added height and depth in-

clude Jay Elliott a 6*8"

freshman forward from EUz-
abethton, Tennessee; Dan Hard-
ing, a 6'S" freshman center

from Canton, Ohio, and Rick

Long, a 6' freshman guard from
Bloomfield, Indiana. Steve

Drushel, a 6' 8" sophomore
forward is a transfer from Ash-
land College and will become
eligible to play second sem-

ester.

Coach Worrell feels that this

year's squad wUl be a strong

unit. Because of some added

height and the graduation of

Milllgan career scoring leader

Charles "Toonle" Cash, Mil-

llgan wiU return to the basic

two-guard offense.

As a result of this, the Buffs

should have a better-balanced

Pinecrest Grill

Pizza Brcaltfosl Any order over
Sodas

Sundaes
Soil drinks
Milk shakes

Plate dinners S5 Delivered Free
Chefs salad

Call 928-9921

Short orders Hours

7AM-1IPM Mon-Sal

Owned & Operated by Milligan students

scoring attack and should be
more difficult to guard. The
defensive portion of the team
win be considerably stronger

with a greater emphasis on

defense and rebounding.

Because of these factors, Mil-
ligan wiU probably not score

as much as last year when it

averaged better than 100 points

per game. The Buffs face a

much stronger schedule this

year, and a better-balanced at-

tack is needed if MlUlgan Is to

be successful.

Blowers

The factor of depth Is best

speUed out In the VSAC meet.

Of the top six finishers, aU
except for speedy Mike

McMillan, were from Carson-

Newman. Mike finished a fine

year of running with a time of

27:43 on Carson-Newman's
rugged five-mile course.

Tommy Evans and Chip

Fowler were able to finish in

seventh and eighth places,

respectively, while Merrill

Sutherln and Rick Mclnturf

rounded out MlUlgan scoring

by taking the eleventh and tweUth

spots in that order. Le Moyne-
Owen College of Memphis com-
prised the third member of the

triangular meet, but their score

was nullified because they

lacked the five required

finishers.

Coach Walker looks to next

year and a solider, more
experienced team. "We were
easily able to defeat the weak

colleges on our schedule, but

against teams like Cumberland,
Kentucky, and Carson-Newman
we were weak. We didn't have

the depth. The first three

finishers were normally steady

runners but beyond thatwewere
really shaUow,"

This has by no means been

an easy year for the cross

country Buffs. In such meets as

the University of Tennessee
Invitational, they were up
against titanic giants like

Indian* University, East Tenn-
essee State University, Ala-

bama, Kentucky, and Cincinnati

whUe being harrassed In other

meets by smaUer, more
experienced teams like Cum-
berland and Brevard.

Fortunately, MlUlgan loses

only one man. Rick Mclnturf,

after graduation. With Rick wiU
go some of that depth which
always seem to elude Coach
Walker's group, but strong

foundations are being built for

future successful seasons.

MEM WHO EXPECT QUALITY

ATLOWCOST
Wear . .

.

GLEN-MORE
CLOTHES

Slits ft Sport Coifs

Flares ft Doable Kiits

Yw F.u Fuji*.

GLER-ME
Silts

SpLCMts
Paris

%*7.n to J74.95

$32.95 to P9.95

S*.9S to ua.95

OMN FtlDAY NITES

212 L M.i. it.
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Student voices developing

in American universities

PAP1ER-MACHE1NG — Actively engaged In their an for the grades class are (1. to r.)

Jettle Wymore. Dan Hasselbeck, Ernie Henzog, Diane Craln, Kathy Knupp and Becky Hays.

Madrigal tops art projects

Preparation for the Madrigal
dinners has begun In the an
classes, which are also Involved
In several other projects.

Working with the art depart-

ment are the music and drama
departments to coordinate the

dinners. Planning and decoration

of sets Ls being done in the art

classes, although some at the

work ls done outside of class.

People who are nor art students

are encouraged to participate.

The interior of the dining hall

is being designed as the Interior

of an English castle. Costumes

will be in Renaissance style,

designed from the lords and

ladles who celebrated the

Christmas season. "Our aim ls

to represent an English castle

as you might have found It In

16th century England," said

Mrs. Dorothy Wilson, the an
instructor.

Several of the an classes are

involved In other projects. In

one class, an for the grades,

the students are working with

papier-mache. The class will

also be doing masks, montages

and collages as pan of their

study.

The an classes are divided

into two areas: studio class-

rooms and the lecture-study

courses. The drawing classes

have done pencil, and pen and

Ink drawings of buildings on

campus. Several of these won

top prizes in the recent an
contest. An at Mllllgan is

offered as a minor, but credit

for courses may be cransfer-

rable In graduate study.

The purpose of this class ls

to acquaint students with

material and techniques for

child development of creativity.

In an history, students are

studying an in pre-historic to

Renaissance times. The Roman
and Christian eras will also be

studied.

Mrs. Wilson related that she

would like to see a place avail-

able for students to work on an
projects and be creative. A
faculty member would be

available for assistance if It

is needed. "It could be a place

where students could do their

own thing, and it would be good

for the morale of the school

since there wculd be less

boredom," commented Mrs.
Wilson.

Ann Arbor, Mich.-(LP.)-Cur-

renr effons to Include student

voices In the administration of

American universities are

leading to the development of

community -wide decision-

making structures, a Univer-

sity of Michigan researcher re-

ports.

David D. Dili gives an in-

depth look at newly-developed

governance systems at four un-

iversities—Florida A. and M.,

Minnesota, Columbia and New
Hampshire—in "Case Studies In

University Governance."

One of the surprising aspects

of the study. Dill writes, was

the frequency with which ad-

ministrators, students and

faculty members—radicals and

conservatives alike——posed a

parliamentary model of de-

cision-making as Ideal for the

campus.
"According to this model,"

Dill explains, "some represen-

tative, university-wide body

such as a university senate

would serve as the forum In

which would be debated the pro-

grams of the prime minister

—

one assumes this would be the

president, but the desire for

a man with a plan was some-
times so intense It seemed any-

one would do.

The author suggests that the

cantemporary American uni-

versity—like Its parent soci-

ety—ls confused as to what

goals should be. Many faculty

people, for example, argue

against the diluting of the

"professional" character of the

university hierarchy.

"Others hold that students
will lose Interest in university
administration when the current
wave of enthusiasm has passed.
This confusion necessarily
leads to an emphasis on po-
litical process.

President Malcolm Moos of

the University of Minnesota was
particularly concerned about the

polltlcallzadon of the university

senate and assembly. Dill dis-

covered. From President Moos'

point of view the creation of the

declslort-maklng process struc-

tures was a mixed blessing.

It bad also opened the university

Itself to Intervention from ex-

ternal society:

"We could turn this thing into

a militant coliseum," President

Moos said. "Faculty disgust

could increase and they might

just walk out. University pres-

idents today are walking a thin,

taut line, and the activities of

the Senate and Assembly might

just act as the megaphone to

broadcast the problems of the

University community to the

outside, and intensify the pro-

blems and pressures on the Un-
iversity."

Founder's daughter information

distributed to organizations
Procedures, guidelines, and

qualifications for the annual

Founder's Daughter were re-

cently distributed to all school

organizations.

Dr. Guy Oakes said that the

Founder's Daughter "acts as

Mllllgan students' official

hostess for the rest of the

year." This title "honors the

girl who has done the most

work for the school and the

student body, and it is not a

beauty pageant," according to

Tricia Barlow, student council

committee chairman.

Each club or organization

selects a candidate who meets

certain qualifications, and

submits the name to Charma
Dunlap. The deadline for entries

ls November 19, and the student

body votes by ballot lor

Founder's Daughter on Novem-
ber 24 in Sutton Dining Hall.

Friday night, November 26,

marks the coronation of the

Founder's Daughter at a dinner

in honor of Dr. Marcus Stewart.

After the coronation, the

Founder's Daughter, her attend-

ants, and Dr. Stewart will be

the guests of honor at a reception

in lower Seeger.

Qualifications of candidates

for Founder's Daughter are as

follows:

1. The candidate must be

classified as a senior.

2. This must be at least

her third semester at

Mllllgan.

3. She must have plans to

return to Milligan second

semester.

4. She must not be married
or plan to be married until

after her graduation.

5. She does not have to be

a member of the club she

represents.

6. The runner-up will take

the Founder's Daughter
position If the Founder's
Daughter is unable to assume
her duties.

NOW AT THE S.U.B.

Top Artist LP's

Super Stars in Stereo





Coronation to highlight evening's events
MHligan College's 1971-72

Founder's Daughter will be

announced tonight from a field

of thirteen women chosen by

the school's organizations.

Ann Baugh has been nominated

by the Clvinettes, and her home
is in Greenwood, Indiana. Ann's

major is English, and her minor
is elementary education. She

likes to sew, read, and travel,

and she enjoys playing the piano

and the organ, Ann hopes to

teach the fourth grade in Indiana,

and she plans to do graduate

work in speech and hearing

therapy at Indiana University.

Ann attends OakGroveChrfstian
Church,

Connie Britton, nominated by

the Pre-Law Club, comes from
Scotland, Indiana, and is

majoring lnhistory and minoring

In elementary education.Connle

has a special interest in cheer-

leading, writing poetry, and

working with children. When
asked of her future plans, Connie

said, "I plan to marry Mark
Berg In August and teach

elementary school in Ohio next

What's

inside...
History of names of buildings

page 3

Fire safety in Sutton page 4

Faculty Showcase tomorrow

page 7

fall." Connie also attends Oak
Grove Baptist Church.

Bonnie Crawford, selected by
the Pre-Med Club, is a native

of Conyers, Georgia. An English
major and a psychology minor,

Bonnie enjoys swimming, writ-
ing, and music. Bonnie's fururc-

plans Include attending graduate
school In English, and she hopes
to become a college professor.
Bonnie attends collegiatc

church.

The candidate for Circle K

is Deanna Daum, from River-

dale, Georgia, She Is majoring

in English and elementary

education, and Deanna says her

Interests are "Steve Baniett,

sewing, cooking, and playing the

piano," Deanna plans to teach

elementary school in Indiana

and to marry Steve in May.
She attends Pinecrest Christian

Church.

Pattl Derrickson, the candi-

date from the STAMPEDE,
comes from Greensburg, Penn-
sylvania. Her major is

psychology, her minor is

elementary education, and she

enjoys art, sewing, and music.

Parti's future plans are a

marriage In June and teaching

In a deprived area. Patti attends

Pinecrest Christian church,

Sharon Hoffman, selected by

Alpha Phi Omega, is a native

of Ayersvllle, Ohio, Sharon Is

a chemistry major and
mathematics minor, and she
enjoys astronomy and baking

bread. She has no definite plans
for the future, and Sharon
attends collegiate church,

(continued on Page 8, col 2)

ONE WILL BE CROWNED — Candidates for Founder's Daughter are (1. to r.) Susan Knox,
Sandy Schleld, Rita McDaniel. Connie Britton, Pattl Derrickson, Deanna Daum, A.ine Taylor,'
Bonnie Crawford, Kathy Muse, Sharon Hoffman, Debbie Meyer and Ann Baugh. Not pictured
is Lee Meader,
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Madrigals open season

Young, Walker resign
"The Board and Adminis-

tration acknowledge with

regret and appreciation the

decisions of Dean Walker and

Dean Young, yet we eagerly

anticipate their return as full-

time faculty members," said

Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson, Admin-
istrative Assistant to President

Johnson, as he announced

resignations of Mr, Duard
Walker and Mrs. Mary Young
as Dean of Men and Dean of

'

Women, respectively.

In her letter of resignation

Mrs, Young stated, "I have
appreciated the opportunity of

serving as Dean of Women and
have tried to do my. best in

this position, I am a better

person and a better servant

of the Lord for having this

experience. I would now like

the opportunity of counseling

and helping students without

the barrier of an administrative

position,"

Similarly, Mr, Walker felt

the need to better serve the

College through full-time

commitment to his major field

of physical education. Mr.
Walker, who serves as the

chairman of the physical

education faculty, also feels

that the planning for, and use

of, the new field house will

demand more of his time than

he could offer in his present

capacity.

Mrs, Young will return to a

full-time faculty position inthe

areas of ^Religion pnd Human-

ities. She is returning to her
major area of study. Christian

education, and will join the

Humanities staff. She taught

English for five years at

Milligan before assuming her

duties as Dean of Women in

1966.

Both Mr, Walker and Mrs,
Young will finish the school

year in their present capacities

to allow -Jie college adequate
time to fill their positions.

Presenting the pageantry of

Christmas in sixteenth century

England, the annual Madrigal
Dinners will be held on

December 1-7 with nearly 3000
guests expected at the dinners
this year.

The dining hall will be
designed as the interior of a
castle from the 16th century.
Costumes of the Chamber
Singers will be In the style
of the royalty of the Tudor
period. The dinner will consist
of yule dishes which were
traditional during the 16th
century.

Each evening of the per-
formance, the doors of Sutton

dining hall will open at 7:00.

At 7;30, Gary Stewart and

Warren Miller will sound the

first trumpet fanfare, and the

Chamber Singers, attired in

Medieval costumes, will enter

and be seated at the head table,

T bis year the Chamber
Singers, which are the focal

point of the dinners, include:

sopranos — Diana Homung,
Jackie Ellis, Claudia Bartlett,

Mrs, Rachel Bachman; altos -

Sharon Hoffman, Anne Taylor,

Dale Krantz; tenors — Jim
Byerly, Jim Sluyter, Mr.
Sherwyn Bachman; basses -*-

David Akers, Dan Homung,
Paul Bader, and Doug Gross.

|rhe second fanfare will

announce the wassail, a

BER SINGERS REHEARSE -- Preparing for the Mac
left) Mrs. Rachel Bachman, Dale Krantz, Mr. Sherwyr
Sharon Hoffman, Jim Sluyter, Paul Bad,er, Dan Homung,

1 Dinners are (clockwise

:hman, Jackie Ellis, Doug

;- Taylor, and Jim Byerly.

traditional Chrfstmasdrtnk.To

the sounds of "Here We Come
a Wassailing" the litter

bearers, Chuck Harperand Jim
Lee, will carry In the; wassail

bowl for a coast to the

Christmas season.

At the third fanfare Roy
Mason and Ricky Wright will

carry in the boar's head, a

symbol of the yule dinner.

Following this theguests will

be served the main course of

the Medieval court dinner which

will include roast prime sirloin

on Yorkshire pudding.

During the dinner.entertain-

ment will Include Ken Goughas
a strolling minstrel and several

instrumentalists performing
simultaneously throughout the

dining hall. Carol Gabehartwill

play the violin and Judy Taylor
and Lee Meador the flute.

The fourth fanfare will

announce the dessert of flaming

plum pudding. During des: ?rt

the Chamber Singers will sing

"We Wish you a Merry
Christmas,"

After the fifth fanfare the

Chamber Singers will present

a concert of Christmas music

from the time of King Henry

VUI. Included in the concert

will be Spanish, French,

German, and English carols.

Th-'. Madrigal dinners began

five years ago with a single

performance for 400 people.

This year the dinners will be

presented to over 400 guests

for seven consecutive nights.

In addition to their perfor-
mance at MHligan, the Chamber
Singers will be aired on WCYB
radio in Bristol. They will also
present the Madrigal Dinner at

the home of Mrs. B. D, Phil-
lips in Butler/ Pennsylvania,
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Students begin tutoring program

HOMFWORK HELPS — Susan FUiot, one ol the Milllgan students

working with children in the Rich Acres area, helps a girl with

her schoolwork.

Ov.-r thirty MUligan College

;
.. ins 3*v actively involved

ill r'..<";iin^ underprivileged

children in the Rich Acres

area of Johnson c it\.

rcrj Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday from 6:15 to

': 10 p.m, approslniatelynventy

children from ages :t to 15

bring their hooks and homework
to die Salvation Army building

where MUligan students help

them with reading, math, or

whatever homework they might

have.

Although [he < hrlscian Ser-

vice ( luh initiated plans for

Speech area varies activities

The Area oi Speech and

Theatre, under the direction

of Dr, William Moorhouse,
offers one of the newest majors
and sponsors many activities

for MUligan students.

Students have been aole to

minor In speech for several

years, but for the past four

years, MUligan students have

been able to pursue either a

major or minor in speech and

theatre.

The Area of Speech and

Theatre has a special program
with the Department of Speech

and Theatre at East Tennessee
State University. Students

majoring or mlnoring in speech

and theatre at MlUlgan can

supplement their course offer-

ings at State. Several speech

majors are currently pursuing

this dual arrangement.

The Area of Speech and

Theatre is responsible for many
activities on campus. This year
the department sponsored the

MERCHANT OF VENICE, with

Mrs. Marguerite Parrls direct-

ing and Mr. Leslie French from

Fngland In the lead.

In October, speech and theatre

sponsored the London Theatre

Tour, which will become a

yearly offering. Last Monday,

a Speech Recital was presented

to the College with Denny

Denniston, Dennis Thomas, and

Carrie Enkema taking first,

second, and third places,

respectlvely.Convocation Tues-

day, entitled "The Slice of the

Best", will be composed of the

best entries in the competition.

In addition to these events,

speech majors have entered

Forensic Tournaments at sev-

eral colleges and universities

in the South, winning two firsts

and three second places In last

year's tournaments.

For next semester, several

productions are being planned,

including AMERICAN DAME,
and a traveling troupe assembled

to take "religious drama" Into i

surrounding area churches and

communities.

According to Dr. Morrison,

"In an age when teaching Jobs

are becoming more difficult to

find, students would do well to

consider a major or minor In

speech and theatre, because this

field Is still wide open for

teachers. In addition, there is

a great shortage of speech

therapists, audiologists, and

related fields. Further, the field

of communication is one of the

fastest growing In the country.

It Includes radio-television

positions, personnel directors,

public relations people, etc."

JB^^yurnan
*$$> ^jewelers

I 2 I Fountain Square

Johnson City, Tennessee

Telephone: 926-0061

^JpPJl^l Diamond

^ \\\%J^ Barrings

[\ \^|y^ Pendant
\ \ O^ Dinner Ring

Engagement

J^\ Mounted Or You Select Your

SPrSl Setting

!« w 1X1
,

Watches-Brand Names

Stone Rings—ladies & Gents

Hundreds of Items

The Right Gift Gift for the Right

Person

service inthlsare3, anyonewno
is interested in helping is

encouraged to participate.

Resides the tutoring, the

girls In Mrs. Borers' health

Class have a sewing class on

Monday, Wednesday ant) Thurs-
day evenings. On Wednesdays
and Thursdays, an art class is

also offered. At various times
piano lessons are also being

given.

Every other Friday night,

some type of recreation or
party is planned for the

teenagers. Plans are being

considered for a karate class

in which the teen-age boys
may participate.

With permission from the

parents, students take the

children to church with them
on Sunday monrings. Some
children have also stayed In

the dorms on Saturday nights

and were taken home after

church and Sunday dinner.

Since no club is solely

responsible for this project,

expenses are entirely taken

care of by donations Irom clubs

and individuals.

The goals of this project,

as explained by Steve Harnett,

Administration gives approval;

Sutton lobby to be remodeled
The administration has ap-

proved recommendations from
a committee of interested

women for the renovation of

Sutton Hall's lobby.

Improvements will include

a new coat of paint for the

walls and cleaning the curtains.

The seat cushions of the lounges

and chairs have already been

re-covered.

The lobby of Sutton Hall which

leads to the dining room is

often the first impression

guests have of Milligancollege.

Visitors at the Madrigal

Dinners and Sunday dinner, and

prospective students and their

parents pass through Sutton

lobby during their visit to

MUligan College. However, the

lobby has not been redecorated

since Sutton Hall was erected

in 1956.

The residents of Sutton Hail

are very enthusiastic about the

idea of remodeling. As one of

the dorm councilors said, "It

is a wonderful idea. You kept

slipping out of the chairs. It

looks so dilapidated."

Another student commented,
"The waUs and curtains give

me the creeps. Even washing
them would be a great improve-
ment." Still another student

reported having seen real live

flowers growing in theplanters

of artificial flowers in the dust
that has accumulated during the

last decade.

member of the Rich Acres
committee, are to show the

children and adults of Rich

Acres a better way of life,

to work and play with diem
to help them learn for them-
selves, and to lead them to

a better relationship with

Christ.

Drama troupe

for touring

organized
With the help of Dr.

Moorhouse and the speech

department, Dennis Wyatt is

organizing a company that will

perform moralistic plays In

various churches this spring.

The company wlU consist of

ten to fifteen members and

five directors. They wiU be

performing during the months

of March and April. Most of

the plays are allegories of

the crucifixion emphasizing the

humanity of Jesus Christ.

Some of the plays to be
presented include; WILL THE
REAL JESUS CHRIST PLEASE
STAND UP7.TERRIBLE MEEK,
FORGIVE US OUR CHICKEN
COOPS, and CONSTRUCTION.
The company wUl be interested

in conducting entire services

in churches. They wUl provide
dramatic readings and solos,

as well as the one act plays.

Dennis Wyatt feels there ia

a great need to utilize talents

that are too often ignored, and
the church has a definite lack

of drama. The need for serving

Christ through contemporary
and worthwhile messages lias

prompted the forming of the

company.

If any students know of

churches which might be

interested In having the group

perform, please contact Dennis

Wyatt or Dr. Moorhouse as

soon asposslble. If the company
proves to be effective it may
continue as an annual interest

group.

Milligan Students

Do your Christmas shopping

at the
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Names reveal heritage
by Shannon Compton

Most people at Mililgan know

the names of the buildings on

campus, but few people know

how these buildings received

.these names.
Hopwood Christian Church,

formerly named Buffalo Creek

Christian Church, was built in

1867. The building, originally

a log church, was covered with

stone In the 1930's. Buffalo

Creek christian Church was
renamed in honor of Mr.
Josephus Hopwood, the founder

of Mililgan College.

Cheek Cymnaslum, built in

1918, while President Henry

J. Derthick was in office, was

named for Mr. J, O. Cheek, a

Nashville businessman. Mr.
Cheek donated the money to

build the gymnasium after

selling theMaxwellHouscHotel
and the rights to Maxwell
House coffee.

In 1867, the first building of

Mllilgan College was located

where the Administration

Building now stands. A fire

destroyed the structure in 1916,

and the present Administration

Building was constructed In

1917.

Construction on Hardin Hall,

originally a women's dormi-
tory, began in 1913. The
dormitory was named for

George Hardin, a Johnson City

resident who for many years

gave donations to the college.

Mr. Hardin's daughter, Mary
Hardin McCown, is now a

member of the Board of

Trustees,

. -Pardee . Hail, a men's -

dormitory built in 1921 during

President Derthick's adminis-

tration, was financed by Mr.
and Mrs. Pardee, a couple

interested in Mllilgan. For
years, Hardin Hall, the

gymnasium, Pardee Hall, and

the Administration Building

were the only structures on the

Mllilgan campus.

Mrs. Nancy Sutton donated

money to build Sutton Hall, a

women's dormitory. In 1956.

The construction of Webb Hall,

a men's dormitory, was also

financed by Mrs. Sutton and

named in honor of her husband,

Mr. Webb Sutton. The couple

attended Mllilgan and now
reside In Radford, Virginia.

Hart Hall, a women's

dormitory, erected In 1965,

was named for Mr. and Mrs.

John Hart, friends of the college

who graduated from Mllilgan

in 1923. Formerly from

western Tennessee, the couple

now live In Locust Dale,

Virginia.

The P. H. Welshlmer
Memorial Library, constructed

in 1959 by Mr. B. D. Phillips,

was named for a great Christian

Church minister. Dr. Oakes
noted that "Mr, Welshimer's
church In Canton, Ohio, once
had the largest* Sunday school

attendance for any church in

the United States." Seventeen
years ago Mr. Welshimer's
daughter, Mrs. Mary Phillips,

served as Dean of Women for

Mililgan College,

Mr. B. D. Phillips and Mr.
Ira Seeger financed the

construction of Seeger Chapel.
The chapel was named for Mr.
Seeger, a board member from
West Lebanon, Indiana, The
windows were designed by a

firm in Fort Worth, Texas,
and Dr. Oakes said that "the
windows are original paintings

that could be copyrighted." The
chimes, costing $25,000, were

donated by some business

friends of Mr. Phillips.

The future field house is

being financed by Mrs. B. D.
Phillips. Her late husband, a

generous contributor to the

college, held a strong interest

in the Christian Church and

Mililgan for many years. The
field house will be named in

honor of Mr. Steve Lacy,

present Chairman of the Board

of Mllilgan. Mr. Lacy, a

graduate of Mllilgan College,

was also Mllligan's football

coach at one time.

SHAHLA KAHDHODALAN — Shahla, a native Persian, relates

some of her ocperiences while In the United States.

Shalah discusses Milligan, U.S., Persia

Shahla Kahdhodalan, a chem-
istry major from Persia,

discussed her feelings on
several topics In a recent

girl-talk session.

It's either the SUB or .

Audience,McQueen takeoff
by Dennis Wyatt

MAN FOR ALL SEASONS -

Here was a great movie, shown

to an inconsiderate audience.

The author of the play and

writer of the screenplay,

Robert Bolt, did a beautiful

Job In filming this drama of

morality and compromise. The
reviewer would review the rest

of the movie, but unfortunately

he couldn't see the credits.

LE MANS - Steve McQueen
drives off in a super-car in

the greatest racing movie

probably ever to be made. The

female populous may not

appreciate the realistic wrecks,

superior driving, or anything,

but any Indy fan will be

tittilated beyond the five-

dollar-infleld-excltement of a

real race.

HUMANITIES CLASS Milligan

presently sends every Freshman
and Sophomore through the

obstacle-trial-by-fire course of

Humanities. The big double

grade worth six hours can be

a definite setback for skipping

class and/or going to the SUB
and/or leaving for home early.

The basic outline of the class

appears to be having guest

lecturers from the far reaches

of Carter County.

Freshmen have it better than

Sophomores, due to the greatly

enlarged version of the five

hundred word theme: the

Research Paper.Stoptrembllng,

there s a rumor that one might

be able to contract for his

own grade. This means that

If one reads 5 Monarch Notes

Instead of 4, he gets a better

double F.

Perhaps the biggest advantage

of going to class with your

date or without, is the progress

one makes toward his B. S.'

degree. Of course, a B. A.
degree is offered and a B. O.

degree for physical education,

a B. J. for business, and S.

B. for choir, a B. C. for Bible,

and white most students seem
to qualify for the B. S. the

administration goes for the B.

D. degree.

The stars of this outstanding

(outstanding in the rain)

production Include: Dr. Radical

Weed, Mrs. Five Hundred

Words, and Mr. Mililgan (this

includes any guest lecturer).

The correlation between

learning and grades m the

Humanities Dept. has been

researched and found to be not

significant. According to sta-

tistical rules, one should accept

the Null hypothesis. Thus,

acceptance of this proves that

the Humanities program is null

and void. Perhaps a 6 hour

course for four semesters in

Logic would be nice for the

author as well as fed up

Humanities students.

by Paula

Coming from Tehran, the

capital city, which Shahla

describes as noisy, she finds

Mllilgan to be quiet, peace-

ful, and good ior studying. She

comments that it is not the

place for an active social life,

however, and that there aren't

too many handsome men.
Shahla came to Mllilgan

second semester last year. She

has a cousin at East Tennessee
State University, but dldn'twant

to go there because there are

too many people.

Vacation time can present

problems for some foreign

students, but Shahla hasn't had

many problems. She spent the

summer of 1970 In San
Francisco and in spite of a

snow in the middle of the

summer she liked California.

Last summer, she went home
to visit and plans to go again

this summer.
One Christmas before coming

to MUligan, Shahla traveled to

Washington, D. C. This

Christmas, she plans to go to

New Jersey.

After visiting England _for a

month before coming to

America, Shahla decided the

English people were hard to

Bullock

understand, not only In speaking

but in personality. She really

likes Americans and thelr

friendliness.

She likes east Tennessee, but

the weather has her baffled.

She described it as "not
coordinated". Last winter was
a shock because It was much
colder here than in Persia,

although they do have snow.
She said the cold almost made
her cry. It was so Intense,

Shahla is a sports enthusiast

but hasn't been able to partici-

pate In sports here yet. In

high school, she was very active

in sports and became a good
ping-pong player. If time and
studies permit, she hopes to

be on the women's volleyball

team next year.
Shahla's family all live In

Persia. She has two brothers,

one in the army and one In

junior high school. Her younger
brother Is very smart and was
doing senior level math
problems when he was still in

elementary school. Her father

is a doctor and her mother is

a former nurse. They may one
day immigrate to the United

States, but there are no definite

plans now.

SUCKAROO
STEAK RANCH

Holiday Shopping Center — Across From K Mart

North Johnson City

For Carry-Outs Call 928-7401

First
Peoples Bank

JOHNSON CITY • JONCSBORO

THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK WE

OFFER TO STUDENTS.

1. Free chackiig

2. First order ptrsoaolized checks

Pinecrest Garage
A acent to Pinecrest Grill on Milligan H ghway

FOR
* Mufflers

* Brakes
* Transm issions

* Carbure ler

* Tune-Up are our specia ity

A 10% Discount to any Milligan student or facv tly
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Issues

Sutton fire hazard
Congratulations are in order for the women

students who have gained the college adminis-

tration's approval to revamp the Sutton Hall lobby.

However, one item, which Is unattractive because

U is extremely dangerous, remains—the chains

on the doors.

Unfortunately, the chained exits of Sutton Hall

seem to go unnoticed, yet they are serious threats

to the lives of the 107 women who live behind

the doors.

Let us all pretend for a horrible moment

that there was a fire In Sutton. She rushes out

of her room because she smells smoke—there

is no alarm system. A woman down the hall

Is frantically searching for a fire extinguisher

—

there are none. She turns away and runs down the

back stairs, up to the door to the annex— It is

locked. The fire is In the front and one hundred

women are herding down the back stairs to run

out the back door— it Is chained.

Ghastly as this scene may be, it is possible.

Few exits, no alarm, and no extinguishers make
Sutton Hall a potential death trap.

To be sure, Student Council did make complaints

about this problem last year. The college

authorities reaction was to give a student a key

to the back door. This action was Inadequate.

Several precious minutes could bewasted search-

ing for the person with the key and transporting

the key to the door.

One might reply that the chained exits all

have keys which are in the possession of the

house mother. Once again, valuable time might

be lost in unlocking the chains, not to mention

the possibility of the house mother not being

able to reach the door.

Immediate correction of these hazards is imper-

ative. To wait is to gamble with many lives.

Women who live In Sutton can demand their dorm
councilors take action. Other students should

contact Dr. E. Leroy Lawson, Dr. C. Robert

Wetzel, and Dr. Jess Johnson and express their

concern for the neglect of safety in Sutton.

Action must be immediate—before it is too late.

Tutoring commended
In the past several months, much talk has

been flowing around campus about a "spiritual

revival". As the semester begins to grind to

a close, It would be beneficial to re-examine

the movement.
Often In such times of renewed religious

ferver, people tend to become self-centered

in their religious concern. Many individuals

become content to revel In the extent of their

emotional elation.

Fortunately, one of the resulting programs

of Milllgan's revival is based on the unselfish

desire to help lmpoverslhed children In the local

community.
The STAMPEDE believes that such a program

is one of the best expressions of Christian

love for your fellow man. Also, we encourage

more students to become involved with the Rich

Acres project. Surely, this activity is one of

the better "fruits of the Spirit" on campus.

NO EXIT — In case of emergency, this door,

as well as others, are useless as exits without

the necessary key.

-'Straight from the shoulder'

Canine president interviewed
by Mac Buckley

First of all,, I should explain

why my column did not appear

in the last Issue.

You see, word came down
to mc that because of the Board

meetings, I had to be respectful,

so I complied the only way I

knew how to.

Now, for all of you who were
at the Chapel Cinema to see

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS,
match the names In the column
below with the one's above.

A. Sir Thomas More
B. Richard Rich

C. Duke of Norfolk

D. Cardinal Wolsey

E. William Roper
F. Thomas Cromwell
G. King Henry VIII

—Nobody
Dr. C, Robert Wetzel

Rich Roames
Dr. Ira Read
Mark W. Lee—Dr. E. Leroy Lawson—Dr. Jess Johnson

Unfortunately, amid all the

reports of Milllgan's club's

activities, one very active group

on campus was ignored.

Hoping to rectify this unjust

oversight, I set out with my
pad of paper, pencil, and tape

recorder to interview Barney,

president of Milllgan's Canine

Club.

Mac; What are the goals of

the Canine Club?

Barney: As you know, we are

members of the Canine Clubs
International, which is dedicated

to the betterment of dogs every-
where. Basically, we strive to

be of service to our local

community—that is our goal.

M. Fine, and what is your
purpose?

B. Uh, well, our purpose is

really to fulfull our goals.

M. Well then, what are your

activities?

B. Of course, the first thing

we did was elect officers:

president, vice-president, sec-

retary, treasurer, chaplain,

sargeant-at-paws, parliamen-

tarian, chairman of the steering

committee and, since we had
one member left over, we made
him historian.

Next meeting we collected

dues and formed a committee
to look Into how we could con-

structively use our money. Also

we elected a Founders Daughter
candidate.

At our last meeting, we pur-
chased a plaque to list the

club's officers. Later we dis-

cussed the plight of starving

dogs in India.

As far as our future plans

go, we hope to make a field

trip to New York to visit the

ASPCA building. Also, next

month the officers and sponsor

will attend the national

convention in Tampa.
1 guess that's about it.

M. By the way, what about

your service . . . ?

B. Our what?

M, Oh, uh , . . never mind ...
thank you, good-bye.

Women's
Ideas in

rul
::::::

-i \
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by Sharon Chernick

'The purpose of a college is

to prepare a person for his

future vocation and to make
him aware of the life beyond

a controlled environment in

which he will have to live once

he graduates.

College students, almost

without exception, are brought

up in an environment in which

parents or some authority figure

set up guidelines for conduct.

The guidelines may be rigid or

flexible depending on the attitude

of the authority, so that by the

time a student is in college,

he is generally aware of the

norms of society and how far

he may deviate from them.

To further specify — a girl,

once she is college age (1, e.

in college) is adult enough to

know the difference between

right and wrong and does not

need to be closely supervised,

if at all.

.-. ::: :::. :"
?. '

MlUlgan College takes the

position of an over-protective

mother toward the girls in

several areas of its standards

of conduct. The rules are not

so rigid that they restrict

freedom, but they are to a

certain extent out of date and

need to be revised.

The following quotes are

taken In context from "Cues
For Coeds", the women's rule

book,

Ceneral Standards

", . , . It should not be

necessary to spell out these

standards to college students.

The College believes its

students will behave as

responsible Christians and will

exercise the necessary self-

discipline to fulfill their

potential as students on the

College campus ..."
The College Impliclty trusts

the women's Judgment except

in these areas:

Jesus goes comt

..

Today, one need not look very

far to find around him evidence

of the Jesus Movement or

Spiritual Revolution as it is

sometimes called.

Magazines such as TIME and

LIFE, as well as network

television, have reported

extensively in the past several

months that a growing number
of young people are becoming

Christians. Jesus rallies,

Jesus-rock concerts, and Jesus

Houses seem to be Increasingly

popular. More and more people

are willing to speak freely about

Jesus and are anxious to spread

the "Good News".

There seem to be few who
do not find some aspects of

the Movement, such as

enthusiasm and genuine com-
mitment somewhat enviable.

THE

STAMPEDE

Form rial BOAJU>
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SPOUTS EDITOR;
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Lutj Crouch

However, one growing develop-

ment, within the Movement or

running parallel to It, Is looked

upon by some with question.

Some one has discovered that

there is money to be made
from the new position of

popularity which Jesus now

occupies.

One central example of

commercialism resulting from

(and probably adding to) the

popularity of Jesus is Rice

and Weber's JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR. The album costs

about $10, Tickets to an original

cast concert sell for up to

$9 per person. Seats for *he

Broadway version go for about

$60 a pair from scalpers. With

$1.2 million In advance sales,

the production is expected to

gross $20 million in the first

year. (TIME, Oct. 25)

A recent issue of ROLLING
STONE, the rock music
magazine, contains the follow-

ing advertisement. "The orig-

inal and only true JESUS
WATCH ... Be with Jesus
every minute of the day...Wear
the watch on your hand of the

Man who stilled the water ... In

5 colors and revolving heart. ..

The most perfect gift for almost
any loved one and church
group . . . Order the race of

your choice , . . only $19.95."

Jesus Bikini

Also available are stickers,

buttons, posters and T-shirts
which display many of the
common slogans of the

Movement. "One Way",
"Praise the Lord*',' 'Turn' On
To Jesus'", "Smile. God Loves
You", and others. Greeting
cards are now available which
inform the receiver that "I
love you, but . . , God loves
you more," Or, "I was talking

about you today ... to God."
There are even reports of a

Jesus' Christ Bikini,

According, to a recent LIFE
magazine article, one organ*-
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L Curfew; "All students are

Beted to return to the

liltory by the propercloslng

I. if a student is unavoidably

yed, she should telephone

| housemother, not another

Isnt, as soon as possible,

|>ugh reporting by telephone

if not necessarily excuse

I. . .
"

|(ie curfew is 11:00 p.m. on

< nights and 12;00 p.m. on

lay and Saturday nights. Two
fillets arise from this, in the

I: case, many girls feel the

Is are too early. According

lin informal survey, many
I en had later curfews at

lie. Why does the College

line the right to establish

parly curfew?

k the College would extend

Icurfew perhaps an hour In

I above cases, conflict that'

By women experience coming

< from late movies or other

irtions would be avoided.

I the second instance, women

lerc/a/

m, THE WAY BIBLICAL
iARCH CENTER, has

iced a 36-hour tape

Tied lesson series called

rer for Abundant Living",

course, which costs $45

according to TIME), Is

aranteed to answer 95% of

questions about the Bible

about everything else."

Overall Significance

rock and popular music

| in the cinema there seems

ie a tendency to follow the

, of JESUS CHRIST SUPER-
R. Several songs have

;ntly appeared which deal

religion. George Harrison

S MY SWEET LORD, Judy

.ins sings AMAZING GRACE,
James Taylor asks WON'T
J LOOK DOWN UPON ME
US? FUm director Franco

'Irelli is reported to be

king on a film called THE
ASSENATION OF CHRIST.

•Tie overall significance of

commerlcalism in these

other instances is

ratable. Perhaps It was
Irely an inevitable develop-

ing At any rate, very few

|>rts have been made to

l.elch its growth. Perhaps the

Jvement is dependent upon It.

(ne suggest that It is one of

I Movement's flaws. Others

B It as Insignificant.

I I would indeed be a

(Icult task to separate the

cere efforts from the

llncere. Some individuals are
t arly taking advantage of the

nation for the sake of profit,

lers are undoubtedly trying

give an honest expression

Bthelr Christian experience.

I some cases the profits

••port some of the more
i.anized segments of the

Bvement. To be sure, the

Ell significance of the "Jesus
Itducts" lies In the manner
Iwhlcb Individuals ultimately

late tpthem.

who are late are assumed to be

behaving Immorally. The Col-

lege policy is to call the

woman's parents or guardian

if she is more than an hour

late. If the College trusts its

women as it has implied, why

should they do thls7

2. Room inspection: "The
College reserves the right to

Inspect dormitory rooms at any

time."

This Is an Invasion of the

women's privacy.

"
. . . No pets are permitted

in the rooms ..."

How much noise can a guppy

make?

3. Conduct: "... Women
students may not visit men's

residences unless they are

living with their parents or

guardians. Even under these

circumstances, permission

must be granted by the Dean
of Women ..."

If a responsible woman
wanted to visit her minister

who lived alone, then she must
ask permission? Must an

engaged girl ask permission

to see her fiance?

4. Dress code: "... No
blue jeans are to be worn in

the following places; classes,

convocation, public meetings in

the chapel, faculty office build-

ing, administrative offices, the

bookstore, and the library . .."

This can be Interpreted to

mean that a girl can't wear
blue jeans but she can wear
green jeans, white jeans, or

any other color. Has a visitor

never had his eyes defiled by

seeing a woman in blue Jeans?

Or does the College simply

want to present a good

impression to the visitor?

". . . for the first offense

a girl will be restricted to

wearing dresses until 5:00 p.m.

in the designated areas for a

two-week period ..."

Who is going to walk with

the woman to make sure that

she does this? If this Is the

rule, then someone should be

willing to take the responsibility.

Milligan College is not a

"pseudo-mama", andwlll never
be, by any stretch of the

imagination. That it is an

institution, and musthaverules,

is recognized by the students,

but the women's rules must be

brought up to suit present

standards of living used by the

majority of college women.

Veterans of Viet war

ream
by Rick Mitz

I tend to forget.

As I sit through classes in sociology, as I

talk humanism in my student-oriented world,

as I ponder What I Want To Be When I Grow
Up after college, as I write for this college

newspaper, I tend to forget that not everybody
between the ages of 18 and 25 goes to college.

Some young people aren't In academla because
they've chosen other alternatives. Or because
other alternatives have chosen them.

MILWAUKEE, WISC. — Atop a factory laden

city, atop a high hill, atop a huge new building,

lie hundreds of prostrate young bodies. There is

no noise on the top floor except the sound of an

old movie on the community TV, the sound of

slowly turning wheels, the sound of an occasional

doctor's diagnosis. There Is no laughter. Very

little talking. It's not a scene out of Marcus

Welby. It's the real thing.

Down the hall In a starched white room lies

a young Harvard graduate who will never see,

speak, hear, taste, or move again. Vegetable.

He just lies In bed and thinks. He can do nothing

else. Nearby, a kid in a bed chats with a guest.

His mother? His head is propped on three pillows

and he talks animatedly. A nurse wheels a sleeping

patient to a therapy room. He can't move anything

below his neck.

They're aLl young. They're all our age. And

they're all quadrapleglcs. Paralyzed from their

neck down, they walk with their talk, they run

with their ears, they move with their eyes.

From the neck down It's just the neck down.

Their legs are shrunken, their hands Just slightly

quiver. They may never move again.

They did It for their country.

They had not chosen to go to college. Now
they have few choices left.

I visited the Milwaukee VA hospital recently.

I wandered up and down hallways of the spinal

injury ward and asked the Vietnam veterans

there what was Important to them. They often

talked like elderly men in rest homes— reminis-

cing about their war years or months. Because

they have little else to do. Except wait till they

get better. If . . .

DREAM DEFERRED
by Langston Hughes

What happens to a dream deferred?

Does it dry up

like a raisin In the sun?

Or fester like a sore —
And then run?

Does it stLik like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over —
like a syrupy sweet?

Maybe It just sags
like a heavy load.

Or does it explode?

"What's Important to me?" said a 26-year-old

veteran who'd been In this hospital for a year

and a half. "The war is important to me. I

totally agree with It. If 1 could get out of this
1 chair, I'd go back tomorrow and take care of

them. I'm waiting for the day I can start fighting

again. America's given me everything I've got."

A long-haired 22-year-old sat up in bed. A
sign that read "Love" hung over his head. "I'm
not mad or bitter at anybody, I'm Just disabled.

It just happened. My country said go in there

and so I did. I was brought up to believe not to

kill, but sometimes you have to kill to bring

right. I'm happy . . . I'm happy to be back here.

Yeah . . . When I came back, my buddy took

me out — and he didn't care if [ was disabled

or not."

They talk about student protests. Surprisingly,

as pro-war as they are, they feel that students

should protest the war If they're against It.

"They're protesting to get out of the war," one

said. "That's what we're fighting for. It's a free

country."

"Nobody likes to get killed," another said.

"But burning flags is hypocritical. If I saw anyone

burning a flag, I would have to shoot him. A

lot of men died for that flag. If you can't believe

in your country, you don't belong. Get out."

"What's Important to me now is that I'd like

to go back to school," said a dark-haired, good-

looking young veteran hunched over in a wheel

chair. "I want to work with people, to become
a psychologist. I want to be able to cope. 1

want to get back Into society."

"The war? I never believed in killing people.

I had to kill people to survive. I think about

it a lot. How would it feel to you?" And then

he began to cry.

They all want to "get back into society." But
until then, they live in a strange society which
Is a curious combination of day-to-day rehabili-

tation activities, the disabled people who surround
them, their memories, and their hopes for the

future.

But what they don't know might hurt them.

"Many of them don't know how serious they are

injured," a doctor at the hospital said. "Many
will be here for years. They have many
conventional dreams — maybe go to school, get

a job, get married, have children. They don't,

know, however," he said sighing, "that they

most likely won't be able to fulfill their dream.
We don't tell them. It would be too shattering."

We talk about the war too. As students, with

Newsweek and newsreel knowledge, we often

talk about it as if we know all about it. But these

non-students, residing with a life-long lease on

the top floor of a Milwaukee VA hospital, do
know all about the war. They are the war.

It could've been me. 1 tend to forget.

THROCKMORT
HAVE YOU
IMMANUEL
LEARNED TO /COME HERE
READ YET? A MINUTE,

THROCK

IMER
' THIS IS A BOOK. I'M
READING IT IT WAS
WRIT TEW BY
IMMAWUEL KANT HE
WAS A PHILOSOPHER"

YA' KNOW, I

DON'T THINK
TRUST THE
WRITINGS OF A
MAN THAT
COULDN'T EVEN
READ (
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Pep Band backs Buffs

Milligan College's pep band

is practicing again this year

to play at home basketball

games.

The pep band, which made
Us first public appearance In

the November 18 Convocation,

Is directed by Brant Neal. The

members of the band are

students Interested In playing

musical Instruments and In

supporting the basketball team.

The bandplays several styles

of music including marches,

sentimental favorites, "pop"
songs, and folk songs. The

purpose of the band Is

to entertain nnd to enliven

school spirit. The group hopes

to play at all home games this

year and also some away
games.

The pep band is open to

all interested students, and

students are encouraged to Join.

Rehearsals are held every
Sunday night from 8:30 to

10:00 p.m. In Lower Seeger.

All band instruments can be
used, but middle brass and
woodwinds are especially

needed.

Secretaries plan committees,

organize student activities
The Secretaries of Academic, They have discussed faculty

Religious and Social Affairs are evaluations and the Humanities

responsible for planning acti-

vities and dealing with problems
in their area.

Susie Lee, Secrerary of

Academic Affairs, has appointed
a committee consisting of Patty

Derrlckson, Doug Deller, Dennis
Thompson and Prise ilia Wllklns.

program and other areas in view

of making proposals to improve

academics. They plan to submit

proposals to the faculty

academic committee.

The Secretary of Religious

Affairs, Dennis Thomas, has a

committee consisting of Sue

Ragsdale, Sharon Hoffman, John

Shemwell and Don Edmonds.

They have scheduled a concert

by the Imperials for January

14. They are also planning the

Spring Christian Emphasis
Week near the end of February.

The speaker will be Tim Coop,

a minister from California.

The Secretary of Social

Affairs, Denny Dennlston, has

planned a series of Flash Gordon

movies to be shown sometime

before Christmas in the

basement of die Student Union

Building at 10:00 In the evening.

A Christmas party Is also being

planned. Students will go

caroling to the old peoples*

homes, children's homes and

faculty members' homes.

READYI — Polishing up their cheers are (1. to r.) Connie Brltton, Nan Rowland, Brenda
Trultt, Joni Harker and Debbie Block. Not pictured Is Cathy Merrltt.

Cheerleaders boost Buffaloes
MlUlgan cheerleaders for the

1971-72 term, Connie Britton,

Debbie Block, Joni Harker,

Cathy Merritt, Nan Rowland,

and Brenda Trultt do much
more than Just cheer and

solicit school spirit at home
games.

Each week the squad
practices four days for an

hour each day. They make their

own signs, posters, and banners

for use on the campus and at

games. This year the cheer-

leaders are selling Christmas
decorations and booster rib-

bons at home games so that

they may be able to travel

to away games and cheer for

the Buffs.

With their sponsor, Mrs.
Bowers, the cheerleaders are

helping In a sewing class In

The NOW Look
St. Tropez

Tops

•

Body Suits

snap crotch -

•

Jean

Wear

•

Lace

Blouses

Retail Values to $19.00

Our Price

10.00 to 14.00
Return to Softness!

Bo a romantic rn our TOO per cent

nylon stretch law blouwi. Sliei

S-M-L. Choose yours from delicate
tolidi or ioft printi. Beiide» the
greol look you've achieved you
olio hove feminine comfort.

Buy direct from the manufacturer . . . Styling at low prices.

VANDERBILT
FACTORY
OUTLET

the Rich Acres area. They
have taken old cheerleadlng

uniforms to Rich Acres and
altered them to fit some of

the chldren there.

The captain of the team,

Connie Britton is a senlorfrom

Special child

art display

exhibited
Beginning November 26 there

will be an exhibit In Lower
Seeger entitled "Art by the

Exceptional Child".

The first exhibit of this

nature was created In 1969with

thousands of entries from all

over the United States being

received. The exhibit demon-
strates an unexpected creativity

In handicapped children. The
children are hoped to benefit

from the program by developing

a better self-concept.

A new show has been
collected from entries received

in 1970. This exhibit Is

collected and displayed by the

Carol Reece Museum of East
Tennessee State University and

the Tennessee Department of

Education, Area of Special

Education-

Scotland, Indiana. Her major

is history and her minor is

elementary education. Connie

enjoys reading and writing

poetry. After graduation she

will be teaching in Dalton, Ohio.

She and Mark Berg plan to be

married In August.

Debbie Block lives In

Hoopeston, Illinois. She Is a

sophomore this year and enjoys

cheering, basketball, sewing,

and singing.

A freshman from Indianap-

olis, Indiana, JonlHarkerwould
like to be a physical therapist.

Her pastimes Include baton,

swimming, and reading poetry.

Cathy Merritt is a freshman

from Virginia Beach, Virginia.

She plans to major in physical

education. Cathy enjoys music,

drama, and caving.

Nan Rowland is from Emory,

Virginia, and she plans to major

in secretarial science. She is

a sophomore who likes hunting

and dancing. Nan will be

married to a former MlUlgan

student, Terry Roberts, this

summer.

Brenda Trultt is a freshman

who lives in Fern Creek,

Kentucky. Her special Interests

include swimming, cheering,

and horseback riding.

Mon -Fn. 10 AM -6 P.M. Sat.

OPEN MONDAY THRU FRI. NIGHTS TIL 9 O'CLOCK

PLAZA BOOK & CARD
West Town Sq.S/C

Eliza bethtow n

Zimmermans News Center
Downtown Johnson City

MAGAZINES
PAPER BACK BOOKS
STUDY AIDS

OUT OF TOWN
NEWSPAPERS
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Clubs display Founder's Day projects

BUFFS SCRIMMAGE — Milligan*;

preparation for this year's games.

basketball team practices in

Buffs play in tourney

Milllgan's basketball team

played Tusculum last night in

die Thanksgiving Tourney at

King College, which will

continue tonight and tomorrow
night.

MUllgan has a 1-1 record

following a loss to host

Montevallo in the opening round

of the Tip-Off Tournament,

94-90, and a victory over

Columbus (Ga.) College, S8-83,

to win third place.

In Saturday's game with

Columbus, Milligan raced out

to a 57-37 halftlme lead and

coasted to an rl8-R3 vii-tory.

iThe Duffs lilt on 34 of K~

field iioal attempts for .W%,

while t'olnmliits iiit on 35 of

85 lor 41ft. Mark Herg paced

MUllgan with 32 points followed

!by Don Threlkeld with 25. Hall

[paced Columbus with 19 followed

I

by Mitchell with 17,Tuckerwith

16, and Blount and Mci oley

with 10 apiece.

i

MUllgan took a 56-50halftlme

.lead over Montevallo on Friday,

but could not hold on, losing

i94-90. Butts paced Montevallo

witli 32 followed by Marshall

with: 17, Douglas with 13, and

Meadows with 11. Mark Berg
led MUllgan with 28 points

(

followed by Jay Elliott with 15,

Don Threlkeld with UandEddle
Carver with 12.

Exhibits and displays have

been set up at various points

on the campus during the past

two days as 3 part of the

Thanksgiving and Founder's Day
activities.

All clubs, organizations, and

dormitories were eligible to

design a project. Although there

was no definite theme, the

Five teachers

to appear

in recital

Five members of the (acuity

will perform in a "Faculty

Showcase", this Saturday at

8:00 p.m., in Seeger Memorial

Chapel.

Mr. Sherwyn Bachman will

sing arias by Gonould and

Mendelssohn. Mrs. Rachel

Bachman will sing a Bucchlni

aria, YES, I AM CALLED
MIM1. Two numbers from

Mendelssohn's ELIJAH will be

performed by Dr. Morrison.

Mr. Charles Nakarai will

play Hindemlth's SONATA NO.
I on the organ. Mr. John Dowd
will play PIANO CONCERTO
NO. 1 OPUS 1 IN F# MINOR
MOVEMENT 1 by Sergei

Rachmaninoff on the piano.

This recital is not a part

of the planned concert series,

but is a special program for

the weekend of Founder's Day
planned by the music faculty.

Students to tour Europe

This year the Humanities
Department of MUllgan College
is offering their annual summer
tour of Europe to the first 16

qualified students who make
reservations.

Two tours will be offered,

the first being May 28 to July

8, and the second occurring

July 8 to August 17, 1972. Each
of the tours, which will be
directed by Dr. Henry Webb
and Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson, will

include eight students. Although
one of the tours is nearly closed,

reservations are still being

accepted on a first come first

served basis.

By taking a tour of Europe
the student may earn six

humanities credits or additional

credits In history and art. This

naturaUy means that there will

be reading and papers assigned

to each student depending upon
the background of the individual.

The purpose of the tour, as

stated by Dr. Lawson, is to

"give students an opportunity
'

to ^expand their horizons. Since

travel is an indispensable part

of a liberal education, there

is an advantage of being there

and seeing it, over just reading

about it."

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean - Mew - Pleasant Atmosphere * Attended

Johnson City

ItgloB at Ilig

Soolktmt Shoppie^ Vitiegt

Woih Tub

Milligan

ColLg.
W4-7W1

Jokisoi Gty, Ttiitsstt

projects had to relate to

Founder's Day or Milllgan's

past, present, or future.

Organizations with exhibits

and displays included the

Psychology Club, Phi Epsi'.jn

Kappa, Circle K, Civlnettes,

FOCO, Service Seekers, and

the STAMPEDE.
The exhibits, which often

included student participants,

were In the hallways of lower

Seeger. Displays were featured

at several spots across the

campus.

To the winners In each

category, display and exhibit,

the student councU awarded

first, second, and third prizes

of fifteen, ten, and five dollars

respectively.

Judging the projects were Ken
Cramer, Junior; Jack Knowles,

faculty member; and Eugene
Wigginton, Director of Develop-

ment. These Judges viewed the

exhibits and displays yesterday

afternoon.

Mike Mutterspaugh, chairman
of the Founder's Day projects,

said, "In the past many of the

displays and exhibits have been

very good. I believe they help

to create an Interest in the

school, especially among visi-

tors."

COURTHOUSE
LTD.

rrs fflANUftVlKC-A TIME fOI THAWS.

" *l .-..- ..j- lid. think rail W* i::. - . jau ,---.. jnd j 'j,'

Hi ut -- , ---. -, our «,„-r-- itb «/ lint in-.,". JA1£"

DOUBLE KNIT
sport coat

Twobullon. $i

High tenter

bpel*.

illoped Hjpt with bull

ent; contemporary wide

CHOCOLATE, CAMEL, NAVY,

REGULAR $65.00

THANKSGIVING

SALE PRICE $50

* SPECIAL NOTICE *
WE HAVE CLOSED OUT OUR LADIES DEPARTMENT in GREENEVILLE.

ALL EAU 1 WINTER LADIES WEAR HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO

EUUBETHT0N, RINGSR0RT AND BRISTOL

WE ARE OFFERING THIS FULL LINE OF "IN SEASON" WEAR
at 25% OFF

SHOP EARLY FOR REAL SAVINGS

ENTIRE INVENTORY JEANS

REGULAR $8.00 TO $14.00 $6 TO S10

COURTHOUSE- • LTK -I

V^
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Tougherpollution standards

proposed for new enigines

HOUSE OF BREAD — Over one hundred MUUgan students participate In singing and fellowship

every Sunday night In the basement of the Student Union Building,

Christians gather at House of Bread
MlUlgan's House of Bread,

organized to better meet the

spiritual needs of students,

gathers every Saturday night

in the Student Union Building.

The gathering, which is

directed by Monte Lamb, was
organized at the beginning of

the semester through the

Interest of several concerned

students. Since the idea of the

House of Bread was a

spontaneous effort of many
individuals, it is not connected

with any of the organizations

that are already active for

Christ on campus.

At the beginning of the school

year many of the students

realized a deeper need lor

Christian fellowship than they

found In church on Sunday

morning. The purpose of the

group is to offer an opportunity

for inspiration, to provide

Christian fellowship, and to

promote a greater sense of

unity among the Christians at

Mllligan Collage.

The service, which is loosely

structured, begins at 9:30 on

Sunday evening. Although the

meeting Is basically organized

to Include singing, testimonies,

and a communion service,

anyone who feels moved by the

Spirit to sing or give a

testimony is encouraged to do

Even though nearly one
hundred people attend each
gathering, everyone partici-

pates in the singing. The House
of Bread is not merely a nice

service for entertainment, but

rather it Is a challenging

opportunity for each person
to draw closer to Christ and

his fellow Christians.

According to an Environmen-
tal Protection Agency press

release, tougher national stand-

ards to control air pollution

from new heavy duty gasoline

and dlesel engines have been

proposed by the Environmental

Protection Agency.
Published in the Federal

Register on October 5, 1971,

the standards would apply

to 1973 and later model engines

and cover both American made
and Imported equipment.

For heavy duty gasoline

engines, the 1973 standards

would lower the current level

of allowable exhaust emissions

of hydrocarbons by more than

40 percent and of carbon

monlxide by more than 45 per-

cent, and would for the first

time place limits on emissions

of oxides of nitrogen from such

engines.

The 1973 standards would for

the first time place limits on

exhaust emissions of hydro-

carbons, carbon monoxide,

and oxides of nitrogen from

heavy duty diesel engines. The
proposed standards also would

lower current allowable smoke
emissions from dlesels by one

Coronation highlights evening
(continued from Page 1)

Christian Service Club Is

sponsoring Susan Knox from

Ashevllle, North Carolina. A
history major and psychology

minor, Susan has many
interests. These Include teach-

ing, cooking, sewing, reading,

music, and pictures of dried

wild flowers. Susan plans to

enroll in graduate school in

the areas of history or special

education, and she attends

Hopwood Christian Church.

Rita McDanlel, nominated by

Student National Education

Association, is a native of Mays,

Indiana. A mathematics major

and a psychology minor, Rita

enjoys sports, reading, and

knitting. She plans to teach high

school, and she attends Oak

Grove Christian Church.

Lee Meador, selected by the

Concert Choir, comes from

Olney, Illinois. She is a speech

and drama major and an English

minor, and Lee s favorite

pastimes include singing, acting,

and playing the flute. After

graduating Lee plans "to act

professionally and start a

children's theatre." She attends

collegiate church.

Toronto, Ohio, is the

hometown of Debbie Meyer,
candidate for Service Seekers.

Debbie is majoring in psycho-
logy, mlnoring in elementary
education, and she likes to

paint, play the piano, sing, and
swim. Her future ambition is

to teach in the primary grades
next fall. Debbie is a member
of the Church of Christ, and
she attends the First Christian

Church in Elizabethion.

Kathy Muse, a candidate from
Phi Epsilon Kappa, comes from
MountainCity, Tennessee. Kathy
has a major in biology, a minor
in physical education, and she
enjoys snow skiing, sports, and
ceramics. Kathy plans to enter
in a school of physical therapy.

and she is a member of the

First Baptist Church.
Sandy Schield, nominated by

the Psycholoby Club, makes her
home In Worthlngton, Minnesota.
Sandy has a double major in

psychology and music, and her
special interests include climb-
ing, canoeing, and skiing. Sandy
would like to travel in Europe
after graduating or teach
retarded children, and she
attends Hopwood Christian
Church.

Anne Taylor, nominated by
Music Educators National
Conference, comes from John-
son City, Tennessee. Majoring
In music and minorin? in

English, Anne enjoys canoeing,
music, and hiking. Anne pUns
to teach music in a p ilic

school; she also attends
collegiate church and Grand
View Christian Church.

Student voting for the

Founder's Daughter was con-
ducted last Wednesday.

hall timing acceleration and by

one quarter during lugging and

would add a maximum opacity

standard which could never be

exceeded during any portion of

the engine's operatin.

As proposed, the 1973 stand-

ards would limit exhaust

emissions from heavy duty and

gasoline engines to 160 pans
per million (ppm) of hydro-

carbons, 0.8 percent carbon

monoxide and 2,000 ppm of

nitrogen oxides. Present limits

are 275 ppm of hydrocarbons

and 1.5 percent carbon

monoxide.^
Under the proposal, heavy

duty dlesel engine exhaust

emissions would be limited to

3 gramsper brake horsepower-

hour (gm/bhp-hr) for hydro-

carbons, 7.5 gm/bph-hr for

carbon monoxide, and 12.5 gm/
bhp-hr for oxides of nitrogen.

The proposed smoke emission

standards for dlesels from the

present limits of 40 and 20

percent respectively. The
proposal also would add a 50

percent opacity limit which

could not be exceeded during

any phase of the engine's oper-

ation.

The standards were devel-

oped under the authority of the

Clean Air Act, as amended,
which empowers the Adminis-

trator of the Environmental

Protection Agency to regulate

the discharge of any substances

from new motor vehicles or

engines which, In his judgment,

may be a hazard to health or

welfare.

Interested persons have 60

days In which to submit com-
ments on the proposed
standards. The agency said

it is particularly interested in

receiving data pertinent to the

cost of complying with the pro-
posed regulations as well as

data on the ability of heavy-
duty engines to comply with

the proposed regulations thr-
oughout their useful life. After
the 60-day period, the stand-

ards - reflecting any changes
that may have been made by
the Administrator on the basis

of comments received - will

be republished in the FEDERAL
REGISTER as final standards
for 1973 and subsequent heavy
duty gasoline and diesel

engines.
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Yost, Classics IV appear

in evening pop concert

CLASSIC PERFORMANCE — Granting the students their second popular concert, Dennis'
Yost (left), and the Classics Four presented a concert of soft-rock music to a crowd of
over 500.
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Students contract for grades
Instead of all students working

i the same level, a contract
ystem has been introduced into

umanities 202 in which each
tudent can determine his own
»vel of endeavor.

Dr. E. Leroy Laws on,

irector of humanities, explains

le purpose of this change as

attempt to make the

umanities program more
exible and to allow for more
idlvlduallty." Dr. Lawson
irther states that the human-
ies staff does "anticipate

Igher grades" from the

mdent's "self-imposed chal-

£ge,"

Dr. Lawson also emphasizes
lat the contract system is Just

n experiment; however, if this

rogram does prove to be
uccessful, a' "wider variery

choice", concerning the

Ifferent level requirements,

111 be initiated in the future.

Under this contract system,

student must satisfactorily

omplete, both quantitatively

nd qualitatively, certain gen-

ral requirements to earn a

utter grade of "C". These
squirements include the com-
iletion of six books, assigned

eadings from four books,

jttendance at lectures, sections,

nd ten of the thirteen movies
rom the CIVILISATION series.

Iso, the general contract

icludes "any other general
iequlrements which will be
:nnounced by the staff."

To earn a "B", one must
omplete the *'C" require-
nents, three additional books,

'possible writing assignments

r quizzes" covering the "B"
ooks, and the "B" sections

•n the general examinations.

Vttendance at three additional

ecttons is also necessary.

In addition to satisfactorily

ompleting the "B" and "C"

requirements, to earn an "A",
the student must complete three
additional books, attpnd three
additional section meetings, and
complete the "A" section on

the general examinations.

Due to the fact that a student

cannot earn a higher grade than

contracted for and due to the

newness of this system, a

five-week period has been
included in which a student may
inform the huimnlties staff of

any changes he may wish to make
in his contract.

When the students in Human-
ities 202 contracted on January

13, 32 students contracted for

"A's", 85 for "B's", and 25
for "C's".

Appearing for the first time
at Milligan, Dennis Yost and

the Classics IV presented a

concert to over 500 people

last Tuesday evening that

included their top record hits

and other popular songs.

Believing that music is

something to be enjoyed rather

than used, the group reflects

a gentle, smooth quality that

Identifies them as a "soft"

rock group. They have had

four million-selling singles,

and are In the process of

releasing a new song.

Included in the concert were
their hits of recent years which
were SPOOKY, STORMY,
TRACES, EVERY DAY WITH
YOU GIRL, and WHERE DID
ALL THE GOOD TIMES GO?
The Classics IV alsoperformed

other popular songs including

SUNNY, CHERRY HILL PARK,
THE FUNNIEST THING, and

AIN'T IT THE TRUTH.
The group was first heard

in the fall of 1967 when they

were Introduced on WQXI
Radio In Atlanta. The six

members use an electric

organ, bass and lead guitar,

saxophone, flute, and drums
including the congos. The group

appeared at the Starlight Club

in Johnson City lastWednesday

and Thursday night.

Commenting on the concert,

Skeet Stribling said, "It's not

my style of music, but the

concert was well performed.
But I thin*: Dennis Yost is

something other than he appears

to be." Donna Bolejack said

"I thought they were really

good, and of course the fact

that they gave me a picture

doesn't Influence my opinion

at all."

Science building utilized
Utilization of Mllligan's new

science building has begun, with

several conferences scheduled

for this semester byoffcampus
organizations.

The Tennessee State Dental

Association will hold its

meeting on March 22-23, during

Mllligan's spring break. A
seminar for the College of

Dentistry at the University of

Tennessee will be held from
April 10-11. The North Electric

Company will conduct a

management seminar on April

29 in the science building.

Designed by the nationally-

known firm of Shaver and
Compan; of Kansas, the new
science building will try to

meet existing needs for

increased space and advanced
faculties. By designing the

building without hallways, the

necessity for building, heating

and maintaining such space Is

removed.

In addition to the science
labs and instruction area, the

building adjoins a 330-seatlng

capacity lecture pod, Hydcr
Auditorium, which will be
multi-purpose. Tills room is

used for large conferences and
the cite for the public showings
of the CIVILISATION series.

Besides the physics, chem-
istry, and biology classes held

In the building, freshmen and

sophomore humanities lectures

General Psychology 152 and

Sociology 201 are In Hyder
Auditorium.

The new science building,

with an area of 23,785 square

feet has five 24-statlon labs,

two 30-student classrooms,

storage areas for chemicals

and equipment, numerous
special-use rooms such as a

darkroom, an animal room, a

cold room, a dozen faculty

offices with private research

stations nearby, and a

reception area with a lounge

and reference library.

When commenting on the

appearance of rock groups m
concert at Milligan, Dean
Wetzel said "The administra-
tion is not concerned with the

noise level or type of music,
but more with the character
and impression made by the

group."

Helsabeck

proposes

new center
Dr. W. Dennis Helsabeck,

Director of Cuidance, has pro-
posed a "growth center" as

a means of supplementing and

expanding the present counsel-

ing program at Milligan.

Commenting on Mllligan's

present counseling system. Dr.

Helsabeck said, "The fact that

we fail to achieve growth

indicates that we need to try

something new."

Suggested as a means of

improving the present sit-

uation, the proposed growth

center is an attempt to provide
new channels and methods for

counseling students.

"Until recently, educational

counseling was remedial rather

than developmental In Its

approach to students and their

problems," said Dr. Hels-
abeck.

Practical application of the

growth programs would be car-

ried out by certain individuals,

small groups, and campus
organizations. Other volun-

teers would be engaged incon-

stant review and research in

order to interpret and improve
what wa s happening In the

growth center.

Vice-President for Students

Affairs and the Dean of Acad-

emic Affairs would serve as

co-chairmen in the growth pro-

gram. Individuals from the

areas of psychology and soc-

iology would serve as resource

people for the center.

"The whole idea is that the

college will focus its resources

on student learning regardless

of how or where it occurs."s3id

Dr. Helsabeck.

OLD TOYS BUT NEW PLAYROOM -- Making use of one of the recently completed science
labs are (1. to r.) Woody Wilson, Dr. Gary Wallace, Bill Vermillion, Becky McBride, and
Don Threlkeld.
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'Civilisation' comes to students

AGAIN? - This time Dr. Gary Wallace gets in the picture as

Mllllgan's representative to a MACCI conference on environment.

Ecology funds sought
Representatives from the

colleges belonging to the Mld-

Appalachla College Council,

Inc. (M.A.C.C.I.) will attend a

conference on environment.

Dr. Gary Wallace, who will

represent Mllllgan College,

sald,"the conference members
will explore wa ys to get

research funds for environment

problems,"
M ihcir February 25 and 26

representatives hope to obtain

a grant from the federal

government, and Tennessee
Valley Authority. The National

Science Foundation has already

expressed an interest In helping

with the funds. If the funds
are granted, M.A.C.C.I. will

establish monitoring stations

for air and water pollution at

Norris Lake, Tennessee.
Dr. Wallace said that the

station for testing water pol-
lution will be located on the

clean side of the lake to ob-
serve the changes that Industry

would make in the water.Com-
plete chemical and biological

monitoring of the lake would
exist. To test for air pollu-

tion, the monitoring stations

will measure sulfur oxides and
uili-'--..: "tides in the sir.

M. A. C. C. I. was created

by Carson-Newman College,

Emory and HenryCollege, King
College, Knoxvllle College,

Lincoln Memorial University,

MaryvlUe College, Mllllgan

College, Morristown Junior
College, PikeviUe College,

Tusculum College, and Union
College.

Currently, M.A.C.C.I. has an
undergraduate biological sta-

The field station is composea
of two classroom buildings and
dormitory space, and the fac-
ilities are now in use.

Dr. Wallace remarked that

students may enroll at the bio-

logical station of M.A.C.C.I.
for summer courses and
receive credit for the courses
in a member college of M.A.C.-
C.I. Subjects offered are geo-
logy, plant taxonomy, forest

ecology, and limnology (aqua-

tic biology). Much of the pro-
gram at the field station re-
volves around water.

The field station of M. A.
C. C. I. Is primarily a teach-
ing station, but the program is

expanding. Not only students

may be found at Norris Lake,
but also people conducting
research.

Portraying the history of man
from the Fall of Rome to the

present, a series of thirteen

films of man's art entitled

CIVILISATION Is being shown

in the day time to Freshmen
and Sophomore Humanities
classes while evening presen-

tations are open to the public.

Mllllgan is one of 400

institutions receiving grants

for die CIVILISATION series.

These grants are received from

the National Gallery of Art

through funds given by the

Xerox Corporation and the

National Endowment for

Humanities.

The films are written and
narrated by Kenneth Clark, who
has written several books on

art history and appreciation.

He was also the director of

the National Gallery in London
for twelve years.

A book has been published
about the films, including the

pictures. It Is available at the

Reserve section of the P. H.
Welshlmer Memorial Library.

These films are open to the

public.

Dean's List
fa farce'

Medford, Mass.—(L P.) -

"The whole Dean's List is a

farce which I personally would
like to see abolished," declares

George S. Mumford, dean of

the College of Liberal Arts

at Tufts University.

CIVILISATION Schedule

Evening Performances Daytli Performances

(All evening showings are at

7:00 p. m.)

Film

ffl January 13 13 10:30 a. m.
*2 18 19 9:00 a. m.
#3 25 26 10:0O~a. m.-

#4 February 1 2 9:09 a.m.
#5 8 9 10:00 a.m.
#6 15 16 9;0O a. m.

P 22 23 9:00 a. m.
#8 29 1 9j0fta. m.
#9 March 7 8 10:00 a-» m t

>

#10 H IS 9tfBa.Hr,:

#11 April 4 S 10#0 a. m.
#12 11 12 10*0 a. m.
#13 18 19 lQ;0C.a^in.

Fall semester activity concludes

with Council's recommendations
by Student Council included ten
recommendations totheadmin-
istration, establishment of

eleven committees and four
commissions.
Of the ten recommendations

made to the administration.

Student Council had six
acceptances, one rejection, one
revision, and two still In

channels. Three of the

acceptances were merely the
approval of student appoint-
ments to the Disciplinary
Committee, the Library Com-
mittee, and the Publication
Board.

The administration passed
the addition of two commuters
to Traffic Court. Also, the
administration passed women's
visitation hours in We^h and

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

iPtaascwt Atmosphere

Johnson City

5 Points

ItflioB si KIb$ SprfsgsiJ«ei

•St

Wa.h Tub

Collars

Q 924-781!

Pardee, by Snuienr council
-ecommendation.

Although the administration
would not accept the recom-
mendation for "a team
composed of students, faculty,

and Administration" to "be
established to negotiate the

Judicial Code," the recom-
mendation for the Disciplinary

Committee to meat with student
Council representatives to

"discuss, changes In the

Judicial Code" was- accepted.

Committees established
ranged from the Freshman
Week Committee to the
Vacation Com'raletoe. Each
committee studied an issue then
reported their findings to

Council. Other committees of

Council bandied Founder's
Daughter elections, cheerlead-
er elections, and music in th

cafeteria.

Commissions, established

concerned th«* Jibrai^ ^con-
vocation, judicial ;code, and
Traffic Commisstons,

Ten or fifteen years ago

everybody felt very competitive.

Dean Mumford said. "Today,

however, attitudes among both

faculty and students towards

grades and education in general

have changed,"

Dean Mumford explained that

he has observed among certain

faculty members, especially

graduate teaching assistants, a

tendency to give uniformly high

grades Just to emphasize the

fact that they consider grades

an anachronism and an obstacle

to the learning process.

A look at the comparative

statistics for the College of

Liberal Arts shows, the

following trends between 1966

and 1971: In June of 1971, 40

percent of the student body was
oa the Dean's List compared
with 19 percent In 1966, In

1970 40 percent of the student

body was also on the Dean's

List. "The Dean's List In June

of 1970 was a complete jqke,"

Dean Mumford said, "because

of the post-<;ambodia student

strike; all a student needed to

make the List was three passes

and one A."
Dean Mumford interprets the

huge percentage of Dean's List
students in the light of, among
other factors, the reduced
course load, beginning in

September 1970, of from five

to four courses.

Furthermore, he hypothesizes

that the increased figures

reflect "a Judicious exercising

of the pass/fall option. It will

be interesting for us to see how
many Dean's List students have
taken pass/fail courses."

Dean Mumford's report

indicates that "while the total

given honors has increased, the

number of summas has steadily

declined. As the award of highest

honors depends on a large

number of A credits in addition

to a high average, this would
seem to suggest that the ability

of students is not increasing,

but a judicious use of pass-fall

options Is heing made. An
earlier study made bythis office

indicated" a clear correlation
between average and-number of

courses token pass-fail.

^6





Harrison's BANGLADESH unique
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In a year marked by tragedy

and disappointment on the rock

concert and music festival

scene, one concert, The
Concert for I langla Desh stands

out for its unique performance
and purpose.

Last summer Oeorne Har-
rison and "friends"; Rlngo

Starr, Frlc Clapton, Leon
Russell, Billy Preston, Klaus

Voorman, and Badflnger (as

hack-up), performed at a

henefit concert for the Bangla

Desli children.

Just before Christmas the

three-recorded album of that

concert was released on the

Apple label. Usually live

albums are difficult to pro-
duce well; however, BANGLA
OESH comes across with an
air of Intimacy and sponteneicy

as well as urgency.

The list of artists who appear-
ed is impressive in itself.

However, "Bangla Desh" is

more than a spectaculardlsplay

of contemporary music. Moved
by the atrocities and perils

which the Bengali refugees

fleeing to India were exposed
to last spring, Ravi Shankar
decided to attempt a benefit

concert.

Near the end of last June,
with hopes of raising perhaps
25 or 50 thousand dollars, he
asked GeorgeHarrisonfor some
advice and possibly some help.

In the four orflve weeks thatfol-

lowed, Harrison contacted all

the artists who appeared and
made allthenecessaryarrange-
ments for an event of this sort.

by Tir

Everyone appeared without

pay, while some even cancelled

engagements to make it. The

result of the effort was both a

beautiful album and, perhaps, a

number oi lives saved.

On the first side, RavlShank.ir

performs a section of Indian

sltar music. Admittedly, Indian

music Is difficult for most to

fully appreciate, but both the

audience and the performers

made an effort to understand

the other. After a hesitant round

of applause, Ravi could not re-

slstsaying, "Thank you, if you

appreciate the tuning so much,

I hope you will enjoy the playing

more."
George Harrison, whose

emergence as an artist Is seen

by many as one of the good

results of the Beatle's split,

gave an excellent performance

of songs like HERE COMES
THE SUN, SOMETHING, and

MY GUITAR GENTLY WEEPS.
Harrison's exploration of

spiritual themes, like his in-

terest In India, goes back to

his early Beatle days and Is

expressed well in songs like

MY SWEET LORD and AWAIT-
ING ON YOU ALL. His latest

single, BANGLA DESH, was also

performed.

Without question, though, the

high point of the concert was

the appearance of Bob Dylan.

Dylan, who has been a prom-
inent figure in rock music for

the past decade, turned thirty

in 1971. Perhaps co incidentally,

Bangla Desh was the only per-

formance he gave last year.

THE DEAN'S LIST
Fall 1971

I am pleased to announce the

Dean's List for the Fall
Semester of the 1971-72 school
year. The First Dean's List is

composed of students whose
semester grade-point averages

J*Q*« Ralph il:l: n.

Connie Sue Curd
Ruth J. Dear

Douglas D. Dal ler

Jacquelln A. Ellis
Carolyn K. Enkcnu
Karen J. Fain
Janet L. Pergueon
Beverly J. Cerate
Peggy D. Gilbert
Dan Gould
James A. Cul lecc
Ullllao Houden
Judene E. Howoll
Gerald J. Knopp
Patricia S. Knox
Hark W. Lea

were 3.75 to 4.00. A student
muot have tind a 3.3 to 3.749
to be placed on the Second
Dean's List. The faculty and
administration of Milllgan
College extend their congratu-
lations to these students who
have strived for excellence and
achieved it.

Davit P. Llndeman
Byra Alyne Hatha*
Bit* Ann McDanlel
Dam< 11 K. Masalk
Suiar E. Hlkesell
Worn n Miller
Lowat n* Hoar house
Uandl tt. Pack

John Edvood Pedorioa
Danli 1 A. Pumnlll
Suaar C. Roetter
Hargi ret J. Rath
John E. Shewed
Ruth A. St. John
Shir ey E. Stuart
Ann* Charlene Taylor
Alex
Denn a F. Thompson
Cynthia D. UaUer
Prise Ilia E. Wilkin*
Woodi ow R. Wilson

The audience, at any rate,

was obviously pleased with his

performance, bongs like A

HARD RAIN'S GONNA I ALL,
JILOWIN' IN THE WIND ,

MR. TAMBORINE MAN, and

JUST LIKE A WOMAN make
one wonder which songs in the

past ten years Hob Dylan didn't

write.

Undoubtedly, the concert was
a financial success. The
quarter of a million dollars

earned, as well as all the money
from the album and a movie to

be released soon, Is being sent

to India to help relieve

starvation and disease.

Unfortunately, even this

amount will pay for only a few

days worth of supplies. Ac any

rate, a large number of people

have been Informed of the sit-

uation. As Ravi Shankar
remarked, "It is like trying to

ignite-to pass on the respon-
sibility as much as possible

to everyone else. I think this

aim has been achieved."

BUSY BEAVERS — One of the most active groups on campus,
the Buffalo Creek Beavers, are determined to give a dam.

All's quiet on the Eastern front

MILLIGAN - 1977

- after its ROTC mobilization
plan

Having completed Its first

five year plan. Field Marshall

Von Read reported on the

satisfactory deployment of

MlUigan's new SS Corps under
the leadership of Sergeant
Mary the Younger. Sergeant

the Younger's Beaver Patrol

claimed full credit for last

week's successful defoliation

mission on the Hopwood
Willows. "I want to thank the

troops for the fine Job they

did," stated Sergeant the

Younger. "This accomplish-

ment will facilitate more
complete surveillance of under-

cover operations In the

Hopwood Basin."

In a related controversy.

Fuehrer Johansen reported that

the feared protest by the

Milllgan College chapter of the

SDS concerning the napalm

production in the Science

Temple did not materialize

since one of the three members
was on ma neuvers In the

Hopwood Basin that night.

Recently, Daniel Hellsberg

divulged that for the past three

years Milllgan College has

been sending technical advis-

ors to Greenville. In a prepared

statement Jeff Zlegler Knowles

Pinecrest Grill
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Sundaes
Sort drinks
Milk shakes
Short orders

Breakrast

Plate dinners

Chefs salad

Plate lunches

Any order over

$5 Delivered Free

New Hours

Mon-Thurs 7am 9pm

Fri-Sat 7am-l§ptn

Owned & Operated by MilUgan students

Call 92«-992.

l. : .

stated that "this unilateral

action on the part of Milllgan

is absolutely necessary to

protect order and decency In

East Tennessee. As we all

know, If Greenville falls it'll

be Jonesboronext, then Johnson
Ciry, and before you know it, all

of Milllgan will have fallen to

THEM."

Our staff was pleased tonote

the success of the leaders of

Milllgan College in procuring a

sign. However, there was some
disagreement concerning Its

adequacy. Among the suggest-
ions offered to alleviate these

shortcomings were;

—-a buzzing, blinking, tarred

neon sign reading: "Eat
at MlUigan's".

an exploding star sign

hawking: "Jess's approved stu-

dents. One owner, only driven

to convocation on Tuesdays and

Thursdays."— a large billboard pro-
claiming: "You've got a lot to

it."

-—a movie marquis pro-

claiming: "Milllgan College"

Starring Dr. Jess Johnson, Dr.

Roy Lawson, Dr. Robert

Wetzel, faculty members, ad-

ministrative staff and a student

body of-thousands-er . . . hun-

dreds of little people.

Bq"wtjtion
> <$P' jewelers

121 Fountain Square

Johnson City, Tennessee

Telephone: 926-0061
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Person
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Precious priviledge

In i960, Ie3S than one percent of the

popular vote put John F, Kennedy Into the

presidency over Richard Nixon; Kennedy,

49.71, Nixon 49.55,

In 1 968, less than one percent ol the

popular vote put Richard Nixon Into the

Presidency over Hubert Humphrey: Nixon,

43.16, Humphrey, 42.73.

In 1972, eight percent of the voting-age

population will be made up of the eighteen

to twenty-one-year-olds.

These Presidential election figures are

all the proof needed to assure the college

student that his vote counts. Passage of

the twenty-sixth amendment has brought

the 1972 Presidential candidate to seek,

even more, the university and college vote.

Active disagreements rage over the

students right to vote In his local community.
The neighboring towns are awed by the

possible political weight of the university

or college.

Yet all these statistics and fears mean
nothing if the new voters fall to adopt their

new privilege.

As It appears now, registration by the new
voters is encouraging. If not remarkable.

However, eighteen to rwenry-year-olds have

had voting rights for a matter of only months.

Some people believe the new privilege will

be forgotten as a child would tire of a new
toy. Only time and statistics will tell.

Amid these numbers and debate stands

you, the MUllgan student. Chances are 1972

will be your first opportunity to register and

vote.

When the trial cases across Tennessee are

finally ruled upon It may very well be that

a Milligan student will be able to register

and vote In Carter County.

However, this may not become true. Should

you desire to register in your home state

and not wait for the courts, many states

allow you to register absentee. If your

state does not, then you must register in

person, which you can readily do next

time you are home.

Your vote is important to politicians;

precious to you. Use it.

Student registra

Eleven million people under
the age of 21 will be eligible

to vote In this fall's election

due to the approval of the 26th

Amendment.
However, several million of

the newly enfranchised voters,

t^ose who attend college In a

different state or community
from that In which their parents

reside, may face problems when
they try to register. Many states

have not yet determined whether
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Ins idnsiae our walls

Law, justice, and Christianity
* hv Ron Nutter *by Ron Nutter

At the end of last semester
Pam Wahl, a student atMUIigan
College and personal friend of

mine, was suspended from this

school by the Administration.
She was convicted, and right-

fully so, of using deception

during an overnight stay at a

friend's.

No one will argue the guilt

of the matter, least of all Pam
herself. The commotion caused
by her dismissal was not

directed at the specific rule

which she violated, but rather,

the sentence she received —
suspension.

A very wise man once said,

"Law will exist so long as the

human mind—Justice so long

as the human soul." 1 do not

think anyone can question the

legality of the Administration's

action as regards Pam. MU-
llgan College is certainly within

its rights to suspend Pam. The
Law has been satisfied.

Mistakes are Human

What about Justice? Has
Justice been satisfied? Per-
sonally, I cannot for the sake

of my life see the Justice of

this act. By saying Justices ill

live so long as the human
soul, what is meant is, that

Justice will exist so long as

Man is able to recognize human
frailty and understand the

human condition. People make
mistakes—they have even been
known to make them twice.

This is part of belni; human.

Pam loved a man, and that

man was going away for many
months. She had one, and only

one opportunity to see him
before he left. Compound
the situation by Pam being

bed-ridden with the flu, and

there you have the basic

ingredients of the Pam Wahl
case.

Obviously her boyfriend,

Ozell, could not visit with her
in her dormitory room. They
couldn't visit in the lobby be-

cause she couldn't sit-up with-

out discomfort, and there Is

no lying down in the lobbies.

They had to get off campus.
Blllie Mayfleld offered her
home in Elizabethton and Mrs.
Bodkin O. K.'ed the overnight

visit.

But then word came from
Blllie that her parents would

be attending the Madrigal
Dinner that night meaning they

couldn't stay at the Mayfleld's.

In her mind there was not

enough time to clear through

Mrs. Bodkin an overnight visit

with someone else. This meant
she must either sign out for

the Mayflelds and go to

a friend's house, or stay In

the dorm and not see Ozell

at all before he left.

I would like to ask all of

those who have read this to

put themselves in her shoes

and make that decision. If you

have to think about it for a

while but decide to stay in

the dorm, then you are cer-

tainly stronger than Pam. If

you can say without hesitation

or doubt that you would stay
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In the dorm, then I would
venture to guess that you have
never been In love.

I do not say all of this to

excuse Pam's actions. What
she did was wrong. In coming
to this college she obligated

herself to follow the rules as

stated. When she violated those

rules she took the chance of

getting caught and being

punished.

Academic Death Warrant

On the other hand. In the

light of what I feel are valid

exienuatlngcircumstances, Ido
not see how Justice was served
in suspending Pam from this

school. Some form of punish-
ment—yes. Suspension, which
after all has been an academic
death warrant to more than one

Milligan student— no.
This brings me to a point

which, to be quite frank, bothers

me more than the factthatPam
was suspended. Anytime a

group of Christians exile an
individual from their midsts,

I trulyfeelthat these Christians

exhibit an appalling lack of

faith In the power of their

Faith to redeem those who may
have transgressed a Christian

way of Life.

Whenwe as Christians try to

insulate ourselves from, or
refuse to come to grips with,

what is often a hostile and dis-

believing world, then we are

abdicating our responsibility

as Christians to help make this

a better world by spreading the

Word of God and teaching the

Life of Jesus.

This simply cannot be done

If we Isolate ourselves in Ivory

Towers that shut us in and all

else out. To eliminate people

from our .environment is to do

just that.

by BUI Hi

a student's college address can

be considered his legal place of

residence for purposes of voter

registration.

Tennessee Is one state that

has yet to solve the problem.
The STAMPEDE first Investi-

gated the issue last August, when
it sent this reporter to the voter

registralon office of Carter
County. At that time he was told

that the local office had received
no guidelines from the state

concerning student registration.

Local officials said that they

tried to determine a student's

residency by applying the same
criteria as they would for any
other applicant. Evidence of

residence includes such things

as property ownership, Tenne-
ssee driver's license, a local

bank account, etc.

The local workers offered the

address of the state Coordinator

of Elections and the encourag-

ing words: "If you find out

anything, let us know." Mr.
Shirley Hassler, theCoordlnator

of Elections, wrote in reply to

the STAMPEDE'S queries, "The
register of voters may require

whatever he feels is necessary

to establish proof of residence."

The recent voter registration

drive at East Tennessee State

University again brought the

attention of this reporter to the

subject of student voting. The
drive is being sponsored by the .

ETSU United Student Body and -
The Student Vote, Inc., " a .

nation-wide, non-partisan or- _

ganization.

The drive's major concern

Is encouragement of ETSU
students to register and vote

wherever they wish. A secondary y

goal is obtaining the right of

ETSU students to register In
b

Johnson City, if they so desire.

Johnson City Test Cases n

c

In late December, the regis-

tration drive brought three test h

cases before the Johnson City s

Election Commission. Two out

of state students were allowed to C
register locally; one student rj

whose parents live in Maryville n

was not. r

Jeff Morse, a leader in the
J

voter registration drive and one

of the students allowed to

register, was not pleased with

the commission proceedings. In

recent articles in THE PIRATE '

PRESS, Morse has charged that

students "have been discrimi-

nated against as a group."

He claims that "the main
criteria the commission uses
seems to be the source of the

student's income." Morse said

that this standard had been used
only in student's cases.

a
Johnson City Election Com- 01

missioner John Howren told the tl

STAMPEDE that the source of w
income was not the only cri- b»

terion used in the hearing. He ui

said he asked each ol the three t\

students the following question: ot

—What do you consider to be
your permanent address? r.

—Do you intend to make pt

Johnson City yourhomeafteryou w
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ish your schooling?

—Whai address Is on your

rmanent record at ETSU?
—Does your parent or guard-

i count you as an exemption

his income tax?

—What state Issued your

Iver's license?

In what state is your car

glstered?

—Where are you registered

the draft?

—Estimate what percentage
your upkeep you personally

Dvlde,

Confused Situation

BernJe Cantor, the attorney

to represented the students at

• hearing, agreed with Howren
it there was no discrimination

I

gainst students as students."

i feels that the Election Com-
sslon Is being cautious In the

rrenr confused situation, and

cause of this caution, out of

ite students "have a tougher
w to hoe."

Howren seems to be in favor
allowing students to register
their college community. He

Id the PIRATE PRESS, "If

: : majority feels students

3uld vote, then that's the way
las to be. If people are worried
nit students controlling the

/n maybe we can get more

than 65 per cent of the voters

to the polls."

Howren, like the registration

officials In Carter County, would

like someone In the state to set

some definite guidelines. The
Election Commission has tried

to get an opinion from various

state officials, with little or

no results. Howren complains,

"We can't get the Attorney

General to tell us anything ... I

want the courts to tell us."

Ironically, courts in Memphis,
Nashville, and Knoxvllle have

already affirmed the right of

students attending college In

those cities to vote there.

One only hopes that the courts

will listen to reason and allow

students to vote In the areawhre
students to vote In thearea where
they spend most of their time and
money, In the area in which the

U. S. Census counts them for

the purposes of apportioning

Congressional districts.

Perhaps Mllligan students

should learn to listen to Miss
Anne Le Croy, ETSU professor

and member of the local chapter

of the American Civil Liberties

Union, who said that "working
with Mllligan would get more
done" In the effort to attain

the right of college students to

register locally.

Stamping qround

Seems lonely at top

for R

His press kit contains a large glossy

photo, a four-page bio, ten newspaper articles

about him and twelve yellow "33 and 1/3"-

cent Randy Newman Reprise stamps.

"Presenting the best reviewed artist of

1971," the press kit offers; Randy Newman.
And then the adjectives spew out: "the
finest," "great," "best pop singer," "a
major star," "a pure delight," "mind-
bending" and on and on until one wonders.

But don't stop reading now. You may not

have heard Randy Newman — you may not

have heard about Randy Newman — but this

Newman Is a new man on the composing
and singing scene and, as much as he'U

fight It, Randy Newman probably will live

up to all those adjectives, the fourpage bio

and at least ten out of twelve most
embarrassing stamps.

The writer of such popular songs as
'Mama Tole Me Not To Come," "I'll Be
Home," and "I Think It's Gonna Rain Today,"
Newman — an owllsh-Iooklng 28-year-old—
was making the rounds of the college circuit

recently.

On stage he's meek and mumbly humble,
muttering an occasional "What would you
like to hear?" or "This is a song I wrote."
He ends the quiet, hour-long Randy Newman

Letters to the editor
Editor:

the onset of thla tetter I must first

n the reader that during a few periods

/ stay in this hole 1 have really enjoyed

U, laughing atthepseudo-sophistlcates,

rites, bigots, and buffoons.

the main point of this letter is not to

reasons why I regret leaving Migraine,
ather to let out my hostilities. The
reasons for these hostilities, among
nountable others, are because of the

fval world we are caged in and the

rlsy and bigotry that goes on on the

i.

these reasons I am giving good ol*

Ine College a crock of my little brown
be.

number one objection to this pseudo-
Han Menagerie Is the medieval world
die students are caged In. In this

jerie, students enroll here for various

ns. One of the most important of these

as Is education, not only from the text

Iso about the environment they will

:erlng after leaving Migraine: "thecold
world."

leve me, when a few of these students

the caged-up, little world of Migraine,
#111 be shocked to find chislers, liars,

eary me, even atheists, just to name

ondly, a point that ties in with the

Is the subject of hypocrlsyand bigotry,

ry because the "corporation" seems to

out long-hairs, blacks, and students
inusual beliefs or "life styles."

I It Just so happens that these are
eoplc- who know what really goes on
le the menagerie of Migraine. Andwhen
people try to teach or show the others
life is all about they are squashed
rowing them out on the most trite and
al of charges, such as "life style"
is it?), or, if they wanted to, "spitting

i sidewalk."

-'sn't the Bible teach us to be forgiving
r than prosecuting? AC this point, the

©-sophisticates are hypocrites. Who
it that said, "Let him without sin

cast the first stone"? I guess 1 was wrong
about- the pseudo-SophJstlcates being hypo-
crites. According to that verse, they must
all be saints.

Sincerely,

MlkeShulrz
(alias Ura Ripoff)

Sophomore
Major: Biology

Dear Anonymous Donor.

The cheer leaders would like
to thank the "anonymous
donor" for your donation to our
fund. It is muchly appreciated
and we guarantee to put It to a
worthy cause. Thanks again and
God Bless you.

The Cheer Squad

Our apologies good friends

forthe fracture ofgood order
the burning ofpaper

instead of children CUmiil BfBRl&AN

andy Newman
by Rick Mitz

song fest with a quick and quiet "goodbye"
and the audience loves him. Finally, when
he sings them, those strange lyrics make
sense.'

His songs are short and semi-sweet. He
writes about The Yellow Man "eating rice
all day/while the children play ... he
keeps bis money tight In his hand/with his
yellow woman he's a yellow man."

Or, "Sister Sue, she's short and stout/ she

didn't grow up, she grew out/ Mama says

she's plain, bur she's just being kind/ Papa
thinks she's pretty, but he's almost blind/

don't let her out much, 'cept at night/ but

1 don't care 'cause I'm alright." And a

middie-American love story: "We met one

summer evening as the sun was going down/
she was lying on the beach In her graduation

gown . . . they sent her to high school, they

sent her to low school, she just wouldn't

go no further."

Off-stage, Randy Newman Is shy and yet

brash; meek yet mouthy; evasive and

abrasive.

"When I have a choice, 1 don't talk at

all," he said at the beginning of our interview.

"I don't like reading about myself and I

don't like listening to myself. I don't know
who buys my records, I don't know who
sees my concerts. I don't know what my
appeal Is."

So what does he know and/or like? "All

I care about is how I'm writing. It's so
much the main thing that the rest of the

stuff isn't important. I'll look at the record
sales figures and there's James Taylor up
there and there 1 am down there. But It

isn't a big thing."

"What do you do in your spare time?"
1 asked.

"I stick pins in my little doll of James
Taylor."

"What do you spend your money on?"
"Pins."

And then he laughs — no, cackles —
because none of this is serious. Except

when he's writing music - "which matters" -

nothing else matters. He laughs at his fame,

fortune and stardom because they don't exist

for him. His manner and his music want

us to remember that he's Just Plain Folk

Like You and Like Me. But what if he ever

becomes a superstar?

"I won't let it happen. 1*11 do the wrong
thing. I'll mess around. I won't work. I'll

make a bad album. You know."

Don't believe him. His music is too

important to him. His songs have been
recorded by Judy Collins, Helen Reddy,

Barbara Streisand, Harry Nilsson, EUa
Fitzgerald and himself on three Newman
Sings Newman albums. And who Interprets

R. N. the best? Simple answer; "I do."
Every once in a while, a kind phrase

slips out like "It's flattering to see all

those people coming to my concerts" —
but he quickly checks himself with some
flippant remark. "I have no friends," he

said dramatically. "There are just fans."

The interview is over. And his songs
take over where he left off. Like this one
I heard him sing at the end of a concert.

I've been around the world.

Had my pick of any girl.

You think I'd be happy, but I'm not.

Everybody knows my name,
But it's just a crazy game.
Oh, it's lonely at the top.

Listen, all you fools out there.

Go on and love me, I don't care.

Oh, It's lonely at the top.

"Goodnight."

•
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Fire station neighbors campus
by Paula Bullock

The West Carter County

Volunteer Fire Department,

located on Mllllgan's campus,

has been accepting calls since

March of 1971 says Dr. William

Gwaltney, chairman of the

Board of Directors.

This fire department got Its

stan through the Mllligan

Optimist Club. The establish-

ment of a volunteer fire

company to serve the west end

of Carter County was the club's

first community project.

In the summer of 1970 the

club assessed public opinion

in a sample poll taken on

election day. The results wero

95% positive which led the club

to Investigate the procedure

involved In the establishment

of such an organization.

After applying for and

receiving a charter, an organ-

izational meeting was held.

By-laws were drawn up, a board

of directors formed, and fund-

raising began. With the help

of the Optimist Club, the

community, and the firemen,

approximately $1000 to $1500

was collected in one Saturday.

The fund-raising continued

throughout the winter.

A loan was secured to

purchase a 1953 Ford fire truck

equipped with only a huge pump,

one inch hoses with no nozzles,

and two ladders. The firemen

then begain training early In

1971. The first calls were
accepted in March and at last

report 57 calls had been ans-
wered, seven of which were
false alarms and one was a

cat in a tree.

Since its beginning, [he West
Carter County Volunteer lire

Department has added a new
tanker truck. They have also

added hoses, helmets, coats,

gas masks, rakes, shovels,

nozzles, and ropes, not to

mention doubling the size of

their building located next to

Mr. Newton's house and behind

Webb Hall. Dr. Cwaltney ex-

pressed the thanks ol the

company to Mr. Newton for his

patience. It seems that

sometimes the crew tends to

get a little rowdy.

Twenty-four hour service is

provided with an answering

service handling the calls

during the day and two fire-

men handling them at night.

A pyramid method is used to

alert firemen of a fire using

their Citizen Band radios.

Average time for arriving at

a fire Is ten minutes,

utes.

One of the biggest fires

handled was a greenhouse fire

on the Laurels Road, which
started from a propane gas

leak. Although the loss was
estimated at $100,000, firemen

estimate that that mu^h was
saved because of the new fire

department.

One of the most spectacular

fires occured at the old mill

located across from Forbes

Market. The company was able

to save a house nearby, although

not the mill.

The company also assisted

Elizabethon in the two big down-
town fires. Many auto fires

are also handled. The chief

estimates that approximately

one quarter million dollars has

been saved because of the vol-

unteer company.

Dr. Gwaltney has been In-

volved with the company since

Its beginning. As vice-

president of the Mllligan Op-
timist Club at the time of the

chartering of the new company,

the position of Chairman of the

Board ol Directors was given

to him. Also Involved In the

board of administrative area

of the fire company are Mr.
Roy Hampton, Mr. Lone Slsk,

Mr. JackNlpper.andMr. Frank
Oakes.

DEADLINES - (JGHI — Planning one section of the BL'FFALO
are (L to r.) Becky McBride, Sue Ragsdale and hreda McAfee,
editor.

Staff plans 'unified
1 yearbook

COMPLIMENTS OF THE FRIENDLY

HOMEFOLKS
at

Citizens Bank

Two locations

BROAD at LYNN

543-1131

ELK AVENUE

543-3186

Trying to make the yearbook

a "more unified representation

of what Mllligan College means
to the students," Editor Freda
McAfee and her staff have made
several changes In the yearbook
this year.

The 1972 edition of the

BUFFALO, will contain five

sections and will be bound in

an orange cover. The first in-

troductory section. Including

sixteen pages of color, is a brief

review of the year.

"Student life" will be the

largest section in the yearbook
with 80 pages. It will depict

aspects of Mllligan life such
as candid shots of dorm life,

people at the Student Union
Building and the post office.

"Organizations" will be the

subject of the third section.

This will Include a picture of

each club, and informal shots

of their activites throughout the
year. In the fourth section,

"Individuals," pictures of stu-

dents will be arranged by
classes.

John Overbay and Gary Davis
are the business managers this

$10 Deposit required

RING DAY
at the

S.U.B.
Milligan's only authorized headquarters

semester. Snapping pictures

around campus are the photo-

graphers: Gary Davis, Ron
Worrell, Don Scott, John
McFadden, and Mr. Howard
Lamoru

Section editors this year are

Becky McBride, faculty editor;

Jim Sluyter, art editor; Kathy
Polenek, sports editor; and Sue
Ragsdale, organizations editor.

Other members of the staff

Include Jan Aubrey, Chuck
Harper, Sue Benson, and John
Overbay.

Community shares Christian faith

in annual preaching mission
Appalachla's preaching mis-

sion, an annual community
"celebration of faith", will once

again be hosted by the Tri-
Citles.

Each night, February 6

through II, at 7:00 p. m. one

speaker will be in each of the

Tri-Cities. During the day,

services at noon, and chapel

services in the public schools

will be conducted.

Speakers will discuss the

subject of their choice rotating

between East Tennessee State

University Gym inJonnsonC'icy,

the Civic Auditorium in King-

sport, and Vance Junior High

in Bristol.

Choir director this year will

be Glen Draper, choral

activities director of the

University of Tennessee in

Chattanooga. Drt James T.

Cleland, the noon speaker, is

Dean of the Chapel of Duke
University at Durham, North

Carolina.

Russel F. Blowers will be
the Sunday evening speaker in

Johnson City. He is the minister
of the East 49th Street

Christian church in Indiana-

polis, Indiana, and a member
of the board of trustees of

Mllligan College. On Friday
night athlete Bobby Richardson
will speak.

Pastor of the Second Baptist

Church in Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, Dr. Thomas Kilgore,

Jr., is scheduled to speak

Tuesday. Dr. Grady L. Nutt

will preach Wednesday. Addres-
sing the audience Thursday will

be Dr. Charles Laymon. Merrill

Womach will speak Monday
night.

Bell's

Hennypeniy
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

Two Locations To Serv You:

EU ud Wauu|i
343-156.'

jobjuo. city. Tame**
Rota ukl Wauuf,
928-7336
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Milligan Buffs in win-column

Mllligan began a crucial five-

game homestand last night In a

Volunteer State Athletic Con-
ference rematch with King.

•«i -_'

:
Team Standings

; as of Men's ;

; January 20 Basketball *

IGreen 372.5 Green 5-1 :

:Yeliow 340 Blue 5-1

:

."Brown 302.5 Orange 4-2 '•

;Red 252.5 Brown 3-3

:

31ue 212.S Pink 3-3:

Grange 153.5 Yellow 2-4 •

;Black 130.5 Black 1-4 :

:pink 130 Red 1-5
\

The Buffs entered the King

game with a fine 15-5 overall

record and 2-3 in the VSAC
following Monday night's 89-69

pasting of Tusculum. Freshman

guard Rick Long, filling in for

the Injured Mark Berg, paced

MUllgon with 33 points followed

by Eddie Carver with 16, Don
Threlkeld with 15 and Steve

Drushel with 11. Carver also

hauled down 19 rebounds.

Mllligan edged division-

leading Tennessee Wesleyan In

overtime 85-83 here last

Saturday. The Buffs fell behind

32-29 at the end of an error-

plagued first half. Excellent

Musicians sponors

choral festival
Milligan's student chapter of

Music - Educators National

Conference Is sponsoring the

Fourth Annual.Choral Festival

comprised of high school

students frotti the Trl-Citles

area.

Two hundred selected sec-

ondary music students are to

be on campta to learn about

music and singing m large

choral groups,

MLsa Sheryl Crlss, president

at MENC, Is in charge of the

Festival this* year* Although
the" 'Choral Festival' is

completely student organized

and run, Mrs. Jeanette

Crosswhlle will be advising.

"MENC Is expecting this

year's Choral Festival to be
the most organized, most
outstanding* and most reward-
ing for both the high school

students , and our music
students," said Sheryl.

TJu; students will be

practicing Intensively Friday
and -Saturday, giving a concert

Saturday night. Festival direc-
tors hope this experience will-

give the students several

months' learning experience.

For Milligan's music stu-

dents, the festival will grant

experience In conducting a

large choral group, learning

how to organize such affairs,

and working with high school

students.

Mnsical selections that *vlll

be performed at the concert

include MY ETERNAL KING,

CHILDREN OF THE HEAVEN-
LY FATHER, NEVER UNDER-
ESTIMATE THE POWER OF
A WOMAN (presented by a-

women's chorus), the LORD'S
PRAYER (by the men), and

OH HAPPY DAY.
-* - Professor ShdrwVn"Bachman,
assistant professor of music

at Mllligan, will Instruct and

conduct the Choral Festival.

Anne Taylor will be the pianist

for the group, and Gary Harney

will accompany them on the

organ.

Participating high school

students will be staying Friday

night In the rooms of volun-

teering Mllligan Students.

The concert Saturday night

will be free to Milligan stu-

dents.

Haircuts

Cheap 50c

while you wait

SEE KEN

Hardin.?! 2

Wiseman s

Wrangler Jeans

for men

Erwin highway

926-0919

• • '"BiHid»V^Jhoppjni> Cenlvf -r— Ac-ok PfOrt» K Mart

- NbrfSi Joh-mon Ciry

For Carry-Outs Call 928-7401

outside shooting by Rick Long
kept the Buffs In the contest,

Scoti McClarren did a fine

job on the Bulldogs' leading

scorer Donald Dodgen. With
16 minutes remaining, Eddie
Carver who had pulled down
12 rebounds fouled out. What
made It evenmoreunbelievable
was the fact that a substitute

was waiting for a break in the

action to report to the line-up.

Wesleyan then stretched Its

lead to 61—18 with about eight

minutes left. The Buffs fought

back when Don Threlkeld got a

hot hand and when Coach
Worrell Inserted Dale Clayton

and Bill English to get speed

and quickness into the line-up.

Threlkeld tied the game 69-

69 with 1:16 to go, and Scott

McClarren hit two free throws

with 25 seconds left to give

the Buffs a lead. Wesleyan

sent the game into overtime

with a tip-in with :02

remaining.

The Buffs jumped off to a

six-point advantage in the

overtime, but they made errors

and Wesleyan tied the game
at 83 with about one minute

left. The Buffs decided to run

down the clock and Rick Long

hit a 30-footer from the corner

with 10 seconds left for the

victory.

Long led the Buffs with 26

followed by Don Threlkeld with

24, 22 in the second half. Randy

Vernon topped the Bulldogs with

33.

In other action since the

holidays, Milligan defeated

Emory & Henry 68-62 and

Emory & Henry 68-62 and

MaryviUe 83-82, and lost to

LMU 77-76 and King 70-67,

both on the road.

BUFFS PRACTICE — In an attempt to better their 15-6 record,

the Milligan Buffs spend much time in practice.

Exhibit offers graphic art
On display In Milligan's

lower Seeger auditorium is a

graphic art show comprised of

salable prints for collecting

and unsalable displays from
the Ferdinand Roten Galleries

and the Chinese Embassy.
Boasting such names as

Goya, Chagall, Cezanne, Roualt

and Matisse, the etchings,

woodcuts, intaglio, and nearly

60 prints are all in color.

Included in the display are

several pages from ancient

manuscripts in Sanscrlpt,

Indian and Venetian and seven

Chinese scrolls.

Unframed prints, which are

either restrikes of originals

or engravings with marred
stones, range in price from

55 to J180. Information on

purchasing can be obtained

from Mrs. J. F. Treadway.
The exhibit will run from
anuary 26 to February 25.
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Dr. Tetsunao Yamamori
selected Dean of students

\

NEW DEAN — Dean of Students

next year will be Dr. Tetsunao

Yamamori.

Dr. Tetsunao Yamamori will

Join the Milllgan College

Community next semester,

serving as Dean of Students

and as chairman of the new

Sub-Area of Human Relations.

Dr. Yamamori was born In

Nagoya, Japan, and came to

the United States In 1957 to

attend Northwest Christian

College. He received his B. D.

degree from Texas Christian

University and his Ph.D. from

Duke University in the

Sociology of Religion.

Area cultural events

JANUARY 28-29

Lambda Chi Alpha will present ALL SING in the Gllbreath

Auditorium of East Tennessee State University at 7:30. For infor-

mation, call 926-1112, ext. 342.

FEBRUARY 1-29

Kingsport Art Guild

Bring your own paint;

noon. For Information,

will hold a PAINT-IN every Tuesday.

still life or model provided. 9:30-12:00

call the Fine Arts Center, 246-9351.

FEBRUARY 4-28

Sculpture from the Virginia Commonwealth University will be

exhibited at the Carroll Reece Museum of ETSU. Hours: Dally,

12:45-4:45 p. m.; Sat. and Sun., 1:00-5:00 p. m. No charge. For

information, call 926-1112, ext, 392, or 926-0781.

FEBRUARY 5-28

EXHIBIT PEOPLE CHAPELS, an exhibition of a conceptual

nature, with Imaginative ways of presenting real or Imagined

contemplation environments, will be exhibited at the Slocum Gallery

of ETSU. Hours: 8:00-1:00 p. m„ Mon. through Fri. No charge.

For information, call 926-1112, ext. 247.

FEBRUARY 6

DR. WILLIAM ABRUZZI, medical doctor, founder of CORE,
authority on drug abuse, medical director for Woodstock will

lecture at Virginia lmermont College at 8;00 p. m. No charge.

For information, call 703-669-6101.

FEBRUARY 6 - MARCH 8

VICTOR HUGCINS PAINTINGS: ONE MAN SHOW will be exhibited

at the Carroll Reece Museum of ETSU. Hours: Daily 12:45-4:45

p. m.; Sat. and Sun,, 1:00-5:00 p. m. No charge. For Information,

call 926-1112, ext. 392, or 926-0781.

FEBRUARY 6 - MARCH 12

BYRON MCKEEBY PRINTS: ONE MAN SHOW will be exhibited

at the Carroll Reece Museum of ETSU. Hours; Daily 12:45-4:45:

Sat. and Sun., 1:00-5:00 p. m. No charge. For Information, call

926-1112, ext. 392, or 926-0781.

He has had experience In

working with students as

campus minister at University

of Oregon and as youth minister

of two churches. He works

actively with the black students

at McMurry College in Abilene,

Texas, where he currently

teaches. Heisalsoworkingwith

other professors to write a

college text for Religion and

Humanities courses.

His administrative office.

Dean of Students, is a newly

created position combining the

present positions of Dean of

Men and Dean of Women. As

Dean of Students, he will

oversee every aspect of student

life. He hopes to coordinate all

activities, both in and out of the

classroom, to make each

student's life at Milllgan more
meaningful and fulfilling. The
school also plans to hire an

Associate Dean to work with

him.

As chairman of the Sub-Area

of Human Relations he will

direct the development of the

new Human Relations major
which offers specialization In

the four areas: psychology,

sociology, institutional service

and youth leadership. He will

also teach 6 hours of sociology

Including sociological theory

and race and ethnic relations.

^V\JG^
FOR
SALE

COLLEGE
SIGN OF THE TIMES — Getting

Students look lor a high bid.

Jump on Phase III, MlUigan

December graduates announced
Sixteen students graduated

from Mllligan College last

semester.

These students will partici-

pate in the May graduation

ceremony with the rest of the

senior class. The December
graduates were as follows;

BACHELOR OF ARTS
David Hamilton Clark

Patricia Harris Gross
Carla Marlaine Hoffman
Billie Ann Mayfleld

Darnell Kay Messlk
Margaret Jane Roth

Sharon Pottruff Stevenson

BACHELOR OF SCLENCE
Mark Stephen Craig
Sam M. Dalai

Daniel Lewis Gould

Gary M, Hill

Charles Rhudy Hilt

Karen Henes Long
James Stuart Mink
Cindy Davis Truitt

Sandra Broyles Walker

ANGELOS
RESTAURANT

112 Commerce Sweet In Downtown Johnion City

STEAKS • LOBSTERS • KABOBS •

PRIME RIBS OF BEEF

• OZ. UILOIN
12 OZ. SIXLOIH
GROUND TENDEIILOIH
FILET MIONON
SHOH-XA-M*

VEAL PARMIGIANA
SPAGHETTI/MEAT SAUCE
SPAGHETTI/MUSHROOMS
SPAGHETTI/MEAT BALLS

KOSHER SANDWICHES
AU. SERVED WITH SALAD. BAKED POTATO & ONION RINGS

HOUSE SPECIAL— STEAK AND LOiSTER CHATEAUMIAND

I.LNC1II ON SPECIAL

US. Rill STI AK
CHOP MRU IN

^i's ge I^^3Ri ^®f

SALE
softgoods 20-50% off

good ror JAN. 28-31

Tracy's Neckwear Co.

Factory Outlet

Its easy to select neckwear
when you have so many to
choose from. All widths and
designs in good quality

fabrics.

$2:00, $3.00 & $4.00

Southeast Shopping Village

Kingspriags Road at Legioi St.
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STAGED BEAUTIES—Competing for class sweetheart are, (1. to r.) seniors; Sharon

Hoffman, Connie Britton, Bonnie Crawford; juniors: Susan Kennedy, Donna Loving, Beth

Watrwood; freshmen: Brenda Truitt, Kathy Phillips, Joni Harker; and sophomores; Sue

Ragsdale, Linda Clark, Sharon Jones.

To be u sweetheart

Women vie for titles
Three women Irom each class

have been voted Sweetheart

Candidates of Milligan College

for 1972 with one woman from
each group of candidates to be

elected as class Sweetheart.

Connie Britton, a senior,

comes from Scotland, Indiana,

and she is majoring in history

and mlnorlng In elementary ed-

ucation, Connie enjoys cheer-
leading, working with children,

and writing poetry. She plans

to marry Mark Berg in August

and teach elementary school in

Ohio. She attends Oak Grove
Baptist Church, and her escort

for the banquet will be Mark
Derg.

Bonnie Crawford, nominated
by the senior class, comesfrom
Conyers, Georgia. She is ma-
joring in English and mlnoring
in psychology. Bonnie attends
collegiate church, and she en-
Joys swimming, music, and wri-
ting. Bonnie hopes to study En-
glish in graduate school and
later become a college

professor. Her escort will be
Steve Barnett.

Ayersvllle, Ohio, is the home-
town of senior Sharon Hoffman.
Sharon has a double major in

Enrollment decline noted

Student enrollment this sem-
ester is 720, 530 on campus and
190 commuters, of which 116
are married students.

Other figures annoum:ed b)

the Registrar's Office includ-
ed the number ol students en-
rolled by class. There are 194

seniors, 144 juniors, 165 soph-
omores, 204 freshmen, and 14

special students.

As seen in the accompanying
graph, enrollment has dropped
since a peak in 1967. Commen-

ting on this was Dr. E. Le-
Roy Lawson, administrative as-
sistant to tile Preside L . He
said "There are sever fac-
tors involved, including i erlse
of junior colleges, tliepr c- dif-

ferencial in private and public

schools, and die na;ioj. ! en-
onomic situation."

Dr. Lawson also noi d t

"We haven't been hit

as most colleges in ou-
and type. We expect a g«

rise in enrollment."

fall

S.m.ll.'

Spring

Sam Hit

,

69-70 70-71

mathematics and chemistry, t..d

after graduation she hopes to

work in research. Sharon

attends collegiate church, and

her hobbies include astronomy,

baking bread, and sewing. Tom
Evans will be Sharon's escort.

Susan Kennedy, a Junior, Is

a native of Eustls, Florida.

A physical education major and

a biology minor, Susan is yet

undecided about her future

plans. Susan attends Hopwood
Christian Church, and she en-

joys sports and playing the

guitar. Kevin Harkey will be

Susan's escort.

Donna Loving, a junior from

Bristol, Tennessee, is a psy-

chology major and an education

minor. She hopes to work in a

poverty area before attending

graduate school In psychology.

Donna attends Hopwood Chris-

tian Church, and one of

her special interests is teaching

art in the Rich Acres program.

Her escort is Brett Younkin.

Beth Watrwood, a junior,

comes from TitusvlUe, Florida.

A psychology major and an ele-

fcontinued on Page 8, col. 4)

Possible ROTC program

in cirriculum announced
I;. ., r _ _-ni m«mo. Dr. C.

Robert Wetzel, AcademicDean,
announced the opportunity for

Million College to include a

Reserve Officer Traintng

Corps program in its curri-

culum.

This opportunity is the result

of a proprosal made he an

ROTC representative from
East Tennessee State Univer-
sity who inquired about the

interest in ROTC at Milligan.

In addition to two kinds of pro-
grams, the ROTC repre-
sentative described two

possible ways that Mllligancan

offer ROTC.
The Freshman-Sophomore

program involves four semes-
ters of ROTC, one semester
hour per semester, with no mil-

iary obligations. Usually,

colleges accept ROTC credit to

satisfy freshman and sopho-

more physical education re-

quirements.

The Junior-Senior program
involves advanced study, mili-

tary commitment following

graduation, $100 per month
during junior and senior years,

and eligibility for ROTC sch-

olarships.

If the decision is made to

participate in ROTC, in cooper-
ation with ETSU, the student

would take ROTC at ETSU while

a full-time student at Milligan.

The course credit would be

given through ETSU but could

be transferred to Milligan,

If more than ten male stu-

dents are interested In par-
ticipating in ROTC, an

instructor would be sent to the

Milligan campus and course
credit would be given through
Milligan College.

No definite decision ui

recommendations have been

made concerning ROTC on
campus. Nor will they be made
undl "the college community
has had further time todlscuss

the appropriateness and advis-

ability of the programs," ac-

cording to the memo released

from Dr. Wetzel.

A diversity of opinion seems
to exist amongthe student body.

When asked his opinion, Ricky

Wright, sophomore, stated that

he "didn't see anything wrong
with ROTC. It gives guys the

opportunity to advance in the

military If that's what they

(continued on Page 6, col. 3)

Sweethearts

to be named
at banquet

Tonight marks the 1972

Sweetheart Banquet, sponsored
by the Student Council.

From the twelve candidates,

four women were elected as

class sweethearts. Students

voted yesterday and class

sweethearts will be announced
at the banquet, which begins

at 5; 1 5 tonight.

Entertainment will also be
provided at the steak dinner. Mr.
E.D. Smith, a drama and speech

instructor at Virginia Inter-

mont, will sing. Mr. Smith
played Lancelot in 'Camelot' at

the Community Theatre injohn-
son City.

Any Milligan student may
attend the semi-formal banquet.

Concert series brings

Molina's dance company
In cooperation with the

Johnson City Community Concert
Series, the Jose Molina Dance
Company, a professional Spanish

dance troupe, is being brought

to Seeger Memorial Chapel as
part of the Milligan Concert
Series.

Molina's company has been
performing throughout North
.America since May 1962.

"Molina with his handsome
company, gorgeous costumes and
a varied program had the audience
raising the rafters with applause

and cheers. He probed the depth

of Spanish dance and let us feel

that inner urgency which trans-
forms a performer into an

artist," said critic Walter Terry.
The concert will be Monday,

February 14, at 8:00 p. m. in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Admission to the concert is

free to Milligan personel.

However, general admission

tickets are available solely

through the community organ-

ization.

OLE JOSE—Performing Monday as "an of the Milligan Concert Series, Jose Molina's
Dance Company will demonstrate tradit. . Spanish dancing.
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Committee pursues
academic upgrading

PLAY/OUT SIT/DOWN REHEARSAL—Preparing for the February 2b performance of

"American Dame" are (1. to r.) Randi Kibler, Marilyn Carter, Denny Dennlston, and Tim
Eade.

Women's history seen in play
"The American Dame," a

panorama of women's history,

will be presented on rebruary
25 and 26 by Milligan students.

Written by Philip C. Lewis,
the play is a combination of

comedy and drama. It traces

the history of women from the

time of Adam and Eve through

modern history. Much of the

play's dialogue is verbatim
quotes from history.

Students participating in the

play include Janet Gray, Bonnie

Crawford, jerl Smith, Sharon

Cherniek, Randi Kibler, Mar-
ilyn Carter and Joy Kegley. The
male characters will be played

by Dennis Thomas, Ruddy
Fullen, Denny Dennlston, Tim
Eade, Don Scon and Rex Bell.

Mrs. Marguerite Parris Is

the director. Commenting on
the play, she said, "1 think

lifts your diamonds to new heights of beauty!

the "CLASSIC COLLECTION"

tie Perfect Blending of

Traditional Elegance and

Contemporary Simplicity

YOUR CHOICE

s129»5
NO DOWN PAYMENT
Only $2.75 A Week

Exquisite new expressions

of the ring making art that

come closest to a woman's
dream of the perfect set-

tings for her treasured dia-

monds. Available In either

white oryellow 14 kt. gold.

B
NQ>7^nnioil
^$* ^Jewelers

121 Fountain Square

John
, at

phone: 926-0061

Ll- ennessee

it's challenging for the players

because they must act many
different roles and characteri-

zations." She also noted that

the only props will !>e risers

and two podiums.

The play is actually a play/

out. This is a form of enter-

tainment where the actors

announce a theme and then play

il out. The whole idea Is to

give audiences the pleasure of

watching actors act and to make
ideas fun. Play/out was created

to provide economically, feasi-

ble entertainment.

With the goal of attaining

the standard set by Phi Beta

Kappa , a Com mittee on

Academic Excellence has begun

a ten-yearprogramof upgrading

the quality of academic accom-
plishment at Million.

Established by President Jes>

Johnson in July iy71, the com-
mittee has been evaluating the

school's present academic pro-

gram for dm- past several

months. Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson,
chairman of the committee, re-

cently said, "When we have

made a thorough analysis, we
ran lormulate specific pro-

posals for improving the total

academic life here."

Although many of the Aca-

demic Excellence Committee's

projects are still intheplanning

stages, It has received approval

for a paperback bookstore which

will soon open In the Student

Union Building.

One of the committee's main
areas of concern Is library Im-
provement. Presently the school

has a goat of raising $300,000

for the library. Over the next

decade the committee hopes to

gain substantial additions to the

library's holdings. One possi-

bility is to expand the library

in the area of microfilm.

Because the committee be-

I'.cves that the faculty must

play a significant role in aca-

demic advancement, many oi the

tentative proposals will enable

Chancellor Walker
to address faculty
"Principles of the Restora-

tion Movement in the christian

College" will be the theme of

Dr. Walker's lecture series this

year.

The lectures, which are for

the faculty, will be held on

February 21 and 28, and March
6 and 13. After a dinner on

each of these evenings Dr. Dean

E. Walker, Chancellor of

Mllligan College, will present

a lecture.

A panel of three faculty

members will give their

reactions to the lecture,

followed by a period of

discussion open to the entire

faculty.

The general purpose of the

lectures is to promote faculty

discussion of Milligan's philo-

sophy of education along with

the purpose and goals of the

college. It is hoped that during

the lectures a professor can

gain insieht into the relation-

ship between his special field

of education and the total college

program.

Concerning the upcoming lec-

tures, Dr. C. Robert Wetzel
said, "Possible discussions of

such diverse matters as the

growth of community colleges

or the Jesus movement will help

Milliuan maintain a philosophy

of education that speaks to con-
temporary circumstances."

The practice of having lec-

tures directed to the faculty

began during the former presi-

dency of Dr. Walker when he
addressed the faculty at the

beginning of each year.

President Johnson has con-

tinued to address the faculty

each year. In addition to this,

die purpose of the lectureship

is to provide an occasion when
members of the faculty can re-
examine Milligan College and
its purpose.

members of the faculty to im-

prove their effectively::- and

raise their level of accomplish-

ment.
The Committee on Academic

Excellence has already voted

to reestablish the [ acuity Forum
under the direction of Dr. 1-red

Norrls. The forum consists of

regular meetings at which

selected faculty members read

a paper that they have written

concerning a subject In their

area of specialization. These

papers will be publishea

periodically In the OCCASION-
AL BULLETIN.

Plans are being made for the

development of a lycetim, or

lecture series. The upcoming
Dr. l>ean E« Walker lectures

exemplify this goal of the com-
mittee.

Other plans for the faculty In-

clude upgrading faculty salaries

and establishing a program of

faculty scholarships and stip-

ends for research and pub-

lishing.

Various curriculum changes

are being considered by the

committee. According to Dr.

Lawson, all core requriements
are being carefully evaluated.

Plans are being made for in-

dividualized programs which
will accelerate advanced stu-

dents and assist marginal
students.

The committee realizes that

the students themselves are im-
portant to the success of aca-
demic improvements. Susan
Roetter Lee, Student Council's
secretary oi academic affairs,

and her committee have pre-
sented several proposals
regarding student suggestions
and possible course modi-
fications.

In its efforts to raise Mil-
ligan's academic level, the

committee may review similar
liberal arts colleges with ahign

level of academic achievement.
By studying various programs
and consulting with other
schools new insights may be
gained.

As an advisory bodytheCom-
mittee on Academic Excellence

has no actual power besides
making recommendations to

President Johnson, Dean C.Ro-
bert Wetzel, and other persons
with administrative authority.

Its main purpose Is to formulate
and coordinate proposals re-
garding academic improvement
at Milligan.

Meml>ers of the committee
other than Dr. Lawson are Dr.
Wetzel, Dr. Ro!>en Fife, Dr.
Henry Webb, an v J I jr. Robert
Liston. Dr. johnson and Mr.
Cene Wigginton are ex officio

.

Pinecrest Grill

Pizza Breakfast Any ord.r over
Sodas Plate dinners SS Delivered Free
Sundaes Chefs salad
Soil drinks
Milk shakes

Plate inches ^^ C o// 928-992,

Short orders Mon-Thurs 7am 9pm

Fri-Sat 7om-i7prn

Own* ri & Operated by Milligan students
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'Straight from the shoulder'

Buffalo fable chronicled

SERF.NITY—One student seems to have (01

the midst of the sometimes clamorous lilirary.

Meaningful experiences

attempted by assembly
by Paulo !

In search of a more meaningful

Christian experience, one group

of Christians has been Involved

in an assembly centered at the

home of Mr. and Mrs. (Juy

Mauldin.

Developing from a fellowship

on Sunday nights to a church

experience involving an experi-

ment In closer, more meaningful

fellowship, the group now meets
on Sunday mornings and Sunday

evenings. Composed of students

local residents, and their

children, the group possesses a

needed diversity.

The services are rather

unstructured, sometimes Invol-

ving singing, although not always.

Scripture is read and any who
choose participate in tiie ensuing

discussions. A central belief is

that fellowship is an essential

part of worship.

Tom and Wanda Burns, two

MUligan students, have become
involved in the group. Wanda said

"in such a small group, one can

really get to know the other

members. .The group is small
enough so that one does not have-

to be afraid and can he honest."

These small groups have been

successful within the established

church, however, Tom and Wanda
feel outside groups can be more
meaningful, "just as we feel a

need for the small group, other

people feel an equally valid need

for an organized ritual as is found

In the established church," said

Tom.
Communion is observed by

the group after die common noon

meal. Mr. Mauldin felt that com-
munion was enhanced by the

ullock

fellowship of the meal. The
Hums' commented that "com-
munion [S much more meaning-

ful with the meal in the context

of fellowship, and less meaning-

ful when concerned with what

to do next."

Sunday night services are even

less structured than Sunday

morning services. These sessions

Include more relaxed conver-

sations as well as Bible study.

The goal of this group is to

accept others as they are, to be

Christians day after day, and to

be themselves with Christ in

them. An experiment still, the

group is searching and something

is happening. And diey are not

afraid to try something new.

riff I'ABLEOI nil HL'l l-ALO

HULL AND COW INSTITI T\

Long a?o, before man *.vas

given dominion over the earth,

there were great animal civil-

izations.

Of all the animals in Amer-
ica, the Huffalos were (ar

superior In learning and cult-

ure. It so happened that the

noble Buffalos had once received

Truth from the Maker-Ol-All
Things. As time passed, tins

Truth became tangled in their

developing culture and was even

harder to keep clear when con-

fronted with the Truth of the

rabbits, or the Truth of the

Birds.

Our tale recalls the time
when the Buffalos, to maintain

their Truth, (for they feared for

the life of the eternal Truth),

came together In a certain

valley and established the [ju(-

falo Bull and Cow Institute of

Truth.

Now the Institute was a fine

idea as it sought to Instruct

young Huffalos (called "Buffa-
looos") In die essentials of the

Truth and the manner in which
die J 'ruth related to dielr ad-
vanced culture. For many years
the Institute Joined with the Huff—

looos in searching for Truth,

and all was good.

Yet in the course of tlmn,

the Buffalo culture began to

change rapidly. Young Huffs

outside the institute were
thinking differently. Suddenly
grazing in the greenest field was
not their main concern. They
were no longer worried about

keeping the best valleys from
the goats or the sheep.

by Mac Ilia icley

even dared to look at

die Truth from a much differ-

ent aspect than it had ever been

taught at the Institute. Worst

of all, these new Ruffa looos liv-

ed differently. Indeed die ra)>-

blts and goats saw nothing un-

usual about the way the young

ere living.

teachers of Truth as well as of

the Buffalooos.

Fall Semester Dean's List

True, the shaggy Buffalo

manes had not been so magni-

ficently long and flowing since

before die days of the Institute,

but of what importance was that?

And if the Buffalooos wished to

accept more responsibility lor

their personal lives, was not

this In keeping widi both the

greater burden they carried in

the Great Buffalo Herd of Am-
erica and the great personal

freedoms upon which die Great

Herd had agreed to come to-

gether''

Raging controversy

Yes, this was so. The Teac-
hers-of-Truth could see that this

was so. Yet the old Buffs who

contributed to the Institute re-

sisted.

"This is not good," they cried,

"it is contrary to the traditions

of die Institute."

"Perhaps," replied the Buffa-

looos, "but what of the teachings

of the Truth?"

On such a level the controversy

ra^ed, yet, the decisive factors

were not here.

The wise Custodian of the In-

stitute knew die real issues. Un-
fortunately, the Buffalooos could

not study Truth and supply grass

lor themselves andtheTeachers-

of-Truth at the same time. So
the old Buffalos from all over

die Herd who cared forthe Truth,

supplied some needs of the

The old Bufis remembered die

early days, when the life of the

Institute, the study of Truth, and

the culture of the Herd were so

nicely in harmony. Those were
the days when the majority of the

Herd, not Just the Buffalos of the

Institute, joined in prohibiting the

drinking of the Dream Waters,

and many Buffalos s?id they be-

lieved in going to the Truth Tem-
ples often.

Temples of Truth

Hut now it was different. Now
they must guard the Truthful
remnant. Was it not obvious
folly for the Buffaloes to appear
in die fashion of their fellows

who were not connected with the

Temples of Truth? Did It not

betray un-Truthful desire when
the Buffaloes sought after

responsibility for their own
behavior? (What could this

behavior be that they wished to

judge for themselves?)

Some claimed that fewer and

fewer Buffalooos were coming
to the Institute these days, but

surely this could not be the fault

of the Institute! No, the institutes

of the birds and of the sheep had

fewer students now too, which

proved that it was not their Buf-

falo Institute's peculiar problem.

Nothing could be done.

After many years had passed

in this way, the wise Custodian

of the Institute decided to hold

a hearing to judge the way of

Truth in this matter. (Dare any
Buffalo say that the Truth did

not relate to the problems?)

(To be continued next week as

the Buffalooos meet the old Buffs
for the ensuing hearing.)

List i

3.75 to 4.00

STEAK RANCH
Holiday Shopping Center — Across From K Mart

North Johnson City

For Carry-Outs Call 928-74P1

List 2

3.50 to 3.749

Come Grow With Cobb
A representative of the Cobb County School system, o

suburban school system in the Atlanta area, will be on

campus interviewing prospective teachers on February 22nd,

1972. Applicants who are unable to schedule interviews and
are interested in employment in the Cobb County Schools

should contact,

Clinton J. Taylor, Asst. Supt.

Cobb County Schools

Marietta, Georgia,

phone, 404-422-9171.

THE WASH TUB
COIN AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

Clean • New - Pleasant Atnospkere • Atteided

Johnson City

Itjiot Si RiBfl

Sosthtnt Skoppiig Village

Wash Tub

Milllgan
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Issues
ys»W/Z: Inside

Love it or leave it

Often, when a student criticizes a

policy, action, or attitude of Mllligan

College, he is told that if he does

not like It he can leave, which seems
to be a localized version of "America;
Love it or Leave It" philosophy.

Judging from the enrollment statistics

over the past few years, students have
picked up on the option and left. In

fact, should the rate of decreasing en-

rollment from 1969 to 1971 remain
the same, by 1978 less than 500 students

will walk the campus. This would en-

~ail a drop of almost 400 students over

ten years.

However, the purpose in stating these

facts is not to paint an apocalyptic pic-

ture. Rather, It Is hoped that one will

come to admit that discontentment exists

In the student body and students are dis-

playing It through a rather final means.
Immediately, some will blame poor

economic conditions for the decreases,

implying other private colleges are ex-

periencing the same decline. Unfortun-

ately, tills argument proves unsat-

isfactory. According to the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education, private

four-year colleges throughout the nation

had an average Increase In enrollment

of .4% for 1970 to 197J. During the

same period, Mllligan had a decrease

Of course one can snrug off these

facts and live in the illusion that no
problems exist and students move In

a blissful state of Utopia at Mllligan.

However, it would seem that he who

cares about MUllgan's welfare would
want to ease student dissension rather

than let it brew until it becomes hos-
tility because of being Ignored.
Yet then again, maybe an upsurge

of active resentment will not occur.

just a passive deporting of students

as the college dwindles away.

R0TC question <

THE GREAT ESCAPE Apparently

conducting her own personal fire drill,

this Sutton Hall resident has decided
to take action.

Locks revisited
On December 10, I97U, Student Council

passed a recommendation to remove the

chains from Sutton Hall doors. Last semes-
ter. Student Council passed another recom-
mendation to remove the chains.

On December 6, 1971, In a memo to

Richard Roames, President Jess Johnson

said, "I have checked both of the doors
in Sutton with Mr. Kyte. I am embarrassed
because they have replaced the chain on the

exit leading from the second floor out of

the back of the building. This is contrary

to my understanding, and I have the assurance
that over the Christmas break the situation

will be resolved."

Today is February 11, 1972, and the

chains are still on the doors at night.

Procrastination might be expected over

a council recommendation which involves

a conflict over policy. However, when the

safety of one hundred women Is at stake,

procrastination turns to negligence.

Every Christian, at some
time, is faced with the dif-

ficult problem of whether his

Christianity will require or

prohibit his bearing arms
against other men,

Mllligan College Is curren-

tly facing a closely related

decision, namely, whether a

Reserve Officer Training

Corps Is compatlable with its

goals, both as a Christian and

academic community. Obvious-

ly, the question is not a simple

one to resolve. It would seem
advisable then to explore some
of the possible ramifications

of such a "marriage".

towered academics
In the past few years,

the trend among many colleges
and universities has been to

remove ROTC or to place It

on a non-credit or voluntary
basis. The reasonforthismove
is primarily the low academic
standards of the courses offer-
ed.

Conceivably, a low grade av-
erage could be substantially

improved by taking relatively

easy ROTC courses. Critics

view this as having an adverse
effect on the academic level

which the school is seeking to

maintain.

Potential problems might

also be anticipated regarding

the practical aspects of Integr-

ating an ROTC program within

the Mllligan community. One

Reactor breeds fiery reactions
by Bill Howden

Senator Howard Baker calls

it "the most significant step

°ver taken In the peaceful use

of the atom." An environmen-
talist spokesman calls it "a
powderkeg the likes of which
will have profound implications

for the history of the world.**

Both men were describing the

500 million dollar nuclear
breeder reactor proposed for

construction at Rogersville.

The Rogersville reactor

would be the first of its type

to be built in this country.

Such breeder reactors are

designed to produce large am-
ounts of electricity without pol-

lution. Like currently operating

nuclear power plants, no air

pollution is emitted. Unlike

current plants, however, the

nearby streams would not suf-

fer from heat pollution because
the breeder reactor would not

use water as a coolant.

The breeder reactor gets Its

name from the fact thai it

"breeds" or produces nuilear

fuel as a by-product. In the bre-

eder, a form of uranium
which cannot be used as nuclear

fuel is changed into radioac-

tive plutonium which can.

Thus, breeder reactors seem
to be tho answer to a numlx-r

of problems: the depletion of

America's carbon fuels (coal,

oil, etc.); the increased dem^nrt

for electricity (expected to dou-

ble by 1980); the limited supply

of uranium for nuclear fuel

which, at the present rate of

use in non-breeding reactors,
would be depleted in several
decades.

the Atomic Energy Commi-
ssion is so pleased with
the expected performance of

breeder planes that they hope
to have two hundred such plants

in operation by the year 2000,

Not everyone, however.

Is convinced that the environ-

mental effects will be minimal.
Wilson Clark, the nuclear en-
ergy consultant for the John

Muir Institute for Environmen-
tal Studies, is one scientist

who questions the safety of

the breeder reactors.
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Clark says that the plutonium

which the reactor would pro-

duce "in massive quantities"

is thousands of times more
toxic to humans than sodium

cyanide. Moreover, according

to Clark, there are no known

ways to store or transport it

safely.

(TIME reports that the AEC
admits that a completely satis-

factory way of disposing

of radioactive wastes has yet

to be found.)

Local reaction to the Roger-

sville reactor has been very

favorable. At the end of Jan-

uary, Charles Waters, first

vice-president of the Rogers-

ville Chamber of Commerce,
said, "We are starting a cam-
paign to go against all those

emotional extremists who are

against the placing of the nuc-

lear reactor breeder plant in

Hawkins County."

The Atomic LnergyCommis-
sion may well be able to make
the plant safe. It seems,
however, that the people of East

Tennessee would be wise to

honestly and fairly investigate

the other side of the Issue,

also. Clean air and water, mil-

lions of dollars in construction

funds, and several thousand

construction jobs ever the next

few years are important to this

aren, -.o is lite.

:::::- by Tim

problem would Involve super-

vision of the program. The ul-

timate authority over instruc-

tors and what takes place In

the classes, should a real con-

flict arise, might become a

point of contention.

At best, it would be difficult

for Instructors to incorporate

the alms, Ideals, and methods
of Mllligan College Into their

Death: Den
A friend of mine, a 13-year-

old boy named Barry, who lives

alone with his mother, came
home from school one day re-
cently to find the t>oay ui nis

dog and best friend, Copper

—

run over by a school bus

—

sittin<» In a brown cardboard box

waiting for the sanitation

department people to pick it

up and dispose of It.

Barry was frantic and ran into

the house sobbing. "Buthecan't
be gone," he cried to his moth-
er. "He can't be gone because

I love him so much, , .1 love

him more than anybody. . .!

don't know how I'll live with-

out him. . .we played together.

. ,1 took care of him and. . .and

he is. . .was. . .my best friend.

Barry was about as prepared
for death In the family as he

was to go out and collect his

social security money. But pos-
sibly, according to Robert Ful-
ton, the death of Barry's dog can

be an Important learning exper-

ience—even in all Its pain and

grief—preparing him to accept

the inevitability of future deaths

more easily.

Reality of death
Fulton, along with 16 other

University of Minnesota profes-
sors and doctors, Instituted the

Center for Death Education and
Research, offering courses in

"Death, Grief and Bereave-
ment" and "The Sociology of

Death."

The purpose of the program
and its courses Is to help stu-
dents accept the reality of death,
to expose them to all the feelings

that go along with death. To
create an understanding of

something that's so misunder-
stood.

Death.

A five-letter word that is

more frightening than other-
letter words, like War andCan-
cer, because death is where
they culminate. Death in our
society is the ultimate obscenity
to many people, who spell it

d—h in their minds and think

up new euphemisms like Laid
To Rest/Passed On/In Eter-
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tnfronts campus blurb!
teaching methods in the short

time with which they have to

work. This wouid make ROTC
little more than an auxiliary

program. Injecting Its own
training into the total program

of the college.

However, the problem goes

much deeper. Mllligan, as a

liberal arts college, should be

encouraging the development
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Prisoners struggle

in unjust situation

i/ vs. Reality
nal Slumber, rather than accept

even the word Death, one of the

few realities In life.

"We are living In a death-

denying society," Fulton said

In a recent interview. "Most
young people today haven't ex-

perienced death Inanypersonal,

Immediate way because today

the elderly are segregated Into

nursing homes and the dying a re
put In hospitals to die separa-
tely,*" he said.

Denial of age
The primary concern of Ful-

ton's program—and a few others

like It In colleges around the

country—is with the issues and

problems surrounding mortality

in our society.

Actually, the whole concept of

death education— a relatively

new one and considered either

bizarre or tasteless by those

ignorant of its meanings— is

concerned more with life than

with death.

"We're living in a socletj

that denies growing old,"Fulton
said, smoothing back his gray-
ing hair. "There are three mil-
lion people In America over
75; 15,000 over 100 and 10

percent of the population Is over
65. But they all pretend they're
21," he said.

As Fulton talked about death

and learning to handle the feel-

ings that go with It, he often

looked out the window of the

11-story building his office is

in, glancing at the lively Uni-
versity of Minnesota students

rushing to get to classes, rus-

hing to get out of them.

"Man never has been able to

cope with death," he said, look-

ing back into the room. "All

religions have a central thesis

that says 'man can't die'

and every cemetery, every
memorial, every Caster, the

concepts of heaven and reincar-

nation, all reinforce the idea

that man does not die.

"Death," Fulton said, "Is

really nothing to fear and cer-
tainly is something to think

about. Death Is natural and

death Is normal."

of independent thought and jud-

gment. The student should

be preparing to use his Intel-

lect to develop a better world.

The military system, on the

other hand, Is based upon a

hieratchy of authority and un-
questioned obedience to that

authority. Training and Indoc-

trination are stressed rather

than education. Solutions to

problems through violence are

emphasized rather than reason
and diplomacy. There may be

a place for such a system, but

its place in the liberal arts

college is dubious.

Moral judgment
Milllgan Cwiiege, though, is

more than just a liberal arts

college. It also claims to be

a community of Christians.

By accepting the ROTC pro-

gram, the community would be

making the judgment that the

military system, that is, bear-

ing arms against men to impose

a will upon them, Is morally

acceptable. Many Christians

would hesitate to make such an

assertion.

A decision to reject the ROTC
program might indicate a jud-

gment against the system. Or
an abstention from any such

judgment might be lndicatec
1

by rejecting ROTC on campus.

To say that the acceptance of

ROTC would not involve any

moral judgment Is inconsistent

with the established policy of

the college.

To be sure, a request for

classes in contraceptives, bar-

tending, or communist doctrine

taught bypersons in those fields

would be denied on the basis

of moral implications.

Above all it is important

to realize that the presence

of ROTC at Milligan would

affect more than a few

individuals. Rather, the entire

community would be involved.

It is up to each member of the

community to respond intel-

ligently to rhis sitaution.

For some reason. It seems the best

historical novels are penned by Russian

novelists. One has but to look at writers

such as Tolstoi, Dostoievsky and Pasternak

to realize that this is so.

There appears to be another Russianwriter

on the contemporary scene ready to carry

on this tradition Aleksandr I.Solzhemtsyn.

From the publication of his first novel in

the West, ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN
DENISOVICH, Solzhenitsyn's stature has

risen in literary circles to where he is now

considered by many to be the greatest of all

living Russian authors.

For those who may have heard the

Sophomore Humanities lecture of February

8, Vladimir Nabokov couldn't carry solz-

henitsyn's erasers.) Yevgeny Yevtushenko,

Jie well known poet and personal friend of

Solzhenitsyn's has gone so far as to call

him "our only living Russian classic."

The dominant characteristics of all Solz-

henitsyn's novels is that he portrays men In

crisis or stressful situations. Most often, he

draws from his own personal experience as

a political prisoner in Stalinist Russia In

creating the characters of his novels.

THE FIRST CIRCLE is perhaps Solzhen-

itsyn's most representative work, it deals

with the lives of Russian prisoners in an

experimental laboratory Just on the outskirts

of Moscow.
It also delves Into the lives of the free

employees In the laboratory who, because

of the totalitarian Russia they are forced to

live in, may also be considered prisoners.

This laboratory is involved with Stateprojects

and is populated by prisoners with a strong

technical or mathematical background.

Circle of Hell
The novel gets its name irom the fourth

canto of Dante's INFERNO. This canto tells

of those highly gifted men who lived before
the birth of Christ and therefore cannot be
considered Christians. It is in this circle
of Hell that the unbaptized, yet virtuous

pagans dwell; men like Socrates, Diogenes,
and Homer.
The prisoners at the laboratory were also

separated from the other, less gifted prison-

ers. Because of their learned skills and value

to the State, these prisoners were treated

much better than the average Russian
prisoner, just as the inhabitants of the first

circle of Hell are not forced to undergo
physical sufferings.

by Ken Cramer

by Ron Nutte-

Eut make no mistake about it, the laboratory

may be the first circle, and therefore easier

to accept, but it is still Hell.

In reading THE FIRST CIRCLE one is

able to share the tragedy of being unjustly

imprisoned— the heartache, the frustration,

the spiritual breakdown. One Is also able

to share in the prisoner's struggle to

overcome his situation and pronounce Life

worthwhile in 5pite of his situation.

Realm of Man
Solzhenltsyn is very persistent inhis belief

that it Is within the realm of Man to transcend

any situation, no matter how unjust or cruel

It may be, and affirm the Spirit of Man.

In order to do this, according to Solz-

henitsyn, one must always be able to assert

his own will, not in tee sense of dominating

the situation, but rather, In refusing to

compromise or prostitute one's values. For

example, a prisoner obviously cannot refuse

outright to work because he would be severely

punished. If not killed.

What he can do, however. Is to take his

time, not rush, and maintain a generally

lethargic pace. Working in this manner, one

is able to appease the authorities while at

the same time maintaining his own sense

of rebellion against the authorities.

More than anything, Solzhenitsyn's novels

and plays are a song to the human spirit.

It Is this human spirit which keeps Man
striving toward order in what often appears

to be a cruel, unjust, and unfeeling world.

THE FIRST CIRCLE pays homage to all

such men.

Solzhenitsyn is not content to merely state

what a man must do to survive stressful

situations, he goes on to suggest how best

a man might survive such conditions. Basic-
ally, his approach is Epicurean. That is to

say, the road toward happiness and content-
ment, even under such extreme circumstances
as a prison camp, is dependent upon the

attitude one maintains toward his predica-
ment. Happiness, in other words, is a state

of mind.

Solzhenitsyn's works shall endure through
the years for the simple reason that he
writes of Man in a way that is universal
and timeless. It Is Man's lot that he forever
must face crisis and stressful situations.

It is Man's nature that he study the wisdom
of his predecessors, and that will include
the novels and plays of Aleksa-ndr 1. Solz-
henitsyn.

Srompinci ground

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

In a recent election held by

the Freshman Class, some
interesting results occured. It

seems a female named Wardog
pulled the majority of the class

votes for the sweetheart contest.

Our illustrious Dean, in a

humanities lecture, tried to

show how one seventh of the

populus could control the vote

and make a practical joke.

Around the country people are

realizing how meaningless

certain positions and elected

posts have become. One such

example was Pat Paulson's

amount oi votes in the 1968

Presidential election.

The Freshman Sweethear.

contest is nothing buta popular-

ity contest. I do not doubt that

Wardog pulled as many votes

as she did because of an

organized campaign to elect the

most popular female. Even

though her beauty, sex, 3"'1

class memDersiup is dubious,

she was proven to be the best

known and voted for female

on campus.

We who voted for Wardog
were not pulling a practical

joke. We were simply express-

ing our view on a ridiculous

contest and a desire to promote
our beloved Wardog.

Because the democratic

system has been ignored and

because of the recent suspicious

disappearance of Wardog, we of

the Friends for Wardog
Committee are now convinced

that Milligan has truly gone to

the dogs.

In harmonic apathy,

Friends for Wardog Committee
In the hall of the Wardog
queen, Pardee Hall.

Phil McCullough

Freshman
History
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Student attitudes change,

conflict with institutions

•«-

MIXING IT UP—As 3 part of pledge

together for a social in the SUB basement. ,

Alphj Phi Omega members and pledges get

mly pledging is Circle K.

Circle K initiates pledges
Circle K is now in the midst

of pledge week, with candidates

participating In week-long acti-

vities.

Commenting on the purpose of

pledge week, Circle K president,

Mark Webb, said, "It enables

the incoming members to get

better acquainted with the guys

already in circle K. Pledge week

is also a time when the new

members can show their interest

In the club and prove their worth

to us."

At the end of pledge week,

the men of Circle K will vote

whether or not to accept the

pledging members Into the club.

Following this, an initiation is

held (or the new members.
To pledge membership in

Circle K a student must be at

least a second semester fresh-

man, cannot be on academic

probation, and must be willing

to donate his time for club

activities.

Mark Webb said that Circle

K was recently honored to

receive an American flag from

United States Representative

James Quillen. The flag was
initially given to the LUIzabethton

Klwanls Club, and then it was

presented to Circle K by their

Kiwanis" advisor, Sam Marker.

Currently Circle K is spon-

soring a "wood chuck clas;" at

Rich Acres. It la a hamlu rait

Down ihrtjugh the centuries

has t time the diamond most
enduring and brilliant oi .ill

gems the perfect pledge

of love When choosing your
ring, remember that every

Keepsake Engagement Dia-

mond is registered and guar-

anteed perfect (or replace-

ment assured)

FRED DAVIS
JEWELERS

405 Elk Avinue

EUZABETHTON, TfcNNESSfE

class for junior high boys in

which they make such things as

shoe shine kits and snapshot

albums.

Some of Circle K's future

activities include a basketball

game with Grundy Mountain

Mission and a district convention

in Lexington.

Arlington, Texas — (I.P,)-

Changlng attitudes of college

students and the inflexibility of

some American institutions

are on a collision course that

may pose major problems,
warns a University of Texas at

Arlington sociologist.

Notable targets of student dis-

content today arc* the university

system, government, and

churches, concludes Dr. Will-

iam A. Stacey after evaluating

data from some 7,000 student

interviews during the past six

years.

"The thing different about

the student of today and the stu-

dent of yesterday is that thu-

student today might be willing

to do something about his

Ideals," he cautions. "We're
talking about two different gen-

:rations of students," he adds

n comparing 1965 and 1970

rollegians. He began the study

In 1965 at Mississippi State

University and continued it there

through 1970.

He and a colleague, Ronald

C. Engle, associate professor

of sociology, posed the same
questions to UT Arlington stu-

dents for comparison purposes.

They presented their findings at

the Southern Sociological Soc-

Possible R0TC program
(continued from Page 1)

want." BobGootee, alsoa soph-
omore, commented that "we
ought to have it. Many guys
are going into the service

anyway, why not go in as an
officer?" Roy Mason, senior,

expressed that ROTC is the

best thing that could happen to

Milligan College, because of the

opportunities it opens up."

In contrast, Tim Cameron
feels that if "we allow ROTC
on campus, we are implying

that ROTC fits Into the other
disciplines that Milligan sup-

FINAL MARKDOWN

On Famous Brand

Men's and Ladie's Wear

SAVINGS

UP TO

Vz

ports." He further states that

"if someone wants ROTC, they

should he able to take it, but

ROTC should not be on this

campus."

Penny Phillips, sophomore,

commented that "it would be

very difficult for a student to

learn how to love others

effectively when he is being

taught in another class how
to kill others more effect-

ively." John Mcl-adden, fresh-

man, stated tliathefeels "ROTC
is not in keeping with the

Milligan college tradition which

Is supposed to be Christian."

Other students seemed unaf-

fected bythepossiblityof ROTC
on campus, "1 don't care. It

won't affect me," was David

Acres comment. Dave Chupa,
junior, is "not opposed to ROTC.
If there are enough students on

campus that have an interest,

they should be able to partic-

ipate in ROTC." Randy Blum
stated that "it doesn't seem that

there's a need for it at Mil-

ligan."

iety meeting in Florida this

year.

Responses at both universi-

ties followed approximately the

same pattern, although L'T Ar-
lington students reflected a more
liberal attitude. Dr. Stacey at-

tributes chis primarily to the

urban environment.

"The student today doesn't

feel the same kind of hangups

that the student of, say, five

years ago experienced," he

said. In the survey, Dr. stacey

found today's students are more
concemeclwith human relations,

college administrations, and na-

tional and international policy.

He discovered today's students

appear to be freer of prejudice

and increasingly alienated by

bureaucracy.

He also found increasing use
of alcohol among students, more
sexual permissiveness, a de-

cline in religious values and

church attendance and a rising

percentage who cheat or are

aware of cheating In their clas-

ses.

He traces campus problems

principally to rwo factors, "the

failure of the administration

to bring up the quality of ed-

ucation and to build the student

into the administrative struct-

ure."

He does see some encourag-

ing signs that three primary
institutions— the university

system, government and chur-

ches— are aware changes are

needed and are working to effect

them. But he says the process
must be speeded up to to avert
problems.

"I think the churches arc-

changing," he reports. "Shou-
ld theymake the changes, should

they become more flexible so

they can provide a service that

is compatible with ideology, then

I think perhaps they will re-

main quite effective. But it's

just like the university system.
Unless they build into their

structures the flexibility to deal

with this new generation, then

I see other philosophies devel-
oping."

'

Dr. Stacey isn't perturbed a-

bou: increasing sexual permiss-
iveness, maintaining it does not

represent a declining moral
standard, "It's not a new mor-
ality. It's just more honesty

about the morality we've had all

along. I think we're finally real-

izing, both males and females,

that sex is not a dirtything."

COURTHOUSE

Bell's

Hennypeniy
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

Two Locations To Stv You:

Elizabethton,

EU sad WcLnfli
343- 156 J

Johnson City, TcfSk
Roan *od Watauga
928-7336
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Buffs enter final stretch
Milligan's basketball team,

sporting a 17-7 record (the

most victories In a season In

school history), hosts Trev-

ecca Na/:arene tomorrow night

before winding up the regular

season with a trip to Carson-

Newman Monday and a home

game with Tusculun Thursday.

The (Suits will then par-

ticipate in the Volunteer State

Athletic Conference Tourn-

ament at Helmont Collie in

Nashviile.l ebruary 23-26. ["he

winner and possibly tberunn<n--

up will receive bids to the NAlA

District Tournament.

by Jim

MiHijjan edged Clinch Valley

103-97 in a game played here

la^t Sjturday. The buffs led

nearly all the way, buttheCav-

allers nearly caught the Huffs

with about four tninut

malning. Milligan raced out to

a 58-50 lead at the half, and

leu 7:'.-5« early in the

half, liotli teams had well-ba-

lanced scoring attacks.

Mark Herg paced the I luffs

with 25 points followed by Don

Threlkeld with -'0, Sievi

hel with 1-J (mostly on llp-

Ins), Dale Clayton an

Carver with 12 point:.

Students solicit for soccer

BLOCK OR IOCL7—Exhibiting some questionable techniques,
two intramural teams battle for a win.

Because of a feeling that Mil-

ligan needs a fall spectator

sport which a homecoming can

be built around, and because

of a love for soccer,

several Milligan students are

trying to organize a soccer

team for this fall.

Following a meeting last

month for interested students,

a report was submitted to the

athletic committee. The report

listed the people who were

interested, the equipment need-

ed to establish a team, and the

past experience of some of the

interested students. A de-

Democrats gain youth's favor
Approximately 3,000,000 18-

20 year ords have registered to

vote at a 2.7 to 1 Democratic
rate, Robert Weiner, National

Youth Registration Coordinator

for the Young Democrats office

at the Democratic National

Committee, announced today.

These are the results of a

survey of Secretaries of State

and voter registration coordin-

ators across the country

conducted" by the Young Demo-
crats' National Headquarters in

Washington, D.C.

This total represents 27 per

cent of the 11 1/2 million el-

igible 18-21 year olds with

the presidential election com-
ing up in more than ten months.
The total registered at this early

time surprises many political

analysts who had predicted that

young persons would not reg-
ister In large numbers.

The National Young De-
mocrats, Weiner said, have

been conducting an intensive

registration drive in the 18-20

year old group since June 1,

1971. They have sent teams

of canvassers to assist local

groups, sponsored rock con-

certs, held statewide and local

registration workshops, and ut-

ilized telephone banks and other

techniques. College, high sch-

ool, and non-student youth are

all being urged to register.

Weiner also praised the many

local and national groups be-
sides the Young Democrats
which have contributed to what
he termed, "an excellent beg-
inning." He stressed, however,
that It is only a beginning,

and that the critical period for

registering young voters will be

the next six months, in order
for these voters tohavethe max-
imum Impact on next year's

Presidential, Congressional
and local elections.

cision will be made next week

at the athletic committee meet-

ing.

If the recommendation is ac-

cepted. Dr. Ira Read, who

coached soccer at the Univer-

sity of the South at Sewanee,

Tennessee, will coach Milli-

gan's soccer team. Practices

will begin this spring, and hope-

fully some scrimmage games

can be held with teams In this

area.

"A few of the students who

are interested In establishing

team are Lelf Olson, an

excellent shooter who played

at Bob Jones University: Fddie

Perez, probably the best ball-

handler, and former player in

the Baltimore city leagues and

Swaeng Maleebhan, who has a

strong left foot" said Ron Nut-

ter, who played in the Maryland

suburban league and was an all-

metropolitan of the Washing-

ton, D.C.i area.

Ron has been seeking tohave

a soccer team at Milligan ior

the past year.

Tracy's Neckwear Co.

Factory Outlet

Southeast Shopping Village

Kingsprings Road at Legioi St.

IS YOUR CAR ILL?

FOR PROFESSIONAL HELP COME TO

Pinecrest Garage
Between Wright's and Texaco

OR SEE

David Eunson Kathy Knupp

Emmanuel School of Religion Sutton 217

10% Discount to all Milligan Personnel

and Jay Elliott with 1 L.

took game scoring honors with

IH points followed by Hampton

and Griffey with 22 each and

Con with 17.

Mii-Newman broke open

a close game early in the sec-

ond half and went on to blast

the Buffs 106-79 in a game

I by a brawl with ten

minutes remaining,

[jrushel tipped one in at the-

buzzer to give Milligan a 42-

11 haLftime edge.Carson-New-

man then controlled the boards

and ran the Muffs dlz/.y.

Mike Ofjan and Dale Clayton

were ejected from the game

In the brawl. It was die fourth

time Ogan has been ejected this

season. He received a second

technical, and he and the

tagles' assistant coach were

banished from the bench.

The incidentwas precipitated

by continuedclbowingundtirthe

basket. Ogan started to shove

Clayton and Dale asked him to

stop. Ogan then made a racial

slur against Dale and the brawl

was on.

Don Threlkeld paced Milligan

with 23 points followed by Mark

nerg with 20 and Jay Elliott

witli 1 1. Ogan paced the Faglc-s

with 21 followed by Morton

with 16, Neal with 14, Cuny

with VI and Wyatt with IK.

Milligan came off a slug-

gish first half and defeated

LMU 97-86 here on January

29. MUUgan forced the Rail-

splitters outside all night long.

The Huffs held the edge at

haLftime 36-28.

LMU outscored Milligan

from the field 37-36, but the

Buffs had the edge at the foul

line 25-12. Don Threlkeld led

the Huffs with 3 I followed by
Mark Berg with 25 and Jay
Llliott with 14. Hums led LML
with 30 followed by Gibbs with

17 and I verctt with 10.

Franz Josef Ski Shoppe

1305 N. Roan J.C. Tenn.

FEATURING:

THINK Skis
'
Binding,

Ski Apparel

Accessories, Gifts

PHONE 928-0731

SKI REPORT 928-2111

SNOW

COMPLIMENTS OF THE FRIENDLY

HOMEFOLKS
at

Citizens Bank

Two locations

BROAD J[ LYNN

M3-I131

ELK AVENUE

543-3186
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Fonda opposes Military

Nrw riLAN-Aisn-ned .lie position ol Associate Dean 01 students.

Mrs. Phyllis lontalne will assist Dr. Tetsunao Yanumnrl, Dun m

Students, as well as continue with her usual Jutiesas reu.itr ir.

Fontaine named
Associate Dean

Mrs. Phyllis Fontaine, Mll-

ligan College registrar, was

recently appointed Associate

Dean of Students, a position

which will officially begin with

the 1972-73 school year.

As Associate Dean of Stu-

dents, Mrs. l-oniaine will assist

Dr. Tetsunao Yamamorl who

has been seleuted as the new

Dean of Students.

Mrs. Fontalnq, a former Mil-

Ugan student, 'has served as

registrar for the past nine

years. Next fall. she will retain

her current joi» in addition to

serving as Associate Dean of

Students.

Speaking of her new position,

Mrs. Fontaine saJJd, "lam happy

to have been selected Associate

Dean of students, and I'm looking

forward to working with the

students next fall."

Dr. Yamamori and Mrs. I on-

taine were appointed to fill the

vacancies left by the resigna-

tions of Mr. Duard Walker and

Mrs, Mary Young.

Dr. Yamamori and Mrs.

Fontaine will not be Dean of

Men and De3n of Women, but

will serve as Dean and Asso-

ciate Dean of Students,

working with both male

and female students. Their jobs

will involve the coordination of

student life.

TOKYO, Japan (DN.S1)— "Bob

Hope," says Jane Fonda, "is

not the enemy."

The enemy, she and her Free

Theater Association (FTA)

troupe believe, is the military,

and that is the message they

brought to U.S. troops In

the Philippines, Japan and Ok-

inawa this past holiday season.

The military, for Its part,

made the FTA tour as diffi-

cult as possible, perhaps be-

cause FTA also stands for

"Free The Army". Another

translation uses a far more
pungent word than "free."

Whatever the reasons, the

FTA was refused permission

to perform on U.S. bases. In

the Philippines, an Air Force

enlisted man and an enlisted

woman who publically supported

the FTA and the anti-military

movement were taken into cus-

tody, flown home and discharged.

Actors Fonda, Donald

Sutherland and 13 others in

the troupe were also refused

permission to enter Vietnam,

and they had unexpected trouble

getting Into Japan,

The official reason given by

Japanese immigration was that

their tourist visas did not en-

title them to perform here, but

the group filed a formal pro-

test, saying the Japanese

Consulate in Los Angeles had

assured them that they could

perform on a non-profit basis.

A day later, the Justice Minis-

try reversed the action.

The Gl's and others who show-

ed up for their shows probably

had a variety of reasons for

coming. "What the hell," said

one. "It's a show, right? And

it's anil-millrary. Can't be al!

bad."

The shows consisted of a ser-

ies of skits and songs satli iz-

jig not only the Vietnam War

and the military establishment,

but what Miss Fonda called

"the degrading, sexist attitude

of the U.S. military toward ser-

vice women."
She said women who expected

to ffnd adventure in the service

instead "wind up carrying bed

pans and being treated as sex-

ual objects."

And in Vietnam, meai
where Hob Hope peri
again at Christmas in ,

Gl's revealed another message
at one Hope show.
The banner read: "Where's

Jane Fonda?

Women's titles

Area Cultural events

February 17-18-19

THRF-F. BAGS FULL, a

comedy farce by Jerome Chod-
orov, will lie produced by the

Johnson City Community Thea-
tre, F.ast Maple Street. Curtain
is at 8:15 p.m. For informa-
tion call 926-2542.

February 21

Under the instruction of Anne
Dowd, a two-piano student re-

cital will be given to the public

starting at 8:00 p.m.

February 22

[ DO, I DO, a hit broadway
musical starring jack and Sally

Jenkins is to be performed in

the Memorial Auditorium, East

Tennessee State University.

Tickets can be secured in Room
214, University Center, with the

show starting at 8:00 p.m.

(continued from Page I;

mentary education minor, Beth

plans to marry someday

and teach school. She attends

First Christian Church in John-

son City, and she enjoys sports.

Mark Webb will be Beth's es-

cort.

Sophomore Linda Clark Is a

native of Smithville, Tennessee.

Her major is voice, and her

minor is piano. Linda's special

interests include sports, playing

the guitar, and sewing. After

graduation, Linda plans to teach.

Linda attends East Una ka

Church of Christ, and her

escort at the banquet is Dan
Hornung.

Sharon Jones is a nominee of

the sophomore class, and she

comes from Altoona, Pennsyl-

vania. Sharon has a major in

physical education and a i

in elementary education. Sin.

tends Pinecrest Christian

Church, and she likestenn;s and

swimming. Alter graduating

Sharon plans to teach. Her

escort will be Dave Chupa.

Sue Ragsdale, a sophomore

from Louisville, Kentucky, has

a major in biology and a minor

Tor VOU- the &IRL on fhe constant G0~
rfajkdhtw SPRING SPORTSUEfiR

JEANS -̂
*>»•

yprrr/f Cohrs-SpririQ qhks T^ife"'

"quality ^<t Us/mifo*/o^> n'

Gap
#Qpo Oj(\U.

t" o \t
FACTORY
OUTLET

Featuring Langtry LTD & other Quality Sportswear
Southside Shopping Plaza— Erwm Hwy.— 10 A.M. -9 P.M. Mon.-Fri.— 6 P.M. Sat

VANDERBILT

in chemistry and Bible. Sue

hopes to teach after graduatn.,

and then return to graduate

school. She attends the First

Christian Church at F.rwin, and

she enjoys sewing, crocheting,

and ceramics. Gary Borders

will be Sue's escort at the ban-

quet.

Joni Barker, a freshman,

makes her home in Indianapolis,

Indiana. She plans to major In

physical therapy. Joni attends

Hopwood Christian Church, and

her favorite pastimes include

cheerleading, reading poetry,

swimming, and baton twirling.

Joni's escort will be Tommy
Miner.
Freshman Kathy Phillips

makes her home In JohnsonClty,

Tennessee, and she plans to

major in human relations. After

graduation Kathy hopes to work

with retarded children and

travel. She is a member of Cen-
tral church of Christ in John-

son City. Kathy has many hob-

bies, Including music, embroi-

dery, painting, skiing, Civ-

inettes, and teaching piano at

Rich Acres. Dave Torgerson

will be Kathy" s escort.

Another candidate of the

freshman class isBrendaTruitt

from Fern Creek, Kentucky.

Brenda has no definite major

yet, but she hopes to work with

people. She attends collegiate

church, and her special inter-

ests are serving God, cheer-

leading, being with people,

swimming, and having a good

time. Brenda's escort for the

banquet will be Don Steffey.

OPEN 'TIL 9 O'CLOCK MON.-FRI. NIGHTS
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Irradiated flies, mice

invade genetics lab

LISTENING ATTENTIVELY—Before proceeding with their fruit fly experiments, the genetics

class listens to Instructions. With the use of microscopes, students learn such valuable

facts as how to tell male from female fruit files.

ROTC compromise announced
In Its meeting last week, the

Academic Committee passed a

resolution approving the

recognition of credit for

Reserve Officer TrainlngCorps

courses taken by Mllligan

students atEastTennesseeState

University.

Asked why die committee

decided against having classes

on campus. Academic Dean, Dr.

C. Robert Wetzel, said, "There
has been much discussion as to

the nature and advisability of

Adventurous
to camp, hik

Christian Service Club is

sponsoring a program called

"Adventurous Christians" In-

cluding camping, hiking, and

worshipping as its activities.

Open to all students, the

program will run from March
31 to April 3. On March 30 in

convocation, slides will be

shown explaining the program,

and that afternoon a workshop
will be conducted to prepare

students for the camping trip.

The group will leave the next

day for Table Rock Mountain,

North Carolina and setupcamp.
Saturday they plan to rock climb,

rappel, and belay, and Saturday
night a worship service Is

planned. Sunday a nonstructured
worship Is anticipated, and the

group will return to Mllligan in

the evening.

All equipment needed for the

trip will be provided, but each
camper must bring his own
sleeping bag.

Adventurous Christians began
as a summer canoeing program
and has now developed into a

year round program. Christian
recreation Is one of the goals

but not the purpose of the

program.

The summer program was
first operated from a base camp
in Ely, Minnesota, but now the

program has relocated itself

In the Okontoe Camping Ground.
From this camp different groups
are sent on expeditions. The
summer program also Involves

experiences in basic moLm.un-
eering.

Cross-country skimg, snow-
shoeing, and learning snow and

' ice climbing cecl.ni^iH's arc

an ROTC program. Based on the

kinds of discussion throughout

the college community, the

academic committee felt this

decision represented both the

welfare of the college and the

community consensus."

Two different programs will

be open to Mllligan males. The
freshman-sophomore program
would be similar to a physical

education class with the students

making no commitment and

receiving no pay.

Christians

e, worship
elements of the winter program
of "Adventurous Christians."

A stress camping program
has recently been initiated into

"Adventurous Christians." The
purpose of this program is to

help each person become aware

of his complete self and of others

in the realm of Christian living.

Stress camping helps people

approach any situation in

a Christian manner. He is

responsible for the outcome of

his situation. As the camper
reacts to his stresses i d copes

with the reactions -f other

campers, "Adventurous Chris-

tians" believe that the camper
learns to adjust favorably to a

community on a larger scale.

Another program, the

junior-senior, would not require

the freshman - sophomore

program as a prerequisite: how-

ever, the student must attend a

five-week summer camp before

entering the program. Although

the second program Is termed
Junior-senior it is open also

to freshmen and sophomores.

Giving the student an

opportunity to become

acquainted with ROTC and to

decide as to whether he would

be interested in making a

commitment to it Is the purpose

of the camp. The student is not

required to finish the camp
should he decide he is not

interested In the ROTC
program.

If the student finishes the

camp and signs up for the

program he makes a two-year

commitment to be fulfilled upon

graduation. In payment he

receives $100.00 monthly and

Is eligible to apply for one,

two, or three-year scholarships,

(continued on Page K, col. 1)

Milligan's Science Building

has just been invaded by fruit

files, compliments of the

genetics class.

The introductory course in

genetics, which is offered every

year for four hours credit, is

instructed by Dr. Gary Wallace.

The class studies the basic

principles of heredity,

molecular genetics, and

population genetics. To obtain

further knowledge of the subject,

the class has experimented with

thp effects of different

intensities of radiation upon

fruit flies and mice in varying

stages of development.

The laboratory work for the

class has provoked a number
of humorous incidents. For
example, no one, except the

genetics class has found it

difficult to raise fruit flies.

After their arrival to the lab,

the flies were carefully placed

in test cubes which contained

their food In the bottom.
However, the mixture was so

repulsive to the flies, that they

just put their feet in it anddied.

Later it was discovered that

the food contained a mold
contaminent that caused the flies

to stick to the food.

Working with mice has also

been an Interesting experience

for many students. The mice
for each lab group are marked
in a different way. Although

Robbie Jones and Susie Lee
wanted to put hair ribbons on

their mice, the mice were

marked by punching holes in

their ears, or by cutting off

some of their toes.

Holding mice Improperly can

be dangerous. Brian Abrellheld

one of them rather loosely by

the scruff of the neck. As Mike

Flora was clipping off one of

its toes, the revengeful mouse

bit his finger.

Taking the mice to a local

hospital for radiation was an

unusual experience for Judene

Howell. The mice certainly

attracted a great deal of

attention. Although most of the

lab technicians radiated the

mice in a very business like

manner, one little man on the

hospital staff was scared of

mice.

NBC Producer
to lecture

Wallace Westfeldt, currently
the Executive Producer of David
Brinkley's NBC EVENING
NEWS and FIRST TUESDAY, will

be lecturing in Seeger Memorial
Chapel on March 30, at 8:00

p. m.
He was largely responsible

for the Emmy Award winning

production entitled AN INVEST-
IGATION OF DRUG ADDICTION-
ODYSSEY HOUSE presented in

May of 1970. Westfeldt will be

speaking on the role of the news
media in our society today.

Remodeled SUB relaxes atmosphere
Milligan s Student Union

Building underwent remodeling

this semester with the help of

volunteer students and the

campus maintenance crew.

Major changes in the student

Union Building were the

relocation of the Sundry Shop

and dining area and thecreatlon

of a multi-purpose room. The

BIC I

1 ^^LZ}W

itm
SUB RENOVATES — Remodeling and relocation o( the Sundry":

to enlarge the shop with [he possibility of expanding the present i

CaKen in oroer

multi-purpose room serves as

a conference and committee
room by day and a room for

couples in the evening.

According to Tom Stokes

one reason for moving the

Sundry Shop was that the old

location hindered the spontaneity

of the union. With the tables In

the front of the building, a

student now enters the SUB
and finds immediate fellowship.

The SUB was remodeled to

offer better services to

students. Paperback books will

now be available In the new-

Sundry Shop. Since the shop

has tripled in space, more
records and tapes will be
offered. Card and stationery

supplies have tripled in size,

and the management of the SUB
hopes to open a discount health

and beauty aids center soon.

Students who volunteered to

help witli the remodeling were
Jan Aubrey, Joy Broyles, Marty
Coleman, Lynn Flcrmosca,
Susan Griffin, John Hackett,

Gary Marler, Dwlght Rodgers,
Denise Schneider, Rosemary
(continued on Page 8, col. 4)
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Annual spring choir tour

encompasses seven states

TRAVELINC MUSICIANS — Preparing to accompany the concen choir on their spring tour

are several members of the orchestra. Singing with the orchestra Is Anne Taylor.

Film workshop planned
East Tennessee State University

has set the dates for a film

workshop on Southern Appala-

chla.

"Southern Appalachia: Myth

and Reality In Fiction and Film"

is a two-week workshop

scheduled from July 10 to July

21. Afternoon sessions will run

from 1-3:20 each afternoon,

Monday through Friday of each

Science contest
slated

The Eastern Regional Spring

meeting of the Collegiate

Division of The Tennessee

Academy of Science will be held

April 15, 1972, at Maryville

College. Undergraduate students

are Invited to present papers.

Those presenting papers should

submit the title, length of the

paper, anyaudiovisualequipment

needed and an estimate of the

number attending from each

school by April 1 to Robert

Ziegler, Eastern Regional

Sponsor, Harrogate, Tennessee

37752. A prize of $10 will be

given to the best paper In physical

science and also In biological

science.

week. Evening sessions will

extend from 7-10 p. m., Monday

through Thursday of each week.

Each day will feature a

different theme. Afternoon

sessions will present a lecture

and discussion of the theme.

Evening sessions will have a

full-length film on the theme

followed by a question-and-

answer session with the featured

speaker of the day.
Some themes for discussion

include: Myth and Reality in

Film, Legendary Heroes, Feuds

and Violence, Religious

Fundamentalism, Mountain

Music, Moonshining and racial

and ethnic minorities.

Films to be shown Include:

"Sergeant York," "Inherit The

Wind," "Trail of The Lonesome
Pine," "Wild River' and "A
Walk in The Spring Rain."

Outside speakers, who have

accepted invitations, include Dr.

Neil Isaacs, author of "Fiction

to Film," Dr. Cratis Williams,

author "Mountain Speech" and

"Mountain Life and Work" and

Rachel Maddux, author of "A
Walk in The Spring Rain."

ETSU faculty involved are;

Richard Rlaustein, authority on

mountain music; Dr.Erlc Lacey,

author of "Vanquished Volun-

teers;" and Dr. Arthur H.

DeRosier, Jr., author of "The
Removal of The Choctaw
Indians." Dr. John Tallent,

chairman of the ETSU English^

department. Is the workshop

director.

Under the direction of

Sherwyn Bachman, assistant

professor of music, theMllligan

College ConcertChoir begins its

annual spring concert tour next

Friday.

This year's ten-day tour will

include concerts In seven states,

*ilh 15 performances In high

schools and churches along with

oni; video taped performance for

a later television broadcast.

Among the religious

selections for concert will be

Bach's THE MAGNIFICAT with

orchestral accompaniment,

BRAZILIAN PSALM, by

Berger, and LORD NOW
VICTORIOUS, by Mascagna.

LAY DOWN (CANDLES IN THE
RAIN), by Melanie Safka,

YOU'VE GOT A IRIEND, by
Carole King, and Cat Stevens'

PEACE TRAIN will be a part

of the secular portion of the

concerts.

Choir members responded In

various ways when asked about

the tour. Senior member Roy
Mason replied that he is

"looking forward to It and with

a lot of hard work and
co-operation the tour will be
successful."

Rex Bell, sophomore, Is

"expecting a bunch of bus riding
that will tire one out," but he

Drama Festival to include

plays and interpretations

Emphasizing scenes from
well-known plays, but also

including oral interpretations,

the Mllligan Drama Festival will

be sponsored again this year

by the Area of Speech and

Theater.

Any MUligan student may
audition for the festival on

March 7, or by special

appointment with Mrs. Parris.

Faculty members will select

students for the festival.

The Drama festival will be

at 8:00 p. m. on March 31 and

April 1 in Upper Seeger. No
admission will be charged and

the festival will be open to the

public.

S.U.B.

Film Developing

40%
5" X 7" Enlargements

only

59C

Last year marked the first

Drama Festival, and a one-act

play was the original plan.

Instead, scenes from nine

classic plays were presented.

According to Mrs. Parris,

director of dramatics, a one-act

play "does not involve enough

students and an audience enjoys

an entire evening of entertain-

ment."
Mrs. Parris also said,

"Excerpts from several plays

give more students an

opportunity to participate. The

variety of plays gives the

audience a wider educational

experience, and the students

have more time to polish their

parts,"

First, second, and third place

awards will be presented to

three of the contestants. The

Little Theater of Johnson City

will give a Best Actor Award

to a Milllgan student in the

spring, and the student will

have participated in the

"Merchant of Venice," "The
American Dame," or a scene

from the Drama Festival. The

award will be given for a form

of drama that involves acting,

and not an oral interpretation.

went on to state that the tour

will probably prove to be
worthwhile." Tempa Lawson,
sophomore. Is "excited" since

it is her first tour with the

Milllgan choir.

When 3sked about the tour,

David Acres, junior, replied,

"A choir tour is a choir tour.

What can I say?" He then added,

"It should be neat. The best

thing about choir tour is playing

Popeye on the bus."
Chuck Harper, senior, is

really "looking forward" to the

tour, which he describes as

"challenging" and alotof "hard
work".

Married students

affirm interest

in housing
To determine the amount of

interest In on-campus housing

for married students and to aid

the college in future planning,

a survey was recently sent from
the Registrar's Office to all

married students who are

considered non-local commut-
ers.

Fifty per cent of the cards
were returned, with a unanimous
affirmation to the survey

statement that "married stu-

dents would be interested enough

in the apartments to justify the

college's providing them."

Eugene Wiggington, director

of development, emphasized that

the survey is strictly to

determine if married students

would take advantage of the

housing facilities ii the college

provided them and to get any

comments from the students

concerning such housing.

After preliminaries are

completed and if a positive

decision is made to procede

In developing such housing, the

college will submit an

application to the Bureau of

Housing and Urban Development
for a loan-interest subsidy that

would provide the necessary
funds for the development. Mr.
Wiggington stated that he had

"no idea if we'd get the funds

or not."

In the informational letter

to the students, concerning

on-campus housing, rent would

be approximately $75 per month
with water being the only utility

provided. The rent would also

vary according to the amount
of furnishings.

Some cf the suggestions made
by the married students included

providing laundry facilities in

the building or nearby, keeping

the rent low, trash removal,

and the Inclusion of much
storage space.

BUCMOO
STEAK RANCH

Holiday Shopping Center — Acfou From K Mart

North John ton City

For Carry-Oufs Call 928-7401
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Stokes 1 strokes discussed

"RADICAL" INNOVATOR — Tom Stokes, manager of the
Student Union Building, is shown in the record section of the
newly located Sundry Shop.

Radical changes have been
occurring in MHllgan's Student

Union Building: remodeling has

resulted In a largerSundry.Shop,

a greater variety of merchandise

Is sold, and the overall

atmosphere has become
cheerier, brighter and friend-

lier; the man behind these

renovations is the manager, Tom
Stokes.

Accepting the position of

Student Union Manager In July

of 1969, Tom Stokes had his own
ideas of what the position ought

to Include. He hoped the building

Itself would be a "place for

students to come and relax,"

that It would have an "important

role In student activities," and

that he, as manager, would have

the opportunity to work in close

"co-operation with the Student

Council" and other such facets

of student life.

However, on arriving, hefound

he was more concerned with

managerial duties than actual

lnter-action with students, and

Buffallooos, Old Buffs debate
(Continued from last Issue)

On the appointed day the

Buifalos gathered on the Great
Plain. The old Custodian sat
on the Rock at the head of the

Plain with his two young bulls

on either side. On one side
of the valley were the

Buffalooos of the Institute, and
on the other were the old Ruff-;

CUSTODIAN: "Assistant on
my right will open the hearing
with prayer. All heads bowed."
ASSISTANT: "Giver of Truth,

guide us now to a decision of

Truth." ]n fact he prayed for

25 minutes. Still, that was all

he said.

CUSTODIAN: "The speaker
for the old Buifalos will present
their case at this time." The
representative was not so very
aged yet when he spoke he
seemed to be as old as the

Institute itself.

OLD BUFF: "We hold that

our ideas are Eternal Truths
and plain for all to see. The
only reason anyone would claim
to disagree is to willfully stir

up trouble. Therefore my
presentation shall be brief."

In fact it was quite brief,

(a mere six hours) considering
that the speaker was an old

Temple Buffalo who received
his grass in return for talking.

The essence of his arguments,
hashed and rehashed, iterated

and reiterated, was as follows;

OLD BUFF: " ... so I

repeat again that such
appearance can only encourage
one in a life of un-Truth ...
Such long fur could easily fall

into the eyes of these Buffalooos

preventing them from clearly

by Moc
reading the Truth Tables as we
do . . .

Most importantly, these
personal freedoms, these added
Individual responsibilities can
only be the desires of those

led by the Deceiver of Truth.

It Is obvious ... we all know
that to understand the Truth
which shall set one free, one

must have one's freedoms
carefully restricted."

CUSTODIAN: "The Buffalooo
representative will come
forward and present their

case."

BUFFALOOO: "Custodian,
assistants, old Buffs whom we
know and love. We too, feel

that the Truth is plain to see
in this matter . . .

As the Buffalooo spoke, a

curious thing happened. A
Grassdollar (for so their
currency was called) floated

from the leader of the old Buffs
and came to rest at the hooves
of the Custodian, who, after a

glance, endeavored to ignore
it.

BUFFALOOO: *
. . . was

formed to preserve the Truth,
not to preserve any aspects of

culture that our great Herd
developed years ago . . ."

More Grass-dollars floated

up to the Rock, now coming
from va rious of the old

Buifalos. The Custodian and his

assistants were standing knee
deep In the currency. Still they
tried to listen attentively.

BUFFALOOO: "... not

realistic In today's world . . .

Buckley

will only continue to discourage
Truth-seekers from coming to

our Institute which has so much
that is good to offer ..."
By this time the judges were

buried up to their nostrils in

the Grass-dollars and were
having great difficulty hearing
the Buffalooo.

BUFFALOOO: "... concern
should be for the hearts and
minds of young Buffs . . . True
total freedom . . . Individual

personhood ... the essence
of Buffalohood . .

."

It was no use. The Custodian
and his young bulls could no
longer hear the young Buff.

Grass-dollars covered their

eyes and stuffed their ears.
The Custodian and his
assistants went to graze with
the old Buffs. The Buffalooos
returned sadly to the Institute
to fill out applications to
institutes not dedicated to the
Truth.

The Buffalo Bull and Cow
Institute of Truth, lingered on
for many years. Subsequent
Custodians found themselves
trapped between the need for
more Grass-dollars and the

need for more student Buffs.

Unfortunately, they could never
bring themselves to risk losing

the Grass-dollars of theTempIe
Buifalos. So In time they were
found administering the Buffalo

Bull Institute, at which no
students attended but the

Custodians had a wonderful
relationship with the old Temple
Buffs.

Bell's

ifennypenny
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

Two loccfj'ons To S»rve You:

ELLLMbnbnxi, T*an*As«a
Eli ud W«tau*a
3*3-1662

JobojoBCirjr,

Row tod Wttmm
928-7336

by Jeo<

his overall purpose was
cluttered beneath stacks of paper

and bills to be paid. So, step

by step, he has started to remold

the Student Union into his original

ideal of a "servicefor students."

"What we need is co-

ordination of all the different

areas of student life on campus,"
Tom said. He continued by saying

that the groups on campus are

isolated unto themselves and

their total effectiveness is

limited in comparison to what

the Impact could be if all efforts

were unified by a co-ordinating

factor.

He feels a step forward was

taken with the formation of the

Student Life Committee, and he

is hoping "the new Dean of

Students can bring even greater

organizational unity and

communication" to the campus.
He hopes that eventually the

Student Union can be the center

of such activities and be a true

contribution to student life.

As the manager, Tom finds

he has only a limited contact

with the students, and due to this

lack of contact has a somewhat
limited view of campus life.

However, he feels his "paternal

instinct" is coming out as he

"thinks of the students as my
kids.**

After the two years he has

spent here, he is having students

confide in him, talking about

limm

problems and decisions they are
facing. In hisldealStudentUnion,

the manager should be able to

serve In this capacity as well,

and this he tries to do.

Mr. Stokes has even greater

plans for the future of the

Student Union. He is hoping for
space in order to provide more
activities tending toward
self-expression. He would like

to realize dreams of "hobby
rooms that would include

ceramics, painting and a dark
room for photographers."

He'd like to initiate a "Lunch
Box Theatre" in which "students
would write, direct and pick their
own actors for short, one-act

plays." Ideas such as the

Theatre do not require more
room being added to the building

Itself.

Cheek gymnasium or lecture

halls on campus could be used
for many of the ideas. With
greater organization, greater
use could be made of the

facilities available on campus.
"I try to live by P. H.

Welshimer's philosophy on life,"

Tom concluded. "Whatever I do,

] try to do the best I can. As
manager of the Student Union

I give my all to that—the best

Student Union Manager I can

be. By the time I leave, I hope

to see the Student Union develop

into what an actual Union should

be."

Students to travel
over spring break

by An
Spring break, which seemed

so far away at tho b* ffiBr.ir,a -t

the semester, is almost here,

and students have made many
plans to fill their vacation time.

One group that will be working
during the break is the Concert
Choir. They will be singing at

a different place every night,

and will be traveling as faraway
as Indianapolis. One member of

the choir Is sophomore Sharon
McDonald. Even though she won't

be with her family during
vacation, she will be with "my
second family here at school."

She also said, "I'm looking

forward to a fantastic choir
tour."

Another group "on tour" will

be the baseball team. They will

play several games at home,
and then will travel away for

pre-season games. Among their

opponents will be Wake Forest
University in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, and Furman
University in Greenevllle, South

J PfUftt

Carolina.

students the chance to traveL

Included among the most popular

vacation stops is Disney World
in Florida. The mountains of

Tennessee and surrounding

states will also be a popular

retreat. Many students are

planning to stay at a beach

resort along the coast.

Among those going to Florida

is freshman Rick deWiu When
asked about his vacation

plans, he said "I will camf
out on the beach, swim, sun,

read, run, relax and have a

great time. I will also have

parties with campfires, dancing,

and harmonica music."
As for everybody else, it's

time to head home. For the

faculty and administration, it's

time to catch a breath

before graduation activities. Anc
as for Milligan College, 1c mark
die halfway point in the 1971

spring semester.

exhibition
and sale
original
yi Q|JIIIV*W purchases may be charged

M illigan College
Seeger Memorial Chapel

Mon., Mar. 13--IJ A.M. to 5 PM.
CHAGALL, BASKIN. ROUAULT. DAUMIER AND MANY OTHERS

F* ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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Issues Existence of <

Constitution needed
Recently, a woman student arrived at her

dorm a few minutes past curlew because she

had been delayed In retrieving valuable personal

property. At that time she was told by the dorm

mother that she would have to come an hour

earlier one night next week since her late-time

had been used up. Thinking that her excuse was

a valid one, the student sought to appeal the

punishment Incurred by the rule. Shortly after,

Dean of Women, Mary Young Indicated that the

appeal should be to the Resident Assistants.

However, the student reasoned that a rule created

by the Dorm Council should first be Interpreted

by the council and so she approached theCouncll.

The Council stated their agreement with her

reasoning and heard the appeal. In a unanimous

decision, theCouncll votedtodrop the punishment

In this case.

Following this decision, the female student

was called back into the Dean's office and informed

that she had willfully gone against the Dean's

wishes and that she was to appear before the

Resident Assistants. In a meeting last night

the R. A.'s decided to disregard the earlier

ruling and establish a punishment of a two-night

campus.

Several comments can be made about this

episode. Upon reflection It became obvious that

what the student was being punished for was
the ambiguity of the judicial procedure for

women. Remarkably, the reason given by the

R. A. s for such a severe penalty was that the

student had not sought to set up an appeal to the

R. A.'s. Apparently, the R. A.'s failed to

remember that the reason for the student's delay

In appealing to them was that she was following

the Dorm Council's advice, appealing to the

Dorm Council. In reality the R. A.'s a re punishing

the student for the faults of an unclear judicial

procedure. For this reason the R. A.'s decision

can be condemned as being shallow, Ignorant and

unjust.

With further reflection, one can see that this

problem ofpunishlnga studentfor the insufficien-

cies of the women's judicial procedure was
prevalent in the earlier case of Pam Wahl and

is traceable to the absence of a women's
constitution. In turn, Dean Young can be criticized

for not fulfilling her promise of nearly a year

ago to draft a constitution before the start of

school last fall. Also, both the R. A.'s and the

Dorm Council can be accused of neglecting their

responsibilities to women students by notactively

pursuing the creation of such a constitution.

Doubtlessly Dean Young, along with the R. A.'s

and Dorm Council are sorry for the recent

episode.

However, sorrow is not the solution

to the Judicial procedure's faults. Fortunately

the stakes were not too great this time; yet, the

problem persists and next time the question might

be expulsion. To be sure the problem of

ambiguity will remain until either Dean Young,

me R. A.'s, or the Dorm Council takes the

initiative to assure a constitution will be drafted

for the Women.

Primal patients sing

songs for Sigmund

by Rick Mitz
In an era of environmental

health, health foods and mental
health, it's only natural that

there should be Health Music.

Music often has been used as

a means toward health. For more
than twenty years, psychologists

have used music as a tool In

treatment of mentally handi-

capped patients. Opera is

well-known for its Mad Scenes.

And many songs — from
Deutschland Uber Alles to On,

Wisconsin — have provoked an
emotional reaction in their

listeners.

It all began about five years
ago with Arthur Janov's
controversial Primal Scream
therapy. Neurosis, Janov says,

is frozen childhood pain. All

neuroses are symptoms for

releasing that Primal Pain,

brought about by unfulfilling

childhood experiences relating

to parents.

Must re-live Pah*

He points to a single

cure: The neurotic person must

dismantle his defenses and

return to where he made the

decisions to act out expectations

of others rather than his own
feelings. Janov's therapy is

complex but, briefly, the Primal

patient must re-live pain to

remove the "curse" In order to

understand his neurotic tensions.

Dr. Janov's best-known patient

Is John Lennon, former Beatle.

Lennon's latest two albums

underscore his therapeutic

involvements.

In his album, Lennon has

creatively attempted to work out

his Mother Thing, yelling at and

for her at the beginning of the

record . . . putting her to rest

forever at the end. There is a

blurred photograph of Lennon
as a young boy on the album
cover.

Dory Prevln's music is of the

same genre. When her husband,

Andre Previn, left her for Mia
Farrow, Dory's psyche cracked.
She was Institutionalized. "While
I was In the hospital," she has
said, "I started writing to get

some order out of chaos.

Element of Sadness

And she's succeeded. Maybe
too well. Her three albums
contain more Mad Songs than all

opera combined. In one song, she
relives her four-month long
sanitarium experience. But
mostly she sings about her
parents.

'.'Damn you. Mother/how I

hate you/you will never know
how deep/ I must cling till you
release me/I could kill you in

your sleep/I would smile to

watch your life blood creep
across your wretched hair yes,
of course I love you, Mother/I'll
never leave you ... I swear."

But behind each element of

Dory's madness Is an element
of sadness that passes through
the listener's ears and straight
to the heart.

This song Is dedicated to her
father: "The telephone rang/my
sister calling/Dad is dead?/when
did It happen?/slx a. m. she

said/did he ask lor me?/what
did you say? /never mind . . God
is kind."

Songs about parents have

changed somewhat since the days

of "1 want a girl, Just like the

girl . . .
"

Health Music affects the

listener too. It's easier to work
out our own problems through

someone else's efforts. And sing

along. We can easily play audio

voyeurs and eavesdrop on other

people working out their

neuroses. And some of ours

surely overlap. This Health

Music has been called names
from Freudian to Fraudulent

—

but It's a music that can teach

us something. Between Previn

and Lennon, there are five

albums to show for It. Might just

be the perfect gift for your

parents' anniversary.
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ders, though, why th

committee could not

larger budget with

obtain various pn
higher quallry.

In the event that tt

series budget can n:

not be increased, th

committee could p
valuable service by
concerts which a[

students who do not 1

be music majors.
Another committee

sible for social actlvlt

Student Council's soci

committee. So far thl:

committee has fa

Sweetheart Banqui

sponsored an evt

Christmas carolling

fifteen students, or .

per cent of the stud

participated.

The committee has <

$150 of its $900 but

$50 of that was for

Is comforting to kno

this era of spiraling

Milligan's social

committee has taken

stance against deficit

Social life at Milligan often

seems to be more of a joke

than a reality, with the situation

occasionally becoming so severe

that several cases of extreme
boredom have been incorrectly

diagnosed as rigor mortis.

One of the most common
gripes of Milligan students

concerns the lack of social

activities. This complaint Is not

entirely valid. Television is a

very popular form of

entertainment. Students delight

in the biting humor of "Green
Acres" and the Intellectual

challenges of the advertise-

ments.

Last semester the weekly

Milligan Movie held undisputed

sway In the social world. This

semester In an unprecedented

and blasphemous attack on

tradition, Kenneth Clark, an

effete British pseudo-intellec-

tual, has been stealing the

limelight with his action packed

Civilisation movies.

Obviously, anyone wishing to

complain about Milligan's social

life can find reason enough to do

so. .However, when asked to

suggest possible improvements,

more students merely say,

"Well, 1 don't know" or "How
about having a dance or getting

a really great rock group."

Most students able to recall

their high school days will admit

that dances were usually rather

boring. Rock dances excited only

the esoteric "in group," and

formal dances were a real

put-on. The questionabledeslra-

biliry of dances is accentuated

by certain prohibitive rules of

the college.

Strain on Budget

The subject of rock concerts

falls within the domain of the

venerable concert committee,
which consists of four faculty

members and two students. In

selecting ^concerts, the

committee attempts to choose

a wide variety of programs
which are both entertaining and

educational, and which are

within die budget of about $8,000.

It does not take a mathemat-
ical genius to see that a rock
concert costing from two to

three thousand dollars places

a slight strain on the

committee's budget. One won-
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Letters
Dear Editor:

It would appear t

inattentive attitude

students during con

should tell the con

committee that the stud

thoroughly bored. I f

there have been 01

convocations worth a

this semester. The oi

though enjoyed by the i

of the student boc

disapproved of by the

faculty and administrati

Herein lies one of th

problems of convocatic

differing opinions of th

say the students mustal

the students who ai

personally do not car

preached at twice a we

I have no choice to

1 guess I do not see

eye with Milligan on th

and since the attitude

difference Is "love It i

it" I am leaving for

time this August.

Chapel could he ust

media by which student

be exposed to speaks

have exciting and stii

Ideas such as s

presenting the newest

tions in fields of intere

general student body, i

that I am bored by conv

but then I am usually t

any second-class ef

entertainment.

Sincerely,

Rebecca McBride

Senior
Biology

Dear Editor:

The time: 1976

The place: Milligan Coll

The event; a gift of 2.

dollars

From: Joseph Liheralwi

Yes, friends, Milligan

received 2.1 billion doll;

that famous pillar

Christian brotherhood-J

Liberalwood.

In a stirring .innoun
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Social boredom Is not

confined solely to Mlillgan. On
nearly every campus across the

nation, students are bored.

Perhaps this Is symptomatic

of a larger problem. It may
Indicate students' self-centered

attitudes and lack of imagination.

Sense of Play

Life consists of more than

mere entertainment. Students

participating In the Rich Acres

project. House of Bread, Bible

studies, and church activities

find a dimension In life other

than self. Some of the most
enjoyable and rewarding

experiences are those of

service, not Just times of

entertainment.

Admittedly, Mlllfgan should

not become a monastery filled

with only good deeds and piety.

Social activities are definitely

needed. However, most college

students should have matured
from the fourth grade level of

"spoon - fed entertainment."

They should have the

intelligence and creativity to

find their own social

activities.

ping Ground

o the editor
amid cries of relief and horror,

Mr, Llberalwood announced

today that he will give at half

the original cost, enough money

to run Milligan for the next two

milliniums. Actually, he did not

specifically say he would run

the school, but only stated that

the money could be used to run

the school.

Many of the more radical

students questioned the strings

attached. Mr. Llberalwood

designated that there were no

strings attached to the gift

except a few trivial things that

would have to be moderately

changed if the school REALLY
wanted thegift.

He listed briefly that dancing

would have to become a part

of the Milligan tradition, alcohol

should become freely available

to students since Paul said

"Drink some wine for thy

stomach's sake," (or soyoucan
stomach the rest of this article),

and the Chapel would be

renamed for the fourth time.

He also mentioned that girls

would have no hours and tuition

would go up ten per cent (due

to the devaluation of the

catalogue). He continued by

casually mentioning frayed .

jeans must be worn by all

Milligan girls and dresses had

to be worn by all Milligan men.

Furthermore, he said, off

the record, "a Supreme Court
to set the traffic fines would
have to be set up In order
for you to get my money."
He also asked that the zip code
be rewritten.

Who came out? The lady or

the tiger? Will Milligan accept

this outrageously wonderfully,

juicy gift from this complete
stranger who knows nothing of

the Milligan heritage that has
come down slowly through the

years????

Well, we'll be seeing you at

the dance Saturday night,

Dennis Wyatt

Senior

Speech and Theater Major
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For those who are not

motivated to explore the out-

of-doors, there are things to

do called games. Unfortunately

many college students are much
too sophisticated to play silly

games which range from poker

to scrabble, and from chess to

"Psychology Today" games.

The sense of play has been an

enjoyable and important feature

of man's history. Many aspects

of our culture have developed

over the centuries as a result

of playing. It seems, however,

that many of today's students

have lost this characteristic at

a time when they need it most.

Students should utilize the

resources which are available

at the college. Obviously ping-

pong, pool, basketball, and

swimming are not the entire

answer, but they do provide a

little variety.

Amazingly enough not all

activities have to be In the

SUB or gym. The students brave

enough to venture outside have

discovered that East Tennessee

Is actually kind of a beautiful

place.

Milligan College Is definitely

not one of the "hot spots" of

the East. Vet, social boredom
reflects not only a lack of

activities, but also a lack of

Ingenuity,

Studies of individuals

found in Notion', 'Klute'

A clan of small-town Oregon loggers is

the subject ofSOMETIMES A CREATNOTION.
The patriarch of the Stamper family, played

by Henry Fonda, Is a living, breathing example

of the nineteenth century Protestant work

ethic. His only problem is that he lives In

the twentieth century.

When the loggers of the area declare a

general strike. Stamper and his three grown

sons, whom he completely dominates, keep

right on working. The Stampers' attitude is

that no one is going to tell them when they

can or cannot cut timber. This individualistic

stance naturally leads to pressure from the

labor union, to which the Stampers reply in

kind.

The acting In SOMETIMES A GREAT
NOTION Is quite adequate, with some morrienis

of brilliance, such as Fonda's death scene.

Paul Newman, Michael Sarrazln, and Richard

Jaeckel effectively portray the three younger

Stampers.

Newman is the oldest son, who practically

worships his father; Sarrazln is the son who

has been away from home for ten years, and

returns to raise some questions about his

family's way of life; Jaeckel plays a joker

who takes nothing but his fundamentalist

religion seriously.

In the final analysis though, it is the story

of SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION (taken

from Ken Kessey*s novel of the same name)

which makes the movie what it is. There is

no doubt that the independent-minded

Stampers are misfits in our modem society,

with its big business, big labor economy.

Many viewers willwonder, however, as they

by Bill Howden

leave the theater, if the Stampers are not, in

at least some respects, right, while society

is wrong.

KLUTE is a movie chat would be an uner
failure if it depended on its plot for success.

This is the basic situation: Klute (Donald

Sutherland) is a small-town detective who
has come to New York to look for a missing

friend. Bree Daniel (Jane Fonda) is a New
York call-girl who may be Involved in the

case, and who helps Klute in the

Investigation. Admittedly, this sounds like the

scenario for a typical murder mystery

thriller.

Suspense, however, is not what the movie
is all about; the mystery Is solved by the

time the film is half over. Scriptwriters Dave
and Andy Lewis and director Alan J. Pakula

have made KLUTE a character study of Bree
Daniel, a very professional prostitute, and

her struggle to rise above her way of life.

Klute is a quiet man, totally alien from any-

one Bree has ever known, who does lircle

to help her overtly, but provides a strong,

solid point amidst her confusion.

Sutherland's portrayal of Klute is very

good, but he Is completely overshadowed by

Jane Fonda's performance. Her performance
as Bree caused ATLANTIC'S movie critic,

David Denby, to exclaim, "for once, a

character who Is neither vicious, stupid,

nor soft!" LIFE's critic, Richard Schickel,

has said that in KLUTE "Jane Fonda . . .

emerges as probably the finest screen actress

of her generation."

tyoaU a*i eae*vU

Contraceptives lows change
Tennessee recently adopted

a new set of laws which will

define the use and availability

of contraception in the state.

Dr. William J. Cone, Johnson

City gynecologist who was

quoted in a recent article in

the ETSU PIRATE PRESS,
discussed the new legislation.

"All medically acceptable

contraceptive procedures, sup-

plies, and Information shall be

readily andpractlcallyavallable

to each and every person

desirous of such, regardless of

sex, race, age, income, number
of children, marital status,

citizenship or motive," he

explained.

Also Included in the

legislation is a measure which

makes voluntary sterilization

available to persons 18 years

of age and older, or less than

18 if married. The person must
submit a written request prior

to' surgery and the physician

must give a full explanation of

the meaning and consequences of

such anoperation. The physician

may still be held responsible if

coercion or Intimidation are

used to force sterilization upon

a patient.

Several Issues were
apparently at stake In the

adoption of this legislation. But

one issue in particular seems
to stand out, namely, whether

an unmarried minor has the

right to know about and use

contraceptives.

Whether the "sexual

revolution" is real or fanciful,

many young people are

concerned about unwanted

pregnancy. With medical

attention not available or

available only through parental

consent, unwanted pregnancy Is

by T.ri

all too often the tragic result.

Tennessee's new legislation,

in this respect, is far ahead

of many other states.

Treatment of venereal

disease, without parental

consent, is permitted by a 1970

New York state law. However,

just last year. Governor

Rockefeller vetoed a bill to

allow anyone under eighteen

years of age to get "medical,

dental, and health services" at

his own request.

The governor explained that

he felt that the measure would

not "sufficiently safeguard the

Interests of parents and the

community at large in protecting

minors from Ill-advised medical

treatment." However, he did

agree with the intent of the bill.

Laws prohibiting professional

contraception advice and

distribution of contraceptives

to unmarried persons are

closely related to traditional

Judeo - Christian attitudes.

Premarital sex is generally

considered immoral and is

therefore not recognized.

Perhaps the lawmakers
simply failed to consider the

possibility that contraceptives

might be desired by unmarried
persons. However it seems
more likely that the laws were
intentional.

To make contraceptives

available to everyone could be

interpreted as sexual licence.

To some, at least, the laws of

a society should reflect themores

of the society. According to that

line of thought, the ideal of

universal chastity should be

imposed by the society by

making the consequences of

unchastity sufficiently severe.

Promiscuity, however, Is a

reality. For one reason or

di>NT«ACEpTiVE* ', WITHOUT THEM tj?Ca

another, many reject the

traditional values. When
contraceptives are not available,

the results of extra-marital sex

are also very real. Unwanted

pregnancy, the possibility of an

illegal abortion, or children

reared in unhappy or unhealthy

environments are as much

burdens for society as for the

individuals involved.

Dr. Larie Rudd, pediatrician

in a New York hospital, gave

this appraisal of the situation.

"If all of our families were

intact, if sll our parents were

able to communicate, if more
parents were able to guide,

cherish, support and help the

kids to grow up, we would not

need new laws. But we do."

At the heart of the matter,

die question is not whether

premarital sex is good or bad.

It is, rather, bow a society can

construct its laws to serve, as

well as to protect, its members.
To be sure, the problem Is a

complex one. But the subtle

difference between moral
behavior and ethical behavior

must be recognized.

For the Christian, the

problem is no less difficult.

He can take a position of ethical

superiority and Impose his

ethical code on others. Or he can

take a less forceful view of his

social responsibility and help

others reach their own
conclusions about Christian

ethics. He must choose either

to be his brother'skeeperorhls

brother's brother.

Tennessee has at least settled

the issue of the distribution of

contraceptives. It is doubtful,

however, that the question of

Christian social ethics has been
resolved by many.
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With no broken bones

Students, faculty ski
Snow skiing has become part

of the Mllligan curriculum, with

122 people participating in the

class including several

members of the faculty.

Sugar Mountain Ski Resort

is the site for the class.

Concert choir

plans annual

spring concert
Consisting of songs to be

presented on the Spring tour,

the Mllligan College Concert

Choir concert will be open to

the general public.

The concert, which will be

at 8:00 p. m. April 6 in

Upper Seeger, will be divided

into two sections. The first

portion is made up of religious

music, and the second section

consists of popular music.

Some of the songs which will

be sung are: BACH'S

MACN1FICAT, BRAZILIAN
PSALM by Jean Berger, I HEAR
A VOICE A-PRAYDN'. SWING
LOW SWEET CHARIOT, SOME-
TIMES I FEEL LIKE A
^MOTHERLESS CHILD, SUN-
SHINE IN MY SOUL, PEACE
TRAIN by Cat Stevens,

YOU'VE GOT A FRIEND by

Carole King, and LAY DOWN
by Melanie Safka.

The concert choir makes a

tour of churches in a portion

of the United States during every

spring break. This year the

choir will be going through

Maryland, 'Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky.

Lessons are held once a week
on Wednesday evenings at 7;00

p. m. with free skiing before

and after the scheduled lesson

time. The cost of $35 includes

the lessons, rental of boots and

skiis, and a lilt ticket. The ski

school provides instructors for

the students, who are organized

into groups of 10 to 15 according

to experience and ability.

Eighty-one students take the

class (or one hour of physical

education credit. Including 36

freshmen, 17 sophomores, 15

juniors, and 13 seniors. Faculty

members In the class are Dr.

William Moorhouse, Dr.

Richard Lura, Mr. Jack

Knowles, and Mr, Howard

Lamon. Supervising the class

is Mr. Duard Walker, dean of

men and physical education

instructor.

Coach Walker described the

students' reaction as "enthu-

siastic." He noted that there

had been very few injuries and

these occurred during the free

skiing time and not the lessons.

Coach Walker commented on the

ski school, saying "They have

good patrols, and are veryalert

for injuries." He also said,

''We have sensible kids."

Student response has been

very favorable. Lynne Lewis,

who pulled the ligaments in her

knee recently, said, "I love

it! I can't wait to go back

again." The lessons will

continu e until spring break.

SIGNS OF SPRING Phil McCullough Is just one of many
Mllligan students who have been taking advantage of the warm
veather.

Term paper writing made easy

ESP LECTURER -Jack London
was last night's speaker for

MiUigan's Concert Series.

BERKELEY (CPS) -- Ward
Warren is 22. He Is the youngest

"self-made" millionaire In the

country - perhaps In the world.

He started Termpaper, Inc. In

Boston just one year ago with

a staff of four; "just me, two

ex-VISTA workers, and a legal

secretary." Now there are 100

offices in America and Canada.

ESP expert speaks
Psyhlc phenomena and the

detection of psychic frauds was
the topic of JackLondon's speech

last night In the latest segment

of MiUigan's Concert Series.

He has often helped law

1$*±

^es,there are a lot of
good reasons forwomen

to quit smoking.

Find yours.
( ) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious Whoever made
that up knows where the money is — fewer women than men are

quitting. But they won't get nch over my dead body,

( ) I want to be a teacher How can I discourage kids from

smoking when 1 smoke?

( ) I know my father's been trying to quit. How can he with

me still puffing away?

( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. I've had it

with nicotine hang-over in the mornings.

( ) The thing that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good,

in most cases it can be as if you never smoked.

( ) Somewhere in the back of my head I've been nursing the

illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. I've just

seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who smoke
s more than 20% higher than for women who don't. We've come a

long way baby, but I'm not going any further.

Now all you need is help and encouragement. Send a postcard
today to: Women and Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll

send some free booklets to help and encourage you.

U S Dcpanmrnlo) Health. Education, and Wrllarr

enforcement agencies different-

iate between true psychics and

fraudulent ones. Mr. London

is also very popular with

audiences who are concerned

with protecting themselves and

their families from thieves who

make false claims concerning

their dealings with the world of

psychic phenomena.

In his talks, Jack London

answers questions most often

asked by people who are

fascinated by the psychic world.

Because of his easy manner and

specialized subject matter, Mr.

London has been apopularguest

on numerous television shows,

including JOHNNY CARSON.
MIKE DOUGLAS, and MERV
GRIFFIN.

Jack London's extensive tours

have taken him halfway around

the world. He has also written

three publications dealing with

the world of extra-sensory-

perception.

In two years Warren expects

to "go over the counter" (stock

market parlance for issuing

stock on the New York Stock

Exchange) and intwoyearsafter

that, In 1976, he anticipates

having amassed a fortune of

20 million dollars.

"We are a research facility.

It's been proven that very few

students who buy a paper from

us immediately turn it in. They
invariably re-structure It, re-

write it, or use it for reference.

If a student comes in here and

it's obvious that he Is going to

use the paper stupidly, or

dishonestly, then we won't do

business with him."

Termpaper, Inc. has about

2,000 people writing for it now.

Once accused of having a style

that, according to one professor,

"you could smell a mile away"

this diversity of contribution

has made it hard for teachers

to spot them.

Also, where they once

devoted their efforts almost

entirely to undergraduate

research papers, they are

expanding now - in fact, only

60 per cent of their business

is built around undergraduate

papers.

The expansion lies in several

interesting fields; graduate

papers, doctorate thesis'

corporate research, andflnally.

Wade Warren's special project

-

an advanced, unique education

system that, in his words, "will

make the university in America

defunct by 1976."

"You know, it's the lazy

teacher who Is afraid of us.

The teacher who uses the term

paper to constrict the student

or who uses it because It is

£e conventional* thing to do."

"The term paper is often

just a procedural smokescreen

for theprofessortohidebehlnd-

they don't have the hazards of

dealing with the student on a

human level, on a level that

would contribute tothe student's

education, to bis awareness of

life. This termpaper business

Is just a small step in the

process of restructuring the

University in the United States."

"I am developing plans right

now for a series of computer-

ized memory banks which would

enable a student to do research

in a matter of moments," said

Warren.

Classes could be taught by

this method. It would eliminate

professors who could not

compete with it and it would

make libraries obsolete - all of

which would cut tuition in half.

The teachers who really teach,

who really relate to the students

and make education a

challenging and meaningful

experience would stay," he said.

ANGELOS
RESTAURANT

112 Commerce Street In Downtown Johnion City

STEAKS • LOBSTERS • KABOBS •

PRIME RIBS OF BEEF

VIAL PABMIGIANA
SPAGHETTI/MEAT SAUCI
SPAGHETTI/MUSHROOMS
SPAGHETTI/MEAT lALLJ
X05HIB SANDWICHES

• OZ SIRLOIN

12 OZ. SIRLOIN

GROUND TENDERLOIN
FILCT MIGMON
SHrSH-KA-IOi

ALL SERVED WITH SALAD, BAKED POTATO & ONION RINGS

HOUSE JflCIAL— STIAK AND LOISTIR CHATIAU1RIAND

l.UNUII.ON SPI.CIAL

I-'ILLTT MIIWK
8 OZ. T-IKINI

ST.RVI I) W/SAL.AI), 1 VI I.I IAIILI

HA Rill STI AK
CHOP SIRLON

hot ROLLS, iiLrrn i< >. drink.
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Team closes winning season
by Jim I

Milligan concluded Its most

successful basketball season In

nearly twenty years and Its first

winning season since 1 963 by

posting a 19-9 record.

Mllligan's victory over King

In the finals of the King College

Invitational Tournament which

was held Thanksgiving weekend

was the high point of the Buffs'

season. Milligan finished second

in one other tournament and third

In another.

The Buffs finished third in the

Tip-off Tournament at Monte-

vallo University and second In

the Christmas tournament at

Ashevllle, including a 77-72

upset over small college power
Western Carolina.

Milligan did very well outside

the Volunteer State Athletic

Conference, but lost several tight

contests on the way to a -1-6

Manhattan
introduces
peace major

RIVERDALE, N.Y.--(I.P.)—

Manhattan College's new Peace
Studies major is attracting so

many inquiries from other sch-

ools who want to establish sim-

ilar programs that a Manhat-
ten peace professor has author-

ized a "How-To" pamphlet on

the subject.

Described as a practical

manual for college faculty, stu-

dents and administrators who
wish to initiate peace courses,

the publication, titled "Ireno-

logy: The Study of Peace,'"

draws extensively on Manhat-
tan's experience in establish-

ing a full-fledged undergrad-
uate major in peace studies.

Formal course work in the

major includes eight peace-
oriented courses, drawn from
such disciplines as biology,

economics, government, his-

tory, world literature and psy-
chology. In addition to parti-

cipating in seminars and per-
forming a field project.

Written by Joseph J. Fahey,
as assistant professor, the

pamphlet is available, free of

charge, from The Christo-
phers, 12 East 48th Street,

New York, N.Y., 10017, ac-
cording to Father Richard
Armstrong, director of The
Christophers, an organization

of Roman Catholics.

league mark and a tie with

Lincoln Memorial for fourth

place in the Eastern Division of

the Volunteer State Athletic

Conference.

The highlight of the conference

season was an 86-84 overtime

victory over the leaders at the

time, Tennessee Wesleyan. That

victory came despite the fact

that senior guard Mark Berg
was sidelined with a sprained

ankle. Milligan lost a tough 67-64

decision to Christian Brothers in

die opening round of the VSAC
Tournament.
The Buffs will lose and miss

seniors Mark Berg and Bill

English. Berg who transferred

from the University of Michigan

just over two and a half years

ago was an All-VSAC selection

In both of his seasons atMllllgan,

His fine shooting and deceptive

speed are the two basic

ingredients which make Mark
the fine player he is.

Bill English has been at

Scholarships

available
Ninety scholarships are made

available each year by the United

States Army for young women
who have completed their Junior

year or are first semester
seniors.

Each scholarship pays the

reclpientapproximately J41'5 per

month during her senior year.

Interested applicants should

write Headquarters, United

States Army Third Recruiting

District, 1628 Virginia Avenue,
College Park, Georgia 30337.

Milligan for three of his four

years. He did a fine job as a

substitute guard and was a

spirited performer, lie played

a key role In the win over

Tennessee Wesleyan by stealing

the ball several times In the

game.
The Buffs, however, will have a

great deal of talent returning.

Don Threlkeld who has been

outstanding In his first three

seasons and was a second team

All-VSAC selection this season

will return at guard. Rick Long

who did an outstanding Job as

the third guard and as Mark
Berg's replacement will return

for his sophomore year at guard.

Center Jay Elliott who had a

fine freshman season should

return to the same post next

year. Eddie Carverwho seta new
rebounding mark for one season

at Milligan will return ai

forward.

Steve Drushel, Scott McClar-
ran, Dale Clayton, Robbie
Gardner, and injury-plagued Dan
Harding should return up front.

Phil Hardin, Ted Young, Andy
Price, Chris Lacy and others

figure to be in the running for

a spot on the varsltynext season.

LAST MINUTE INSTRUCTIONS—Coach Phil Worrell, who has
coached the Buffs to their first winning season in nine years,
finishes one of his pep talks to the bench during the season's
last game.

Black authors studied
Black literature is being

taught by Miss Lois Hale as this

semestor's special study in

literature.

Using the textbook, BLACK
AMERJCAN LITERATURE,
edited by Ruth Miller, the class

studies Black writings from

Baseball season opens
Milligan opens the 1972

baseball season with home games
with Fairmont State of West
Virginia, March 17, and Clinch

Valley, March 18, before

embarkingLon a six-game road-

trip to Wake Forest, Furman,
and Georgia Tech during spring

vacation.

Milligan enters the seasonwith
six pitchers. Holdovers Woody
Shelton and Jerry Bordwine and
freshman Dean Mlnier figure

prominently in Coach Stout's

plans. Roger Jackson seems set

behind the plate. Jim Crom will

be the shortstop. Co-captalns

Bruce Kregloe and Danny Smith
will be fixtures in the outfield.

Coach stout feels that the
players are out to prove

something in view of last year's

disappointing 13-13 season. This

year's squad Is attempting to

prove that It is good enough to

win. He believes that the Buffs

will be a good contender this

season along with Carson-

Newman. The Volunteer State

Athletic Conference playoffs will'

be held in the home of the

Eastern Division winner. The
winner and runner-up in each

division qualify for theplayoffs.

1760 to the present. The purpose

of the course Is to show the

creativity and productivity of

Black writers.

In addition to studying some
of the well known Black authors

like County Cullen, Booker T.
Washington, and James Weldon

Johnson, the class also

discusses many minor writers.

Several Black writers covered

were active In the abolition

movement before the Civil War
writing and lecturing about their

experiences as slaves. Negro
spirituals, folk sermons, and

Black lore, which are also

included in the course, express

the Black's desire for freedom

and the opportunity to grow.

Although the students are

excited about the basic themes

of the class, it will probaMy
not be offered next semester.

Each semester the special

studies in literature concen-

trates on a different subject.

Offered foroneortwocredits,

the class is especially designed

for transfer students needing a

few extra hours In English or

for people who have a special

Interest in the topic. Suggested

future topics include American
folklore, the American West,
and Indian lore.

Only you can

prevent forest fires.

COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

announces Us

SPRING COMPETITION

The closing date for the submission of manuscriDU by College Students is

April 10
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit

his verse. There is no limitation u to form or theme. Shorter works are pre-

ferred by the Board of Judges, because of »pacc limitations.

Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must

bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.

MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

3210 Sclby Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.
90034
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Ecology club formed

MILLIGAN TRASH — The newly organized Ecology Club Is

planning a clean-up day In April to ger rid of people's litter.

ROTC compromise
(continued from Page 1)

Should he enter the military

service itwouldbeasanenllsted

officer receiving a salary of

$800.00 monthly.

An advantage to this program

Is that a student can postpone

his military obligation for two

years.

For women, the Women's
Army Corps offers a similar

program. To enter the program,
the female student attends a

five-week camp sometime
before her senior year after

which she makes a two-year

commitment. During her senior

year the student will receive

$400.00 monthly without any

obligation to take special

courses. After graduation and

a six-weeks basic training

course she enters the serviceas

a commissioned officer at a

monthly salary of $300.00.

Last week Dr. Wetzel attended

a seminar at Arnold Air Force
Base in order to make himself

more familiar with the various

ROTC programs. This will

enable him to give better counsel

to students interested In the

ROTC program.

Proposing to stimulate

interest in nature and ecology

through discussion and to

encourage active participation

through projects, the Ecology

Club will have an organizational

meeting this Monday.

Rick deWit, president of the

club, said that "the purpose of

the club is to facilitate interest

in ecology by teaching people

how to wlselyuseandappreciate

our natural resources, wildlife,

and nature itself, and toeducate

people on the various pollution

problems and possible

solutions."

The first project, collecting

paper and glass for recycling,

is scheduled for March 15.

Projects planned for the month

of April include a litterclean-up

and flower and tree planting.

Future projects Include a

ferrous and aluminum collection

and a nature camp-out including

nature walks and conservation

projects.

The club will meet on the

first and third Mondays of each

month at 7:30 p. m. Guest

speakers from various

ecological fields will be invited

to relate pollution problems they

encounter, and how they are

working to solve them.

The club will work with the

Let's Keep Living organization

from Johnson City, and

Mllligan's Ecology Club will be

included In their newsletter.

Mllligan's representative to

LKL is Dr. Gary Wallace,

assistant professor of biology.

Students interested in Joining

theEcologyCluborpaniclpating

in its projects should come to the

organizational meeting this

Monday, March 13, at I2;30

p. m. in Sutton Annex.

Fifty-cent dues will hecollected

to pay for projects, publicity

and the newsletter.

The officers of the club

include Rick deWit, president,

Becky McBride, secretary, and

Jerry Cook, treasurer.

Students interested in serving

as project coordinator or as

publicity manager should

contact Rick deWit.

Student Union remodeled

(continued from Page I)

Shorn, and Ted Thompson.
Remodeling costs amounted

to $1000, and the college will

pay for the sum out of its

operating expenses.

Recently a color television

was purchased by the SUB and

next month cable television will

be installed in the SUB.

Tom Stokes said, "We are

trying to stay away from the

idea that kids come to the SUB
just to spend money. We want
them to feel that the SUB is

also a place where they can

relax."

A change In students' attitudes

toward the SUB has been noted

by Tom Stokes since the

renovation. He believes that

students are reacting more
favorably toward the SUB, but

Tom Stokes doubts that more
than half of Milligan members
use the Student Union Building.

Milligan operates thi R

through the business office, -m
Stokes Is a member of the

Milligan staff, and he and Ron
Worrell manage the establish-

ment. The SUB operates on a

close marginal basis, and the

business seldom makes a profit.

All money is used to pay bills,

buy supplies, and pay salaries

to SUB employees. Sixteen

students work at the SUB, and

they are employed ten hours a

week.

A common criticism of the

SUB is that it should be open

during the day on Saturdays.

When the management tried to

do so last spring, few people

came, so the opening hour was
changed to 8 p. m.

The student union is a

member of the National

Association of College Unions-

International. This organization

exchanges ideas on student union

management and programs.

Mllligan's student union is also

Joining the National Association

of College Bookstores to keep

informed on what students are
buying.

THE RECORD BAR
New Allman Bros.

"Eat A Pea ch" $6.49
Blood, Sweat, & Tears ^
"Greatest Hits" $3.78 Kris Kristofferson

Jamming W/Edwards $2.39

ins rvrisTonerson ^k q ~70

"Border Lord"^-7 ^

Spirit

"Feedback" $3.78

All Columbia Classics $3.99

In The Mall





Student Executive Council to be elected
Elections for the Executive

Council of Student Council for

1972-1973 are now In the

preliminary stages with

candidates for Executive Office

speaking in Convocation April

11, the day prior to elections.

Candidates Include Dave
Chupa and Rill Howden,
president. Randy Clark and Jim
Sluyter, vice-president, Ed
Brungard, secretary, and Donna

Loving and Mike Wllliard,

treasurer.

Petitions for the offices of

president, vice-president, sec-

retary, and treasurer were
made available Thursday,

March 30. To qualify as a

candidate, a person must

complete petitions with at least

10% of the student body's

signatures (75 names).

Campaign materials could not

appear before April 6. Each
candidate Is limited to six

posters on campus and to the

distribution of up to 500 copies

of one type of advertising, such

as buttons, badges, leaflets, or

announcements.

The members of the Election

Committee are the senior

members of Student council,

Rich Roames, chairman, Warren
Miller, Dwlght Rogers, Dennis

Thomas, Trlcla Barlow, Judy
Chenet, Mark MakoskJ, Roy
Mason, Alien Evans, Pat

Dobbins, and Lee Meador.

MILLIGAN
COLLEGE
Official Student

Publication

stampede
Volume XXXVI—No. 10 Tennessee 37682 Friday, April 7, 1972

PUNCTUAL CANDIDATE — Ten minutes after the scheduled meeting time tor prospective
candidates running for Executive Council, Bill Howden (left) was still die only one present
to discuss procedures with Rich Roames, president of Student Council. Another candidate
arrived shortly and the Executive Council slate was filled within a few days.

STAMPEDE earns awards
Mllllgan College's student

publication, the STAMPEDE
has been awarded a rating of

First Class by Associated Col-
legiate Press (ACP) and a score
of "A" by National Newspaper

Campus Days attract recruits

Three thousand Invitations

have been sent to high school
students and churches across
the country, inviting them to

visit Mllllgan during the Col-
lege's Campus Days.

Chairman of Campus Days,
Buford Deaton has met with each

club on campus to enlist their

help In the program April 21

and 22. Ten students from each

club, each student with a

partner, will work In the

activities. Every club will also

display a booth which Illustrates

the organization's activities.

Another preparation for Campus
Days Is a tour trail marked
around the campus.
Bo expressed hopes~of making

Campus Days an annual or semi-
annual affair. He said, "Campus
Days hinge on the area of en-
listment. The purpose of the

program Is to encourage

students to visit the campus
and choose Mllllgan for their

education."

"Also, even though the camp-
us Is always open to -visitors,

we would like to bring visitors

to the campus at one time of

the year instead of scattering

visits through the year. Two or
three years may be needed to

orient people to this idea."

Bo noted that MiUigan is still

unsure of how effective the pro-
gram will be, but he said that

other colleges have been very
successful in similar Campus
Days. Approximately 150 regis-
trations have currently been
received. He hopes that allMIl-
ligan students will accept the
Campus Days and participate in

the events.

"Mllllgan is not mine or the
students' or the adminis-
tration's," Bo explained. 'The

college belongs to God as a

tool that God has given us to

educate men and women In all

areas of life. They can go from
here to witness for Christ."

Service (NNS) forflrst semester

of 1971-72.

Three marks of distinction

were granted the STAMPEDE by

ACP In Writing and Editing,

Physical Appearance, and Edi-
torial Leadership. Four marks
of distinction are needed for an

All-Am erican or superior
rating.

Each year ACP evaluates ap-

proximately 1,250 college pub-

lications. In ACP ratings, First

Class indicates excellent; Se-
cond Class, very good; Third

Class, good.

NNS is an affiliate of National

Prospective teachers

take NTE tomorrow
Graduating students planning

to teach next year will take the

National Teacher Examination

(NTE) tomorrow.

Given to prospective teachers

throughout the nation, the NTE
rates what they have learned
on a national norm, indicating

both the College's and the

student's status.

As an all-day exam, the NTE
consists of two sections. The
first section is the Common

Examinations, appraising the

student's general preparation

'for teaching. The second

section. Is the Teaching Area

Examinations, testing the

student's specific knowledge in

his major area.

Milligan's personel are
especially interested inhowthis
year's students fare in the Fine
Arts section of the NTE. This
is the first year that students
who have had the College's

humanities courses are taking

the test.

School Yearbook Association.

It offers critical analysis and

lnslde-newspaper annotation as

services.

Editor-in-chief for this

period was Mark Lee. Faculty

advisor was Juanita Jones.

Other staff members included

the following; editorial board

members, Sharon Chemick,
Bill Howden, Ron Nutter, Tim
Stevens; copy editors, Judene

HoweVT, Susie Roetter Lee; lay-

out editor, Priscilla Wilklns;

business manager, LarryCrou-
ch; feature writers, Paula

Bullock, Dennis Wyatt; sports

editor, Jim Barnes; and

photographer, Don Scon.

"All members of the staff,

expecially the writers, copy ed-
itors, layout staff, and edi-

toral board members, can be

proud of the three marks of

distinction which they earned. It

Is quite an accomplishment to

earn such high ratings in light

of the fact that Milligan offers

no journalistic Instruction,"

said editor Mark Lee.

1

'Since the majority of the

staff are sophomores and fresh-
men, students can look forward
to outstanding publications in

the next few years and, perhaps,
even an All-American rating,"
Mark said.

Chorale's spring concert

to display musical variety

CHORALE WOMEN PRACTICE — Members of the chorale prepare for their concert April

20. Pictured are (1. to r„ front row) Bonnie Lockwood, Nancy Waite, Nena Morgan, Penny
Patten, and Cindy Williams; (1. to r., back row) Jo Ann Iscrupe, Kathy Stafford.

Under the direction of Mrs.

Mary Cowles, the MiUigan

Chorale will present a mixed

program of music from the

Renaissance period to

contemporary times.

The vocal group will perform

unaccompanied as well as with

brass, flutes, organ and taped

electronic music on Thursday,

April 20, at 8:00 p. m.
Some of the songs which will

be done are; DOXOLOCY
(HURRAH TO GOD) by

Brokering; LORD. WE PRAISE
YOU FOR THE RHYTHM by

Wetzler; IN THEE IS GLADNESS
by Gastoldi-Nelson; WHO
SHALL ABIDE by Pelz; and

several love song waltzes by

Brahms.

PENTECOST SUNDAY, by

Richard Felciano, utilizes taped

electronic music and pipe organ

for accompaniment. The chorale

follows accompaniment by using

a stop watch and singing at

certain times through the piece.

The men and women of the

Chorale will each do an ensemble

piece.
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Field Representative project

promotes personal recruitment

FIELD REPRESENTATIVE — As a parr of the new recruitment

program, Mark Webb prepares to present Mllllgan College to

prospective students.

As 3ti attempt to improve
recruitment atMilliganCollege,

a Field Representative program
has been Initiated.

ine program gives prospec-

tive students personal contact

with Mllllgan. Field represent-

atives are alumni or senior

students living throughout the

nation who volunteer their time

to promote the college in their

area.

The name of every prospective

student is given to a field

representative near his home.
Then, this representative can

visit him to encourage his

Interest, give him further

information about the school,

and answer his questions.

The plan which was initiated

by Mr. Buford Deaton has been

popular on many other college

campuses. In November ofl971,

the first nine field representa-

tives metontheMUllg3nCollege
campus. Since that time the

group has continued to grow.

Currently there are thirty field

representatives . assisting the

school in fourteen states.

Richard Webb to present organ recital

Richard Webb, assistant

professor of music at East

Tennessee StateUnlverslty.wlll

present an organ recital in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Webb's recital will be on

April 10 at 8:00 p. m. The
program will include works by

J. S. Bach, Johannes Brahms,

Samuel Scheldt, and French
contemporary composers Jean-
Jacques Crunenwald and Jean
Langlals.

Webb received his Bachelor
and Master of Fine Arts degrees
from Ohio University. He is

currently writing his disserta-

tion for the ph. D. degree in

muslcology at the University

ZIMMERMANS BOOK & CARD

West Town Sq.S/C

Elizabethtown

Zimmermans News Center

Downtown Johnson City

MAGAZINES
PAPER BACK BOOKS
STUDY AIDS

OUT OF
H

TOWN
NEWSPAPERS

of Cincinnati College-Conser-

vatory of Music.

Richard Webb has studied

organ with'Gerre Hancock,

Jerald Hamilton, and Eugene
Wlckstrom. While In Cincinnati

he was organist-choir-master

of the Church of the Redeemer,
Hyde Park, and guest conductor
for the Haydn LORD NELSON
Mass with the Cincinnati

Symphony Chamber Orchestra
and Old St. Mary's Church
Choir. RICHARD WEBB

Students counsel inmates,

seek to show Christian love

Four Mllllgan students are

currently involved In a

counseling program with the

inmates at Carter County Jail.

Each Thursday and Sunday
Rick deWitt, ChuckHilbom, Ron
Nutter, and Sandy Shield visit

the jail to listen to the inmates
discuss their problems.

Christian Service Club Is

sponsoring the program and the

inmates receive the Johnson
City Press-Chronicle paid for

by the club.

Prisoners who the students

work with range in age from
19-26 and have been arrested

AT THE SU

40%
ON

Film Developing

&
5X7 Reprints 59$

for such crimes as drunkenness

and felonies.

"One of the goals of the group

is to show Christianity at work,

rather than throw a bunch of

theology at them," said Ron

Nurter. He also said "We can't

do a whole lot about those prison

bars, bui I feel we can go along

way toward eliminating some of

those psychological bars such as

mistrust, fear, and prejudice."

The effect of the counseling

on the Milligan students were

summed up when Ron said, "We
learn as much, If not more,

than the inmates do," He went

on to say, "We hope that they

begin to question why we are

doing what we are doing. We
want them to say to themselves

that we are doing this because

we are Christians. We want

to witness in deed as well as

word."

Another way that the school

contacts prospects is

Throughout the year tons of

literature about the school are
mailed to interested students

and churches. Student ^ can

assist the school in this effort

by adding die names of prospects

and Interested churches to the

mailing list.

To present the college to the

area, the Gabriels, the Torch

Troupe, and some faculty

members will be speaking in

camps and churches during the

spring and summer months.

College days, April 21-22, are

being planned to allow

prospective " students an

opportunity to visit the campus
and meet the- Milligan f-nr.ily.

Phillip Steele

to give recital

public program

Phillip Steele, a lyric bass
who Is an Affiliate Artist, will

be on the Mllllgan campus for a

recital before the humanities

classes and a program for the

College community.

Steele's humanities recital Is

April 18 at 8 :00 a. m.'HIs other

performance is that same day
at 8:00 p. m. in Seeger Memorial
ChapeL

Steele was named Affiliate

Artist by an organization which

strives to make' great artists

less obscure to the public. He
has doneensembleworkandsolo
recitals in such famous operas

as THE PASSION ACCORDING
TO ST. JOHN by Bach and

Handel's MESSIAH.

Phillip Steele bas also

performed In Brooklyn College

Opera Theater, the Manhattan
School of Opera Theater . and

in the New York- .Community
Opera as a guest artist.

Steele Is a graduate of Julliard

School of Music and is currently

a professor at MaryvUle
College. He has studied voice

with Dolf Swing and Lotte

Leonard and has anended City

College of New York and

Manhattan School of Music.

Bells
Hennypenry

FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA
Two Locations To Serve You.

fclliihtthnn, T«o
ELk and WdJugi
3*3-1562

Jcfcuoe city. Tam
Ro*n tnd 4 11141
938-7336
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Sleazy rider listens for America

EXTENTION ARM NEEDED — Even Steve Bamett finds the outlets

In the new Science Building a long reach.

THEY'VE ALL COME TO LOOK
FOR AMERICA
To Ft. Lauderdale. First leg,

Milllgan to Tlcusvllle. Twelve
and a half hours. Three In the

back seat of a Maverick. Two
more and a hamster In front.

Through Erwln Into North
Carolina. Weavervllle, Ashvllle,

Fletcher, Hendersonvllle. Legs
begin to ache. Everyone shift

to left. Doesn't help much. Butt

sttU hurts.

Into South Carolina. Through
Campobelio, Spartanburg,

Moore, TylersvlUe.Carrefuses
to run. Spark plugs? Timing?
Water In gas? Call friend in

Clinton. Spend extra day getting

valve replaced. Ripped off by
Ford agency.

Georgia. Appling, Harlem,
Wrens, Wadley, Swainsboro.

Knees throb. Back aches. Shift.

Shift again. Bun still sore.

Lyons, Baxley, Alma, Waycross,
Folkston. Candy bars, potato

chips, peanut butter, cokes,

M & M's, Cracker Jacks, Dr.

Hart hairs Chris reminisces

At 6:30 every morning, a

slight, unobtrusive woman
unlocks the doors to Han's
hallowed halls, thus beginning

another day's work.

As a member of Mr. Kite's

cleaning crew and a friend of

most of the girls In Hart, Chris
came to Milllgan in about 1946,
when the Navy was still here.
She rather proudly states that

she has "seen three presidents"
take office, "Elliot, Walker and
Johnson, you know," she said.

Chris has worked In all the

buildings on campus with the

exception of the Chapel and the

new Science Building.

On the whole she enjoys her
work here, although she is quick

to add, "It's been fun and there's

been heartaches, but there has
always beenplentyof work. Why,
I unlock doors, turn out lights;

I have four lobbies, seven water
fountains, three mirrors, two
stairways, all the furniture to

dust, trash to empty; and the

maintenance men say I have
nothing to dol"

Summer Duties

Being with Milllgan for this

many years, Chris has had the

opportunity to collect several

anecdotes concerning the people

and events of the college. She

reminisces to the summerwhen
MUligan was used as a church

camp and her duties put her
behind the lunch counter.

One particular week was a

special week for Portugese

students and none of the workers

could understand a word the

students were saying. "We

by Joan

didn't know If they was cussing

us or praising us," Chris
laughed, "but, ltdoesn't matter.

We had some good times that

week."

"The most fun waswhenMrs.
Helsabeck was down there

(Hardin)," Chris smiled. "She
was always doing something to

make someone happy." Chris
continued by relating one
Instance when Mrs. Helsabeck
prepared a basket of small gifts

and food for Chris and then left

the basket where Chris would

find It as she worked. It was
one of the nicest memories
Chris has of the time she has

spent here.

Headaches

Not all the times at MUligan
were happy or nice times
however. She recalls the work
at Sutton with much distaste,

and if economic circumstances
had allowed, she would have
quit working during that time.

"Sutton was a headache," she
said, referring to the time it

was first in use. "There was
plank walks and gravel
driveways coming up that hill

and the mud on those floors was
lots of work. Then they wouldn't

let us use no water on those
hard wood floors."

She believes that MiUiganhas
always had a "wonderful bunch
of students" and fellowship

between students and faculty

was closest when Cookie was
at Hardin, but In recent years

she feels "we've changed and

don't have the fellowship we

BUCEAROO
STEAK RANCH

Holiday Shopping Center — Across From K Mart

North Johnson City

For Carry-Outs Call 928-7401

had back then." The girls on

one floor "don't even know the

girls on the other floors" and

doors "are never open" as you

walk down the halls.

lack of Freedom

At first Chris evaded the

question when asked why the

fellowship and attitude has
changed, but eventually she
answered, "Maybe it's because

there's no social life on
campus," or perhaps a lack of

real "freedom". "I don't

know," she sighs.

"In a place where people are
always tramping on them
(students), I keep stories I hear
to myself. I don't want nobody
getting in trouble. I say, give

them a second chance; treat

them all alike. After all, isn't

that what Christianity is

supposed to be? Don't you think

so?"

Concerning her work at

Milllgan College, Chris said,

"The worst thing I would say
is that there Is no retirement
fund for us underdogs, as one
student called us. I don't suppose
it would help me now if someone
wanted to change that. I'm too

old. But, maybe it will help
someone after me,"

Pepper, pork rinds. Feel sick.

Pass into Florida. Head

throbs. Hilliard, Callahan,

Jacksonville. Feel certain legs

will never bend again. Reach

I-9S. Pass Daytona Beach.
Tltusville.

Meet parents, brother, dog.

Eat, drink, talk. Go to bed In

early morning. Get up. Go to

bus station.

Whole Tripper
Tltusville to Ft. Lauderdale.

160 miles connected by 1-95.

Five and a half hours on the

bus.

Bus comes. Find seat in

back, next to toilet. Bus is

full. Old and young. No one

between 25 and 60. Past Cape
Kennedy and down to Cocoa.
Frail old lady comes back to

use toilet. Four feet-ten Inches,

thin, wrinkled, tiny hands, thin

grey hair, grey dress, grey

eyes, grey skin,

Melbourne, Veto Beach.
Little old lady makes her

way back again. Large old man
with red face, beer belly stands

up to wait. Holds on to luggage

shelf, lurches against seat.

Brace self In case he falls

over. Little-Jady finally comes
out,

"Thought she was gonna spend

the whole trip In there."

Ft. Pierce. Stop for lunch at

cafeteria. Candy machine tries

to steal money. Young Japanese
advice Is to yank coin return up

and down vigorously while

beating on side. Try it. Money
returns. Give up on candy. Rest
room is old and dirty. Pay
toilets. End door hac m«-o.6t
scratched In paint. "Push up
handle toward right. Pull

sharply up and out. —a friend."

Try it. Door opens.

Fool tf you Don'f

Return to bus. Robust woman
gets on. Five feet-seven inches,

55 or 60. Takes seat next to

blank looking lady of around

70.

"
. . . . cousins every

spring ..."
"... nice weather ...

bridge club . . . social

security ..."
"... met man ... to

get married . . . don't

know ... alone a long time
now . .

."

"... Oh dearie . . . you're

a fool if you don't ... weren't

for my church work, bridge

club, relatives I would . . ."

"Well . .
.'"

by Moc Buckley

"Had such good times before

he died ... not good to live

alone ... if you get sick . . .

fool If you don't . .
."

"Yes ..."
"Good Time Charly"
Old Man gets on bus with

exact change la hand.

"Sure I got 'xact change . . .

dey give it to me . . . send

me home.
"Just try to have fun, have

good time . . . Damn cops
r/row yo in jail . . . say sleep

It off damn police ..."

"Jus* Good Time Charly, 1'se

jus* Good Time Charley ...
t'row ya In jail ... don't got

no reason . . . Jus' little fun

jus* Good Time Charly.

"hundred dolla's u take care

a dat woman ... but I glad

I did . . . glad 1 did ... Jus*

a come home, jus* Good Time
Charly, jus* little fun . . .

hunerd dolia take care dat

woman . . , glad I did . .
."

Goin' Home Lawd
Driver announces Pompano

Beach.

"I knows dls Is Pompano . . .

sure it Pompano ... sure ...
send me home ...
"... old man use't pray

fo me ... sure ... he pray
"Lawd, sen mah chll home ...
Lawd sen' mah chil borne . . ."

dat*s what he pray, 'sen mah
chll' home . . . Lawd sen'

dis chll' home . . . Good Time
Charly got to go home . . .

jus' Good Time charly ...
goin' home Lawd ... goin'

home . .
.*'

Ft. Laud*rd»l».
"Excuse me ... sorry ...

excuse me . . .sorry... pardon

me . . . oops . . . thank

you . .
."

Make it off with everything.

Wait for aunt to come. Bus
leaves. Falling asleep. Musn't

fall asleep. Here to have a good

time. Here to have fun. Jus'

Good Time Charly, that's alL

Lawd, sen* dis chil' tnme.

Firestone Store

458 W. Walnut
Johnson City
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Issues

Uncoordinated clubs
Talk has been circulating around campus

lately bemoaning a phenomena which some

.people call low student morale. That student

morale Is ebbing becomes evident when one

reflects upon the extremely slow start which

the Student Council executive committee

elections suffered. After the first day only

two candidates were running for the four

offices. Fortunately, as the deadline for

petitions approached, more students decided

to run, establishing candidates for each office.

However, the Initial absence of interest is

worth noting.

To be sure, Milllgan's campus life Is not

totally docile. One has to recognize a highly

successful year for Christian Service Club;

while Circle K has also kept itself active.

However, CSC and Circle K are only two

of MlUigan's rwelve clubs.

One detriment to club vitality on campus

Is the absence of any external co-ordination

and stimulation of the College's clubs.

Apparently many of the clubs are satisfied

to remain inactive, merely existing. Perhaps

the problem of these slumbering organizations

is not so much an unwillingness to become

active, but rather the absence of Internal

inertia. Also, some clubs appear to be at a

loss for ideas for activities. To remedy this

situation it would take the active Involvement

of an outside influence.

Next year this influence can be either the

Student Council or the Dean of Students.

Already, the new Dean has expressed his

concern over this problem. Undoubtedly, an

active concern for club activities on his part

would be most beneficial; however, one

questions whether this responsibility should

rest solely upon the Dean.

In a real sense, coordination and stimulation

of clubs would require some control overthose

clubs. With this necessity in mind, the Student

Council would seem to be the more favorable

candidate because it is more directly

answerable to the students.

In the past few years Student Council has

been unconcerned with the coordination and

stimulation of the College's clubs. TheCouncil

Calendar of Milligan Affairs was a beginning

for the council in club involvement; however,

a more active role is needed. Hopefully, next

year's Executive Council will aspire to this

needed task, instilling a lost vitality in

MlUigan's student organizational activities.

Dear Editor,

In the last issue of the

STAMPEDE your editorial

entitled "Constitution Needed"
did not give a correct account.

Since many students do not take

the time to Investigate such

matters for themselves, 1 feel

the record should be set

straight.

Last spring we began a new

system using Resident Assis-

tants. This ch?nge-over brought

with it the need for a new consti-

tution. It is true that a small

group of girls came to meupset

because they did not have a cur-

rent constitutlon-although they

were happy that we violated the

existing constitution by not

having candidates for dorm
council pass a screening

committee. I assured the girls

at that time that we would

re-write the constitution.

Later In the spring when I

met with the old dorm
councilors, the new councilors,

and the Resident Assistants, I

asked them if they wanted me
to draft a constitution during

the summer. They let me know

quite clearly that they wanted

to do It - they did not want me
to do it. 1 suggested they all

study school situations In their

areas during the summer and

come back ready to go to work
as soon as school started.

More than once this year,

I have asked the councilors

what they have done about the

constitution, only to discover

that nothing has been done-

amazing when you consider how
upset they were last spring

over the matter, 1 have never

had to pressure dorm councilors

in regard to this kind of respon-

sibility, and [ see no reason

why I should make them do

the things for which they have

been elected.

There have been many things

left undone-particularly In Hart
Hall. The onethlngtheydidwork
at was to get some rules changed
at the beginning of the year,

and now they are not even willing

to live by what they agreed to

then,

Mr. Editor, you should try

to get all the information avail-

able on a subject before you

throw It out as an "Issue"
so that you can use whatever
pressure tactics you have

against the right party. The right

party in this case would have
been some of the pseudo-student

leaders.

The case USED in your art-

icle for inflaming student

opinion was an example of mis-
handling of information. The
student was not punished for

ambiguity of the judicial system.
Also the steps in the whole si-

tuation were notaccuratelypre-
sented.

Since the person was not

informed of the decision until

after mldmght andthepaperwas
distributed on campus 13 hours
later, one has to question why,
Mark Lee, you were so anxious

to print it before the decision

was even approved by me or

before you could talk with an

R.A, or with me to get a total

picture. I can only assume that

you are not Interested in getting

a total picture of situations.

It seems perfectly obvious

that you and a few other stu-

dents are more anxious to make
a noise and agitate than you are

to build constructively.

Two suggestions I have from
this experience. I would like to

challenge the student body to

elect leaders for next year who
are mature enough to build con-

structively, to weigh and

consider, to listen as well as

criticize, and to truly represent

the student and not Just a small

segment of negative people.

Secondly, I challenge the stu-

dents to DEMAND of Mark Lee
and his staff professional

standards of Journalism which

require at least an effort to

get all the facts and also require

the printing of ALL truths when
he has it.

Mary Young
Dean of Women
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Marijuana le

Considerable Interest was
raised In Washington last week

as the National Commission on

Marijuana and Drug Abuse
presented their findings to

President Nixon and the country.

Without advocating the full

legalization of marijuana, the

Commission did recommend a

wholesale decriminalization of

marijuana use.

Ironically, on the very day

the Commission's recommen-
dations were made known, a

21-year-old Vietnam veteran

was sentenced by a Wichita

Falls, Texas, court to serve

fifty years In a penitentiary

for possessing less than one

ounce of marijuana.

It Is Just this sort of

criminal punishment that the

Commission hopes to end In

having their recommendations

passed into law. They found

Stamping Ground

Letters to the editor
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Dear Mr. Editor,

At the beginning of the school

year, I read with a smile the

newspaper, thinking thatassoon

as the editorial staff had a little

time to "do their thing" the

paper would improve its

coverage.

But the school year Is almost

at an end, and the staff is still

doing their thing. It almost looks

as if they are participating in

a game of "Can You Top This?"
with one of the staffs of two or
three years back. It is comical

for a while to watch a child

throw a temper tantrum, but

after seeing it for a few times,

it becomes nauseating.

Should not the newspaper at

least tend to reflect the thinking

of the Student Body? I find myself

asking and being asked the

question: "Is this what I am a

part of and Is the general

concensus of the student body

and staff of Milligan College?

Well, I for one, can keep

silent no longer for fear that

others will begin to believe th3t

all the people here at Milligan

are complete negativlsts. I

believe in what Milligan College

claims as Its Ideals. I am fully

aware of some of her short-

comings andproblems, but there

are a few good things about her.

If one Is searching hard

enough, he can find a flaw in

any garment, no matter how good
and expensive the garment may
be. Criticism is all right If

it Is constructive, but shouldn't

one have at least an inkling of

an Idea for a solution if he is

going to tear the school apart?

Milligan College Is my alma
mater, and I am proud of It.

This is the school from which

you may one day graduate; in

the years ahead, it will become
a part of your label— In fact,

it already has, whether you

like It or not. Buil,d it up,

for YOUR sake. The school and

its attributes are ultimately

what you and I make it, because

WE are Milligan College.

Sincerely (without wax),

Roy E. Hampton

Assu Pro!, of Mathematics
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of person who uses it. Those
particularly against the

legalization of marijuana are

fond of thinking only hippies,

ghetto-dwellers, and self-

proclaimed gurus use mari-

juana. The Commission report,

however, showed its use to be

much more widespread than

expected and cutting across all

social classes.

According to the Commission
figures, there are 24 million

Americans who have tried

marijuana. Thai is approxi-

mately one out of every eight

individuals.

The Commission concludes

In its findings that "the drug's

relative potential for harm to

Individuals and society does not
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Commenting on the role of the

church in the social sector, the

senator states, "I do not believe

that the church as an institution

should attempt an active role

in policy decisions of the

government. For the church
would then be in a position of

having to sanction the

government Itself as being holy

and Just.

"But the church does have
the obligation to mobilize its own
members and communicants to

an awareness of the dimensions
of the problems around them
and to spread the message that

in serving man we are also

serving the God who told us to

love our neighbors as
ourselves."

Isolated Students

One might Justifiably ask if

CONFLICT AND CONSCIENCE
says anything of significance for

a student at MUllgan College.

To those students with a sense

of political awareness the

answer is affirmative.

Unfortunately many students

Isolated here In the hills of

Eastern Tennessee have

overlooked the mass media and

consequently have lost contact

with current national and

worldwide news. Perhaps this

reprehensible lack of interest Is

the reason that manyChristlans

have neglected the vital Issues

of today.

Christians of all ages and

from all areas of the nation

must accept the challenge of

political involvement. Christ's

message will be relevant in

contemporary society onlywhen
his followers go forth to the

world seeing new possibilities,

grasping God's vision ol what he

can do.

justify a social policy designed

to seek out and firmly punish

those who use It."

The Commission holds; 1) that

the private possession and use

of marijuana should not be

Illegal, 2) that the public

possession of more than an

ounce, or public use would entail

confiscation or fine, and 3) that

growing and trafficking in

marijuana for profit should be a

felony offense. Thecommiss ion
seems to want to discourage the

use of marijuana without

prohibiting it.

The obvious question is, how

does one obtain marijuana for

private use if It is illegal to

grow it, transmit it, or have

it In public. One is faced with

the curious dilemma of having

to break the law in obtaining

marijuana which Is legal for

him to smoke In private.

In all likelihood, the

legalization of marijuana will

remain In the area of

conjecture. There Is little, if

any chance that the

recommendations of the

Commission will get through

Congress. This Is an election

year. Few politicians will want

to jump on the bandwagon for

legalizing a narcotic that the

public, for good or bad reasons

still fears.

There may be a day when
marijuana will be legalized,

though that day may be many
years away. Perhaps If It has

served no other purpose, the

Commission report should help

to demythologize attitudes

toward marijuana.

Gut exams
REPRINTED FROM THE BRYN MAWR — HAVERFORD COLLEGE NEWS

J. R. Poindexter, Jr., Harverford '71, has had the foresight, kindness, and eminent reality

to send us this illustration of what exams are like in graduate school. Next Installment in the

continuing effort to make Exam Week a Night to Remember: "Unsolvable Crossword Puzzles

for Speed-freaks".

Instructions: Read each question thoroughly.

Answer all questions. Time limit - 4 hours.

Begin immediately.

HISTORY — describe the history of the

papacy from its origins to the present day,

concentrating specially but not exclusively,

on the social, political, economic, religious,

and philosophical impact on Europe, Asia,

America and Africa. Be brief, concise, and
specific.

MEDICINE — You have been provided with
a razor blade, a piece of gauze, and a

bottle of scotch. Remove your own appendix.

Do not suture until your work has been
Inspected. You have fifteen minutes.

PUBLIC SPEAKING — 2,500 riot-crazed
aborigines are storming theclassroom.Calm
them. You may use any ancient language
except Latin or Greek.

BIOLOGY — Create life. Estimate the

differences In subsequent human culture if

this form of life had developed 500 million

years earlier, with special attention to the

probable effects on the English parliamentary
system. Prove your thesis.

MUSIC — Write a piano concerto.

Orchestrate It and perform it with flute and

drum. You will find a piano under your

seat*

PSYCHOLOGY — Based on your knowledge
of their works, evaluate the emotional
stability, degree of adjustment, and repressed
frustrations of each of the following:

Alexander of Aphrodisias, Ramsesall,
Gregory of Nlcoa, Hammurabi. Support your
evaluation with questions from each man's
work making appropriate references. It is not
necessary to translate.

SOCIOLOGY — Estimate the sociological

problems which might accompany the end

of the world. Construct an experiment to

test your theory.

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE — Define

Management. Define Science. How do they

relate? Why? Create a generalized algorithm

to optimize all managerial decisions.

Assuming an 1130 CPU supporting 50

terminals, each terminal to activate your

algorithm, design the communications inter-

face and all the necessary control programs.

ENGINEERING — The disassembled pans
of a high-powered rifle have been placed on

your desk. You will also find an instruction

manual, printed In Swahlli. In ten minutes

a hungry Bengal tiger will be admitted to

the room. Take whatever action you feel

appropriate. Be prepared to justify your

decision.

ECONOMICS — Develop a realistic plan

for refinancing the national debt. Trace
the possible effects of your plan in the

following areas; Cubism, the Donatlst

controversy, the wave theory oi light. Outline

a method from all possible points of view.

Point out the deficiencies in your point of

view, as demonstrated In your answer to

the last question.

POLITICAL SCIENCE — There Is a red

telephone on the desk beside you. Start

World War III. Report at length on Its

socio-political effects, if any.

EPISTEMOLOGY — Take a position for

or against the truth. Prove the validity

of your position.

PHYSICS — Explain the nature of matter.

Include in your answer an evaluation of

the impact of the development of mathematics
on science.

PHILOSOPHY — SKETCH the development
of human thought; estimate its significance.

Compare with the development of any other

kind of thought.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE — describe In

detail. Be objective and specific.

EXTRA CREDIT — Define the Universe;

give three examples.

Inside our wqILs

Results of schedule changes considered
Milligan's fall semester

schedule will see some changes

for the 1972-73 school year,

and the Academic Committee Is

considering a further change for

future years, a Thanksgiving

vacation.

One coming change is that

Fall Break will be delayed until

early November, so that

students will be able to vote

in the national election without

using absentee ballots. The
dates for the break are noon,

November 3, to 8;00 a. m..

November 9.

Another change is that the

fall semester will begin five

days later than It did last year.

Dormitories will open to

freshmen on August 26, with

classes beginning August 31.

There are several advantages

to this delay. First, the

alternative date for the arrival

of freshmen is August 19. To
many people, including this

writer, that date seems like the

middle of summer.
Another advantage is, for the

first time in several years,

Milligan will have a two-week
break both before and after

Summer School. Also, with the

delayed Fall Break, the earlier

starting date would result In

ten weeks of classes before

break, with just five weeks of

classes and one week of finals

after break.

by Bill ,

The disadvantages of this

schedule appear at the other
end of the semester. The last

day of examinations will be
Friday, December 22, The
difficulty Involved for a student

living on the West Coast who
would like to drive home is

obvious: He might not make It

home by Christmas.

Unfortunately, driving to

California is not the Only

transportation problem. A
number of Milligan students

fly home every year at the

cheaper standby rates.

For these students, the delay

in the schedule could mean that

they will spend their vacation

standing In airports, waiting

CHRISTMAS BREAK

in the Christmas rush. Their

other option is to buy

reservations, which could mean

an additional cost of up to fifty

dollars.

Whatever the disadvantages

may be, the dean feels that

it is now too late to make any

changes for next year.

The Academic Committee Is

now considering however, the

request of a Student Council

committee which would make

a major change In the fall

semester schedule for future

years. The suggestion from the

committee Is that. In addition

to Thanksgiving day, the day

after Thanksgiving be a day of

vacation.

There are a number of

problems standing In the path

of this suggestion's acceptance.

One of the major problems, of

course. Is that the day after

Thanksgiving Is traditionally

Founder's Day at MiHlgan.

Dean Wetzel thinks the

chances of changing the time

of Founder's Day are slim,

but he does believe that changes

may come out of the current

discussions which will make It

easier for the student to spend

Thanksgiving at Home.
One wonders why the

presence of students on campus

for the alumni - centered

Founder's Day is aecessanj,,

anyway.
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icers attend SUSGA
Four members of Mllllgan's

Student Council will attend the

nineteenth Annual Conference

of the Southern Universities

Student Government Associa-

tion.

The four attending are Rich

Roames, Pam Stephens, Chuck

Hllborn, and Mike Flora. Guy

Mauldln will also attend as

chaperone. The SUSGA
conference Is geared to

promoting better student

government and to provide the

opportunity for the exchange of

ideas on common problems.

The theme of the conference

this year Is LEADERSHIP —
CREATIVITY IN ACTION. A
National Leadership Methods

Workshop will be featured with

special seminar workshops.

Several well-known speakers

will be present for special

addresses and seminars. For

leisure hours a Coffee House

will be available, and also a

dance and pool parry.

Rich Roames feels the

conference will benefit MiUlgan

College In that leaders may
learn how to utilize new
Ideas. The conference will be

held on April 20-22 at the

Deauvllle Hotel In Miami Beach,

Florida.

Stewart, Taylor

perform Senior

piano recitals
Two senior piano majors,

Gary Stewart and Anne Taylor
will present their final piano

recitals in Seeger Memorial
ChapeL
Gary Stewart's recital on

April 13 at 8:00 p. m. will

Include works of Haydn, Bach,
Debussy, and Bartok. Anne
Taylor's recital Is April 16 at

8:00 p. m„ and she will be
playing music by Bach, Proko-
fiev, and Debussy. She will also
play first piano In Mende^son's
G MINOR CONCERTO.

ATTENTIVE FANS — Kathy Phillips, Lyn Greene, and Debbw
sunny afternoon watching the Mllllgan baseball team defeat Cumberland.

AAUP discusses curriculum
Curriculum is the topic of

discussion this year for the
American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, which has a
local chapter at Mllllgan
College.

Discussion has Included sub-
jects such ascurrlcularlnnova-
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uons, liberals arts curriculum,

and the nature of college com-
munity. The monthly meetings

are Informal, with discussion

leaders and guests participating.

Members of the AaUP can

pass resolutions and make sug-

gestions after discussion of

particular topics. The commit-

tees also sponsor projects in

cooperation with the admin-

istration. ^Commenting on

Mllllgan 's branch of AAUP, Dr.
Paul Clark, president, said,

"The Mllllgan College chapter

exists to create faculty dialog

about topics that will be helpful

In the MHIigan College
community."
Other officers of the Milligan

chapter are Mr. Earl Stucken-
bruck, vice- president^ Mr.
Howard Hayes, secretary, and

Mr. Howard Lamon, treasurer.

AAUP meetings at the state

level are held blannually. Last
fall the meeting was held in

Nashville at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. New officers for the Mil-
ligan chapter will be elected
soon to attend the next state

meeting on April 29th.
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start running

in season openers
by Jim Barnes

Miiligan opened the 1972 track

season at Brevard Wednesday
and travelled to Wofford for a

meet today.

The Buffs, coming off their

best season in recent years,

have some rebuilding to do.

Dan Clifton, who was the

Volunteer State Athletic

Conference champion In the

100-yard dash several times

and Tommy Manus who won the

880 yard run champlonshiphave

graduated and will be missed.

Mike McMillan and Chip

Fowler return this year to give

the Buffs a fine long-distance

tandem. Other returning

members include Tommy
Evans, middle-distance events,

Jerry LaWson, polevault, Denny

Denniston; long Jump, Gene

McCarty, hurdles, and Jerry

Teeter, Javelin.

Fred Dobbins returns In the

sprints after a year's absence.

Meredith Akers is a top prospect

In the 440 yard dash. Tom
Dunford is also a fine prospect

for the 440, but Is sidelined

indefinitely with a leg Injury.

Buddy Bowling will be tried In

(several events.

Paul Petit and Andy Price

will be working In the high jump.

Leif Olson, David Hughston, and

Brian Abrell are working in the

iprlms. Ted Young Is working

In the 440 and mile relay. Jack
Etherlngton Is working In the

shotput and the discus.

Thirty-six men started

practicing and twenty-five are

still - active. More depth

Is needed in the long distance

events. Talent Is very thin,

ispeclally In the field events.

Baseball

Milligan's baseball team
opened the VSAC season with a

game scheduled against

Carson-Newman last Tuesday.

Miiligan has a 3-3 record at

this writing. Inclement weather

conditions have forced

cancellation of all games
scheduled since the spring trip.

Georgia Tech needed late

rallies to defeat the Buffs 8-6

and 7-6. Furman also conquered

the Buffs twice. The Buffs

knocked off Wake Forest 6-5

with a five-run sixth header

from Fairmont State (W, Va.)

4-2 and 5-4.

Paul Wilson and Jim Crom
are the top hitters thus far

with averages of .471 and .308

respectively. Stuart Shelton is

the top pitcher thus far with a

1-0 record and a 1.86 earned

run average.

Basketball

Mark Berg, Milligan's all

VSAC senior guard recently
received another honor. Mark
was chosen for the Tennessee
-College All-Star team. Mark
played ten minutes and scored
four points as the Kentucky
All-Stars defeated the Tenn-
essee All-Srars 102-96.

KREGLOE CONNECTS — With the close of the Miiligan monsoons,

at least temporarily, the baseball team resumes their schedule.

men's tennis schedule

March 11 - Lees McRae(Home)
March 14 - Mars Hill (Away)

March 30 - Mars Hill (Home)
April 1 - Gordon Webb (Away)
April 3 - Maryville (Away)

April 5 -CarsonNewman(Home)
April 7 - Lincoln Memorial
Univ. (Home)
April 10 - Tennessee Wesleyan
(Away)

April 12 - Open
April 14 - Tennessee Temple
(Home)
April 15 - Gordon Webb (Home)
April 19 - Emory & Henry
(Home)

April 21 - Tusculum (Away)

TERMPAPERS
IVpe<1 .-All wrj

BS. 8A degruu.

CA(L TOLL FRE&

80O-63B-O8S2

Cam Colled I30H 666-5770
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. INC.

5530 v---.ror-.jn Ave. • Su,le 1690
Wash.nglon. D. C. 20015

1500

MONO LP RECORDS
OLDIES BUT GOODIES

(AND SOME EVEN WORSE)

Your Choice 36C

0k

405 SOUTH ROAN STREET

JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 37601

IS YOUR CAR ILL?

FOR PROFESSIONAL HELP COME TO

Pinecrest Garage
Between Wright's and Texaco

OR SEE

David Eunson Kathy Knupp

Emmanuel School of Religion Sutton 217

10% Discount to all Miiligan Personnel

April 22 - King (Home)
April 24 - King (Away)

April 26 - Emory 8. Henry
(Away)

April 26 - Carson Newman
(Away)

May 2 - Tusculum (Home)
May 4 - Lincoln Memorial Univ.

(Away)

Thurs./Frl. May 11-12 - VSAC
Tourney at Lamberth CoUege,
Jackson, Tennessee
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Winning season

in '72 forseen

by tennis coach

Milligan's men's tennis team,

consisting of eight members
and coached by Allen Sellars,

has scheduled eighteen matches

this season.

Members of the team are

Carl Ordway, Keith Lisle, Keith

Whlnnery, Phil McCullough,

Dave Turpln, Rob Gardiner,

Brent Hart, and Randy Matney.

Allen Sellars feels the team is

progressing very welL
"Wlth the tremendous talent

we have on our team, I anticipate

a winning season, and as the

great potential of these players

is developed, ! am very

optimistic about Milligan's

tennis future," said Sellars.

Milligan's women's team

begins their tennis season on

April 11. Eleven women are

on the team coached by Patricia

Bonner*

Members of the team include

Elizabeth Mills, Debbie Van

Briggle, Correna Bowers, Nlta

Dickinson, Glenna Orsburn,

Myra Mathes, Cathy Merritt,

Carrie Enkema, Sharon Jones,

Kathy Polenek, and Becky
Hays.

Although she thought it was

too early in the sea son to predict

the tennis team's success. Miss
Bonner said the team bad

"excellent potential."

IriERESJOHNNYTl

COURTHOUSE

WEST TOWNE SQUARE

Ellzabethton, Tennessee
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Water colors exhibited Earfh week celebrated
in Lee Cherry art show
Water Colors predominate In

a "one-man" show exhibiting

the art work of Lee Cherry.

As a part of MHUgan's
Concert Series, Lee's show

will run from April 5 to 25

In Lower Seegcr Auditorium.

Lee was born In Arlington,

Massachusetts, She has lived

in several different localities,

moving to Klngsport in 1957.

She received her academic

training at the Massachusetts

College of An, Boston,

Massachusetts, and at East

Tennessee State University.

Her paintings are now

included in the collections

owned by the Security National

Bank, Roanoke, Virginia. The

Hamilton Bank of Chattanooga,

Tennessee, and others,

Including many private

collections.

Lee Cherry had a "one-man"
show at Klngsport Fine Arts

Center, May, 1969, and a

"one-man" show at Dulln

Gallery, Knoxvllle, Tennessee,

August, 1969.

Washington, D. C. — The
National Wildlife Federation
will join thousands of schools

and communities throughout the

nation during April 17-23 to

celebrate Earth Week *72.

As was the case last year,

the Federation and other con-

servation groups are urging

participation during the week at

the community level, with local

and statewide groups utilizing

their own resources and estab-

lishing their own priorities.

"Since the environmental Issue

has come of age, Earth Week

RING DAY!
Thursday, April 13

AT THE SUB
LAST OPPORTUNITY TO ORDER
RINGS FOR GRADUATION
$10.00 Deposit Required

can provide an opportunity to

learn something about that

Issue," said NWF Executive

Director Thomas Kimball.

"For instance/'Kimballsaid,

"the citizens of one area of

the coumry may need to start

a community recycling center.

In another, local air and water

pollution problems should be

focused upon and studied,

perhaps through artwork." He
added that "the Ideas are as

limitless as the problems,"

Kimball emphasized that grass-

roots actions all across the

country can focus new attention

on air and water quality, land

and resources use, transporta-

tion, technology, and urban and

population growth.

In addition, global pollution

concerns are especially timely

In 1972 in view of the NWF
"Uniting Nations for Bio Survi-
val" International symposium to

be held in conjunction with the

United Nations Conference on

the Human Environment in

Stockholm, June 10-12.

Due to the grass-roots
emphasis of Earth WeeJc *72,

there will not be a national
headquarters. Interested per-
sons and groups should contact

environmental and citizen or-
ganizations at the state and local

level In order to make their

own Earth Week plans.

Applications for editorships

available to interested students

Applications are now available

for editorship of next year's

STAMPEDE and BUFFALO.

Applications are due April

14 and should be turned in to

Dr. John Morrison.

As has been the procedure
for the past two years, there
Is no application form.
Applicants are asked to write
a resume staring their interests,

past experience, qualifications

for the position, and any new
plans or Innovations they would
like to introduce.

Freda McAffee, 1972 editor
of Milllgan's yearbook, the

BUFFALO, said, "Being editor
of a yearbook is a position that

carries much responsibility and
Involves much work and
patience. It's a great challenge
to incorporate a whole school
year Into 200 pages.

"Students Interested in either

Job can anticipate many
responsibilities and pressures,
the need for organization, and
an expenditure of much time,"
said Freda.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

1 r-tgZLe^

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING,

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILLIGAN - PffJECREST BRANCH.

..Start your free checking account

at Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
r. imt* BO. Eft *ve .R..-.1 4 I i. »™cn.*wi Mounuir &r»ncn . MII»o^ PWC^tl Br»«c*
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Seniors reminisce; anticipate graduation
As the year rapidly ends,

many seniors are anticipating

graduation with eagerness and

a bit of nostalgia. Recently a

survey was taken which asked

seniors whatthey will miss most
at MUligan.

Many results of the survey
were Interesting and humorous.
Mark Berg stated that he would

miss die trout fishing, and Judy
Chenet said she would miss the

monsoon season. Mark Roth will

miss "Doc Thomson's recital

of "Today's Chuckle/ " and

Danny Dixon wlU be lostwithout

bis traffic ticket book.

Ann Alber remarked, "I will

miss the opportunity to use the

new field house; the novelty of

having only one teacher for my
minor; the unbound periodical

section; and the ruts and

mudholes in the Anglin parking

lotl"

Of course, many other

exciting campus activities will

be poignantly absent In the

hearts of graduating seniors.

James S. Shorter reluctantly

leaves convocation behind, and

Charly Saunooke declares that

nothing can replace theMllllgan

social life. Leland 5. Irvinsald,

"I'll miss not sitting in class,

either asleep or taking notes."

Some seniors may never have

another decent meal after they

graduate. One anonymous
student would like to take the

veal cutlets in thecafeterla with

him, and two other seniors will

miss Sammy's Apex.

A campus building soon to be

constructed was another topic

of discussion. Allen Melton

wrote that he would miss "the

field house we never had," and

Jim Barnes and "Birdie"

echoed his sentiments.

by Shannon Compton
Some students seemed more

relieved than others to be
graduating. Dennis Wyan and
Peter J. Clark noted that they
would miss nothing. Peter said,

"This student body isverycoldl
What happened to theoncehappy
spirit that was part of

Mtlligan7

Steve Barnett proved himself

to be a true nature lover when
he wrote, "I am going to miss
springtime, when God really

puts on a show around here."

Sports buff "Birdie" remarked
that she would miss the women's
intercollegiate sports.

Faculty members are another

aspect of MlUlgan that have
created fond memories In the

minds of the seniors, as several
people noted. Jackie Facemlre
said, "During the short time I

have attended MlUlgan, 1 have
come to appreciate the concern
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of the professors and help they
have given the students. This Is

what 1 will miss most."

Most seniors answered that

they will miss their friends
and people they have met at

MlUlgan. Mark Makoski
remarked, "Although I'm very
happy about graduating, I wlU
certainly miss the campus life

and aU of the people I've come
to know." Mike Washko
expressed slmUar thoughts
when he said, "I'll miss my
friends in the dorm and on
the basebaU team."

Peggy McCurry wrote, "Most

of aU, I'U miss my friends,

but also the overaU rewarding

experience of having been a

student at MlUlgan." Ernie
Hertzog said he would miss
participating in various sports

against the Knowles'.

Moo Newcomb frankly stated,

"1 wUl miss die wonderful

friends I have found here, but

1 can't honestly say I'U miss

anything else."

Perhaps this unidentified

student best expresses the

feelings of the graduates. He
said, "I'U miss MlUlgan ItseU,

the people who make MUligan,
most especlaUy the faculty.

MlUlgan, more than anywhere
else I've ever been, affords the

opportunity to grow in almost
aU areas of life."

"The faculty emits an air of

acceptance, warmth, and care,

and this Is the real hothouse

of human development. Even

with aU Its faults, the personal

touch so evident at MlUlgan

is a quality that wlU be difficult

to find elsewhere."
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Miller receives Balfour Award
Recipient of the Balfour

Award forthe outstanding Senior

at last night's annual awards
banquet was Warren Miller,

Based on the student's

scholarship, achievement, and

loyalty the Balfour Award
winner is selected by a vote

amongst the faculty. Warren
also received the biology award,

given for academic achievement

in that area.

Honored for their work in

chemistry were Gary Davis,

Senior award, and Gene
Mccarty, Junior award, Bonnie

Crawford took the English award
while BiU Howden and Eddie
Randolph split for the distinction

in German.
Mathematics honors went to

Susan Roetter Lee. Capturing
the physical education award
were Ernie Herzog and Rick

Mclnturf. Ann Alber accepted

the sociology award, while Mark
Berg acquired the WALL
STREET JOURNAL award for

business.

Winners of the "Purpose of

Man" essay contest were
announced with first place going

to Doug Deller and second place
going to Dan PummlU.

Deanna Daum was given the

Delta Gamma award for

exceUence In student teaching.

Mark Lee was Initiated into

Phi Sigma Tau, an honor society

in Philosophy.

In the area of music, Anne

Taylor was honored for her

over-aU merit in the choir.

Winners of the Aria contest

were also announced with Dale

Krantz capturing first; Ken

Gough, second; Lee Meador,

third; and Anne Taylor, fourth.

In the area oi Drama, Denny
Dennlston was selected as the

best actor and Jerri Smith the

best actress. In the Drama
Festival.Llnda Powell took first

place; Jerri Smith, second;

Sharon Chemick, third; and Don
Scott, best all-around.

For the Speech Festival,
Denny Deniston was awarded
first place; Dennis Thomas,
second; and Carri Enkema,
third.

Scholarship recipients ac-

cording to class rank were as

foUows: seniors, Marillee Luft,

Susan Roetter Lee, Margaret
Roth, Steve Knouse, Warren
MUler, Rose Poindexter, Wanda
Pack Burns, and Dan Scott.

Juniors, BiU Houden, Tim
Cameron, and Sue MlkeseU;
Sophomores, PrlsclUa Wilkens,
Mark Lee, and Randy Clark;
Freshmen, Dan PummiU, Doug
DeUer, and Martha Hess.

PRICE PUNCTUATES — Master of ceremonies at last night's

Award's Banquet, Mr. Eugene Price demonstrated a new system
of punctuation.

Faculty to consider evaluation
Dr. Robert C. Wetzel,

Academic Dean, wlU be holding

a meeting with the faculty for

the purpose of voting about the

results of thefaculty evaluations

being made avaUable to students.

Should the faculty approve the

idea, next Monday, the results
will be placed on reserve in

the library.

One advantage of the

availability of the evaluations

is that by comparing opinions

of other students with his same
Interests and abilities, a student

wiU find help in choosing a

course.
several angles wiU be taken

In the compUation of results.

The percentage of students who
ranked each professor on each

of four possible responses

ranging from high to low wiU
be computed.

The evaluations were taken
AprU 25-26. They were

sponsored by a Student CouncU
committee consisting of Doug
Deller, Pat Derrickson, Dennis

Thompson, PriscUla WUkins,

and chairman, Susie Lee. In

compUing the questionnaire the

committee consulted a slmUar
questionnaire from the

University of Arkansas and

consulted Dr. Robert Lindeman
about testing procedures.
A survey was given to the

faculty concerning publishing
the results of the evaluations,

and asking for suggestions on
how to improve the

questionnaire. HaU the facuh
faUed to respond to the survey.
Of those responding, the
majority were infavorof making
the results of the evaluations
avaUable to students.

Graduation ceremonies planned;
Hoven, Knight guest speakers

FACULTY EVALUATED — As Dr. Robert HaU evaluates the

faculty evaluation, Pam Stephens explains the procedure to Linda
Clark.

Speaker forthe Baccalaureate

program will be Mr.ArdHoven,
who Is minister of the First

Christian Church in Columbus,
Indiana. Dr. Douglas KnlghtwiU
be the guest speaker at the

Commencement exercises.

Seniors who are graduating

in May from MlUlgan wiU
participate in Baccalaureate on
May 14 and Commencement on

May 15 in Seeger Auditorium.
Commencement practice wUl

be May 13 at 3:00. At 6:30
that evening, the Alumni
Association will host a dinner
in honor of the seniors, and

the seniors' famUies and guests

are invited. Baccalaureate wiU
begin at 3;0O Sunday, and the

program wlU be followed by the

official opening of the Science

BuUding. A concert by the

MiUlgan choir will also be

presented at 8:00 p.m. in Seeger
Auditorium.

Commencement wiU be
Monday, May 15, at 10:00 a.m.

After the ceremony a luncheon
wlU be served to which the

families and guests of the
seniors are Invited as guests of

the college.
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MISS IVOR JONES

Several faculty members who

have served Mllllgan College

throughout the year;, will be

leaving or teaching pan time

next year.

Ivor Jones, professor of

history, is also an alumnus of

Mllllgan College. Throughout

her thirty years of teaching at

this institution she h.is found

every year to he exciting.

"Next year in my spare time

1 plan to keep busy doing the

things 1 have always wanted to

do," said Miss Jones.

Professor of English, Lois

Hale, has attended Mllllgan

College, Duke University and

the University of Chicago. She

is considering spending her

spare time catching up on her

reading.

Ramblers plan improvements
To provide a greater variety

of hiking activities, the Buffalo

Ramblers are creating positions

for committee chairmen to

direct hiking, camping, canoeing
and spelunking activities.

CADILLAC

MOTEL
926-9186
PHONES, TV,

REFRIGERATORS

2510 Kingsport-Bristol

Blvd. Johnson City

Presently the activities of the

club are directed by a president,

vice president, secretary-

treasurer, and the sponsor,

Howard Hayes. Next year each

committee will provide one

activity a month. This will

provide a greater selection of

events to interest members
throughout the year.

The goal of the Buffalo

Ramblers for the coming year

is to provide and publicize

several kinds of hiking events

for the students at Milllgan

College. Any Interested student

Is welcome to Join the club

for any of their activities.

The Smokey Mountain trip

April 15 and 16wasthehighlight

of this semester's activities.

Eleven club members hiked

seven miles up Rainbow Falls

Trail to Mount LeConte where
they camped for the night. Then
in spite of rain, they hiked down

Bull's Head trail to their

starting point, Cherokee

Orchard.
The goal of the Buffalo

Ramblers for the coming year
is to provide and publicize

several kinds of hiking events

for the students at Mllllgan

College. Any interested student

is welcome to join the club

for any of their activities.

Lone Leonldas Sisk, professor

of chemistry, joined the faculty

ol Mllllgan College in l948after

teaching for several years In

high schools throughout the

area. As a member of

the American Chemical Society,

the American Association for

the Advancement of Science,

the Carter County Chamber of

Commerce, and numerous other

organizations, he commented,

"I don't expect to have any

spare time next year."

Professor of Bible, Howard
Hayes, has taught at Milllgan

College for five years. After
working his way through school
and preaching, he was dean
at Midwest Christian College
and Minnesota Bible College.
In addition toteachingparttlme,
doing some preaching, and
assisting with field work for
the school, he plans to pursue
his hobbles of woodworking, gun
smithing, and gardening.

Dr. AUle Lou I-elton

Gilbreath, professor of

education, came to Milllgan

College in 1966 after retiring

from East Tennessee State

University where she taught for

sixteen years. As an author,

editor, lecturer, reading

consultant, and teacher, she
considers the personal contacts

with her students and observing
their success to be thehighlight

of her thirty-five year teaching

career.

Assistant professor of Bible,

Dr. Fred Norris will be leaving

BUCKAROO
STEAK RANCH

Holiday Shopping Center — Across From K Mart

North Johnson City

For Carry-Outs Call 928-7401

Gay lounge opposed atColumbia;

institutional oppression denied

New York, N. Y. -- (I. P.) -

Both of President William J.

McCUl of Columbia University

and Dean Carl F. Hovde of

Columbia College have voiced

opposition to the sanctioning of

a gay lounge at Columbia.
Recently the American Civil

Liberties Union asked Dean
Hovde to grant recognition to

the lounge. In his first official

Pinecrest Grill

Pizza

Sodas

Sundaes
Soft drinks
Milk shakes
Short order

Breakfast

Plate dinners

Chefs salad

Any order over

$5 Delivered Free

Call 928-992!
Hours

7AM-IIPM Mon-Sat

Owned & Operated by Mi lligan s tu dents

statement on the issue, Dean

Hovde refused. In a letter to the

ACLU, which the Dean's Office

made public. Dean Hovde denied

any "institutional oppression"

of homosexuals at Columbia.

"M do not feel," the Dean

said, "so far at least, that 1

wish to take an action seen by

some asendorslngahomosexual

orientation in a community
where there are many young

people of naturally, ambiguous

drives given their age."

MiUigan College to an

Disciples Institute for the Srudy

of Christian Origins In

Tuebingen, Germany .

next three years. In addition

to working with students, 2nd

a small church, he plans to

do research and writi:

the early church.

Mr. Yoon Kun Byunn,

assistant professor of

mathematics, Is a graduate of

King College and the University

of North Carolina. Leaving

Milligan College after three

enjoyable years of teaching, he-

has no definite plans for the

future.

Nursing major

introduced

to curriculum

In cooperation with East

Tennessee State University,

Mllllgan College will offer a

nursing program next fall,

including courses for

certification andgraduatework.

Students participating would
attend Milligan two years,
taking general courses such as
humanities, psychology, chem-
istry, and physical education.

The next two years the students
would attend ETSU.

During those two summers,
students would "work in local

hospitals to complete their

practical experience require-
ments. This, will enable them
to take the state boards for
Registered Nurses one year
earlier.

Curriculum for the program
is composed of many science

courses and several psychology

courses for those planning to

work in psychiatric nursing.

Several electives may be

chosen according to a personal

interest.

To become an R. N„ one

must pass a state exam, and
not necessarily have a B. S.

degree. But Academic Dean C.
Robert Wetzel said, "College
grads have more opportunities

for promotion."

d$Biicatik WELCOME
MILLIGAN
PARENTS
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Sid sees soul in shells

MR. HUGHES

Walking across rhc campus
last Friday, a fuzzy-cheeked
lad accosted me with a request.

"Gee Mr. Buckley, sir, my
Church sent me here today so

I could see If I want to go to

Milllgan when 1 grow up - In

August. So (ar I've looked in

all the buildings, eaten two

meals In the cafeteria, attended

three classes, and drunk six

hundred and thirty-three free

Cokes, yet I'm STILL not sure
of what Mllhgan Is like. What's

1[ REALLYliketo go to Mllllgan,

Mr. Buckley?"

"What will Mllllgan be like?

The best way would be to tell

you of the life-story of a typical

Mllllgan student." So 1 told him
the Mllllgan story.

Several years ago a young man
sat In his back yard thinking.

This young man was well liked

by all the old people of the town

and was respected by his peers.

Laundromat philosopher speaks on life

Serenely sitting outside his

laundromat, Mr. Hughes has a

smile for any student who has

come to take advantage of his

services. Whittling away at a

piece of willow, or Just

whistling a tune, he is one of

the constant factors on Milllgan

campus.

MR. HUGHES: 1 came here In

1937 in July. I built my first

home here In Milllgan in 1937.

I was born In North Carolina
when f was Just a little baby.

I've been in a number of different

occupations. 1 started working
on construction carrying water
when I was just thirteen years
old and from there I moved into

a man's work.

My desire was, has always

been, to be of service, and I saw
the opportunity here at Mllllgan
when there were only three

hundred and fifty boys and girls.

1 didn't know at the time that

the school was going to grow
at the speed that it did and J

built a building for anautomatlc
laundry for the purpose of three

hundred and fifty kids.

Wonderful business

It has come the time I realized

I would like to build . . .I'd like

to build something real nice,

something I'd be proud of.

Before I built this, I used to

see boys and girls waiting on
the highway, trying to catch a

bus In the sleet and the rain
and the snow.

The business has been
wonderful. I haven't cut down
on my dryers due to the fact

that I'd always promised myself
that if I could make a living,

I'd be happy with it and I have

by Jean

been happy . . .and I'm grateful.

My duties here, I feel, is

cashing checks, taking care of

any dryer that goes wrong, any

washer that might go wrong,
to look after the equipment and

place the wash in the dryers if

someone Is too busy or has

somewhere to go. I'm always
happy to help, although there

has been times when I've

forgotten when I get to talking

or reading.

A little chicken

Oh, yes. I'm married toElleen
Vance. I have one daughter that

lives in Indianapolis, a son that

lives in Indianapolis and a son

that works for the Clinchfield

Railroad.

My grandfather on my
mother's side was Dutch. His
father couldn't speak any
English and I'm under the

impression that they came out

of Pennsylvania hunting the land

that was in North Carolina. When
he was a young man, he didn't

fight for either side. He was
quite a peace-loving man and
maybe he was like I am, had

a little chicken in him, I guess.

On my Grandfather Hughes
side, they were Welsh and
always headed for the high
mountains. I don't knowwhether
the law was after them or not,

but anyhow, they always headed
for the high hills.

On my Grandmother Hughes
side, she was a Schlegel, and
that is German. She used to

tell me how she was related,
how l was related, to

Pocohontas. I should have
written it down. I didn't, and

J^ don't have any details on it.

^Nr
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CAMARA INN OF ELIZABETHTON

I've had the opportunity, I

feel like, to really protect some
of the girls on campus that

automobiles was following. They
would stop on the highway and

I'd notice It and I've had the

opportunity In more than one

situation to take care of a

situation that could have been

either embarasslng or

dangerous.

Well. I have this property in

Carolina that I bought about

ten years ago. For the average

guy, It is a forsaken country.

It's another world, so to speak,

and that's what I love about it.

I have a little cabin that I've

offered to any and all that will

use it. The more that use it,

the better I'm satisfied.

The only thing that I can add

Is thai I hate to see the day

when I retire. I got plans for

retiring and I have things I'd

really like to do, but there is

nothing I would rather do than

what I'm doing today.

by Hermann Bi

He was of the highest caste—

a

P. K. All the old ladies in the

rural Indiana church adored the

young man because he believed.

He was going to bring great

honor to his family by becoming

a preacher like his father. The
young man's name was Sid

Arthur.

Id's eighteenth birthday

he opened his King James Bible

with his eyes closed, stabbed It

with a pencil and read the word

'go'.

"Father," Sid said, "1 am
going logo."
"Where?" sighed Sid's sad

sermon-sayer.

"To school."

"Oh, Bible College."

"Yes, Bible College," said

Sid sadly.

So Sid shaved silently, swiftly,

and severely. He shaved his

whole head. Sid was going to

the Mllllgan Monastery to learn

Truth.

Sid arrived at Mllllgan and
joined a group of wandering
ascetics known as 'Bible-

majorettes'.

"I will keep my face r.haved

and my hair cut short" said

Sid succinctly. "1 will wear
straight-legged pants and shirts

with buttoned-down collars. In

all things 1 will striveto remain
at least ten years behind the

times. In this way 1 will keep

my heart in tune with my
Church." Silly Sid.

Sid followed many teachers.

Sid tried to think. One day Sid

succeeded,

"I have had a thought" spoke
Sid. "This is not Dr. Fred's
thought, or Dr. Bob's thought,

or Dr. Dick's thought. This is

MY thought."

What was Sid's thought?

"Everything Is crazy."

"I will buy a car ana a

motorcycle and trade for new
ones every full moon." Sid did.

"1 will find fun women." Sid

found fun women, without going

off campus.

Sid was very bad. But Sid

remained a Blble-majoretteand
still wore funny clothes. So Sid

ckley. Mac Hesse

stayed safe at Milllgan. Sid had

another thought.

"I cannot swim" said Sid.

"I will go to the creek and jump
in."

Sad Sid sat silently beside

the scummy subsidiary. Sid

walked out on the dam,
genuflected and stepped off. Sad

Sid sat in two feet of Buffalo

Creek.

"One is not taught Truth."

"One sees Truth."

"Life is Truth."
Sid is very, very deep now.

All he says is 'Om\ Sid speaks

with the creek every day. Sid

gets very deep.

"We are all pan of each
other", says Sid silently.

"The fish and the birds, the

flowers and the trees, the dirt

and the stones. They are all mc
and 1 am them." So said Sid.

"Gee, what happened to Sid,
• Mr. Buckley?"

"Oh, he was asked to leave,

but he didn't mind.

"Well, bye Mr. Buckley . . .

uh . . . Mr. Buckley where Is

Sid Arthur now?"
"Oh, I don't know. Sorry."

Actually of course, I do know,

but 1 thought the kid was too

young to hear. All of us in the

Milllgan family know the truth,

though, for it Is written in our

school proverb: 'Sid sells sea

shells by the sea shore'.
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Issues

on repression
Although it is quite difficult to generalize the diverse subjects

and opinions presented by the editorials this past year, one could

hazard the statement that the main emphasis of the editorials

has been the opposing of repression. Basically, this repression

has appeared In two areas, actions and thoughts.

When considering repression of actions, one recalls the rules

of conduct listed In the College Bulletin. If MlUigan claims to be

preparing Christians to live In theworld, thenit seems unnecessary

mat it should use rules which will never be forced upon the

Individual again. If the College believes that its rules of conduct

have superior moral foundations, then one questions why the

morals behind the rules are not just simply taught, rather than

being forced externally upon the Individual.

Repression of thought is a more subtle problem. However,
It is understood around campus that those individuals who analyze

what occurs around them and vocalize their objections can look

forward to being labeled "negative" and having their criticism

discredited. Since the College's motto is "Christian Education,

the hope of the World," one assumes the College expects its

students to find the world lacltlng after analyzing Ir. Likewise,

to develop this critical insight one would expect active encourage-

ment of critical thought on campus; however, this is far from
what is promoted.

If Mllligan Is truly concerned about 'producing students who,

as Christians, will be the "hope of the world" then It must
come to realize these students must choose their own pattern

of living and be adept at analyzing the world around them. Tills

goal will not be achieved unless the College officials allow greater
ireedom of conduct and actively encourage critical thought.

Stagnant, systematized

Lette rs

pari one

to the tditoi
Dear Editor;

In an institution (or community
as the case may be) that

continually condemns particu-

larly vocal students as negative,

we are quite .concerned about

our faculty and administrative

members who can see only the

"negative" side of the

STAMPEDE. The definition of

negative (as defined in

Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary, page 565)

is, "marked by features

opposing constructive treatment

or development." The

STAMPEDE, we feel, is not

opposing constructive treatment

of the problems on campus, nor

does It deter development. We
recall editorials that have

commended the Dean of Women
for rule changes, and

commended students In the

expression of their Christian

concern In the Rich Acres work.

While It is true that there

have been editorials pointing

out faults in our school, we
cannot recall one which did not

suggest a solution to the

problem. This type of comment
is essential. Without such

analysis we would become
academically dead.

We question who the negative

persons on campus truly are

when administrators and faculty

members alike search within

the middle two pages of the

STAMPEDE to find what they

feel is a negative comment
rather than focusing on

positive, proposed improve-

ments. We suggest a re-reading

of the entire publication. A
re-evaluation of the issues

involved may bring about

positive changes In attitude.

Yours very truly,

Corrlne Bell

Philosophy - Senior

Pamela Stephens

History - Sophomore

Dear Editor,

Once upon a time, there was
a Father who wanted a baby
buffalo. He wished, and wished,

for one; but, never the twain

did meet. Obviously, it

buffalooed him.

One day In the backyard,

Father molded his own buffalo

out of pla stic buffa lo chips

.

The good fairy buffmother, who
looked over the Father, swooped
down like an angel and landed

in "anglln" field. Immediately,
she saw Plastibuff.

"Oh Plastibuff, get real,"

said the good fairy buffmother,

"and become a real piece of

bull."

Suddenly there was a magic
light originating in Hopwood
Stump, and Plastibuff turned into

a bunch of bull.

"Moo," said Plastibuff.

The next day. Father saw what
had happened and exclaimed,

"Bulll"

You see, buffettes, the good
fairy buffmother goofed. She had

turned Plastibuff into a giant

beaver whose teeth grew if he

shot the bull.

As the good fairy buffmother

flew away she was heard to

say, "When the chips are down,
mess around,"

"Moo," lamented Plastibuff.

"Bull,' concluded Father.

Dennis Wyatt

Speech and Drama
Senior

Editor's Note; The following Is a letter

presented to The Academic Dean by

Editorial Board member Doug Deller.

Doug's letter and the Dean's reply are

presented to the student body at the

request of Dean Wetzel.

Dr. Wetzel,

You may be surprised with this test.

Admittedly, it is slightly unorthodox.

However, I have no real desire to take a

test on the Renaissance and Reformation,

and 1 feel that this may be more valuable

than regurgitating lecture notes on humanism
or Identifying Zwingll in twenty-five words

or less.

It Is Impossible to criticize any established

system until one has been able to work
within the system and conquer It. 1 have

overcome the educational system for four

and a half consecutive years, and now I

feel qualified to offer some views and

questions about this system. The coherence

of this paper may seem to be lacking

occasionally because it is a compilation and

reorganization of random thoughts which I

recorded over a period of several hours.

Grades are totally artificial and in no

way present an accurate picture of knowledge,

learning ability or intellectual activity.

Grades are not efficacious unless students

are conditioned to accept and strive for

them. Fortunately, my parents never inten-

tionally conditioned me to produce good

grades. Unfortunately, I conditioned myself.

I feel like a prisoner of a worthless evaluation

system.

Grades waste time, cause anxiety, produce

grudges, and stifle mental activity. Getting

grades takes no thought, but ratherdrives one

to Intellectual sterility. When professors

become educators, grades will cease.

Computerized grades are really beautiful.

A pink slip run through a machine and thrown

into a mail box strongly influences whether
one's parents hate or love him. Occasionally

such a piece of paper with a few grades

on It determines the course of one's future.

This power of grades has been exploited

to keep millions of students in submission
for decade after decade.

Grading gome

Grades are a game, much like tic-tac-toe.
Usually nobody wins, but once In awhile
somebody will catch on to the secret of

the game. Even a person that wins all the

time actually has gained nothing.

Because I chose to write this paper instead

of taking a test, I could conceivably jeopardize
a 4.0, thus losing a $450 scholarship, it's

amazing that the way in which you arrange
three little marks at the top of this test

paper, e. g. A. F, etc., could be worth
hundreds of dollars. Now isn't that really
ridiculous?

This semester I have become increasingly

frightened as I have seen my ability to

think slowly atrophy. The only times I have

really thought this year are writing for the

newspaper, which, amusingly enough, is in

a state of disfavor, and casuallyrappingwith

friends. Last semester I wastoobusygetting

Xyyyyyyyy; ,;.;-;>-;-:-:>-:-x-:-:-:-:-:-:v::v- x* by Doug
grades to really talk to anyone, but this

semester I have taken the time to rap with

people. I've studied less and learned more.
Difficult tests do not produce thinking

students, but rather mechanized students.

Multitudes of facts do not produce thought.

If history's great thinkers had been content

to study only the philosophy of others and to

memorize volumes of facts, history would
have no great thinkers.

THE

STAMPEDE

mmounai

Spirit of reform

When will professors learn that It Is

dangerous to require students to study about

philosophers and reformers? The spirit of

reform isneverdead,andwhen naive students

begin to think, the educational system's status

quo could be toppled. What will happen
when students realize that they can get

a superior and cheaper education outside

of college?

In my book review In the April 7 issue

of the STAMPEDE, you may have noticed

my comment on Milligan students' lack of

awareness about contemporary events. I

find it Impossible to understand how an
institution of "higher learning" could so

grossly fail to motivate students' interest in

national and International affairs. It is repre-

hensible that students are so busy learning

trivia that they have no time to pick up and

lead a Time, Saturday Review, Atlantic

Monthly, Washington Post, or Indianapolis

Star. (The New York Times goes only to the

President's office.) What use is the past if

one has no knowledge of the present?

Grading exp
The Milligan College Bulletin lists six

objectives which the College seeks for its

students:

(1) A Positive, Personal Christian Faith

mat Jesus is Lord and Savior.

(2) An insight into Christian Ethics That

Will Guide the Conduct of His Life,

(3) The Capacity to Recognize and Assume
His Responsibilities In Society.

(4) A Knowledge of Sound Scholarship.

(5) Preparation for Securing for Himself

and Family a Comfortable Standard of Living.

(6) Participation in Wholesome Recreational

Activities.

As noble as these objectives are, their

existence could easily be doubted in observing

the day to day concern shown by the college

community for achieving grades. The
grade-point average (GPA) is used for

determining class rank scholarships and

graduation honors. Academic good standing

and probation are delineated by the mystical

2.0 GPA. Few teachers would define the

purpose of their courses in terms of achieving

grades. But, from a student's point of view,

it often appears mat grades are of paramount

concern to the teacher. The teacher's response

is that he is not concerned primarily with

the grade but with the level of understanding

and achievement which the grade is meant to

reflect.

Degree of specialty

Grading is an attempt to recognize

a student's understanding of and proficiency

with me subject matter of a course. The
teacher of a course has developed a degree

of specialty in the subject matter. It is

important that a student know to what degree

he has achieved the expectation of his teacher.

If the student eventually plans to use mis
study experience as credentials in securing

employment, then the employer needs to have

some idea of the student's level of

achievement. If a parent is paying for a

student's college experience, then in all

probability he will want an evaluation from the

college as to whether or not the student is

taking advantage of the opportunity given

him. But if a student does not want an

evaluation from his teacher, does not intend

to use the college experience as credentials

for employment, and does not want to accept

money that Is conditioned by grade

achievement, then he simply does not want





education condemned
Jell

In humanities how many students have

actually begun to see who man Is? How many
have started to grasp the wonder of

humanity—the transition of Ideas and

concepts, the development of human
expression through the arts, the continuity

and perseverance of the human race? How
many students have realized the awesome-

ness of man's relationship with God, with

his fellow man, with nature, and with

himself?

We have come to the great university

from the generally stifled atmosphere of

high school. Alter a full year of humanities

we have achieved only a pseudo-sophisticated

level of mental stagnation. Not a great

Improvement, to be sure.

The idea of creativity week is simul-

taneously both superb and utterlydlsgusting.

It Is superb because it allows each student

to do whatever Interests him. It is disgusting

because the name Implies that only one week

is going to produce creative work. Even
worse Is the fact that this implication is

true. Each day of each week should be a

creative experience for all students. Granted,

no college can make its students be creative,

but, on the other hand, few individuals can

be creative in a system designed for non-

creative students.

Programmed thinking

In writing this paper I've probably thought

more than at any other time in humanities.

The unfortunate dilng is that I'm not thinking

at the right time or In the right place. I

realize a test Is no place for thought, and

I apologize for this breach of educational

etiquette.

We learn systematized knowledge in order

to fit Into a systematized society. Of course

this "education" is useless, but the resulting

robots are quite valuable in a mechanized

society.

Meaningful education

Learning has been one of the most
significant factors in the process of civiliza-

tion. Educated men have consistently refused
to maintain the status quo when there were
new and better ideas and ways of living.

Education will continue to be a civilizing

force only as long as it reaches towards
new horizons of human experience and
expression.

Christian education will become one of

the hopes of the world (It never has been

THE hope of the world) only when It begins

to offer students an education In living,

only when It creates a desire for a genuinely
meaningful life,

1 Imagine that you may have mixed emotions
about this test. Possibly "Bob Wetzel" will

applaud It, probably "Dr. C. Robert Wetzel,
Academic Dean" will condemn It, and surely

"Dr. Wetzel, member of the administration"
will investigate something sounconventional.

One of the truly neat aspects of Milligan

is that Christian love binds everyone
together —

- students, professors, and
administrators alike. Knowing that you will

give this paper serious consideration, [offer

my appreciation.

Doug Deller

erience viewed helpful
the college experience. He may prefer to

develop a liberal arts education by independent

reading and by auditing selected courses and
lectures. Occasionally, there are Individuals

who seem to attain all of the advantages of

a liberal arts education without submitting
themselves to the discipline of the liberal

arts college. Although educators readily

admire this modern realization of the

Renaissance Idea, they also recognize that

such individuals are rare and thus hardly

can be seen as setting a pattern for American
higher education.

Marriage in academic

Granted, grades often function as an
artificial stimulant. But it is unrealistic to

suppose that most college students will be

continually motivated throughout the school

year by their natural curiosity or the academic
charisma of a teacher. It is always a delight

to find those courses In which our own
interests and the skill of a teacher merge to

crowd from our minds the concern for grades.

But due to the diversity of Individual interest

and the variety of teaching techniques there is

no way to guarantee this happy marriage In

academla. As in marriage itself, the ideal

union Is often discussed at length but realized

only with committed effort over an extended
period of time. (And I might add that artificial

stimulants play no small part.)

I know of no educator who would argue
that an A or F grading scale Is a scientific

Instrument providing a precise evaluation

of a student's ability or achievement. On
the other hand, it would be the exception
to find a situation In which a teacher could
not readily produce ample objective criteria
to differentiate between an evaluation of

A and F or even B and D. Just as wc need
some way to recognize this difference when
we are licensing the surgeons, who may
someday operate on us, most professions
must have ways tomake judgments concerning
the professional promise of new members.

Grading principle

There are those cases In which the subtle

difference between a C and a D has caused
a hassle between a student and his parents
or more seriously has caused a student

to lose an employment opportunity In a

competitive Job market. Whether this is

the fault of the grader or the graded may
be open for discussion. But the basic problem

by Academic Deon, Robert Welzel

is not solved by disposing of the principle of

grading. To do so would be a classic example
of throwing out the baby with the bath.

Whatever American society is today, it

is everything but stagnant. Alvin Toffler

in his book, FUTURE SHOCK, expresses his

concern that society may not be able to

absorb emotionally the rapid changes
produced by the prodigious intellectual and

technical developments of recent years.

Higher education has played no small part in

bringing about this mixed blessing. Milligan

College can readily affirm its mono,
"Christian Education — the Hope of

the World," in a society that has not been able

to reconcile man's Intellectual ability with his

own sense of abandonment. The educated

Christian who understands his world In the

light of God's Revelation, Jesus Christ, will

offer hope to mankind through a quality

of life and a spirit of service which is

"Christ working in you."
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,

The use of a rule to suppress Individual behavior is not uncommon
at Milligan; but, the significance of that suppressiondoes not really

hit home until one is personally Involved in an example.

On Saturday, April 22, we hung from our dormitory room window
an American flag emblazoned with a peace symbol and a sign

saying "Stop the bombing. End the war in S. E. Asia." On Sunday
night we were visited by the assistant resident of our dormitory and

told to remove our display under a rule which provides that nothing

shall protrude from a window In a dormitory. We then did remove
our sign.

We feel that while this rule may have some practical application

It Is being used primarily to restrain our freedom of expression.

It is our opinion that it was the political position taken by the sign

and not Its mere presence that caused its removal. A sign that

had taken a stand concurrent with the Milligan tradition probably

would not have been disturbed.

First semester of this school year there wasa sign hanging from
a window In Hart Hall. It read "Soft Shoulders'* and said nothing

threatening to the Milligan status quo. It was not disturbed.

It seems this school is more Interested in impressing visitors

and board members with the cohesive way it is molding students

Into its own ideology than allowing students to mold themselves
through individual free expression.

Steve Coon,
Freshman—Psychology

Phil McCullough
Freshman—History

Dear Sir: (do you call a

Stampede editor Sir?)

As a former editor of the

Stampede (two issues) I feel

the absolute necessity of writing

a letter to the editor. Why, I'm

not sure,

I had intended to criticize the

editorial page, but the line of

critics is so long 1 was told I

would have to wait until 1975.

This leaves six other pages,

albeit rather bland and dull ones

by comparison. So 1 read the

most recent issue, skipping the

6th Apr, I, 1972

The trusting trees, thrust

Dripping cast off shells

Responding to creation's surge.

Calyx breaking buds

Thirsting for light

Believing, preparing, waiting

In unison to release

Soft green haze.

Are honest things.

Only reversal of intention

Belongs to manl

Stanley W. Newton

"THENOISEMWER"

WANTED
VERY DANGEROUS. BE ALERT!

Sometimes he grunts, groans, or says: "Get your feet off the chairs; Don't

talk here, people are trying to study," etc.

Hangs out around the Library. Sly, Sneaky, and hard working.

editorial pages, and found

relatively little to criticize.

In fact, 1 thought Jean

Timm's article superb and Mr.
Thompson's article (In the guise

of Mac Buckley) above average

(we musn't give him the bigger

head). I would constructively

and positively suggest more
articles by Ms. Timm of the

human Interest variety.

The front page wasn't very

newsy and Indeed a bit

establishment oriented, but as

an editor I discovered this was
usual. Real news has an

availability index ranging from
impossible to improbable. The
second page was quite

acceptable with the article on

the activities of the Christian

Service Club being quite

interesting. Page three was
superb. Page six had Its

problems but was so-so.

1 was also sports editor at

one time so I hesitate to

criticize the sports. Sports
coverage should contain a great

deal more analysis, but the

sports writer runs a grave risk

when be does get involved in

analysis. Page eight was
essentially filler, but not

uninteresting.

to read the middle pages. After

all, if one objects to X movies
they shouldn't go. Ergo, If one
objects to editorial pages they

shouldn't read them. I

compromised. I read every-
tbng but the editorials and the

letters to the editor. The rest,

surprisingly, I found rather
good. Mr. Nutter's review and
analysis of the Commission
report on marijuana was quite

good. Doug Deller' s review of

Mark Hatfield's CONFLICT
AND CONSCIENCE was quite

balanced and Incisive. I found
it hard to find fault with Mr.
Howden nor with the "Gut
exams" filler, although I found
nothing funny about the History
question. I've used that one.

Ignoring then only two
categories, the paper seemed
to be quite well done, never
falling below adequate, and
occasionally reaching the

excellent category. Not bad for

a bunch of rat-finks.

Associate Professor of History

Yours truly,

Ira Read
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Recruitment plans broadened;
Steucher, Gabriels added

THE GABRIELS

Noted pianist to perform
Dr. samarah BelUrdo will

be playing selections from his

coming New York piano debut

in Seeger Memorial Chapel

tomorrow.

Dr. Bellardo's program will

include the Liszt B Minor

Sonata, the Shostakovich Sonata

ftl. Opus 12, and the Variations

on a Theme of paganinl by

Johannes Brahms. This recital

is presented as a part of

MllUgan's concert series at 8:00

p.m.

Having received degrees from

Juliard School of Music and

Columbia University, Dr.

Rellardo is presentlyProfessor

of Music at Virginia Intermont

College. He has studied with

such men as James Friskin,

Augustine Sirata, Olga

Stroumilio, and Vittorlo

Giannlni.

Enlarged by the appointment

of Dan Steucher and the addition

of the Gabriels, the Office of

Enlistment plans an extensive

program of summer recruit-

ment.

Recently named as associate

recruiter, Dan Steucher will

begin service with MiUigan's

Office of Enlistment on June

1. Dan Steucher will work In

cooperation with Buford Deaton

under die Euldance of Gene

Wigglngton.

While nearly all MiUigan's

previous recruitment programs

have worked through churches

and church camps, L)an Steucher

wlU center his work In high

schools and Junior colleges.

Bo Deaton explains that,

"Mflligan cannot compete with

community colleges, so the

enlistment process becomes

very competitive. Up until this

time, the bulk of the recruitment

has been through churches."

With Dan Steucher, however,

the Office of Enlistment hopes

to Increase recruitment

opportunities and effectiveness

In schools.

FINAL REPAIRS

FOR TRIP HOME

Pinecrest Garage
Between Wright's and Texaco

OR SEE

David Eunson Kathy Knupp

Emmanuel School of Religion Sutton 217

10% Discount to all Milligan Personnel

Congratulations

Seniors

We'll make your dreams come true.

First
Peoples Bank

'iince no such school oriented

recruitment has previously been

attempted at MiUlgan,

Sceucher's work wlU be largely

Innovative. A '71 graduate of

MiUlgan, Dan SteucherpresenUy

serves as associate minister

of the First Christian Church

in Glc-ndale, Arizona, working

under Ted Cord, chairman of

the Milligan Board of Advisors.

Also new to the Office of

Enlistment, The Gabriels wlU
represent MiUlgan durlngatour

of the eastern United States.

Organized last semester, The

Gabriels, a male quartet,

performs many kinds of

religious music: hymns, folk

songs, spirituals, and religious

rock.

Beginning May 21 and ending

August 21, the Gabriels will

sing in churches and camps

in 14 different states: North

CaroUna, Virginia, Maryland,

Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,

Tennessee, Georgia and

Florida. The Gabriels are also

scheduled to appear at the North

American Christian Convention,

the Southern Convention, and

the North Carolina State Rally.

The singing team of the

Gabriels include Paul Bader,

a sophomore musicjnajor; John

Marr, a freshman pre-med
student; Craig Thompson, a

sophomore chemistry major;

and Rick Wright, a sophomore

voice major.
The Gabriels' instrumental-

ists are pianist Yvonne Bajko,

a sophomore psychology major;

bass guitarist Brent Hume, a

sophomore business adminis-

tration major; and Ed WUley,

freshman pre-med student.

John Huff, a student at

Emmanuel School of Religion,

travels with the Gabriels as

their sponsor and spokesman.

AS In past summers, Buford

Deaton will again sing at and

work with nine camps, two

retreats, and two conventions.

Bo attempts to Interest

prospective students "without

making a strong sales pitch."

In addition to Dan Steucher,

the Gabriels, and Bo Deaton,

faculty members PhU WorreU
and Jeff Knowles will promote
recruitment through work at

summer camps.
Of summer recruitment. Bo

says, "I'm very optimistic about

the area of enlistment. It Is

a constantly growing area.

MUMlgan Is not for everyone.

We want students who have the

desire and abUltyfor leadership

and who realize God must be

in the center of activities/^

JOHNSON CITY • JONESB0R0

Can't keep her off your mind?

Better

put an

ArtCarved

on her

finger.

If that

special

young lady

keeps creeping

into your
thoughts every

hour of the
" day and night, you'd

better do something about

it. And if you're finding it

difficult to find the right

ords, why not just walk her

into our store and lead

her to our ArtCarved
diamond ring counter. You
won't have to say a word.

She'll probably be
speechless, loo, when she

sees our breathtaking

collection of ArtCarved
diamond rings.

Each is backed
by a heritage

of quality and
craftsmanship

dating back to 1850.

ArtG-rved5

a m o n o rings

A-GQ10EN DREAM SET

B BACCARA SET

C-TAHOESET

FRED DAVIS
JEWELERS

405 Elk Avinue

EUZABETHT0N, TtNNESSEE
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Successful season draws foetid

HILBORN HASSLED — Spring brings many delights, and this

isn't one of them. Complements of the Shield Sisters & Co.

Milligan's baseball team is

assured of a tie for first place

in the Eastern Division of the

Volunteer State

Conference with

conference record

overall.

Carson-Newman
games remaining i

determine if Milligan is first

or tied with Carson-Newman.
The fjuffs have qualified for

the VSAC playoffs. If there is a

tie, a coin flip will determine
the site of a playoff game for

the divisional title. Otherwise

the playoffs will be held at the

Athletic

a 5-1

and 16-5

has

which

two

will

Team to vie for championship
Milligan goes to Erwin

tomorrow for the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference

championship meet and hosts

Wofford Tuesday in the final

home track meet of the season.

Carson-Newman won a tri-

angular meet last Friday at

Erwln with 107 1/2 points

followed by Milligan with 37 1/2

and Mars Hill with 35. Jerry
Teeter won the javelin with a

toss of 161 feet 2 inches. Mike
McMillan won the two mile run

with a time of 10:17.5. Tom
Evans won the triple jump.

Milligan placed second in the

440 relay and the mile relay.
Mike McMillan finished second
In the mile run and Gene
McCarty was second in the 440

yard Intermediate hurdles.

Meredith Akers was third in the

440 and Paul Pettit was third

in the long jump. Dale Clayton
was fourth in the 100, Chris
Lacy was fourth in the high

jump. Chip Fowler was fourth

in the 880, and Bolding was
fourth in the discus.

Brevard won a triangular

meet here with 92 points

followed by Milligan with 52

and Maryville with 36. Dale

Clayton won the 100 with a

time of 10.2. Gene McCarty
won the 440 Intermediate

hurdles with a time of 60.7.

Milligan finished second in both

the 440 relay and mile relay.

Mike McMillan was second

in the 440 relay and two mile,

and Bolding was second in the

pole vault. Tom Evans was
second in the triple jump. Dale

Clayton was third in the 220,

Meredith Akers was third in

the 440, and Chip Fowler was
third in the 880.

Gene McCarty was third in

the 120 yard high hurdles, Tim
McClellan was third in the high

jump, Jerry Teeter was third in

the javelin, and Bolding was
third in the triple jump and

Jerry Lawson was third In the

pole vault.

Fred Dobbins was fourth in

the 100, Tom Dunford was
fourth in the 44C, and Tom

Bell's

Hennypeniy
FRIED CHICKEN AND PIZZA

Two Locations To S»rv# You;

Elk ind Wauugi
*&43-1962

Jonnjon Clrjr. I mm.
Rou and Wtuuf
928-7336

it's the real

thing

Evans was fourth in the 880.

Jim Glaze was fourth in the

high Jump, JackEtheringtonwas
fourth in the shotput, Paul Pettit

was fourth In the long jump, and

Jerry Teeter was fourth in the

triple jump.

home of the Eastern

winner May 13 and 14.

Future game
double-header at Cun

College tomorrow and l

game with App ilachia

University at 2 :30 p.m.

Milligan's victory ovei

Eagles marked the first

:

win over Carson-New^
the Buffs defeated

Wright who now pitches for the

California Angels, in 1965.

Danny Smith singled home
courtesy runner Darrell Lanzl

with none out In the tenth inning

for the victory. Winning pitcher

Stuart Shelton led off the tenth

with a walk and Don Threlkeld

followed suit. Smith then

delivered the key blow.

Milligan jumped off to a 1-0

lead in the fourth on Paul

Wilson's double andJlmCrom's
single. Carson-Newman took a

2-1 lead in the sixth on a hit

batsman, a sacrifice, a single

a stolen base, and a passed

ball. The Eagles added a run

in the seventh inning with the

: J wild pitch.

. luffs tied It in the seventh

• to Crom and Larry
- /, a bunt single by

|ackson, a sacrifice fly

in Shelton, and &n error

by die shortstop. .Stuart Shelton

was the winner, going the

and allowed eigj

. .i:ing out

In earlier action, the Buffo

took two of three games from
Maryville, splitting a doublc-

beader with the Scots losing

2-1 and winning 5-4, andwinnlng
on the road 14-8. Milligan routed

Emory and Henry 17-4 behind
the home run power of Paul
Wilson and Don Threlkeld.

The next day, tne Buffs
pounded LMU 13-3. Paul Wilson
paced the 18 hit attack with four

hits and Rex Parrls and Danny
Smith added three apiece. Dean
Mauler fanned twelve in picking

up his third victory against one
loss.

Annual Spring Sale

In Time For

GRADUATION

MOTHER'S DAY
- and -

SPRING ENGAGEMENTS

Tremendous Savings April 26-May 8

L'prvyjnmon

einelersn^Pflewel
121 Fountain Square

Johnson City, Jenn.

Telephone: 926-0061





End of the Year Sale

ALL RECORDS ON SALE AT COST

ALL HALLMARK STATIONARY AND

CARDS 40% OFF

SPECIFIED SUMMER SPORTSWEAR
REDUCED

SALE WILL RUN UNTIL SCHOOL IS OUT
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Yamamori meets with council

Last night Dr. Tetsuano
Yamori, Dean of Students, met
with the Student Council to

discuss the revised traffic

regulations and to propose that

Student Council relinquish its

responsibility for the Traffic

Court.

Prefacing bis remarks to
the Council with a statement of

BARITONE RECITAL—-Dr. Teague Is just one of the many
;

cultural events planned by the Milligan College Concert Series.

Teague to sing

baritone recital
Dr. Thomas Teague will

present a voice recital at 8:00

p.m. In Seeger Memorial Chapel
September 22, 1972, as a part
of the Milligan College Concert
Series.

Dr. Teague Is associate

professor of Music and director

of opera at Carson-Newman
College. His Bachelor's,

Mascerfs. and Doctorate degrees
are from Florida State

University, where he was the

student of Elena Nlkolaldl. He
has appeared with the Knoxvllle

Symphony in "PagJaccI,"

"Fldello," "L'enfrance du

Christ" and "Cavallerla

Rustlcana." He was
appeared in several recitals and
oratlos In the Southeast and has
served as soloist in the

Junaluska Methodist Assembly.

Convocation
requ/rmenf
to continue
The Convocation Committee

would like to remind all stu-

dents that the attendance policy

used last year will continue to

be used during the current

school year. Convocation

attendance is required of all

full - time Milligan students.

Attendance is taken bytheCon-
vocation secretary, Mrs. Janet

Barcus.
Four unexcused absences are

permissible. Students accumu-
lating five or more unexcused

absences during a semester

will receive a "U" (Unsatis-

factory) on their grade report

and will be ineligible to enroll

for the following semester.

Students who miss Convocation

for legitimate reasons should

stop by Dean Wetzel's office

for excuse forms which will,

in turn, be presented to the

Convocation secretary. As a

courtesy to Convocation parti-

cipants, everyone should be In

their assigned seats by 9:30

Charles H. Jones, Jr.,

professor of music, Carson-
Newman College, will appear
as accompanist for the concert.
Included in his program at

Milligan College will be the

Wolf and Schumann settings of

"Harfenspleler".

What's

insid e...

New faculty page 2

Europe Tour page 3

Curriculum additions page 3

Olympic tragedy page 4

McGovern group meets

to organize campaign

Young Democrats for
McGovern-Shriver have begun

preparations for participation

in the fall presidential election.

An organizational meeting
will be held tonight at 6;30 in

the council room. The purpose

of the meeting Is to adopt a

constitution, elect officers,

organize various committees,

and begin making plans for the

fall campaign.

A tentative constitution has

been drafted and submitted to

Dean Wetzel in compliance with

regulations governing student

organizations.

The purpose of the

organization as stated in the

tentative constitution is to

"work for the election of Senator

George McGovem and Sargent

Shriver In the 1972 presidential

and vice-president la 1

campaign."

Dan Ramey, one of the chief

organizers, expressed hopes

that the group will "stimulate

fellow citizens, especially our

fellow young voters, in the area

of presidential politics this fall.

We hope to persuade them to

vote for the McGovern-Shrlver
ticket, and by doing so help set

America on a progressive

course again."

"Possible plans include

canvassing, poster campaigns,
and a forum in convocation. Any
interested Milligan student or

faculty member is encouraged

to attend, regardless of political

affiliation," Ramey added.

The group will be operating

independently of the national

Young Democrats or any other

national political organization.

Dr. Read will be die

organization's advisor.

his philosophy of student life.

Dr. Yamamori listed his Imme-
diate goals in the area of

student life.

1. To develop a closer work-
ing relationship with Council

and its various organizations.

2. Coordinate clubs and or-

ganizations.

3. Strengthen the Residence
Assistance program.

4. Facilitate counselling

services.

5. Revise rules Involving

student life.

He considers this an "ex-

perimental year" and a

"learning period for the new

set of deans". One area in

which experimental proceed-

ures are being effected is the

on -campus parking situation.

"The traffic problem has

been a source of lrratatlon and

demoralization." said Dr.

Yamamori.

Due to the confusion regard-

ing traffic regulations in the

past and reports of the poor

performance of Traffic Court,

Dr. Yamamori determined to

take some action.

Traffic Court Is a standing

committee of the Student

Council, provided for in Article

XI Section IVof the Constitu-

tion of the Milligan College
Student CounciL

Dr. Yamamori's plan was
to rewrite the traffic rules,

rezone and remark parking
areas, and provide for a con-
sistent, systematic, and
responsible enforcement of

regulations. Traffic Court was
left out of the new rules "be-

cause of the urgency of the

problem."

Dr. Yamamori described his

task as "first to succeed In

solving the traffic problem,
and secondly, to uphold the

constitution of Student Coun-
cil." He added that he had

corresponded over the summer
with the executive council con-

cerning the matter.

In his closing remarks he
said, "I am here to recommend
that Student Council drop the
Traffic Court from the Consti-
tution."

Student Council President,

Bill Howden, then said, "My
personal suggestion Is that we
do revise the Constitution."

After a lengthy discussion of

the matter, Council voted

(15-7) to begin amendmentprc—
ceedlngs to drop the Traffic

Court provision from the

Constitution. According to the

amendment proceedures, the

amendment must be tabled for

one week, then approved by a

two thirds vote of the Legisla-
tive Council, and finally

approved by the President of

the College.

The final vote on the amend-
ment will be next Thursday
evening, September 21, 1972
in the regular Council meeting.

Asked about fairness In the

enforcement of traffic regula-

tions, Yamamori said, "Unless

we are dead-sure about a vio-

lation, we will not ticket."

Dr. Yamamori assured

Council that the new rules will

be applied to everyone,

including faculty and adminis-

tration.

STAND AND STARVE-Milligan Srudents have a long wait for meals—Does the end justlfy-the means?
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GRE announced
PRINCETON, N.J. - Educa-

tional Testing Service an-

nounced today thatunder-grad-

uates and others preparing to

go to graduate school may take

the Graduate Record Examina-

tions on any of six different

test dates during the current

academic year.

The first testing date for

the GRE is October 28, 1972.

Scores from tills administration

will be reported to the graduate

schools around December 4.

Students planning to register

for the October test date are

advised that applications re-

ceived by ETS after October 3

will incur a $3.50 late regis-

tration fee. After October 10,

there is no guarantee that

applications for the October

test date can be processed.

The other five test dates

are December 9, 1972, Jan-

uary 20, February 24, (only

the Aptitude Test is adminis-

tered), April 28, and June 16,

1973. Equivalent late fee and

registration deadlines apply to

these dates.cholce of test dates

should be determined by the

requirements of graduate

schools or fellowship sponsors

to which one is applying. Scores

are usually reported to

graduate schools five weeks

after a test date.

The Graduate Record Exam-
inations include an Aptitude

Test of general scholastic

ability and Advanced Tests

measuring achievement in 19

major fields of study. Full

details and registration forms

for the GRE are contained In

the 1972-73 GRE Information

Bulletin. The Bulletlnalsocon-

tains forms and Instructions for

requesting transcript service

on GRE scores already on file

with ETS. This booklet is

available on most campuses or
may be ordered from; Educa-
tional Testing Service, Box 955,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540;

Educational Testing Service,

1947 Center Street, Berkeley,

California 94704; Educational

Testing Service, 960 Grove
Street, Evanston, Illinois

60201.

Circle K plans

localM.S.push

Led by President Dave Zle-

bart, Circle K started formu-

lating plans for the new school

year.

Pledge week for new members
and the selection criteria for

their Founder's Daughter can-

didate are already in planning

stages. Their mainservlcepro-

ject this year, according to Zie-

bart, is "to raise as much mon-
ey as, possible for multiple

sclerosis".

Anyone interested In Circle

K is invited to attend their

meetings which are held every

Tuesday evening at 7;30 In

the basement of the Student

Union Building. Darrell Man-
son, Vice-President, said the

aim of the club" is to be of

service to the Mtlligan

community, its administration,

faculty, staff and students."

Officers of CIrcIeKare.Dave
Zlebart, President; Darrel

Manson, Vice-President; Rich

Burton, Secretary; Buddy Ful-

len. Treasurer; Dan Harding,

Chaplain; and Ed Willey, Par-
limentarian.

STAFF ADDITIONS—New personnel a.

Anne Bradford, Alan Hoffman, Bonor -.) Rod Irvln,

ap row (1. to r.) Carolyn Martin,

ames Balsh, and James Runner.

New profs join faculty
Six new faculty and staff mem-

bers have been added to the Mll-

ligan College personel this se-

mester.

An assistant professor of for-

eign languages, Miss Carolyn

Martin, teaches three classes

'in "French and one in Spanish

Miss Martin did her undergrad-

uate work at Bridgewater Col-

lege and theUniversitede Stras-

bourg in France. She graduated

summa cum laude, from Bridge-
water In 1968 and was named In

"Who's Who in American Col-

leges and Universities."

Miss Martin received her

M.A. degree and is currently

working toward a Ph. D. from

the University of Kentucky.

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

TO VIEW

THE NEW MILLIGAN COLLEGE
SIGNET RING

AND

AND THE NEW MENS
EXTRA-LARGE STYLE RING

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25th

AT THE

STUDENT
UNION BUILDING

$10 Deposit required to place order

New In the Education Area
this year is Mrs. Anne B.
Bradford. A native of King-
sport, Mrs. Bradford now lives

at Boone Lake with her son,

Thomas S. Bradford, Mrs.
Bradford received her B.S.and
M.A. degrees from East Ten-

nessee State University and is

currently working toward a

Ph. D. in reading and educa-

tional psychology at the Uni-

versity of Georgia.
As the thesis for her Mas-

ter's degree, Mrs. Bradford

h formulated a guide for the esta-

blishment of reading programs

in Junior colleges. The Florida

Department of Education is now

employing Mrs. Bradford's

guidelines In their reading pro-

grams.

Alan Hoffman, a cum laude

graduate of Mllligan, class of

1968, has been appointed as as-

sistant professor of Bible and

foreign languages. Mr. Hoffman,

from Defiance, Ohio, was named
in "Who's Who In American

Colleges and Universities"

while at Mllligan. He received

a Master of Divinity degree
from Southern Baptist Theo-

logical Seminary in 1971.

Mr, Hoffman will be teach-

ing first year Greek and Bible-

Survey courses.

David Runner comes to Mllli-

gan as assistant professor of

music. He will be teaching or-

gan, as well as directing

Professor Runner received

a Bachelor of Music degreefrom

Boise StateCollegeandanM.M.
degree from Eastman School

of Music, where helscurrently

working toward a D.M.A.

Professor Runner was a gra-

duate teaching assistant at East

man School of Music. He was

also the church organist In Ro-

chester, New York and in Boise,

Idaho, in addition to teaching

private organ lessons.

The new member of the math

department Is Dr. James V.

Balsh. His classes Include busi-

ness math, Algebra and Trigo-

nometry, Introduction to Analy-

sis and Senior Seminar.

Dr. Balsh graduated cum
laude from Arkansas College

where he was named in "Who's

Who in American Colleges and

Universities." He received M.

S. and Ed. D. degrees from Okla-

homa State University.

Taking over as Director of

Communication and Publication

is Mr. Rod Irvin from Kings-

port. Mr. Irvin and his wife,

Martha Ann, are associate resi-

dents in Webb Hall.

Mr. Irvin attended Dobyns-

Bennett High School, the Uni-

versity of Tennessee, and Mll-

ligan College, from which he

graduated In 1969 with an A.B.

degree.

Mr. Irvln's duties include

public relations, sports news,

and the compilation and distri-

bution of college publication;

Welcome Back Students

^P* ^jeioelers

121 Founfo/n Square

Johnson City, Tenn.

Telephone. 926-0061

' mf^i. hi
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This past summer two groups

of students from Milligan en-

joyed tours of Europe.

One group, led by Dr. Henry
Webb, left New York May 28

and arrived home July 10. Dr.

and Mrs. Roy Lawson accom-
panied a second party from

July 9 to August 21.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Jeanes,

Mike McSwaln, Steve Brown,
Lynwood Tabb, Carol Peltz,

and Susan Ragsdale were
Included in Dr. Webb's party.

Dr. Lawson's group consisted
of Jeri Smith, Ken Gough,
Carolyn Miller, Brian Abrell,

Kathl Jablonskl, and Jon
Jablonskl.

Iceland, Luxemburg, Ger-
many, Austria, Yugoslavia,

Italy, Switzerland, France,
England, Greece, Monaco,
Netherlands, and Belgium were
on the Itinerary. Besides the

scheduled European countries.

Dr. Lawson's group also visited

Bulgaria.

Students taking the tour re-
ceived six hours of humanities
credit. However, according to

Dr. Lawson the purpose of

the trip was "to be a study

tour to see first hand the
European culture studied In

Humanities. We visited such
places as the Acropolis In

Athens, the ruins of the temples
at Delphi, the Colosseum, and
the Louvre."

By SHANNON

Dr. Lawson said, "We ex-
perienced living as a family
for six weeks. We camped and
did our own cooking, and we
were typical American tour-
*sts."

While in Europe, the groups
used ART, MUSIC, AND IDEAS
as a text and guidebook. They
traveled 6000 miles and visited

cathedrals, museums, and
other historically interesting

sights.

Communicating with the Eur-
opeans did not present many
problems. Ken Gough and Dr.
Lawson spoke German, and Jerl
Smith spoke French. Dr.
Lawson remarked, "We used
lots of signs and smiles. We
mingled with the people, and
people almost everywhere were
friendly and helpful."

The two groups encountered
almost no problems, but Sue
Ragsdale experienced a small
difficulty. She said, "I was
making pictures in Yugoslavia
when a soldier became very
upset. We exchanged a few
words before he tried to take
my camera. The people were
great everywhere else except
In France. They were helpful,

and the trip was really worth-
while."

Carolyn Miller expeclally
enjoyed London. But Jerl Smith
said, "The most valuable pan
of the trip to me was that we

Curriculum modified
In order to meet the expand-

ing Interests of Milligan
students, three new classes,
a new major and transfer pro-
grams in two professional
areas are being added to the

curriculum this year.
Personel Management, anew

class this semester, is taught
by Mr. W.E. Gift, who is affi-

liated with Tennessee Eastman.
Since it Is offered on
Wednesday evenings, the class
is also available to community
residents. Introduction to Lin-
guistics and field work in soc-
iology are also being listed in

the curriculum for the first

time.

Also new this year is a

major In human relations.

Under the direction of Dr.Yam-
amori, this major includes
work In psychology and
sociology for those who are
interested in working In institu-

tional agencies or in youth

agency leadership.

Realizing the need to be
sensitive to current vocational
opportunities without compro-
mising the philosophy of the
liberal arts education, transfer
programs have been arranged
with Georgia Tech and East
Tennessee State University for
Milligan students who are
interested In engineering and
nursing, respectively.

Similar transfer programs
are also considered in the
areas of Home Economics,
mortuary science, and several
paramedical areas. Dr.Wetzel,
the academic dean, states
"Students who have pro-
fessional Interests may want to
counsel with me as they make
plans for transferring Into
those programs. Thus, the
college could explore the pos-
sibility of an arrangement so
that other students might profit
from the agreement."

COMPTON
got to know each other. I learned

so much from living with people

other than my family or-my
roommate." She remarked, "I

encountered interesting exper-
iences with Frenchmen in Gen-
eva, and I discovered that

Italian soldiers are crude."

Dr. Lawson noted that the

most lasting impression of the

trip was "the difference be-

tween progressive, capital-

istic, democratic countries,

such as Germany and Austria,

and the primitive, totalitarian

countries of Yugoslavia and

Bulgaria. We learned the

meaning of freedom in a new
way.'

'

WtL-CUML WAGON—Freshman were greeted this fall, with

cokes and Instructions to buy a dink and wear it.

Freshmen survive first week
ByJEANEETIMM

After wearing dinks for a

week, attending mock
registrations and responding

to questions of "Where's Al?"
and "Where's your button?",

the Milligan freshmen have
finally been accepted into "the

Family."

Basically, those in charge
thought the week was an
Improvement over past years.
Dr. Yamamorl felt that,

although he had "no way of

comparing it with past years,"
it "was well organized," and
he was "delighted with the
enthusiasm" of both the team
leaders and the freshmen. Keith
Derting, who was second in

command for the work, felt

that one of the best
improvements was the abolition

of holocaust, and "although the

first part of the week was a

bit of a hassle, by the last of

the week, things started settling

down."

"It was OK" seemed to be

die most frequent answer when
ireshmen were confronted with

the question of how they liked

Freshman Week. However,
many thought that there could
have been improvements in

activities and situations, and
didn't hesitate to comment.

The largest complaint dealt

with the problem of leadership.

Derting said, "Freshman Week
is bigger than what we make of

it. This is the freshman's first

Impression of what Milligan

is like . . . Some team leaders

took their responsibility too

lightly." Freshmen quickly

agreed. "They oughttobemore
picky about who they choose

for team leaders. I don't know

how to say this, but some of

the team leaders did things to

strictly antagonize the team ...

there weren't that many fun

things planned; everything was

centered In hazing." One
freshman coed added, "Our
team went on the 'Sewer Tour'
while other teams went to

Watauga."

The question on whether the

Milligan Mile should be
continued wasfalrlycontrover-
sial. Replies such as "it was
fun" and "It is a good tradition"

were countered with "It was
ridiculous" and "it should be
abolished."

Suggestions on improvements
also came from Freshmen. The
Improvement that most
Freshmen would like to see
dealt with was pre-arrival

procedures. Michele Roch
mentioned that freshmen
"should have known climate,

rules, transportation to the

school, and other such
information before we came
down." When the students

arrived on campus, they hadn't

received a handbook or copy

of the rules and had very little

chance to get these things

straight in their minds before
being thrown into the frenzy
of planned activities.

Problems encountered by
transfer students during this

initial weekwere quite different

than the anxieties thefreshmen
had to face. Some of them
agreed with one who expressed
the opinion diat "we're not

freshmen, we're upperclass-

men. I wish we'd had a chance
to get to know the other
transfers," Janice Mac Lcod
stated: "Iknowalotoffreshmen
but hardly any upperclassmen."
Others suggested that "teams
be set up so that transfers

would all be together."

Transfer students also
agreed that more organization

would be helpful, particularly

if this organization would
include a handbook or a copy
of the rules being handed out

at orientation.

When confronted with this

hint of lack of sufficient

organization, Keith Derting

said, "More time is needed to

plan FreshmanWeekactivities.

Elections (of Student Council)

should be held earlier to give

new leaders a time to plan

in the spring . . . things should

be planned before going home
in the spring."

Ciepb Volcano-
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Ijs'sues

The on -campus traffic situation has

been a source of concern to many for

some time. Lack of clear regulations.

Improper enforcement, and Inequitable

treatment of violators have resulted in

frustrations as well as hazards.

In this light, the Dean of Students is

to be commended for the steps be has

taken to alleviate some of the problems

involved.

However, behind the Issue of effect-

ively dealing with the traffic problem, a

more serious problem has arisen. Dr.

Yamamorl's new traffic regulations elim-

inate the need for Traffic Court.

To argue the merits of Traffic Court

in view of Its past performance is probably

an exercise in futility. But the fact is.

Traffic Court Is provided for in the

Student Council Constitulon.

Difficulty arises, however, in the

manner in which thedeflciences of Traffic

Court were dealt with. Apparently, it

was simply assumed that Council would

gladly return this responsibility to the

Administration.

In any case, the assumption seems to

have been valid; Student Council has taken

preliminary steps to abolish Traffic

Court, through the ammendment pro-

ceedure.

Two Issues, then, are in question.

First, the Constitution of the Student

Council takes on a new meaning if

changes can be easily made atthe request

of the Administration. The precldent set

could have undesirable consequences in

the future.

Secondly, the effectiveness of students

working responsibility with the Adminis-

tration to deal with the problems of

community life would be greatly

Impaired by this amendment.
Student Council should be strongly en-

couraged to defeat the motion to

abolish Traffic Court. Some sort of com-
promise combining the best points of Dr.

Yamamorl's new traffic regulations and

the student Involvement of a Traffic

Court seems to be the most favorable

option.

Students-the right to rule?
In THE REPUBLIC. Plato

describes a well ordered, and

In his view, perfect society.

The main goal of this society

Is to bring about a complete

harmony between the many
divergent groups within it. In

a word, the goal of this society

Is Justice. And let It be
remembered that for Plato,

Justice was something more
than a subjective construct of

the mind.

Plato saw In Phillsophy (1. e.

Reason) the best means available

to man to attain Justice. It is

for this reason that Plato

envisioned a ruling clique of

philosophically trained men,
called "Guardians", to

administer his Republic.

MUligan College is now

embarking on an experiment of

Resident Assistants which to

some degree is Plato's

Guardians all over again. The

intent is that the R. A.s, as they

are called, are trained to be

able to handle the running of a

residential dorm. This includes

the handling of most disciplinary

matters as well as the personal

counseling of other students.

This may all sound well and

good, perhaps even desirable,

but having grown up In a

democratic tradition, there are

some who will react against

such control by a select few — no

matter how benevolent they may
be.
Perhaps the key point in some

students opinions is the apparent

belief on the part of the

Administration of MUligan

College that the students are

Incapable of running their own

affairs in a democratic manner.

Case In point is the

President's Report to the Hoard

In the Spring of 1972. In It,

the President derides the

Ineffectiveness of the women's

Dormitory Councils in the

1971-72 academic year. If 1 may
quote a paragraph from his

report:

Perhaps one reason for the

Dormitory Council's being

Ineffective this year was the

result of the change in

procedures. Heretofore, a

screening committee screened

the nominees before they were

By RON
put up for election. The
committee was eliminated. A
totally free election was held.

It seems to have resulted In one

of deterioration for the work of

the Council.

This passage clearly shows

the President feels the students

have bhown themselves

incapable of ruling themselves.

What the President neglects to

mention, however. Is that the

R.A.'s began their services last

year and in the process usurped

some of Dormitory Council's

power. In other words.

Dormitory Council was

ineffective last year because

their hands were tied by the

R.A/S. A good example of this

is the case of the girl last

year who broke a rule and

went before Dormitory Council

so that her case might be tried.

The Dormitory Council, having

come to a decision in the case,

was then overruled by the R.A.'s

It isioughforDormitoryCouncll

to be effective when they haven't

the power to do so.

It would be wrong to harp at

the Administration for this

however, for the Administration

is really in no position to act

differently. Being a private,

chartered institution, all power

rests in the Board of Trustees.

What power the Administration

has is given them by the Board.

In fact, the Administration acts

as an extension of the Board

when they administer the

college. In other words, any

real power the students attain

will have to come from the

Board.

The reason for this

introduction into the power

structure of Milligan College

is two-fold. Firstly, it is good

for the students to realize just

how far they will be able to go

on their own in respect to making

changes. It would be good for

students to realize that there

are some policies of the school

which are simply non-

-?egotiabIe, no matter how bad

one may view' that policy to be.

The second reason for this

discourse is to make known

to the Administration the feeling

of a large segment of students,

lest they enter a particular

Murd ers, nva

NUTTER
situation without an under-
standing of what students are

thinking. The Administration

should seek to modify its view

of students somewhat. We do not

like to be referred to as

children, as the Administration

did in a meeting with parents

during Freshman Week. (A

notable exception to this was

Dr. Yamamori, Dean of Student

Affairs.) We are men and

women, perhaps not as

experienced and learned as the

Administration, but certainly

not as immature and

Irresponsible as they sometimes
make us out to be.

At the outset of this academic

year I hope that we, as a

community, will be able to

approach that complete harmony
that Plato refers to as Justice.

Whether we are successful in

this venture depends both on

students acting responsibly in

bringing about change, as well

as the Administration, acting

as our "Guardians," truely

listening to Its students and

acting earnestly »n their behalf.

: :-:-:-:-:o:-xo:-:-:-:.:-:.:-:.:-::.::

Team members have packed

up and gone home, life

in Munich has returned to nor-

mal, and nightly television

viewing has resumed its mun-

dane pace. The 1972 Summer
Olympics have becomehistory.

Yet, history can never convey

the poignant memory of Munich

that lives on in the minds of

millions who witnessed the

tragic murders of the XX
Olympiad.

In the aftermath of the

calamity many individuals

forgot the earlier tension which

surrounded the attempted entry

of Rhodesia's team In the

Olympics. Rhodesia had sur-

prisingly accepted an invitation

to participate under her old

colonial flag with "God Save

the Queen" as her national

anthem. Upon the team's unex-

pected arrival In Munich,

nearly forty nations threatened

to boycott the games because

of Rhodesia's racial politlcles.

West Germany was rather

abashedly forced to request

Rhodesia's withdrawalfrom the

Olympics. Following a refusal,

the InternationalOlymplcCom-

mittee voted 36-31 tooust Rho-
desia. Obviously the Olympics

had become more than a means

for fosterng understanding and

cooperation. They had become

a stage from which to portray

the drama of world affairs.

Biased judging

Clearly biased officiating

provided the next display of

prejudice. For Instance, In the

women's three-meter dive, an
East Cerman judge gave the en-
trants from his nation the top

three scores. Other judges

viewed their skill differently

and awarded them third, ninth,

and tenth places. In a shooting

competition, the U.S. competi-
tor had defeated North Korea's

contestant despite heckling

from the crowd. After a protest

from the Koreans, the judges

reversed a computer's earlier

decision. Early in the compe-
tition, 16 boxingjudges received
warnings because ol apparently
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prejudiced decisions. B)

week's end, six officials

been dismissed.

Officiating blunders wer

in pan to faulty organl2
within the Olympic struc

Judges, picked by member

tions rather than one ol

international Olympic be

are often chosen through

tical connections.

Even more responslbli

poor judging was the

criminatory attitude of i

nations. Communist-bloc t

tries, particularly East

many, are not hesitan

declare their belief that s\

and politics go arm In

Regarding athletes and off!

as Instruments of foi

policy, these and several <

nations were quite adept 3

game of Olympic pol

Blitz attack

Most people will notrei

ber Olympiad XX becau

the Rhodesian controver

the question of prejudiced

ing, but because of the m
of eleven Israeli team 1

bers. This is the event

finally burst whatwasleft

superficial bubble of peac

focused the world's atteniJ

the Inescapable fact that al

not well in Munich,

As dawn broke on Septe

fifth, several Arab terrc

from the group "Black
tember" invaded the 1*

quarters in Olympic VI)

In the initial surprise and

fusion two Israelis were I

and nine others takei

hostages. The political 1:

cation of the raid soon be

apparent as the comm;
demanded the release o

Arab terrorists held In I

in exchange for the

hostages. Meeting withrel

the Arabs demanded safe

sage out of Munich
themselves and their capt

saying that any interferer

the operation would resi

the death of the hostages.

Unable to act, police

only provide transportati

a nearby airport, while

secretly determined to stt

terrorists there. About

that evening a small gro

Arabs and their hos-

quickly walked to awaiting

drove to two helicopters

from there flew to the

port. As four of the

Arabs walked from the

copters, police opened

hoping to throw the •

planned operation Into

fusion. In the ensuing sho

five terrorists and one

German policeman were fa

but the Israelis still rem-

captives. Alter minute
silent waiting an Arab ju

from a helicopter, thrt

a grenade into It and fa

the nine remaining Israeli

tages.

The world was plunged

shock. That which seemec
possible had occurred, ar

those watching could only:

by in helpless disbelief,

following afternoon overS
West Germans and membe
Olympic teams sorrowful!

tended a memorial servlc

the . lain I raeli . ->nd soo
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1 8 surviving members of

Israel's team departed for their

homeland.

Uncertain future
One can only wonderwhat fu-

ture Olympics may bring. The
1972 Olympics may have been

an isolated and unfortunate In-

stance of international pre-

judice and nlghmarlsh vio-

lence. On the other hand, the

Olympiad may have possibly

marked an Inevitable decline

in the understanding tradition-

ally fostered by the quadrennial

games.
One thing seems certain. The

Arab attack makes it im-
possible to pacify our interna-

tional moral conscience with

blurb

DFLLF R ••>•: -: -,»:;**; :;..:;:•: ;.:::«:

the superficial unity which an

Olympic gathering brings. We
can ignore countless other

terrorist attacks whether In the

Middle East, Ireland, or Viet-

nam, but it is difficult to over-
look the murder of eleven

Olympic ream members. We
are forced to confront the prob-

lem of ideological obsessions

and international hatred.

In a backlash of public

opinion, revenge has been the

initial reaction, to events in

Munich. Three days after the

eleven team members were
murdered, Israel sent bombing
missions deep Inside Lebanon
and Syria. The following day

Syrian fighter-bombers made
a raid over the Golan Heights.

Proliferation of reprisals tan

never bring peace, just as ex-

ploiting the Olympics as an
arena for International politics

will never bring brotherhood.

Now die events of die 19/.

Summer Olympics are over.
Even in the midst of despair,
life must go on. In the Olympic
ideal we can find hope for the

future. Yet, there is hope only
if men can overcome mistakes
of the past and truly strive

for international cooperation.

West German Chancellor Willy
Brandt expressed this senti-

ment following the hostages'
murder as he said, "The joyous

games are over. In the coming
days we will have to prove our-
selves anew."

Churning up Muzak
-By TIMCAMERON-

One of the important changes

in modern rock music has been

a movement away from the lead

guitarists to the dominance of

piano and organ. The emphasis
today on a complete sound and

on a sophisticated presentation

brings keyboard artists to the

foreground. One of these ex-

citing artists is Keith Emerson,
the driving force behind TRILO-
GY, an album released earlier

this year by Emerson, Lake
and Palmer.

In Trilogy Emerson, former-
ly of Nice, displays why he

Is recognized as one of the best

organists In rock music. His
extensive training in classical

styles of music has produced
studies In Bach and Sibelius.

And he has already colla-

borated with Lake and Palmer
for an interpretation of

Mussorgsky called Pictures at

an Exhibition. Strains of the

classical tradition are quite

evident here as well, whether
Emerson is playing the piano,

organ, or moog synthesizer.

Greg Lake, producer of TRI-
LOGY, handles all the guitars
and vocals on the album; Carl
Palmer takes charge of the

percussion. Lake brings to the

trio his talent as lead for King

Crimson. He fills in extensiv-

ely for the background sound,

even playing the bass for one

song. Carl Palmer's talents

tend to be overlooked in search

for the music's major themes.

Yet Palmer adds the depth

that gives TRILOGY its

wholeness of sound.

Inovative

The group's innovatfveness
becomes evident from the very
first. A heart beat quickly
greets the listener. An eerie,

primitive wail gasps its rhy-
thmic echo. "The Endless
Enigma" begins with the

symbolism of a creation, an
obscure mystery defying
understanding. And the sense of

creation grows stronger as
bursts of piano runs venture
forth, with intermittent bongo
drums. Life is struggling to

exist. Rag-pipe sounds and
Jungle - noises introduce the
celebration of life; violent mood
and organ vibrations stumble
aiong.

Greg Lake sings,

"Why do you stare/ Do you
think that I care?" No simple

love song exists here; the

frustration has deeper roots.

The freshness of creation is

tainted by die thoughtlessness

of living beings. And those

humans seeking to create their

own simplistic reality are the

ones to blame: "I'm tired of

hypocrite freaks/ with tongues

in their cheeks/ turning their

eyes as they speak."

The mood drastically

changes as Emerson interrupts

the enigma with his own fugue.

At first his style is too free;

soon, however, formality be-
comes dominant. Sructure
replaces the flood of tension.

The original song begins

again, but now with church bells

and herald trumpets to greet the

celebration of dawn. People
have not changed, though: Each
part was played/though the play

was not shown. Everone came
but they all satalone." Fortun-
ately alienation is not the only

route. The breaking of dayalso
holds excitement: "Now that

it's done/I've begun to see the

reason why I'rn here."

Variety of styles
Trilogy is obviously Em-

erson's showcase. He guides

the themes, manipulates the

scores. Yet with the variety of

styles attempted, Lakes's im-
portance is visual. "From the

Beginning" is the record's
mostmost soothing piece, both

from its modest relization of

love and from the guitar chord-
lng which makes even the moog
sound mellow. "The Sheriff"

contrasts diis effort, with its

bangy western style, complete

with honky-tonk piano.

Not to be slighted Is

Emerson, Lake and Palmer's

arrangement of Aaron Cop-
land's "Hoedown." Copland's

work Is light and frolicky, with

piano, violins and the full or-

chestra vying for the themes.

The percussion remains light

but distinct. Not so here. Pal-

mer radically changes the per-

cussion so that its hevlness

matches the organ theme.

Emerson
reiiui.ii.ig consistent to the

"Hoedown" theme through
most of the song. Finally he

submits another folk tune, then

goes into a totally free style

with extensive moog sounds.

The new production is lively,

but not exactly light.

Thematic problems
Finding a total theme In the

album is another problem. The
lyrics do not indicate one. In

fact, the absence of lyrics

limits the possibility of finding

a consistent idea. A balance

of vocal and Instrumental im-
portance would be advan-

tageous, a balance that could

not be achieved without bringing

Lake to the front. Finally, the

album's value as a social

critique is too low, perhaps
sacrificed for sophisticated

value. A former album, Tarkus,
had significantly more to say.

Trilogy does have something

to S3y. Perhaps the modern
and futuristic approach, the

creative and repetitious style,

the soothing and disturbing

mood describe our contempo-
rary scene after all. Emerson,
Lake and Palmer have certainly

turned out a challenging work.

THROCKMORTIMER
I HAVE SOMETWUC,
Or DEEPEST
IMPORT TO TELL
YOU. LITTLE
JOELEWE

He's the Laughter Man. And he Isn't that funny. He doesn't
have to be.

Dr. Harvey Mlndess, a L'CLA psychologist and author who
teaches a class in humor on the slde ( believes that humor can

be used a therapy to help us "get away from taking ourselves

so seriously." "Humor helps us to see ourselves In the proper

perspective." He suggests we "use humor as a coping mechanism
and as a mediod to allerlate our tendencies to become pompous,

inflated, egotistical, self-righteous and all that crap."

It was "all that cr3p" that I was most interested In. I'm
not too knowliilgeabie about tendencies and proper perspec-
tives, but 1 do know a lot about the crap that students put them-
selves through as we are taught, day after day, class after

class, to handle life stiff-upper- lip style. Pressures have been
put on us not to laugh at anything — our own personal problems
or the problems of the world. Would you dare laugh about ecol-
ogy? Racism? The War? Our collective guilt says they're defi-

nite no-no's. And would you dare to laugh 3t collective guilt?

"The whole bit of really believing that what you stand for and
what you are doing Is the most important thing In the world,"
Dr. M. says. "Well, It matters, but not really so much as we
think. What upsets us a great deal today will be forgotten two
weeks from today.

"It's in college," he adds, "that students are taught to

take themselves too seriously."

Dr. Mlndess Is the author of a new book on humor called
"Laughter and Liberation" that's about as funny as the Dead
Sea Scrolls. Through 247 pages, he takes humor, plops It down
on a couch, analyzes the guts out of it and, as we finish the last

chapter. Tonsils (instead of Appendix), leaves us realizing that

we just might be In big trouble as we perform the wake over
our sleepfng senses of humor.

He's right. There are tons of examples to prove it; the

divorced lady who laughs that her ex's new wife looks just like

her. . .the final examination that's so unbelievably hard it's

funny. . .buying red jockey shorts and looking the other way as
the clerk writes up the sales slip. . .trying to find tons of ex-
amples of things that are funny..,,,

, >guvs with qas ln chemical
engineering working as janitors after graduation. . .meeting
your professor the same day of the exam when you said you'd
be at your grandmother's funeral (whom you've already "kill-
ed" five times in the past five years). Having that professor
meet your grandmother. Writing a serious book on humor.
Potentially, all are crisis experiences, but, as Dr. M. would
say, in the right perspective: funny.

There's been a lot of talk — mostly humorless — about the
death of student humor that pooped out with the Thirties and
was laid to rest with indented bottoms that sat on flagpoles
and swallowed goldfish. In this era of ecology, swallowing fish
is no way to preserve the balance of nature and sitting on flag-
poles is a pain in the neck. Well, those things weren't very
funny anyway, but the attitudes that brought thefri about were.
Nothing was taken too seriously. College life — so they tell

us — was Just like in the moo-vees; would the college football
star get good enough grades to play ln Saturday's big game?
No one cared, but it gave them something to laugh about.
So along comes some joker like Dr. Mindess who has the gall

to tell us to laugh again. How? How does one develop a sense
of humor — as opposed to a sense of horror — in These Trou-
bled Times'?
"We're all touchy about our scared cows," Dr. M. says.

"We become so serious and committed that we refuse to laugh
at anything connected to our Cause." His answer is simple.
"Just enjoy. Stop analyzing. It's safer to be straight, but a lot

of good things can happen to you if you dare to be just a little

bit crazy. Humor can be a liberating device."
The problems of the world might not be solved through Dr.

Mindess's philosophy, but they might be more easy to cope with.
Read his book If you can laugh up J7.90. If you're ever

out LA way, visit Harvey Mindess. He's good for a laugh.

!£ v
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Bradford heads teacher training

4

. -

BATTER UP—Tempa Lawson Is warming up for Girl's softball.

Intramural teams are by dormitory floors this year.

New to the teacher training

program at Milligan, Mrs. Anne

Bradford directs Juniors as they

receive classroom experience.

Mrs. Bradford has studied

In reading and educational

psychology. At East Tennessee
State University, she studied

under Mrs. Alice Lou
Gllbreath, who started the

teacher training program at

Milligan. Mrs. Bradford is

presently studying for a Ph. D.

in reading and educational

psychology from the University
of Georgia.

According to Mrs. Bradford,

the teacher training program
involves "learning reading

skills and classroom proce-

dures directed In the area of

Students offer opinions
Washington, D. C. -{I. P.) -

It is natural that an institution

should wish towelghtheimport-

ance of Industrial policy goals

against the consequences they

would have on student lifestyle.

It also Is natural that students

should want a voice in the

decision-making processes
which affect them. But how much
balance and how much voice?

That Is an Issue which Is vital

enough to institutional Integrity

to be included in the "Issues

and Alternatives" report of the

National Commission on the

Future of State Colleges ana

Universities, headed by the

Honorable Wavne Morse.

The students did not recom-

mend co-ed dormitories or

advocate off-campus housing.

Instead, they asked for

adequate, low-cost on-campus

housing, and more communica-

tion channels to handle grie-

vances and preserve the

learning atmosphere.

The students' opinion of

community relations was that

institutions and communities
were on a collision course, and

the paper calls for greater

mutual Involvement In the two

spheres.

To the students, a very

Important part of the student

Involvement pertains to faculty

Cultural Events

SEPTEMBER 11- OCTOBER 16

KINGSPORT- Kingsport Art Guild-

Fine Arts Center- Drawing classes-

Instructor, Cherryl Hylemon-7;30 p.m.

—For six consecutive Mondays-
Information; 245-2063, Cherryl Hyle-

mon
SEPTEMBER 12-SEPTEMBER 24

AB1NGTON - Barter Theatre - "Dear
Liar," by Jerome KJlty- A comedy of

letters adapted by Jerome Kilty from

the correspondence of two great wits,

G.B. Shaw and Mrs. Patrlc Cam bell.

A bewitching and tantalizing repartee.

Shows: Tuesday through Friday, 8:15

p.m.; Wed. matinee, 2;00 p.m.; Sat.

eve., 5:00 and 9 :00 p.m.; Sunday, 7;00

p.m., CHARGE: Evenings, $4.00, all

seats; Matinees, $3.50, all seats; Spec-

ial group rates lor all performances;

Information: 703-628-3991 or direct

from Johnson City, 928-9641.

SEPTEMBER 15

JOHNSON CITY- Carrol Reece Mus-
eum, East Tennessee State University-

OPENING OF NEW RENTAL SALES
GALLERY, DISCOVERIES - Sponsored
by the Friends ol the Reece Museum.
In addition to renting paintings and

prints, patrons will be able to pur-

chase jewelry, weavlngs, pottery, cer-

amics, and sculpture. Weekdays only,

12:45-4:45. Information: 929-4392.

SEPTEMBER 25- OCTOBER 8

ABINGTON- Barter Theatre - "But-
terflies Are Free" by Leonard Gershe-
Just closed after three years In New
York. A charming play, humorous,
winning and quietly funny. Shows and

prices same as above. Information:

703-628-3991 or direct from Johnson
City, 928-9641.

evaluations. The students con-

tend that they should rightfully

have a voice because, "There
is no area In the entire college

that more directly concerns

students than that of the quality

of the faculty."

In academic affairs, thepaper

recommended that institutions

base the curriculum on the

abilities and aptitudes of

entering students, thereafter

monitoring the feedback to make

changes in the content and pace

of programs. The paper also

recommends that institutions

"teach the student how to think

while pursuing his education,

rather than what to think."

A major portion of the paper

was devoted to student partici-

pation in Institutional govern-

ance. The students believe that

the student voice is valuable

to the institution In that it

provides a fresh point of view

not tied to preserving the status

quo. Aside from the democratic

rights involved, the students

think the primary reason for

Involving students is to instill

a sense of responsibility and

accountability.

While "Issues and Alterna-

tives" list nine possible forms

that student governance may
take, the student paper states

that, "The most desired form

of governance would be a

unicameral senate made up of

an equal number of faculty,

administration, and students

—

each of whom would have one

vote."

classroom teaching. The
emphasis is on classroom
learning, a diagnosis of

students' academic problems,
and remediation of those
problems."

Mrs. Bradford, who directs

the Juniors Involved in the

training program, adds, "These
students are teacher assistants,

and this class was set up as a

means of giving an opportunity

for Milligan Juniors to have a

real and meaningful experience

In the classroom. While In the

classroom, the teacher

assistant works with one child

through the semester."

The first four weeks of the

program are spent primarily

In a one-to-one relationship

with the child. Each student

spends approximately sixty-two

hours during the semester in

classroom participation. The
program includes a knowledge

of various tests, such as

achievement, intelligence,

reading, 3nd Interest Inven-

tories.

Juniors participating In the

program are Brenda Barbour,
Kathy Beighle, Janet Christ-

man, Cathy Counts, Charrna

Dunlap, Ann lrvln, Linda
Palmer, KarenRothrock, Susan
Smith, Wes Starkey, Lily

Staszkiewlc, Darrell Tate,

Mike Thornton, Paul Urban,
and Cindy Williams.

Mrs. Bradford noted that

"the students have listed

learning experiences they've

gained from the classroom."
These are as follows;

1) Realizing the amount of

work involved in teaching.

2) Learning the operation

of machines and the

Importance of audio-visual

aids,

3) Recognlzfng the careful

planning involved in preparing

bulletin boards.

4) Developing the flexibility

needed in handling children.

5) Acquiring the organiza-
tion, planning, and use of

materials demanded of

teachers.

The teacher training program
is working In five schools this

semester: Cherokee, Westslde
in Ellzabethton, Midway,
Keenburg, and Central. The
education block Is guided by
Dr. Clark, Dr. Morrison,
Professor Ownby, and

Professor Bradford.

Ensembles expect
melodious year
Several changes in Milligan

College's Music Department
were made this year.

Difficult tryouts resulted In

a smaller, more select group

of Concert Choir members,
and because of these factors,

Concert Choir Director Sher-

wyn Bachman antlclaptes a

choir of higher quality.

Bachman said, "The music

purchased for this year's

Choir indicates that I expect

the Choir to be better trained

and ready for this challenge."

From the group of choir

members, Bachman has chosen

the Chamber Singer Ensemble.
This group will be presenting

both the Madrigal Dinners and

a concert of their own. The con-

cert, planned for November,
includes works by such

composers as Webern, Hlnde-

mlth and Mozart.
The Madrigal Concerts will

be slightly different this year
because a majority of the music

will be new. in addition to the

traditional carols, Bachman
intends to use more bawdy
English music and secular

madrigals.

A new member of the music
faculty, David Runner has
assumed the responsibility of

Freshman Theory, organ and
voice students, and Chorale.
Runner attended the Eastman
School of Music tn Rochester,
New York, and comes to Mil-
ligan from Boise, Idaho.

Due to the excess of talented

freshman girls. Runner has
found It necessary to create a

Girl's Ensemble In addition to

Chorale. The Chorale, which
has a membership of about forty

members, Is planning to give a

concert of carols and other

music in December. The Girl's

Ensemble plans to debut

September 27 at a luncheon
meeting, performing a rel-
atively modern piece by Ger-
hard Kraof.

NOW EXPANDED TO A FULL

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER

SPECIALIZING IN

TUNE UPS
BRAKES
TRANSMISSIONS
MUFFLERS

[TEXACO]

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
NEXT TO WRIGHT'S

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL REPAIRS TO MILLIGAN PERSONNEL
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Intramural teams kick off football season

GO TEAM—Coach Stout uses

, the principles In his book on

I

this years baseball team. I

Coach Stout
authors book
on baseball

Mllllgan College baseball

coach Harold Stout has pub-

lished a book entitled COACH-
ING AND PLAYING DEFEN-
SIVE BASEBALL WITH EM-
PHASIS ON FUNDAMENTALS.

Stout, a professor of phy-

sical education, said the book

was written as a classroom

aid as well as an Introductory

volume of defensive baseball

fundamentals.

While at MUUgan. Stout's

teams have won 177 games while

losing 116. Under his leadership

the Buffs have won rwo Volunteer

State Athletic Conference

Championships and placed

second for elRht years.

Stout Is a graduate of East

Tennessee State University, and

received the M. S. In physical

education from the University

of Tennessee. He is currently

working toward a doctoral

degree In education from ETSU.
Inquiries about the book

should be addressed to the Office

of Sports Information, Box 1,

Mllllgan College, Tennessee,

37682.

Mllllgan's 1972 Intramural

athletic program started rolling

In the hot September sun,

Monday, as two hard-fought

struggles highlighted the first

day's activities. _
Junior halfback Brent Hart

put an improved Blue team ahead

of re-bullding Pink on a 60

yard interception-runback for a

first quarter touchdown. Pink

defense began to break Hoxn

near the end of the first hjlf,

and senior - captain Dave
"Flash" Chupa zapped the

Pinko's as the half closed on a

wide open reception that made
it 14-2.

Chupa struck again in the

second half on a broken play

that worked. Beselged by a heavy

Pink rush, Blue quarterback

Gordy Miller hit "Chupa" who
again found himself in the open.

Pink managed to drop the Blues

for a safety in the first half,

but, with a leaky defense, to no

avail. Final score: Blue 20,

Pink 2.

Deadlock
In the second game it was

defending champion Green

winning In a strong finish over

Orange. Captain Jim Crom, the

starting quarterback, stepped

aside and let brother Mick

handle the ball after the two

teams had played to a

fourth - quarter deadlock. The
result was a crom to Crom
TD which put Green ahead as

the game neared its close. A
TD stride from Jim Crom to

Larry "Mercury" Mc Kinney

sealed the game at 14-0 as time

ran out.

Outmanned, but fired-up Red
team fought an excellent game
but finally fell 6-0 to perenially

tough Brown Dynasty In what

Intramural Director, Randy

Matney, termed the best game
in the first series of

encounters. The deciding factor

in Tuesday's game was a long

TD toss from quarterback Ron

am I
'-~

'.'*•

K
#
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WHERE'S THE BALL?—Men's Intramural football teams are ready to go, but need to keep a better

eye on the ball.

Worrell (Mllllgan's own

"George BLanda image") to

Brown's freight-train end. Dale .

Clayton. Tough defense on the

part of both teams, including

strong performances by both

defensive lines, kept the game
close and steady. Wes Starkey,

Red's captain, became the

season's first casualty when he

was knocked out attempting to

punt, drawing a "roughlng-the-

klcker" penalty. But, Wes
managed to pull In some great

catches later despite a super

headache.

Yellow leads

In Tuesday's second game
It was Yellow all the way wI'Ji

a 14-0 rout of Black. Yellow
showed perhaps the most
wetl-balanced attack of any team
so far and appears to be an
early contender for rhe lead.

Commenting on the Intramural

program, men's director. Randy'

Matney was optimistic and

urged wider participation by all

students In the scope of sports

offered. Matney further

stressed the need for

spectator participation during

intramural games. He was

seconded by "72 grad Ann Alber,

the lone spectator at Monday's

Blue-Pink game who said she

really enjoyed watching football

although "the guys were really

tough when I went here." Truly,

the voice of an alumni.

Former Buff pitches with Tigers

Stan Kinnett, a former
Mllllgan baseball pitcher, has

signed with the Bristol Tigers
of the Appalachian League.

Kinnett, a member of the class

of 1971, played four years for

Coach Harold Stout. When asked

about the prospect of playing

major league baseball, Kinnett

said, "This is what I've always

wanted to do.'^__

Coach Stout said that Kinnett

is a 110 percent baseball player

with the kind of attitude needed

to be a successful athlete.

While at Milllgan Kinnett won

6 games and lost 7 in four

seasons from 1968 to 1971.

The Georgia native went 3-0 in

1 970, his best sea son In

a Mllllgan uniform.

Kinnett won his first game
August 5 against the Johnson

City Yankees.

Vanderbilt Factory Outlet

Welcome Back Students!
Now carrying Name brands in . . .

Blouses . . . Body Shirts

Trouser Pants . . . Sweaters

Jeans . . . Tank Tops

And to welcome YOU back

With the Ad. We'll happily give

You a 10%

featuring \
^>fSf

DISCOUNT on

any purchase

OFFER Good till

Sept 30, 1972

and Oct. 1, 1972

Southside Plaza- Erwin Hwy

other quality Open 10 A.M. • 9 P.M. Mon. • Fri.

Jr. Sportswear 10 A.M. - 6 P.M. Sat
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London four outlined
t

Over the fall recess, Nov-

ember 4-11, several students

and area residents will explore

the sights and sounds of Europe

as they Join the London/Paris

Theater Tour.

Sponsored bu the area of

speech and theater, the tour

Is directed by Dr. Moorhouse

and organized by Mr. Larry

Branden, an International era-

Buff Ramblers

to experience

nature's wilds
By planning a busy and In-

teresting schedule, the Buffalo

Ramblers hope to attract many
hikers and campers on the

Mllllgan campus.

The club plans to hold a

rock climbing seminar and to

build rafts for "tubing". Tom
Crlse, president of the Buffalo

Ramblers wishes to "bring the

members together and to teach

them how to live together via

the outdoors".

Cave trips to Worley and

Big Bone Cave and several

back - packing and climbing

expeditions to Linville Gorge

are among the club's plans

for the year.

Officers Include Tom Crise :

President; Steve Roodhouse,

Vice-President; Phyliss Har-

mon, Sec - Treasurer; Rick

Albert, Reporter; Jerry Cook.

Climbing Chairman; and John

Williams, Equipment Manager.

veler from Johnson City. As

the second European theater

tour offered by Mllllgan

College, this year's tour

expands the London Theater

Tour offered during the 1971

fall semester with the addition

of an excursion to Paris.

To participate In the tour,

a student must pay 550,00 in

advance to finalize his

reservations. The entire tour

costs $414,00. Thlspricecovers

round trip air fare, lodging,

tours, and theater tickets.

Since the application for a

passport requires about four

weeks to be processed, those

persons planning to participate

in the tour should obtain a

passport application as soon as

possible.

Although the tour Is basically

designed for those with an

interest in the theater, many

other areas of special interest

are offered. Operas concerts

of ochestral music and the

British museum of art are

attractions for music and art

lovers. Other available oppor-

tunities include touring the Bri-

tish parllment buildings and

viewing the world of Paris

fashion.

The Idea of the London/Paris

Theater Tour is not unique to

Mllllgan College, for many
other small liberal arts

colleges sponsor similar tours

to Europe. In keeping with the

liberal arts concept of

education, such tours broaden

the horizons of students by

personal experience in Europe.

SCRUB AWAY—Shirley Norman, Ginger Rhineheart and Kathy Phillips work hard to clean the

cars a dollars worth.

Civinettes visualize aims
Clvinettes recently began the

new school year with a dinner

meeting in the Sutton Annex

with Dr. Yamamori as guest

speaker.

The club, which meets every

Monday evening at 7:30 in the

basement of the Student Union

Building, has already spon-

sored a car wash that President

Kathy Reed considered suc-

cessful. Future plans of the

Clvinettes include a clothes

drive for the Rich Acres Pro-

ject, sandwich sales in girls'

dormitories and distribution of

canisters for the Respiratory

Disease Association of Johnson

City.

Kathy emphasized that the aim

of Civinettes is to be "of ser-

vice to the college and commun-
ity as well as to be a social

organization for girls on cam-
pus.'

The officers of Civinettes 3re

Kathy Reed, President; Came
Enkema, Vice-President; Sha-
ron Yevtich, Secretary; Joni
Harker, Treasurer; and Kathy

Phillips, Chaplain.

Respirometer donated
New science equipment in the

form of a Warburg Respirometer
has been added to the Milligan

College Science Area.

The respirometer was a

donation from Mr. W.E. Gift

Director of College Relations

for the Tennessee Eastman
Comapny. Head of the Milligan

Science Area, Dr. Eddie Leach
estimated the value of the

apparatus at $2,500.

According to Dr. Leach, the

purpose of the Warburg
apparatus is to aid in the study

of respiration in single cells

or in cell homogenates.

The respirometer will serve
the dual purposes of teaching
and research. It will be used
primarily in the studies of

biochemistry.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

FOB SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE M1LUGAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

Milligan-Pinecrest Branch

Teller And Drive-In Window Service

Mon.-Thurs. 9:00-4:00

Friday 9:00-6:00

..Start your free checking account

at Milligan -Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
x £•. Jta*L*Braad • E* B»»ncr..WMn Mountain tnoeh*





Traffic Court meets,

guidelines set

TRAFFIC COURT MEMBERS — The newly appointed traffic court met for the first time

yesterday. Members are (l.-r.) Jerry Cook, Keith Dertlng, Prof. Stuckenbruck, and Carolyn

Kustanbauter.

THE

STAMPEDE

Traffic Court met yesterday
for the first time this semester
under a new set of rules and
order of procedure.

Functions of the court were
redefined when an agreement
between Student Council and the

Dean of Students was reached.

In the guidelines set forth,

"Traffic Court will hear only

those traffic violation cases
which have not been resolved
after the person charged with

a violation has met with the

Dean of Students."

In both cases presented before
the Court yesterday, the original

ruling of Dr. Yamamori was
upheld.

Chief Judge Carolyn

Kustanbauter, and Alternate

Chfef Judge Jerry Cook, were
appointed by Council to the Court

as student voting members,
Keith Derting was appointed to

the position of clerk and will

vote only In the absence of one

Volume XXXVII No. S MiUigan College, Te

Registration squelched
Investigating the possibility

of setting up voter registration

on Milligan' s campus, a

committee of the Young
Democrats for McGovem-
Shriver found that Mllllgan

students who are not residents

of Carter County are ineligible

to register to vote in Carter
County.

The decision, handed down
by the Tennessee State

Attorney, brought to a halt the

steps being taken by the

committee, composed of Pam
Wahl, chairman, Pam Stephens,

Rex Bell, and Tim Cameron,
to register any Milligan

students who had not already

Senator Baker

to speak soon

at convocation
Howard Baker, Republican

senator from Tennessee, win
be on campus this month during
a week-long campaign tour of

colleges and unlver

Senator [laker will be

speaking In Seeger Audli

on Monday, October 2

a. m.
Faculty members have been

asked to use their own
discretion in excusing class

for this event.

registered in their home
districts.

In conjunction with the Office

of Voter Registration of Carter
County, the committee had

arranged a procedure that

would, according to Pam
Stephens, "enable the most
students to register in the

easiest possible way."

A mimeographed question-

naire, composed of five items

that appear on the official

registration form, was
prepared. The items were;

complete name, date of birth,

county of birth, vocation, and

complete address in Carter
County.

After being returned, the

questionnaires were taken to

the Office of Voter Registration

in the Carter County
Courthouse, where the

Information was transferred to

the official registration form.
Finally, representatives from
the Office of Voter Registration
were to come to MiUigan's
campus to witness the

signatures of those registering.

This was never carried out

because of the Attorney
General's decision.

The Attorney General based
his decision on a 1931 law

(Tennessee Code Annotated
2-201) which stated that, in

order to register to vote, one
must be a resident indomiclle.

The residency requirement for

Tennessee is thirty days, which
Milligan students fulfill. But
for college students to be

considered residents, it would
be necessary, according to

those nt the Office of Voter-

Registration, to have
bank account, to obtain a

iver's license,

and to state a firm intention

of living in Carter County after

graduation.

Last spring the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down voter

residency requirements that

forced students to register at

home. The ruling enables

students to register where they

go to school. In Tennessee,

however, since the 1931 law

has not been challenged or

removed from the books,

college students are not

permitted to register to vote

unless they are residents.

Notice:

"Rules and Regulations

Governing Student Life at

Mllllgan College for 1972-73"

has been released by the Office

of the Dean of Students.

Copies will be distributed by
Residence Assistants. Com-
muters are asked to pick up a

copy In the Administration
Building lobby.

Fund supplies loans
To assist any student who

needs extra money, a small loan

fund of S75.00 has been
appropriated by the Student

Council.

Any student may withdraw
up to $10.00 from the small
loan without having to give an

a week, only fifty cents will be

added as interest. If the loan

is not repaid until the second

week, the charge will be

seventy-five cents.

If after two weeks the loan

Is not repaid, the committee
will send a letter to the student's

of the other members.
Professor Earl Stuckenbruck

serves as the faculty member
of the Court and also holds a

voting position. Term of office

for the members is one

semester; they may be

re-elected.

Court will meet every

Thursday at noon in tho Council

room. Cases must be heard
within the week of the referral.

Students who fail to appear

before the court at its first

meeting following the date their

case was referred to the court

will not be heard and will be

required to pay the fine.

Dave Wilkerson,

youth leader,

to hold rally

Reverend David Wilkerson
will be appearing in a rally at

the East Tennessee State

University gymnasium next

Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:30

p. m.

Dallas Holme, a former rock
singer is appearing also.

Reverend Wilkerson is the

director of Teen Challenge, one
of the nation's largest drug
rehabilitation centers. His
books about his ministry in

ghettos and slums include THE
CROSS AND THE SWITCH-
BLADE and TWELVE ANGELS
FROM HELL.

Local businessmen and
doctors and area churches are
supporting the rally which has a

threefold purpose; 1) to reach
uncommitted youth for Christ,

2) to combat drug abuse, 3) to

strengthen communication be-
tween young people and adults.

ELECTRICAL ADVERSION u*. E. D. V. Kohrs applies electrodes to Tim Hess* arm.

The experiment demonstrated shock therapy for alcoholic rehabilitation. {See story on pages

4 and 5.)
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Enrollment falls

from last year
Enrollment figures for the

fall semester, which were
recently released by the

Registrar's Office, showed a

decline from last year's fall

semester.

Compared with the spring

semester of last year, however,

enrollment increased by 11

students. The statistical

breakdown Is as follows;

Fall '71 Fall '72

Seniors 193 155

Juniors 146 157

Sophomores 192 171

Freshmen 232 224

Special 22 24

Total 765 731

An increase was seen In the

number of on-campus residents:

569 as compared with 530 last

spring. The number of

commuting students dropped

from 190 last spring to 162

this fall.

Wetzel's talk

will initiate

lecture series

First in a series of faculty

lectures planned by the Student

Academic Committee, Dr. C.
Robert Wetzel, academic dean,

will speak on the topic "How
to Face the End of the World
without getting an Ulcer" or

"Apocalypse versus Gotter-
dammerung" Monday, October
16, at 7;30 p.m.

Dr. Wetzel will compare and

contrast the Christian and pagan
attitudes toward the end of the

world. "Gotterdammerung" is

a German word which literally

means "twilight of the gods."

The lecture will be rather In-

formal, with a period for ques-
tions and answers. Scheduled for

the Thompson room of the

science building, the lecture will

be changed to Hyder Auditorium
if the audience is sufficiently

large.

Mr. Eugene Wlgglngton,

director of development, said

that the decline In enrollment

represented a nationwide trend.

Citing statistics compiled by the

American College Public

Relations Association, he said

that college enrollment declined

by about 300,000 nationwide.

Though not entirely satisfied

with the present enrollment,

Mr. Wlgglngton added that in

view of the fact that until this

year only one man has been

recruiting in about 35 states,

the statistics are "not bad."

Mr. Wlgglngton cited several

other reasons for the continued

decline. The rise of vocational

schools and Junior colleges was
one important factor cited. Also

mentioned were financial

problems and general
dtsillisionment with the value of

higher education.

In addition to fighting these

national trends, misconceptions

about the nature of MHHgan
College present a problem.

"Many people think of Mllllgan

exclusively as a Bible college,"

according to Mr. Wlgglngton.

By Initiating several new

recruitment programs, Mr.

Wlgglngton forsees a reversal

of the present trend and a

possible Increase by 1973.

NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS — Six new members. Including five freshmen and one sophomore,

have been elected to the Student Council. They include (l.-r.) Wendy Fagan, Dave Tyslnger,

Chuck Wheeler, Tom Wolfe, Randy Glassbum, and Julia Jones.

SUSGA to emphasize social life

To gain new ideas for
enhancing Mllllgan College's
social life, two representatives
from Student Council will be
attending a workshop sponsored

Examination offered
for future teachers
The National Teacher

Examinations will be
administered on November 11,

1972, at Mlliigan College, which

has been designated as a test

center.

According to Dr. Paul A.
Clark, college seniors preparing
to teach and teachers applying

for positions in school systems
which encourage or require the

NTE are eligible to take the

tests. In addition, the designation

of Mllllgan College as a test

center for these examinations
will give prospective teachers
in this area an opportunity to

NOW! ELIZABETHAN'S
LARGEST - EXCLUSIVE

MEN'S STORE

'ly Expanded Men'

aiaymar Slacks

oGant Shirts

oClubman Suits

oMunsingwear

Dept. Odors You 0n« Of Eos
'ions Of Quality Man's Wear.

• Johnny Carson Suits

• Resillo Ties

• PMB Suits & S. Coats

• Jarman Shoes

•'<H

OURTHGUSE;

TOWNE SQUARE

Ail At Highly

Competitive Low P rices

Use Your Courthouse

Charge Account

Bonk Amor. cord - Master Chofq.

compare their performance on
the examinations with candidates
throughout the country who take

the tests. Dr. clark said.

Last year approximately
1 20,000 candidates took the

examinations which are designed

to assess cognitive knowledge
and understanding in
professional education, general

education and subject-field

specializations. The
examinations, which are

prepared and administered by

Educational Testing Service of

Princeton, New Jersey, are

limited to assessment of those

aspects of teacher education that

are validly and reliably

measured by weU constructed

paper-and-pencil tests.

Bulletins of Information

describing registration
procedures and containing

registration forms as well as

sample test questions may be
obtained from Mllllgan College
or directly from the National

Teacher Examinations,
Educational Testing Service,

Box 911, Princeton,New jersey.

by the .Southern Universities

Student Government Association

(SUSGA).

Bill Howden, president of

Student Council, and Jim
Sluyter, secretary of social

affairs, will be spending October

8 - 9, in Atlanta, Georgia, at

this second annual workshop

on social events of the college

student.

Presentations by booking

agents of various performers
and groups will be given, and

discussion sessions on social

planning will be held. By
attending this workshop,

Howden and Sluyter hope to

plan social life on campus
so that it will be

better than those of past years.

Student Council is currently

working with the Student Union

Building club presidents to

organize a student union board.

This board would coordinate

and promote social activities,

such as tournaments and ski

trips.

Another reason for attending

this convention, however, is to

learn more about SUSGA and
what it has to offer to Mllllgan

students. Mllllgan has been_a
SUSGA members since 1966, but

many colleges of Tennessee
have become dissatisfied with

their membership in SUSGA and

are in the process of forming

the Tennessee Student

Association (TSA).

TSA's government officials

throughout the state have

contacted Student Council

officers at Mllllgan concerning

membership. In October a

meeting Is to be set up with

Robert Albritton, the student

government association
president of Carson-Newman,
and Milllgan's officers.

Albrirton Is also the chairman
of the Eastern Division of TSA.

Mllllgan Student Council's

executive officers are unsure

at this point whether they will

continue their membership with

SUSGA or Join TSA. According to

to President BUI Howden: "At
this time, we do not have

sufficient Information about

SUSGA, and even less about TSA,
so we are seeking more
Information before making a

decision."

TSA will bold an

organizational meeting October

27-28 at Middle Tennessee
State University. Possibly a

member of Milllgan's Student

Council will attend this meeting.

Milllgan's student council has

already received a copy of TSA's
proposed constitution.

Any decision reached by

Student CouncU will have to be

approved by the college

administration. The basis of

any decision concerns which

group can best help Student

Council to serve the students

at Mlliigan.

CONTACT;

MRS. MARGIE GOUGE $5,000
J

$15.00 j -$5.Qp B

A Plan of Protection While Securing An Education
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Volunteers assist

in area project

and

1th the

Is not

other

VOLUNTEERS
Rich Acres.

Coughing up dust—

An overview of Homo wrecktus
by Lampido Triballus

The following Is dedicated to

all those Freshmen currently

studying the early history of

Man. In order that you might

gain a more perfect

understanding of Man's

beginnings, we shall give you

now a mini-course in

anthropology that is guaranteed

to get you through this

particular section of

Humanities.

A SHORT HISTORY OF MAN

The Java Man
The Java man lived In Java

five hundred thousand or one

million or two million years

ago and was lower than we
are. He was Lower Pleistocene

and Lower Quaternary and

knock-kneed. He was called

Pithecanthropus ("ape-man")

erectus because he walked with

a slight stoop. He consisted of a

valvarium, three teeth, and a

femur. Professor Dubois made
him a face which proves that

he was dolichocephalic, or

long-headed, instead of

brachycephallc, or square-

headed, and that he was 5 feet,

6 1/2 inches high. The Java

Man had immense supra-orbital

ridges of solid bone and was
conscious in spots. Does that

remind you of anyone? His

Broca's area was low.Hecould

say that the evenings were

drawing In and times were
hard and his feet hurt. The
spiritual life of the Java Man
was low because he was only a

beginner. He was Just a child at

heart and was perfectly

satisfied with his polygamy,

polygyny, polyandry, edgoda my,

exogamy, and totemism. How
he ever became extinct Is

beyond me. The Java Man has

been called the Missing Link

by those who should know.

The Pekin Man
The Pekln Man shows that

men were living in Asia long,

long ago, as most of us knew

already. He was discovered

near Pekin, or Peiping, and

was named Sinanthropus

pekinensls to keep certain

persons from calling him
Peiping Tom. Sin means China,

although the Chinese are no

worse than other foreigners.

The glabella was promlnant,

so he was probably a young

male. The brain shows that

the calvarium, or brain-case,

was good. The skull was in

perfect condition because the

Pekin Man took better care of

his than some of us. He had

begun to think, or whatever

Chinese do. The pre-frontal

region resembles that found

in some parts of the Middle

West. The right horizontal

ramus shows a tendency to do
everything backward. The Pekin

Man is lovable because he left

no culture. He knew nothing

about the Ming Dynasty and the

Ch'lng Dynasty and the Sung
Dynasty and he wrote no short

poems stating that he got drunk

and went out in a canoe and fell

in. He had no imports and

exports but he had fauna and

flora. The Pekln Man was fond

of overpopulation. We do not

know whether he was religious

or promiscuous or both.

The Plltdown Man
The Plltdown Man was called

the Dawn Man, or Barmy Ned,
because he was found in Great
Britain. He was a great help

because he left crude flint

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
*05 Elk Avinue

EUZABETHTON. TtNNESSEE

instruments. These were used

for making still cruder flint

instruments. The Plltdown Man
1 had little to do. His skull is In

small pieces which can befitted

together in various ways after

choosing sides. This is called

(continued on page 8)

More than 45 MUllgan

students are serving as tutors,

activity chairmen,

recreation directors v

Rich Acres project.

The project, which
volunteer effort that

associated with any

campus organization, was
started last year in a Salvation

Army building located in the

Rich Acres area.

Every Monday, Wednesday
and Thursday the children in

the Rich Acres area are assisted

with their school work. After

the tutoring sessions on
Wednesdays and Thursdays,
Instruction In arts and crafts Is

provided. During this time, the

children learn about colors, the

art of making paper flowers, the

assembly of model cars, and
other crafts. On Mondays, a

class in simple woodworking
is offered after the tutoring

session.

Friday night is the evening

for entertainment at Rich Acres.

Several college groups and
campus personalities have
performed, while other Friday
night programs have Included

group singing and recreation.

Curriculum altered
NEW YORK, N.Y.—(I.P.)—

A

University Without Walls that

integrates work. Internships and

Independent study is being Inau-

gurated at New York University

this fall, according to a recent

announcement by Dr. Herbert

London, director of the pro-

gram.
The new program is actuality

a consortium of 20 participating

institutions across the country.

"Students in the program can

take courses for credit in any

of these schools,' ' points out

Dr. London, "without any of the

usual bureaucratic tape."

"The University Without

Walls is principally concern-

ed with the learning process,

above and beyond the accumu-
lation of course credits," says

Dr. London.

"Degree eligibility Is to be

determined by such things as

works of art, recorded mater-

ials, logs and work experience

and performance outside the

academic environment, as well

as any other method deemed ap-

propriate.

"What's also Important Is that

a student can plan a course of

study to suithls individual needs
and Interests," Dr.London con-
tinues. "There are no major
subjects to dictate slection."

To recieve a degree, a student
' still would have to negotiate 120

credits, conventionally thought

of as semester hours. But only

40 credits need actually be for

participation in classroom
courses.

The other 80 credits are di-

vided between independent study

and field work, which Includes

Internships and other exper-
ience consistent with a student's

program. Work toward the B.A.
can be accelerated into a three-

year program or decelerated in-

to a six-year one.

"This is an alternative degree
track for those who are dis-

enchanted with conventional

ones. We're not trying to com-
pete with other undergraduate

schools," Dr. London empha-
sized, "which all havetheirown
proper missions."

On Saturday mornings, a

music class Is offered In which

the children learn to sing

choruses and to play simple

Instruments such ' as the

tambourine. On Saturday

afternoons, organized athletics

Is provided. Then on Sunday,

the children are taken to a

local church for Sunday School

and morning worship services.

As rewards for chores

accomplished around the

neighborhoods, the children are

given tokens. The tokens can be

used to buy clothing from the

used clothing store operated

by the Rich Acres project. The
store is maintained by donations

of the home churches of students

working at the project and by

some area churches.

Many faculty members have

also assisted the project.

Mllligan's reading area has

provided materials and advice

to set up a program for tutoring

the children in reading. The an
department has donated some
materials for the arts and crafts

classes. The athletic area has

been very helpful to diose

planning the organized athletic

events on Saturdays.

To keep the project running

smoothly, several committees

have been organized In the

following areas: tutoring, arts

and crafts, music, athletics,

and teenage outreach. The
members of the teenage

committee attempt '

to

communicate and make friends

of the area teenagers.

The Inspirations

offers evening

in gospel music

Tomorrow night, the

Inspirations, a gospel-singing

group from Washington, D. C,
will present a concert In Upper
Seeger at 8:00.

This group of ten singers

is currently on tour in this

part of Tennessee and will be

presenting other concerts in

area churches on Sunday.

The concert is sponsored

by Student Council. Nc
admission will be charged;

however, a love offering will

be taken at the conclusion of

the concert.

A FULL
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER

SPECIALIZING IN

TUNE UPS
BRAKES
TRANSMISSIONS
MUFFLERS

[TEXACO]

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAT
PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
NEXT TO WRIGHT'S

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL REPAIRS TO MULLIGAN PERSONNEL
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Issues

In the opinion of some writers it seems the

era of activism has passed from the collegiate

scene. Plagued by dlsllilslonment and a sense of

impotence, many Individuals, according to these

authors, are becoming more Introverted and

conversely, less Interested in areas of social

and political action.

Hopefully this trend, if ir is real. Is not

Irreversible. Responsible participation in the

life of a community like Mllllgan Is certainly

a desirable and potentially fruitful endeavor.

Several avenues of activity have opened up

already this year. One group of students is taking

on active role in this year's national election.

Another group has found meaningful expression of

their concern through the Rich Acres projects.

Undoubtedly other groups are providing useful

services also.

Responsibility to the college community should,

be no less demanding for the conscicnclous

student.

Mllllgan College claims to be more than simply

an academic institution; it Is also a community

in which the individual Is valued. As In any

community, various problems arc bound to arise.

It is in the solution of theseproblems that the most

valuable learning often takes place.

Recent difficulties concerning Traffic Court, ;

for example, seem to have been resolved to uie
'

satisfaction of all Involved, students andadminis-
;

tratlon. Both groups are now working to remedy
*

the traffic problem. As Dr. Yamamorl said,
;

"compromise" Is not a bad word, especially :

when the Interests of all parties can be satisfied
;

and a spirit of co-operation can exist.

To be sure, this development is encouraging •

to those who would work for an Improved sense ;

of community at Mllllgan College. But many :

other Improvements are still needed.

If Improvements In community life are to '.

continue, clear channels of communication are •

essential. Sincere convictions need to be presented ;

firmly. Intelligently and clearly. Sensitivity to

other positions should be developed. ;

Critical thought Is both necessary and desirable .*

when It Is constructive and accompanied by a
;

willingness to act. It should focus on Issues rather ;

than personalities; but It should Include an

awareness of the persons Involved. ;

Finally, creative and practical solutions to

problems should be offered and seriously

;

considered. '.

: -.:.-. .,: ::,,:::,,:,, -,,,. ... ,, .
: ,

:

.. ,,,,.

Aversion technique
Alcoholic rehabilitation presented Dr. El Dean V. Kohrs,

continues to be a problem in our Clinical Director of Central
age of anxiety. Wyoming Counseling Center in

Casper, Wyoming.
Deep - grained prejudice

against problem drinking
combines with Inadequate

counseling techniques to make
rehabilitation efforts unsatis-
factory. But the augment of

behaviorism introduces a new
try at the o'dthemeof alcoholic

rehabilitation; aversion tech-

niques open the door for

a person to control his own
behavior.

"Behavioral Approaches to

Problem Drinkers" was the

subject of a conference held

September 27-28 at Hyder
Auditorium, rhe conference, a

cooperative effort of Cross-
Roads and the Watauga Area

Mental Health Centers, sought

to acquaint people with behavior

modification approaches to

alcoholism. For this task they

Jrsiup

Milligan sees financial problems
College finances are becoming

an Increasingly complex
problem in thousands of schools

across the nation. Mllllgan, as

well as many other small private

colleges, has Irs share of

economic difficulties.

Because financial problems
do not always directly affect

students, students are often

Indifferent toward such
problems. This year, however,
Mllllgan's fiscal hardships have

resulted In several budget cuts

which affect all students, and the

students should be aware of

these cuts. The StudentCouncll,

STAMPEDE, BUFFALO, and
all sports have been budgeted

1 1 percent less money to work
with than last year. This same
11 percent cut also affects all

academic supplies and
equipment.

Mllllgan's expenditures are
closely related to student

enrollment. Students often hear
lavish praise for generous
contributors who make their

education possible. Indeed,

these donations are Important
and worthy of appreciation, but

the fact remains that they cover
little more than 20 percent of

the operating costs of the

college.

Approximately 42 percent of

the school's income is from
student tuition and about 33

percent from auxiliary

enterprises which consist of

money from room, board, the

bookstore, and the Student Union
Building, in actuality, students

pay for nearly 80 percent of the

total cost of education at

Mllllgan.

Deficit budget

Initially this fiscal year's

budget, which was planned last

spring, totaled over two n i il

dollars. Even based on an

anticipated fall enrollment of

76S, this was a deficit budget.

Because only 730 students

enrolled and because another

year of deficit spending was

by Doug Deller
deemed impossible, this year's
budget had to be balanced.

Fixed expenditures such as
faculty salaries, utilities,

insurance, etc., accounted for

over half of the proposed
budget, leaving approximately
$800,000 in non - fixed

expenditures. It was items from
this area that were cut In order
to compensate for the estimated
$88,000 deficit.

As previously stated, a

straight 11 percent cut was
applied to several areas such
as Student Council and athletics.

Funds for student asslstantshlps
and the Placement Office were
given high priority and reduced
as little as possible. Spending
for professional trips and the

curriculum center was
decreased by about half. In this

manner, a balanced budget was
finally achieved. Unfortunately,
many of the budget slashes
affected student activities.

Faculty has suffered

Faculty members, as well as

students, have also suffered

from the school's monetary
predicament. In the absence of

any substantial raises during the

past couple years, the faculty's

buying power has lessened by

nearly one tenth. A raise in

salaries seems to be essential

In the near future.

Several distinct possibilities

are in sight for remedying the

economic problems. First of all

looms an almost certain tuition

raise. According to Business

Manager B. J. Moore Ina recent

convocation address, "This
probably will not be tremendous,

but It will be some."
Because MUligan operates on

a general fund system, an

accompanying rise In room and

board costs does not seem
unlikely. A more desirable

possibility would be an increase

in donations from friends of the

college. An upcoming
"Telathon" will reach all

Mllllgan alumni and hopefully

bring more contributions.

Undoubtedly, the most
practical and desirable solution

is an Increase In student

enrollment. Mllllgan's present
faculty andfacllltles could serve
at least 800 students with little

additional expense. Such a

student increase would bring an
added income of over $100,000
and would considerably easethe
financial situation.

Excuses prevail

During the recent
enrollment decreases at

Mllllgan, more effort has been
expended In making excuses than

In working for a positive

solution. Some students have
unjustifiably put all the blame
on administration policies,

while at the same time the

administration has hidden

behind statistics which Indicate

nationwide declines in college

attendance. Hopefully the

recently expanded recruitment

program will begin to show
more tangible results than

excuses have. Enrollment,

however, depends upon more
than recruitment ventures.

Individual students have the

greatest Influence on those

prospectively bound for college.

Increased enrollment depends to

a great degree on whether
student comments of Mllllgan

are positive or negative,

encouraging or discouraging.

Faculty and administration

are also Important in

recruitment. A reputation for

fairness and openness Is

essential for Increased

enrollment. The voices and

opinions of students cannot be

Ignored. For without students,

Mllllgan Is nothing.
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Dr. Kohrs addressed himself
Initially to two basic questions:

Is alcoholism a disease? And
what are the criteria for

alcoholic control — total

abstinence or controlled

drinking? Dr. Kohrs rejected

the common view of alcoholism
as a disease; Instead, he sees
drinking as a learned
phenomenon. "Behavior is not

controlled by dependency, but

by operant learning," he said.

System to drinking

Certainly, "there Is a system
that supports problem
drinking." The drinker has

defined limits forhls endeavors,

specific time and places that

are cues to his actions. He is

not forced to drink by a craving

desire but is Instead reinforced

by the locale and by the

pleasurable memories that

drinking has brought.

Dr. Kohr*s statements on

alcoholic control were met with

mixed emotions. Many attending

the conference felt very strongly

a need fortotal abstinence from
drinking. Their views also went
hand-in-hand with a "disease-

concept" of alcoholism. Dr.

Robert Llndeman, lnhis opening

statements on the conference's

objectives, posited that a view

of "curing the alcoholic may be

a false impression' ' of the

clinlcan's role. Counselors
should instead look to

improvements in the drinker's

habit and to better family and

work relationships.

Dr. Kohrs further recognized

Dr. Lindeman's objectives.

Counselors must "get away
from value judgments,"

according to Dr. Kohrs.

Americans are culturally

biased against alcoholism:

"There Is a natural history

for aversion in the U. S. We
think once we punish the

alcoholic, we've done our job."

By advocating a controlled

behavioral approach, the

cllnlcan can begin to look at the

many aspects of the drinker's

behavior. The cllnlcan

discovers that "any behavior

rewarded Is repeated." He finds

that the alcoholic likes to play

games: an appeal to sympathy,

an escape (or maybe release),

a dare to be caught.

Better living

through chemistry

Childhood development also
enters into the clinlcan's study.
Some people possess "greater
vulnerability" in psycho-sexual
development through their
adolescent period; their

vulnerability could affect later

drinking habits. Dr. Kohrs
observed: "As long as we have
personal maladjustment
problems, alcohol is going to be
one of the things a person uses
to deal with his personal
maladju stments,'

'
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: answer to alcoholism?
by Tim Cameron

gicletal response also

rfcts the drinker's

jelopment. Social
Inlsslveness varies greatly

Bin classes and locales,

jjiesses, medical groups and

l/iduals can all provide

Mnsclous reinforcement for

Hilcoholic. After all, "this is

liemlcally-orlented society.

|i>le are going to continue to

a e drugs." We've been taught

|:er Living Through

I popular form of aversion

pulque Is chemo-therapy.

H use of drugs such as anti-

• cause a nausea that makes

\\\ tasting a drink Impossible.

JBKohrs dealt extensively with

Jt.pheram testing, since It is

fcmost popular drug. Many
Educations exist with It,

tfliver. One obvious ,

*- ,om
i;enlng people to take u i

I. But more seriously,

i.pheram can lead to

(Ihosis; "If there is a history

I mental illness, it will

ipitate that." And

Hpheram can produce a

jndence upon Its use as a

q cement for alcohol.

e advantages of electrical

IVSlon techniques surpass
||i * of chemo-therapy,
rding to Dr. Kohrs.

Electrical stimulation suggests

a wider range of application; in

the chemo-therapeutic method,
ingestion is complete , but

reflexes conditioned through the

eyes, nose and mouth are

relatively unaffected. And
electrical aversion does not give

rise to unpleasant side effects.

Shocking treatment

Electric shock treatments

have the definite advantage of

being able to be used more
than once a day. The therapist

can direct the alcoholic through

a desensltlzation period, in

which electric shocks

accompany visual and auditory

cues. Later the patient is simi-

larly desensitized to smelling

and drinking alcohol. While the

alcoholic was previously rein-

forced by olfactory and taste

cues, his reinforcement be-

cues, his reinforcement

becomes Instead the absence of

shock. And the breaks

lengthened for further
reinforcement, so that shocks
are imposed Intermittently.

The idea o* electrical shocks

terrorizes many. Yet Dr.

Kohrs finds this the most useful

tool for reconditioning the

alcoholic. Eventually the

problem drinker can regulate

his own behavior and can "get

off the 24-hour fear of losing

control." But the control of

anxiety becomes important as

well, for increased anxiety

interferes with the conditioned

reaction.

One wonders about the

notion of electrical aversion
conditioning. Seemingly any
response can be achieved
through shock treatments, even
a response contrary to one's

will. And the possibility of

psychological problems stem-
ming from the electrical shock
treatments themselves remains
onlmously close at hand.

Further experimentation may
reveal how dangerous electrical

aversion really is. Perhaps
more therapy will need to be

introduced to treat future

anxieties caused by electrical

aversions.

Ahe nfion

subscribers

If you wish to continue I

receiving the STAMPEDE, I

please renew your subsctiptlon I

as soon as possible, '

Subscription rate: $2.00.
'

Desire and awareness:

flight to perfection

by Jeanee Timm
mathan Livingston Seagull

II an Outcast. Because he had

|c;ed to greater heights and

fDTStanding than the Elders

re him, the other gulls

Ifted upon him with disgust

disdain. Because he did not

tfc'se to follow the example of

Bl'Jane living as exemplified

b>ils peers, he was rejected

In sent to a cove to live his

III in solitude. Because
fflthan Livingston Seagull

file to remain true to himself.

Iter the art of flying and

tR the brunt of ridicule, he

Bpvered truths far beyond

comprehension of those who
BJ:ted him due to their

(ht-slghted narrowness. In all

Mi , Jonathan Gull was an
. .LSI.

t i the surface, the book,

"Jiathan Livingston Seagull,"

(lie story of a seagull who
Tt\ to put meaning Into his

lif Contrary to the beliefs

If
1 the other gulls, whose

nence centered around

tog and gliding stupidly over

dicean waves, Jonathanfound

ft satisfaction as he
Wnpted to perfect the art of

Ij'g. Because of both his

J»;atlon to this goal and his

Biting individuality, the

pfrs met, held council and

Wended him from the family

Us.

though he was temporarUy
llieartencd at his
pDmmunlcatlon, Jonathan was

strong-willed gull and took

great comfort in his search

for truth of perfected flying.

It wasn't long before he was
rewarded and taken to a higher

level of consciousness and

understanding. Here he

continued his study and unlocked

the door to the secrets of living,

touching on such truths as his

own universality. ' 'The trick

was to know that his true nature

lived . . , everywhere at once

across space and time,"

Admittedly, Jonathan
Livingston Seagull Is a cleverly

written, humorous and easy-to-

read book. However, It is not Just

a story about seagulls and the

art of flying, nor is it a book

which was written to amuse
children from ages one to five.

Jonathan Livingston Seagull is a

story for people of today who
stand for their convictions

despite the tribulations
surrounding them. It bears a

message of strength and

encouragement to that spirit

within the human existence that

craves perfection and total

understanding. It is a story to

assuage the troubled soul.

Taking approximately
forty-five minutes to read, this

delightful and provocative book
was written by Richard Bach,
The pictures, which may
increase reading time to an
hour, are done artfuUy, catching

a glimpse of seagulls in flight.

It only takes a few moments
to realize why it has been
number one on TIME's fiction

best seUer list for the past

several weeks. Jonathan
Livingston SeaguU Is a book
that almost anyone would want
on the shelves of his library.

Forgery, propaganda

cause of Red scare

ORLEANS, FRANCE--DNSI—The alleged "Communist Blood-

bath" in North Vietnam after the 1954 Geneva Accords was
"100% fabricated" by intelligence services in Saigon financed

by the U. S. Government, according to a Vietnamese Catholic

who was head of psychological warfare for the Saigon army
during the Presidency of the late Ngo Dinh Diem,

Colonel Nguyen Van Chau, director of the Central Psycho-

logical War Service of the South Vietnamese Armed Forces

from 1956 to 1962, declared in an interview that the Saigon

government waged "total psychological warfare" in 1956 to

persuade Vietnamese and world opinion that there was a

terrorist bloodbath In North Vietnam. The purpose of the

campaign was to Justify President Dlem's refusal to negotiate

with Hanoi on ways to carry out the elections and reunification

promised in the 1954 Geneva Accords.

"By a total campaign, 1 mean that It was ideological, literary

and even artistic," said Chau. "Forged documents were

distributed to various political groups and to groups of writers

and artists, who used the false documents to carry out the

propaganda campaign."

British and American intelligence services helped coUect

authentic documents on which the forged documents were based.

The forgeries were so weU done that President Diem htmseU
was fooled by them, Chau said. Dlem's brother Nhu was in on

the fabrications, but Diem was "too Innocent" to realize what

was going on, Chau added.

Between 1945 and 1956 up to 500 Catholics were killed or
imprisoned for political reasons in North Vietnam, said Chau,
adding that the figure was probably too high. Since 1956, the

regime has been liberal toward Catholics.

"If In 1945 the anti-communist nationalist parties and not

the Viet Mlnh had taken power. Just as many Catholics would

have been killed, because the population regarded the Catholics

as instruments of colonialism—not without reason," said Chau,

who noted that his own familywasoneof the first to be converted

to CathoUclsm in the 17th century. French missionaries and

bishops manipulated Vietnamese Catholics to serve French

interests, he said.

Chau recounted that as a militant Catholic In North Vietnam,
he himself was frightened by the first wave of American-
financed anti-communist propaganda that in 1954 persuaded
hundreds of thousands of Catholics to flee to the South.

"In early 1954, In preparation for the worst — that is, a

Viet Minn takeover — the Americans trained and sent Vietnamese
special agents under various covers to penetrate the population

in the North. After the Geneva Accords, those agents prepared
the 'black propaganda' that frightened the refugees Into leaving."

The "black propaganda" consisted primarily of fake "com-
munist" tracts announcing bloody reprisals against Catholics

and others who had collaborated with the French. One effective

form of "black propaganda" was staged photographs supposedly

showing "revolutionaries" committing atrocities and sacrileges.

Chau said he later learned that such photographs were faked.

Colonel Chau said he has come to realize that the Catholics'

intransigent anti-communism has been a main obstacle to peace
and national unity in Vietnam. "In this isolated corner of France,"
he said, "as a Catholic I pray that our bishops in South VJ-Mtnam
will change their attitude before it Is too late, so rhat the Church
can fulfill Its proper apostolic role to end the kiUing anc&brlng
peace and reconciliation to Vietnam."

by Michelle Roche
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Torch Troupe starts new season

[|ORCH TROUPERS — Cathy Memtt and Kevin Younkin

I

!>hearse with pose, dress, and espresslons of the Troupe's play,

rForgive us our chicken coops."

Torch Troupe started its

new season last Friday night

with a production of "Forgive

Us Our Chicken Coops" at

Unicoi Christian Camp.
Torch Troupe is a traveling

drama group which presents

plays that portray various

Christian themes. According to

Jerl Smith, "Torch Troupe"
means "traveling light," and

its purpose is to "spread our

faith via religious dramatic

Interpretations." Major roles

have been cast, and serious

rehearsals will begin in one

week.

This year's repertoire

includes four dramas and three

comedies: "Christ and The
Concrete City;" "People - vs -

Christ;" "Being The Shadow;"
"The Other Apostle;" "What
Do We Do With All These Rotten

Fish;" and "Who the Hell Is

Aunt Agatha?"

Dr. Moorhoui'i, the advisor

to the Troupe, arranges for the

scheduling of the productions;
Mrs. Marguerite Parrls Is to

offer her assistance second

semester. The majority of the

performances are put on for

high schools and churches.

Jerl Smith, Jeff Parduhn and

Jay Smith are the directors for

the plays. Jay stated that "most
of theTroupe'sengagementsare
scheduled for the latter half of

November and December."

Europe offers jobs

Student loans approved
Emergency legislation, pass-

d on August 19, 1972, and ef-

•ctive until March 1, 1973,

akes it possible for lenders

make loans under the same
egulations that governed the

uaranteed Student Loan Pro-
ram prior to June 30, 1972.

The program enables students

borrowmoney directly from

bank, credit union, savings and

association or other par-

cipatlng lender. The loan Is

jaranteed by a state or prl-

ate nonprofit guarantee agency

Insured by the Federal

ovemment.
Students may borrow up to a

axlmum of $1,500 per academ-
: year. (In some states the max-
num Is $1,000 per academic

sar; lenders must adhere to

:ate regulations.) Up to a total

$7,500 may be borrowed.

1/ the student's adjusted

mily Income is less than

15,000 a year, the Federal
overnment will pay the Interest

on the loan while he Is

attending school and until the

beginning of the repayment

period. The repayment period

begins between 9 and 12 months
after he leaves school or

completes his course of study.

Students may normally take 5

to 10 years to repay the loan.

However, the minimum monthly

payment of $30 may reduce the

repayment period, depending

upon the size of the loan. Re-
payment may be deferred for up

to 3 years while borrowers

serve in the military. Peace

Corps, or VISTA; or for any

period that students return to

full-time study. Students may
borrow under this program if

they are enrolled or have been

accepted for enrollment at least

half-time;

-in an eligible college, uni-

versity, hospital school of nurs-

ing (including many foreign

schools) as an undergraduate

or. graduate student.

-in an approved vocational,

technical trade, business, or

home study school.

Any interested student must
submit an affidavit declaring

that the loan will be used only

for education purposes. This

affidavit (OE Form 1260) must
be notarized or signed by a

person having the authority to

administer oaths or affirma-

tions.

For further information con-

tact the nearest regional office

of the U.S. Office of Education,

State Guarantee Agency, lender

or Student Financial Aid Officer.

Now any student can Inde-

pendently earn his or her trip

to Europe by simply obtaining

a paying job In Europe.

A few weeks work at a

resort, hotel or similar job

In Europe paying free room and
board plus a wage more than

pays for the new $165 round-
trip Youth Fare being offered

by the scheduled airlines. A
couple more weeks on the Job

earns money for traveling

around Europe before returning
home.

Thousands of paying student

jobs are available in Switzer-

land, France, Germany, Italy

and Spain. Neither previous

working experience nor know-
ledge of a foreign language are

required for many jobs. How-
ever, to make certain every

student gets off to a good start

on his Job, the Student Over-
seas Services (SOS) provides

job orientation In Europe, Jobs

immediately available include

resort, hotel, restaurant, hos-

pital, farm and sales work.

Jobs almost always pay free

room and board in addition to

a standard wage.

Jobs, work permits, visas

and other necessary working

papers are Issued to students

on a first come, first served

basis. Although thousands of

Jobs are Immediately available,

Upcoming recitals noted

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

CRUSHED VELVET

POLyESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out tt> the Ole House and Sav

R/. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson Cily, Tenn, 37601

Tel. 926 8201

As partof theMilliganCollege

Concert Series, both Dr.

Rudolph Kremer and Rachel
Barrett Bachman will be

presenting recitals in the near

future.

Dr. Kremer, organist, will

be appearing as part of the

organ series. He will perform

in Seeger Memorial Chapel on

Sunday, October 8 at 4;00 p. m.

On October 15 at 4:00 p. m.,

Rachel Barrett Bachman will

present a voice recital. Mrs.

Bachman, who studied at

Shorter College and later at

Indiana University with Martha

Llpton, has been a member of

the faculty of Milllgan College

for the past six years.

Her recital will include; NOV
EVER CHE ASSISTEUNTRORO,
by J. S. Bach; THE VENETIAN
REGATTA, by Rossini; NACHT
UND TRAUME, by Schubert;

DOVE SONO (from the

MARRIAGE OF FIGARO), by

Mozart; SONGS, by Milhaud;

and THE MYSTERY (song-

cycle),by Carlisle Floyd.

applications should be submit-
ted far enough In advance to

allow SOS ample time to ob-

tain the necessary working

papers and permits. Any stu-

dent may obtain an application

form, the SOS Handbook

about earning a trip to

Europe, and Job listings by

merely sending his

name, address, name of

educational Institution, and $1

(for addressing, handling, and

air mail postage from Europe)

to SOS- Student Overseas Ser-

vices, BoxS173, Santa Barbara,

California 93108.

College days

sponsored by

city merchants

In order to promote better

student-merchant relationships,

the Chamber of Commerce Task
Force for Retail Public

Relations Is sponsoring College
Days in the downtown Johnson
Ciry and mall areas from
Wednesday, October 4, to

Friday, October 6 .

According to Debby Baker,
Milligan College Student

Council's representative to the

Chamber of Commerce
committee. Steed College and
East Tennessee State University
will also be represented at

College Days.

Clubs and organizations from

the various colleges have been
encouraged to take an active

part in College Days by setting

up booths in the area. Several

groups from Milligan plan to

participate.

One of the highlights of

College Days will occur on
Friday night, October6 . From
6:00 until 9:00 p. m. there will

be an outdoor dance featuring

bands from several local clubs.

Debby Baker encourages-

Milligan students to support the

efforts of the local merchants
by becoming actively involved in

College Days.

Kenny's Pizza
West Towne Square

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542-5521

Hours: Sun.-Wed. 411 P.M.

Thurs.-Sat. 12-12 P.M.

CALL FOR:

PARTY RATES

DELIVERY AT CLOSING TIMES

CHEESE

EXTRA ITEMS

DELUXE

Small Large

$1.00 $1.75

.15 .25

$2.00 $3.50

SAUSAGE PEPPERONI

GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS

MUSHROOMS BLACK OLIVES

ANCHOVIES HAMBURGER

MEATBALL and SAUSAGE

SANDWICHES

69'
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Milligan seven set 3-2 record
by Phil Blowers

Coach Duard Walker's cross

country Buffs do not seem to

realize that you can not win

meets without plenty of depth

and experience.

Evidently no one remembered
to tell Mllllgan's seven long

long distance men that you
p

Just do not win anything when

you are running three freshmen

and two guys who, until now,

never ran distance before.

But doomed of that, the

Milligan Seven have a thing

about looking good — and

winning. It all started

September 20 with a 23-32

stomping of Warren Wilson as

last year's lone returning

runners, juni&r Mike McMillan

and senior Chip Fowler

snatched the first two spots,

respectively.

A stunning setback at the

hands of powerful Carson-

Newman on September 26 was
followed by an all-out team

performance last Saturday as

the Buff harriers nipped Bryan

In a driving downpour, 27-30.

McMillan took second place

honors. Freshmen George

Fowler and Lee Morrow looked

exceptionally good as the

THEY'RE OFFI -- Runners from Milligan

start In one of Mllllgan's monsoons.
:ountry teams get off to a sloshy

Team solidarity shown

Tuesday, October 3 as the Buffs

came through with a well-

balanced performance,
finishing second to super-

strong Breward in a triangular

, Breward tallied a

Cultural events at ETSU

OCTOBER 5-25, 1972.

Display of Southern

Museum.

sculpture at Carrol Reece

OCTOBER 5, 1972.

"Friends", a movie. Shows at 5:00, 7:30, 10:00.

Price $ .50.

^^lSfe* ^g* IS" with Dustln Hoffman and Faye

Dunnaway. Shows at 5:00. 8:00, 11:00. Price $1.00.

OCTOBER 14, 1972

Open chess tournament at

Registration begins at 9;30 a.i

10:00 a.m.

the Student Center.

i., the tournament at

^BSMstfdJ&e Ballroom at 7:30.

OCTOBER 17-NOVEMBER 18, 197?.

Don Lanham's sculpture exhibit in the Carrol

Reece Museum,

OCTOBER 20, 1972.

"Zeppelin", with Michael York and Elke Sommer.
Shows at :00, 7:30, 10:00. Price $ .50.

OG^J§f
R
oi

S,^eB^ a 3-D movie. Shows at 5:00,

7:30, 10:00. Price $ .75.

All movies are held at the Center Cinema, Fine
Arts Building. Room 127.

winning low of 27, while

Milligan totaled 41 ahead of

loser Warren Wilson which only

managed a 63.

The McMillan - Fowler

combination has been the key

to Mllllgan's success and

encouraging 3-2 record so far.

Mike couples an Olympian pace

with unshakable confidence

while Chip has shown sheer

desire In overcoming serious

knee problems to emerge as

the team's close second

rambler.

Tomorrow, the Milligan

Seven will have their hands full

as they enter the BryanCollege

Invitational Meet which will

Include such giants as Carson-

Newman — considered

unbeatable by some. But, then,

nobody has mentioned that to

these relentless seven.

Win marks season opener

by Phil Blowers

Coach "Howie" Lamon's Mil-

ligan llnksters had a good work-

out September 19 as they work-

ed over hopeless Clinch Valley

327 - 393, an outrageous 66-

stroke victory margin, at John-

son City's Pine Oaks Municipal

Course.
Senior Dan "The Wop"

Hasselbeck walked away with

top medalist honors for Milli-

gan, shooting an 80-50. The 80

was nevertheless an incredible

17 strokes better than Clinch

Valley's "best" player. In fact,

the entire Milligan team came In

with better scores than CVC's
leading dufferl

Senior DeWayne "Doe"
Streng came In close behind

Hasselbeck with an 81 for the

day, while sophomore Rick
Holsteller and freshman John
Ulm took third with identical

83 scores. Freshman Randy
Trueblood rounded out

Mllllgan's tallywlthan8,whlch
was still 12 strokes beyond
Clinch Valley's nearest
contender. The CVC fiasco was
Mllllgan's season opener and
precedes a coming series of

tough clashes with such power-

Coming meets

Saturday, October 7
Bryan College

Invitational (A)

Wednesday, October 11

Brevard (A)

Saturday, October 14
Carson-Newman
Invitational (A)

Thursday, October 19

Southern States Invitational

Cumberland, Kentucky (A)

Saturday, October 28

Tennessee Intercollegiate

Athletic Conference

Memphis (A)

OPES HOUSE

Webb Hall

Sunday, October 15

1:30-4:30 P.M.

houses as Tennessee Wesleyan,

Mars Hill and Carson-Newman.

Hasselbeck and Trueblood

tossed mediocrity aside and

concentrated on steady, near

errorless golfing to tie for first

place In competition with 48

other two-mean teams at Buffalo

Valley Country Club near Erwln

Saturday.

The winning Milligan duo
came through with a combined
score of 149 (36 holes) In the

two day, "four-ball" tourna-
ment. Hasselbeck looked great

in a balanced performance which
was good for scores of 74 and
75 on the two rounds. The
"Cincinnati Kid's" veteran
experience will be the strong
point In Mllllgan's attack this

year.

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR

RESERVATIONS

FOR FALL BREAK

THANKSGIVING

CHRISTMAS

CALL

TRAVa AGENCY

In fh« hotel lobby

of iht John Soviot

PHONE 9284161

Jekuoi City

"Hi* ihyoWi
Irovel agancy"

ZIMMERMANS BOOK & CARD

West Town Sq.S/C

Elizabethtown

Zimmermans News Center
Downtown Johnson City

MAGAZINES

PAPER BACK BOOKS

STUDY AIDS

OUT OF TOWN NEWSPAPERS

GREETING CARDS

RELIGIOUS BOOKS

45s and ALBUMS





Homo wrecktus
(continued from page 3, col. 3)

badminton. The Plltdown Man
had aspidistras, delphiniums,

ana sinus trouble. Already he

was aiming at the stars and

missing them. The manubrium
indicates self-control but very

little to control. The Piltdown

Man had no chin and was rather

toothy. It seems incredible that

he had a private life, but those

are just the ones who do. The
young took after their parents.

Anthropologists say that the

Plltdown Man was stupider than

any person of today.

Anthropologists are people who

are in museums. They lead

sheltered lives. The Early Irish

left few skulls. The Early

Scotch left no skulls.

The Modern Man
The Modern Man, or Nervous

' Wreck, is the highest of all

mammals because anyone can

see that he is. There are about

2 1/2 billion Modern Men, or

too many. The Modern Man's

Famous artists'

prints exhibited

in Fall display

A gallery of works by famous
artists is on display in the fa-

culty office building:

"Extr emly colorful" and

"lovely" are the adjectives

which Mrs. Dorothy Wilson uses

to describe the etchings, wood-

cuts, engravings, silk screens,

and various other prints. The

range of styles represented in-

cludes 16th century Spanish

missal paintings to modern op

art. Manet, Picasso, Renoir,

Calder, and Goya are only a few

of the famous artists whose
works are contained in the col-

lection.

The prints, which are for

sale, will be in the faculty of-

fice building for approximately

one month. Everyone is invited

to view the gallery.

highly developed brain has

made him what he is and you

know what he Is. The

development of his brain Is

caused by his upright or bipedal

position, as in the Penguin,

the Dinosaur, and other extinct

Reptiles. Modern Man has been

called the Talking Animal

because he talks more than any

other three animals chosen at

random. He has also been called

the ReasoningAnimal, but there

may be a catch in this. The

fissure of Sylvius and the

fissure of Rolando enable him

to argue in circles. His main

pursuits in the order named
are murder, robbery,
kidnapping, body-snatching,

barratry, nepotism, arson, and

mayhem. This is known as the

Good, the True, and the

Beautiful. They mature slowly

but make up for it later,

generally from July 1 to June

30, Inclusive. The females

carry nickels and pins in their

mouths. They are fond of

glittering objects, bits of

ribbon, and olives. All Modern
Men are descended from a

Wormlike Creature, but It

shows more on some people.

Modern Man will never become

extinct if the Democrats can

help it.

COMFORTABLE STUDYING—Clinging to the last warm days of summer, students resort to

nature and drag books along for an occasional diversion from their diversions.

Beware of falling chandeliers!

An earthquake? A monkey
playing trapeze artist? A loose

screw? No, the chandelier in

the chapel fell by accident.

While all the students were
away this summer, a company
which controls humidity came
in and stretched a cable throuch

Movies at Milligan

remain to be seen

the attic of the chapel. When
their cable hit our cable (the

one holding up the immortal

chandelier), ours snapped and

the chandelier plunged in a

disastrous fall.

The great fall left its scars.

The chandelier is a hopeless

case, and the pews will never

be the same again.

The broken chandelier has

found a home in the maintenance

building. Its replacement Is

being readied In New York and

will report for duty in about

two months.

This horrendous disaster is

not a first for the Seeger

Memorial Chapel. A former

head of the chapel crew, who

Is now a leader in Student

Council (who says a poor boy

can't make good if he tries

hard?) stated, "By my
calculations, exactly one-half

of tlie objects suspended from

winches In the dupel have

fallen or come dangerously

close to doing so in the past

two years. One never knows;

something exciting might

happen in convocation."

The Milligan Movie schedule
for the remainder of this

semester has been released.

According to Tom Evans,
chairman of the movie

committee of die Junior Class,

the movies will be as follows;

Friday, October 6, 8:00 p.m.

-

"I Love You Alice B, Toklas,"

Saturday, October 14, S;00

p. m. - "Daddy's Gone
Hunting."

Saturday, December 2, 9:30

p. m. - "To Sir With Love."

Saturday, December 9, 8 :00

p. m, - "What Ever Happened
To Baby Jane".

-
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45th ANNIVERSARY SALE

• Diamonds

• Watches

• Stone Rings

• Pierced Earrings

• Bracelets

• Men's Jewelry

• Gift Selections

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

IDEAL FOR EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

Storewide Reductions

From

1
/4ro

1
/2

OFF

OCT. 5 - 14

v«4

C? ^eioelers

121 Fountain Sq.

J.C. Tenn.

Phone 926-0061

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9
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To discuss future policies of

lUIgan College, the Board of

rustees and the Board of

Ivlsors met yesterday,

:tober 26, and will meet 3gain

day, October 27.

Policy recommendations are

ide by the advisory board

lich Is chaired by Theodore*

>rd of Glendale, Arizona. The

>ard of Trustees, chaired by

eve Lacy, establishes the

lldellnes for the

(ministration to follow.

"The Board of Advisors have

power to establish rules; they

i to advise and make
commendations to the Board

Trustees, who have the power
establish the policies of this

liege," said Dr. E. LeRoy
iWson,

The Board can be divided

:o four different areas of

ms [deration; academic affairs,

udent life, development and

^sources, and business and

nance. Today these committees

e meeting separately and then

assembling to discuss the

inclusions they have made.

The Board will be discussing

2 budget for the next school

ar. An Item on the agenda
iich could directly affect

Hr. Mau
ipon mai
Mathematics will be the topic

Mr. Guy R. Mauldln's lecture

onday, October 30 at 7;00, in

e second lecture of the series

faculty lectures.

In his lecture, entitled

Mathematics, a Personal
lew," Mr. Mauldin will attempt
define mathematics. Hefeels,
iwever, that mathematics
innot be defined except in

rms of preconceptions of what
is. "Therefore," said Mr.

auldln, "I will attempt the

nposslble."

The faculty lecture series is

product of the Student
:ademic Committee, which is

osen by Student Council's
cretary of academic affairs.
This year's secretary,
iscUla Wllkins, stated that the
rpose of the lectures is "to
ovide non-classroom learning
perlences that are still within
i MUligan community."
iture plans of the committee
iy Include a student lecture
ries.

Unless there is an insufficient
mber of volunteers, speaking
II be on a voluntary basis,

topic of each lecture Is
osen by the speaker. Some
the upcoming lecturers will

students is a discussion of a

raise In tuition for the 1973-74

school year.

The Student Life Committee
asked Bill Howden, president

of Student Council, Tim
Stevens, editor of the

STAMPEDE, Rocky Laha,
president of the Senior Class,

Marsha Reed, president and
resident assistant of Hart Hall

,

and Carolyn Kustanbaucer to

meet with them yesterday

morning.

Two years ago the Board

started a program which

allowed recent Milligan

graduates to be on the Board

of Advisors. The purpose of this

program was to guarantee more
youthful opinions concerning the

students. These graduates serve

on the Board for a period of

three years,

Mark Cameron, who was
elected to the Board in the

1971-72 academic year, said

earlier this week that he views

the Beard of Advisors as a

liaison between the student body,

faculty, and the Board of

Trustees and Administration.

"It is particularly important

that the Advisors understand

what the mood of the campus
is — both faculty and student

opinion — to provide for

in muses
hematics
be Dr. Clark, Mr. Hampton, Mr.
Knowles and Dr. Read.

Mr. Mauldln's lecture will be
given In the Thompson room of

the Science Building unless a

large turnout warrants a change
to Hyder Auditorium,

and meaningful

according to

sensible

legislation,'

Cameron.
Warren Miller, who was

elected to the Board by last

year's Senior Class, said "I

would like to see the

development of a stronger bond

of communication between the

Board of Advisors and the

students and faculty,"

He added that such a bond Is

essential for adequate consider-

ation of existing conditions.

LEGISLATOR SPEAKS — In the form of a true politician

Senator Howard Baker spoke of his views on various issues
and answered questions in a special convocation held last

Monday.

Students hear Baker
Senator Howard Baker spoke

at a specially scheduled

convocation last Monday as part

of a two-week campaign tour
preceding the November
election.

Baker began his address with

comments concerning the

expected number of voters in

the upcoming election, and he
also spoke of ihe Impact of the

newly franchlsed voters in the

under-2l age bracket.

Shifting to the Vietnam
conflict, the Senator stated, "I

am hopeful that we might see
a negotiated cease-fire before

very long," Baker called on
the nation to be patient and said
that he had "no special

information" about current
peace efforts.

When asked about his lack of

information concerning the

peace talks, Baker answered
that the major burden of the

negotiations will rest with the

President, while the Senate's

role is primarily limited to

advising and approving Mr.
Nixon's work.

Baker offered his views on
amnesty In reply to another

question. He voiced his

opposition to a general amnesty,

but favored the establishment

of an amnesty board which

would review the merits of

individual appeals.

Speaking about a medical

school In Johnson City, Baker
said the Teague-Cranston Bill

increases the possibility for

a medical school lfl tins area.

In reply to a question

concerning his Senate

attendance. Baker said that he
was proud of his record and
tried to maintain a balance
between his obligations to

constituents and his duties in

Washington.

Asked why he was running
for reelection, the Senator
replied that during his term
he has seen many goals achieved
and that he looks forward to

the achievement of expectations
for the future.

Talents shown by MENC
The Big Show of '72 was

presented last night and will

be presented again tonight at

8:00 p. m. by Music Educators
National Conference (MENC)
of Milligan College in Seeger
Memorial Chapel.

With the assistance of the

master of ceremonies, Tom
Wolfe, the audience will travel

from coffee houses, to musical

comedy stages, to night clubs,

to dramatic theaters and to

LAST MINUTE REHEARSAL --
MENC VW, Show „ a pr-cdee this week. The second perforce ofJZ??£&

motion picture screens.

Kathi McCord will open the

show with her own jazz piano

arrangement. In the area of

dramatic arts, Jeri Smith will

be combining her talents with

Tony Jacobf to present a

humorous satire on a popular
movie.

Marsha Holdsworth will

complement the beginning of the

second half of the show with a

comic sketch. Accompanied by
Julia Jones, Dave Tyslnger will

recite original poetry. In the

warm setting of a coffee bouse.
Susanne Tusslng and Paul
Williams will sing one of Paul's
original compositions.
Representing themoreclassical
side of the guitar, Ken Gough
will be performing his

acrjuoftemeot- of --"Classical
Gas."

Linda Sartoris and Scott

Reldel will provoke a smile
with their childlike version of

"Anything you Can Do."
Performing the theme song of

the recent movie "Summer of
'42" will be Kathi Demeter
Nona Norris and Paul Gablnet
will combine with the chorus
In presentation of Carpenters'
"Bacharach Medley," Other
chorus numbers include cuttings

from "Hair," "Sound of

Music " and "GodspeJJ.**

Tickets are $1.00 perperson,
and are available from any
MENC member. They will also
be sold at the door.
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vital, new ideas

FAIRE LE PONT— Priscilla Wilkins, Pam Stephens, and jerry Lawson work on organization

of a magazine to reflect Mllligan's literary and artistic talent.

Creative expressions sought

FAIRE LE PONT, a magazine

designed to meet "the need for

creative expression by Mllligan

students" is the current

undertakiiig of a group of

independent students on

Mililgan's campus.
With Its name coming from a

French saying "to build a

bridge," FAIRE LE PONT is

actually a collection of the

talents of students and faculty

members of Mllligan. Informer
years a similar magazine was
published as an entirely literary

effort.

This year, not only literary

forms such as poems, short

storieSf- and essays will be

included but also visual art

forms and photography will be

published. The format of the

magazine has tentatively been

set as an 8 1/2 by n Inch, 32

page book.
Funds for financing FAIRE

LE PONT will comesolelyfrom
contributions made by patrons

from Mllligan. Mllligan's

Student Council, however, has

already made an initial $25
Contribution to the publication.

Anyone interested In

submitting material to FAIRE
LE PONT should contact either

Pam Stephens, Priscilla

Wilkins, Jerry Lawson or Jack

Knowles. The publication date

has been set for March, but

it is requested that all

contributions be made as soon

as possible.

In an effort to make positive

suggestions and Improvements

for academic life at Mllligan,

the Student Academic Committee
is experimenting with new ideas

and is working with both students

and faculty.

One new activity of the

committee is the forwarding of

student suggestions, complaints

and innovative ideas to the

faculty and administration.

There are three ways in which

students can make their ideas

known to the committee.

Suggestion boxes areprovided

in the lobbies of each of the

dorms. In the library and In

the administration building.

Committee meetings in the

Student Council room each

Tuesday night from 9:00 until

10;00 are open to any students

who wish to present suggestions

about academic life. Or,

students may discuss their

ideas with any one of the

following committee members:
Gordon Miller, John Shemwell,

Jo Watts, Priscilla Wilkins,

Robbie Wyatt.

Hopefully, open lines of

communication will be

established between students

and faculty. All suggestions

relayed to faculty members are

Founder's Weekend organized
Plans are being made to host

alumni, parents and students

during Mllligan's annual

Founder's Day weekend.

On Thanksgiving Day,
Founder's Day weekend will open
with a worship service inSeeger
Memorial Chapel at 10:00 a. m.
Dr. Helsabeck will be the

speaker, and the concert choir
will sing the appropriate

"Harvest Thanksgiving."
A traditional Thanksgiving

Dinner, which will Include

turkey and ail the trimmings,
will be served to students and
guests at noon.

The Concert Choir, under the

direction of Mr. Sherwyn
Bachman, will present itsannual

fall concert at 8:00 p, m.,
Thanksgiving Day. A sixteenth

century mass by_ Palestrina,

10% DISCOUNT

To Ail Students

CRUSHED VELVET

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out w the Ole House and Save

Ri. 2, Erwln Highway
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 - 8201

Walter Piston's contemporary

"Psalm and Prayer of David"

and several currently
popular tunes will be performed.

Although regular classes will

be held on Friday, they will be

open forvlsitation by the alumni,

prospective students, parents

and friends. There will also be

the annual alumni meeting in

Lower Seeger at 3:00 p. m.
A presentation of the

Distinguished Alumnus Award
will be held at 8:00 p. m, on

Friday in Seeger ChapeL Past
presidents of the Alumni

Association will choose the

recipient of this most honored

award.

The annual coronation of the

Founder's Daughter will also

take place on Friday night.

Founder's Daughter candidates

are nomlnatedby various groups

and clubs on campus, and then

the Founder's Daughter Is

elected by the student body at

large.

At 9;00 p. m.onNovember24,
there will be a reception for the

Distinguished Alumnus,
Founder's Daughter and the

Founder's Daughter's
attendants in Lower Seeger.

Conducted by Mr. Sherwyn
Bachman, entertainment will be

provided by both present and

former choir members.
For the sports fans, the annual

Thanksgiving tournamentwillbe
held at King College in Bristol

on both Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:00 p. m.
Two reunions have been

planned during Founder's Day
Weekend. The class of 1968 wiU
hold their reunion from 11:00

a. m. to 2;00 p. m. on Friday,

November 24. Theclassof 1947,

Is planning a Silver Anniversary

Reunion. Details will be

announced at a later date.

r
ZSMMERMANS BOOK & CARD
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Elizabethton

Zimmermans News Center

Downtown Johnson City

MAGAZINES
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STUDY AIDS

OUT OF TOWN NEWSPAPERS

GREETING CARDS

RELIGIOUS BOOKS

45's and ALBUMS

issued In the name of the

committee, while the students

remain anonymous. This

anonymity allows students to

make suggestions aboutcourses

in which they are afraid to

personally make recommen-
dations to faculty members.

In order to allow the Student

Academic Committee the

opportunity to investigate details

of ideas and to eliminate prank

suggestions, all written

suggestions must be signed. The
signatures upon the suggestions

also allow the committee

members to forward reports on

specific progress made or

reasons why progress is

impossible to those students

who submitted the Ideas.

Another new idea tried this

year by the Student Academic
Committee Is the faculty lecture

series. Some student lectures

may also be Incorporated into

the series.

Another first is that the

Student Academic Committee Is

allowed, upon request, to

occasionally meet with the

faculty Academic Committee
which ultimately makes all

academic decisions for the

school. In other years, student

suggestions could not be directly

presented to the Academic
Committee.

This year, to determine

whether or not the faculty

evaluations have significantly

helped teachers make positive

Improvements In their teaching

methods, a survey concerning

faculty evaluations has been

distributed to the faculty

members. If this survey shows

that the faculty evaluations do

not prove helpful to faculty

members, most likely the

evaluations will be discontinued

because of the time and expense

involved.

A possibility for next

semester is an Academic

Emphasis Week, similar In

format to previous Christian

Emphasis Weeks.

Secretary of Academic Affairs

Priscilla Wilkins comments,

"In spite of the fact that the

most important aspect of college

is academics, too often the

academic life has been a rather

neglected area. This year,

however, our committee Is

vitally concerned about

academic affairs. We are

determined to make the

committee anactlvelyfunctional

body rather than merely an

organization which' plays at

being busy while actually being

bogged down with trivia,"

LARRY'S

DIAMONDS

& RINGS

WHOLESALE PRICES TO

STUDENTS AND FACULTY

CONTACT

URRY CRANE

928-7794
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Milligan goes to dogs

IAKESPEARE FOREVERI -- Enjoying practice as well as

rformance, Leslie French uses his extensive experience

Shakespearean acting to direct Milligan students in TWELFTH
GHT.

A brown and red Milligan

puppy named "Coon" was hit

by a car three weeks ago in

front of the chapel.

Whoever hit Coon did not

bother to investigate what had

happened, co«n withdrew to a

corner of the chapel, where he

was found by some girls who

took him to the veterinarian.

So far the story seems simple.

But what had starred out as

students' concern for a hurt

animal became a real problem

for the few who took the time

to care for the dog.

Mark Black was one of die

few. When Coon was brought

back from the vet, he needed

to be kept indoors to keep his

broken leg from becoming

Infected. Mark volunteered to

keep Coon In his room.

French makes final U.S. tour
by Pam Wahl

As a part of his last American
our, Leslie French has returned

o MlUlgan to act and assist in

llrecting and producing
hakespeare's "Twelfth Night,

•r What You Will."

Although he was asked to

eturn, Mr. French came also

•ecause he enjoyed workingwith

rtllllgan students in "The
Merchant of Venice" last fall,

le found the people here "fun

ind Jolly."

Young start

Mr. French's interest In

lakespeare Is the result of a

ilte unusual experience he had

a ten-year-old boy. Being

te for class one day, he

irrledly slipped Into the room
id sat down,only to find that

had entered the wrong room.
:3t wishing to create a

sturbance by leaving, he
tmalned.

The class into which he had

umbled was an upper division

lgllsh literature class thatwas
udying Shakespeare's "The
mpest." Fascinated by the

:t that the professor did not

ak at the text of the play as

read, Mr. French opened a

ok and began to follow along.

When the professor asked the

iss a question concerning the

>y, Mr. French ra ised his hand
d answered. His reply caused

professor to inquire the

ason Mr. French was in the

After hearing his

explanation, the professor

invited Mr, French tocome back

to the class again. Said Mr.
French, "I had a son of feeling

for it even at that age."

Twelfth Night

Mr. French related the story

behind "Twelfth Night," which

was written in 160 1, Shakespeare

wrote the play ten days before

its performance at the request

of Queen Elizabeth while she

was entertaining Prince Ausinl

Italy. Being Involved in some
trouble in Italy, Prince Ausinl

had decided to go abroad,

- When the Prince visited

Queen Elizabeth's court, she

found him Interesting and invited

him to her banquet In Whitehall

Palace on the twelfth night of

the Christmas celebrations. The
character of Olivia in the play

is Shakespeare's compliment to

Queen Elizabeth, while that of

Orslno Is his tribute to Prince

Ausinl.

According to Mr. French, one

can learn a great deal about life

from Shakespeare. In his

writing, Shakespeare held a

mirror up to Elizabethan times

that reflected much of what we
also find In the world today.

His plays are very much up to

date; "there is nothing old-

fashioned about them."
Very little Is known about the

life of William Shakespeare.

Inaeed, there Is some debate

as to which plays he wrote and

if the person called William

Shakespeare really wrote them.

But because Shakespeare's

plays are so actable, with the

possible exception of "King

Lear," Mr. French believes

that Shakespeare must have been

an actor.

Although Mr. French has

acted Shakespearian plays In

several non-Engllsb speaking

countries, he feels that ShaKe-

speare does not translate

well. Those listening in other

languages do not really

understand the "Engllshness of

it." The rhyming "goes to

pieces."

Continues travels

After he finishes the play at

Milligan, Mr. French will go to

San Francisco for a reading

recital. Then, leaving America,

he will continue to South

Africa, where he will direct

the twenty-third production of

two Shakespeare plays, "The
Tempest" and "As You Like

It." He also plans to work In

London, both acting and

directing, In the mediums of

television and films.

Concerning bis never-ending

tours, Mr_ French says, "It's

life traveling around — I can't

settle down." His love for

Shakespeare is beautifully

expressed in his statement,

"I'll go .anywhere to play

Shakespeare."
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by Tim
Mark was getting more tnan

he bargained for. Mr. Don

Jeanes, head resident of Hardin

Hall, allowed Coon to stay In

the dorm, provided that no one

complained about the dog. But a

sick dog does not always cater

to accepted standards of

cleanliness, and Mark soon

caught the wrath of Mr. Jeanes.

Rosemary Holtsberry also

took an active Interest In Coon's

welfare. When she learned the

trouble Mark was having In

finding a shelter for the dog,

she began making phone calls

to people connected with the

humane society.

Rosemary discovered that no

official humane society exists

In Johnson City. Volunteers do

as much as they can. "It's too

bad there Is no organization to

which people can go or send

money," Rosemary said.

She did contact Mrs. Davis,

a Johnson City volunteer who

was willing to keep Coon until

fall break. But the burden of

paying for his food and the

veterinary bills has fallen

upon Milligan studentB.

rbe Initial vet bill was thirty

dollars, which has been partially

collected by students going from

door to door. Other bills are

yet to be paid. Tim Beck Is

presently accepting donations

for the care of Coon.

Mark and Rosemary

encountered much desire for

good-will from students

concerned with Coon's well-

being. Many who could not donate

money when approached showed

an interest in future assistance.

Mark could only say, "We're

thankful for the help people

have given."

Not everyone is so kind toward

the dogs, however. Recently

when the dogs were resting

together on the lawn, a person

crept up behind the dogs and

kicked one of them squarely

In the side. "You don't like

me kicking those dogs, do

you?" the person asked an

observor. "The next time 1 see

Chose dogs in my yard I'm

going to kill them."

Most ol Milligan would not

be so open in their hatred. Yet

HI Ulilll ill
'

Cameron
a lot of anti-dog sentiment IS

present. The failure of some
students to share lrfthe labor of

concern , does not help me
matter. According toRosemary,

"There are a lot of people who
have a lot of good Intentions,

but they don't always follow

through."

1 nat statement could show

the plight of dll at Milligan.

Rosemary posited; "It's easier

to give love to a dog; the dog

always gives back. When you

deal with a person, you may be

rejected." And much easier still

Is to give an Impression of love

and cooperation but not really

to participate in such a nature.

Maybe Milligan is doomed to

accept the altruism of a few

as their total dimension. At

least a few have extended

themselves.

Suspenseful party

haunts campus

Halloween Eve

Lower Seeger will house a

suspense-filled Halloween party

on Tuesday night, October 31 at

7:30 p. m. for all members of

MlUlgan College.

The party may or may not be
full of suspense In the traditional

Halloween use of the word. But

thus far, an atmosphere of

suspense has shrouded the parry,

for none of the members of the

Social Affairs Committee, Jim
Sluyter, Pam Stephens, and

Rosemary Holtsberry, seems
willing to reveal any details

concerning the party.

Secretary of Social Affairs

Jim Sluyter has announced,

however, that plans for the party

include entertainment, food and

a trip to a haunted house.

Sluyter urges all students to

come to the party and

emphasizes that everyone

should wear old clothes.
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Issues

Members of Mttllgan's Board of Trustees

and Board of Advisors have once again gathered

for a biannual meeting to discuss recommen-
dations, submit reports, and take action concerning

the policy and welfare of the school.

Hopefully, the Trustees and Advisors realize

that their job includes more than merely

maintaining the operation of an Institution and

its physical property. Decisions of the Board

significantly affect student life, and Board mem-
bers must seriously consider student needs and

opinions.

Admittedly, In the short time of two or three

days it Is difficult for Trustees and Advisors

to gain a comprehensive picture of the student

mood on campus. Yet, all possibleattempts should

be made toward this end.

Last spring a number of students had the

opportunity to address the Board's committees

on student life and academic life. This was an

excellent means for Board members to become

familiar with student views, and if at all possible,

such a forum should be continued.

In the past It has often_seemed that any initiative

toward further communication has had to come
from the students. Thus, while the Trustees and

Advisors are on campus, students should use

every possible occasion to greet them and talk

with them. Those students who are acquainted

with Board members have an obligation to keep

them Informed concerning student opinion.

Because of the limitations of time and space,

the President's Report to the Board of Advisors

and Board of Trustees sometimes tends topresent

an Incomplete view of student life. Board members
have a right as well as a duty to hear the students'

perspective of life at Milllgan.

Improvements can be made only if communi-
cation between students and Board members
cominues to increase. We, as students, must

rationally evaluate problems and present clear

opinions and recommendations. One can only

hope that the Trustees and Advisors will respond

in the activism of Christian concern rather than

in the defensive spirit of maintaining the status

quo.

Inconsistent con

This year introduces a new stage In American

politics with the initiation of 18 year old voi ;rs.

College students can now participate In the

electoral process and demonstrate their interests.

But student Interest has not been cultivated

here. One of the best ways for creating a political

awareness would be through a utilization of

convocation, for only at that hour can everyone

be assembled. Issues could be considered; forums

and short lectures could be presented.

No such effort toward grooming an Informed

electorate has been made. One forum has been
planned by students, but the panel could not use

the convocation hour. Instead the convocations

have presented speakers whose themes might

Just a§ easily have appeared after fall break.

A good opportunity has definitely been over-
looked. The notion of an Informed student reacting

to Issues on the basis of facts instead of emotional

responses Is Indeed a myth. Maybe we are not

ready to make the myth more of a reality.

When Dr. Yamamorl accepted

the position of Dean of Students,

one of his main objectives was

to unify the rules of the College

and set them down for easy

access by the students. With the

publication of "Rules and

Regulations Governing Student

Life at Milllgan College," he

achieved this objective.

However, many Inconsistencies

exist, and a closer look atthese

rules must be taken.

The first few paragraphs state

that the "College believes Its

students will behave as

responsible Christians and will

exercise the necessary self-

discipline to fulfill their

potential as students on the

College campus."
However, if the College

believes that the students are

responsible adults, many of the

rules, such as curfew, room
regulations and women's
sign-out procedures would be

totally unnecessary. In a sense,

these rules demonstrate a lack

of faith of the College in the

responsibility of students to

their Christian faith. Rather

than trust the student's integrity,

the College prefers to control

blurb
One of the phenomena to

emerge as a part of the youth

culture during the past decade

was the rock concert.

To unravel the strains

which merged and emerged to

form rock music would perhaps

be a valuable, but monstrous,

task. But the Importance of

rock music Is, If onlv bv reason

of the number of followers,

worth considering.

Although boisterous, loud, and
offensive to many, rock concerts
have served some purpose. They
became a point of reference and

Identity for some, and an escape
for others. Exuberant, they

openly called traditional values

and inhibitions into question.

Such events as Woodstock
Festival became focal points

for the counterculture. The
music was more participated in

than listened to. Eventually

everyone was drawn Into the

movement of the concert. A
rapport developed between
audience and performer, and
the themes and moods of the

times were mutually shared and
felt.

If rebellious, impudent, or
even "naughty," a vigorous
affirmation of life was the

essential message. No one would
want to live at Woodstock
permanently, but the attempt
to find new methods of living

was refreshing.

Whether rock music is the

cause or effect in the youth

culture Is still an open question.

But it does seem that some new

direction has been taken.
Perhaps the fantasy land of the

Cat Stevens in concert
by Tim Stevens

counterculture has partially

evaporated. At any rate, the

intensity with which the external

concerns of youth were once
asserted has dissipated

somewhat.
The message may be

essentially the same, but the

manner of its presentation has
been altered.

One of the poet-musicians to

become prominent in the last

two or
.
three years is Cat

Stevens. The concert he gave
Monday night in Knoxville made
this departure from the "old"

forms clear.

If a single adjective can
adequately describe the overall

performance. It is

"professional." The arrange-
ments "creprofesslonallydone.
The playing was professional.
The sound system was
professionally mixed.

For those who went to

get some insight into Cat
Stevens' personality, the trip

was a disappointment. Unfortu-

nately, aside from naming the

songs, the presence of the

was hardly
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The impression was one of a

group of people accurately

reproducing the most recent Cat
Stevens albums. The revelation

of a small section of strings
was disappointing. The entire

performance became one of

calculation rather than

spontaneity.

Notwithstanding this reser-
vation, Cat Stevens' music does
have certain irresistable

qualities.

Throughout the songs, a

feeling of sentimentality is

present, with sometimes even an
air of holiness.

Shouting into the microphone
at times, and almost crying at

other times. Cat Stevens is at

times reminiscent of a revival

preacher.

The songs are almost totally

introspective; even those
written about social concerns
are more personal reaction than
demands for change.

If any optimism is present,
however, it is not without
reservation. What is perhaps
the best example of his writing,

"Peace Train," expresses
urgently what we all hope for.

"Oh, I've been smiling lately

dreaming about the world as one

and I believe It could be

some day Its going to come

cause out In the edge of darkness

there comes a peace train

oh peace train take this country

come take me home again"

the lives of Its students an:

allow them little or nc

responsibility.

Regardless of age ot

situation, all single student;

attending Milllgan College arc

required to live In the dorm;

unless they have relatives ii

the area. The rooms become

"home" to the students, anc

privacy should be respected.

Instead of having privacy,

however, many ol the students'

rights are invaded. Indiscreet

Inspection of rooms may take

place at any time. If theColIege

Is going to demand that students

live in the dorms, then the

School should respect the

privacy of the students.

Regulations concerning the

dormitory rooms also cause

legitimate questioning. Why is

it that only two guests a month

are permitted? Why is it thai

"room decorations should

conform with accepted standards

of good taste"? More
importantly, who determines

these "standards"?

If guests comply with the rules

of the College, then there should

be no limit to the number of

guests a student may be able

to have In a month. In much the

same way, if the room is ne3t

and orderly, then "good taste"

should be considered a personal

judgement, and left up to the

student. These are areas in

which the student could exercise
self-discipline and is not
given the opportunity.

Unity achieved?

The Idea behind a unified set

of rules was an excellent idea,

had It been totally carried our.

However, one questions the

difference between two separate

sets of rules and one set of

rules with special clauses for

women. Page three of the

"Rules" deals almost entirely

with women's rules. These
regulations are concerned only
with the women.

This set-up makes one wonder
If the men of Milllgan College
behave with greater "Christian
responsibility*' than do the

women. If this Is true, could

It be possible that the reason
they exhibit such behavior' is

that they have been given the

chance to accept greater

responsibility?

In the present situation. If a

woman has blanket permission
from her parents, there is very
little restriction placed on
where or with whom she may
may go. Why is It then that she

MILLIARD
Hm* JOE UATi
getting ready to
pick up his

MiUiq<v* cKtcK,
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ust sign oui on the ' 'blue

,rds" when no "blue cards"

Jst for the men?
Often the argument for the

esence of these cards is that

case of emergency, the woman
iuld be notified quickly and

flclently. The same procedure

at the men follow could easily

adopted by the women, and

e privacy of the female

udents would not be Impinged

•on. All students could leave

ites on tops of their desks to

itify the College of their

lereabouts.

Double standard

In much the same way, curlew

another area in which the

lies of MUligan College

scrimlnaie between men and

>men. Again, clauses of extra

Jes are Included for female

sldents. The 11:00 bewitching

tur brings herds of girls

uffling into the dormitories

fcardless of their activity.

Generally, mis' curfew rule

not difficult to follow,

iwever, when extra time is

;eded and cannot be acquired,

ustration results on the part

the students Involved. Extra

le allotted by the dorm
others is helpful, but often

ese ten extra minutes are

it sufficient to patch a quarrel

finish a lengthy discussion.

This frustration may cause a

udent to break the rule and

ave the dorm after hours,

this student is caught,

scipllnary action is taken and

e student Is punished for

miething, which, in her

Jadonship with another

srson, she felt she had to do.

It becomes a question of ethics

id priorities. A person should

:ver have to choose between a

•latlonshlp to another person

id obedience to a needless

lie, and It is unfair of the

ollege to place a student In

a n e e Timm SK^ssfR%¥SS«%%

a position where this type of

decision must be made.

Protecting rules

One wonders if rules such

as these are created for the

protection of the student or for

the convenience of the school

officials. If It is for the student's

protection, then why is such

"protection" not provided for

men? It is a rather surprising

fact that on the MUUgan College

campus, 3 twenty-one year-old

woman who has obtained blanket

permission from her parents

has less freedom than an

eighteen-year-old man.

Student Council has set up

a commission to examine the

Letter to

the editor

:ar Editor,

If George McGovem can get

s name In a headline on the

ont page of the MUligan
)llege STAMPEDE, then this

ust be a critical realignment
ar in heaven.

Melvln Morton
281 1-B Rio Grande
Austin, Texas

rules and present Its findings

to Dr. YamamorL He has

expressed a willingness to

discuss their findings and, if

necessary, revise the rules,

lncongruencies such as those

stated should be taken into

consideration and suitable

solutions sought.

It is time that the MUligan

administration and Board of

Trustees take a close look at

the rules Imposed upon the

students. Part of the dignity of

Christianity lies within the

ability of Christians to trust

other Christians. Living In this

compulsory,. sheltered
atmosphere is not conducive to

achieving these results.

A personal view

Quixote vs. the car salesman
It Is now only two weeks

unrU Election Day, and

curiously enough. It Is only

now that Election 1972 Is

beginning to take on aU the

trappings of a real Presidential

election. In the months of

August and September It looked

to most people like the

Presidential race that never
was. McGovem trailed badly

In the polls after several early

campaign muffs, whUe Nixon
appeared as if he would sit

this election out in the White

House.

The situation has now
changed somewhat. Senator

McGovem has overcome some
of his early bumbllngs and

President Nixon is beginning

to come out In the open, in

the past few days the

Presidential aspirants, with

their running-mates acting as

echo chambers, have begun

lambasting one another as

contenders for the highest

office In the land are supposed

to do. The Pollyanna world of

political niceties as
engendered in Walt Disney
movies has been scrapped for

the mud-sllnglng tactics of the

"electioneering Jungle" Jiat

they both know so weU. For the

next week and a half until

election day slander wiU be

the name of the game — on

both oio.es.

The choice this election year

is an interesting one. In George
Mc Govern you have a manwho,
as a man, should command the

respect of every Individual In

this country. In George

McGovem you have a man to

whom love, charity and truth

are not mere words to be

bandied about while practicing

the art of sophistry, but rather,

they are very meaningful and

very real existences In this

world.

A dreamer

In short, George McGovern
is a modern-day Don Quixote,

championing virtue and Justice

in a world sadly in need of such
qualities. He is a dreamer. His
dream Is a world In which war
is abolished as a means settling

disputes and each man can live

and work in a spirit of kinship

with every other man. Yes,
George McGovern Is a

dreamer. And like the Don
Quixote of ' 'Man of La Mancha ,'

'

I'm afraid his Is an "impossible
dream.'

Senator McGovern's
programs are built around the

premise chat his dream can

become reality. Buy the

premise and you buy the bit.

But the premise is, to put it

honestly and yet with a note of

sadness, ridiculous. Hence the

weakness of his programs.

George McGovern Is a

wonderful man, full of

compassion for his feUow

creatures. If God would grant

us a thousand more men like

him this world would Indeed

be a better place to live. But

Lord help us If he ever became
President.

SUNDAY Nl&HT DATES
With HP LKTE PERfA\SS\W

* *OR THE. BiftDS_^^

by Ron
Then there Is Richard M.

Nixon, currently the President

of the United States. Richard

Nixon has spent most of his

adult life In public service.

He Is a pragmatic individual

who knows the Ins and outs of

government. He Is skilled In

the mechanisms of executive

power. When he sits in his

Oval Office in the White House,

he knows what he Is doing, and

he does It welL

But what about the man7
Perhaps the most Incisive

statement about the man, though

very subtlydone, was the poster

of him with the caption

underneath saying: "Would you

buy a used car from this man?"
Richard Nixon is a supreme
politician. He knows whose
boots to kick and whose palms

to grease. It Is for good reason

that in a recent poU Richard

Nixon ranked next to last as

the most admired President of

the 20th century. He was ranked

Just one percentage point above

Herbert Hoover, whose

unpopularity largely stems

from his having been President

at the height of the Depression.

Communist hunter

Richard Nixon gained

national recognition with his

prosecution of Alger Hiss. (Or

was It the persecution of Alger

Hiss — the argument still goes

on.) During the McCarthyyears

he was a good communist hunter,

as all red-blooded Americans

were in those years. This

eventually led to bis nomination

as Vice President during the

Elsenhower tenure.

Love, charity and truth do

not mean the same thing to

Richard Nixon that It does for

McGovern. For Nixon they are

merely words to be used for

pragmatic ends. With a son of

Orwellian "double-think,"

Nixon refers to the despotic

government of South Vietnam

as a "democracy." At a time

when he was trying to lull the

people Into believing that he

was winding down the war,

be was authorizing bombing

Nutter
raids on Vietnam on a scale

never before seenlnthehlstory

of the world. It was Nixon who,

with self-righteous indignation,

attacked the Democratic Party

for the under-handed way in

which they were running the

campaign — all In the light of

the Watergate affair as weU as

the Nixon campaign funds found

sequestered in a Mexican Bank.

Richard Nixon is forever

trying to keep attuned to the

pulse of the people. Not so much
out of a sense of duty but as a

means of knowing what it takes

to bring across their vote. If

there were a large grass-roots

movement among Gay
Liberation I would lay odds that

Nixon would start buying silk

underwear — and make sure
everyone knew It.

Better choice

There Is the choice we have

for President. (The more I

think about It, the Dingbats

for Bunker organization sounds

better and bener.) In George
McGovern we have a

wonderfully principled
Idealistic man. He Is a man
who could Inspire all by word
and deed, but whose political

programs are simply too

Idealistic to be workable.

In Richard Nixon we have an

extremely qualified man for

the executive chair, but whose
moral standing leaves

something to be desired. Mr,
Nixon may be weU versed in

how best to negotiate a treaty

with the Russians, but I trust

him about as much as 1 would

trust AttUa the Hun. I beUeve

him about as much as I do

Plnnochio. I always wondered
how "tricky Dick*' got that

It Is very much a dilemma
for us voters. We could vote

for a good man with a bad

program or a bad man with

a good, or at least better,

program. One thing is for

certain though — DO VOTE.
Personally, 1 feci this could

be Harold Stassen's year —
whether he Ukes It or not.
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Alumni Telethon scheduled

to solicit contributions

PROFESSIONAL FORM — In grand style Leslie French demonstrates appropriate actions
to Ira Read, Cathy Merrltt, Gary Spencer and Jack Knowles In practice for the play, TWELFTH
NIGHT to be performed Nov. 17, 18 and 25.

French directs comedy
Leslie French, the well known

English Sheakespearean actor,

along with a cast composed of

Milllgan students and faculty,

will present Shakespeare's

"Twelfth Night" on November
17, 18 and 25 under the direction

of Mrs. Parris.

This la Mr. French's second

appearance at MlUlgan In a

Shakespearean production. Last

fall he starred in "The Merchant
of Venice," playing the lead

role of Shylock.

The student members of the

cast are Joe Atkins, Debbie
Baker, Rex Bell, Rod Bernard,

Rick de Win, Tony Jacobl,

Tommy Jenkins, Kathy Merritt,

Ron Nutter, Jeff Parduhn, Jay
Smith, Jeri Smith, Gary Spencer,
and Ton! Zimmerman. Faculty

members Jack Knowles and Ira

Read are also In the cast. The
stage manager of the play is

Felicia Fontaine.

Tony Jacobi Is playing the role

of Feste during Mr. French's

absence. Since Mr. French will

not be here for theNovember25
performance, Tony will also

play the part of Feste for that

night's production.

"Twelfth Night" is a romantic

comedy, and one of

Shakespeare's most popular

plays. It Is also the most musical
of his plays. There Is a distinct

musical theme for each of the

main characters that provides

a delightful background for the

play. Mr. French, as Feste,

performs several songs to the

accompaniment of a guitar,

played by Felicia Fontaine.

According to Mrs. Parrls,

Shakespeare is difficult to per-

form for contemporary students.

She feels, however, that the cast

succeeds very well In making

both the lines and characters

believable.

To provide an added incentive

for working hard, each week

the cast votes on the "top

banana." The criteria for the

"top banana" include bow

quickly lines are learned,

attendance and promptness for

rehearsals, the catching of cues,

stage performance and general

helpfulness. Jack Knowles was
voted "top banana" the past two

weeks. Mrs. Parris stated that

the one who wins the most times

will receive an award for being

"the best member of the team."

Since the November 17 and 18

performances are a part of the

Milllgan College Concert

Series, there will be no

admission charge to Milllgan

students. The November 25per-
formance, which takes place

during Founder's weekend, will

be free to both students and

visitors.

Phones will be ringing at

Mllligan during November 14

through 21 as the college

conducts an Alumni Telethon.

All Milllgan alumni who have

not donated financially to the

college within the past twelve

months will be contacted during

the telethon and asked for a

commitment.
Ten telephones will be

installed In Hyder Auditorium,

and the phones will be manned
by volunteers from the faculty,

alumni, board members and

selected students. Most of the

alumni helpers live In the

greater Tri-Cltles area.

Twenty people will work each

night between 7 and 9 p. m„
with calls for the west coast

at a later hour. While ten people

are phoning, the other ten will

complete cards listing

Information from previous

phone calls or will prepare for

more calls.

Although the alumni telethon

is the first of Its kind at Milllgan,

Mr. Eugene Wlgglnton, director

of development at Milllgan, said,

"The telethon will be an annual

project If it meets our

expectations, and we anticipate

that It wiJJ."

Mr. Wlgglnton has
participated In a telethon

at Cincinnati Blhle Seminary.

Mr, Dale Adams, assistant dean

of students at the Unlverslry of

Cincinnati, worked with Mr.
Wlgglnton and helped in a

telethon at the University of

ClnclnnatL Milllgan has

consulted Mr. Adams, and the

telethon will use some of Mr.
Adams' Ideas.

Expenses for the project will

be paid by money collected from

Schools cooperate
in medic program

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
405 Elk AvtNUE

EUZA8ETHT0N, TENNESSEE

Dr. Leach, chairman of the

Area of Scientific Learning, and

Dr, C. Robert Wetzel, academic

dean. encourage students

interested In paramedical

professions to visit with them.

MlUlgan College is developing

cooperative programs that will

enable students to complete a

maximum of transferable work

at Milllgan College and then

complete the program in

cooperating schools.

According to Dr. Leach,

paramedical refers to the allied

medical professions such as

medical technology, occupation-

al therapy, physical therapy,

radiological technology and

several other relatedprograms.

This program Is extremely

variable and depends entirely

upon the qualifications of the

student to get into the

professional school of his

choice.

Dr. Leach has additional

information on colleges in the

Tennessee area and In the

Midwest whose required

courses correspond with

Milllgan College's require-

ments. He urges Interested

students to take advantage of

this program.

it's

the real

thing

STUDENT LIFE PLAN
INSURANCE UP TO AGE 25

CONTACT:

MRS. MARGIE GOUGE

Rl. 6 Eli zabelhlon
542-4654

AMOUNT OF
INSURANCE

$10,000

$5,000

ANNUAL PREMIUMS

$26.00

$15.00

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

$10.00

$5.00

A Plan of Protection While Securing An Education

the telethon. According to Mr.
Wlgglnton, the workers "will

dial direct, and each call will

average less than $1.00."

Mr. Wlgglnton noted, ' 'We feel

that alumni Interest In the school

has been on an increase. For
example, we Just completed our

national election for president

of the Alumni Association, and

Mr. Oris Hyder, president of

the First Peoples Bank In

Johnson City, was elected. Of

all ballots we mailed, we
received a 25% response from
the alumni, or 1000 votes."

Volleyball team

gains victories

Five matches have been

played, the 1972-73 volleyball

season is nearly half over, and

the MlUlgan College Women's
Volleyball team has recorded

three wins and two losses.

Coached by Miss Bonner, the

team has defeated Emory and

Henry, Sulllns College and

Cincinnati Bible Seminary.

Other matches with East

Tennessee State University and

Mars Hill College account for

the two losses.

The starting team consists

of Captain Susan Kennedy, Lois

Huffman, Debbie Van Brlggle,

Sandy Ernest, Mila Balendne
and Chris Sankovlch. Eight

other members comprise the

second team substitutes.

The last two home games
will be next Monday and

Wednesday nights, October 30

and November 1, and away
games will be on Tuesday and

Thursday. The women are

preparing for a tournament at

Emory and Henry on November
3 and 4, and an E, T. S. U.
Tournament on November 10

and II. The State Tournament
will be held in Cookville on

November 16, 17 and 18.

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR

RESERVATIONS

FOR FALL BREAK

THANKSGIVING

CHRISTMAS

CALL

Idham

TKAVR AGENCY

fci lh» hoi./ lobby

el tkt John S»vi*r

?H0* 92M161

fekasoi City

"Tht ttvdant i

travl ogwtcy"
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Buffs finish season at Memphis
by Chip Fowler

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT — New cheerleaders (top to

bottom) Joni Harker, Noreen Younkln, Nan Rowland, Debbl

Hull, Brenda Trultt, and Penny Patton work out new cheer

formations In one of their dally practices.

MUHgan's seven-man cross-

country team has been practicing

hard to make a good showing

In the Tennessee Intercollegiate

Athletic Conference (T1AC)

cross-country meet In Memphis

this Saturday, October 28.

It will be the wind-up of a

season that was marred by a few

hard hitting Injuries to Coach

Duard Walker's runners. Junior

Mike McMillan has led the team

through several difficult meets,

Including those held In rainy,

36 degree weather. On
Thursday, October 19, most'

the team was left numb after a

hard-fought and close defeat at

the hands of a very strong team

from Carson-Newman. Carson-

Newman's Ownby brothers

crossed the finish line holding

hands In a time of 19:02, a

new course record. McMillan,

a Florida boy braving the cold,

was third, with an outstanding

time of 19:27.

Injury and Illness to freshman

Lee Morrow was a crippling

blow and a decisive factor In

the outcome of at least three

meets. Although he Is well now,

Lee has been slow In coming

back to the form that had made
him a pressing and strong third

Cheering squad lacks funds
In order to defray the costs

of their uniforms and other

essentials .the MUlIgan College
cheerleaders have asked for

contributions from clubs and
organizations on campus.

The approximate costs of

their uniforms this year is

two hundred and fifty dollars

which must come from the

cheerleaders ' own pockets. To
help them cut this cost Brenda
Trult, captain, approached the

Student Council for a donation.

She explained that the cheer-
leaders are not Included In any

budget whatsoever.

Bill Howden, president of

Student Council, appointed

Shirley Norman and Brenda to

investigate the matter more
clearly. Last night Student

Council voted to donate twenty

five dollars to the cheerleaders.

The cheering squad Is also

asking for minimal donations

from the dormitory councils

and any interested individual.

The squad Is also sponsoring

several money-making projects

such as: bake sales, a pie

festival, and the sale of spirit

badges. According to Brenda,

"We are trying to defray our
costs as much as possible so

that we will not delete the

basketball budget anymore than

need be."

The cheerleaders practice
everyday from 5:00-6:00 In

the gymnasium and they hope

to start their own devotional

service after fall break. The
sponsor this year is Mrs. Mary
Young, and the varsity squad
includes: Captain Brenda
Trult, Joni Harker, Penny
Patton, Noreen Younkln, Debbie
Hull, Nan Rowland, and Kathi

Jablonskl, alternate.

Vanderbilt Factory Outlet

get in on our . . .

"Be-Witching" Sale
Prices Effective Through Halloween

Oct 31, 1972 Only

1st Quality

Blouses
Regularly Priced $6.00 to $9.00

Solids & Prints

One Group of

Dresses 1/3 0FF

VANDERBILT "outlet
Ftatunng Lanciry LTD * oOitr Quality SpotUurn'

Soffit Shoppmp >^r~irWn HwV—10Ali »r*l M^Fr, -I PMS

INTERESTED

IN AN
INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

OPEN 'TIL 9 O'CLOCK MON.-FRI. NIGHTS

MR. LYLE BRUMFIELD

will be on the campus

Monday
October 30, 1972

fo discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in The field of

NTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

nterviews may be scheduled at

Placement Office

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Glindtli. Ariiona 85301

I M*n*gtm*n1 AmocU

man behind McMillan and senior

Chip Fowler, who has been

running as second man as he

did last year.

Freshman George Fowler has

been a strong man in the top

four all year until the last few

meets he has consistently been

third. Larry McNea, the

"freshman goatee," has been

Improving steadily and has

finally achieved one of bis goals,

that of beating George, After

seeing George's heels most of

the season, he has moved into

the number three position.

George claims that it won't stay

thai way. The Memphis meet will

tell.

Two upperclassmen new to

this year's team are Le»
G Indiesberger, a junior, and

senior Ed Smith, Both have run

hard and have bandages to prove

It.

Overcoming Inexperience, In-

juries, and weather, MiUigan's

seven have carried the MlUlgan
tradition well. And hopefully,

they'll pull through again this

weekend at the TIAC meet In

Memphis.

.</'

WITH POCKET PHOTO, YOU

CAN KEEP THOSE PRECIOUS

MEMORIES SAFE!

' Now when you bring us your color prmt roll

dim lex developing and printing, your finished

pictures are given 10 you in this durable, clear

plastic case! Trie handy siie makes <I easy lo

carry m pocket or puree! Yourj with each roll

di fum we develop and print lot you from

square color phni negatrves- 120. 126. 127

« 620 i'lti.
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Election 72: A forum on issues
Id nearly four years as

resident of the United States,

Ichard M. Nixon has made
eat strides towards achieving

:cords alined at easing

eologlcal tensions and bloc

infrontatlons which have held

e world in a near-perpetual

ate of war. With America
self, he has worked hard to

lmlnate the rancorous blight

racial discrimination, to

ovlde better educational

iportunltles, to curb taxes,

wipe out crime, to eliminate

iverty, to clean up the

ivironment, to provide jobs,

d to renovate the economy,
Nixon's position and

rectives on thewar In Vietnam
fleet not only the views of

more conservative

nstituency, but the Intelligent

areness of experience In

flllng with the communists
well. In standing firm on

I assertion that the nation of

nth Vietnam Is entitled to the

chts of self-determination,

esldent Nixon has argued for

people of that nation.

The pursuit of peace will

>t be achieved by capitulation

Vietnam and a weak. Idealistic

litico-mllitary stand vls-a-
5 the communists. I believe
it bombing by the United States
II have to be drastically
nailed before a complete
gotiated settlement can be
iched. Nothing is gained, how-
sr, by surrendering to the
'atlonal demands of an
jressive force which has no

legal basis for meddling in the

affairs of South Vietnam. The
fact that South Vietnam
presented an lrreslstable temp-

tation to the communists to

usurp their sovereignty under

a banner (guise) of "unification"

does not In any way give

legitimacy to the North

Vietnamese cause.

President Nixon is doing and

has done his utmost to achieve

lasting peace In Vietnam and

throughout Indochina. By ending

the vast American combat role

(and thus vitally eliminating U.S.

casualties), by bringing most
Americans home from the war,

and by offering generous peace
terms to Hanoi while not handing

over South Vietnam to

the communists, Richard Nixon

has done virtually everything

within his power to end the

war on terms short of total

surrender.

But there are other Issues

besides Vietnam. Under
President Nixon, the economy
Is bounding back from a

recessive trend which had its

origin in the Johnson Adminis-

Nixon
position

by Phil Blowers

tratlon. Inflation is being

checked. New jobs are becoming
available as production is

expanding. The Gross National

Product Is headed for a rise

of $100 billion. International

trade Is being stimulated. Add
(or subtract from?) this the

devastating repercussions that

a switch In executive leadership

could have, and it seems foolish

to consider such meddling as

prosperity reaches record

heights.

In the area of education, the

President Is making it possible

for any student who wants a

college education but cannot

afford one to attain his goal.

The new Revenue Sharing pro-
posal, pending in Congress,
would return billions of federal

tax dollars to state and local

governments that can be

invested In primary and
secondary education *aclllties,

thus allowing for much better

schools.

Basically, then, the final

choice must be made between
the candidates --their position,

records, plans for the future of

America, As a concerned

voter, I have weighed the

differences between the candi-
dates; it is my honest opinion

that Richard Nixon has proved
himself a capable and stable

President, and thus deserves to

extend his mandate of leadership

as Chief Executive,

A house divided against Itself

cannot stand. The old proverb
applies to America as well.

George McGovern represents
a dangerous cross-current in

American politics which
jeopardizes the spirit on which
America Is founded. His plans

for the domestic policy of this

country are dangerously naive,

bordering on outright socialism

and the stigma of mass welfare.

His ideas of taxation intrude

heavily on the principles of

inheritance and private property
and, in the end, would really

hit the middle Income groups
the hardest. Like many past

liberal Democratic politicians,

Mr. McGovem has rationalized

that the best way to solve

problems Is to spend money
and to expand the bulking federal

bureacracy. His foreign policy

implies that military weakness

and refusal to confront

freedom's adversaries will

somehow bring peace to the

peoples of the world. His talk

of the "re-ordering of national

priorities" is no more than a

slap at America's position of

vital strength in a world of

harsh political realities. The
old cliche about cleaning your
own house first is irrelevant.

In this age of vast international

inter-relationships, "McGov-
ern's policy Is foreign."

America Is in a period of

transition. During President

Nixon's term In office we have

moved from confrontation to

negotiation without sacrificing

national defense and commit-
ments to our allies. The
President's historic trips to

Moscow and Peking have opened
the door to good will and under-
standing for the first time .

The Nixon Doctrine has united

the need for a strong national

defense with the affirmation that

reconciliation and collective

security with communist nations

are imperative If the goal of

peace Is to be attained. The
transition Is permeating the

economic structure as well, as

tbe country moves from dollar

crises and inflation to a new-

era of prosperity and stability.

We cannot afford to upset

the delicate transition that

President Nixon embodies, 1

believe that the man is

concerned with the future of

America and is dedicated to the

cask of alleviating the nation's

ills and providing for peace
long after he has left thepolltlcal

arena. For If re-elected, this

man who has fought to attain

every position he has held in

three decades of public life will

at last be resolved to complete

the programs of his first term,

and to pursue the dreams and

aspirations for America and

the world which will be the

climax of a long and historically

significant career.

Stating that he will stand on

is record from the past four

:ars. President Nixon has
rfused to debate or campaign
:ross America concerning the

isues of the 1972 Presidential
mpaign. Each individual must
;n ask himself one question:

have been the

complisbments of the Nixon
^ministration over the past
it years?

President Nixon has claimed
it he has been successful In

-escalating the Indochina

nfllct. It Is true that he has
indrawn a great many of our

>ops from South Vietnam; but

:ually the Vietnam War has

re-escalated. Mr. Nixon
expanded the senseless

mblng of North Vietnam on a

tssive scale and has blockaded

iphong and the North
itnamese coastline. By
landing American lnvolve-

M into Laos and Cambodia
bout Congressional approval,

Nixon has violated and

ised the Constitution. Mr.
has also increased

lerlcan involvement in

alland, from which air strikes

linst North Vietnam have been
ltered. Apparently he falls to

illze that America's military

:sence in Thailand might
Jiilt In a "new Vietnam."

'resident Nixon has not been
cessful in securing the

ease of American prisoners-
war (POWs). The
arcerated Americans in

"th Vietnam are in reality
Itlcal prisoners, because
Indochina war is a political

.- with political objectives.

. Nixon's policy In regard
obtaining the release of our

POWs has been to implement

massive aerial bombing and to

maintain the naval blockade

around Haiphong and the North

Vietnamese coastline. The
assumption seems to be chat

punishment will bring
conformity.

The new Kissinger talks

initiate a new view from the

Nixon Administration, Mr.
Nixon has been demanding a

cease-fire throughouc Indochina

and release of American POWs
as prerequisites for total

American withdrawal. He has

also considered any coalition

government attempts In South

Vietnam as uncenable. Now Mr.
Nixon is entertaining thac a

coalition government Is a viable

option, that a cease-fire may
noc necessarily Include all of

Indochina, and chat a 60-day
troop withdrawal is possible.

What the new stance means
Is not yet known. Senator

McGovern's plan, offering the

North Viecnamese an incentive

for POW release by ordering

a 90-day withdrawal of all

military forces, no longer can
be labeled radical. Mr. Nixon's

move, shortly before elections,

is discurbingly polltlcaL

Certainly the timing ol a

releasement concerning the

talks Is not accidental. But

McGovern has continually

insisted he Is more interested

In peace than In who
accomplishes it.

Mr. McGovern believes that

the fate of Vietnam must be

aeciaea by the Vietnamese
people themselves. He does not

hold that the Thleu regime
fulfills this role, but rather that

it is corrupt and undemocratic.

McGovern
position

by Dan Ramey

The last South Vietnam election

cannot be considered demo-
cratic when only one candidate's
name appeared on the batloc

and when dissencles were sup-
pressed by the army and the

police. Mr. McGovern wants
not a mlnlatureU.S. government
in Asia, but a truly Vietnamese
polity.

Educational reform is another

Issue to which Senator

McGovern h3S devoted much
energy. Mr. McGovern desires

a future with Improved
educational opportunities for all

In America. He realizes,

however, that the existing

property tax structure, which Is

the primary source for

elementary and secondary
education, is Inadequate to

finance the needs of education
In America. This tax system,
which fosters unequal schools.

each dependent on the relative

wealth of a particular county

or city, must be augmented by
increased federal aid, Mr.
McGovern's proposals call on

the federal government to fund

one-third of the total cost of

education for elementary and

secondary schools.

Regarding the matter of

bussing in order to achieve

integration In schools. Senator

McGovern has pledged to uphold

the Constitution "as interpreted

by the Supreme Court. Mr.
McGovern has courageously

supported bussing as one means
to Insure Integration. The
primary concern for his stance

Is that every American receive

a quality education. Mr. Nixon,

however, has not capitalized

on a need for equal

opportunities in education, but

has consistently used the

bussing issue to divide Amer-
icans, thereby reaping political

gains from this emotional

Issue.

Indochina and education are
but two important issues of the

1972 Presidential campaign.
Senator McGovern has been
labeled radical on both of his

stands. George McGovern's
position, however. Is a more
racional approach co problems
than the presenc existing

policies of the Nixon Adminis-
tration.

Senator George McGovern,-
the Democratic presidential

nominee, must be elected

President of the United States,

if America is to again be a

progressive nation. Mr.
McGovern has been courageous
and overt with the American
people about these reform
proposals which, if adopted,

would reorder our priorities,

and help reshape American
society.
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Council requests abolition

of all dress restrictions

Student Council recently

passed a resolution urging the

abolition of die Milllgan dress

code.

Council's regulation was
prompted hy a controversy over

dress (or Sunday dinner. On
October 31, 1972, Dr. Yamamori
Issued a memorandum limiting

dress (or Sunday dinner.

In this printed statement,

the Dean of Students said that

"pantsults or slacks are not

acceptable for women" and that

"men are expected to wear
dress slacks and shirts."

According to Dr. Yamamorl's
memo, 'bluejeans, t-shirts or
sweatshirts are not acceptable"

either.

In general, Student Council's

resolution suggests that "a

number of the aspects of the

dress code . . . are more
stringent than die code of society

in general" and that the

"apparent purpose of the dress

regulations is to Impress

visitors."

further, the resolution states

that when the majority ol the

students are allowed to

participate in choosing the

country's President, "it seems
somewhat absurd to assume that

die same students are not

capable oi dressing themselves
properly."

At the November 16 meeting,

Student Council received notice

of Dr. Yamamori's official

response to the resolution. Dr.

Yamamori's letter said, "Let
me state clearly at the outset

of our relationship that it is

not my practice to respond to

any ultimatum type proposal.

We cannot hope to develop a

growing and mature relationship

out of this context."

Explaining that hehad already

taken steps "for a

comprehensive and systematic-

review of the rules and
regulations governing student

life at Mllligan," Dr.Yamamori
refused to make any rule

changes until die 1 all of 1973.

Hill llowden, president of

Student council, states, "Many
members ol the Student Council
lelt tlut die time had come to

clearly state our position on a

matter of concern to the student,

rather than merely sitting hock
to see what Dr. Yani.unon would

do.

"This exchange has clarified

die position of the Student

Council and the Dean of Students

on dress regulations and on the

working relationship between
the Council and the Dean.

However, I feel It's very

unfortunate for those currently'

attending Mllligan College that

no changes in Irritating

regulations will be made at this

time."

llowden (urther explains that

the resolution is not an

"ultimatum type proposal" but

a proposal which urges the

administration and die Dean of

Students to realize that the

"dress regulations are an

unnecessary irritation now ; the

problem can and should be

eliminated now," not delayed

until the fall of 1973.

A commission appointed by

Council is presently evaluating

the rules and regulations issued

earlier this fall. Its findings

are to he summarized and

submitted near the end of

January 1973. Dr. Yamamori's
office will also be represented

in the meetings of the

commission.

J'ONIGH T'b THL NIGHT—One oi [tiese loveiy seniors will De bestowea the title ol t-ounaer's

Daughter for the 1972-73 year. Pictured (1. to r.) standing: Carolyn Enkema, Donna Lovlnz.

Kathy Polenack, Susan Benson; sitting: Sandy Whumore, Kathy Reed, Denise Taylor, Jean Tlmm,

Linda Schilling, Judene Howell. Not pictured—Jackie Ell is and Susan Kennedy.

Ladies seek annual title
Twelve senior women have

been selected from various

clubs and organizations on

campus as Pounder's Daughter

candidates of Million.

These candidates and the clubs

they represent are as follows:

Susie lienson, Service Seekers;

Jackie Ellis, Pre-Law Club;

Carrie F.nkema, Circle K;

Judene Howell, Pre-Med Club;

Susan Kennedy, Phi Eta Tau;

Donna Loving, Alpha Phi Omega;
Kadiy Polenek, Concert Choir;

Kathy Reed, Civinettes; Linda

Schilling, Chamher Singers;

Denise Tayloi , Student National

Educators Association; Jean

Tlmm, Music Educators

National Conference; and Sandy

Whitmore, Christian Service

Club.

The candidates and their

escorts were presented to the

student body last Tuesday in

convocation. In addition, an

unexpected thirteenth candidate

made her appearance in

Convocation. Representing

MALE (Mllligan Active

Liberation Effort), Charlotte

Hopwood joined the twelve

Founder's Daughter candidates.

The election for Founder's

Daughter was also held on

Tuesday. Only the [lrst twelve

candidates appeared on the

ballot, however. Write- in

candidates such as Charlotte

Hopwood were ruled out, for as

Dr. F_. LeRoy Law son, master

of ceremonies, explained, "One
of the qualifications is that the

Founder's Daughter befemlnine

instead of, well . . . you know."

The Founder's Daughter for

1972-73 will be announced

tonight at the Founder's Day
Program at 8:00 p. m. in Upper

Seeger.

Miss Turbevllle was
responsible for coordinating the

presentation and election of

candidates.

A Founder's Daughter
candidate must fulfill these

qualifications;

1) She must be a senjor and

must have attended Milllgan for

no less than diree semesters.

2) She must return toMilligan

spring semester.

3) She cannot be married.and

she will not marry before

graduation.

4) She does not have to be a

member of the club she
represents.

5) The runner-up will take

the winner's place if the

Founder's Daughter cannot

fulfill her duties.

When jsked what the

Founder's Daughter represents.

Dr. Wetzel said, "She
represents the ideal of Milllgan
womanhood. Beauty is not the

primary quality of a Founder's

Daughter. We lean more to other

qualities of the Mllligan woman,
such as Christian service,

leadership, and scholarship."

Student Council joins ISA

KOUCH AND READY —Sir Toby (Dr. Ira Read) stands unoauntec.

as Sir Anthony (Mr. Jack Knowles) prepares for battle in

Milligan's production of Shakespeare's TWELFTH NIGHT. The
final performance will be held Saturday, November 25, at

8:00 in Upper Seeger.

Student Council was given

permission from the
Administration last Tuesday to

join the Tennessee Student

Association (TSA).

TSA is a newly organized,
non - partisan, politically

oriented organization whose
purpose is to serve as the voice
of Tennessee students to state

officials and to give information

of political issues to member
schools.

Presently, the organization

consists of seventeen schools,

five of which are small private

institutions. Each school,

regardless of size, has equal
voice. Any school which
disagrees with a position taken
by TSA may officially file a

minority report stating its

position.

Following die pattern of a

similar organization in

Kentucky, two state-wide

general assemblies will be held

annually. Periodical regional

meetings will also be held.

Student Council sent a

delegation consisting of Randy

Clark, Brent Hart and Chuck
Wheeler to the final

organizational meeting of TSA
at Middle Tennessee State

University in October. Their
purpose was to evaluate and
report to Council die worth oi

joining TSA.
Their response was largely

favorable. Hart expressed his

view that Milllgan should Join

because "it will give small
schools like Milllgan a greater
voice in matters concerning
students in Tennessee."

Bill Howden, president of

Student Council added that

"more frequent associations
with student leaders from other
Tennessee colleges will lead to a

greater exchange of ideas for

improvement of campus life."

Student Council presently

belongs to the Southern
Universities Student
Government Association
(SUSGA). No action has been
taken so far on remaining In.

SUSGA. However. an
investigation of its value is

presently underway.
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Madrigals to relive

Christmas traditions
Christmas pageantry of

sixteenth century England will

be the theme of the sixth annual

Madrigal dinners to be held

December 1-7, with nearly2700

guests attending.

Through the efforts of many

people, the Interior of the

cafeteria will be translormed

into the design of a medieval

castle. Mr. Kyte and his crew

will be In charge of construction;

Mrs. Dorothy Wilson and her

art students will plan the drops

and general decorations; and the

chapel crew will work on the

lighting effects.

Upon entering the dining hall,

guests will meet the glow of

candles, the scene of pine boughs

and the richly decorated head

table.

Authentic styles of the Tudor

period, the singers' costumes

a e the creations of seamstress

N.rs. William Moorhouse. The

i lothing is designed from

sketches Mrs. Moorhouse drew

of Tudor costumes while she

was In London. New aspects

of the women's clothing Include

long trains and more elaborate

detail.

Consisting of typical yule

dishes of the sixteenth century,

the dinner will include roast

prime sirloin on yorkshire

pudding, flaming plum pudding

and wassail, a traditional

Christmas drink of that era.

Trumpet fanfares by men
dressed in medieval costumes

will precede each course. A

boar's head carried through the

dining hall will announce the

main course.

Performing music from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth

centuries, the Chamber Singers

will highlight the evening.

According to Mr. and Mrs.

Sherwyn Bachman, more Italian

and German songs will he sung

this year than were performed

In previous years. Carols will

also be sung from the OXFORD
BOOK 01- CAROLS.

Chamber Singers this year

are Mrs. Rachel Bachman, Mr.
Sherwyn Bachman, Sharon

MacDonald, Rex Bell, Jean

Timm, Ken Cough, Sharon

Hoffman Evans, Dave Hughston,

Sandy Evans, Paul Bader,

Beverly Noel, Dan Lawson,

Rosanne Evans and JimSluyter.

The first Madrigal dinner at

Milligan was held five years

ago and lasted only one night

with 400 guests In attendance.

Due to the popularity of the

Madrigals, the dinners have

expanded Into seven consecutive

nlghts with 380 people in

attendance each night.

Model U.N.
Milligan has received an

Invitation to send a delegation

of four or more to a model

United Nations at the University

of Miami from February 28 to

March 4, 1973.

International problems will

be discussed at the debate

symposium. Its purpose is to

acquaint young people with

international problems and the

realistic operation of world

government.

Persons interested in

attending should contact Dan

Ramey for details on costs by

December 17, 1972.

CHECKING THE FIT—Chamber Singers, Dan Lawson and Rosanne Evans, try on the»r

costumes In preparation for the upcoming Madrigal dinners scheduled for December 1 -7.

Oh there's

home for the

no place like

holiday season
Milligan students may yet to

eat their turkey at home next

Thanksgiving; at least, that's the

hope of the Student Council

Committee for changing

Founder's Day.

Last year the committee,
which Included Chuck Hilhorn,

Gym structure redesigned

plans for the new iieldhouse

have been modified to

accommodate rising construc-

tion costs.

In a STAMPEDE interview,

Milligan President Jess W.
Johnson said that although the

structure itas been radically

altered, no sacrifice was made
in the amount of space or in

facilities included.

Revised plans call lora round,

two story building In place of the

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

CRUSHED VELVET

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Save

R|. 2. Erwin Highway
Johnson City, Tenn 37601

Tel. 926 • 8201

original oval design. No change

was made in the design of the

roof, which is to be supported

by air, as planned.

President Johnson cited

Increased expenses, due to

construction delays and the

experimental nature ol the

building, as the major factor in

the decision to revise the plans.

With the modifications. It is

hoped that costs will he held

near the original estimate.

Completion ol the lieldhoust

LARRY'S

DIAMONDS

WHOLESALE PRICES TO

STUDENTS AND FACULTY

LARRY CRANE
928-7794

Shirley Norman and Debby
Baker, attended a meeting of

the Academic Committee and

made a proposal to change

Founder's Day weekend so that

Founder's Day would no longer

fall on Thanksgiving weekend.

At that meeting, the student

committee was told that not

enough evidence supported their

supposition that students wanted

to go home for Thanksgiving.

The Academic Committee also

stated that the 1972 Founder's

Day would again be held over

Thanksgiving since that date

had already been set.

According to Debby Baker,

chairman of this year's Student

Council Committee forchanglng

Founder's Day, the committee,
which includes Mike Flora and

Sue Ragsdale, is '"trying to

change 1 ounder's Day to a more
suitable weekend, but not trying

to get rid of Founder's Day
altogether."

To obtain student and alumni

opinions, the committee has a

four-fold plan. | irst, the

committee will give an opinion

poll to the students in order
to j^et an idea ol how many would

like to go home. Another opinion

poll will be sent to a random
sample of the alumni to find out

whether they would be upset

il 1 ounder's Day were changed.

Also pan ol the plan is to

have a guest register during

Founder's Day on which the

alumni will sign how far they

have traveled to attend tht

function, how often they have

come, and whether they plan to

attend next year, counting die

sign-out cards of the girls and

taking a count of the Jtoys who

leave at Thanksgiving Is the final

step in the eliort to shov. the

need for changing Founder's

Day.
The main arguments given

against changing Founder's Day
are that such a change would

upset tradition and that fall Is

the only time the alumni can

come back. From Interviews

with students, the committee

has found other weekends that

may be suitable.

One suggestion is to have

Founder's Day In Octolwr when

the leaves are changing. Another

proposed date is the weekend

before Madrigal dinners so

people could stay to attend them.

Still another Idea Is to set

Founder's Day for Labor Day
weekend when people are oil

work.

A faculty member has

proposed one idea which may
pro\e satisfactory: an alumni

week or weekend could be

instituted, allowing returninj:

alumni to bring campers or to

stay in the dorms. Then, instead

of electing a Founder's

Daughter, a basketball

homecoming queen could he

t-hosen.

All these suggestions and

others will be examined. The
opinion polls and guest register

will be checked before

Thanksgiving. After all the data

is collected, results will be

taken to the Academic
( ommittee for study and

consideration.
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Telethon nears half way mark
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As of Novemher 17, the

Ullifian College Telethon,

hich has been taking place In

lyder Auditorium, has raised

22,005 of the original goal of

50,000 set by Director of

jevelopment, F.ugene Wlgglnton.

Through the combined efforts

f students, faculty,
dmlnistration and board

nembers, at least thirty percent

f the alumni of the College

ave been notified and asked to

onate money.

Mr. Wlggimon feels that the

telethon has, been a '"good

uccess" although problems

ave arisen as many of the

tumnl have not been contacted,

'he majority of those called

ere not at home and have to

e notified at a later date.

Volunteers officially worked

om 7:00-9:00 In the evenings;

jwever, "once people got

:arted, they didn't want to quit

id often worked to 10:00,"

:cordlng to Wlggimon. Each

t, Mrs. Helsabeck prepared

»freshments for the workers.

During the hours of the

elethon, many humorous
/eats took place. The most
unowned story is that of Lester

indlesperger. Working for Rod
•vln, Les had a question and

ropped In to talk to Rod,

After much cajoling, Les was
ilked into making one telephone

all before he left. He opened

se telephone conversatlonwlth,

This Is Lester G. from
dilligan College," and without

nyof the pre-traininf; the others
ad received, Les succeeded in

btalning a $100.00 donation,

[e decided to leave while he

as ahead, so that was the only

hone call he made.

Kevin Harkey spoke to one

[ Mllligan's alumni, and when
sked if he'd like to donate,

evln received this answer; "1

on't think I want to give no

loney to MilliganCollege. They
ad a Dean there once who
sked me to leave. 1 just don't

link I'd be wanting to give

ny money."
On the second night of the

elethon, B. J. Moore was
peaking to a man who had

ery little education. Completely

ndaunted, Mr. Moore continued.

And you never wenttoMlIligan

ollege? Well, would you like

3 make a contribution anyway?"
turned out that the contact

as unemployed.

Not all the calls were
roductlve, and not all the calls

'ere kind. Sharon Cox had

roblems one evening when she

by Jeoni
phoned and talked to a graduate's

wife. When posed with the

question of whether she cared

to give, the woman replied, "It

would be a cold day in hell

before I gave Mllllgan College

money." When asked why, the

woman replied, "Because

Milligan College doesn't have

any ethical values,"

Of course, there were very

few of this type of call, and

on the whole people were

responsive.

The phones themselves

caused problems both during the

Telethon Itself and during

classes held In the Auditorium.

During the evenings, volunteers

quite often had trouble getting

a long distance line. After

dialing "1" for long distance,

the well-known recording of

"The number you have Just

dialed is no longer In

service . .
."

After several such 'wrong

numbers,' Robert Kroh, a

minister at Erwlnanda member
of the Board, sat with the

receiver pressed to his

forehead. Mr. Wlgglnton, witb

great concern, asked him tf

perhaps he were sick. Mr. Kroh

looked up and said, "No, I'm

praying]" Whether or not he

ever got through after that Is

not known, but rumor has it

that prayers are answered.

Frustration with the phones

was manifested in a different

manner one morning in

Humanities. Dr. Wetzel found

he had to interrupt a Freshman
Humanities lecture on

"Aristotle" in order to answer

e Timm
one of the ringing phones. To
no one's surprise, it was a

wrong number.
Mr. Wlgglnton commended the

majority of his workers.
However, he Insists that one of

the professors who volunteered

cost him money. "Everytlme
Prof. Allen Hoffman got on the

phone, every other word took

him thirty minutes to laugh."

All In all, and considering

the fact that only thirty percent

of the alumni have been notified,

Wlgglnton feels that the effort

has been successful. He would,

however, like to see the total

rise above the $50,000 mark
before the end of the TeU-thon.

DING-A-LING—Mike Kouns and Kathy Phillips make friendly

calls to Mllllgan alumni, asking for contributions during the

recent telethon.

Lawson given new title
At a recent board meeting,

the Trustees unanimously
approved President Jess
Johnson's recommendation that

Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson be named
Vice President of Milligan

College.

The Installation of Dr.
Lawson, whose former title was
Administrative Assistant to the

President, as vice president

does not involve a change In

assignment In job, but Is,

according to President Johnson,
"a more popular recognition"

of the work Dr. Lawson has
done. The new title corresponds
more closely tohisactualduties

than did that of administrative

assistant.

Another reason forthechange
in terminology is, as stated by

Read speaks on revolution

Dr. Ira Read will discuss

the youth revolution Tuesday,
December 5, 1972, at 7:00 p.m. in

the fourth lecture of the faculty

lecture series.

Allowing for multiple

possibilities. Dr. Read entitles

his lecture "The (a) copping
out, (b) acculturation, (c)

maturation, (d) all of the above,

(e) none of the above of the

American Youth Revolution" or
"Sex, Soma, and Somnambu-
lism."

The lecture will treat the

American youth revolution of

the past eight years from a

historical perspective.

Dr. Read will pose questions

such as the following: How did

the youth revolution begin? What
directions did it take? If it

failed, where did it fall? Do the

70's repeat the apathy-

characteristic of the 50's?

Commenting upon the youth

revolution, Dr. Read says, "It

is Interesting to note that tbe

first person I ever heard say,

'You can't trust anyone over

30/ is now 34."

After the lecture, there will

be an informaldiscussion period

for questions from theaudience.

During this period, the answers
for the multiple choice title

will be discussed.

The lecture will be held in the

Thompson Room of the Science
Building and will be moved to

Hyder Auditorium if the
audience is too large for

Thompson.

Get Your Car Ready

For CHRISTMAS VACATION

TUNE UPS
BRAKES
TRANSMISSIONS
MUFFLERS

itEXACOl

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
NEXT TO WRIGHT'S

10% DISCOUNT ON All REPAIRS TO MILLIGAN PERSONNEL

Dr. Lawson, related to a

"clarification of role." He went

on to say that the function of an

administrative assistant was

often difficult to define and that

the use of the title sometimes

caused confusion when he

travelled for the college.

The term administrative

assistant, which President

Johnson adopted, comes from

the use of such assistants by

Senators to handle some of their

administrative load.

Dr. Lawson's responsibilities

at Mllllgan encompass a wide

range of activities. As vice

president (and also a former
administrative assistant), he

functions in behalf of the

President when Dr. Johnson is

absent from tbecampus.Healso
works with the administrators

of the four organizational areas
into which Milligan College Is

divided: Academics, Business
and Finance, Development, and
Student Affairs. In addition. Dr.
Lawson mentioned that he is

available to the President for

"special assignment." Apart
from his administrative duties.

Dr. Lawson teaches and is

chairman of the Humanities
area.

The organization of Mllllgan
into four major areas is a result

of the work of President Johnson.

' After becoming president, he

wrote to one hundred colleges

with the objectives of studying

their functional organizations.

Following the completion of

his study. President Johnson

concluded that the most effective

structural arrangement for

Mllllgan was one In which all

work was placed in the four

above-mentloned categories.

According to President

Johnson, Dr. Lawson functioned,

in his two full years as

administrative assistant, as a

"floater" between the four areas

while the final steps were being

taken to realize President

Johnson's plans. During the

school year of 1970-71, Dr.
Lawson worked in the area of

Development until the addition

of Mr. Eugene Wigglnton.

Last year Dr. Lawson also

moved to the area of Student

Affairs. The area of Student

Affairs headed by Dr. Tetsunao

Yamamori, who serves as Dean
of Students (in place of separate

Deans of Men and Women), with

an assistant, Mrs, Phyllis

Fontaine. The areas of

Academics and Business and

Finance, under Dr. C. Robert

Wetzel and B. J. Moore,
respectively, had previously

been established.

HALF POUND CHOP SIRLOIN STEAK

DINNER

39
Served with Crisp Green Salad four choice of

dmting, baitd potato or French Frit*. Tuaf
Tout. $1
ENJOY OUR OTHER BIG STEAKS ALL

CARRY
OUTS
AT

REGULAR
PRICE!

DURING THE WEEK!

BUCMOO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPPING CENTER

CROSS EAOM K MART NORTH JOHNSON CITY

COM! AS TOD ARE - NO TIPPING
0PIN 7 OATS

CARRY-

OUTS

CALL

92S-7401
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Issues

Last Tuesday Student Council received a

memorandum from Dr. Yamamorl's office

granting permission to join the TennesseeStudent

Association (TSA). The STAMPEDE feels that this

decision should be heartily commended.

The action seems to indicate a modification

of administration policy with regard to MiUlgan's

participation In student political organizations.

Last year an effort was made to join the National

Student Lobby (NSL), an organization whose

purpose Is to voice opinions on student related

Issues.

Permission to Join NSL was denied on the

grounds that such an organization might take

a stance on some issue which is antithetical to

MiUlgan's basic tenets. Supposedly, Milligan would

seem to be condoning such positions. It was also

felt that MiUlgan's voice would be lost in such a

large organization.

TSA is also a politically oriented group which

will be articulating student opinions on related

issues. However, TSA Is a much smaller organiza-

tion than NSL and thereby gives each member a

greater voice. Also, each member college is

equally represented, regardless of size.

Obviously, MiUlgan's presence In TSA can be

significant.

Membership in TSA will also prove advantageous

from the perspective of a close relationship with

other schools In Tennessee. The potential (or an

exchange of Ideas could be an Invaluable aid to

campus life.

Hopefully, this opportunity will be fully pursued
by Council. Through active participation In an

organization like TSA, our alms and Ideals as

students, as members of the MUligan family,

and as Christians can have a meaningful Impact.

Requesting variety In the convocation programs

and allotment of time for dlscusFion of contro-

versial Issues, students recent"/ learned from

Dr. C. Robert Wetzel, chairman of the convocation

committee, that the primary purpose of conv- cation

is worship. An attendance-required servlce.how-

ever. Is far from the New Testament idea of true

worship being that which Is an expression of what

Is within mankind rather than that which is imposed

upon mankind.

Repeated each Tuesday and Thursday after the

announcements, the phrase "Now lei us prepare

our hearts for worship" Implies a separation of

worship from the whole of life. As a community
of Christians, the college's sharing together in

any way should be an honor to God. Although

Milligan Is called a Christian College, devoting

each convocation hour to song service and sermon
must not become the proof of its right to retain

the nomenclature Christian,

Dish mach
While Innocently walking

through the cafeteria Une on

a recent Saturday evening, lhad

the pleasured picking upaclean

tray and discovering a wad of

chewing gum complacently

staring at me. I decided the

surprise was bearable and

resigned myself to the situation.

Imagine my amazement the

next day as I encountered the

same tray with the same gum
as 1 traveled along the buffet

tables for the noon meaL.

Naturally I began to form some
opinions about the entire

episode.

First, I decided that people
who stick gum on trays are

grossly Inconsiderate and rather

stupid. My next judgment was
that sanitary conditions in the

cafeteria are possibly not at an

optimum level.

Condititions

improving
After checking into the

situation, I learned that

circumstances in the kitchen

are slowly Improving, contrary

to popular belief. In April of

1971 Sam Combs was hired as

blurb MARJOE, ministers, and manipulation

by Tim Cameron -

MARJOE is a documentary
movie on the life of a

Pentecostal evangelist.

Marjoe Conner (his name
Is a combination of Mary and

Joseph) was heralded as the

youngest preacher ever, having

received God's call at age four.
Memorizing sermons, with help

from a persistent mother, young
Marjoe spoke with God's
authority and demanded
repentence from all. He soon

became a very popular

evangelist and even performed
weddings (his first was at age

five). When other evangelists

were having financial struggles,

Marjoe managed to keep his

family well-fed.

Marjoe continued preaching
until his teens, when he bitterly

rejected his past, moved to San

Francisco and tried to structure

a new way of life. Since that

lime, he developed a better

image of himself and lost some
of the bitterness. Andhedeclded
to try preaching again.

Most of MARJOE presents

the new evangelist, age 28.

Producers Howard Smith and

Sarah Kemochan follow Marjoe
on his tour, filming him as a

kind of Rod Stewart who leaps

around the stage and controls

his audience with an amazing
magnetism. They also show
Marjoe's private lile: his humor
and struggles andtheadmission
that he does not believe what

he has heen preaching.

MARJOE exposes the

manipulation that often

accompanies evangelism. The
music groups, the song

services, the testimonials, even
the offering all build the emotion

draining peak that is so

Important for an effective altar

call. The accompanying

glossolalla helps everyone to

be closely united In Christian

feeling.

The preacher Marjoe openly

admits he is using people by

playing on their emotions. But

he sees that the services are

therapeutic, helping people

handle psychosomatic Illnesses;

the services are titillating,

bringing people to lower their

social inhibitions; the services

are authentic, allowing people

to express _ deeply the

religious mood they know.

Yet Marjoe stretches further

than most evangelists in his

admission of manipulation: he

candidly admits he views money

as a primary goal. He knows

evangelistic crusades can be a

big business; the men who have

the money can upgrade their

organization, can publicize

more thoroughly and can draw

more people.

Criticizing Marjoe is very

easy. One can criticize his

Pentecostalism, condemnlnghls

emphasis on emotion and glaring

lack of rationalism, his folk

theology rather than good

theology. One can criticize his

motivation, his desire for fame

and money. Or one can analyze

him, pointing. out his vision of
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being called at age four and the

ensuing pressure of his parents

during his formative years.

All these approaches,

however, distract from the fact

that both Marjoe and the faith he
preached are not that different

from our own. We hold the tent

meetings and the revivals; we
hold the intense prayer sessions

and the religious rap groups.

And for the more sophisticated,

we hold our more ecclesiastical

worship encounters; we
carefully structure the program,
having the choir build the mood
so that the morning prayer is

most effective. Then we hear
our good theology.

At MUligan we are caught

as well in the cycle of using

people, manipulating their

development and their

responses. We desire the

prestige of a Phi-Beta-Kappa

school status or the money of

an impressed visitor. We
describe what Christian

commitment is, what
cooperation and concern are,

and wonder when someone falls

short of that.

But somehow MARJOE looks

different. We do not see the

similarity between Marjoe's

techniques and manipulative

demands from lectures and

tests, from small groups

sessions, from this review.

Somehow we are clean from
any manipulation.

Marjoe Is no longer preaching.

He cannot take the double life

any longer; he cannot continue

playlni: a game he does not

believe. Maybe we believe the

games we are playing, or maybe
we are not yet ready to change.

Maybe we do not see what we
are doing.

cook, and since that time

number of improvements hi

been made.

Several pieces of equtpme:

have been purchased, lncludli

a walk-in freezer, pie cart-'

racks for dirty dishes, an6 ne

stoves and ovens. An ice machlr

has been ordered and so hi

another thermostat for tt

servlng-llne steam tables.

Mice have mysterious!

disappeared from th

stockrooms, and cockroach*

have seemingly forsaken tf

cooking area. There have bet

no recurrences of that fated

day when a dead rat was four

in the dish washer two or thre

years ago after a break.

Despite these improvement

the basic effectiveness of tt

dish washing machine Is sti

a significant issue and one th.

should not be overlooked.

The operation of the machL
is relatively simple. After tt

dishes are jorted, they pa:

through three cycles: pre-rlns>

wash and final rinse. This a!o»

however, does not insure the;

cleanliness.

A major factor In tb

sanitation of the dishes is tt

water temperature. Tofacilitai

proper health standards, th

water In the wash cycle shoui

be 120 degrees and in the rins

cycle 180 degrees. Two ga

booster heaters in the machli

are supposed to maintain tt

correct water temperarure.

Heoters inadequa

Last year was the first tin-.

in a long while that bothheate:

worked consistently. Because

i

malfunctioning thermostat
however, the temperature wa

often substandard. Ne
* thermostats were ordered -

the beginning of the school yea

and finally arrived and wei

installed several weeks agi

Even yet the wat«

temperature fluctuate:
According to Mr. Combs, tt

extra hot water heater In tb

kitchen is "not adequate." Afte

meals, girls in Sutton Ha
occasionally find themselve

taking cold showers because t

an under-supply of hot watei

Super Soilax, a standar

commercial detergent, is use

in the automatic soap dispense

of the machine. L'nde

satisfactory conditions this soa

would kill any traces <

communicable Illnesses on th

dishes, but with 3n inconsistei

supply of properly heated wate

Its effectiveness is impairei

Health rhreatenec

According to Mrs. Lewis, d

school nurse, strep throat is d

only m3jor illness that could ;

transferred by inadequate

cleansed eat in;? utensils. In tf

udents with strep thro

have been advised to eat <

paper plates.

It is the time before diagnosi

however, that can l>e mo
harmful to other students w|

mi^ht be susceptible

sickness In spite of sui

dangers engendered by

somewhat substandard machln
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by Doug Deller

ess than [en cases of strep

liroat have been reported this

emester.

Because MMigan is a private

nstltution, no local or state

loard of health inspects the

Jtclien facilities. Paying

ustomers who visit primarily

Sundays are conveniently

eferred to as "guests of the

:ollege," thereby maintaining a

irivate status for the cafeteria.

>ublic Inspection could pinpoint

ipeciflc problems or might
:'>ssihly uphold existing

:ondltions.

Even if the dish washer could

neet puMtc health standards,

ts general adequacy could still

>e doubted. Combs estimates

hat the present machine was
>robably purchased at least ten

rears ago, a time whenMilllgan

tad fewer students on campus.

Now the dish machine has a

considerably heavier load. On an

average day it washes

approximately 1200 trays, over

2000 glasses, about 3200 pieces

of china and nearly 3500 pieces

of silver. Probably thb exceeds

the machine's intendedcapaclty.

Machine needed
Commenting on the dish

machine. Combs said, "We need

a new machine. This one has

atxwt had it." lie would also

like an added dish room lor the

entire washing operation.

The money for such

Improvements Is not easy to

obtain at Milligan during this

period when the budget has been

shaved to include only essential

expenditures and emergency

real estate purchases. Yet,

there have been reports of the

possible installation of an air

conditioning system in thedinlng

hall.

Mr. Combs says that both a

new machine and air conditioning

are important, and he has

requested both. Although lie is

confident that a dish washer
will be forthcoming, he has only

heard word on the j ir

conditioning system and

assumes that it will come first.

Thus, the situation has

become a question o( proper

health standards versus

external attractiveness and

comfort. One can only suspect

that Milligan's "powers that

be" have again arrived at a

seemingly irreconcilable anti-

thesis. Yet, the Inevitable

synthesis seems obvious: Let

the public keep its cool while

the students play the fool.

Prejudices cause Irish riots
1 As Christians, violence Is

reprehensible to us on all

occasions, especially when
there does not appear to be any
real Justification for the hate

that sparks the violence.

Northern Ireland is but one case
In point.

If one were to read only the

papers, It would look as If it

was simply a religious conflict

between Catholics and
Protestants. This belief is

furthered by the news report
which occasionally speaks in

terms of Catholics and
Protestants. To seetheproblem
In Northern Ireland as a

religious one Is merely to

scratch the surface of the real

problem to he solved.

Ulster's problems are partly

as a result of its history. After
the English Reformation of

Henry VIlI's, therewas constant

tension as to whether the English

throne should be controlled by
a Catholic or a Protestant. The
Catholic James H ruled England
from 1685 to 1688. During this

time he appointed several

Catholics to high governmental
positions.

When a son was born to James
in June of 1688 and the prospect
of a Catholic dynasty loomed,
several Protestant leaders felt

it was time to act. They offered

the throne jointly to James'
daughter Mary, who was a

Protestant, and her husband
William of Orange. When
William landed in England in

November of 1688, James fled

to prance. Thus completed the
bloodless coup d'etat known as
the Glorious Revolution.

Ireland, however, needed
more convincing than England.
In 1690 William scored a

military victory againstan army
led by James H at the battle of

the Doyne. The Irish support of

James caused William to revive
some of the old Cromwelltin
measures. Politically, socially,

and economically die Irish were
forced to live the most barren
of existences.

This situation continued
basically unchanged until 1916.

It was in tills year that, with the
help of the Germans, a group of

Irish nationalists staged an

by Ron Nutter
armed uprising in Dublin,

putting down this "Easter
Rebellion," the British made
martyrs of the nationalists. This
began five years of earnest

guerilla warfare against the

British.

In 1921 England accepted a

compromise solution winch

compromise solution which
allowed Southern Ireland to

become independent while

Northern Ireland—Lister—re-
mained under British rule. The
reason for the British main-
taining control of Lister is that

Northern Ireland is

predominantly Protestant, and
unwilling to be ruled by the

Catholic government of Ireland.

The hfstory of the Irish

problem — especially the brief

history given here — can be
very misleading. This merely
gives the facts of the situation.

The problem inNorthern Ireland

today goes much deeper than

mere historical facts. The
problem itself is not so much
a religious one as a sociological

one.

To giveabetterunderstanding

of the problem, allow me to

relate a news program I saw .

approximately eight years ago.

There were several
interviews conducted among
both Protestants and Catholics

during the program. The eerie

aspect of the program is that

I had heard all of the interviews

before. I nanimously the

Catholics interviewed wanted
nothing more than to have an

equal chance in the Protestant-

run Commonwealth. They
wanted their children to have
access to a quality education;

they wanted an end to the -

discrimination in jobs; they

wanted to have an actual voice

in the running of the government.

lor their part, die

Protestants claimed the

Catholics were "lazy,"
dirty," "lived like pigs," and
"just wanted to cause trouble."

There was one lady who went

so far .is to say, "They're
worse than rabbits w|i«n it

comes to having children." It

Is obvious that the real problem
is one ol prejudice, not religion.

I, and I am sure everyone

else who has taken the time

to notice, have heard exactly

the same sort of statements

coming out of black-white

confrontations in this country,

out of white-Indian confronta-

tatlons in Britain, and out of

African-Asian confrontations in

Africa. The language is the

language of prejudice, and the

cause is a lack of real

communication.

Where there is a lack of

communication, there eventually

comes misunderstanding. Where
there Is misunderstanding,

there eventually comes
mistrust. Where there is mis-
trust, there eventually comes
fear. Where there is fear, there

eventually comes hatred. Where
there Is hatred, there eventually

comes violence. Such is the

situation in Northern Ireland

today.

Admittedly, It is difficult to

reverse the process InNorthern
Ireland, particularly when there

are extremists on both sides

who want the violence to

continue. But the effort must
be made. An effort must also
he made by all men of under-
standing to end the senseless

violence throughout the world
by establishing true
communication with their

fellow-man. l-rom the

negotiating table to the college

campus, an effort should be

made to truly listen and under-
stand the thinking of those with

whom we disagree.

MllUBItt;- Wttftwl, Mm

Dissatisfied students

respond intellectually

Ann ArlKir, Mich. — (I. P.) - Student activists, while small

in number, 3re among the most intellectually involved and

responsive students on campus, a University ol Michigan
study found,

Gerald Gurin, program director with the L-M Institute

for Social Research, directed the study of rwo consecutive

freshman classes at Michigan during their four-year college

careers. The study period, 1962-67, was one of the most
intense periods of campus activism. Gurin says that one of the

most striking impressions he gained from study data was the

contrast between students' attitudes toward their university

experience and the turmoil which swirled about them at the

time.

"The great majority of students in our study were fairly

satisfied, if somewhat bland, al»outtheirfouryears at Michigan,"

he reports. "Only a small minority were actively critical.

This Is true not only of the political activists but of students

critical of the educational experience as well."

Gurin found the relatively small number of activists "to

be among the most Intellectually involved, responsive and

committed students on campus." He suggests that the large

university "still fails at least two groups of students — those

with the broadest intellectual interests and those most Intensely

involved in identity search."

"Students who approach college as an opportunity for

intellectual excitement and not with narrowly defined vocational,

academic, or social goals are the ones who must often question

their multiversity experience and find the Residential College

(smaller units) appealing," he says.

Students with the broadest Interests, Gurin adds, are most
critical of their educational experience but, paradoxically,

seem to get the greatest benefit from it. "This group's in-

tellectual interest increased more than any other group of

students, and their values became more liberalized," he

explains. "Both the dissatisfaction and the greater benefits

reflect the fact that the critics are more involved in intellectual

and educational issues."

Other students often dissatisfied with the traditional multi-

versity include persons who are looking for the college experience

to help In their personal development, especially in die areas of

Identity and intimacy. Gurin reports;

"Students who are particularly involved in the identity search,

who are self-questioning and uncertain, and thinking through

some of their basic values and commitments, are less satisfied

with their multiversity experience. This is also true of those

students who find friendship and relationships generally some-
what more problematic, who are less socially outgoing, and

who are more sensitive and vulnerable in social relationships."

Political and educational activists share a high level of

intellectual commitment and involvement, but the two groups

are distinguished by several noticeable differences, the study

found:

"The personal and development issues that are also central

to the educational critics, particularly issues around the

impersonality of relationships in a multiversity, seem to be

largely irrelevant to the political activists. Political activists

do not go through the self-questioning and uncertainty about

values and life directions that students favoring the Residential

College do."

The sex of the students was found to be an important factor

in understanding the experiences and backgrounds of activists.

The study found that "female radicals experience family conflict

which male radicals do not. pemale activists also have different

personal-identity concerns, unusually strong intellectual values,

and are the least self-confident and most anxious students ol

any group studied.

"The limitations ol the multiversity are not as clear or
one-sided as they are usually pictured. Educational reform
must take into account the variety of criticisms and needs
that students voice."
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Trio pursues Ph.D.s

ALL SMILES— I- acuity members Tracey Miller

intlclpate receiving their doctorates.

John Uowd and Carolyn Martin eagerly

Crossword Puzzle

To ir>»k» merry

J. Cold aemon
Knock oui(ibbr.)

I. Mile child

Ian hemp pltnc

3. Gotpel muilcil

'. Pe.llngc(*««rJnc.

I. Scrtp of clotfi

J, Preposlllon

), I
• r.'iTu" lymbol

1, Dondl'i Friend

47. Y«» (Spin

4fl. aImjcWoi

53, Oevltni

S5. Ported •

S7. Scofllih g

S°. Sh»rpon I

ol.Dceompoi
ei.Commorc
hi. j.cob'. b

J, U««l*« thing!

6. S.me «i I

7. Formes «r

10. Empty
11. FLMin

13, Boo* by Emll* Zol

24. Bluhl

36. S*mmy'»—
JO. Cormin Emperor

31. Dangerous chemlt

17. CUeterU lood

33. Son o( Cimbyaei

35. Hollo- cylinder

by Sieve Coons

& Phil McCullough

47. Ocean

50. Togethe

51. Upll'e

53. Having many plmplaa

54. AibanUn aaapon
56. Popeye'a glrUNend
SB.CIoied
59. Angelic symbol

60. Pacln parry

63. Sweet potato

Three members of the

Milligan faculty,Mr.Johnl)*jwd,

Miss Carolyn Martin and Mr.

Tracey Miller, will I* receiving

Ph. D« degrees in the near

future.

Mr. [>ov.d will receive a Ph.D.

in composition from West

Virginia University. His

dissertation consists of a large

orchestral composition that has

some unusual features.

The composition incorporates

the use of choral ensembles

seated In the orchestra to

perform the function of

modifying the tone quality of

various instruments. The choral

ensembles modify not only

instruments in ensembles but

also Instrumental solos. The

chorus Is used basically

non-verbally. Vowel and

consonant sounds are used for

their tonal qualities alone.

Another feature of the

composition Is the useof spatial

kinetic relationships as a

compositional factor, I. e„

motion of players and singers

from their original position to

other places in the auditorium

for the changing tonal effect.
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Leach experiments
with new germicide

for nearly six years, Dr.

Eddie Leach, chairman of the

Science area of Mllligan, has

been testing a compound for

usage as a chemical sterilizer.

Financed by the Roger
Shattner Foundation for Medical

Research, the project employs a

modification of the formula of

C'hloroseptic, an oral antiseptic.

Mr. Shattner developed and

obtained the patent for

Chloroseptic.

To be used in sterilizing

surgical instruments, the

compound must be able to kill

all forms of organisms at room
ternper a cure. The germicide

will, according to Dr. Leach,

hopefully require only one to

rwo hours to exterminate all

organisms on the instruments.

The best product on the

market now requires ten hours

contact to rid surgical

instruments of bacteria. Once
perfected, the new germicide

should effectively reduce the

time necessary for preparation

of instruments for operations.

Although the sterilizer must
be powerful enough to kill

extremely resistant strains of

bacteria, it must yet be

non-toxic to the extent that one

could drink itwith few ill effects.

A problem with many chemical

sterilizers being used is that

they cause allergy reactions in

some people.

Even though the one Dr. Leach

is testing may also cause such a

reaction, he feels that a variety

of chemical sterilizers needs to

be available to those who use

surgical instruments so that

they can resort to a different

one if a patient develops an

allergy reaction.

Several students have aided

Dr. Leach in his research while

at Milligan. Many of those who
work with him receive course
credit for their work.

Miss Martin will receive her

Ph. 1>. tn Trench from the

University of Kentucky next

spring. Her specialty is In

seventeenth century French

literature. The title of her

dissertation is THE ROLE OF
WOMEN IN THE COM! DIPS

OF CORNEILLF.
CornelUe was a seventeenth

century (rench playwright who

Is best known for his tragedies

but who wrote eight delightful

comedies. His comedies deal

with society and the courtship

period during which time the

woman manipulates Ixith her

family and a member of the

opposite sex In order to achieve

her goals.

In her dissertation. Miss

Martin shows die woman's
struggle for a place in society

and how she is beginning in the

seventeenth century to take a

more active pan in society.

Heretofore, when discussing

the woman's role In Comeille's

comedies, most people have

thought of women as the stepping

stone for men in their pursuit

for success, but Miss Martin

takes the opposite view.

However, Miss Martin does

not wish to be identified as a

"Women's Llblter." Miss
Martin thinks "the main value

of my dissertation is that it

will contribute a new viewpoint

to the volume of criticism on

Corncille since most critics are

concerned with the hero."

In June of 1973 Mr. Tracey
Miller is expecting to receive

his Ph. D. In dialectology from

the University of Tennessee.

Mr. Miller is currently engaged

in making taped Interviews with

people age 65 or over who have

little education.

From these tapes Miller

analyzes their speech In hope

of Identifying a distinct

Tennessee dialect, something

that has never yet been done.

An admirer of Chaucer and

other medieval authors, Miller

is undertakingwhathe considers

to be an "overwhelming

academic endeavor" in his

search for a true Tennessee

dialect.

Every other state in the union

has a dialect survey completed

or in progress, and Mr. Miller

is proud to be identified with

the group that is finishing up

this project for Tennessee.

Come See Our NEW LOOK

SPECIAL - NOV. 24, 25, 26 Small Cheese W/One Item yy

Kenny's Pizza CHEESE

Smoll Lorge

$1 00 $1.75

West Towne Square EXTRA ITEM! .15 .25

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542-5521

DELUXE $2.00 $3.50

SAUSAGE PEPPERONI

Hours: Sun.-Wed. 411 P.M.

Thurs.-Sat. 11-12 PJW.

GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS

MUSHROOMS BLACK OLIVES

ANCHOVIES HAMBURGER
CALL FOR:

PARTY RATES Meatball an d Italian Sausage

Will deliver free to Dorms SANDWICHES

at closing time 69'
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Women's sports reorganized

AH, WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY IRtENDS —Paul
Petit and Don Harding help Billy Lester form Coach Worrell's

secret weapon for the 1972-73 basketball season.

Intramural sports have lone

been a source oi rela\sti<jn and

enjoyment for the women of

Million College, hut new

renovations h> EllC intramural

( ouncl] In die organization have

added to the convcniei

pleasure of participating 'iwlierie

activities.

Many of die changes werr liie

Idea of t liri.s -^nt.'.'. it
' .

year's Women's Inn

Dlrei tor. Working' clo

Coach Worrell, a "hole

new system of team divisions

. ind has

resulted in the al-olltion of [he

entire point system of previous

years.

"I felt tiiat girls vani nli) steal

activity hut don't want it on

such a competitive level," ( hris

paid. "So, ! did away with the

point system . . . *;irls are

more willing to play v. iili girls

they are living wldi, so I went

to die floor system."

There are five newly

organized teams which are

comprised oi the five -different

iloors of the two dormitories.

The floors compete with each

other In die various sports. The
team with die greatest number

of wins will receive a plaque at

the end ol the season.

The agenda of spores which

women are to play also get a

Buffs to perform at King tonight

After a disappointing defeat

at die Montevallo Tournament
last weekend, Coach Phil

Worrell and his men are ready

for die traditional Thanksgiving

Tournament at Kin 1.' t olle.c.

Only tour teams are imolved

In die Tournament thli year,

Mllligan, Emory and Henry,

King and t linch VolleyCo Ilexes

are die schools Included.

The defending champion Huffs

will meet Fmory and Henry
jt iJ:Ofi p. m. this even'm.', u3i

afier King and flinch \alley

clash at 7 ;
ni.. ( oil :.j! iUoii and

play-'Ol] games uill . . pi iyi
I

Saturday niglu ai 7:00 and ^no
rcspertli cl>.

In the Mcnievallo rotirnamcn:

last weekend, Mllligan was
handed a .-.ti. lining del eat by
Hirminghani Southern wldi a

convincing '^ point advantage.

Field goal anil !ree throw per-

centages ( ell the story, as Huffs

averaged only %>% onfleldj'oals

as compared to Southern'

jiiq SCi"' on irec dirous, while

Soudicrn hit WJ£ of rhe time.

by Jeanee Timm

I inal score; Hirmingharr

Southern HO, Milllgan College

61.

Mllligan refunded the next

night, however, and deJeaied

Palm Iteadl Atlantic hy a

conifortai'Ie 64-56 margin, [Yi-

captaln Don Threlkeld led die

attack wlrh 20 points, hitting

55;?] Irom the court, while Steve

Unlabel followed closely

with 16 point1
) anil an Impressive

67% average. ( crxcr and

Clayton figured In with SO points

apiece; Long, Mci larreii mid

Pettlt brought in the oilier

talleys.

Date ( tayton was MlUJ'/an's

top rel«ouuder during tltc two-

;ame series, retrieving the lull

21 times. Threlkeldled the team

In scoring wldi -JS points;

Drujhel followed up with 22.

This year ought to lie an

interesting year for the llulfs.

Coach WOcrcll has a proven

starting team of veteran ball

players <\ho are captained by j

triumverate of rhreUeld,

Clayton and Mc( larren. Hacked
hy teammates Carver, who
scored t25' points last year.

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
*05 Elk Avinue

ELiZABETHTON, TkNNESSEE

Long, Drushel, Pettlt, Hensley,

Gardiner, Lacy, Hardin;',

Hardin and Price, Milllgan has

good \ en. h strength and power.

One thing to watch lor diis

season in the numbfr of assists

totalled hy senior, Don

Threlkeld. At the beginning ol

the season, he had M'i lifetime

and N >\i i >'- oj I. ' Iw .' !e i 7

ro thai total ai i:e Mc-iitc-vallo

Tournament anj i ,
10

continue :n diis vein Liirou-.'fiout

uk comlni: naskeibali season.

FOR ALL YOUR

AIR

RESERVATIONS

FOR

CHRISTMAS

CALL

Idham

by Jeanee Timm
new precedent in Women's

Athletics. Speed ball, which

previously has always been

played In the lall.was replaced

hy softball and has hten

scheduled for spring sports

activities.

flag football was a completely

new addition to the Women's
Intramurals. Third floor Hart,

the Heartbeats, proved that their

feminine ingenuity works on die

football Held as well as on the

front porch and were die

champions in the flag football

competition. Meanwhile, the

girls of second floor Sutton,

the Stalagmites, flaunted their

abilities with a baseball bat

and walked away with first place

in soltball competition.

One of Chris's latest ideas

will be put into effect on

November 28 and will last until

the end of the semester. I rom
7:30-y;0tJ each night, the gym
will lie reserved (or the girl's

use only. During that hour anda

half, the mats, plnfi pong tables

and trampoline will be set up

and used exclusively hy girls.

l-'uture plans include a swim

meet, track meet and tennis

tournament which will be all

day events, much like the men
hail earlier in the spring. A
powder puff football game
between classes Is also planned

for the future, hut exact date is

not set at the present.

As far as the overall

response, Chris leels that it

has "been better dian last year,

but not as well as 1 had

hoped ... It is a good response

though; I can't complain about

it. ;:irls seem to onjoy this

system lienor than the last

^o-around." Ol course, Chris

says, it \iould always lie liettc-r

if more girlswould get involved.

The thing that is Important

tn chris, however, Is that she's

TRAVEL AGENCY

In the hot./ lobby

of th» John 3e»i»r

PHONE 92S4161

JobuoB City

"7n« student's

travel agency"—

»

Mommfc—tmt imii in Km

doing "what the girls want im

to do ... K there is a spor

diat the gins want to do.iliei

it is their aury to see one o

the girls on council."

"To me the whole Women':

Intramural program is for on*

purpose, and that is Jus

relaxation and a time that die;

(the girls) can forget abou

and have an hour o

enjoyment. Points and lean

records mean nothing. As fai

as I'm concerned, relaxation i;

the purpose behind th*

program."

Works exhibited

painting donate

"Carefree and coloriul"

describe die atmosphere

created by the children's an
exhibit now on display in Lower

Seeger.

Made by children ten years

of age or older, the entries

range from crayola drawings

and watercolor paintings to

needlework and ink etchings.

sponsored by the Tennessee Art

Commission in Nashville, this

travelling art show will be on

display until die end of

November.
Sculpture and drawings by

Sylvia Margolia are also on

display in Lower Seeger. The
drawings include charcoal

figure studies and pencil

compositions using the human
figure. The sculpture is cast in

bronze and aluminum.

Art displays have reapedtheir

benefits. Walter ftrandon, whose

paintings were displayed, this

fall, donated "Autumn Wings
>

"

a painting valued at $900, to

Milligan. It can be seen now

in the hallway ofLower Seeger.

TAKE HOME GIFTS

?̂ OF0RTHE
t£?n Oil DAYS!

Buy them row and solve your year-end worries early

SUB

SUNDRY SHOP

NOW AVAILABLE SOFT

TOUCH CHRISTMAS CARDS





London, Paris toured
.
London and Paris were the

centers of actlviry (or fifteen

people in die recent theater

tour offered during Milhgan's

Tall break.

With [Jr. WiUiar.i Moorhouse

as their sponsor, the tour group

consisted of Million faculty,

alumni and students as well as

area townspeople. Participants

trom MfUlgan this year were
|)r. and Mrs. William

Moorliouse, Dr. and Mrs. Paul

(.lark and son, student Jane

Whitehead and alumnus Mrs.

Henry San telle.

Leaving Kennedy Airport in

New York on Saturday evening,

November 4, die theater group

arrived in London Sunday

morning and attended worship

services at Westminster

Cathedral. Three stage

productions were included In

their London agenda:
GOnSPHLL, CANTT Rltl RY
TALIS and OONr WITH nil

WIND.

Although the tourJsdcscrflx.il

as a "dieater tour," the croup
.saw much more ol London than

the theater. St. Paul's

Cathedral, Windsor < nstle, st.

George's t usile, Tower i nil

and the Tower of London were
some of the attractions visit

During a day trip, the group

toured Oxford L'nivorslt) ind

Shakespeare's home town,

stratlord-on-Avon, winch is

a hout one hundred miles Iron'

London.

After lour days in London,

the entourage travelled to Pari:

where they attended nut onlj

the lollies Merger, .1 variety-

type show which Includes ballet,

can-can l1.uk ing, opera, .111 :

intieli singing, but also the ballet

G'lSI LI. I ..t the worUl-Iamotu

Paris 1 Ipcra House.

Side trips in l ranee took in

die I'alaee uf Yersalllc, the

summer palace Ol I OUntamhl.tu,

the art museum I..oiivre, the

r.lffol T«»er, Notre Dame
Cnthedr.il and the church n|

Napoleon.

According to Dr. Moorliouse,

the past i«o I uropean theater

tours have been so successlul

that MilUgan will probably offer

the tour annually'. "Throui*,h tins

tour," Jsiyy Dr. Moorliouse,

"Milligan 'nlobetrotters' are

able In eight days tu visit three

of the largest curs in Ine

world: New York, London, and

CHI I'HIRTEENTH DAUGH I L.K— A rounder* » Daughter Candidate representing MAI
(Milllgan Active Liberation Effort), Charlotte Hopwood, was almost unintentionally left out.

She(?) made a last minute entrance with her escort Ron Nutter, however, and added a curtsy

besides.

APO sponsors road rally

TV program features Milligan

"Milllgan, An 1 sperieiice in

Living," a monthly television

scries dealing with n.anj

aspects of Milligan College, will

begin on November 21.

Rod Irvin wrote tin. series,

Ho Deaton will serve as host

and narrator, and Jerry Ruet/,

director and producer at

educational telev. Is 1011 u s |k

Channel 2 will serve an director.

The lirst program will beoia
general introductory nature.

Included will he historical

background, Milligan at the

present, and some 01 the future

plans. There will be Nlieen

minutes ol films .nul slides

with narration by rto Oeaton
and a short speech by President

Johnson.

The second show will Ik: the

Chamber Singers presenting

Christmas music and will he

aired 1 )ecembcr 20.

Rod Irvin feels that the

program will provide an

excellent opportunity to acquaint

lieople in the are: Aith Milligan

since all the program 1 us;.- the

school is the time spent bj those

who prepare it,

Irvin also stressed thai since
the program is new, he would
welcome an\ idea .

Danny It loser took lirst place

trophy in MWigan's second

annual road rally.

second and third places in

last Saturday's rally went to

Wendell Phillips and Uuddy

lontaine.

Alpha Phi Omega (APO), a

service fraternity, sponsored
the event in order to raise money
to cover operational expenses.
Although seventeen entries were
registered, only fiiteen drivers

participated.

The course for the rallj,

which took a little o\ ci a n

hour to complete, was planned

Vanderbilt Factory Outlet

Fall Reduction

1/3 to 1/2 ott

Full Fashioned

Sweaters

1 group - 1st Quality

Blouses

00
Ea.5

1/3 off Smock - Jumpers

VANDERBILT "SS
Featuring Lauglry LTD & ntlw Quulihi Sport slf'tir

Southed? Shopping Pla:n— Erwin 11 u ;/.— 10 .-1 1/.-9 !'..!/. JMtm.-r'ri.— C I'M. Sat

OPES 'T1L9 O'CLOCK MOS.-EIU. SIGHTS

by Dave Akers and Balrd

Calbreath. included in the

course were the Laurels, the

Cap creek School andthelfappy

Valley flementary School.

Fmphasis was placed on

following directions without

getting lost and following speed

limits rather :han racing,

according to Akers.

With the exception of one

mishap, die rally went smoothly

Akers said. At one point, Wes

Starkey was accidentally handed

a blank sheet of paper in place

of one with directions to the

next check-point.

"He went almost to AsheviUe
before he realized that a mistake

had been made," Akers said.

Arc's plans for the future

include the possibility of another

rally next semester with cash

prizes. A second possibility is

a joint rally with the APO
chapter at ETSf.

After She Says "YES"
Shower Her With

Q3oditaih£

')pmuw\

n
Q^pQtncb

*0®

1/6 to 1/2 Carat

DIAMONDS
LIMITED OFFER THRU DEC. 25th

30% 0FF T0 MILLIGflN STUDENTS

V
MUST SHOW ID

P^ $etoelers

121 Fountain Square

Johnson City, Ttnn.

Telephone V26-006I
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Jester Hairston to lead festival

$
FAMOUS CONDUCTOR - Jester Hairston. well known for his com-
position and performance of the song "Amen" in the movie "Lilies of

theField," will be the guest director for the MENC chorale festival.

Jester Hairston. in-

ternationally known conductor

and lecturer, will be the guest

director for this year's choral

festival, February 9 and 10.

Sponsored by Music Educators

National Conference (MENC),
the choral festival will, consist of

young people, grades 10 to 12

from Science Hill, Dobyns-
Bennett. Elizabethton, and
Hampton high schools.

After a weekend of practice,

the students will present a con-

cert on Saturday at 800 p.m in

Seeger Chapel. The concert will

be free to Milligan students, with

a $1.00 admission charge to the

public.

TSA passes resolutions
Five significant resolutions,

including one which Involves

Brent Hart, a Mllllgan Student

Council member, were passed
at the Tennessee Student

Association meeting held

January 19-20, 1973.

Representing Mllllgan at the

meeting hosted by Tennessee
Tech in Cookevllle were Bill

Howden, Brent Hart, and Randy
Clark.

The general assembly of TSA
met on Saturday, January 20

and drew up several resolutions

to summit to the state legis-

lature.

Brent Hart, member of the

Mllllgan dorm and dress regu-
lations committee, was appoin-
ted to a special TSA com-
mission for studying the appli-

cation of federal sexual dis-
crimination laws to dormitory
regulations of schools receiv-
ing federal aid.

One resolution was to

recommend the calling of

student members to the Board
of Trustees of the University
of Tennessee and also the State
Board of Regents which governs
East Tennessee State Univer-
sity, Austin Peay, Memphis
State, Middle Tennessee State,

Tennessee State, and Tennessee
Tech.

Another resolution was com-
posed to suggest that no more
two year colleges be estab-
lished or changed to four year

Faculty lecture

As a pan of the faculty lec-
ture series. Dr. Paul A. Clark
will discuss "Does John Dewey
have Religion?" Thursday, Feb-
ruary 15 at 8:00 p. m. The
lecture will be held In the

Thompson Room of the science
building and is open to all stu-
dents and faculty who wish to

attend.

colleges but rather that

Improvements be made in the

already existing two year
colleges. Also included in the

proposals was a motion to

insure freedom for the

collegiate press and newspaper
editors.

Special workshops were also

offered at the TSA meeting.

Randy Clark attended the

seminar on leadership where
different types of school

administrations such as auto-

nomic, progressive, and demo-
cratic were discussed. Clark
stated, "Being a private

Institution, the decisions of

Mllllgan College are limited

to a very few people." The
seminar brought out that the

ideal set-up involves student

and faculty aiding In the

decision-making of the

administration such as outlined

in the democratic form.
Brent Hart participated in

a workshop on entertainment

where Bobby Smith of Bobby
Smith Productions was the

speaker. Smith is a booking

agent out of Nashville for pop,

soul, and rock bands.

Jim Free, Administrative

Assistant to the Tennessee
Speaker of the House headed
the section on finance. Bill

Howden reported that hi? talks

dealt with the legislature and
higher education.

One highlight of the two day
conference was the Saturday
luncheon speaker Brad Martin,

who is rhe Student Body
President of Memphis State

University as well as the

youngest state representative

In the history of Tennessee.
An added attraction was a

concert by Black Oak Arkansas
on Friday night.

First Impressions of the

Tennessee Student Association

were very optimistic. Howden
remarked that "Although TSA
Is still .In the organizational

stages, 1 think productive first

steps were taken at this meet-
ing." Hart said, "TSA could

be very beneficial in giving

college students a better face

and also more of a voice In

decisions for attaining better

quality higher education."

Hairston of Los Angeles,

.California, has starred in many
films and has arranged several

choral compositions Among his

best known accomplishments,

Hairston wrote and sang "Amen"
in the movie "Lilies of the Field."

Hairston will be guest speaker

in an evening convocation on

February 8 in Seeger. The
program will consist of a concert-

lecture presented by Hairston.

the concert choir, and chorale.

While on campus. Hairston will

also practice with both Milligan

choirs, and he will lecture in the

humanities classes.

After arriving, choral festival

students will register in the

chapel with Beth Roberts. Friday

night the festival students will be

entertained with a talent show
provided by Milligan sludents.

The show will be held in lower

Seeger with general admission

Festival members will stay in

the dormitories Friday night and
will return home after the

program Saturday night Pianist

for Ihe concert is Tempa Lawson,

Voting follows resignation

A special student council

election Is being held February

7, 1973 to fill the vacancy
created by the December 11

resignation of Debby Baker,

female representative for the

sophomore class.

Any sophomore female with

at least a 2.00 grade average

for the last semester and also

for overall cumulative average

was eligible to obtain petitions

on January 24, 1973. Petitions

were circulated until
Wednesday January 31, 1973

with at least sixteen

signatures required to qualify

the candidate a place on the

ballot.

Public campaign advertise-

ments will be allowed until

10:30 p. m. on February 6.

Sophomores will have the

opportunity to vote February

7 in the Administration

building from 8:00 a, m. to

4:00 p. m. and in the Sutton

lobby during the lunch hour.

Candidates whose names will

appear on the ballot include

Leanne .
Knlttel, Lynne Lewis,

and Janet Meyer.

a junior at Milligan, and David

Runner, an organ teacher of the

college, is the organist for the

concert.

According to Jim Sluyter,

president of MENC, the concert

marks the fifth high school

festival chorus that MENC has

sponsored. He added that the

festival is a "project of MENC
so that high school students can

have the experience of singing in

a large group and of working with

a good conductor.

Sluyter noted that the first half

of the festival program will bo

classical arrangements and the

last portion of the concert will be

arrangements written by
Hairston. Some of these songs

include I Want Jesus, Band of

Angels, and Christmas Gift.

During festival rehearsals,

choral students will be divided

into smaller groups and will

practice with student directors

from the college. Those student

directors are Jean Timm. Dave
Akers, Rick Wright, and Tempa
Lawson.

Sluyter said. "Anyone in-

terested in helping with last

minute plans is invited to at tend a

meeting in the music classroom

of the chapel on February 7 at 7

p.m." Also, he added that

Milligan students can attend all

rehearsals in upper Seeger for

the festival concert.

Other officers of MENC are
Tom Rogers, vice-president,

and Beth Roberts, secretary-

treasurer. Mrs. Jeanette
Crosswhite sponsors the

organization. Anyone interested

in helping with the festival

weekend is asked to see Jim
Sluyter or other MENC officers

or members

PRAVKR FOR PEACE — With the announcements of the ceasc-Hre in Vietnam and Ihe death of

former President Lyndon B. Johnson. Milligan students pause to give a memorial prayer.
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Art professors added

NEW FACULTY — Ushered in wi»n the new year, Mrs Mary Jane

Hallerand Mrs Ouida Williams (l.-r.) have joined Ihe art department

this semester

series to

modem art. Ken Clark
On Tuesday, January 23 at

7 p, m. In Hyder Auditorium,

Mllligan presented PIONEERS
OF MODERN PAINTING, a new
six-part film series written

'and narrated by KennethClark.

A second showing (or the

Tri-Citles community was held

January 24 at the Trl-Clties

Arts Council Room at East

Tennessee State University.

The distribution of PIO-
NEERS OF MODERN PAINT-
ING has been made possible

by a grant from the National

Endowment for the Humanities.

In making the grant, the

Notional Endowment for
Humanities and the National

Gallery requested that college

presidents, rather than other

departments, be asked tospon-
sor the program. At the same
time, participating schools are
required tomakearrangements
for co-sponsoring the series

with a local or nearby museum,
library, or cultural center for

showings to the general public.

Lord Clark's previously
acclaimed series, CIVILI-
SATION, which was recently
purchased by the Mllligan
Humanities program, was
distributed In a smaller

i manner.

The new series covers the

lives and works of six artists

of the late 19th and early 20th

centuries; Edouard Manet, Paul

Cezanne, Claude Manet,
Georges Seurat, Henri Rous-

Seau, and Edvard Munch. A
45-mlnute color film has been
devoted to each of the six artists

whom Lord Clark considers to

be the "pioneers of what we still

call modern p3lntlng."

Most of the series was filmed

In France, with the exception

of Edvard Munch which was
filmed in his native country of

Norway.

PIONEERS OF MODERN
PAINTING was produced by
Lord Clarir'a oon, Colin Clark,-
who has been a television pro-
ducer since 1956.

The, National Gallery of Art
through lis Extension Service
has developed a wide range
of educational materials to

make its collections available

to the many people across the

country who never visit the

Gallery.

Color slide lectures with

recordings, 16mm films and
special publications are avail-

able to any school, college,

unlversiry, library, museum,
or community group free of

charge except for transpor-
tation costs.

HALF POUND CHOP SIRLOIN STEAK

DINNER

ENJOY OUR OTHER BIG STEAKS ALL

miiy-
iuts
AT

IEI8LAI
MIOEJ

DURING THE WEEK!

BIICKAROO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPfDM CINTIl
S» ROM I MAtT NOtTH JOHNSON CITY

amuioum~m>mm
orairun

OAIIT-

OITt

CALL

New this semester to the

Mllligan College faculty, Mrs.
Mary Jane Heller and Mrs.
Ouida Williams are adding their

talents to the an department.
Mrs. Haller attended Defiance

College, Lincoln Christian

College, Rlngling School of Art

and Hiram College. Although

she is also interested in figure

drawing, Mrs. Haller'e main
Interest is crafts, particularly

batique and papier mache.
Having taught an In an Ohio

elementary school for two

years, Mrs. Haller hopes her

teaching experiences will be

helpful to the students In her

two sections of An for the

Elementary Grades. Mrs.
Haller is learning one other
class, An History from the

Seventeenth to the Nineteenth
Centuries.

Mrs. Williams attended

,
LaGrange College, Tift College

and the University of Georgia.

Before coming to Mllligan, she
was a temporary instructor at

East Tennessee State University

for four years.

Rather than merely lecturing

or explaining theories, Mrs.
Williams is teaching her Basic
Design class as a studio art

class.

Emphasizing painting and
drawing both in her
undergraduate work and In her
master's degree, Mrs. Williams
main Interest is painting. A
collection of her paintings will

be exhibited in Lower Seeger
during the month of August,

Dean's lishFall 1972
"I am pleased to announce the Dean's Listfor the Fall Semester

of the 1972-73 school year. The First Dean's List is composed

of students whose semester grade-point averages were 3.75 to

4.00. A student must have had a 3.5 to 3.749 to be placed on

the Second Dean's List. The faculty and administration of

Mllligan College extend their congratulations to these students

who have strlved for excellence and achieved it,"

C. Roben Wetzel, academic dean

Phyllis j. Sinks
Dale Lynn Rarcus

Wendy Jean Bishop

Paula A. Bullock

Timothy W. Cameron
Marilyn K. Carter

Deborah R. Curd
Doug lab D. Dcllcr

Timothy Lee Dillon

Jacqueline A. Ellis

Pamilo Li Ferguson
Pamela Sue Frelje

Beverly J. Gcrdts

Kenneth D. G^ugli

Beverly K. Hanklns

Jonl Kay Marker

Judith R. Hartnup

Homer Wayne Heche

William Howden

Janice K. Blmey
Ro*ic McCabe Fjltmer

Charles B. Boldlng

Greg Hugh Bowen
Joyce L.CUrk
James r, Cluner
Linda Carol Cooper
Catherine T. Corbott
JohnC. Cummins
Cheryl Lynn Dmry
Sandra Jo Dymacek
Carolyn K. Enkema
Karen E. Ford
William E. Fordyce
Nancy Lee Gibson
Lester Glndlcsperger
Raeclnda L. Hardesry

FIRST DEAN'S LIST

judenr E.HoweU
Robbie J. Jones

Dewey R. Klahn

Karen Downey Kltlin

Leannc Kay Knltiel

Tempa L. Law ton

Joyce B. Leonard

David P. Llndemon

Donna S. Loving

Janet M. Martin

Joseph E. Mccarty
Richard I. McDanlcl

Fronces A. McKechnn
Catharine R. Merriti

Janet Lynn Meyer
Susan E. Mlkesell

Ann L. Miller

Carolyn Kay Miller

SECOND UfcAN'i LIST

Mclvin Harris, Jr.

Timothy C Hess
Marsha S. Holdswonh
Jetf Holt

Lois A. Huffman

Ann h. irvln

Joann Faith Iscrupe

Judith A, I.som
Lois Jean Kecsee

Karen L. Kcnwrlgbt

William E. King

Carolyn Kuaioofcauter

Janice E. MacLeod
Darrel E.Manson
Deborah Lee Merrltt

Gordon Lynn Miller

Kathleen Rac Myers

Sliaron G. Nave
Karen Ana Ncwmeyer
Elaine Perex
Penny c Phillips

Daniel A. PummUJ
Kathleen G. Reed
Jerry G. Rothrock

Donald H. Russell

Dcnlsc P. Schneider

John E. ShcmweU
Jcrl Lynn Smith

Elizabeth Stewart

Robert J. Swanson

Denlse Taylor
Elizabeth Woctwood Webb
Robert w. Watrwood

PrisclUa E.WUUas
Woodro-w R. Wilson

Karhy Jo Phillips

Anita Frances Pruln
Suelien Puckett

Sandra L. Qocslnberry
Susan K. Ragsdale
Kay Lynn Russell

Cynthia A. Stephens
Ted W. Thompson
David N. Torgerson
Donald Anthony Twist

David Clay Tysinger
Teresa A. Vecchlolio

Deborah Lee Walker
Kathy Jo Watklns

Josephine Ann Watts

Judith A. Wise
Donna L. Wyatt

Student discount challenged
Student discount rates for air

travel may be discontinued,

according to the Civil Aero-
nautics Board (CAB).
The CAB's reason for dis-

continuing the discount fare

cards, according to a December
7, 1972 announcement is that

youth stand-by fares are dis-

criminatory. CAB examiners
say that discrimination is

involved because age alone is

not a valid distinction between

passengers.

Student fare cards are avail-

able for students from the ages

of 12-21.

This is not the first time

student fare cards have been

challenged. When these fares

were originally established.

National TTailway Bus System
and TCO Industries Inc.,

questioned their validity.

Retalnment of these fares

has been partly due to the over-

whelming response of the stu-

dent to keep the fares.

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
405 Elk AyiNue

CLIZA8ETHT0N, TtNNESSEE

The Coalition to Retain Air
Discount Fares (CRADF) has
been formed to provide a ve-
hicle for the voice of the stu-

dents and to alen them to this

dilemma.

"Students are liable to lose

25% to 33% air fare reductions
If they do not act now" said

CRADF in a newsletter to col-
leges and universities.

A National Student Lobby
Conference will be held on
February 28th, 1973,todiscuss
the rulings already made by
CAB. Delegates of this con-
ference are to then visit with
their legislatures to urge posi-
tive action to the reinstatement
of the student air cards.

If the fares are abolished,

the privileges of the cards will

be revoked. The major advan-
tage of the discount cards is a

reduction of rates on Tourist-
class flying.

Cost of the student cards

vary from $3.00 to $5.00 •_

Concerned students maycon-
tact CRADF headquarters at

413 East Capitol St. S. E„
Washington, D. C„ 20003.

OF AMERiCA

WELCOME
MIUIGAN
PARENTS
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DthelThe metaphysical br

Friends'drop in' to visit

DEDICATED WORKER — Mrs. Fonlaine answers one of the many

phone calls lhal Interrupt her busy schedule of helping and listening to

students

One day a shiny object ap-

peared In the slcy above Milli-

gan College. It caused great
consternation among the stu-

dents until it landed on the cam-
pus and two men, much like

earthlings, emerged from what
turned out to be a spacecraft.
They announced that they were
from Uranus and asked to be
taken to the leader of the area.

Upon emerging from the li-

brary's Ivory tower it was an-
nounced that the two spacemen
had been declared guests of the

college and were thus allowed to

Mrs. Fontaine willing to listen

Anyone visiting a small,

rather obscure office on the

first floor of the administration

building quickly becomes aware

of the hustle and bustle of a

busy, contented world belonging

to Phyllis Fontaine,

Cne of the busiest women
on campus, Mrs. Fontaine Is

both registrar of the college

and assistant dean of students.

Both Jobs are time consuming

and demanding, but she is avail-

able to any student at any time

to consult during times of prob-

lems, or Just as 3 sounding

board for gripes. This is why

she moved on campus.
"1 live here on campus and

understand students, if a student

is too timid about bringing ideas

to the office, my home is avail-

able. I am willing to counsel

or talk to students about any

facet of student life."

Concerned about the lack of

communication between students

and administration, Mrs. Fon-

taine is pleased with the defined

function of the resident assis-

tants, but wishes greater use

would be made of them.

"It Is unfortunate that the

R. A.'s have the reputation of

being dormitory police," she

said. "I am aware of the gener-

ation gap. Students are not al-

ways willing to talk to people

the age of their parents. We
want them (R, A,'s) to be stu-

dent^couns ellors
.'

'

The "we" she referred to Is

Dr. Yamamori and herself.

Together they share the respon-

sibilities of dean over the Mil-

llgan students. They are con-

by Jionee
cemed with all aspects of non-

academic student life, one of

which is the rules regulating

the student body.

Student Council set up a com-
mittee early In the fall semester

to review rules and collect

information from the students.

She was "most Impressed with

the type of thing discussed.

Maturity in dealing with the

regulations was evident. Of

course, ultimate approval of any

rule changes will comefromtbe
President,"

She is completely behind the

idea of staggered hours for fe-

male students and has done

some investigation on her own.

Locks on the front doors which

have identification cards to open

them is her latest plan, and Mr.
Moore is currently Investigating

the probabilities of such a pro-

gram.
Whatever concerns the stu-

dents here on campus concerns

Mrs, Fontaine, and whatever she

can do, she is willing to attempt.

However, some of the problems

on campus she can see no im-

mediate answer to and readily

admits this.

Student social life, or lack

of social life, is one of these

concerns. "1 have to admit that

1 am not terribly creative. I'd

like to have student response

and student Ideas, but the stu-

dents just haven't taken the lead.

I am perfectly willing to imple-

ment new ideas, if students will

tell us what they want."

Lack of space is one of the

handicaps of social life oncam-
pus, In her opinion. The Student

Timm
Union Building is not large

enough to handle the student

body, but it is hoped that the

field house will. In part, be

an answer to this lack of space.

The effect of Milligan upon the

spiritual life of students Is an

area In which Mrs. Fontlne

also turns her thoughts.

"By and large, they (stu-

dents) go away more academ-
ically prepared than when they

came; even socially prepared,

even though we don't have the

ultimate in social life. Too many
times, however, students say

they come here good Christians

and somewhere along the way
have slipped away. This con-

cerns me.

"In addition, 1 don't think

the students take advantage of

being in a small school. If they

don't get acquainted with fac-

ulty and administration, then

they are missing 75% of the

advantage of being In a small

school. If students Isolate them-
selves as they would be in a

large university, then they have

missed what Milligan has to

offer.

"These four years have to

be a time of really great

growth. Students are supposed

to be mature, independent

adults ready to take jobs. If

students would give us the

chance to help them, we'll give

them the time.

"I moved on campus to let

the students know that 1 am
available at anytime. Only, re-

member, I'm human, too. Use
my front door(lncasemydishes
are dirty) and onSaturday morn-
ings, I sleep!"

SPECIAL

Kenny's Pizza
West Towne Square

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542-5521

Hours: Sun.-Wed. 411 P.M.

Thurs.-Sat. 11-12 PJH.

CALL FOR:

PARTY RATES

Will deliver free to Dorms

at closing time

25
( off any PIZZA

FEB. 2 - FEB. 10

WITH MILLIGAN I.D.
Small Larg.

CHEESE SI.00 $1.75

EXTRA ITEMS .15 .25

DELUXE $2.00 $3.50

SAUSAGE PEPPERON1

GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS

MUSHROOMS BLACK OLIVES

ANCHOVIES HAMBURGER

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

69'

by Sun King and
pay for their meals in the cafe-

teria.

The presence of theUranians

caused quite a stir on campus
and they were quickly absorbed

into college social life and sub-

merged In a preponderance of

activities. They spent an even-
ing playing ping-pong and list-

ening to the juke-box in the

SUB. They played five handed

spades for seven straighthours

on third floor Pardee, accepted

an offer to play Scrabble in

Hart Lobby, took in a basketball

game at Happy Valley, saw the

Milligan Movie, borrowed Ho-
mer Hecht's car and spent a

few exciting hours in Anglln

Field parking lot reading

SONG OF SOLOMN.
The merriment was quickly

brought to an end, however,

when one of the visitors came
down with hepatitis from eating

off a badly washed plate In the

cafeteria. His illness was
quickly cured by a visit to the

nurse and a handful of pills,

but nevertheless, the pair de-

cided to leave rather than risk

their health any longer.

When they arrived at their

spaceship they found it had been

ticketed; "UFOlllegallyparked

in a faculty / staff reserved

spot." Payment of the six dol-

lar fine caused cancellation of

their last minute plans to take

a trip to Myrtle Beach with the

Erwln Youth Group because of

lack of funds. They were forced

to return to Uranus unhappy and

undoubtedly to make a dero-

gatory report on the state of

earth's civilization.

The primary discussion

among campus intellectuals

these days Is what effects the

ending of the Vietnam war will

have on the construction of the

fieldhouse. So far no synthesis

has been reached.

Dr. Ira Read has virtually

disqualified himself for the job

of tennis coach. He gives three

reasons: 1,) In his previous

season as coach the team had a

record of 11-4 and he likes to

go out a winner, 2,) He feels

his sidekick Strider

that the Job could be damaging

to his reputation as during his

last tenure as coach a rumor
(totally false) circulated con-

cerning his behavior. 3,) He
has found a new way to make

$60,000 asaplaywrUcWetbtok
he should reconsider and give

the Milligan athletic program a

shot In the arm.

When President Johnson made

the statement In convocation that

Milligan was not 3 church and not

a Bible school the conclusion

was reached in the audience

that it then must be the Kingdom

of Heaven, However we think

even Dr. Mayfleld could see

through that faulty logic

Did you know that If your

schoolwork mades It necessary

for you to be away from school

over the noon hour it is possi-

ble for you to be reimbursed

for the lunches you miss. You
get 45< per lunch deduction.

Where else can you get meals

like these for only 45tf?

During rehearsals for a local

dramatic production it was dis-

covered that there was a

Milligan student who did not

know how to light a cigarette.

Rest assured that there are

still uncorrupted youth in

America.

One evening In the laundro-

mat a young man and his dog

came In. The young man asked

the proprieter for change for a

dollar, Mr. Hughes then asked

him If he would take a hundred

dollars for his dog. The young

man assured him that the price

would be satisfactory where-

upon Mr. Hughes offered him

two fifty dollar cats.

Tony Jacoby has received a

gift from Susan Motley. It is a

white, longsleeved shirt, with

a brown and white motif of

reindeer across the chest.

Pretty snazzy, Tony.

Flash Announcement; Tim
Cameron challenges Mrs. Bot-
kin to the Scrabble Champion-
ship of the World. Winner-
take-all.

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Save

Rl. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City. Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201
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Countless words have already been uttered in

sessment of the events of the past two weeks. Bui the

mptalion to add a few more is irresistible.

One of the concerns in preparation for the

ospective return of US prisoners of war is

ephenomenon of cultural shock.

It seems equally likely that American culture itself

ill need some period of readjustment following its

ingest war

That America has been touched, if not troubled, by

le war was manifested in the reaction to its end In

jite of attempts to find elation in the moment, the

redominant reaction to the cease-fire announcement

'as distinctively sober The most America could

luster was a sigh of relief and a prayer for rest at

ast, if peace is too much to ask of the Almighty

ignificantly, most discussion of the cease-fire

greemenl was haunted by guarded, tentative terms

This is certainly due in part to the delicate nature of

le final agreement. But it is also indicative of

omething which plagues America much more deeply

almost an obsession with Vietnam.

It is difficult to imagine any experience which could

ave such a pronounced effect on American life The

nergy, dollars and lives contributed to the effort over

he years are staggering Yet no one seems to be quite

sure any more why we were involved

However it did serve to provide a concrete focal point

for an entire spectrum of otherwise abstract moral,,

questions As a result it became a source of division,

each side blaming the other and the war itself for the

ills it saw.

Now the war is ending, at least as far as we are

concerned Yet the divisions and the problems will

continue to exist. Thus the question of unity and

reconstruction becomes as crucial for the United stales

as for Vietnam,

To many of us, especially those who can barely

remember the lime when the US. was not fighting in

Vietnam, the cease-fire tends to represent the lifting of

an awesome burden At the same lime, however, it

represents a fresh challenge to deal with other major

problems facing us and an opportunity to deal with

them from a different perspective

Lest one become overly optimistic, it should be
observed that although the external circumstances

have been altered, there is a sense in which nothing has

really changed The elements which combine to make
a war are still present, if temporarily dissipated The
real task. then, is to launch an attack on those

elements, to find a way for men to live together, and to

pray that we not forget Vietnam too quickly.

Social stag
Another semester has started

at Milllgan College, but notwlth

much of a bang. The novelty of

seeing friends again and of talk-

ing about Christmas exper-
iences has begun to wear off,

and we have settled down to the

boring task of Just trying to get

along with one another. The
reality of classes and a pro-
grammed life Is sinking In. I

am already looking for diver-

sions.

Not very many came last

semester.

Here at MlUigan. Staring at

the same people in class, con-

vocation, cafeteria. My diet of

the family is getting to me.

Somehow the great spirit of

community leaves me.

1 go hunting for something

to do. Not an easy task. 1 can

go to a movie, If a good one

Is In town. Even a fair one.

blurb
Multiple choice: "A Practical

Guide to Transactional

Analysis" is (A) the official

Boy Scout handbook, (B) a

manual for astronauts, (Q an

organic farming pamphlet, or

(D) the new physical science

text.

Amazingly enough, the

correct answer 1b (E) none of

the above. "A Practical Guide
to Transactional Analysis" Is

actually the subtitle for I'M

OK — YOU'RE OK, a book

recently written by Thomas A.

Harris, a psychiatrist In

California.

Developed as a "new
language of psychology,'

'

transactional analysis Is

designed to overcome the

communication gaps inherent In

alder, more complex methods

af psychology. The new system
aperates by analyzing human
Interactions and discovering

#hlch part of each person is

participating in the
transactions,

Harris rather simplydivides
i in Individual's multiple nature

Into three basic states; Parent,

Child, and Adult (P-A-C). The
Parent is a response primarily

learned during a child's first

five years. Mainly a recording

of external transactions

between a child's mother and

father, the Parent contains all

the rules, laws, and self-

righteous tirades encountered

early In life.

Felt concept
One's ChUd is a felt concept

ather than a taught concept,

uch as the Parent. Also
. eveloped during one's early

ears, the Child is dominated
y the negative feelings of the

Ivlllzlng process.

The Adult Is a thought concept

/hich begins at about 10 months
nd has the potential of

eveloplng throughout an entire

Ifetime. Reasoning and logical,

he Adult distinguishes between
tie's Parent and child and
ontlnually updates them to deal

*lth life.

Using this as a basis,
'

ransactlonal analysis views

f ?

I'm OK- You're OK" is OK
by Doug Deller

personal relationships interms

of P-A-C. In a state of mental

health an emancipated Adult

is consistently In charge of

every transaction, processing

data from Parent, Child, and

reality and then making
appropriate decisions.

Life positions

Also essential to an
understanding of transactional

analysis are the four life

positions, which are; I'm not

OK—You're OK, I'm not OK—
You're not OK, I'm OK—You're
not OK, and I'm OK—You're
OK.

I'm not OK—You're OK Is

the conclusion of virtually

every child and the orientation

of most adults. The second life

position is one of despairing

resignation, while the third

position is the one of the

criminal.

Whereas the first three

positions are based on feelings,

die fourth is based on "thought.

faith, and die wager of action."

I'm OK—You're OK embodies

the response of a mature Adult,

and it represents one's ability

to live with himself and others.

At first glance the P-A-C
of transactional analysis bears

a remarkable similarity to

Freud's ego. superego, and Id.

Yet, the founders of this newer
method contend that it deals

with observable realities

rather than subconscious

concepts, and these proponents

reject extensive examinations

of a patient's past, believing

that people reveal themselves
in the present.

According to Harris, one's

life position is chosen by age
two or three. Yet, determinism
is not entirely overwhelming as

& It is with Freud. In fact, a goal

of transactional analysis is "to

enable a person to have freedom
of choice, the freedom to change
at will, to change the responses
to occuring and new stimuli.'

Change of one's life position,

however, can come only with

conscious effort. When the

Adult takes control and

considers future possibilities,

man has an opportunity to

exercise his free will. Thus,
only in one's Adult is there

potential for change.

Although recognizing the

need for moral values, Harris
says that religion often fails

to supply them. Most religious

people, he writes, are Parent

dominated, unable to accept

others as they are. Their basic

attitude is We're OK—You're
not OK.
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People OK
For Harris the center of an

objective moral order is the

belief that "persons are
important." He falls to see,

however, that a person can be
totally OK only when he finds

that God is OK.
Exploring other relevant

subjects, I'M OK—YOU'RE OK
deals with prejudice, crime,
child rearing, marriage,
divorce, mental hospitals, and
counseling techniques. The
book includes interviews from
actual treatment sessions and
over th irty diagra ms
illustrating aspects of trans-

actional analysis.

This psychological theory

has Its faults just as others

have also. It may be an
oversimplification to identify

all transactions in terms of

P-A-C. Certainly the author

seems rather mechanistic as
he likens the human mind to

a computer which records
events In hi-fidellty and replays

them when triggered by later

experiences.

In spite of these short-

comings, I'M OK—YOU'RE OK
Introduces a strain of

contemporary psychological

thought which seems to be
growing in popularity. Written

in understandable language,

this practical guide to

transactional analysis is a

valuable resource for anyone
Interested In interpersonal

relationships.
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That is, if I have the money.
Or get a pizza or something.

If I have the money.

Variety. The Sunday cafe-

teria: ham, chicken, and roast

beef. Somehow I cannot get as

enthusiastic as my first Sunday
dinner. What I could do with

a hotdog on Sunday noon. No,

not veal. A hotdog.

There is a basketball game
at Happy Valley this week, OK,
that gives me something to do.

Might even get into the game a

bit. The games sure are well-

attended. I am beginning to think

Milllgan is a Jock school. It is

not just the lack of an alter-

native event, is it? People are

not Just getting off campus to

be getting off campus, are they?

I wonder what will happen when

we finish the fieldhouse.

Dead semester
Social events at MllliganCol-

lege. Last semester was a sad

example. Things were so dead

I am not sure I can construct

what did happen. Leslie French
was here; that was dynamite.

And the choir had a concert,

but that was Thanksgiving. Was
the presldentialelectiona social

event?

Student-planned events were

a bit weak. Student Council's

efforts had theirproblems. They
tried to set up a Student Union

Board, In conjunction with the

SUB, to coordinate activities on

campus. The idea was that each

oi the clubs would supply a mem-
ber to a program for one activity

per year. That flopped. The
clubs were unresponsive. Coun-
cil was apathetic.

Then there was the Hallo-

ween party, another non-suc-

cess. For many reasons, 1 think.

The weekends were fully sched-

uled, so the party fell within

the week. Of course we could

not go anywhere with an eleven

o'clock curfew. And the Sec-
retary of Social Affairs had a

difficult time getting people to

volunteer. Helpers were few,

the publicity was poor: some
students did not know the party

existed. The wolf-man was pur-
portedly the main attraction.

And getting the Student Coun-
cil to fund the event was not

easy. They seem to have been
more eager to join student asso-
lcations and to send a handful

of Council members to work-
shops than to allocate money for

a local function affecting the

whole student body.

Budget slashed
Budget slashes put a damper

on the social events Student

Council could plan. And the

budget was announced late in

the fall: too late, in fact, to

plan many events for the fall

semester.

Jeanee Tlmm; "We're trying.

We've been working real hard,

really we have, trying to get a

group . . . and we might get

a guest lecturer this semester,

too . . . and we're having prob-

lems. A lot of people have asked

for the Imperials again, but

there's no way, . . They're

booked two and a half years

in advance ... We're lucky

just to — ... If you are

wondering why we didn't have

any Religious Emphasis Week
first semester. It's because you

can t
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nation survives
by Tim Cameron
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ok anyone on that short

and it takes money
nore ,than we've

—

"

ere you have it. You
he whole thing If you
louncil. Shift to Mr.
sr the Concert Com-

tlce a lot more things

for second semester

yes. Of course some
ere cut from last year's

;. We had some plans

to be revised after the

as announced. Andean-

money, late bookings.

Ions. Sigh.

trying to introduce

ew things. The Johnson
iphony will be here; a

f folk-slnglng concerts

nned; and, of course,

s will be taking ad-

You know, [ kind of

we're caught In a bind.

trying to appeal to off-

people as well as those

10 are stuck here. And
everyone just cannot

fled with what comes

we are Interested in

ig more than just enter-

So many of the stu-

iproach concerts from
le. Our attempt Is to be

lal and entertaining

le cause. Developing a

program that is edu-
that Introduces var-

|islcal attempts into a

'climate Is admirable.

very serious problem

: the programming only

I

alienates the students

MUligan.

tlarizotion
i: a polarization already

ine academic versus the

,cademic, thestrlctdls-

versus the loose, the

wlltlcal theorist versus

Ive-wlth-a-lot-to-learn

ists.

.ot wish to bury anyone

of these groups. Yet
lis do get buried any-

the arena of music the

pes are blatantly

and the alienation only

the split between peo-

school that Invests so

,i PR about the family

community cannot light-

ass the polarity. And
fho look to "the con-

experience" for an

of all facets of

life simply do not

ind.

Uenation is not anover-
jenomena, and I do not

will go away. But wc
: feed it. We do not need

hetorlc on how we are
,' the community toge-

provlding one set of

'or all students —with
imputations for women,
irse. Neither need we
; that the concerts are

;ily arranged toantagon-

students. 1 think wu hove

I low enough already,

of the problem we stu-

have brought on our-

Very few people have
llling to work to improve

n's social climate. It

takes time and ingenuitytoplan

events, and with little personal

reward.

"Mr. Stokes, we all know that

last semester had its duller

moments. Your experiences In

working with Council to set up

a group Just to keep students

Informed on events Is but one

example."

"This semester should be

different, though. I still feel that

we need one group that arrang-

es and coordinates programs.
If nothing else, we need a place

just to post all the happenings

for the week. Right now there is

no way to get all the Information

collected.'

"But what makes this semes-
ter so different?"

"We seem to have difficul-

ties finding those who will work
on a project or in keeping work-
ers long enough to get some-
thing accomplished. 1 pickedup
a tip at a SUSGA workshop for
entertainment. They suggested
the SUB use part of Its staff

as a committee for program-
ming activities. I'm doingjhat

now. We have students who. as
part of their job. are helping

set up a board to coordinate
events and are planning acti-

vities.

How much?
"We have to be realistic.

There's only so much we can
do. We need to find out just how
much we can expect to get done.

The most important task we
have is to keep the students

informed about what is going

on. But we have to stop being

spectators. If the students want
activities, they're golngtohave
to start working for it, worry-
ing for the good of the whole
student body."

Good point. Oh well, I guess
it's too much to ask.

"Hey, Cameron. What do you
do when you're down?"

"Oh, I don't know. Listen to

music, I guess. Usually end up
buying another album,"
"Too expensive. If you want

something to do, why don't you
just come on up? Third floor

Pardee has a game of spades

going most every night.'

Double dactylics

Politics, folitlcs,

Edward M. Kennedy
splashed down his capsulized
name in the bay.

Said undramatically,

eplgrammatlcally,

"Terribly foggy here,
this time of day."

(2)

Ritual, hitual,

Claire Zachanasslan
Brought back a panther and
promised all wealth.

Cherished the sacrifice
ritualistically,

gave him a coffin to

wear in good health.

by Tratey Miller

(
3
)

Ossody, prosody,

Thomas Steams Eliot

howled for the hollowmen,
Prufrock bemoaned.

Challenging zealously

antl-establlshment

thinking, he orthodox

teaching entoned.

Swltcheroo, stltcheroo,

Christina Jorgensen
publicized Sweden's more
liberal views.

Doubled, there troubled, a

deuterosexual

question arose of which
John she should use.

Letter to the editor
Dear Sir;

I would like to express my
deepest gratitude to the

Administration, Staff, Students,
and other personnel of Mllligan
College who contributed to the
success of my stay at Milllgan.
To anespecialfew in particular,

fyo-ctU. a*t eo-esiii

some ofwhom know themselves,
the words "thank you" are of

infinitesimal value.

Yours truly,

T. Hannah E. London
1408 Laramie
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Key 73 bursts sectarian bubble
Let's quit fooling ourselves!

Just like any other denomination,
the independent Churches of

Christ-Christian churches in

our nation are denominationally

oriented, complete with creeds,

rules and certain mandatory
practices. The only difference

Is that the Christian Church
creeds are unwritten and the

rules only "understood."

Perhaps this explains the

reactions of several Christian

Church members at last year's

North American Christian Con-
vention, when Key 73, a program
dealing with nation-wide evan-
gelism, became a major source

of discussion and debate.

"The Key doesn't fit" became
the motto, and special services

on the evils of this program
were held. Skepticism domi-
nated the minds of many pre-
sent, and men, threatened by

their understanding of Key 73,

defended their position of why
the Christian Churches should

not participate In the promotion
of this program.

It is easy to see why church
members were threatened by

Key 73. The words "nationwide"

caused these people to think of

Key 73 as an ecumenical move-
ment, and the whole idea behind

a combined effort with other

churches is frightening — es-

pecially to a domination that

claims "undenomlnationalism."
Thlo understanding of Key 73

Just is not correct. Attitudes

such as these only prove that

the reaction had already set in

before an honest look at even

the preliminary literature was
taken. The definition and pur-
pose of Key 73 was set down in

an early pamphlet:

"Key 73 is a unique, simul-

taneous, continent-wide evan-
gelistic thrust in which 130

denominations . , . are partici-

pating — each working individ-

ually or in cooperation with

other groups or congregations

at the community level. The
movement will be backed upwith

,a mass media program de-

veloped by Key 73 committees.

"The purpose of Key 73 is

to confront the people of your

continent with the gospel of

Jesus Christ by proclamation

and demonstration, witness and

ministry, word and deed."

Nothing could come closer to

the great commission of "Go
ye Into all the world and preach

the Gospel, baptizing In the

name of the Father, the Son

and the Holy Spirit" than the

defined purpose of Key 73.

Most Christians, denominational

by Jeanee Timm
or otherwise, should be over-
Joyed that this thrust Is being
revitalized and given new life
by national commlnoes and thoir
support.

The fear of the ecumenical
government would have been
way-laid in the following sen-
tences of the pamphlet, had the

enraged leaders read on:

"Key 73 is not designed to

launch another ecumenical
movement or to establish some
new ecclesiastical structure to

force denominations or groups

into some new organic church
union. To safeguard the

autonomy of doctrine and prac-
tice of the participating church
groups, Key 73 has three prin-

ciples of operation—separately

developing their own program,
simultaneously carrying them
out in 1973 for maximum Im-
pact, co-operatively using

national television, radio and

the press effectively."

The purpose of Key 73 Is

evangelism and is designed to

be carried out within the boun-

daries of each individual con-
gregation and denomination.

Why Is it that Christian Church
people cannot conceive of co-

operation with other Christians

without the paranoia that some-
one is out to destroy the "one

true church?" Such a program
could be used effectively within

congregations to reach people
for Christ in a world thai sadly
needs His power and saving

grace however ridiculous the

opposition occurs, and the effect

is handicapped by such thinking.

It Is unfortunate as well that

the Independent Christian

Church generally has negative

reactions to such attempts as

Key 73. People with the hope

of eternal life and the optimism
of love are often the most
negative In the ring of Pro-
testant Churches.

The whole Idea behind Key

73, being totally effective has

one major loop-hole. It will

not work under present con-

ditions. Many members of the

Christian Church who should

be acting on such ideas, un-

fortunately refuse to help. Key

73 could be much more effective

If those who say it cannot be
done would work Instead of chas-
tise.

In typical fashion, the church

of Christ people are sitting back
and finding fault in an evange-
listic attempt. Heavy criticism
of BUly Graham, Nicky Cruz
and other evangelists is quick

to come forth, but seldom is

an attempt made to evangelize

or design programs of evan-
gelism by the critics.

It Is easytocrlticlze, but hard
to make an Idea work. Key 73

Is work. It is a challenge to

Christians of all denominations
to evangelize the entire conti-

nent, and it cannot be entirely

accomplished when a contingent

of people sit back and wait for

it to happen.

Evangelism Is an every day
thing and should not be set

aside for the year 1973. How-
ever, 1973 is a good time to

Stan and Key 73 gives a ref-
erence for beginning.
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$30,000 pledged infeiethon

STUDYING HARD — Kevin Hartke finds the new student lounge too comfortable for studying and

catches a few winks instead.

New lounge open for students
To provide a comfortable

place for students to study

or to wait between classes,

the Student Academic
Committee has convened room
309 of the Administration

Building into a student lounge.

Financed with $100 from the

Academic Affairs Budget of

Student Council, the Student

Academic Committee

THEATRE TICKETS

$1.30
JufuT fn Hie 5UB

Or See Any Circle K

Member

purchased most of the

furnishings for the lounge in

junk shops and used-furniture

stores. The committee mem-
bers and several other student

volunteers spent two weekends
shopping, cleaning and repair-

ing their purchases, washing
windows, and arranging

furniture to get the lounge ready
for use.

Two couches, three easy
chairs, a rocker, a table, two
lamps, and a braided rug

furnish the room, which will

comfortably accomodate about
ten people at a time. Bright
green curtains hang from the

windows, and prints of works
by such painters as Cezanne,
Renoir, and Van Gogh decorate
the walls.

This semester, room 309 will

accomodate the tutorine staff,

[n addition to humanities,

however, tutoring is also

available upon request In the

fields of business, freshman
Bible, Greek I, math, and

science.

With 335 additional donations

of unspecified amounts yet to be

tallied, 530 alumni and former
students contacted during the

Telethon of November 14-21,

1972, have pledged $30,000 for

Mllligan College.

Approximately 180 students,

faculty and alumni composed
the Telethon crew which phoned
1200 Mllligan alumni and
former students. Senior Mike
Kouns was the top solicitor,

receiving more than $3000 in

pledges.

Telephone calls were dialed

direct each evening from 7;00

p. m. until 10:00 p. m. Calls
ranged across nearly all of

the continental United States.

The telephone bill for the entire

project amounted to $1275.78.
Thus, each of the 1200 calls

cost Utile more than one dollar,

while the pledges averaged
$25 per call.

Solicitors urged unrestricted

pledges so that the money could
be placed in the general fund.

Persons who wished to specify

the use of their money,
however, could request that

their moneybeusedfor specific

purposes.

Crowds wait until dark
Frederick Knotts' mystery-

drama WAIT UNTIL DARKwill
be presented at Johnson City

Community Theatre February
2nd and 3rd at 8;15 p. m.
WAIT UNTIL DARK takes

place in the Greenwich Village

apartment of Sam Hendrix and

his wife, Suzy, who are por-

trayed by Mike Shannon and

Jeri Smith,

As the play opens the

audience is introduced to Ser-
geant Carlino and Mike Talman,
ex-convicts, who are Imper-
sonating police officers. Mr.
Roat, played by Ira Read, is

SLR fl.8 lens

East Tenn's Largest

Supplier Of:

• Photographic Paper

• Chemicals

• Film

• Camera Filters

We Specialize In :

NIKON and

HONEYWELL

PRODUCTS

LIMITED OFFER

HONEYWELL PENTAX
SP0TMATIC

retail N0W
$289. $199 90

DISCOUNT TO

STUDENTS AND

FACULTY

820 W. WALNUT

JOHNSON CITY

926-1106

the leader of the group.

Mr. Roat explains that their

purpose is to recover a musical

doll that contains $50,000worth
ol purt heroin. The doll was
given to Sam Hendrix, a photo-

grapher, who unknowingly was
the courier.

During the action of this

drama, Mr. Roat and his co-

horts work out a scheme to con

the blind Suzy out of the doll.

Problems arise as they

search for the doll and the

tensions build to a climax.
Characters are; Ira Read-Mr.

Roat; Ken Bates-Mike Talmen;
Jeri Smlth-Suzy Hendrix; Allen
Trlvett-Sgt. Carlino; Mike
Shannon-Sam Hendrix; Missy
RomaIne-Gloria; Jim Mltchum

and Kevin Younkin as the

policemen.
Director of WAIT UNTIL

DARK is Charles Humpston and
Stage Manager is Jean Miller.

Tickets are $1.50 for

students and $2.00 for adults.

Of the 530 donors whosc-

contributions comprise the

$30,000, nearly all are first-

time donors. Some of the

donations are one-time gifts

to be paid Immediately. The

majority of gifts, however,

are monthly amounts to be paid

over a period of one vear.

Already $6000 has been col-

lected, and Director of

Development, Eugene Wlggln-

ton, estimates that at least

ninety per cent of the money

pledged will be received.

Although the amount pledged

falls $20,000 short of the goal

of $50,000, Mr. Wlgglnton

optomistlcally reports, "We
may reach the $50,000 goal

with the gifts of the 335 persons

who did not specify the amounts
of their donations.*'

"I thought that the program
was a success in every way,"
Wigglnton said, "not only in

money but also in the excite-

ment of the alumni. With very
few exceptions, we had positive

responses."

Dunn initiates

loan program
On April 15, 1972, Governor

Winfield Dunn signed into Law
an Act providing for a Medical
Loan-Scholarship Program for

Tennessee residents attending

medical school.

The purpose of the Act is to

Induce medical students to

locate and practice In areas of

the State where ther Is a

shortage of physicians.

Under this program, medical
students may obtain awards of
up to $3,500 per year, for a

total of $14,000. The loans are
cancelled at the rate of $5,000
per year, if the student
completes his training and
begins his medical practice in

a shortage area.

To be eligible the applicant
must come from a county with
a population to physician ratio
greater than 1500:1. Students
who are eligible to apply can
pick up the appropriate appli-

cation forms In Dean Wetzel's
office.

CARDS
'SOFT TOUCH" ASSORTMENT

featured in the

SUB

SUNDRY SHOP
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s season, nears en
As the month of February nears

and with i! the closing clashes of an

exciting season. Milligan's

basketball team, perhaps the finest

In many years, enters the

remaining frays atop an im-

pressive 16-s record with no signs

of faltering in the straight of way
The 1972-73 Buffalo learn, a

synthesis of cool-headed poise and
potentially explosive power, ap-

pears to be the most balanced

group Milligan has been able tto

organize in many seasons. No
doubl mosl of the credit goes to the

tireless efforts of Coach Phil

Worrell, whose scouting trips and

striving for perfection have been

the cores of learn solidarity

Maturity seems to be a big factor

for Milligan this year. Maturity

combined with an ability to

rebound from the slump and win.

The team's actions this semester

are a case in point. Going into a

game with Huntington (Indiana)

College on January 5 after a long

trip North, the Buffaloes 8-2 record

was seared by the opposition 101-

86

Enraged when things didn't

click, Worrell's nelmen hashed in

Emory and Henry 88-72 on January

10th, pulled a squeezer past tough

Trevecca 89-88 and, in the first

home game since December 16,

knocked off Maryville 80-72.

After smashing Bryan 80-67 and

losing a close one at Tennessee

Wesleyan 66-62. the Buffs followed

up with three straight, impressive

beating Tusculum 74-59, King 66-62,

and LMU 100-86

It would be difficult and perhaps

WO FOR BUFFS - Despite determined blocking Steve Drushef '

unfa,r ,0 sin^ le out anybody in

umps in two more points to push Milligan closer to the final 100 point p

:ore against Lincoln Memorial University on January 27.
Milligan's exciting endeavors on

ourt this season. Certainly, it

STUDENT and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
PI SLACKS

PANTS
SKIRTS

SPORT
COATS
44* EACH

Men's oi Ladies' -

SUITS !

Ladies' Plain -

DRESSES;

89 EACH

SHIRTS
laundered

to peHectionl

5 for 99«

GOOD EACH SATURDAY TD

H

One hour
dry cxeaneRS

/-
703 S. ROAN 9261232 ^
401 N. ROAN 926-0261

V 301 BELMONT 9262211 J
KNITS should be DBYCLE4NED by PROFESSIONALS

by Phil B
has been a team effort or, as Coach
Worrell said, a '"molding together"

of these athletes into an active,

effective unit

Much of the credit must go to the

two seniors who have been with the

team from the start — Don

Threlkeld and Dale Clayton

Threlkeld has been a veritable

genius this year whose multidue of

duties from field general to team

captain (there are three) com-

bined with magnificent ball-

handling, assisting and accurate

shooting will no doubt seal his

career as one of Milligan's

basketball greats.

Clayton ("The Man"), another of

the three captains, has also proven

his ability to clear the boards and

spark the fast break, and his

presence, both on and off the court,

is a definite plus for team morale

Scott McClarren, the junior

forward who rounds out the

tripartite leadership of the team
has also shown a relentlessly op-

timistic attitude and has been a

powerful asset on the court, par-

ticularly on defense

lowers
Coupled with the leadership of

these three captains has been a

strong and aggressive team which

have given completely of them-

selves to make this a great year for

Milligan in basketball. The Buf-

quoias of the court. 6'7"

sophomore Bddie Carver and 6'8"

junior Steve Drushel have been

mean on the boards, and Carver

has become perhaps the most

exciting player on the team.

Sophomore Hick Long, whose

deadly accuracy from the field and

stickiness on defense has beer

great at guard, as has the team's

sjwirkplug and clutch freshman

player Joey Hcnsley.

Monday night, the Buffalo Ex-

press was temporarily derailed by

super-strong Carson-Newman 108-

69, a stunning defeat which would

have sent many teams reeling. But

considering the team's ability to

recover and. moreover, to be

virtually unsinkable in its op

timism, the trusting forecast is for

more victories ahead

1

YOU DOH'T MEEMLOT
OF MONEY TO SHOW

S LOT OF LOVE,

DIAMOND
A Token Of Love From Promise

Ring To Wedding Ring

BOWMAN'S JEWELERS

Have Complete Line For Your Choice

jBo^vinnoini

$eioelers

121 Fountain Square Johnson Gr^_Tenne»ee
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Miltigan-Pin«cr««f Branch

Taller Aid Drive-la Wiidow Service

Moi.-Tkers. 9:00-4:00

Friday 9:00-6:00

Mil/igan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING.

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE MILUGAN - P1NECREST BRANCH.

..Start your free checking account

at Milligan -Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
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Sweetheats reign

with 'Blue' theme

BANQUET BEAUTIES - Twelve lovely Milligan coeds will be honored tonight at tne annual
Valentine's Banquet. Pictured are (1. to r,) rempa Lawson, Michelle Roch, Wendy Fagan,
Joy Thompson, Diane Sidle, Brenda Trultt, Sharon Jones, Pam Johnson, and Shirley Norman.
Not pictured are Donna Loving, Kathy Reed, and Paula Eldorado.

Bunting to lead seminar
Speaking on the theme

"Meeting theNeedsofTroubled
Youth," Mr. Wade Bunting,

director of Group Homes for

the state of North Carolina,

will lead a seminar at Mil-
ligan on February 20 and 21

for Human Relations majors,
minors, and all other inter-

ested students.

In convocation Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 20, Bunting will speak
on the topic "Please Listen
to Me." From 12:00 to 12;55

a.m. that day. Bunting will

meet in Sutton Annex with any
students interested in discus-
sing "Who speaks for Child-

ren: Unkept Promises."
During Wednesday Feb-

ruary 21, Bunting will address
several sociology classes. In

the evening, a special session
will conclude the Human Re-
lations seminar.

To be held in Lower Se-
eger from 7;00-8;30 p.m., the

final session of the seminar
will cover two areas. First,

Human Relations pcrsonnelDr.
Orvel Crowder, Dr. Tetsuano
Yamamorl, Mr. Robert Hall,

Flora to speak

on profs' pets

As the second student lec-

turer in the lecture series.

Junior Mike Flora will speak
on "Teacher-Student Relation-
ships From a Student's Point
of View, " Thursday, Feb-
ruary 22 at 8:00 p.m.

Subtitling his lecture "How
to Butter up a Teacher," Flora
explains that his research Is

a result of not only articles

from books and magazines but
also examples from life at

Milligan.

Students and faculty are In-
vited to attend the lecture,
which will be held In the Thomp-
son Room of the science
building.

and Dr. Robert Llndeman will

explain the four tracks In the

Human Relations sub-area and

career possibilities in each

track. Second, Bunting will lead

a discussion on "Justice for

Juveniles."

According to Dr. Yamamorl,
the Human Relations seminar
has two purposes: 1) to in-

troduce the Human Relations

sub-area to Milligan College
at large, and 2) to have pro-

fessional fellowship among
Human Relations majors and

minors. Dr. Yamamorl reports
that the Human Relations
subarea will cry to sponsor
such a seminar once each se-
mester In years to come.

MiUigan's 104 Human Rela-
tions and Psychology majors
will receive written Invitations

to the seminar, but all other
interested persons are also
welcome to attend.

Concerts proliferate
Three concerts , Including

Marilyn Kelser, Guerri Mat-
thews, and the dimmers will

be presented within a nine day
period in Mllligan'sSeeger Me-
morial Chapel,

Marilyn Keiser, organist,

will present a recital at 8:00

p.m. on Tuesday, February 20,

1973, as a part of the Milligan

College Organ Series. A note-

worthy performer. Miss Kelser
has achieved acclaim for her
performances in New England
and New York. She is enrolled

In the doctoral program at

Union Theological Seminary
studying under organist Alec
Wyton. Currently Miss Kelser
is Organist-Choirmaster at All

Soul's Parish In Ashvllle, North
Carolina, as well as Music Con-
sultant to the Episcopal
Diocese.

Returning to Milligan, the

Zimmers will appear in a

evening convocation scheluded

for 8;00 p.m. Friday, february
23, 1973. Robert and Betty

Zimmer, a husband and wife -
violin and piano duo, will be
presenting a program of selec-
tions from the works of Fritz
Kreisler. Kreisler, a Viennese
violinist and composer wrote
what has been described as
"transfigured salon music."
Included in the Zimmers per-
formance will be a series of

Slavonic Dances by Dvorak and
Kreisler.

Folk artist Guerri Matthews
will appear in concert Mon-
day, Feb.-uary 26, 1973 at 8 :00
p.m. Miss Matthews is

the first of two folk concerts
Included In the Spring Concert
Series of MllliganCollege. Well
known for her rendition of
traditional folk songs, Miss
Matthews has traveled widely
In the Tennessee area.

"Love is Blue" is the ap-
propriate theme for MiUigan's
annual Sweetheart Banquet,

which begins at 5:30 In Sut-

ton Cafeteria on February 16

Class sweethearts will be

announced after the steak din-

ner that is open for all students

and the public.

Vocal and Instrumental en-
tertainment will be provided
during the meal by various

Milligan students. Among those
scheduled to sing are Paul
Bader, Claudia Bartiett, Rick
Wright, and Rosemary Wright.

Kathy Demeter and Rosemary
Holtsberry will also perform
piano solos.

After the banquet, master of

ceremonies Tracy Miller will

announce sweetheart candi-

dates and class sweethearts,

and Carrie Enkema, Founder's
Daughter, will present each
sweetheart with a bouquet of

roses.

The freshman class will be
represented by four candidates.

Paula Eldorado, escorted by
Randy Trueblood, comes from
Columbus, Ohio. Wendy Fagan
of Toronto, Ohio, Is escorted

by Wes Starkey. Michelle Roch
Is from Indianapolis, Indiana

and will be escorted by Lee
Morrow. Diane Sldle's home
Is In Orrville, Ohio, and Dave
Williard Is her escort.

Three coeds have been no-
minated for the title of

sophomore sweetheart. Shirley

Norman from Winston Salem,
North Carolina win be escorted
by Marc Grlsslnger. joy
Thompson, escorted by Dan
Carroll, Is from Grmnell, Iowa.

From Louisville, Kentucky,
Brenda Truitt will be escorted
by Don Steffey.

The Junior class has selected

three girls for their sweet-
heart nominees. Pam Johnson
comes from Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Greg Johnson Is her escort.

Sharon Jones of Altoona, Pen-
nsylvania, will be escorted by
Dave Chupa, and Tempa Law-
son of Loyall, Kentucky, will

be escorted by Paul Bader.
Two seniors are competing

for class sweetheart. Donna
Loving is from Bristol, Ten-
nessee, and Kevin Harkey is

her escort. Kathy Reed from

Ft. Meyers, Florida, has

chosen Rick Mc Inturf as her

escort.

On Thursday February 15,

the student body voted for

class sweethearts. The banquet

is sponsored by the Social Af-

fairs Committee of the student

council. Committee members
are Jim Sluyter, chairman;

Rosemary Holtsberry; and Pam
.•; ben .

Mortuary

major

announced

A Joint announcement was
made recently by Jess W.John-
son, President of MllliganCol-
lege, and J. RossFlummerflet,
President of Indiana College of

Mortuary Science, concerning
a cooperative program to begin

this fall.

The Bachelor of Science

degree program will lead to

professslonalizatlon In mor-
tuary science and a college

major in the field of business.

Three of the student's four

years will be spent at Mil-
ligan College and the other
year will be spent studying

at the Indiana College of Mor-
tuary Science.

Currently, two years of edu-
cation beyond high school are
required by the State of

Indiana to beome a licensed

funeral director. Pre-
mortuary science programs
are now offered by the Indiana

College of Mortuary Science.

Upon successful completion
of the four-year program and
receipt of a satisfactory score
from the National Board Ex-
amination, the student will be
eligible to receive a B.S. from
Milligan College and be cer-
tified for his professloanl
practice.

Inquiries concerning thepro-
gram may be addressed to the

Milligan College Admissions
Office.

STRIMMINC AWAY — Guei

one of three concerts schedule

Matthews, traveling folk sing and guitarinst. will present
ir the ne\t t«- -r-eks.
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Rule changes proposed
During the week of February

19, the Commission on Rules

and Regulations will meet with

Dr. Yamamorl to discuss stu-

dent recommendations for rule

changes.

Appointed by Student Council

in October toexamine the hand-

book "Rules and Regulations

Governing Student Life at Mll-

llgan College 1972-73," the

commission hopes to clarify

and propose viable alternatives

for the present regulations.

Rather than suggesting a sin-

gle revision of the handbook,
the commission is examining
each rule separately and Is

proposing several alternate

regulations.

Dormitory rules, especially

for women, are the primary
consideration. In a meetingwlth

Mrs. Fontaine, the commission
discussed alternatives to the

women's present 11:00 weekday
and 1:00 weekend curfews.

Most feasible, according to

Mrs. Fontaine, is a system of

staggered hours, with card-

Early bird gets the job

A survey of companies and

government agencies that

•expect to hire college graduates

this year Indicates that now,

not sometime after graduation

In June, is when seniors should

be starting to look for Jobs.

The survey, conducted by

Changing Times magazine and

released February 1 , shows

that despite an upturn in the

Job market for new graduates,

the day when they could wait

for corporate recruiters to

come to them is still Just

a memory.
Replies from more than 100

companies Indicate that seniors

who do get started early should

find good demand for their

services In most major dis-

ciplines. Personnel officers

responding to the survey de-

scribed a wide range of jobs

throughout the county.

—72 of the organizations

have or expect to have jobs

for new engineering graduates.

The specialties needed Include

aeronautical, chemical, civil,

electrical, geological. Indus-

trial and mechanical en-

gineering, among others.

—59 want business and

marketing majors for jobs in

sales, management, planning

and other areas.

—48 have varied openings for

accountants.

—40 want science or math-
ematics majors for research,

development and other tech-

nical positions,

—30 have jobs for liberal

arts majors In a variety of

fields.

—22 say they're looking for

graduates with such miscel-

laneous specialties as com-
puter programming, graphic

arts, health, communications,
advertising.

The closer an applicant's

record and goals match the

company's needs , the more
likely he or she is to get the

Job.

Who is the Ideal candidate?

A composite picture drawn

from the comments of person-

nel officers who participated

In the survey shows a grad-

uate with these shining char-

acteristics:

— Good grades. Companies
still put a premium on them.
— Plenty of extracurricular

activities. Panic ipation In

campus affairs demonstrates

an abiliry to get along with

others.

— Work experience. Ideally,

this means summer of part-

time work in a field related

to the one you want to enter.

— Willingness to relocate.

Companies try to assign

workers where they're needed

most. An applicant who's wil-

ling to take a position some-
where away from home Is likely

to stay in the running longer

than someone less flexible.

— Clear Job objective. Ap-
plicants who know what they

want to do tend to make a

better impression than those

who don't.

The Changing Times survey

Is designed to help graduates

get their job hunts off the

ground and includes names and

addresses of companies that

indicated they have openings.

Graduating seniors tempted
to put this off, better not. The
early birds have their

Job-hunting campaigns rolling

already.

keys for upperclassmen with

acceptable academic and social

standings. Such card-keys will

allow residents of the women's
dorms to enter the dorms after

the doors are locked. Details

of the staggered hour plan,

however, are as yet Indefinite.

Having corresponded and
compared regulations with

Carson - Newman, Union Col-
lege, University of Tennessee,
East Tennessee State Un-
iversity, Emory and Henry,
Maryville, and Lincoln

Memorial University, commis-
sion chairman Mike Flora
views Milllgan's rules as
"overall, somewhat less pro-
gressive than average."

None of the schools with
whom the commission corres-
ponded mentioned a dress code.

In their recommendation to

Dr. Yamamorl, the commission
will suggest abolishing Mil-

llgan's present dress code.

Flora explains, " The dress
code is Irrelevant to what the

college is trying to accomplish.

Dress code shouldn't be any

big deal."

Last fall, the commission is-

sued a survey to obtain student

opinion on the no smoking rule

for women. According to the

survey, (A% of the student body

do not object to women students

smoking on campus, and 11%
of the women smoke when not

attending Milligan. The com-
mission hopes to obtain equal

smoldng regulations for men
and women.
As a separate project, the

commission Is also In-

vestigating the possibility of

voluntary convocation atten-

dance for seniors.

Members of the commission
are chairman Mike Flora,

Brent Hart, Jerry Lawson,
Lynn Lewis, Carolyn Miller,

Robbie Wyatt, and Sharon

Yevtlch.

QUIETLY CONTEMPLATIVE— A
Jeannee Tlmm reviews a song for

jsorbed in her music, soprano

her February 24 recitaL

Timm makes debut
Milllgan's first senior voice

recital of the season, featuring

Miss Jean Tlmm, will be held

February 24, at 8:00 p.m. in

Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Miss Tlmm, a soprano, will

perform a four part recital

including Itallna, German,
French and English selections.

She will open her recital with

the Purcell duet. SOUND THE
TRUMPET, aided by tenor Jim
Sluyter.
An additional duet, LOST

IS MY QUIET will be per-
formed by Miss Timm and Joy
Blackford. Vivaldi's VlENl
has been chosen to finish her

Baroque selections.

Works Including 8RAUTLI-
EDER by Cornelius, Lia's Aria
from L'ENFANT PRODIGUE
and ROMANCE by Debussy,
Bachelet's CHERE NU1T,
and Mussorgsky's NURSERY

Top classes to party

amid faculty foolery

a series of six songs, will

complete the program.

For the past three years.

Miss Tlmm has been a voice

student at MlUlgan. She has
studied under Rachel and
Sherwyn Bachman. Mr. Bach-
man will be the accompanlsr
for the evening. Both piano
and harpslcord will be used.

There will be a reception

given for Miss Tlmm In Lower
Seeger lmmedlatly following

the performance.

Spring sees

decrease in

enrollment
Enrollment figures for the

spring semester, which were
recently released by the Reg-
istrar's Office, showed a de-
cline from the fall semester.

On Thursday evening In Sut-

ton Cafeteria the Juniors and
Seniors are planning a party

in celebration of Washington's
birthday.

The activity will begin at

fter all students

Id have completed

their studies and will last until

curfew.

The details are still being

planned but most of the enter-

tainment has been arranged.

Faculty will have the main
part in the celebration. Dr.
Lawson and Dr. YamamoriwUl
give a demonstration of judo,

and Mr. Price has promised
to roller skate for the classes.

Other faculty are being con-

tacted to contribute their

special talents.

Admission is free for all

junior and Senior class mem-
bers .

Statistical breakdown Is

as follows:

Fall '72 Spring '73

Seniors 155 161
Juniors 157 135
Soph. 171 157
Freshmen 224 211
Special 24 21

Total 731 685

On-campus enrollment drop-
ped from 569 last fall to 515
for this semester. The number
of commuting students in-

creased from 162 to 170.

Compared with the sprint;

semester of last year, enroll-

ment decreased by 35 students.

West Towne Square

ELIZABETHT0N, TF.NN.

PHONE 542 5521

Hours: Sun.-Wed. 4-11 P.M.

rhors.-Sat. 11-12 PJH.

CALL FOR:

.15 .25

$2.00 $3.50
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HAM '.
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at closing time 69'
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TUNE UPS
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PROBLEMS
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'Swingers' play croquet
by J

"We play for blood" was

Frank Oakes' description of

the type game played by twenty

m«n In a shack behind Sutton

dining hall.

Many students do not know

that his game Is croquet and

there Is an Indoor croquet court

on the MlUigan Campus,

A group ol approximately

twenty men went together in

1964 and built the 40x72 court

when self-supporting trusses

became available for construc-

tion. Their previous outdoor

court was black-topped to form

the Hart hall parking lot.

Being, In all probability, the

only completely flat surface on

the MlUigan campus, the court

takes a lot of care. Frank

Oakes, who owns the property,

uses rugs and a wooden smo-

other on the fine sand sur-

face .then wets it down an hour

before the games.

'Never stop'

"Once you get started you

never stop" Indicates the en-

thuslam with which the men
play the game. Some of the

members are found there on

most any day of the week.

According to the men, their

wives ''don't care a thing aboui

It" and are happy that their

husbands enjoy the game.

Many of the members have
been playing since boyhood days
while others have Just picked it

up in recent years. Mr. IvLA.

Mayo claims he once clas-

sified the game as "sissy" but

soon realized it was the "man's
game" as his friend, Mr. Frank
Mohler, describes It.

'No mercy'

The game is definitely not

like one found In someone's

backyard. Former dean of Mil-

ligan College, Guy Oakes,

another member of the club,

declares "They don't show you

any mercy - - We all play to

*ln." In this croquet "man-
aging the game is as important

as playing the wickets" ac-

:ordlng to Mayo.

The strategy these men use

n the game is unbelievable,

flie ball is hit so It not only

nakes it through the wicket

XJt it also ricochets precisely

o knock the opponent's ball

>ut of position while the play

iall sits perfectly in line for

he next shot.

: According to Frank Oakes it

s "not uncommon to see a

slla go around the whole

One "nerve game"

as Mohler terms It, can last

anywhere from fifteen minutes

to an hour.

Testifying that "one mistake

can win or lose the game
,

these man play their croquet

in sets of two. Strategies that

help one's partner out of a

bind are often needed to win

the game. Variations to the

game are roque, a much slower

moving game than croquet, and

cutthroats, a game for only two

players. All the men prefer the

partner game, however, so it

is played most often.

Special short handle mallets

which are made by Frank Oakes

In his worksbopareusedforthe

indoor croquet game. Oakes

uses birch but prefers sugar

tree maple wood for these heavy

mallets. Hard on one end and

rubber-tipped on the other, the

mallet is worth at leasi$l£.0Q.

The $10.00 balls, which are

also ground byOakes.aremade

of a very hard substance known

as tinnlte which Is used by

Eastman Corporation to make

steering wheels.

Exercise and fun

The club not only provides

exercise for the members who

include both retired and

working men, but the men also

enjoy, as Dean Oakes puts It,

"the fellowship of the whole

group and the fun of playing,"

Ranging in ages from twenty

three to eighty, the MlUigan

Croquet Club has quite an as-

sortment of fellows. Playing

since the depression days out

on the back lawn, brother Frank

and Guy Oakes rememberwhen
"mother couldn't even get us

in to eat."

Frank, considered the best

player by his fellow players.

Is known to many Milligan stu-

dents as the former post-

master. Guy is the Director

of Alumni Affairs for MlUigan.

Classed as "one of the best"

is another member, S.E.

Slagle, who will be 79 In May.

an et Meyer
M.A. Mayo was introduced to

the game by a friend

approximately fifteen years ago

and Joined the Milligan club in

November of 1972.

A horse tamer by trade,

Frank Mohler has played

croquet aU his life. Other who

wUl claim "they never get

tired of It" are W.C. Stevens,

R.O. Wilcox, and Qulnton Rich-

ardson.

These men truly find the

game of croquet "fascinating"

and welcome students to come
and watch anytime. The men
play on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings and on Wednesday,
Saturday, and Sunday after-

noons.

KNOCKING
Oakes angle;

AROUND — Leaning to place Ms shot, Mr. Frank

his mallet for a drive.

Jovial Jester jives at Milligan

Jester Halrston wakes up an

audience. No matter how the

people feel before entering,

they leave with a little hope

in their hearts and some zest

In their steps.

Jester's audience is cap-

tivated immediately. Within

each song he has a story that

makes the music live in the

hearts of each person there.

The whip cracks on everyone's

back; each person feels the

heartbreak of being torn from

their family as the slaveswere

long ago.

Jester can make life real to

other people because he knows
what real life Is. His life bas

been fuU enough to fill two

others and he keeps flUing It

every day. . .

Hard work could be the ap-

positive for Jester Halrston's

life. At eleven years old he

worked In a steel mill at night

after he had gone to school

all day. His graduation from

college came five years later

than others of his age due to

his working for tuition funds.

Jester made opportunities

for himself. He started In 1929

with the Hall Johnson Choir, a

black cholrthatsangfor Broad-

—
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way shows. Working with such

famous people as Fred Waring
and Raymond Massey, he took

advantage of each experience

he could. Beginning In 1930

in the chorus of a white show,

"Hello Paris," starring Chic

Sail, he worked up the ranks

of musical comedies on Broad-
way, His talent was recognized

and be was made director of a

black and white choir In another

musical, "America Sings"

starring AUen Jones, father of

Jack Jones, popular singer of

today.
Through the years he has

faced the prejudices against the

black*. Even with his cum laude

graduation from Tuft Univer-

sity he was cast In parts as

a native who could only say

"Yessa bossa."
His attitude, however, is not

bitter. He sees the progression

of social attitudes as the

"country growing up."

He remembers when, after

sixteen years of working with

"Amos and Andy
(

'" liberal

whites and black people began

to picket the show as part of

the social revolution

.

Jester declares, "it was Just

plain comedy" but feels the

black revolution has been

by Jan et Meyer
worthwhile. He states, "If this

whole revolution hasn't done

any more than to make the

black man aware that there

Is nothing to be ashamed of

In this country, it bas done

something."

Sensing the back swing of the

pendulum of social attitudes,

Jester pointed out the

resurgence of racial type

comedy today. "Now that black

is beautiful they are doing the

same things on "The Flip Wil-

son show" and "Sanford and

Son" that they did on "Amos
and Andy,"
He realizes that during the

era of "Amos and Andy" people
were stereotyping all blacks

as those characters. Today the

characters can be portrayed

without thinking the actors are

those people.

Jester has seen much social

change through the years. "Ten
years ago I wouldn't have been

welcome here as a black to be

conducting white kids."

Throughout his life he has

accepted people for what they

are , whether black or white.

The goal of all bis numerous
goodwill tours is "make
friends with people through

music."
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High, deep
Last Fall Mllllgan College purchased a small

piece of land adjoining the campus.

The land purchase is located east of the

post office along the MUligan Highway and

includes Buffalo Creek. The land, approximately

seven acres, was acquired for $6S,000.

At the time of the purchase, a number of

students and faculty members were disturbed.

On one hand, budgets were cut and no raises

were given to faculty members. On the other

hand, the college was Involved In an apparently

extravagant real estate transaction. The price

of the land seemed exhorbltant, and its potential

for use seemed limited.

The STAMPEDE became aware of the situation

and spoke to President Johnson. He wished to

make no official statement.

We subsequently determined not to raise the

Issue at that time, in hopes that the Adminis-

tration would make a public statement of Its

own concerning the nature and purpose of the

purchase, and any plans for future development

of the property. However, no statement has

been made to date.

In view of these facts, a member of the

STAMPEDE'S editorial board interviewed

President Johnson again last week. Our ln-

:entlon was to provide the Administration with

in opportunity to bring the matter before the

vlilllgan Community, possibly to relieve what-

ever tensions It may have provoked and to

irovide a basis for Intelligent discussion of

he matter.

However, President Johnson declined to make
any comprehensive public statement and

apparently intends to remain silent on the

matter indefinitely.

The purpose of these remarks Is not to make
a statement concerning the wisdom of

purchasing a piece of land. The Information
is too Incomplete to make such a Judgement
carefully.

Nor is it our Intention to deliver any sort

of ultimatum demanding Indiscriminately that

every official action of the school be made
public.

However, the question which does arise

in the matter Is that of the Administration's

sensitivity to the concerns of members of

the community.

The ongoing of MUligan College should not

be any less the concern of students and faculty

than of any other groups. In effect, the Ad-
ministration has denied the validity of student

concern in a matter which could affect the

future of Milligan. However, this seems
antithetical to the notion of developing re-

sponsible membership In the Mllllgan com-
munity.

We feel that hesitancy in openly discussing

a matter of such potential consequence is

detrimental to the morale of the community
as a whole.

:':-::-:-;-:.:-:-:-:^:-::::::::x:::;:::::::::x:-:-:-:-::;v ::;;::::

Finally itarrlved. The move-
ment which had captivated the

West Coast and flamed across

America dared at last to Invade

the tranquil serenity of MU-
ligan College. The Jesus move-
ment reached us at last.

But that was during the fall

of 1971, and now 1973 is well

under way.Somehow everything

is quieter now; lethargy seems
to prevail again.

Noticing the apparent change
In atmosphere, I decided to

investigate the disappearance of

all the enthusiasm and fervor.

As I talked with various

students who had been involved

with the so-called Jesus move-
ment, 1 encountered a strong

consensus that it had not dis-

appeared at all, but had under-
gone a healthy and necessary
transition.

I also met with some dis-

approval concerning the label.

"Jesus movement," especially

from those who were involved

In it. Unfortunately, nobody

could think of a better name,
forcing me to perpetuate the

misnomer.

Perhaps it would be most
•~;neflcial to begin by reviewing

m

LADY
NGS
THE
BLUES

The present enclave of black

>vles Introduces a new role

: the black, one very dif-

em from the sub - human
1 - hops and maids that

presented Blacks In former
irs. Now that the Black has

opportunity to assert a per-

ual role and to illuminate

,ick history.

V movie that presents a more
illgtic Image of the Black Is

DY SINGS THE BLUES, a

n retelling the life of blues

ger Blllie Holllday. A lot

ti be told: born out of wed-

1k in Baltimore as Eleanor

l;an, raped at 10, forced into

[istitution In Harlem in her

ins before finally getting a

tnce to sing in a Harlem
iht club, where she created

t name Blllie Holllday on
I spot.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES
lays the tragedy of racial

;Judlce as Blllie encounters

;K uprisings on a singing

ir. And the movie shows the

i gedy of heroin addiction and

B prejudices concomitant to

Blllie Holllday is continually

irassed, refused a license to

.g in New York, Jailed while

.! is undergoing gradual wlth-

uwal treatments and sen-

Billie's blues
rcrrrrci

create identity

tenced to a penitentiary. Au-
thorities never stopped the

harassment, even to the point

of attempting to arrest her
while dying in a Harlem hos-

pital.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES
could have been used more as
a social critique on the treat-

ment of Blacks than a descrip-
tion of one singer's life. But
the producers did not wish
the movie to be used that way,
Billle Holllday is a legend

by Tim
among Blacks, one who carved
out a little meaning amidst

all the pain.

Tampering with the legend

has caused some objections,

starting with the controversial

selection of Diana Ross to play

the leading part. And Diana

Ross was acutely sensitive to

not misrepresenting Blllie Hol-

llday. In an EBONY (Nov. 1972)

interview, she said, "My big-

gest obligation was that we

would not use our film in any
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Cameron
way to exploit Billie's life*

but to show the real human

part of her, the lady, the

human being."

The movie points to BUHe's
humanness by showing her

sensitivity to music and to

people, by showing her excite-

ment and her pain, by showing

her success and her tragedies.

The filming shows snatches of

the lady behind the music and of

her complex relationships with

men. Her third husband Louis

McKay Is played by Blllie Dee

Williams, who demonstrated

his acting ability as Gale Sayers

In BRIAN'S SONG. And

comedian Richard Pryor per-

forms so well as Piano Man
that his rolewasexpandedfrom

its Initial lines to a significant

part of the plot.

But the main reason to see

the film is Diana Ross. In her

first acting role she has proved

herself to be a respectable

actress. She Is not trying to

Imitate Blllie Holllday's blues

styles, with its huskiness and

broad tones, but is instead

feeling the blues within her

own singing style. And she

lives the blues In haunting ad-

diction scenes that reflect an

Immense seriousness of acting.

Jester Hairston, who plays a

butler In one of the earlier

scenes, said, "Diana Ross*

handling of the scene (in which

she fights to get her dope

back from Billie Dee Williams

during a withdrawal) IS one of

the finest in the business ....
She ought to get an Academy
Award." I agree.

the short history of the move-
ment on the Mllllgan campus.

The fall semester of the 71-72

school year was unquestionably

a dynamic period. Freshmen
stormed the campus with all the

zeal of theCrusaders.and many
veteran students experienced a

revival in their own lives.

On the move
The Spirit was on the move

and so were the students, at

least the couple hundred who
were into the movement.

Prayer and Bible study groups

pro llferated as numerous stu-

dents met together with

amazing frequency. The House

of Bread, a Sunday evening

fellowship service, was

Initiated and grew to rapid

popularity.

Many with an abundance of

evangelistic energy beganmas-
slve witnessing efforts at

ETSU. Attempts to minister

In Rich Acres expanded to a

major project.

It was an era of both the

sublime and ridiculous, encom-

passing everything from quiet

prayer sessions to television

and newspaper coverage, from

unforgetable baptisms in Buf-

falo Creek to arguments over

the key to the chapel baptistry,

from genuine growth to

promises of swallowing a gold-

fish.

Most of all, It was a time

of emotional high which proved

both helpful and harmful. Many
lives were changed and
revitalized. The campus was
even shocked out of its indif-

ference, but only at the price

of polarization.

However, the Intensity and

emotional fervor were impos-
sible to maintain. As the

semester progressed and study

pressures mounted, emotion

slowly turned to disillusion-

ment. Some people who had been

high on Christ were shocked

when the "spiritual blues"

came, and they fell away.

Tapered off

The movement tapered off

to a plateau of subdued ardor

and mediocre popularity. It

survived the year, but finished

with much less of the excite-

ment which had been present

at the beginning.

Last fall the advent of

another freshman class and

several new transfer students

revived the possibility of a

continuation of the Jesus move-
ment. Yet, it was not restored

in the same manner It had

appeared a year earlier.

One unavoidable obstaclewas

the installation of pews In the

vesper room. Even in re-

trospect, students' comments
are bold: "It was used about

100 per cent more last year."

"It was kind of messed up."

"They should have consulted

the students." "The money
could have been used In a

better way."

Pews or no pews, the move-
ment has somehow continued.

Yet, In recent months It has
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undergone a metamorphosis.

Instead of high - pitched

emotion, experiences of depth

and "total life' have become

the center of emphasis.

In speaking of the change,

one student said, "We're not

worrying about an emotional

high, but a real deep Joy and

peace." Another student com-
mented, "Last year we tried

to go save everybody. Now
we're trying to let the Lord
work the way He wants to

work."

A major factor In the tran-

sition was an increasing aware-

ness of the need for growth.

Emotion is still present, but

now it is accompanied by study,

searching,, and discussion In

the words of one person,

"People are getting down and

wrestling with letting Christ

influence their whole life."

With this study and growth

is coming an awareness of the

needs of others. One participant

has found "total new

dlm< by being sensitive

to eople's problems."

By , ing on and working

with each other, many students

are experiencing a new oneness

in the body of believers.

Growing fellowship

Vespers partially Indicate

this growing sense of fellow-

ship. Last semester vesper

services were virtually

nonexistent, but now the Chris-
tian Service Club sponsers
them two nights each week.

There was "no big deal about

them," yet more people are

coming all the time.

Playing a Urge role In this

new attitude towards Christian

living, members of the Chris-

tian Service Club serve

in various activities. They help

provide recreation at the East

Tennessee Children's Home,
I

and present a service every
month at Appalachian Chris-
tian Village,

Future plans for the club

include setting up a book ex-

u g D e 1 1 e r ::*:* :

change table, compiling a song-

book, and sponsering a ser-

vice opportunity seminar.

Through these and other pro-

jects they hope to enrich the

lives of students and people

in the local area.

Stifle faith

For some students, however,

Milllgan seems to stifle per-

sonal faith in an atmosphere of

ecclesiastical Intellectuallsm

and hypocrisy. Yet, others have

experienced a Christ - filled

life of new meaning and

strength. And in their lives

they have achieved a depth of

fellowship which is probably

:*x::'x:::*::::>:vX-:v>>:-:-:-:->:s^:-:
:>:' :
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closer to the New Testament

ideal thart are most congrega-

tions of the Restoration Move-
ment.

The future holds many chal-

lenges for Christians on this

campus, and dielr response to

these challengeswilldetermlne

the future of the Christian

movement here and elsewhere.

There Is the challenge of

facing doubt, hopelessness, and

dehumanlzatlon which we en-

counter each day. Most Impor-

tant of all Is the challenge for

each Christian to open his life-

even more completely to Christ

and to the Infinite potential of

love.

The MlUlgan College family mourns the

loss by death of two beloved women in recent
weeks.

Mrs. Millicent Combs Stout died December
4, 1972. She is survived hy her husband. Athletic

Director Harold Stout and her young children,

Aniynn and Tony.

Mrs. Dorothy Sullivan Wilson, professor of

art, died January 30, 1973. She Is survived
by hur husband. Dr. Shelburne D. Wilson, Sr.,

and her son, Shelburne D. Wilson, Jr., who
is now completing his last semester of work
at Vanderbilt Medical School.

eo-enti

Ambiguity threatens demands for equality

State Legislatures across the

nation have begun to ratify a

proposal sent to them by Con-
gress nearly ten months ago.

If approved by a two-third ma-
jority of the states, this bill,

referred to as die Equal Rights

Amendment, will become the

Twenty-Third Amendment to

the Constitution .and female lib—

eratlonists will claim victory

in a congressional battle for

equality. However, this sup-

posed victory may be short

lived when closer attention Is

paid to the bill itself.

Under any scrutiny at all,

this bill screams of an exer-

cise in Congressional mockery.

Not clear concise wording as in

previous amendments, but

nebulous phrases compose this

amendment, and interpretation

will be decided upon almost

entirely on an individual level.

Although Intended to free

women from the slavery of a

mundane life of housekeeping

and guarantee the female I

citizen of equal rights in job

opportunities. Interpretation

will be involved outside the

:

realm of Job situations and all

women, despite their ambitions

and plans, will be affected.

If carried to extremes, this

bill will affect all areas of

letters

to the editor

Dear editor

:

Due to the rarity of open
houses on Milligan's campus,
I have found out what it is

like to be observed like an
animal. One might understand
my feelings If he or she
stopped and read the sign on
my door; "This is room 214
in Webb Hall, on a college
campus, not a cage in a zoo.

All are welcome to visit but

not observe." My point is that

if open house were made more
frequent, then one would be
able to live a normal life among
visitors.

Sincerely,

Greg Beck
Sophmore

Psychology

Dear Editor:

The article "Social

stagnation survives" that ap-
peared in the last Issue was
ridiculous and uncalled for.

Certainly Milligan's social

programs can stand improve-
ment, but stooping to mockery
does not present much for so-

cial improvement.

The assumption that social

life Is central to the student

Is most disturbing. Many people

are Interested in Milligan's

education efforts rather than

continuing a party school

image. And why should the

highlight of this week be the

basketball game, with its dis-

gusting animalism? College

should be an educational ex-

perience, not a prehistoric

club-fight. Our values are quite

confused.

Tim Cameron
Hible Major

life for the now liberated

women. The Coast Cuard has

already put the bill into ef-

fect, and their once segregated

bathrooms on board ship have

become integrated efforts.

Women misused ,.

Admittedly, women have

often been misused in the pro-

fessional world. Salaries are

generally lower for women and

job opportunities more scarce

as men can command more
money and will receive jobs

more easily.

But even so, if women truly

are seeking equality, then all

phases of this equality must be

accepted. In the event of .a

world war, all women would be

subject to the draft and would

be drafted in proportion to

their percentage in the popula-

tion.

Service in the armed forces

will be demanded.and this duty

would be required of all female

citizens. The privilege of being

excluded from such horrors

as hand-to-hand combat and

mangled limbs will be taken

away, and woman will lose

the birthright that tradition has

dictated through the ages.

Although the threat of con-

scription is presently non-

existant, there is no assurance

that further wars will not

necessitate the reinstatement

of such action. Responsllities

such as these cause reason-

able doubt within many women
as to the value of the Equal
Rights Amendment. Is the price

miiubi»*¥aSI

by Jco
paid for "equality" actually

worth giving up the benefits

of the present female situation

In society?

This question remalnshaunt-

ingly present in more areas

than just that of civil service.

With the adoption of this amend-
ment, hoards of state laws

which were originally instituted

for the protection of womenwill
become legally invalid. Legal

questions which arise In di-

vorce cases, particularly con-

cerning child custody and ali-

mony, will no longer be as easy

to answer, and this amendment,
as ambiguous as it is, will not

offer solutions to the numerous
proble ,ns faced by the judge.

No longer will the woman
be required by law to accept

the last name of the man she

marries. Either name can be

assumed, or so the amendment
implies. Once more the matter

of Interpretation arises and it

becomes a question of personal

preference as to which stand

one wishes to take on this

Issue.

Liberation exciting

Liberation is an exciting

word, and the idea of equality

rings the patriotic Liberty Bell

Inside each of us. However,

a change in law forces this

amendment upon all women,
and whether or not the majority

of women actually want this

change is debatable.

Some women are content in

their present status. The clas-

sification of "woman" causes

nee Timm
pride in themselves. They are

willing to play the role of

mother and wife and are con-

tent in the heritage of woman-

hood.

Too often these women are

silent in their contentment,

however, and the loud voices

of a few unhappy liberators

are all that remains. It Is

these voices that Congress-

men have heard and reacted

to, and for this reason the

the ERA was written.

In a half-hearted attempt to

quiet nagging voices, Congress

acted. All but eight Senators

voted for this amendment, and

ratification of the states is

projected to finish by summer
of 1974.

Still no one can explain what

this amendment says, or what

its effect will be upon the women
of the nation. While

liberation! sts think this bill

is the answer to the problems
of womanhood. Congress is glad

to have the problem out of their

hands, and the majority of

women pay little or no attention

to what IS actually taking place.

Perhaps If everyone under-

stood what the amendment Im-
plied, or if it was written in

clearer language, the amend-
ment forequalrlghtsforwomen

could be effective. However,

in its present form, the ques-

tions which arise are more
complex than the bill is de-

signed to answer. Until that

situation Is taken care of, the

ERA will be Ineffective,

VllUlN, VllUlN,

smiling, drVfAnep miLftm!,
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Daily marijuana usage

interupts sleep, behavior

Galverston, Texas - (I.P.)-

Thc chronic use of marijuana

changes sleep patterns - -

sleep patterns which, In turn,

may affect brain functioning

and basic physiology, as well

as behavior — according to

reports on human research

underway at The University of

Texas Medical Branch,

After the first seven days of

dally marijuana usage ( one

Joint a day ) , the human sub-

jects studied were found to have

significantly less of the deep

stages of sleep which have

been related to basic biological

restorative processes.

Even after the subjects stop-

ped smoldng marijuana at the

end of 10 successive days, their

physiological responses Indi-

cate that the loss of the deeper

stages of sleep remains sig-

nificantly less than they nor-

mally get for at least seven

days.

These human research

findings have been confirmed

by similar findings in sleep

studies under way by re-

searchers at the University

of Florida as reported at the

American Psychiatric As-

sociation meeting In Florida

last May.

In human subjects, normal
sleep patterns are checked for

about four days and nights to

r
Be concerned

L

Support

A-Day

establish baseline values. The
subjects' sleep patterns are
then monitored and recorded

during 10 successive days of

marijuana smoking plus one

one - week recovery period.

"National surveys show that

about 5 per cent of marijuana
smokers smoke at least one

Joint a day, so this is not an
unreasonable amount ," the

scientists explain.

After receiving a dally dos-

age for about seven days, the

subjects studied to date showed
a deprivation of stages three

and four sleep. Stage 4 or

REM (Rapid Eye Movement)

sleep is the deepest level of

sleep, In terms of arousal

thresholds.

They also did not return to

the baseline levels during the

recovery week, [n addition, the

human subjects complained to

the researchers of being "tired

and sluggish all the time,"

without prompting or quest-

ioning.

The experiment to test the

hypothesis that chronic mari-
juana usage disturbs thesleep-

wokefulness cycles was sug-
gested by Incidental observa-
tions of changes In the sleep

records of cats being monitored
for otherexperlmentsbyUTMB.

< Since marijuana is ob-
viously a mood altering drug
and since many mood altering

drugs alter electroencepha-
logram (EEG) sleep patterns,

further understanding of

the effects of this drug or its

metabolites or central neural
processes could result from
relating chronic marijuana
usage to sleep patterns," the

scientists hypothesize.

The Metaphysical Brothel

Do— if—yourself ity
by Bozo and Bole

Tim Cameron is having a

contest to name his hat. He

says that the name must con-

tain some combination of the

following elements: French,

Sapnish, Italian, and slang. The
winner will

,
recieve the

prlvllige of wearing the hat

for one day. Turn your en-

tries into Tim by Friday

February 23. The winner will

be announced in the next issue

of the STAMPEDE. Thlscontest

Is void In Washington and Wis-

consin du© to state gambling

laws.

Have faith. Basketball teaml
After Mllligan's close loss to

Carson - Newman Tuesday
night, a MiUlgan coed leaving
the gym remarked, "Oh well,

all is not lost; the righteous
always win out in the end!"

#S*
IF YOU'RE INTO THE SOUNDS

THEN GET INTO THE SUB
'CAUSE THERE'S A RIOT* GOING' ON

• (RECORD AND TAPE RIOT, THAT IS)

CHECK OUT THESE FABULOUS PRICES!!

RECORDS
LIST SUB REG SALE

CODE PRICE DISCOUNT PRICE

F 5.98 4.77 3.99

G 6.98 5.77 4.79

H 7.98 6.77 5.69

1
8.98 7.57 6.29

J 9.98 7.97 6.64

SALE LASTS 7:30 P.M.

ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES, REFUNDF or RETURNS

The following are do-it-

yourself poetry Instructions for

those whowishtosubmitapoem
for HumanitlesCreatlvlty Week
or FAIRE LE PONTE, but ire

less than creative.

(sample poems)

dog on stump (rusty

sound) burnt raisin:

too hairy to wallow.

bird and butterfly (Pretty

sky) lovely meadow;

too lazy to care.

Hooker on nutmeg (holy

dam) gross out:

too weird to scheme.

cheerleader and freak {sweet

smell) Innocent lips:

too hot to wait.

To do - It - yourself, choose words by association in the

following sequence:

:hoose

choose

choose

choose

choose

choose

choose

choose

choose

1

buffalo

cheerleader

dog

ball

spade

match

bird

neck

Hooker
bowling

zlt

6

pewter

bronze

lovely

appreciate

gross

deep

flash

mahogany
innocent

burnt

shallow

a word from col. 8 .... ft

a word from col. 1 thinking of your choice from col. 8 ... 1

a word from col. 3 thinking of your choice from col. 1 ... 3

a word from coL 2 thinking of your choice from r

a word from col. 5 thinking of your choice from col. I ... 5

a word from col. 4 thinking of your choice from col. 5 ... 4

a word from col. 7 thinking of your choice from col. 8 ... 7

a word from col. 6 thinking of your choice from col. 7 & 3. 6

a word from col. 9 thinking of your choice from col. 8,7 fit 1. 9

through

off

7

raisin

box

lips

out

barn

yacht

meadow
clip

tape

sandwich

3

chapel

class

church

nutmeg
freak

loop

fish

grass

leather

stump
butterfly

8

ripped

chaste

blown

black

hot

tired

fat

hairy

weird

lazy

high

beady

rusty

loose

sweet

pretty

thick

Jive

ugly

earnest

juicy

holy

9

penetrate

borrow

squeeze

hurt

roll

scheme
wallow

smoke
breed

riot

care

5

bush

dam
sound

oil

creek

smell

peak

Jewel

sky
apple

wig

Now enter the words in the following schema: 1 2 3 (

5)67
too 8 to <

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Sav

Rt. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 • 8201
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Don's ability

acclaimed

RECORD BREAKER — Coach Harold Stout awards Don Threlkeld the game ball when he
surpassed 2000 cumulative points and 1000 assists for his college career.

Buffs pile up best record ever

finish season in number two spot
by Phil BlowersThe most successful and ex-

citing season In MUllgan's
basketball history Is drawing
tc a close.

As the Buffs enter the last

regular season game at

Tusculum Saturday afternoon,

the team Is defending an Im-
pressive 20-6 record and can
clinch second place in the East-
ern Division of the VSAC with
a win. A loss would give Mll-
llgan a tie for second with Ten-
nessee Wesleyan.
As predicted, the Buffs, after

being stunned by Carson-
Newman 108-69 in Jefferson

City on January 29, came
roaring back to win four out

of five of their last games.
Senior guard Don

Threlkeld sank 26 points while

junior forward Steve Drushel
netted 21 to lead Milllgan past
Clinch Valley 65-62 Saturday
night, February 3. It was
Threlkeld again the following
Monday scoring 28 to help de-
molish Bryan 92-82 in a strong
team performance.
Thursday, February 8, the

Buffaloes traveled to Harrogate
and kept up their winning streak
by knocking off Lincoln Me-
morial University (LMU) 86-81
behind the fierce rebounding
and shooting of Drushel and
Eddie Carver, who had 21 and
18 points, respectively.

Last Saturday night the Buffs
won a big one at home, stopping

powerful Tennessee Wesleyan
from grabbing second place in

a 74-70 decision. Threlkeld
continued his bombing with Zo

points while Drushel and Car-
ver sank 22 and 17 from the

high post and underneath.

The big one came Monday
night as Eastern Division

leader Carson - Newman
traveled to Milllgan with a

roster that statistically com-
pares to the pros.

Seeking revenge for the clob-
bering they took in the op-
position camp earlier, the

flred-up Buffs played nose to
n03P In the first half backed by
a hysterical crowd which al-
tered between Joyful frenzies
(Threlkeld hit the first 8 of 9
shots) and indignant blasts of

disapproval at the referees.

As it turned out, the over-
powering Tigers held on to a
slim S-poln: lead and extended
the margin to a final 59-48
as MUligan, fighting the clock,
was forced to foul to stop the
freeze.

Despite the defeat, Milllgan
played an excellent game
against one of the finest small-
college teams in the South.
Threlkeld celebrated his last

home game at MUligan by sho-
oting the eyes out of the hoops
for 28 points and five assists,

the latter of which brought him
within 8 assists of the National
Association of Inter Collegiate
Athletics all time career
record.

The NAIA includes hundreds

of teams at the college level
across the nation.

Junior forward Scon Mc-
Clarren was magnificent in

containing the VSAC's leading

scorer, senior forward Mike
Ogan, holding the pro-prospect

to ISpolnts while Carver and
Drushel fought for the

rebounds. The Milllgan crowd
was beautiful, shaking the

rafters into the final seconds.

The Carson-Newman defeat,

by no means a blight on the

Milllgan record, brings the

Buffs up to the final game at

Tusculum In what should prove

to be a good contest. It will

be Alumni Day at Tusculum
and the Buffs will need all the

support they can get.

Wednesday, February 21, the

season will reach its climax

as all eleven teams of both

divisions collide at Carson-
Newman In the annual VSAC
tournament. Milllgan will get

the real acid test with teams
like Carson - Newman and

Lemoyne-Owens participating.

The name Don Threlkeld has,

in recent years, become sy-
nonymous with great sports-

manship at Milllgan j;o!lege.

In four years Threlkeld has

become one of the best all-
'

around athletes Milllgan has

produced, with outstanding ac-

complishments In baseball as

well as basketball. He was

first team In this district on

Coach Stout's Championship

baseball squad last year.

But all the praise and pub-

licity he has received has not

gone to his head; rather, it

has been received with a re- -

markable mixture of grateful

acceptance and humility.

Threlkeld has every reason

to be proud of his accomplish-

ments. A three-year letterman

and tricaptaln with defensive

standouts Dale Clayton and

Scott McClarren on the 1972-

73 basketball supersquad,

Threlkeld holds all MUligan

records in the assist depart-

ment and has moved within

eight assists of breaking the

aU-time NAIA career record.

Already holding the Milllgan"

single game (17) and season

(379) assist records, Threlkeld

now has an unbelievable career

total of 1,044 (including Mon-
day's Carson-Newman game)

and may achieve the national

college-level record of 1,052

at Tusculum tomorrow. If not,

he'll still have at least one

chance to pass the National

mark during the VSAC tourna-

ment which commences at Car-
son-Newman Wednesday.

Assisting in field goals has
not been Threlkeld's only

by Phil Blowers
function on the court, though,

and the statistics giveevidence

to this. The Darlington, Indiana

senior has now accumulated a

i

career total of 2,116 points,

second only to MUllgan's all-

time scoring great, Charles

"Tonnie"Cash.

Don's 470 point season total

so far was also the team's

highest, and there's a good

chance he'll pass the 500 mark
before the season's gone.

As a floor captain, an 11-
'

luslve ballhandler with terrific

moves, a dogged defensive

player, and a leader on and

off the court, Threlkeld has

achieved a standing dovaed
by all athletes; the respect

and admiration of fellow

players, students and coaches.

This sentiment is expressed

In the words of Coach Phil

Worrell who recently re-

marked, "Don's really some-
thing. He's a fine athlete and

leader,and we're going to miss

him." He might have been

speaking for the entire school.

buff

basketball

Video Tapes

at the

SUB
Sat Feb. 17, 8:00 P.M

Milllgan vs. Tusculum

NEXT WEEK:
VSAC/T0URNEY
Feb. 22,23,24

Watch for Times

STUDENT and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
SLACKS
PANTS
SKIRTS

SPORT
COATS

44* EACH

Men's or Ladies'

SUITS

&
Ladies' Plain

DRESSES
t

EACH

SHIRTS
laundered
to perfection!

5 FOR 99'

GOOD EACH SATURDAY
w™

OiSe hchjr
p^vciIeaneRs

703 S. ROAN

401 N. ROAN

301 BELMONT

9261232

926-0261

926-2211

KNITS should be DB7CLEANED bj PH0FESSI0HALS
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Buffaloes hit slopes

MASTER MINDS — Semi-finalists of the SUB's chess tournament carefully calculate their

stratagem. Finalists will compete today for the championship. Pictured are {1. to r.) Dave

Morris, Dr. Orvel Crowder, Chris Ponder, and Bob Paswater.

TSSA awards students grants

Awards totaling $1,185,832

were made to 1,978 students

at 52 Institutions in the State

under the Tuition Grant Pro-

gram during 1972 - 73, ac-

cording to the Tennessee Stu-

dent Assistance Agency

<TSAA).

The program, created in 1971

and funded last year, provides

assistance to Tennessee resi-

dents attending institutions In

the State. The grant is used for

tuition and fees, with the

amount depending on the stu-

dent's need.

TSAA currently is proces-

sing applications for the 1973-

74 academic year. Applications

may be obtained at high scho-

ols, college financial and of-

fices, or from the Agency in

Nashville.

The awards were made to

1,808 freshmen, who received

preference under the act, and

170 sophomores. Ap-

proximately half (47.6%) were

from families with less than

$6,000 annual Income; 25 per

cent from families with $6,000-

$9,000 incomes; 17 per cent

from families with Incomes of

$9,000 to $12,000; and 10 per

cent were students from

families with Incomes over

$12,000.

Forty-eight per cent of the

awards, totaling $841,194, went

to students attending private

institutions. The other re-

cipients (52%), who received

$344,638, attended public In-

stitutions.

The average award was $599,

with those attending private

institutions receiving an aver-

age of $885 and students at

public Institutions getting an

average of $335. Tuition at

private colleges and universi-

ties is much higher.

UT Knoxvllle hadthe largest

number of recipients (187),

while students attending Freed-

Hardeman College received

the largest dollar amount

($80,306) of any institution.

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday

Can you
throw away that pack
raJpUllOwJ it's noi easy, is it?

In 20 years, after 146,000 more cigarettes,

you think it's going to be easier?

Don't kid yourself.

Quit now. You'll never get a chance like this again.

The awards were based onan

objective analysis of need made

by the College Scholarship Ser-

vice or American College Test

Program. Before any need was

considered, all students were

required to provide $400 In

self help (work or loans). Only

those with demonstrated need

received awards.

Priority for 1973-74 awards

will be given, by law, to re-

newal of awards made this

academic year. Students who

make satisfactory progress can

receive support up to four

years, provided they continue

to demonstrate financial need.

"I love lt-ln spite of the

bruises I" was one student's

reaction to the skiing class

which is being offered this

semester at Milllgan.

Math concepts

enrich children

In an effort to introduce

children to the developmental

rather than problem - solving

aspects of mathematics, as-

sociate professor Guy Mauldin

and Junior Barb Kester have

undertaken a math enrichment

program In South Side

Elementary School in Johnson
City.

Each Friday afternoon, Mr.
Mauldin and Barb spend an hour

with students from the second

to sixth grades who have a

special Interest In math. Thus
far, about 20 children from
these five grades have

participated In the program.

Course content Is flexible,

with the only restriction being

that the content is a supplement

or enrichment but never

a repetition of what is studied

in the students' mathematics

classes.

Mr. Mauldin explains the

purpose of such a program as
"to develop Interest, under-

standing, and thought proces-

ses, rather than proficiency."

Only the third time the

course has been offered, this

year seventy five students

have enrolled, with approx-

imately half of them taking it

for credit. According to Coach
Duard Walker, most all of this

year's class arc first time

skiers.

The course, which will end

on March 7, meets every Wed-
nesday afternoon from 2 to 4.

The students are then allowed

to stay and ski during the

evening hours if they wish.

$35.00 covers the cost of the

rental of the skis and also the

lessons which begin with an

introductory film at the first

meeting. Instructors from

Sugar Mountain use the

Graduated Length Method(CLS)

*hlch involves first the

mastery of the short skis and 1

then graduation to the longer

skis.

The use of poles is usually

not introduced until the third

or fourth lesson although Coach

Walker stated, "most classes

go up on the lift the very first

day."

Even Michelle Roch, the

course's only major accident

victim, agrees that the course

is worth the fun in spite of

the consequences.

Milligan Movie

Rio Lobo

tonigh* , 8:00 p. m.

MAKE YOUR OWN PEACE
The signing of a ceaseiire does not end uur

work for peace in Vietnam. You can take positive

action, within the realm of your own conscience.

to alleviate suffering our country has caused

and to prevent its recurrence.

In South Vietnam, the Al SC has provided medical

care for inmates of the Quan^ Ngai Province

prison, developed a program for refugee children

and conducted a widely recognized prosthetics and

rehabilitation program for war injured civilians.

AI SC programs are working today. We have

budgeted over $1,000,000 for peace action and

war relief this year. We now want to incrtavc-

this by at least another $1,000,000. If you want

to help make peace In this way, send the coupon.

I A|"*T. NORTH/SOUTH
1 HO I • VIETNAM FUND

tACE ACTION

TEE *^Bt>

FOR WAR RELIEF AND PEACE ACTIOS

_ to bo used in your p'ogra

peace action and war relief in North and South Vietnam

] I want to help the campaign in my area Picas* lend ln!or-

Addresa
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Trueblood praises small colleges
by Janet Meyer

"It is die largest Institutions that have had the

most trouble. There Isn't much hope in the larger

universities but there can be hope in a small college

that is a manageable unit."

Dr. Elton Trueblood thoroughly believes in the

moral superiority that a small Christian college

offers. Recalling the riots and demonstrations that

disrupted classes at Harvard, Yale, ana Southern

California, he states that today there is a "great

deal of very shoddy education In some of the most

pretentious places."

Trueblood sees these universities lacking a "com-

mon, accepted, unapologctlc goal" and the "complete

openmindedness" that the small colleges are more

likely to possess.

Feeling the small private college Is "far more

free" than is a university, he claims it Is quite a

drawback to universities that they can not have any

form of required convocations. He asserts that "the

glory of regular convocations Is that it makes possible

an encounter of minds that otherwise would simply

not occur."

He also recognizes as a freedom the small col-

leges' prerogative to require courses such as Bible

and Christian Ethics while tax payers prohibit it

at state Institutions.

in reference to the disadvantage of fewer courses

being offered at a small college , his immediate-

answer Is "it's not die number of coursesthat makes
for greatness; most education Is self education

anyway."

From his own experience of attending a small

Quaker college in Iowa and receiving a "wonder-

ful grounding" in his undergraduate work, he re-

commends to students to get their advance degrees,

as he did, in the "toughest fields" there are. This

way one can have, as he puts it, "the best of both

worlds."

After undergraduate study he also advises students

to do their graduate work In a different part of the

country with another culture to attain "more en-

largement of life."

Not found in the large university.Trueblood points

out, Is the "remarkable capacity for Interpersonal

relations" that Is present at a small college. Re-
membering his own college years, he recalls "I

had professors that paid real attention to me. They
became my friends."

Deeming student faculty sharing of convictions and

conversation as an essential part of the college ex-

perience, he affirms that "the way people grow

to excellence is by human contact,"
(continued on page 8)
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Founder's Day survey
shows non-participation
Having recently tallied re-

sults from student and alumni
surveys, the Student Council
-ounder's Committee has pre-
>ared a formal report of their
hidings.

Early last fall, the Founder's
lommlctee began investigating

he possibility of changing
•ounder's Weekend to a time
>ther than the Thanksgiving
veekend so that students could
pend the holiday with their

arnllies.

As some indication of par-
iclpation In the Founder's
.Veekend activities, the com-
mittee found that 172 women
iormitory students did not

emaln on campus that

weekend, that 20 guests signed

lie guest register for the

Friday evening banquet, that

JO persons (including parents

ind alumni) registered as

:ampus visitors over Foun-
Jer's Weekend, and that 25 of

he class of 1968's 139

jraduates attended the reunion

leld during the Thanksgiving
weekend.

Surveys to both students and
llumni recorded further reac-
lons about Founder's Weekend.
One hundred fifty-eight of the

340 who responded to the

student survey attended none
of the following Founder's
veekend activities: Founder's
Daughter program. Thanksgiv-

ing worship service, choir
concert. King Tournaments. An
even larger number, 247,do not

plan to attend future Founder's
Weekend activities after they
graduate.

Student opinion seemed to

favor changing Founder's
Weekend to a fall weekend,
similar to a homecoming. In

the section of the survey re-
served for student comments,
however, the predominant
response to Founder's Day was
"Forget it."

Of 346 surveys mailed to

Mllllgan alumni, only 46 were
completed. But again, an ear-
lier fall weekend seemed a

more satisfactory date to these
alumni than the Thanksgiving
weekend.

Complete statistics have
been presented to Student Coun-
cil, and /a formal report

concerning the results of the

studies by the Founder's Com-
mittee will be made to Dr. C.
Robert Wetzel in the near
future.

Spring will bring to Mllll-

gan our first Arts and Crafts

Festival, which Is to be held

April 28,

Sponsored by the newly
formed Student Union Board
and headed by Donna Loving

and Kevin Harkey, the Arts and

Crafts Festival will include

area craftsmen and artists, as

well as members of the student

body.

Many of the local craftsmen

and artists that will be parti-

cipating are members of a

crafts co-op in Abingdon,

Virginia. The artists will be

displaying their work, and often

demonstrating their skills.

Such skills as weaving,
pottering, leather workings,
macrame, and quilting will be
exhibited. Many of the crafts

will be on sale.

Students are also being asked
to participate. The opportunity
will be available for students to

display and sell their artistic

creations or crafts. According

to Donna Loving, "The whole
Arts and Crafts Festival

\ i Iff /
l U''

CONCERT TONIGHT -- The Watchmen, from Kentucky Christian College will be singing
tonight in Hyder auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Members of the group are (1. to r. standing) Steve
Clark, David Lucas, Steve Ranson, Gary Templeton, and (1. to r. sitting) Fred Klatka and
Rick Ranson.

depends on the participation of

our own students." Miss Loving

feels that there is much talent

in our student body and "it

deserves to be exhibited and
shared."

The specific location for the

Festival ts still tenative. Wea-
ther providing, part of the

campus lawn will be used.

Tenative plans also include the

performance of mountain music
by local musicians.

Originally the' idea for the

Arts and Crafts Festival came
from a Student Council-spon-
sored convention which was
attended by select Council
members.

KCC Watchmen

team to share

religious music

The Watchmen, a trio from
Kentucky Christian College,

will be performing at Milligan

Friday, March 2 at 8:00 p.m.
in Hyder auditorium.

Sponsored by the Religious

Affairs Committee and the

Student Union Board, the

Watchmen sing a variety of

religious songs which display

their musical harmony and

their devotion to the Lord.
Originally organized in 1970,

the group now includes seven

members. Gary Templeton,
dbss, Steve Ranson, baritone,

<ind his brother. Rick Ranson,
tenor, make up the vocal talent

of the group.

Fred Klatka accompanies the

group on bass guitar while

Steve Clark backs them up with

his amazingabilityonthepiano.

Dave Lucas rounds out the

evangelistic team with inspir-

ational devotions.

Admission to the concert is

free to all MUligan students and
faculty. There will be an ad-
mission charge of fifty cents
to non-MUligan people.
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Upcoming lectures

feature Burns, birds

STRAIGHT FROM APPALACHIA — FoLk singers Lee and Jean .Schilling, specializing In '

Appalachian folk music, will present a concert lnSeeger Memorial Chapel on Thursday, March

J 8 at 8:00 p^n. _ ,. - T
,- - —- -

; „„ , ,

Birds get deep freeze
With tbe Intention of deve-

loping a bird and mammal
specimen collection for the

Mill Igan College science area,

Or. Gary Wallace Is assemb-
ling a freeze-dry apparatus.

Used to preserve animals

for study and display purposes,

the freeze-dry treatment

serves much the same purpose

as taxidermy. The freeze-dry
process Is advantageous, how-
ever. In that little time Is

needed for preparation of the

specimens. Less than thirty

minutes are needed to prepare a

small bird for freeze-drylng,

for example, while taxidermy

preparation of such an animal

would require approximately

three hours.

Prior to the freeze-dry pro-

cess, animal specimens, pre-

pared In the desired mount
positions, are pre-frozen In

regular freezers. Thesefrozen

specimens are then placed In

the vacuum chamber In the

, freeze unit, wnirb Is regulated

between -5 to -30 degrees

Centigrade.

Removing moisture directly

from the solid state tothevapor

state, the powerful vacuum
pump used in the freeze-dry

process prevents shrinkage,

distortion, and damage to tis-

sues.

Alter being taken out of the

vacuum chamber, specimens

are placed In a degreaser cab-

inet. Vapors from a solvent,

such as trlchloroethylene,

liquefy and remove the fat from

me animals.

Lifelike, the finished animals

maintain normal body size. Fur

and feathers of completed spec-

imens retain the color and

texture they possessed In real

life.

Dr. Wallace is Improvising

the freeze—dry apparatus from

materials available In the

science building. Other faculty

members, especially Dr. Rich-

ard Lura and Dr. Eddie Leach,

have provided Dr. Wallacewlth

helpful Ideas for the project.

According to Dr. Wallace,

the homemade equipment costs

several thousand dollars less

Cultural Events
MARCH 1-3—Play, THE BRICK AND THE ROSE

by Lewis Jolm" Carllno; . Interpreter's Theatre
Productions; ETSU Library Theatre; 8;00 p.m.; no
admission charge; information; Robert 0. Day.
929-1241.

MARCH 9--LES BALLETS AFRICANS; sponsored
by the East Tennessee State University Center
Program Committee; ETSU Memorial Gymnasium;
8:15 p.m.; no charge; information; 929-4342.

MARCH 10-11—Concert Ballet, REPERTOIRE '73;
Bristol Concert Ballet Company; William T. Martin
Humanities, Sulllns College; March 10, 8;00 p.m.;
March 11, 3;00 p.m.; Adults; $3.50. reserved tickets;
Students; $2.50 reservedtickets; Adults$2.S0,general
admission; Students; $1.50, general admission; infor-
mation; 703-466-2401.

MARCH 10—Subscription Concert, KINCSPORT
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA; Ross N. Robinson Junior
High School; "Concert Competition Winner, Richard
Reid senior piano major, Oberlln." 8:15 p.m.; tickets

at the door; infornution; Wlllcm Bertsch, 246-9351.
MARCH 14-APRIL 16—Exhibit of prints and

paintings, GEORGE ENGLE; Carroll Reece Museum,
East Tennessee State University; Hours; daily 12;45-

4:45 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m.; no
admission charge; information: 929-4392.

than a pre-made freeze-dryer.

Hopefully, the freeze-dry

apparatus will be In operating

condition by late summer.
Presently Dr. Wallace has

access to nearly 4000 frozen

bird specimens. In the fall, the

vertebrate field biology classes

will aid In collecting and pre-

serving specimens of field

mammals.
Approximately 15 Inches in

diameter by 30 Inches in length,

the cylindrical vacuum cham-
ber Is of ample size for the

freeze-drying of animals as

large as hawks, owls, and
raccoons.

Dr. WaUacecomments, "The
main purpose of forming a bird

and mammal collection Is to

provide species samples for

classroom instruction."

One secondary use of the

collection will be to provide

the MiUlgan personnel and

students with materials which

can be used In educational and

entertaining programs for area

high school and community
affairs.

Also, the freeze-dry appar-

atus can be used to prepare
mounts of animals In natural

settings for display areas In

the science building.

With two presentations for

the faculty lecture series, Mr.
Stanley Newton and Dr. Gary
Wallace will lecture on March
5 and March 12, respectively,

Monday, March 5 at 8:00

p.m., Mr. Newton will discuss

"Scottish Culture in the Eigh-
teenth Century as Illustrated by

Robert Burns".
Wishing to comment on

Burns' life, philosophy, and
poetry, Mr. Newton urges those

who attend to bring with them
any copies of Burns' works.

"Blrdlng In Tennessee" Is

the topic of Dr. Wallace's lec-
ture, scheduled for Monday,
March 12 at 7:30 p.m. Dr.

Wallace will discuss the spec-

ialties of birds which populate

various areas of Tennessee.

To Illustrate his lecture. Dr.
Wallace will show a series of

slides of special types of birds
and the differing habitats of tbe

birds as Tennessee varies from
Its mountains in the east to the

more level areas of western
Tennessee.

Tsao, symposium speaker
Dr. Wen Yen Tsao, profes-

sor of history and government

at Mllligan College spoke

Friday, Feb. 23, at the Uni-

versity of Tennessee to a

symposium sponsored by the

International Students Associa-

tion.

Dr. Tsao, an authority on

China and eastern history, was
recommended to the group by

Nationalist China's Ambassa-
dor, James Shen. His topic was
"The Future of the Republic of

China."

Also appearing with Dr. Tsao
were Mr. Ho Eui Whang of

Korea, and Ms.Carmen Sexton,

of the Phiilplnes.

Dr. Tsao, a career diplomat,

author, lawyer, and educator,
did postgraduate work InChina,

Australia, and the United

States, and received the Doctor

of Science of Law degree from
Berkeley in 1953.

A native of Hangchow, China,
Dr. Tsao Is in his sixth year

as part of Milligan's faculty.

His varied background

Includes professorships at six

different American and Chinese
colleges and universities, the

presidency of a law school,

editorship of theCblneseYear-
book, six years as a Cultural

Counselor In Washington, and

eight years of service In Aus-
tralia as vice-consul, and

later as consul.

In recognition of his service

In Australia, Dr. Tsao was
awarded the Victory Medal on

October 10, 1946 by the Na-
tional Governments of the

Dramatists create

crucifixion mood
Under the direction of Jerl

Smith, Torch Troupe- a tra-

veling drama gnaiyr which
performs religious drama, has
re-organized for a series of

presentations during the spring

semester.

Presently, the troupe's main
play Is Philip W. Turner's
CHRIST IN THE CONCRETE

1
CITY. According to Torch
Troupe member Cathy Merritt,

Turner's play shows how Christ
was crucified by the petty

everyday sins of man and how
God's mercy can overcome this

pettiness.

One production of CHRIST
IN THE CONCRETE CITY was

performed February 25 at Hop-
wood Church. Future plans for I

the troupe are four per-
formances in the West
Virginia-Ohio area during the

weekend of March 24 to 25.
'

Additional performances In
,

area churches will be scheduled
later.

Torch Troupe's purpose, ac-
cording to director Jeri Smith,
Is "to combine dramatic talents

with commitment to Jesus,"
Members of Torch Troupe

are director Jeri Smith, Jim
Mltchum, Gordon Miller, Tonl

j

Zimmerman, Cathy Merritt,
Bruce Cegur, and Mac McDan-
.lels.

Republic of China for his

meritorious service during the

Sine—Japanese war.

In addition to his diverse
professional background. Dr.
Tsao has written two books,
four translations, and num-
erous short stories and
articles. Most of hls_writlng

has been written to acquaint

American public with RedChlna
and what is happening there

today.

Creative efforts

to be published

independently

Artistic works by MiUlgan
students, faculty, members,
and staff have been collected

by Interested students and are

soon to be published In maga-
zine form.

Editor Pam Stephens

commented on the purpose of

the yet unnamed publication,

"The staff and I feel that an

opportunity for creative
expression is necessary to

complete the educational ex-

perience. In order to provide

the best possible opportunities

for artistic expression, the

creative atmosphere must be

one of freedom."

Previously the staff had

organized under the name of

FAIRE LE PONT and had

planned to be affiliated with

MiUlgan CoUege, In order to

avoid possible censorship,

however, the staff is publish-

ing independently.

Staff members, including

Prlscllla Wilklns, Kevin
Younkln, Janet Meyer, Robbie

Wyatt, Tim Cameron, and Jerry
Lawson, have a two-fold duty.

Besides the Job of organizing

poetry, short stories, artwork,

i and photography into magazine
form, they are also concerned
with fund-raising.

Because of the magazine's
independent nature, all funds to

cover publication costs must be

raised by the staff. A benefit

concert featuring Jackie EUis,

a bake sale, and other activi-

ties are planned. Monetarycon-
rrlbutions are also being

accepted.

The magazine wlU go on sale

near the end of April.
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Not story is not funny
by Cock County Crackle

SOUNDS OF STREISAND

Hi there out In radioland!

This is Don Mundane of

WTHC In Nashville, Tenn.,

Coooouuuntry music Kingofthe

South! Today as part of our

getting to know youth efforts

we have traveled to upper East

Tennessee to thelovelycampus

of Million College nestled in

the foothills ol the Appalachian

Mountains! Today wc are going

to have an Interview with a

so called freak! Yes folks, to-

night you are going to get the

real word from the other side

of that undeniable chasm known

as the generation gap! Well,

Billy I'd like to start off with

a few questions about your

blurb Streisand lets goat Forum
by Doug Deller

"If I would have known there

were so many people on the two

sides of me.lwouldhavehadmy
nose fixed". ..laughter,
applause. . .'Neverl"
Only a reply to a catcall

from the audience, this light-

hearted comeback portrays the

relaxed mood of the album,

BARBRA STREISAND-LIVE
CONCERT AT THE FORUM.

Streisand's performance,

which followed the singing and

playing of Carol King, James
Taylor and Clydle King, pro-
vided the perfect tlnale for an

April 1972fund-raislngconcert

entitled "Four forMcGovern."
Eighteen thousand people had

gathered In the Forum at Los
Angeles, and the excitement of

the approaching Presidential

race permeated the at-

mosphere.

Although It was Barbra's

first concert In six years, she

came across lo her usual

appealing manner which has

become so well known in

numerous movies that she

highlights.

Beginning with her son's fav-

orite song from Sesame

Street, "Sing," Streisand eases

Into the performance and soon

breaks Into "Make Your Own
Kind of Music," the other song

In the first of three medleys.

Featuring singers who echo in

the background, this number
is reminiscent of theearlyoO's

and also of Diana Ross'

Supremes.
In "Don't Rain On My

Parade" Streisand takes off

half-singing, half-talking in her

New Jolsey accent. The words

"I'm gonna live and live now"
add significance to the already

developing theme of her per-

formance.

A soft-spoken monologue

relaxes the audience and draws

the listener Into the evening's

mood. Slurping on a cup of tea,

Barbra confesses that it's all

"very exciting, but also

terribly, terribly scary."

After lighting a joint on stage,

Barbra audibly takes a drag.

Amid gales of laughter she

asserts, "We should face our

problems head on. . .The way

I conquer my fear of performing

is to talk about it and get n out

In the open." Again one- can

hear a slow and convincingly

satisfying inhalation.

Streisand dedicates her next

song to L. A. and moves back

into the show singing "On A
Clear Day (You Can See For-

ever)". Obviously a shortened

version, it still displays the

brilliance and fullness of her

voice.

A medley of "Sweet Inspira-

tion" and Carol King's "Where
You Lead" wind up the first

side of the album. The quiet

tranquility of "Sweet Inspira-

tion" is interrupted by a harp

transition that leads Into the

crashing sounds of "WhereYou
Lead".

Rerurnlng to "Inspiration,"

Barbra grinds out a heavy

natural lead, while a pulsating

beat stirs the song to a churning

crescendo and a Black back-up
quartet mixes in some Motown
sound.

On Side Two the momentum
lets down for awhile. Typically

Streisand, "Didn't We" and

"My Man" are enjoyable

listening but certainly not spec-

tacular.

With the ease of a profes-

sional, Streisand gives her

audience a choice between

"Stoney End" and "Second

Hand Rose". Amidscreamsfor
both she finally calls for a

voice vote, and "Stoney End"
carries the crowd, demonstrat-

ing the incontestable efficacy of

the democratic process.

The album's third medley,

once again features "Sing,"

this time coupled with 'Happy
Days Are Here Again". "Sing"

returns with a tenderness and

poignancy that is unequaled, and

Its lyrics proclaim a fresh

optimism:

"Sing a song/sing out loud,

sing out scrong/sing of good

things, not bad/sing of happy,

not sad. . .make it simple/to

last your whole life long. . ."

Prefacing the last song with

a personal message to the

crowd, Barbra says, "We are

all very important people here

tonight. . .because we've really

done something Important and

that Is raised $300,000 to hope-

fully elect the next President

of the United States."

And with thatStreisand slides

into what Is probably her most

famous song—"People." The
eloquency of the number

provides the appropriately

grandiose ending for her

coneen.
AT THE FORUM spans the

spectrum of Streisand's sound.

Over half of the program has

never been recorded before,

including two medleys, "Didn't

We" and the monologue. Yet,

the recording contains some of

her biggest hits, such as "On
A Clear Day," "Stoney End"
and "People".
The selections are not hap-

hazardly chosen, but partially

reflect the McGovern theme.
"Starting Here, StartingNow",

"My Man" and "Happy Days
Are Here Again" all point to

the hope of a brighter future

with the Presidential hopeful.

Now, nearly a year after that

night in Los Angeles and over

three months since McGovem's
unfortunate defeat, BARBRA
STREISAND-LIVE CONCERT
AT THE FORUM Is embarking
on a sure journey to success.

Its popularity is not due to

the McGovern theme, nor even
to the particular numbers it

features. The album's secret
is Barbra herself and her
ability to communicate every
feeling from innocent sim-
plicity to Inviting sensuality, all

in an atmosphere of sincerity

and Intimacy.

background! What city are you

not from?!

BILLY: Well Don, I'm not

from Coatesville. Pa., I'm not

from Trail, British Columbia

and I'm not from Turkey Foot,

Kentucky.

DON: Well that certainly Is

f3r out. Then you must be from

Clovis, N.M.I
Billy: Yes, Don, I'm not.

Don: Well, is your father a

Jarrm-r^l

Billy: No, Don, he's not,

never has been.

Don: Well, what cropsdoesn't

he raise?!

Billy: He doesn't grow bacon,

lettuce and tomato, cockle

shells, sea shells and weird

onions. He does grow pretty

maids all in a row though. My
old man's pretty weird.

Don: Ah yes! Well moving

right along here, how long is

It now that you haven't been a

student here at Milligan?!

Billy: Well, Don, it's been

about 18 years now that 1 haven't

been at Milligan.

Don: Well that's really

groovy. What subjects haven't

you studied?!

Billy: Well, Don, I haven't

studied organic foods and their

cultural implications, I haven't

taken Readings in Ottoman

Turkish and 1 haven't gone

near Translations of William

Shakespeare into Danish 1 &

II-

Don: Really out of slghtBilly.

Well, what social events haven't

you attended at Milligan?!

Billy: Well, Don, I've missed

all the rock concerts this sem-
ester, and I never attend the

orgies in Sutton Cafeteria,

sometimes I don't go to the

Civilization movies, I always

skip the sock hops in Cheek

Hall. I did take In "Please

Don't Eat the Daisies" at the

Milligan Movie.

Don: Groovy as hell Billy.

How many times haven't you

made the long hard trip home?

Billy: Well, Don, it's been

seventeen times now that I

haven't undertaken that long

arduous journey. I'm not frigh-

tened of wolves though.

Don: Well, Billy, back io

Cock County Crackle
academics now! What isn't your

major here at Milligan!

What isn't your main field of

endeavor here on this pictur-

esque campus?
Billy: Well, Don. I don't

major In Physical Education the

Hope of the World, I don't major

in Levi jackets but I have really

been getting into chapel.

Don: Speaking of chapel, what

good chapel speakers haven't

you had?

Billy: You hit the nail right

on the head there Don.

Don: Well, Billy, one final

question that I'm sure will

interest our listeners. Ho-*

aren't the possibilities of a

love life here on Milligan

Campus?!
Billy: Yes.

Don: Well, Billy, our times

about up. We want to thank

you for giving up your valu-

able time to help us out.

Billy: Not at all, Don. Good

night Mom, Dad, Aunt Matilda,

Cousin Sue, Ben, Nan, Frank

Joe, Chet and lola. Say HI to

everyone at home.

We know that you've all been

waiting with baited breath for

the results of the Name Tim
Cameron's Hat Contest so

we're here to tell you. In se-

cond place with the name Bacon,

Lettuce and Tomato is Tim
Cameron. He receives no prize.

The BIG HONOR of first prize

along with a chance to wearthe

hat for one day and all expenses

paid—drive to Unicoi, Tenn. is

jimmy Hylton of Durham N.C.

Jimmy is 22, and active around

the campus, he majors in public

programs and drives a black

Volkswagon like an idiot. The
winning entry was Merkln. So

there you have it ladles and

gentlemen, the Big Man on

Campus this week Is Jimmy
Hylton. .....

Did you know that President

Johnson supponed A-Day7 He
was not in Chapel on Tuesday,

Feb. 20. Thanks forthesuppon
man. .....
Ken Saunderson is alive and

well and living in Indianapolis.

Good night Chet,.

Goodnight David.
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I s s ues A-day acce
"To sin by silence when they should protest makes

cowards out of men.' -Abraham Lincoln

|
A good bit of thought has been given recently

regarding the proper roles of discussion, dissent,

and protest at MUligan.

It Is Indeed unfortunate when an issue of importance

arises that each of us must humorlessly carry out

our various roles as administrators, students, etc.

It is also unfortunate that issues take on signi-

ficances which are unwarranted. One party may
see the current issue of convocation as the battleground

on which the alms and objectives of the college must

be staunchly defended. In reality it is quite possible

that the goals of the college are not under attack,

and that the problem Is simply one of how the goals

are achieved.

Amnesty: Post-war polarization

Quite possibly, the STAMPEDE will always be
looked upon by some as the vehicle of unadulterated
negative criticism of the worstposslble kind. Hov.evi.-r,

our purpose is not to antagonize but to provide and
to provoke a careful, Intelligent examination
and analysis of all facets of community life. We
believe that valid criticism is healthy and helpful to

improvement of community life and to sustaining the

goals of the college.

Finally it is unfortunate that persons rather than

issues often become the foci of discussion. It is

of little importance who was behind A-day, or even

that A-day took place. What is important, however,

is that covocation be the kind of experience which

is in the last analysis the most beneficial to the

community as a whole.

tfactu ov* ewtW^.

Tuesday, February 20 was

A-day. As a MUligan student

who is loyal to the causes of

negative criticism of nearly

everything and sleeping until

noon, and at the risk of

abdicating my moral respon-

slbil.ty, I boldly non-partici-

pated in convocation. (Actually

I have done this a number of

limes, but never in such a

strikingly organized way.)

When I finally shook myself

from a state of dormancy and

repose, 1 was anxious to find

out how the little dramatiza-

tion had faired. The reports

a
by Tim

With the end of the Viet-

nam War and the return of

our POW's to the States,

attention is being placed upon

the status of the American

deserters and draft-resisters

who chose exile over the Viet-

nam ordeal.

Amnesty is not a new word

In the United States; 35amnes-

tles have been granted in our

nation's history, beginning

with George Washington's for-

giveness of the whisky rebels

In western Pennsylvania and

ending with Harry Truman's

final World War 11 amnesty

in 1950. Eighteen amnesties

concerned the Civil War,

including the only general

amnesty in our history

—

Andrew Johnson's total

forgiveness to all those

involved in the confederate

struggle.

Except for the Civil War
case, the amnesties have dealt

with deserters from the armed
forces and those convicted of

desertion or of failure to obey

the draft laws. In recent years,

Franklin D. Roosevelt granted

amnesty for those convicted

of violating draft or espionage

laws during World War 1. Tru-

man's four pardons applied to

World War II evaders and post-

war deserters.

But a pardon for draft-re-

slsters has not been
implemented. The problem has

never been so serious as what

the VletnamWarhaspresented.

An estimated 60,000 men have

fled to Canada; the deserters

to Sweden and other locales

bring the list well over 70,000.

The sheer numbers Involved

make broader notions of

amnesty seem more plausible

now.

Complications mount with the

investigation of who should be

pardoned. Draft-resisters and

deserters have been suggested,

as well as those servingprison

sentences for violating draft or

military law - But amnesty

might also Include all those

who have gone underground to

avoid legal prosecution. Many
youths have disappeared within

Inner-cities or communal
farms. Some consideration

could be made for their chances

to return tosoclcty and respond

again to their names.

Amnesty might imply even a

broader definition. Many have

been court-martialed or dis-

charged unfavorably for

resisting commands. Perhaps

they deserve some remunera-

tion for the destruction of their

careers and possible pension

forfeits. And amnesty might be

extended to civilians who have

been prosecuted for acts of

resistance: perhaps their

prison sentences should be re-

moved and fines reimbursed.

(COMMONWEAL, Nov. 3, 1972)

Racial overtones

Racial Implications must be

faced as well. Almost all of

the draft reslsters have been

white and rather well off*those

who could afford to. flee to

Canada or who had the contacts

to get the best draft
counsellors. Every resiater

that escaped provided more
opportunities for the blacks to

be selected. The blacks have

taken the brunt of the crisis.

Perhaps thedraft-reslster Is

not responsible for the black

crisis, not having initiated the

selection approach and, in a

yery real sense, having fallen

prey to the system as well.

The resister has chosen a

moral obligation over a poli-

tical obligation, has announced

that personal meaning deserves
more commitment than any-

thing else.

Historian Henry S. Com-
mager also feels a personal

commitment—tothepurfication
'

of our democratic ideals: "We
should be ready to pay any

reasonable price to restore

harmony, to win once again

the confidence of the American
people in the wisdom and

generosity of their
government." (NEW YORK
TIMES MAGAZINE, Dec. 24,

1972)

Some lawmakers are inter-

ested in restoring a harmony.
Republican Senator Robert

Taft, Jr., of Ohio has proposed

an amnesty bill that would sti-

pulate three years of alternate

service through social

channels, in which the resister

could align his moral values

with some social goal. There
are other bills on the House
and Senate floors that suggest

similar fulfillments.

The resister, however, may
not approve of such a deal.

Some of the earlyexiles applied

for CO draft ratings and were

rejected because of no church

affiliation. Since that time the

Supreme Court has said that a
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Cameron
conscientious objector need not

present theological grounds.

The youths who fled may feel

that the government owes them
something for the illstheyhave

endured.

The amnesty Issue Is not

without emotion, whether It is

Richard Nixon saying that

amnesty "would be the most
Immoral thing 1 could thinkof"

(COMMONWEAL) or Edward
Kennedy saying, "How can

amnesty not be offered to those

who were right ooout the war
before the rest of us?" (N.V.

TIMES MAGAZINE) Andforthe

people whose sons diedlnViet-

nam or whose sons fled to

Canada, the emotion is very

painful.

Emotional ties

Those of us who have ser-

iously considered fleeing to

Canada, but fortunately have

never had to, exhibit an

emotional response also. 1

emote a deep sympathy for the

one who cannot accept the

destruction of another group's

life, who sees his nation ex-

ploiting another's under the

guise of defending its creeds,

who feels his activities being

pressed into a military cog,

who rejected the Vietnam

stance of his country and must
unfortunately reject all his

country as well.

The Vietnam War has hurt

us all. Applying further punish-

ment to the ever-present pain

will not resolve anything.

Sending anyone to prison will

not bring back one dead body,

will not soothe the patn. in-

stead it will only irritate an

already dangerously frag-

mented nation and indicate that

we have not reallychanged, that

we have not learned the validity

of another way of life.

Providing full amnesty to

draft-resisters and deserters

would be a giant stride toward

initiating a new Ideal that would

applaud various ways of life

rather than fearing them. It

would be saying that we have

learned from experience that

a system can force an unneces-

sary polarization, that a sys-

tem can be blind to alternate

interpretations of patriotism.

It would be saying that we
respect an Individual making
an ethical commitment to

living.

were conflicting: a huge

success or amlserablefailure,

depending upon who I talked to.

Statistics mean little to me,

but for the record, something

like 283 persons received un-

excused absences. But in order

to get at the heart of the matter,

I decided to talk to the people

who should know.

First I talked to Wade
Bunting, the convocation

speaker of the day and inciden-

tally the vice-chairman of the

Board of Advisors. He said he

was not embarrassed, threa-

tentd, or offended by A-day,

and that he had accepted the

letter of apology from the

mysterious "concerned stu-

dents." He said that problems

are seldom solved by protest;

more might be accomplished if

the parties could sit down and

discuss the matter in a profes-

sional manner.

Mr. Bunting's only real

regret seemed to be that the

A-day people were not there to

evaluate his speech for them-

selves. At any rate, he assured

me that the matter will be

brought up In the spring Board

of Advisors meeting.

Orderly action

It had been some time since

I had had an excuse to talk with

Dr. Yamamori, so I made an

appointment with him. He said

that A-day had been carried

out In an orderly manner, and

the Administration had acknow-

ledged the letter from
concerned students. He was
disappointed as a faculry

member, however, that A-day

had fallen on the day which the

new Human Relations cur-

riculum was Introduced for the

first time.

Next I asked Dr. Wetzel for

his reactions to A-day. He said

that the degree of success and

effectiveness of A-day will take

time to evaluate. He Is current-

ly having statistics analized,

such as the average number of

students normally absent from

convocation, the number absent

prior to a humanities exam, etc.

He also mentioned his con-

cern concerning the letter from

the group of "concerned

students" who organized

A-day. At this point I became
concerned.

I had received the same
letter. It expressed the dissa-

tisfaction of the authors, and

others I presume, with the

quality of convocations in

general. It suggested a once

weekly convocation program as

a viable alternative In view of

the difficulty in finding a quan-
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by Tim Stevens

city of quality speakers with

the funds available. The

nominal rather than functional

roles of the student members

of the convocation committee

were criticized by the letter.

Sincere effort
The purpose of A-day,

according to the letter, was to

make student opinions known

and to make a sincere effort

to improve the MilllganCollege

community. It was simply

signed "concerned students."

Dr. Wetzel said that he saw

three problems with the letter.

First he said that no committee

had previously expressed to

him anything like the deep

concern expressed In the letter.

He could not take the inten-

sity of the letter as Indicative

of the feelings of the majority

of students, and he felt that in

this light, the A-day action was

rather abrupt.

The letter stated that chapel
services have for the most part

been lacking in academic,
social, and spiritual value, with

the exceptions of Jester Hairs-
ton and Grady Nun. Dr. Wetzel
felt that it was difficult to fit

the exceptions Into the cate-
gories of academic, social, or
spiritual value, and that the

writers of the letter really did

not know what they wanted. He
also disagreedwlth the writers'

conclusions regarding the other
convocations.

Dr. Wetzel suggested that if

convocation were held once a

week, students would probably
want to have It once a month
or once a decade, ad infinitum.

He also said that he would
rather see Mllllgan lose one
hundred students because of

convocation than to com-
promise the goals and
objectives of the school If they
are being served by
convocation. I smilingly (and
guilelessly) refer to this as
Wetzel's Postulate of Immu-
table Convocations.

Quality convos
My next Interview was with

President Johnson. He said that

the way to effect change was
through the normal route, and

that few people pay serious

anention to an unsigned letter.

He also said that an honest

attempt had been made to make
convocation as high quality as

possible. But like any human
enterprise, he admitted, there

is room for Improvement. He
pointed out that the purpose of

convocation is to help sustain

the objectives for which the

school exists. How those objec-

tives are best sustained may be

open to discussion though.

It should probably be

mentioned at this point, to

dispel the fears of the "con-

cerned students" that the

official position on A-day is

that students are entitled to

four cuts which they may take

on any day they choose. This

was apparently recited in

unison at a top level adminis-

trative meeting, because there

was hardly any variation even

in the wording.

I also talked with a number
of students who did not

participate In A-day.

One student said he strongly

agreed with the aims of the A-
day project, but that it was
against his principles to

boycott. Another said that

he was not about to let a piece

of paper tell him not to attend

chapel, temporarily forgetting

the piece of paper telling him
to go to chapel and where to

sit. 1 also heard of one student

who adamantly exclaimed,

"Somebody has to stand up for

die truth!"

I found it somehow odd that,

many of the peoplewho voiced a

deep concern about offending

the speaker find it convenient

to study during chapel.

New world
Now, as 1 look back on A-day,

the whole thing seems dismally

Insignificant. Admittedly, [was

caught up for a while in a state

of euphoria at the thought of

a new world order. Actually

It was the first real demonstra-
tion 1 ever had the opportunity

to participate In, and I suppose

that all of us visionaries and

lofty idealists are ultimately

doomed to utter despair and

disillusionment.

As I mentioned before, I (and

many others) have quietly

protested convocation In the

past by taking full advantage of

the four cuts. I thought the idea

of having everyone do so on
the same day In order to bring
their dissatisfaction to some-
one's attention was simply
ingeneous.

It was not purely out of

selfish Interest that I partici-

pated in A-day, I genuinely
think it is unfortunate that

something which is potentially

so good for everyone Is actually

so bad. Bad at least in my
opinion.

I would like to suggest to

any one who really cares that

the real group of "concerned
students" Is most of us who
were not in chapel on A-day
and many of those who were.

Letters to the Editor

xocoooooxoooooooooooooooooooooocooooooooc

To the Editor:

It Is with concern that I

write to my former college

newspaper. I have heard many
disgusting rumors about some
son of A-day, Let me say that

Convocation Is the one thing I

miss most about Mllllgan. As
a matter of record 1 even

missed it qultefrequentlywhile

1 was a student. Furthermore,

a morning's nap everyTuesday
and Thursday Is essential to

learning.

But, to the point. Let me
address those fine students who
are following in the steps of

the alumni. One should remem-
ber Patrick Henry who stated

"Give me slavery or gfve me
death". One should also

remember the Boston Tea
Party where Americans finally

accepted British sovereignity.

One should recall Women Suf-

frage and how they wrote
letters to the editor to finally

get the vote. Lastly, one recalls

Martin Luther King Jr. and his

great letter writing campaign
that eventually brought about

Civil Rights. What do these

events have In common? The
fact is that every one of these

true Americans achieved their

goals without boycotting, pro-
testing, or marching. Convo-
cation should not be rebelled

against or Milligan students

will become only like those

great adolescents; Patrick
Henry and Martin Luther King

Jr.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dennis Wyatt
1972 Alumnus

Dear Sir:

Alas dear MUIibirdl It is

that time of year when mid-
winter paranoia finds villainy

everywhere, even in a smile.

But, sweet Millibird, February
is not forever and we shall

live to sing with thv Bard you

quote so well;

Now is the winter of our
discontent

Made glorious summer by
this sun of York;

And all the clouds that lour'd

upon our house

In the deep bosom of the ocean

burled.

Guilelessly yours,

Smiling Bob
Academic Dean

)
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Dear Editor:

Since "A-Day" I have been giving some thought to the

concept of responsibility as it relates to Milllgan's convo-
cation. This thinking was spurred by the president of the

college when he told me that I had abdicated my moral
responsibility as Student Council president by not attending

the "A-Day" convocation.

Mllllgan College claims the right to require its students

to attend convocation. It is not the purpose of this letter

to challenge that claim, but rather to look at some of the

implications of that claim.

As stated in the current Milligan College Bulletin (p. 12),

"Membership In Milligan College. . .Involves reciprocal

responsibilities." I draw the conclusion that th3t pan of the

college membership (the board and administration) which

claims the right to require convocation must accept with

that right the responsibility to make convocation worthwhile

for those members of the College (the students) who are

required to attend.

Looking back over the convocations of the 1972-73 academic
year, I can only conclude that the college administration has

abdicated its moral responsibility.

Bill Howden
Senior

History major

Dear Editor,

1 realize that as a small college, Mllllgan has the freedom
to. Impose certain rules on the students. Likewise, I feel

that a small college gives Its students the freedom to nego-
tiate openly and honestly with the administration, knowing
we will be given full respect for our Christian ideals and
sincerity In whatever we discuss.

However hard we m3y try to achieve this ideal relationship

between students and administration, it seemsto be Impossible.

To begin with, there has never been any serious collaboration

between students and administrators with the main purpose

of understanding each other's opinions on the rules, which

seems to be the main point of disagreement. One side or

the other always seems to be on the defensive, and this

defense puts up a wall which immediately prohibits open
communication.

If, for once, we could forget about the "rules" and speak
with each other on the basis of Christian concern, perhaps
we could discover a point of understanding on which to build

a better relationship. We speak of ourselves as a family— in

this type of relationship it is imponant to loosen neckties

and discuss with sincere consideration the matters that aggra-
vate our relationship with one another.

We need to understand each other's endeavors, especially

in matters concerning social and academic reform. At least

in an ATTEMPT to understand, it is imponant to take each
other seriously; students' actions cannot be brushed aside

as the pranks of "wayward children." With the same respect,

administrators' words spoken in confidence cannot be bandied
about by students with malicious intent.

While trying to build this trust, it is necessary that we
do not gee the wrong impressions. Administrators often appear
to be narrow-minded ogres who make total fools of themselves
while attempting to poise in a delicate balance between students

and the Board.

As students, we become discouraged when our sincere
endeavors at making Mllllgan a true "experience in living"

are treated as sandbox spon.Butevenworse is the Impression
we get that we who question the rules and standards of the

school are unscrupulous radicals who attend Mllllgan for the

sole purpose of upsetting the system, or trying to get Dean
Wetzel to frown, or something horrendous like that. (Perhaps
we missed the Sunday School lesson about tradition being a

virtue of Christianity?)

As a student, I see the need to convey the desire we have
to have more rjust placed In our personal value judgements.
This is imponant to the character development which would
best be cultivated in an atmosphere such as Milligan offers. I

also realize that this trust must be built between students

and administration before there is basis for It to be placed
entirely on our shoulders.

The only way to do this is by letting go of a little pride so
that we can talk to each other honestly; trying to see both
sides instead of being blinded by the virtue of our own
arguments; and by gaining a truthful understanding of what
the opposite force really stands for. Perhaps we shall come
to the conclusion that we can get along. Perhaps we can even
believe In the other side's purpose. In any case, let us hope
that no outreached hands get their fingers burned.

Sincerely,

Cathy Merrltt

Scphomore
Humanities major
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School limits term
of president's office

ORIENTAL ATMOSPHERE — Two Milligan students admire the contemporary Chinese
paintings on display in lower Seeger.

Chinese collection expanded

group of original paintings

Ihlnese artists and a set

trims made from Chinese

uments have Just been

lired by Milligan College

are on display In lower

jer.

hroughout the past several

the school has been

mptlng to acquire a sizeable

collection of various forms of

Chinese art. Many dishes and

other Chinese artifacts have

been on display fi the library

for some time. To increase

this collection, the school, with

the assistance of Dr. Wen Yen

Tsao, professor of East Asian

Studies, was able to acquire this

recent addition from the

e-law club organizes

lock legislativeweekend

is a project of the Pre-law

ib, a mock senate has been

nned tentatively for the dates

\pril 13, 14, IS.

iesslons will be held in the

rning, afternoon, and night,

pefully the experience will

p to acquaint students with

way government works, and

1 allow participants to take

nds on issues according to

n Ramey, one of the organi-

:s,

A steering committee of Phil

owers, Carl Ordway, and Dan
imey will organize the

project.

The senate will function along

party lines, and a women's
caucus will be formed.

Dr. Wetzel will act as Pre-

sident of the United States,

Dr. Moorhouse as Vice-presi-

dent and president of the

senate, and Dr. Tsao as

technical advisor.

Students interested in parti-

cipating should notify a member
of the steering committee by

March 9 in order to receive

the necessary materials before

spring break.

Republic of Free China.

The prints on display were

made from the carvings on

monuments, temples, and

public buildings in China. By

placing a piece of art paper

and a pad of ink over the carving

to be duplicated and by pounding

on the ink pad, a print Is made.

The white area of the pr'lnt re-

presents the part that was

carved on the stone monument.

The original paintings which

are mostly nature sketches

were drawn by contemporary

Chinese artists. Landscapes

and nature sketches have

always been favorite subjects

of Chinese artists throughout

the centuries. Thus, It was

appropriate that nature sket-

ches were included as a part

of the collection.

Olympla, Wash. - (LP.) - In

an action said to be without

precedent in American higher

education, the Board of

Trustees of The Evergreen

State College recently adopted

a policy setting the maximum
length of service for the presi-

dent of the institution at rwelve

years.

Suggested by President

Charles J. McCann, the new

policy provides for appointment

of the college's chief executive

officer for not more than two

six-year terms. The policy

calls for an annual review

during die first six years and

allows for an additional six-

year renewal with annual

reviews, for a maximum ser-

vice term of 12 years.

McCann pointed out that the

board's action is without pre-

cedent In United States col-

leges and universities. '*Yale

University provides for a pre-

sidential review after seven

years In office, but this Is the

first setting of a maximum
length of service," he

observed.

The new policy here provides

that after the fifth year of the

first six-year term, the

trustees will undertake a com-
prehensive on and off-campus

review to determine if a second

six-year term should be

offered. If a second six-year

term is granted, the board will

conduct annual reviews until the

tenth year of service. At that

point trustees will begin the

search for a presidential suc-

cessor, who would begin

service at the end of his pre-

decessor's twelfth year in

office.

The new policy also provides

that "upon retirement at the end

of 12 years, or if he is not

reappointed for the second six-

Williams exhibits acrylics
During the month of March,

an teacher Mrs. Ouida Williams

will display thirteen original

acrylic paintings In lower

Seeger.

Several paintings are studies

based on the female figure. Her
collection also includes pieces

in the abstract. In Mrs.

25

15
SPECIAL

Kenny's Pizza
West Towne Square

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542 5521

Hours: Sun. -Wed. 411 P.M.

Thurs.-Sat. 11-12 PJW.

CALL FOR:

PARTY RATES

Will deliver free to Dorms

at dosing time

off large PIZZA

< off small PIZZA

CHEESE

EXTRA ITEMS

DELUXE

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with I.D.

Lorqe

$1.75

Smell

SI.00

.15

S2 00

.25

SAUSAGE PEPPERONI

GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS

MUSHROOMS BLACK OLIVES

ANCHOVIES HAMBURGER
HAM i

Williams' words, her paintings

are "explorations in color."

Often Mrs. Williams works on

several paintings at the same

time, so one picture may take-

anywhere from a few days to six

or more months to complete.

Seldom titling her pictures and

rarely planning exact details

before painting, Mrs. Williams

instead allows her art "to

grow or evolve" into its fin-

ished form.

Previously Mrs. Williams

painted mainly with oils. Be-
cause of their fast-drying

qualities, however, acrylics are

now, her favorite paint medium.

year term, it is the intention

of the Board of Trustees to

offer the president a faculty

position so that he may con-

tinue to serve the institution

and so the institution can con-

tinue to profit froi

expertise and experience."

Societal rituals

emphasized in

After the Fall

Arthur Miller's play AFTER
THE FALL will be performed

at the East Tennessee State

University (ETSU) Gllbreath

Theatre March ft, 9 and 10 at

8:00 p.m.

Director of the ETSU Thea-
tre Department, George

McAtee, plays the lead role of

Quentin. The play is directed

by Mr. Harold Frank.

AFTER THE FALL happens

in the mind of Quentin and is

a series of experiences which

are connected spiritually

rather than chronologically.

The stage set itself is also an

abstract re-creation of Quen-
tln's mind.

According to director Harold

Frank, AFTER THE FALL like

all of Miller's plays. Is a very

personal play. Somewhat of an

autobiography, the play deals

with family relationships, es-

pecially father-mother ties and

Miller's relationships with his

two previous wives.

Searching for meaning, for

some reality which can make
society better, and for under-

standing of the family bonds,

Quentin' s e xperiences In

AFTER THE FALL reflect the

life-style of an average

American.

Harold Frank, director, in-

terprets the play as expressing

the destruction which Is an

essential part of man's nature.

"in AFTER THE FALL, and

in life, little irritations aren't

little," says Mr. Frank, "They
are magnificent faults.

"Miller's play illustrates

how man kills daily by societal

rituals, not merely by his

responses to the larger Issues

in life. But AFTER THE FALL
emphasizes that man has to

discover his nature to kill

before he can dispel it."

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

69*
'SANDWICHES - S0< ON MOH TUE WED
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Worrell receives VSAC plaudits

by Phil Blowers

CONFIDENT COACH—Coach PhU Worrell was named Vol-

unteer State Athletic Conference "Coach of the Year" by

his ten fellow VSAC coaches.

Milllgan's 1972-73 basketball

season, the most successful In

recent years, has come to a

close amidst a resurgence of

"Buff-Power" on the court

which has generated an enthu-

siasm among players and fans

unparalleled In past seasons.

No doubt the principal

Impetus behind Milllgan's new
winning form lies In the

superior abilities of the Volun-

teer State Athletic Conference'

s

new Coach of the Year, Phil

Worrell.

Worrell, Milllgan's basket-

ball mentor since 1969,

received the coveted title as

a tribute from bis ten fellow

VSAC coaches as the eleven

Conference coaches voted at the

VSAC tournament. (Mllllgan

was eliminated from tourney

play by tough Western Division

power Bethel College, 83-79,

the conference championship

being won by Eastern Division

leader Carson - Newman on

home ground.)

Under the leadership of

Coach Worrell, Mllllgan bas-

ketball has shown a marked rise

in power and versatility. During

Worrell's past four seasons In"

Buffalo territory, Mllllgan

teams bave amassed a total

64-52 won-lost record Includ-

ing a fine 19-9 season last

year and this season's 21-7

tally, a record which can be

topped only by a Mllllgan team
that predates the Ad Building

(that old?!)

Coach Worrell had a solid

background In coaching before

coming to Mllllgan. A 1959

Mllllgan College alumnus,

Worrell received his M.S. from
Indiana SuteUnlversltyandhas

proceeded to excel In coaching

for 14 years.

Head basketball coach at high

schools In Dalion and Triway,
Ohio Ridgefarm, Illinois, and
A/no, Indiana, Worrell led

teams to an overall record
of 212-125 (.629 winning per-
centage) including bis Mllllgan

career. Worrell has been
untiring In his pursuit of good
recruits and the quality of

Milllgan's teams has been In-

creasingly better.

Now 35 years old (he could
pass for a college junior!),

Milllgan's talented Coach of the

Year appears destined for even
greater honors and attainment

in seasons to come.

Bigger, better roquet team

readies for season's foes

Parachute jumpers fly high
by Janet Meyer

Have you ever had a dream

where you feltyouwerefalling?

Three MUUgan students had

that falling sensation, but it was

the real thing. Brian Abrell,

"Keith Bader, and George

O'Meara made their first 2800
foot sky dive on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 24.

A quest to do "something

different" lead these three to

follow up on the opportunity for

sky diving lessons offered by

the East Tennessee State Uni-

versity Sports Parachuting

Club.

Bob Fillers, a retired Green

Beret sergeant began the day

with instructions for exit pro-

cedures and parachute landing

falls (PLF'S). Emergency
procedures and chute packing

plus review took up most of

the afternoon.

George and Brian claimed

they were most nervous while

they were packing their chutes

and getting ready to go. They
managed to control their nerves

however, and boarded the small

Cessna 180 plane.

4:30 p.m. found George,

Brian and Keith climbing out

on the wings of the plane and

one by one taking that Initial

leap. Whether it was also "a i

giant leap for mankind" Is

doubtful but there are three

testimonials that the step was
a mighty big one to take.

Once the parachuters left

the pk'ne a static line auto-

matically pulled open their

parachutes. Forgetting the

"Geronlmo" but counting to

five Instead, the parachuters

then checked to see If their

chutes were opening correctly.

The Jumpers then had five

minutes to enjoy the scenery

and amazingly enough the guys

claim they were calm enough

to do so.

As they neared the ground,

the Jumpers had to concentrate

on the landing procedures.

Instructions had been given to

"hit, shift, and rotate" when
they made contact with the

ground. Landing correctly is

essential if a parachutist

desires to ever walk again.

Stirring up Interest around

campus with their exciting de-

scriptions of sky diving, Keith,

Brian, and George hope to start

a parachuting club for Mllllgan

students.

In affiliation with the ETSU
club, a prospective parachutist

pays $40.00 for twelve hours

of ground lessons and his first

Jump. From then on each jump
costs $5.00. A Mllllgan club

could possibly lessen the

overall cost.

Under the coaching of Miss

Patricia Bonner, an enlarged

and Improved men's tennis

team Is preparing for their first

match at Maryvlile on March 8,

Eight lertermen returned

from last year's team, and nine

new members, mainly fresh-

men, are trying to make the

squad. They have been

practicing for three weeks.

Miss Bonnerwillcuttheteam

to nine members on Monday,

March 5. She is thinking of

starting a junior varsity team,

so that next year's team will

Returning lettermen are

Keith Lisle, RandyMamey.Phll
McCuUough, Keith Whlnnery,

Robbie Gardiner, CarlOrdway,
Dale Barcus, and Brent Hart.

New to the team this year are

Bob Fife, Randy Glassburn,

Paul Pettlt, Joey Hensley,

David Stout, Chris Ponder,

Roy Halsley, and Chuck
Wheeler.

The tennis season continues

throughout the semester, with

the Volunteer State Athletic

Conference tournament being

held at Carson - Newman
No special Insurance Is have a more experienced group College May 10-13.

needed for the class although
of possible players to draw

the Individual is required to from
be at least eighteen years old

and in good physical and mental

health. Each person signs March 8 Mars Hill (A)

release forms for the club and March 14 Lees McRae (H)

the pilot before he Jumps. April 2 LMU (H)

Realizing it is a sport where April 4 TN. Wesleyan (H)

the payment for mistakes Is April 5 Lees McRae (A)

quite high, the guys claim "If April 9 Maryvlile (H)

you rememberwhat you've been April 10 Carson-Newman (H)

told and don't panic, you'll April 11 Mars Hill (H)

be OK." April 16 LMU (A)

In reference to the danger April 17 Tusculum (A)

involved , George declared, "I April 24 Tusculum (H)

feel lots safer In the air than April 26 Emory & Henry (H)

I do on the roads In Tennes- May 3 Emory & Henry (A)

seel" May 9 Carson-Newman (A)

May 10-12 State Tennis Tourn. (A)

Flash

Announcem entl

Due to Cumberland's defeat

of Georgetown last night, Mll-

llgan will participate in the

NAIA district basketball tour-

nament. Mllllgan will be playing

In the first game Mondaynight,

7;00 p.m., at Carson-Newman.

Its opponent will almost

certainly be KentuckyState.the

top ranked small college team.

Or AMERfCA

xfewcaiiA- WELCOME
MUUGAN
PARENTS

10* WIST >(.LA»0 W mi «!»-»]« * 1 J

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

CRUSHED VELVET

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out tp the Ole House and Save

FU. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201
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Class of '72 keeps busy
If there Is a job shortage,

the class of 1972 at Mllligan

College isn't aware of It as

98.4 percent of the '72 grad-

uates are holding full time

positions or enrolled In grad-

uate s t u d y (
according to

Placement Director Eugene

Price.

With 87.5 percent (159) of

the recent grads responding

to the survey, 23 students are

enrolled In graduate study while

the remaining respondents are

employed.

Teaching is by far the most
frequently reported profession,

as 77 graduates are working

in education. Thirty-eight of

those In teaching are at the

elementary level, while thirry-

nuie are at the secondary level.

Positions in business and

Industry are reported by 40

members of the class of '72

as their occupation, and five

are now in military service.

Two students are in the
" ministry, but other members of

the class who were Bible

majors are enrolled in semi-
nary. Only 3 respondents listed

themselves as "unemployed."
According to Price, thirty-

five graduates are employed in

Tennessee and the same number
in Virginia, Seventeen found

jobs in Indiana while 11 others

are employed in Ohio. The
remaining students are scat-

tered through 19 other states

and Germany.
Fields of study reported by

those 1972 alumni now ingrad-
uate school range from
Religion, to medicine, to

special education and to

textiles, at schools as close
as ETSU and as far away as
Kansas State, Princeton, and
Purdue,

Moore to sing, play folk ballads

Folk singer Ron Moore will

appear In concert 3t Miltigan,

Wednesday, March 14 from 8:00

to 10:00 p.m.

With many original arrange-

ments, most of Moore's music

consists of (oik ballads and

contemporary folk songs.

Moore accompanies his songs

with a guitar and at times

plays the harmonica and the

guitar at the same time.

Sponsored by the Student

Union Board and financed with

Small colleges praised

(continued from page 1

)

With his abundant praise of

small colleges, he is sure to

point out .however, that "being

small doesn't make them
good." He sees the best

colleges as those with the best

teachers and students whowant
to be there.

He recognizes the need and

the prestige o( having fine

buildings and modern equip-

ment on a college campus hut

declares that they are "as

nothing compared to the im-

mediate contact of mind with

mind."
Trueblood defines Christian

colleges as "centers of power

that keep high the standards

of the arts, the sciences, and

the laws." He feels that up-

holding these centers Is the

greatest hope for the sustain-

ment of the culture of this

civilization.

To say the least. Dr. True-
r.i'jod believes in the small

t bristinn college ideal. The
possible combination ofChrist-

tian life and intellectual srudy

substantiate his attitude of op-

timism. II this ideal can be

realized fully, his statements

that the small college v. ill sur-

vive are then credible.

Quoting Alfred North White-
head, Trueblood afiirms that

"education is impossible apart
from habitual vision of great-

ness." He then declares,

"Christian colleges can main-
tain the vision of greatness and
to this we are called."

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday: _A Jg»««i

Can you
throw away that packV11 HOW S jj's nol casV) js lty

In 20 years, after 146,000 more cigarettes,

you think it's going to be easier?

Don't kid yourself.

Quit now. You'll never get a chance like this again.

funds from Student Council, the

concert will be held in Hyder
Auditorium in the science
building. Admission charge is

J 1.00 per person, $1.50 per
'JUpl',-.

Club to replay

Friedan's talk

A tape recording of a re-
cent lecture at East Tennessee
State University by feminist

Betry Frledan will provide the

topic of discussion Tuesday,
March 6 for the recently re-
organized Psychology Club.

Meeting each Tuesday night

at 6;30 in the administration

building, the group usually

views films anddlscussesthem
afterwards. Everyone is wel-
come to attend any of these

meetings.

A trip to a state mental
health institution in KnoxvlUe
is being plannei in conjunction

with the Abnormal Psychology
class, hopefully before spring

break. A program concerning

juvenile delinquency coun-
.sulhrv. is also being planned

ior the near luture.

IN LIKE A LION??—March seems to be coming In like a

lamb with unusually warm weather. Jeff Quinn, alias "Magoo",

take:, advantage of the warm temperatures and practices his

pedalling.

Drive In Night

Doors Open March 7, 1973

At 5:00 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

Sutton Cafeteria Theatre

2 Road Runner Cartoons

1 Speedy Gonzolas

1st Feature Laurel and Hardy (Silent)

2nd Feature - Key Stone Kops

STUDENT and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
'$ SLACKS
PANTS

* SKIRTS
SPORT

COATS SHIRTS

GOOD EACH SATURDAY

laundered
to perfection!

5 FOR 99°
WITH

One hour
dryCLeaneRS
r

703 S. ROAN 926-1232

401 N. ROAN 926-0261

\ 301 BELMONT 926-2211

j
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Force, suspense

», combined tonight

IN SPITE OF THEMSELVES — Mllllgan dramatists will be performing the plays THDOCTOR IN SPITE OF HIMSELF and EARLY FROST Knight and tomorrow night at 8 p. m.
Pictured are (l.-r.) Tom Zimmerman, Joe Atkins, Barb! Fishback, Dave chupa, Alan Murphy'
Rosanne Evans, Karl Schmidt, Mike Shannon, and Ruddy Fullen.

THE

The Area o[ Speech and Drama
will present EARLY FROST by
Parkhirst and DOCTOR IN SPITE
Of-HIMSELF by Moll.

March 16th and J7m
p. m. in Seeger Memorial
Chapel.

The DOCTOR IN SPITE OF
HIMSELF fs a "hilarious farce
that suns with humor and ends
with humor" according to Mrs.
Margurlte Parris, Director.

The plot of the play Involves

the arranged marriage of

Luclnde to Cleante whom she

does not care for. She Is in

love with Leandreandthehumor
takes off from there.

Several problems arise as

the daughter tries to work her

way out of the marriage, the

ailment she mysteriously comes
down with, and the adventure to

STAMPEDE
find a doctor to

illness.

her

EARLY FROST a sl
;

the
disappearance

. .

The play cer.ters around an

elder • : omplex
over this disappearance and dw
resulting traumas Involve

another girl unknowingly

discovers the- secret. Little else

can be said without destroying

the action for the audience.

Harmonica music is played

throughout the crucial seines

by Marsha Reed and adds to the

eerie atmosphere of u,

Cast for DOCTOR IN SPITE
OF HIMSELF includes: Mike

Shannon, Barb! Fishback, Alan

Murphy, Dave Chupa, Rosanne

Evans, Buddy Fullen, Karl

Schmidt, Joe Atkins, and Tonl

Zimmerman.

EARLY FROST includes:

Kathy Smith, Jerl Smith, Toni
Authentic 1 7th century Zimmerman, Barbl Fishback

costumes will be worn by the and RoSanne Evans,
cast, which Includes wigs for

most of the men.

Mrs. Parris said that the

"cast on a whole Is very good"

and that she hopes the "audience

Choir anticipates spring tour
During March 23 through April

1, the Mllllgan Concert Choir
will be on its annual spring
tour in several states. The
choir will perform in churches
in the following cities;

Knoxvllle, Crossvllle, and
Nashville, Tennessee;
Lexington, Kentucky; Cincinnati,

Ohio; Lynn, Brownsburg, Mays,
Beech Grove, and Columbus,
Indiana; and the cities of

Bloomlngton and Greenville in

Illinois.

Mr. Sherwyn Bachman,
director of the choir, has divided

the tour program Into three

parts. The first division consists

of sacred arrangements, the

second group traces the life of

Christ, and the third division

Is the Red Sea Jazz and other

more popular songs.

Songs in the sacred division

include "I Thank You God";
"Cantabe Domine"; "Te
Deum"; "Psalm 61"; and
"Doxology." Mr. Bachman
noted that Verdi's "Te Deum,"
an ancient church creed, is the

choir's major work of the

program.
The story of Jesus will be

presented with several musical
selections. Jim Sluyter Is the

featured soloist in the spiritual

"Mary's Little Boy Chile," a

composition written by Jester

Hairston, Other arrangements
In the narrative of Christ's

life include "Amazing Grace",
"Beatitudes", "Never Said a

Mumblln' Word", "My
Eternal King", and "I Can Tell

die World", the latter being

another Hairston composition.

Other choir members have
solos in the second division of

the program. Rick Wright is the

soloist of "Amazing Grace,"
and featured singers in "Lord
Now Victorious" are Claudia

Bartlert and Rosanne Evans.
Tim Dillon Is one of the soloists

featured in the concert during

the third section.

"Red Sea Jazz", the story of

Moses and Pharaoh In Egypt,

comprises the third portion of

the concert. Mr. Bachman said

that almost all the thirty-four

choir members have solo parts

in the jazz composition. "Red
Sea Jazz" was written in 1971

for BBC-TV of London.

Mr. David Runner is the

organist for the choir, and Kathl

Demeter is the pianist. Joe
Atkins and Steve RoodhousewiU
accompany the Doxology with

trumpets. A former choir

member and chamber singer,

Dan Steucher will travel with

the choir to speak on behalf of

Milligan College.

When asked the purpose of the

tour, Mr, Bachman said, "For
the Milligan College student, the

tour has both educational and

spiritual values. The soloist

through a choir medium can

learn to 'sell' a song. To do

this, he must believe in the

song and let others know of his

belief. And perhaps through the

concert someone will be

attracted to Christ and Milligan

College." He added, "Some of

us just enjoy singing!'*

A portion of the concert will

be presented at Milligan during

a morning convocation In April.

The entire tour program will be

performed one evening at

Milligan two weeks after spring

hreak.

will enjoy this farce,'

Mrs. Parris chose DOCTOR
IN SPITE OF HIMSELF "so the

audience will become familiar

with some French drama."

The setting is basically

simple as It was in the time

of Moliere and gives the

impression of lightness and

gaity.

Also a one act play starring

five women will be presented.

R.A.

applications
Application blanks for

positions as R, A.'s for next

year are In the hands of the

dorm presidents, residents, and

Mrs. Fontaine. Those
Individuals wishing to apply

should leave their completed
applications with either Dr.
Yammamori or Mrs. Fontaine

before Spring Break.

Campus Celebration days

cued for student recruitment
In an attempt to involve as

much of the Milligan family

as possible in recruiting new
students, a Campus Celebration

has been scheduled for April

5-7.

Bo Deaton, director of student

enlistment, explained the

MILLIGAN CONCERT CHOIR — The thirty two voice concert choir of Milligan College
#111 spend the upcoming spring recess touring the central states.

two-fold purpose of Campus
Days as an effort to unite

Mllllgan In an Important activity

and to provide an opportunity

for visiting high school students

to learn about Milligan.

"We want to include all

students and faculty members,
and we hope that each of us

will be public relations men
for this weekend," Deaton said.

Thursday night's activities

will feature a faculty talent show.

The concert choir, choral and

other special guests will

perform Friday night under the

co-ordination of Dan Stuecher.

Mllllgan students areespeclally

invited to participate in these

and other activities.

Time will be provided for

visiting high school students to

sit In on classes, ask questions

about Milligan and to get

acquainted with the faculty and

students. Wayne B. Smith will

be the guest speaker at the

banquet Friday night.

According to Deaton, the

registrations for the Campus
Celebration are coming in

quickly. A limit of 250

registrations are to be accepted.

"The Campus Celebration can

only be successful 1/ everyone

pitches In and helps. It should

provide a good opportunity for

the campus to show Its

Christian love," Deaton said.
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Jack Knowles

to analyze

"Deliverance"

"Deliverance: From What
Are We Delivered?" will be the

topic of a faculty lecture by

Mr. Jack Knowles on Monday,
March 19 at 7:30 p. m.

Mr. Knowles' lecture will be

on an analysis of the movie

"Deliverance" which played in

a Johnson City theater during

February. Concerned with the

theme of the relationship of

civilization and savagery, Mr.

Knowles will compare the four

major characters of the movie

with the hill-folk they encounter

on their Journey.

Other aspects of the movie

which Mr. Knowles will discuss

are what the characters learned

from their trip down the river

and what the observer learns

from watching their trip.

All faculty and students are

welcome to attend the lecture,

which is scheduled for the

Thompson Room of the science

building.

JOVIAL JACK -- The Faculty lecture series will De leaturing

Mr. Jack Knowles on March 19 in the Thompson room. The

topic for the 7:30 p. m. lecture Is "Deliverance: From What

Are We Delivered?"

Summer schedule released
Scheduled for June 4 - July

6, 1973, and July 9 - August

10, 1973, Mllligan's two five-

week sessions of summer school

will offer students a maximum
of seven semester hours per

term.
Summer session tuition

costs $41.50 per hour of credit.

Other costs for each five-week

term are; room, $64.00; board,

$74.50; registration, $5.00.

For both elementary and

secondary certifications, a

fourteen-hour education block

will be offered during the June

4 - August 10 period.

A core of courses is already

scheduled for each term. If

sufficient Interest Is shown,

additional "second line"

courses will be offered during

the 1973 summer session.

For any additional information
concerning summer school,

contact the Dean's Office.

SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
FIRST TEAM
Period l (SrCO-vHS)

•Anatomy and Physiology

'Science (or the Gndet

"Humanities ?0!

Period I (10*0-1
Old Testamem Su

Principles ol in,
Safety Education

Org. end Adm. oi

Statistics in Piy.

SECOND TERM
Period 1 («.-00-8 :4S)

• Zoology
•Anatomy and Physiology

.-*-

Equal

time

for

women
Accutron by Bulova
Bulova believes that the precise time is everybody's light

So they fashioned a unique new Accutron watch just for her

The elegant oval case and attached bracelet are perfectly

united. Distinctively barktextured. The dial is a radiant gilt

or tangerine with hand-applied gilt markers, The bracelet
has a slip-through lock, adjusts easily to any size wrist.

Just ask (or the Lady Accutron, the watch that gives equal
time to women — with accuracy guaranteed to within a

minute a month. Precisely what she wants, $185

Bp;

Z
vvrooiirn

'

^Jeioelers

Period Z (10:00-1 1:«

New Testament Survey

Principle) ol Economics
Recreational Leadership

Eiptrlmenul Psychology

Period 1 (IfltVIrtS)

Christ and Culture

Materials and Method!

Shon Story

Sophomore Activity

Developmental Psychology

tf ARRANGEMENT

Independent Study (English)

Special Problem! In Psychology

SECOND LINE COURSES
Principles ol Insurance

Inorganic Chemistry

y. ol Maas. Comm,
I, Proc. ol Children v

Learning Dlsablllt;

Dramatists step to heaven
"A welcome change of pace"

is the manner in which director

Ira Read describes the Johnson
City Community Little Theater
production, ONE FOOT IN

HEAVEN, which is to be

presented March 30-31 and
April 6-7.

ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN Is

based on a novel by Hanzell
Spence and at one time was
produced on Broadway.
According to director Read, the

play is a light or ''helium"

drama. Set in a small town In

Iowa, 1910, the playlsnostjljjic.

The plot deals with a minister

and his family and the trials

and tribulations of parsonage

life. ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN
is a semi-religious, andas Read
describes it, an "ultra-clean"

drama.

Former Milllgan student,

Dennis Wyait, has the male

lead as Father, playing opposite

Ms. Ruth Rumbley 35 Mother.

Son Hanzell is played by Phil

Clark, son of Mllligan's Dr.

Paul Clark. The daughter is

played by Science Hill Student,

Debbie Church. Mllligan's Cathy

Merrill, Greg Beck, and Donna

Wyart play Molly, GeorgI .

Mrs. Digby, respectively. Read

feels the cast Is working well

together. He describe-:,

performance as being especially

"fantastic.

"

When asked to comment on

the play, director Read replied

that he felt It is not an

especially good one, but that it

is a pan of the variety of

theater. He said, "It is only

fair to offer now and again

something thatcan'tbeofiensm-

to anyone"
Tickets are $1.50

students.

for

Students minister

in area churches
There are no pat answers

for questions about belnga youth

minister. At least five students

at Milllgan are assistant

ministers and each has a

different church situation.

Planning trips to the circus

and hamburger cookouts for the

youth group, DougDeller is busy

as youth minister for the

Suburban Christian Church in

Bristol, Virginia.

Man's purported

purpose pursued

Open to all interested

students, the annual Purpose of

Man F.ssay Contest is accepting

entries until April 9, 1973.

Judges will evaluate the

essays in terms ol a clear

presentation of statement of

man's purpose in the modern
world in light of Christian ideas,

skill in the use of English,

originality, and evidence of

sincerity.

Essays must be submitted to

Dr. Johnson's secretary, Mrs.
Kouns, by 5;00 p. m. on April

9. Fach essay must be

typewritten and submitted In

duplicate. Names should be

attached in such a manner that

they can be removed forjudging.

Announcement of the winners

will be made at the Awards
Banquet on May 3, 1973. First

prize is $ 100.00, and second

prize is $50.00.

it's the
real thing

by Jonei Meyer

Besides singing in the choir,

Doug also leads In the

communion meditation and

teaches the high school-college

Sunday School class. In his

class, he claims he finds himself

in a rut. He remarks, "I've

never been in a good one so

1 don't know how to teach

orfe."

Doug declares that his biggest
advantage is Jeanee Timm, his
fiancee. Also teaching a Sunday
School class, Jeanee helps
because shecan "talkto anybody
in the church."

The youth group, which has
grown from two to twenty five

people, has really encouraged
Doug.

Rick Wright finds his biggest

challenge at Pinevlew Christian

Church is that of "presenting

lessons that are concerned with

what they really need to know."

Admitting he is learning as

much or more than the kids.

Rick said he has to study a

lot to teach the college age

Sunday School class. He
remarks that the kids are

"ready to do something" and

so he has proposed an advanced
program for study

t

With "blanket permission"

from the adults for his

encouragement, Rick is working

on a project to earn money so

the group can take a trip to

Six Flags.

Appreciating his musical

experience with the Gabriels,

Rick leads singing for the

non-instrumental church. Both

Rick and his fiancee, Rosemary
Wright, sing In the choir.

Dave C'hupa has tried 3

variety of different programs

for the youth at East Unaka

Church of Christ in Johnson

(continued on page 8)
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Smith takes flight

for friends,corpses

FLYER FEATURED - - Janet Meyer Interviews Ed Smith, a Milllgan student, about his
present part-time occupation and future profession in piloting.

The MetophysrcalBrothel

Potpourri shouts/' Laugh at me"
by Bad Kharma and Dark Brown Trouble

ANCIENT MANUSCRIPT UN-
EARTHED: A manuscript which

authorities date to 400 B. C.
reveals that pagan soclties in

this area held great animal

sacrifices. The heads of the

animals were stuffed and the

pelts cured and both were
presented with great ceremony
to friends In front of vast

cheering throngs. Anthropolo-

gists note that one need only

compare this to our present age
to see how far civilization has

advanced.

Recent rumors around campus
point to evidence that Mllligan

is actually run by four

grey-haired men playing

Parchesi in the attic of the

Library.

Recently a concerned Mllligan

student sent a sample of water

used In Sutton Cafeteria' towash

dishes to state laboratories for

analysis. He was obviously

chagrined to receive the report

that his horse had only two

months to live.

Due to the current dire

financial status of the college,

we suggest that Dr. Johnson
pawn his key to the city ot

Bristol anr* rtonate the money

to the general fund.

What If Sutton gave an orgy

and nobody came?

A recent survey of Mllligan

College faculty and
administration shows that 75%
believe that Mllligan is a small.

Christian, Liberal Arts college

located near Johnson City,

Tennessee.

When informed that all

Americans could ride In

automobiles simultaneously and

no one would have to sit in the

back seat, one Mllligan co-ed

was overheard saying, "But I

LIKE the back seat."

Rumor has It that back issues

of the STAMPEDE were used

to heat administration offices

during the winter months.

A new edict from heaven
announced chat Mllligan College
is being recalled due to

engineering deficiencies.

Immediate repercussions
included Ralph Nader being
banned from campus,

NOTICE ON CONCERTS:
Alice Cooper has canceled their

HALF POUND CHOP SIRLOIN STEAK

DINNER
Unti wM Crn ? Gtm

TmmL
'J1Zr*£zi $139

ENJOY OUR OTHER BIG STEAKS ALL
DURING THE WEEK!

carry-

OUTS
AT

IEG0UI
PRICEI

BUCMOO
STEAK RANCH

HOLIDAY SHOPPING CENTIR

CltOSi FfcOM K MABT NOKTH JOHNSON CITY

COM! AS YOU AJU - NO I1PPIH6

ora 7 OATS

Mllligan Concert because the

idminisrration would not allow

them to kill a buffalo on stage.

Also the Frank Zappa and

the Blackwood Brothers double

bill has been canceled due to

lack of student interest.

Somewhere there Is a boy,

with an Erector Set,

and he is confused

because he did not follow

directions.

ANCIENT INDIAN PROVERB:
"Beware of Great White Hunter
who sing praises of little buffalo

and then mount head of bull on
;

plywood."

Support freedom of the press.

Make a donation to HELICON,
an independent literary
publication. Attend the benefit

concert featuring Jackie Ellis.

Please, your financial help is

needed.

Goodnight, Chet

Well, I certainly hope It will

be, David.

if you see an orange Le

Mans flying through the air,

don't be surprised. Ed Smith,

a MiLHgan senior, is such a

good pilot he may be able to

fly his car as well as a plane.

Althuugh he cannot remember
his first plane ride, Ed recalls

first piloting a plane as a boy

under the watchful eye of his

father. Being around planes and

airports all his life made It a

natural consequence for Ed to

want to get his pilot's license.

His pilot father instructed

him in the meteorology and

other background required for

a license and also accompanied

him on his prerequisite hours

of flying time. When he was

sixteen, Ed made his first solo

flight. At eighteen, he got his

commercial pilot's license.

With an excess of a thousand

hours of flying under his belt

now, Ed considers himself a

professional. He claims, "I'm

trained for that Job, it is my
profession; so, I'm a

professional."

Getting to "meet a lot of

different people" and "facing

a lot of different situations,"

Ed freely remarks that he enjoys

his work.

Ed's work Involves a variety

of flying services. The

Olney-Noble airport, which his

father owns and operates, offers

air-taxiing, air transport, and

air ambulance services.

Flying businessmen to St.

Louis or Indianapolis are the

most common flights Ed makes

for his dad. On a few occasions

however, he has made trips as

far as to Mississippi and

Florida.

The air ambulance service

offered by Ed's father's airport

often involves the transport of

dead bodies. According to Ed,

since the body requires the use

of their largest plane, living

people havecheaperplane rates.

Ed tells of one experience

when he flew from Fort

Lauderdale, Florida to Illinois

by Janet Meyer

with a corpse as his only

companion. Although this one

was in a casket, he related that

often they are only in plastic

bags.

Claiming that "night flying

is better because it's more
romantic," Ed enjoys viewing

a dry's night lights from the

air.

In comparing winter and

sunir.er flying, Ed says he

prefers flying in the cold. He
explains that cooler air allows

a smoother flight because hot

air causes up drafts that tend

to make steering a little more
difficult.

Weather also influenced his

preference for winter flying.

Ed would rather fly in fog or

snow than try tomanagethrough

thunderstorms and tornadoes

that occur in the summer.
With his commercial pilot's

license, Ed Is able to instruct

others as well as fly single or

multi-engine planes. Ed flies

the seven small planes, called

pipers, which his father owns.

Looking to the future, Ed
plans to graduate in May. He

then will work for his father

and someday take over the

business.

When asked how his major

in history from Milllgan will

help his flying.he remarks that

"It will make good conversation

topics." Seriously, he adds, that

he night someday want to be

able to fall back on teaching

if something would keep him
from his flying.

Often treating his friends to

flights during high school and

college, Ed considers flying

more than just a Job. He notes

that flying is becoming a

"common hobby and sport,"

He asserts, "the old beliefs

that flying is dangerous are

all practically gone."

Having a "good rime" when

he flies, Ed is willing to fly

anyone who will help share the

expense of the plane. Here's

your chance to fly high!

CLEARANCE SALE!
HERE'S A GREAT CHANCE TO STOCK UP ON

FANTASTIC

SPRING/ CASUAL SUMMER WEAR

20% • 40% OFF

SELECTED

MILLIGAN COLLEGE IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

• T-SHIRTS • JACKETS • SWEATERS

MARCH 16 - MARCH 23

SUB SUNDRY SHOP
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Issues
As spring rapidly arrives, thoughts are almost spontaneously

turned to outdoor activities, spring break, May graduation, etc.

Having safety weathered the "February crisis," Mllllgan

College as a whole seems to be adopting a disposition to enjoy

life a little.

It would be native to assert that this represents an unhealthy

attitude. To be totally Involved In "Issues" and "roles" can

be enervating after a time.

Spring-time Is generally associated with the notion of resur-

rection. As one becomes revitalized, it Is only natural that one's

positions and priorities be freshly re-analyzed. Many things

which were once considered important may actually be rather

trivial. Others may assume additional consequence with careful

consideration.

Hopefully, this perspective will not result in an apathetic

attitude toward concerns which were once considered Important

but were subsequently sublimated by warm weather.

Next weekend the Board of Advisors and the Board of Trustees

will convene for the spring Board meeting. Unfortunately,

while the Board Is arriving on campus, many students will be

preparing to leave for spring break. This Board meeting may

be especially important, since it Is likely that several aspects

of student life will be discussed, such as rule revisions, convo-

cation, etc.

The problem of students leaving before the Board meets was

discussed earlier this semester with Mr. Wade Bunting, vice-

chairman of the Board of Advisors. He expressed a desire for

as much dialogue as possible between students and Board

members. He also pointed out that in the past, the Board has

spoken primarily with "student leaders" and that they will

very likely be more Interested In a broader base of student

opinion and Informal dialogue on this occasion.

Each student, then, should be encouraged to utilize every

opportunity to become acquainted with Board members and

to openly exchange Ideas with them. Since Board members are

on campus for a limited time, they will surely appreciate

hearing Intelligent, clearly articulated opinions which are

germane to the improvement ol academic, spiritual and social

life at Mllllgan.

Resurrect my heart at
me&%$ffi^ssssys&xtwssJiSM#^

The exposure of racial

prejudice in our society through

the persistency of Blacks and

their supporters has opened our

eyes to the prejudices other

minority groups have had to

face. One of these groups Is the

American Indian, who standi, as

a glaring example of our social

injustice.

Now the Indians have

responded to their
mistreatment. On Feb. 28

militant Oglala Sioux, defending

themselves with arms they

confiscated from a trading post

the night before, took 10

hostages and holed up in the

Sacred Heart Roman Catholic

NOTICE:
Applications for the offices

of editor of the STAMPEDE
and BUFFALO for 1973-74 will

be accepted by Dr. Morrison,

chairman of the publications

committee until April 18, 1973.

Applications should set forth

the qualifications, experience,

and interest of the applicants.

Church at Wounded Knee, South

Dakota. The Oglalas are
members of the American Indian

Movement (AIM), a group
dedicated to restoring dignity

to a humiliated people.

Demands inued

The AIM Immediately issued

some demands: (1) that William

Fulbrlght and the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee hold

hearings on Indian treaties,

since the United States

government has failed to meet

the terms of 371 treaties they

have signed; (2) that Ted Kennedy

and a Senate committee

Investigate the governmental

treatment of Indians, looking

closely at the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (BIA) and the

Department of the Interior; (3)

that an inquiry be made on all

Sioux reservations In South

Dakota to study specific

mistreatment incidents; and (4)

that the Oglala Sioux be allowed

to elect their own officials and

determine their own way of

lUe.

The government's response

was to blockade Wounded Knee

and post 100 federal agents to

enforce their roadblocks. U. S.

(3nstde our foalls

Friends, setting mesmerize student
It Is with great consternation

that 1 reflect upon the last three

and a half years and try to

understand what force has kept

me at this small,
semi-religious, seml-academlc
college for such an important

period of my life.

Certainly it cannot be because

of the prestigious degree and

national Influence of the College,

or that tuition Is so cheap I can

afford living seven hundred

m lies from home. And
scholarships are so few and

far berween that my reason

for staying cannot possibly be

due to the financial help I never

received.

Despite the image Mllllgan

projects to those who support

this institution. It is not for the

sake of my spiritual life that I

returned to this campus
semester, either. Ironically, the

hypocrisy of some of the

•'Christians" on this campus
caused me to re-examine and

re-evaluate my faith, and It

deepened , . . accidentally.

Cultural advantages would

have been marvelous had I been

writing a thesis on "Home Life

in Appalachla." However,
chances for hearing an opera or

seeing a ballet are somewhat
limited. Even a good hockey

game Is hard to find!

As for the maturing process,

I was given greater freedom
when I was a junior in high

school. Never once was Hocked
up Inside my room at 11:00

p. m. . . . until I came here.

Interesting, don't you think?

So why Is It that I remained?

I'm graduating In May, will

probably miss the place, and I

can't figure out why this Is.

Culturally, spiritually.

academically, personally ...
there are no real advantages

to Mllllgan College, and yet,

I'm still here. Amazing!

There are only two possible

reasons why 1 have continued

to return to Mllllgan year after

year. First of all, people who

are united In Jesus Christ

develop a love that surpasses

all others, and many of the

people I have come in contact

with exhibit this love. I can't

stay away from their happiness

and joy of living.

Not all professors and

administrators demonstrate this

love for life and fellow man.

by Jeonee

but those that do are a Joy to

be around. Mllllgan offers the

opportunity to get to know these

people personally.

Their concern and treatment

of students are excellent

examples of true Christian

ministry. This love of students

is evident In their teaching and

is exemplified by the extra time

they give to their students in

outside help and Jam sessions.

This doesn't apply only to the

faculry, however. The campus
Itself Is a friendly, loving place

to be. Friendships are, for the

most part, enduring and one of

the major reasons I returned.
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Friendliness abounds In the

cafeteria staff, too. They are

willing to open the doors early

for those groups that find it

necessary to eat early. Food

isn't always gourmet; neither

Is the bank account on which

meals are planned. Besides,

special nights, such as steak

night and drive-in night, are a

nice change of pace, and the

cafeteria crew willingly goes

along.

The magnetism of the lovii..

personalities here at MiUigan

draw people back. Despite the

negative aspects of living on this

campus, and there are some,

the fun with people provides an

atmosphere that overrides the

negativism. It makes Mllllgan

a place worth coming back to.

Secondly, at the risk of lieing

accused of romanticism, East

Tennessee is beautiful. The hills

and streams are soothing to the

soul, and the campus of MiUigan

College reflects this beauty.

It doesn't take very long at

all to get away from the

problems of classes and

personal conflicts here. Unlike

cities and towns which hold

Immense universities, the

country is easily accessible and

beauty abounds.

Two years from now, when 1

look back at the things I miss

most, It won't be the protective

curfew, nor the required

concerts of such big-name

performers as Jean and Lee

Schilling. And despite popular

opinion, I can almost guarantee

convocation won't be missed. It

Is the people and the

environment, the love and the

beauty, that brings people back

to Mllllgan College.

Attorney William Clayton

Sioux Falls, S. D., said t

Indians would be charged *

burglary and larceny. Ralph ,

Erlckson, special assistant

the U. S. Attorney Genera

reiterated this strict stanc

The Wounded Knee inclde

is no Isolated uprising that a
be handled as a local Issue. La
Nov. 2 the AIM seized the BIA
building in Washington, led

part by Russell C. Means, wl

is Involved In the South Dako

incident as well. Concerning tl

Wounded Knee event, Meai

said, "We have bet with 01

lives that we could change d

course of Oglala history c

this reservation and the hlstoi

of the rest of Indian America.

No accident

The selection of Woundt

Knee, S. D., for the prese

protest Is no accident. >

estimated 300 unarmed Slot

men, women and children wei

massacred there on Dec. 2

1890. The massacre, the la

Indian resistance I

governmental control,

symbolic of the whole Indli

persecution, and was fitting

chosen as the title of D
Brown's Indian history of ti

American west, BURY V
HEART AT WOUNDED KNE:
The AIM are dedicated to t

Just that.

Presently, ll,000Oglalasli\

on the Pine Ridge Indii

Reservation In southwestei

South Dakota. The 2,500 squai

mile reservation, however,

run predominantly by white

as is the training postbusines

The Indians are left Idle: almo

70 per cent of them ai

unemployed or underemploye

with the per capita income bell

$800 per year.

Advances slow

Fconomic advances havebei

slow. Before World War I, ti

government encouraged b

Sioux to be cattlemen, ev

providing stock to ensure ti

success of their efforts. B

when the war came, the Unit

States decided that the lai

should be converted to d

raising of grain for our force

Farming has been the chi

occupation since then, thouj

whites have profiled more th.

the Indians themselve

Presently the reservatif

stands as a sad chape

Millibird ^ "Letter to

'DEAR SIR. ^-n.
Thf RECINT ThRlflT

.
OF RAPJS AND MURDERS
ON MiLLlfiflN'S CAmPUS
HAS AlARmtD frtc.
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Wounded Knee Letters to the Editor

in American social conditions;

$880,000 per year are spent on

welfare programs, while only

$17,000 are spent for

reservation planning and for

Industrial development.

The economic implications go

deeper. The Oglalas have

segmented into two classes; the

pure-blooded Indians and those

of mixed blood. The
pure-blooded ones live mainly

by themselves, far from

constant contact with whites.

Those of mixed blood live around

Pine Ridge, S. D„ the

reservation center where 600

Job positions are available.

Those of mixed blood are getting

the available Jobs, are more
well-to-do, and have more to

say about Indian decisions.

Richard Wilson, chairman of

the 25-member Oglala council.

Is an Indian of mixed blood.

The AIM contends that Wilson

has appointed relatives and

friends to the few reservation

Jobs available. A week before

the Wounded Knee incident the

AIM unsuccessfully attempted

to unseat Wilson, claiming he

has misused tribal funds and

that he is a puppet to the BIA

superiors, who have the right

to veto any decision of the

tribBl government.

Militant action

Militant action was the next

resort. Carter Camp said, "We
will occupy this town until the

government sees fit to deal with

the Indian people ... We want

a true nation, not one made up

of Bureau of Indian Affairs

puppets."

Negotiations are going very

slowly at the present time. On
March 6 negotiations broke down

over the AlM's demands for new
tribunal elections, with Ralph

E. Erlckson giving the Sioux

until March 8 to evacuate the

town. Negotiations began again

on March 9, and the federal

roadblock was removed the

following day. Unfortunately, an

FBI agent was wounded March
11 in a carchase. The roadblock

has been re-Installed and any

immediate solution seems
impossible.

No settlement will come

easily. The social neglect and

economic crises are as old as

the reservation itself, as are

internal feuds and
mismanagement of funds. And

negotiations will be slow

because of deep-rooted

prejudices against viewing

Indians as people of worth.

My own views on the Indian

struggle stem from more than

Just a present interest. 1 lived

adjacent to the Ute Indian

Reservation In southwestern

Colorado during part of my
grade school years and

remember painfully our favorite

recess activity, which was

fighting the Indians, I have had

a chance to look again at so

blunt a prejudice, living on the

Wind River Indian Reservation

in central Wyoming Just after

graduating from high school in

1968. Though the city in which

I lived was upon Indian land,

the whites decide the policies

and acquire the best jobs.

In Wyoming I had to come
face-to-face with my response

to Indians. I was a gas station

attendant who was supposed to

watch carefully the Indian

customers and, if at all

possible, keep the dirty animals

from using our collets. I mean,
how would you like to use a

bathroom after an Indian?

The Indian tragedy in the

west Include so many
prejudicial attitudes that I feel

the conditions will not change

without dramatic events like

Wounded Knee and without the

threat of violence. It seems
you have to point a weapon

in someone's face before they

notice you are there. But may
we do our best to avoid the

trigger being pulled.

Spring Willows

by Stanley W Newlon

The willows are 'out'.

They are green

With the promise of Spring.

Tenuous fronds swing

in sweeping motions

delicate and light.

Responding to

the movement of air

mirrored In water

speaking a message.

We too may respond

to the breath of life

and feel blessed

by Spring.

ooooooooooooooooe MHimm 'oqooiyMwiMiQftiwnonoct
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Now that feelings have cooled somewhat and I

have had an opportunity to read the editorials

in the STAMPEDE, I would like to comment on

A-Day. Although most people are tired of hearing

about It, I believe it was too Important and too

jlncere an expression to forget. The whole A-Day
movement had an Important message, and 1c was

not Just a protest against two hours of the week

being used up in the chapel, A-Day was a protest

to a requirement that some feel Is wasteful,

useless and boring. They were sincere In their

belief that a boycott of chapel was the only way

to move the Board and Administration to action.

In this they were probably correct. However, 1

disagree with the view that convocation is a waste

of time.

I do not claim that I am never bored or sleepy

In convocation. Far from it. But then there are

times, such as with Jester Halrston, Dr. Gwaltney,

Grady Nutt, Dr. Trueblood and Concert Choir,

when 1 am challenged and awake. What interests

me, however, may cause my neighbor to fall

asleep. So I am not necessarily In favor of

required convocations for their enlightenment.

Some could not even enlighten Dr. Read. What

I do see In convocation is an opportunity for

Milligan as a college to assemble at one time

and in one place.

For the past two years I have attended a state

university. There you really are a number. For
the most part you know only those in your classes

and dorm. In that atmosphere many students feel

separated and alone — another faceless student.

At Milligan we are small and close. We meet

together regularly, at dinner, convocation, and

Sutton-Hart at 1:00 a. m, Friday and Saturday

nights. This is a big advantage even though we
may not realize it. I hope that we will not put

an end to one of those meeting times.

Sincerely,

Jim Mitchum
Junior-Business Major

Dear Sir;

I am writing this letter to comment on the

tremendous uplift which my spirits received as

a result of the recent chapel service of Tuesday,

March 6. As a matter of fact, it was hard for my
spirits to refrain from reaching new heights of

pessimism. As most will remember.,it was in

that convocation that we were Informed that the

United States was great because we have 93

million (or maybe 96; I don't remember and don't

really care) T, V.'s and enough cars to contain

every man, woman and child of this country in

their front seats at the same time. The nature

of the greatness spoken of was not clearly

defined, but on the basis of this evidence it must

be that we have the greatest ability to mass-

pollute our minds and our air.

It was also revealed to us that we have a

per capita Income higher than any other nation

on earth. This fact cansuggestvarlousconditions,

not the least likely being that although the free

enterprise system has the distinction of producing

the worst slums in the history of the world, it

also has been able to produce enough who are

filthy rich that the average is raised to a

mlsleadingly high figure. However, this is really

peripheral to the point of this letter which is to

state that the highest per capita income In the

world, the most cars, T. V.'s, or any other

commodity or luxury is completely peripheral

and lrrevelant to the greatness of a nation.

It is to state that when these are the only

plaudits which can be given to the United States,

and when our country's greatness can be

articulated only in terms of gross materialism

and a (false) sense of security, then the greatness

of Its people Is apparently dissipated. Thecreative,

dynamic freedom of a great people has been

enervated.

I am for America. I am for freedom. I am for

free enterprise: even though it is based on self-

interest and fosters an avaricious spirit, it is as

yet the only system in which people have the

freedom for altruistic economic activity. However,

I am not for the materialistic megalomania and the

blind support of a delusive greatness which

thr atens to undermine the struggle of 3 people

trying to find freedom, equality, and personal and

societal maturity in the land of the free.

John Shemwell

Senior

Bible Major

Dear Mr;
In last week's convocation Mr. Eugene P.

Price described the greatness of America. We
would like to point out several non sequiturs.

Mr. Price sounded like he believed In Manifest

Destiny and that the American people were a

superhuman race. We were under the Impression

that the Manifest Destiny concept ended at the

turn of the century, or at least with the ending

of the Paris Peace talks in 1973. We had also

hoped that superhuman racism had died In a

Berlin bunker In 1945.

Mr. Price also stated that he had no fear

of foreign enemies, but feared Internal

dissidents-eg. H. Rap Brown, Rennle Davis,

Jane Fonda, and William Kuntsler. We too fear

no outside aggressor but believe that our greatest

threats are from internal problems and internal

enemies — Selma, Watts, Harlem, Kent State,

the Pentagon, Poverty (eg. the destruction of the

0. E. O.). the ecology. Wounded Knee, the John

Birch Society, the Barry Goldwaters, the Al

Capps, the Lester Maddoxs, and the Eugene

P. Prices.

We think patriotism is honorable, but

"flag-waving" only blinds one from the Internal

diseases that lead to a nation's death. America's

greatness can not be measured In terms of

money, power, or how many toilets she can flush

In one hour. America's greatness will ONLY be

determined by the way she views, and if she

can solve, her problems. If America can solve

these problems — THEN she can truly be called

great.

Bill Wolf, M. Dlv. E. S. R.

Dewey Klahn, Senior Chemistry

Dear Editor;

1 wish to acknowledge a gracious letter of

appreciation from the Student Academic

Committee. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stanley W. Newton

Dear Editor:

It is upsetting to realize that people oncampus,

according to reactions noted in your article

"A-Day Accents Problem," bavecarefully avoided

the real issues behind A-Day and have instead

make A-Day itself an Issue.

Unfortunately, the Dean's response to A-Day

is to statistically analyze data concerning

convocation absences. Such statistics, however,

deal only with one specific past event, called

A-Day, while they are totally oblivious to the

ever-present problem of convocation. Most likely

a more appropriate approach would be to make

an honest attempt to gather and evaluate student

and faculty comments, opinions, criticisms, and

suggestions about convocation. By this time,

whether and why people did or did not participate

in A-Day Is irrelevant.

Dean Wetzel suggested that the A-Day action

was abrupt and that the letter from the concerned

students was not truly Indicative of the feelings

of the majority of the student body. Perhaps then,

more indicative of the Intensity of enthusiasm

for this year's convocation programs is the large

percentage of the audience which sleeps or reads

during convocation.

I am disappointed that the Jester Halrston

concert can not be classified as educational and

that the sermon by Grady Nutt does not qualify

as spiritual. The . refusal to grant these

classifications, probably Intended to undermine

the credibility of the concerned students, is

Instead, I feel, a direct Insult to two of the

most educationally and spiritually enriching

convocation speakers of the year.

Indeed, it is admirable to be idealistic enough

to be willing to lose 100 students because of

convocation in order to maintain the objectives

of the school. But the question Is, "Does the

present convocation system in fact maintain

the objectives of the school?"

Prlscllla WUklns

Junior

Math Major
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Advertisements aid

in BUFFALO billing

The Milligan College annual,

the BUFFALO, will be

distributed by the beginning of

the '73 school year.

Though no major styles In

the annual are to be changed.

the quality of the book is to be

greatly improved.

According to Kathy Polonek,

Co-Editor, this Is "because our

financial situation Is greatly

Improved and we have talented

people working on the

annual."

Student board

plans, directs

social activities

The Student Union Board was

formed by Tom Stokes for the

purpose of planning and

coordinating student activities.

Rob Hooker, chairman of the

board and recently appointed

Secretary of Social Affairs of

Student Council, works closely

with Mr. Stokes, who is director

of the Student Union Board.

Other members include: Donna

Loving, Ken Cramer, Ed
Brunguard, and Chuck Wheeler.

The Student Union Board has

sponsored numerous successful

activities. Among these were

the Jack and Woody Bowles

concert, the Watchmen concert,

and the Chess Tournament.

Drive-In Night in Sutton

Cafeteria was also a project

of the board. Hooker termed

Drive-in Night a "huge

success" and stated he hoped

to plan another Drlve-ln Night

for this semester.

Arts and Crafts Festival

will be held In April . The
board Is also planning Horror
Night In the old auditorium for

April 13.

Hooker also stated that there

is a possibility of having a

ping-pong tournament and an
All-star faculty-student water
balloon fight.

The hard work of Mike

McSwaln, Business Manager,

has helped erase the debt of

the preceedlng year.

Over $1500 worth of ads

have been sold, which .s "quite

an improvement over last

year," said Sue Ragsdale,

Co-Editor . The annual Is

broken down into four sections:

Student Life, Sports,
Organizations, and Faculty,

Admlnlstratlon.and Students.

Sue Ragsdale is In charge

of Student Life, Kathy Polonek

Is head of the Sports section,

Becky Jarret handles the

Organization section, and Cathy

Merrtt andcarolynMiller round

up the section heads with

Faculty, Administration, and

Students.

Each division is in charge of

its own layouts and copying.

Other members of the staff

Include; Debbie Ankeny, Robin

Phillips, Debbie Hull, Marilyn

McDonald, andWendell Phillips.

Perhaps one of the changes

to be made is the style of the

annual cover. Though no

definite decision has been made
on the material for the cover

it will not have a buffalo

featured on it.

Extra effects are being

worked into the annual such as

etchings, duatones and eight

color pages.

TWO LOYAL MILLIGAN 2UFFALOES—Prof. Sisk inspects the new Buffalo head mount

donated to the school by Dr. Joseph Lawson. Pictured (l.-r.) Prof. Sisk and the buffalo.

Post war issue divides senate
by Dan Ramey

Although the Paris Peace

Treaty has been signed and

has been officially Implemented,

much controversy continues

concerning Indochina.

The most recent controversy

involves the United Slates'

proposal to give aid to Indochina,

with most of the conflict

centering around aid to North

Vietnam.

President Nixon has proposed

that Congress appropriate seven

and one half billion dollars to

the nations of Indochina for the

purpose of rebuilding their

devastated countries. Two and

one half billion dollars would

be spent In North Vietnam.

The Stare Department, in

cooperation with Hanoi, has

organized a Joint Economic

Commission which is to

determine the costs for

reconstruction of Indochina.

Previous estimates regarding

reconstruction of Indochina

amount to twelve to fifteen

Co//ege caters to student tastes
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. —

(I. P.) - Students today show

they're more adventurous in

their food tastes than students

used to be, even five years

ago, according to
j ean Aikens

director of food services at

Skldmore College.

"We have tried beef

burgundy, seafood newburg,

different salads like spinach

with onion rings, and a number

of vegetables seasoned with

sauces in the past few years,

and they seem to like them all,"

Miss Aikens said. "Before that,

anything with a sauce was

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Save

Rt. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson Cily, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201

viewed with suspicion." Admit-

ting that no institutional food

could ever be termed

"Gourmet," she said that she

tries to change menus regu-

larly, with enough variety for

students to find something they

like. Dinners mean two entrees,

three vegetables, three salads,

and three desserts.

Since the college operates

its own food service and does

not contract It with a catering

service as many colleges do,

Miss Aikens is able to "build"

her own recipes. "I try them

out in the usual six to eight

serving proportions, and then

multiply to our numbers."

Recently she experimented

with a new rice dish a friend

had recommended. "I increa-

sed thertce.cheese, and spinach

recipe from six to 250wlthgood

results," she reported.

New this year is the call for

vegetarian diets. Aboutfifty stu-

dents signed up for such a

choice, and Miss Aikens says

she is trying to offer alterna-

tive dishes for such eaters.

"Whenever we have a double

meat entree, we try to have a

cheese or fish dish, too. But

we've asked the students to be

patient with us, for it does

involve some rearranging of

menus."

20%
East Term's Largest

Supplier Of:

• Photographic Paper

• Chemicals

• Film

• Camera Fillers

We Specialize In :

NIKON and

HONEYWELL

PRODUCTS

FILM PROCESSING BY KODAK

DISCOUNT TO

STUDENTS AND

FACULTY

820 W. WALNUT

JOHNSON CITY

9261106

billion dollars. Most of this

damage has occurred in North

Vietnam, due to the massive

B-52 raids during the war.

The United States Congress

has shown little enthusiasm for

the President's "aid" program.

In the Senate, it has been

attacked by both liberals and

conservatives.

The conservatives oppose aid

to North Vietnam on the grounds

that she is our enemy and that

any American aid would be

regarded by Hanoi as

reparations for "war guilt."

The President refutes the

conservatives' claim that aid to

Hanoi would be considered by

them as reparations.

The President has stressed

the point that American aid to

Indochina will "insure stability

in Southeast Asia." The
President has also stated that

any aid to North Vietnam must

be reinforced by strict

adherence to the terms of the

Paris Peace Treaty.

On the other hand, the Senate

liberals favor aid to North

Vietnam, but only after the

President agrees to release

appropriate funds for American

social-welfare projects, which

he has recently impounded.

The United States should and

must give aid to North Vietnam,

as well as the rest of Indochina.

The inhumane American B-52
raids have destroyed hospitals,

schools, and homes. Thousands
of acres of farm land have been

flooded because of American
bombing raids.

This is not to say that the

North Vietnamese andVietCong

have not devastated vast are*s

of Cambodia, Laos, and South

Vietnam; they certainly have.

However, the United States is

the wealthiest and most powerful

nation in the world and it would

be in our interest to provide

funds to help rebuild Indochina.

It would seem that If the

United states can spend $1.15

billion on the Indochina war,

that we could spend seven-and-

a-half billion dollars to help

repair the devastation.
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Defending champs open season

EYES ON THE BAL
ready to belt the bal

LaBounty back him up.

— Paul "Buttermilk" Wilson stanas

while Bob Gootee, catcher, and Mick

Preseason practice has

almost come to an end, and the

Milllgan College Buffaloes once
again look forward to a season
of college baseball.

Coached by Harold SlOUt, last

year's District 24 Coach of the

Year, this team !>03Sts thirteen

returning juniors and seniors
from a roster of twenty-four

ball players.

Stout Is assisted In his

coaching duties by Dave
Torgerson, senior health and
physical education major, who,
previous to his arrival ai

Milllgan, played baseball in the

San Francisco farm system.

New bleachers

claim hillside

Construction began this week
on a new set of bleachers for

the baseball field.

Pre-pressed concrete, like

that In the new field house, will

be utilized to provide seating

for approximately 900 people.

The $15,000 project is scheduled
for completion in about a month.

Women's team nets 7th place
Milllgan College Women's

Basketball team finished their

season this year with a record
of 5 wins and 8 losses, placing

7th in the eastern district

TCWSF Tournament.

The team was captained by

Chris Sankovich, the only

returnee from last year's team
until midway In the seasonwhen
Shirley Norman was able to

return. As the average height

of the team was only 5*4" the

girls had to be very quick and

agile to do as well as they did.

Members of the team were:

Captain-Chris Sankovich, Jr.;

Kathy Davis, Sr.; Susan Kennedy,
Sr.;Correna Bowers, Jr.;Clndy
Hardesty, Jr.; Denise Smith,

Jr.; Sandle Earnest, So.;Shirley

Norman, So.; Patra Bonham,
Fr.j Marsha Corhln, Fr.J Ruth
Ziehen, I-r.

Captain Chris Sankovich
commented, "I think we did a
tremendous job considering that

we were such a young team with

only two returners and that we
were not highly skilled. I am
optimistic about next year's

season."

As a team they scored 492
points for an average of 37.8

points per game, accumulated

371 rebounds, and were able to

steal the ball 102 times. Their
opponents accumulated 689
points for an average of 53%
points due to over 200 turn

overs by the Milllgan team.

All returning members are
looking forward to next year
now that they have a year's
experience to go on.

by Jeone

He has proven to be a valuable

asset to Coach Stout. and the

team.

This Sunday, March 18, marks
the beginning of pre-conference
play, when the Rulfaloes meet
Appalachian Slate on Anglln

Held at 2;00 p. m. Although

considered the first game of

the season, conference contests

will begin April 9th when the

Buffs travel to Tusculum and

continue through April 26 with

a final game atCarson-Newman.
Starting line-up for Sunday's

game has not !>een officially

announced, and several positions

have still not been decided. The
blggest question at this point

lies in the selection of catcher.

Gootee, Lockner, Mayes and

Gardner all seek the position of

backstop, and one starter will

be decided Sunday.

Meanwhile, Parris,
Threlkeld, and MciClnney will

fill the first, shortstop and third

spots, with Mick Crom,
Grissinger or Palmer
completing the infield.

Outficldlng assignments will

be filled by Jim crom and Paul

Wilson, with Lanzi, Steffey,

Roller and Wattwood available

for the final position. Pitcher

Dean Minier, a strong man at

the plate, may also be

considered for center field duty.

Seven otherpitchers complete
the roster, and the starter for

Sunday's game is questionable.

Stuart Shelton, Mllligan's

strongest pitcher last year with

a 7-2 record, is a doubtful

starter, having a sore arm and

being unable to throw.

The absence of Shelton leaves

the starting assignment to

Templeton, Hudgins, Barker,

Miller, Goulds, or Hill.

Tri-captains this year are

Rex Parris, Larry McKlnney
3nd Paul Wilson. All are four

year veterans with the club.

Leadership, combined with

bench strength and a good,

strong pitching staff comprise
the 1973 Baseball Buffs and an
exciting year of challenging

contests He before them.
Stout believes In tackling

these games "one at a time"
playing each game as it comes.
That is how they became VSAC
champs last year, and that is

how they will continue to play

this season.

Horse-riding

class pending

student interest
Coach Duard Walker has an-

nounced the possibility of a

horseback riding course to be

offered this summer or fall

if enough interest is shown by

Milllgan students.

This coeducational course

would be worth one hour of

semester credit and would cost

545.00. This cost would cover

fees for locker and dressing

space at Mlllercrest Stables

in Johnson City and also the

expense of the lessons. The
English style method using the

gated horse would be taught.

Anyone interested in the

course is encouraged to fill

out the form below and hand It

in to Coach Walker.

NAME:

CLASS:

SUMMER FALL .

(CHECK ONE)

STUDENT and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL

J ashions Open:10A.M.-9P.M. Mon.-Fri.

Southside Plaza
i o A.M.-4 P.M. Sat,

Erwin Hwy.
l A < A

Johnson City J

SLACKS j

PANTS
SKIRTS

SP(
C0ATS! 1I^ESSES

J Men'* ot Ladies'm suits

&
i
{ 'A Ladies' Plain

EACH
89

EACH

SHIRTS
laundered

to perfection!

5 for 99
c

WITH

I.D.
GOOD EACH SATURDAY

©nenbuR
DRYCLeaneRS

c 703 S. ROAN 9261232

401 N. ROAN 9260261

\
301 BELMONT 926-2211

tkja'o^tiifvnjiamu^LUia;
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Career clinic gives ideas
The Tennessee Department

of Education, The Watauga

Personnel and Guidance
Association, and Milligan

College cooperated together for

a workshop entitled CAREER
INFORMATION SYSTEMS held

March 8.

Nearly 100 superintendents,

principals, and counselors from
Carter, Washington, Greene,

Johnson, Sullivan, Hawkins and

Unicoi Counties attended the

sessions held at Milligan

College Thursday afternoon and

evening, March B, Under the

Students minister in area
(continued irom page 2)

City. Without a full time

minister over him, Dave has
been at a disadvantage in the

six months of his ministry

there.

Covering such topics as "sex,

religion, and politics",

"problems In the home", and

recently the book of John, Dave

has tried to generate interest

in the youth group. He claims

Sharon Jones, his fiancee, helps

In stimulating discussion.

Being an ordained mlnlstei

since this summer, Dave hopes

this experience will help him
when he becomes a full time
minister after he graduates In

May.
Mike Shannon, a freshman

Bible major from Largo,
Florida, has been a youth

minister since his junior year
in high school. He now Is

serving at the Poplar Ridge
Church of Christ In Piney Flats,

Tennessee.

Since August he has been
helping to lead the songs,

planning youth activities, and

preaching once a month.

Although the church was first

started in 1842, the ninety to a

hundred members, Mike says,

are "very open to Ideas,"

Sensing a disadvantage in

being the same age as his

students. Mute teaches the

college and high school class.

Plans for the future include a

weekend campout in the church.

First planning only to help

out during the summer, Tony

Twist changed his mind and

transferred to Milligan so he

could remain the youth minister

for the Horsepasture christian

Church In Martinsville,

Virginia.

Tony Is very enthused

about the future for the youth.

Each month the church has a

youth night where the youth take

complete charge of the service

and Tony preaches.

For the fifty to sixty youth,

Tony has planned rap sessions,

one social a month, as well as

special programs for the

summer. Besides Daily

Vacation Bible School, Tony
hopes to teach a Bible study

class and also schedule a big

youth crusade for the last week

of July.

Finding it especially

rewarding to watch the growth

of the young Christians, Tony

defines his biggest problem as

that of "getting too involved in

the programs and becoming

insensitive to the needs of each

Individual child."

Chip Fowler Is the main

minister for the Macedonia
Church of Christ in Abingdon,

Virginia. In his service, Chip

finds the most difficult challenge

that of "trying to get people

out of their folk theology

syndrome and get them to

accept a wider sense of

Chrlstlanitv."
Working In the churches as

these students do has enabled

them to see the needs of the

church from a different

standpoint. Doug summarized
"the churches have a real need

for qualified and committed men
who will not only preach, but

really minister tc the people

^^ For

Graduation,

give

Accutrorr

by Bulova

The Accutron watch has no balance wheel, no mainspring, no

hairspring. Instead it has a tiny electronically-driven tuning

fork. The tuning (ork splits a second into 360 precise little

parts. The best an ordinary watch can do is divide a second

into 5 or 10 parts. .

Accutron time is so nearly perfect that we guarantee monthly

accuracy to within 60 seconds D We also guarantee a fme selec

tion if you do your Accutron shopping now. From $1 10,

hioelersT
1̂21 Fountain Squox*

direction of Bob Lamb,
Supervisor oj the- Pupil

•rvlce of the

lent ol Education, the

workshop included presentations

by five educational specialists.

Thus , the w orkshop was
designed to give those working

In irea i i elated to guidance

coun^c-ling in the local high

schools an opportunity to gain

new information in this field.

Ms. Lorraine Foster of Villa

Park, Illinois, discussed Project

CVIS, a Computer Information

System that can help a student

select a college when the

computer is programmed with

certain data. Mr. Ben Gibson,

a representative from the

College Entrance Board, spoke

on the purpose of various college

entrance tests. The legal aspects

of dealing with student records

was discussed by Mr. Robert

Sharp, a lawyer, Ms. Dee Wilder

spoke on Information systems

In connection with the Research

Coordinating Unit at the

University of Tennessee in

Knoxville. Dr. Charles

Thompson discussed the topic

"HumanizIngEduca tion,"

stressing that the student should

be treated as a human beuig,not

as a mere statistic.

The workshop was held in

Hyder Auditorium and the

Thompson and Cochran Rooms
of MiUigan's Science Building.

OPINIONS VOICED ~ Dave Ziebart speaks In the Milligan
Forum presented in convocation Tuesday, March 13.

\o\k-xock

listen for details

Discover Wildlife

N^i0i?ial Wildlif^Week SSSt
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New executives take office
Last Friday, April 13, the

Mllllgan student body elected

Executive Council members for

the academic year 1973-74:

Mike Flora, president; Brent

Hart, vice-president; Marie

Lyons, secretary; and Tony

Jacoby, treasurer.

President-elect Flora Is

"happy" with his new office.

When asked if he had any

particular goals for next year.

Flora responded that his stress

would be on academic

Improvement:

Tuition increase

announced

After holding the line on costs

for two years, It will be

necessary for Milligan College

to raise basic fees to

students. Overall costs will

increase roughly 10%.

Specifically, cost per semester
for the 1973-74 school year

will be:

$208.00

$290.50

Salary Increases for faculty

and staff will be the major
expense item for the additional

income. No salary increases
were given this past year and
a less than cost of living

increase was given the year
before. The blanacc of the

increased income win go
toward meeting the -cneral

operating expense- nf the

College.

"It Is my understanding that

this year the administration and

the faculty AcademicCommittee
didn't really discuss many of

the proposals from the

Academic Affairs Committee of

Student Council. I want to help

make sure that next year student

opinion is more seriously

considered."

Flora anticipates full

cooperation between the

members of next year's

Executive Council. They will

soon be meeting to discuss

future plans.

Among executive duties in die

near future is the choosing of

students to fill the posts of

Secretary of Academic Affairs,

Secretary of Religious Affairs,

and Secretary of Social Affairs.

Flora places a great importance
on these posts. He stresses
that the decisions will be joint

decisions of the Executive
Council.

Rob Hooker Is being
considered for the post of

Secretary of Social Affairs

because of his position and
experience on the Student Union
Board.

Decisions concerning next

year's advisors for Student

Council and recommendations

for student appointments to

faculty committees must soon

be made.

Student appointments to

faculty committees are first

recommended by the Legislative

Council. But, final approval

must come from President

Johnson. Flora encourages

studenu to cooperate when

asked re fill any ol these

position...

Flora stated, "1 am anxious

to get started trying to improve

Mllllgan, because - there is

always room for Improvement."

Flora has confidence in the

administration. According to

Flora, "This year as chairman

of the Rules and Regulations

Commission, I've had a quite

workable relationship with Dr.

Yamamori and Mrs, Fontaine.

I expect this to continue into

next year."

Flora has confidence in next

year's vice president, Brent

Hart. He will be asking Hart

"to improve freshman week

over those of the past few

years and to improve the overall

position of vice president,

making the office a more active

one." Han is in accord with

Flora.

Hart Is now planning the

coming freshman week. He will

be keeping some of the ideas

from past years. For example,

he intends to keep the first

night mixer, campus tours,

faculty home visitation, and the

idea of team leaders.

The groundbreaking ceremony
for a 32-unit married student

housing complex washeld March
25 at Mllllgan beginning a long-

awaited project for married stu-

dent housing at a reasonable
price.

Each unit will include living

room, kitchen, bath, and two
bedrooms. They will be car-
peted, electrically heated, and
air-conditioned and will include
stove, refrigerator, nnd dis-
posal. The exterior construction
of the building will be of similar
architecture to the other build-

ings on the campus, and of

course, the interior will be
modern and convenient in every
way. The construction of this

complex will do much to make
it possible for those who have
been commuting to be on cam-
pus and thus make it more
convenient for married
students to attend class and be
a part of the social life of the

campus.

Located behind Hart Hall, the

complex is conveniently located

and easily accessible.

Cost of renting an apartment

is $95 for unfurnished and $120

for furnished apartments which

includes water while other

utilities will be responsibility

of renters.

Several married students

commented on the expense of

the apartments.

Scon McClarren felt that

"there is housing In this area
that Is less than one-half the
cost of student housing on cam-
pus."

John Kilby thought "there

would be a lack of privacy be-

cause of closeness to campus."
Several other married students

tended to feel the same as

John.

According to Rick Wilson,
"compared to other rent in the
area and what you get in the

apartments, it seems to be
pretty reasonable."

One of the more humorous
comments by a Hart resident

was that "the wives might have

a hard time keeping their hus-

bands from admiring the sun

bathers on the hill."

The complex Is to be com-
pleted by August. Applications

may be picked up from theOfflce

of the Dean of Students.

What's insid e

R.A. internship program p. 2

Final faculry-etudent

lecture given p. 6

Buffs win 14 straight p. 7

Ulm wins N.A.T.S. award p 8

HAPPY VICTORS — Recently elected for student Council executive positions, Mike Flora,

president. Brent Hurt, vice-president, Marie Lyons, secretary, and Tony Jacoby, treasurer,

exhibit their cimpalgn smiles.
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Dorm assistants become interns

Resident Assistants for the

1973-74 academic year will be

eligible to receive credit in the

human relations area by serving

as Interns.

Designed to be especially

helpful for students interested

In personnel work, the

Internship program w 111 give

priority to those majoring or

mlnorlng in human relations.

Other applicants will be

considered to fill any vacancies.

To be eligible, a student

should have successfully

completed twelve hours in

human relations. Including the

basic psychology and sociology

courses.

One hour of credit will be

awarded for each semester

served as an intern, granted

upon approval by the chairman

of the Sub-Area of Human
Relations In consultation with

the Academic Dean. A maximum
of four semester hours may be

eldcounted as

in Human Relations.

First-year interns will

probably be granted one hundred

dollars per semester to be

applied toward college expenses.

Those who are chosen to serve

for a third or fourth semester

will be awarded one hundred

fifty dollars per semester.

Since R. A.s serving as

interns are eligible to receive

credit, they are required to

complete additional preparatory

study projects and to write the

apapers which are ordinarily a

pan of human relations field

work, relating to their resident

hall-student personnel
experience.

Applications for the position

of R. A. must be returned to

Dr. Yamamorl or Mrs. Fontaine

before May 4.

Legislative council

elections held soon
Legislative members for the

1973-74 Student Council will be

elected Wednesday, April 25.

Candidates for the sophomore
class positions are president,

Lee Morrow and Bonnie Sturgls;

female representatives, Robin

Phillips and Cindy Rasler; and

male representatives, Dave
Wantz and Chuck Wheeler.

For the Junior class,

Refund rules revised

Mrs. Fontaine has released a

statement concerning
regulations for dormitory
students.

Students who will not be
returning to the residence halls

next year will have their fifty

dollar room deposit refunded

to them after they have left the

campus and after the

maintenance crew has had the

necessary time to Inspect all

rooms for damages, making
whatever assessments are
necessary.

Request for refunds must be

submitted to the business
office before July
1. Business manager B. J.
Moore reminds students that no
exceptions will be made to the

policy of releasing the refund

after students lea ve ca mpus,
so students are requested not

to ask for the money in order
to pay for their return trip

home.
Any students who have an

outstanding account with the

college will have their $50
credited to their account rather
than refunded.

Residence halls will not be

open to returning students next

fall before August 27. The only

exception to this will he for

those students who must return

In order to assist with freshman
orientation and the R. A.s. Any
students returning prior to this

date will be charged $5 per

night plus the cost of meals.

candidates for president are

Don Harding, Kathy jablonskl,

David Morris, andDamRamey;
for female representatives,

Cathy Merrltt, Anita Prultt,

and Sharon Shaeffer; male

representatives, Dan Pumniill,

Jack Stell, and Kevin Younkln.

Seniors petitioning for offices

are Rex Hell and Jim Mitchum
for president; Pam Johnson

and Sue Elliott for female

representatives; Fverett

Essex, Rob Gardiner, Rodger
Plumb, and Keith Derting for

male representatives.

Each class is to fill five

positions: one president, two

female representatives, and

two male representatives.

Write-in candidates are

acceptable for any of the

offices.

Current Student Council

president Bill Howden urges

all students to participate by

voting In the upcoming election.

V

PONDEROUS PREPARATION - Jim Sluyter, senior voice

major, reviews the music he will sing for his four pan recital

on April 26.

Sluyter sings solo recital

Tenor Jim Sluyter, of Napa,

California, will perform his

senior voice recital In Seeger

Memorial Chapel Thursday,

April 26 at 8:00 p.m.

HELICON creates free medium
HELICON, an Independent

magazine published by six

Milllgan students, will go on
sale Monday, April 23.

Included in HELICON are

works by over thirty anists,

all of whom are members of

the Milligan community.

Students, faculty, and staff are

represented by their
contributions of poetry, short

stories, art work, and

photography.

Artists Ken Cramer, Jimmy
Hylton, and Dave Tysinger, when

interviewed, all expressed their

20%
East Tenn's Largest

Supplier Of:

. Photographic Papej

. Chemicals

• Film

. Cameia Filters

We Specialize In :

NIKON and

HONEYWELL

PRODUCTS

FILM PROCESSING IY KODAK

DISCOUNT TO

STUDENTS AND

FACULTY

820 W. WALNUT

JOHNSON CITY

°26'I106

excitement about HELICON.
Pam Stephens, editor,
commented, "We would like to

have included more, butwe were

limited by our own thirty-two

page format . . . We have much
creative talent On campus."

According to the title page of

HELICON, "It Is the purpose of

the staff of HELICON to provide

an outlet for creative talent.

The staff believes that freedom

of creative expression is vital

In order to insure academic

progress."

Several auxiliary activities

have resulted due to publication

costs. The staff of HELICON
has held bake sales, sold

stationery, and done babysitting

Most recent plans include an
informal benefit concert to be

held at 8;00p.m. Saturday, April

28, In the Wesleyan Center at

East Tennessee State
University. The concert features

Jackie Ellis, Tommy Williams
and Donny Thompson, the Jim
Miller Blues Band, and other

Milllgan musicians.

A car caravan to the concert
will leave the Sutton-Hart hill

at 7:30 that evening. Admission
is $1.00 per person, or $1.50

for couples.

The title, HELICON, comes
from Greek mythology. Helicon

was the mountain home of the

muses, "queens of poetry and

learning." On the mountain was
found Hippocrene, the fountain of

poetic inspiration. From
Helicon, the muses brought their

gifts to men.

When asked If the magazine

had encountered any special

problems due to its

independent nature, editor Pam
Stephens replied that the most

serious difficulties were
financial, "but HELICON has

many friends who have given us

confidence."

"The staff has many talents,

including the not so pleasant

task of money-making. I'm

most grateful to them for both

their artistic and fund-raising

abilities."

Copies of HELICON are

available from staff members:

Tim Cameron, Jerry Lawson,

Pam Stephens, Prlscilla

Wilkins, Robbie Wyatt, and Kevin

Younkln. Copies will also be on

sale at the benefit concert. The
cost Is $.75 per copy, but $1.00

will be accepted.

Sluyter Is a four year student

of Mrs. Rachel Bachman. He
has decided upon a four part

recital including baroque,

German, French, and
contemporary sections. Tempa
Lawson will accompany him on

Che piano.

An arlafromtheoratioJUDAS

MACCABEAUS by Handel,

"Sound and Alarm," will open

Sluyter's recital. "If With All

Your Hearts" from
Mendelssohn's ELIJAH will be

performed next. Rounding out

the baroque session will be

"Were E'er You Walk," by the

composer Handel.

For the German portion of his

recital, Sluyter has chosen two

pieces by Richard Strauss and

one by Hugo Wolfe. A cycle of

songs, FIVE GREE K FOLK
SONGS, by Ravel -will be
performed in French. The cycle

concerns one man's trials and
tribulations over his coming
marriage. Sluyter will perform
an aria duet from the French

composer Puccini's LA
BOHEME with Mrs. Rachel

Bachman.

Sluyrer's final selections will

be contemporary songs,

performed In English. From
Ralph Vaugh-Willlams' l-AR

FROM EVE .AND MORNING,
Sluyter has chosen to perform
"Fugue on Money." Sluyter's

final number will be "Love in

the Dictionary" by Daughtery.

Jr. - Sr. Steak tickets will be sold

Mon., Tues., & Wed. ONLY April 23-25.

Contact Pau la Stacy or Brian Abrell
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The Mctaphyiicol Brothel Author! revealed

Neurotic counseling

rivals 'Dear Polly'
by Steve Coon and Phil McCullough

DEAR METAPHYSICAL
BROTHEL:

J am an 18 year old cool

dude. I drive a '56 Chevy with

a 4-speed, T-shift, Posl-

tractlon, competition clutch,

overhead racing cam, Hooker

Headers, a Holley four barrel

carb, chrome magwheels, candy

apple blue paint, vinyl bucket

seats up front, padded steering

wheel, rack and pinion steering

and a 4:11 rear end. I work at a

local fried chicken take-out. 1

make deliveries In my own car.

They pay me four cents a mile,

but my car only gets 3 miles

per gallon. My car gets me the

chicks. Financially I'm going in

the hole. I like my Job, what

should I do7 - LT. SANDERS

DEAR LS:

Fried chicken has been found

to be nutritionally superior to

baked chickens. In your case

It bolls down to which comes

first, the chicken or the egg. -

MB.

DEAR METAPHYSICAL
BROTHEL:
My friend's cat got into a fight

with my sleeping bag and chewed

it all to pieces. The catcorneout

of the ordeal quite exhausted and

I'm afraid that my sleeping bag

will never be the same. I'm not

as concerned about the sleeping

bag as I am about the cat's

psychological well being. What

course of action should I take?

- PUSS 'N BAGS

DEAR PNB:
It seems to us that you've got

the cat In the bag. Our advice

is to let sleeping bags He.

DEAR METAPHYSICAL
BROTHEL:

I know a girl that lives on the

hill, she won't love me but her

sister will. What should I do? -

VERY DEPRESSED

DEAR VD: We also know a girl

who lives on the hill, but she
doesn't have a sister. Consider
yourself lucky. - MB.

DEAR METAPHYSICAL
BROTHEL:

I am a college student with a

desperate problem. I leave for

Seattle, Washington in a few

weeks and I need to sell my car

in a hurry. It Is a luxury model

1960 Ford Galaxle loaded with

extras, including a siphon,

funnel, Jack, Jumper cables,

removable ashtrays, devotion

book, working glove
compartment, heater and tennis

racquet. It also has a new

battery, good brakes and a new

starter. It has a great back

seat, Just ask Bob Gootee.

Thrown In free of charge is a

snappy clean air sticker on the

windowshield. This car is a

Milligan tradition and Is on sale

now for only $85. I though! you

or one of your many faithful

followers might be interested. -

PHIL McCULLOUGH
,

DEAR PM:
We're not interested but we're

sure that one of our readers

will be. Let's hear from you

out there folks. - MB.
Remember the HELICON

concert on April 28 at

8:00 p.m. in the Fatted

Calf, Wesley Foundation

Center, ETSU. It features Jackie

Ellis and Jim Miller and a lot

of Milligan talent and benefits

literary freedom. Mark your

calendars now and plan to attend.

$1 each and $1.50 for couples.

AMEN

IN FULL UNIFORM — Decked out in true firefighting garb, members of the West Carter
County Volunteer Fire Department are ready for action at any time. Pictured are (I. - r.)

Bob Carroll, Rich Burton, Captain Ray Hyder, Lieutenant Alan Knight, and Ron Turbyvllle.

WCCVFD examines campus - finds hazards

Besides sporting an indoor

croquet court, a horsepasture,

and a cemetery, the Milligan

campus offers yet another

attraction. Not often found on

a college campus but located

on Mllligan's Is a real live

honest - to - goodness fire

department.

Siruated obscurely behind

Webb hall is the West Carter
County Fire Department
building. Twenty seven men
make up this volunteer

organization which answers all

fire calls for the area outside

the city limits of Johnson City

and Ellzabethton. Answering

more fire calls than the next

four area volunteer departments

put together, this unit has men
on duty every night and on call

twenty four hours a day.

Celebrating its second

birthday on St. Patrick's Day,

the department has made
significant progress during its

beginning stages. The unit now

has one pumper and two tanker

trucks with which It puts out

approximately 120 structure,

car, and brush fires each year.

Firemen can be contacted

through a complete pyramid
communication system.

Although some financial

support and encouragement

come from the county,

government and area clubs,

most of the money must be

raised through donations or fund

raising projects. The county

allows the unit $2000 every

year and the oilier $13,000 to

$15,000 needed for operating

expenses must be obtained

elsewhere.

Two Milligan seniors, Allen

Knight and Rich Burton, are

members of theflredepanment.

Allen, reflecting on times when
he asked his mother to take him
to fires as a child, says that

he has been interested in this

department since last spring.

Feeling it is 3 "good way for

the college student to help In

the community," Allen takes his

position asday second lieutenant

seriously.

Also holding the office of

public relations director for

the unit, Allen Is in charge of

contacting all forms of media
for news releases on fire calls.

He also* informs the public on

safety measures through talks

to schools and meetings and

publicizes fund raising events.

Rich first became acquainted

with the firemen when they

"helped scrape me off the

pavement after my motorcycle
wreck." He officially joined the

organization a month ago and

now spends as many as forty

hours a week at the station

helping to sand and paint cars

to raise money.

Reading books and talking to

experienced firemen has helped

Allen to become very

knowledgeable on methods of

fire control and prevention. In

relation to the Milligan situation,

he says that "adequate

measures haven't been taken."

In examlnationof the-buildings

on campus, a representative of

the Ellzabethton fire department
as well as members of the West
Carter County unit found several

hazardous conditions in

existence. Even if one ignores
' the slight gas leakage in the

"tinder box" administration

building, the high fire risk

created by the wood floors and

staircases Is still threatening

Since the sprinkler systems
are connected to Mllligan's main
water system, Allen indicates

that It is "questionable whether
there would be enough water

pressure to contain anything

more than a small fire."

The situation on the top of

the hill seems to offer even
more frightening possibilities

due to the fact that there Is

no fire hydrant. If there were
a fire in one of the girl's dorms
the only water available would

be that stored in the trucks.

Any majorflrewould most likely

require the assistance of

Johnson City or Ellzabethton

fire departments.

Although HartHaM is equipped

with a fire alarm system, hoses,

and extinguishers, Sutton Hall

has no such equipment. Rich

says, "if there were a fire

In the stairwells, those girls

could be burnt to a crisp."

In discussion of fires, Allen
explains that most people do
not actually burn to death in

fires but, instead, die from
the inhalation of smoke or toxic

gas fumes. Contrary to popular

belief, victims do not always
wake up when they smell smoke.

Another misconception about

fire control is the belief that

brick buildings, such as those

on campus with block walls,

eliminate the likelihood of major
fire damage since the fire can

be contained to a few rooms.
Allen explains that although the

fire Itself may destroy only a

few rooms, the extraneous

factors such as the intense heat

and dense smoke can ruin s

whole floor of rooms.
When asked which dorm is

the safest fire-wise, Allen

replies, "Cheek — because no

one lives there
I
" He reveals

that the places where fires are

most likely to start are the

boys dorms since smoking is

allowed. He adds, however, that

anywhere that people live and

use electrical appliances such

as heating colls, popcorn

poppers, and irons can also

pose potential fire hazards.

Indicating possible
Improvements to insure

protection from fires for

Milligan, Allen makes two main
suggestions. He declares the

ist important factor is to

by Janet Meyer

insure the safety of the people

and specifies the need for an

organized method of exit —
something most Milligan

students are not aware of If

one exists.

He remarks that a lot of

Injuries In a fire are due to

people panicking and falling

down stairs. Since time is an
essential factor In fire

fighting, Allen advises students.

In the case of a fire, to

relinquish all ties to their

possessions and leave the

building freehanded and at a

swift steady pace.

Except in Pardee or Hardin
where the staircases are

wooden, the stairs provide the

best exit for second and third

floor residents while students

on first floor can climb out

the windows.

Allen also directs anyone, if

there's any sign of smoke or
a small fire, to call the fire

department. In a few instances

he says, "no one called and

there were potentially bad
situations." He adds
emphatically "we're here to be

bothered — to protect life and

property.'

'
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0«s pro-^rarr o: student life ro draw much

criaclsm In recent years has been the Resident

Assistant program.

It is probably inevitable that a school such

as MilUgan should need Resident Assistance.

MilUgan is a residential collie and has

assumed the role of surrogate parenthood.

One of the primary tasks of Resident

Assistants is die enforcement oi rules ar.d

regulations. In addition the R. A. Is expected

to assist in dormitorylife by offering counseling

services and in general to act as the Adminis-

tration's representative in the dorm.

A new program, initiated by l)r. Yamamori,
... hopes of making the

R. A. pre -

hour o: :

major or minor to those parttcipatu

R. A. internship program. In addition, an

increased rate of remuneration is being offered.

(See story, pg. 2)

Several praiseworthy things can be seen

in this program. The need for trained R. A.s

is obvious. Hopefully, the academic side of the

program will provide them with the necessary

resources to deal with difficult situations. In

turn, the actual e>penenceof deahngwith people

will undoubtedly be a valuable supplement to

.icademlc education. It I

increased monetary reward will atin I

itudents who are concerned about their peers

and are qualified to help.

Several cuations, however, should lie empha-
sized. It seems that one factor hlnderfnj! the

effectiveness of the R. A. prograrr.

dual nature of the R, A.'s job. On one hand

they represent the administration in the

enforcement of rules; on the other hai ,

offer their services as counselors. Even with

a promise of confidence, it Is understandably

difficult for a person to unburden a problem,

for instance, one involving drugs, t" a

whose responsibility u is, ordinarily, to report

such things to the Administration.

It is also reasonable to ask whether R. A.s

actually do enough to merit $100 or *150 per

semester. It Is readily apparent that women
R, A.s have more responsibilities than R. A.s

in the men's dorms due to the larger numl>er

of rules applying only to women. Hopefully

the position of R. A. will he developed beyond

the mere enforcement of rules to Justify thiilr

relatively large salaries.

These difficulties can be met and overcome-

as the new program takes effect. We find it

encouraging that such involvements have a place

at MilUgan.

Inactivity
;., :: •:•,:• ::: ::. ....

task

.'or the studem Ixidj is the
'

. Student

i ouncll.

the legls-

chosen

elections

are allege Import-

ance to the students at MiUigan.

Yet the enthusiasm she

in running for the Ic

offices has beer

than overwhelming.

Several offices will only have

one name on the ballot In

Wednesday's election. Even

more startling is the fact that

only three members of this

year's council are running for

a position on next year's coun-

cil. There are undoubtedly num-

erous valid reasons for this.

Yet It would appear that parti-

Religious symbols pervade Poseidon
by JeaneeTimm

"Poseidon Adventure," the

story of a ship turned

upside-down by a tidal wave
and the salvation of a small

percentage of people, has

recently l«en held over, as

crowds continue to throng to

see tills suspenseful movie.

Technically the movie leaves

a lot to lie desired. The chain

of coincidences, the narrow

escapes, and the last-minute

saves are unreal and take place

much too often for the

authenticity of the movie. These

situations create excellent

moments of suspense, but the

reality of such problems
becomes questionable as the

frequency of the situations

Increases.

Although it is easy to become
emotionally involved with the

characters, the acting is not

particularly excellent either.

They appear to be type-casted,

actually portraying themselves,

interpret ing their own
impressions of the terrifying

circumstances. They do an

adequate Job, but it could not

lie considered outstanding.

So why is it that people

continue to stand In line,

continue to crowd In to see

this movie? Nominated for

several Academy Awards,
returning with many, what is

this movie except alternating

moments of suspense and comic
relief?

Biblical theme*

from the moment Reverend

Scott turns his eyes upward and

sees the direction of salvation

for those trapped in the

ballroom, until he sacrifices

his life for those who follow

him, this movie is a continual

succession of Biblical themes,

and Implications, the most

obvious being that of the

Messiah.

Reverend |-rank Scon
emerges as the Christ-figure

and starts his trek upward

toward the inverted bottom of

the boat leaving hundreds below

to perish because they could not

comprehend the truth he spoke.

Only ninepeople agreed tofollow

him, and many more remained,

caught in fire and floods

following sn rvploslon almost
immedijtc-l) alter the others

had worked their way up a

narrow passageway to the top.

Narrow way

The symbolism is obvious.

Not only was the 'way' narrow,

but 'few there were who found

it.' When the others found this

was the true way, they too

reached out for the salvation,

hut It was too late and they

died in fire. It would be a good

sermon illustration from most

any pulpit.

Scott continues to lead the

little troup of people, managing
clashes of character between

the group and overcoming

obstacles placed before him due

to the Inversion of the ship.

Still the people follow. Some
are willing, some are skeptical,

some are thankful for the

opportunity to continue on.

How ever, when a group of

people pass heading the other

direction, Rogo, a ratherverbal

dissenter, wants to join them.

Knowing that way to be death,

Scott eventually convinces Rogo

to continue on, and faith once

more is restored in Scott. When
two more people die, however,

once again the saved are upset.

With the door to salvation only

a few feet away, Rogo accuses

Scon of turning against them
and charges him with alt die

deaths.

How often this occurs in

reality. When things are fine,

and the path we tread Is easy

and no obstacles cross this path,

THE
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we are happy. We applaud Him
who has led us in this way.

However, when a death occurs

or problems arise, we, like

Rogo, shake our fists and ask,

"Why me?"

Christ-figure

As the movie continues, so

the character of the man, i- rank

Scon, emerges. However, this

Christ-figure presents a

possible side of Christ that we
don't generally like to imagine.

This is exemplified near the end

of the movie in one of the final

scenes.

Only feet from the final step

to salvation, Scott is hampered
once again by an insurmountable

problem. One of die remaining

persons in the party must give

up his life so the others might

live.

Bitterly, he turns his face

upward, and angrily cries out

against the God who brought

them this far and still requires

one more sacrifice. In anguish

he looks for someotheranswer.

Finding none, he sacrificed his

life so that others might live.

We forget the bitter tears

our Lord cried in anguish that

night in Gethsemene. We react

in horror that a man would cry

out against a God that required

one more sacrifice, but forget

the prayers of the Messiah that

night in hopes that there would

be some other way. Dejected,

He sacrificed Himself because

there was no other way.

And so "Poseidon Adventure"
ends. Six people cliinbed out

through the bottom of the boat;

only six people lived. Sub-plots

and sub-themes only help to

solidify the Biblical overtones

of the story.

"Poseidon Adventure" is an

experience in viewing and In

thinking. It is worth the time

of those who stand in line and

then watch the events taking

place. The plot Is good, the

movie good, but the 'food-for-

thought' excellent.

nation of the snident body.

Perhaps the lack of int

in Student Council Is merely

a general period

student 111

: :

.
... :.

....

.

. : . .

.i:; c.'ie i

in active

life; the two are depen-

dent upon one another.

That there is some justifi-

cation for apprehension about

the future of Student Council

is, at any rate, apparent.

It would be misleading to

leave the impression that Stu-

dent Council has been com-
pletely dormant this year.

The outstanding aspect of

the activities Is that great

emphasis has been placed upon

committee work. Bill llowden,

president of Student Council,

sees this as one of the major
difficulties in attracting new

council members and retain-

ing former members. "The
problem with the emphasis on

committees," according to

Howden, "is that an elected

Student Council member does

not find worth while involve-

ment unless he is serving on a

committee. This is a prohlem
I have not coped with effectively

and one I hope Mike t-lora w'ill

deal with next year."

To restate the problem, It

seems that the function of coun-

cil has become one of appointing

committees and allocating

funds. The involvement of legis-

lative council members in

important maners Is therefore

greatly diminished.

When this difficulty is coup-

led with the lack of solidarity

and the apathy found in the stu-

dent body as well as the apparent

hesitancy on the part of the

Administration to acknowledge

and act upon maners of

student concern, participation

In Student council can become
especially unfulfulling.

Two solutions to this prob-

lem immediately come to mind.

The lack of opportunity for the

involvement of council members
may indicate a need for a

smaller council, whose primary
tasks would be to appoint com-
mittees, allocate funds and act

as a liason between students and

administration. Or the function

of council needs to be clearly

restated and realized in hopes

that council members will be-

come more active in council's

affairs.

The number of student mem-
bers to be on council was prob-

bably set at a time when an

increase in student enrollment

was considered likely. Under
the present conditions, it seems
that studf ..ts are more than ade-

quately represented. However,

as Howden pointed out,

diminishing the number of rep-

representatives Is probably not

a satisfactory solution; "We
need broader representation of

the snident body. The possi-

bility of a smaller council de-

serves consideration; however.
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Is emphasis at present should

placed on involving more

igislative council members."

A more useful endeavor would

to work internally lor Che

iprovement of Council.

xording to council's

institution, the powers ant]

nfes of Council include

joperating with the

(ministration and (acuity in the

jordinplicn of college alfairs

il voice

;
tinients in all matters

:' student ll/c.

is Council
by Tin Stevens

.,,„„:,.„„;. ... <>vmm
II some aspect o! MMi

really worth changing, and if

the petition for that

improvement is to he worth

hearing, it Is reasonable to

assume that some cte I

mil energy mil

expended by our sniden.

leadership. Much can he done

to reduce the distance between

students, faculty, and

administration

sacrifice of Integrlt) and

autonomy.

It is .ilso the -

Council to provide leadership

matters of student IJ ,

of Council's resource-,

he poured into acii\ Il

projects which promote and

improve student life.

Most importantly, the

actively

.

distasteful when noi

hacked by creative ell

hard work. The defeatist attitude

*. Inn milt li can I

should be shunned I

-

plague. Much ground In;

._ lined; with any ltt< k, a

great deal more can lie covered.

No more faffed caBf for prodigal son

Flghty years ago a quarter

would buy three pounds of

hamburger. Eight years ago a

grand champion 4-H steer might

sell for 40 cents per pound.

Now any old cow sells for more

than that.

So big deal! What does that

have to do with the price of

eggs? Admittedly, such an

outrageous subject comes as

somewhat of a shock to us here,

where the contented moos of

American cattledom seldom

interrupt our Oregorlan chants

or rosaries.

yet, whether you realize it

or not, high beef prices vitally

affect each one of us. First of

all, we students who are

unmarried have the privilege

of sharing In the nourishment

oi Sutton Dining Hall.

Have you noticed all the bam

lately? Well, it's not because

hogs are suddenly developing

martyr complexes.

Sam, the school's cook, says

he has been fighting the battle

with beef prices since last fall.

He says that he is trying to

buy the same cuts of meat, but

admits that it's difficult on a

fixed budget. Right now his goal

Is elimination of waste and

leftovers.

In the chef's own words: "The

only thing to do Is ride it out."

Well, hang in there, Saml We're

behind you all the way. After

all, it's rough living without

veal.

Escalating costs of beef can

also affect our ties with all the

folks back home, Have youheard

from your mother lately? If not,

she's probably Joined one of

those Pinko boycott gangs.

Angry housewives, who have

penny-pinching husbands, have

started numerous protest

groups. They call themselves

everything from FIT (bight

Inflation Together) to LAMP
(Ladies Against Meat Prices).

1 call them DUMB (Dangerous,

Uncontrollable, Militant

Hroads).

Yes, Women's Lib has done it

again. The next thing you know,

they'll want cows to wear bras.

Now isn't that utter nonsense?

Our greatest concern with the

current meat conflict, however,

should be in the integral

interdependence between
farmers and a fully developed

liberal arts education. Only in

a farmer can you find a

contemporary synthesis of

man's relationship to cod, man,

and nature.

Humanities and our other

courses have cheated all of us.

We were never told that America

was founded on the sweat and

callouses of farmers, that

farmers were the first ones to

defy the terrors of the frontier,

or that farmers carried this

country Uirough the depression.

It's no wonder we can't

intelligently expose all diis hull

alwut high meat prices. It might

behoove us to expand our

curriculum and add a course

in the Philosophy of Agriculture

or The Politics of Agrarian

Persecution.

Let's take a look at die future

and see where all this is leading

us. Presently there seems to

be a growing demand for cattle

rustlers. If you haven't declared

a major, you might give this

some serious consideration.

You might also think about

starting a horserneat shop. The
owner of one horserneat market

in Portland, Oregon, recently

sold more than 6,400 pounds in

one day. Who says the old gray

mare ain't what she used to he?

Rumor has it that the Pope

may re-ordain fish eating on

Friday and Saturday and Sunday

and . . . Right now he's in a

close race with congress to

see who can get credit for die

idea first.

A transition to more
vegetarian foods may lie the

solution. At least, that is what

Paul Ehrlich proposed in THE
POPULATION BOMB. He states

that "100 calories of grain

suitable for human consumption

but fed to cattle produce at most
10 to 20 calories worth of meat."

Those calories certalnlymust

lose something in the

cud-chewing process. Yes,

vegetarianism seems to be the

answer. Why fight about beef

costs when you can argue about

soybean prices?

Millibird "The .-.,,:

by Doug Deller

In spue of these hopeful

prospects, the battle rages on.

F.ven the President hasdesertcd

the farmers. Not long ago he

commented, "The major weak

spot in our fight against Inflation

is in the area of meat." liut

that's not loo surprlsin

critics always have called him

a meathcad.

So what does all this mean

to the farmer? The larger

farming operations will

probably survive the public

dissent and the eventual reaction

of lower prices. However, the

picture is bleak for the small

farmer.

Marginal farms are closing

down at a rate of 865 each
week. The United States

Department of Agriculture

estimates that over a million

of the 2.8 million remaining

farms may be too poor to

survive. "Green Acres" might

even be taken off the air.

Unfortunately, the farmers

don't have any George Mean)

or Leonard Woodcock to stir

up American sentiment. They'll

probably Just keep on prodm. ing

and grumbling, and everyone

else will keep on eating anil

grumbling.

It is significant that

Americans today pay a smaller

percentage of their income for

food than ever before. We need

to remember that farmers are

only now receiving an equitable

price in relation to their rising

costs for equipment and

competent labor.

Inevitably the editorials on

these pages disgruntle the

"powers that be." I have tried

to be fair, but undoubtedly 1

have incurred someone's anger.

Some upset administratorwill

probably read this and Just have

a cow. But with the price of

beet these days, it might just

help the budget.

Letters to the Editor

It seems 10 lie J normal part of Mllllgan life to hear -

Ictl they

.

ol die school wish l

. m which

on our i

an alternative.

,lUy" ;
. ;... i . inflned [i the i

mdhope-
-

elves her studcnl

Is "real" hope for tl

true role ol education a;;;

dismal

ol our ctilllin
tudenu a

0. More than that, to the •tern to which sh.

assert her true Identlt;

alternative, she Is doing 10 then, the gravest disservice ol all.

I or the de3rly bought love, , and I .immunity life which we

know here to he prostituted In fear of disapproval for the sake

ol convenience and avoldan c of "ha " 'ould be the most

cowardly of sins. I pray that every member of the Mllllgan

community who has [elt her touch will give himself to the end

that Mllllsan will he nothing less than the "real" place she

can he.
Kevin Harkey

Senior

Hlble Major

Dear Fdltor:

I would like to apologize for misrepresenting Dr. Weuel

in my previous letter to the editor. He did not mean to imply

that Jester Halrston and tlrady Nutt had no educational or

religious value. Instead, he was merely pointing out that both

used entertaining methods of presentation.

Sincerely,

Prlscllla Wilklns

Junior—Math Major

,
poets corner

Confluence

The meeting place of minds

sincerely seeking Truth

gives momentum to living,

like the meeting place of waters

ar divergent streams of thought

come together. .

The mingling place of minds

absorbing each other, is

like rivers of different colors

merging and adding to fullness

to width and depth, diluting

the absurd perhaps, in unity

and wholeness of endeavour

giving impetus to the mill race
of life, ensuring continuity

and the even flow of good ideas

to move governments and peoples,

stirring the methargic to think,

displaying a vision of strength

like water rushing through dark places,

turning the turbines of time,

the dynamic of power to change,

giving Light for darkness.

S. W. Newton. 2nd. April 1973. »
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OUTSTANDING EDUCATORS — In recognition of their excellent service, achievements,

and leadership, Miss Patricia Bonner, Dr. Charles Gee, and Dr. Gary Wallace were chosen

to be featured this year in OUTSTANDING EDUCATORS OF AMERICA.

Ramey finalizes mock senate plans

Modeled alter the United

States Senate, a mock senate

will be held In Hyder Auditorium

the weekend of April 27-29.

Financed with money from

the Pre-Law Club, the senate

Is organized and directed by

Dan Ramey. According to

Ramey, the purpose of the mock
senate Is "to promote better

understanding of how the Senate

in Washington works and to

acquaint participants with

national issues which will be

discussed."

Membership In the senate Is

open to all Interested Mllllgan

students. Fifty senators, one

representing each of the fifty

states, will compose the senate

body.

Senators will hold
membership in the seventeen

senate committees, the most

important of which are the

committees on the Judiciary,

the armed services, foreign

relations, appropriations,

finance, and government

operations.

Democratic and Republican

parties will be represented In

a proportion somewhat similar

to that of the present

Democratic-Republican ratio in

the Senate in Washington, In

addition, female senators will

organize a women's caucus to

make more powerful theirvolce

as a significant minority.

Presiding officers will be Dr.

C. Robert Wetzel as President

of the United States, Dr.WIIHam
Moorhouse as Vice President of

the United States and President

of the Senate, and Dr. Wen Yen
Tsao as technical advisor.

Senatorial officers will be

elected for the following

positions: president pro

tempore. Democratic majority

leader. Republican minority

leader, and women's caucus

minority leader.

At the opening session on

Friday evening, President

Wetzel will deliver a State of

the Union message and submit

his proposal for the 228.5 billion

dollar budget.

Each senator Is required to

submit at least one bill for which

he Is to be sponsor and floor

manager. Examples of Issues

which will be discussed are

legalization of prostitution,

raise of the minimum wage to

$2.10 per hour, finance of

elementary and secondary

education by the federal

10% DISCOUNT
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government, reform of the

electoral college system, and

limitation of presidential war
powers.

Besides discussing these

bills, the senate will conduct

Its own Watergate Investigation,

Legislative procedure,
patterned after that of the

Washington Senate, refers bills

to appropriate committees.
When passed by the committees,
the proposed law returns to the
floor for senatorial approval or
modification by ammendments.

As In the United States

Senate, the President's
signature on a senate-passed

bill makes that bill a law.

Presidential veto returns the

bill to the senate floor, where

it may be passed by a

two-thirds majority.

All senatorial sessions and

committee meetings are open

to any interested students who

wish to watch the senate in

action. Meetings are scheduled

from 6:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

on Friday, April 27; from 9:00

a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Saturday,

April 28; and from 2:00 p.m.

to 5;00 p.m. on Sunday, April

29.

Threesome honored
for teaching talents
Dr. Charles Gee, Dr. Gary

Wallace and Miss Pat Bonner,
professors at Mllllgan, were
named Outstanding Educators

of America.

Outstanding Educators of

America is an annual award
program honoring distinguished

men and women for their

exceptional service, achieve-

ments and leadership In the

field of education.

Nominations for the program
are made by the officials of

colleges and universities

Including presidents, deans and
department heads. Their
selection guidelines Include an

educator's talents In the class-

room, contributions to

research, administrative

abilities, civic service and
professional recognition.

Dr. Charles E. Gee received

his doctorate in Science

Education from Michigan State

University. He has been
teaching at Mllllgan for six

years and is on the Academic
committee.

Dr. Gary O. Wallace has been
teaching at Mllllgan for two and
one half years. Dr. Wallace
received his doctorate from the

University of Tennessee in

Vertebrate Ecology.

Miss Pat Bonner has been
at Mllllgan for seven years and
received her M. E. from
University of Arizona and

she received her M.R.E. from
Emmanuel School of Religion.

She is very active in campus
life at Mllllgan and Is coach

of the men's and women's tennis

teams.

Each year, the chosen
Outstanding Educators are

featured in the national awards
volume OUTSTANDING-
EDUCATORS OF AMERICA.

Series to close

on high note

The two remaining concerts

in the Mllllgan College concert
series performing in Seeger
Memorial Chapel include a

baritone recital by Mr. Jerry
Tedford on Tuesday, April 24,

and the East Tennessee State

University Brass Choir on

Tuesday, M3y I, both beginning

at 8:00 p.m.
Mr. Tedford, a graduate of

East Tennessee State University

and George Peabody College, Is

chairman of the Fine Arts

Division at Virginia Intermount

College. He has performed In

this area with the Kingsport

Symphony, the East Tennessee
State University Chorale, and

the Bristol Concert Choir. His

recital will include works of

Ravel and Strauss.

The East Tennessee State

University Brass Choir which

is directed by Dr. James
Stafford is composed of music
students at the university. The
choir will present a varied

selection of compositions.

Harkey gives final lecture

Last In the series of faculty

and student lectures, senior

Kevin Harkey will speak
Monday, April 30, at 7:00 p.m.
In the Thompson Room of the

science building.

"Thoughts on Transposition:

the Mystic, the Miracle, and

the Metaphor" is the title of

Harkey's lecture. Many of the

ideas which will be discussed

are drawn from
"Transposition," a sermon by

Sophomores!
Be sure to sign up for the class

picnic May 5 at Red Fork Falls.

Lists will be in cafeteria

C. S. Lewis.

Basically, the lecture will

deal with the problem of the

relation of the supernatural to

the natural, more specifically

with the expression of the

supernatural In the natural

world.

Phrases such as "merely a

psychological phenomenon" or

"merely an emotional
experience," according to

Harkey, are indicative of a

prevalent misconception
concerning the relation between

the natural and the

supernatural.

Harkey explains that for this

reason, his lecture will suggest

ideas about the importance of

miracle ("the physical

ramifications of transposition")

and metaphor ("the language

in which the supernatural must
be expressed") to the mystical

aspects of Christianity.

Harkey comments, "We're
going to try to think about God
in ways that even Dr. Lawson
could understand."
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YSAC champions slide past opponents
Rebounding from a slow start

during the first part of the

season, Milllgan's Volunteer

State Athletic Conference

(VSAC) defending champion

baseball Buffs have since put

the heat on every opponent,

streaking to fourteen straight

victories while In the process

of compiling a 19-9 mld-Aprll

season mark.

Accounting for the turnabout

which saw the Stout Squad come

hack from a 7-8 record at the

end of March, sophomore in-

fielder Don Steffey said, "We
knew the only way we could get

the tournament to Mllligan this

year was to win the conference

or to have the best record In

the state. We knew also what

It would take."

Steffey was seconded by sen-

ior third-baseman Larry

McKinney who added that the

team realized the necessity of

a "concerted effort" in order

to win.

Team solidarity andthefight-

lng spirit are paying off. Shun-
ning the "hot dog" theatrics that

characterize less mature ball

clubs, the Buffs have shown
an amazing willingness to sac-
rifice personal glory for team-
work to win — In Coach Stout's

classical formula — 'one at a

time."

Win they have. April I may
have been "1-ool's Day" to many
but for Mllligan it was the

beginning of a victory streak

RECORD HOLDER — Gene McCarty illustrates the form required to win the 120 Inter-
mediate hurdles and retain his hold on the school record.

Trackmen split season
Off and running for another

season, MlUigan's trackmen are

out to win despite a hindering

lack of depth against some of

the most powerful teams In the

area.

Bolstered by individual stand-

outs including long distance men
Mike McMillan -- MlUigan's

own Kip Kelno — and sprinter

Dale Clayton, the thlnmen are

building and learning with each

meet under the experienced hand

of Coach Duard Walker.

After losing a close one to

Wafford in the Season's opening

meet on March 20, the Buffs

were able to grab second in a

trangular meet with Brevard

and Lees-McRae on April 4.

Brevard, annually a powerhouse

among mid-south schools, took

the meet despite a determined

effort by MlUigan's distance

men against some of the finest

distance runners in the area.

Bolstered by a loyal crowd on

Anglln in the first home meet,

April 12, the Herd got up a full

head of steam to defeat Lees-

McRae and Emory and Henry

giving Mllligan two more
notches on the victory sheet.

Steady Mike McMillan took

firsts in both the one and two-

mile runs while Dale Clayton

blasted to firsts in the 100 and

220-yard dashes. JuniorTommy
Evans won the 880-yard run

and ^ Mllligan won the 440 —
relay with a team composed

of Dave Hughston, Bob Judge,

Lelf "Thor" Olsen, and Dale

Clayton. Sophomore Andy Price

won the Javelin to give Mllligan

a first in field events, while

late-starter Gene McCarty won

the 120 intermediate hurdles,

an event In which he holds the

school record.

Brevard, Carson - Newman,
and Bryan were MlUigan's op-

ponents Tuesday at a Quad-
rangular meet In Erwin. As

expected, Brevard took first

while tough Carson-Newman got

by Phil Blowers
second, Mllligan finished third

In the field , Larry McNett
finished 880 In an excellent

performance against distance

standouts Wolfe of Bryan and

Owenby of Brevard. Jerry Law-
son took the Buffs lone first

winning tne pole vault.

The record standing at 4-S,

the Buffs are preparing to add

two and go over the .500 mark
when Woffard and Mars Hill

visit the campus April 24.

Mllligan will have one final

season meet against Maryville

April 28 before entering the

Tennessee Intercollegiate Ath-

letic Conference Championship

at Clarksville, May 4-5.

which can be attributed only to

a positive attlrudecomblnedwlth

hard work each day on thefield.

Beginning with a big victory

over Appalachian State, the Herd

proceeded to trample Concord

In four straight games on April

2 and 3 and snatched both games

of a twin-bill from Emory and

Henry on April 4.

After picking up an easy for-

feited victory when Tusculum

cancelled its entire season and

bL'ing rained out of the Carson-

Newman game on April 10, the

Buffs grabbed two more vic-

tories by knocking off Clinch

Valley and demolished Lincoln

Memorial (LMU) 14-5 on April

14.

The big moment, however,

came- Sunday afternoon, April

15, as Mllligan took on the

biggest school in the state, the

University of Tennessee, and

proceeded to defeat the South

eastern Conference power in

both games of the double-

header, 9-6 and 3-2.

Senior hurler Woody Shel-

ton, who holds the school rec-

ord of seven victories in a

season (1972), won the first

of the two games as the Buffs

put the wood on the ball In

one of die season's best dis-

plays ol batting. Junior pitcher

Steve Templeton came through

with an excellent performance

In the second game.

But it was Junior Jim

Crom, Millig£ '-;
f ix -S* M tter,

who put the Vo:s to r- t in the

second game. Down - -esplie

a towering blast by Re« Parris

which had scored Don Threl-

keld earlier in the game, the

Buffs took the lead for good

in the bottom of the sixth Inning

when, with Threlkeld on base,

Crom came through In his clutch

style with an e>plosive blast

over the left field fence for

his sixth home run of the year.

Templeton stopped Tennessee's

las: ditch surge and the

Mtlllganltes pocketed two big

wins.

Monday, the Buffs won their

fourteenth In a row, 8-4, against

Maryville, but faltered in the

second game, losing 9-1.

Individually, Mllligan players

hold some Impressive statistics

Tomorrow, the team will take

on Cumberland in Kentucky,

beginning the last leg of the

regular season before the start

of the VSAC Tournament.

by Phil Blowers

at this stage of the season. Jim
Crom, with a phenomenal .421

batting average and six home
runs, leads a powerful array of

hitters Including senior strong-

man Rex Parris with a .370

average and four home runs

and senior Paul "Buttermilk"

Wilson with a .325 average;

Wilson also has eight home
runs this season which com-
prises the Mllligan season rec-

ord and his career total of 14

surpasses the school mark set

by Bruce Kregloe <10) in 1972.

Freshman Bob Watrwood Is

next in line with a .324 average,

followed by sophomore Denny

Mayes at .321 and senior stand-

out Don Threlkeld with a .286

average and four home runs.

Senior Larry McKinney and

sophomore Dean Mlnier also

have three home runs each.

Minier leads the Buffalo

moundsmen with a 4-1 record

that gives the Hoosier hurler a

good shot at passing Shelton's

season record. Transfer junior

Steve Templeton holds a 3-2

tally, but has faced some of

the toughest teams In the South

such as nationally-ranked High

Point and Eastern Michigan.

Jim Crom, who survived the

ecstatic onslaught of his team-

mates after his game-clinching
homer against Tennessee, may
have, best summed up the rea-

son for the team's success when

he said, "These arc the best

group of guys I've ever been

associated with. I think Coach

Stout's constructive criticism

and the team's attitude In gen-

eral are the best account of our

accomplishments."

Taiib te

Buff raquetmen picked up a

needed victory by defeating

VSAC opponent King College

7-2 yesterday, giving Mllligan

a 3-6 overall record with a 2-2

mark in VSAC play.

Freshman Bob Fife, with a

4-3 overall record and a 2-1

tally against VSAC opponents

leads the team In singles while

the combination of Randy Matney

and Robbie Gardiner hold the

doubles lead at 3-2 overall and

2-1 In the VSAC.
Coach Pat Bonner, hoping for

a strong showing in the home
stretch, is assisted in Junior

Varsity competition by varsity

captain Carl "Bie O" Ordway.

SPECIAL
25<0,f

Kenny's Pizza
West Towne Square

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542-5521

Hours: Sun. • Wed. 4-11 P.M.

Thurs. - Sat. 1112 P M

CALL FOR:

PARTY RATES

Will Deliver Free To Dorms At Closing Time

Now, Serving Spaghetti

large PIZZA

small PIZZA

CHEESE

EXTRA ITEMS

DELUXE

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with I.D.

Small Lor,.

SI 00 $1.75

.15 .25

S3 00 S3 50

SAUSAGE PEPPERON1

GREEN PEPPERS ONIONS

MUSHROOMS BLACK OLIVES

ANCHOVIES HAMBURGER
HAM

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

69'
'SANDWICHES - SO* ON MON TUE. WED
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New executives
-4UUU

Hart plans tohavea mld-veek
social function that will include

both freshmen and
upperclassmen. Last year's

freshman will be asked for

suggestions for improvements.
Hart will be working closely

with Dr. Wetzel, Dr.
Yamamorl, and Mrs. Fontaine.

When asked to comment on his

office, Han replied, "1 intend

to be more involved than past

vice presidents. I will use my
office to channel the voices of

both students 3 nd

administration. I plan to make

my office as active as possible

under the constitution."

The Executive council-elect

will be functioning as leaders

of this year's Legislative

Council from now until the end

of the year.

Ulm wins division,

four in semi-finals
Jon Ulm, freshman Bible

major, became the pride of the

Milligan College Music Depart-

ment and his teacher, Sherwyn

Bachman, when he took first

place in the Freshman Division

of the 1973 National Association

of Teachers of Singing

(N. A, T. S.) competition.

Held In Nashville, Tennessee,

over April 13 and 14, the

N. A. T. S. sponsored Its annual

contest where this year Milligan

made Its finest showing in

history.

Four of the thirteen students

from Milligan participating in

the competition scored ratings

of 90 or above from two of the

three Judges and qualified for the

semi-final contests. Ken Cough
and Roseanne Evans represented

Milligan in the sophomore semi-
finals, Claudia Bartlett partici-

pated In the Junior division, and

Jon Ulm in the freshmen com-
petition. Lee Meador, 1972

graduate of the College, also

made the trip and qualified for

the semi-finals on the graduate

level.

As the contestants camefrom
all over this section of the

United States, competition was

tough. In the final competition,

Ulm sang a Brahms selection

and defeated a freshman music
major from Louisiana Univer-
sity.

Both Sherwyn and Rachel

Bachman were pleased with

their students and the standard

of excellence theydemonstrated
over the weekend. Said Mr.
Bachman; "This Is certainly

indicative of the calibre of music

students that we are currently

teaching In the music area and

of the excellent students now
participating in choir."

REFINED MUSICIANS — Milligan

when the Piedmont Chamber Orchestra performed
Tchaikowsky, and Stravinsky.

as treated to high class culture Tuesday, April 17,

orks by such noted composers as Mozart,

Arts, crafts shown, sold Saturday
From noon until 4:00 p.m.

on Saturday, April 28, the
Student Union Board will
sponsor an arts and crafts
festival which will offer a

variety of creative expressions.
Area craftsmen will

demonstrate various
craftmaklng skills. Mrs.
Loretta Abston from Bristol,

for example, will Illustrate

Reading contest held
The Annie Kennedy Lucas

Reading Contest will be held In

Hyder Auditorium, April 27,

1973, at 7:00 p.m.

According to Dr. Moorhouse

the contest is held because

"Annie Kennedy Lucas gave an

endowment to Milligan College

for the perpetuation of oral

interpretation of the Milligan

campus."
The contest is sponsored by

the Area of Speech and Drama
and involves several types ol

interpretation. The Interpreta-

tion areas are: poetry, both

humorous and dramatic; oral

interpretation, both humorous
and dramatic; and duet acting.

Each selection Is to be five

to six minutes in length with

exception to duet acting which

may be eight to ten minutes

in length.

Judging Is done on the basis

of expression, pronunciation,

voice projection, appearance,

posture and audience empathy
for a total of 100 points.

There are first, second and

third place monetary awards

to be given at the Awards
Banquet in May.

Congratulations Mike!

To Celebrate the election of Mike Flora,

SUB hamburger & milkshake man, to

the office of Student Council President,

the SUB is offering a hamburger &
milkshake combination

SPECIAL
- only 60

c -
Let him know you care.

Sun., April 22 & Wed., April 25, evenings only.

pottery techniques, and

members of a non-profit co-op
In Abingdon will exhibit the

skills needed for such crafts

as macrame, weaving,

pottery-making, etc. Samples
of their works will be on sale.

Art work, crafts, and

hand-made Items from Milligan

and Emmanuel students will also

be displayed, with many of the

articles available for purchase.
Music will be provided at

various Intervals during the

afternoon by several Milligan

and area performers. One
special musical attraction will

be the Jim Miller band from

Atlanta, Georgia.

Scheduled for the lawn

between the tennis courts and

the gym, the festival will be held

In Cheek Hall gymnasium In

case of rain.

Donna Loving and Kevin

Harkey are co-chairmen for

the arts and crafts festival.

The purpose of the festival,

according to Harkey, is "to

encourage students to get

involved with creative activities

and to provide an outlet for the

creative talents of those persons

already Involved in artistic

expression."

All students with any material

which they wish to display or

sell at the festival should contact

the co-chairmen by April 26

or sign the list in the SUB.
Individual contributors will

determine the prices for their

own Items and will receive all

the profit from any sales.

Registration and set-up for

the festival will be from
9:00 - 11:00 a.m. Saturday

morning. Depending upon the

success of this year's festival,

the Student Union Board may try

to plan the arts and crafts

festival as an annual event.

Support HELICON
Come hear Jackie Ellis

Tommy Williams and

Donny Thompson the

the Jim Miller Blues Band
in concert April 28 8:00 P.M. y

"The Fatted Calf," \
Weslyan Center at E.T.S.U. \

Festival Seating

'1.00 per person; '1.50 p

caravan leaves Sutton Hill at 7:30 P.M

U. ».

per couple \

Get your copy of HELICON at

the concert or from any member

of the staff.

HLIICON

$.75 per copy, or '1.00 if you can
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Taber, symposium

to accent missions
Next year. Dr. Charles Tab- College. President Johnson

Milligan College Official Student Publication

HONORED SENIORS — BUI Howden receives the Balfour Award for Outstanding Senior

Student from Dr. Tetsuano Yamamorl at the Awards Banquet Thursday night.

Students honored at awards banquet
Mllligan's 3nnual Awards

Banquet was held in Sutton

cafeteria May 3 at six o'clock.

After the buffet dinner Mr.
Eugene Price, Master of

Ceremonies, presented the

awards.

Who's Who awards were
presented to the following

seniors; Tim Cameron, Carrie
Enkema, Kevin Harkey, Bill

Howden, Sue Mlkesell, Kathy

Re^id, Jean Tlmm, Beth Webb,
Woody Wilson. The Balfour

Award, which Is presented to

the outstanding senior, was
given to BUI Howden.

In the area of foreign

languages, Darrell Manson

won the German award, and

Greg Adams won a special

award for Hebrew presented

by Dr. Gwaltncy.

Tim Dillon received the

lumanitlcs award, Margene
Purdue wontliesociologyaward,

and Judene Howell received the

biology award.
Sue Mikes ell was the

recipient of the math award,
and Lois Huffman was the win-
ner of the physical education

award.

Gordon L. Miller won first

place in the Purpose of Man
contest, and Phil Blowers re-
ceived second place.Honorable
Mention was awarded to John
Shemwell.

Publications awards were

also presented. Co-editors Sue

Ragsdale and Kathy Polenek

received the BUFFALO award,

and Tun Stevens accepted the

STAMPEDE award.
Several student teacher

awards were presented as

Continued on pg. 6

will Join the Milligan faculty

as the William S. Carter Visi-

ting Professor of World Mis-

sion and Anthropology, and

Milligan College will host the

William S. Carter Symposium
on Church Growth, according to

a statement released by Pres-

ident Jess W. Johnson.

Dr. Taber has worked as a

translation consultant of the

United Bible Societies In West
Africa and has published exten-

sively concerning translation.

Presently he edits the maga-
zine PRACTICAL ANTHRO-
POLOGY. Dr. Taber has also

served frequently as a consul-

tant at numerous missionary

conferences and training Insti-

tutes.

Addition of Dr. Taber to the

faculty as visiting professorfor

the 1973-74 academic year wtU
enable Milligan to offer anthro-

pology courses. Both Introduct-

ion to Cultural Anthropology and

Dynamics of Culture Change will

be offered In the fall semester
fin- :.(>( !"', '.y t edit.

Two semesters of Intro-

duction to African Studies will

be available for credit In his-

tory. Dr. Taber will also teach

a seminar course In Bible; In-

troduction to Christian World

Mission.

Dr. Taber received the B.A.

degree magna cum laude from
William Jennings Bryan College

and his M.A. and Ph. D. from
Hartford Seminary Foundation.

April S-7, 1974, the William

S. Carter Symposium on Church
Growth will be held at Milligan

terms this symposium
torlc gathering In the interest

of the Christian world miss-

ion."

Four world renownedmlssio-
logists will speak upon the topic

"As Christianity spreads into

the myriad cultures of the earth,

it correctly adjusts to each cul-

ture; but what are the limits of

such adjustments?"

Dr, Donald McGavran, Dr.

Alan Tippett, Dr. J.C. Hoe-
kendijk, and Dr. Peter Beyer-
haus are the four scholars who
will speak at the symposium.

These four speakers are for-

eign-bora men who have all had

several years experience In

overseas mission fields.

Dr. McGavran and Dr. Tipp-

ert are both professors at the

School of World Mission and In-

stitute of church Growth, Fuller

Theological Seminary. Dr. Mc-
Gavran is the senior professor

of missions, while Dr. Tipped
is professor of missionary an-

thropology.

Dr. Hoekendijk is the proles-

sor of missions at Union Theo-
logical Seminary In New York

City. Dr. Beyerhaus is director

of the Institute for Missions and

Ecumenical Theology at the Uni-

versity of Tubingen, West Ger-
many.
Twelve lectures will com-

prise the basic format for the

symposium. Each of the four

men will present two lectures,

with their third lectures being

reactions to the ideas expressed

by the other three speakers.
Continues on pg. 6

Curfews staggered; little else altered

Sophs require revote
Student CouncU elections

named fourteen students to the

1973-74 legislative council last

week but failed to fill the position

of sophomore class president.

The names of Lee Morrow

and Bonnie Sturgis appeared

on the Student Council ballot,

Wednesday, April 25. Lee

Morrow, however, was

disqualified for a violation of

the poster regulations as set

forth in the Student Council

election committee guidelines.

Bonnie Sturgis was later

disqualified for distributing

campaign materials on the day

of the election, also a violation

of election committee's
regulations. Student Council

President Rill Howden explains,

"Bonnie deliberately
disqualified herself so that

members of the class of '76

could have another election for

their class president."

Two other rising sophomores,

Mike Shannon and Hob Wattwood;.

each received MiiaH number

of write-in votes lor president,

but both declli''J the office.

Howden explains that write-in

votes for Morrow did not count

because a new constitutional

amendment states that write-in

candidates must adhere to

campaign rules.

Re-election for sophomore

class president will take place

Wednesday, May 9.Students who

are currently circulating

petitions for this office are

Lee Morrow and Linda Sartoris.

Elected to the other

legislative positions for the

sophomore class are male

representatives, Dave Wantz

and Chuck Wheeler, and female

representatives, Robin Phillips

and Cindy Rasler.

Kathi Jablonski is president

of the junior class, with Dan

Pummlll and Kevin Younkin as

male representatives and Cathy

Merritt and Anita Prultt as

female representatives.

Senior class positions are

filled by Jim Mltchum,

president; Sue EUiott and Pam
Johnson, female representatives

and Keith Derting and Robbie

Gardlntr, male representatives.

Staggered hours for women s

curfew and a few minor

alterations in other presently

existing rules will be put Into

effect for. the 1973-74 academic

year, according to a release

by Dr. Yamamorl.
Effective August 1973, a

revised curfew system will

allow Increasing leniency in

curfew hours for women In the

upperc lasses. Freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors wiU

maintain the present 11;00 p.m.

weekday, 1:00 a.m. weekend

curfew with the addition of a

new system of extension for late

hours.

Extension of the curfew

(replacing the current 10 minute

grace period) will be as

follows: freshmen — 30 minutes

per semester, sophomores — 9

hours per semester, and juniors

— 1 8 hours per semester.

Students may use these extra

hours any night to stay out after

curfew, but no more than one

hour may be taken in one

evening.

Cards for recording late

hours will be kept at the desk,

with each woman assuming

responsibility for seeing that

her hours are properly

recorded. Extra late permission

for special events must be

obtained In advance from the

Resident and will be counted as

only one late hour for

sophomores and Juniors.

Senior curfew hours wJU be

12:00 midnight on weekdays and

2:00 a.m. on weekends.

Revision of the Social

Privilege Sheet, upon which

women's parents specify

restriction of overnight visit*

is a second major change in

women's rules. These new

sheets wlU be mailed not only

Continued on pg. 8

CHANGES REVIEWED — Dr. Tetsuano Yamamorl, Dean o' Students, and Mike FIor:i,

new, Student Council president, dlacuss the new rule revisions for next year.
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Profs anfic/pafe sabbaticals
Taking advantage o[ the

opportunity afforded them

through the Mllligan sabbatical

program. Dr. Dennis Helsabeck

and Mrs. Marguerite Parris are

planning their programs of study

for the coming year.

Four years ago the Board of

the college outlined the present

sabbatical program. Two faculty

members each year are chosen

on the basis of the length of ser-

vice to be granted a sabbatical

leave. Each candidate from the

program must present an outline

of study or travel for approval

by the Academic Committee.
Each program must demon-

strate its benefits to the indi-

SABBATICAL PROFESSORS -- Following the Ancient ]e\

tradition of refraining from tillage every seven years, two

Mllligan professors, Mrs. Marguerite Parris and Dr. Dennis

Helsabeck, will be on sabbatical leave next year.

Student recruiters set goal of 800
Enrollment-of 800 students Is

the goal ol the offices of ad-

missions and student recruit-

ment for the fall semester of

next year.

Several methods have been

used to recruit new students.

Campus days and the choir

tour have been "effective,"

according to Mr. Eugene

Wiggington, Director of

Development, "in encouraging

prospective students to

consider Mllligan."

LarryHuff from Canton, Ohio

will be added to the staff of

Drama groups

to perform

in Seeger

Brought to the Mllligan stage

during the month of May will

be two dramatic productions,

LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE and

the stage classic, THE MIR-

ACLE WORKER.
The King College Players

will present LITTLE MARY
SUNSHINE tonight. May 4, at

8;00 p.m. In Seeger Memor-

ial Chapel. The Canadian-set

play is a satire on the old

style. Nelson Eddy musicals.

Milllgan's humanities de-

partment is co-sponsoring the

spoof with the Bristol-based

players. The $1.00 admission

charge will be split between the

two groups.

The humanities department's

share of the funds will be

used to help finance the re-

turn of Shakespearean actor

Leslie French to the MlUigan

campus next fall. Mr. French

plans to work with Mllligan

students and faculty to pre-

sent MUCH ADO ABOUT
NOTHING.
The Fantastic Production of

THE MIRACLE WORKER will

be presented In Upper Seeger

May 10, at 8:00 p.m. -j-he

play presents the drama of

Anne Sullivan and her deaf,

dumb, and blind student, Helen
Keller. The particular pro-
duction that is coming to the

Mllligan stage Is from
Klngspon and is connected with

Mr. and Mrs. Al Weaver. Ad-
mission is $1.00.

recruiters beginning July 1,

1973. His wife, Nancy, will

work with him, and they will

do some recruitment as a

team.

Mr. Wigginton explains

Mllligan's need for additional

recruitment personnel; "Most
colleges In Milllgan's league

have three recruiters or more,

and we are living In an ape when

competition for stuacnts is be-

coming more and moreacce."
During the 1972-73 academic

year, recruitment of students

from churches has been the

task of Buford Deaton, while

Dan Stuecher has been

primarily concerned with en-

listment work In high schools.

With the addition of Huff

to their staff, the Office of

Student Enlistment will prob-

ably redistribute the work load

so that recruiters will be

in charge of specific geographic

zones rather than following the

present church-school division

of labor.

Under this proposed system,

head recruiter Deaton not only
would be in charge of a zone

but also would execute adminis-
trative responsibilities relative

to day-to-day tasks in student

enlistment.

During the summer, Deaton,

Steucher, and Huff along with

basketball coach Phil Worrell

and Director of Com-
munications Rod I; jU-, will

make contacts for Mllligan In

a total of 28 church camps.
Wigginton explains that the

camp program probably will

nut affect the enlistment for

next year, but will be aimed

at long - term recruitment

goals.

Thirty - five alumni In var-

ious states across the country
have also volunteered their

time to supplement the recruit-

ment effort by visiting in the

homes of prospective students
In their areas.

Another event which Is ex-

pected to encourage enrollment

at Mllligan is the Southern

Christian Youth Convention to

be held on campus from Aug-
ust 14 - 16, 1973.

Referring to the goal of 800

students enrolling forfall 1973,

Wigginton says, "I'm op-
timistic about making it. We
are already about 37 ap-
plications ahead of last year,

and If about 50 more
applications are received,

reaching Milllgan's goal seems
probable."

vldual teaching situation. The
sabbatical leave includes full

salary for an entire calendar

year. No additional faculty

members will be hired to re-

place the professor on leave,

therefore the rest of the de-

partment must pick up the teach-

ing slack.

Dr. "Pa" Helsabeck, In the

company of Mrs. Helsabeck,

will be dividing his time next

year between New England and

the West Coast. Next fall Dr.

Helsabeck will spend sometime

at Princeton working with the

College Entrance Board studying

testing programs.

He will return to New
York City to renew connections

in the World Education Depart-

ment of the United Nations.

While he is In the New England
area. Dr. Helsabeck Intends to

attend classes at Harvard or
Boston University.

Next spring will find Dr. and
Mrs. Helsabeck on the West
Coast. In Los Angeles, he
will be attending the American
Institute of Family Relations .

Next they will venture to San

Francisco and the 52nd annual

Pastoral Conference at the

Pacific School of Religion. In

Eugene, Oregon, Helsabeck will

be investigating a program deal-

ing with family counselling. In-

cluded In the Helsabeck travels,

will be a stop In Iowa City,

Iowa to spend a few days at the

headquarters of the American
College Testing Program.

Helsabeck is already pre-
paring himself for next year's
activities. Next week he will

be attending the Southern Asso-
ciation of College Admissions

Counselors. Also In preparation.

May 22-26 Dr. and Mrs. Helsa-

beck will be in Atlanta for a week
to attend the American
Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation gathering. Helsabeck

says, "I'm most appreciative

of the opportunity MUlfgan

makes available through the

sabbatical program. Times of

renewal are most important in

everyone's life."

Mrs. Marguerite Parris

would like to become Dr. Mar-
guerite Parris, and she intends

to use her sabbatical year to

help insure this end.

Starting this summer, Mrs.

Parris will be seeking herDoc-

torate of Education from the

University of Tennessee. Mrs.

Parris will be emphasizing

speech and drama in her pro-

gram, but she is as yet unsure

of her exact schedule.

Besides classroom work,

Mrs. Parris will also be par-

ticipating in the dorm-life as-

pect of the college experience

this summer.

Next fall Mrs. Parris will

live with her daughter and

son-in-law in Knoxvllle. Mrs.
Parris hopes to escape the pro-

crastination doldrums typical of

students.

yo far, Mrs. Prrrls has three

topics she is thinking of pre-
senting for consideration for

the subject of her dissertation.

She Is Interested in pursuing
the role of creative dramatics
in helping die emotionally dis-

turbed or the significance of

early experience in theater to

the adult consumer. A third

topic she considers is the use
of theater and drama to help

the socially maladjusted stu-

dent.

Mrs. Parris is looking for-
ward to being a viewer or con-
sumer of Mllligan plays next

year as a break from her role

of director. Yet, she is also

sure she will be glad of her
return to Mllligan at the end
of her leave, hopefully well

on her way to her goal of be-
coming Dr. Marguerite Parris.

Chorale,ensemble hold concert;

religious selections featured

Humor pervades play
FORTY CARATS will be pre-

sented May 11-13 and May 18-

19 at 8:00 at Johnson CityCom-
munlty Theater.

Conceived by Ban I let and

Gredy and adapted by Jay Al-

len, the plot Involves the loves of

Ann Stanley and her daughter

Trina Stanley, played by Val-

erie Hall and Cathy Merritt,

respectively.

Co-directors for FORTY
CARATS are Charles Humpston
and HeleneRomaine. According'

to Helene, "The cast is doing

a fine Job."

Dr. Read, portraying the

character of Billy Boylan, adds

excitement to the part as he

plays Ann Stanley's ex-husband.

Ann is portrayed as a forty year

old woman at her "full sexual

(lowering" while Billy's "flow-

ering" seems to have gotten nip-

ped In the bud.

Ken Bates, who played a

lead role in WAIT
UNTIL DARK, portrays a 22

year old boy named Peter Lat-

ham who happens to be Ann's
new flame and lover.

The majority of the action

takes place In afashionableNew
York apartment.

Trina Stanley, a 17 year old

teenie bopper, finds security in

a rather rich older man played

by Charles Humpston.

Spice Is added to the product-

ion by Jean Miller who inter-

prets the part of Cranny Maude
as a rather zany old woman.

In the opening scene, Granny

makes her entrance wearing

red leotards.

Humor and a variety of tal-

ents combine to make FORTY
CARATS an entertaining play.

Tickets are $1.00 for stu-

dents and $2.50 for adults.

The cast includes Valerie

Hall, Ken Hates, [jetty Hamil-

ton, Linda McAtee, Ira Read,

Charles Humpston, Jean Miller,

Cathy Merritt , Carolyn Moure,

Tracj dhurch, and Kevin Youn-

kln.

Girls' Ensemble and the

Mllligan College Chorale will

combine their talents to pre-

sent a spring concert Monday,

May 7 at 8;00 p.m. in Seeger

Memorial Chapel.

Directed by senior music

major Jeanee Tlmm and ac-

companied by freshman Linda

Cooper, Girls' Ensemble is an

eight - voice chorus. The

ensemble will sing three songs:

"Let Us All With Joy and

Singing" by Ceton - Kirk,

"Peace on Earth" by Carl

Strommer, and "A Tragic

Story" by Benjamin Britten.

Mr. David Runner directs

the 34-voice chorale, with Ken

Cough as student director.

Piano accompanist is Nina

Morgan, while Mr. Runner

plays the organ.

Most of the chorale's

selections will be religious

music. Numbers performed
will be Handel's "Oh Lord,

In Thee Have I Trusted,"

Tye's "Laud3te Nomen
Domni," Gibbons' "Almighty

and Everlasting God," Men-
delssohn's "He that Shall En-

dure" from ELIJAH, and Has-

sler's "Behold, How Good
and Pleasant It Is."

Also presented will be two

canticles for chorus by Charles

Davidson : "Show Me Your
Ways, O Lord" and "Sing Unto

the Lord." Chorale will sing

"How Excellent Thy Name"
by twentieth century composer
Howard Hanson.

Two folk songs are on die

program for the May7concen:
"I Love My Love," a Cornish

folk tune, and "My Lovely
Cecilia," an Old English

melody.

Chorale will close their con-

cert with two Negro spirituals

arranged by Jester Halrston:

"We're Coin' to that Ball"

and "Great God A'Mighty!"

A special section of informal

music will feature solos by
Nina Lohr, Ken Gough, Jim
Mitchum, and Scott Reldel.

Presenting duets in this sec-
tion, Dave Hughston will sing

with Nina Morgan and Dan
Ramey will sing with Reeky
Hayes.

Monday's concert is the

first full length appearance of

the Mllligan College Chorale
for the 1973 spring semester.
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Mock senate successful

"Point of Orderl" "Persona]
Privilege?" "That motion

needs one-fifth majority to be

passedl" "Mr. Presidentl"
Cries such as these reverber-

ated through the hallowed

chambers of Hyder audi-

torium last weekend when ap-

proximately 60 students

participated in the mock ses-

sion of the 93rdcongressof the

United States.

Seriousness prevailed as

students endeavored to adhere

to the formal rules of parlia-

mentary procedure. Dr. Wil-
liam Moorhouse, Vice Presi-
dent, presided over the opening

Senate session Friday night

which was taken up by pre-

liminary actions such as the

nomination and election of Sen-
ate officers.

Having the majority vote.

Democrats controlled most of

the offices. Dennis Clouser was
voted in as President Pro-
tein, followed by Mark

Harris as Sergeant at Arms,
and John Williams as Chaplin.

Caucuses of the parties and
of the women senators were
also held. Senator Jeri Smith
of Georgia was voted chair-
woman of the women's caucus.

Dan Ramey, main organizer of

the mock session remarked,

"I was very happy with the

organization and the adminis-
tration of the women's caucus.

It was conducted very effi-

ciently."

In the manner of the Wash-
ington D.C. legislators, the
mock senators also were as-
signed to committees ranging
from Foreign Relations to Ag-
riculture and Forestry.

The committees met and read

through the bills assigned to

them on the Senate floor.

The bills were discussed,

amendments were made, and.

If a majority in the committee

agreed, they were sent to the

main session to be voted on

by all the senators.

Several bills were lost in

.committee procedures and

never came up for debaje on

'the Senate floor, as is often

the case in Washington D.C.

Others came to the floor but

were sent back to committee
or tabled for later discussion.

The common Issues of edu-

cation, federal spending, and

foreign commitments were not

the only topics dug up by the

various student senators jo

submit as acts or resolutions.

The students seemed to go out

of their way to cover every

issue. The end result was thirty

nine bills on a wide variety of

subjects.

Issues of prison reform were

included in a bill which sug-

gested that all federal

prisoners be allowed to see

by Janet Meyer
their wives in privacy once a

month.

A few senators felt the is-

sue of death was Involved In

the American right of "life,

liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness." One bill was Is-

sued to recommend that all

people be cremated. Another

was Introduced to make it pos-

sible for every citizen to be

able to choose whether his life

be sustained by artificial means

if he had a tterminall Illness.

A few of the more conser-

vative legislators proposed

a bill which would call for Jane

Fonda to be subpoenaed to tes-

tify before the Foreign Rela-

tions committee concerning

her statements regarding the

prisoners of war.

The most unusual of the bills

submitted was probably that of

Senator Bruce Cegar of Arkan-

sas. Cegar offered a bill which

would appropriate funds for the

transplant of the "Statue of

Liberty" from New York City

Harbor to Chicago's Harbor on

Lake Shore Drive,

In review of the voting, the

party leaders had opposite

views. Senator Dan Ramey,
Democrat from Alabama,

stated that he was "very

pleased with party unity on

both sides" while Senator Phil

Blowers, Republican from

Pennsylvania, noticed a trend

of compromise. Blowers said,

"this proved that political or

party labels can't be placed

on anybody, the people voted

with their conscience."

A few bills did get through

to receive the noteworthy auto-

graph of President of the United

States, Alan Hoffman. Those
obtaining flnalpassage included

bills to restrict the sale of

hand guns, to appropriate funds

for the Defense Department, to

set up a commlrtee to Inves-

tigate the "Watergate Affair,"

to impose nondeficlt spending,

and to reinstate Taiwan Into the

United Nations.

In reflection on the entire

weekend, Dan Ramey said that

it "generally went over very

well." Ramey spent manyhours
In preparation for the mock
session. Besides organizing a

complete handbook of infor-

mation, he also took charge of

lining up all the students to

serve as senators as well as

others to serve as clerks,

pages, and stenographers. The
three hours of academic credit

he will receive for the pro-

ject are much deserved.

Happy wfth the success of

this year, Dan already has

plans for next year. He re-
vealed, "It will be some type

of governmental program,
maybe a U.N. or another

Mock Senate."

STUDENT SENATORS — Hyder auditorium housed a mock session of the Senate of the 93rd

U. S. Congress last weekend. Students learned about parliamentary procedure by Introducing

and debating bills. Dr. William Moorehouse acted as Vice President for the event.

Group bridges divisions
Mllllgan College has

furnished several leaders

for Fellowship Inc., a

church-oriented group which

has resulted from the interests

of three groups from within the

three factions of the

Restoration Movement.

In February of this year.

Dr. E. Leroy Lawson and Dr.

Ktnneth Johnston attended a

meeting in which the charter

for Fellowship Inc. was
adopted, officers elected, and

goals set. Dr. Lawson was
elected to the head post as

General Chairman, and Dr.

Johnston received a key

committee chair.

Fellowship Inc.'s purpose
is "to encourage a deeper sense

of unity and fellowship among
the Christian Churches

(Disciples of Christ), the

Christian Churches
(Independent), and Churches of

Christ (non-instrumental); to

foster open and free discussion;

and to rediscover theprinciples

of our church's heritage in

reference to our present task."

In 1966 a group of Disciple

ministers and laymen came
together about a common
concern with programs of

restructure of the Christian

Church (Disciples) and

involvement in Consultation on

Church Union (COCU). Dr.

Johnston Is a charter member
of the outgrowth of this group,

known since 1967 as the

Committee for Free and

Responsible Church (CFRC).

A second group comprised of

individuals from the

independent wing of the

Christian Church are

Interested In understanding and

fellowship among all segments

of the Restoration Movement.
In August 1970, this group began

on the Mllllgan campus with

ooooooooooooeoooooeooooo

Mr. Jim Smith, Dr. Lawson,
Dr. Jess Johnson, and Dr. Fred
Thompson. They soon

organized a meeting In

Cincinnati where Richard

Crabtree was named chairman
and Leroy Lawson vice-

chairman of the group which

has come to be known as the

Committee for Inclusive

Fellowship.

Dr. Leroy Garrett, minister,

educator, and publisher; Ralph

Sweet, owner of Sweet

Publishing Company; and

Dr. Andrew Hairston, educator

and minister, are all members
of Churches of Christ

(non-instrumental) and of a

group Interested in fellowship

between branches of the

Restoration Movement.
Atlanta, November 30 -

December 1, 1971 was the

setting for the first meeting

of the aforementioned three

groups. At this meeting for

Christian unity a two year

program was outlined, and In

January members voted to

Incorporate as Fellowship Inc.

Activities of Fellowship Inc.

include the regular publication

of FELLOWSHIP, which Is

published quarterly (starting

as of April 1973). A team of

three editors works to compile

the works of various

contributors and writers from
all three groups.

Dr. Johnston feels that

neither Mllllgan nor Fellowship

Inc. desires to be classified as

either right or left on the

political scale; 'Those
In leadership represent

a conservative stance in regard

to the Scripture and New
Testament Christianity as

articulated by the Restoration

Movement: generally speaking

the middle ground is where they

feel the most truth ts to be

found,"

Johnston feels Fellowship

Inc. leaders are "open-

minded." He feels they are

capable of facing truth from
any source, because they know

where they stand concerning

Scripture, Christ, and the

Church, However, at the same
time th«y are "happy to be

In dialogue- and fellowship with

any group . , . ."

When interviewed, Dr.

Lawson stated, "I predict that

this movement will revitalize

the dormant restoration desire

for Christian unity. We can

speak to the world about

Christianity unity

Christian unity only after we
have realized a genuine spirit

of fellowship within our own

heritage."

SPLASH PA RJY
Saturday night , May 5

8-10 pm Beach Party Movie 10:30 pm

MOOOOOOOOOOOO

20%
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Issues

Wonderful Wednesday
As anyone who picked up a copy of the JOHNSON

CITY PRESS-CHRONICLE last Saturday knows,

Wednesday, April 25, 1973 was Wonderful

Wednesday ... at Lees-McRae College.

The entire front page of the second section

was devoted to pictures and a story depicting

the day's activities. Wonderful Wednesday at

Lees-McRae was sponsored and planned by a

campus organization, and the celebration was

termed an "overwhelming success." Classes

were called off, and the day's agenda Included

the presentation of awards, medals and scholar-

ships to students for outstanding participation

In clubs, sports, and academic activities.

Recreational activities were also organized, and

a rock group played during the afternoon. The
article ended by saying "Lees-McRae prides

Itself and works bard at being a 'College that

Cares.' Wonderful Wednesday is another

successful way of showing that they do,"

By now everyone is probably aware that the

same day was to be a Wonderful Wednesday at

MiUigan. For several reasons, however, the

Dandy Day has been ijncelled for this year.

Although many are undoubtedly dismayed at this

revelation, the rationale behind the decision to

cancel Wonderful Wednesday was probably valid.

It did rain nearly every day that week.

It Is not our Intention to disparage those who
made the decision; neither do we find it necessary

to shed crocodile tears because we have been

robbed of a day without classes. But wc do think

that Miiligan College would do well to rethink

its position concerning Wonderful Wednesday.

The general Impression one gets from faculty

and administration is that this son of thing is

something of a condescension to the adolescent

whims of students. If this impression Is at all

accurate, we hope that a more mature outlook

can be adopted in the future.

As the student body becomes diverted

simultaneously bywarm weather and by completion

of the semester's work, a well-planned day of

celebration could become an asset to campus
morale. A day of recreation, relaxation, and just

being together as a community, come rain or

shine, would be a beneficial release from
preoccupations with final exams and the end of

the school year.

If we can glean anything useful from the

Lees-McRae piece, it is first of all that Wonderful

Wednesday can be a functional, meaningful, and

enjoyable part of college life'. Equally significant,

however. Is the fact that such a thing can draw

the amount of media coverage that it did.

Public image Is justifiably an Important concern

for Miiligan College. Propaganda and specialized

recruiting programs are, no doubt, essential

aspects of this concern. Yet It seems that Miiligan

is more cautious about the image it does not want
to present than the image It could present with a

little effort. A united campus which Is

enthusiastically participating in something, which

really has reason to celebrate, the members of

which honestly enjoy each other's company is in

Itself a superior public relations tool.

The ballad of HELICON
One of the outstanding successes among student

endeavors this year has been the literary magazine

HELICON . The aesthetic quality of the HELICON
was exceptional, and the magazine was a financial

success. These accomplishments must be

attributed both to the hard work and talent of the

staff and the artists, and to the response of the

MiUigan Community to HELICON.

HELICON was not brought into the world without

frustration. First, the staff found it necessary to

become autonomous In order to maintain artistic

freedom. This decision was made with no little

difficulty, and it was accompanied by a host of

subsequent problems. Paramount among thesewas

the task of raising funds to cover printing costs.

But the staff met these challenges, and HELICON
endured.

HELICON Is an Interesting case, not only

because of the fine creative effort, but also

because It has weakened the myth that "nothing

much can be done around here." Far too often

students have been stricken silent by fears of

Impotence. Moreover, Miiligan College seems
to encourage a certain amount of timidity.

Certainly it Is Important to stress the com-
munal aspects of Miiligan College. The sense of

social solidarity is essential to a wholesome
collegiate experience. Yet realistically Miiligan

College must also be seen as an Institution. This
Is not necessarily bad In itself; but It does
Impose certain restrictionsupon the constituency
of the College. Once these restrictions are re-
alized, some manner of dealing with them must
be determined.

Millibird

HELICON's staff encountered these re-
strictions first hand. It became increasingly ap-
parent that certain material submitted, which
the staff believed to be valuable an work, would
be unpalatable to certain quarters In the Mii-
ligan Family. Miiligan would probably have liked

for HELICON to remain under the auspices and
control of the College, even though the task

of fund raising would still have been left largely

to the staff.

After some deliberation the staff chose to

become independent. Officially, the administration

could not endorse HELICON. Therefore, the staff

was forced to find ways to raise money outside

MiUigan college.

HELICON's success should be a source of

encouragement to MUllgan students. When
confronted with the institutional problems of

MiUigan College in our strivings, we are often

inclined to acquiesce to the dominion that we

have aUowed MiUigan to claim over our lives.

We forget sometimes that MiUigan Is simply

a coUege, not the Kingdom of God. We should

remember that with a little creativity and

determination, most barriers can be overcome,

if the goal is worthwhUe.

It should not be forgotten that the communal
aspects of MiUigan played an important role

in HELICON's success. Thepurposeof HELICON
was to serve the artistic needs of the people

here; the people helped make HELICON achieve

Its goal by giving financial suppon and con-

tributing an work. From aU indications, the

triumph of this year's literary magazine wUl

result in the publication of another HELICON
next year.

Manifesto <

"To be real in school Is to

be revolutionary." So claims

Jerry Farber in his essay, "The
Four-Fold Path to Student

Liberation." This and several

other articles and short stories

appear In THE STUDENT AS
NIGGER, a book several years

old, but still vitally relevant to

the needs of America's often

stagnant educational system.

"The Student as Nigger" was

originally published in 1967 as

a single essay In the LOS
ANCELES FREE PRESS.
Farber, who was then a

professor of English at L, A.

State College, wrote the article

In an attempt to protest the

limitations of teaching In an

"authoritarian and dehumanized

school system."

Since then the essay has been

reprinted hundreds of times,

many of them on college

campuses across the nation.

GeneraUy, students have

applauded the article, while

parents, school officials, and

administrators have furiously

bombasted it with criticism.

One ROTC colonel laboriously

underboed aU the objectionable

words and sent copies to faculty

members of a "state university.

Ironically enough, he faUed to

recognize the word "nigger" as

a profanity.

In Farber*s student-nigger

analogy be certainly does not

Intend to disparage either the

Blacks or the problems they

have encountered in American
society. Instead he is pointing

out th at students are often

treated as niggers and slaves by

professors and administrators.

After enduring a 12-year

course In slavery, students

enter college "obUglng and
ingratiating on the surface but

hostile and resistant
underneath." According to

Farber, students have even a

smaUer chance of changing their

situation than do Blacks because

educational oppression Is more
difficult to combat than racial

prejudice. The students are not

fighting their masters, but what

they have done to the students'

minds.

Grading system

"A Young Person's Guide To
The Grading System," another

of the essays in Farber's later

compUatlon, proclaims the view

that grades are not only a game,
but they are a weapon.
Admittedly, grades are

effective in keeping authority,

yet how beneficial are they In

terms of actual learning?

APARTMENTS \
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People learn most effective!

when they want to, not when the

are forced. The self disciplin

of study develops best throug

freedom, not coercion. Student

are grade addicts only becaus

they are continuaUy enticed t

phony motivations.

Grades Impede the growth

mature lndependence.Nomaa
how old a person l», he is st

a child at school. Students a

tempted with the candy of hi

grades and threatened with t

spanking of failure.

Four-fold Path

in "The Four-Fold Path

Student Liberation" Farb

points out some methods

improvement. He first mentlo

the way of direct action whl

involves student - support

action groups and cl*

disobedience. However,

definitely opposes violence a

the destruction of buUdings.

Two recent MiUigan evei

illustrate some of Farha
comments on student protest a

administration response. T

Review
Amazingly enough. May

here, and the school year

nearly over. Although I at

senior, I still cannot beU

my coUege career is abou

end.

School education has b

so central in my human c

dltioning that I am not q<

sure how I will react t

nonclassroom reality. Bu

sure am looking forward

finding out!

First semester was
strange one. Started off

year by totalling my car.

my birthday, no less. ;

a beautiful machine, too.

I guess It was best th.

got rid of it, since it was n

too bourgeo i s to fit

"role." At least that is *

I have been told.

The semester kept rol

on, although I am not sure wt

It got the steam. I manage

occupy my rime . a>

got a chance to feel out

"role" and find out her

was supposed to act.

My role as "radical."

found It quite an amusing l

at first. I even found it r

forcing: It was a fun gam

play at a coUege that sklj

from the 50's to the 70's

latively unscarred. Butthe

came to be a hassle. It se

to have been predetermln

it bad to be manifested

certain way.

Radical rol*

As local radical I was mo
if I did not respond as I si

have, when It was obviot

aU what a radical should

Perhaps me best note oc

radicaUsm comes fror

anonymous administrator

said, "Cameron would 1 n
like to be t rid

but frankly he doesn't I

how."

1 find it Interesting to

that the powers that be or
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if student freedom
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Watergate floods nation

with political scanda
A-Day boycott showed the

possibilities of direct student

action. However, the

administration's non-response

paved the way for Increased

dissatisfaction or stronger

protest.

The administration's
over-reaction to the proposed

FA1RE LE PONT led to an

action group opposing

censorship. HELICON, the

resulting student effort,

demonstrates the undeniable

power of direct action.

Farber gives a word of caution

which seems appropriate hereat

MiUlgan: "You have to be very

very resistent to top-

management rhetoric and

razzle-dazzle. Otherwise you'll

dissolve in his affability and

never be heard from again."

In the long run, direct action

may move machinery, but it

maintains the sides of

opposition. Another method,

which brings more
reconciliation, is the way of the

'
Not easily defined, the way of

the provo Improves the campus

immediately. It Is aesthetic,

but not always practical. The

recent effort to clean the creek

Is one example. Wonderful

Wednesday is also a provo action

(at least it was In the past when

it remained part of the Milligan

tradition.)

The way of the provo Is

sometimes Irrational and not

always effective, but Its display

of concern does bring some

relief. A more common method,

however. Is the way of the

square.

Existing channel*

This path to liberation works

through existing channels.

Consequently, it Isusuallyslow,

ineffective, and frustrating.

Students who can vote in national

elections are given a student

government without any power.

MiUlgan's Student Council

cannot spent even a nickel of

the students' own funds without

administrative approval.

Often the way of the square

Is the way of Impotency. The

few students serving on faculty

committees are usually given

negligible roles. If, by some

chance, their voice is heard,

the committee probably has

negligible significance.

Students taking the way of

the square face the danger of

getting hung up half way to their

goal. They constantly must

watch for the deceit of tokenism.

The final path to liberation

is the way of the self. "If you

try to find out what you

are and what you want; If you

get yourself together, then you

can't help but transform your

environment."

Admittedly, conditions at

Millfgan are probably more

favorable than at many state

universities to which Farber

primarily directs his attack.

Yet, too often we as students

are victims rather than

learners.

Student power Is not the total

answer, but neither are the

excuses which are continually

foisted upon us. The college

must recognize that Its central

responsibility is to the student.

For without students, what Is

left?

of year finds sense of community
by Tim Cameron

here refer to distinct action

they dislike as rebellion, but

do not recognize silent non-

involvement as a rebel's stand.

I am not referring now to A-

day, which, as a Joint effort

of non-involvement, came to be

recognized as a distinct re-

bellious act. I am talking about

the students who personally

have decided not to get Involved

in issues. Their Individual re-

bellion Is much more subtle

and Indeed worthy of respect.

Improved concept

I do know that lam ending

this year with a much better

concept of my Milligan

experience than I had at the

beginning of this semester. I

feel now thatlhave participated

in somewhat of a community

experience, due partly to a

mushrooming growth of new

friends and due to the events

my friends and 1 have shared

communally.

One of the big cohesive

factors that has brought a sense

of community this semester

has been my work on the maga-

zine, HELICON. When editor

Pam Stephens and my fellow

staff members and I decided

to print a literary arts maga-

zine Independent of the school,

we immediately developed a

bond of community among our-

selves that had been lacking

before that decision.

The bond grew as we at-

tempted different fund-raising

ideas and were further rein-

forced by the interest other

Milligan people expressed In

our endeavors. The Interest In

HELICON was very obvious
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when the magazine nearly sold

out on the first day of sales.

Our benefit concert was

another deep community exper-

ience. From the very start

we were encouraged by the

performing musicians* willing-

ness to do all they could to

help. As the time of the concert

drew nearer, the musicians

helped stir up the Interest of

others by their own enthusiams.

I got the privilege of being

concert coordinator, a role I

thoroughly enjoyed and one in

which I was able to get to know

a lot of new people.

Joint response

I keep repeating the notion

of community experience be-

cause 1 feel that joint responses

of Milligan people toward the

magazine and the concert made

the ventures successful efforts.

Those of you who made or

bought our baked goods, who

participated in our publicity

efforts, who bought threecopies

of HELICON so you could send

a couple home, andwhocameto

the concert and provided the

musicians with the impetus to

do their best all shared in the

totality of experience 1 am
referring to. Almost a religious

notion, I would think.

I am not pointing to Milligan

as an example of Uniqueness

in Living. Nor am I espousing

that 1 have grasped something

in this environment that I could

not possibly have gotten else-

where. 1 amnotwishingtomake

a value judgment on this school

over another one.

I am only recording whathas

happened. If I had gone to

another school I would have

encountered different problems

and had a chance to find people

with whom 1 could have shared

myself. And 1 would probably

have come to the same con-

clusion that I now hold; I will

be glad when it is overl

by Jeanee Timm

Piece by Piece, subplots to the recent American political

scandal concerning the reelect.on of President Richard Nixon

are being uncovered and as of yet, none of the connecting pieces

have fallen In place. However, "Watergaie" has become the

number one household word in all United States.

For several months, this inquest Into the 1972 presidential

campaign has remained relatively quiet. When JebStuart Magruder,

former campaign director of the Nixon camps, resigned and

promptly went before the commission to testify, however, he

threw die case open to public scrutiny.

During last year's campaign, seven men from the Nixon camp

were found illegally bugging and breaking Into the Democratic

headquarters held in the Watergate hotel. These actions were

discovered, charges were made, and an inquest was ordered into

the campaign procedures of the Republican Party.

The problems faced by the inquest dealt with the indentities

of the instigator and coordinator of the illegal tactics. One of

the first people questioned by the commission was John Mitchell.

former Attorney General. krinwhidee

When questioned. Mitchell flatly denied any previous knowledge

of the tactics used at Watergate. He even went so far as to refer

to reports of his advanced knowledge as "all that crap and

insisted he would have prevented such actions bad he been aware

of them taking place. No questions, no Interviews, no amount of

shaking could move him from this story — until Magruder came

forward to testify.

Magruder had dates, names and situations to backhis testimony,

and the previous statement of Mitchell looked weak and poorly

planned.

Magruder, number two man in the re-election campaign. Issued

a statement that on March 5, 1973 "iormer attorney general J.N.

Mitchell and present White House counsel j.W. Dean planned and

approved bugging."

Mitchell's open statement to the public abruptly changed. Alter

Magruder testified at the inquest, Mitchell admitted to previous

knowledge of the plan. However, he emphatically upheld his

innocence by maintaining that he had never approved such actions.

Questioning murmurs arose throughout the country early this

week when John Dean was fired from his position on the White

House counsel the same afternoon that twoothercampalgn leaders.

Erlicbman and Haldeman. and Attorney General Welndlenst re-

signed from their positions.

Dean became a major factor In the plot when Magruder also

testified under oath as to his guilt. Magruder charged Dean with

being the master mind of the project. Dean was also idenilfled

by anonymous persons as the one who paid over $175.uw to tne

Watergate defendants to keep quiet.

This sheds a new, doubtful light on Dean's previous announcement

of the innocence of high officials in the Watergate incident. He

had led the previous investigation and presently, findings are

openly being questioned.

Corruption and doubts were not limited, however, to the White

House officials. FBI head. Cray, resigned after he was accused

of destroying papers found in Hunt's White House safe after having

been stolen from Democratic headquarters. These papers al-

legedly contained forged State Department cables and a dossier

on the-Chappaquiddick tragedy.

Testimony continues and questions arise; questions with

seemingly no answers. Stories of mishandled campaign funds

circulate throughout Capitol Hill and throughout the nation.

Stories of paid homosexuals showing up at McGovern rallies

in order to discredit him, stories of a student spy hired to report

on radical student groups, stories of paid political rallies in

support of Nixon are just a few.

It Is conceivable, however, that Nixon knew nothing about the

bugging. In the year 1972. he did very little campaigning, and could

have left the work up to a trusted few. Obviously, his value Judge-

ment of whom to trust was poor.

The truly sad and ironic part of the whole incident Is that this

could easily have been the cleanest election in history. In essence,

Nixon had nothing to fear from his opponent. George McGovern.

How far the implications of this Incident will reach Is another

unanswerable, but important question. Already France and England

have expressed disappointment in the President, and feel bis

bargaining power at the conference table has been damaged- His

"prestige" has been lowered.

Does this incident Indicate that there is actually no "democratic"

government in the United States.but rather apre-plckedcandiate

presented to the people of the nation? Do citizens choose the

President, or Is he pre-chosen for them7

These questions cause the Senate to claim that this Inquest

is the most Important in history. They wish to restore the voting

privilege to the people by forming an answer to the problems of

this and other elections. It is questionable whether true demo-

cratic ideals can exist in an actual democratic situation.

The significance of the Watergate incident does not deal with the

character or nature of any of the men involved. Nor does it deal

with "democracy" and its limitation.

Watergate only shows people that the corruptness they have

always beard about in government actually does exist. Watergate

will only become significant when Americans accept or reject,

openly or privately, such actions as these in government positions.





Your sign under the Buffalo
by Sieve Coon and Phil McCullough

Look for the sign under which

you were born and check the

advice and predictions under

It. This week the
Administration is in conjunction

with Convocation, the Cafeteria

is rising and the Fieldhouse is

lagging behind. This is a good

week ro wash your underwear.

soon. Watch for a watery
disaster. Be prepared for the

advent of PARDEE'S rising.

Renew your subscription to the

STAMPEDE. Increase your

Intellectual output: It m3y affect

your future social standing in

this complex world.

«
THE BUFFALO (Mar. 21 -

Apr. 19) - Watch out for shady

taxidermists. There Is a price

on your head. Work to achieve

reality; your present existence

Is somewhat plastic. Beware of

flying baseballs, but keep a

straight face.

THE PARDEE (July 23 -Aug.

22) - Watch out for erratic toys

In hallways. Arrange furniture

neatly. Beware of balloons

falling from the sky. Look out

for a bearded pyrornanlac.

Wandering card games could be

lethal. You can't get a fair shake

from machines.

THE ADMINISTRATION (Apr.

20 - May 20) - Watch out for

evasive tactics. Don't worry,

the fiscal year Is almost over.

Be on the lookout for Income
tax refund checks. Look out

for yourself; don't reveal

secrets to anyone. Resign

yourself to being extremely

disorganized. Beware of

Jupiter's second moon crossing

the comet Helicon!

THE M1LLICAN (Aug. 23 -

Sept. 22) - Stay home on

Tuesdays and Thursdays. You
are like a candle that has been

burning for a long time. Be
careful not to let your w ick

burn out. Change your Ideas to

save your ideals. See a spec-

ialist about Internal problems

Beware of APEX crossing

PARDEE. Watch out for phony

land deals. Yourflagdecalwon't

get you Into heaven anymore.

THE CAFETERIA (May 21 -

June 20) - Even though things

don't work out, your intentions

are good. Clean up the dirty

dishes in your own backyard
before attacking others. Dead
animals are a bad omen; don't

shoot any turkeys this week.

Read the ADMINISTRATION
closely.

THE CONVOCATION (Sept.

23 - Oct. 22) - Your efforts are
1 ineffectual. Look out for boring

situations. Get plenty of

sle-z-z-z-z.

THE MAGOO (June 21 - July

22) - Expect to go into debt

THE FIELDHOUSE (Oct.

23 - Nov. 22) - Be wary of wild

parties. Try not to raise the

roof. Adopt a schedule and

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER

PERM PRESS

PAfTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Save

fit 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201

budget, and try to stick to them.

Wednesday is your bad day. On
Thursday sit back and relax.

The conjunction of Venus and

Neptune has drastically changed
your future. This, however, is

balanced by the rearrangement

of WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY.
Avoid crowds.

THE APEX (Nov. 23 - Dec.
22) - Keep a cool head. Try to

control your prurient Interests.

Gauge your actions, they may
be the downfall of you or
another human being. You will

meet a tall left handed redhead
who is a reporter for a large
metropolitan daily. Watch out
for black orchids.

THE WONDERFUL WEDNES-
DAY (Dec. 23 - Jan. 22) -

Beware of fraudulent promises
and token appeasements. Your
privileges are slowly slipping

away. Don't let rain dampen your
enthusiasm. Read the Hardy
Boys* latest adventure. Be a

banana for Jesus.

THE DEAN (Jan. 23 - Feb.

22) - Remember the words of

KahlllGlbran, "Philosophy was

born when man tasted of the

fruit of the earth and suffered

indigestion." The full moon is

a bad sign. Face north on

alternating Tuesdays. Beware
of long lob shots. May the angel

of welrdness find Its home In

your mouth. Let there be dancing

in the streets.

THE STAMPEDE (Feb. 23 -

Mar. 20) - Beware of making
slashing cuts in newspaper
columns. Control your temperi

Do not fight over traffic

accidents. It can lead to

permanent Injuries, Jail, loss

of Job, misery for your family
— and even death. Pay debts

promptly.

\-

Missions accented
Continued from pg. 1

General Invitations to the

symposium will be extended to

students and faculty of Mllltgan

College, Emmanuel School of

Religion, and the Moody Bible

Institute Aviation School in EHz-
abethton; to Tri-clry area min-
isters and congregations of all

denominations; to missionaries
on furlough and to available

Third World church leaders.

Special invitations to the sym-
posium will be sent to members
of the national missiology and
mission societies; to editors of

missionary and church publica-
tions; to professors of missions
at Restoration Movement col-

leges and seminaries; and to

heads of other missionary so-

cieties.

Coordinator for the sympos-
ium is Dr. Tetsunao Yamamorl.
A pre - symposium seminar

on missions will be conducted

by Dr. Taber to acquaint Mlill-

gan students with the general

topic of Christian world mis-
sions and with the particular

subject matters to be discussed

at the symposium.
Commenting upon the impact

of the symposium for Mllllgan

College, Dr. Yamamorl sees a

four-fold significance: "First,

four internationally known sch-

olars will be at Milligan at the

same time. Second, the subject

matter for the symposium Is a

highly relevant topic fortoday's

world.

"Third, invited guests are

people who have influenced the

minds of ministers inthe United

States and who will shape the

the future of missions. Last of

all, the sense of fellowship and

common concern about world
missions will create a bond be-
tween Milligan and other Re-
storation colleges andsemlnar-
ies."

A gift from Mr. William S.

Carter of Dallas, Texas, provid-

ed the necessary funding for

both the visiting professorship

and the symposium. Mr. Carter

is a member of Mllligan's Board

of Advisors.

President Johnson says,

"MlUlgan deeply appreciates

the friendship of Mr.Carterand
feels most fortunate tohavehlm
as a vital partner in the develop-

ment of significant strides for-

ward for world missions."

Honors at banquet
Continued from pg. 1

follows: first semester
elementary — David Chupa;

second semester elementary —
Sue Mlkesell; first semester

secondary — Ann Miller; second

semester secondary — Mark
Wesson and Robbie Wyatt.

Beverly Gerdts received an

award from the Johnson City

Delta Kappa Gamma Club as the

Best Student Teacher.

Awards In the area of

dramatics were also announced.

Outstanding Actress award was

given to Jeri Smith, and the

Outstanding Actor award was
received by Gary Spencer.

Felicia Fontaine received an

auxiliary award for the most
helpful student In dramatics.

In the area of music,

Kathl Demeter received the

Concert Choir Merit Award.
Ensemble presented awards to

students who had spent four

years in Ensemble: Kathy
Polenek, Linda Schilling, Jim
Sluyter, and Jean Timm.

Scholarship awards to the

three students in each class

with the highest grades were
not presented at the banquet.

Senior recipients will accept

the award during commence-
ment, and underclassmen will

receive the awards at the fall

convocation.

Mrs. Carolyn Nipper
presided as chairman of the

awards committee, and other

committee members were Mr.
Sherwyn Bachman, Mrs. Anne
Bradford, and Dr. Wen-Yen
Tsao.
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Racquetmen ace King, Tusculum
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Building for the future on a

young foundation of players,

Coach Pat Bonner Is busy

forging a men's tennis squad

that could be a real power In

Volunteer State Athletic

Conference (VSAC) competition

In following years.

Presently 3-2 In VSAC
competition and 4-6 overall

against such powers as

Tennessee Wesleyan and

Carson-Newman, the Buffs

have two regularly scheduled

games remaining against

Carson-Newman and Tusculum,

but will probably be seeing

action against several

unscheduled teams next week.

Aiter trouncing King College

7-2 on April 15, the Mllllgan

racquetmen annihilated

Tusculum 9-0 on the 17th.

Another match against the

Tigers was rained out on the

24th and the Buffs were romped
over by Emory and Henry
College (EHC) on April 26,

5-0, before rain stopped the

competition. Yesterday's match
against EHC was alsocancelled

by what has come to be an

enigma of upper east

Tennessee — contlnlous rain.

Far from rigid In maintaining
positions on the team,
Mllllgan's tennis athletes have
been constantly shifting place-
ments as lntrasquad
competition has had a jockeying
effect. Juniors Keith Lisle and
Keith Whlnnery have been
standouts In singles play, Lisle

Speedsters set pace

in three- way meet

Mllllgan's clndermen
finished strong In regular

season competition Saturday,

April 28, with a fired-up victory

over Maryville on the Scots'

home turf. The victory, made
possible by strong individual

performances and a united team
eflort, gave the Buff speedsters
a 705 slate for the season as

the championship tournaments
neared.

Romping to an Impressive

victory over Wofiord and Mars
Hill in a triangular meet on

Anglln Field April 24. the Buffs

proceeded to knock off

Maryville 83-63. Themeetwas
supposedly "won" when a

fired-up mile relay team

composed of Bob Judge, Gene

McCarty, Tommy Evans, and

Larry McNett came through

with a strong performance that

supposedly gave Mllllgan a

squeaking victory.

But when the points were all

tallied again, the Buifs had won
by 20. Nevertheless, the

climatic win was great for team
morale and boosted enthusiasm
over the Tennessee

by Phil Blowers

Intercollegiate Athletic Con-
ference (TIAC) and National

Association of Intercollegiate

Athletics (NAIA).

Yesterday, a select group
of Mllllgan's best track and

field standouts left for

Clarkvllle, Tennessee, to enter

Individual competition In the

TIAC. The meet will Include

the state's outstanding runners

and field stars and will continue

through Saturday.

Next weekend, the entire

Buffalo team will compete In

the NAIA district meet In

Cumberland, Kentucky.
Mllllgan will be resting its

hopes on several outstanding

athletes, among them junior

Mike McMillan (mile and two
or three mile), senior Dale
Clayton (100, 200 yard dashes,

shotput). Junior Gene Mccarty
(hurdles), junior Tommy Evans

(440 or 880), freshman Larry
McNett (880), and sophomore
Andy Price (javelin). The
Walker herd has performed
exceptionally well in a

rebuilding year, and with only

three men graduating, depth

and experience should pay off

in the near future.

[TEXACO]

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR

TUNE UPS PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
10%Discount On All Repairs To M.lhgan Personnel

by Phil Blowers

holding the numberoneposinon
on the team after having played

tennis consistently since the

beginning of his sophomore
year at Mllllgan.

Senior Randy Matney has

developed a strong return this

season, while junior Phil

McCuIlough's booming serves,

while erratic, have proved
fatally effective to many
opponents. Freshman Chris
Ponder, looking good all

season, was the onlyflrst-year

man to nail down a varsity

position all season.

Sixth position on the singles

squad has been a see-saw battle

between junior Brent Hart and

freshman Bob Fife, with Fife

retaining varsity status most of

the season and compiling the

best singles record on the

team. Han defeated Bob
recently, however, and has
maintained priority In the last

few matches.

On doubles, the Matney-
Robbie Gardiner duo has been
the team's best with a 4-2 over-
all tally. Next in line is the

McCulIough-Ordway duo which
has attained a 3-3 record
Including a hard-fought but
losing effort against Carson-
Newman's Conference
champions.

Carl Ordway also led his

Junior varsity racquetmen to

an undefeated 4-0 mark with
one match remaining. TheJVs,
in order of rank, include Bob
Fife as number one, followed
by Randy Glassburn, Chuck
Wheeler, Roy Halsley, Dan
Harding, and Joey Hensley.

Tennessee's state tennis

competition Is being held this

weekend. May 4-5. Most of the

Buff tennis men will be
participating.

Mrs. Dorothy W. Harbin

TYPING SERVICE term-
papers, resumes, and theses

Call 926-2639 or 928-94 ^any-
time.

TEEDNC OFF — Terry Mohler, member of the Mllllgan

golf team, practices his form in preparation for the VSAC
golf competition to be held on Monday and Tuesday of next

week.

Linbters pursue playoffs

Pursuing a possible playoff
berth In the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics

(NAIA) national tournament.
Mllllgan's golf team has
compiled a 4-4 overall record
while maintaining a 4-3 slate
In Volunteer State Athletic
Conference (VSAC).

Tuesday, Lamon's linksters

came through with a needed
double victory by topping both
King and Emory and Henry in a

triangular meet at Bristol. The
Buffs amassed a team low of

292 in a close finish which saw
King finishing second with a

300, EHC rounding out the total

with a 308.

by Phil Blowers

-Sophomore Rick Hochstetler,

In a fine performance, finished

with a 73 for Individual scoring,

only one point higher than

n.edalist Steve Willey of King.

Freshman duffers Randy
Trueblood and Al Wheeler were
next in line for Mllllgan with a

pair of 74S, while Bob Smith
followed with a 75.

The Spring Brook Country
Club of NIota will be the site

of VSAC golf competition this

Monday and Tuesday, with

Mllllgan challenging fellow

Tennessee colleges for the

crown, which represents a ticket

of advance to the NAIA national

tournament.

it's the
real thing

STUDIES GOT YOU DOWN ? TAKE A BREAK!
At All Times To

25
!~Kenny's PizzaT |-
' West Towne Square

! ELIZABETHT0N, TENN.

off large PIZZA

off small PIZZA

PHONE 542 5521

CHEESE

EXTRA ITEMS

DELUXE

Milligan Students

with I.D.

Snail Lo.g.

51 00 SI. 75

.15 25

52 00 S3 50

HAVING A YEAR END PARTY?
OUR PIZZA'S MAKE A DELICIOUS

SUCCESS Of ANY PARTY.

CALL FOR SPECIAL PARTY RATES

Will Deliver Free To Dorms At Closing Time

Hours: Sun. Wed. 4 11 P.M.

Thurs. - Sat 11-12 P M

SAUSAGE

GREEN PEPPERS

MUSHROOMS

ANCHOVIES

PEPPERONI

ONIONS

BLACK OLIVES

HAMBURGER

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

•SANDWICHES
69'

. 50< ON MON TUE WED
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Milligan hosts convention
Billed as "Super Summer

'73," the Southern Christian

Youth Convention (SCYC) ar-

rives on Milllgan's campus
August 14 - 16.

"Happiness IS The Lord"

is the theme for this year'3

convention. Jim Rackham of

Martins Ferry, Ohio will be

the opening night speaker, and

he will speak on the theme of

the SCYC.
Other speakers and

entertainers besides Rackham,
will be Sketch Erikson, Roy
Mays III, and a musical group

from Millersburg, Ohio

directed by Ron Buchek,

Expecting close to 1800

Interested people, these three

men have their work cur out

for them. One of the biggest

obstacles that has to be over-

come is the problem of bousing

a throng of this proportion.

ETSU Is helping Milligan with

the bousing predicament, so

there appears to be plenty of

of room.

FUTURE SHOCK

aired in Hyder
FUTURE SHOCK, a 45-

mlaute color movie based on
Alvin Tomer's book by that

name, will be shown Wednes-
day, May 9 at lOiQO a.-., and
again at 7:00 pjn. in Hyder
Audiiorfum. There Is no ad-
mission charge.

Another problem that arose
was how to congregate the

people into one main group.

Originally planning for the

completion of the fieldhouse,

the only logical solution Ie!t

was Seeger Memorial Chapel.
All general meetings are to

be held there, and with the

help of closed circuit television

hopefully 1800 people will be
able to participate.

The Steering Committee for

the SCYC Is composed of Don

Jeans, Jeff Campbell of First

Christian Church Johnson Ciry,

and Jeff Bulloch of First Chris-

tian Church Elfzabethton.

This committee Is in charge

of making all arrangements

and taking care of all details

for the convention.

Several workshops have been

planned, with topics ranging

from Contempory Worship to

Youth Groups.

Heading up some of the work-
shops will be Dr. E_ Leroy Law-
son, Neil Clapp, Jeff Campbell,

Wilbur Reid, and Jim Irby.

Milligan College had the

SCYC here four yearsagowhen
ii was much smaller. Since

then the convention has
blossomed into a much looked
forward to event.

Al the SCYC last year on

Jekyll Island there were re-

servations for 1600, buzattend-

ance was recorded as high as
1800.

Participants of the con-

vention will pay 21 dollars for

room and meals forthreedays.

Once again Milligan win ne

host to many individuals, and

the college will have the chance

of showing nearly 1800 people

that "Happiness IS The Lord."

Students to tour Europe

The third annual European

Tours will leave New York City

on May 27 and July 8.

Tour guides tms year include

Dr. C. Robert Wetzel and his

wife for the first tour, and Dr.

Regulations revised
Continued from pg. 1

to the parents of incoming
women students but also to the

parents of allrerurnlngwomen.

Under the new system of

permission, the school will

make no restrictions upon a

woman's activities other than

those restricted by her parents

on her Social Privilege Sheet.

Other changes in regulations
are rather minor. Room
inspection is to be "periodic"
rather than weekly, and the fine

for use of electrical appliances
in rooms is to be reduced from
$10.00 to J2.00.
Each residence ball is to

be allowed a maximum of four
(rather than two) open houses
per semester. 'Unavoidable

delay" past women's curfew
hours and "acceptability of

questionable items" on display

in dormitory rooms are
specified to be at the discretion

of the R. A. council.

Revision of these rules has
been finalized by Dr. Yamamori,
Dean of Students, and Mrs.
Fontaine, Associate Dean of

Students , after receipt of a

report on current rule policy

by the Student Council Rules

and Regulations Commission
and after discussion of student

regulations at the spring Board
meeting.

Revised rules for next year

have, according to Dr.
Yamamori, "done quite a bit

within the existing limits."

Chairman of the Rules and

Regulations Commission Mike
Flora comments, "Personally,

the changes are as limited as I

expected."

Flora continues, '*I am
greatly disappointed that no
changes have been made In

regulations concerning
overnight guests or In the

present dress code,"

Copies of the regulations for

the 1973-74 academic year will

be distributed to the student

body before the summer recess

and to the Incoming students

during the summer. Since all

students will have copies of the

rules before registering in the

fall. Dr. Yamamori says he

expects "less preoccupation

with complaints about rules."

It3 Read and bis family for the

second tour.

Students participating in the

tour will receive six hours cf

humanities credit with addi-

tional work assigned when the

tours are completed.

The students will be camping

across Europe, putting up with

rainy weather and each others*

temperaments.

Comments from the students

range from excitement to

thoughts of not earning much
money this summer for school

next year.

Cathy Memtt said, "I can not

wait to see all the pictures in

ART. MUSIC and IDEAS become
a reality."

While the students at Milligan

dream about swimming in the

Aegean, viewing sunsets In

Pompeii, and wandering among
ancient ruins, they can at least

t ake heart in knowing that sorr.e

students are fulfilling those

dreams.

Students participating In the

tours are;

Tour U Steve Roodhouse, Bec-

ky Lewis, Jim Lee, Cindy Ras-

ler, Leanne Knlttel and G*en

Mccarty.

The second tour includes Jan-
et Meyer, Gordon Miller, Pam
Stephens, Robin Phillips and

Cathy Merrill.
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Lawson accepts pulpit challenge
In what came as a surprising and lamentable

decision to many. Dr. E. LeRoy Lawson resigned

late last spring his position of Vice-President

of Milligan College to accept the position of

senior minister of the East 38th Street Christian

Church, Indianapolis, Indiana,

"My decision was not a negative reflection on

Milligan but a positive reaction to the challenge

of the pulpit ministry," Dr. Lawson said In an

interview this summer.
Before coming to Milligan Dr. Lawson was

engaged in a preaching ministry. Coming to

Milligan was originally a three year academic
"experiment." During a leave of absence, he

received his Ph.D. In literature, and subsequently

became the chairman of the English department.

Dr. Lawson also served for rwo years as Adminis-

trative Assistant to the President and as Vice-

President for one year. As President Jess John-

son's plans for a four-area organizational system
were put into effect. Dr. Lawson acted as a floater

between the four areas. With rwo Ph.D.s in the

English department this year and with the four

administrative positions filled, Dr, Lawson felt

that he could safely return to the ministry without

jeopardizing Milligan academically or adminis-

tratively.

When asked why he chose an "ecclesiastical"

by Tim Stevens

position rather than an "academic" one. Dr.
Lawson said, "I didn't want to play the games
one plays to climb in academe," He hastily

added that he was referring to the national

academic scene in general rather thanto Milligan.

"My dedication to education is dedication to Chris-
tian education. The Church is really a laboratory

experience of things talked about in the class-

rooms. Therefore, my interest In Milligan is

closely related to my interest In the churches.

The churches exist to bring real life to people.

Colleges are. In a sense, one step removed from
the firing line. My desire is to be on the firing

line,"

At East 38th Street, Dr. Lawson will head a

staff of four ministers. His duties will include

preaching and administering the program of

the 1600 member congregation.

Concerning Dr. Lawson's resignation and new

work, Milligan College President Jess Johnson

said, "Dr. Lawson Is respected and appreciated

by the entire Milligan College community, and

we miss his presence on our campus. We com-
mend him to the East 38th Street Church, knowing

that as he works to advance Christ's Kingdom

there, we continue to be co-workers there. We
look forward to his visits to our campus and the

ever rich fellowship we enjoy."
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New dishwasher arrives

after unexpected delay
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Forums to air issues
First In a series of monthly

forums, "The McAlester Ruins:

Cry for Prison Reform" will be

the topic for the Monday evening
discussion to be held September

24 at 7:30 p.m. in Hyder
auditorium.

New to Milligan this year,

these monthly forums are known

as the "MllliganCollegeRound-

table." An Innovative program
of the area of speech and drama,

the Roundtable is designed to

stimulate discussion of major
controversial, political,

religious, and social issues.

Fife, Hampton set

counseling hours

Arrangements for continua-

tion of counseling services have

been made by the Counseling

Committee staff members.
In the absence of Dr. Dennis

Helsabeck, who is on sabbatical

leave during the 1973-74

academic year. Dr. Robert Fife

and Mr. Roy Hampton will be

available for confidential

counseling.

Dr. Fife will be In Dr.

Helsabeck's office on Tuesdays
10:30 - 12:00 and Wednesdays
after 2:00. Mr. Hampton's hours
are Monday afternoons,

Thursday mornings, and

Fridays 9;00 - 11 :00 a.m.

Appointments for other hours

can be made with Dr.
Helsabeck's secretary.

Several students will open

each forum with history and

information relating to the

month's topic. Following these

prepared presentations, the

discussion will be opened to

include audience participation

and feedback.

Topics for upcoming months
are "Snake Handling: Modern
Day Medicine Show," Oct. 22,

and "Wounded Knee; The Saga
of the American Indian," Nov.
26. Second semester Issues are
"The Energy Crisis,"
"Revolution in Religion or
Revival," and "Watergate;
Choppy Waters in Ameiican
Politics."

Milligan College Roundtable

is only one of the projects which

is sponsored by the Speakers
Bureau, which has been newly
organized by the Area of Speech
and Drama. Forty students are
members of the Speakers
Bureau, which intends to

stimulate discussion not only

on Milligan's campus but also

in the surrounding communities.

Ten programs, including

those topics scheduled for

Milligan College Roundtable,

comprise the Speakers Bureau
repertoire. The Bureau makes
these programs available to

schools, civic clubs, and church
groups within a fifty mile radius

of the school.

Not only in the Roundtable

but also in the community
presentations, the programs of

the Speakers Bureau follow the

format of a series of speeches

offering different viewpoints on

current issues with a forum

period following to encourage

audience discussion of the

issues.

Dr. William Moorhouse has

been the Initiator and organizer

of the Speakers Bureau.

Programs are scheduled,

however, through the offices of

development and communica-

tion.

After a three-week delay, the

new dishwasher arrived at

Sutton Dining Hall Tuesday,

September 11, 1973.

Head chef of the Sutton Hall

cafeteria Sam Combs ordered

the new dishwasher in June 1973

and expected it to be installed

by the beginning of the fall

semester. Due to delay in

shipment, however, the new dish

machine was not installed until

Wednesday, September 12.

Until the Installation of the

new machine, all meals
(including the usually formal

Sunday dinner) were served on

paper plates, paper and styro-

foam cups, along with plastic

silverware.

Combs says, "Theoldwasher

could have been used, but 1

didn't want to risk anyone

getting sick. The use of paper

and plastic utensils was more
expensive, but well worth it."

For merely the first nine

days in September, the actual

cost for paper and plastic

equipment was slightly more
than J790.00.

Replacing a twelve year old

gas dishwasher, the new
machine Is all electric.

According to Combs, electricity

Is more dependable than gas

and Is more capable of

maintaining consistently high

water temperatures. Minimum
wash and rinse temperatures

for the new machine average

10 to 20 degrees higher than

for the old washer.

Including installation fees, the

cost of the new dish machine

comes cbse to $6,000.00.

TAKING SHAPE — Haphazard conditions prevail as th

meanders toward completion. Delays In construction have caused
problems for prospective residents. (See related article, page -1)

rrled student housing complex

both financial and convenience
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Touchstone plays it

AS YOU LIKE IT

FRESH FACES — New on the Milligan Staff this fall are (clockwise from top left Mr. William

Wright, art; Mr. David Brackln, psychology; Mr. Larry Huff, student enlistment; Mr. Dale

Clayton, financial aid. Other new personnel not pictured are

Taber, Mr. Donald Shaffer, and Mr. Frank Barclay.

; Mrs. Sandra Stafford, Dr. Charles

London Shakespearean actor

Leslie French has returned to

MiUIgan to cast, direct, and play

Touchstone the clown In the

October 5 and 6 productions of

Shakespeare's AS YOU LIKE- IT.

Currently in his fourth

consecutive year as a visiting

actor on the Milligan campus,

French has previously

performed a series of

Shakespearean monologues,
played Shylock and directed

MERCHANT OF VENICE, and

acted as Feste while directing

TWELFTH NIGHT.
Former visits by French have

been relatively short, ranging

from one day to about a week.

For the AS YOU LIKE IT

productions, however, he

Eight faces added to Milligan personnel
Eight people have been added

to the administration and faculty

of Milligan Colleee. this fall.

Returning to the Milligan

faculty, Mr. Donald Shaffer is

the German professor and

teacher of one freshman Bible

class. Shaffer graduated from .

Albion College In Albion, Mich-

igan, and received his M. A.

degree from Indiana Uni-

versity.

Having taught at Milligan

from 1963 to 1968, Shaffer says

he returned because he likes

his colleagues and students and

because he holds a special love

for the mountains. Mr. Shaffer

sponsors the Buffalo Ramblers

and hopes to receive his doc-

torate In a year.
Having graduated from the

University of Tennessee, Mr.
David Brackln from Cleveland,

Tennessee, is a new professor

in the area of psychology.

When asked about his reasons

for teaching at Milligan,

Brackln said the college wanted

someone who would teach ex-

perimentally - oriented" psy-

chology, soheaccepted.Healso

added that Dr. Orvel Crowder,
whom he had met while in

graduate school, encouraged
him to accept the Milligan

teaching position.

Currently, Brankln's am-
bition Is to receive his

doctorate in December. His

dissertation concerns the

subject of brain waves.

Visiting professor of Mis-
sions and Anthropology is Dr.
Charles Taber. Before coming
to college In America, Dr.

Taber lived in France and the

Central African Republic. He
completed his M.A. and Ph.D.

at Hartford Seminary Founda-
tion In Connecticut.

Taber says, "I came to Mil-

ligan because I have a commit-
ment to Christian missions.

Milligan has a program that

I want to be Involved In."

Milligan has a new instructor

of art, Mr. William H. Wright.

Wright, who received a B.F.A.
and an M.F.A. from the Uni-
versity of Kansas, taught at

Tarklo College in Missouri
before coming to east Ten-
nessee.

hit the trail to...

adult cycling center

bike insurance

bike repair

hiking gear

maps

appalachian

trail guides

the

andike

11 ike shop
MAIN and DIVISION

When asked why he accepted

a position at Milligan, Wright

said, "I came here because of

the affiliation of Milligan with

the church and because I liked

the humanities program that

emphasizes art."

Wright adds, "1 feel that art

(

should be a celebration of life

rather than a destruction of life.

Mr. Larry Huff is a recent

addition to the office of Student

Enlistment. A former graduate

of MllUgan and Emmanuel
School of Religion, Mr. Huff

served as minister of Perry
Christian Church In Canton,

Ohio, before accepting his new

job.

Huff says, "Recnilting Is

like an arm of the church. I

believe being a recruiter for

Milligan will be a specialized

part of my ministry."

Mrs. Sandra Stafford, the new

voice professor, received her

Bachelor of Music from Louis-

iana State University.

(Continued to Page 8}

SUB organization sponsors

Jack and Woody concert

Despite recent rumors to the

contrary, the Student Union

Board Is alive and well.

This young organization con-

tributed much to the social

calendar last semester. How-
ever, it does not wish to live up

to Milligan tradition and take-

it easy for awhile after a suc-

cessful semester.

The Board is headed byChair-

man Rob Hooker, with Janet

Eggleston, Patty Scholville, and

Jaci Swearingen serving on the

Board. Anyone with suggestions

or advice is invited to the

meetings every Monday night

at 8;00 p.m. Also, anyone who

by Rob Hooker
wishes to help with activities

is more than welcome.

To begin this semester, the

Board has contracted Jack Ross
and Woody Bowles of Jack and

Woody for a concert. They per-

formed last year with much
success here at Milligan.

The concert will be this

Friday, September 21, at 8;00

In Hyder Auditorium. Admis-
sion is $1.00 at the door.

So, if you are feeling the

pinch, herd's a good wayforyou
to impress that favorite girl.

Bring her to the Jack & Woody
Concert and then cruise over

to the sub to complete that

perfect date.

arrived on campus September

8, casted his characters

September 10, and is spending

the month prior to the October

performances coaching
Individuals and groups of actors.

Characters for AS YOU LIKE

IT are as follows:

Duke Senior, Tom Beckner;

Duke Frederick, John
McFadden; Amiens, Tony

Jacoby; Jaques, Dr. Read;

Monsieur Le Beau, Rod Bern-

hard; Charles, Tim Beck;

Oliver, Bruce Cegur; Jacque,

Brent Ballard; Orlando. Jack

Knowles; Dennis, Jeff Cassens;

Touchstone, Mr. French;OHver

N., Harry Davis; Corin, Ozcll

Ward; Sllvius, Mike Shannon;

William, Karl Schmidt; Rosa-

llne, Jeri Smith; Celia, Cathy

Merrlct; Phoebe, Suzanne

Tussing; Audrey, Sara Brlttons.

According to French, he will

be working with the primary

characters during spare

morning hours as wellas having

nightly rehearsals. Speaking

boastfully of the cast, French

says, "Well, you know It is my
third year of working with

students here. We're beginning

to understand each other and

work together well,"

Having been an actor since

childhood with a special interest

In Shakespearean drama,

French has throughout his life

portrayed many of

Shakespeare's characters. He
recalls one particularly humor-

ous experience with the play

AS YOU LIKE IT.

Mr. French, given the pan

of Amiens, was a bit upset

because he was accustomed to

larger roles. He thought he
— 'ght brighten the role by

inging his sheepdog. Meter,

on stage with him. Unfortunate-

ly, the microphones were hidden

In the bushes which made up the

set, and dogs will be dogs.

French explains, "Meter trotted

right over to the bushes, and

it sounded like a thunderstorm."

The Milligan cast cannot

promise such excitement as

this, but Leslie French foresees

that AS YOU LIKE IT will be

"our best performance yet."

One veteran member of the

cast, Cathy Merrin comments

on the director's talent: "Mr.
French is not only a treasure

for Milligan but also a tribute

to the late William

Shakespeare."

i Kenny's Pizza*
West Towne Square

ELIZABtTHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542 5521

25
15

off large PIZZA

< off small PIZZA

J
Sun. •

Thurs.

Wed. 411 P.M.

Sat. 11 12 PM

STOP IN

S00NI

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with ID.

NEW
SUBMARINES

HAM

MEATBALL

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

99
c

CAll FOR SPECIAL PARTY RATES \seiL

CHEESE

EXTRA ITEMS

DELUXE

KENNY'S SPECIAL

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES
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JEW TO MILLICAN — Dr. Charles Taber impans the benefit

)t his education and experiences to his students. Dr. Taber's

'arled background and full calendar promise to bring a new

Jlmenslon to Milligan's Sociology Department.

Taber stresses missions
by Tom Beckner

'Go ye into all the world,

.1 preach the gospel to every

jature."

--Jesus Christ (c. 30 AD)

ibedience to this command

1 taken Dr. Charles Taber to

ilous parts of our globe, the

Kst of which Is the MUligan

(nmunity. As the 1973-74

•Iting Professor of Missions

.1 Anthropology, Dr. Taber has

i unique and diverse set of

cdentials.

("he son of missionary par-

. s, he spent his youth in

;ance and the Central African

nubile before returning to

States to obtain a

Icalaureate degree from

Ifan College, Dayton, Tenn.

ifter a year at Grace Theo-

llcal Seminary, Dr. Taber

idled. In France before re-

ining to the Central African

public where he spent the

it seven years as a school

jierlntendant and teacher

.liner.

;tnce receiving his Ph.D.

Im Hartford Seminary Foun-

don. Dr. Taber has been in-

hved in various linguistic

'.orts. Most recently, he

!i*ved in West Africa as a

inslation consultant for the

Kited Bible Society.
n addition to linguistics. Dr.

' "ber has done extensive re-

urch in the field of anthro-

[ogy and, from 1968 to 1972,

H served as editor of PRAC-
i
":AL ANTHROPOLOGY. It

ps through this Journal that

I became associated with Dr.

I'tsunao Yamamorl, Milligan's

Ian of Students, a contact which

Ifsnrually brought him to our

HTipUS.

i \s a result of Dr. Taber's

edifications, three newcours-
n have been added to the fall

I 73 curriculum. Introduction

B Cultural Anthropology and

: namics of cultural Change
|;e both offered for sociology

credit, while Dr. Taber's course

in Introduction to African

Studies carries history credit^

In addition. Dr. Taber has

taken charge of the Senior

Seminar in Bible. Following his

lines of interest and experience,

the topic of discussion for the

fall semester's seminar is the

Christian World Mission.

Dr. Taber'scalendar includes

several projects Intended to lay

the foundations for a vital mis-

sions program on campus. Of

primary concern is a sym-
posium on missions scheduled

for April, 1974. This forum will

not only publicize the missions

program, but will also attempt

to define the nature of missions

and provide a confrontation of

viewpoints.

A Missions Club is also being

formed under Dr. Taber's sup-

ervision. Its purpose will be to

provide facts, information, and

principles through discussion

sessions, reading lists, and con-

tact with missionaries in the

field. "Our main objective is

not to recruit candidates or offer

a pep talk for aspiring mission-

aries," Dr. Taber commented.

"Rather, we hope to put meat

into the program. The only way

to answer the question, "Does

God want me in a particular

mission field?' Is to have an

adequate knowledge of what's

there."

With such a balanced back-

ground — academic knowledge,

as well as practical exper-

ience—Dr. Taber is certainly a

welcome addition totheMiMgan
faculty.

The Metaphysical Brothel

First impressions are...

A faint line of green

mountains appears in the

distance and you know that the

long trip Is nearly over.

A shiver of excitement runs

up your spine, you really can't

help it, you've heard of people

going in for a day who couldn't

stand the excitement and here

you are going to stay not for a

day but for months.

The tension builds and you

begin to reflect on the stories,

can it really all be true, the

things they say go on? Ah, but

you're about to find out for

yourself, you've seen the sign

and now you're sure that it's

happening to you. There It Is

In green and white, M1LL1GAN
COLLEGE - 4 MILES.
The nervousness that has bec-n

building all day explodes, you

know that you need time to

think — to reasons things out,

and you pull off the road into

the notorious border town of

Plnecrest. You saunter on Into

the local watering spot, order

up a Dr. Pepper, sit back and

try to enjoy what may be your

last chance to relax.

But time passes quickly when

you're having fun and you know

that It's time to be going. You
head your car back up the road

knowing that It won't be long

now.

Checkpoint Josephus
Suddenly there it Is ahead,

the creek, the post office, the

pay phone, (just think), and just

beyond. Checkpoint Josephus.

You bravely wheel onto the

bridge and cross that thin line

that will separate you from
what you have heretofore known

as civilization.

You pull up to one of the

grinning border guards and face

his strange barrage of

questioning: ''Would you like

a Coke? Howbout a map? A
calendar of events? A game of

tennis? Hardin Hall? Just up

the road on your right. I live

there myself, ha-ha."

Now he drops the bombshell.

"Be at lower Seeger at eight

o'clock tonight and BE SURE
TO BRING TWO DOLLARS FOR
YOUR DINK."
You drive on and questions

come pouring into your mind.

He was a resident of your

dormitory, why did he smile

so strangely? And what is a

dink and what in heaven's name
would you be obliged to do with

it?

However, these questions will

undoubtedly answerthemselves;

THEATRE TICKETS

$1.30
Sold in the SUB

Or See Any Circle K
Member

SEE DAVE or BOD
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMSMuffler Repairs

PINECREST GARAGE
WE GIVE ^f( GREEN STAMPS

by Sieve

and there are more Important

tasks at hand, like checking into

the unknown rigors and
excitements of dormitory life.

Pulling up to Hardin Hall, you

are startled, you certainly

hadn't, even in your wildest

dreams, expected any thing like

this. The opulence is stunning,

the appointments are
magnificent, you never before

have seen such luxurious

surroundings.

After dropping your things

in your quarters, you move out

to explore this new and
titillating environment. Your
senses are overloaded, your
mind begins to boggle, you don't

know where to start. New
exciting ideas and experiences
are bombarding you from all

sides.

Sub & Supper
You can take a sewer tour,

go swimming In Cheek Hall,

pen young coeds entice you

with offers of walks to "Prayer

Hill," you hear of pool-playing

at the SUB with secret wagers

of a nickel-a-ball, you hear

someone on their way "to smoke

a cigarette behind the Ad build-

ing," and your mind explodes

at the thought of what that could

really mean.

Can all this be true, is it

really happening? Sure, you've

heard the stories and all, but

this, this is beyond all your

wildest dreams and now you're

here to stay. Why you even

have a whispered offer to "find

a bathroom mirror and pop a

few blackheads."

Where was this all going to

lead? But It was all going to

have to wait until later. It

was time for supper and after-

wards the mysterious gathering

in lower Seeger.

Supper exceeded all your

expectations, the food here was

truly of a gourmet caliber. You
passed up a great looking meat

loaf for turkey on toast with

mashed potatoes and lima beans.

Moving on down the line you

Coon
help yourself to some fragrant

peach cobbler and rwo slices of

tasty Ralnbo bread.

Making a difficult choice from

the tempting array of beverages,

you finally make your way to a

table with a Sprite and a Grape

Kool-Ald.

Leaning back after eating, you

feel ready to acqulese to an

after dinner toothpick or any-

thing else MUligan can throw

at you, but remembering your

firm resolve to take things easy,

you get up and leave.

Climax
After a short time of relax-

ation In your room, you head

back up the hill. At eight o'clock

you're at the Seeger door ready

but (you've got your wits about

you now) wary. However, when

the doors open and you see the

scene inside you find yourself

throwing caution to the winds

and diving headlong into the

action.

After that everything is a blur

of color and rapid movement.

You can remember making
quacking sounds to find your

team and losing a shoe In a huge

pile In the middle of the floor

but that's all.

Afterwards you're so

exhausted that you can barely

eat the popsicle someone slips

in your hand. But as you limp,

with one stocking foot -back to

the dorm, you realize that you

feel strangely satisfied, that the

future promises even more
varieties of excitement and that

MUligan promises to be a very

unique experience.

Why there are even rumors

that you will have to matricu-

late, in public yet! Something

new every minute here.

Will George live through the

night? Will Rachel be able to

realize her true potential while

married to Ron? Is Polly preg-

nant or is this a false alarm?

What will the jury say in

Arnold's trial? A Bummer 1N-

deed! Tune in next time folks.

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER for

Men and Womenswear

Denim Nylon Quilted

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the Ole House and Save

Rt, 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City, Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201
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amuvLentaAii Marriage indiv
The editorial staff of the Buffalo, Milllgan's

yearbook, has unofficially announced that the

1972-73 edition will probably not be ready for

release for at least ten more weeks.

Delays In the production of the yearbook

have been unfortunate and, at times, unaviod-

ablc. We are not Interested here in finding

fault with the staff; to do so would be point-

less. However, this situation Is not new to

the Buffalo. In recent years, the Buffalo has

been increasingly tardy In meeting deadlines

and has been of less than optimum quality. So

perhaps it Is lime for Mllllgan to reconsider

the meaning It attached to the annual.

It seems apparent that an annual publication

has the potential to fulfil a valid, if not vital,

pan of life at Mllllgan. The students who enter

into a struggle to create something aestheti-

cally pleasing and financially successful re-
ceive Invaluable experience. A yearbook can

be a permanent record of the way we see

Mllllgan in Its many facets, a chronicle of

the things we care about most. One day it

may trigger our memories to recall the friends

and experiences of this important time In our
lives.

But each of these will simply remain
"potentialities" until we are concerned enough

to take some kind of action. It will be In-

creasingly difficult to Justify spending such a

large amount of money for the yearbook unless we
students begin to take it seriously.

Perhaps some innovations Inform or forrnatare

called (or to enhance the meaning and effictlveness

of the annual. The possibilities are limited only

by the energy and creativity we as students are
willing to Invest.

Our current society Is

flooded with books, articles,

and advice columns on the

subject of marriage.

In an era during which the

institution of marriage Is being

criticized as never before,

more and more people are, par-

adoxically, getting married.

Nearly one in three marriages,

however, ends in divorce, and

some researchers contend that

at least 75 percent of our mar-
riages are In serious trouble.

Psychologists, sociologists,

ministers, and doctors have
numerous theories as to why
traditional marriage Is failing.

Last year Dr. George O'Neill

and Nena O'Neill, a husband-
wlfe anthropology team, co-
authored a book explaining a

concept they termed "open
marriage."

Married student housing vocabulary clarified

During thlspast summer most

Mllllgan students received a

publication called the SUMMER
SIZZLER. The second page of

that paper featured a large

picture of a rather

distinguished, but uncompleted

building.

The caption underneath the

picture read, "Mllligan's mar-
ried students will soon be

moving Into new quarters. The
32-apartment complex Is ahead

of schedule and will be ready

accupancy (sic) August 15."

Summer fizzler

Unfortunately, sometime be-

tween the press date of July 9

and the opening date of August

15, the summer's sizzle became
a fizzle. Over a week late, four

apartments (not apartment

buildings) were finally available

for rental to a waiting list of

only sixteen families.

By now, however, nearly all

of the families havt moved In,

and some of them can even Joke

about the long wait. The purpose

here Is not to merely rehash

the events of the past month,
but to possibly shed some illum-

ination on pan of the difficulties

which arose.

Nobody intentionally caused

any problems, and nobody can

be specifically blamed for the

delay. Viewed In retrospect,

many of the hassles probably

stemmed from a lack of com-
munication. In general, people

were not always saying what

others thought they were say-

ing, or were saying what others

were sure they weren't saying.

Confusing, isn't it?

To prevent such mix ups from
reoccurring, the following list of

terms and definitions has been

complied as theofflclalMilligan

apartment-complex glossary.

Complex positions

Mllllgan College Married Stu-

dent: one who attends Mllllgan
or works on the school staff or
holds a faculty position or even
attends Emmanuel school of

Religion.

by Doug Deller
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Registrar; a kind and greatly

overworked person who
suddenly finds herself In charge
of a rental agency.

Contractor: someone who
makes glittering promises,
drives administrators to dis-

traction, forces married stu-

dents nearly to the point of

profanity, and reportedly hides

In Mexico during his off-the-job

hours. Contractors are some-
times known as con-artists.

Paranoia

Administrators; a small

group of people developing a

paranoia about false adver-

tising. They sometimes refer

to themselves as victims of

circumstances; other people

call them victims of gull ibility.

To relieve their occasional un-

easiness, administrators often

play a game known as "pass

the buck."

Construction workers: men
who sit under shade trees, take

long coffee breaks, hold time-
consuming conferences, and

scatter lltter.On rare occasions
this cult has been observed en-

gaging In uncommon ceremonial
rites, such as physical labor.

Inspectors: official person-*-

ages traveling Incognito. Thelr

Job Is to "punch out" (trade

lingo for "approve") apart-

ments. Due to the infrequency

of their appearances, one might
suspect that they are pretty

well "bombed out" themselves.

Old Muddy

Hart Parking Lot: a place

recently popular among U-Haul

trailers, trucks, and other sus-

picious looking characters.

During times of drought, this

general area Is called the Great

Dust Bowl, while it Is known as

the Old Muddy throughout the

monsoon season.

The White House (or Rltz

House): a relatively new com-
mune for migrant families.

The Choir Truck; a result of

current Innovations In the mov-
ing van industry. An expanded
line of such distinctive trucks

might soon drive the U-Haul
company out of business.

Move; something a family

does from one to three times

while waiting for an apartment

in which to settle.

Apartment Assignment: a new
game which promises to revital-

ize Mllligan's social life. The
contestant applies for an apart-
ment and then watches as the

wheel of fortune whirls him from
one prospective abode to

another. Where it will stop,

nobody knows.

Giant steps

First floor porches: four

slabs of brick and cement
which may soon be Inscribed

with "A Giant Step for Man-
kind." Rumor has it that these

porches may be the site for

the 1976 suxnmerOlympicspogo
stick competition.

Second floor porches; meta-
morphosis Incarnate, featuring

the transition from nonentity

to partial nonentity to tempo-
rary entity to entity.

Bathroom; a place which

stinks after being employed by

construction workers before the

water is hooked up.

Water and Electricity:

difficult substances to obtain on

schedule. This fact gives weight

to the theory that they are Im-

ported from Outer Mongolia by

caravans of prairie schooners.

August 1: a date which

arrives sometime between Aug-
ust 24 and Halloween.

Deadline: an overworked ex-

cuse.

Tomorrow; a period of time

ranging from two days to two

weeks.

Definitely; probably.

Probably: possibly.

Possibly: There's not a

chance In the world!

C ;

The O'Neills' approach

marriage, and their chief r

son for writing the tx

stemmed from their convlc

that man's desire for freet

and longing for relatednes

one another Is constrlctec

the traditional closed m
riage.

Man, In 3 world of rz

change, must turn to perse

relationships In order to g

meaning in life. Marriage,
some form, still offers

stability of a one-to-one re

tlonshlp which may
determined to Its fullest,

open marriage, then, is

attempt to find and expot

upon those qualities ;

conditions most necessary

:

the growth of a man andworc

living together In today's wor

The first step toward

open marriage is an horn

appraisal of the two people 1

volved. Once this is accoi

plished, the marriage contri

should be Individualized to mt

the needs of the couple. Eh;

guidelines are suggested

Individualize the contract,

LIVING FOR NOW A
REALISTIC EXPECTATION
This guideline Involves expli

Ing the personal expectatli

and discarding unrealli

dreams In exchange for

awareness and enjoyment

the present.

PRIVACY - What cloi

marriages often fall to real

Is that everyone has a des

and need for privacy as -

as companionship. Within

open marriage periods of p
vacy are used to recharge om
energies for further eape

lences with others.

OPEN AND HONEST COI
MUNICATION -This guidell

instructs the couple how
establish better verbal *

noo - verbal communicatic
Self - disclosure, feedbat

timing, clarity, and the ar

of Listening and product!

arguing are aspects of con

municatlon that should be fill

developed in an openmarrlag
The traditional closed and is

trusting. If not deceltft

communication In a clost

marriage seems absurd whi

compared to the new methods >

honest communication •

FLEXIBILITY IN ROLES
This chapter deals largelywi
practical problems suchaswt
would do housework u
cooking. More serious consi;

erations Include the training i

children, the attitudes town
money, and the realization >

the rigid roles of behavifl

most people have learned,

OPEN COMPANIONSHIP
The traditional tight "coupl
front" that Is essential [

closed marriages Is th

"outward manifestation of th

clause in the closed marrlap
contract that calls for the r*n

partners to be all things c

one another, to fulfill all a

one another's needs."
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EQUALITY - The fifty-fifty

concept of equality in a closed

marriage always requires one

or both partners to give up cer-

tain aspects and interests they

have. The open marriage equal-

ity concept is called the 100-100

equation for persons who retain

a hundred percent of their

personhood. These persons will

have "security within them-

selves to grant to one another

openly those freedoms that they

would have to bargain for as

half persons in a closed mar-
riage."

IDENTITY -Identity Is Inter-

related to all other guidelines.

This chapter specifically points

out the fallacies in the belief

maintained by closed mar-
riages which follows the "I

am you, you are me, and we
are one" opinion,

TRUST - The nature of trust

In open marriage follows the

belief that "partners can be

alone together or alone apart,

go out together or out apart,

have friends mutually or in-

dividually." Couples can re-

spect each other's differences

and yet become closer for

having done so.

Essential to putting all the

guidelines together and to

understanding OPEN MAR-
RIAGE Is the dynamic process

of synergy. Synergy Is "the

forceful process that happens

when the combined action of

two things produces a more
beneficial and greater effect

or result than die sum of their

Individual actions." One plus

one equals three. In an open

marriage, synergy is "couple

power through person power."

Two people are brought

together In such a way that the

end result Is enhanced.

OPEN MARRIAGE has said

In clear and delightful language

what many people have felt

deeply for some time. If each

person Is honest with himself,

he must admit that the tradi-

tional closedmaniagehasvery
serious problems, possibly too

serious to solve.

The O'Neills have attempted

a solution through a different

approach and also maintained

the monogamous relationship—

a noble attempt which many
have come toappreclate.OPEN

MARRIAGE should be read by

all persons contemplating mar-
riage as well as by couples

already married. The new ap-

proach is refreshing and

thought provoking.
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Industrial safety, health

enforced under OSHA
by Tim Stevens

Since the dawn of the indus-

trial revolution, mankind had

been haunted by the precarious

relationship between human
beings and technology. Parti-

cularly, the spectorof Industrial

safety has proven to be an

elusive foe.

We have known about the

problem for a long time. Indus-

trial safety often furnished

ample grist for the reform mills

of the Dlckenes and the Bent-

hams of a century ago. Before

the Industrial revolution, of

course, man also tried to con-

quer nature, often at the expense

of life or limb. The Industrial

revolution simply magnified and

Intensified the dangers of such

efforts.

Expense problem

From the Industrialist's point

of view, safety precautions

present an obvious difficulty;

they are expensive. Although

many employers are concerned
about safety. Increasing the pro-

ductivity of a machine or

process is often more econom-
ical than Increasing the safety

of Its operation. Apparently,

those who control our tech-

nology have been more Inter-

ested In getting things done

faster, cheaper, and if possible

more conveniently than in pro-

viding those who Implement

these goals with a place to

work free of health hazards.

Overall, at any rate, efforts to

curb Increasing loss of life and

limb have been dismally unsuc-

cessful. Three years ago, then

Secretary of Labor Sbuliz prob-

ably understated the proportions

of the problem: "During the

past four years more Amer-
icans have been killed where

they work than In Vietnam."

The Occupational Safety and

Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) was

passed by Congress and signed

Into effect in what has been

called one of the most far-

reaching efforts ever to reduce

the risk Involved in working

In industry. Under OSHA. the

employer Is held responsible

for the work conditions he ex-

pects his employees to endure.

Nearly every type of industry

(mining, manufacturing, con-

struction, etc.) is required to

meet strict requirements set

forth in OSHA. Compliance

officers or lnspectorswlllmake

unannounced checks on indus-

tries at random. In addition

each company must keep accur-

ate records of death, injury,

and Illness relating to their

working place, and any Irregu-

larlrles will be investigated by

state or federal officers.

Failure to comply with theOSHA
regulations may result In heavy

fines or an order to close down
entirely until the problem Is

corrected.

As anticipated, OSHA is pre-
senting difficulties for those

who must comply. Employers
maintain, with Justification, that

the OSHA is difficult to under-
stand. Since OSHA attempts to

regulate safety conditions In

nearly every Industry and In

nearly every hazardous situ-

ation in those industries, the

literature involved Is volum-
inous and complex. The task of

finding the portions of the act

which apply to a particular

situation, translating those

portions into something mean-
ingful and then applying that

information to the actual work
situation seems to border on

the impossible.

Employers also maintain that

compliance with OSHA can be

costly. OSHA reqlres that com-
panies of all sizes conform to

the regulations Immediately.

For a small business without a

previous safetyprogram or bud-

get to build upon, the financial

strain can be disastrous. New
safety equipment must be pur-

chased and modifications In

machinery and procedure must

be made.

Insult added
To add Insult to Injury (so

to speak), the employers are

confronted with a third diffi-

culty. Ironically, the workers,

those who are supposed to be

protected by OSHA, are reluc-

tant to utilize safety equipment

and apply safety procedures In

their work. It seems to be a

peculiarity In human nature to

find one way of doing things

and to stick doggedly to that

procedure, come what may. For

those who are unaccustomed to

them, safety devices seem cum-
bersome, though the alternatives

to using them are even less

desirable. At any rate, the em-
ployer is ultimately held

responsible for seeing that his

niUIBlRD

employees are provided with

and use safety devices.

Though these difficulties

seem to resemble the labors

of Sisyphus, it Is comforting

to know that we are moving in

the right direction. With lime

(and no small amount of money),

OSHA will become an Integral

part of the working world.

To help businesses become
aware of their obligations under

YE AH IT'S fl BOX

Of P0RKCH0P NICUACK

^fOR THE ADIT1IN6TRATI0N.

OSHA and Implement adequate

safety programs in their indus-

tries, Mllligan College is offer-

ing specialized seminars this

year. Such subjects as con-

struction safety, fire prevention,

motor vehicle safety, and safety

management will be dealt with

on a "customized" basis.

Eventually Mllligan hopes to

include an Industrial safety pro-

gram In lis regularcurrlculum.

Letters to the Editor
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Letters 10 the Editor

section of this page Is provided as a forum In

member's of the Mllligan Community may air

their views. Letters should be concise and to

the point.

Dear Editor,

After whai I considered to

be a rather obnoxious convoca-
tion on Tuesday, September 11,

I thoughtfully returned to my
room to awaii ihe reactions of

my fellow Juvenile delinquents.

After all, maybe the speaker
hadn't "turned-off* the rest

of my hallmates. Only time
would tell.

As soon as 1 entered the dorm,

I noticed an unusually loud

uproar. It seems that the

majority of men were upset by

our Illustrious convocation

speaker.

The majority of Mllligan stu-

dents realize what the church

expects of them.

How many riots occur at Mll-

ligan? How many people smoke
pot In the lobbies of their dorms?
And how many MilUgan students

have sex on the tennis courts?

NONE! Why? Because Mllligan

students have always conducted

themselves as mature adults.

If it isn't clear by now, what

i'm trying to say Is that 1

personally, along with several

others, feel that It was In rather

bad taste for a man so new to

the area to come and tell us

what the church expects of us.

It Is obvious to me that the

gentleman does not know very

many Mllligan students,

I realize that it is rather early

In the year, but I think the

administration should re-eval-

uate the purpose of convocation

and plan their programs accord-

ingly. Programs like the one of

September 11 do not help resolve

any problems; they only make
matters worse by creating dis-

sent.

Boyd Stover

Sophomore

No major

P.S. 1 am very sorry if 1

have offended any adminis-

trative officials, conservatives,

or ministers. This Letter offers

only one opinion, MINE.

Dear MilUgan Family,

As I read the Word of God, I

am Inspired by the dealings of

Boaz with Ruth as recorded In

Ruth 3:15. "Again he said, 'Give

me the cloak that is on you and

hold It. So she held It, and he

measured six measures of

barley and laid It on her. . .

That is what 1 feel compelled

to do — lo lay it on you)

I realize that it has become a

Mllligan tradition to cut in line

In the dining hall but I think

it is time toreallycome to grips

with this problem. The act of

cutting line is disrespectful and

demonstrates a total disregard

towards those who are willing

to wait in Ilne.Tothepersonwho

Is willing to wait his turn, the

one who cuts in line ahead of him.

Is saying, "I am more Important

than you' or "My needs are

more Important than yours."

I know that not everyone would

be willing to ask themselves.

"Are my needs of such a mag-
nitude that it warrants being dis-

respectful of others?" It would

be even more difficult to get

those who are willing to ask

themselves that question togive

an honest answer and be willing

to live by it.But please, because

we are human beings and owe
some consideration to each

other, let us examine our
motives.

Watergate has popularized a

word— integrity. Those of us

who say that the very integrity

of man is at stake In the scandal

of Watergate are not above the

law ourselves. But is Integrity

something that can be leg-

islated? If that is the way It

must be done we are in a sad

state of affairs. 1 myself am a

liberal Intbe 19th century mean-
ing of the term, that is, onewho
advocates less government
control and more self rule.

I hope we are not so stuck

in our ways that the only way
out Is to pass a rule, which

would be admitting failure in our

efforts to be men and women.
Surely we are "grown up
enough to do a little self govern-
ing. My plea Is to at least act

towards one another in a cur-

teous way, and mature way.

Respectfully yours,

Richard (Mac) McDaniel
Senior Bible Major
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HELICON provides outlet

for creative expression

FIGURE CONTROL — Five Milligan co-eds smile as they exercise to music In a non-credit

course taught by Mrs. Bowers. Featuring weight and figure control, the class also offers

discussion on subjects Mrs. Bowers feels are pertinent to women.

Buffalo ladies shape up
Any Tuesday or Thursday

afternoon at 2:30 p.m., Milligan
women can "Just drop in and
exercise" with Mrs. Rowena
Bowers and her conditioning

class In room 102 of the gym.

As a result of student Inter-

est, Mrs. Bowers has started

a class mainly concerned with

figure control. The class will

work towards the Improvement
of particular body parts and the

correction of weight problems.

Exercise to music Including

striding, Jogging, and running

will be the major class activity.

The class will also talk about
proper diet, good grooming, and
dress, as well as manners and
courtesy.

Mrs. Bowers' goal is to teach

more than Just exercising skills.

As she states, she wants to

teach "what God expects of a

woman as a member of society."

The class will last for twenty

or thirty minutes each Tuesday
and Thursday, but there will

also be auxiliary exercise

groups formed by the students

on their own time. Possibiitles

of presenting programs to

outside groups or obtaining

speakers on topics that

especially concern women may
be extensions of interests in the

class.

Since the conditioning class
is not offered for credit, the

class can be Joined at any time.
Attendance Is not mandatory.

Admission to the class Is

open to all Milligan women,
Including staff, faculty, faculty

wives, and students. Recom-
mended dress for exercise ses-
sion Is any comfonableclothlng
that allows freedom of move-
ment.

Plans for a 1973-74 edition of

the Independent literary maga-
zine HELICON are being
formulated.

Named after the Creek moun-
tain of the muses, HELICON
came into existence during the

1972-73 academic year as an

attempt to provide a medium for

literary andartisiic expression,

Staff members hope that the

second irsue of HELICON will

continue to provide the needed
outlet for the creative expres-
sions of the Milligan community.

HELICON, an independent

publication, values highly free-

dom of creative expression.

As stated on the title page of

HELICON'S first issue, "It Is

the purpose of the staff of

HELICON to provide an outlet

for creative talent. The staff

believes that freedom of

creative expression Is vital in

order to assure academic
j'i .;:>. .*'

Members of HELICON' s ed-

itorial board are Bruce Cegur,
Doug Cutler, Jerry Lawson,
Cam Pressley, Pam Stephens,

and Priscllla Wilkins. Addi-
tional staff members are busi-

ness manager, Brent Hart;

consultant, Tom Beckner;
proofreader, Pam Coon; and
typist. Bill Ahlstrom.

All members of the Milligan

community, including students,

faculty, administration, and

staff, are invited to contribute

original photography, an work,

poetry, and creative writing to

be considered for publication

in HELICON. Persons interested

in publishing their literary or

art works should contact any

member of the staff.

Fall 1973 will be devoted to

preparatory work. Editor Pam
Stephens will oversee the staff

as -It chooses a printing company
and gathers material for

possible publication. Business

manager Brent Han will guide

the staff in earning enough

money to cover printing costs

since, due to its Independent

nature, HELICON receives no
financial assistance apan from
that which the staff raises.

The bulk of HELICON' s crea-
tive work will be done during the

spring semester. Staff members
will review all material

submitted forpuDlication, select

the literary ana artistic pieces

to be published, plan lay-outs

according to themes and
designs, and use their anistlc
and literary talents to round-out
unfinished pages.

No definite publication date

has been selected, but HELICON
.will probably be available for

purchase toward the latter part
of the second semester.

10% on ALL JACKETS

40% on FILM PROCESSING
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Woody or wouldn't he

STRETCHING TENDONS — Lugging a dumbbell around campus

Is only part of Woody Shelton's program to get his arm back

In shape for pitching. After a bone spur operation this summer,

Mllllgan's top pitcher Is determined to be ready for the baseball

season.

Not only is Stuart Shelton

known as an inspiring leader

on Mllllgan's successful base-

ball team, but also he Is re-

cognized as the only man on

campus who carries a set of

dumbbells to the library, to

classes, to meals, to the post

office, and everywhere else he

happens to go.

Shelton, better known as

''Woody", began his baseball

career when he was quite young.

In high school, he pitched for

four years.He was also pitcher

two years for a semi-pro league

and three years for theMllllgan

Buffs. With a 16-5 win/loss

record, his pitching career at

Milligan has been superior.

As a- pitcher. Woody Incurs

rather great arm strain, which

is further intensified by the

throwing of curve balls. Last

spring, the strain on Woody's

arm became so great that the

pressure of the arm bones rub-

bing one another caused a bone

_spur.

by Tom Hollingsworth

Fall sports display diversify

The school year is upon us

again. Classes have begun, and

the race Is on. Not to be denied,

the fall sports are In full swing.

Cross-country has begun: the

men are out bright and early

each morning, doing what they

do best—running. Ten runners

this year are vying for the top

seven spots. Seniors Mike Mc-
Millan and Tom Evans and

sophomore Lee Morrow seem
to be having a three-way race

for the number one runner's

position,

Mllllgan's course has been

lengthened from 3.6 miles to

4.2 miles. Due to much strength

and depth, the overall outlook

for the 1973-74 season seems
to be one of confidence.

One high-priority goal for

this year is to be the first Mil-

ligan team to beat Carson-
Newman. Naturally, however,

the cross-country team doesn't

Intend to be the last, for the

basketball and baseball men will

give Carson-Newman what-for

this year, too.

Fall practice Is also in full

swing with the baseball team.

Incoming freshmen and trans-

fers hove added much to the

team of thirteen returning let-

termen.

Mllllgan's Power Three, Dean
Mlnier - Woody Shelton -Steve

Templeton, ore back to give

the Buffs the winning edge in

the pitching department. In the

,300 category, senior Jim

by Rob
Crom (.385) will be heading up

a strong hitting attack, with the

strengths of sophomore Bob
Wattwuod, Junior Dean Minler,

and senior Bob Gootee behind

him. Hard at work all fall, the

baseball team has several fall

scrimmages, whose schedule

will be releasea at a later

Intramural teams are also

already actively competing. At

4;00, Monday, September 10,

1973, war was officiallydeclar-

ed in the form of intramural

football.

With the abolition of touch

and the adoption of flag foot-

ball, the game has taken a new
look. The teams have responded
to this change with a much
greater running attack. In spite

of the rumor that there would

be more runaway games. It

seems that the teams are all

evenly matched. However, the

season is still young, with many
games to come.

With all this change going on

about us, it is a comfort to know
that the officials are still the
same as before. It seems that

the decisions on the field are

left up to the Individual officials;

this, of course, varies with the

changing of thetldeorthedlrcc-

tion of the wind.

It Is safe to assume that it's

not their fault, because the

officials were left out when It

come to rule clarification. For
example: When the ball carrier

Hooker

decides to run over you, you can,

(a) protect yourself from
personal harm by running away,

(b) stand your ground and be

rewarded with a 15 yard
penalty, (c) attempt to protect

yourself and grab the flag, re-

sulting with the flag and a 15

yard penalty.

You can also protest to the

official and receivean additional

15 yard penalty. And when you
quietly make a remark concern-
ing D, S, H, or F, you will re-
ceive another 15 yard penalty.

End result: 45 yards for your
opponent. The only choice left

therefore, is (a). So, pay up
your health and Injury Insur-

ance, and come on out.

London group

deports again

London, England, will be the

destination of the fall theater

tour group duringM 111 lgan s fall

recess, October 25 to November
1.

Buckingham Palace, Parlia-

ment, the British Museum,
Tower of London, and St. Paul s

Cathedral are several of the

points of interest which the

group members will visit. Sev-

eral theater performances in

London's famous theaters are

also scheduled for the tour.

Total cost for the eight-day

tour is $395.00. Thisfare covers

the cost of New York - London

roundway transportation, lod-

ging, theater tickets, sight-

seeing, transfers, and tips.

All interested students,

faculty, staff, and administra-

tion, as well as area residents,

are invltedtojoinihetour group.

A minimum of forty persons Is

necessary t° make the $395.00

fare possible. Approximately

twenty people have already re-

gistered.

To confirm each reservation,

a $50.00 deposit is required. A
valid passport Is also ne-
cessary.

Dr. William Moorhouse, pro-

fessor of speech and drama, is

tour director. Any person

desiring additional Information

concerning the tour should con-

tact him.

With this arm problem. Woody
could easily have gotten by In

life, but he would have had to

give up pitching permanently.

Consequently, he bad an $800,00

operation this summer to

remove the bone spur.

Further proof of Woody's de-

termination to play baseball this

year is illustrated by bis class

schedule. Actually he needs only

six more hours to graduate.

Rather than graduating In the

summer, however. Woody
elected to take the minimum
twelve hours each semester so

he will be elgible to play base-

ball next spring.

After Woody's successful op-

eration, he has been trying to

get his arm back Into form by

playing tennis and pitching at

a moderate speed. The set of

dumbbells he carries around

campus are an attempt to get

his right arm in shape by

stretching the muscles and

tendons.

By lifting weights, taking pro-

tein tablets, and eating six meals

a day, Woody plans to gain about

twenty-five pounds this winter.

Woody thinks that much of being

an athlete Is psychological;

"You have to beat yourself

before you can beat anyone

else/'

Good luck, Woody.
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Profs earn higher degrees
During the summer, three

professors completed their doc-

torate programs and two other

members of the Mllllgan com-
munity received their Masters'

degrees.

Dr. John A. Dowd, associate

professor of Milligan' s Area of

Fine Arts, received his

doctorate In musical composi-

tion from the University of

West Virginia. For hfs disser-

tation, he composed a large

orchestral work called SIMU-

LACRA NOCTUS or IMAGES OF
THE NIGHT. Dowd teaches

music theory, piano, and form

and analysis, and Is chairman

of the Milligan College Concert

series.

Dr. Tracey Miller acquired
his Ph.D in English literature

from the University of Tennes-
see. With dialectology as his

area of specialization. Miller
titled his dissertation AN
INVESTIGATION OF REGION-
AL ENGLISH OF UNICOI
COUNTY, TENNESSEE. He
teaches humanities, linguistics,

history of the English language,

Chaucer, and an independent

study class.

Although he has taught at the

University of Tennessee, Miller
prefers Milligan: "It's because
of the Christian liberal arts

ideal that I came to Mllllgan. I

feel that it's a very rare and

beautiful ideal which can be

preserved only by the greatest
of balance."

Eight new faces added

{Continued from Page 2)

Mrs, Stafford has sung with
the New Orleans pops
Symphony and with the Knox-
vllle Symphony and has .per-

formed in summer stock
musicals In Dallas.

From Mount Dora, Florida,

and a 1972 graduateof Milligan,

Mr. Dale Clayton Is the new

Student Financial Atd Adminis-
trator. Clayton accepted the

job because It was the best of

several Job offers.

Clayton says, "1 know the

people and I like the school,

and maybe In my own way 1

can help students." Comment-
ing about his job, he says, ''You

see things differently when
you're on the other side of the

fence.

Dr. Frank Barclay, a pan-
time member of the staff this
year, teaches the advanced
botany course. Dr. Barclay Is

a retired professorfromETSU.

Dr. Euei Ownby received an
Ed. D. in education from the

University of Tennessee. His
area of specialization is cur-
riculum and instruction. Dr.
Owrby s dissertation was titled

A STUDENT ASSESSMENT OF
SELECTED ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS AT MILLIGAN COL-
i ; -,;•

.

Ownby works with the

eoucation block and teaches de-
velopmental psychology. He is

also working In the Occupational
Safety andHeaithEducatlonpro-
gram.

Mr. Jack Knowles obtained his

Master's degree in literature

from the University of Ten-
nessee. Instead of writing a

thesis, he completed nine hours
of extra seminar work which
Included writing short papers
and taking three exams.
Beginning his fourth

year at Milligan, Knowles Is

assistant professor of English.
He teaches freshman humanities
and a course in Renaissance
drama.
From the University of Ten-

nessee, Mr. Rod Irvin received
his Master'sdegreelncommun-
lcatlons. His thesis was titled

A STUDY OF THE PUBLIC RE-
LATIONS SPECIALIST IN SEL-
ECTED PRIVATE FOUR YEAR
COLLEGES OF THE SOUTH-
EASTERN UNITED STATES.
As alumni director and dir-

ector of communications and
sports information, Irvin deals
with public relations, publica-

tions, and the news media.

FUN FOR SALE — David Akers takes a bid as Alpha Phi

Omega's date auction gets underway Thursday, September 13

during the supper hour. The annual event precipitates great

excitement on campus, with the cafeteria packed to see dates

with freshmen women and fraternity members sold to the

highest bidders. The money received from this auction goes

to support one of APO's service projects, a Boy Scout troop.

STUDENT SPECIAL Milligan

Students

CHECK
FREE!

Milligan-Pin«cr«st Branch

Tiller Aid Dri»e-li Wiidow Service

Moi.-Ti«rs. 9:00-4:00

Friday 9:00-6:00

FOR SAFETY IN ROUTE IN TRAVELING,

GET YOUR TRAVELER'S CHECKS

FROM THE M1LUCAN - PINECREST BRANCH.

..Start your free checking account

at Milligan -Pinecrest Branch

CARTER COUNTYBANK
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Carolina ballet company

offers variety of activities

LIGHT AND GRACEFUL — Two members of tbe North
Carolina Dance Theatre maintain a pose In Alvln Alley's

choreography of Igor Stravinsky's "Myth." A concert by
the Dance Theatre will be performed In upper Seeger,
Tuesday, October 16 at 8;00 p.m.

As part of the Mllllgan Col-
lege Concert Series, the North
Carolina Dance Theatre will

perform ballet Tuesday evening

October 16, at 8:00 p.m. In

upper Seeger.

Established with the aid of

a grant from the Rockefeller

Foundation, the North Carolina

Dance Theatre Isaprofesslonal

company of fifteen dancers re-

sident at the North Carolina

School of the Arts in Winston-

Salem.

While the majority of the

dancers are graduates of the

School of the Arts, not all the

dancers are residents of the

state of North Carolina. In fact,

the dancers' home states range

from New York to Hawaii.

Repertory for the Theatre

includes works created espec-

ially for the company by

choreographers Norbert Ve-
sak, Robert Bamett, Duncan
Noble, and Richard Kuch. Cov-
ering a broad range of moods
from the subtle humor of

Charles Czamy*s "Bach:
Brandenburg Three," to the

deeply moving "Myth" by Alvln

Alley, the Dance Theatre tries

to project a truly contemporary
image.

Primarily, the North Caro-
lina Dance Theatre tours south-

eastern states. In concert, tbe

Theatre presents classical,

ballet, and modern works.
In addition, the touring Dance

Theatre often offers resi-

dencies which include a wide
variety of programs and acti-

vities; lecture demonstrations,

master classes, seminars rela-

ting to all aspects of dance
performance.

Within the past three

seasons, the company has per-
formed In Europe, appeared at

Jacob's Pillow in Massachu-
setts, and was seen nationally

on television In the Theatre's

production of Agnew deMtlle's

THE CHERRY TREE LEGEND,
produced and distributed byNa-
tlonal Educational Television.

The North Carolina Dance
Theatre, a member of the As-
sociation of American Dance

Companies, Is supported by a

grant from theNational Endow-
ment for the Arts in Wash-
ington, D.C., a federal agency

created by an Act of Congress
In 1965.

Attendance at the October 16

dance performance will be re-

quired of ali students, as the

concert Is considered an

evening convocation.

THE Neth shows book acumen
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Taylor talks in seminar
Institutional concerns will be

; major theme of a seminar
be held at Milligan College

October 18 and 19.

Mr. Jack Taylor will becon-
ctlng the Seminar and also

II be speaking for Con-
cation October 18.

Presently the director of the

yeas Probation Training Pro-

ct, Taylor is a member of the

culty of Sam Houston State

liversity. He is currently en-

ged in extensive writing in

e area of correction

ucatlon.

Taylor is a former mis-
sionary to Mexico and Is the

author of MEXICAN BRACEROS
and co-author (with Donald Mc
Gavran and John Huegel) of

CHURCH GROWTH IN MEXICO.
Taylor's visit to Milligan is

sponsored by the Sub-Area of

Human Relations, under the

chairmanship of Dr. Tetsunao

Yamamorl. The seminar Is a

featured part of the sub-area's

Track Three on Institutions

under the direction of Profes-

sor Robert Hall.

College Appreciation Days

link schools , community

October 11-13 has been de-

gnated Higher Education Ap-

eclatlon Days by the mer-
onts of Johnson City in an

fort to Introduce the business

id academic communities to

ie another.

The activities of the three

ys, which have been planned
* a task force composed of

slnessmen and educators, will

elude two plays iand several

t exhibits. One performance
AS YOU LIKE IT will be

«n at Milligan Friday night,

d ALL THE WAY HOME will

be performed at ETSU on each

of the three nights.

A banquet will be served here

Thursday night to acquaint

businessmen with the faculties

of the schools in this area.

Many merchants in Johnson

City will be sponsoring sales

this week for college students.

A coupon book Is also being

made available to faculty and

students. The coupons cost five

dollars but their estimated

worth Is over $200.00 They will

be available this week from
members of the STAMPEDE
staff.

In addition to the seminar,

Taylor has planned a meeting

with Milllgan's human rela-

tions faculty and regional dir-

ectors of correctional institu-

tions. The purpose of the

meeting will be to investigate

the possibility of Milllgan's

Sub-Area of Human Relations

becoming an information

source for regional and state

probation officers. This would

be accomplished through con-

ferences and workshops for

such officers.

The recent acquisition of two

collections of books, the James
DeForest Murch collection and

the Vanderbilt Religion collect-

ion, has significantly increased

the number and quality of

holdings in Milllgan's library,

according to John W. Neth, head

librarian.

James DeForest Murch, a

noted figure in the Restoration

Movement who died earlier this

year, throug a arrangement

year, through an arrantement

made with Mr. Neth about five

years ago had agreed to donate

his papers and library to Mil-

ligan upon his death. The col-

lection of books, which Mr.

Neth picked up in Cincinnati

this summer, includes 600 to

1000 volumes and Dr. Murch's

personal papers.

A label bearing Dr. Murch's
picture and identifying them as
donations from the Murch family
will be placed in each of the

books as It is catalogued

.

ALL BOOKED UP — Head Librarian John Neth proudly

poses with several shelves of the 9.000 books newly added

to Milllgan's library from the private Vanderbilt library

collection.

Dr. Murch's personal papers
will be kept in the newlv de-

signated "Hopwood Room" in

the lower level of the library.

The Hopwood Room Is being

dedicated to the preservation

of archives, collections and per-

sonal papers including those of

Josephus Hopwood, the founder

of the school.

The larger of the two col-

lections procured is tbe Religion

Collection from Vanderbilt's

school of religion. Vapderbilt's

library has been in theprocess,

in recent years, of pulling un-

necessary duplicate volumes

from their shelves. The books

are not seconds or of Inferior

quality; they are simply those

books in the working collection

of which, for one reason or

another, Vanderbilt had more
copies than their students could

use.

Mr. Neth negotiated the ac-

quisition over a period of four

years. The entire collectlonwas

purchased for $8,000. Then, be-

traying the thriltlness of a

Scotchman, Mr. Neth drove the

school's truck to Nashville to

pick up the eight or nine thous-

and volume collection himslef.

The books, all of which per-

tain to religion and related

fields, are presently being

sorted by religion majors and

professors. Those books not

presently on the shelves are

being catalogued first. So far

about hundred books have

been processed.

According to Henry Webb,
chairman of the Bible area,

these two collections represent

an invaluable addition to Mil-

llgan's collection of books.Many
of the books In the Vanderbilt

collection are rare or out of

print. The Murch papers offer

a vast supply of original souce

material for anyone interested

In the Restoration Movement
during a very critical period
of its history.
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offman visits Hawaii
From June 11 to July 11

Alan Hoffman, professor of

Bible SurveyatidGreekcourses
at Milligan, enjoyed an

Interesting experience in

Hawaii.

He was involved In Project

Outreach, a ten week Christian

study program sponsored by

Kalmukl Christian Church in

Honolulu. Approximately
twenty-five young people from

the mainland and Hawaii

participated in the project, and

the themewas titled "Becoming
Holy Men and Women of God."

Mr. Hoffman taught a class

each night for two weeks on the

topics of the Second Coming
and the Holy Spirit. He said

that the project members
studied 11 Thessalonians 5

during most of the summer.
The disciplined study program
also Included a book on

evangelism and a book on

personal growth.

When asked how students

were selected to be in the

program, Mr. Hoffman said,

"The project was publicized

at various colleges and students

could apply. A trip to Hawaii

may sound like a vacation,

but the kids were there to study

and work."
All girls In the project stayed

in one house, and the boys lived

in various homes on the island.

Parson's
Electronics & Stereos

West Town Square

EUzabethton shopping Center

For ail your stereo needs

543-2401

Most of the students had jobs

during the day, and everyone

attended classes and meetings

in the evening.

The warm, unprejudiced

attitude of the Hawaiians

impressed Mr. Hoffman very

much. He remarked, "The
atmosphere of the Kalmuki

Christian Church Is the most

fantastic of any church I've

seen. There is such a mixture

of races In the church, and 1

was aware of a strong spirit

of fellowship among the

members. And this attitude is

common to almost all the

Hawaiians." Mr. Hoffman

delivered two messages to the

church one Sunday morning.

Mr. Hoffman found time to

slghtsee on four of the islands;

Oahu, Kauai, Maul, and Hawaii.

When asked of his impressions

of the isles, he commented,

"Each island has its own
distinctive atmosphere, and my
favorite Island was Maul. The

volcanoes of the islands

impressed me very much."
When Mr. Hoffman was asked

to relate any unpleasant

experiences during his trip, he

described an encounter with a

postal employee on Maul. "I

had left a mailing address as

general delivery, but the clerk

seemed offended when I asked

for my mail. He wouldn't give

it to me until I showed him
some Identification.

"When 1 returned the next

day for my mall, the same
postman was there. He became

very upset and wanted me to

rent a box, and he couldn't

understand why 1 didn't need

by Shannon Complon

one." Mr. Hoffman has decided

that the only unfriendly

Hawaiians are mailmen.

Mr. Hoffman said that Mark
Gallagher, whose father is

minister of Kalmukl Christian

Church, had the inspiration for

creating Project Outreach.

Mark attended the program,

and Dave Tysinger, a

sophomore at Milligan, also

participated in the project.

Commenting on the sources

of his trip, Mr. Hoffman said,

"I gained personal enrichment

from participating in the

project. It was a learning

experience for me, and I think

it made the summer valuable

to the kids Involved In the

program."
Although Mr. Hoffman has

no Immediate plans for a second

trip to Hawaii, he remarked

that one day he hopes to return

to the islands.

ALOHA ALAN — Bible and Greek professor Alan Hoffman

converses with students Vickie French and Joyce Lee,

telling them of his summer stay in Hawaii.

Mock senate to be held in November
Hyder auditorium will be

transformed into a governmen-
tal chamber as Milligan

students participate in a mock
senate November 2, 3, and 4.

Dr. David Brackln will serve

as President of the United

States for the mock legislature.

Any student who Is sincerely

interested In the contemporary
issues of the nation and world

is Invited to participate in the

legislature as a senator. Per-
sons interested should contact

Dan Ramey (Webb 206) or Bonny

Sturgis (Hart 232).

M
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Senators need no prior ex-

perience. To aid senate action,

however, a seminar on parlia-

mentary procedure will beheld

in mid-October.

Any person who would like to

participate in the senate but who
does not want to be a senator

is invited to be a page/clerk.

The clerical staff actively in-

sures that the project func-

tions smoothly and records

accurate accounts of all legis-

lative transactions.

November's senate will be

the second of its kind at Mil-

ligan, for last spring more than

60 students participated In a

similar mock session of Con-

gress.

Last semester's senate was

based upon a two party system.

In the upcoming legislature,

however, four parties will have

active voices; Democratic, Re-
publican, Socialist Democratic
Union, and Nationalist Con-
servative parties.

Organized by Dan Ramey and

Bonny Sturgis, the senate is

sponsored and/lnanced by three
different segments of Milligan:

the Speech department, Student

Council Academic Committee,
and the Pre-Law club.

Two purposes of the Senate

are to acquaint students with

congressional procedure and to

encourage open discussion of

contemporary political issues.

Students who are not active

members of the senate may
attend the congressional ses-

sions any time during the

weekend to observe the legisla-

ture in session.
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French discusses

life and times

kialklng with Leslie French,

1st director of AS YOU LIKE
B. is equivalent to taking a

Ik through the pages of

|itre history. He recalls

lious names, dates, and ln-

|:nts as if theyhappenedyes-

Iday, although in fact, his

leer has spanned almost 60

tf.Ar. French first appeared on

,ge in 1914, at the age of 10:

ven at that age, 1 had a

.-ir for It. I knew Immediately

vanted to be an actor. I

l'/er wanted anything else]"

(lis love for the theater pre-

ited some difficulties, how-

sr. His parents weren't

ihuslastlc, and he often had

resort to subterfuge tn order

. continue his career. During

>rld War I, because of the

mbing of London, the students

re Informed that they would

longer be allowed to live at

school. Knowing his parents

mid force him to return home

d abandon his career, Mr.

-ench rented a flat. He spent

e next eighteen months there,

forming the school he was

rtng at home while telling his

irents he was living at the

:hool.

This kind of determination

M>n began to pay dividends .and

r. French's career was es-

.bllshed. In 60 years In the

.eater, he has worked In every

ledlum: stage, film, and tele-

lalon. His greatest thrill came

hen he was cast as Ariel in

le Old Vic production of THE
EMPEST. Mr. French was the

,rst male In 200 years to re-

roduce this role. As a result

f this performance, his statue

is Ariel) now stands In the

)bby of Broadcasting House

.1 London.

Mr. French first appeared

t MUligan during the 1971-72

chool year when he performed

n evening of Shakespeare at

ieeger Memorial Chapel, After

he recital. Dr. Lawson ap-

iroached him about a return

:ngagement, and as a result

he actor returned the next year

o starlnMERCHANTOFVEN-
CE. Last fall he again appeared

>n campus in TWELFTH

by Tom Beckner

NIGHT. This year has been a

unique experience, however.as

he has been on campus for four

v^eeks and has directed the show

in its entirety.

[n 1918, Mr. French played

in AS YOU LIKE IT for the

first time. He first played

Touchstone (his role In MUli-

gan' s production) in 1931 atthe

Open Air Theater In Regent's

Park. His performance in that

production won raving reviews

and the London Press headline

read: "AS YOU LIKE IT. as

we like It."

"This is a play of youth and

love," Mr. French states. "And

the role of Rosalind Is the

greatest female role Shakes-

peare ever created,"

To the beginning actor, Mr.

French has lots of advice. "The

first thing to do Is to try to

persuade a person not to be-

come an actor.

In case this doesn't faze the

aspiring young theslan, Mr.

French goes on saying that the

most important thing for an

actor to learn Is how to speak

and how to move. "Apart from

these technical values though,"

Mr. French goes on, "an actor

must be absolutely sincere and

above all, believe In what he

does."

Our guest enjoys working at

MUligan, even though his Lon-
don agent can't understand why
a professional of Mr. French's

caliber Is spending his time

directing amateurs. "I find

college students very enthusi-

astic and pliable. I try to teach,

as well as direct."

Mr. French also paints, and

recently had a one man show

in London. He feels that

painting helps his acting.

"Anything creative Is a help

and contributes to the develop-

ment of an actor."

Leslie French's philosophy

on theater can be summed up by

his one remark: "I am estab-

lished as an actor. I don't have

anything to prove or any great

goal to reach. 1 just look

forward to my next production,

wherever that may be."

We hope there Is a "next pro-

duction" for him at Mllllgan.

AS YOU LIKE IT

A Touchstone for an evening's frolic

William Shakespeare's light

and fanciful comedy AS YOU
LIKE IT came to life on the

Mllllgan College stage Friday

evening, nourished by the skill-

ful and experienced production

of Leslie French, himself a

touchstone ofShakespeareanex-

cellence.

Performed by the students and

faculty of Mllllgan College with

Mr. French charmingly enact-

Touchstone, the court Jester, the

play moves from the semi-

serious conflicts between care-

fuUy balanced foils to the sheer

rollicking fun of a delightfully

contrived ending.

Among the conflicts which are

satirically celebrated are court

vs. country. Intrigue vs.

honesty, and cynicism vs.

optimism.

From the rowdy and hilar-

ious horseplay of the wrest-

ling march and the uproarious

Tickling of William to the subtle

repartee of Cella and Rosalind

and the outrageous punning of

Touchstone, the Bard seems to

have rung all the changes to

produce the purest of light

comedy as you like it.

In this same pure comic

spirit, Leslie French brings to

dazzling life the fool whose un-

common sense indeed becomes

the touchstone for a sane self-

estimate among all the

dramatis personae.

And having mentioned the

consumate artistry of Mr.
French, one must quickly

mention the name of Jerl Smith

who brought a great vitality and

charm to the role of Rosalind.

Not only did Miss Smith

thoroughly captivate Orlando,

she conjured the audience as

well. Particularly enjoyed

were her scenes with Cella,

whose performance by Cathy

Merritt rivaled Rosalind for

Among the leading male roles,

Orlando was bellevably enacted

by Professor Jack Knowles

whose appearance and comic
presence particularly fitted him
for the role. Perhaps one could

find a better pair to play the

scenes bewteen Orlando, the

moon-struck novice, and Jac-

ques, the sour cynic, than Jack
Knowles and Dr. Ira Read, but

not on the MUligan campus. The
alchemy was there, and pure

comic gold the result.

In addition, the roles of Duke

Frederick and DukeSenlorwere

most admirably done, with John

by Dr Trocey Miller

McFadden appearing apro-

prlately vUianous and Tom
Beckner bringing very real di-

gnity, gaiety, and compassion

to his part.

Of particular note among the

supportive roles were Amiens,
skillfully done by Tony Jacoby,

Tim Beck as a most authenlc

Charles, Karl Schmidt as the

countrified William. The role

of Audrey enacted by Sara Brit-

ton generated great hilarity

and was done with sheer comic

abandon.

The element of spectacle was

greatly enriched by the presence

of the songs by the Madrigal

singers led by Professor

Bachman and the dances of the

cast. Just as when the play was

first performed, the un-

decorated stage proved no de-

terent tothelmaginativefancyof

a fine production staff and cast.

Indeed, when Rosalind said,"

"This is the Forest of Arden,"

the audience enthus lea sticall y
agreed.

For an evening of fun and fancy

In the Forest of Arden, one

would be foolish not to be at

Seeger Chapel on October 12,

when the comic success, AS

YOU LIKE IT, wUl be per-

formed again.

More MUligan theater

productions yet to come

HANG ON, AUDREY — Excitable Audrey {played by Sarah Britton) gets

somewhat rattled, while Jacques (Dr. Ira Read) and Duke Senior (Tom
Beckner) maintain their characteristic easy-going stances In AS YOU
LIKE IT.

Three more productions will

be offered for MUligan theater

goers during the 1973-74 school

year, accordlngtoDr. Ira Read,

who Is producer of this year's

season. The total of four plays

Is an Increase over previous

years and offers a selection

which should satisfy a variety

of tastes.

THE SEAGULL will be pre-

sented In November. Randy

Buck, a drama student at ETSU,
will direct this Chekov drama.

Buck has had professional

training In New York. Tryouts

were held Monday, but the cast

has not been announced as yet.

Dr. Read will direct THOR.
WITH ANGELS, a religious

morality play by Christopher

Fry, during late February or

early March. Read, a veteran

of many productions, was last

seen In the role of Jacques in

AS YOU LIKE IT. He Is also

active In the JohnsonCityCom-
munity Theater.

Senior Tom Beckner will dir-

ect the season's final offering

In May. Several plays are under

consideration, Includinga mus-
ical. Beckner is a former pro-

fessional actor with several

plays and films to his credit.
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cxmtm.eutasuf,

In recent weeks it bas become clear that

Mllllgan Is not Immune to the menaces which

plague the rest of society. On several occasions

In past weeks, a strange man bas appeared ai

first floor windows of Hart Hall. Last Friday

night an assault was attempted In the parking

lot behind Han Hall. Without Instilling an un-

necessary amount of fear In anyone, we think

an awareness of this threat is Imperative.

With the < i ended curlew, which allows women
to be out of the dorm till a late hour, we urge

students to exercise some good Judgment In

taking advantage of this convenience and freedom.

More of the responsibility for our safety and

well being has been placed In our own bands,

and realizing this we need to act wisely and

maturely, (It should be pointed out at the same
time howover, that the problem transcends the

question of curfew; several of the Instances

mentioned took place after curfew when girls

were in the dorm and some took place at an

early hour, before curfew.)

We think It advisable, therefore, that women
avoid walking about the campus unescorted.

Women should not hesitate to ask someone to

accompany them to their destination. Men should

not be slow to offer to walk with women to the

SUB. library or dorm. (Sharing a walk with

someone is more enjoyable than walking alone

anyway).

Although MUllgan has a reputation for being

a warm campus, ii Is probably not advisable

to greet "^rangers after dark. Also, avoid

poony lit .reas of the campus and areas with

a large amount of foliage.

Or. Y a nun,or J has pointed out that the problem
of men visiting women's windows after dark hat
complicated the task of surveillance of these

areas where the problem Is worse. He requests
therefore, that this practice be discontinued.

We would also like to urge the admlnlstratloi

to continue to take action to prevent something
more tragic from happening. The installation of

lights behind Hart has already been ordered.

The possibility of Installing lights in other
dangerous areas should also be considered.

If necessary, the school's security staff should
be Increased. By all means, the proper author

-

"I.-, should be notified of any further unusual
OLwurrances. The problem of men visiting

women's windows would be greatly reduced If

the Intercom system were functional in Han
Hall. Many of these steps have already been
taken and for this w are grateful.

Courtesy and patie
b/i

Averaging one hour a day, a

Mllllgan student will spend 109

hours In the cafeteria in the

course of one semester.

What does the student do with

all the time spent In his favorite

cafeteria on Sutton hill? If the

student Is an honest person, (one

who refuses to cut line) he may
spend up to half this time

standing in line. This means

that some could spend up to 55

hours a semester waiting Inline

for food.

While waiting the busy student

occupies himself in various
ways. Many may be seen in an
obvious state of deep
contemplation, (Have you ever
really looked at faces of

fellow students as they wait?)

fhe Mefaphysica/ Brothel

Bona fide TV Guide
Well folks. It's that time

again. The start of a new tele-

vision season. Everybody's

talking about the new shows so

the METAPHYSICAL BROT-
HEL wants to point the way

clear for you and tell you

what the best shows of the new

season really are. So 11 you

want to Increase your viewing

pleasure you've come to the

right place.

9:30-10:30 Tues. & Thurs.

THE WET2EL AND JOHNSON
COMEDY HOUR - An exciting

variety of shows designed to

make you split your sides with

laughter. Special shows planned

Include features on sleep in-

ducement, study techniques and

propaganda. Starring C.Robert

Wetzel, Jess Johnson, and a

cast of hundreds. Occasional

guest appearances by Ira Read.

8:00 Wed - MISSION IMPOS-
SIBLE - A continuing drama
about a group of adventurers

with many different tricks up

their sleeves. The job at hand

is to convert an old mill into

a family restaurant. As pro-

blems mount and tension builds,

our heroes become more and

more resourceful. Starring Eu-

gene Wlgglngton.

6:45, 11:15 & 5:15 Daily -

THE GALLOPING GOURMET
A unique show returns to tele-

vision. An Informative and

humourous presentation of

many exciting dishes guaran-

teed to send gourmets gallop-

ing. Featured In coming weeks

will be such delicacies as

mystery meat, yamamori on

rice and one apple or orange

apiece. Sam Combs is the

host for this. .ah. .show.

9:00 a.m. Fri. -LINEN SER-
VICE - Another show in the

action/emergency fad but this

one Is really good! Join the men
In the blue and white trucks

as they race against the clock

to replace dirty linen. Taut

drama and always something

new as the lockers are opened

one by one.
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8:00 p.m. - Thurs. - MIT-

CHUM's DEPARTMENT -This
poignant but funny situation

comedy follows dormitory re-

sl(*2nt assistant Jim Mltchum

through all the activities of his

busy day. What with chasing

down elusive Illegal cats and

constantly checking for girls

In the men's rooms In addition

to maintaining a busy social

schedule It seems a wonder that

Jim finds any time to study at

all. Co-starring Wayne Qulllen

and Tony Jacoby.

8:00 a.m. Mon.-Frt.-PASS-

WORD-James Shields is the

host of this exciting game show

In which student guest con-

testants attempt to guess the

meanings of various combina-

tions of letters such as GN,

MGN, and MDA. Tune in and

join in the fun and you may
Just learn something in the pro-

cess.

10.00 p.m. Tues. GUNSMOKE
-It's a tense scene for Marshall

Jake Rector as, in addition

to his regular duties of check-

ing doors, turning off tennis

court lights, and rooting

couples out of the Ad building,

he is forced to cope with the

problem of vestige from his

past. In "The Return of War-
dog", ghosts of a wild pack

of dogs with a tenacious black

and white mongrel at their

head pursue the marhsall on his

appo inted rounds

.

fiVU.i6.gD w*LurjrjTriff.fe act

by Steve Coon
SPORTS SPECTACULAR -

Time to be announced. The
Battle of the Sexes as B.J.

Moore and Pat Bonner meet

in the tennis match of the

century. Be at center court

MUllgan College as Rob Hooker
and Ron Worrell bring you the

play by play.

11:00 p.m. Mori.- Fri. THE
EVENING NEWS - All the Juicy

detaUs of the days events are

yours as anchormen Tim Ste-

vens and Doug Deller stampede

their way through the news.

Sports action Is described by

Rob Hooker and Steve Coon is

the Whether man.
12;00 noon Wed. -THE DUR-

ING SCHOOL SPECIAL The
first installment is entitled

"The Metaphysical Brothel Ex-
planation". A trek through the

history of the term metaphy-

sical brothel, showing how it

refers to the point where ra-

tional thought loses Itself in

emotion. Featured are Arthur

Koestler and his novel DARK-
NESS AT NOON, Steve Coon,

Phil McCullough, Bad Kharma
and Dark Brown Trouble.

A parting thought: Did you

know that you can get a Vil-

lage Blacksmith Propane

Fogger with Insecticide for only

10 1/2 books of green stamps?

WeU, you can. Take all these

things and ponder them in your

heart.

Goodnight all.

Of course, a favorite past!

Is to engage in stlmulat

conversation while wait!

Many of the curreni wc
problems are viewed and solv

and answers toanyquestiono

feels Inclined to ask- ...ay

found.

If the student isn't in the mi

for deep thinking at the m
meal, he can stand In line i

eye his favorite prof, at

salad bar. It Is great fun

watch the prof, get mobbed
30 students as he meekly sei

lettuce, tomato, and onion I

his hamburger.
Once the student 1

progressed through the line i

made his difficult choice o:

variety of foods, selected 1

favorite flavor of Kool - A
and chosen one of the nu
salads, be searches frantlca

for a place to sit.

Does the student real

what labor and forethought
into his meal?

Two years ago in April, S-

Combs became the manager

the cafeteria. When he came
Mllllgan he looked the camj

over, looked the students ov.

and liked what he saw.

Mr. Combs, known by i

students as Sam, accepted

interview with President Je

Johnson. Sam said he was t<

in this interview that "t

cafeteria was not a moc
making operation but a servl

to the students." Sam was ai

told that "his objective wcr

be to make the students hap

by giving them good food.'

Doubtless, this was a tough

job than Sam realized. The

have been problems, such

the recent dishwasb

breakdown.

Sam feels that his m;

problem Is the dress co<

Despite some student's oplru

that dress codes are immau.
and unnecessary, Sam Is qui

to say that he wants the dre

code enforced.

His reasons are that i

students behave better when tb

are dressed according to t

code. Sam uses the example
Sunday noon meals as a til

when the "atmosphere Is mu
better and students do notthr

ice and food."

5T**
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ice on trial

Itie Elliott

Sam tries not onlytosolvehls

problems with the management
of the cafeteria but to foresee

future problems and act to avoid

them. For Instance, this past

summer Sam purchased a rather

large amount of canned peaches,

apples, and other canned foods.

Some students have found a

great deal of humor In the fact

that these cases of food are

stored In the basement of a

MlHigan dormitory. But when

Sam finds a bargain, he acts and

It would appear that he made a

wise move. Since his purchase

the food prices have risen as

much as $3.00 a case.

Another problem Sam faces

Is with the soaring prices of

meat. He has tried to solve this

problem by cutting down on

waste.

The cut down Is enforced by

preparing less meat, which

works fine unless one Is

unfortunate enough to be at the

end of the line. As Sam puts it,

"The students are eating, as

much as they ever did, we're

just preparing less,"

Another way Milligan coped
with higher prices was raising

the board bill paid by students.

Sam feels this Increase in board

will be sufficient to meet the

needs. He stresses the fact that

"every cent the srudent pays

goes into the operation of the

cafeteria,"

There are 24 student

workers, 9 cooks, and one

assistant manager, Mr. Bill

Woolard, employed by the

cafeteria. Since Milligan is a

private Institution, the cafeteria

is not Inspected by the

government.

However, the cooks and staff

are required to have health

cards and Sam "runs the

cafeteria as if It were under
government Inspection."

Nevertheless, students do

get Impatient and tired of long

lines and repetitious meals.

Everyone must realize that

people have to endure small

Inconveniences In the course of

life. Perhaps the cafeteria

experience should be viewed

as a training session in courtesy

and patience.

Of course there Is always

the opportunity to take a break,

converse with friends, and

maybe even smile back at Sam.

'Id CAN ANVONE
ILE WITH A TEWNIS ,

Ball in their mo/rw.'

-l&UeAA. to- ike edLU&i-

Dear Editor:

If I have to idly sit through

another disgusting convocation

I think that I will surely go

Insane. So far I can count the

number of good convocations

or, my rwo big toes. I must

say the administration Is very

nearly batting 1.000, 1 don't

mind sitting through a boring

convocation as long as I have

something constructive to do

with my time. However, I

believe the administration is

going too far when it starts

dictating how I must sit, where

1 must look and what 1 can do

with my hands. The Dean has

given us one alternative: either

behave In convocation In the

manner dictated or stay away
from convocation and do not

come back next semester.

However, there is another

alternative which the Dean has
overlooked; he could make the

majority of convocations

worthwhile and he could stop

requiring attendance. Everyone
knows that it is Impossible to

have excellent convocations all

of the time but it Isn't

impossible to have more than

we've had so far. There are

enough faculty members alone

who are good speakers and

have something worthwhile to

say to have several months of

excellent convocations. As long

as the convocations were

worthwhile, it would be

unnecessary to require

attendance. Those people

Interested In the speaker's

topic would attend and the Dean

wouldn't have the problem of

decorum with which he seems

to have burdened Himself. An

example of this phenomenon Is

Cincinnati Bible Seminary.

They do not require attendance

yet they turn people away

because the programs are so

good.

Well, then, you say — "What

would happen to the "esprit de

corps" of Milligan, since

everyone knows that

convocation is the only thing

that holds Milligan College

together?" Convocation does

not create a unifying spirit

within the college community.
Convocation would be the same
If I were the only person there

or If the whole Milligan family

were In attendance. How can
you develop "esprit de corps"
when you can't even talk to the

person sitting next to you? I

personally developed more
"esprit de corps" In the lunch

line than 1 ever will from my
convocation experience.

It is easy to force students

to attend an arbitrary activity

when threats of dismissal loom
over their heads. However, the

task of forcing students to listen

is next to impossible. I believe

the Dean Is attacking thewrong
problem (not many student*

were studying when Dr,
Crowder spoke at convocation).

The problem Is not the students

but the attitude of the

administration and the quality

of the convocation programs.

Sincerely,

Karen Newmyer
Sophomore:
Chemistry Major

Dear Editor,

This letter is in response

to your recent editorial which

appeared In the September 19th

issue of the STAMPEDE.
The BUFFALO Staff agrees

that the yearbook Is a vital

part In the total college

experience of each student.

Hence, it deserves the full

support of each student and

faculty member. The quality

of the college yearbook Is not

determined by the yearbook

staff alone, but by the entire

student body and faculty. The
BUFFALO Staff agrees that

the entire Milligan College

Community needs to begin

taking the yearbook seriously.

The BUFFALO Staff is

composed of fifteen dedicated

and talented members.We urge

each member of Milligan

College to help us make the

1974 BUFFALO the link which

will one day link your present

with your past college

experience.

Glen Bunton

Editor of BUFFALO

Military coup stirs up political fire

in Chile's boiling cauldron of revolt

Less than two years ago 90,000 Chilean miners, peasants,

and Mapuche Indians poured into Chile's National Stadium to

celebrate the election and anniversary of Dr. Salvador Allende

Gossens, the first freely elected Marxist President In the

Western Hemisphere.
Now the same stadium in Santiago Is serving as a detention

center for 7,000 political prisoners. These are not prisoners

of the Allende government, but of a right-wing military junta

which recently staged a successful coup against the Marxist
leader.

Chile's government is now under the authority of the country's

army, navy, and air force led by Gen, Augusto Pinochet Ugarte.

The former President, Allende, committed suicide when the

Moneda Palace in which he resided was attacked by the air force

and besieged with bombs, rockets, and tank shells. For nearly

a week the streets of Santiago were a bloody battle field prowled
by armored personnel carriers.

Although such coups are not Infrequent In Latin America,
one might wonder what factors precipitated the upset in Chile,

leading to the Pinochet takeover.

In 1970 Allende was elected by a 36 percent plurality, making
him a minority President. Yet, he was welcomed to office

following 3 military crackdown by his predecessor, Eduardo
Frei. Allende's election came. Interestingly enough, at a time
when the leftist governments of neighboring Bolivia and Peru
had been established through military coups.

Thus, Allende worked through the system in his attempt to

achieve change. He proposed far reaching agrarian reform,

extensive urban development, and the nationalization of all

foreign owned banks and companies. Including nearly a billion

dollars of investments by over a hundred U. S. firms.

After Allende's first year In office the Congress, judiciary,

and free press remained intact. Nationalization had been rather

thorough, and private American investment dropped to about SO
million dollars. Allende's PopularUnity government expropriated

and redistributed as many farms In one year as Frei had in the

previous six.

However, these reforms were bringing economic difficulties.

Dollar reserves fell significantly. Food imports increased as a

result of reduced farm production In the wake of agrarian

reform. Drops in copper output were accompanied by lower
prices on the world market. The costs of goods within Chile
soared, and a black market developed.

Obviously, Chile was In economic trouble. Despite his reforms,
Allende's popularity gradually dwindled after the April municipal

elections of 1971,

A long tradition exists in Latin America of conservative

armies waiting to halt such changes. Chile was no exception.

by Doug Deller

During Allende's last month In office he reall7ed the threat

from the armed forces, but he could do little about the well -

planned coup which was flnaUy staged only weeks ago.

Whether good or bad, the changes under the military junta

have been immediate. The generals have emphasized a return

to traditional values, protesting against "moral decadence."

Marxist books have been burned, political signs and posters

of the left have disappeared, use of the greeting "comrade"
has been banned, and even long hair has been cut.

These changes came with a wave of violence, Pinochet's

regime quickly Jailed 30 of Allende's top aides and rounded

up 8,000 civilian suspects. The few who have been freed tell

of maltreatment, torture, and systematic beatings.

The junta claims that fewer than 250 people were killed in

the overthrow, but many estimates range into the thousands,

some as high as 5,000, Hundreds of heavily armed police

now roam the city.

All Marxist political parties have been banned, and all other

parties are recessed Indefinitely. Pinochet says, "The only

party now Is the Chilean party, and its members are all

Chileans," A civilian - led democratic government has no

priority for the Junta, and some say that the earliest prospects

for national elections are three to five years.

Chile's new leader has said that "as soon as the country

recuperates we will return it to the people." Presently military

officers occupy top government posts and influential positions

in the Central Bank, railroads, and the State Development

Agency. However, consumer goods have reappeared and
food prices have dropped with this . restoration of order
by a cessation of the truckers* strike and strict warnings

against black market dealing.

A foremost Issue in many minds is the question of U. S.

Involvement in the coup. According to Pinochet, the Junta

received no outside help, and little reliable evidence exists

to the contrary. Yet, America probably played a crucial role

In Allende's economic difficulties through pressure on the

World Bank.

This raises the problem of a double standard. It seems
rather Ironic that our nation would fight for a decade in Southeast

Asia to establish a right-wing democracy, but do nothing to

prevent the overthrow of Chile's leftist democracy. Maybe
ideology is more important than consistency, justice, or freedom.
What does the end of Allende signify for Chile and Latin

America? It probably means the continuation of the politics

of violence and power. Even more importantly, it points to an
almost certain rejection of democratic means by the Marxists,

assuring the world of future political revolutions in Latin

America.





Clubs provide education, recreation, service

-

WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS — Pictures tell the story
of convocation. Singer Erv Lewis speaks from the stage,
while the audience performs Its usual Tuesday-Thursday
activities.

Any person who does not currently receive the STAMPEDE
a: home may subscribe to the newspaper by filling out the
following form and mailing It to rhe STAMPEDE, Box 56,
Mllllgan College, Tennessee 37682. Subscription rate: $2.00

! Kenny's Pizza i

West Tonne Squire

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542 5521 J
25* otl large PIZZA

]5 « o» small PIZZA

99'

Sun. Wed.

4 11 P.M

Thurs. • Sat

11-12 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with ID

NEW
SUBMARINES

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

From music to mountain.; to

missions, Mllllgan students are

Involved in a variety of clubs

which provide opportunities for

service, relaxation, education,

and professional experience.

Mllllgan's student chapter of

the Music Educators National

Conference is sponsored by

Mrs. Crosswhlte and headed by

Tempa Lawson. The club Is

now planning for the annual

choral festival which they are

sponsoring in February. The
members are selling popcorn

to raise money for the event.

Extending an Invitation to stud-

ents to join, Tempa explains,

"The club Is not restricted

to music majors and minors,

but Is open to everyone Inter-

ested In music and a high

quality of music eduatlon.

Service Seekers is a club

attempting reorganization after

a year of Inactivity. The club,

which held its first meeting

October 3, Is opentoallfemales

interested in service projects

both on campus and in the com-
munity. Joy Thompson, who is

working with Jackie Mitchell on

reorganization", explains that

she felt "Service Seekers can do

something. 1 hope we can take

practical Jobs, like waxing the

floors of the ironing rooms
in thedorms," Scrubbrush, any-

one??

A coed service organization

is what Circle K offers for all

students except first semester

freshmen. Officers are Dan

Harding, president; Tania

Knowles, secretary; Dan Car-

roll, treasurer; andJoyThomp-
son, chaplain. Sponsored by Mr.

Hoffman, the club holds meet-

ings every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Its many projects include the

Mllllgan Movie rights, printing

and distributing basketball pro-

grams, and collecting for mul-

tiple sclerosis. Speaking for

Circle K, Dan Carroll com-
ments, "It gives a person an

opportunity to work with other

people in service around the

campus."

Civinettes provides another

service club for women of all

classes. A busy schedule Is set

up for this club with meetings

every week, a retreat to Boone

Lake October 12, A Misled Youth
Week, serving at receptions and
collecting for multiple scler-
osis. Officers are LeAnne Knlt-

tel, president; Pam Johnson,
vice president; Linda Cooper,
secretary; Kathi Jablonski,

treasurer; and Mrs. V.

sponsor. Pam Johnson also

holds the title of "MissCWlran"
for the Appalachian district. Le-
Anne comments that "Civinettes
is a good way for freshmen to

become Involved their very first

year,"

The Men Of APO compose a

service fraternity whose off-

icers are Dave Morris, presi-

ent; Dave Akers, vice presi-
dent; and John Schremser, se-

cretary - treasurer. Besides
holding the annual Date Auction

which raises money for a Boy
Scout troop, the club lsplannlng

a road rally and a basketball

game with Circle K. All pro-

fits will go to charity. Dave
Akers explains, "We donate a

lot of money to the Ellz-
abethton Children's Home, I get

satisfaction just knowing the

money we earn is going for a

good cause."

Offering exciting seminars,
discussions, and field trips, the

Psychology club is open to all

students. Dr. Crowder, one of

the club's sponsors, is now con-
ducting a seminar on altered

states of consciousness. The
club is also planning a trip

to the East Tennessee Mental
Institution. Dan Ramey states

that films and discussions spon-
sored by the club provide the

members with "time to get

together and discuss what you
have learned In the class-
room,"

Another special interest club
formed Just this year is the

French Club. Sponsored by Mrs.

Woolard, the club hopes to give

French students a chance to

speak conversational French,

experiment with French cook-

ing, and grasp a broader under-

standing of French culture. Any

person Interested should con-

tact Brenda Truitt or the

sponsor.

The main semester pro -

Ject of the Pre-Law club is the

Mock Senate which they are co-

sponsoring with Student Council.

Penny Patton and Dan Ramey are

officers of this club which is

open to all students interested

In law.whether as a profession

or as a "side-line Interest."

The club keeps a library of law

school catalogues to aid its

members going to law school.

Student Union Bookstore
Oct. 10th - Fall Break

: ike a spring field trip

to Washington, D.C. Penny, the

first ferr.ale member in the

history, explains that the

club wants to provide itsmem-
bers with experience in all as-

pects of law.

An exciting, relaxing typc-

of learning experience is pro-

vfded by the Buffalo Ramblers.

The club is very active under

the leadership of Tom Crise,

president; Steve Britton, vice

president; Lois Jordan, se-

cretary; Mr, Shaffer, spon-

sor. Membership is open to

everyone, regardless of ex-

perience In hiking, camping,

mountain climbing, caving, and

backpacking, which are some of

the club's various activities.

Plans for this semester Include

a backpacking trip along the

Appalachian Trail October 12

and 13, a Halloween parry, and

a caving seminar in Worley

Cave,
The Student Tennessee Edu-

cation Association is a pro-
fessional organization of great

benefit to student teachers.

"It is basically a self-centered

organization," explains pres-
ident Roxie Blttner. The stu-

dent member Is covered with a

$200,000 liability insurance
policy in case he Is sued as
a result of his job.

Organized under Dr. Taber,

the missions club alms "to

help peopleunderstand the mis-
sion work of the church, and

to inform them of work in the

field," as the sponsor ex-

plains. Meetings are opened

to everyone every Thursday at

5:00 In the Sutton Annex. Pos-
sible projects forthls semester

include correspondence with

missions, support and partici-

pation in the inter - Varsity

Christian fellowship convention

during Christmas vacation, and

short term trips to work with

missions. Dr. Taber believes

that "it Is the business of all

Christians to be intelligently

interested in our missions."

The purpose of clubs on

campus was the topic of dis-

cussion when freshman Libby

Hendrlx, a member of MENC,
explained, "You need to par-

ticipate In a club so you can

get away from the worry of

your school work and feel more
like you have a place outside of

your own little world,"

Try The

"Drifter"

Guitar

$59.95

At

^f%Sfi#^
926-3821
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Cheer squad ready

.
.

BATTLING FOR THE BALL — Intramural football teams light to gain

control of the ball. The men's football teams are currently preparing for

the first day of Intramural tournament play later this month.

Runners pile up split record
by Tom Hollingsworth

MilUgan College has eleven

men that should make the school

very proud.

These eleven men have been

running at least six miles and

up to fifteen miles a day since

the start of the school year.

In fact most of these men have

been running year round weather

permitting. These fellows are

preparing themselves for

cross - country meets that are

usually three to five miles long.

So far this year the team has

compiled a win-loss record of

3-3. This Includes two losses

to Carson - Newman and one

loss to Brevard. However, the

Buffs have beaten Warren

Wilson twice and Walter State

once.

This year, as last year, Mike

McMillan has been the man to

beat from Mllligan. A senior

this year, Mike is completing a

record which will be difficult

to berter at Millisan.

Tom Evans, a senior, and

Lee Morrow, a sophomore, have

been good competition to the

best runners of other campuses.

Tom and Lee have similar

strides and often cross the finish

line within seconds of one

another.

Skip Wright, Just a freshman,

has been running fourth for the

team and appears to have a good

future. Usually not far behind

Skip comes Les Glndlesperger,

another senior. Les had never

Cross Country Schedule

Cumberland College Oct. 4 There

Lees McRae Oct. 6 There

Lees McRae Oct. 10 Here

Carson Newman Invitational Oct. 13 Carson Newman
Southern States Invitational Oct. 20 Cumberland

Bryan Oct. 22 There

TIAC (Tennessees Intercollegiate Oct. 27 Carson Newman
Athletic Conference)

Nov, 3 Carson Ne-

hit the trai

I&2 and

^ike shop.

MAIN an J DIVISION

run in competition until last

year but since then he has

steadily improved and

consequently has become one of

the top runners.

Sophomores Larry McNett,

George Fowler, and Dick Major

have helped the team with their

experience. Dick Is a transfer

and is not eligible to place;

however, he has run In all meets

and practices.

Three freshmen whlcn have

added depth to the team are

Tom Flack, Rob Johnson, and

Doug Howell. These three have

been gaining experience and

endurance therefore making the

cross - country teams of

MlUigan's future look very

bright.

Cheerleaders for the 1973-

74 basketball season have been

chosen.

Elected Thursday, Septem-
ber 27 at a tryout session in

which voting was open to the

entire student body, the

cheering squad has fourveteran

members: captain Brenda
Truitt, Kathl JablonskJ, C3thy
Merritt, and Penny Patton.

Freshman Michelle Jones and
sophomore Reuta Morrlcalare
new to the squad.

Student Council annually

sponsors the cheerleader elec-

tions. This year Pam Johnson,

with help from Brenda Truitt,

organized the tryouts. Orig-
inally, twenty-three women
showed interest in cheering, but

after practice sessions, only

twelve participated in the Sep-
tember 27 tryouts.

In preparation for the up-

coming season, the cheer-

leaders are practicing an hour

and a half each day, five days

a week. Many of last year's

cheers will be used, but the

cheerleaders plan to perform
many more gymnastic stunts In

their routines.

Basketball appropriations

help pay for the cheerleaders'

meals and their transportation

to the away games. The squad

itself, however, is responsible

for earning most of its own
money for equipment and uni-

forms.
Cheerleaders attend all

basketball games, including the

state tournament In Nashville.

Sponsor Mrs. Mary Young ac-

companies the squad to away

games and enthusiastically

supports both the cheering

squad and the basketball team

at home games.
Besides their cheering

responsibilities ji M
games, the cheerleaders will

often be serving as Judges at

area high school cheering

events. In addition, MUllgan's

squad will lead a cheerleadlng

clinic for the Grundy Mountain

Mission school Saturday, Octo-

ber 13.

Junior varsity cheerleaders

will be elected by the student

body in the gymnasium Thurs-

day, October II, at 7;30 p.m.

Nine women are vying for the

six Junior varsity positions.

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DA VIS JEWELERS
409 Elk AviMUf

EllZAJETHTON, TtNNESSit

Phone 928-7811

,-OP

WW'LAUNDRY&
DBYCLEANEBS

Speed Wash
213 East Maple St

Dresses

Pants

Shirts

Milligan Students Welcome

Nicest And Cleanest Laundromat

In Johnson City.

Attendent On Duty 7:00 A.M.

To 10:00 P.M. 7 Days Per Week

Try Our Dry Cleaning

35* Blouses 15* Suit

25* Sweaters 30* Jacket

15* Skirts 25' Coats

60
c

30*

50<

'
'

...........
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Stages of altered

consciousness expand

mind's mysterious journeys

by Pam Stephens

What is beljig Investigated in

Dr. Orvel Crowder's Altered

States of Consciousness class7

a) Hypnosis

b) Medication

c) Imagination

d) All of the above

e) None of the above

Perhaps the answer is un-

knowable, and perhaps It does

not matter.

Each Tuesday and Thursday

during the noon hour, students

drift into the spectrum tinted

light of Hopwood and into their

own minds. What awaits the

student there is as full of sur-

prises and delights as the stu-

dent can be made aware of,

find, or create.

Upon first entering the

sparsely populated auditorium

and witnessing the deeply

breathing scattered forms, the

observer may be somewhat

skeptical. His question is.

"What are they doing?"

Dr. Crowder, however,

denies the Importance of this

question. What the class is

doing has beendone by mystics,

visionaries, and people of ima-
gination for thousands of years

in every part of the world.

He feels that the question that

should be asked is, "What is

happening?" When the observer

becomes a participant. Dr.

Crowder's question takes

priority.

Dr. Crowder believes that if

one can say human conscious-

ness lies between two extremes

or poles, the first beinga broad

expansive awareness of many
things, and the second being a

narrow intense view of one; then

"most of us get stuck at one

point—everyday life. It is de-

sirable to move freely between

two points."

The purpose of the Altered

10% DISCOUNT

To All Students

POLYESTER for

Men and Womenswear

Denim Nylon Quilted

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out fo the Ole House and Save

Hi. 2, Erwin Highway
Johnson City. Tenn. 37601

Tel. 926 8201

States of Consciousness class,

then, is to help people achieve

this great freedom.

Three phases to develop

freedom of consciousness are

being explored In the Tuesday-
Thursday sessions. The first

phase, which has recently been

completed, is the atunlng of

consciousness to external

reality.

In the first meetings students

are led into states of relaxa-

tion by Dr. Crowder as he plays

the role of Great Suggestor.

Breathing exercises are prac-

ticed from tbe Egyption medi-
tative position.

At the suggestion of Dr.

Crowder, students focus their

thoughts on varying objects

whether it be a rock, a poin-

settla plant, or their own
bodies. The variety of re-

sponses seems inexhaustable.

For example, students can be-

come aware of the unity of their

senses; they can sometimes
hear what they see, feel what

they hear, and smell what they

feel.

As Dr. Crowder states It,

they experience "the stuff

poetry is made of." Communi-
cating with a plant, ortakingon

the identity of the person next

to you, and finding creative

Images, or symbols for parts

of your body, all are some of

the means or exercises used
to atune oneself with the dif-

ferent levels of reality found

in surrounding objects.

In the second phase of the

class, the one just started, an

attempt Is being made towards

the atunlng of consciousness to

the internal world.

After the first class in this

second phase, students are

aware that they have just taken

a journey in which time, space,

and happening are totally flex-

ible; a Journey in which any-

thing is possible; a journey in

an altered state of conscious-

ness; a journey through their

own mind.

College Appreciation Days

coupons

40 discount coupons

28 Johnson City merchants

value to
s225

S
5.
M

from any STAMPEDE staff member

Perhaps the most striking

realization as a result of this

first experience Is the realiza-

tion of the freedoms and

Infinite possibilities in this

level of reality. In this state the

student, perhaps a littlewarily,

knows there are no expectations

given by an outside authority

that are to be met. Instead, be

is free to discover and to

explore.

The final phase will be a stage

in which the students will re-

structure what they have dis-

covered. But, hopefully, the

end of the class will not be the

end of the students' experiences

in altered states of con-
sciousness. At the end of class

students will have skill? they

can use to develop themselves.

The present class is Dr.

Crowder's first experience

with a large group In altered

states. He started the class

partially because of student

Interest and partially "to find

out whether this freedom (ofal-

tered states) can be cultivated

in a setting of groups within

the Church."

tl^Htfs

JRecerdCenter
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951'
Records, Tapes, Accesories, Candles,
Incense, Posters

WATCH FOR GRANDOPENINGOci.l9th-20th

For $2,929.60
YOU CAN OWN A

SPORTS CAR

DESIGNED BY THE MAN
WHO DESIGNS

$20,000 SPORTS CARS.

Nuccio Bertone designs
Lamborghinis. Maseratis.

And the Fiat 850 Spider,

the lowest priced true

sports car in America.

The biggest selling car in Europe.

ELLIOTT-ALLEN
MOTORS, INC

W. Ilk Ave. UixabelHtoa

Phone 542.U41

PAKTS - SALES - SERVICE

IMTOBT SPECIALISTS
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Founder's Day commemorated
Ten women vie for honor

A CHIP OFF THE OLD STUMP — The title ol Founder's Daughter is once again up for grabs.

Hoping to capture the annual honor are women nominated by various clubs and organizations on

campus. They include (1 to r) Chris Sankovich, Denise Schnieder. Sue Elliot, Penny Patron,

Pam Johnson, Tanya Knowles, Tempa Lawson, Cindy Hardescy, Marsha Reed. Not pictured

are Joy Blackford and Becky Hayes.

Since 1951, Founder's Week-
end at Milligan College has

always included a Founder's

Daughter, and this year Is no

exception. Ten senior women
have been selected to run as

Founder's Daughter candidates

lor 1973-74.

Various clubs and or-

ganizations on campus have

sponsored a girl forFounder's
Daughter, They are as follows;

Joy Blackford — Concert

Choir; Sue Elliott -- Hart Hall;

Cindy Hardesty — Service

Seekers; Becky Hayes —
Sutton Hall; Pam Johnson —
Ctvlnertes; Tanya Knowles —
Circle K; Tempa Lawson —
Alpha Phi Omega; Penny Pat-

ron — MENC; Marsha Reed —
Mission's Club; Chris San-

kovich — Phi Eta Tau.

Besides being a member of

the senior class, each
Founder's Daughter must
not get married before the end
of the school year. More than

a beauty contest. Founder's

Daughter is an honor bestowed
on the Milligan woman who
has contributed much ro the

college.

Before the election on Nov-
ember 20ih, the candidates will

be presented in convocation

with rhelr escorts. Allstudenrs
may then vote during the day
for Founder':. Daughter.

Friday evening the Founder's

Daughter will be crowned at a

banquet in Sutton Hall. The
first mnnerup will also be
announced.

Jbright chosen for award

Each year Milligan honors
e of Its alumni with a Dis-
guished Alumnus Award and

dinner during Founder's

;ekend. The 1973 recipient

the award is Dr. Arnold
Albright, Executive Director
the Council on Public Higher
ucation in Kentucky.
Dr. Albright graduated "cum
ide" from Milligan in 1937.

ter attending the University

Tennessee ro receive a Mas-
degree, Dr. Albright

rolled in New York Univex-

y and acquired his Ph. D.

Albright has held various

ninlstrative positions at the

University ol Kenrucky, which

include executive dean, univer-

sity provost, interim president

in 1963, and executive vice-

president.

During his career, Albright

has been offered the

presidencies of several col-

leges and universities. In 1969
he rejected the presidency of

Northern Kentucky Stare Col-

lege because he had accepred

a Fulbrighr Lectureship in

Belgium.

The recipient of the

Distinguished Alumnus Award
Is selected by a committee of

the Alumni Association.

Alumni to return home
Milligan College will bold the

nnual Founders Weekend
ovember 22 - 25. According

> Rod Irvin, Alumni Director,

bunder's Weekend is "Mil-
igan's answer to a

omecoming."

Several activities have been

lanned for the weekend, be-

inning with a Thanksgiving

orship service in Seeger

hapel. A Thanksgiving din-

er will be served following

program. At 3 p.m.
le Distinguished Alumnus
.ward and a choir concert will

'e presented in upper Seeger.

Thursday evening at 6 p.m.

illlgan will host a dinner

inorlng rhe Distinguished

lumnus, who is Dr. A. D.

Ibnghr. Dr. Albright is the

xecutive Director of rhe

ouncil on Public Higher

due atmn of Kenrucky.
All classes Friday will be

pen to visitors. From
3.m. to 3 p.m. rhe class

f 1963 will hold a reunion at

le Camara Inn in Eli2aberh-

>n. Friday afternoon at 3:30

,m. a meeting ot the alumni

ill convene in lower Seeger.

lans for Friday night

include rhe Founder's Daugh-
- ter Banquer and a basketball

tournament at King College.

Parents can meet with Dean
Wetzel in the counseling offices

of the business office at i0;00
a.m. Saturday. Saturday nighi

Milligan will play again in the

Thanksgiving basketball tourn-

ament at King College. Also
at 8;30 p.m. an opera festival

will be presented In Seeger
Chapel. The worship service
Sunday morning in seeger will

mark the end of Founder's
Weekend activities.

In recent years a decline In

alumni who return for

Founder's Day has been noted.

Commenting on the problem.
Rod said, '-Founder's Week-
end must be revised, whether
u be rhe date or the plans.

We have two possibilities for

Founder's Day. One alterna-
tive is to have a summer
alumni weekend." If the date

remains unchanged, Rodsaid,
"We should expand Founder's
Weekend to include more stu-

dent activities, such as an
ourslde concert. We need
alumni - student - faculty

participation."
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Campus apartments dedicated
E. Lamar Seals^^ Jr.,

Southeastern Regional
Administrator for the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development , was the

featured speaker ^t the

dedication ceremonies for a

32-unit married student housing
complex at Milligan College
Friday, November 2, 1973.

Seals, who addressed rhe

combined meeting of ihe

Milligan President's Club and

the Boards of Trustees and

Advisers Thursday evening,

spoka briefly ar rhe 9:20 a.m.

ceremony. He complimented

Milligan on its new facility and

spoke of the necessiry of

cooperation between higher

education and the government.

The four apartment buildings

were dedicated in honor of

persons who have served

Milligan in various capacities.

Mrs. Mildred Welshlmer
Phillips, a former Dean of

Women at Milligan and now one

of the school's closest friends,

was present to see Professor

Eugene Price read rhe citation

in tribute as one of the

apartment buildings was named
in her honor. The rhree other

structures were named in

memory of Holland L. Ehrman,
of Burler, Pennsylvania; Helen

Welshlmer, of Canron, Ohio;

and James DeForesr Murch, of

Cincinnati.

President Jess W. Johnson

said rhe total cost of the

apartments will be

approximately 5400,000
including paving, grading, and

landscaping. Johnson expressed

his thanks toHUDfor its support

of Milligan' s project by offering

assistance in the form of a debt

service gram which will pay

all interest on the buildings in

excess of three percent.

WHO'S WHAT WHEN? -That question is answered at least in part.~byt
for WHO'S WHO AMONG AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS. The lucky people who get to add
this honor to their resumes are; Front row (1 to r) Yvonne Bajko, Mike Flora and Priscilla

Wilkjns. Second row (1 to r) Deborah Doan, Charma Dunlap, Tim Stevens, Penny Phillips and
Pam Stephens, Not pictured is Tempa Lawson.
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'g on hosts first

rensic tournament
viilUgan College held its first

High School Forensic
Tournament on October 20,

197:',.

I 'he event was held on campus
jr Hyder Auditorium and in the

Administration Building. High

Schools participating in the

event came from as far away

a; Knoxvllle, Kingspon, and

Bowman, North Carolina. The
tournament hosted over

sixty-five students who

pa rticipated in various events.

With the help of many of Dr.

Moorhouse's speech students.

Judging and timing Individual

events was an enlightening

experience for all who
participated.

Competition was provided in

the following events; Debate,

Impromptu speaking.
Extemporaneous speaking.
Prose interpretation, and
Poetry Interpretation. Trophies
were given to the individual

winners in each event and a

trophy was given to the top

school and top debate team.
The school award went to

Dobyns-Bennet High School with

West High School In KnoxviUe
coming in second.

The highlight of the

tournament was the final round
of debate which was held before
all participants and coaches In

Hyder. The two undefeated

teams were from Dobyns-Bennet
and Bowman, North Carolina.
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EAST TENN'S LARGEST
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SEAGULL — Not Jonathan Livingston but a much older member of the species. C3st members
are currently rehearsing for Chekov's drama SEAGULL which will be presented In Seeger
Auditorium the weekend of December 7.

Rod Irvin—A man for all jobs
by Pam Stephens

They're all "doubling up,"

Mrs. Fontaine, Dean Wetzel,

President Johnson, Dan
Steucher, Larry Huff, Pat

Bonner, Ira Read, etc. The work
to be done Is on the rise, while

the number of our
administrators and staff

members is dwindling. Perhaps
the man who fills the most titled

position on our busy campus
is Rod Irvin, Director of

Communications, Sports

information Director, Alumni
Director, and Head Resident
of Hardin Hall.

Rod's day begins at 7:45 a.m.

He comes In with the early bird

just to keep ahead of his staff,

headed by secretary. Lama
Grindstaff. Organization seems
to be Rod's chief concern when

he plots the day's activities.

As Rod phrases it, the day is

"rush, rush" until It draws to

a close around 5:15. Of course,

there are always days when
extenuating circumstances, such

as an unplanned Interview, may
cause him to give wife Anne a

call to ask her to "keep supper

warm."
Among Rod's many

qualifications for his various

positions are his recently

achieved M. S. degree in

Communications from the

University of Tennessee. In his

thesis written for that degree,

he defines public relations, the

jlst of all his positions,

as "Public relations Is a

planned effort to influence

opinion which leads to

acceptable performance and

two-way communication."

Under the title of Director

of Communications, Rod is

attempting to put "Public

Relations" Into action. His chief

Job is to create a favorable

public opinion of Mllllgan

College. Yet, Rod feels that

placed In a problematic

situation, he would "have to be

honest."

As Communications Director,

Rod is in charge of all news

services, as well as all official

publications. Mllllgan releases

to a student's hometown
newspaper reports of any of his

outstanding campus activities.

Local communications agencies

must be kept informed of

Mllllgan College activities

including the weekly column,

"On Campus at Miliigan" In

the ELIZABETHTON STAR.
Radio stations advertise

Mllllgan events of community
interest. Each of these various

news releases must cross

Director Irvln's desk.

The President's Annual

Report, the "MlUagenda," the

F"

Muffler Repairs

rfEXACO]

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
WE GIVE J# GREEN STAMPS

"Basketball Press," and all

brochures and pamphlets also

come under Rod's jurisdiction.

Sports Information Director

Is a specialized title Rod has

created to use In his dealings

with national sports coverage

agencies, such as SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED, and other

agencies such as the

VOLUNTEER STATE
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
( VSAC) . Rod quips that a

specialized Mllllgan might get

better results.

Besides all of his publication

duties, Rod also has "big' plans

for Mllllgan Alumni as he serves

as their director. Rather than

just asking alumni for financial

support. Rod is planning to

provide alumni services. He Is

now In the midst of Founder's

Day arrangements. Future

alumni activities include a June

tour in Hawaii and monthly

newsletters. Still In the

formative stages Is a career

placement service for alumni.

Mr. Price has not yet been

consulted on the matter, which

is a strong indication of the

service's futuristic status.

Lastly, in his "off hours,"

Rod lives In Hardin Hall as the

hall's head resident. In his

diverse and busy schedule

perhaps this is the Job that

makes Rod smile the most.

It's here that the men of

Hardin Hall can say, "Rod —
all he does is live here and

take out the trash twice a week."

Rod Irvin is a busy man, but

he feels the diversity pays off

in interest. When asked If his

salary increased with each title,

Irvin quipped that he was paid

for just one— but on the Miliigan

pay scale.

TYPING
SERVICES
Term Papers,

Reports, Etc. -.

Mrs. Carol Sparks

543-2302

Rt. 5 Johnson City
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Si

This week THE
IETAPHYSICAL BROTHEL
robes [he reader's knowledge

f current events and customs.

o lay out a piece of pencil

nd sharpen your paper and

et ready to match your wits

o our quiz.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1. In view of the Watergate

risls and related matters

President Richard Nixon should:

a) divert national attention to

Jther matters

b) resign

c) take up organic gardening

d) lock himself In the bathroom

with back copies of BETTER
TOMES AND GARDENS

e) learn to speak Russian

2. Our national sport and

jastlme is ?

a) Hopelessly outdated

b) beer and baseball

cj opinion polls and quizzes

d) against the rules at Mllllgan

e) all of the above

f) a fit d only

3. President Nixon hasalways

had trouble with the television

and newspaper press. What

should he do to alleviate this

\
problem?

a) appear with Pat on the

NEWLYWED CAME
b) show stag films in the

East Room of the White House
lor the press contingent

c) Invite them all to San

Clemente for the weekend

d) have them all Indicted as

Watergate co-conspirators

4. To solve the energy crisis

President Nixon should:

a) put the entire country on

Cerltol

h) cut down on trips to Florida

and California

c) have Pat do the laundry

on rocks on the banks of the

Potomac
d) take cold showers

5. The richestman in America

a) Howard Hughes

b) Tom Stokes

c) Henry Kissinger's travel

agent

d) Richard Nixon's san

Clemente groundskeeper

e) suffering from irregularis

6. The MHllgan college

Administration are;

a) Snow White and the seven

dw a rves

b) plagued with the heartbreak

o( psoriasis

c) the subject ol a new play

by Niel Simon
d) beyond lupe

e) all ol the above (van you

Imagine a play about dwarves

with scalp problems)

7. What is Ira Read''

a) a communist plot

bj unknown in south Africa

c) s!o\enly

d) late lor class

e) the capital ol Afghanistan

8. Sometimes things are given

names that don't always seem to

fit. As an example of this, what

is the Inner Far?
a) a coffee house in Berkley

b) a part of the anatomy used

for hearing

c) a secret society of Milligan

Administration members
d) extinct in rock and roll

performers

e) small and mushy

9, President Jess Johnson of

Milligan College;

a) doesn't like to think of

himself as a pessimist

b) wouldn't like to »hink ol

himself as a silly optimist

c) would like to think of

himself as a realist

d) has that down home touch

e) reeks of charisma

ESSAY QUESTIONS
1. Compare and contrast the

Milligan College disciplinary

policy with Kurt Vonnegut's

novel BREAKFAST OF
CHAMPIONS. Be specific.

2. Discuss the moral and

spiritual ramifications of the

Metaphysical Brothel on

personality development of the

average Milligan College

student. Include details of your

own experiences and other

debaucheries you have

witnessed.

If Phyllis Fontaine married
William Penn, she'd be Phyllis

Fontaine Penn.

If Mrs. Vincent van Gogh

married James West, divorced

him and married Robert Young,

divorced him and married

Thomas Mann, she'd be Mrs.

van Gogh West Young Mann.

YOUR WEST CC AST
REPORTER, a special report

dispatched by Phil McCullough

in Bellingham, Wash.

A Milligan graduate holding

an honors degree in Philosophy,

plus a Philosophy masters from

another school, who chooses to

remain anonymous, now Is

happily situated in a

bicycle shop as a mechanic,

not philosophising about

bicycles, religion or politics

by Steve Coon

but getting his hands greasy

with work he can see results

In, and is all the more happier.

After spending several thousand

dollars on an education at

Milligan and other schools he

finds that a lot of education in

order to achieve a high paying

Job or to find truth and Ood

does not guarantee happiness.

The moral: If you're going

to Milligan in order to keep
your hands and heart clean, it

Is berter to fix a hike, get your
hands dirty, take off on the bike

and see what the world is really

about.

AUTUMN FROLIC - Capricious attitudes seem to take over

when a fresh pile of fallen leaves is sported. Here four Milligan

students dive into such a stack and proceed to do their best

to destroy the achievements of our hard raking maintenance

Harry Grad, cool dude, hits the big time

by Tom Beckner

The first crisp breezes of

autumn bounce briskly by,

bringing September's festive

days with them. Everywhere,

the sounds of laughter can be

heard as young people, books

in arms, straggle back to school.

Harry High School Grad.

watches the migration and

attempts to control the feeling

of superiority within himself
ac these "kids" return to high

school. After all, Harry has

finished with such juvenile

endeavors of learning — he is

off to "higher plateaus."

Wasn't Harry voted "Mr.
Everything" in his senior

class, and hadn't he played three

sports, and hadn't he dated the

homecoming queen? It really

didn't matter that he had just

squeaked through senior English

and Algebra U; he had potential,

personality, and was a natural

leader.

Of course, Harry realized

that he would soon have to make
some bJg decisions — not just

what courses to take — but

more importantly, which, of all

the college organizations that he

was sure would be clamoring for

his many talents, would he

become involved with. Which
social involvements were most
important to the Image hewanted
to create?

In preparation for his college

experience, Harry had expended

much tune and effort. He had

mastered all the social

amenities essential to becoming

a Big Man on Campus, He had

sharpened his tennis game,

brushed up on all the latest

"in" language, and could keep

a running inventory of at least

a dozen dates without once
conflicting his arr2ngements.

All the activities and sports

would surely have to vie for

his participation. Of course, he

had been advised not to "spread
himself too thin," so Harrywas

determined to limit himself to

only eight or nine of them. One
thing was certain, he'd have to

make sure thatall thosecourses

in English, Biology, and

Humanities didn't interfere with

his getting an education!

Harry knew that businesses

and industries weren't really

Interested In what you majored

in, or whether you were an

excellent student. What really

mattered was whether or not

you were group - oriented or

possessed leadership qualities.

And so Harry High School

Grad hurried off to college and

an endless stream of tennis and
dates and basketball parrrea end
pep rallies and evenings at the

SUB and weekend hikes and

movies and car washes and

student council meetings and

January, 1974

Dear Harry,

We regret to inform you that

your 0.50 grade point average.

passing only Freshman Survey,

makes you Ineligible to return

to our institution this semester.

HAPPY NEW YEAR HARRY!

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
40* Cu A*u

EUIAKTXTO*. TENN<SSft

Phone 928-7811

10% DISCOUNT

To Ail Students

POLYESTER for

Men and Womenswear

Denim Nylrn Quilted

PERM PRESS

PATTERNS & TRIMS

E&E Fabrics
Drive out to the C,e House and Save

Rt 2, Erwirt Highway
Johnson City, Twin. 37601

TtL 426 - 1201
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COMUIt*entaAy

Discipline procedure has been one ol the

perennial concerns of MiUlgan students since I

first enrolled here. Mind you, it was not a deep

concern for the majority of students, but a few

were extremely vocal in their call for modification.

In the spring of 1971 a committee of Student

Council proposed a revised discipline policy to

the Administration. This proposal was ratified by

both the Student Council and the faculty discipline

committee; It was rejected without discussion by

the Administration In the fall of 1971.

Until an actual discipline case came up last

month, many of us didn't know what all the

previous discussion was about. Unfortunately,

many of us still don't.

The crux of the matter Involves the question

of due process. One side contends that MllUgan

is actually a corporation; the President as head

of the corporation is responsible forall important

decisions rendered by the corporate body. It also

contends that the fact that MiUlgan Is composed of

Christian people will prevent any one from acting

capriciously or maliciously, and therefore justice

will be done.

The opposite side contends that even Christians

are capable of error; that Injustice is evil, whether

It is intentional or unintentional. Those who hoid

this flew find It difficult to see the Justice In a

system where the final Judge (the President)

receives the facts of the case from the prosecutor

(the Dean of Students) whose bias is clear and

understandable.

They also fail to see why confidentiality Is so

important in the proceedings of the discipline

committee while the President Is free to call

the accused person's minister (and presumably
anyone else) before the accused person is notified

himself; why the members of the committee can

be Informed of certain erroneous facts before the

hearing by a person who is in no way directly

involved In the case.

The case last month involved an alcohol

violation by three girls (a fourth withdrew

voluntarily). The prohibition of alcohol was not

brought into question; all three realized that a

rule had been broken and that some form of

punishment was inevitable. They took their case

to the discipline committee hoping that u would

find some son of punishment short of suspension

in the best interests of the college and of

themselves. It Is probably well known by now

that the committee voted for the suspension of

one girl and unanimously for disciplinary probation

for the other two; the president subsequently

reversed the decision of the committee by

suspending all three girls.

Several points should be made concerning the

handling and procedure in this case.

1. In retrospect, the dean's actions seem
extreme. Was it necessary to press Into theearly

hours of the morning to extract confessions overa

relatively minor offense? The dean apparently

thought so, [n fact he took one of the girls out of

the dorm alone after midnight and threatened to

take her to the Sheriff's office to run a

breathometer test, a threat he could not have

legally carried out.

2. The dean seemed disappointed that the girls

went to the discipline committee rather than

withdrawing voluntarily. The sudden calling of the

discipline hearing on a Saturday made it Impossible

for one of the girls to contact an important

character witness in time for the hearing.

3. As the dean presented his case against the

girls, it was apparent that his understanding of

the case was vague. At first he indicated that the

girls had been warned about previous offenses;

after the committee called for clarification, it

was indicated they had not. This opens the

possibility, however, that the presentation of

facts to the president W3S equally vague.

4. The president did .not hear both sides of

the case. The girls charged were not allowed in

any way to refute the charges before the president,

their final judge, or to ask that their cases be

considered individually and in light of their

particular backgrounds.

5. Suspension was not the onlyoptlon. According

to the catalogue (p. 11) the use of alcoholic

beverages will "subject the studenttodisciphnary

action, suspension or dismissal." Hence,

disciplinary probation would have adequately met

the catalogue's stipulations.

6. It has been said that it would have been

inconsistent to suspend one person and not suspend

the others. One of the aims of the discipline

committee, however, is to consider each case

Individually. Moreover, the suspension of these

students is not consistent with the treatment of

others who have indulged more.

It would obviously be difficult to discuss all

the details of the recent case in this space.

However, It is difficult to separate criticisms

of this specific case from criticisms of the

procedure as a whole. The specific case was

tragic but it also illuminates the faults of the

present system.

After discussion of the discipline procedure

in the fall board meeting, the Board of Advisors

agreed to give serious consideration to proposals

for improvement of the system in cooperation

with Student Council. Hopefully, Student Council

will be able to make productive use of this

opportunity.

Perhaps there will be a day soon when the

just and loving treatment of discipline cases

can be guaranteed rather than assumed.
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Watergate erodes

(The following is a letter

from Fred P. Heyn, who
addressed the MiUlgan

Convocation on October 11,

1973).

Dear Dr. Wetzel;

The trip to Mllligan was a

real highlight to me, and this

note ls to thank you very warmly
for taking time to visit and

give preparation for the chapel

service. The day was

outstanding hi every respect.

Please give my thanks to

everyone who had a part in

making it so.

Please tell the students who

participated in the chapel how

much their spirit of submission

to Christ communicates Itself

to others.

God blesi youl

Sincerely,

Fred P. Heyn

The seemingly never ending

series of shocking events from
the White House always

succeeds in awakening one to-

some cruel realities. No matter
how apathetic one may try to be
in regard to the iHliy and

fall of President Nixon's
credibility, there Is always a

sickening, despairing, and

depressing feeling that Nixon is

hiding something ruinous and
threatening to the country. This
view has received much support

In recent weeks, and despite

Nixon's insistence that be on
"stand the heat," the President
may be forced to "leave the

Idtchen."

Through the months of the

Watergate Hearings, the

American public has had mixed
emotions. Some claimed a few
weeks ago that they were tired

of Watergate and sick of hearing

about the "sins of the White
House Gang." However, that

was some weeks ago. The recent

firings of Special Watergate
Prosecutor Archibald Cox,

blurb
Hey, did you make it to the

Havens* concert over ax State
a couple weeks ago?
Havens? Who are they?

Wait a minute. You've got it

all wrong. Havens isn't a they.

He's a he — Richie Havens.
No, I guess I didn't hear him,

I really don't get into opera and
stuff like that.

That's alright. He's not an
opera singer.

Well, what kind of a singer

is he?

Do you know Cat Stevens?

Yeah, I know who he Is.

Well, Richie Havens might
remind you a little of Stevens.

Great! I really dig Cat
Stevens, Does Havens have one

of those groovy black hats like

Cat?

Not quite. He doesn't need
a black bat. He IS black. And
he's a little different inn-. Cat
Stevens in some other ways, too.

Like, Havens doesn't spring a

full chamber orchestra on bis

audiences, and bis stage

manner isn't exactly like the

Carnegie Hall style of Stevens.

Then why did you even make
the stupid comparison in the

first place?

Sorry. I thought maybe it

would help you begin to get a

feeling of what Havens is like.

Why don't you just tell me
some of the stuff he sings,

and then I'll know what he's aU
about,

Richie Havens Isn't quite that

simple. He doesn't Just sing.

He talks and philosophizes, and

on the nllwim covers at his

records he has some of his

poetry and thoughts.

Quit trying to confnse me.
Just tell me about him.

which forced the res

of Attorney General

Richardson and Deputy/

General Wllliat
Ruckelshaus, lnfuriab

American people and

out cries for the Impea

of President Nixon. The
were further aggrav*

some outlandish comrr.

Presideat Nixon In his

26th Press Conference

people felt their blood pr

rise as their Presidentu
reporters' questions

and without dlgnirj

example, instead of

names, dates, and loca

specific Instances

television reporting was

or slanted, Nixon was o

to make a childish atta

the media he considers

worst enemy.

The President's

intensified the already

and hostile cries f

resignation. But the lati

to hit the Americans is

that two of the ten Pres

Havt

Well, one of the thii

sings and talks jr.

consciousness,

Wowl I might like hirr

aU. I'm a psych major, yoi

and I really groove on all

of Freudian stuff like thai

His concept of conscio;

isn't exactly like Fr

Havens means being con

of the world and of peopl

consciousness that come:

listening and seeing and

aware of what is real. H>

that a lot of people a

aliemate trips.

Not me, man. That's wl

at Milligan. But bowdoyoi

this Havens guy isn't

alternate trip himself

sounds pretty weird to

It's fairly clear from si

bis songs that he's caught

some kind of awareness

song says, "He who is :

quietly outside, yet resld

the place where his boc

be knows what bis mine

part of, like be knows w
really can't behin to 1

miLLIBIRD
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Presidential credibility
* iwfws&0&&s&%®&M:&&i! by D eb

b

jlon tapes that were considered vital

lot to the establishment of Nixon's

B iey guilt or innocence are

) D. now non-existent. A telephone

line conversation with former
ight Attorney General John Mitchell

cent and an office conversation with

Hies John Dean have been explained

EC by as not being taped by weak
by excuses of mechanical failure

)<ber or use of another phone. Even

any the most staunch supporters of

(res President Nixon refused to buy

j red the feeble explanations. Staff

*ply members of the President are

, For baffled, discouraged, and angry.

:lng President Nixon has lost the

J i of respect of the people.

ere In view of the recent events

lilld of Watergate and the trials of

Bible Richard NUon, many groups

epon and Individuals have become
1 his actively Involved In making their

feelings known. The Student

ions Council at Emory University

i lent in Atlanta held mock hearings

t his and found Nixon guilty enough

i low for impeachment. The Interest

;lact of the students caused them to

itlal write their congressmen and

ie Elliott

senators expressing their views

In support or non-support of

Nlxon.

Some students at Milllgan

seem to care less about the

events In which our nation is

Involved. Even If concern is

present, action Is wholly

absent. Most think there Is

nothing they can do — so why

bother. However, students could

individually or collectively

write to congressmen and

senators; they
t
could make

themselves more aware of the

problems our nation faces; and

they could consider the

opportunity of being actively

Involved within their political

party to change the things they

feel are wrong. It is the duty

of every citizen to begin now

to examine the prospective

leaders of this country and

engage In more thought before

they vote so they can place in

office a person worthy of the

public trust and capable of

leading the nation in facing the

problems now and in the future.

ins— awareof life

by Doug Deller

he 1 don't know. That sounds

I is too deep for me.
Here's something a little

ter simpler from another song:

3W, "Father, open our eyes, that

ids we may see — to follow thee

— Open our eyes. Open our
tiss eyes."

's. Hey, why didn't you tell me
l)U£ he was a Gospel singer?

- a Richie Havens is a really

om spiritual man, but his theology

ing is a little different from that

iys of the Imperials. On the back
on cover of bis STONEHENGE

album Havens writes, "To all

I'm the temples built by man of

,'iow stone and other transplant

an material. 1 wish to live to see

He them all crumble into truth and
2. piles of lightI"

;of Thank God our chapel's built

i to better than that.

>ne Speaking of God, on the back
ing of another album Havens has

!
In a poem in which he merges his

Is, own existential affirmation of

s a being with the 1 AM of God's
be infinite existence.

Does he really say that?

! "TMC TtUTrt"

Not exactly, but it's pretty

obvious that's what he means.
Oh . . . Not to change the

subject, but what else does he

sing about.

Well, he sings about the

nearing end and self realization

and understanding others.

So he does talk about

psychology after all!

In a way. He sings, "Stop!

Stay where you arel Take a

look at yourself." And another

song says, "Oh I have learned

that Inside of me is outside of

you, and outside of me is inside

of you — inside of Him."
I'm not sure I get it.

As Havens says, "Perhaps
we should touch hands to

understand . . . Why not share

life with one another?"

Uh, well, sorry but I've got

to go now.

Wonder what be was in such

a rush for? ... I guess maybe
Richie Havens is a lot like the

name of one of his albums —
Something Else Again.

BUT AA.ILLIGAN SAYS,
1 Go YE *ND SIW

SomtujHGRt GLS£\

Dear Editor:

I do not Intend In this letter to insult the

administration. I merely Intend to object to

the Insult It has thrown at the student body

and faculty. 1 need not go into detail concerning

the suspension of three of our classmates, as I

feel that the entire campus Is aware of the

situation.

It appeared, by Dr. Johnson's chapel address,

that he was making an attempt at apologizing for

his credulous decision. His sincerity must be

questioned. This Institution Is supposedly

dedicated to Christian Ideals and principles. As
nearly as I can determine, for the Christian,

confession and repentance go hand In hand. Does

it not seem that repentance should Include some
action to correct what has beendone? It Is already

obvious that he Is well aware of the mechanisms
Involved, in reversing decisions. Why could he

not continue that which he Is so efficient at?

Our president did not stop here, however.

With his choked-up, apologetic, paternal speech

he proceeded to lead us In prayer. Here is the

grossest insult ... to use the privilege of talking

with our Lord as a mechanism of uniting the

student body and psychologically demonstrating

that everything was Just grand as long as we let

the situation lie.

I'm very Impressed by the student's reaction

... not nearly as gullible as has been the case In

the past. Many of the board are already completely

familiar with the situation and Intend to investigate.

Perhaps now a few changes will be enacted and

the number of blizzards (great snowjobs) will

decrease at Milllgan College.

October 20 R# \V. (Doc) Phillips

Senior, Biology Major

Dear Editor;

"Applicants for admission to membership In

Milllgan are considered In the light of this

searching question: What can we do for this

student?"

This statement is found on pages 9 to 10 of

the 1973-74 MilliganCoIIege Bulletin. The Bulletin

further states on page 12, "The visitor to the

Milllgan campus Invariably notices the

friendliness and the spirit of comradeship which

characterize the entire Milligan circle, faculty

and students alike."

I'm afraid, however, that any recent visitors

to the campus will not have noticed any sort of

unity. Major problems have been created by the

recent Inquisition of which all students and faculty

are aware. I do not feel that individual faculty

members and students are at fault. I feel that

the administration, who usually try to thwart

problems, are the sole creators of the recent

problems on campus.

All of us are aware that acceptance Into Milllgan

Is based entirely on our high school grades. There

Is little effort on the part of the administration to

seek additional information concerning us.

Granted, when we apply we are required to provide

a few references, but no one in their right mind

would provide a reference whom they know would

give them a bad recommendation.

I feel that the administration should initiate

some sort of interview or similar type of system

with all students who apply to MilliganCoIIege.

Numerous other private Institutions do havethese

types of programs already. This type of system

would alleviate much Intimidation, harrassment,

and embarrassment of students after they have

been accepted into the college.

I also feel that It is time the administration

stopped singling out a few Individuals and using

them to show the remainder of the students what

might happen to them if they do not conform to

the administration's prescribed standards.

Mllilgan Is based on Christian standards. Some
Christian standards Include love, compassion and

understanding. Have the recent dismissals of

students reflected any sort of Christianity? This

question must be resolved Individually.

Personally, I am a bit skeptical.

Boyd Stover

Sophomore, no major

Dear Editor,

I am a former Milllgan student and now attend

Southwest Bible College (church of god) (sic)

In Senate Fe, New Mexico. Last week T recleved

(sic) a copy of the Sept. 19 Milligan Stampede
and was shocked when I read an article by one

Mr. Steve Coon, entitled "The Metaphysical

Brothel." The title Immediatly (sic) interested

me as being a little ribald in a Christian College

newspaper. The article literally shocked me.
What has happened to Milligan since I left.

Mr. Coons (sic) obvious references to Gods
(sic) sacred gift of sex were offending, uncouth,

and down right dirty. Other lines which I wont

(sic) mention referred to ideas very offensive

and full of slnfull (sic) undertones. Although Mr.
Goon seems to be a skillful writer It seems he

could be using his talents In a better way to

further Gods (sic) kingdom then (sic) In obvious

low-key and bad humor. I hope that in this world

of troubled times that on the pages of a Milligan

newspaper we could find articles that wouldcheer
the heart and sing praises to God rather then

(sic) stoop to the humour of a degenerate world.

Yours in Christ,

Harold Parker

Dear Editor:

Though I am aware of the various complaints

made against the quality of recent convocation

speakers, I must admit that Mrs. B. D. Phillips'

lecture of Tuesday, October, 1973 did Interest

me. I perceived it as an intimate, in-depth

(though somewhat fictionalized and idealistic;

account of the life of James Garfield. However,
a subtle feeling of alienation overtook me as I

listened to Mrs. Phillips relate the biography
ot Mr. Garfield. I soon became aware char Mrs.
Phillips was making obvious mention of the quality

of "our" people, and "our" ministers. I was not

long in realizing that of course Mrs. Phillips was

referring to the Church of Christ.

So many times I have been told that the initial

purpose of the church of Christ was an ultimate

attempt at the unification of the Body of Christ.

However, I felt a rebellious disunlfylng "attitude"

invade me as I heard furtheroftheglory of "our"
people. Where is the unification in segregating a

portion of the body from a lesser enlightened

portion, as others presumably are7 Such is the

distinction that effects a denomination.

Not having been raised In the Church of Christ,

I can relate In part the alienation a stranger

would no doubt feel In listening to such a lecture.

The attitude with which Mrs. Phillips delivered

her speech raised In me an antagonistic feeling

that ordinarily would not have occurred. Such

feelings had been eroded, I thought, by my constant

contact with the Church of Christ since enrolling

at Milllgan. I also consider myself to be a

relatively free-thinking ecumenicalist.

I realize that a body does need self-pride, and

self-respect, and perhaps Mrs. Phillips was only

relating, in her own manner, her love for the

entity that Is the church of Christ. However, as

Christians we need to be more concerned with

the unification of all Christians as Christ's body

on Earthy and not the individuallsms of our

peculiar sects. I hesitate to use the word

"denomination" because I have not yet been able

to convince a member of the Church of Christ

that his beliefs are indeed denominational. With

such attitudes as imparted by Mrs. Phillips,

however, the Church of Christ may rightfully

begin to take heed of the dangers of impending

denominationalism.

Let us not dawdle with petty Idlosyncracies

that separate "our" own people from "their"

people, but let us rather concentrate on the

qualities that constitute "His" people.

Cam Pressley

Sophomore, Humanities Major
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Rich Acres channels concern

SIGN OF THE TIMES - MllliganCollegeemulates MACDONALDS
restaurants as they put their name up under the arches. Work
progresses n the usual East Tennessee rates on the sign

which will serve to augment Seeger steeple as an aid to

locating Milligan.

r
Kenny's Pizza;

• West Towot Square

' EUZABETHTON, TENN.

| PH0NEM2 5521

25* o«f large PIZZA

]5* otf small PIZZA

Sun. Wed.

4-11 P.M

Thurs. Sat

1112 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with I.D.

99*NEW
SUBMARINES

Meatball aid Italian So»wg«

SANDWICHES

Assisting children of the Rich

Acres section of Johnson City

has provided learning
experiences and numerous

opportunities for Milligan

students to show Christian love

and social concern for others.

Commonly known as the "Rich

Acres Project," the purpose of

the Milligan students Involved is

to help the kids develop the

academic, social and spiritual

aspects of their lives.

One of the goals of the

Project is to help kids in their

school work. The mainemphasis

Is on reading, with special

tutoring sessions on Monday,

Wednesday and Thursday

evenings at 6:30.

After the reading sessions

are activities to teach some

basic skills. On Monday nights

at 7:00 the Rich Acres Choir

assembles to practice. The

Choir's accompanist is

Rosemary Holtsberry, who Is

arranging for them to provide

special music for Mllligan's

Convocation during the first

week o( December.
Wednesday evenings at 7:30

is the ArtsandCraftsWorkshop,

and Sewing class is Thursdayat

5:00. Saturday Is Recreation

Day, with all sorts of activities

beginning around 1:00.

Parties are planned for

special times, and the kids are

sometimes seen on campus as

they spend the night with

Milligan friends.

Concerning attitudes of the

Rich Acres kids to the project,

Dan Carroll states, "The kids

. . .are fun-loving like all

kids. Many recognize what we

are trying to do and take

advantage of the classes. They

seem to enjoy our presence and

concern."

)COlH-OP
'LAUNDRY*

IIDRY CLEANEBS

Speed Wash
213 East Maple St

Milligan Students Welcome

Nicest And Cleanest Laundromat

In Johnson City.

Attendent On Duty 7:00 A.M.

To 10:00 P.M. 7 Days Per Week

Try Our Dry Cleaning

Dresses 35' Blouses 15* Suit 60*

Pants 25* Sweaters 3Q« Jacket 30*

Shirts 15* Skirts 25*

10 LB.. LOAD $2.50

Coats 50*

Milligan students have mixed

attitudes toward the activities.

Some do not think much is being

accomplished. Others, however,

see a real need to be filled in

the children's lives and do as

much as they can to help out.

Others do not give directly

of their time, but do offer

support and prayers, Milligan

graduates are involved, as well

as faculty members such as

Dr. Fife and Mrs. Bradford.

Finances for the project come
from churches and Individuals.

As in any project, problems

do exist. One main problem
faced by Milligan students is

finding the time they would like

to spend with the kids without

sacrificing too much study time

or other extra - curricula

r

activities.

Involving kids from ages 6

to 15, naturally discipline can
be a problem at times. Interest

In reading is not always easy

to generate. Inn homework
comes before play.

The Rich Acres Project began

two years ago when several

concerned Milligan student^

sponsored a picnic for the kids.

Under the leadership of Steve

Barnett, the Project grew to

involve more and more Milligan

students and Rich Acres

children. Since that time, many
people have shared in the

leadership and activities.

When asked about any notable-

change in the children because

of the Project, Rosemary
Holtsberry stated, "There has

been a real improvement in the

kids' behavior. Now they know

we'll be there and they know

we love them."
Any students interested In

helping with the Rich Acres

Project are encouraged to

contact Dan Carroll, Joy

Thompson or Rosemary
Holtsberry.

Students share faith

The House of Bread "provides

an atmosphere of koinonia or
fellowship" each Sunday
evening between the hours of

9:30 and 11:00, according to

coordinator, "Mac" McDanlels.

An average of fifty students

gather In the Informal service

held In lower Seeger to worship

in four ways. Each service

Includes singing, open prayer,

a short message, and

communion.

Thirty minutes at the start

of each meeting are devoted to

singing. Singing Is lead by either

Sandy Earnest or Tom Mack.

The half hour songfest usually

includes familiar choruses.

McDanlels promises a

performance by Eddy Buckles

and Keith Derting in the near

future.

Open prayer gives everyone

an opportunity to offer verbal

prayer if so desired. Prayer
requests are solicited from the

worshippers.

McDanlels is "most
interested" in the fifteen to

twenty minute period in which

a student speaker comments on

a topic of his choice. Subjects

have ranged from "Christianity

from an African Perspective,"

given by Dan Ramey, to "Take

Up Your Cross," presented by

Tonl Zimmerman. Other
speakers this year have

included Tim Dillon, Gordon

Miller, and John Ruark.

Students can volunteer to

speak or may be called upon

by Mac. As coordinator, he feels

It is Important to "get people

who have something interesting

to say."

After the message. House of

Bread is officially called to an

end. Bui for those who stay, a

communion celebration Is

provided. The format may be

one of an offered meditation, or

one in which "the Lord is Host

and the worshippers serve

themselves."

One student remarked that

the communion service made
the biggest impression on him.

f-or him, the time after the

House of Bread lias l>een the

first time he has "understood

what communion stands lor."

IHt BEAUTY OF OUR UUS1NF3S IS FLOWERS"

Lynn Ave and F. Phones 542-5412

EUZABETHTON, TENN.
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Buffs tip-off in Florida
from the Office of Communication?

The Miiligan College

Buffaloes spent their fall break

In Florida In a week long

practice. During this week,

Coach Phil Worrell hoped he

would see the Buffaloes gel

Into a team.

Worrell said for the past

two years the Herd has played

in a pre - season tournarr.ent

and that following the Initial

contests the Buffs have begun

to play as a team. This year

however, Miiligan opens

November 17 at home against

a tough University of North

Carolina at Ashevllle squad,

and Worrell wants to be ready

for them.

Miiligan has seven players

returning from last year's squad

which wi*nt 21-8 Including a

play-off loss to former national

champion Kentucky State in

District 24 of the NAlA. The
key to success for the 1973-74

edition of the Buffaloes will be

in the ability of the transfer

and freshmen recruits to blend

into the Miiligan program.

Returning players Include last

year's top rebounder Eddie

Carver, defensive ace Scott

McClarrcn, backcourt shooter

Rick Long and another starter,

Steve Drushel. Robbie Gardiner,

Dan Harding, and Chris Lacy
return from last year's squad

and should add much-needed

experience to a team thai may
have several players capable of

startl-x.

Jerry Craycraft and John

Hunter lead the list of

newcomers with the transfer

route while Reese Neyland and

Mike Schmidt of Sullivan East

High School (TN) are outstanding

frosh prospects.

Other transfers IncludeCraig

Boyles, from Surry (NC)
Community College; Bobby

O'Neal, from South Plains Jr.

College; and Albert "Spud"
Larry, a transfer from Central

State in Ohio. Boyles Is a 6'4"

player who Is described by one

Miiligan staff member as an

excellent shooter. O'Neal was
all-state In Virginia while in

high school and carried a 13

point average in Junior college.

Larry played prep ball in Mt.

Dora, Florida. He will be

eligible for varsity competition

in January.

Following their season opener

with UNC — Asheville, the

Thundering Herd defends its

championship in the King

College Thanksgiving
Tournament November 23 and

24. Regular season play gets

underway December 1 against

King to be followed by Ma ryvllle.

Clinch Valley, Bryan, and

Emory and Henry.

Miiligan plays in the Cosmic
Tournament in Ashevllle before

Christmas and then engages In

midwest competition in the

highly regarded Wooster

Classic in Ohio December 28

and" 29 followed by the Earlham

Invitation in Indiana January 4

and 5.

When asked aboutthe season's

prospects, Worrell said only

time would tell. "We have a lot

of new players who we will be

counting on,' ' said the

personable Worrell. "Ifournew

players help us as we hope they

will, Miiligan could have an

outstanding season, but as I

said, only time will telL"

Crom achieves All-American status
from the Office of Communications

Miiligan College, Tennessee
— Jim Com. a senior

from LWonla,Michigan has been

named to the Worth Bat

Company's 1973 All-America

team according to Miiligan

College baseball coach 8.

Harold Stout.

Crom and his fellow All -

Americans were selected by

members of the American
Association of College

Baseball Coaches. Jim hit .362

during the 1973 season Including

41 hits, 32 runs batted In. 6

home runs, 14 doubles, and two

triples. He was also on the

basepaths 31 times via walks.

"Jim Is one of the best players

I have coached,** said Stout.

"He (Crom) possesses a desire

to win and works hard at being

an outstanding athlete,'* the

Miiligan Coach continued.

Crom will be back for his

final season in the orange and

black when the 1974 season

opens In March. Professional

scouts have talked with the right

hander and Crom says he would

like to play professional

baseball.

Stout said Crom, who has a

.325 career batting average. Is

the second Miiligan player to be

named to an All - America
team. Bert Sparks was named
to the Topps Ail - America

squad in 1970.

REACHING FOR NEW HEIGHTS — The Miiligan Buffaloes

spent their fall break In Florida tuning up for what they hope

will be a successful basketball season. Here Eddie Carver
trys stopping a shot while Scon McClarren waits lor the

rebound.

hit the trail to...
the

In8 and

Tlike shop.

1305 N «||
ROAN Wk0*--
st

- ilpSi'
sA.
MfWi^H^

DATE

KtlBALL SL-MtL

OPPONENT PLACE

November
17 Sat. UNC at Ashevllle Miiligan

22.24 King Thanksgiving Tourney Bristol

December
1 Sac King College Miiligan

3 Mon. Maryvllle College Miiligan

5 Wed. Clinch Valley Wise, VA
7Frl. Bryan College Mllilgao

10 Mon. Emory and Henry College Emory, VA
13-14 Cosmic Tourney -

UNC at Ashevllle

Ashevllle

28-29 Wooster Classic Wooster, OH

January

4-S Earlham Invitational Richmond, IN

10 Tours. Baptist College Charleston, SC

11 Frl. College of Charleston Charleston, SC

14 Mon. Bryan College Dayton, TN
15 Tues. Maryvllle College Maryvllle

19 Sat. Tennessee Wesleyan Miiligan

21 Mon. Tusculum College Tusculum

24 Thurs. King College Bristol

26 Sat. Lincoln Memorial Harrogate, TN
28 Mon. Carson-Newman MILHgan

31 Thurs. Clinch Valley Miiligan

February
2 Sat. Trevecca College MlUlgan

4 Mon. Emory and Henry College Miiligan

7 Thurs. Lincoln Memorial Miiligan

9 Sat. Tennessee Wesleyan Athens, TN
11 Mon. C a r son-Newman Jefferson City

16 Sat. Tusculum MWgan
20-23 VSAC Tournament Lambuth College

Jackson, TN
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Fourteendrawlngs and sixteen

paintings comprise Junior

Humanities major John

McFadden's first one man show,

currently displayed In lower

Seeger.

Included In the display are

several pencil sketch portraits.

|ohn likes to do portraits In

>encll because pencil Is easier

control and to show
ixpresslon since It eliminates

:oIor.

John's black and white

empera paintings have a

holographic quality which is

chleved through high contrast

y eliminating shadows.

For larger paintings, John

lads acrylics easier to work

fith than oil paints. Several

amples of his acrylic

alntlngs are also on display.

John hopes to sell a

umber of the pictures in his

iwer Seeger display, for he

sels the display includes the

lajorlty of his significant

orks. Prices on pencil

rawlngs range from five to

arty dollars, while paintings

egln at twenty-five dollars and

nd at about two hundred-fifty

ollars.

John comments, "I'm really

-ather flexible about myprlces.

Anyone who wants to arrange a

Ufferent price should Just see

McFadden exhibits art
by Priscilla Wilkins and Penny Phillips

me." Persons Interested in

purchasing any of his works
may contact him on campus, at

his home (Apartment No. 19,

Married Student Housing), or

through the mall (Box 532,

Milligan College).

John can't remember a time

that he didn't draw. He does

recall, however, that his first

attempt at oil painting was a

picture of a red barn which he

painted In the seventh grade.

John's most recent paintings

are "Fundamental Concepts"

and "Preparation of the

Bridegroom," both of which

were finished over fall break.

These two large paintings

exemplify an Important aspect
of John's current thought

concerning painting.

"Right now, 1 really enjoy

doing big paintings. I guess its

because 1 can use two Inch

brushes and kind of go crazy."

"Fundamental Concepts," for

example, is a four foot by six

foot canvas of geometric shapes
and math symbols. The painting

is a study of color and shape,

and John explains that the

Inspiration for the title was

MUUgan's Math 103 class;

"Fundamental Concepts was the

first math class I'd ever

enjoyed, so I sort of dedicated

this work to Mr. Mauldln."

"Looking In," 3 self-portrait

in grey and black, was the first

of John's large paintings.

Another portrait, "The Girl,"

was his second big picture.

Both "Looking In" and "The
Girl" illustrate a second major

aspect of John's current thought

— lack of concern for details.

John explains that when he

started painting, he did small

detailed pictures, but that he Is

presently concerned with more
expressiveness and less detail.

"In fact," he says, "1 guess

I'd describe my style as a type

of expresslonistlc realism.

However, a term I use more
often to describe my painting

is 'sloppy realism'."

John's future plans include a

master's degree in art so that

he can teach an in high school

or college. He would especially

like to return to Milligan to

teach, because he believes the

Milligan art department needs

to expand.

About his artistic efforts,

John states, "1 don't know

exactly how to say this, but

everything I've done, I've

dedicated to God. It's not that

I'm great, but he's given me
everything I've got."

SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL

GIVE A SHIRT!
FOR CHRISTMAS

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
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Madrigals abound

with holiday gaity

INVISIBLE FLAMES - - Flaming plum pudding, a traditional desert, is brought Into the

hall and placed before the king and his court during the seventh annual Madrigal Dinners.

THE

STAMPEDE
m^s

lume XXXV1U—No. 4 Milllgan College. Tennessee 37682 Monday, December 10, 1973

ollege moves to save energy

Although a shortage of fuel

td energy is being noted

rough much of the United

ates, Milllgan has not yet

en seriously affected by the

lergy crisis. However, MU-
gan has taken three steps to

ise the energy Issue.

First, the administration has

iked the faculty to turn off the

jjhts and close the windows

hen they leave a room If it

111 be unoccupied for the next

Also, recruiters are

:aylng in one pan of the

luntry longer instead of travel-

ig to several cities in scatter-

1 locales. To conserve heat,

lermostats in the buildings will

- turned back a few degrees.

Because Milllgan receives

eat and electricity from TVA,
hlch uses natural gas, the

aergy situation is not critical,

ccording to Mr. Eugene Price,

TVA is the only power system

i America that is still taking

ldustrial customers. But the

ovemment could require TVA
> sell to other pans of the

ountry, which might restrict

Several faculty and admtnls-

atlon members commented on

ctions the college may take If

le gasoline situation worsens,

lean Wetzel suggested, "At

emester breaks we could lease

bus to bring students back

school from several cities,

lut this is not an immediate

osslbility.*'

Mr. Eugene Wigginton said.

The biggest problem will be

(l the are a of development. Since

by Shannon Compton
two recruiters. President

Johnson, the church relations

director, and I must travel by

car, the gas shonage will hurt

us. Also the fify-mile speed

limit will make trips two to

three hours longer."

In regard to possible enroll-

ment decrease, Mr. Wlggington

said, "Milllgan Is recruiting

heavily in the Trl-Clties area

to compensate for students from

greater distances who could not

come because of gas shortage."

When asked how commuters

will be affected, Mr. B.J. Moore

said, "I don't believe the gas

shonage will affect mobility

such as commuting to school.

But pleasure riding will have to

be curtailed." Dean Wetzel sug-

gested that commuters form car

pools. He also added that the gas

shonage could cause some com-
muters to live on campus,

Mrs. Fontaine and Dean Wet-

zel agreed there Is not truth to

the rumor that Christmas

vacation will be extended one

week to conserve energy. Mrs.

Fontaine said, "It wouldn't be

wise to have a month's vacation,

because some students lose en-

thusiasm with too much break."

Although many are dis-

appointed with the field house

progress, Mr. Wigginton said

that when completed, the build-

ing will be a model of energy

conservation. He remarked,

"The roof will be translucent,

so minimum lighting will be

needed, and at night the roof

will have a reflective factor.

Also, the building will have a

two-skin fabric with an air space

between to act as an Insulator."

To discourage weekend trips,

Mrs. Fontaine commented that

Milllgan should "schedule more

weekend events to encourage

students to stay here and stay

off the highways."

Offering suggestions to con-

cerned students, all admlnis-

(contlnued on page 8
)

i

"Milllgan College proudly

welcomes you to this most fes-

tive of all Yuletide cele-

brations.'

Thus began the program

of this year's Madrigal dinners,

which were held the last

two weekends*

Eight nights of dinner

and song in the 16th century

style were serving over three

thousand guests this season.

According to Dr. William

Moorhouse, Director of the Din-

ers, the purpose of Madrigals

is certainly not commercial.

He stales, "They are designed

to help the Milllgan community

celebrate a more meaningful

Christmas by returning to the

Joyousness and merriment of

the sixteenth century.*'

From the processional and

Dinner to the singing of carols

and "Silent Night," Madrigal

dinners completely transformed

Sutton Hall into an old English

castle. The candlelight mood
was augmented by the set, de-

signed by Professor William

Wright and constructed by Mr.

Kyte; the costumes, designed

and made by Lowanna Moor-

house; and the old English Menu
Including wassail, Yorkshire

pudding and fiamlng plum pud-

ding, prepared by chef, Sam
Combs.
The number of singers has

been Increased to eighteen this

year. King and Queen of the

Court are Mr. Sherwyn Bach-

man {Director of music) and

Miss Sharon McDonald. The

chamber singers are Claudia

Bartlett, Terre Jones, Rose-

mary Wright, Joy Blackford,

Diana Hornung, Janice Jones,

Anita Pruitt. Jerralyn Runner,

Rex Bell, Jeff Sheridan, Rick

Wright, David Akers, Paul Bad-

er, Daniel Hornung, David

Hughston, and David Runner.

Behind the scenes of all the

paeentry of the Castle are the

workers. Walters and walt-

fw» ovR Okin sarf TV

USE THIS HOC* OULS «

EMERGENCE
EXIT

resses were Milllgan students

who needed a little extra

Christmas money. Clrcle-K

members helped in parking cars;

and Sutton Dormitory residents

provided a coat check. A number

of students were also employed

in kitchen clean-up.

Dan Carroll, Coordinator of

student workers for the dinners,

commented, "I am most ap-

preciative of the fine help pro-

vided by the students. Every-

thing has gone very well this

year because of their cooper-

ation."

Mrs. Treadway, Madrigal se-

cretary and "ticket-uker," ex-

plained that due to the large

number of people on the wait-

ing list, an eighth night was added

although only seven had been

planned for this year. As one

man stated, "We don't care if

its crowded, just so we get

Inside." Many people have com-

mented that Christmas for them

doesn't begin until they have

attended the Madrigal dinners.

People come from many
places, near and far, to attend

one evening of the Yuletide cele-

bration. There have been guests

from Tennessee, Virginia. In-

diana, Illinois, Ohio, and even

California. This year the

"castle" had two guests from

England. Their comments were

most complimentary, describ-

ing the entire production as

"simply delightful!"

When asked If she ever got

tired of repeating the perfor-

mance each night, this year's

Queen, Sharon McDonald, re-

plied, "I could do It over and

and over and enjoy it every

nightl"

Although the workers might

not agree with her. It Is obvious

to all that the Madrigal dinners

have become a tradition on the

Milllgan campus. They have

grown from an Idea, to reality,

and on to continuing success,

as plans have already begun

for next year's production.

TRAHFhD—Not only Is the back door of Sutton Hall (left) blocked by trash cans, but also

chains on the doors prevent use of this "emergency exit." The alternate rear exit (right)

the door from the annex needs no chains, boxes, chairs, tables and other peraphenalla suf-

ficiently block the use of this doorway as a means of rapid exit from Sutton in case of fire.

Sec related article and editorial, pp. 4 and 5.
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Mirror of effete society

GETTING ACQUAINTED — Boris Trigorln (Robert Dean, left)

receives a warm smile from Nina (Tony Zimmerman, right)' as
Irtna (Jerl Smith, center) disdainfully observes their Intimacy,
the Mllligan's production of THE SEAGULL. Actors from Mil-
llgan and ETSU combined their talents to perform Chekhov's
drama Thursday and Friday evenings, November 30 and De-
cember 1, In upper Seeger.

The Mllligan College Concert
served up a slice of pre-Bol-
shevik Russian life In the

form of Anton Chekhov's
drama The Seagull; a Comedy
in Four Acts. Under the effect-

ive direction of Randy Buck and

with a minimum of theatrical

frills, this questionable comedy
was successfully performed In

Mlillgan's Seeger Auditorium

before a confused audience who
were quite convinced they had

seen ^tragedy.

,-Qne might speculate as to

why Chekhov might call the play

comedy; obviously he had to

Ignore tne gloomy atmosphere of

frustration, the collection of

case histories which comprise
the dranlatls personnae, and

the inevitable and appropriate

conclusion. Perhaps he reason-*

ed that comedy represents man
as basically ignoble and ab-

surd, if so, then certainly* the

Seagull is a comedy for it falls

far short of tragic stature and

proportions. Indeed, after the

lively First Act with its strange-
ly hilarious-pathetic play which
so typifies the psyche of Kostya,

the audience begins tofollowthe

example of the aging, Infirm

Sorin who constantly dozes off. 1

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday:

Can you
throw away that pack
right now?

It's not easy, is it?

In 20 years, after 146,000 more cigarettes,

you think it's going to be easier?

Don't kid yourself.

Quit now. You'll never get a chance like this again

by Tracey MilleryPh.D.

Chekhov's play is- »-paI.i*' -

fully self-conscious as Konstan-

ln's; consider the references

of Tolstoy, Turgenev, Maupas-
sant, and recall the unprovoked

effusions of Nina, Dr. Dora,

and Kostya on- the Joy of art-

istic creation. But, of course,

all these romantic effusions ul-

timately yield to the wisdon of

Trlgonn's. dispassionate an-

alysis of naturallsuc creativity.

What made this rather dis-

mal comedy endurable were

stellar performances by some
talented college students. The
brightest of these by far was
the character of Irins superbly
performed by Jerl Smith whose
appearance, voice, timing, and

presence made' the play suc-

cessful. Indeed, fine ' per-

formances by Toni'Zimme'rman
as Nina, . Ruby Hausemanas
Masha, and Kim Campbell as'

the frustrated Polina were over-

whelmed by the brilliance of

the aging actress, a'valn, pos-
sessive, beaunful prima donna.

The role of the pathetic, am-
bivalent, frustrated Konstamln
Treplev ismosrsensiUvelyper-' -

formed by Chip Weakley whose
monologue- In Act -II- is ^uite-

powerful. One might' add- that

there Is, strictly speaklngVNttle

dialogue In this play; wharpaSS- '

es for dialogue are for the most
unheard, expressions born out

of the confusion, boredom and

ineffectual iry of the characters.

High on the list of the most
ineffectual characters is Me-
dvyedenko who is very be-

Iievably enacted by Robert Mc-
Kinney whose comic role

deepens into bittersweet pathos

In Act IV. Three very Interest-

ing male roles, old Sorm, llya

Shamraev, and Boris Trigorln,

played by Ira Read, Dennis

Wyatt, and Robert Dean are

quite competently done. One
might expect the character of

Trigorln. to be a bit less,

pathetic than he seemed Id Act

III, but then he does belong to

Irlna. Yevgeny Dom, the ex-

perienced middle-aged doctor
who is still pursued by Pol laa,

is a- most fascinating character.'

Perhaps the reason he appears'
so admirable in the play. Is

that we really know Utile abom
him. He 'seems detached, arrob-

jective -observer, a rol'eChe'khoV' -

himself would like to haveplay-
ed. Perhaps" it is because, un-

like the other . characters, he

no. .longer lives in aMahd • of

dreams and images. One" might
well agree with Dorn's assess-
ment of 'Kosrya's 'playi apply-

ing his comment to Chekhov's
play, "I, dqn'r know-xmaybe,. L.

don't understand anything, or

I've Just gone off my head, but I

liked the play. -There's some-
thing in it,"

Students collect toys
Last Saturday, about twenty-

five Mllligan students

participated. in the annua^JTdys

For Tots campaign sponsored

by the Marine Corps.

According to Dave Akers,
who organized the student por-

tion of the drive, the cam-
paign was very successful. He
estimates that over five pick-

up truck loads of toys were
delivered to the Marine Corps.
center.

Most of the students seemed
to enjoy sharing in the effort,

m spite of the weather, Akers
said. All work and no play
would have made for a dull
day, but wuch was not the
case.

"I doubt if the children will

have as much fun with some of

the toys as we did, '"Akers
said.

Most people were eager to

donate toys to the cause, the

students found. One man gave

Wes Starkey a box-load of toys
.

larger than one person could,

carry. A small boy gave a

number of fairly new toys.,

and then remembering that he

had rwo basketballs, gave the

better one.

Most of the toys collected

were in workable condition.

Balls, games, dolls, bicycles

and tricucles were among the

items donated.

Needy families in the area

will be contacted and offed

offered toys. Hopefully, every

needy child will have a happy

Christmas with the helpof Toys
For Tots.

"I would like to express my
personal thanks to everyone

who participated in a Job well

done," Akers said.
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The funkiest car

east of Topeka
-by Steve Coon

I've had numerous Inquiries

over the years as :o the origin

and history ol the METAPHYSI-
CAL BROTHEL, bur they have

jone unanswered because of pro-

mises I made to certain per-

sons who shall remain unnamed.

However recent events in the

southwest have released me
from these obligations, and for

the first time the story can be

told.

The reader may find some
portions of this extraordinary

narrative hard to swallow but

to those skeptics I can only

say that I was there and this

Is the truth to the best of my
knowledge.

Cameron's can

It all started one fall break

several years ago when my old

compatriot, Phil McCullough,

and I left fvUlligan and beaded

out on the road to a camping

trip In Tiajauna, Mexico. Just

before our departure I remem-
bered to pack our first aid kit

which consisted of seven Band-

aids, a bottle of iodine, a bottle

of medicinal alchohol and an

old devotion book we had gotten

from Sam Dalai, all packed in

a Prince Albert tobacco can

which was a gift from Tim
Cameron. We were to be glad

later that I remembered.

Crossing bridges
At this point a word or two

must be said about our vehicle

on this trip which would turn

out to be a modern American
odyssey. The car we drove was

a '60 Galaxie owned by Phil

and was the funkiest automobile

this side of Topeka. We didn't

know what we'd do when we'd

passed Topeka but we'd cross

that bridge when we came to

it.

The car had been overhauled

especially for the trip, we'd
I hung dice from the rear-view

I mirror and placed a buffalo

t
with a bobbing head in the back

' window. We were ecstatic with

the prospect of a whole week
1 without convocation, but if we

|
were aware of what lay ahead,

I we may haveoptedforthewarm,
I secure, womb-like atmosphere

I of Seeger Memorial Chapel.

Anyway, nothing mattered as

i were on the highway ind

TYPING
SERVICES
Term Papers,

Reports, Etc.

Mrs. Carol Sparks

543-2302

Rt. i) lohnso

headed toward the magic of the

west. We passed the time by

playing trivia with such mlnd-
- boggling questions as "Who was
Hannibal's father" and "What
was the name of Alexander the

Great's horse."

When this began to get boring

we picked up a westward-bound

hitchhiker just outside of Nash-
ville, He was from Topeka and

knew of a bridge Just on the

other stde which would serve

our purposes admirably. So we

headed on into the wheat country

of the plains.

Twelve hours later we rolled

into Topeka, Kansas and let off

our passenger, just outside of

Topeka beading west we came
upon a bridge, a magnificent

concrete and steel span two

hundred feet In length. We
drove boldly on across It and

the funkiest car west of Topeka

rolled on into the sunset to-

wards Mexico.

Moment of truth

We reached San Diego and the

border without further Incident

and rolled the FCOESOT (funk-

iest car on either side of To-
peka) up to a crossing guard.

He gazed at us suspiciously and

almost made us cut our hair, but

a quick flash of our Milllgan

ID's and a ten dollar bill got

us across safely. We now turned

our attention to the wonders of

the magic land south of the

border.

Our troubles began as we
looked for a place to set up
camp. The Downtown Tiajauna

National Park andCamplngEm-
porlum With Hot Showers and

Continental Breakfast was filled

to the gills. We were also turn-

ed away at several nearby com-
mercial camping areas and all

sixteen local motels. It seems
that it was time lor the national

census and everyone was In

town to sign up.

We had just about given up

hope when we received per-

mission to set up our tent In

the yard of a stable on a back

street which had been turned

Into a taco stand for the

census rush.

The moment of truth had

come, although we as yet

did not know it. As we lay

relaxing and resting from our
arduous trip, we suddenly be-
came aware of an ominous
shadow looming above us. We
looked up immediately and were
confronted by the mysterious
man who shall henceforth be
known as Mr. X.

The oaken door

He beckoned silently and we,
noticing the bulge under his

coat, had no choice but to follow.

We proceeded quickly through
long mazes of Mexican alley-

ways until we came to a low
oaken doorway marked omin-
ously with a snorting buffalo

attacking a strange symbol
which resembled a cross and
crown. Both these signs seemed
strangely familiar, but at the

time neither Phil nor I could
place them. Inside we found
ourselves in what seemed to

be the backroom of a small
cafe. The odor of Chinese food
was in the air, and we were
told to sit and be quiet.

Now we had time to observe
Mr. X and wonder as to his

purpose. He was a large Oriental

gentleman who wore a white suit

of western cut and a white pan-
ama hat. His companions ad-
dressed him as C.C. but that

seemed to be a code name. On
his lapel he wore the insignia

of a 32nd degree Mason, il-

legitimately I'm sure.

Chinese meeting
Mr. X"s associates began to

file Into the room, all with nylon

stockings pulled over their

faces. They all wore red and

white buttons that said "we try

harder," each one in a differ-

ent language. They seated them-

selves around the table and

Mr. X began the meeting. One
of the stocking-faced gentlemen

complained about the meeting

place. He said that the problem

with gathering In a Chinese

restaurant was that It was a

good meeting, but an hour later

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DA VIS JEWELERS
tat. b.E Avsxue

{UIAKTHTOK. TlNNCSKt

Phone 92S-7S'

you had to meet all over again
and all these meetings were be-
coming rather tiresome.
Mr. X silenced him with a

menacing look and began the
speech that was destined to

change our lives. He said,

"Comrades, the moment of our
first breakthrough has arrived.
We have long had our eye on
Milllgan College as the ap-
propriate site for our first

major target to corrupt the
youth of America to decadence
and from there Into the great
ongoing thrust of world com-
munism.

Putty in their hands

"Now fate has delivered Into

our hands two young puppets who
up to this point have been fine

upstanding Christian young men
respected by their families,

churches and communities and

active in the Boy Scouts. They
are now at our disposal and

we have only to gain power over

their minds and send them out

to accomplish our plans.

"This morning 1 received

from the Motherland (long may
she wave) a package earring

the latest achievement of our

great technology, tiny radio-

operated mind control units

which we will Implant in these

boys' skulls. They will obey

our every wish.

"We will send them back to

Milllgan College to carry out

their duties which will include

playing Pete Seeger records In

the dormitories, supporting

pinko political candidates.

telling dirty Jokes in late night

bull sessions with other dorm
resldentfl and writing a news-

paper coloumn which will be

designed to incite other stu-

dents to sexual perversion, drug

usuage, driving over 50 mpb
and other acts designed to

undermine capitalism. These
boys will be our toots in taking

over the decadent c -'Ist

state."

We were then hit over the

bead from behind and we both

blacked out. The next thing we

knew we were back in our tent

and we both had hastily sewn up

Incisions In the back of our

heads. We bound up the wounds

as best we could using our

Band-Aids and Iodine, we drain-

ed the bottle of medicinal

alchohol and feeling strange

urgings which did not come
from our own minds we packed

up our tent and gear and beaded

the FCOESOT back toward Ten-
oeaace.

Breaking the yoke
For a long time afterwards

our minds were not our own,

and we carried out the demands
of international communism.
However lately this control has

been broken, due largely to the

help of Harold Parker at South-

west Bible College in Same Fe,

New Mexico. We have broken

from the yoke of communist
control and taken Jobs as un-

dercover agents for Standard

Publishing Company in order
to right the wrongs we may
have done.

Keep those cards and letters

coming, folks.

10% DISCOUNT
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When people fail to respond to rational argu-

ments or emotional appeals, the only alternative

seems to be endless repetition- Students have been

disturbed about the (Ire hazards In Sunon Hall lor

years and have persistently protested to practice of

chaining exit doors.

Although improvements have been made, the

complacency of those responsible for the safety

of Sutton's residents is disconcerting. The chains

have been removed from the doors of the first

floor lobby, but the back door is presently being

chained.

An alternate route through the annex for those

who might descend the rear staircase in an em-
ergency has supposedly been provided. Unfortun-

ately, the door between the staircase and the

annex is locked more often than not. More-
over, this new exit route Is not clearly mark-

ed, as required by law, and the annex and the

hall approaching it are often clutteredwith tables,

chairs and boxes making escape virtually im-
possible.

One wonders at the nonchalant manner in which

this action was apparently taken. In spite of as-

surances to the contrary, the exit through the

annex is not now adequate, and the necessary
steps to make It so were not taken.

It Is our understanding that In the event of

a tragedy. If negligence could be shown, the in-

dividuals who created the situation, acting in an

official capacity, as well as the school as a cor-

poration, could be held legally responsible.

An additional source of wonderment Is the

fact that the thing which is intended to protect

the Sutton residents, the locking of doors, turns

out to be a threat to their lives. The fact that

Milllgan Just recently Initiated a program to

teach safety to industry makes the irony com-

plete.

As this semester draws to a close, it is not

too soon to think about next semester's activities.

The choice of extracurricular activities to aug-

ment one's studies is important. These act-

ivities, if well planned, can provide opportunities

for escape from academic tension, service to the

community, as well as educational experience.

The STAMPEDE Is one of many option for

the student interested in meaningful extracurri-

cular activity. To be frank, the STAMPEDE is

in need of solid support from a few concerned

students. Next semester, several staff positions

will be opened in writing, production and business

areas. Experience is helpful but not mandatory;

we are willing to teach anyone who is willing to

learn. Nor is the staff necessarily required to

agree with the editorial policy of the paper; we
welcome different opinions which stimulate thought

and may help shape editorial opinion. Although

dedication is essential for staff members, the time

spent by each individual should not be excessive

if the staff cooperates in meeting deadlines.

If you think you might be interested in working

with the STAMPEDE staff, contact Tim Stevens or

a member of the staff for more information. During

registration week of next semester, there will be

a special meeting for students who would like to

work during the Spring semester.

The purpose of the STAMPEDE is to provide a

vehicle for Information and student opinion for

the MhV .gan community. Without the dedicated

support of students, this purpose can not be
fulfilled.

Sutton
rpro
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"Sutton Hall a fire trap?

You've got to be kiddlne. It's so

safe, I'd send my daughter

mere." — typical MlUlgan
parent.

"Don't forget to pack her

asbestos pajamas." — typical

Milllgan cynic.

And thus the flaming discus-

sion rages.

Perhaps more accurately,

however, the heated talk might
be described as a quiet mur-
muring among some of the stud-

ents who are concerned over the

safety ofSuttonHall. This recent

concern has arisen primarily

over a rear dormitory exit which
has been chained each night for

the past several weeks. Yet, it

is fruitless to talk about exits

until first exploring the possibi-

lity of a fire Itself.

Sutton Hall has some rather

unique and precautionary re-
gulations for its 122 residents

First of all, the girls are not

supposed to iron clothes or use a

corn popper in their rooms.

Special ironing rooms on each

floor are designated for these

activities, which apparently are

considered hazardous.

Mrs. Robinson, Sutton's Dorm
Mother, frequently checks the

ironing rooms to make certain

that irons not in use are turned

off and disconnected'. She ex-

Thls Christmas season A-

mericans have been requested

to refrain from outdoor light-

ed decorations. Many cities have

turned off the lights that once

delighted and lifted the splrtis

of the shoppers. Whether or

not the cut-back Is necessary,

this Christmas may provide

good reason to think about how
Christmas was celebrated be-

fore the discovery of electricity.

The present day custom of

decorating homes and public

buildings with all kinds of lights

has an Interesting history. In

the Middle Ages It was cus-
tomary to set a candle in the

center of a laurel wreath and
keep it burning on Christmas
eve and every night during the

season. The custom was parti-

cularly cherished In Ireland
where candles were placed In

the windows of homes on Christ-
mas eve during the period of

religious suppression, so that

any priest in the neighborhood
might be directed to the house
and celebrate mass there. The
custom of using candles and
special lighting was brought to

America by Irish Immigrants
in the 19th century.

The custom of setting up

electrically lighted trees was

Christmas: Irish candles

to recent energy crisis

started in the United States.

Originally, the trimming of a

tree was done in the Medieval
German mystery plays, when

a tree, the Parade Isbaum {tree

of Paradise) was used to sym-

by Debb
bolize the Garden of Eden. After

the suppression of these pa lays,

the tree was used in the home,
and gradually there evolved the

custom of decorating it with
cookies, fruit, and eventually

candles.
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By the beginning of the 19th

century the custom had spread

from Germany to most of the

counrrleat of northern Europe.

German immigrants brought It

to the United States where the

custom was adopted enthusiasti-

cally throughout the country.

The closeness in the family

that must have existed as the

tree decorations were made as

a fimally project Is something

that is often lacking in homes
today. Expensive and excessive

lighting is not necessary to gain

the spirit of Christmas and the

holiday may, in fact, become
more meaningful If older tra-

ditions are again observed-

Customs of all lands have

been added through the centur-

ies, making Christmas the most
universal holiday. In the Middle

Ages, English Chrlstmases
were times of great hilarity and

good cheer. Less commerlcal-
Izatlon, rush, and anxiety should

exist in the modern celebration

of Christmas. The feeling and

meaning that is captured in the

Milllgan Madrigals, or in the

reading and singing of famllar

Christmas poems and hymns,
the closeness of family or friend

relationships and the giving and

receiving of gifts can be better

enjoyed this year, wven without

our more modern means of

ornamentation.
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re before her
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;. Fortunately,
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area, yet any
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ben In Sutton

sySam Combs,
several anti-
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a annual fire

{all. This year

'111 burn night-

airrounded by

1 a flammable

lng the eight

total of 357

-111 burst into

iqple realized

:on McDonald,
iladrlgals this

Ire during the

i the second

eve brushed
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against a candle, and she later

said, "I didn't even know 1 was
on fire until I smelled It."

Commenting, "It's bad In

there," Sharon mentioned that

if the stage ever caught on fire,

many of the singers would be

trapped. They sit on benches,

making it difficult to get out

quickly.

This year, for the first time,

three fire extinguishers were
placed In the dining hall during

Madrigals. Although this Is an

obvious Improvement, the nar-

row aisles and large crowds

still pose a serious danger If

a conflagration would ever

erupt.

Confusion
Even with the few safety pre-

cautions that have been taken,

Sutton Hall is certainly not fire-

proof, and the possibility of

fire, no matter how Improbable,

is still a reality.

As previously mentioned,
chains now lock the dorm's main
rear exit each night. Mrs. Fon-

taine, the Assistant Dean of

Students, stated that she grve

Mrs. Robinson permission to

chain the door after it was
repeatedly abused by residents

during the night.

Although usually unlocked

during the day, the chained door

presently bears a sign which

says, "For our own safety use

this door only as an emergency

exit." Obviously the door is now

unusable for any son of exit,

but both Mrs. Fontaine and Mrs.

Robinson emphatically state that

girls can go down the same

rear stairway and exit through

the cafeteria annex during an

emergency.

Strangely enough, Sam Combs
was surprised to find that the

rear door Is being chained, for

he nightly locks the door lead-

ing from the rear stairs to the

annex hallway, unknowingly

making it Impossible to exit

through the annex. Yet, Mrs.

Robinson states that she checks

the annex each night to see if

everything Is alrieht.

A human price

Thus, confusion continues to

surround the Issue. Even after

Investigating the situation. It

still seems debatable whether

or not residents of Sutton can

exit somewhere through the rear

of the building. Although three

exits lead from the lobby at

the front part of Sutton, they

would clearly be Inadequate if

a fire broke out In the middle

of the structure.

Future decisions concerning

emergency exits need to be

FULLY investigated before be-

coming policy. Even more Im-

portant, however, Is the need

for fire extinguishers in the

girls' residence area I

If Mllllgan claims the respon-

sibility of "protecting" the wo-

men from external hazards by

imposing curfew regulations,

the school should also assume

the responsibility of protecting

them from internal hazards by

Installing adequate fire-pre-

vention equipment. MUligan has

gone far Into debt with other

projects; It should not try to

save money now at the expense
of human safety.

Editor's note— The following is a reprint of

an editorial printed in the STAMPEDE on Feb-

ruary II, 1972.

editorial reprint...

On December 10, 1970, Student Council passed a recommend-
ation to remove chains from Sutton Hall doors. Last semester.

Student Council passed another recommendation to remove the

chains.

On December 6, 1971, In a memo to Richard Roames, Presi-

dent Jess Johnson said, "I have checked both of the doors in

Sutton with Mr. Kyte. 1 am embarrassed because they have re-

placed the chain on the exit leading from the second floor out

of the back of the building. This is contrary to my understand-

ing, and I have the assurance that over the Christmas break the

situation will be resolved."

Today Is February 11, 1972, and the chains are still on the

doors at night. Procrastination might be expected over a council

recommendation which Involves a conflict over policy. However,
when the safety of one hundred women is at stake, procrastination

turns to negllgnece.

B«t Nixon sAys we
e *s i*ucK

^ewergt as possible .

-the opinions of others-

ROTCoffers job alternatives

Every year about this time, seniors begin to

realize that they have gone through four years
of college and It's nearly time to begin a pro-
fession. But what can they do? And are they

really sure that they will be happy In the vo-

cation they choose? I'd like to discuss with you

a possibility that I am very glad I investigated.

ROTC..a program 1 was very hesitant to

enter. The Army ... a very controversial sub-
ject of the present. One reads of corruption,

war crimes, etc., and lmmediatiey forms the

opinion that the Army is an organization of

100% All-American rednecks. But his Is no

more true than many other generalizations one
hears every day. I'd like to take this opportun-

ity to relate some of the opportunities the Army
ROTC program offers.

1. Those cadets enrolled in the Advanced
Course (last two years of the program) re-
celve $100 per month tax free up to ten mon-
ths a year. Also, at Advanced Summer Camp
(during the summer before the Senior year)

approximately $350 is received for 6 weeks.

2. Scholarships are readily available. These

scholarships pay tuition, books, lab and other

educational fees, plus, of course, the $100 per

month. Obligation? ... one year of active duty

for each year you are on the scholarship.

3. ROTC provides the opportunity for quali-

fied cadets to participate in flight training at

a civilian flying school at government expense.

This program allows the cadet to earn a pri-

vate pilot's license and allows htm to enter the

Army Aviation Program once he Is commissioned.

4. If you are a veteran, you need only take the

last two years of the program. You get the pre-

viously mentioned $100 a month in addition to

your regular VA education benefits. You have the

option when you graduate—serve on active duty

or go into a Reserve Component.

5. Of the male students who have earned col-

lege degrees, those taking Army ROTC are re-

latively smalL However, 16% of the men in the

United States earning $100,000 per year. 27%

by Richard 'Doc' Phillips-

of the United States Senators, 17% of members

of the House of Representatives, and 20% of

state governors come from this small group

who have taken the Army ROTC option.

6. There exists a 2-year program for junior-

college graduates and those students who have

not/do not wish to take the first two years of

ROTC. A Basic Camp of six weeks with pay,

under absolutiey no obligation, qualifies the

student for this option.

7. Possibly nowhere is more responsibility

conferred almost instantly than In the first

assignment of a new lieutenant.. .he is responsi-

ble for 40 men and their equipment. When he

returns to civilian life, the total experience is

directly applicable to a civilian carreer. He has

developed a working knowledge of leadership,

personnel management, accountability, general

business, practice and know-how. All this makes

him worth much more to a prospective em-

ployer.

All this considered. Army ROTC offers the

surest way to add an Important dimension to

his achievment as an individual.

AND NOW, ROTC IS CO-EDUCATIONAL! Yes,

girls are able to talce advantage of all these

opportunities plus a few that man cannot.

I'm not saying that Army ROTC is for every-

body. That would be completely false. But it

is an outstanding opportunity that I feel each

and every person should investigate. At least

find out what it is all about. So you don't

want a career in the service . . . secure a

second income at that. The time is NOW
to be thinking about your future.

For further information write:

Professor of Military Science

East Tennessee State University

Johnson City, Tennessee 37601

or contact Richard W. "Doc" Phillips in 230

Webb, As a Milligan student, you may sub-

stitute this course for your P.E. requirements
through the cross-enrollment plan.

the mail.

To Mllllgan, I will say this.

I miss your faces with smiles

and midnight miles

I walked with my friend

but not to the end.

I miss your beauty land

with mountains grand

so close to God
with greenness shod.

I miss your want to learn

and true concern
with sufface care

but not much dare,

"that 1 may see.'

But what you saw

was Just old law.

You came to me with yourselves, if you came

And I took what I could, just a bit.

You came and left your mark on me
You came and set a small part of my spirit free

enough for me to know that It was time to go.

So you read these words of mine

You Annie Laurie

You Frankenstein

you Loch Ness monster

you Mrs. B
you Miriam Lelvers

you Giving Tree

& you Pierre

and all the rest

I miss you all for worst & best

1 miss your pans both good £< bad

I miss your parts but won't be sad

cause everybody has to go

some in the night, some with a show

and everybody has to do

whatever their conscience tells them to.

So now I'm on another boat.

and know that yours will keep afloat

But the Captain calls ALL HANDS ON DECK!

rough weather ahead, there's danger of wreckl

So shed heavy armour and throw down your sword

and react to the call of "Man over Boardl"

12/1/73

Tony Jacoby
2639 Skyline Dr.
College Park, Ga.
30337.

Dear Editor;

I wish to thank the Webb Hall
students who came to my rescue

at Webb Fire Lane where I

had a flat. I took the wheel

to a gas station for repair and
when I returned, again they

took charge with enthusiasm
and expertise of a well trained

Indy pit stop crewi **A Ut-

tie help Is worth a lot of

pity." What does one say to

a major effort however, but

thank you very much. Monetary
reward was ruled "out of

order."

Gratefully yours,

Stanley W. Newton

P.S. It has been whispered that

the Dorm Resident was busy

writing Nashville and did not

witness the incident!
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WHAT'S UP. DOC? — Dr. Tracey Miller presents the classics to Unaka High School seniors

as pan of an experimental MUligan extension course In freshman composition. Students In

his class try their hands at a course comparable to freshman Humanities and receive 3

hours of college credit for their efforts.

Mission quarterly published

The first Issue of the MIL-
LIGAN MISSIOGRAM, a quar-

terly newsletter, was published

last week.

Dr. Tetsunao Yamamorl Is

the editor of the new
publication, and Dr. Charles
Taber Is associate editor.

The purpose of the M1L-
L1GAN MISSIOGRAM (MM) Is

"to beanews-and-idea medium
in the field of misslology."

The potential readership of MM
Includes missionaries, stu-

dents, pastors, church leaders

and educators.

MM will carry news of re-

cent, as well as coming events

in the field of missiology, and

it will also Include evaluation

of certain ideas and methods.

In any event, this will be an

experimental year for MM.
Major news In the first Is-

sue of MM Is the William S.

Carter Symposium on Church
Growth, which Milllgan will

host April 5-7, 1974. Four
noted scholars in the field of

missions. Dr. Donald

Mcgavran, Dr. Alan R. Tippet,

Dr. J.C. Hoekendijk. and Dr.

Peter Beyerhaus, will expound

their views on "The Adaption-

Syncretism Axis" in a series

of twelve lectures.

The theme of the symposium

is defined by the following ques-

tion: "As Christianity spreads

into a myriad of cultures on

earth, it correctly adjusts to

each culture; but what are the

limits of such adjustments?"

According to MM, the topics

will be discussed an-

thropologically, historically,

biblically, and strategically.

A Church Growth Con-

vocation will close the program

on Sunday, April 7. Dr. Taber
will address the gathering.

Also Included in the MIL-
LICAN MISSIOGRAM is random

news of Individuals and their

work in the various facets of

missions and missiology.

> > •.»:».» .» .» .» .» .» . ..f .t ..t .fT.t .» .»

The Sub wishes to thank the

student body for its support this

year by sponsoring a special

Christmas record sale.

All records will be on sale

dunng finals week at our

cost.

Unaka seniors try college

The 'inr'-a Preset— Is it

some top secret experlmenr

Milllgan has contrived to end

ail experiments? Hardly. The
Project is neither top secret

nor, hopefully, terminal.

Twenry-elght seniors from
Unaka High School ("up Stooey

Creek," for those of you who
know) now have split 6chool

loyalties. For twenty-seven

hours of their thlrry-hour school

week, the Unaka students work
on the "Ranger" (the school

paper), smoke after the bell,

read the latest dirty book (MY
DARLINC, MY HAMBURCER),
flirt with Debbie, and attend

classes {when they don't "lay

out").

But, for three hours, each

Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day between 8:30 and 9:30 a.m.,

Room 114 of Unaka High School

becomes for Royal Ron, Jack-
ie, Ruby, and the rest, an ex-

tension of Milllgan College.

In addition to his regular

fifteen-hour teaching load. Dr.

Tracey Miller offers three

hours of Freshman Composition
(the paper-writing half of Hu-
manities) at Unaka High. The
course does take on a familiar

ring for the Milllgan student

when such terms as "folders,"

"comma sollce," "organi-

zation," and "development' are

thrown about the room.
Likewise, every conscient-

ious Humanities student and also

every conscientious Unaka
Freshman Comp student has

read "The Torch Song," "Civil

Disobedience," ANTHONY
AND CLEOPATRA, OEDIPUS
REX, and ANTIGONE. Ac-
cording to Dr. Miller, the two

classes, Freshman Humanities

and Freshman Comp, are geared

to equivalent levels.

The Education Area, headed

by Dr. Paul Clark, is responsi-

ble for the development of the

program at Unaka. It was sucn

by the Area that an extension

program could be more than

Just a community service. Such

a program could be of mutual

benefit to Milllgan as well as

area high school students.

Milllgan profits from the

Unaka project financially. The
project was made possible due

to the offer of a Carter County

donor to underwrite the cost

of tuition for the twenty-eight

students. Therefore, the course

was made available to Unaka
High seniors for a cost of $25.00

per semester plus 3 $9.55

charge for books, while Milllgan

received the equivalent of tuition

for five full-time students.

by Pom Stephens
Besides the publicity Milllgan

receives from having a twenty-

eight count enrollment Increase,

Mllllgan's name is also placed

before seniors who are facing

the "college hunt." Already, a

few Unaka-MlUlganties are con-
sidering making application to

Milllgan for the coming fall

semester.

Dr. Miller feels that as a

member of the Milligan faculty

he has also profited. By con-

fronting high school students in

the high school, be feels bis

perception of incoming Milllgan

freshman has been sharpened,

On a half-serious note. Dr.

MUlex has even recommended
that every faculty member who
teaches freshmen should go to

a high school, at least to ob-

serve and refresh one's

memory.
Receiving three hours college

credit while finishing the

senior English requirement Is

the obvious benefit Unaka stu-

dents in the program are

gaining. But, there are also

more fringe benefits to the pro-

ject.

Before high school graduation

the Unaka class Is already fami-

liar with the semester system,

the college hour, changing
' 'profs' ' regula rly, and the

ever-present hard work In-

volved in a college class. With-

out the romance and dif-

ficulty involved In social ad-

justment to college life, Unaka
students have an opportunity

'to discover college "work."

According to Dr. Miller and
his student teacher Pam Step-
hens, the Unaka Project has
been a success. Dr. Miller be-
lieves ithe iUnaka students are

highly motivated and have a

strong sense ofpeergroupcom-
petition. Besides being highly

motivated. Dr. Miller's students

are more relaxed than the aver-
age freshman. "They don't have
as much to prove," and there-
fore perform at a rate closer
to their potential .

Next semester in charge of

the Unaka project will be Dr.
Terry Dibble. Dr. Dibble will

be leading the students in con-
trolled research as well as
activities similar to those of

fall semester.

Hopefully, next semester
won't be the termination of the

Unaka project. Mrs. Proffirt

teacher of English at Unaka,
seems to express the Unaka
sentiment when she states,

"I hope to see the project con-
tinue for many years.

TEXACO
SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMS
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Buffs blitz opening games
-' r '.

l
,

"

ri^' by Tom Ho'llingsworth and Pam Sreph

With five games under their

belt, the Milllgan Bulls have

complied a 4-1 record. The wins

Include a VSAC conference vic-

tory ' over ' King College.,

which had earlier handed the

Buffs their only loss, during

the King Holiday Tournament.

Coach Worrell, who has com-
piled a ,557 winning percentage

while at Milllgan, Is working

with a squad of outstanding tal-

ent this' year.

Returning Junior Ed Carver
crashed Into the top ten In the

VSAC for both average rebounds

arid free throws. From the foul

line. Carver is shooting .800.

Snatching an average of 11.6

a game off the boards. Carver

has captured tenth place In the

Conference;.

Baclccourt ace t Jerry Cray-

craft has slezed the number-

one spot In the VSAC for assists

with a 8.5 average (four games

only). Craycraft iff also strong

on the boards, having chalked

up a 13.6 scoring average.
" Leading the Buffs ' from the

tio'or'^wiih a .632 percentage

'is "senior Chris Lacy, In hot

pursuit with a .625 average Is

Big Man Dan Harding.

Top. scorer John Hunter can

boast
l

of an' average of 15.3

;points
(

j)er game. Our lead man
is followed closely by Neyland,

Craycraft, and Carver, all

averaging double figures. Hun-

ter Is an all around strong

hyst)er
p:

for' the Buffs', as he

proves 'with an 8.8 rebound aver-

age.

Worth watching Is a much Im-

proved player this year, senior

forward Robbie Gardiner. Rob-

bie's first stan for the Mll-

ligan was In this season's con-

test with Maryvllle. He playeda

strong game, especially off the

boards by hauling down eight

rebounds. Stats don't show the

whole scoop. Gardiner's coach-

able attitude and his aggressive

ens

hustling on both defense and

offense are a tremendous asset

to the whole team.

By employing a two platoon

system, Worrell undoubtedly

has the strongest bench of any

team In the VSAC. The strategy

of substituting an entire new

line-up during the game has

helped stop four out of five

opponents.

Ski club

January

plans

outing

The ski club held its Initial

organizational meeting Wed-
nesday, November 28, 1973,

One other meeting is being

planned for this semester, ac-

cording to Jim Lee, to finalize

.plans for this year's ski club

outing. So far, the club has

plans for' one major outing

Wednesday and Thursday, Jan-

uary 16 and 17, during registra-

tion week.

The^ two day outing "will

be held at Beech Mountain this

year. Students will be able to

sjci both days and will spend the

'night in a chalet owned byline

'family one of the" members.

Estimated cost for the outing

will be about twenty dollars for

. the. ..skiing, plus whatever^ food

each individual
' d'ecldes^to

bring, according to Lee. No

A sour view of that sweet stuff.

' <lopp*l) Itit 1-f.l I. II l!

PubU l„irBii,n-jin, Ifv

Htjllh Rrw jr. h Cn>up

dues are required; the ski club

exists only for the purpose of

providing a good time for those

who enjoy skiing.

Students who do not own skis

will be able to rent them at

Beech Mountain. In fact, one

does not even need to know how

to ski to go on the outing.

"Anyone who doesn't know

how to ski will be given a

crash course," Lee said.

If this season is good, the

ski club hopes to sponsor

several other weekend outings

of this son:
The ski club -is 'also

purchasing : special ski which

they will sell- for two dollars

each. The- most unique feature

of the patches -will be a buf-

falo oh- skis' in the 1 center.

ABOVE THEIR HEADS - Eddie Carver goes for two against

MaryviJle in the Happy Valley Gym as the Mllligan Buffalos con-
tinue- .thetr basketball on slaught. Milllgan won 107-73 on Monday
and dealt with Clinch Valley Wednesday 76-69 in ovenimetorun
their VSAC .season record to 3-0.

December
I Sat.

3 Mon.

5 Wed.
7 Frl.

10 Mon.
13-14

28-29

January
4-5

10 Thurs.

11 Frl.

14 Mon.
15 Tues.

19 Sat.

21 Mon.
24 Thurs.
26 Sat.

28 Mon.
31 Thurs.

February
2 Sat.

4 Mon.
7 Thurs.

9 Sat.

1 1 Mon.

16 Sat.

20-23

vor\c 1 dmll o^ncL

OPPONENT PLACE

King College Mllligan

Maryvllle College Mllligan

Clinch Valley Wise, VA
Bryan College Mllligan

Emory and Henry College Emory, VA
Cosmic Tourney - Asheville

UNC at Asheville

Wooster Classic Wooster, OH

E3rlham Invitational Richmond, IN

Baptist College Charleston, SC
College of Charleston Charleston, SC
Bryan College Dayton, TN
Maryvllle College Maryville

Tennessee Wesleyan Milllgan

Tusculum College Tusculum

King College Bristol

Lincoln Memorial Harrogate, TN
Carson-Newman Milllgan

Clinch Valley Milllgan

Trevecca College Milllgan

Emory and Henry College Milllgan

Lincoln Memorial Milllgan

Tennessee Wesleyan Athens, TN
Carson-Newman Jefferson City

Tusculum Milllgan

VSAC Tournament Lambuth College

Jackson, TN
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fearbook work continues

Sixteen staff members are
preparing for the 1974 edition

of Mllllgan's yearbook, the

BUFFALO.
Under the guidance of editor

Glen Bumon, the staff has al-

ready taken nearly 80% of the

pictures necessary for this

year's edition. Currently, the

staff's most pressing task is

deciding upon themes and sub-
themes to unify the entire book.

After having checked four dif-

ferent publlshlngcompanles.the

staff contracted with the Delmar
Printing Company, which has
published previous editions of

the BUFFALO. The basic format

for the annual Is unchanged; ai-

9 by 12 inch book with 200
pages. Other elements of the

1974 book, however, will have
major changes.

Modem layout techniques will

be employed. Editor Bumon ex-
plains that an informal style will

be used In placing pictures on
two-page spreads: "The center
of attention on each spread will

be toward the sides or tops

of the pages, not in the center

as in formal layout."

Modular layout is a second

innovation the BUFFALO staff

plans for the annual. Rather than

having a uniform size for pic-

tures and standard margins for

pages, the 1974 yearbook will

have varying sized pictures on

each pages, with some of the

pictures being placed outside

formal margin lines.

Planning to have somewhat
more extensive copy than in

previous years, the staff will

Include short passages as tran-

sitions between the various sec-

tions of the yearbook and will

write paragraphs explaining the

roles of each of the school's

organizations.

Photographs will be the

major, but not the only, form
of art work In the annual. On
the transitions pages between

the various sections of the year-

book will be drawings by Mil-

llgan art students. The cover

of the book will be designed

by the BUFFALO staff.

The BUFFALO'S slxteen-

member staff consists mainly of

upperclassmen, many of whom
have had previous yearbook ex-
perience. Faculty consultants
are Miss Hazel Turbeville,
chairman of the Publications
Board, and Mr. William Wright,

College saves energy

(continued from page 1
)

trotlon members requested that

students form car pools when

going to town. Mr. Wigginton

added, "Be conscientious about

using electricity, such as

turning off appliances when not

In use." Mr. Price said that per-

haps students from one area of

the country could charter a bus

on trips home.
When asked about any pos-

itive aspects of the energy

crisis, everyone agreed that

Americans will develop a sense

of responsibility. If the energy

situation worsens, Mr. Wiggin-

ton believes summer school en-

rollment will Increase. Mr.
Price thinks that "we will

appreciate our resources more,
and we may realize how bene-

ficial free enterprise is."

Mr. Moore speculated upon

many beneficial aspects of the

crisis. He said, "The build-

ing industry will undergo a

change, with more emphasis on
conserving fuels and energy.
Perhaps we'll see new products
from the petroleum Industry and
a boost In nuclear and solar
research."

Mr. Price expressed concern
about "political overtones" of

the energy crisis. He said,

"Congress has been negligent

In developing not only new
sources of energy but also in

expanding existing sources.
Also, Congress has set
arbitrary standards for pol-
lution control without due con-
sideration to effects on energy
and the economy."
Perhaps the yellow posters

President Johnson has distri-
buted around campus best des-
cribes the current mood of

Americans which says: "Use
It up. Wear It out. Make it do.
Or do wlthoutl"

cftfin'5

JRecwd Center
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.
542-4951

'

Records, Tipes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Join the Record & Tape Club

Buy ten, get one free.

advisor to the BUFFALO.
Student workers are members

of the one or more of the seven

staff committees: Publications,

chairman — Glen Bunion; Bus-
iness chairman—Charles Fltz-

slmmons; Student Activities,

chairman — Deborah Doan;

Literary, chairman — Betsle

Mayer; Circulation, chairman

—

Charm a Dunlap; Photography,

chairman—Deborah Doan; Co-
ordinator—Brent Ballard.

Other members of the staff

are Brenda Augesieln, Patra

Bonham, Paula Eldorado, Alice

Everhart, Carol Hlnes, Mattle

Hughes, Susan Kettelson, Steve

McCoury, Marti Milan, and Bob
Woods.
May 31, 1974 'is the staff's

deadline for having all material

to the printer. Delivery date for

the annuals wlU be mid-August,
so the staff hopes to be able

to distribute the yearbooks to

the student body about August,

immediately after the fall

semester commences.

POSIN' ANDSM1LIN' -- Looking up for a moment from the Year-

book's pictures of campus life, editor Glen Bunton and

photographer Deborah Doan pose for a picture themselves. Al-

ready hard at work on the 1974 edition of the BUFFALO, the

staff hopes to produce a "new and improved annual."

I 1

Millibird and the rest of
I

the STAMPEDE staff wish
j

all a safe trip home and the
]

happiest of Holiday Seasons.

May we all carry

the spirit of the

Christmas season

into the new year.

mzis£t££m3&
ftHHia«J»«i»«iiHa!ja; mm





Dr. Guy Oakes

Mllligan College was deeply

moved by the sudden death Sat-

urday, January 26, of Dr. Guy
Oakes, Dean Emeritus.

Before coming to Mllllgaii,

Dr. Oakes taught Junior high

school mathematics. In 1912

while M'lllgan was Involved with

the Navy program, he joined the

Mllligan faculty la ihe are:i of

mathematics.

From 195?- until 1973, Dr.

Oakes served as dean of Mll-

ligan College, administering In

both academic affairs and

student life.

One of Dr. Oakes* most
memoraole contributions to

Mllligan was his work with Dr.

Walker to attain accredited

status for the college. In i960,

while Dr. Oakes was dean, Mll-
ligan achieved accreditation

from the Southern Association

of Colleges and Schools.

Upon his retirement from the

position of dean, Dr. Oakes be-

came director of alumni un:il

197'i. He also taught several

><:::::•:::-::::::-:->:>•:;:-:::-::::-::::::•:::::::::

classes. Including some psych-
ology and mathema:lc classes.

Throughout the 1973-74 ac-

ademic year, he served in the

area of development.

In a memorial service held

Tuesday, January 29, Dr. Dean
E. Walker described the dedi-

cation and service which Dr.
Cuy Oikes contributed to Mll-
ligan College.

"The meaning of llfels ser-

vice ... It was a ministry
to which he was called, and he
gave all he had to that ministry.

I thank our God forGuyOakes."

TAMPEDE
Six credit hour qualification

restricts off—campus living

Miliigan College Officio' Student Publication

Volu-ne \XXIU--NQ. ?= Mllligan College, Tennessee 37682 Tuesday. February 5, 1974

Birds create problems

Aboui five million blackbird:;

made a thicket of small pines a:

the junction of Highway 57 and
67A their temporary home or
roost during this past fall, much
to the dismay of area reside.iis.

Local folks were anxious ;o

rid themselves of the exception-

ally large bird population for

various reasons, including the

tremendous noice and od.»r pro-
blems created by five million

birds.

Dropping* from the black-

bird; covered the tre-js in the

roost. The weight from the ex-
crements coupled with the

weight of the birds destroyed

many ol the small pines.

Besides destroying the trees

In the roost, the bird drop-
pings also carry disease, and
serve as 3 public health nuis-

ance.

Two types of diseases are
carried by the blackbird pop-
ulation. Histoplasmosis, a
funjus which can be transmitted
through the soil, air or witer,
as well as psittasiciais, which <s

carried In a similar man. ier, are
rarely fatal, but can lie lengthy

In duration. A: pr?^nr no one
in the area has contract.' ' Lcb<

disease.

To rid themselves of the
blackbird problem residents

sought the aide of Bill Yambert
of the Game and Fish Com-
mission, who was aided by Mil-
Ugan's Dr. Gary Wallace.

Several options t/?:-; possible
in order to break u? the roost.

The trees could have be-in bull-

dozed, but the sacrifice of the
pines was unpopular.

A second solution was tried

by Wallace.Herecordsd.i Starl-
ing (blackbird) distress signal

and amplified it many times
in hopes that incoming birds
would avoid the roost. Loud
speakers were placed in the

middle of the roost, but were
ignored. The normal noise rate
of the roost was so great that

the additional noise was undls-
cernable by new birds.

Yambnri had another Ide-uHe
proposed the use ol firecrackers
to d.sper;e the roost. Fire-
crackers would have been ec-
onomical and relatively safe.

But about fifteen men of the

area felt differently. Shot guns
and firecrackers create the

same sound effect, and th-; men
preferred shot guns.

Approximately one thousand

bird.; died in ihe -!._.,. p&rnlglu

under normal circumstances.
Accord.ng to Dr. Wallace, the

men and their shot guns killed

a nominal number of birds, but

perhaps "gave the residents the

release they needed."

The roost has now been
hroken. Yet the birds are still

coming, although :n groups ot

smaller numbers. Theyarealso
roosting in scattered localities.

Why the blackbirds, which
were 60 percent starling mid in-

cluded other parities such as the

brown-headed cow bird and Me
common grackel, chose *ne

particular roost and Siltled in

such urem numbers isunlnswa.

by Pam Stephens

"Perhaps the pine-grove af-

forded an especially protected
or warm environment,' says
Wallace, "but why blrdsroostin

certa.n manners is still a

mystery."

Large roosts of birds .iavc

caused problems in other

places, also. For example in

Fort Camplvell, Kenrickya roost

caused farmers to loose jver

50 per cent of their grain.

The blackbird issue in the

67-67A area is now over as far
as local residents are con-

cerned, but scientists sucb as

Gary Wallace are still con-
cerned. There wasn't time to

study the roost and to evaluate
what was happening before it

was b-oke».

As a fotlow-up, two Miliigan

students, Ronnie Vance and

Brian Abreil, are pursulig^he

matter under the direction ol

Dr. Wallace. Vance aad Abreil

are trying :u correlate flacking

to reproductive and ieeding pat-

terns.

Once birds pair, they travel

separably. The stud'j;iis are

trying to see if food inbJ:s ini-

tiate the urea-ling seasin.

At presenr Vance .ind Abreil

are iollowing certain I;v*wn bird

routes and collsctJ.lg sample:;

from each flock spotted. The
gonad;; of the samples arc
measured and weighed soon

after collection. The study will

be finished later this spring
when Vance and Aortll wl!! run

stomach inalyses on samples
that are now oe'.ng 'cozin.

A new ruling concerning those

srudenrs who are qualified to live

off campus, is now !n effect and
will be included m ivi<t year's

Student Handbook.

To be qualified to live off

campus, a student mu-r either

1) live with relative; in the area,

2) be married, or3j carry a lo-id

of less than r,\: credit hours.

The last stlpulr.sn Is now
applied to even those students

who are in their last semesrsr
at Mllligan College.

Previously, an o.'ficial part-
time Kudeni (one who carries

twelve hours or less) was elig-

ible for off-campus housing. The
new six hour ruling !ias been
made for "dual reasons,"

according to Dr. Yamamsrl.
"Philosophically," states the

Dean of Students, "Mllligan

claims to be a residential

college. There is much to be
learned from living together on
campus. What gossan on campus
affects academic accomplish-
ments,"

Dr. Yamamv-; give? 1 second
reason, "From the practical

point of view, Miliigan needs

money. We have built bu''di.igs

for our students, and they need

to be used."

Several students who had

planned on carrying betwe

and twelve credj hours this se-

mester (Spring 1974; requested

permission 10 live o;( campus.
Dr. Yamamori granted per-

mission to some of these

students. Due to tne nu'Tibc:- oi

requests, Yamamorl consjlced

other members of the id]

tratlve staff.

The concensus o: the stallwas
that the new six-flour ruling

should bs in e'lec; as ol tne end

of last semester. Therefore,
permission for off-campus

living was witndriwn from some
students.

According to the Dean of Stu-

denrs, "From time to time, 1

come across a situation in my
job on which I make a ruling.

And at a later ilme, I find a

previous understanding on rhe

matter of which I was unaware.
I'm r.orry there has be-in such

con/ustin because ol my mis-
understanding on -he matter."

VICTORY — Miiligan's defeat of Carson-Newman, Monday,
January 26, was the first basketball victory over the Eagles
since 1957. The Buifs team and lans exerted themselves to

their fullest at what will probably be remembered as the

most memorable game of the season. See related story,

page 7.

.• - *
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Opinion is fopic of thesis mN

In the past, surveys con -

ducted by Student Council, the

STAMPEDE, and various other

organizations to discern stude.it

opinion have received perhaps

just criticism doubting the

surveys' validity.

Some criticisms have been

Inadequate sampling or ambi-

guous questions.

But Mllligan's Dr. Euel

Ownby has conducted a sound

Investigation of Milllgan student

opinion with legitimate results,

says Dr. Paul Burns and

the graduate council from the

College of Education of theUni-

verslty of Tennessee. Ownby
used his survey, and assess-

ment of that work, as partial ful-

fillment of the requirements for

the degr. . Doctor of Education.

Ownby -ct out not Just towrite

dissertation for his degree, but

also, "to see what the kids were

seeing in their environment....

and to help MllUgan College."

Universal sample

To conquer the problem of

valid sampling, Ownby used a

sample that waj universal of

the full-time MllUgan students

In the fall semester of the school

year 1972-73. And from this

universal sample 80 per cent of

the students were actually sur-

veyed.

The question form used by

Ownby was prepared by Ameri-

can College Testing (ACT) a

testing service that Is used by

MllUgan. The form Itself was

the "College Student Form" of

the Institutional Self-Study Ser-

vice. The form was standardized

on some fifty colleges, and over

30,000 have responded since

standardization.

ACT processed the results of

the surveys, so there wa3 little

possibility for mathematical

error. Interpretation of the data

earned Ownby the title of Doc-

tor.

Ownby studied aspects of

college life by comparing re-

ponses of male to female stu-

dents, and by dlscrlmlnaclng

between high, average, and low

grade point averages (GPAj) as

well as looking at the whole of

student opinion.

GPA v iriation

Throughout his survey, mate

and female students answered"

approximately in the same dis-

tributions, butresponsesof GPA
subgroups showed considerable

variation.

In his thesis Ownby assessed

the curriculum and the in-

structors of Milllgan College as

well as the intellectual and non-

academic pursuits of the student

body. A highly critical response

that assessed the policies,

practices and facilities In

operation In the MllUgan College

Community.
The majority of the students

responded that the academic
program within their major ex-

hibits "academic soundness and

vigor," although! the "pract-
ical value" of many courses wa3
doubted.

The greatest academic criti-

cism deals with grades. "Large
numbers from all groups re-

ported that the criteria and

standards used in determining

grades were not clear."

Faculty in favor

The questions dealing with the

assessment of faculty received

the most favorable response

"but they (students) would like to

have more voice in class dir-

ection." Faculty members were
found to be accessible to the

student, and concerned with the

student outside the class.

As could have been predicted,

students with high GPAs ire

more Involved in Intellectual

pursuits outside of the class-

room than either of the other

grade subgroups.

But what Is of most concern

Is that large numbers of students

from all groups have no In-

volvement In outside the class-

room intellectual pursuits. Yet,

"Men are a bit more involved

than women." The mostpopular

outside academic activities are

In the areas of Science and Math.

In opposition to outside

academic activities, students in

large numbers are Involved In

nonacademlc pursuits. Those

students with average GPAsare
most fnvolved, and men are

more Involved than women. Mil-

ligan students make "significant

numbers of nonacademic ac-

hievements."

In assessing college policies,

practices and facilities large

numbers from all groups

BiVirply criticized five parti-

cular areas.

Library materials are not

thought to be easily accessible.

Students with high GPAs es-

pecially feel hampered.

No privacy

Provisions for privacy are,

according to student opinion.

Inadequate. A significant num-

ber ofwomenstronglydisagreed

that adequate privacy is avail-

able.

In response to the statement
"Adequate provision Is madefor
lifted students (e.g. honorj pro-
grams. Independent study,

undergraduate research etc.)"

slgnlflgant numbers oi students

disagreed.

"Large numbers from all

groups Indicated that cultural

programs, recreational facil-

ities, and social programs
needed to be upgraded. 68 per

cent of high GPA students felt

that the cultural program was
unsatisfactory In quality and

quantity.

"All groups were In general

disagreement with rules and

policies and felt more construct-

ive rules and policies needed to

be formulated."

When responding to the state-

ment "Disciplinary procedures

and policies are fair," 8 per
cent of those with high GPAs,
only 13 per cent of the students

with average GPAs and a mere
10 per cent of the low GPA

by Pom Stephens

group agreed, while 41 percent,

39 per cent and 43 per cent re-

spectively disagreed. On the

average, over 82 per cent had

disagreement with disciplinary

procedures.

When asked to respond to the

constructlveness of "regul-

ations governing student con-

duct," on the average 75 per

cent of all women either parti-

ally or totally disagreed. On
the average 89 per cent of the

men had a similar response.

Recommendations

In conclusion to his thesis,

Dr. Ownby makes a list of eleven

recommendations that empha-

size student Involvement In the

development of new policies and

practices needed to correct pre-

sent problems.

A copy of Dr. Owby's thesis

will be available In the Milllgan

College library. He recom-

mends that "the findings of this

study be made available ;o the

administration, faculty, and

students at Milllgan College for

their review and study. These

findings should have full dis-

cussion by college officials,

deans, and chairmen, faculty

and students."

Dr. Ownby*s data Is also

available to anyone who Is In-

terested in making further in-

quiry into the subject.

In introduction to his work

Ownby states, "In times of rapid

change, most institutions must

make appropriate program al-

terations to survive, institutions

should be sensitive to the needs

and values of the society they

serve ... The feelings of the

students must be given pro-

minent attention."

By the use of metaphor Own-
by sums up the crux of the

matter. "Many a chef thinks

he has a good menu, but

customers sometimes don't like

the food."

DUAL DUTY -- Euel Ownby's dissertation not only helped

Ownby earn the degree of Doctor of Education but also

provided MllUgan College with valuable Insights Into student

opinion,

Vandals plunder campus

Numerous incidents of van-

dalism and at least ten break-ins

have plagued the MllUgan

campus sine; the beglnn!-iS'6f

the fall semester.

The Student Union bailing"

was robbed five times. A total

! of $3,600 v/a-j taken. Since money

cannot be Insured, it cannot be

replaced. A safe has been on

order since last November, but

has not yet arrived.

Over $1000 of the money lost

by the S.U.B. was in the form of

checks written to or cashed by

the S.U.B. The thieves were

.unable to cash them because they

had been stamped with the

5,U.B/s bank deposit stamp.

Tom Stokes asks that anyone who

wrote a check among those

stolen pleaas write a new check

to replace it.

The cafeteria wasalso broken

into twice last semester. The
first time $250 was tafcen.Slnce

the robbery, Sam Combs said.he

no longer keeps money In the

cafeteria. During the second

break-in, two desk drawers

were dumped, but nothing was

stolen.

Other thefts Included two tape

recorders stolen from the cur-

riculum center. The business

office has been broken Into

twice, but no apparent damage
was done. Also the ne* Milllgan

sign wis vandalized; the word
"MlUlgan" wa^ rake.i down be-

fore Christmas break. The es-

timated cost of the letters is

$60.

Dean's List
I am pleased to announce the

Dean's List for the Fall Semes-

ter of the 1973-74 school year.

The First Dean's List is

composed of students whose se-

mester grade - point averages

were 3.75to4.00. A student thus:

have had a 3.5 to 3.749 to be

placed on the Second Dean's

List. The faculty and adminis-
tration of Milllgan College

extend their congratulations to

these students who have strived

L

for excellence and achieved ix.

FIRST DEAN'S LIST SECOND DEAN'S LIST

Deborah Lee Adams
Kayoko Aral

Jamea A. Barker
Rosemary C. Blrkel

Janice K_ Blrney
Wendy Jcin Bishop

Roxle McCsbe Bltincr

Shannon L. Compion
Judith E. Crothera

Deborah R, Curd
Douglas D. Delier

Timothy Lee Dillon

Sandra Jo Dymeck
Linda S. ! i .[nJ/r

Sandra L. Ean.en
Pamela 5ue Fr-:l)c

Beverly K. Hankuis

RaeClnda L, Hsrddvty
Judith k. Hannlp
Homer Wayne Hscht

Carol a. Hlne\

Pamela Johm-in

Ter.o Ga/le Jonr,
Barbers J. K*-,ier

Leanne Kay Knlltel

Deo Aon LeOnrTi.i..ii

Connie Sue Looney

MclaJli R, McClarren
Frances A. McJCeehan

Robert B. NteKlnney

Susan Elaine Morgan
Kathleen Rno Myera

Beverly Jean Noel

Kathy Jo Phillips

Penny G. Phillips

Robin M. Phillips

Daniel A. Pummlll

John Doran Ray
Karen M. flothrock

Donne P. Schneider

Susan J. Smith

Pamela J. Stephens

Elizabeth Stewart

Christine A.ine Taber
BrendJ Gayle Trultt

Teresa A. Vucchiollo

Elizabeth a. Vernon
Robert W. Waltwoad
Barbara Lee WolWd
l-'i-iv hi j E. Wllkias

Fumlks Aoyajl
Yvonne M. Ba,ko

Norma.i B. Ballard
Breada Kay Barbour
Clarence R. Ba.-nett

Wilton T. Betkner
Sara M. Brlttoa
Mmbcrley S. Campbell
Danny C. Carroll

Janet E. Chrlifsna

Beery Lou Clarke
Cathy J, Counts

Cyotbu Lynncrum
Don Mien Dtniwr
Charms J, Dunlap

Pegjy Lynn Dyer
Laura 5. Eaton
Robert Dean File

Edna L. Foglomsn
Felicia A. Fontaine

Karen E, Ford
Mark Allan Harm
M:iv,n Harm, Jr.
Katby A. Hen ! ley

n Huflman

nil •N.J«
Julia J. Jew

Mlchelc Ann Jones

John Franklin Kllny

Margaret Larson _

Jerry W. La«on
Richard L McOaftlet

Janice E. MacLeod
Sandra L. Marks

Janet M. Minus

Alice K. Masters

Una S. Melvln

Martha Kay Milan

Gordon Lynn MUIer
Steven Myers

Gleans Orsburn

Mark £, Poormaa
Rachitic Ann Reeves

Rebckah Kay Reeves

Carol Sue Robblns

Jerry G. Rothrock

Jerl Lyn Smith

Bonus O. Sturfls

David J. Sevens

Michael Thornton

David Clay TYslnfer

WlllUm Laslla WolfI

Manlyn Sue wood
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Milligan Graffiti

'Does that make sense?'

One brave professor has

raised in Interesting proposil

which 1 endorse with grear zeal

and solicitude. What If the

following petition were passed

around

:

"I, the undersigned, do

jolemnly swcir that I have de-

liberately, beyond a shadow of a

Joubt, consumed some alcoholic

leverage since attending Mll-

.Igan College. I further feel that

'or consistency's sake I should

lereby be suspended / expelled

rom this institution."

From a recent independent

iurvcy, 1 find this includes about

i8 per cent of the student body

Eurveyed. I ask this question:

•Would the administration fol-

.ow through or would tney panic

inder the resultant financial

direat, face reality, and admit

lefeat?" Interesting.

Although 1 was more Im-

pressed with Dr. Johnson's con-

vocation address of January 1 7

than the one to which I earlier

reipond'.-d, I would like to dis-

cuss a new addition to the now-

existing "double-standard" at

Milligan which he illustrated.

If, as he indicated, restrictions

on smoking exist In concern of

the dangers to the smoker's

health, we, the male students

of Milligan are not to receive

the same measure of concern as

the women! Efforts at a male

liberation protest fell through

as we couldn't figure out what

we could burn. , .

President Nixon's continual

denial of involvement in the con-

troversial scandal reminds me

MILLIGAN WORD/TERM DICTIONARY (definitions peculiar

to Milligan College)

inanlmous administrative de-

rision—

icrsonal prejudices of Pres.

Johnson.

Infinite-

he number of rings re-

[Ulred to get an answer on

dorm phone.

Man of Students

—

Chief of the Milligan College
Gestapo.

Somen's Curfew

—

let In the early years of Mil-
ligan when a young coed be-
:ame pregnant—time of con-
ception was estimated at 3.-00

KM., malting earlier hours
mandatory.

"Does that make sense?"

a question often asked and sel-

dom answered in "Christ and
Culture."

Academic Committee

—

Although not precisely defined

by the administration, it has
probably been called (by the

administration) a number of

things.

Milligan Tradition-

-

"Hear no evil, see no evil .

"The Man of the Perpet-

ual Smile' —
Dean Wetzel

Optomlsts--

rhose who feel the field bouse

will actually be completed dur-

ing their lifetime.

Men s Curfew

—

Dellquent-
Never set . . . no male stu-

dent ever got pregnant at 3:00 anyonej*ho gets a card from

KM. Dr. Yamamori.

;olng together

—

die state mandatorily achieved

liter dating the same person
rwlce.

S.U.B.—

The Milligan Midnight Loan
Corporation.

convocation

—

In' 1971-1972, this was defined

as a time for all students to

hear announcements of

upcoming events. When it was
pointed out that a bulletin

would be sufficient, a new def-

inition was offered In 1972-

1973. Convocation was now de-

fined as the only chance for

the entire Milligan family to

be together. This year, no one

can figure it out.

Student Council

—

a group of people who are in

charge of Freshman Week,
"Toys for Tots," and any other

bone the administration may
toss its way.

Sutton Meals-

•

nourishment and refreshment

that keeps students going . . .

In the past, Milligan students

have complained that Fall con-
vocations are "thrown toge-
ther" and useless. It seemed
that only in the spring were
convocations worthwhile. After

sitting through the January 17

& 22 convocations. Isn't

it great to know that this Is no
longer the case ....
More garbage next Issue.

by Richard Doc' Phillips

of a defendant's testimony In a

knlfe-slaylng murder trial. The
defendant wa3 placed under oath
and related the Incide.-ii

"Well, ye see. It was like this,,

.

Ah was standin* on this here

street comer carvln' up an

apple, when this here car came
round and cut the corner real

sharp-like. Weil, this guy was
leaning out the winder and when
the car got Just so close, I

accidentally stabbed the poor ole

boy." ..... five times'

ALL YOU WHO VISIT AREA
CHURCHES BEWAREI It is

rumored that the Milligan

Gestapo are staking out all those

churches which use real wine In

their coinmii't'on service.

La Cuccaracha

/" h by Jan Jones

Early this morning while trying to schnooze, I awoke to

see my roomie clutching my shoes. She ran to the bathroom
screaming "Gagt Yuck!"
What clatterl

So I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter.

When what to my wondering eyes should appear

But 4 squashed cockroaches & my roomie so dear.

I paused not a moment, but went straight to my work

—

Jumped back In bed L pulled up the covers with a Jerk.

Then came the wall -- yes, I heard it once more
"Come quick. There's another on the shower door!"

I grabbed a loose shoe and turned with a twirl.

Ran straight to the bathroom to rescue that girl.

There on the shower door, so crystal & glassy

Sat our very own cockroach so fat, brown & sassy.

Again in the bathroom there arose a great clatter

A pounding, some screaming, a loud crunch & splaaer.

With a surveying eye I searched the room
Then my temper arose In the midst of the gloom
"I'll go to the Dean, to the Pres. if I mustl"
My roomie plugged her ears as I screamed, raved & fussedl

As she cried from the bathroom, "I gotcha! I gotcha!"

I finished my sign, "BAN LA CUCCARACHA'" ,,

Commq, bv-enti

Tuesday to Friday
February 5-8 7;15 p.m.

Saturday February 9 8:00 p.m.

Monday February 11 7:30 pjn.

Tuesday February 12 6:30 pjn.

Monday February 18 8:00 pjn.

Tuesday February 19 8:15 p.m.

Thursday February 21 8:00 pan.

Monday February 25 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday February 26 8:00 pjn.

Friday March 1 8:15 p.m.

Saturday March 2 8:00 pjn.

Sunday March 3

Wednsday March 6 8:00 pjn.

Thursday March 14 8.-00 p.m.

Saturday March 16 7;30 p.m.

Sunday March 17 3:30 p.m.

Tuesday April 2 8;00 pjn.

Wednesday April 3 8:00 p.m.

Thursday April 11 8:00 pjn.

Monday April 15 8:00 p.m.

Thursday April 18 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday April 23 8:00 pjn.

Saturday April 27 8;00 pjn.

Monday April 2y 8:00 p.m.

Monday May 6 8;00 p.m.

Preaching mission (Science Hill Gymnasium)

Choral Festival Concert (upper Seeger)

Debate night on Energy Crisis (Hyder auditorium)

Lecture on Home Architecture by Dr. and Mrs.

Crowder (meet at Sutton)

Frederick Hand, classical guitarist (upper Seeger)

Royal Tabitlan DanceCompany(ETSU gymnasium)

Brock Downward, organist (upper Seeger)

Nlkki Giovanni lecture and poetry {ETSU Univ-
ersity Center Ballroom)

Oberlln Woodwind Quintet (upper Seeger)

Christopher Parkenlng, classical guitarist (ETSU
gymnasium)

Rex Bell, senior voice recital (upper Seeger)

Maryvllle Choir (upper Seeger)

David Halberstam lecture {ETSU Science Building

auditorium)

Joy Blackford, senior voice recital (Upper Seeger)

HELICON concert featuring Jim Miller and blues
band (ETSU)

Russell Saunders, organist (upper Seeger)

Jim McKay lecture (ETSU University Center
Ballroom)

Texas Boys* Choir concert (upper Seeger)

Tempa Lawson, senior piano recital (upper Seeger)

Beaux Art Trio (upper Seeger)

Dr. Bruno Bettelhelm lecture (ETSU University

Center Ballroom)

Herman Codes, pianist (upper Seeger)

Claudia Banlett, senior voice recital (upper

Seeger)

Concert Choir Concert (upper Seeger)

Chorale concert (upper Seeger)
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It has long been recognized thar no healthy

Individual can live In complete Isolation from

the community of which he Is naturally a part.

He must communicate with It and fulfil his res-

ponsibilities to It. Similarly, MUllgan College can

not exist in a vacuum. It has certain obligations

to the community of which it is a part.

Neglect of these responsibilities Is bound todraw

criticism. Very often, however, these res-

ponsibilities are met In unobstrusive ways. Pre-

sently, for Instance, Mllllgan people are involved

In several activities which benefit the community

In outstanding and praiseworthy ways.

The Unaka Project is a unique experiment in

preparing high school students for college level

studies. About 28 Unaka High School students are

presently taking a Humanities course, taught three

days a week by Dr. Dibble. Last semester, the

course was taught by Dr. Miller. In this program,

the students are introduced to the type of work

they will have to do if they choose to go to

college. The Unaka faculty is grateful for the pro-

ject because the students are beingtaught material

they would not have gotten otherwise. Hopefully,

this experience will encourage some students to

go on to college who otherwise would not have

considered It. The project is also helpful in

keeping the Humanities staff in touch with what

is going on in high schools.

The problem of birds roosting near the Mll-
llgan campus has provided another instance where
Mllllgan persons have served their community.
Dr. Wallace and two students, Brian Abrell and
Ronny Vance, have made a valuable contribution

in their careful study of this problem and attempts

to remedy It.

The Speakers Bureau, sponsored by the Speech
and Drama Area, Is another new way that Mll-
llgan has been Involved in the community this

year. Through the Speakers Bureau, students pre-

sent speeches to various organizations in the area

on topics which are timely and important.

A list of Milllgan's community service activities

would be incomplete, of course without mention of

the work done with underprivileged children in

the Rich Acres Area. A number of Milllgan

students have been regularly Involved for several

years in this activity, which Includes tutoring,

arts and crafts, and other activities.

This summary of community service projects

is obviously not exhaustive, nor Is it intended to

make us complacent and proud. Although much is

being done, much more could be done. Hopefully,

the entire Mllllgan Community will be challenged

to serve the larger community of which it is

a part.

Yamamori co

With more than a decade of

previous education, any astute

college student realizes that

many textbooks are rather dry,

if not plainly monotonous. Usu-
ally the few texts that even ap-

pear readable turn out to be

unbearably boring.

In early January a new book,

authored by a Mllllgan Pro-
fessor, Joined the numberless

multitudes of other texts. Dr.
Tetsunao Yamamori, Associate

Professor of Sociology and Dean
of Students, Is one of six men,
who, five years ago, began
writing a textoooic on religion.

From the perspective of potent-

ial student reading interest, the

men had three strikes against

them: their six PhJD.s, the type

of book, and the subject matter.

Oldtime religion is alive and,well,alive
by Sieve Coon

Dusk was beginning to fold

around the church building as

we drove up and somewhat
gingerly swung into a parking

place. People were filing In-

side In small groups oi three

and four and there was an
air of anticipation, subdued yet

very noticeable. As we
approached the front door

memory hit my stomach with

an agitation that was a strange

combination of nostalgia and

fear, battling for position and
alternately urging me to rush

inside or turn and flee for

safety.

The gastric conflagration

continued inside where I was
greeted with a soft "Good even-
ing" and ushered Into the

sanctuary where I quietly took

a seat in the back row. The
room was lit up with that

harsh but mellow light that only

a church building In the early

evening can produce. Every pew,
every corner, every rafter and

every face was touched by the

unrelenting light, none escaped,

yet there was no impression of

"Tightness, Just an all pervading
lumination. The piano and organ
roared then Into a prelude of

"Love Lifted ' Me" and an
evening performance of old time
religion braced Itself for the

opening act, I settled down Into

my seat and welcomed myself
to theHopwoodChrlstianChurch
Revival starring Raldo Cook.
The whole thing seemed to

be forcing me into a time warp,
the memory in my abdomen
spread into my head and I was
swept back to my days in church
camps and tent revivals in

southern Michigan andNorthern
Indiana. Those were years filled

with excursions Into the world
of hellflre and damnation style

of many evangelists, preachers
and ministers, each claiming a

different title but each with the

same goal, bringing warm
bodies down the aisle. I saw

Cecil Todd holding his fire

brand, off to set Revival Fires
across America and remem-
bered sneaking off during one
of bis sermons to smoke a

cigarette and watch the horse-
show next door.

I remembered vespers at

church camp and the one kil who
rededicated himself tofull-time

Christian service each year, not

because he was overcome wi±
the Spirit but for the simple
reason that his father, a

minister, felt that his walking
down the aisle would bring a

host o( imitators Uiat ctiuld be
reported to THE CHRISTIAN
STANDARD.

What I remembered mos;
about those days though was the

opportunities I had and took

to slip off into the woods and be
alone with God and nature away
from the seemingly unnatural

THF

cacophony of the large gather-

ing.

A call to open my hymn book

and Join in singing "Revive

Us Again" brought me back

to the present and I began to

consider my presence there. It

had been about five years since

I had been to a revival and I

guess J was under the sub-

conclous Illusion that when I

had quit attending, revivals too

had slipped into the hazy vale

of history. But here I was In

the middle of a resounding show

of proof that the phenomonawas
prospering and It had come to

life in the place that, during

my college career, had become

an oasis of quiet and peaceful

reflection, closeness and spirit-

ual rejuvenation.

I'll admit my attention

wandered during Mr. Cook's
sermon, which incidentally was
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on prayer, but I beg forgive-

ness on the grounds that I used

that time well. While keeping

one ear cocked towards the

pulpit I passed my gaze over

the sixty-five people who made
up the service's congregation

and leaders. As Iwatchedfaces,

expressions and attitudes I came
to a realization that, to me at

least, was rather new. The
people were extremely at-

tentive, what I had up to then

considered rather a circus held

a real Importance for them, it

was an integral part of their

lives and had deep meaning.

Who Was 1, a supposed advo-
cate of understanding between
people, to condemn their prac-
tices? I have no right to impose
my viewpoint on them when I

feel so strongly about having

their viewpoint forced upon me.
I still feel that it's a pity that

Americans seem to need to

wrap the simplest things in

gaudy paper and huge ribbons,

but who's to really say they're

wrong?

So it Is not In a sense of con-

demnation but a sense of con-

templation that I give you the

following poem' which was a

meditation at Hopwood Church
on January 27, "God our

Father, since time began every-
one has been trying to appropri-

ate you. Yesterday": was kings

and princes;/today it Is the

righteous and religious, /Re-
mind us. Lord, that thou; are.

not a pretext, / not a means'
of manipulation. / Remind us',;

then, that your only power 1$-

your love, / living with Christ

and the Spirit / In the limpidity

of the ages.

So this ends looking down a

road towards a new American
and Human way of life that can
be filled with hope, freed of

the trappings of all sides and

filled with the promise of under-
standing. But will it come? Who
knows? Ah, shades of Vonnegut.

So It goes.

Yet, the result of their effoi

Is surprisijii'lyuniqueandvas'

different from traditional ce

lege books.

Discovery
Intended by the authors as "i

Instrument for discovering a

exploring the many dlmensloi

of religion as a basic hum;
concern ," EXPLORING R
LIGIOUS MEANING Is design

for flexibility and dlversl
The book's rather unorthod

format impresses the read
before most of the other fe;

tuxes. The design, which hi

been called "Inductive, exper
mental, 'nonlinear,' holistic, ai

integrative," reflects an a)

proach that Is certainly n
typical among text book

Yamamori and his fell

authors proceed from a pe
ceptual theory of learning^
lievlng that an individual

learning experiences depend
his own perception and interpn
tation of the world, the authoi

have attempted to present
variety of material leading

active involvement and genuli

encounter. Thus, they vie

learning not as "an inpart:

entity but a shared e>

perlence."

Sources varied
In providing this sharing ex

perlence, the authors present
rich assortment of sources t

serve as a matrix for th

reader's exploration of religion

meaning. Various philosopher:

from Plato to Sartre, ar

occasionally quoted. In regar
to someilssues, the text offer

the views of twentieth centur

leaders such as Martin Luthe

King, Dag Hammarskjold, Ma
Tse-tung, and Malcom X.

Prominent world religio

sources. Including the Talmuc
the Koran, Confucious, and var-

ious Asian philosophers, len

valuable Insights and giv

cross-cultural depth to man
religious aspects discussed li

the book. A host of rellglou

thinkers are frequently citec

ranging from Amos to Niebuh
and from Jeremiah to Bon
hoeifer. Anthropologists such a

Mallnsowki, Levi-Straus,s, an

PjilllfiiRD -vrv-
,

Tutsdfti. rno«w(iJo
J

I* Love , Love
,

Go*p«L itsl ft: \

Loot...
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authors book
by Doug Deller :

f Carlos Castaneda also play 3

f-part in the readers' con-

frontation with important quest-

ions of meaning.

However, not all of the

.sources for EXPLORING RE-

J
LIGIOUS MEANING sound quite

so forbidding. Charlie Brown
makes several appearances, and

, Snuffy Smith appears also. Flip

Wilson Is even quoted as an

authority concerning the pro-

blem of evil: 'The Devil made
. me do it."

, The book also displays a

1
variety of art, ranging from

Egyptian tomb paintings and

]
classical Chinese paintings to

, Rouault's HEAD OF CHRlSTand
Dali's THE SACRAMENT OF

, THE LAST 5UPPER. Several

a^orks of sculpture are port-

. rayed, Including ones by

.Michelangelo and BernlnL

Coherent integration

It seems amazing that such

a plethora of sources and mat-

,
erlal could be Integrated co-

t

herently and effectively Into a

,
single text, but the authors have
accomplished the task In a way

, that should prove meaningful to

many students. Basically the

book Is divided into six major
sections: 'Experiencing Re-
ligion," "The Divine," The
Self and Religion," "Religion

and the Soclocultural Con-
text," "Understanding Re-
ligious Knowledge," and "Re-
ligion and the Natural Order."

In section one, Yamamorland
his five colleagues develop a

definition of religion, raking into

account a broad spectrum of

religious experiences. Ac-
cording to thelrdeftnition, "Re-
ligion Is any man's reliance upon
a pivotal value in which he finds
his essential wholeness as an
individual and as a man-in-com-
munity; for him all other values
are subordinate to this central
value." Obviously the definition

is not limited to traditional con-
cepts of religion or of the
sacred.

Proceeding on the assumption
that diversity belongs "to the
essence of religious inquiry lt-

I self," the writers develop the

theme of religious meaning In

a manner that Is undeniably di-

verse. For example, a uni: on

St. Francis standi; between a

unit about Snake Handling Pro-

testants and one examining
Pentecostal Experience. Vital

issues—war, social status of

women, minority groups, space

exploration and poverty, tech-
nology, and environment- -are
directly confronted.

The authors have plentifully

scattered critical questions

throughout the book. Apparently

these questions are supposed to

focus the reader's mind oncer-
tain issues or shake his thought

processes from a typically

Western point of view. Often

the questions are quite effect-

ive, yet sometimes they seem
rather trite, like questions in

a high school literature book
or Sunday School quarterly.

However, the book's quality and

originality far out weigh what-

ever defects it may have.

EXPLORING RELIGIOUS
MEANING stands as the cul-

mination of several years of

labor which began five years
ago at McMurry College in Abi-
lene, Texas. The six men who
are now co-authors were then
engaged in a team-teacnlngpro-
gram In two courses, "Intro-
duction to Religion" and
Christlanl:y and Human Pro-
blems."

Upon an invitation from the

American Academy of Religion,

Yamamori and his fellow pro-
fessors presented their work
before the nailonal assembly in

Boston. An editor from Pren-
tlce-Hall attended the meeting
and was Impressed wizh wli.it

he heard. Soon after that, the

publishing company invited the

six men to write a textbook
using the team method and
utilizing much of the material'
and many of the Ideas aroin their

curriculum at McMurry.

Prenrice-Hall plans 10 publish

30,000 copies of the book an-
nually during the next three
years, followed by a revision

and subsequent publication.

Prepared primarily for state

' (continued on p. 8)
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Dylan grows , changes
by Homer Hecht

More than twelve years have passed since a

young man of twenty years, calling himself Bob

Dylan, walked Into a Columbia recording studio

and laid down the tracks for an album entitled

BOB DYLAN.
Dylan has provoked much interest and thought,

yet little is known assuredly about his roots. Born
in Minnesota, christened Robert Allen Zimmer-
man, raised in Hibbing. Minnesota, Dylan left

home in his teens with aspirations of glory. Much
of his early life is shrouded in apocryphal tales

of such things as circuses and Chicago blues

singers. His path eventually led him to New York
City and the deathbed of his idol. Woody Guthrie.

Fame and fortune came quickly for Dylan.

With the release of his second album which in-

cluded "Blowln" in the Wind", "A Hard Rain's

A-Gonna Fall", and "Don't Think Twice, It's All

Right". His social consciousness aroused and

sensitized, he spoke out against war, racist

bigotry, and the threat of a nuclear catastrophe.

At once he became not only a prominent
songwriter-musician, but also assumed a role as

spokesman for oppressed minorities— including

blacks, the urban poor, and students (perhaps

they should be called "bums"). The universality

of his message was still forthcoming, however,

as his music began to manifest itself in a change
from folk music to rock-and-roll a la Little

Richard.

Then came the motorcycle accident. Thousands
of Americans envisioned another charismatic hero
being taken away (e.g., James Dean, JFK). He
secluded himself in his Woodstock, N.Y. , homefor
over nine months, a period of tlmeenablinghim to

rethink his way. He limited visiting rights to

close friends, among whom were the five members
of a heretofore little known group of musicians
known as Levon and the Hawks (later to become
known simply as The Band). The results of this

collaboration were to be evidenced in the proceed-
ing two records—JOHN WESLEY HARDING and
NASHVILLE SKYLINE.

The heightened awareness of death brought

about by the bike accident had a profound effect

upon Dylan. 1970 saw the release of SELF POR-
TRAIT and NEW MORNING, attesting to increased
introspectlveness and decreased sociopolitical

concern. Dylan had turned into himself. Many
fans criticized him, saying he had sold out, that

he had resigned himself to removal from the cause
of revolutionary Involvement in politics and the

American social system. Yet it is dubious that

Dylan ever saw himself as a leader of this move-
ment.

The change can Just as readily be interpreted

as a heightening of personhood. His near tragedy

had brought him to a better understanding of life.

NEW MORNING is a beautiful piece of art, as is

understood by experiencing the title cut, "If Not
For You",

r
a doxology called "Father of Night",

,«nd "U Dogfl";Run Free".
Writer, syiger, poet, visionary, philosopher-

all emphasize aspects of the Bob Dylan which has
evolved as the most influential leader of contem-
porary American musicians. What has happened
to Dylan during the past three years? When
Dylan was persuaded to participate In the Bangla
Desh relief concert with George Harrison and
Ravi Shankar in the summer of 1971, it was
the first public performance in years. But even
that was 2 1/2 years ago.

In the autumn of 1973 Dylan announced a U.S.
concert tour with the Band. The larger portion
of that tour has been completed. Reviews have
ranged from lavish praise and renewed respect
and idolization to reports that Dylan's perfor-
mance is sluggish, his music is ineffective in

evoking the crowd reaction which "Comparable"
performers have accomplished.
As is the case with most things people exper-

ience, individual set and individual setting
are usually as important as the focal point of the
experience. What do we expect of Dylan? We
should expect him to relive some past thoughts
and songs with us, but we must adapt with hkn,
we must move on.We should expect him to have
changed—being static is a deplorable human con-
dition.

We should expect Dylanesque singing3ndlyrics.
Most people like at least some of the things Dylan

says, but their dislike of bis singing is often com-

mensurate with their ability to relate to his ex-

perience of reality. Yet, is it possible to separate

the two and fully understand the strength and

vitality of the message of the artist?

Finally, we should expect a certain fulfillment

of the man Bob Dylan. A person who has been

through the kinds of things Dylan has—disenchant-

ment with political activism, personal disappoint-

ment, a serious physical Injury, 20th century-

American -existential -alienation, reclusivlty,

marriage, fatherhood—should have something to-

gether now. 1 believe he does.

I saw Dylan in Atlanta twelve days ago. Attired

in white slacks, white shoes, and a dark sports

coat, Dylan seemed somewhat unusual to me. I

normally Imagine him as being eternally dressed

in blue Jeans, working-class blue shirt, and James
Dean-type Jacket. Dylan is a blue person.

The electric part of the program featured Dylan

on rhythm guitar with the Eand's accompaniment.

Dylan sang "All Along the Watchtower," "Lay

Lady Lay," "Knocking on Heaven's Door," "Just

Like Tom Thumb's Blues," "The TimesTheyAre

A-Changlng," and"Don't Think Twice It's Alright"

Dylan spoke only once outside of his songs{"It s

good to be back in Georgia"), excepttoexpress his

thanks to applause.

Two songs seemed to stand out in the perform-

ance. When Dylan sang "Like a Rolling Stone"

to end the concert, he epitomized the Dylan of the

middle '60s. The refrain expresses, perhaps more
ably than any other words, the estrangement which

many of us have experienced in our confusing,

rapid-paced world. ''How does it feel/How does it

feel to be without a home/To be on your own/With

no direction known/Like a complete unknown/Like

a rolling stone."

The second song, wheh appears on Dylan's most

recent record, PLANET WAVES, expressed the

many facets of what one might call "the new

Dylan." Perhaps his mood 3nd attitude toward life

and people are summarized here. It is a song of

love, of compassion, and perhaps of some re-

ligious fulfillment. It seems fitting to end with the

words of "Forever Young"; "May God bless and

keep you always/ May your wishes all come true/

May you always do for others and let others do for

you/ May you build a ladder to the stars/ And
climb on every rung/May you stay forever young."

Publications Board appoints

Ad Interum editor for STAMPEDE

In a meeting of the Publications Board, January

23, the resignation of Tim Stevens was accepted

"with regret."Dr. Morrison made a statement con-

cerning the more than adequate and quite com-
mendable service of Mr. Stevens. A letter will be

sent to Mr. Stevens commending him for his work.

In a further meeting of January 28, the

Publications Board appointed Steve Coon Editor Ad
Interim (acting editor) whose responsibility it will

be to finish out the remaining scheduled editions

of this year. Mr. Stevens, although resigned from

the editorship, will nevertheless remain on the Ed-
itorial Board to help In such matters as fall to

the Board's counsel. Mr. Coon has been closely

associated with the paper this year and last. The
Publications Board appreciates his willingness and

cooperation in this matter. The Mllllgan

community should look forward to the con-

tinuing good commonlcation that the STAMPEDE
contributes to the campus.

Signed; Publications Board
(Students; J. Lawson; Becky Engel;
Pam Stephens

Faculty and Administration;

H. Lamon; J. Morrison,
G. Wlgglnton)

Applications for next year's editorships for the
STAMPEDE and BUFFALO will be received by the
Publications Board between now and March 22.
Anyone wishing to apply should state their quali-
fications, experience and interest in a letter ad-
dressed to the Board and submitted to Dr.
Morrison, chairman of the Publications Board. All
interested prospects may feel free to speak to
any Board member about the responsibilities
Involved. All qualified parties should apply. Put
your talent to work.
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Debate features energy crisis

Still maintaining an active

Speakers Bureau, the Area of

Speech and Theater is adding

two other activities to Its plans

for the semester; a debate team
and a mock United Nations Se-
curity Council.

Dr. Moorhouse, chairman of

the Area of Speech and Theater,

IS the faculty member In charge
of the newly organized debate
team. Debate team members are
David Houston, Richard Major,
David Morris, and Robert Pas-
water.

MlUlgan's debate team will

exercise their skills of rhetoric

In the Tennessee Intercollegiate

Forensic Association Tourna-
ment at East Tennessee State

University on Februarys and9.

For this year, the national

Intercollegiate dcoate topi; Is

"Resolved: that the Federal
government should control the

supply and utilization of energy
in the United States." Paswater
comments that the topic "deals
with a very current issue con-
cerning all people, but Is a

difficult debate topic because of

the many fluctuations In the

situation from day to day."
MHllgan's debate team will

feature the energy crisis as the
topic of a campus discussion
Monday, February 11 at 7:30
p.m. In Hyder Auditorium.

According to Dr. Moorhouse,
the energy crisis Is also a

major topic of Interest In the

Speakers Bureau. "Demand for

Students anticipate retreat

"Together In the Son " Is the

theme of the 1974 French Lick

Convocation, a three day con-

vention sponsored by Challenge
Unlimited, February 8-10

In southern Indiana.

Featured on the convention

schedule are workshops and

sessions led by twenty-nine

different speakers. Including

Dr. Robert Fife, Doug Dickey

from Purdue University, and

Tom Ewald from Lincoln

Christian College, Special

music will be presented by

Rising Hope, a mixed quartet

from Oxford, Ohio.

Dr. Fife's workshop is,

"Living it) the power of the

Holy Spirit." Doug Dickey will

present three "McJltatons on

Christian Symbols," on Satur-

day. The list of the twenty work-

shops offered includes, "Satan -

ism. Witchcraft, and the

Occult," "Making Mature
Chrlsrlans," "Challenges of a

Christian Peace Corps," "The
Christian Teacher In the Pub-
lic School/* and "A Model for

Christian Unity."

Included in the fee of $40 are
registration, and room and
board at the French Lick Shera-
ton Hotel. More information and
registration forms areavatlable
In the S.U.B. Tom Stokes wlli

not be sponsoring a group this

year, but he will providea sign-
up sheet In the S.U.B. for rides
and riders.

WANTED
COINS COINS COINS

HIGHEST PRICES

Rare Coins Needed

Silver Coins Needed

Confederate Currency

Old Bills

Indian Heads

Gold Coins

CALL FOR APPO INTMENT

In Johnson City 2 Days

FEB. 18th—19th

tel.no. 926-4909

this topic has increased greatly

since last falL"

With merely a smatl pro-

portion of its engagements on

campus, the Speakers Bureau
has had an opportunity to speak
to a large number of community
groups.

Also on the agenda of the

Area of Speech and Theater
Is a mock United Nations Se-
curity Council to be held Feb-
ruary 15 In lower Seeger at

7:00 p.m., organized by Dan
Ramey and chaired by Mark
Poorman.

Ramey states that a major

purpose for such a Council Is

"to further the knowledge and

awareness of students con-

cerning the current conflicts

within the International com-
munity and the Inner workings of

the Council Itself.

At the present time, there are

openings for persons who wish

to serve as assistant am-
bassadors pages, and otherper-
sonnel of the Council. Interested

persons should contact Dan
Ramey (Webb 206), Bonny
Sturgis (Hart 232), . or Mane
Poorman.

CREEK'S RISQN' — Heavy ralas beginning late Friday night,

February 1, and continuing through Sunday afternoon, Feb-
ruary 3, caused Buffalo Creek to rise well above Its usual
level. The creek's waters were swift and muddy, even after

the cessation of the rain.

HELICON continues preparation

for publication and concert
Hoping to be able to dis-

tribute HELICON early in April,

staff memters are currently

preparing the magazine for

publication and planning for a

March 16 concert.

HELICON is an Independent

literary magazine which pub-

lishes the poetry, short stories,

essays, an, and photography

of the MUllgan community.
February will be a month of

concentrated activity for the

HELICON staff. At the beginning

of the mo.ith, the staff will be

gathering from students, fa-

culty, and staff, literary and art

works to be considered for

publication. Until the February
15 deadline, material may be

submitted to any HELICON staff

member. Photography and art

work should be black and
white.

During the last weeks of Feb-
ruary, selection of material,

pairing of art work with liter-

ary copy, layout, and choice of

type sizes and styles will be

completed before the magazine
goes to press March 4.

HELlCON's primary aim Is

to provide an outlet for creat-

ive talent. With a belief that

freedom of creative expression

is vital to academic progress,

the magazine Is relatively new to

the Milligan campus. The 1974

edition is the second annual

publication, for HELICON first

came Into existence during the

1972-73 academic year.

Seven students compose the

HELICON staff: BUI Ahlstrom,

Tom Beckner, Pam Coon, Doug

Cutler, Jerry Lawson, Cam
Pressley, and Prlscilla Wllklns.

These staff members, together

with business manager Breni
Hart and concert coordinator

Dave Houston, not only com-
pile, design and distribute the

magazine but also ral.se money
to finance it.

Publication costs for the 1974

edition of HELICON will be ap-
proximately $900.00 The two
and a half week subscription

drive in January provided part

of the necessary funds.

To raise additional money
to cover HELlCON's expenses,

Dave Houston Is coordinating a

benefit concert to be held March
16 on the East Tennessee State

University campus. The
featured porformer will be Jim
Miller from Atlanta, with a blues

band. Miller was also a star

performer in HELlCON's bene-

fit concert last spring.

iKenny's Pizza
j

West Towne Square

I EUZABETHTON, TENN

PHONE 542 5521

I

I

J
25 ( °M |ar8e pizza

15* °« smal1 PIZZA

Son - Thor

4-11 P.M

Fri -Sal

1112 P M

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with ID

NEW
SUBMARINES

Meatball and Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES

HELICON Concert

March 16

fpQturing

Jim Miller

and
Blues Band
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Buffs tweak Eagles 9 beaks
The Mllllgan College Buf-

iloes, led by senior Scott Mc-
larren's fiery spirit and out-

tanding play, stampeded over

ie Carson-Newman Eagles on

he night of January 28 DY me
core of 82-66,

MUligan's entire squad was

ut to put an end to the 35-game

'Inning screak c-N had run up

IcClarren winds down after

snslon of Carson-Newman

ame.

Ince Mllllgan's last win In the

erles on February 2, 1957.

lalanced scoring -tfas "one of the

eys to the Herd's victory, as

11 five Mllllgan starters hit In

.ouble figures.

Rick Longled with 17 points,

ollowed by Craig Boyles with

5, Scon McClarren had 14,

nd Eddie Carver and Jerry
;raycraft each contributed 13

»uus. Cc—captaln McClarren
lit on all seven of bis field-goal

ittempts.

Craycrait had eight assists

,nd broke Carson - Newman's
>ress with little trouble,

"owards the end of the game,
erry put on a dribbling exhibl-

ion which drew cheers from the

rowd.

Mllllgan's aggressive, bust-

ing defense dominated Carson-
lewman's offense practically

he entire game. C-N was forced

nto 17 turnovers compared to

he Buffs* excellent total of

dne.

The usually sharpshootlng

Cagles shot 38 percent from the

loor. Their potent attack had*

ome Into the game averaging'

etter than 88 points per con-

est with an average field-goal

ercentage of 51.

Gunner Mike Ogan epitomized

:-N's frustration as he hit on

nly 6 of 24 field-goal attempts,

lis season's percentage coming
nto the game had been 55

ercent. The only Carson-New-
nan player who lived up to his

dvance billing was Mark

Dino's
restaurant

11:00-7:45

Closed Sun

Specialized

Italian Cuisine

Mason, who took scoring honors

for thegame with 26 points.

In contrast to C-N, MiUigan
hit 53 percent from the floor

and better than 60 percent In

the critical second half. Led by

John Hunter with 10 caroms,
Mllllgan also enjoyed an ad-
vantage in rebounding. Hunter
also scored eight points.

The pregame excitement for

this grudge match started to

build on Saturday when the pep
club passed out a sheet of in-

structions for game day to the

dorm residents. "Go Buffs"

signs were also distributed. The
bonfire on Sunday night kind of

fizzled, but school spirit

continued to grow.

The crowd's support helped to

inspire the Buffs and befuddle

the Eagles. Mllllgan's perfect

home record this season can In

part be attributed to greaterfan

support than In recent seasons.

Except for the Initial basket

of the contest, MUllgan led the

entire game and won decisively.

The first half was hard-fought,

as was the entire game.
Worrell's charges held a 38-31

lead at intermission after

scoring the final four points of

the half.

However, some in the crowd
had been present at a contest

keep ahead.

Involving the same teams two
seasons ago and still harbored
doubts as to the final outcome of

this affair. On that occasion,

after a halftlme deadlock, C-N
had blown Mllllgan out of the

gym in the second half to win by
27 points.

The teams' names may bethe
same, but many of the players'

TOTAL EFFORT - Dan Harding grimaces as he moves
Into position In hopes of preventing a Carson-Newman score.

names aren't. This time

MUllgan continued to dominate

and at one time led by as many
as 19 points.

This victory can only be at-

tributed to a total team effort

that was exciting to watch.

Freshman Reese Neyland, side-

lined with a sprained ankle sus-

tained against LMU, encouraged

his teammates from the bench

and had prepared a three-page

scouting report on C-N In an

attempt to help Coaches Wor-
rell and Clayton prepare the

rgame plan.

Coach PhU Worrell stated,

"Not as many little things were

done in preparation as for the

earlier home game with King.

The guys had Just been looking

forward to this game since the

season started."

Worrell acknowledged that

this was a big win, but, "I'm

not as ecstatic as others because

It was the fulfUlment of a goal;

that of the MiUigan College

basketball program reaching a

level to compete with them

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

DIAMOND AND

CLASS RING

HEADQUARTERS

FRED DAVIS JEWELERS
*» Cur. AMMN

CuZAftrmroN, tknnuscc

Phon© 928-7811

(C-N). Real Joy comes from
winning an Important game, but

we have to play them some
more."

Scott McClarren reflected,

"Since I've been here. It was
the greatest game a MiUigan
team played. It was an entire

team effort for the whole game.

We wanted to prove ourselves

because we'd been a little dis-

appointed In our showing so

far."

Scott emphasized a total team
effort and seemedembarrassed
at being awarded the game baU.

He said, "1 shouldn't have gotten

It with as good a game as every-

body played."

Coach WorreU said that he

had awarded the ball toScottfor

his leadership and fine play in

Important games throughout bis

career. McClarren expressed

his desire that the baU be placed

in Mllllgan's trophy case. If

possible.

by Les Gmdelsperger

MUllgan came into the game
tied for second place in the

eastern division of .Volunteer

State Athletic Conference. Their

conference record stood at 3-2

after two heartbreaking over-

time defeats oa the road at King

CoUege and Lincoln Memorial

University the previous week.

Carson-Newman came in with

an unblemished 5-0 conference

record and a comfortable two-

game bulge In the race for the

eastern division crown. But

somehow MUllgan managed to

gut It up and hang a loss on

the defending conference
champs.

This game restored interest

to an expectedC-Nrunawaywlth

the title. One conference coach

reportedly had already conceded

first place to the Eagles.

Both Carson - Newman and

MiUigan have two home and two

away games left on their con-

ference schedule. C-N enjoys

the homecourt advantage In the

rematch. LMU, presently tied

with the Buffs, has a game re-

maining with both MUllgan and

Carson - Newman and Is still

very much In the running.

Mllllgan must play at the same
level of performance as was

displayed against C-N in Its re-

maining conference games and

build up momentum for the con-

ference tournament at season's

end. The tournament winner ad-

vances to the NAIA District

playoffs.

Dixie Lanes

Johnson City— Elizabethton Hwy

Elizabethton Tenn.

OPEN
9:00 am— 11:00pm
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Groups plan activities

What is triers to do at Mil-

ligan, anywiy? Two organi-

zations sponsored by the Stu-

dent Council, the Student Union
Board and the Academic Com-
mittee, are working to provld;

answers.

Tom Stokes is die director of

the Student Union Board which

includes Rob Hooker, chairman,

and Patty Schovllle, Jackie

Sweringcn, Janet I£gg!estou,and

Greg Johnson, members. The
first activity they planned this

semester was the school-wide

skating party, January 29.

In February, the hoard plans

to show a movie, "Butch Cas-
sidy and the Sundance Kid."

They also hope to feature free

flicks of Dick Tracy or Fla^n

Gordon on Tuesday and Thurs-
day nights in the S. U.. B. Ar-
rangements are being made with

Mr. Robert Kroh who will pro-

vide the films. Mr. Kroh is the

minister of theChristlanChurcn
in Erwin and Chalrma.i of Mil-

Ugan's Board of Advisors,

Also being planned for

February is the annual Sweet-
heart Banquet. Anyone inter-

ested In helping with the Ban-
quet Is asked to see one of the

Student Union Board members.
Many additions to the facili-

ties of the S.U.B. have been

made this year. Air Hockey,

T.V. ping pong, and Foosball

gamen are new; at the grill,

french fries and a hoagle burger
have been added.

Behind the Sundry Shop is the

conference room w'llch will

soon be carpeted. It is already

equipped with a T.V. and com-
ponent system that plays

records, 8-track tapes, cassette

tapes, and AM/FM radio. Tom
Stokes would like more students

to make use oi this room, since

It wis furnished ;or them.

Limited funds and itude.it

apathy are the biggest dif-

ficulties facing the Student Union

Board, Their main source .).'

Income is the juke bot *nd con-

tribution.! from .Student Council.

Tom wishes that the Board could

have more activities, bu: can't

because, "rarely enough people

come for us to break even, and

we can't afford to pay ouf $40.00

or more on every activity."

The Board meets every Mon-
day at 4:00 p.m., and welcomes
any suggest i an. The S.U.B. Is

open every d.iy. This semester
the schedule Is; Monday-Fridiy
7;30 a.m. to 4;0U p.m.; sundiy-

Thursday 7:30 p.m. to 10:30

p.m.; Friday - Saturday 7:30

p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Another source of campus
activities is the AcademlcCom-
mittee. Members Robin Phil-

lips, Becky Engel, LesGindles-

perger, and Jim VVUktns liopera

sponsor several evening lectu-

res this semester.

The first lecture of the se-

mester will be February 1 2. The
Crowdsrs will give a lecture on

home architecture at their

home. Everyone wishing to go

should mem on Sutton hill at

6;30 p.m. Anyone who can drive

and take riders will be appre-

ciated.

Also in February, there will

be a lecture unci panel discuss Ion

on Kurt Vonnegur's novels. This

will be lieid on campus at the end
of the month.

- During Academic Emphasis
Week, a student survey Is being

planned, as well as a movie.

The Academic Comm'ttee
operates totally on funds al-

lotted by Studenr council.

MIDNIGHT DUrv — Mary Ann Brinkley looks up with a smile; she is Milllgan's new night

nurse, on call each evening after 1 1:30 p.m. She and Carolyn Kinsley are the latest additions

to the Milligan college staff.

Kinsley, Brinkley join staff
Two women are new this

semester to the Milligan Col-
lege staff;Caroiyn Kinsley, pro-

fessor of microbiology, and

Mary Ann Brinkley, night nurse.

New to the science depart-

ment as a part-time faculty

member, Mrs. Kinsley teaches

a four hour course In micro-
biology on Tuesday and Thurs-
day afternoons, she has designed

the course so that her thirteen

students gain a great deal of

practical laboratory exper-
ience.

With a B.A, degree in biology

and chemistry from Concordia
College, Mrs. Klnsteyalso holds

an M.S. degree from Ohio State

University in microbiology.
When asked if the size of Mil-
ligan posed any significant pro-
blems for her class, Mrs. Kin-
sley commented, "1 like Mil-

©CO.HOP
LAUNDRY

&

Tdry CLEANEBS

Speed Wash
213 East Maple St.

Milligan Students Welcome

Nicest And Cleanest Laundromat

In Johnson City.

Attendent On Duty 7:00 A.M.

To 10:00 P.M. 7 Days Per Week

Try Our Dry Cleaning

Dresses 35 c Blouses 15 c

Suit

Pants 25 c Sweaters 3fj
c Jacket

Shirts 15« Skirts 25
c

Coats

60
c

30
c

50'

school does not seem to be ?

problem; if more specialized

courses were offered, however,

it might become one."

Mrs. Kinsley is the mother

of three children, ages two,

four, and six. Besides being in-

terested In science, she enjoys

mjslc, sewing, and gardening.

Her husband is a microbiology

teacher at East Tennessee Sta:e

University.

Ms. Brinkley is the new night

nurse for Milligan, She is on call

Saturday and Sundiy and nights,

Monday through Friday.

Monday through Friday. Besides

her work at Milligan, Ms.
Brinkley Is the evening super-

visor at Carter County Hospital.

Originally from Minnesota, Ms,
Brinkley graduated from Pre-
sbyterian Hospital in Newark,
New Jersey and attended Georgia

State University about two years.

She is a registered nurse.

Currently Ms. Brinkley is

taking a few sociology courses
at Milligan. She would like to

get a degree in Human Re-
lations and go on In youth

counselling or some other type
of youth work.

A member of the President's

Club for Milligan College, Mr.,

Brinkley says she likes Ml-
ligan because, "1 like what it

stands for." In addition to

nursing, Ms, Brinkley has in-

terests in writing and sewing.

Persons who need to contact

M>. Brinkley during the night

should call Han Hall, extension
28. Diane Canrrell wilt get in

touch with Ms. Brinkley at 11:30

p.m. each evening to report any
students who need help from the

nurse.

Yamamori co-authors book

(continued from p, 5)

universities i;id community col-

leger, the book may serve 3S a

principal text for classes in

comparative religion, philosophy

of religion, and sociology of

religion.

EXPLORING RELIGIOUS
MEANING Is not exhaustive,

nor does It claim to be. It

doe;, however, begin to vziss

significant questions -i.irl broad-
en porsp?.-;:ivea. The authors

themselves do no; always agree

with the varlou.i positions e-.-

pressed In rbe sources, but they

maintain t :iat "a firm commit-
ment of one's own faith . . .

does nor rule out symp.iJietlc

appreciation of different faith

cormii'tmenis sincerely af-

firmed by others." Perhaps is

we venture outside the fre-

quent narrowness of our ow.i

religious convictions, we can
begin to explore the depth and

fullness oi religious meaning.

/ \

,#^6niemaaej

IBM
^/l
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BEGIN REIGN — Class sweethearts were crowned at the annual Sweetheart Banquet

Tiursday, February 14. Elected by their repectlve classes, the sweethearts were: Joaney
lorrls, freshman class; Marsha Corbm, Sophomore class; Brenda Truitt, Junior class; and

andy Marks, senior class.

Sweethearts

at annual

The theme "For All We Know"
marked the 1974 annual Sweet-
heart Banquet on Thursday even-
ing February 14th.

Sponsored by Student Council

and planned by the Student Union
Board, the banquet honored the

Sweetheart and her court of each
of the four classes.

Representing the senior class

was Miss Sandy Marks. She was
attended by Miss Demse Schnleder
and Miss pam Johnson.

Miss Brenda Truitt reigned
over the Junior class while

Misses Anita Prultt and Nina
Morgan comprised her court.

Elected from the sophomore
class was Miss Marsha Corbln.

Miss Jan Jones and Miss Patty

are chosen

banquet

Schovllle also received nomin
ations.

Freshmen chose Miss Joane;
Morris as their queen. Fros!

ladles on the court were MLs
Chris Whetmore and Miss Joa;

Anderson.

The queens ruled amidst a.

elaborate stage of ferns, candles

archways, and colored lights. Th>

Sutton dining hall was transpose;

by centerpieces, candies ant

other decoration, all In the trad-

itional Valentine colors of ret

and white. A red rose, carrlet

by each candidate, and rose bou-

quests presented to each wlnnei

complimented the entire setting.

Rod lrvin acted as master oi

ceremonies by presenting tht

candidates and introducing the

night's entertainers which follow-

ed the traditional steak dinner.

News Briefs

rricu lum changes...
curriculum changes for

semester have been made
Faculty Academic Com-
The revisions will appear

new catalogue, which will

lable soon.

neet the new state certl-

requirements, the Health

'Slcal Educatlonmajorhas
tanged to Include more
ourses. In this same area,

lnation of a Health minor
Physical Education Major

ot be accepted, since

irlap in courses is too

'or the Bible Majors will

quired eight week practl-

(fety

cum. Dr. Wetzel described this

as comparable to student teaching

in that the student will receive

class credit for fieldwork In the

local congregation.

Introduction to Sociology will

have a new format next fall. The
subject matter to be covered will

Include Cultural Anthropology and

some Sociological Theory as well

as Sociology. This class will be

team taught by Mr. Hall, Dr.

Taber and Dr. Yamamorl. Dr.

Taber's present Cultural Anthro-

pology course will be Included in

this Introductory class and will

not be offered separately.

seminars...
iiponse to a Senate Act on

Or. Ownby has organized

Safety Seminars on Mil-

:ampus for students and

rkers,

fall was the first of the

and It served as an ln-

on to the Occupational

<ymd Health Act of 1970

Vi In accordance with this

ch state was required to

tea concurrent act. Ten-
ia passed Its Tennessee

nil Health and Safety

fliHA) In 1973.

e ill seminar was repeated

Wry to famllarize business

h the- new laws and the

ilt; they might face for

ill on the new safety

Us, Dr. Ownby led these

: > sessions himself; the

ag seminars will feature

t turers.

h)to display.
i libition of sivty photo-

hsntitled "Tennessee Arts

i«xaphy"are presently on

Ht Milligan College In the

Wlemorial Chapel.

t une of the exhibit, pro-
of 1 project Initiated by the

• ; Commission on the

. Jthc artistic endeavor of

KKacross the state. The
I bs dipli t f>L-r--ons en-

Industrial Noise and Control is

the subject of the February 21st

seminar. Paul Emerson, a mem-
ber of the Standards Advisory
Committee on Noise, is the

speaker. He will outline OSHA re-
quirements, as wellasspeakgen-
erally about the nature of the

problem of noise and some
solutions.

Enrollment for this seminar
has been limited to 50 people. Dr.
Ownby has registration forms and
more information.

Electrical Requirements of

OSHA is the topic for the seminar
on March 14. There will be a panel

of five speakers presenting pro-
grams throughout the day.

Dr. Owby suggests that students

majoring in Business and Per-
sonnel may be particularly In-

terested In attending these se-

minars.

gaged In painting, sculpture and

weaving, as well as performing
arts, such as music, dance, and

architecture. An incidental re-

sult is that the photography itself

is depicted as an art form.

The exhibit represents the work

of three artists: Jack Schrader

for East Tennessee, Bruce
Hubbard for Middle Tennessee,

and Michael Hood for West Ten-
nessee.
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Financial aid story
According to financial aid

officer Dale Clayton, now is the

time for students to apply for

financial assistance for the se-

cond session of summer school

1974, and for the fall semester
1974.

There are two types of

financial assistance available to

the student through the financial

aid office. Funds are available

from the Federal governmentand

from the institutional program,

that is, funds available directly

through Mitligan College.

In order to qualify for all fed-

eral funds and many institutional

monies, all students must fill

out and have processed either a

Parents Confidential Statement

(P. C. S.) or a Student Finan-

cial Statement (S. F. S. ). A
student should only use the S.

F, S, If he qualifies for inde-

pendent status. Either form must

be processed and filed with Clay-

ton's office before April first for

priority consideration. There-
fore, "a form should be obtained

as quickly as possible," accord-

ing to Clayton.

Pre-determlned financial need

must be established by one of

the three agencies, the C. S. S.,

A, C. T„ or the Internal Re-
venue Service, or the financial nd

office must determine need under

the guidelines of any of these

services for a student to qualify

for any federal funds. Qualifi-

cation is based on income, other

financial resources, and the num-
ber of children in a family.

If a student does not receive

assistance from his parents he

can qualify for independent status.

and therefore, his need can be

determined by the S. F. S. To be

considered independent a student

must not receive more than

$600.00 from his parents the year

prior to application and the school

year of making application. A

student must, also, not having

lived at home for more than two

weeks during either year.

If a student can not qualify for

federal funds, an institutional

program may still be available

to him. Dale Clayton in con-

junction with the Financial Aid

Committee (Wetzel, Gwaltney

(chair), Harr.pton.Helselbeck.and

Clayton) determines the program

and amount of aid a student re-

ceives.

There are many federal pro-

grams available to Mllligan stu-

dents. One is the National Direct

(continued on p, 8.)

APRIL 1 DEADLINE - Students in need of financial assistance
are urged by financial aid officer Dale Clayton to apply now to his
office in order to meet the April 1 deadline, filing and processing
oi a financial statement is required before a student may qualify for
any federal or Milhgan funds. The processing fee Is $3.75.
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Murried students

evaluate housing

;::vv;>:v:.:::v:-:-:-:.::;:-:;:>v:-;::<v:>:x:::::^

All seems to have gone well

with Mllllgan's most recently

completed building project. The
thirty-two unit, four building

"married - student complex"
was purposed "toallow married
students to be more of a part

of college life." From several

viewpoints, the buildings and

the students are a welcome pan.

By the Joint financing of

government agency HUD (De-

partment of Housing and Urban
Development) and of Milllgan

College, Milllgan was able to

construct the housing complex

at no cost to the school. Through

by Pam Stephens

the efforts of Eugene Wlgglngton

Milllgan obtained a Debt service

Grant. Under this grant, HUD
pays all Interest over 3 percent

on Mllllgan's thirty year loan

with Home Federal of Johnson

City. The rent collected from
the apartments will more than

cover loan payments.

While Wigglngton's effort en-
abled the school to construct the

complex, Phyllis Fontaine's

cover the administrative tasks.

She reports that the two-bed-

room, $95.00 a month units are

are all filled, but four; and by

this summer all will be

occupied. Mrs. Fontaine has al-

so helped establish the oc-

cupancy policy.

"Essentially," states Fon-
taine, "Married Student Com-
plex is misnomer. Yet the name
does express our first con-

cern." Priority for renting the

apartments is given to Milllgan

married students, then Milllgan

faculty, and staff members.
Those who have the next option

are Emmanuel students, faculty,

and staff, since there is no

housing provided by Emmanuel
School of Religion for their

students. It Is also possible

for Milllgan alumni to occupy

a place In the "Married Stu-

dent Complex." Mrs. Fontaine

as well as Mr. Wlggingron were

explicit in the fact that no one

who is is not associated with

Milllgan or Emmanuel in some
way will be allowed to rent.

The Married Student Complex
has been of great benefit for

many students. Because the

many married couples have

found it necessary to own only

one car, while in the past two

cars may have been necessary

if onepartnerworked.Theon-
camDus housing also is a con-
venience for students who have
Irregular class schedules, and
for those who are active in

extra-curricular activities.

There are some problems
within the buildings themselves.
Lois McFadden states that her
floor go "pop-pop—even some-
times when they aren't being

walked on." The Clayton doors
stick, and curt3in rods refuse

to pull, while at times the

Deller commode won't stop
flushing. Noise lsalsoaproblem
within the complex. Down-
stair tenants always know when

their upstairs neighbors are

home. One architectural flaw

that all students interviewed

pointed out is that there Is

very little drawer space in the

kitchens. There also is a lack

of laundry facilities within the

complex* Lovely Hughes still

has a roaring business from

M. C. married couples.

Wlggington reports that "we
have not made final payment be-

cause the little things are not

quite iosatlsfatlon.*'TheJasper

Calloway Co. of Johnson City

is still working on what Wigging-

ton terms "little difficulties

that are to be expected."

He states that "Despite in-

conveniences along the way (most

explicitly deadlines that were

not met) and usual problems

with any construction project,

the results have been very sat-

isfactory."

M4k :*P*

Unique menu oHersvariety

What you really wanted for lunch wasn't those

same old coldcuts again was it? What you've

really been thinking about all week is a great

big bowl of hot soup, homemade of course, and

maybe some black Russian bread or a pastrami
sandwich, right? But where in the hell are you
going to find that around here, in an area where a

cheeseburger and french fries has always passed
for a culinary delight? Well the chance for you to

satisfy your palate is here for the SOUP KITCHEN
has blossomed out In downtown Johnson City.

And blossomed out they have for thedingy office

building at 414 South Roan has been transformed in-

to a surprisingly bright restaurant. The brightness
is one that exudes friendliness rather than tr -

bidding sterility and the staff Joins right in with the

yellow and gray walls to create a total atmosphere
of welcome.
The SOUP KITCHEN is run by Frank Heath who

brings a varied background to this new endeavor,
which is his first venture into food services. Frank
attended Hartwick College in upstate New York
where he recieved his degree in Sociology and
Psychology and did graduate work in Corrections
at American University. He did a stint in the Air
Force and for a time worked for the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

Heath's wife is from Elizabethton and about three
years ago during a visit they noticed in looking

around the area that East Tennessee lacked for

good places to eat. So parlaying a hobby of cook-
ing, an interest in natural foods and a modicum
of free enterprise the Heaths returned to East
Tennessee last year and began work on the SOUP
KITCHEN. Frank and a college student he hired
did the remodeling work begum lng last summer and
on November '5 the restaurant opened lor business.

The SOUP KITCHEN, of course, features soups
and the stock pot is always on the fire in the

kitchen. All vegetable scraps and odds and ends go
into the stock pot along with stew beel. Almost
nothing is wasted and a good thick stock is avail-

able and ready at all times, Theeateryhas a pos-
sible menu of twelve or thirteen different -"up:.

which are rotated at random from day r c.iy.

The day that this article was researched the list

consisted of minestrone, french onion, ham and
bean, chicken noodle, vegatable beef, 3nd chili.

by Steve Coon
Vegetable beef and chill are the two most pop-

ular soups and are almost always available. Frank

Heath and wife have spent much time researching

soups and traditional recipes and adopting them

for their own use. In the beginning Frank did most

of the cooking himself but as the recipes developed

he has turned most of that task over to his em-
ployees, who are mainly college students.

The SOUP KITCHEN also bakes their own

breads, featuring a white bread and black Russian

bread. The dough is made, the loaves are formed

and allowed to rise once then they are frozen.

In the morning the loaves needed thatdayare taken

out of the freezer allowed to rise for one and a half

hours and then baked so the bread is fresh each

day.

The menu also Includes sandwiches with corned

beef, roast beef, pastrami, turkey and ham and

cheese notable. Beginning Friday Feb. 15 the

weekend hours will be lengthened and a light dinner

offering will be served until eight o'clock

-

Heath has done very little advertising, relying

mainly on word of mouth, and says the response to

his restaurant has been very good. He has strong

ideas about the potential of older downtown areas

for people with a little enterprise, interesting

Ideas and something of quality to offer cus-

tomers. He feels the new and modern shopping

areas are too impersonal and that their in-

flated prices that pay for fancy facilities are a

detriment to the consumer.

Heath feels that his establishment has some-
thing to offer the college student in particular

and Invites students to use his restaurant as a

gathering place in the afternoons. The busiest

part of the day is over by two o'clock and the

place Is rather quiet the rest of the afternoon.

So Heath invites students to come in and sit

and talk, play backgammon, or some other ap-

propriate activity that strikes your fancy. Back-
gammon, along with creative writing, by the way,

is one of Heath's outside interests and he's look-

ing for an expert to really teach him the game, so
if there are any real backgammon freaks out there

you're wanted.

So the SOUP KITCHEN is there for you to check

out. They have good, relatively inexpensive food,

an interest in peopleandmy hearty recomendation.
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illigan secrets and
Grange dream recounted

by Doc

hink it profitable in beginning

a, my second column, torelate

B 'ou a lew of the reactions to

ff.flrst attempt:

acuity:

There are certain lncon-

jencles at Mllllgan that you

jit out..." "About the quality

\ id on bathroom wallsl" "1

lw what the guys can burn...

y know, ... when you play

fcketball .." "1 thought yousald

jiethlng, and managed to make

l
humorous." "You're just

ling (or trouble." "I didn't

id It, ... 1 Just read the Milll-

."

tudenis;

'I think you needed to say

rre.' "I think you were too

tsh." "Wow|" "I don't get It."

'reat Job." "I liked it... I mean,

> know, itwasprettygoodl""Is

t: really true about curfew?
" ntastic." "Far out. And you.

I paid (or that, don't you?"

'he article was good, but that

me .. of course, it's better

ta the one they had|"

vbout the title ... I don't know

at my STAMPEDE colleagues

i name It this time, but I cer-

nly would hope they will come

i with an improvement.

\hout the column and the

ter„Jn response to a few re-

ilons, I'd like to state that I

tik Mllllgan College Is a college

lh much to offer. It is

t Uenging academically, as well

t being conducive to spiritual

(iwth. The students are united

i Christian brotherhood, and
(istltute, I feel, a valuable asset

t the church. The faculty are

(Heated, sincere Individuals

ti sacrifice a great deal for

t progress of Mllllgan. Thead-
liistration are a group of

clicated Christians who act as

ty see best in the process of

ilntalning the growth and re-

lation of this school. There are,

i with anything else, exceptions

il inconsistencies. It Is my ln-

ition and the purpose of this

ilcle, to expose these mole-
<es of exceptions In a humorous
le, as well as to satirize every-
ng I can possible conceive of,

:ause frankly, I love itl

One bright-eyed sophomore has

xirted that under Professor
li's leadership, she has been

Jessed with the taking and or-

llzatlon/processing of sur-
ys. Her most noted achievment
s the sociological discovery
it approximately 50 per cent

all married couples in central

nnessee are women...for which
s received 71/2 hrs. of A.

t is said that at an openlngex-
rise (or Emmanuel School of

lligion. Dr. Walker once
.Iressed the student body ..."It

... ;in honor ... 3nd a privil-

edge «. to welcome ... you stu-

dents ... back to Emmanuel ...

and I understand ...that both of you

you have returned.

A friend of mine has reported

that he, as a freshman, turned in

an Earnest Hemingway short

story under a different name for a

Humanities project. Ten days
later, the paper was rep-im^il-On

back, in red ink, appeared the

evaluation ... "Ideas are good, but

lack organization ... coherence
very weak ,„ C-.

heavens and save all We
world. The leader of the group

asked If he could meet with the

other administrators in private.

As I entered, I noticed all

but one of the administrators had

excessive amounts of Scotch Tape

covering their mouths. The one

who was free to speak rose gal-

lantly, leaned over my desk as

if it were a podium and said,

"Dick, We are in complete agree-

ment that what you ask is Im-

possible ... you see, raising hell

is simply not intheMilligantrad-

Itlon."

Laterl

CLASSIC GUITARIST - A varied musical experience for Mllllgan

students February 18 as guitarist Frederic Hand appears as part of

the Concert Series.

While attending the University

of the South, I observed that a

group of vegetarians had placed

a poster on the north wall reading,

"If you love animals, WHY do you

EAT them? The next day on the

south wall a new poster myster-
iously appeared, retorting, "if you

love PLANTS, why do you eat

THEM?

It is rumored that the faculty

and administration are planning

to present "You're a Good Man,

Charlie Brown" for convocation

this spring. Cast include:

Charlie Brown Phil Worrell

Lucy Van Pelt-Carolyn Nipper

Schroeder - Sherwyn Bachman
Linus - Bob Wetzel

Pig Pen - Ira Read
Snoopy - Tetsuano Yamamori

A few nights ago, I had a dream.

I dreamt that as 1 lay In my dorm
bed shivering, an angel appeared.

I, being of sound scientific mind,

strained my eyes and absorbed
the rapturous beauty of the scene.

She was garbed In the whitest

satin sheet I've ever seen. Her
face, slightly resembling Mary
Young, was radiant with a friendly

glow which revealed to me she

had something of Immense joy to

tell me. I jumped up out of my
bed and in my haste hit my head

against a yo-yo I have hanging

from the ceiling in memory of

a former love. I was sore and

afraid. The angel declared that

she was on a mission of utmost

importance for all mankind, if 1

could persuade every Bible

major, faculty member, and

member of the administration to

chant twelve times "Christian

Education — The Hope of the

Worldl", the very depths of hell

could be cleansed, purified , deo-

derized, raised to the towers of

heaven, and everyone would live

happily ever after.

So 1 got on the horn, called the

administration and promised I

would no longer write for the

STAMPEDE if they would meet
me in my room immediately. Five

minutes later the meeting began.

1 explained what simple action

must be taken in order to raise the

very depths of hell Into the

Hand, Downward to perform

Mllllgan students will be ex-

posed to music styles from

Renaissance to the Beatles as the

Concert Series presents guitarist

Fredric Hand on February 18 in

Upper Seeger Auditorium,

Hand, voted one of 1970's most
gifted performers by MUSIC
AMERICA, has studied classical

guitar in England and and the

United States since he was nine

years old. He has earned a de-

gree from Mannes College of

Music, and has been tutored pri-

vately in England byJulian Bream
under a Fulbright Grant.

Hand has performed for the

New York Shakespeare Festival,

the New York City Opera and

Ballet, the Little Orchestra So-

ciety, and on Broadway in John

Osborne's "A Patriot for Me."
He has also composed and per-

formed the soundtracks for num-
erous films, most notably

"Match," a prizewinner at the

Aldeburg Festival In England.

Appearing on national tele-

vision on "Seseame Street" and

"Camera Three," Hand has also

toured in Europe and Cauda. He
has recorded his own com-
positions as well as works by

Dowland, Mozart, Torroba, and

Wilder.

Brock Downward, a native of

Greenwich, Connecticut, will

present an organ concert as part

of the Distinguished Organist

Series at Mllllgan College

Thursday, February 21, at 8:00

p-m.

Mr. Downward holds a Bache-

lor of Music degree from

Oberlln College where he

studied with Garth Peacock. In

1971 he received a Master of

Music degree from bastman
School of Music, and is cur-

rently working toward his D.

M.A. degree here. Presently

Mr. Downward is also Dir-

ector of Music at Messiah Evan-

gelical Lutheran Church in

Rochester, New York.

Mr. Downward's concert will

be held in Seeger Memorial
Chapel and is open to the pub-

lic. There is no admission

charge.

WANTED

Stampede Staff members

Interested persons should come to the

Staff Meeting

Tuesday , February 19

6:30 pm
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During the fall semes[er of 1973 there was a rash of break-ins on the Milllgan campus

which included the cafeteria, the business office, the curriculum center and the Student

Union Building.

The Student Union Building was the hardest hit, being robbed of $3,600, Over $1000 of this

money was In the form of checks written to or cashed by the S.U.B. The checks were stamped

with the S.U.B.'s bank deposit stamp so the thieves could not cash them. What this comes
down to is that those of you who wrote the checks that were stolen never had ihem pay on your

account, so you either got some free merchandise or doubled your money.

Tom Stokes has asked that those who had checks stolen write a new check to replace It.

So far only about $100 worth has been received. Tom would like to thank those who have

written him checks but wishes that more would do so.

No matter what you think of the Student Unions security precautions, and admittedly they

could use some improvement. If you don't reimburse the SUB you are merely augmenting the

burglars'actions. So don't try toget something for nothing, or the end result could be a decrease

In the number of services the Student Union provides.

There has been much debate in recent weeks concerning the establishment of a free Standing

Medical School in Johnson City in connection with East Tennessee State University and the

local Veterans Administration hospital. A new federal government program provides funds

to new medical schools connected with VA hospitals. The deadline for applying for these funds

is March 1.

Both houses of the Tennessee legislature have passed a bill calling for the free standing

medical school in Johnson City. Governor Wlnfleld Dunn, who has so far supported establish-

ing the medical school in conjunction with other universities, now must sign the bill,

A medical school in Johnson City would have many benefits. It would contribute much to

the academic growth of the community; the construction and operation of the facilities would

bring more Jobs to the area; and it would have a great potential for improving and expanding

medical care in East Tennessee.

Write Governor Dunn today and encourage him to sign the bills creating a FREE STANDING

medical school at East Tennessee State University. This is an urgent matter because If the

application is not made by March 1, the federal funds will be lost and the medical school and

its benefits to the area will fade into the past.

yyyyyyyy.-y-yyyy.yy.yyy. yyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Crew keeps
Yyyyyyyyyyyyyysssyyssss.y^

Nearly a year and a half ago

I Interviewed Dean Wetzel con-

cerning several spending cut-

backs which the school board

and administration had enacted

in an attempt to balance Mil-

ligan's budget. During the course

of our conversation he proudly

spoke of the fact that the

college was able to maintain its

physical plant for approximately

$150,000 annually, le^s than one-

tenth of the total budgeted ex-

penditures*

He explained, however, that the

low maintenance budget occasion-

ally resulted In delays when things

needed to be done around campus.
In other words, he said that some-
times a person had to wait before

the maintenance department could

fulfill a request. Minutes later as

1 left his office and th2 ad building,

I noticed that several maintenance

Attitude crisis poses threat

Although fuel prices continue to

rise, many Americans now doubt

the reality of a fuel shortage.One

of the most suspicious statistics

is the 46 per cent increase In pro-

fits of the oil companies over

1972. The Senate's Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

has beenquestioningexecutlves of

major oil firms who all seem to

think annual profits of up to $2.4

billion are reasonable.

The oil companies will have a

hard time supplying satisfactory

answers to many questions, so
far, we have heard many questions

raised and only a few answered.
Many people believe that the whole
shortage was a scheme to raise

fuel prices, a position which is

easily defensible on the basis of

the "facts" about the crisis. On
the basis of the same "facts,"

other accounts would lead us to

believe that cars will soon be

obsolete because of the lack of

fuel.

The real truth of the situation

will probably not be revealed in

the next few months. There are

no simple answers to complex
situations, a lesson we learned

from the Watergate affair.

Some people still believe that

the crisis is due merely to the

Arab oil embargo and look for

a sudden end of the crisis when
the embargo is lifted. Others
who believe that we must simply
wait it out and allow the situation
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soon Of the Monday befor

by Penny
to right Itself will also be dis-

appointed. We must look deeper

Into the problem to see that the

solution will not be so simple

as we might have hoped.

Regardless of which solution

is finally successful, assuming
that some solution will be, we

need to realize that even In the

midst of the problem, there are

important lessons to be learned

from what we already know about

the situation. We need to take an

introspective look at the attitudes

which brought the problem about.

The attitude of American
capitalism in recent years has

been to create an ever-increasing

demand for what seemed an in-

finite supply of products. Although

some prophetic voices warned
against such an attitude, the pro-

gress never hesitated until this

"crisis" occurred in the supply

of resources. Now that the pinch

has been felt, most people are

still unwilling to alter their life-

styles or their values. Americans
must face the fact that a substitute

for oil will not solve the energy
problem; it may lead to a more
serious problem since it will

apply the same old attitudes to

new problems and on a larger

scale.

While emergency steps are

being taken to alleviate the fuel

miuiaiRD

Phillips

crisis, other issues are being

pushed out of the picture. One

of the first steps taken to in-

crease fuel supplies has been to

cut back on ecological standards.

Important ecology legislation has

been postponed. Ecologists have

been fighting a long uphill battle,

but it appears that the worst is

yet to come.

The short-sightedness of

sacrificing pollution controls is

appalling. It is yet another ex-

ample of the hedonistic attitude

so typical of our society. It is

the attitude which brought us

to the point of a crisis in the

first place.

The challenge of the present

crisis is for America, more thar.

any other nation, to radically

revise the ideals which constantly

destroy the earth without attempt-

ing to rebuild it. We have been

negligent in our responsibilities

to the earth on which each of our

lives depends.

The best solutlontothe "energy

crisis*' will not be found if we
maintain the attitudes which

created the problem. Let us hope

that our country will overcomethe
short-sightedness which caused

its problems before it attempts

to apply its faulty vision as a

solution.

men were busily at workcleai
away grass and weeds which
crept onto the edge of the tei

courts.

Although this incident wasj

bably coincidental, it did I

to raise my estimation of

maintenance department. In i

it only added to a growing

content that 1 undoubtedly sh;

wlth many other students-
content over many small

conveniences and discomf

which we somehow attribute

the maintenance department.

Dissatisfaction

Trying to get at the rot

this frequent dissatisfaction

Mllligan's maintenance situa

I recently talked with

Preston Kite, the head of

campus maintenance departn

Our conversation proved ra

enlightening. It was not a pi

relations presentation nor

artempt at personal glorlflca

Much of it was simply the s

of Mllligan's development

the years.

1 discovered thatthroughou

history of the maintalnance

panment, two factors have

mained constant: the lack of fu

and consequently the lack of

ployees. On the other hand, r.

aspects of the department
I

changed considerably.

When Mr. Kite was offeree

position of maintenance su]

visor 20 years 3go(after 18 y-

as a foreman for Beaunit Flb<

the situation appeared ra

bleak. The only tool was an

handsaw, and the school did

even own a truck for hauling tr

The starting pay for the job

$180 per month.

Terrible place

In retrospect Mr. Kite c

mented, "The place was te

ble," and it "didn't have

money." However, his wife

working, and he accepted

underpaid position on a i

basis, which has lasted now
two decades.

Along with his mainten
work during the years, Mr.
played a significant role in t

aspects of Mllligan's deve

ment. He helped negotiate ma
the transactions for much o

property which the college

sently owns, Ai one point

personally boutjlu the old i

which was close to th. I'ostOf

r~R£to»

rriiwejit
t would s»t

llSItW +0 m^ SPttCh
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m keeping up

:by Doug Deller -

, later transferring It to MUligan

j! after President Walker called a

>{ special board meeting, for

i approval.

"Old mi M purchase

About 1960 Mr, Kite had an
1

opportunity to buy the old mill

- and dam and two adjoining acres

for $3,000. However, President

Walker said the school definitely

could not afford the purchase.

f (In the fall of 1972 MUligan
"shrewdly" bought the same
piece of property with less than

five additional acres for a mere
$65,000).

Superficially, the money sit-

uation has changed since Mr.

^ Kite's earlier days here. The
maintenance department's pre-

sent budget of around $160,000 is

. approximately what the entire

school's budget was 20 years ago.

,, However, costs haveescalated, and

1^ the malntenace budget en-

compasses a broader area now

than ever before. One major ex-

pense is the cost of natural gas,

j! electricity, and water. During the

winter months the gas bill, which

primarily represents heating

h, costs, somtimes reaches $6,000;

p. in the summer air-conditioning

p. costs help drive the electricity

5 bill to the same figure during

It*
some months.

Expend itu res

The maintenance budget also

Pi Includes such misellaneous ex-

P penses as light bulbs and paper

I) towels. Recently the maintenance

V department supplied the dorms
1( with over $1,000 worth of paper

P towels and toilet paper. Mr. Kite

6 said that when he came here toilet

N paper cost four dollars per case.

I Now It costs fourteen dollars.

Thus, apparent budget increases

have soon disappeared.

With many such expenditures,

n Mr. Kite can afford to hire only

pi twenty-one men and women for

n the maintenance and Janitorial

*' staffs, six students, and four

k security men. Although the

l» number of employees seems ade-

p quate, many of them are semi-

retired, working only part-time.

I Low pay bracket

Mr. Kite stated that older
"* people are often best suited for

the work because he has to stay

within a low paying bracket, usu-

. ally $1.75 an hour. The em-
ployees are predominantly local

J*
people, and most of them are

farmers and tocacco growers.

"That's about the only way they

can make a living," commented
the maintenance supervisor.

Mr. Kite presently has only

three full-time maintenance men,
the same number he had in 1953

before the construction of mostof
Mllligan's major buildings. It is

, little surprise that he said, "The
fieldhouse will about break my
back if they ever get it done."
Looking ahead to that day, he
staled, "We really need a good
ilr-conditioning and heating man

L to help with it."

Routine Jobs alone are enough
to keep the maintenance men busy.

For example, there are 20 major
boilers and over 2,000 electrical

motors that have to be checked.

Mr. Kite mentioned that one man
could keep busy Just replacing

light bulbs around campus. How-
ever, "the work orrter= ccme by
tne armful sometimes" — oc-

casionally as many as 20 or 30
in a single day.

Even though the maintenance

department cannot always take

care of special work orders ln-

mediately, the first ones called

in to the business office receive

first priority. For instance. If

10 commodes stop up, the earliest

ones reported will be fixed

soonest. Naturally, some people

think that things should be done
sooner than they are. Mr. Kite

often mentioned, "If I had enough
crew, I could do better."

Students first

"Students come first with us,"

he said, "but a lot of them don't

think so." As far as possible,

the maintenance department tries

to keep heat and lights in the

dorms. Again Mr. Kite com-
mented, "A lot more things could

be done if I had the money."

Admittedly, the maintenance

department cannot head Mll-

ligan's list of priorities, nor

should It necessarily do so. Yet,

maintenance Is an area that should

not be continually overlooked Just

because it has managed to

struggle along in the past. It

seems Ironic that Milllgan's

governing officials, who pride

themselves on the physical

appearance of the campus, blindly

pursue a course of college

development without providing for

corresponding development In tne

maintenance department's budget

and staff.

Allen
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& Keaton together

the way we will be
b y Tim Stevens

A few decades ago, Charlie

Chaplin took a forlorn look at

the plight of modern man, saw the

pain and loneline.sof the machine

age, and made peiple laugh (and

cry).

SLEEPER is Woody Allen's

most recent effort to keep that

art form alive. Once again Allen

combines his peculiar neurosis

and genius to create a film which

is absurd enough to make us laugh

but real enough that we can see

ourselves.

In SLEEPER, Allen Is a former

health food store owner from

Greenwich Village, who enters a

hospital for treatment of a peptic

ulcer when complications set in.

He is frozen and preserved, only

to be thawed out two hundred

years later.

He finds that 2173 Isn't any

better than 1973. America Is being

ruled by a powerful dictator who
makes efficient use of mass
media. Government policy Is en-

forced by an Inept police force

(Keystone Cops). The people are

docile, mindless of followers

whose greatest concern Is the

avoidance of trouble.

About the only remnants of

twentieth century culture are
MacDonald's hamburgers, the

poetry of Rod McKuen and a two

hundred year old Volkswagen
which starts on the first try.

The people In 2173 are about as

bland as the food they eat and
are not much different than their

robot servants. Sex is purely

mechanical. Thinking is ap-

pallingly shallow. (Profound theo-

logical observations are made
like: " Did you know that God
spelled backwards is dog?")

Allen finds himself half-

heartedly involved in an under-

ground plot to overthrow the

government. In an escape from

the police, he encounters Diane

Keaton and converts her to the

underground cause.

Eventually, Allen and Keaton

hecaome involed in a plot to

destroy the totaliterlan L«d«T
and/thereby overthrow govern-

ment. They discover that a pre-

vious attempt on the Leader's

life, in which his home was

blown up.waspartiallysuccess-

lul; only the Leader's nose re-

mains, and It has been kept alive

for several months. Allen and

Keaton steal the nose, throw the

government intoa stateof chaos,

and win the day, sort of.

Allen's humor, which ranges

from witty one liners to ela-

borate slapstick, is highly

successful in SLEEPER. His

debt to Chaplin is obvious. Some

of SLEEPER'S most hilarious

moments, in fact, are non-

verbal. Allen's mastery of

Chaplin's antics and attitudes,

as well as the 20*s and 30's

style musical score justify

SLEEPER'S billing as a

"nostalgic look at the future.'

Nevertheless, Allen's comic

style Is his own. The character

he creates is both naive and

cynical. In spite of the apparent

absurdity of all that goes on

around him, in spite of the dis-

appointments of life, he seems to

be optimistic about the possibil-

ity of meaningful relationships

between people.

The sacred cows which
SLEEPER lampoons are num-
erous. Allen seems to find the

notion of political progress il-

lusary. After the government,
Allen feels obligated to deride

the underground. He sees no pro-

mise that the Marxist govern-

ment will be any better than the

one before it. Power is still

power, no matter who is In charge.

Re-echoing a theme from the

Chaplin era, Allen finds the idea

of scientific and technolo-

gical progress a big Joke. None

of the futurlsltic gadgets work

right. Allen finds humor in the

idea of cloning, the process

whereby whole new organisms can

be produced from a single cell.

He delights in poking fun at the

solemn decorum with which mem-
bers of the scientific community
mask their ignorance.

In 1973, Allenhad experienced

feelings o( Impotence, mean-
inglessness, and disappoint-

ment. What disgusted him about

2173 was the complacency with

which the people accepted their

plight.

At one point, Keaton chides

Allen for constantly making

jokes. He replies that his joking

is a kind of defence mechanism.

Allen seems to be saying that

modern man has been betrayed

by his own gods of scientific and

cultural pregress. To avlod being

taken in and destroyed, Allen sug-

gests that man should keep his

humor about him and develop

enough courage to withstand the

times and create something

worthwhile.

We all need to believe that

things are getting better and that

what we are doing is worthwhile.

But lest we take ourselves too

seriously, the forlorn harlequin

must come around once In a while

to show us the pain and loneliness

we have created, and to make us

laugh.

lettesit, to- the edito-i

Dear Editor;

BUZZZZZZZZZZZZIUlII Oh
no, it's another day forJoeCol-
lege. As his bloodshoot eyes
slowly roll around, he suddenly
gives that cry of anguish.

Mother, today's Convol Convo,

that dreaded time of worship, for

the benefit of the students. Joe
slowly rises and grabs a Dr.

Pepper to nourish his body and

ponder the day's activities. If

it wasn't for Convo he could

sleep till ten and greet the day

with a better outlook. However,

Joe is quick to realize the im-
portance of forced attendence

and mandatory worship. And why
not isn't Convo the mostmissed
event at school after we grad-

uate Why yes. So many grads

have come up to Joe during

Founder's Day and told how
much that they missed being in

Convo again. Joe gladly offered

them his se3t, and many of his

buddies' but none of them ac-
cepted his offer. It seems that

Joe must not !«. d?:iied his pn-

vilige to enjoy Convo.
After all, didn't our Lord say

to worship on the flrstday of the

week, the third day, and the

fifth day of the week'' Funny
thing though, we are only sup-

posed to break bread only on

the first day. Surely the Con-
vocation Committee can come up

with some sort of change con-

cerning breaking the bread only

once. Now Joe staggers out of

the door, ready to face the world,

for what it might bring he does

not know. Joe makes a mental

note to pr3y for forgiveness

because he has to do a quick

review during worship today.

(Hope the steeple has lighten-

ing rods.) Joe walks in, finds

his seal, and prepares for the

opening of the Book of Life,

for if his name is not marked
present, awake, and fully al-

ternative; Joe could find him-
self present and noi accounted
for.

F.Ob Hooker

Dear Editor;

Before I first came to Milligan

3 years ago 1 was told by a Mil-

ligan graduate that 1 might not

like Milligan at first, and that it

took him a year to realize the

beauty of Milligan. 1 went to

Milligan for two years and then

I left. I left because 1 was tired

of the hypocrisy that was per-
petuated by useless rules, the

stab in ihe back discipline policy,

and because 1 was away from
someone I love. After being away
for almost a year now I often

question my decision to leave; as

now I realize how much [ loved

Milligan: its country, its ridi-

culous regulations and rituals,

and most of all the friends that

will always be a pan of me. I

missed all of Milligan. Even with

this realization I can now say I'm

glad I left Milligan. I didn't re-

alize when 1 lefi how attached I

had become to the home of Hop-
wood's stump and the plastic

buffalo. 1 didn't realize how much
of my life I was tearing in two.

But I could not remain sheltered

in Upper East Tennessee all my

life, 1 could not forget the rest

of the world that Milligan chose
to ignore. If I had not left my
mind would have become fully

taken over by the reality-lag that

eslsts at Milligan. li was time to

move on. Even if it hurt inside,

I can now say it was a

"Blessing In disguise

The truth is always a surprise

It's good to losethethings you love

Just to see what it's like.

It only serves to reconflrm-
You can't have love on your own
terms.

Thank you for opening my eyes.
It was a Blessing in Disguise."
Since then life has expanded and
I am missing things ! used to

do, but seeing and experiencing
new ideas and realities I could
never have grasped from the
academic and social standpoint

that MUligan offered. To all the
people and everything else that

make Milligan a beautiful place,

I hope to see you again.

Philip McCuIlough
Western Washington State College

Bellingham, Washington
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Jackson Browne's FOR
EVERYMAN (Asylum, SD 5067)

and Graham Nash's WILDTALES
(Atlantic, SD 72fcs8) are the two

finest records that have been re-

leased In the past several months.

The similarities berween these

two recordings and the artists

themselves merit mention.

Written and recorded during the

same span of time, the songs re-

present the finest efforts of both

men. Doth are the second solo

albums of the respective men.

This is not a discredit to pre-

vious songs; both men have al-

ready proved themselves as song-

writers.

Both men have participated

In the rock group experience-

Browne with the Nitty Gritty Din
Band, Nash with the Hollies and

later with Crosby, Stills, and

Young.

It is noteworthy to cite the

accompanying musicians onthese

rwo records. David Crosby and

Jonl Mitchell sat in on some of

the songs. Sneaky Pete plays pedal

steel for Browne's album, Ben

Keith lor Nash's. Special mention

should be made of David Lindley,

whose accompaniment on lead

guitar, electric slide guitar, ac-

oustic guitar, electric fiddle, and

mandolins Is extraordinarily

good.

Although the overt comparisons

of shared musicians and similar

past experiences are more ob-

vious, the comparison is strong-

est with regard to the quality of

what is being portrayed and re-

vealed within and through the

songs

Nash hasnoilostthe social con-

sciousness which was epitomized

in "Military Madness" and "Chi-
cago." On WILD TALES, he deals
with the ethics of killing and war
in "Oh Camll (The Winter sold-
ier).'* "Prison Song" tells the

story of pot smokers and the

American system of justice. "Hey
You (Looking at the Moon)*' and
"On the Line" portray as on iy
songs can the inanities of our
contemporary society — rout-

inlzed lives, unabated mater-
ialism, astrology, religion pol-
luted with nationalism. "Tell me
how come everything appears to

be hazy/There's nothing left to

Women's basketball

nearsend of season

see/Tell me how come everyone
appears to be crazy too."

There is love also. "You'll
Never Be The Same," "Another
Sleep Song," and "I Miss You"
tell us of the pleasures and pains,
the comforts and distress whclh
so often accompany interpersonal
relationships. And there is love in

music itself—a love which en-
hances unity among all men. "We
are loved and we are lonely/We
are many, we are few/Make It

out of love and build a dream/
We are hoboes, we are holy/We
are me and we arc you/Can't it

be as easy as it seems?"
Jackson Browne writes in-

credibly beautiful songs. He
seems to know people and the

realness of our social crisis.

"Our Lady of the Well" speaks
of contrasting styles of life—

a

rural agrarian simplicity and an
industrialized, hurried com-
plexity. The problems of matu-
ration and the decisons of young
adults are referred to in "Red
Neck Friend," "Take It Easy,"
popularized by Eagles, mirrors
the existential, here-and-now at-
tldude which many of our gen-
eration have adopted In trying to

seize some meaning. "Colors of

the Sun" poses the problem of
what to do with inherited religion

(Je*in'£

JR&cwdCenter
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tipes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Join the Record & Tape Club

Buy ten, get one Iree.

and asks how much of it Is cap-

able of being salvaged.

As with Nash, Jackson Browne

speaks of love. In "1 though 1

Was a Child" and "The Times

You've Come," he has con-

cretized memories Important to

him in a relationship with a

special person. "These Days,"
popularized by |an Matthews and

Gregg Allman, saysso muchabout
the indecislvenesss, estrange-

ment, and ambivalence with which

we all cope. But it Is the title

song which fascinates me. In it

is expressed an attitude of toler-

ance, sympathy, understanding,

and compassion. It Is a sage in

epitome of the contemporary way-
farer. Impending disaster, alone-

ness, self-imposed and self-

created Utopias, copping out com-
pletely, stabbing in the dark,

searching for answers, striving

for meaning—all these are only

temporary and half-way mea-
sures, with temporary, unfll-

fiiling results. Meaning is found

in waiting for and hoping for

"everyman" — a somewhat ne-
bulous concept whcih defies de-

finition. Perhaps it Is the In-

ability to completely grasp or

Intellectually know this that

makes it so meaningful. Impli-

cit in this concept is a hoped-
for unity of all mankind, a re-
turn to "the warnth of the sun

where sweet childhood still

dances," a harmony of men with

their sources, a comlng-to-Jcnow

what we realy are. Individual per-
sonal success is not enough;

we must wan until we are all

saved from ourselves.

With four more games to go

during the month of February,
the Buffs women's basketball

team is concluding a month of

intensive play.

Playing from two tofour games
per week, the Buffalo women have
had a busy schedule this season.

Under the direction of Coach Pat

Bonner, practice began the first

week of December. This year the

team also had a trainer, freshman
Becky Coleman, who has her
trainer's certification from
Kramer's School of Athletic

Trainers.

Ten women comprise the team,
half of whom are upperclassmen:
Correna Bowers, Sandy Earnest,
and Chris Sankovich, seniors;

Peggy Dyer and Ruth Ziebart,

sophomores. The other five mem-
bers are freshmen: Brenda Foist,

Kim Peters, Ruth Sandy, Kathy
Taber, and Liz Vernon.

No permanent captain has been
named, nor is there a designation

of official starting members. In-

stead, the position of captain

rotates each game, based upon
game performance the time
before. Likewise, the women al-

ternate as members of the

starting team.

Statistics-wise, senior Chris
Sankovich leads the team in five

out of six majorareas. Surpassed
only in the area of percentage of

foul throws made, Chris is

number one in the number of

field goals made, percentage of

field goals made, number of re-
bounds, number of assists, and
number of foul throws made.
High-scorer Chris Sankovich

has made 43 of 138 field goal shots
in the first seven games of the

season, giving her a shooting per-
centage of 31 per cent. Not
far behind this top shooting per-
centage for these seven games,
Sandy Earnest has a 30 per cent
and Ruth Sandy a 27 per cent,

hitting 11 and 12 shots, re-
spectively. Freshman Brenda
Foist with 12 baskets and sopho-
more Ruth Ziebart with 10 have
also been high contributors to the

team's points this season.

With a total of 56 for the first

seven games, Chris Sankovich

leads the team in the number of

rebounds for this season. Ruth
Sandy and Sandy Earnest have the

next highest totals, with 38and34
rebounds, respectively.

Eleven assists made ChrisSan-
kovich the leader in the number
of assists made sofarthis season.

Freshman Ruth Sandy ranks
second with 5 assists.

Chris Sankovich and Brenda
Foist lead the team inthe number

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Ave. Elizabethton

11)00—7:43 Closed Sun

Specializing in Italian cu i • in e

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasayna V eal parmesan
|

of foul throws made this season,

Chris with 23 and Brenda with

11.

Four women on the team have

been hitting over 50 per cent of

their attempted foul shots. Senior

Correna Bowers leads with 75

per cent (3 of 4), and Brenda
Foist is second with 61 per cent

(11 of 18). From the foul line,

freshman Liz Vernon has been

completing 57 per cent (4 of 7).

and Chris Sankovich maintains a

55 per cent average (23 of 42).

For the first seven games of

the season, the Buff women hold

a record of no wins, seven losses.

Miss Bonner comments, "The
team shoots well in practice, but

under the pressure of a game,
the shooting percentage drops

really low. The team doesn't have

everything all together yet, but I

think It's coming."
Probably the closest game

played was the home game with

Cincinnati Bible Seminary, Feb-
ruary 7. A single point gave CBS
their victory.

February 22 and 23 are the

dated for the Tennessee College

Women's Sports Federation

tournament. The district tourna-

ment for the women's league will

be held the last weekend in Feb-
ruary, with the state and regional

competitions scheduled for the

first and third weekends in March,
respectively.

March will also begin two other

women's sports. Practice for

women's tennis will begin early

In March, and the organizational

meeting for the women's soft-

ball team is scheduled for Sat-

urday, March 10 at 10:00 a.m.

Coach Bonner says that the

month of March will be a month
devoted solely to practice for

these two teams: "All month the

teams will concentrate on
developing skills and creating a

feeling for team unity. Then we'll

play all the matches and games
during the month of April."

Two women's tennis tourna-
ments are scheduled during May,
the Small College Tennessee
Tournament for the first weekend
and the TCWSF -for the second
weekend. Miss Bonner says,

"Personally, I expect the teamio
win the Small Collegetoumeyand
to make a good showing in the

state tournament,"
Another "highlight of the

season," according to Coach
Bonner, vail be the Softball Jam-
boree in Johnson City the week-
end of April 12. The Jamboree
will be a tournament of women's
Softball teams from allot eastern

Tennessee.

GIVE..
so more
will live

HEAR
FUND
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Winning streak snapped
by Les Gindelsperger

onsecutive conference losses

Tennessee Wesleyan and Car-

n-Newman killed Mllllgan's

ance to unseat the Eagles as

gular season champs in the

stern division of the V.S.A.C.

The first loss at Tennessee

isleyan snapped a Buff winning

reak of five games. During this

retch Mllligan had defeated

irson-Newman, Clinch Valley,

evecca, Emory and Henry, and

ncoln Memorial.

McClarren goes up for two.

All five games were played on

le Herd's home floor. The
uffs won each game handily with

irge winning margins.

Against Clinch Valley, Jerry

raycraft broke the Mllligan

ingle game assist record held

/ Don Threlkeld. Craycraft got

Ighteen to break the old record

y one.

The new record stood one week
efore Jerry reset his own re-

ord with twenty assists against

LMU, Fifteen of them came in

the first half of action.

However, Milligan's season-

long affliction, lackluster road
performances, surfaced in the

next two games.
At Athens, the Buffs ran Into

a flred-up Tennessee Wesleyan
squad that shot well from out-

side, played alert defense, and
generally outhustled Mllligan.

Yet, despite being down by as

much as ten points with only

minutes remaining, the Buffs cut

the deficit to two points with a

minute to go, Tennessee Wesleyan
clinched the win by going into a

stall and sinking clutch free

throws to win 81-77.

Carson-Newman gained a

measure of revenge for their

earlier loss to Milligan by de-
feating the Buffs 90-77 in the

rematch.

Cold shooting plagued Mllligan

throughout the contest as the Buffs

hit on only 37 per cent of their

shots from the floor and 54 per
cent from the free throw line.

In contrast to their poor-
shooting performance earlier

against Mllligan, Carson-New-
man hit on 49 per cent of their

field goal attempts. All five C-N
starters scored in double figures.

Shooting was the difference in

the game, as rebounding and turn-
overs were just about even.

The hostile atmosphere gen-
erated by the Eagles' fans added
to Milligan's problems. Through-
out the heated contest, C-N sup-
porters Uttered the floor with
wadded Coke cups and pennies.
This unruly behavior didn't draw

[TEXACO]

SEE DAVE or BOB
ABOUT YOUR CAR
PROBLEMS

PINECREST GARAGE
WE GIVE &]± GREEN STAMPS

Muffler Repairs

—""""

a technical foul, however, until

late in the game.
This loss left Milligan with a

5-4 conference record and totally

eliminated the Buffs from the re-

gular season title race.

Carver makes his move.

Mill igan must now defeat

Tusculum in their last regular

season conference contest to be

a certain of a first-round bye in

the conference tournament which

begins February 20 at Lambuth
College in Jackson, Tennessee.

The Tusculum game marks the

last home performance for

seniors Steve Drushel, Robbie

Gardiner, Chris Lacy, and co-

captain Scott McClarren.

TEAM EFFORT - Buffs strain in their attempts to gain momentum.

Runners compete for fifle

On Friday, February 8, Coach
Duard Walker took a group of

five runners to the Tennessee In-

ercollegiate Athletic Conference
Indoor Track Championships at

Middle Tennessee State Univer-
sity.

The team was composed of

Larry McNett, Mike McMillian,
Lee Morrow, Tom Evans, and
Bob Smith.

While competing In the college

division against other schools
with full squads, this contingent

scored seven points to place fifth

in a field of seven teams,

Larry McNett led the scoring

with a second place finish in the

600 yard run and a fifth place in

the 440.

Tom Evans placed fifth in the

1 ,000 yard run, as did Lee Morrow
in the two-mile.

NcNett stated, "Speaking for

Lee and myself, we were well-

pleased with our performances.
It was an introductory meet for

everybody to check progress on

their training and to gain ex-
perience,"

Larry also said that those

interested in participating in

spring track and field should con-
tact Coach Walker, The first out-

door meet is presently scheduled

to be held shortly before spring
break.

i Kenny's Pizza
t West Towne Square

• ELIZABETKT0N. UNN.

| PHONE 542 5521_

25* oil large PIZZA

]$< oil small PIZZA

NEW
SUBMARINES

Meatball and Italian Sausugt

SANDWICHES
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411 P.M

Fri-Saf
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Milligan hosts festival

One hundred thirty one students

rom six area high schools parti-

ipated in the Sixth AnnualChoral

estival held on theMilllganCol-

sge campus February 8 and 9.

Mllligan's chapter of the Music

;ducators National Conference

'.MENS) sponsored the event

-hlch included students from

jobyns-Bennett. Elizabethton,

(ampton. Science Hill, Bristol

.ennessee High, andSullivan East

Ugh Schools.

Dr. Scott Stringham, Director

f the West Virginia University

.amerate Singers, was the guest

onductor for this year's Festl-

al.

Saturday evening s program in-

cluded two difficult pieces by

Jenjamln Britten, DANCE ALLE-
LUIA by Freed, and selections

rom FIDDLER ON THE ROOF.
Accompanists for the concert

ere Milligan students Anita

-runt, piano, Jeff Sheridan,

>rgan, and David Akers, electric

iass.
Milligan student Tempa Law-

ion, President of MENC and co-

irdlnator of the weekend's acti-

vities, said the Choral Festival

is In keeping with the purpose

of the MENC national or-

ganization—that of promoting

music education In the school

systems, and introducing new

techniques and methods in music

education.

Milligan hosts the annual festi-

val to provide local high school

students the opportunity to per-

from under the direction of lead-

ing conductors.

Dr. Stringham, a noted scholar-

teacher-conductor, is an expert

on the Italian composer Gulseppe

Verdi. Along with his university

duties, he works with the West

Virginia University's summer
music camp, helps with local In-

dependent music shows and dir-

ects choral festivals such as

this. He still finds time for his

hobby of repairing and making
keyboard instruments.

Mrs. Jeanette Crosswhlte, sp-

onor TSnTElNC, commented that

this year's group was more bal-

anced and musical than past

groups and she considered this

year's Choral Festival a success.

POWER OF PERSUASION — Pictured above are the members of

the Milligan College Debate Team. From left to right are Dave Houston,

Dave Morns, D'ck Major, and Bob Passwater. Some of the members

recently competed In the Forensic Tournament held at East Ten-

nessee State University last weekend. Bob Passwater competed in

the finals of the Extemporaneous Division and Tom Becfcner In the

Poetry Division. To the right is pictured Joan Anderson who won

a trophy in the Persuasive Speaking Division. Joan took second place

among the forty competitors In the division.

~~

THE WAY WE WERE
Everything seemed so important thefi .even love!

Johnson City Loves a Lover — Turn

1
.!? HELD OVtRl Awav Crow" Prove M

^•' ,'y__^^^^^J ».,mu„ • 4.33-9 MONIY

TEL INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS AN ARTHUR STELOFF PRESENTATION

A handful of condemned men on an impossible mission, against hopeless odds .

JAMES COBURN • TELLY SAVALAS
BUD SPENCER

A REASON TQUtfE
AREASQHTODIE!
FEATURE - 2:00-3:50-5:40-7:30-9:20

COLOR WEEK DAYS 5:40-7:30-9:20
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Financial aid
(continued from p. 1.

)

Loan. Under this loan, any in-

terest above 3 per cent Is paid by
the government. Payment Is not

due until after the student is no

longer In school, and also Interest

is not compounded until afterthls

time.

Another program is the Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity

Grant. Under this program a

student can receive a maximum
gift of $1000.00 per year, as long

as an equal amount comes from
other sources. Students can also

qualify for the Federal work-
study programs. Under such a

program students receive at pre-
sent J 1.60 per hour for on campus
work,

5300,000 Is spent a year on
Institutional Financial Aid Pro-
grams at Milligan. These funds

are available to students who can
not qualify to receive Federal
funds, but who have a need.

Approximatly §30,000 a year Is

spent for athletic scholarships.

These funds are administered
through the athletic department
in conjunction with the financial

aid office.

Between 525,000 and 530.000 a

year is spent on academic and
honor scholarships. Honor schol-
arships are awarded to students

of first, second, and third

academic standing In their class.

This includes students who
achieved such status in their high

school graduation class.

A large portion of money spent

on academic scholarships is

available through the Key's

Scholarship Fund. To qualify for

• scholarship a graduating high

school senior must have at Last

a 3.5 accumulative average, while

a college student must have an
overall 3_0 G. P. A. As well

as being academlcallyquallfled,a

student must also turn in a P.

C. S. to establish amount of finan-

cial need. Yet, academic qualifl-

caton Is of utmost consideration.

Institutional funds of 580,000 a

year are spent on campus work-
study programs. In order to

qualify for such a program,
students need do nothing more
than make application through the

financial aid office. Skill as well

as need is examined. J 1.00 per
hour is the standard wage with

few exceptions.

Mr. Clayton says "Any stu-

dent who feels there Is a
possibility, should come in and fill

out a P. C. S„ nothing can be
lost except a little time and the

$3.75 for processing." He be-
lieves that "the worst statement
a student can make is 'I can't

afford to go to school.' The funds

are available."

Dixie Lanes

Johnson City-Elizabethto n Hwy

/#,
Eliza bethton

OPEN
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Co-op programs offered
iDid you know chat on micro-
m in the Milligan College

rary there Is a copy of the

rd cataloge of the Georgia

ititute of Technology's 11b-

ry7 Furthermore, did you
:>w that simply by asking

id Milligan librarian, John
th, any Milligan student can
e a book or a copy of any
lodical article In Tech's
rary sent to Milligan?

Access to Georgia Tech's
iearch resourses Is one of

benefits Milligan has re-
ved through Its dual degree,

:ooperatlve programs. The
looI has such programs with

srgla Tech, Indiana College

Mortuary Science, and East
messee State University. By
ticlpatlng in these pro-

ims, a student can become
iurse, an engineer, a mor-
ion, or an Army officer.

In the 1973-74 Milligan Col-
Bulletin, it states that

ly one area of study is open
MUllgan students at Geor-
Tech, that is engineering.

ice the Bulletin's publication

:h has opened virtually all

programs to Milligan stu-
ts. Now there are pro-

ms In thirteen areas of en-
tering, biology, chemistry,
nputer science, physics,

)Ilc health, several fields of

ustrial management, and
!re.

>r. Roy Hampton Is the

llgan coordinator for stu-

dts entering the dual degree
pgram with Atlanta's Geor-

gia Tech. A student. In co-
llaboration with Hampton and
the academic dean. Dr. Wet-
zel, can work out the program
that is suited to his needs.
One program that is avail-

able, " is for a student to att-

end Milligan for three years
completing courses required

for a Milligan degree, a& well

as classes conducive to his are:

of study at Tech. The student's

fourth year would be spenr

in Atlanta. A Milligan degree
only would be received. A stu-

dent could also attend Milligan

for two years and Georgia Tech
for two, thereby, obtaining a

Georgia Tech degree only. Al-
so a student could attend Mil-
ligan for three years, Georgia
Tech for two and receive de-
crees from both schools.

There are, also, technical

two year programs available

at Georgia Tech for those stu-
dents who are not interested In

a four year baccalaureate de-

gree. Only one year of study

at Milligan is required. The
programs include such fields

as architectural engineering

technology, electrical engine-

ering technology, and civil en-

gineering technology.

Georgia Tech is especially

Interested in recruiting women
students for all their progra-

ms, particulary engineering.

Last year Ms. Lee Blrks, an

engineering student herself,

visited MlUigan as a Georgia

Tech representative.

Gene McCarthy Is the first

Milligan student to attend the

News Briefs

cience p nzes.

This year the annual Eas-
m Regional Meeting of the
Uegiate Division of the
nnessee Academy of Science
11 be held at Roane State
mmunity College, Harrl-

Tennessee, Saturday,
6. 1974. The meeting

begin at I0 :00a. M.and
about 3:00 p. m. Un-
graduate college students
present papers telling of

ir research projects. Pri-
wlll be given to the best

papers in each category of
science in which there are
sufficient number of papers
presented. The Tennessee
Institute of Chemists will
award a $10 prize and scroll
to the best paper in the meet-

ing. Those interested in pre-
senting papers or who wish
more information write Dr.
Robert G. Ziegler. Lincoln
Memorial University, Harro-
gate, Tennessee 37752

ouncil, SUB activities

The Student Council held a

xial election on February
1974 to fill the positions
Secretary and Sophomore
le Representative left va-
it by the resignations of

rie Lyons and David Wantz
ve Burchfield defeated Scott
iffer for the Representative
llion, while Dan Ramey

overcame a strong challenge
by Dr. William Moorhouse, who
received two votes, for the po-
sition of Secretary.

The SUB board continues its

fight against student apathy.
Old-time movies are being
shown on Thursdays at 7-45
8:45, and 9;4S. Future plans'
call for a showing of "Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid".

Atlanta school since Milligan

entered the program in 1972.
Therehis name was placed on
the Dean's list. Gene's suc-
cess prompted a letter of con-
gratulations to Dean Wetzel
from Dr. F, W. Schutz, Ass-
ociate Dean of the College
of Engineering of Georgia
Tech.

Also since 1972, Milliganhas
had a cooperative program with

Indiana College or Mortuary
Science. A student must com-
plete three years of undergrad-
uate work at MlUigan, inclu-

ding the completion of an a-
cademic minor. The fourth

year of professsinal study at

Indiana College of Mortuary
science would complete the

Milligan bachelor of science
degree, and also, prepare the

student In Mortuary science.

With E.T.S.U. Milligan has
two cooperative programs, one
in nursing and the other with

R. O. T. C.
Dr. Lura is the Milligan co-

ordinator for the Joint nursing
program with E. T. S. U. that

was finalized last year. Deb-
bie Ankeny will by the first

Milligan student in the pro-
gram. Debbie will enter the

nursing program oneyearfrom
March. Many freshmen and
sophmore women are prepar-
ing for the State program.

Richard "Doc" Phillips,

Larry Flynn, and Doug Howell

have taken advantage of the

MllUgan-State R. 0. T. C.

(continued on p. 6)

Cotton concert brings

folk music to campus
Milligan students will get l

taste of contemporary folk mu-
sic at Its best when the Con-
cert Series presents GeneCot-
ton on Saturday, March 9, at

8:p.m, in Seeger Chapel.

Gene Cotton's soft voice and
highly individual stylized sound
is fast gaining him the repu-
muslc's most exciting person-
alities, if foUc music is in
fact the word of our times,
no doubt Gene Cotton wUl be
one of its voices.

Cotton got his stan In small
folk music clubs in the Mid-
west in 1962 while attending
Ohio state University, where he

majored in political science.

After spending several years
in the Coffeehouses of New
York's Greenwich Village, Cot-
ton began a concert tourofhlgh
schools and colleges across the

country.

Between tours and TV shows.

Cotton has managed to record

four albums and five singles,

along with having a number of

his songs published andrecor-
ded by other artists.

In today's world, nothing is

so impressive as a multi-tal-

ented and successful young per-
sonality who can communicate.
Gene Cotton is such a person.

LITERARY INSIGHT - A lively discuss.on ensued and perhaps some new insights were
gained on Thursday night february 26 in the Administration building. The student Academic
Committee sponsered the panel dIScuss 10 n on author Kurt Vonnegut. The panel consisted ofTim Stevens, Mac MacDaniels. Doug Deller, Dr. Tracey Miller, and Dr. Terry Dibble
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TELLTALE RECORD - The Registrar's office provided us with this sample of a Milllgan

acadmeic transcript. It tells the complete letters and numbers story of your stay here at

Milllgan. They are on file in Mrs. Fontaine's office along with other records of your In-

volvement with the school.

Transcripts tell academic story
by Robin Phillips

One of the many functions

of the Registrar's

office is the care of transcripts,

which are very valuable to the

student as well as the Registrar,

Mrs. Phyllis Fontaine.

Besides facts about birth,

parents, and church affiliation,

transcripts contain only

academic Information; there are

no personal comments recorded

on them. Every course a stu-

dent has taken is listed, along

with the grade or withdrawal

date. The back of the transcript

provides a place for test scores

to be recorded, but this is no

longer used. There is a place

for a record of applications for

certification, which is used and

is very helpful for students who

become teachers.

Every student is allowed one

free copy of his transcript be-

fore graduation, and one free

copy after graduation. Any ad-

ditional copies are available

for one dollar.

Only the Academic Dean and

the student's advisor have ac-

cess to transcripts without the

student's express permission.

When the registrar's office

receives requests for transcript

copies, they send for the stu-

dent's permission before re-

leasing a copy.

Transcripts are used most

often when a student is trans-

ferring, applying for teacher

certification, or going on to

graduate school. Employers

are more Interested in the

information contained in a stu-

dent's Placement Folder, This

contains a list of classes, (no

grades,) and personal refer-

ences by professors of the stu-

dent's choice.

The majority of requests for

information are for verification

of facts that are considered

public knowledge, such as date

and place of birth, date of grad-

uation, or dates of enrollment.

This information is released

without a student's special per-

mission. Requests for informa-

tion have been received from

Dixie L ones

Johnson Ci ty— Elizabethto n Hwy
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credit Bureaus, military of-

fices, and the F.B.I, as well

as from other schools.

Transcripts may be denied

to a student if he has financial

obligations to the school. They

are also witheld in the case of

dismissal, however absolute

dismissal is very rare; sus-

pended students may return to

Milllgan.

The Registrar's Office has

transcripts on file from 1919

to the present time. Transcripts

from before that time were
destroyed when the Academic

Building burned.

Transcripts are kept in a

file folder along with the Stu-

dent's application and re-

ferences for admittance, the

high school record, any trans-

cripts from other colleges, and

records of all correspondence

that has occurred between the

student and the school.

A record is kept of all trans-

cript requests, and acknow-

ledgement of their receipt once

they have been sent out. All

this work In one area adds up

to one concern on Mrs. Fon-

taine's part," We're very pro-

tective of what we consider con-

fidential information."

Boycott protests

whale slaughter

Washington, D.C. - A boycott

of Japanese products has been

called by American con-
servation groups to force the

Japanese government to halt

the continuing slaughter of

whales by Japan's huge whaling

fleets.

The Japanese have ignored a

unanimous vote (53-0) of the

United Nations Conference on

the Environment calling for a

ten-year moratorium on

whaling. And the Japanese

recently refused to abide by

conservation rulings of the

International Whaling Commis-
sion, of which Japan is a

member.
"This total disregard for

international opinion and the

warnings of the lWC's own
scientists leaves conser-

vationists with no recourse

except taking sanctions against

the Japanese," explains Chris-

tine Stevens, head of the Ani-

mal Welfare Institute, which Is

coordinating the boycott cam-
paign. "Until the Japanese re-

cognize their responsibility to

save the whales from extinc-

tion, Americans should stop

buying Japanese cars, motor-
cycles, televisions and cam-
eras,"

Supporting the boycott cam-
paign are the National Wild-

life Federation, Friends of

the Earth, Fund for Animals,

Environmental Action, De-
fenders of Wildlife and En-
vironmental Policy Center.

Student groups throughout the

United States have already en-

listed In the boycott campaign.

Further information about the

Save the Whales Campaign can

be obtained by writing to the

Animal Welfare . lnstiture,

P.O. Box 3650, Washington,

D.C. 20007.

The United States has de-

clared all the great whales to

be endangered species. All

whaling has been banned and the

importation of whale products

has been prohibited.

But the Japanese and Soviet

whaling fleets are still

dec i muring the remaining whale

population. Of anorlglnalpopu-

lation of more than 4 million

whales, only a few hundred

thousand exist today. Five

species, including thegreatblue

whale, the largest animal in

history, have been virtually

•vlped out. The large remaining

herds of fin whales and sperm
whales (the species in "Moby
Dick") 3re rapidly dwindling

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk A ve. Elizabethton

11:00-7:45 Clo.ed Sun

Special izii>g in Italian cuisine

S u b m a r ne sandwiches
Spaghe tt i Ravioli

La sa g n a Veal parmesan

under the onslaught of the

whalers.

The- Japanese whallx

Is now in the Antarctic, killing

hundreds of whales each day.

It is a savage, methodical war-
fare against the great, gentle

creatures. The whale herds

are sought out by airplanes

and helicopters, then are
tracked relentlessly by sonar
and radar. The lumbering,

defenseless whales are pursued
by high-speed chaser boats.

They are blown up in agonizing

death by grenade-tipped har-
poons. Huge factory ships then

rapidly process the whales Into

commercial products such as

cosmetics, transmission oil and

pet food.

Dr. Harry Llllie, who sailed

as a ship's surgeon, describes

the barbaric slaughter by the

whalers: "The present-day
hunting harpoon is a horrfble

150-pound weapon carrying an
explosive head which bursts

generally in the whale's

intestines, and the sight of one

of these creatures gasping along

on the surface, towing a 400-

ton catching vessel by a heavy
harpoon rope, is pitiful. So of-

ten an hour or more of tor-

ture is inflicted before the ag-

ony ends in death. I have
experienced a case of five hours
and nine harpoons needed to

kill one mother blue whale.

"If we could imagine a horse
having two or three explosive

spears driven Into it, and then

made to drag a heavy butcher's

truck while blood poured over

the roadway until the animal

collapsed an hour or more later,

we should have some idea of

what a whale goes through."

The Japanese justify their

enormous slaughter of whales

(14,477 last year) by claiming

they need the meat to feed

their people. But whale meat
represents less than 1% of their

protein diet. "Japan is a

wealthy nation that can readily

afford alternative food sour-
ces," comments Christine

Stevens.

The $100 million Japanese
whaling industry is controlled

by the great trading and manu-
facturing conglomerates of

Japan. "By hitting their sales

in the United States," Mrs.
Stevens explains, "the Japa-
nese industrialists will recog-

nize that continuing their

whaling operations is de-
trimental to the Japanese
economy."

GIVE...
so more
will live

HEART
FUND
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HELICON meets

March deadline
leetlng Elieir March 4 dead-

J|*.
the HELICON staff sent to

Hss today die 1974 edition of

.( magazine.

HELICON, an independent

Ijerary magazine, publishes an
i rk, photography, poetry, and

|| ort stories from members of

|i: MlUlgan community. The
1 .74 magazine will include

Hrks by more than forty dif-

ent persons.

Jerry Lawson, art editor,

nments, "This year we
ijt publishing about fifteen

ilerent artists, and I think

lit most of the works being

jnted are very good."

rhe 1974 edition will be in

lm very similar to Its 1973

jtdecessor. Like the pre-

nius magazine, this year's

rLICON has 32 pages, most
(which combine both literary

visual art.

urlng its last week before the

jillcation deadline, the staff

t centrated on details of copy,

ih as copy-reading, print size

style, and corrections on

t -S and authors. The lay-out

»k was completed during
tl: last week also, although
lie of the Ideas for

| ay-out

i. been designed before.

Literary editor Priscllla Wil-

kins says, "Lay-out is probably

one of the most important Jobs

for the staff. We try to choose

poetry and art which, as much

as possible, have similar

themes."

Hopefully, the stafl will re-

ceive the printed HELICONS
In the early part of April, im-

mediately after spring break.

Copies will be distributed to

those who bought subscriptions

during January. Other copies

will be on sale for 51.50.

This year's Increase In the

price of the magazine reflects

1974's higher paper and printing

costs. The total cost of printing

HELICON'S 400 copies will be

approximately $900.

Helicon's benefit concert will

help provide some of the neces-

sary funds. The concert had
previously been planned for

March 16 but is being

rescheduled during the month
of April.

Besides the two editors, staff

members on HELICON are

Bill Ahlstrom, Ton Beckner,

Pam Coon, Doug Cutler, and
Cam Pressley. Brent Han Is

business manager, with Dave

Hughston as concert coordinator.

Metaphysical Brothel

Milligan: Go fly a kite
by Steve Coon and Ozell Ward

Theatre News
AREFOOT IN THE PARK .

Tryouts for the Speech and

atna Area's spring play,

REFOOT IN THE PARK,
J be held Monday and Tue-
ly, March II and 12, at 7:00

i. in the auditorium of the

nlnlstration building.

Ill Milligan personnel are

lted to try out for the play

>re has been no pre-castlng,

all parts (male and female)
:open

BAREFOOT IN THE PARK
comedy by Neil Simon.

Director Tom Beckner ex-

plains that the play concerns

newlyweds: "She is slightly

far-out, while he is rather

straight laced, and together

they have several wacky ex-

periences In their first apart-

ment."
.

Show dates are April 26
and 27. Preliminary plans are
being made to stage the show
in Sutton cafeteria as a din-

ner theater, with supper and
the show for one price.

orch Troupe...
ifter lying dormant for a

nester Torch Troupe is

forming once again,

.ccording to director Jeri
ith, the Troupe win
In anew on March 8th
carry out its purpose of
ig drama as a means •

iervlng God. The Troupe
preform a dramatic

asy based on the old
tament, entitled ON THE
IN OF DURA by Cordon C.
tldt.

"he performance will be
March 8th at 8:00 pm In

I er Seeger Auditorium, it

Tree to students and the
Hie.

embers of Torch Troupe ln-

B Director Jeri Smith, Greg
^arah Britton, Dick

>r, Sue Tysinger, Kim
pbell, Rkk Williams,

Nola Milligan and Bob
Mc Kinney.

Future plans include the

production of the dramatically

moving play, CONSTRUCTION.
The play depicts modern
society united in a crisis

situation.

Requests for performaces
by the Torch Troupe can be
submitted to Rod Irvin,

Director of Communications
or Jeri Smith, Director of

Ahl We know all of you

people have been sitting on the

edge of your chairs out there

wondering and waiting for that

moment when the META-
PHYSICAL BROTHEL would re-

turn to the silver screen, or

actually to the dull gray news-

paper page but who's counting.

A new collaborator Joins us

this week, the photographer for

the STAMPEDE, Ozell Ward.

And our subject this week is

appropriate to his involvement

for we are going to consider

African kite-flying. That's right

folks the ancient tribal art of

fun and pie in the sky by and

by, and a pie is Just what one

tribe uses on the end of their

rope also.

The wide expanses of African

terrain offer much opportunity

to study the native forms of

kite flying and its social and

religious implications. From
the wide sandy stretches of

the Sahara to the tropical jun-

gles of cental Africa our study

will take us and by the way

I saw Tarzan on television the

other day and he wrestled a

crocodile, under wateryet, very

exciting to say the least.

The Bedouin tribes of the

desert have a very special kite

which they use In their religious

ceremonies. Every Wednesday
morning the chief of the tribe

emerges from his tent and be-

gins the rites that honor their

god, the Sandman. This con-

sists of a lot of chanting, some
dancing around and occasional

bursts of mumbo jumbo until

the moment comes for the

launching of the ceremonial kite.

A velvet sack is carried up,

the drawstring at its top Is

loosened and the kite, the

pride of the tribe is removed,
as it unfurls into the air a

resc r ipt ion

Shop

926-7611

Torch Troupe.
strange message appears on
Its face. One of the on lookers

^
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k Now serving dinner

M Fri & Sat

nomem cloG/^

%oW
^Otps- breads,

Sandwiches

translates for us and says, "It

say* Gulf Oil subsidiary sup-

plying oil to a world that runs

on oil'."

One of the great kiteflying

tribes on the Dark Continent

is an obscure riverside dwel-

ling band In the Congo, El Rio

Congo. They catch a croco-

dile, before he catches them,

and dry his skin, rub the dried

pelt with Neaisfoot oil id make
it supple, and build a frame

out of very light wood which

they place inside the skin to

make It look like a real live

crocodile and wait for a day

with a real strong wind. And
a strong wind they need too

because, to be perfectly hon-
est the thing is awful heavy
and not really very good,

although It does have a bultt

In tall. But nevertheless it

serves its purpose well. On
aforesaid windy days a tribal

holiday is declared and every-

one In the village troops down
to the riverbanks to join in

the festivities. The crock-

kite Is sent aloft and when the

breeze is right the kite hand-
lers dive the thing right at

the live crocodiles sleeping on

the bank. The crocs see this

other croc flying through the

air and just about freak out.

They stan to push on the ground
with their tails trying to take

off, the tribe all roaring with

laughter. So the people get

their chuckle and an-

thropologists are investi-

gating evidence which points

to the crocodiles forming a

crude yet rather hysterical

religion of their own with this

airborne amphibian at the cen-
ter.

The main thrust of this arti-

cle is the boxklte of the plains

and grassland dwellers in

southern Africa. It is thought

that the design was brought by

European missionariees about

four hundred years ago. But

whatever, we're going to tell

you here and now how to make
this kite, that's right you read

correctly, right here on these

pages you're going to learn

an ancient art passeddownfrom
father to son, that's almost

as good as THE WHOLE
EARTH CATALOG and youget

this for free!

To begin with you need balsa

wood sticks which are imported

from Peru and are awful hard

to get in the African interior,

believe me. You need several

old copies of the STAMPEDE
(They use the JOHANNESBERG
TIMES). You will also require

some glue (we use rubber ce-

ment). In the long run some
kite string will also be useful.

The paper will make a box at

each end of the sticks and the

open space In the middle should

be twice the length of one of

the stips of paper. (Our kite

was thirty six inches long with

each of the paper sides being

nine inches wide). The box

was eleven inches on a side.

The pictures accompanying this

article show the steps in the

construction. Be sure to use

square shaped balsa sticks in

the making of this kite, we
made the mistake of using flat

ones and we were sorry. So

participate in the an of an

ancient culture, delve into the

wonders of a mysterious land.

Get your stuff together and gc

fly a kite.

i Kenny's Pizza
' West Towne Squire

I ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

! PHONE 542-5521

25 * olf large PIZZA

|5< off small PIZZA

Sun - Thur

4 11 P.M

Fri -Sat

11-12 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with I.D

NEW
SUBMARINES

Meatball and Itolion Sausage

SANDWICHES
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Gamm&tnJsGSUf,
in recent weeks It seems that the STAMPED!-

has come under attack more and more. Some

of this criticism has been justified and for

this we are grateful; the newspaper is always

on the lookout for ways in which our work

can be Improved. However many of these recent

attacks have been whispered around campjs

and have reached the ears of the editors only

by chance. These apparently are the feelings

of students who are dissatisfied with the Job

the STAMPEDE Is doing on the Mllligan campus.

The main charge seems to be that the

STAMPEDE is negative In its outlook and that

this viewpoint is the only one expressed

in our pages. While I will agree that at times

we have taken a negative point of view 1 would

like to assure the Mllligan family thatweevaluate

each Issue on its merits as we see them and

take our positions accordingly. Sometimes it

seems that a pessimistic stance would be the

most effective tn bringing an issue to the people

In hopes that the situation can be corrected.

I would also like to point out that the STAMPEDE
often takes an optomistlc viewpoint 3nd thai

we do try to print material which will be a positive

force In the community and be of service to

our readers. Examples of this are numerous,

and 1 would like to mention just a few. In

the February 18 issue we printed an editorial

praising the maintenance department for the

Job they do under difficult circumstances, which

is probably something that most students never

considered, being content to sit back, criticize

and make Jokes about these men. In the same

issue we printed editorials encouraging students

to help the Student Union in recovering from

their losses, in the burglaries last semester.

So far, almost two weeks later, the SUBStlll .

has been reimbursed for only about $100 of the

J1000 in stolen checks. Where is your positive

outlook here people?

We also have started a new series of articles

designed to familiarize students with some of

the policies and services of the school with

which they may not be familiar. The article

on February IS. on the financial aid possibilities

and the articles in this issue transcripts oni [he

cooperative programs with other schools are
part of this series.

I would like to speak now to the people who
have complaints about the STAMPEDE, This
newspaper has a policy of pnntmgas many as
possible responsible letters to the editor, but

we get very few, if ycu have something to

say about the paper or the school why not

write a letter to the editor? You will he >;iven

a fair hearing in the pages of the STAMPEDE.
Or better yet why not Join the staff of the

newspaper and help in the gathering of the

news that goes into it. Right now the STAMPEDE
very understaffed and very few people are In-

terested in helping with the large Job of get-

ting the paper out. We do not have enough
newswriters to adequately cover all the pos-
sible sources for news on campus, we do not

have a feature writer who can do human and
community interest stones, and we are forced

to double up the news and editorial staffs in

order to get the features we do have written.

If you are unhappy with the job the Stampede
Is doing why don't you help us to improve.
There are several ways in which you can do
this: (I) join the staff, we meet every Monday
night at 6:30 in the Publications offices, (2)

write a letter to the editor expressing your
opinions, (3) let the paper know about pos-
sible news stories you come across, or the

activities of your club or organization.

One final word In defense of the present

STAMPEDE staff. They comprise less than

two per cent of the student body, are told that

the paper they put out is not adequate, have
trouble getting some people on campus to pro-
vide them with Information for their stories, but

continue to put out a newspaper that you can
read and complain about. They should be

praised for their hard work.

The STAMPEDE would like to thank its friends

and supporters on campus and encourage our
detractors to In some way turn THEIR forces
in a positive direction and help the STAMPEDE
continue to improve.

Solzhenitsyn bi
:W:W:W:¥m^^

The writings of the great

Russian authors, includlrg

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, re-

veal a deep love for the peo-

ple and the country of Russia.

It is this love for bis country

which forced Solzhenitsyn to

criticize a government which

has not dealt justly with his

people in spite of the person-

al danger involved. As a pun-

ishment for his determination

to express himself, he has

now been banished from Russia.

Solzhenitsyn is tht first per-

son to be banished from the

soviet Union since Trotsky in

1929. Since treason, the crime

for which he was convicted, is

punishable by death, a sterner

punishment than banishment

might have been inflicted, but

Soviet officials ^re aware of

the world-wide concern for his

safety.

After refusing tw orders to

report to the police, Solzhenit-

ayn was arrested in his home.
Convicted of treason for "sys-

temically performing actions

that are incompatible wfthbe-

ing a citizen of the U.S.S.R.",

he was jailed to await his pun-

ishment. Deportation had been

predicted even before his ar-

rest, but he was not informed

of his destination until he land-

ed in Frankfort in Germany.

Following brief visits with

Helnnch Boll, a German au-

thor, and with Fritz Heeb, v

Swiss lawyer, Solzhenitsyn L

veiled to Copenhagen *

he began a search for >

ure home. He is exp

to settle in Norway. S

officials announced tha

fomily could Join him "

they deem It necessary."

Solzhenltsyn's banlsti

was received warmly b)

Soviet press. Only a fewb

after the announcement 1c

were read on the radio

were said to come from c

whose mail usually take:

days to reach Moscow,
tactics make the letters

nounclng Solzhenitsyn as

traitor subject to set

suspicion.

Inside the Soviet Union

a very few' voices are t

heard in defense of Soli

Itsyn. Such a position c

be very dangerous. Two
thors, Volnovlch and Chu
skaya, have been removed!

the Soviet Writer's Union

Solzhenitsyn was In 1969,

their only crime was sup

of Solzhenitsyn.

His first novel, ONE DA"

THE LIFE OF IVAN DENI
V1CH, which deals with hi

concentration camps had

with wide approval, espeel

from Krushchev, who was
ing to end Stalin's influe.

As long as Solzhenitsyn w.

what the public wanted to r

he was safe. Que he u
from deep convictions w
were inconsistent with the

Editorship applications open

Application for next year's editorships for the STAMPEDE
and BUFFALO will be received by the Publications Board
between now and March 22. Anyone wishing to apply should
state their qualifications, experience and interest in a letter
addressed to the Board and submitted to Dr. Morrison, chairman
of the Publications Board. All interested prospects may feel
free to speak to any Board member about the responsibilities
Involved. All qualified parties should apply. Put your talent
to work.

Signed: Publications Board

(Students: J. Lawson; Becky Engel;
Pam Stephens

Faculty and Administration;

H. Lamon; J. Morrison,

G. Wlgginton)
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LeiieAA- to- Ike editor
Dear Editor;

This letter is directed to the

editor of the Johnson City

Press-Chronicle concerning an

article printed in that paper.

1 am very grateful that you

found my name worthy enough

to be mentioned in print. But

I could only hope that the facts

stated in front page articles

are not as inaccurate as the

"facts" concerning myself and

my involvement w'ith the 3-2

dual-degree program at M 11-

hgan College. My InvolvsnteP!

was terminated at the beginning

of the 1973 spring semester.

Currently 1 am completing my
second and last year at Mll-

ligan. Although I am enrolled

for the fall quarter at Georgia

Tech, it is not as a dual-

degree student, for I do not

plan to pursue a degree from

Milligan College. To get a

degree from Mllligan, I would

have to spend an additional

semester fulfilling require-

ments in Humanities,

Psychology and Bible not

necessary for an engineering

degree from Tech. By simply

transferring to Georgia Tech,

I have saved the cost of a

semester of school and spared

myself the boredom of attending

classes in which I have

very little interest. Also, the

sooner I leave Mllligan, the

sooner 1 am Iree from its

oppressive rules and reg-

ulations which I find almost

unbearable. Gene McCarty
would not have encountered this

problem to the degree that I

have since he is a male stu-

dent, for it seems that half

the rules governing social life

at Mllligan apply only to women
and not to men. By the tone

of this letter, I believe you

can realize why I was upset

to see my name being used
to fill in a gap In a propaganda
article forMilliganCollege. For
as far as I know, there is no
one in the 3-2 program with

Georgia Tech besides Gene at

this time. Although 1 do not

believe it was an intentional

mistake on the part of your
paper, one must realize that a

"fatt" is only as good as the

source.

Sincerely,

Karen Newmyer
Junior - Chem.

Dear Mr. Coon;

Mine is a history of believing

that students should have the

right to responsibly express

their considered opinions in

the Stampede , As chairman

of the Publications Committee
and/or Publications Board over

the past four years, I have

not found It necessary, to

vigorouly complain about poor

caste, although I have, as

any reader will, differed with

positions taken in theStampede.

But such is nature of the free-

press, and long may it be!

Hut j responsible free press

(and who would want anything

else?] does not mean .ts as-

> •« »» « •«
sociaies are free to ao

ever they wish. I expeci

responsible Stampede lei

ship the arousal of contro>

over substantive matters

lated to MUIlganCollege, r-

than the stirring up

hornet's nest of disple;

over such things as "woe

the hell," as in your n
article on the "Soup Kite!

Your good taste (i.e.

sense of what is approp

In a given frame of refen

should have told you that '**

in the hell" (not its "r
ness" or "wpongness," am
issue entirely) was out

place and of no "redt

able" value, social or ot

wise.

1 should like, then, to

tlnue to defend the truly

troversial carried in

Stampede's cloumns. Bu
fall to see within a Cfc

tian contex any value in mc
provoking (not to be confi

with "the provocative'") I

tions of your reading pi

over possible question

vocabulary. I delight in se

editorial o.pertese develi

our editors, but 1 trust

we can be spared t,

excursions into early ado

cent vocabulary. In short

one would have been disple

If you hadn't; some are bee.

you did.

My concern is occasio

then, not by the use of

word but by the act-an

that benefitted no one

disappointed many.

Sincerely,

John L, Morrison
Chairman. Publications pi.-
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lished from USSR l

Ford keY Political figure
y. by Penny Phillips -:; :

:
:

als of the Soviet government,

and he could not be silenced.

When he declared his belief

that the terrorism of Stalin's

rule was not merely Stalin's

fault but Inherent in Lenin's

ideal, he lost his popularity.

His novels were banned in

the U.S.S.R., but they became
bestsellers In the West. Sov-

iet officials hate his popularity

and therefore resent his being

awarded the Nobel Prize for

literature in 1970. But Sol-

zhenitsyn's world-wide fame
is probably the only reason he

Is alive today; a less renow-
ned trouble-maker would bave

been silenced sooner.
The final offense which

spurred the banishment pro-
ceedings was the publication

abroad of the first two pans
of a seven part novel, THE
GULAG ARCHIPELAGO. The
book Is actually an account of

Stalin's and Lenin's reign of

terror, but the most painful

comments are directed toward
the faults of the present sys-
tem. Like all prophets and
social critics, Solzhenitsyn is

hated for his harsh predict-
ions and Indictments,

The novel describes his own

development which he began in

1918 as the son of an officer

of the revolution. He progres-
sed from an idealistic believer

in the system to a prisoner,
arrested for criticism of Stalin

In a letter to a friend. HIS
life as a prisoner changed him

Into an author. It is this tran-
sformation from a defender to
a critic of the system which is

the essence of the book's power.

GULAG was an immediate
bestseller; the Russian edition

sold out in three weeks. The
German edition sold 50,000 co-

pies in one week. The English
translation will not be released

until May, but a million copies

have already been ordered.

Soviet officials had hoped that

he would soon fade from world

attention, but that seems a

frail hope at this time.

A part of the reason for Sol-

zhenltsyn's fame may be the

curiosity to hear an insider's

account of life in the Soviet

Union. But even more influen-

tial is the fact that he Is writ-

ing what most of the "free"
world wants to hear about com-
munism. His criticism is cer-
tainly not Intended as a pat on

the back for the "free" world,

but that Is how it will most
likely be understood. The re-

sponse which is perhaps most
reasonable but least likely to

occur is to take Solzhenltsyn's

work as an invitation to re-
view our own situation and
listen to Its critics. But they

are not saying what we want
to hear either, and we can't

deport them. We label them,
pigeon-hole them and ignore
them. Maybe the Soviet Union
could learn something from us
about suppressing dissent.

—*
fleVrVdW:

There Is a young man who.
like many of his con-
temporaries, is in the midst

of a search. The search is tor
meaning. It is for truth. It

is for life. God is the focal

point. It is from Him the

young man seeks to find the

essences of these things, and
how they bear upon his exis-
tence. His questions, like seeds,
seek answers, like proper
nourishment, that help them to

flower and grow to fulfilment.
It has been a long road mat

brings his thus far. It Is a
road with many turns, many
detours. There have been times
when the young man felt the
urge to lay in the grass by
the side of the road, to watch
others, as they travel in their
searches. There have been
times when the traffic became
so congested, and the road so
difficult, that he has lain m
the cool-looking grass. But the
grass always proved to be not
as cool and comfortable as it

first appeared. The young man
would move on. He wasn't even
sure where he was headed. He
Just knew that he had to keep
moving, it was as though a

Force was taking him some-
where, causing him to keep
moving, it was something he
could not explain or understand.
He Is now at a place where
the grass Is indeed comfort-
able. He somehow understands
that he is right In stopping;

if only for a short while.

As with other places where
he has stopped, he realizes
that someday he will have to

continue down the road, and

leave his temporary home in

the green. He knows that this

is not the final and complete
fulfillment of his dreams and
hopes. He thinks maybe it will

be a life. But, he prays that

he could be more certain..

New questions come to him.
The young man asks; "Why
God? Why do those who say
they know you deny your Power?
Why do those who continually

talk of your Love fail to In-

dicate the existence of it in

their lives? Could it be that

in searching for you through

empiricistlc avenues they see
What you are, but not Who?
Help them. Lord! . . . Help
me! . . . Help us!" There
are always more questions than

answers. The young man crawls,
and he wants to walk. The young
man walks, and he wants to

run. He is frustrated; by him-
self; by others.

He remains in the new-found
comfortable roadside grass.
Questions come to him like

wind over the mountains. An-
swers come like rain in the
desert. Yet, he believes that
he should remain. He knows
thai he must remain. He now
understands that God has
brought him down that long road,
and he knows that God has
caused him to stop. He prays
that he may be used for His
glory. He prays that He will
help him with the questions,
and the answers.
"Help them, Lordl . . .

Help us!" prays the- yoiing man.

John Ruark
Sophomore

Rible Major

In the midst ol turmoil over

gasoline shortages, unemploy-
ment, and erased [ape

recordings, the American
public and the news media have

somehow ignored a man who
may be a key figure in the

nation's fluctuating political

scene—Vice President Gerald

Ford.

Perhaps the lack of news
about Ford since his Senate

confirmation is attributable

to the smoothness of his ad-

justment to his new position.

During a crisis-ridden time,

Nixon undoubtedly attempted to

pick a Vice President who would

be as uncontroverslal as pos-

sible, and in this respect his

choice has been a good one.

Thus far Mr. Ford seems
to have a good working relation-

ship with the Chief Executive.

The Vice President declares,

"I talk to him or see him
almost every day." In fact,

the President has entrusted

Ford with a wide range of

official activities. The Vice

President has been given a

place In meetings with the

Cabinet, the energy emer-
gency action group, the Do-
mestic Council, and Congres-
sional leadership.

One gets the impression that

the President Is onbetterterms

with Mr. Ford than he was with

Mr. Agnew during the former
Vice President's last months
in office. However, Nixon
and Agnew were seemingly
closer during the Initial per-

iod of their first term In

office. With the President's

recent unpredictability. It is

difficult to guess how long

Mr. Ford will maintain his

role In significant national

affairs. Yet, at the present

time Nixon needs someone to

help share the burden of his

office, and thus Ford's

responsibilities may continue

or even increase.

Ford will certainly function

as an ambassador to a less

than friendly Congress. In this

role, the Vice President will

be replacing Melvin Laird who
joined the White House staff

after Haldeman and Ehrllchman
resigned last April. Appointed
in order to negotiate critical

Issues with Congress, Laird
recently resigned because of

the President's Intractlbility.

As an emissary to Congress,
the Vice Presidenr possesses
several excellent qualifications.

He has served as a Represen-

TUtSDAr iY\oft>JiW&

tatlve for 25 years and prior to

his Vice Presidential appoint-
ment was the minority leader
In the House. Over the years
he has gained many friends on
Capitol Hill. However, his
effectiveness in his new role
will depend on his reception by
his former colleagues, if his

Congressional friends regard
him now as merely a mouth-
piece for the President, Mr.
Ford's task may be difficult.

Up to the present time,

Cerald Ford has not burst

forth with any of the al-

literative diatribes that

characterized Splro Agnew's
early days as Vice President.
Nevertheless, Mr. Ford spoke
out rather strongly In a mid-
January speech against 'a
few extreme partisans" who
"seem bent on stretching

out the ordeal of Watergate
for their own purposes.'

'

Focusing on the AFL-CIO
and the Americans for Demo-
cratic Action, two groups
which favor lmpeachement, the

Vice President charged that

"powerful pressure organiza-
tions" were seeking "toal de-
feat not only of President
Nixon, but of the policies

for which he stands."
The speech, which sounded

to many like Nixon rhetoric,

produced many strong re-
actions, and those who felt that

the words came from the White
House were not entirely wrong.
On the day after Ford's speech,
spokesman Gerald Warren ad-
mitted that presidential speech-
writers had assisted Mr. Ford
"in formulating Ideas hewamed
to put across."

One former Agnew aide com-
mented, "Ford has been put on
a limb so the White House can
cut it off. They want to make
sure jerry isn't a viable alter-

native." John Anderson, a

House Republican, expressed
another view of Ford's speech:
"The conservatives understand
his need to support the Presi-
dent, but they are definitely op-
posed to his plunging in up to
his elbows in the rescue ef-
fort."

Since that time the Vice
President's speeches have as-
sumed a more moderate, but
pershaps insipid, tone. At a

memorial dinner for Frank
Leahy, the reknown Notre Dame
football coach, Mr. Ford pro-
claimed, "I only wish that

1 could take the enure United
States into the locker room
at half-time. It would be an

by Doug Deller 1
opportunity to say that we have
lost yards against the line dri-

vers of inflation and the end

runs of energy shortages, and
that we are not using all of

our players as well as we might
because there Is too much un-
employment. We must not look

at the points we have lost but

at the points we can gain. We
have a winner. Americans are
winners."

Although such speeches as
this say little and avoid much,
they may be a partial cause
for Ford's popularity In the

Republican party. Other fac-
tors Include his willingness to

do political chores, his

deference to most parry mem-
bers, and his campaigning for

current Republican candidates
seeking various offices. Many
observors say that Ford is now
the ceremonial head of the Re-
publican Party.InsteadofNixon,
the Vice President is often

sought as the featured speaker
at fund-raising dinners. A re-
cent Gallup Poll found that

Americans, by a margin of 46
percent to 32 percent, would
like to see him complete Nixon's
term.

This puts Mr. Ford in a

rather precarious position.

Naturally he enjoys parry
prominence, but he also bears
an obligation to the President,

particularly when Impeachment
Is uscn a volatile issue. If,

in fact. Ford has any aspirations

for the Presidency, he cannot

afford to jeopardize his pre-
sent responsibilities with the
moves of power politics.

All talk about the next Pre-
sidential election is pure spec-
ulation, however. Nixon is

less than half way through his

term, and numerous factors can
change. II events continue to

move as rapidly as they have
in the past year, the political

situation in 1976 will be far
different than we can even
imagine now. Instead of gazing
mystically ahead to the dis-
tant election, America needs
to follow the present develop-
ment of Mr. Ford's role.

The Vice President mustwalk
a tightrope between an angry
Congress and a bitter Presi-
dent, between a restless nation

and a rejected leader. Who can
say what influence Gerald Ford
will exert? He may become
helplessly entangled in the pre-
dicament himself, or he may
become a leader in reconcila-
tlon and unification.
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Self-understanding major theme

in Stevens' album, FOREIGNER

FOREIGNE R

1

by Homer Hecht

I faced a semmingly impos-

sible dilemma this week. I had

to come up with a record re-

view. Sounds easy, but I

couldn't seem to hit upon a

record which met my criteria

of newness, quality an, ability

to Interest readers and

listeners, and ability to be

synthesized and reviewed in

meeting the high standards of

excellence of this publication.

1 finally decided three out

of four was not so bad. 1

selected Cat Stevens'

FOREIGNER (A & M, SP4391),

even though It has been re-

leased since late last fall. It

does seem to qualify for the

other criteria.

This record features five

songs, one of which is an

18-mlnute suite. Stevens plays

piano, organ, clavinet, bass,

and acoustic guitar. Back-up

musicians feature two men
who have played on previous

records — Gerry Conway on

drums and jean Roussel as

arranger of woods and brass.

One question that always

ieems to confront me In the

onslderatlon of a new

vork by an established writer

s—where's the guy at? What

hings seem to be important

enough to influence him towrlte

a song?

Two previous records, TEA
FOR THE TILLERMAN and

TEASER AND THE FIRECAT,
seem to be very deeply con-

cerned with the importance of

the Individual, both in re-
lation to other people and to

the vast, mysterious world of

ours. CATCH BULL AT FOUR
seems to herald a victory

—

some son of ultimate ac-

complishment for the man him-
self, expressed at times
through allusions to Buddhism.

it Is as If he has reached a

pinnacle of spirituality. Yet
one is not left with an overall

feeling of overcoming. Har-
monizing one's own life with

the cosmos seems to imply
here Impersonal deity and in-

evitability. So—where does he
go from here?

A dominant theme of three of

the songs is selfunderstandlng.

''How Many Times" speaks of

a failure to revivify the world
and oneself. "How many times

must Iwearthe same old things

and hear the same old things

that 1 do?" The nature of our
existence necessitates con-
tinuous recreating in order to

escape boredom and a false

ROW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN...

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink

Call 926-9622 for

information about
group rates.

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

uesday - Sunday 7 30 pm - 10 00 pm
riday and Saturday7 30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm - 12 30 am

Matinees

aturdayand Sundays 1.00 pm 400 pm

302 Wesley Street

Johnson City. Tenn.

926-9622

security of knowing what we're

doing. Love is this re-
creating force, that which

is always striving to make
us persons,

"The Hurt" is Stevens's

chance to ridicule people's

actions. Although people want
the truth, they don't have any

idea of what It is or how to

get It. Book knowledge is

scorned. (We can all relate-

to that, at least occasionally.)

But he doesn't stop here. It

is likewise ridiculous to seek

truth from any "hoaxer . . .

selling peace and religion be-
tween his Jokes and his

karma chewing gum."
Indeclslveness— "waiting for a

miracle" — portrays his

feelings toward the concept of

a truth which Is out there and
comes to us because of the

whim of a deity.

"100 I Dream' ' champions
experiential knowledge of one-

self, and implicitly says that

a true understanding of one-
self and one's role will bring

about a salvation, an awakening.

"C-o climb upon a hill, stand

perfectly still/ And silently soak

up the day/Don't rush and don't

roam, don't feel so alone/And
In this way you will awake."
He urges a man to face up to

the challenges of life and

death. Above all, "let your
reasons be true to you." This

thinking-through lies at the

heart of all self-understanding.

The genius of Cat Stevens

is really exposed In "Foreigner
Suite." Four or five basic

musical themes are har-
moniously unified here to pro-

duce perhaps the finest song the

man has composed. The song

begins with an apology for
speaking— "There are nowords
I can use/Because the meaning
still leaves for you to choose/
And I couldn't stand to let them
be abused by you." Yet he
must speak. He speaks of

a "Sunnyslde Road" where
love is abundant, where
"there'll be someone who will

love you Just for who you are."
There one can experience free-

dom— not political freedom, but

love. In this equation of free-
dom with love, he is able to

see a purpose for all men
which is realizable now. "Why
wait until it's your time to

die before you learn what you
were born to do?"

Although we look for univer-
sally applicable truths In

another person's experience, we
lose much of the meaning If

we segregate the application

of that truth from that other
persons's experience. The
real meaning of the song in-

volves a beautiful love that

Cat Stevens has for a woman.
And it is in hfs glorification

of the love he has with this

woman that we can see

"where Cat Stevens is at."

There la no attempt to

Platonize this experience, to

delineate its component parts.

Love itself is no reality with-

out persons to play the parts.

In this is divinity—-"Heaven

must have programmed you."

In thisis salvation
— "Won'tyou

give me your word that you

won't laugh/Cos you've been

a saving grace to me/And I'd

hate to face a day without

you around/My life would be

without sound."

Love and people—CatSteveru-

seems to be saying that you

can't get beyond this reality.

Co-op programs
(continued from p. I)

program. R, o. T. C. Is

now In great need of men. If

as many as seven or eight

men would be Interested In

the program at Milligan, the

E. T. S. U. chapter would
offer classes on campus. Fin-
ancial oppurtunitles are avail-
able through the program, in-
cluding medical and dental

scholarships.

Dean Wetzel states, "I con-
tinue to be impressed with how
well Milligan students do as

*
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6\0 Shelby St, - Bristol, Tenn. 37620

Telephone 764-7241 §

they go on to graduate school

or work Ln cooperative pro-

grams. This experience valid-

ates my confidence in the

quality of students who come
to Milligan College, and the

quality of faculty that is here
to serve these students.

The dual degree program
is such that a student will

spend from one to three years

at Milligan, and from one

to three years attending

classes at a cooperative

school. Since Milligan is

basically a liberal arts

school with no complete

professional studies, excepting

education, business and

secteterial science, the

dual degree programs have
been instituted. They combine
professional learing with a

Christian liberal arts

education.
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Buffs finish season 18-14

with perfect home record
by Le Ginde

Milltgan's basketball team

has completed the season with

a record of 18 wins and 14

losses.

The Buffs closed out regular

season play on February 16

ith a victory over conference

foe Tusculum.

This win gave MlHigan a 6-4

:onference record. The Herd

ilaced second behind Carson-

I

Newman.

This year's team compiled

i perfect home record of 1

1

vlns and no losses. This was

a first in Milligan basketball

history.

Eddie Carver was named to

the eastern division all-con-

ference first team. JerryCray-
craft was a second team
selection.

Bethel was Milhgan's op-
ponent in a Volunteer State

Athletic Conference Tour-
nament quarter-final game.

The Buffs started slowly in

this game. Bethel came into

the contest as the VSAC's

REBOUND - intramural basketball winds up its season
next week and then goes into a single elimination post sea-
son championship tournament. At this juncture Orange is

In first place and the Blue team is in second. Intramural
softball is scheduled to begin the week before sprinubreak.

Blankenship Pharmacy

222 E. Watauga

926-4801

rescriptions -Drugs -Cosmetics

sperger

lending defensive team and

played a deliberate offense,

Milligan trailed the first 32

minutes of the contest, scoring

only 32 points in the opening

three-fourths of the game.

The last ten minutes, though,

belonged to Milligan as the Herd
scored 32 points during this

stretch. The Huffs scored 18

of the last 20 points recorded

in the contest.

Freshman guard Jerry Cray-

craft led this surge as he scored

16 points In the last 10 minutes.

Craycraft hit on nine of

thirteen field-goal attempts for

the entire game and led the

scoring with 22 points.

The final score was 64-51.

Milligan came back from a 28-21

halftime deficit.

Milligan lost in the semi-
finals to Lambuth, western di-

vision regular season co-

champion,

Milligan led at the half. 42-

32. However, Lambuth, playing

on its home floor in front of

Its own fans, came out shooting

in the second half.

The foes from the west sunk
22 of 30 second-half field-goal

attempts.

"We played very well In the

first half," said Coach Phil

Worrell," and played well in

the second half, including good

defense."

Worrell continued, "But they

still kept hitting, it was just

unbelievable. We also got into

foul trouble on key players.

Carver fouled out at a time
when we were coming back."

Lambuth put Milligan out of

the tournament by the score
of 81-77.

While commenting on the

tourney in general, Coach Wor-
rell stated, "Our team per-

formed well. Everyone there

plays their best. You play good

teams and do what you can."

Jerry Craycraft was named
to the all-tournament team.
Jerry placed third in the voting
and was the highest votegetter
among players not on teams In

the championship game.

THE CRACK OF THE BAT will soon resound again over

Anglin Field as the 1974 baseball season begins. Coach
Harold Stouts Buffs have already begun daily workouts in

Cheek Hall in preperatlon for their upcoming schedule.

Baseball practice begins

Milltgan's baseball team has

begun practice in preparation

for the season's opening game
on March 16 at home against

Clinch Valley.

The pitchers and catchers

have been holding 6;00 A.M.
workouts since the first week

of February.

The inflelders and outfielders

joined their teammates at pra-

tlce two and one-half weeks
later.

Coach Harold stout's squad
has to replace three-fourths of

the infield plus a centerflclder

who were lost through grad-

uation.

The entire pitching staff, for-

tunately, returns intact, along

with the catching.

Much of last year's offensive

punch is gone. Jim Crom,
Bob Wattuood, and Dean
Minier are expected to

shoulder the largest part

of the offensive burden.

Assistant Coach Dave Tor-
egerson stated, "This year's

team won't be able to power

the ball out of the park like

last year. Overall team speed

js good, though. We'll have to

rely on good pitching and tight

defense."

The team members nave also

been developing skills as

painters and lumberjacks.

cf«itfft

Record Center
West Town Square
Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tipes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Join the Record & Tape Club

Buy ten, get one free.

The players have been painting

the new stands and clearing

brush and trees from the hill-

side.

Other manual labor Includes

clearing away a large pile of

dirt left by the heavy equipment

and digging a ditch to the score-

board for a wire to allow its

operation from the pressbox.

The scoreboard was relocated

alter last season just beyond

the leftfield (ence.

New facilities, in addition to

the bleachers, include a press-

box and a concession stand.

9talicut

W Walnut

Johnson City

10:00 am - 2:00 am

Rib Steaks $ 1.75

Spaghetti 51.35

Large Grecian Salad . . $1.25

Large Chef Salad .... SI.-5

Prices good with coupon

ANGELO'S ITALIAN
COUPON

Milligan Stampede
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Campaign solicits funds
Since December, 1973,

Eugene Wiggington, as Di-

rector of Development, has

been conducting a massive

fundralsing campaign. Due

to be completed by June, 1974,

the campaign Is comprised of

five phases, hence the name,

"Five Way Plus Effort." All

five phases are aiming at soli-

citing three year pledges which

will be used to make the bond

payments on Seeger Memorial

Chapel and Hart Hall Dormi-
tory.

Two phases already com-
plete are those covering the

Trustees and Advisors, and the

Faculty and Administration. The
Board's Committee waschalred

by Pete Ramsey, with members
Roy True, Horace Dabney, Pen-

ny Jones, and Robert Kroh.

The committee sollcitlngMtl-

ligan Faculty and Admin-
istration reported 100%
participation. Rowena Bowers
chaired this committee and

Paul C'ar, Howard Lamon, Lone
Slsk, and Henry Webb were
members.

Alumni, Non-Alumni Parents,

and JohnsonCity Businesses are

the targets of the last three

phases.

"Lacy Years" is the title

of the main pan of the Alumni
phase. This part is aimed
specifically at the alumni that

graduated between 1927-1951,

the years Steve Lacy was at

Milligan. Steve Lacy is serving

as chairman of this committee
which is just beginning its

soliciting; the members will be

representtves of the various

classes Involved, All other

alumni will be contacted by
the Alumni Office.

A committee to contact par-

ents of former students and

students presently enrolled is

now being lormed. Mr.
Wiggington said he will have

one couple from each o( the

groups, but they are not all

confirmed yet.

Already underway is the

phase dealing with the Johnson
City Businessmen. Lists of

possible contributors have

been prepared, based on sources

such as the City Directory,

Chamber of Commerce Direc-
tory, the Telephone Directory

Yellow Pages, but mainly from
a file of previous donors to

Milligan. This file, which Mr.
Wiggington began in 1964, also

serves as a guide to amounts
to request. The committee of

solicitors includes; Carl Jones,

JE>)N-L0UIS
TRINTIGNKNT
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ROYSCHEIDER
4NGIE DICKINSON
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from Press Chronicle; John

Seward, from Paty Lumber;
Tom Moitem, President of

Hamilton National Bank; and

Oris Hyder, President of

Ft"" 1;' p*-r>riie's Sank.

Mr. Wigginton feels that this

campaign "Is the most com-
prehensive yet," and certainly

on a level with the drive to

raise funds for the Science

Building, and the drive to fund

Milligan's Accredidation.

There are several annual

campaigns headed by Mr.
McCcrmick and the Office of

Development, normally con-

ducted, and this Milligan Plus

Effort," is larger than those.

The Telethon, conducted last

year, was very successful and

will be repeated bl-annually.

All the effort to gain con-

tributors is necessary as well

as successful. As Mr. Wig-
gington puts it, '"People give

because they're asked to give."

Area merchants feel a sense

of civic responsibility toward

Milligan since they do benefit

from the College. Others as-

sociated with the school feel like

a part of what Milligan is trying

to do and want to help In It.

To paraphrase Director Wig-
gington, Milligan's major
source of donations Is in-

dividuals. The broader the base

ofdonors, then, the better the

percentage of donations will be.

EVEN1NC CONVOCATION was held Tuesday night Feb-

ruary 26 with the Oberhn String Quintet performing, add-

ing a little culture into the weekly activities of the average

Milligan student.

Anthology hosts poetry contest

The NATIONAL POETRY
PRESS, publishers of the

COLLEGE STUDENTS POE-
TRY ANTHOLOCY has an-

nounced it's Spring Compet-
ition. The closing date for

submission of manuscripts by

by College Students Is Api:l

10th.

Any student attending ei-

ther a Junior or a senior col-

lege is eligible to submit his

verse. The NATIONAL POE-
TRY PRESS places no limita-

tion on form or theme, how-

ever shorter works are pre-

ferred by the judges because
of space limitations.

Each poem must be typed

or printed on a seperate she-

et, and must bear the NAME
and HOME ADDRESS of the

student, and their COLLECE
ADDRESS as well.

Manuscripts should be~"sent

OFFICE OF THE PRESS
NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue
Los Angeles, California

90034

Fieldhouse completion foreseen
"The Fieldhouse will be a

reality," says B.J. Moore. Con-
struction, began about two years
ago, will be complete at least

by June or July 1974.

The work on the Fieldhouse
has never stopped, but from
November 1973 to mid-January
1974, there was only a crew
of 2-3 men working inside. The
crew is now being built up again

until it will reach 15-20 men,
which 3 re npcessarv for [he

TWO PREACHERMAN
HITS TOGETHER

FOR THE FIRST TIME!

* STARTS SUNDAY*
COUNTRY COMEDY

OF THE YEAR!

installation of the roof.

All the materials for com-

pletion are here, including fab-

ric and cables for the roof,

the special pins which measure

tension on the cables, the

flooring, bleachers and doors;

everything which is needed for

completion except lockers,

which are on the way.

An event all of Milligan can
look forward to is the blowing-

up of the roof. The fabric and
cables which compose the roof

are concave when they are In-

stalled. They only form the

arch when interior alrpressure
forces them upward. Blowers
which operate like air condit-

ioners, will maintain the neces-
sary air pressure.

Even after the Fieldhouse is

completed, the financial

problems will have to be taken

care of. According t_o_ Mr.
Moore, Milligan will have to

assume final responsibility for

the delay, due to the type of

contract which was arranged
between Milligan and the Eliz-

abechion company which was
hired.

A consultant, hired by

Educators Facility Labora-

tories in New York, is presently

in Washington D.C. looking for

grants and any other possible

sources of income to help with

the over-run, Onepossibiltyhas

already been found and is being

investigated.

The present gymnasium fa-

cility. Cheek Hall, has an un-
certain future. One posslbllty

would be to retain it as an

Activity Center which is

always availaHe for student

use.

Bonnie Kate Theater

Night of Nostalgia
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

W .C. Fields

The Bank Dick'

Million Dollar Legs'

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Admission 7 5 <

with this coupon





3 Council to initiate

end of year reforms

COUNCIL TROUBLES—This empty student council room is an exaggerated symbol of the

problem which has plagued Student Council and kept it from going about Its business —
lack of attendance.
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Women's rules

Monday, April 8, 1974

If you think it's bad now
In 19l8.$108.75provldedMU-

Jigan ladies with tuition, board
and room with heat, light, and
hot and cold running water. For
this minimal fee the parents of

Milligan lassies were also as-

sured that "the greatest care
is exercised by those having

the young ladles in their

charge."

To provide adequate subsl-

tute parental care, Milligan

through the years has developed

various systems of rules and
regulations. The Milligan Col-
lege Catalogues of the 1920's

and 30's hint in sections in-

tltled "Information for Young
Women and Men," "Points of

Interest for Young Women and

Men", and later. "Social Reg-
ulations" somethingof whathfe
at M.C. was like, almost fifty

years ago.

Female attire has always

been a concern, [n the 1925,

"Points of Interest" point num-
ber 10 states. All evening dress
must have round or V-shaped
necks and sieves five inches In

length from the shoulder line.

No evening dress may be worn
until approved by the Dean of

Woman." The '27 Catalogue
states "dresses worn on all

occasions must be approved by
the Dean of Women." Dresses
were, of course, the only at-

Slre *orn by women outside the
dorm except " a gymnasium
suit consisting ol bluck blo-

omers, black hose, black

middy tie, white blouse, and
white tennis shoes" or "a
regulation bathing suit con-
sisting of grey cotton material
for those using the pool."

Students a half a century ago
adhered to a rigid schedule.

The rising bell rang at 6:30

(7;00 on Sun.) and everyone

had breakfast at seven (7;30 on

Sun.) First class began at 7;i5,

second at 8:35. Daily chapel-

services were held between

9;35 and 10:00. Classes ran un-

til 1:00 p.m. when dinner was
served. Supper was at precisly

at 5:45 p.m.

In 1922 the importance or

well regulated association be-

tween "girls and boys" was
emphasized. But, "The young

men under no circumstances
are to loiter about the girls

dormitory or molest the young

women in their play, recreation

or study. At all times a per-

fectly straight forward and

businesslike attitue most be

maintained,"

To regulate this "associa-

tion" "Calling Hours" were
established. "The young
women of the College may
receive calls from the

young men once each week,

on Sunday afternoon from 3-5.

On each evening of the week
from 6-6:30, the young men
may be invited to the par-

lors of the Girl's Home for

games and a general social

pastime, not primarily inten-

ded as a calling hour, but

shall be known as Conference

House, but always at the dis-

creation of the Dean
of Women."
Young women could not

spend the night away from the

dormitory except by permis-

sion of the parents mailed

direct to the Dean of Women,
and such permission could only

be granted once a semester.

Even sending candy and boxes

of food from hoi .e was
"strongly discouraged."

Of all the Milligan codes of

rules and regulations the most
admirable In spirit is to be
found in the 1901-2 Catalogue.
It seems that on Thursday

by Pom Stephens

nights a meeting was held

with lady teachers and girls.

They discussed, "any conduct

not in keeping with the gent-

lest and most ladylike deport-

ment." It states that such con-

duct "Is pointed out, and

they are urged to greater vig-

ilance in watching themselves,

the fact that self-government

being the highest pos-
sible government being con-
stantly pressed upon them.

By this means a feeling grows

up in their minds day by day of

individual responsibility, and a

decision to do right because it

Is right and beautiful todoso."

After students elect a person

to represent their interests in

Student Council, is there any-
way they can be sure that

person will continue to repre-

sent them? Mike Flora, Stud-

dent Council president. Is

working to make sure the ans-

wer to this question is yes.

rhe student Council Consti-

tution states that a member is

allowed a maximum of three

unexcused absences. After a

second absence, a letter of

warning Is sent out, and after

the third absence, impeach-

ment proceedings may begin.

This year it has been very

difficult to get members to be

present at meetings. Accord-
ing to Mike, even though meet-
ings are widely announced. It

is still a, "fight to get mem-
bers to come.'

A quorom of twenty-one

members out of the total

thirty-two members is re-

quired to conduct any official

business. Last semester, three

out of twelve meetings did not

meet quorum. Six of thethirty-

rwo members were eligible for

Impeachment.
This semester, of the seven

meetings so far, two have not

had quorum. Seven members
are eligible for Impeachment.
Mike cites another difficulty

to be that even when there is

quorum, so many of tie people
there are substitutes that :t

is still difficult to conduct any
business.

Impeachment proceedings

have been slowed by irregular

roll taking last semester and
difficulty with filling the secre-
tarial position.

Dan Ramey, presently the

secretary, will send out the

letters of warning, and then

Impeachment proceedings can

begin, A two-thirds majority

1b required to complete im-
peachment.

Elections for next year'sStu-

dent Council are scheduled to

begin In April, Mike Flora

urges anyone thinking about

running to consider whether or

not they will be able to attend

the meetings, which are held

every Thursday evening at 6:30.

He stresses this especially to

anyone Involved in sports, as

this is a major conflict for

many student council members.
Election for executive of-

fices, ( president, vice presi-

dent, secretary, and treasurer)

will be held April 12; the new

officer's term will begin at

the April 13 meeting. The
Legislative office ( class and
dorm representatives ) elect-

ions will be held May 3, the

term of service beginning
next fall.

Glasser stresses missions

The fourth annual Staley Dis-
tinguished Christian Scholar
Lecture Series was delivered
on March 19-24 by Dr. Arthur
F. Glasser. Dr. Classer's
three lectures were centered
on the theme of BIBLICAL
PERSPECTIVES ON THE MIS-
SION OF THE PEOPLE OF

STALEY LECTURES—Dr. Arthur Glasser speaks [0 faculty and
Bible majors in the second of three lectures outlining the mission

of God's people in the world.

GOD IN TODAY'S WORLD,
Each lecture focused on a

specific section of the Bible;

the Old Testament, the Gos-
pels, and the Epistles.

The lecture series is pre-

sented each year at Milligan

College through funding from
the Thomas F. Staley Foun-
dation of New York. Based
on a belief that the Christian

Gospel is contmualy relevant

and meaningful the foundation

seeks to bring distinguished

scholars to the college and

university campuses of Ameri-
ca to, hopefully, clearly com-
municate the Christian mes-
sage to students.

Dr. Glasser is Dean and

Associate Professor of World
Missions and Institute of

Church Growth at Fuller

Theological Seminary. After

serving as a Navy Chaplain
during World War U, Dr.
Glasser was a missionary with

the China Island Mission from
1946-1951. From 1951-1955
he was a member of the faculty

at Columbia Bible College in

South Carolina, after which he
rejoined China Island Mission
from 1955-1969. in 1967
Dr. Glasser accepted a position

as Lecturer in Missions at the

Westminister Theological

Seminary in Philadelphia.

Dr. Glasser spoke twice at

the Milligan College Con-
vocation and gave a dinner
lecture for faculty and Blhle

majors.
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Prior to 1960, seniors were
left to find employment or a

graduate school for them-

selves. Now, thanks to Mr.
Price and the Placement Of-

fice, seniors have a great deal

of help available to them.

Mr. Price came up with the

Idea for a placement office

and set It up In the summer of

1962. The placement office

works on several levels, all

of which are aimed at find-

ing a place for each senior

once he graduates.

On the first level is

information about each stu-

dent. This information is kept

in a folder which consists of

three sheets, which are fil-

led out by professors.

The personal data sheets

include a brief personal his-

tory, any military record, and

a complete educational record.

Speakers, values change
Chicago, III. - (LP.) - In

her Convocation Student Ad-

dress at the University of

Chicago, Amy K. Hllsman, cur-

rently studying for a degree

In law at the University of

Michigan, said "We are having

student speakers today be-

cause a group of our class-

mates got together to re-

quest a guest speaker or at

least representatives of the

graduating" students.

" People have tended

to equate the seventies with

the fifties because they have

set up a false dichotomy be-

tween the goals of students In

the titles and those of the

sixties.
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"In this view, the fifties

was a time of self-interested

achievement, and the sixties

a period of altruistic, socially-

oriented activism. Time maga-
zine would have us believe that

these are the only two alter-

natives available to students.

If we aren't marching and

sitting-in, then we should be

swallowing goldfish and lining

up S15.000 Jobs.

"We're graduating now,

trying to work out careers and

life-styles. Let's at least save

ourselves the pain of using such

a distorted perspective as that

provided by this dichotomy. The

seventies aren't a return.

Rather, they are an outgrowth

of the sixties.
"Two lessons learned In

the sixties directly influence

the conflicts which now con-

front us. The first Is the

social conditions which pro-

foundly affect all of our

lives. Most immediately, this

Is seen in the employment

crisis. The second lesson is

more abstract, and relates par-

ticularly to graduates of the

ivory tower universities such

as the University of Chicago.

That lesson Is that our educa-

tion is in some way irrele-

vant to the lives we want to live.

"People In the sixties pointea

out this problem. Students In

the seventies simply have not

forgotten it. We know that we

are, in an important sense,

illprepared for the non-

academic world.

"I have no easy solution for

the problem that confronts stu-

dents of the seventies. I would

simply like to point it out,

and to beg my peers not to

cover up the struggles that

are going on within each of

us. We can't forget the les-

sons of the sixties; naivete,

once lost, cannot be recreated.

"It is simply that the at-

tempt to equate the seventies

with the fifties can only con-

fuse the real problems we

face In trying to reconcile our

values and insight with

pragmatic life choices."

SCHOOLKID'S RECORDS

The record store with students

in mind, now offering

All 5.98 list LP's

All 6.98 list LPs

3.99

4.99

701 Spring St. Johnson City

929-7511

15c off purchase with this ad

by Robin Phillips

A list of all classes completed

in the students major and

minor, and employment record

and references comprise the

second sheet. The third sheet

provides space to list special

activities, skills, and honors.

The student is then given

three copies of a confidential

Rating Sheet, to be filled out

by a professor In his major, one

In his minor, and one other of

the student's choice. In the

case of students that are cer-

tifying to teach, a fourth rating

sheet is filled out bythe teacher

who supervised the student's

teaching in the public school.

No senior Is forced to fill

out these forms. If a student

does not supply the placement

office with this information, a

note of his refusal Is made
and filed in the student's folder.

In any case, a file is kept on

each senior.

Once a student supplies the

Information, he Is asked to

sign a release form so that

the Placement office can send

this information out to any

prospective employers. There
is no charge for copies of these

forms. Mr. Price said that

the Placement Office sends out

three to four hundred copies

a year.

Secondly, the Placement
Office helps seniors find places

to work and study by supply-

ing information to the student

about available positions. In

order to keep up with employ-
ment opportunities, Milllgan

belongs to four different or-

ganizations that work between

industries and schools and col-

leges to supply information In

both directions.

Milllgan belongs to the state-

wide Tennessee College Place-

ment Organization, of which

Mr. Price Is treasurer; to the

regional Southern College

Placement Association; and to

the national College Placement

Council. All of these organ-

izations supply employment op-

portunities for both industrial

and teaching positions on all

levels, kindergarten through

college, the Association for

PROfESSlMIAL PHARMACY

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

FREE DELIVERY
Professional Ok Bldg

926-4621

JOHNSCN CITY

School, College, and University
Staffing.

As a part of being a member
In these different associations,

Milllgan is listed In each of

the directories put out by the

associations to the Industries

and public school systems. Mil-

llgan also receives listings of

companies and schools that are

looking for employees.

Mr. Price has several books

in his office which students are

welcome to look through. These

books are indexed according to

occupation and location, so a

student can readily find what Is

available in his field hi a part

of the country in which he would

like to live. Mr. Price also

has books on government Job

opportunities and civil service

exams; law school and bar

exams; as well as three file

drawers of current information

and applications for various

opportunities, that he receives

by mall.

Mr. Price has school system
directories on hand for

Tennessee, Kentucky, North

and South Carolina, West Vir-

ginia, Georgia, Indiana, Il-

linois, Ohio and Florida.

la addition to the information

on hand in the Placement Of-

fice, each senior receives a

copy of the College Placement

Manual, which lists 2,000 busi-

nesses and government organi-
zations looking for employees.
Each year the PiacementGf-

fice purchases the seven

volume set of Peterson's guide

to graduate school information.

This is available to the stu-

dent in the reference pan of

the library.

Each year the PlacementOf-
flce has a bulletin board in the

administration building on
which theypost employment op-

portunities, and interview

schedules when employers
come on campus to meet stu-

dents. Each year 150 schools

and businesses are invited to

campus. This year the re-

sponse has not been as good

as it has been in the past

due to the gas shortage and

a slow market.

According to Mr. Price,

''There is no shortage of in-

formation if students will take

the time to dig it out." Stu-

dents should not be discouraged

about job bunting because, he

says, "There Is alw-ys a Job

for the qualified person."

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Ave. Elizabeth ton

11:00-7:45 Clo.ed Sun

Specializing in Italian cuisine

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasagna Vealparmesan
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TAKING IT EASY—Jerry Lawson is caught as he relaxes for a moment and contemplates
his future, now that HELICON has been published.

Southern Academic Common Market

increases programs, avoids duplication

ATLANTA ~ Students in

several Southern states can

now enroll on a resident-tui-

tion basis In selected graduate

programs in other states.

The arrangement, which will

become effective this fall, is

made possible through the

Academic Common Market, a

project of the Southern Regional

Education Board. The inter-

state agreement provides for

the reciprocal sharing of aca-
demic graduate programs.

Students from participating

States will have access to mas-
ter's or doctoral degree work
In such fields as African his-

tory, home economics, radio

astronomy, water pollution

ecology or nuclear engineer-

ing—to name a few of the

program entries.

Thus far, Alabama, Arkan-
sas, Florida, Georgia, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, South Car-
olina and Tennessee have join-

ed the Market. The partici-

pation of Maryland, North
Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia is tentative but ex-
pected In the next several
weeks—pending, in some
cases, only the almost certain

ratification of the agreement by
state legislatures or boards
of trustees.

The programs In which resi-

dents of a participating state

can enroll depend upon their

state's arrangement. Under

the Common Market agree-

ment, each member state puts

a number of its programs in

a ''market pool" and then ar-

ranges for its residents to

have access to out-of-state

programs not offered in its

own institutions.

The number of out- of- state

programs thus made available

at in-state rates ranges from
Maryland's five to the 80 West
Virginia will offer its resi-

dents, provided pending legis-

lation there allows that state's

entry into the Market.

As the examples illustrate,

the typical Common Market
program is one that is some-
what unusual, both in excel-

lence and program specializat-

ion, and one that is needed by

residents In one or more of

the other states. By making
such programs available to

students, needless duplication

of graduate programs will be

avoided.

As Dr. William Hovenden,
who directs the regional ad-

ministration of the program,
phrased It, "It is not only

impractical and expensive, but

also nearly impossible for any
single state to provide the full

array of programs required

to meet the diverse higher

education needs of Its citi-

zenry."

On the other hand, by of-
fering highly specialized pro-

Dixie Lanes

Johnson City-Elizabethton Hwy

Elizabethton Tenn.

OPEN
9:00 am— 11:00pm

Open bowling

Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday

grams to out-of-state students

at in-state rates, participating

institutions will increase

enrollments In such "uncom-
mon" programs which, in many
cases, have the capacity for

additional students.

Dr. Hovenden compares the

arrangement to that of the air-

lines Industry, which for years
has offered tickets on a stand-

by basis at a reduced rate to

fill flights.

As a result of the Common
Market, additional education

oppportunltles will be available

to many students and existing

programs In the Southern
region will be more suf-
ficiently utilized— all at a

savings to the students, insti-

tutions and taxpayers.

Each state has a coordinator

for the Academic Common
Market program. For Ten-
nessee the coordinator is:

Dr. Thomas F. Stovall

Associate Director of Aca-
demic Affairs

Tennessee Higher Education
Commission

908 Andrew Jackson State

Office BIdg.

Nashville, Tennessee37219
The names of other state

coordinators are available on
request from the STAMPEDE.

Clu b News

D nner Theeiter
Neil Simon's BAREFOOT IN

THE PARK will be presented

in dinner theater form May 3

to 4 in Sutton Dining Hall.

Tom Beckner lsthedirector,

Joan Anderson the assistant

director, and Felicia Fontaine

the stage manager.

Characters have already

Missions Club
The Missions Club meets

every Thursday at 5:00 for

a supper meeting, and on

every third Thursday they pre-

sent a program at the

Appalachian Christian Village.

Dr. Tabw sponsors the Club

and Just recently completed a

series of lectures on "Anthro-

pology and Missions". The
Club plans to take an active

pan in the William Carter

Circle K

The Circle K is currently

engaged in renovating the foun-

tain located between the SUB
and Ad, Building. According

to Circle K President Danny

Carrol the club hopes to "get

the Fountain going, If pos-

sible".

On Saturday the 16th theclub

Is planning to launch an all

out attack on the Buffalo Creek
In an attempt to clean up some,

of the rubbish which has gath-

er*"! there.

Pre-law Club

Under the direction of their

sponsor Dr. Tsao the Pre-
Law Club recently toured
Washington, D. C. While in

Washington they visited several

points of Interest Including the

Chinese Embassy, Senate
Office Building, the National

Art Gallery, the Capitol and
Arlington National Cemetary.

Making the trip were club
President Penny Batton, Dan
Ramey, Jim Falwell, Paul
Blowers and Mike Coreman.
All who went enjoyed the trip.

For Law Day May 1st the
club plans to host attorney
Alfred Taylor as a guest
speaker. The time and location

of the lecture will be announced
at a later date.

d©H«Vs
RecordCenter

West Town Square
Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

been cast, and practices have
begun. David Hughston plays
Paul Bratter, with Penny Pat-
ton portraying Corle Bratter.
Mrs. Banks is played by Kathy
Harder, Mr. Velasco by Bobby
McKlnney, the telephone man
by Buddy Fullen and the
delivery man by Greg Beck.

Symposium of Church Growth

held this Spring April 5-7.

The Club has also begun

planning for a Faith Promise

Rally which will take place

November 5-7. Missionaries

from several different fields

will speak on their work.

Anyone interested in serving

in the above mentioned projects

may contact the Club's

President, Greg Johnson.

Circle K Is also continuing

to sell movie tickets at a 45^

savings. The tickets are good
for the Mall and Majestic

Theaters and may be purchased

from Danny Carrol, room 1 13

Webb Hall, Joy Thompson,
room 230 Hart Hall and Jane
Harris, 2nd floor Sutton Hall.

Anyone wishing toJoinCircle

K may contact one of the afore

mentioned students or attend

their weekly meetings, Tuesday
nights in the SUB at 7; 30.

S

A major new
modern
English

translation

for people

who take

their Bible

seriously.

The New
International

Version, New
Testament
cloth, $5.95
G1AHAM

SftOiilS

HO Shelby Si.

Bristol, Term. 37620

76i-7JMl
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Recently the STAMPEDE re-

ceived several issues of the

ORANGE AND BLUE, the stu-

dent newspaper at Carson-
Newman College. On the front

page a list of what was Inside

included a cryptic message that

said ' "v»e got you, Ogan.". ..

.

rwo bit colleges' dream come
true' and urged us to turn to

page seven for the details. On
turning to page seven the

answer to the cover mystery
becomes apparent. The lead

paragraph of the story told of

'frustrated Milligan fans'

giving out with "cheap yells*

as Mike Ogan, Carson-Newman
basketball star hobbled off the

court with a broken ankle. It

seemed to imply that Milligan

had even purposely caused

Ogan's injury.

In asking around the Mil-

ligan campus I could not sub-

stantiate that the yells of

'we got you Ogan' actually were
sounded but even if they were

the reason behind them was

not Ogan's performance as .1

basketball player, or the fact

that Carson-Newman wasbeat-
ing Milligan. The Buffaloes

had proven earlier In the sea-

son that they were capable of

handling Ogan and beatlngCar-

son-Newman. If, and it is a

big if, the yells actually were

to he heard they were in re-

sponse to the lack of sports-

manship that has been tradi-

tionally displayed by the Car-
son-Newman fans and basket-

ball team. This perhaps is

known as 'school spirit* at

Carson-Newman but to an out-

sider it shows Itself as simply

bad conduct. The incidents of

Carson-Newman crowds yel-

ling derogatory remarks at

Milligan teams are too

numerous to mention.and when
Milligan plays at C-N there

always seems to be an inordin-

ate amount of debris thrown

onto the floor.

I have also been informed

that the Milligan coaching staff

would just as soon have seen

Ogan remain in the basketball

game as it seems his famous

temper, and that is what he

is known for at Milligan-his

temper not his basketball

ability, was beginning to rise

and it seemed as though he was
about to present Milligan with

a host of chances at foul shots.

So, Carson-Newman, Mil-

ligan College would like to

take exception to being called

a 'two-bit college', we may
have our faults, but what you

point out is not one of them.

If you want to build Mike Ogan
Into a folk-hero that's finewith

us, but when you try to do it

at our expense we must object.

A copy of this editorial will

be sent to the Carson-Newman
newspaper along with a letter

demanding a printed retraction

and apology for slurring Mil-

ligan. Any student who would

like to sign the letter should

see Steve Coon or another

STAMPEDE staff member.

Halberstam 01
. .

Will Richard Nixon survive

his full term of office?

David Halberstam, speaking

at ETSU, gave a two part

answer. "First, 1 believe

that if he is innocent, he will

survive the rest of the term;

if he is guilty, he will not . . .

Secondly, let me say that I

don't think he will survive the

term." For Halberstam. the

fact that Nixon has not cleared

himself by now indicates that

he is not able to do so.

Best & Brightest

Halberstam has been lauded

as "one of America's most

brilliant and respected journa-

lists." His coverage of the

Vietnam war for the NEW
YORK TIMES In the early

'60's earned him a Pul-

itzer Prize. His book, THE

BEST AND THE BE

chronicle-

mem in lodocblc

currently associa

HARPERS magazine

Halberstam bej

speech by acknowh
"we are rightly obs*

Watergate." Yet h;

were more <n

critique cf [be Nb
lnstration. His tb

that ceruln imbala

in our society, am
will continue to exls

Watergate has bee

up.

US Superp

During the la:

years, the United

become a superpow

powers, Halberst

eventually becomes

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

First of all I would like to

commend the Stampede for

stating a desire "to print mate-
rial which will be a positive

force in the community. . .
"

During the past few years that

I have been here 1 have heard
and read many complaints

about the supposed lack of aca-
demic and social freedom at

Milligan. Yet, I have been
amazed at the number of free-

doms we have that are only
attainable at Milligan and some
other small liberal arts col-
leges. 1 am thankful for the

freedom to walk across the

campus by myself at ten or
eleven o'clock at night alone

with my thoughts and God. I

am glad that I do not live where
there must be a self-imposed
curfew at dusk for all women
through fear. I am grateful

for the freedom from nausea

induced by smoking neighbors.

It is too bad that all male

students at Milligan do not have

this same freedom, lam thank-

ful for the freedom to study In

peace and quiet In my room with

the regulated dormitory study

hours. Having to carry all my
study materials to the library

every time I needed to study

would definitely limit myfree-
dom*

I feel that freedom is simply

a matter of perspective. In

order to gain certain supposed

freedoms other liberties would

have to be sacrificed. There
are some supposed freedoms

that are not granted Milligan

students. Yet the granting of

these supposed freedoms would

destroy many of the unique

freedoms we now enjoy. 1 feel

that we should take a positive

look at the unique freedoms we
have at Milligan Instead of fol-

lowing the complaints of a very

THE
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vocal minority. Chronic com-
plaining is for the birds—Mlll-
ibird and othersuch creatures.

Deborah E. Doan
Senior - Math & Chemistry

Dear Editor,

On February 28, Student

Council passed a motion to

donate $50.00 to HELICON.
On behalf of the staff of

HELICON, 1 wish to thank the

Student Government for their

generous effort to contribute

to the magazine.

Personally speaking, 1 would

like to emphasize that the

phrase "effort to contribute"

was used Instead of "contrib-

ution." It is pleasing to know
that the students wanted to help

finance the magazine, but the

truth of the matter is that the

staff of HELICON will never
receive the contribution.

The administration must ap-

prove all requisitions made by

Student Council. I was recently

notified that the requisition of

550.00 for HELICON was not

approved by the administration.

HELICON is an independent

publication; that is, the school

has no censorship, control.

etc., nor do they help finance
the magazine in any form.

There are also other independ-

ent projects on campus besides

HELICON. For example, the

Rich Acres project is an in-

dependent organization which

Student Council has in the past

contributed money to. 1 do not

wish for some students to feel

that 1 am trying to discredit

the Rich Acres Project. I

have been involved with Rich
Acres since second semester
my freshman year. The point

I wish to make is that Student

Council cannot control what is

done with the money alloted to

them. The administration again

steps in to say, "| CENSOR
YOU, YOU ARE NOT A
MATURE BEING." Student

Council has no power or say-
so, whatsoever, about any mat-
ter. It is the purpose of the

staff of HELICON to give the

students, faculty, and adminis-
tration, etc., of the Milligan
community a chance to express

themselves creatively. It is

vital for growth that freedom
of expression not be denied.

It seems that the attitude of

prospective students, and sup-

porting churches, etc., has been
given priority to the attitudes

of students who are already at

Milligan. It is sad when the

elected representatives of the

students of a college cannot
donate to an organization
simply because the adminis-
tration does not have control
over that organization. Stu-
dents who have attended Mil-
ligan recall that Milligan did

have a literary magazine
called FA1RE LE PONT. Last
year when the staff of FA1RE
LE PONT decided to become
independent, the name became
HELICON. Thus, It is not

that Milligan Is against a lit-

erary magazine; It is a literary

magazine which they cannot
dictate, it is not that Mil-
ligan is against creative stu-

dents; it is the creative stu-

dents which they cannot dic-
tate. Freedom-not a part of

the Milligan tradition.

Mlllibird

Senior

Double major
Math and Sociology

Dear Editor:

The Mlllibird cartoon in

your March 4th edition was a

clear expression of MLLUgan's

general attitude toward the East
Tennessee area and its people.

This area has always had a

high respect for this school,

and it's time this school had
some respect for the area and
its culture. The Appalachian
area does Indeed have a cul-

ture, and unlike many other

areas of the country, it's a

unique and authentic culture.

Unfortunately, most of the

students attendingMUliganfrom
this area have been subjected to

perhaps unintentional, but

nonetheless derogatory, com-
ments by faculty and students,

concerning our accent, cus-
toms, and lack of opportunities

for "things to do."

The people who complain
about a lack of entertainment

In this area obvlou

climbed our mounta.

and skied in our L

have to have your
for you, you are li

place. As for the

of criticism, our e

one has the right t

dialect is correct ;

wrong. Students of c

that the language si

Appalachian area if

Anglo-Saxon; in o

the terms that m;

label "hillbilly" an
terms used by them
William Shakespea

our customs and

are proud of our ft

handcrafts and our

we feel that no on

too narrow-minde
about and apprecia

ture different fror

The "clogging"

program was certa

in the right directi

it showed local u
than Imported talent

We are ready tc

area with anyone w
know about it. But

you haven't tried tc

it, don't knock it.

Respectful

Kathy Torgerson [

Kris Masters

John Chapman >

Charles Fitzsimmons
j_

James Stephen Erwln j

Linda Horn
|

Gwen McCarty F

Ginger Rhineharu. /

Barbara Whited K

Joe Gardner r

Reese Neyland s

Felicia Fontaine c

Shannon Compton f
Deb Greene \

Frank Home N

Steve Palmer
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part justified we

MILL! BIRD should nc

an object for attack a

the cartoon was mis

LIBIRD's creator is f
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quite a bit of time c
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residential power
Watergate must be seen
against the background of

a conflict between superstate

and antistate.

Antistate force

The antistate force is that

force which seeks to slow
down the power of the super-

state. In the USSR, Alexander

Solzhenltsyn is the sole em-
bodiment of the antistate. In

the U.S. the antistate Is com-
prised largely of the Congress
and the press. The office of

the presidency, of course, has

assumed the power of the

superstate.

This Imbalance of power has

been made possible by a

combination of several factors,

according to Halberstam. He
believes that until these fac-

tors are recognized and dealt

with by the American people,

the imbalances will outlast our

immediate problems.

Cold war

The first factor which has

allowed the power of the pres-

ident to become so immense in

the last twenty years has been
the cold war. According to

Halberstam, we became so
sensitive to the power of

totalitarian governments that

we gave the president more
powers than he had ever had
before. The result was that

we took on many of the

characteristics of the total-

itarian states which we wanted
protection from.

In his book Halberstam notes

the feeling among many in the

executive branch during the

early years of the cold war
that the American public might
be too soft on Communism.
This In addition to the com-
plexity of the cold war situation

prompted them to take things

Into their own hands.

Modern technology, of

course, was one of the fac-
tors which contributed to the

complexity of the cold war. The
quickness of modem war-
making tools diminished the

warmaking powers of the Con-
gress and gave them to the

president. There is little time
for discussion and debate in

a nuclear holocaust.

Mystique

Thus, according to Hal-
berstam, a presidential

mystique was created with
regard to national security.

The president was expected
to know about these things.

By airing the Issues we might
help the communists. We felt

that we had to avoid that at

all costs.

: by Tim Slevens

Science and techno] <_,;;y

also contributed to the power
of the presidency in another
way: through television. In

Halberstam's opinion, there is

no such thing as equal time.

The president gets all the air

time he wants, and there is no
strong opposing opinion pre-
sented. Thus, the president de-
fines the Issues and his

motivations, and goes un-
questioned,

Halberstam commented
parenthetically on the Im-
portance of instant analysis

of presidential messages. He
said that Instant analysis is

an interpretive, rather than an
editorial function, and Is

designed to protect or aid

citizens by Interpreting state-

ments involving complex situa-

tions.

Media control

Nixon's China trip was cited

by Halberstam as a prime
example of how the presi-

dent can control the media.

The trip was turned Into a

carefully staged, prime-time
TV spectacular. Nixon, ac-
cording to Halberstam, is

an expert at bringing "peace
In our own time" with nations

with which we are not at war,
and making a good show of It.

The POW homecoming, ac-
cording to Halberstam, was
another example diverting the

issues through the media.
The Issue of peace with honor
suddenly became equated with

getting the POW's back. In-

stead of examining ourselves

and the situation in which we
found ourselves, we had a vic-

tory homecoming. The situa-

tion, in Halberstam's view, was
almost Orwellian.

Brainwashing
Another factor which, ac-

cording to Halberstam, has
contributed to the exclusive
power of the president has
been the control In information.

Facts are now the sole pro-
perty of the executive branch,
and the result is that one branch
of the government "brain-
washes" the other branches.

Halberstam said that the

president's office has aban-
doned all sense of account-

ability to the public. Nixon,
he said, is not even account-

able to his party any more,
in manipulating the public,

Halberstam feels, the execu-
tive branch exhibits a great
deal of contempt for the

public.

Halberstam concluded by
saying that trust Is per-
haps the most important fea-
ture in a democratic society.

Trust is precisely what is

lacking now.

New alternatives when
cosmic egg is cracked

This personal is directed to a gang of four Mickey
Mouse fans: Robyn, Karl, BUI, and "Peanut". Have
a nice Easter and Inquire about your two Minnie
Mouse fans In the newspaper's staff office.

Rhonda
"Helen of

"Reynolds
Troy"
Wrap"

Many people in our contem-
porary society feel tired of

where they are, but simultane-

ous feel that they have no place

to go. They have a sense of

being tapped by a sterile, tech-

nological and statistical cul-

ture which offers only disas-

trous alternatives that are not

actually alternatives at all.

However, Joseph Pearce
writes of a way beyond, "a
fragile, lonely way of non-

statistical balance" In which

abound. He calls this way "the

crack in the cosmic egg," and

he uses this phrase as the

title for a book he has written

In recent years.

According to Pearce, our

cosmic egg is the totality of

our concepts of what the world

is, concepts which determine
what our reality can be. The
crack Is a way of thinking

through which Imagination

escapes the worldly shell and

creates a new cosmic egg.

Thus, "the crack is an open
end, going beyond the broad,

statistical way of the world."

Pearce illustrates his point

by a comparison with a forest

clearing representing civi-

lization and its attendant rea-
son, logic, and reality-adjusted

thinking. This clearing is a

comic egg which man has
passionately catalogued and
indexed. However, ^ach person
possesses the potential to

break through this circle

of reason intotheforestbeyond.

The dark forest contains the

primeval substance, the un-
conscious, and the un-
discovered potential. The na-
ture of the forest is of ut-

most importance, for our view
of the forest radically in-

fluences the way we see our
clearing and also influences the

type of new clearing we can
make. Ironically, one can often

best serve the cultural clearing

by "breaking through its tight

logic, and plunging into that

empty category, the dark forest

beyond,"

Autistic-thinking functions

as the bridge between the

clearing and the forest. This
thinking, which is unstructured,

non-logical, and whimsical,
leads to creativity and plays
a part In the formation of

new realities.

However, authistic-thinklng

happens to person only after

saturation with controlled and
directed thinking, only after

rigorous logical thinking. As
Pearce says, "It is the Spirit

that is found only when one has
exceeded and gone beyond the

lawyers and Pharisees." It

is an esthetic Illumination

by Doug Deller

which underlies all creative

formations.

Although autistic - thinking

freely synthesizes experience,
it is unambiguous, making all

things possible. It goes beyond
ordinary re.il Uy and con-
sequently is notllmitedbywhat
can and connot be true. Nat-
urally the rational mind fears

the autistic process, but this

is simply "the cosmic egg's

fear of being cracked."

Another key concept in THE
CRACK IN THE COSMIC EGG
is the concept of "metanoia,"

the Greek word for repentance

or conversion. As "a funda-

mental transformation of

mind," metanoia serves as

the means for all genuine edu-

cation and reorganization of

concepts, Metanoia restruc-

tures the constructs of rea-

lity Inherited from the past

and centers what was formerly
diffused and fragmented

energy. Its direction and end

are always attuned to the cen-

tered idea around which the

organization occurs.

THE CRACK IN THE COS-
MIC EGG speaks of trance

states as forms of metanoia,

"temporary restructurings of

reality orientation." In con-
nection with this, Pearce ex-

plores Yoga, Hypnotism, fire-

walking, and aborigine Dream-
Time as manifestations of

metanoia and autistic-thinking

His treatment of these various

trance states is open-minded
and illuminating as he shows
relationships which cut across

boundaries of culture and world
views,

Pearce obviously recognizes

diverse modes of mind, and he
emphasizes the importance of

all of them. To view ourselves
solely from the standpoint of

reality-adjusted reason ser-
iously misses the capacity and

meaning of mind and of man.
Only by personally ex-
periencing the full mode of

our mind, Pearce comments,
can we be integrated with our-
selves, understanding our true

position and potential.

Sayings of Jesus appear fre-

quently In THE CRACK IN THE
COSMIC EGG. Pearce does not

necessarily take Jesus' words
out of context, but perhaps re-

stores them to a rich con-
text that is often obscured by
the attitudes and action of

Christendom. The narrow g3te,

asking and receiving, loosing

things on earth and in heaven,

an agreement 3mong two or
three people are all concepts
which assume new expressions
of meaning.

It would be incorrect, how-
ever, to say that Pearce sees

Jesus as the only way to truth.

In fact, he draws many parallels

between Jesus and other re-

voluntlonary thinkers, partic-

ularly the Yaqul Indian sor-
cerer, don Juan. Although many
"Christians" might summarily
dismiss Pearce's comments
about Jesus as heresy, many
of his points are valid, or at

least broadening.

Jesus sought a crack in the

egg in order to restructure

specific problem areas In

ordinary reality. "His system
works only in relationships be-
tween people. His non-ordinary

states are created as SHARED
states by the constant focus on

the needs of the other." Jesus
was motivated by filling needs,

and this is the only way to

sustain his particular crack.

Jesus' point of departure was
ordinary, reality - adjusted

thinking. He did not reject logic

or "law," the mind's reasoning

functions. Instead, "he spoke of

perfecting logic In order to go
beyond it*" Jesus stressed a

certain amount of respect for

the world, yet he also gave a

standard for deciding when it

Is appropriate to "hate" this

world, breaking with its statis-

tics and employing the non-
statistical openness.

Pearce's Interpretations

may not seem "theologically

sound" to everyone, but they
are not meant to. He Is not

writing from the static,

rational position of dogma
which has effectively managed
to dilute the powerful words
and life of Jesus. Instead, he
refreshingly writes of a Jesus
who sometimes spoke and acted

outside the common reality

which so many people inflexibly

hold to be the only reality.

THE CRACK IN THE COSMIC
EGG will undoubtedlychallenge

all who read it, and may even
provoke some to disagreement
or even disgust. Yet, it is a

book that should be read. Un-
less we cultivate an openness
to the views of others, we can
never hope to develop an open-
ness to the views of others,
we can never hope to develop
an openness to life.

Joseph Pearce himself
realizes that many people will

ignore what he is trying to

say: "In any generation few
people will really believe there
can be something like a crack
in the cosmic egg . . , .Even
fewer look for It. Rarely in-

deed has anyone ever gotten
through it. But the crack is

there and must be used."
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Eagle's flight reaches new

heights in 'Desparado' 1&&1 Pm\S [fin
by Homer Hecht

"DESPERADO Is one of the

finest albums I have ever

heard. It Is beautifully con-

nected throughout— 1 can't sug-

gest to you a better album to

buy. If you don't have It, make
It numero uno on your list.

Don't Just put on a side while

you're reading or talking. Kick

everybody out of the room, lock

the door, turn off the lights,

put your cowboy hat on, put

on the best headphones you

can find, light up a cigarette.

and listen to that album all

the way through without inter-

ruption, and then tell me a

greater album from cover to

cover ..."

So I was advised last Novem-
ber in a personalized record

review from Seattle. Advice I

would unequivocally consider

"expert". So I took a trip and

got It.

It's hard to get everyone out

of 318—even when you lock the

door and turn off the lights.

I left my cowboy hat at home.

My headphones are practically

shot. But the cigarettes have
been abundant, and I've listened

to DESPERADO time afrer

time, and it is one of a few

great records.

It's done by Eagles, their

second album. Eagles is Glenn

Frey, Bernie Leadon, Randy
Meisner, and Don Henley. They

are a west coast group which

has benefitted from exposure to

the Byrds and the Flying Bur-
rito Brothers. Glyn Johns pro-

duced the album. David Geffen

was responsible for the direc-

tion with Asylum Records.

The album is composed of

nine songs, and they tell the

story of a desperado named
Bill Dalton, It's one of those

things in which the whole is

greater than the sum of its

component parts. "Tequila

Sunrise" was an AM hit, but

its significance is les-

sened when isolated from the

other eight songs.

Bill Dalton is represented as

the archetypal youth— of

humble birth ("He was a

poor boy, raised in a small

family") yet self-assured

("Twenty-one and strong as

I can be"). Raised in a

frontier environment, he

learned his role as a cow-
boy ("out riding fences").

The anxiety of the transi-

tion from youth to manhood
was tremendous. Bill Dalton

understood his realtlve position

well. "And a man could use

his back or use his brains/ But

some Just went stircrazy.

ROW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN ...

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink

Call 926-9622 for

information about
group rates.

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE

10 00 pm
10.00 pm
12.30 am

Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7:30 pm
Friday and Saturday7:30 pm
Double Session) 1000 pm

Matinees

Saturday and Sundays 1:00 pm 4:00 pm

302 Wesley Street

Johnson City, Tenn.

926-9622

'cause nothing ever changed."

He realized the uniqueness of

life, and In doing so rejected

the way of life which failed

to manifest explicit change.

"And so he left that peace-

ful life behind." What fol-

lowed was gambling, drinking,

carousing with women, and a

new kind of hobby— a gun. "He
saw it in a window/ The maker
of a new king of man/ He kinda

liked the feeling/ So shiny and

smooth in his hand." With his

new life style came new needs
— respect, freedom, money,
and a reputation to be upheld.

With new needs comes the

difficulty of fulfilling them.

Complications and frustra-

tions had been created, so many
that he was unable to maintain

himself. "Out of Control"
depicts the manic half of this

new existence. "Tequila Sun-
rise" shows the depressive

aspects of pursuing a life out-

side on's grasp.

BUI Dalton becomes Bill Do-
olln, and thus is created

"Doolln-Dalton."

Side Two seems to be a

nostalgic period in the desper-
ado's life— a time when he is

looking back, a time of probing

for himself, a time for some
guessing. "Certain Kind of

Fool" tells how he let the

whole thing get out of hand,

not knowing for certain how
and why it really began. "It

wasn't for the money/ At least

it din't start that way/ It wasn't

for the running/ But now he's

running every day."

In "Outlaw Man," he postu-

lates that inevitability led him
to be as he was. "1 am an out-

law/ I was born an outlaw's

son/ The highway is my legacy/

On the highway 1 will run."

He also feels an increasing

dichotomy of self—a split which

allows himself to be seen as

a Cain or an Abel, a sinner

or a saint. He has also

met frustrated love with women.

"Saturday Night'
1

is

nostalgic regret. "Seems like

a dream/ It was so long ago."
He remembers Saturday nights

of loving long ago— "Finding
a sweetheart and holding her
tight/ She said tell me oh tell

Faculty committee
At the regular monthly

faculty meeting on February
11, the Committee on Faculty

Concerns was formed.

Dr. Morrison was elected

Chariman, and Dr. Webb was
elected Secretary. The fac-

ulty chose six others of its

members to serve on this com-
mittee: Dr. Clark, Dr. Crow-
der. Dr. Fife, Dr. Gee, Dr.

Phillips, and Dr. Read.

Dr. Morrison stressed that

this committee is unique in

that this is the first time the

faculty have elected members
from themselves to a commit-
tee. The school already has
a number of administrative

committees appointed by the

President or the Dean, but

this committee Is the first

kind in Milligan history.

Fundamentally, the purpose
of the committee Is to floor

problems peculiar to the fac-

ulty for which other committees

do not exist. It is to be a

llason between the faculty at

large and the administration.

Dr. Morrison described the

committee as a "catch-all."'

Dr. Morrison hopes that

the committee, which meets

Fridays at noon, will prove

to be an avenue for the faculty

to voice concerns and share

ideas for the benefit of Mil-
ligan. Although there are no

set channels through which

action may be taken, the com-
mittee can make recommend-
ations to the administration

when appropriate.

Dr. Morrison explained that

the Committee on FaculryCon-
cerns was formed as a positive

force which will debate Ideas

and suggestions for Milligan's
benefit. "We don't see It as

a gripe committee," he said.

me/ Was I all right/ What-
ever happened to Saturday

night?" The extent of his

puzzlement and ruefulness

is expressed here— "What a

tangled web we weave/ Go
'found with circumstance/
Someone tell me how to tell/

The dancer from the dance.//

The dancer from the dance."
Not a bad question for anyone
to ask.

"Bitter Creek" hints at three

parts of his life, or perhaps
three possible alternative ac-
tions. One Involves experien-
tial knowledge aided by eld-
erly advice (In this case, an
old man). The second alludes

to a transcendent knowledge
attained through the use of

peyote. The third describes
plans for a robbery to end
all the robbing—a final vic-
tory, but more important, as-
surance of an easy life.

The final song of the album
sums up Doolln-Dalton's life.

A showdown is Imminent. "High
or low/

it
'

s all the same/
Easy money and faithless

women/ You will never kill

the pain."

The Imagery of the lyrics

cannot be fully detailed In

this short writing. The sun,

moon, sky, and stars are re-
peatedly utilized. Freedom Is

first touted, then ridiculed

("Freedom — well that's just

some people talking."). The
frontier is metaphorically

significant. Gambling Imagery
describes disappointments of

love ("The queen of diamonds
let you down/ She was just an
empty fable/ The queen of

hearts/ You say you never
met.").

Telling a story is easy. Mid-
1800s, the frontier West, a

young man named Bill Dalton,

his background, his dreams,
his attempts to become self-

actualized (cough-cough), his

triumphs and failures, his

ultimate demise. But telling

a story In such a way as to

provide timeless insights Into

this enigmatic struggle we call

life—that is something special.

And that is what Eagles have

done In DESPERADO.

i Kenny's Pizza t

I West Tonne Squire

• EUZABETHTON, TENN.

i PHONE 542 5521 :-J
25 ' »" la,«e pizza

15< oil small PIZZA

Sun - Thur

4-11 P.M

Fri - Sat

11-12 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with ,.D.

NEW
SUBMARINES

Mtalboll ood Italian Sausage

SANDWICHES
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Teams start serving

'he Milllgan College men's

;
: women's tennis teams have

lun practicing under Coach
Jrlcia Bonner's direction In

jparatlon for their upcoming
< sons.

"he teams are currently

fcjlng dally afternoon work-

enlor Glenna Osbourne Is

eected to lead the women's
t its team once again.

(nna is the returning number
o women's player.

thers with varsity experi-

ti Include seniors Correna

Bowers, Becky Hays, Chris
Sankovlch, and Denlse
Schneider.

Those trying out with no
previous varsity experience in-

clude Deni Giles, Michele

Jones, Undine Phillips, Ruth
Ziehart, and Mary Zottl.

The men are currently hold-

ing intrasquad matches to de-
termine their playing positions

o.n this year's team.

Senior Keith Lisle has play-

ed the number one position for

the men during most of his

collegiate career and is ex-

f illigan athletes honored,

tied in national publication

'Ive MUligan College
ijenc - athletes have been
ned to the 1974 edition of

(.[STANDING COLLEGE
/1LETES OF AMERICA.

tiff golfers

oen season

v/ffi defeats

he Milllgan College golf

ttn, under Coach Howard
Lion, opened their season
oi Tuesday, April 2, with a

lt:h against Tusculum and
Cson - Newman. The Buffs

H ; defeated by both opponents.

sam members and ploying

pitlons were determined
ding practice rounds before

f|ng break. The team iscom-
pt'd of Randy Trueblood, RIc

Hnstetler, Jon Ulm, Terry
Mler, Andy Price, Dewey
V, and Jim Mitchell.

>rmer number one player
Al/heeler recently became an
uscant pro at Ellzabethton

O Course and is Ineligible

foiny further collegiate com-
pe Ion.

le next match is scheduled
lo April 5 at King College.
Tin members look forward
toie remainder of the sea-

Those selected were Jim
Crom, Mike McMillan, Steve
Templeton, Scott McClar-
ren, and Chris Sankovlch.
The winners were selected

not only on athletic ability, but
also for community service and
campus activities. Criteria used
for selection as an Outstanding
Athlete of America includes
leadership, service, scholar-
ship, and outstanding athletic
accomplishment.

Their choice was announced
by the Board of Advisers of

OUTSTANDING COLLEGE
ATHLETES.
These people are noweligible

for the Outstanding College
Athletes of America Hall of
Fame Awards Program. Those
chosen for this are honored at
an awards banquet in Los
Angeles which is attended by
prominent sports figures from
across the nation.

pected to hold that position

once again. Another top play-

er is senior Keith Whinnery,

Players who have previously

earned a varsity letter are

senior Brent Hart, Bob Fife,

and Roy Halsley.

Also vying for positions on

this year's varsity are former
Junior varsity members Greg
Byington, Tom Jones, chuck
Wheeler, and Paul Williams.

Newcomers with no colle-

giate experience include Paul

Blowers, Tom Dainty, David

Mayer, and Bob Todd.

When questioned concerning

the teams' prospects for the

coming season. Coach Bonner
was optimistic about the out-

look for both teams.

She expects the women to be

among the top two or three

teams at a small college tour-

nament held at Emory & Henry
later in the season.

Coach Bonner says of the

men, "We could finish any-
where between one and four

in the VSAC tournament which

Includes teams from both di-

visions. We'll probably be

second in the east, Carson-
Newman ts always tough. We
should compete favorably with

anybody on our schedule."

Both teams are scheduled to

open play shortly after spring

break.

The men open with two away
matches before returning home
for matches on April 8, 9, 10,

and 13 with Tusculum, Carson-
Newman, Emory & Henry, and
Gardner-Webb respectively.

The women begin with seven

home matches. These Include;

Emory & Henry, April 5;

Clinch Valley, April 6; sul-

11ns, April 13; and E.T.S.U.,

April 16.

Presc ription

Sh op

SUNDRIES

FREE DELIVERY . FREE PARKING

926-7611

Blankenship Pharmacy

222 E. Watauga

926-4801

Pescripiions-Drugs-Cosmetics

-

*$4 *

TEELNC OFF — Terry Mohler, member of the Milllgan
golf team, practices his form in preparation for VSAC
golf competition.

PARSONS
^ELEOfHONlCS-

TV AridStere6
Stereo Center For Carter County.

SYSTEM SPECIAL $299.95
Pioneer SA-5200 amplifier
2 PioneerProject 60 speakers

Fisher turntable

Open 10-9

13 MOORE STREET

JERRY COOK
BILL HALLER

T-F-12-.00-5--OO

S- 10:00-4:00

BRISTOL, VIRGINIA

BACKPACKING
BICYCLING
CANOEING
KAYAKING
CLIMBING
CAMPING
CAVING
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Missions scholars lecture at symposium

DR. TIPPETT DR. HOEKENDIJK

Tlie Willian S. Carter Sym-
posium on church Crowth ,

held at Milligan on April

5-7, is perhaps the most sig-

nificant event in the field of

missiology in recent years.

This conference, at-

tended by over 300 people.

Including professors of mis-
sions, missionaries on fur-

lough, executives of mission-

ary societies, representatives

of the religious news media,

students, and all interested

persons, attempted to ans-

wer the question, "As Christi-

anity spreads into myriad cul-

tures of the earth. It correctly

adjusts to each culture; but

what are the limits of such

adjustments?"

The symposium is named
in honor of William S, Car-
ter of Dallas, Texas. Carter

is a distinguished churchman,

businessman, civic leader, and

a member of the Hoard of Ad-
visors of Milligan College.

Speakers lor the symposium
included Dr. Donald A. Mc-
Gavran, Dr. Johannes C.
Hoekendijk, Dr. Alan R. Tip-

pett, and Dr. Peter Deyei -

haus. Each presented two

lectures on the symposium
theme, and one lecture ans-

wering and/or responding to

the other presentations.

Dr. McCavran is the Senior

Professor of Missions and Dean
Emeritus of the School of

World Mission and Institute

of Church Growth, Fuller

Theological Seminary. A for-

ii er Ni 'i tury to India, he

ib the author of several books

on church growth.

Dr. Hoekendijk is Professor

of Missions at Union Theologi-

cal Seminary, lie has served

as Secretary for Evangelism of

the World Council of Churches,

as Professor of Missions, Uni-

versity of Utrecht, and has

authored many books and

articles on Missions.

Dr. Tippett is Professor of

Missionary Anthropology at

Fuller, and editor of Mis-
siology, the official publication

of the American Society of

Mlssiology. He has served js

a missionary to the FIJI Is-

lands, and has authored

numerous works on both mls-
siology and anthropology.

Dr. Beyerhaus is Director of

tlit- Institutes of Missions ana

Ecumenical Theology at the

I 'mvers'ity of Tuebingen,

Germany. He was formerly

principal of Luthern Theologi-

cal College in Natal, South

Africa, and is the author of

several books on missions.

Two other mission-related e-

vents occurred during the sym-
posium. An unofficial meeting

at the board of editors of Mls-
siology was held. Also,

a committee consisting of Dr.

Tlpett, Dr. Charles Forman of

Yale, Dr. Gerald Anderson of

Cornell, Dr. Llnwood Barney

of Nyack College, and Dr.

Tetirunao Vamamori of Mil-

ligan attempted to formu-

late i recommended cur-

riculum of study for missio-

nary education.

OFflCE MACHINES

SALES — SERVICE — REPAIRS — RENTALS

ART SUPPLIES & DRAFTING EQUIPMENT
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Lacy retires as board chairman

After serving a3 chairman

of the Milligan College Board

of Trustees since 1961, Dr.

Steve Lacy will step down from

the post following the Board

meeting April 18-19.

Lacy, a Johnson City busi-

nessman, said that although he

is relinquishing his responsi-

bilities as chairman, he will

continue to take an active part

In board affairs as a trustee.

College President Jess

Johnson said that during Lacy's

tenure as chairman Milligan

reached record enrollments,

has Invested more than $8
million In campus development

and endowment, added more
than 30,000 volumes to the

Welshlmer Library and

secured a faculty of which more
than 50 per cent of the profes-

sors hold earned doctorates in

their teaching areas.

Concerning Milligan's future

Lacy said that it will depend
* greatly on the support of the

community as well as the

continued support from its

church constituency.

"The people of JohnsonClty,

Elizabethton, Carter and

Washington counties and the

entire East Tennessee area

have made great contributions

to the college," Lacy said,

"and that support is vital to

the life of the college."

Changed women's rules

still present problems

Four years ago when a stud-

ent first came to grace the

hallowed halls of Milligan Col-

lege, you were greeted with

a coke, a map, and a little

orange book, entitled,

MILLIGAN COLLEGE STUD-
ENT HANDBOOK 1970-71.

The 112 page booklet, an

official publication of Student

Council, included five full page

pictures of major campus fig-

ures, including the Student

Council President, and 30

pages of regulations for men
ind women (25 pages were
ievoted soley to women's
•egulations).

In 1970 demerits ran ram-
Jant in Hart and Sutton.

Demerits were given to those

eavlng an iron in the window
remember, Denise), forgetting

o close closet doors, wearing
ihorts to town, and being caught

.Ithout shoes In the lobby.

I/omen In 1970 were required

d sign a card each time they

eft the dorm after 5:00, if

olng off campus; and after

:00 if staying on campus. Five
r one demerits were given

espectfully for each offense.

After ten demerits a week-
nd campus was merited by

by Pam Slepnens

a woman. A regular campus
was from 7:00 a. m. Wednes-
day until Monday at seven a.m.
and a mere weekend campus
was from seven Friday morn-
ing until Monday at 7;00 a. m.
A woman could not leave cam-
pus, and had to be in her room
each evening from 7:30 until

7;00 the next morning
During the past "four years

the 1 12 page booklet has

dwindled to moderatly few,

mimeographed , stapled sheets.

Yet for each page lost, hours

of conversation, petitioning,

surveying, committee studies,

and Just hard work have been
spent by students, faculty, and

administration, alike.

Each year Student Council

has had a committee to study

the problem, and each year they

have submitted their recom-
mendations. Independent

groups have also had their

say, such as the spring 1972

Committee of Concerned Stud-
ents. Each year petitions have

floated through the dorms, even

as this year's plea for extend-

ed curfew during exam week.

Faculty committees, such as

the Student Life Committee,
(continued on p.
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Barefoot in the Park

Nell Simon's successful

Broadway play, BAREFOOT IN

THE PARK, will be performed

by an all Milligan cast under

the direction of Tom Beckner,

as a dinner theater May third

and fourth in Sutton Dining

Hall.

Beckner, a veteran actorand

director of eight plays, includ-

ing several dinner theaters in

California, Is combining his

talent and the "superior talent"
of the cast with the aggressively

comical writing style of Simon,

to make Milligan's first dinner

theater an evening of en-

joyment.

Beckner hoped that the dinner

theater will become a "spring

tradition" on the scale of the

Shakesperian play in the fall

DINNER THEATER — Tom Beckner, Dave Hughston. Joan Anderson and Penny Patron go

>ver the script as they rehearse for the upcoming presentation of BAREFOOT IN THE PARK,
vlay 3-4 in Sutton Dining Hull.

and the Madrigal Dinner in the

winter. Keeping this thought

in mind, he chose an all Mil-

ligan cast. He feels that Mil-
ligan students possess enor-

mous talent but In many cases

fail to utilize this talent. As

a result, this production Is

going to be a "learning ex-

perience" for the cast mem-
bers as well as those attending.

"Theater", according to Beck-
ner, "shouldn't be a spectator

sport but the audience should

get involved."

The plot centers around a

young married couple and the

problems they experience In

adjusting to each other's per-

sonalities. She Is basically

liberal and very impulsive and

in direct contrast he is a con-

servative young lawyer. The
action takes place in a "tiny"

apartment six flights above

street level. The setting Itself

is humorous, considering the

only way to reach the apart-

ment Is by climbing six flights

of stairs. The setting is con-

temporary and the problems
which arise are easy to

identify with.

Penny Parton plays the pan
of the young wife, Corey. Ac-
cording to Beckner, Patton is

"lively, fresh and has a natural

flair tor acting." The young

husband is played by "veteran"
actor Dave Hughston. Hughston

played in the musical,

OKLAHOMA at the JohnsonClty

Community Theater and Is, ac-

cording to Beckner, a "profes-

sional" in his own right. Kathy

Harder plays the pan of

Corey's mother. Harder is

"adapting" well. In developing

this difficult character. Bob
McKlnney plays the pan of

the upstairs neighbor. In this

part "Bob really has a chance

lu aCl t and he is doing so very

well," Greg Beck "a
naturally lunny person" plays

the pan of the delivery man.
The part of the telephoneman
is played by Buddy Fullen.
Beckner states that Fullen is

doing a "great Job." "I've
never had a cast so talented
on the whole, as this one."
Joan Anderson, assistant di-

rector, and Felica Fontaine,
stage manager do a great Job
in assisting Beckner as he
strives to give Milligan a night

of exciting, contemporary
drama,

Beckner, who worked pro-
fessionally for three years in

Hollywood feels the "church
is not making use of Theater
the way it can should be."
"Preaching Is only using one
level of communication, 3nd
Drama is able by it's nature
to communicate on several
levels." "It's a brand new
world in communications.
This generation has grove up
with T. V. a visual com-
munication. Their whole life

centers around visual ex-

perience, thus visual com-
munication can be an effective

tool for the spreading of the

gospel." Beckner feels that

"Milligan has a tremendous

opportunity to utilize the visual

ans for Christ."

Tickets for the performance
are four dollars for the general

public and two-twenty five for

Milligan students. Milligan

students will not eat the regular

evening meal on the night they

attend. Reservations for the

general public may be made
through the music office,

ph. 928-1165, Ex. 47. Student

reservations will be taken at

meal time in the cafeteria. All

student reservations must be

made by May 1st. The ad-
mission fee covers the dinner

and the show. For an evening

of fun and enjoyment, don't

miss "BAREFOOT IN THE
PARK" in dinner theater.





Metaphysical Brothe

Novice angler learns truth
^0 bv

"As a child when did 1 first

hear about trout fishing In

America? From whom?I guess

it was from a stepfather of

mine.

Summer of 1942.

The old drunk told me about

trout fishing. When he could

talk, he had a way of describ-

ing trout as If they were a

precious and intelligent metal.

Silver Is not a good adjective

to describe what 1 felt when

he told me about trout fishing.

I'd like to get It right.

Maybe trout steel. Steel

made from trout. The clear

snowfllled river acting as

foundry and heat.

Imagine Pittsburgh.

A steel that comes from

trout, used to make buildings,

trains and runnels.

The Andrew Carnegie of

Troutl"

Richard Brautlgan In

TROUT FISHING IN AMERICA

Trout fishing is almost a

religion in America. It's been

the subject of so many articles,

books, and stories that you

couldn't count them on the toes

of a centipede. From FIELD
AND STREAM to that book

which Is quoted above which

is sort of about trout fishing.

All my life I'd heard about

men who got up before dawn

and grabbing a pole and a pair

of rubber pants (waders that Is,

not the kind that you put over

diapers) and headed for the

streams to chase that elusive

dweller of the pools and

shadows.

Anyhow, one day 1 was sit-

ting at home, not doing much,
and it suddenly came to me.

Here I was twenty one years
old and I had never really

been fishing. Oh, once I

went spearing carp for garden

fertilizer but if I tell about

that to a fisherman he Jus[

laughs, so I've quit telling

It.

But anyway I had never been
fishing. It came to me rather

like an indictment. Why I

was hardly worthy to call my-
self an American. So I set

out immediately to rectify this

gap in my experience. I looked

for someone who could take me
fishing. I found John Kraft and

Bill Ahlstrom, I ask you who

could be better?

Well on Saturday April 13

the real moment of truth came,

I arose from my bed shortly

after 6:00 a. m., a time that

on Saturdays (or any other day

Want ads
For Sale — New Tire, Uni-

Koyal, F70-14 with rim $20.00.

'Jolt clubs-nine clubs with bag

snd balls $40.00. BSR turn-

table with Pickering cartridge

and cueing lever $40.00, See
'Vendell Phillips.

TOR SALE—Yashlca Lynx-I4E
imera w/l;l. f-45mm lens

built in light meter, automatic
i? 3ec. shutter release, and no
'.ash capabilities. $95.00. See
dell Ward.

for that matter) I don't usually

see.
I stumbled around for

awhile unable to see and bump-

ing Into things and grabbing

things with my hands. When
I finally woke up I found I had

a cheese sandwich In my hands

along with two tangerines so

I put them In a paper bag and

called it lunch. I then made
my way in to get dressed. I

kissed my wife goodby and

headed out for the great adven-

ture.

I met my two benefactors at

Bill's apartment and we headed

for the mountains, with a short

stop at Milligan for John toget

himself an Alka-Seltzer be-

cause he had had a rough night

the evening before. We were
headed for Laurel Fork which
runs through Dennis Cove and

Is In a wildlife management

area which means that you

must practically give your life

and the promise of your first

bom child to government in

order to fish there. We stop-

ped at a gas station [nHampton

to sign the papers.

Actually it isn't quite that

bad but In order to fish for

trout at Laurel Fork you need

three different permits. A
Tennessee fishing license, a

trout fishing license and a

permit to fish In the manage-
ment area are all needed. A
one day fishing license along

with the other two and in-

cluding various taxes, sur-

charges and whatever comes
to $4.40. Not exactly a fortune

but you could get at least three

pounds of fish filets In the

grocery store for that price.

Now ready, with the govern-

ment sump of approval on our

venture, to continue, we headed

on up Laurel Fork where we

parked our car, got out the

various parpahanalla we would

need, and started on up the

trail beside the creek. We chose

what seemed to be a likely

spot and cast our fortunes upon

the water. Nothing. 1 Imagine

that we looked rather like a

cartoon there with John in his

fishing vest and baseball cap,

both Bill and John in waders

and, after falling in to the

knees several times, me wading

In my Jeans and hiking boots.

(When I got home I put the

wet socks in the wet boots

and left the whole wet mess
on the front porch of our house,

somebody stole the socks and

left the boots. They stole our

doormat too, the Jerks.)

We worked our way slowly

ui^ the creek and my feet got

soggier and I lost my first

lure, which was a yellow

roostertall. During the course
of the day I was to lose three

more lures, a Daredevil,

another rooster tall (whltethis

time) and one weird one I never
did know the name of.

Well as we moved on up

I got a strike, that's fisher-

man's talk for when a fish

grabs at your line, but I couldn't

manage to hook him. Then I

got another, but I missed

that one too. That was the

extent of my encounter with

our quarry. Mostly I caught

leaves and sticks on the bottom

and 1 got real good at getting

my line caught in trees while

I was casting. It's really a-

mazlng the number of times

a fishing line can get wrapped

around a branch.

I may not have caught very

much but let me tell you that

I had a great time anyway. I

had done some hiking along

Laurel Fork but going up In

the creek gives you a whole

different perspective on the

place then going up the path

does.
I grew up on the shores of

Lake Michigan and I guess I

love that shoreline more than

any other part of the country

I have ever seen (Including

the Pacific Northwest Mr. Mc-
Cullough) but the mountains

of Tennessee and North

Carolina have a magic all their

own which can't quite be

matched.

But this article is about my
experiences on my first fish-

ing trip and I'm digressing

(In sense that is, in another

it's really all the same sub-

ject.) I wasn't the only one

on our party who didn't catch

any fish, in fact none of us

did. John and Bill both had

strikes but lost them also.

About noon we looked around

us and saw we had gotten quite

a ways away from the car.

Being further than we'd ever

been before we didn't even

know how far we were except

that it was far. And we were
tired and hungry, particularly

hungry. So we started walking

back. A long way. And what

with stopping to try one test

lime for fish In the places

where we had had strikes (you
remember strikes, I told you

about them earlier) and BUI

falling In the creek and filling

his waders up with water It

! Kenny's Pizza
West Towne Squire

ELIZABETHTON, TENN.

PHONE 542 5521
4——•— i. iiC

25* oil large PIZZA

15* oil small PIZZA

NEW

Sun - Thur

4 11 P.M

Fri-Sat

11-12 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with 1.0.

SUBMARINES

seemed to take forever.

We got back to the car and for

a minute we Just collapsed and

then we got in and headed for-

borne. The conversation con-

sisted of John lamenting all

the fish that we should have

had but didn't. Bill listing

all the different meals that

by Sieve Coon
would taste awful good right

now and me bouncing back and

forth between them alternately

agreeing and telling them to

shutup.

I haven't told you everything

that happened that day, 1 think

I would need to write a book

to do that but I will say one

more thing. I'll be back.

THE CALL OF THE WILD—John Kraft dips

pursuit of the wily trout.

Humanities tours ready

Two Humanities Tours are

planned forthe summer of 1974,

and group members are already

making preparations.

Dr. Miller is leading the first

tour, which is scheduled to

leave the New York Kennedy
Airport May 26 and to return

to New York on July 8. Dr.
Miller will be accompanied by

bis wife, Sandra, and students,

Scott Shaffer, Chuck Hoffman,
Tim Beck, Debbie Wlllen, Linda

Taylor, Shelba Stebellton, and

Eileen Roehl.

All the tour members have

some experience in camping
or cooking, and abilities that

will be useful during the trip.

Linda has worked at American
Automobile Association and

can obtain specially marked -

maps and will serve as navi-
gator for the tour. Tim t&

studying Volkswagon motors in

case any minor repairs are
needed. Eileen Is preparing

to be the group's bookkeeper.

Chuck has been abroad before;

he visited the Mediterranean

three years ago.

Dr. Dibble will lead the

second tour which leaves New
York on July 7 and will return

on August 20. He will be ac-

companied by bis daughter,

Sheryl, Doug and Jeannle Del-

ler; Ken Rannick; Sandra
Dymacek and her sister, ( not

a MUiigan student ); John Mc-
Fadden, and a former student.

Rick DeWltt.

An overlap of a few hours on

July 7 in the Luxembourg Air-
port is planned to give the two

groups time to exchange the

van, its equipment and advice.

The two tours will follow the

same itinerary, which has been
altered somewhat over the past

few summers.
One of the difficulties en-

countered by this year's tours

has been the $70 raise in air-

fare Icelandic plans to make
beginning June 1, To try to

offset this cost, the tour price

has gone up to $950. An ad-

ditional fare problem Is that

Icelandic has discontinued Its

special student rate.

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk A'/e

.

E 1 iza be th ton
11:00-7:43 Clotod Sun

Special izir g in Italian cu i t in •

Submar ne sandwiches
Spaghe tti Ravioli

L a s a g n a V eal parmesan





Backgammon study told
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by Artemus Jetsam and Basil Flotsam

tattle rattle rattle shhh-
i;k, "Standard five-three."

I'tle rattle rattle shhh-cllck.

'aslc three-four." Rattle

itle rattle shhh-cllck.

'ouble fours, I'm coming out

I hfttln' ya!" "oh no, I'm
(The Barl" "Yeah, see If

j can get out . . . Buddy."
', K., How's this . . . rat-

t rattle rattle shhh-cllck. . .

lidard six-one, hit ya with

i over: 1 Kataled ya.

y now, you're probably

l ing yourself - "What Is this

gsage?" The answer to that

qtitlon, dear friends. Is

I pie; The above dialouge

U typical soundtrack from a

Bkgammon game. The next

Otous question on your mind
a "What In blue blazes is

Biigammon?" Well, Back-
(tmon Is what Is commonly
a'n as "parlor game" which
iilnated in ancient Sumer
« be/ore the birth of Christ,

*< you're probably wonder-
n,how this delightful little

U'-slon found its way here
io un City, U. S. A.. Right?

ill, once upon a time, to

» a phrase, there was a

p>i, long haired lad who
u d from the thriving met-
ro Is of Clovis. One daydur-
D$Chrlstmas, a few years
<gi this enterprising, but

»: I youngman decided to find

to; thing to relieve him from
interesting yet tedious rlt-

tl it hie newly founded re -

1 1
of Hechtlsm (Hechtlsm

•r* defined as adoration of
be 'Rack' or, more simply
l eeplng all day and doing
bsitely nothing).

/;r" many days of ar-
10 searching, our hero hap-
ra upon a book by the fam-
B.rlnce Alexis Obolensky.

i e story goes. Prince
bcisky learned Back- .

Iff on In Istanbul as a child
ke his family escaped the

ns of the Russian Revo-
I in 1917. The Prince was
rtite enough to have as his

Itr, Abdul A-bul-bul
mc (famous Backgammon
Ofnd black-market cigar-
teicketeer during W.W.I.).
Jeood Prince was unfort-

»l enough to find himself
IjuUe with the Turkish
)U because of hlsassocla-
>n .1th naughty old Abdul
d irely escaped with his
clind Backgammon board.
v; after this harrowing
ptence that the Prince
whis book which was now

I eager little hands of

r i-ro (whose identity is

M ">y now to everybody but

r>.

V' that he had the Prince's
skit seemed that nothing
Uli>tand In the way of our
roecoming a backgammon

GIVE..,
•o more

1 will iive

TUND (1

wizard as well as head guru
for Hechtlsm. But the more
he studied, the more confus-
ing the game became. So, the
child of clovis made a re-
solution: he would go to one
of the great centers of learn-
ing In the East, Connecticut
to be exact. It was at Yale
that our hero aquired his first

practical knowledge of the
game.

This practical experience

came under the tutelage of

two experts of the game. This
first of these experts was Ser-
kis Nazar, a hepto- linguist and
renown pornography buff from
Istanbul, who had learned

Backgammon In much the same
manner as had Prince Obo-
lensky. Not only did our hero
leam the game of Backgammon
from Serkls, but he also learned
that the proper name for

Backgammon in Turkish Is

"Shesh-Besh" which when
loosely translated means
"game of the people with large

earlobes and rubles in their

belly buttons". This new def-
inition points to the fact that

Backgammon, or Shesh-Besh
if you prefer, is a game of

the rich leisure class who did

nothing all day but lay around
sleeping and playing Back-
gammon. When this realization

made Itself evident to our hero,
he said "I'm hep, this will

fit right In with Hechtisml"
The next person to aid our

hero was one Phillip Waldocks
from Flatbush, New York. Phil

was an Orthodox Jew who loved
the game of Backgammon, and
rightly so, because it was in

Sumer (ancient Iraq) that the

game originated. So, when our
aspiring hero asked for Phil's

aid in learning the game, Phil

promptly said, "Sure, I'll teach
you how to throw the old urlm
and tbummim,"
Now you're probably wonder-

ing how all, these facts have
helped to bring culture to MH-
llgan. The answer is simple
once again; after his sojourn in

the East.our hero found himself
-right here In Upper East Term.
Once again, he was beginning
to become bored with his

Hechtlsm, (even though it

caught on very well on third

floor Pardee Hall where our
hero set up residence.) Being
the soclally-mlnded person that

he is, our hero decided that

a change of pace was in Oraer

not only for himself but also

for Hechtltes of Pardee. So,

It was with civic pride in his

heart and bed sores on his

back that our fearless leader

returned from Christmas
vacation 1973 in sunny Clovis
with a Backgammon board
under his sweaty little arm and
thus Introduced Backgammon
to that center of culture -

Pardee third floor, and hence
to Milllgan.

The story goes downhill from
here, but a few things still need
to be mentioned. First of all,

the Hechtltes of Pardee have
declared Monday April 22, 1974

as the first annual MUIigan
Backgammon Day. Secondly,

for those of you who have
become Interested in Back-
gammon because of this art-

icle, (or perhaps In spite of

It), you can begin to learn the

game by getting an old checker
board and turning it over. Con-
trary to popular belief, that

zig-zag design on the back of

the board Is not the standard

design for the back of checker
boards — it Is a Backgammon
board. After you have a board
either get a bookexplalnlngthe

game or call third floor Par-
dee (928-9831) and ask for an
appointment from Backgam-
mon Advisory Board Service

(BABS) and a cheerful repre-
snetatlve will help you learn
the game.
One remarkable aspect of

Backgammon at Milllgan has
been the influence that Milll-

gan has had on the game. Many
new phrases have entered into

the Backgammon dens of the

area due to the Influence of

Milllgan. Such phrases as

"Kata" (from the Greek mean-

ing to come down on), the
"Christian- Standard" (stan-
dard six-one move), and the
much coveted "Double Stan-
dard" (double sixes) can be
heard in any Backgammon game
on campus. Other phrases such
as "Lovers" Leap" (six-five

opening move), "Goofy Ones"
(two-ond at an inopportune
time), 'Crapola" (lousy roll).

and the famous "Where's that

at?" (backgammon player in a

quandry as to what move to

make) have been attributed to

those ingenious young men of

third floor Pardee,

Dixie Lanes

Johnson City-Elizabethton Hwy
Elizabethton Tenn.

OPEN
i 9:00 am— 11:00pm

Open bowling

Wednesday, S at u r d a y a „ d S o n d a y

JUST IN TIME for the Board meeting. Milllgan maintenance men sei
out flowers and landscape around the new Milllgan College sign.

Choir tours West
This summer the Concert

Choir will take a seven week
tour, covering thirteen states

and Mexico. Chaperoned by
the Bachmans and the Runners,
the choir will depart from
Milllgan July 2 and return

August 10,

During the tour the choir
will be giving thirty-five con-
certs, including performances
for the North American
Christian Convention In Ana-
heim, California and for the

World Convention in Mexico
City, Mexico.

All thirty-four members of

the choir have been hard at

work already this semester
preparing for their springtour
and a special Bach concert
which Is scheduled for April

29. Beside the regular five

hours a week practice, the

choir had a special choir camp,
which is an intensive weekend
of rehearsal preparing for the
spring tour, and is now re-
hearsing twelve hours a week
in preparation for the Bach
Concert.

Dr. Johnson received many
favorable reactions from the

churches to the choir's spring
tour; this greatly influenced
the final decision astowhether
or not the school should spend
the money required to send the

choir on a long summer tour.

The summer tour concert
program will consist of some
songs from the spring tour, a

few pieces from the Bach Mass,
and some new pieces which will

be polished off in a special

choir camp this summer,
which will be held the week
before the chojr begins tour.

Prescription Shop
"AOtOiS MOM EHTfcANCf

TO MtMOtlAl HOSPITAL"

SUNDRIES

REE DELIVERY FREE PARKING

926-7611

405 N BOONE JOHNSON CITY

# (|*iin's

JRecwdCenter
West Town Square
Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters
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ammenia^uc

Ah, the hand of public opinion has once again

swung down hard ready to take it's toll and

missed completely. That seems to be the

(ate of public opinion at Mllllgan College to

continually be off the mark. Nobody seems

to care what the students think and the students

themselves don't even seem to care what hap-

pens to them. Nobody really gives a damn
and I think this sad. Why spend four years

of your life at a place that you don't care about?

At Mllllgan there are many good people, that

goes without saying. Why leave these people

to fight the battle alone? I'm not going to bat

here for Ideological stance, quite the contrary

actually, 1 would be glad to see any position

supported if it expressed a concern for people

and helped people to accept each other for what

they are.

We, the people at Mllllgan are. In a very

real sense, brothers and sisters. But we are

so split into factions that this brotherhood

never seems to surface. We have students

versus administration, we have northerners

versus rednecks, we have freaks versus Jocks

and God knows what else. Why? What do we

gain from this absurd bickering? Why should

someone be suspect Just because they have long

hair, or don't wear a bra, or do wear a bra, or

play basketball, or write poetry, or wear old

bluejcans, or wear a suit all the time, or listen

to rock and roll music, or listen to country

music, or you suspect them of smoking pot, or

they chew tobacco, or whatever else it is that

you don't like about them.
Everybody here at Mllllgan has something to

say, let them say It or better yet ask them what
it is. Find out what those people you've been
avoiding for one reason or another are thinking.

I'm not advocating that everyone at Mllllgan

become bosom buddies, that's as ridiculous as

it is impossible. All I'm saying Is stick your
nose out of your own little circle and see what
other people have up their sleeve. You may
be surprised, you may find a new friend among
one of those groups you disdained in the past.

I did and all 1 can say Is that you are lucky if

you do.

This college is nothing without people. People

are the most Important thing you can find to care
about so do some caring, please. Maybe they

need help and maybe someone out there can help

you. Life Is worth living only when It is shared

and there's a lot of life out there to share and

a lot of people to share it with.

Don't spend your life and the precious time

it consists of being petty, 1 direct this towards
everyone, students and administration alike.

There are a lot of people out there and you
hardly know any of them. And they probably
know something you don't know so why don't
you find out what It Is.

Elections or
^ASSSxWftm*::*;^^

Film probes grace
Compulsive move buffs may

look with chagrin upon the

fact the STING (Best Picture

of the Year7) and the

EXORCIST may play In-

definitely in Johnson City.

But one of the real tragedies

of the year was the CRIES

AMD WHISPERS by lngmar

Bergman was shown here dur-

ing Mllllgan' s spring break.

CRIES AND WHISPERS
purportedly marks a change

thematlcally from Bergman's
early work. Rather than deal-

ing with Intense religious ques-

tions, Bergman is now sup-

posed to be more interested in

people. Yet the religious

themes are present, if sub-

limated.

The film deals with three

sisters and a maid. One of

the sisters is dying of cancer,

and the other two have re-

turned to her deathbed, to the

old manor where they had all

grown up together.

In the film Bergman raises

the question of grace, both on

the plane of theology and that

of human relationships. What
Is it that separates persons

from one another and what is

from one another and what

in turn separates the human
race from God and the mean-
ing of human existence which

only he can probably reveal?

The younger sister is sen-

suous, capricious and "in-

nocent." Her lack of depth

makes her incapable of sus-
taining a meaningful relation-

ship with anyone. The older

sister, on the other hand, has
become cynical and bitter and
hence Incapable of a meaning-
ful relationship for precisely

the opposite reason. Where
her younger sister gives of

herself freely but incompletely,

she is nearly incapable of giving

in >
i

.
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of herself at all because she
realized that total committment
involves risks. As the younger
sister is sadistic, she Is maso-
chistic.

The dying sister has ap-

parently been bothered by the

same kinds of difficulties, but

has found same sort of resolu-
tion to the problems. In the

suffering of her death, she

reaches out to the others for

help or relief.

When her sisters fall her,

it Is Anna, the servant who
offers comfort. Her simple

devotion is so great that she

is neither repulsed nor
threatened by the spectacle of

death.

In CRIES AND WHISPERS
Bergman reveals a tremendous
expertise in manipulating the

emotions of an audience. As
one of the characters describes

her return to the manor,
"Everything is at ^ncefamillar
and strange."

Bergman uses long, intense

silence, punrtuatpd by the

ominous ticking of clocks to

create a mood of forboding and
anxiety. The screams of the

dying sister almost provide re-
lief from overall mood.
The visual effects are also

masterful. CRIES AND
WHISPERS is the first of Berg-
man's thirty-odd movies to be

filmed in color. He contrasts

cool, distant greys and blues

with violent, passionant

oranges and reds.

The plot of CRIES AND
WHISPERS Is extremely thin

and uncomplicated. It is

nevertheless engrossing be-
cause Bergman pays so much
attention to mood and char-
acter. Yet the uncanny thing

is that one is not particularly

aware of the oppressive mood
which is being built. As one
reviewer has indicated, it isn't

until one leaves the theater

that one realizes his emotions
have been manipulated by
a master.

In the interim between
national elections, American
voters seldom have the op-

portunity to express their view

except through letter writing or

perhaps In opinion surveys.

However, five special congres-
sional elections this spring have
enabled several hundred thous-

and people to proclaim their

positions through balloting.

Many observers view these

elections as key tests of

the damage that Watergate

has caused In the standings

of the Republican party.

Narrow victory

Pennsylvania's largely In-

dustrial twelfth congres-
sional district was the scene

of the first by-election on

Feb. 5. Filling a vacancy

created by the death of 13-

term Republican John Saylor,

Democrat John Murtha nar-

rowly defeated his Republican

opponent. Although Murtha's
400 vote victory did not

Indicate an overwhelming man-
date from the 120,000 voters

who participated, It did sug-

gest possibly some change In

the district, which In the past

had consistently voted Repub-
lican in congressional elections.

Less than two weeks later.

Democrat Richard VanderVeen
decisively defeated (51 to 44

percent) Republican State Sen-

ator Robert VanderLaan In

Michigan's fifth district, the

former district of Gerald Ford
who had held its congressional

seat since 1949. Not only had

the district elected Republican

Representatives continually

since 1910, but In 1972 its

voters had given Ford 62 per-

cent of the vote and President

Nixon nearly 60 percent.

Obviously VanderVeen's vic-

tory showed a dramatic re-

versal from earlier trends, and

it possibly indicated voter dis-

satisfaction with the current

political situation. VanderVeen,
who hit heavily on Watergate,

called his campaign a "refer-

endum on Richard Nixon.'

GOP done in

Michigan's GOP chairman
commented, "Watergate did us

In. We had an Ideal candidate,

who had been elected to of-

fice 15 times .... The party

organization was tighter than

ever before." However, Vice

President Ford listed other

contributing factors, including,

inflation, unemployment, the

gas shortage, and a poor Re-
publican turnout.

On March 5 two special

elections were held—one In

Ohio's first congressional dis-

trict and one in California's

thirteenth district. In the

strongly Republican Cincin-

nati area. Democrats won a

third race, as Councilman To:-

Luken defeated Repiibll Vtl-

11s Grsdlson by ovei 1,000

votes. L uken was only the

fourth Democrat I

tury to win the dij

gressional seat.

Ohio co

Explaining his vie

said, "The voters i

District of Ohio havt

concern about the a

Administration aa

clety." In Grai

cession speech he

that Watergate "h.

of many factors In

Ion," but he adde

election so close

not indicate a panic
mandate."

In California's by-

Republicans claime.

victory, with St

Robert Lagomarsi

impressively. Thi

publican in a field a

dldates, Lagomarsi!

53.4 percent of th

won the seat held 1

the late Charles '

Republican. Hi

opponent received on

cent of the vote.

Lagomarslno calk

tlon a personal vie

on his record of 1

the California legls

not a vote of confide

Nixon adminiscratio

ferendum on Wate

further stated, "It

dlcatlon that the |

vote for a Republic

think he is the best

ning for the job."

Nixon cam.

Perhaps the most

special congression;

was the recent one in

eighth district whert

Nixon had campalgne

preceding theelectloi

Sparling, theRepubll

ate. However, Spar

Robert Traxler, the I

crat to be elected R

tlve in the eighth di;

1932, The victorloi

proclaimed, "The
|

this district spoke c

decisively and said

a change in Washlngt

Sparling, who had

President, did not

Nixon at all. The de:

didate said emphat

this campaign was 1

lost by Jim Sparli;

Republican National

commented, "1 don' 1

can make the poim

was a personal def

President."

Four Demo

Yet, many people

that the four Democ
torles in staunch I

districts indicate

ldent's unpopularity,

might be supported I

that Republicans lo:

three districts whe:

compalgned. Only in

fornia election, wher
publican candidate w,

direct White Hot
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achieve victory.

Although the by-election re-

sults indicate present disfavor

with Washington, or at least

with Republlcancandidates.they

are not necessarily Indicative

of the course which this fall's

elections will take. Much will

depend on the attitudes of

the candidates themselves and

the issues on which they focus.

Democrats will undoubtedly

be tempted to exploit Water-
gate as a campaign strategy.

However, a difference exists

between serving the Interest

of more honest government and

serving the Interest of them-
selves. Democrats will need to

recognize the distinction

between genuinely serving

people and conveniently ex-
ploiting situations.

Ironically, many Republicans
who were more than glad to

tag along in Nixon's 1972 land-

slide are now trying to disavow

all connections with the Pres-

ident, Integrity does not demand
that they give him blind support

in opposition to their moral

Judgement, but they do need to

see the Issue of the President

from a perspective greater than

their own election atternps,

Pharisees

American politicians have be-

come a group of pietlstlc Phar-

isees righteously pointing at an

unfortunately corrupt executive

branch. However, flnger-

polntlng will not cure wrongs,

brings reconciliation, or lead to

forgiveness. Political leaders

and office seekers must be be-

yond the false security of whole-

sale pietism and once again

learn to accept a role of dy-

namic service. American po-

liticians and citizens must rea-

lize that the seeds of pseudo-
religious vindlctiveness can

only lead to a harvest of

division, polarization, and

hate.

Three years ago the women's
rules at Mllllgan desperately

needed revision. After several

suggestions were turned down

by the administration, not with-

out conflicts, the women were

promised that their Dorm
Council for the next year would

be permitted to completely re-

vise the women's rules. As a

member of that Dorm Council,

I thought it might be helpful to

point out some changes that

were made at that meeting be-

fore the class which remembers
the change has graduated.

At this meeting no attempt

was made to revise the dress

code since the previous year

had brought the unimaginable

privilege of wearing pants to

classes, library and the cafe-

teria, (sometimes). The curfew

was extended to 11 o* clock,

(12 on Friday and Saturday).

One of the most significant

changes was the eliminating of

die demerit system. Other

Letters to the editor

Dear Editor,

In this wonder-age of scien-

tific discoveries when many
new, absurd and ofter con-

flicting Ideas are constantly

being shovelled upon the

American public, it Is re-

freshing to hear of a concept

which is entirely founded on

facts. The newest in well-

documented, purely scientific

discoveries has its revolution-

ary origin In a small culture

center of America, Mllllgan

College, Tennessee, Adminis-

trators from this paragon of

scholastic accomplishment

have recently put forth the

astonishing news that lung

cancer caused by smoking
is sex-linkedl This sym-
bolizes one of the most heart-

breaking set-backs to women's
liberation ever as It has been

conclusively established that

members of the male sex never

suffer the effects of smoking.

Even more astonishing is the

evidence that smoking In cer-

tain areas Is more beneficial

to the average American male
than smoking in other places.

The truly amazing aspect Is

that no one has thought of this

before. Certainly every high

school simpleton knows that

every reaction possesses its

own optimum conditions.

Taking such things as wind
speed, available light source,

and solar radiation Into effect,

it is simple to see why smoking
on a porch is of greater value

to one's health than smoking
in an enclosed area such 'as

a classroom. Because of their

concern for the health and
safety of the female sex with
regard to the sex-linked
character of smoking, the

Milligan Administrators have
issued several restrictions and
regulations In regard to this

matter and should be com-
mended for their work In

aiding nature in the survival

of the fittest.

judl Hartnup,

Junior English Major

The STAMPEDE would like

to Invite any senior who so

wishes to submit a reaction

to their years in attendance

at Milligan College, The re-

actions will be used In a special

column dedicated to seniors In

the last STAMPEDE of their

college career. Let us know

how you feel now about Mil-

ligan College and it's policies.

We will use as many of these

as we can, printing the most
interesting, practical and use-

ful information that can be

found concerning life at a col-

lege, the opinions of the stud-

ents. So let the school know
how much you love it or get
your gripes off your chest, let

the world hear what you have
to say. Please limit yourself

to one typewritten page, double

spaced, and use a fifty space

line.

All copies is due on Monday
April 29 dt 6:30 p. m. In the

STAMPEDE office. The
STAMPEDE reserves the

right to edit all submissions.

Dear People of the Earth,

We would like to bring into

your awareness a new group
which is committed to the con-

servation cf nature. The En-
vironment Clublsnewlyformed
and plans to combat waste In

all areas. Our first official

action was to place garbage
cans at two strategic locations

on campus; however, due to

a misunderstanding, they have
promptly removed by the main-
tenance department.

We would like to enlist the

help of all students. Every-
one can pick up litter where-
ever they go. Write on both
sides of the paper; use scrap
paper for notes. Walk, don't

ride. Tuiii off unnecessary
lights. Save water, (showerwlrh
a frlendl) inthe cafeteria, don't

take more food than you plan

to eat. Save your re-cyclables;

newspaper (like this one), metal

and glass.

Lastly, JOIN OUR CLUBI
We have many top positions

open. In fact, one of the unique-

nesses of our club Is that every

member can be an officer.

If you have a special Interest

In ecology of the mind, see

Homer Hecht; he is heading up

this facet of our club.

We feel like this is some-
thing everyone should be In-

volved In; remember. Support

the earth and the earth will

support you,

Recyclably yours,

Robert J. Swanson,

Robin M. Phillips

(officers and Mem-
bership)

P. S, Watch for dates and lo-

cations for recycables pick-up.

changes were made in the areas

of room inspection and slgn-

our procedures. All In all, the

seniors fell like they had been

let out of prison, but the fresh-

man felt like they had Just been

sent Into prison. From our per-

spective, the changes seem
insignificant, but viewed from

before the change, they were

generous and incomprehensibly

liberating.

Perhaps the most significant

change, though it did not seem

so at the time, was the creation

of a new body of student re-

presentatives, called Resident

Assistants. The reason for the

creation of R, A.'s was a great

deal of dissatisfaction with

Dorm Council as It had been.

Most of the women in the

dorm agreed that It was unwise

to have one group of nine people

make and enforce rules and

serve as a Judiciary board. It

was suggested that a system of

checks would be more effective.

It was thought that the Dorm
Council should become a legis-

lative board and that a Judiciary

board should be created.

At the same time, there was

a conflict about the selection

of Dorm Council members. They

had always been elected by the

dorm, but were subject to the

approval of the Dean of Women
and the Housemothers, The
students were anxious to by-

pass the administrative seal of

approval, and at the same time
die Administration was anxious

to bypass the student majority

seal of approval. Hence, as a

solution to both problems, the

post of Resident Assistant was
created.

As originally defined, the pur-
pose of the R.A.'s was to "serve

as a Judiciary Board and as

appeals board in matters beyond
the Jurisdiction of the Dorm
Council." (from the 1971-72

Women's Rule Book) As ex-

plained to the Dorm Council

at that time, when a case

occurred In which no punish-
ment was specifically defined

in the rules, or in the case of

a repeated offender, the case

would be referred tothe R.A.'s.

This action was only to be

taken as a last resort. The

only higher level was the Dls-

pllnary Committee. It was ex-

pected that most of their

decisions would deal with hear-

ing the appeals of girls who

thought they had been dealt

with unfairly by the Dorm
Council. Their major responsi-

bilities were at that time re-

lated to assisting the house-

mother In running the dorm.

The R.A,*s as they function-

today are quite a curious

mutation of the original theory,

and one which Is certainly not

preferable to its ancestor. The

men may object to such a view

of the R.A.'s; they probably do

not care If they get their toilet

paper from a Dorm Councilor

or from an R.A. who is paid

by the administration to pass

it out. However, a totally dif-

ferent situation exists In the

by Penny Phillips

women's dorms, where the

R.A,'s play a far more active

role.

The current women's R.A.'s

have served quite a different

purpose than that which was

originally outlined. They have

passed new rules, completely

Independent of the Dorm
Council; they have Inflicted ser-

ious punishments for relatively

minor transgressions and for

honest mistakes without any

contact with the Dorm Council.

When girls are caught breaking

rules, they are immediately sent

to the R.A.'s with no recognition

that the Dorm Council serves

any function other than the

official parry committee.

There are several possible

explanations for the present

status of the R^.*s. It Is cer-

tainly not based on what the

students requested in 1971. It

may be that no one la aware of

actual function of the R.A.'s,

but that seems unlikely in an

environment which constantly

reminds women of the mlnutia

of the existing rules.

It may be that the original

plan has been unintentionally

altered, but It is amazing that

the Dorm Council would so

easily relinquish Its only

authority without realizing that

its reason for being had dis-

appeared. It may be that the

administration knows how to

hire people who actively under-

take the punishing of rule-

breakers; perhaps the salary

they receive makes them feel

responsible to inflict punish-

ments, like policemen who have

to meet a ticket quota.

It Is possible that the pre-
sent system is a part of a long-

range plan to do away with the

Dorm Council, substituting for

It a committee which is more
easily controlled by the admin-

istration. The result has been

to eliminate any student re-

presentation in the running of

the dorms. If such a system

was actually the original goal

of the administration, it is hard

to explain the vestigial existence

of the Dorm Council other than

as a devious attempt to mask
the new system as It was actually

developing.
Whatever the actual cause for

the change, the women of Mil-

ligan College should take a

serious look at conditions as

they now exist. We are left

with a Dorm Council which
functions exclusively as a party

committee, bearing resem-
blance to a "Dorm Council"

in name only. The few decisions

which are left up to any student

group are made by a group of

students who are hired and paid

by the administration. This

samegrouphas made rules, en-

forced them, acted as Judges

and as appeals board. In several

cases, women have been shown
little Justice and no understand-

ing. The women who are forced

to live under such a system
should be aware of It, and re-
quest adjustments which they

deem necessary.
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Prine gets 'Sweet Revenge',

Billy Joel is 'Piano Man'
by Homer Hechl

JOHN PRINE

|ohn Prine's music reminds

,; of Bob Dylan. At least

t's what everyone says.

tne, however, Is much more
.icrete and exact than Dylan.

elr uniqueness is in their

. litles to see the world through

us seldom used.

fine's songs are about

imentary feelings, common-

ice occurrences, and under-

ndlngs reached through ex-

jlence. He Is able to see

inan problems as farces,

Inan priorities as unbaked,

il human goals as ridiculous.

, i that's good—we can all

Inor ourselves with serious-

ris, but it the end, what do we

l'e? Nothing.

WEET REVENGE Is typical

Fne. Who would think of

vtlng a song about a minor

c accident involving a drunk

a a woman and her daughter?

C who would entitle a song
' lomatopoeia?" Herein lies

Ene's uniqueness.

"Please Don't Bury Me" is

an attack on the sacrosanctity
we have placed upon the human
body. Suddenly faced with death,

he ridicules the waste which is

involved in burial. Prlne In-

troduces humor by donating the

different parts of his body to

several charitable causes.

"Mexican Home" and
"Christmas In Prison" are
songs about momentary exper-
iences—the former sluing on
a porch, the latter sitting In

a cell. What Is remarkable
In these songs is his ability

to see unity and meaning In

so many common things In so
many uncommon ways.
"Dear Abby" Is a song ded-

icated to "an old friend" re-
encountered on foreign soil. The
humor borders on the ridicu-

lous, but the similarities be-
tween his letters and real "Dear
Abby" letters is somewhat
frightening. And Abby's ad-
vice? Shut up, quit complaining.

"You are what you are and you
ain't what you ain't." A hard
thing to break down, this

dichotomy between "should"
and "Is."

"Time was once/just a clock
to me/ And life was Just a book/

KHOOLKID'S

The record store with

students in mind

A" 5.98 list LP's 3.99

All 6.98 M st ip-j 4.99

701 Spring St. Johnson city

929-7511

15( off purchase with this ad

STUDENT

UNION
BOOKSTORE

VVENTORY
CLEARANCE

SPORTSWEAR
20-40% off

On selected styles

A biography/ Success was
something/ You Just had to be/

And I would spend myself/ Un-
knowingly/ And you know that

1 could have me/ A million more
friends/ And all I'd have to

lose/ Is my point of view."

These words are from "A
Good Time." The significance

here is in the range of pos-

sible implications which can be

derived from the sparsity. New
concepts of time and life are

implied; yearning for success

is spurned. But what is meant
in "losing my point of view?"

Strict adherence to beliefs

Is unworthy of anything. What
can be known— for sure? It

is within the guesswork and the

e^periementing In experience

that we come to terms with

ourselves. Therefore, whatgood
do we do by defending our be-

liefs? By reducing man to his

beliefs, we have lost very much.
Saving the lost can come about

by believing, not by adhering

to beliefs.

Though tfulness Is appreci-
ated. No matter where some-
one ends up, his process of

thinking out his plight and the

subsequent faith involved in his

living it out calls for respect.

Billy Joel, for example. Every
song tells some kind of story.

Our appreciation of a story

is limited to our ability to

relate to what Is being told

and how it has been written.

PIANO MAN includes songs
which reveal the restlessness

and transcience of people. Four
songs seem to stand out as

being best. One is "Captain

Jack." A story of a middle-

class youth in a style-

conscious, 2 car-1 boat socie-

ty, he must ask himself, "What
went wrong?" With all the tend-

encies to lose oneself In doing,

he must stop to admit to him-
self— "Ah, and there ain't no

place to go anyway/And what

for?" So much of what we do

can never be Justified, but it

can be thought through.

"You're My Home" has these

opening lines. "When you look

into my eyes/And you see the

crazy gypsy in my soul/It

always comes as a surprise/

When I feel my withered roots

begin to grow." This imagery
of a man as a natural being,

devoid of identity but enlightened

through unconscious means, de-

monstrates the love we can '

come to know and share through
our unawareness of self and

mere assumption of becoming
what we are.

"Somehwere Along the Line"
calls for an understanding of

our actions in terms of learning

their effects upon us. A meal of

"fancy food and wine," "sweet
Virginia cigarettes," sat-

isfaction received with another

person, and Protean living all

must be understood in terms of

where they lead us.

"Piano Man," probably auto-

biographical, is the best song

on the album. It reveals the

experiences of a musician and

his interaction with people while

playing in a piano bar. In his

acquaintances with si> part-

icular "regulars," he learns

of dissatisfaction and unfulfilled

dreams. These people are

"sharing a drink they calllone-

llness/ Bur it's better than

drinking alone."And as he plays

"memories" and "melodies,"

he sees where he Is in relation

to them. He, like the rest of

them, can find no viable ex-

planation of why he is where

he is. His indentlfication with

them is aJjIe to bring some
solace, but stUl no meaning.

Women's rules
(continued from p. 1)

have also played their role.

Mrs. Young, as well as Mrs.
Fontaine and Dean Yamamori,
have spent months listening

to the complaints of students

and drafting new policies. And
as a result of four year's ef-

forts, many changes have oc-
curred.

Mrs. Phyllis Fontaine has
been actively involved in bring-

ing about women's rule

changes. As an administrator,

Mrs. Fontaine commeniedcon-
cerning the recent rule

changes, "1 think they're

great". she ls -perfectly
satisfied" with the way over-
night sign out procedures and

extended curfews have worked.
She attributes to these and

other relaxed rules a defi-

nite change in attiturlc ?n-.nng
the women students. She feels

the rules have relieved
"tensions and much un-
happlness".

Milligan ladies have their

own opinions about the new
regulations. Tonya thinks the

rules are "great, fantastic".

Such reactions as Brenda's
"they're fine for me" Joyce's
"they're swell" and Randi's
"they don't bother me" are
typical sentiments heard con-
cerning current changes.

Yet, there are still com-
plaints and dissatisfactions

voiced among Milligan coeds.

Milligan women have used

many of the same arguments
for rule changes for at least.'

four years. And, none have
been totally outdated by the

new rule changes. Four major
arguments still find voices.

Karen states her case
by saying that "if a srudent

has been in college for one

year and is not on academic
probation, that student must
be mature enough to regulate

their own life, or there is no

Grumbacher

Art Supplies

SERVING CARTER & JOHNSON COUNTIES

DIAL 543-1812 or 543-2231
112 SYCAMORE — ELIZABETHTON. T£NN,

hope for that student to con-

tinue, or to survive in every

day life outside of the col-

lege." She feels that Imposed
rules perpetuate immaturity."

Nancy argues chat "if a

woman's parents feel rules are

unnecessary for their daughter,

then why should the school en-

force them?"
The double standard for

males and females is the con-
cern of Judi and Cam. Judl
feels that "A twenty-two year
old female senior should be

insulted when she is told at

what hour she must come to

the dorm when art eighteen year
old male is considered mature
enough to have no curfew."

Cam sums the' case when she
states that "By all rights men
and women are created equally;

therefore rules should be uni-
sexual."

The fourth major argument
was received in written form.

It read, "I have arranged my
life so that the rules do not

interfere greatly. However,
2000 years ago Christ freed

all people and did away with
the prevailing social standards

and it is amazing to me that

a college which claims to fol-

low Christ, cannot accept this

freedom and instead per-
petuates a double standard."—
Robin Phillips, personally re-
sponsible, April 17, 1974.

PltflSttMAL FHAMMT

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
FREE DELIVERY

Prvltukm] CHc Bloo
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Packtwoyears ofArmyROTC
into sixweeks.

You can do it with our Two-Year Pro-

gram. We'll send you to a special six-week Basic

Camp the summer between your second and
third years of college, and that will make up for

the first two years of Army ROTC.
After that, it's back to college. Earning an

extra $100 a month, up to ten months a year.

Learning leadership principles that will put

you way ahead in almost any career, military

or civilian.

If you're transferring from junior college,

or for some other reason were unable to take

Army ROTC your first two years, you can still

catch up in the Army ROTC Two-Year Program.

Army ROTC. The more you look at it,

the better it looks.

For more information send in the coupon below

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Army ROTC
Fort Knox, Ky. 40121

Olficial BmineM
Penally lor private use, 1300

Pelage and lee, paid

Department ol the Army
DOD-3H

Tell me more about Army ROTC.

Mrs.
Miss
Mr

ArmyROTC
FortKnox,Kentucky

40121

City_ . Zip_

School Now Allending_

College Planning to Attend,
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Baseball season progresses

The 1974 edition of Mllllgan

College baseball has recently

been struggling to get over the

,500 mark In winning percent-

age. The Buffs evened their

record at 9-9 with a double-

header sweep over Emory &

! Henry. Their next outing, how-

ever, saw the University of

Tennessee squad take bothends

of a twin-bill todropMllllgan's

record to 9-11.

Milligan has gotten de-

pendable pitching In many
games, but has been thwarted

. offensively by opposing

moundsmen.
The Buffs stand 1-1 In their

1

drive to gain the Volunteer

State Athletic Conference east-

ern division crown.

Carson-Newman defeated

the Buffs In their initial en-

counter this year by the score

of 3-0. Steve Templeton suf-

fered a tough setback In this

one as he gave up less hits

than bis pitching counterpart.

[However, one of the bits he

did give up was a home run

with one man on bas-j. The

• Eagles also added an un-

earned run. Seventeen Buff

batters were strikeout victims

and were unable to bunch their

hits sufficiently to push across

some runs.

Mllllgan returned to the

friendly confines of Anglln

Field for a VSAC clash with

Lincoln Memorial. The Buffs

supported Dean Mlnler with a

flurry of runs and registered

an 1 1-3 victory.

An Easter doubleheader with

Tennessee Tech saw the Herd
Involved In two tight, hard-

fought games.

Steve Hypes threw a shut-

out In the opener to win 1-0.

The winning run was scored

by Steve Palmer. He had been

sacrificed into scoring position

by Mike CUne and scored on

a hit by Dean Mlnier.

The second game saw the

Buffs drop a 5-3 decision In

eleven Innings. Creg Could

pitched an excellent ten in-

nings in relief off starter

Woody Shelton before falter-

ing in the eleventh to suffer

the setback. Mllllgan had put

PARSONS
»:lk<:ik()MCs-

fHOHf 543 2401 Wwt Towns Square EllZABETHTON

New 19 inch portable Sylvania TV B and W $119.95

Used portable TVs starting $49.95 Discount to students
Open 10:00 a.m. to 9;00 p.m. Color TVs on sale

We service what we sell.

Register now for the free Hotpolm electric dryer

to be given away soon.

NOW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN...

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink

Call 926-9622 for

information about
group rates.

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7 30 pm - 10:00 pm
Friday and Saturday7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm - 12 30 am

Matinees

Saturdayand Sundays 1 00 pm 4 00 pm

302 Wesley Street

Johnson City Tenn.

926-9622

by Les Gindekperger
runners In scoring position

several times in the later In-

nings but were unable to get a

clutch hit to put the game away.

Inexperience has hurt at

several times. Coach Stout

stated, "We have six men on

the field with no previous col-

legiate experience at their

present positions." Several

are freshmen and are receiv-

ing their experience under

fire against good opponents.

The offense has suffered and

after sixteen games the team
batting average stood at .216.

Senior All-AmerJcan JimCrom
led the offense at that stage

with a .345 batting average and

had scored 13 runs to lead the

team In that department. Denny
Mayes was the only other Buff

regular batting over .300 with

a mark of .333. Leftflelder

Bob Wattwood had Jumped his

average to .295. Dean Mlnler

was tied with Crom and

Wattwood for the most RBl's

with seven. Mlnier also had

the Inordinately high amount
of four triples.

STRETCHING OUT—Ozell Ward reaches for extra long jump laches
In Mllligan's track meet with Lees MacCrae and Brevard last

Wednesday.

Atlanta musician performs

in benefit HELICON concert

Featuring Jim Miller from
Atlanta, Georgia, HELICON's
benefit concert will be held

Saturday, April 20 at 8:00 p.m.
In "The Fatted Calf" (Wesley

Center) atEastTennessee State

University.

A talented musician on

acoustic, electric, and slide

guitar, little fiddle, blues harp,

and banjo, Miller is ac-

complished In both blues and

bluegrass music and will per-
form both styles during the

HELICON concert.

Backing up Miller In the Jim
Miller Blues Band will be Keith

Derclng, rhythm; Bob Fife,

bass; Randy Miller, drums;
and Dave Hughston, piano.

Possum Junction Bluegrass
Band (also known as Bottle-

neck Bootleggers Bluegrass
Band) will perform and will

feature Jim Miller on banjo.

Other members of the band

are Keith Dertlng, guitar; Paul

Williams, guitar; Mike Car-
rier, banjo and guitar; with
some vocals by Yellow Brick
Road.

Guitarist Keith Dertlng com-
ments, "Since no bands have
been scheduled at Milligan this

year or last year, the HELICON
concert provides an excellent

opportunity for students to get

Into some of their own kind

of music—and Jim Miller Is a

fantastic performer to see."
Yellow Brick Road, a third

group on the concert agenda,
Is a quartet. Singing primarily
light country and folk music,
the group is composed of Nina
Morgan, Katherine Edwards,
Mike Carrier, and DaveHugh-
ston.

Other musicians who will

appear in concert will be
guitarists Keith Lisle and
Paul Williams, playing some
rock music.

Concert coordinator for this

year's HELICON benefit con-
cert Is Dave Hughston. He
anticipates that the concert will

be approximately three hours

long, featuring a variety of

styles, "a ii of it quality

music."
Also scheduled for Saturday,

April 20, is the annual Junior-

senior steak fry, Hughston
states that the HELICON con-
cert will provide a fantastic

conclusion to this day for

upperclassmen,

Jim Miller was a featured

performer in a benefit con-
cert last year for the 1973

edition of HELICON. He
performed then with many of

the same members who will

back him In this year's Jim
Miller Blues Band.

Admission for the concert
is $1.00 per person. Hope-
fully, this benefit concert will

provide the additional funds

the HELICON staff needs to

complete payments of the

$900.00 printing bill for the

1974 edition of the magazine.
Extra copies oftheHELICON

will be available at the concert

for those interested in

purchasing the magazine.

Blankenship Pharmacy

222 E. Watauga

926-4801

Prescriptions-Drugs-Cosmetics
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Trustees name Phill ips

Mrs. B, D. Phillips was
named chairperson of the Mll-

ligan College board of trustees

at the spring board meeting

April 18-19.

She and her late husband

donated funds for the Mllligan

fieldhouse which Is under con-

struction and also for the

recently completed Emmanuel
School of Religion. Mrs. Phil-

lips resides in Butler, Pennsyl-

vania.

She is the former dean of

women and instructor of

Christian Education at Mil-

ligan. Mrs. Phillips succeeds

Johnson City businessman

Steve Lacy who has served as

chairman since 1961. She has

been a member of the board

and executive committee since

1967.

Mrs. Phillips has spent the

last several years speaking

and lecturing, and has given

a great amount of time to phil-

anthropic endeavors centering

her interests in religious

higher education.

Mrs. Phillips' father. P. H.

Welshlmer, was a nationally

known minister for more than

half a century with the first

Christian Church in Canton,

Ohio. The Phillips family has

also been closely affiliated

with the Christian Church and

has supported many church re-

lated colleges and research en-

deavors.

A graduate of Hiram College

in Ohio, Mrs. Phillips also

studied at Oregon State. Fol-
lowing her graduation from
college she taught English at

McKlnleyHigh School InCanton.
Prior to Joining the Mllligan

staff in 1947 she was a member
of the editorial staff, of Standard
Publishing Co. in Cincinnati.

During this period Mrs. Phil-

lips wrote many religious edu-
cation articles and authored a

book.

Mrs. Phillips has travelled

around the world Including ex-
tensive travel in Europe and the

Middle East. She has spoken In

almost every state and has

lectured at numerous colleges

and churches. Mrs. Phillips

and her brother sponsor the

annual P. H. Welshlmer
lectures at Mllligan.

President Jess W. Johnson
said that he was delighted the

board had chosen Mrs. Phillips

to lead the college. "]t is no
secret," he said, "that private

colleges are in a struggle for

their existence. I am confident

that with her experience In

higher education and her
leadership ability, Mildred
Phillips will make an out-

standing chairperson."

THE

STAMPEDEam—
Volume XXXVIII lasue 10

Officers evaluate Council

As the 1973-74 StudentCoun-
cll draws to a close the Execu-
tive Council offered some re-
flection and advice for the new
officers.

President Mike Flora feels
that "the attendence of the
members was very poor. 1

hope that next year the stud-
ent council members attend
the meetings."

In a more positive llghtFlora

feels that "the chances for a

written discipline procedure

have greatly Improved. The
board of Trustees and Advisors

were very receptive to the

suggestions made by a joint

faculty-student committee. The
suggestions for a discipline

procedure will be presented to

the Administration this

semester and worked on

throughout next year."

Vice President Brent Hart
emphasized several of the posi-

tive accomplishments of this

, year's council. Work on the

Disciplinary Code as well as

support of the Missions Sym-
posium held here on our campus
were among the positive

achievements cited. Working
with an active Student Union
Board also helps promote a

better social life on campus.
One major disappointment was
failure to inact a change in the

meeting place of the council.

Han feels that If the members
had a better place to meet
they would attend more meet-
ings. Hart adds that the location

suggested still remains vacant.

Other disappointments include

the lack of quorums which he

feels is symbolic of the gen-

eral feeling of apathy which

prevailed.

Hart states that "all In all

considering the turn overs in

the executive council. It was
an average year. The new
council will have to "play
It by ear" according to

Hart, "and stand up for what

they believe to be in the best

interest of the student body".

Hart stated, in reference to

Mike Flora, "1 think, person-
ally he did an excellent job

In fulfilling his sometimes dif-

ficult job as student body presi-
dent."

Outgoing treasurer Brian
Abrells felt that the greatest

accomplishment was the sug-

gestions offered for revision

In the disciplinary code. Ab-
rells feels that, although he

spent only two months on the

council, that he has profited

from the experience.

Dan Ramey feels that it was
a very interesting experience
replacing Marie Lyons the past

two months as Secretary. In

reflection Ramey feels that

the 73-74 Student Council will

be remembered for several

achievements. Other ihan the

before mentioned accomplish-

ments, Ramey cites the Initia-

tion of the Red Cross Blood
drive, helping fund the Faith

Promise Rally to be held next

year and working with the ad-
ministration on dress code

revisions. Dan is currently

cha Irperson of a committee
to establish guide lines for

absentees and possible grounds

for Impeachment If warrented.

Ramey challenges the new
council to widen -it's per-
spective "to Include local, state

and national events of social,

economic and political nature,

and to involve more of the

members of the student body in

these events."

i, » :- \-<

MILDRED WELSH1MER PHILLIPS

Professors review

Humanities course

To most MilUgan students,

the word Humanities has one

meaning; a 24-hour required

course to be taken during the

freshmen and sophomore

years. The course is a study

of art, music, and philosophy,

as well as a replacement for

the former English and His-

tory requirements. The
Humanities program was begun

in hopes of improving the

Liberal Arts education ofMil-

ligan students. Dr. Read and

Mr. Knowles, both former Mll-

ligan students presently serv-

ing as Humanities professors,

offer their observations on the

success of this program:

Stampede: H3S the Humani-

ties Program realized its

goals?

Dr. Read: I don't know what

the goals are. It has made pos-

sible the participation of more
of the faculty and the purchase

of the set of Civilization films

which are both great advan-

tages to a greater learning

process.

The synthetic nature, (ap-

proaching the subjects as being

combined not separate) of the

program is fairly good the

first three semesters; how-

ever, the total ideal has not

been realized. The program

was created to turn students

by Robin Phillips

Into truly educated persons, a

goal which may be impossible

to achieve. Perhaps all a

Humanities program can do

Is to provide the opportunity

for education and hope that

the student will do the rest.

Stampede: Do you see any

major changes in the future

of the Humanities program?
Dr. Read; It is past the ex-

perimental stage now, but there

are some alterations that need

to be made. Certain aspects

of the program are all right

on the freshman level but should

be changed on the sophomore
level; the lecture setup is one

example of this. Also, the his-

tory covered on the freshman
level lends Itself well to the

generalization approach; cur-

rent history, however, cannot

really be handled In this way.

Stampede: Have adaptations

been easily made in the course

of the program'1

Dr. Read: The program has

been fairly open to change,

although the tendency to fall

into ruts has not been com-
pletely avoided. One change

which has been attempted

several times is the use of

student lecturers. The faculty

has been pleased with the Job

done by the student lecturers

(continued on p. 6)

NEXT YEAR'S LINf LP—Newly elected Student Council officers for the 1974-75 academic
year are (left to right) Gail Everly, secretary; Dick Barnert, treasurer; Dan Pummlll, president;

and Kathl Jablonskl, vice president.
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Church role evolves

In the I960's in America
were years of activism, pro-

test, experimentation, and

general excitement; the decade
* of the 1970's has proven to be

just the opposite, with Its al-

most pervasive quiet, nostal-

gic Introspection.

What has happened to

religion in the midst of all

this? In THE FIRE WE CAN
LIGHT, Dr. Martin E. Marty
explores this question.

During the 1960's, the

religious scene was dominated
by "radicals," activists, and
experimenters. At a time when
"relevant" was the key word,

theologians and religious lead-

ers made a conscious effort to

make Christianity relevant to

the times, to address theprob-
lems created by modem tech-

nology, urbanization, etc.

Yet. Marty points out, the

decade ended with a profound

9ense of disappointment on the

part of many. Where had the

revolutionaries gone wrong?
According to Marty, the vast

majority of American
Christians simply didn't go a-

long with the radicals.

The decade of the 1970's,

according to Marty, appears to

belong tothe evangelicals. Con-
servative churches report a

remarkable growth in the first

third of the decade. The Jesus
people are generally tolerated;

they are less dangerous at least

than the rioters of the 1960's.

But is this shift in emphasis
any more fully Christian than

the religion of the 1960's? Mar-
ry thinks not. If the revolution-

aries failed to emphasize the

spiritual dimension of Chris-
tianity, the conservative evan-
gelicals have ignored the

ethical and social dimensions
of Christianity.

Marty maintains that em-
phases are essential [©Chris-

tianity. The church must seek

ways to simultaneously "com-
fort the afflicted and afflict

the comfortable," The church

needs to offer stability and

balance. But the world Is also

desperately searching for

values, and the church should

speak to that need as well.

How can the church survive

lis present crisis? First It

must begin to find what
Marty calls the "core" of

Christianity. "Coring" does

not involve finding the es-

sence of faith; it is a process.

by Tim Stevens

not an achievement, an intent-

ion not a fulfilment.

According to Marty, coring

takes place in at least three

ways; meditation, interpre-

tation, and creation.

Through meditation, indivi-

duals strive to find their own
center. "This practice sets

out to transcend the ordinary,

workaday, everyday experi-

ence. The ordinary is what

produces warsand pollution and

the humdrum. The estra-

ordlnary way disengages people

from the frantic

and the attemp

others.

Religion must
cording to Marty,

the life of the people in the light

of a transcendent reference."

Finally, "coring' should In-

volve the creation of a new
environment in which good can

occur.

i*$-#

SCENES OF SUMMER—Tennessee springtime is heavenly, but even spring's attractions

don't keep Milligan students from anticipating the end of the school year with hopes of re-
laxing in the sun and the sand with families and friends.

Lawson: very sure of God
Without an understanding of

Browning's religious beliefs

and, consequently, his use of

religious language one's know-

ledge of the poetry of Robert

Browning (1812-1899) is In-

complete, maintains E. LeRoy
Lawson, author of VERY SURE
OF COD, to be published April

22, 1974, by VanderbUt Uni-

versity Press (xln plus 168

pages, $8.95).

What did Browning really

mean when he used the word

God? Critics through the years

have been confused by Brown-
ing's use of orthodox religious

terminology to carry un-

orthodox meanings. Professor

Lawson has examined all the

religious language In Brown-
ing's poetry, has read the

poems in the light of twentieth-

century developments in the-

ology—especially In existential

theology—and has found

Browning to have a consistent,

essentially simple faith, which

he expresses personally and

dramatically throughout his

career. His religious thought

is seen as anticipating that of

many twentieth-century re-

ligious thinkers, and, says

Lawson, "Although he differs

substantially from Paul Tll-

lich or Jurgen Moltman or
Harvey Cox, to mention but

Dixie Lanes

Johnson City—Elizabethton Hwy

Elizabethton Tenn.

OPEN
9-.00 am— 11:00pm

Open bow ling

Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday

a few modern theologians.

Browning's approach to re-
ligious questions places him
more comfortably In thelrcom-
pany than among all but a few
theologians of the nineteenth

century.'

'

Browning's stature as a poet

suffered much as a consequence

of the twentieth century's re-

jection of all things Victorian.

Now that several decades sep-

arate us from the Victorians

and we can see things Victor-

ian from a less reactive point

of view, Browning's poetry is

being re-evaluated. Today he

is justly acknowledged as a

progenitor of modern poetry

—

something recognized by Ezra

Pound as early as 1928—and

he is seen as having led the

way for both Pound and Eliot.

Despite the fact that twentieth-

century critics have seen

Browning as a progressive in-

novator of characters worthy

of comparison with Shakes-

speare's,_ his return to re-

spectability has not included

religious respectability.

In his own time Browning's
critics questioned how he could

assert confidently his belief

in God when thinking men felt

all traditional values and cer-

tainties crumbling beneath

their feet. How did Browning
reconcile the new science and

the old faith? What did the

term God mean to Mm? In

an age of similar upheavals

and similar conflicts between

science and religion, modern
critics have asked these same
questions. When faith in ration-

alistic or naturalistic proposi-

tions reached its height a

decade ago and truth was for

many measured on the re-

strictive scales of emDiricism.

Browning's God-language

seemed remote Indeed. But the

Death-of-God movement of the

sixties has been replaced by

new theologies attempting to

account for the persistence of

God-language, and it is now

possible to take Browning's re-

ligious professions seriously;

we can now ask "But when

Browning said God, what did

he mean?" Browning's religion

cannot be approached from any

traditional point of view, Law-
son finds; no one has used re-
ligious language's multivalence
more effectively or am-
biguously than he. It has been

necessary to examine each

term—God, for instance— in

the context of each separate use

in order to discover its mean-
ing for Browning. In so doing,

Lawson has uncovered the pat-

terns of Browning's belief.

Lawson traces these patterns

through all Browning's poetic

works, which he sees as fal-

ling into three periods; an
exploratory period, including

Pauline (1833), Paracelsus

(1835), and Sordeool (1840);

his experimental stage, which

extends from Pippa Passes

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk A'/ e . Elizabethton

11:00-7:4! i Closed Sun

S p • ci a 1 izir g i r Italian cuisine

Submar n e sandwiches
Spaghe tti Ravioli

La sag n a V eal parmesan

(1841) through The Ring and

the Book (1868-69) and In-

cludes his beet dramatic mono-

logues and his most objective

presentations of his religious

ideas; and what might be cal-

led his expository stage, in-

cluding all the work after The
Ring and the Book. Browning

is found to have assumed his

religious attitude early in his

career and to have maintained

it with remarkable consistency

throughout his works.

E. LeRoy Lawson is

peculiarly well equipped to

explicate Browning's re-

ligious language, for he has

been trained in both literary

and religious studies. The
present work grew out of Law-
son's doctoral studies at Van-

derbllt University. During the

earlier years of his schooling

—

at Northwest Christian College,

Cascade College, and Reed Col-

lege, all in his native Oregon-
he served as Minister in Ti-

gard Christian Church
,

Portland, Oregon. During part

of this period he also taught

at Tigard Union High School

in Portland. After receiving

(1965) the Master of .Arts

in Teaching from Reed Col-

lege, Lawson joined the faculty

of Milligan College, nearjohn-

son City, Tennessee, as As-
sistant Professor of English.

In 1970, having received the

doctorate from VanderbUt, he

became Administrative Assist-

ant to the President of Mil-

ligan College. The academic

year 1972-73 found him both

Associate Professor of English

and Vice-President of Milligan

College, posts which he left at

the end of that year to become
Senior Minister of the East

38th Street Christian Church.

Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Stream of Unconsciousness

Activities anticipated

Seniors and their guests are

eagerly anticipating the forth-

coming graduation activities,

On the evening of Saturday,

May 18, the Alumni As.

soclation will be hosting a ban'

cuet in honor of the graduates

The banquet wlllbeat6:30p.m

in Sutton Dining Hall. Seniors

and their guests are invited.

SUB displays

arts & crofts

The Arts and Crafts Festival
will be held outside the Student
Union Building Thursday, May
9 from 11:00 a. m. to3:30p.m.
Mr. Wright, art professor,

has made arrangements with
Mr. Rees Shearer, who runs
a craft center, for six or
seven craftsmen to come
demonstrate and sell their

crafts. Some of the crafts which
will be represented are: cane
lattice, ceramics, pottery,

macrame, and weaving.
The Student Union Board

Is in charge of publicity for
the Craft Festival and is pro-
viding financial aid needed to

pay for the transportation of

the craftsmen.

In case of rain, the demon-
stration tables will be moved
Inside the Student Union Build-
ing.

Australia andNew Zealand have
a combined wheat import

-

e*port ratio of 9-5. This
enables them to feed their

sheep and spend Saturdays

trout fishing. — COON'S
WORLD ALMANAC AND BOOK
OF OBSCURE FACTS

Baccalaureate services will

be held in upper Seeger on

May 19, at 11:00 a. m. Doug
Dickey will speak. Dickey is

the campus minister at Purdue
University In Indiana.

Commencement exercises

will be at 3:00 p. m. on Sunday,

May 19. Dr. Nat Winston will

speak. Dr. Winston is the

former Commissioner of Men-
tal Health for the state of Ten-
nessee. He is now an un-
announced candidate for the

Republican gubernatorial

nomination for Tennessee.
The 136 graduates include

those who will have completed

requirements for degrees In

December, May, and August.

There will be only one gradu-
ation ceremony for this school

year.

Practice for Commencement
will be on Saturday afternoon,

the 18th, at 3:00. Seniors are
reminded to pick up their gowns
on May 7 & 8 from 2:30 to

4:30 in the basement of Pardee.

Looking backwards

The other day while casual-

ly strolling through the shop

of a local merchant where
anything can be bought for a

price, we chanced upon the

remains of a once popular peri-

odical Lift' and since life is

what we wanted to talk about,

we stole their idea. Unfortun-

ately, since we couldn't do

the "Year in Pictures" we
decided to do the year in

words. Herewith are some of

the most memorable events

of the past year.

Fleldhous^ Blues As the

students returned to their be-

loved MllUgan College many of

them hastened with eager

hearts to see what they ex-

pected to be a newly completed

Fleldhouse, a gymnasium in

which we could all play P. E.

But, alas you can imagine

their dismay when all they saw

was naked concrete and dirt,

lots and lots of dirt.

Buffalo Bombs Out Remem-
ber that 510.00 they keep

charging you for ' 'publications"
every time you register? Well,

you should have gotten 5 1/4%
interest waiting for last year's

annual.

Fiito Bandlio Strips Again,

and Again, and A^ain The
1973-1974 school year cer-
tainly could be called the year
of the "Rip-Off" for the SUB.
This so called year of the

"Rip-Off" began last fall when
the SUB experienced a series

of five costly robberies. After

the first or second break-in,

the sages of Milligan decided

that It would be a good idea

to purchase a safe for the

SUB. (Tom Stokes suggested
this many moons earlier) So
the safe was ordered only to

arrive in late April - four
robberies and $5000.00 later

(give or take a few robberies

and/or dollars).

Madrigals Mop Up As the

Yuletide Season rolled around,
Milligan once again, in the

tradition of ChristtanCapital-
sim, laid forth plans to rake
in the coin. Thus enabling her
more industrious students to

make a few clams with which
to spread Christmas Cheer to

the far reaches of the Contl-

I

Kenny's Pizza.
Square

I, TENN.

m I

West Towne

EUZABETHTON

PHONE 542
i——.

—

.

Ji^rZZ<.

25* t>» large PIZZA

15* 0,t smal1 pizza

Sun - Thur

4 11 P.M

Fri - Sal

1112 PM

At All Times To

Milligan Students

with ID

NEW
SUBMARINES

U^

by Anemus Flotsam h Basil Jetsam

nent. All this for the mere
inconvenience of giving up your
parking place on the hill to

total strangers, having to tra-

verse 16th centry Renaissance

cattle sheds for your dally

bread, and generally being

suffocated by the crowds. Ah,
the lustre of filthy lucre!!

Streakers Strike Az Spring
approaches, a young man's
fancy turns to thoughts of love?
Well, maybe so in some
places, but right here in Sin

City a few young men had some
different Ideas. That's right

folks, we wasStreaked! Picture
the scene if you will: four or
five young men prancing across
the H1H in the, a-a, how you
say, "altogether", "au
naturel" if you catch our
drift. Thlsreallyshockedsome
of the more delicate at heart;

after all how sinful can you
get? We don't necessarily con-
done such naughty deeds, but
we would like to interject this

thought: If college students
must do something to blow off

steam, isn't Streaking a lot

safer that burning down build-

ings, noting, and destroying
public property as was the
campus fad In the late '60's

and early '70's? Well, we say
yes and if that affirmative reply
offends somebody, then we
apologize.

Wonderful Wednesday Dies

Again Some of you students

won't remember what a Won-
derful Wednesday is, or should

we say "was"? Wonderful

Wednesday was a day when
classes were cancelled and the

entire Student Body, Adminis-

tration, and Faculty spent the

day playing softball, volley ball,

pic-nicing and generallyhaving

a good time. This fellowship

was a great morale booster

and really brought the Milligan

Family closer together. Those
of you who were here last year

can remember that the daywas
done in by the "Monsoon" sea-

son we experienced all last

Spring. This year, however,

Wonderful Wednesday was done

in by the so-called Energy
Crisis, Remember that extra

day you were given at Spring

Break? Well, that was Won-
derful Wednesday in disguise.

Thai's right folks, you spent

Wonderful Wednesday at home!
Isn't that wonderful?

STAMPEDE Agulres New
Columnists in mid-March
something great happende: We
got hired by the STa.v
It all began one day when the

two of us decided to make it

big In the Journalistic arts.

We decided to go straight to

ihe top and so with sharpened
pencils and keen wits we
marched right up to the editor
and offered our services. He
was kind of wary about us at

first, bui after we Informed
him that we both received A's
in Humanities he immediately
hired us and here we are. See
what Humanities can do to you?

Well ihere you have it friends

and neighbors- theyearwithout

pictures. We really meant to

review some of the good things

that happened this past year,

but we really couldn't re-

member very many. All

seriousness aside though, this

last school year really hasn't

been that bad has it? Well, only

time will tell. Since this is our
last article for the school year
(maybe forever) we would like

10 leave you with a few mem-
orable quotes which mighi help

you through next year. First

of all, don't get stuck on the

past, for m the words of a

wise man we once knew-"Nos-
talgia sure ain't what it used

to be." Secondly, don't give

up hope because "It gets dark-
est just before it gets totally

BLACK." And thirdly, if all

else falls, remember: "THE
WORLD IS ROUND, BUDDY1I
Unltl next year

Hasta Lumbago!
A. jetsam

B, Flotsam

P. S, and the fleldhouse still

isn't finished! ! !

tfsluVs

JRecerd Center
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters
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I am Just finishing my Junior year at Mil-

llgan College, but after three years 1 feel as

though 1 have spent nearly my entire life walk-

ing the shaded paths of what in one year will

hopefully be my alma mater.

1 find this time distortion phenomona difficult

to understand but as 1 am in a nostalgic mood

as I write this I will attempt to Investigate it.

The standard, cynical MUligan that a month

stretches out to seem like a year. There is

some substance to this argument as there is

in virtually all cynical statements. The

frustrations brought on by some of the petty

and insignificant rules and the seemingly elusive

"Milligan Tradition" can, at times, make time

move rather slowly. However this could not really

account for the feelings 1 have because if Milligan

had been totally frustrating for me 1 would not

still be here.

I think the answer to the phenomona, which

is not, I'm sure, peculiar to Milligan, is to be

found in the changes (hat have taken place in

my life since 1 have been a student here. My

entire concept of life and its meaning has under-

gone drastic revisions. The basic human needs

for love, friendship and inner peace have become

Nation's spiritu
of primary importance to me. In short what has

happened is that I've finally started to grow up,

and there are a lot of people to thank for getting

mc started on what I now consider the right road.

I think that every person comes to at least

one time of crisis in their lives that is extremely

crucial in that the outcome will determine the

direction their life will take from that time on.

And if they are satisfied with the outcome of this

crisis they will, no matter what deficiencies It

has, develop a soft spot In their emotions for the

place that they were when they confronted the

question. For many people Milligan College has

been the scene of this change and, no matter what

influence the college eventually has upon their

lives, Milligan continues to remain special to

them. I think that this is the reason that so many
people who have nothing but trouble with the unique

situation that Milligan offers continue to keep

coming back for more.

I apologize for the introspective character of

this editorial but as this is the last Commentary
column 1 will write as editor of the STAMPEDE
I wanted to voice a few personal observations

of the strange but true Milligan scene.

Thank you for your time.

-Steve Coon

In CONFLICT AND CONSCI-
ENCE, a book written by Mark
Hatfield and published In 1971,

the Oregon Senator stated, "A
nation that can turn from its

past ways, admit its error and

truly seek a new path—that

nation can discover a true

greatness of spirit."

In early 1974 Senator Hat-

field introduced aCongression-

al resolution proclalmlngAprll

30, 1974 a national day of

humiliation, fasting, and-

prayer. The resolution was pat-

terned after an earlier one

composed by Abraham Lincoln

in the midst of the Civil War,
proposing April 30, 1863 as a

similar day of humiliation, fast-

ing, and prayer.

Milligan; an experience, a home
by Mac McDaniel

This letter is a report to

those- persons who see them-
selves aa'learners in this thing

caJIed life. This Is Jusc a

simple report to anyone inter-

ested in adding a little bit more
of Information to that which they

have already collectedandflled

under "Life". If your interest

is not in this line then please

go on to the next letter. Now
If there are any left, this is

a letter to report what my
findings were during a two

year sojourn which I had at

a place called Milligan Col-

lege. First let me introduce

myself, names aren't im-

portant, just let me say that

it was in the fall of *65 that

I first became a college stud-

ent and since then I have just

considered myself a college

student working my waythrough

life. It has been nine years

now since I first started and

it has taken me on quite a

Journey, but let me get back

to my report.

For those wbo have the

"eyes" and "understanding"
and "desire" for life then any-
where they find themselves can
be seen as some aspect of life

which has something to offer

in the way of learning. Milligan

has developed a self aware-
ness and wants others to know
that it exists so they have had

posters made up which read

"Milligan, an experience In

living." Of course that doesn't
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really say anything, ANY
PLACE is an experience in

living, but It does show that

Milligan has recognized its

own existence.

To get on with this 'report,

I would like to say that 1

found there, two points of

which are worth Including in

ontj's understanding of life.

These two points of which are

found embodied in two person-

alities which are associated

with the history of Milligan,

both of which are highly mis-

understood. The first person-

ality IS that of Mrs. B. D.

Phillips. To the students she

represents both the financial

support of the school and also

the old traditions of which the

school is noted for that all

the students complain about.

Poor woman, she spent many
years at Milligan and hasglven

much to help support the col-

lege, but how she Is mlsunder-

stoodl She Is criticized much
the same way an amateur

church historian criticizes the

medieval church. The paradox

of the medieval church is that

h . -pt alive the very important

ability of translating "Koine"

Greek. With out this ability to

read the Greek then there

wouldn't be any New Testa-

ment of which to read today.

Throw away the medieval

church and you have lost the

New Testament; put down Mrs.

Phillips and you cut off part

of your support. This is an

Interesting point in life that

seems to always make one

humble, [t seems to be the very

thing that one doesn't want to

recognize which is the very

reason for one's existence.

The second personality is

that of the school's founder,

Josephus Hopwood. Even

though he has. been dead for

many years his spirit lingers

on. An interesting bit of his-

tory about Josephus: he was
kicked out of the church of which

he was a member while he was-

at MUligan because he became
"involved" with some "pen-

tecostals" which had a church

near there. That same church

which, kicked him out was later

to come to be named after him.

Some people today claim that

this same spirit is aroundcaus-

ing trouble the same way it

always had, by looking at life

and religion from all the wrong

ways. They even say that this

same spirit has been radiating

very' strong from the confines

of his namesake.

This whole structure of the

school presents a very inter-

esting situation. What has re-

sulted In a "Mrs. Phillips pro-

viding a place for the spirit

of Josephus Hopwood to live,"

For the one who is a sojourn

at Milligan this provides a very

interesting "experience in

living." However to those who

call Milligan "home", it be-

comes Just as stale and com-
mon place as homes usually

do. Homes, as they get old,

need improvements and the

students who are at "home"
at MUligan are trying to do

Just that. If you are looking

for a "new home" then don't

go there, the one they have

Is pretty old and is in need

of many repairs. However if

you are the repairman type,

then there is plenty of work
and you will find happiness

there. On the other hand, if you

are the sojourn type then I

think you will find yourself

thinking the same as I do,

"It's a nice place to visit, but

I wouldn't want to live there.'

Y?;V?y?:-Z<v.

The Senate adopted Hatfield's

resolution with no recorded

debate or opposition, and thc-

House later approved the meas-
ure also. Unfortunately, the

resolution received little pub-

licity after Us Congressional

passage.

Neglect by media
The major news media ig-

nored the Issue, giving It a

minimum of notice and in most

cases disregarding it com-
pletely. Advance coverage was

virtually nonexistent. Heated

discussion about Impeachment

apparently leftlnsufflclenttlmc

to announce a national day of

repentance. Even on April 30,

newspapers, radio stations, and

television networks made little

or no mention of the resolu-

tion. Instead, everyone was oc-

cupied with uncovering the sor-

did elements in President's

did elements ip President

Nixon's tape transcripts

The resolution received its

greatest publicity in church

papers and from pulpits

across the coyntry. Conse-
quently, the national day of

;

humiliation, fasting, and
,

prayer had only limited Ob-
,

servance, whlbs mast Ameri-
cans went through the day with

little change (rom their nor- 1

mal routines. Rather than a I

day of repentance, it became
a day of scandal as people I

eagerly listened to newsmen i

quote the Prelsent's ex- I

pletives from conversations I

with his advisors, '

.

Spiritual lethargy

Even with widespread recog-

nltion of the resolution, how- ,

ever, the situation might have j

been relatively unchanged. '

Questions a

One of the functions of the
:

mittee is to research students

ing are a few questions they

with academic procedures at Mil

Q. - "Why Isn't teacher

certification considered a

major, when it requires so

many hours?"

A. - Teaching is a profes-

sion more than an area of

learning, and so does not fit

in with the liberal arts edu-

cational concept which Is to

give a degree in an academic

area rather than a professional

area.

Q. - "Why are students who
are certifying for secondary

education required to have in

addition a major and minor
area of study?"

A. - Few students receive

a teaching position in exactly

the one subject area they are

trained for; being certified In
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needs told
Letters to the editor

by Doug Deller ;

m lethargy cannot be

to'; in a single day.

ic'rans don't know the

iinof humiliation. We

inliy declare oursupre-

v wealth and military

tr'A'e fear being second

ji ing. We are afraid to

(,1 ourselves and remove

cade of superficial

.us.

ue:ans don't know what it

is ) fast. We seldom go

juii meal and complain

jnily when our food Is

dr delectable. We spend

or of dollars each year

IB alone. We think that

agaild plunge ourbodles

;estive turmoil and

1 U namerican

icrans don't know the

m of prayer. We bow

lea only during the pre-

l
jiyers of a few special

il lames each year, and

ui reluctance. We be-

lt prayer is reserved

id soteric group of re-

a'alois. We are 9kepti-

f -sonal communication

* in a nation plead for

«ss when it has never

ze.ts sins? Wehavebeen
wzheering for America
w uve become Mind to

iuI. Yet, evenanacknow-
mt of guilt Is not sy-

nc with repentance.

c •cam Congressional

luti was undeniably a

it' step toward national

au e In America. How-
,
was only the first of

t ?ps we need to take.

at admit our guilt on a

severed

fflf cademic Com-
Hlis. The follow-

* jcelved dealing

us prepares a student

tcnore than one subject

[h them a bener chance

h;d.

- 'How does one get a

se added to the cur-

ui"

- rst, the student whould

i the area chairman
w (Dr. Webb. Biblical

•Dr. Gwaltney, Humane
ill; Dr. Leach St-ien-

Lmlng; Dr. Fife, Social

nil Dr. Clark, Profes-

il arnlng).

n?et the names of 10

I -dents who would take

wie if It were offered,

t) list to the area chalr-

cterned, or to the Aca-
Clin, Dr. Wetzel.

special day of humiliation, but

the admission is fruitless If we

go back to our old ways and

revert to our perpetual claims

that America is little less than

perfect.

Lincoln's words

Many of the words of

Lincoln's century-old procla-

mation are true for us today:

"We have been the recipients

of the choicest bounties of heav-

en. We have been preserved

these many years in peace and

prosperity. We have grown in

numbers, wealth, and power

as no other nation has ever

grown. But we have forgotten

God.

"We have forgotten the grac-

ious hand which preserved us

In peace, and multiplied and

enriched and strengthened us.

And we have vainly imagined

in the deceitfulness of our

hearts, that all these blessings

were produced by some su-

perior wisdom and virtue of

our own. Intoxicated with un-

broken success, we have be-

come too self-sufficient to feel

the necessity of redemmingand
preserving grace, too proud to

pray to the Cod that made us."

N at ion al idolatry

The resolution of April 30,

1974 contained these old words
along with some new additions.

"We have made such an idol

out of our pursuit of 'national

security' that we havefortotten

that only God can be the ulti-

mate guardian of our true live-

lihood and safety

"We 'have failed to respond,

personally and collectively,

with sacrifice and un-

compromised commitment to

the unmet needs of our fellow

man, both at home and abroad;

as a people, we have become
so absorbed with the selfish

pursuits of pleasure and pro-

fit that we have blinded our-

selves to God's standard of

justice and righteousness for

this society."

Senator Hatfield and his col-

leagues have certainly di-

agnosed our situation with ac-

curacy. Even though April 30

is past, we must still strive

to fulfill the spirit of the re-

solution, "to humble ourselves

as we see fit, before ourCrea-
tor to acknowledge our final

dependence upon Him and to

repent of our national sins."

We need not only a single

day of humiliation, fasting, and

prayer, but an entire trans-

formation of our national

values. Only when we open our-
selves to God's presence in

human life and activity will

we find a right relationship

with Him.

Dear Editor,

Since its inception last year,

HELICON has had as its pur-

pose to provide an outlet for

the literary and artistic ex-

pressions of the Mllllgan com-

munity. And HELICON has

helped Milligan realize, I be-

lieve, that the creative capa-

bilities and potentials on Its

campus are much grater than

most peopk- had over imagined.

The magazine is but a

sample of Milligan's talent,

yet this year's HELICON has

art and poetry from over forty

different contributors. And

Milligan's creative talents ex-

tend far beyond any given maga-

zine, with other activities be-

sides HELICON offering op-

portunities for creative ex-

pression.

The HELICON benefit con-

certs and this year's Big T's

are demonstrations of the wide

variety of musical and dra-

matic talents of the Milligan

community. Torch Troupe and

the dinner theatre are other

modes of expression for Mil-

ligan's creative abilities.

Along a somewhat different

line, yet closely related, are

the creative energies on Mil-

ligan's campus which have In-

stptuted and continued such

activities as vespers, House of

Bread, and Rich Acres, pro-

viding means for religious ex-

pression and creative service.

Many people conplain that

students never do anythlngthey

are not required to do and that

most students sit around

wasting their time complaining

about having nothing to do. Per-

haps this la true to a certain

extent, but such a generali-

zation falls to take Into ac-

count creative efforts such as

the ones I have listed above.

All the activities 1 have

mentioned are not only creative

efforts butalsoposlttve efforts.

And all these activities are

totally student efforts. They

were instituted, organized, di-

rected, executed, and financed

(with the possible exceptions

of Torch Troupe and the din-

ner theater) by students. Each

activity arose out of student

recognition of the need for

creative expression.

My list is no doubt incom-

plete. There are probably other

such student-conceived activi-

ties. But I believe 1 have listed

enough examples to get my
point across. Students can and

do get things done.

It Is important that students

who recognize the need for

expression and who envision

ways of providing outlets for

(niUjeieD-t-- r>ub +***

such expression take the initi-

ative to start new activities on

campus. Others have done it,

and have been quite successful.

Milligan is a school of many

traditions, some of which may
be rather unnecessary. But

students of recent years are

passing on one tradition that

I feel is worth perpetuating—

that of students developing their

own means of constructive

creative expression, approp-

riate to their own needs.

I'rlscilla Wilklns

Senior math major

Dear Editor:

For the past three years I

have read many letters In the

"STAMPEDE" which conulned

many derogatory statements

against the church of Christ.

By the church of Christ, I

mean the only true "so-called

sect". These derogatorial re-

marks were very un-Christlan

and Illogical.

If one who claims to study

the Bible can not see the evi-

dence of the church of Christ,

they are blind! The Bible

plainly tells us what the church

of Christ is. Harmony can

plainly be seen in the church of

Christ teachings today and

those recorded about the church

of Christ IntheNewTestament.

One young lady's letter otn

Jected to Mrs. Phillips'

lecture on James A, Garfield.

Mr. Garfield was a spokes-

man of the church of Christ.

This lady, in essence, was ob-

jecting to the true church, the

church of Christ,

You may ask, why be so re-

actionary over these letters?

The reason, to prevent the

gradual implanting of false be-

liefs in the minds of the read-

ers. Both sides of the issue

must be voiced. The one true

'"church" as espoused In the

New Testament is the church

of Christ and the church of

Christ alone.

1 have patient long enough.

The truth must be conveyed

to the reader. Biblical sources

for the proof of this truth are:

Matt. 16:17-19; Acts 4:10, 12;

20:28; Rom. 16:16. Many other
references could be mentioned,

but for the sake of expediency

those listed here are sufficient.

1 pray that you and many
others will soon realize that

not all "so-called" churches

are true, gospel preaching,

Bible teaching churches.

Phillip Alan Lee
Junior

Bible Major

Dear Editor,

As the core of the science

faculty for twenty six years

has resided a man of stead-

fast faith and earnest love

for Milligan College. His ex-

ample in character and as an

Instructor has been a bulwark

through many generations. 1

therefore, dedicate this acros-

tic to him with the prayer

that his usefulness may con-

tinue to increase with his

wisdom.

jDuring the years as Buffalo

Creek flowed on

Each passing class of stud-

ents and of Colleagues

All have found a quiet, un-

assuming friend to

* Repair to In times of stress

and tension

His home is every student's

haven;

Each problem shared he

gladly shoulders;

All adversity Is turned by

loving optimism.

Resulting in Christian hope

and growth of character

T_ill he has become our heart

of purest gold.

Wanda Lee Hampton

Editors name<

The STAMPEDE has received unofficial confirmation

that the Publications Board has chosen the editors for

next years publications.

The STAMPEDE editor for
;
the 1974-75 school year

will be Robin Phillips. Ms. Phillips has been associated

with the newspaper in several capacities during the

last year, and we are sure she will continue the fine

tradition established by recent editors. The present

editor-ad-interim, Steve Coon will remain with the

paper In an advisory capacity as a member of the

editorial board.

The editor of the Milligan yearbook, the BUFFALO,
will be Becky Jarrert,
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"How you doing?'

"Trying.
n

COURT AND SPARK
Jonl Mitchell

Asylum 7E-1001
Several things needtobesatd

before I begin to increase the

distance between ourselves and

reality. Thanks to the editor

for a chance to relate. Thanks

to Schoolkids Records for

decent prices on iheir records.

Thanks to the people who've

always told me how good Joni

Mitchell is. Thanks to the

people who've shared with me
In a way of life (typified by

the answer "Trying" to the

question "How're you doing'1")

that makesCOURTANDSPARK
beautiful to me. Thanks to

Joni Mitchell for talking about

life. We have shared ourselves.

There are no bad songs on

this record—no fillers. Ms.

Mitchell shows us life through

peopi*. Thanks be to God

for allowing the poets to talk

to us amidst the rubbish we

experience from scientists,

theologians, sociologists, etc.

The title cut is a song about

a man who has seen himself

becoming a functioning asset

to a reality he couldn't be-

lieve in. He offers to share

his understanding— "All the

guilty people," he said/They've

all seen the stain-/ On their

daily bread/ On their Chris-

tian names/ I cleared myself/

I sacrificed my blues/ .And

you could complete me/. I'd

complete you.' ' Not per-

suaded, Jonl clings to L. A.,

"citv of the fallen angels."

"Help Me" is about "fal-

ling In love again." The plead-

ing is one of anxiety and ap-

prehension. Having been there

before, she realized the hurt

which so ofien occurs. Free-

dom, not love, is more earn-

estly sought.

"People's Parties" is a

more than adequate description

of our social consciousness.

"Photo Beauty" is alternating

between laughing and crying

("You know it's the same re-

lease"), Jonl implores her to

cry for the guy who thinks he

is a nobody, for "Stone-cold

Grace behind her fan", and

for "me in my frightened

silence/ Thinking 1 don't under-

stand." She finds herself "liv-

ing on nerves and feelings."

She doesn't belong, yet she

goes to people's parties, hoping

somehow to convince herself

that this is a viable means of

"keeping the sadness at bay/

Laughing it all away."

"Car on a HJU" and "Just

Like This Train" draw upon

images for waiting. In the

former she waits for a lover

who will probably never re-

turn. The latter describes less

than idealistic hopes— "L3tely

1 don't count on nothing/ 1

Just let things slide." (A well-

respected philosophy for many

of us.) Looking for anything,

"any reason to resume", she

settles down in a sleeping berth

with a window view, German

wine, and dreams nurtured by

jealous loving.

"Down to You" is probably

the best song on the album.

Listen-- "Everything comes
and goes/ Marked by lovers

and styles of clothes/ Things

that you held high/ And told

yourself were true/ Lost or

changing as the days come down

to you; It all comes down to

you." She goes on to describe

a futile attempt to find love.

Looking for a pick-up, "you
settle for lessthanfasclnation/

A few drinks later you're not

so choosy". Then you "hurry/

To the blackness/ And the

blankets/ To lay down an Im-
pression/ And your lone-

liness." The words here are

by Homer Hecht

fantastic, but the rising tone

of the song peaks with a hal-

lelujah—"Love is gone/ Writ-

ten on your spirit this sad

song/ Love is gone." A
supreme paradox, suchexaltlng

music with such sad lyrics.

"The Same Situation" is

"again and again" and "for so

many years". The question

is— "Do you think this can

be real?" Caught between goal-

oriented life and a "search

for love that sticks around",

she faces constant struggle.

"Still 1 sent up my prayer/

Wondering where it had to go/

With heaven full of astronauts/

And the Lord on death row."

Counting herself as only one

of millions who are "lost and

lonely" and who "clamour to

be found", she is able to of-

fer to God a most humble

JONI MITCHELL

plea, void of idealistic dream-

ing— "Send me somebody/
Who's strong, and somewhat
sincere." it is a prayer we
must have all felt at some
time, when we find ourselves

"caught In a struggle for high-

er achievement/ And a search

for love/ That don't seem to

cease."

It is so discouraging to at-

tempt such a thing as a record

review with something so

good as COURT AND SPARK.
Joni Mitchell is an expert at

intermingling feelings, words,

and music. She speaks to us

wherever we are, for she

speaks of places we've all been

at some time. Such is the role

of a poet— telling us where we
are, and what we're doing.

Mostly waiting, sometimes
searching, always aware of

the presence or absence of

love.

Humanities reviewed

(continued from p. 1)

themselves, but their fellow

students did not work as hard
when their peers were In

charge, so this idea has not

been added permanently.

Stampede: What has been the

student reaction to the Humani-

ties Program -

'

Dr. Read: Varied.

Stampede: Could you pos-

sibly be more vague >

Dr. Read: Oh sure. Some
students think It is too hard;

some think it is too easy; I

don't know what the rest think.

Some students have understood

the purpose of the program and

appreciated what they were

learning; some haven't been

couched by it at all.

Stampede: Has Humanities

been an Improvement over the

old program?
Dr. Read: Not totally. The

old program was poor (about

Grumbacher

Art Suppl les

SEWING CARTER & JOHNSON COUNTIES

DIAL 543-1812 or 543-2231
112 SYCAMORE — ELIZABETHTON, TENN

a D) and the new program

has risen to about a good (aC).

Stampede: How many other

schools have a program simi-

lar toourHumanltlesprogram?

Dr. Read; About one-third of

the colleges have this sort of

thing. It goes by many dif-

ferent names, such as: Liberal

Studies, General Studies,

Civilization, and even Christ

and Culture, (which Includes

Bible). Another variation of the

program is to require it during

the junior andsenloryears.The

general concept of this ap-

proach grew out of a theory of

education, first put forth in

1920, which rejects the idea of

departmenta 1 ization.

Stampede: Dr. Read, has the

Humanities program given you

any particular inspiration?

Dr. Read; One thing: my goal

Is to be like Kenneth Clark.

Stampede: Mr. Knowles, how

would you compare the Humani-

ties program with the program
you were under as a student

here?

Mr. Knowles; Before, the

fields were too seperate, and

some things were left out al-

together; fine art, philosophy,

and music for example. The

basic approach of Integrating

learning issigniflcant:ltellmi-

nates the possibility of a

serious deficiency.

There are some dis-

advantages to a program this

large, though. The idea of get-

ting 24 hours of requirements

in the first two years strains

a student's schedule; this evens

itself out after the sophomore

year, however. Another

problem in being so big, is

that it tends to collect all the

criticism and complaints that

were spread out over several

required courses before.

There are real advantages

to this approach. It just makes
sense to study the history and

art of a culture together. It

gives you the feeling that these

are real people with a real

culture.

Some problems do exist that

still need to be worked out. The
lecture situation is not totally

satisfactory. Many students

find it hard to focus their at-

tention on a speaker and, with

the anonymity of the group.

they don't feel obligated to try.

p rescription Shop
"ACfOSS »OM fNTBAHCE

TO M£MO«(Al HOJHTA1"

SUNDRIES

FIEE DELIVERY . FREE fARKING

926-7611

405 N BOONE JOHNSON CITY
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fcJDRED YARD DASH—A Carson-Newman trackman gets

il edge on MlUigan's runner In a recent competition on

Mlgan's home track.

Winning record for Buffs
by Les Gindelsperger

T. Milllgan College track

irias completed Its 1974

.ear season". Remaining

; t schedule are the Ten-

M Intercollegiate Athletic

jiuence and NAIA Dlstlrct

xs,

V Buff clndermen finished

:l lual and triangular meet
fat le with a record of seven

i_nd six losses.

In the field events Rick

Hi and Wee Starkey led the

ly the Javelin, Steve Steele

I these two in the shot-

it id discus, Wilson has

nt •ell in his initial track

tin, improving appreciably

rl the season in the shot-

I
Jc Hunter was undefeated

bi Jump competition. Jim
iM and Chris Lacy helped

(e Milllgan good depth

ti event. Tom Evans was
i ffs' top triple jumper.
M McMillan, as he has
enor several years, was
i ffs' best mller and two-

ile Lee Morrow got valu-

ta lnts placing behind Mike.
imvans, though slowed by
(o Injury, was Million's

I lalf-mller. Dick Major
o e 880 also. The 440

i rry McNett, Bob Judge,

i m Flace running. Larry
JO id well In the 440 In-

Vant ad<
:oiiale — New Tire, Uni-
I -70-14 with rim $20.00.
i ibs-nine clubs with bag
I lis $40.00. BSR turn-
te tth Pickering cartridge

1 <lng lever $40.00. See
ad Phillips.

K-E—Yash'ica Lynx-I4E
mv/lil. f-45mm lens
t'ight meter, automatic
« nutter release, and no
labilities. $95.00. See
'I 'ard.

termedlate hurdles. Al Gorman
led Buff sprinters in the 100

and 220 yard dashes.

The 440 relay team had

Al Gorman, Bob Judge, Chris

Lacy, Roger Cheesman, and

Ozell Ward as various mem-
bers.

The mile relay team at

different times was composed
of Larry McNett. Tom Evans,

Bob Judge, Dick Major, or

Tom Flack.

In the upcoming meets, the

best hopes for places rest with

John Hunter - high Jump, Mike
McMillan - distance, Tom
Evans - 880, and Rick Wilson

and Wes Starkey - field events.

MEET RESULTS
Milllgan - 54 Wofford - 44

Gardner-Webb - 84

Milllgan - 77 1/2 Mary-
vllle - 58 1/2

Milllgan - 42 Brevard -

87 1/2 Lees McRae - 22 1/2

Milllgan - 44 Mars Hill - 97

Milllgan - 48 1/2 Brevard -

88 Lees McRae - 42 1/2

Milllgan - 40 Carson-New-
man - 100 1/2 Maryville -

38 1/2

Milllgan - 52 Carson-New-
man - 93

Milllgan - 78 Emory &

Henry - 52 Maryville - 47

The boll is round

Football returns to the Mil-
llgan campus - or does It?

It's not the same type of foot-

ball Americans are used to.

in most countries of the world
the game Is known as foot-

ball but In America It Is known

as soccer*
Football In America Is played

with an ellipsoid ball. It is

played on a field 100 yards In

length and approximately 53

1/3 yards In width. As any
average American housewife

can attest, American football is

played by teams of eleven men
who continuously endeavor to

beat one another's brains out

as they try to move the ball

up and down the field.

Football (soccer) on the othei

hand Is played with a different

shaped ball. The ball is round.

A soccer field varies in size.

An official soccer field can be
a maximum of 120toa minimum
of 100 yards in length. The
width can also vary from a

maximum of 75 to a mini-

mum of 55 yards.Soccer teams
are also comprised of eleven

men. But instead of trying to

tackle the man with the ball

soccer players try to gain con-
trol of the ball. Of course
soccer players are human and
occasionally during the heat

of the game mistake another

player's shin, or other pans
of the anatomy, for the ball.

This is the exception however
and not the rule.

It may be difficult for some
people to believe but soccer;

not American football, base-

ball, or basketball; Is the lead-

ing sport on an international

and world basis. Soccer Is

played in over ninety countries

in the world. Soccer rules

are uniform, thereby making
international competition pos-

sible.

Soccer began around the time

of the Roman occupation of

ancient Britain . However, the

origins oi the game date back

futher. The actual origin of

the game Is so remote and

vague that it is difficult to

trace. Soccer first came to

the United States around 1880.

The first Americanteams were
not well organized and chiefly

Blankenship Pharmacy

222 E. Watauga

926-4801

Prescriptions-Drugs-Cosmetics

comprised of Scotch, Irish, and
English Immigrants.

Here at Milllgan there is an
attempt being made to organ-

ize a soccer team. The attempt

Is mainly through the efforts

of Paul Mottamello of Brazil

and David Wlafe-Ababio of

Ghana who are students at

Milllgan. It Is their ultimate

aim to bring intercollegiate

competition in soccer to Mil-

llgan. Schools such as the

ever-present Carson-Newman
now have teams competing In

intercollegiate soccer. Paul

and David realize that In order

for Milllgan to have a soccer

team there must first of all

be support for the team. This

support must come from the

student body, the faculty, and

the administration as well as

those who want to play.

It was learned this weekfrom
Dean Wetzel that before Mil-

llgan can consider having In-

tercollegiate team soccer it

must be played on an intra-

mural basis at least through

the next school year. This in

Itself places a large respon-

sibility. The student body must
demonstrate that It is willing

to support such a team. The
way to demonstrate this support

is through the representatives

of the Student Council. Admit-
tedly the Student Council has

not been as effective as it could

by John Ruark

be* but that Is because the

students of Milllgan have not

attempted to make use of the

Student Council in order to

make their voices heard. I

urge those who read this article

to contact their student repre-

sentative. Whether the re-

sponse is pro or con seems
not be as important as there be

response. Let's not let apathy

gain another victory at Mil-

llgan.

If support for an Intercol-

legiate soccer team is secured

then the administration would

be more likely to financially

support as well as sanction the

team. If support cannot be

secured then at least those who
are interested In forming the

team will know that they

made the attempt.

If you would like to learn

more about soccer or if you

would like to play, come to

one of the practice sessions

on Monday, Wednesday, or

Thursday evening at 6:30

P.M. There Is also a pra-
tice session at 9;30 A.M. Sat-

urdays. You are more than

welcome to attend.

(Information on the history and

rules from TheEncyclopediaof
Sports, Fourth Revised

Edition, by Frank Menke, Re-
visions edited by Roger Trent:

New York, A.S. Barnes, 1969.)

SENIORS
Do something meaningful!

Please send me current information and an application

Single

Name QMamed

Permanent Address

Graduation Date

ACTION
WASHINGTON. DC. 20525
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

POSTAGE & FEES PAID

ACTION

VISTA/PEACE CORPS
Parts of ACTION

ATTN. OFFICE OF RECRUITMENT
AND COMMUNICATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20525
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Undergraduate, graduate levels

to receive mission instruction

MILLIGAN COLLEGE. TEN-
NESSEE — MilliganCollegehas

released Information concern-
ing a proposed Institute of World

Studies/church Growth at the

school which will eventually in-

clude both graduate and under-
graduate Instruction,

Mllligan President Jess W.
Johnson unveiled the proposed

Institute of World Studies/

Church Growth at a dinner

honoring participants In the re-

cent William S. Carter Church

Growth Symposium on Church

Growth whose participants In-

cluded teachers, missionaries,

mlsslologists, ministers, and

lay leaders from across the

nation.

Dr. Johnson stated the purpose

of the Institute will be "to

educate workers for the world-

wide mission of the Church.'

On the undergraduate level, the

Institute will stress educational

experience with Interdisciplin-

ary programs, preparing stu-

dents for world citizenship and

service. Mllligan already offers

courses such as Far Eastern,

African and Latin American

studies, cultural anthropology

and sociology and linguistics.

Eventually, Mllligan plans to

offer graduate instruction In

world studies and church growth

to seminarians and advanced

students such as missionaries

on furlough, missione>.ecutIves,

national leaders, pastors and
churth leaders. These persons
will study under the auspices

of the Institute of World Studies

in courses designed especially

for those who are beyond the

baccalaureate degree.

Initially, pan-time instruc-
tors and visiting scholars may
be used as Associates In World
Studies; Associates In World
Christianity/Church Growth;

Teaching Fellows; and Research

Fellows. These may be drawn

from Mllligan, Emmanuel

School of Religion, East Ten-
nessee State University, other

institutions, and competent men
studlng at the Institute. Within

a short time, the Institute will

provide Instruction In both

undergraduate and graduate

levels.

The Mllligan program In in-

ternational studies will be open

to all Milligan students and to

srudents of neighboring In-

stitutions of higher learning.

In addition to regular curricular

offerings, the program will offer

Symposia, seminars, visiting

lectureships, and travel opport-

unities.

NOW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink

Call 926-9622 for

information about
group rates.

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 730 pm - 10 00 pm
Friday and Saturday7 30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm - 12 30 am

Matinees

Saturdayand Sundays 1 00 pm 4 00 pm

302 Wesley Street

Johnson City Tenn.

926-9622

Mllligan hopes the Institute

will become a center for re-
search 3nd dissemination of in-

formation concerning world
Christianity and church grcvth;

Inviting Christian leaders to use
Its facilities to study their own
effectiveness on the mission
fields of the world,

"Milligan College Is devoted

to the education of a total min-
istry," President Johnson said

in his address. "Its years of

history have ample evidence

that this commitment Is Justi-

fied."

"We believe that 'Christian

education Is the hope of the

world.' Such education lives

within and through the advance

of the mission to which we

have been called and com-
missioned."

"As a servant of the Church.

Mllligan College seeks to be

used to prepare a total ministry

whose mission Is the realization

of the Reign of God," Johnson
concluded.

-*±
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WINDING UP—MUllgan's pitcher winds up for a throw,
as the spring sports season winds up for another year.

ATTENTION

SOPHOMORES AND VETERANS

Would you like to earn over

$2,400. during your last two years

of college and step into a job paying

over $9,500. a year upon graduation?

If you are completing your

Sophomore year or are a Veteran

you may qualify for the two-year

ROTC program available to Milligan

College students through a cross-

enrollment agrepment with East

Tennessee State University.

To get the facts contact the ROTC Department at East Tennessee

State Unviersity (929-4269 or 4201). Applications for the two-year ROTC

program are now being accepted. You must apply before May 15, 1974
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COLLEGE CALENDAR j

Fall Recess Noon. October 10

to 8 a.m., October 14

Fall Campus Celebration .November 21 - 23

Founder's Day November 22

Thanksgiving Holidays 8a.m., November 27

to 8a.m., December 2

Madrigal Dinners December 5-9, 12-14

Final Exams December 16-20

Volume XXXIX issue 1 MUllgan College, Tonnes Friday September 6,1974

Darking problems still are prominent on Mill igan campus as

,hown by this absurdly blatant example on Seeger steps.

What's inside...

Everything you always wanted to know about

the Post Office, but . . . well anyway see page 2

New SUB management on page 2

From Dinks to discussion, all about the Fresh-
man week activities on pages 2 and 3

Mother Nature wants you in the brand new Ecology

Club, details on page 3

Faith has a funny side and Mike Shannon's
version of it Is on page 3 also.

Fromm, fish, an Introduction to East Tennessee,
a treatise on Christian awareness and a mystery
crossword answer are featured on pages 4 and 5

Get a little culture. Concert Series schedule

and details will tell you how on page 6.

Fiddler on The Roof and the inside story on

campus thrills share page 7.

Test your word power on a new crossword on

page 7.

[ntramurals are here to stay. Read about them

.ind other sporting activities on page 8.
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Better service

with innovations

The Milllgan College Post

Office renders daily service

to students and residents, and

Postmaster Don Moscola feels

that a few suggestions to stu-

dents would help students re-

ceive even better service.

The Post Office offers the

only Notary Public service on

campus.
Workers Ray Hardin, Norma

Byrd aid the postmaster in

sorting the mall and putting It

out to one of the boxes that

serve a thousand patrons. Mall

Is put in boxes Monday through

Friday and on holidays. The
window is open for business

weekdays 8 to 5, and Saturdays

8 to 12. The window Is closed

all day on Sundays and holi-

days. Students can enter the

lobby to check boxes from 7

each morning until dark each

evening. All first class mall

is In the boxes by 8 a.m.,

second and third class mall

may not be put out until 1 p.m.

Mall Is sent out at 5 p.m.,

everyday. Mr. Moscola recom-
mends that students place their

mail In the outside box after

the window has closed. He
would also like to remind stu-

dents that this post office is

part of the government and not

run by the school, so mail to

other boxes at this post of-

fice needs a stamp as would

any other mail.

The Postmaster would also

like to make two requests of

students. First, that box num-
bers and zip code be included

in return addresses to help

the post office workers son
the mall, and second, at the

end of the term, be sure to

leave a forwarding address,

temporary or permanent.

The main goal of the post

office is to help students, and

they work hard at doing a good

job of it too.

SUB improves again

The Student Union Building

and Cafeteria were taken over

by a new proprleter, Mr. Sam
Combs and his assistant Mr.
Billy Ray Woolard, on the 27th

of August.

When Interviewed about the

S.U.B.'s new look, Mr. Jim
Newport supervisor, stated

that there have been general

maintenance improvements in-

cluding a micro wave oven for

the kitchen and new games.
Also, additions have been made
to the menu: roast beef sand-

wiches and a variety of salads.

Already the S.U.B. has held

a dinner for the R.A,'s.

Commenting on future plans.
Mr. Newport said that rhe
Student Union Board has plan-
ned a closed roller skating
Parry for the Milllgan student
body on Monday Sept. 2, an
upcoming presentation or tne

movie, "What's Up Doc,"

and some music Jam sessions

for student entertainment. He

further stated that they are in

the process of adding some

decorations to the buildings.

i
i i4
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The Milllgan College Post Office serves both students

and residents. These boxes accomodate 1,000 patrons.

Local folks extend welcome
On Sunday August 25 and Mon-

day, August 26, Milllgan Col-

lege received welcomes from
Johnson City and Carter County.

These welcomes came In the

form of words as well as gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Shurtz

welcomed Milllgan College In

behalf of Johnson City.

Mrs. Shurtz has been with Wel-

come Wagons in Johnson City

and Elizabechion for 26 years.

This is the third year she has

served Milllgan.

The Shurtz's handed out pack-

ets, which had welcomes and

coupons from the merchants in

Johnson City. The coupons.

a book, entitled, "The Most

Popular Paperback onCampus",

contains tickets redemable for

free cokes, meals and discounts.

The Shurtz's travel and give
these packets out at other

campuses besides Milllgan. They
also travel to Steed, and East
Tennessee State University. Mrs.
Shurtz describes her work as

"a tangible way to say hello."

On the 26th of August, the

Carter County Chamber ofCom-
merce welcomed students to

Milllgan. Present were County
Judge Don Lewis, Mayor of

Elizabethton Dean Perry, Vice
President of Retail Merchant As-

sociation BillZilerti, with master
of ceremonies Carlisle Stafford.

Mr, Stafford, Executive Director

of the Carter County Chamber
of Commerce stated the program
was to, "Welcome you to Mil-
llgan College."

A drawing of prizes was held

after the words of welcome. Free

dinners, cakes, gift certificates

and much more were given by

the merchants of Carter County.

Refreshments followed the

drawing, which wound up the

fourth year the Carter County

Chamber of Commerce has wel-

comed students to Milllgan Col-

lege.

How can they forget?

i gather in teams as they wait their turn to greet faculty at

the formal reception during Freshman Week,

This year, as in the past.

Freshman week has flown by,

leaving many memories. It all

started shortly after 8:00 A.M.,

the anxious Freshman class

started flowing through the

solemn gates of "MililganCom-

munlty."
Perhaps to some the real

memories didn't begin until the

moving mixer party that night.

Through the "musical chair'*

manner of changing seats many
acquaintances were made and

groups were formed.

Each group was composed of

about ten members. Each group

striving towards a common goal;

introducing the Frosh to Mil-

llgan and its surrounding country

side. Through these groups

Freshman were shown the Mil-

llgan tradition of rock sliding,

fall sliding, and caving. Other

group activities included visit-

ing the professors, swimming.

and roller skating.

After a long run on Tuesday
night the Freshmen celebrated

with another mixer. Special ap-

pearances at the mixer included

"Elvis" (Ted Young) and Paul

Hornaday's b^nd .

Eight A.M. came early as

library and club orientation be-

gan. Each Freshman had the

opportunity to learn about each

club that fit his or her interests.

"How to utilize the library,"

was the main theme of the

library orientation.

Classes began and the eve of

Matriculation was upon them.
As the Freshman filed In the

Chapel and Matricultion be-
gan excitement was in the air,

.

they were now a member of the

"Milllgan Community." And so,

the week ended with an all school

picnic on Saturday leaving the

Freshman with many memories.
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IMPORTANT
STAMPEDE staff meeting

All writers must attend

Monday September 9 6:30 p.m.

Club Corner

_ , Support
Mother

1

Nature

join "the

Tuesday Sept. 10

b"30rxm.

Su&on Lawn
The Stampede will print announcements concerning club

meetings and special activities. All Information Is due

n the Stampede officeMonday, 6;30 p.m., prior to publication,

Gene Cotton will return this year todo another concert at Mllligan

as part of the Concert Series. For more concert details see page 6.

Freshmen share first thoughts

A new school year has be-

gun. With it comes orange

dinks. The Mllligan Mile, and

Matriculation - all these signs

point to the arrival of the

Freshmen.' Freshmen Week

was full of activities to

acquaint new students to

Mllligan and its surroundings.

Here are a few questions that

were posed to some of the

incoming Freshmen on their

first impressions of Mllligan.

Using a descriptive word

or phrase describe Mllligan.

"Terrific"

"Friendly"

"Challenging"

"Hilly"

"Family-like"

"Religious Atmosphere"
"Experience In Living"

Why did you select Mllligan?

"it's the only Christian

Liberal Arts College In the

U.S."
"Nice campus and atmos-

phere"
'Pretty girls"

"Small"
"Forced into it"

"Accredited"

"It's not as restrictive

as a Bible College but not as

Funny side of faith

t
Ninevah - The entire city

of Ninevah was converted yes-

terday at the Greater Ninevah

Crusade. The evangelist was
the nationally known Jonah, who
arrived In port Tuesday after

a three day fishing trip.

Babylon - Daniel was the

guest speaker at the local Lion's

club Wednesday. The crowd was
at first hostile but something

shut them up. After the meet-
ing the president of the club

stated that Daniel was one of

the nicest truvi rh*»v've had
rdrop In on them. Daniel did.

say that If he were Invited back

he would prefer to speak after

lunch.

Wilderness - John the Baptist

was arrested yesterday for dis-

turbing the peace. Local

by Mike Shannon

residents said that they were
"sick and tired of hearing that

voice crying in the Wilderness."
One of the arresting officers

recomended comittment when
he discovered John eating

locust. The officer was quoted
as saying "This man is going
to have head problems for a

long time."

Lost: Birthright, If found

please contact Essau at Ca-
anan 3-7777.

Chestnut of the week; It's a

good thing that Jesus grew up
in a trl-lingual community.
Considering his financial

situation and all the books
needed in Greek, Jesus
couldn't have afforded to

learn to read his own story.

liberal as a State University.

Do you feel the teams were

worthwhile?

"Yes - You get to meet a

lot of people."

"They are a big help. When

you first come here you're

lost."

"They help you get acquaint-

ed. It's better than being com-

pletely by yourself."

What activities dldyoudowlth

your team

7

"Find the hot spots in town."

"Rocksliding"

"Skating"

"Discussion groups"

"Faculty Fireside"

Most Freshmen enjoyed their

teams and the activities that

were planned. A few teams were

slack but all in all everyone

had a great Freshmen Week.

.Something To se

P resc ript io n Sho
"ACIOSS F«OM fNTIANCf

TO MfMORIAl HOSPITAL"

SUNDRIES

FREE DELIVERY - FREE PARKING

926-7611

P

40! N. BOONE JOHNSON CITY

'3

Buy
G'\ie. Awo-\

In Our nexT nsot.

Free Wwt_-ad5

r.lVl T*EH TO tUt STAFT KZMER
TWeiTY FIVE 'JORO UHIT

DF.ADLIME FOR ALL TOFT: 6l3" P-.

MOftrMY "JFORF. P1T.LICAT1CN
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Tradition can make us accept many

less, absurd institutions. Take college for

example. When you stop to evaluate the validity

of the resident college education system, it

really doesn't present much of a case.

You, a young human being, are taken from

your home and family and transported to a

community of young people. Upon arrival you

are crammed into a cement block cubicle, which

you must share with a stranger, which is identical

to all the other cubicles which come in rows

which are stacked up to make buildings. No
longer do you eat meals in the atmosphere of

a small, pleasant group. Instead you must stand

In line to receive food on an assembly line.

If you desire conversation, you must compete

with the surrounding noise and dodge flying

food and ice. No longer do you have a living

room to visit and study in. Now you must resort

toa public lobby and noisy library.

Living in this community seems also to affect

your dress. What you wear has become a moral

question. You must be careful to be dressed

appropriately, which is not to say comfortably,

practically, or reasonably. Things that were

never lssus have suddenly become highly empha-

sized points of conduct. Now there will be someone

at the door who notes what time you come in

each night, and who tells you when you have run

out of time and must come in early. (Unless you

belong to a group called MALES, in which case

you are exempt from many of these incon-

veniences.) Now, a person 'in charge' has the

right to Inspect your room and decide if it is

clean enough to be lived in.

Then, In order to amuse scudents and divert

their attention from real issues, club and social

activities are encouraged. This means that peo-

ple who are already busy make themselves

even more busy by spending time planning func-

tions that will entice the unbusy people to attend,

but only busy people attend because the unbusy

people are too busy remaining unbusy.

So why are we here?

I think we can prove that there are many

very good reasons to be here. Our society has

made college necessary. In rapid growth and

industrialization, learning through apprenticeship

Is not adequate or feasabie. More knowledge

and ability Is demanded of every person than

that Involved In one craft or trade. A complex

world calls for prepared, broadly educated people

to manage It. A local mind is not all bad, but

we cannot remain Isolated in a hometown; the

rest of the world demands recognition and at-

tention too.

We have now the opportunity to prepare our-

selves a bit for an uncertain future; an oppor-

tunity to see ourselves apart from our homes

and families; an opportunity to change what we

see, and, most important; an opportunity for a

period of rapid discovery and growth. Open minds

and alert senses can find more' stimulation than

can be grasped or processed or stored.

Milllgan Is many things and right now Mil-

llgan Is you. This school changes some every

year and Is all new every four years, which

means that each semester offers a unique as-

sortment of people with potential and many
different talents.

Mllligan may also be your Important be-

ginning. Are you willing?

Fromm flies

; Even at this early point In

the semester most freshmen
have probably discovered that

their Old Testament survey

course raises more questions

than It answers. Instead of

suddenly finding simple

solutions to troubling problems

concerning the correlation of

the Genesis creation account

with widespread scientific

theories, they are realizing that

some difficulties are insoluble,

or, at best, still difficulties.

To the sincere young

Christian trying to grapple with

a still developing faith in the

midst of an ever-changing

society, radical questions can

be genuinely helpful. However,

for the ardent believer who

supposes he possesses the full

and Infallible truth about God,

such questions can seem In-

sidious.

Zoalous believer

Peter Fromm was this sort

of zealous believer, an upholder

of the truth. Born In 1919 and

reared In Sand Springs, Okla-

homa, Peter received the Hoi;

Spirit's call at the age of four-

teen while anendlng a tent meet-

ing conducted by a cowboy

evangelist. He decided tc

become a great preacher,

studied his Bible diligently,

taught Sunday School at Holiness

Tabernacle, preached at p?-*ver

meetings, and even hit the evan-

gelistic trail during his Last

summer in high school.

Certain that the churches hac

wandered from God's truth

Peter envisioned a greai

Protestant awakening with him-

self at the head of irs ranks

In order to meet the enenr)

head on, he hoped to enroll It

the most liberal seminary,

where he could "expose the er-

rors Satan had put Into the head:

of so-called Christian profes-

sors," Thus, in 1938 Peter

entered the University of Chi-

cago Divinity School.

The subsequent story o

Peter's encounter with tht

godless liberals of "GrayCity'
is told In THE FLIGHT OF
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Did you know that there was

an epidemic of a terribly In-

fectious disease called "ick"

this summer, or that someone

has committed eleven murders

in the Milllgan Apartments, and

that one female of questionable

virtue has borne children by two

different males this past year?

Do these facts startle you?

They are undeniably true. How-
ever, they are not so shocking

when one considers that the

latest craze at Milllgan is not

streaking (referred to by some
parties as "indecent ex-
posure"), but fish.

Some say the craze was
started by alumni David and
Gayle Styons; others attribute

it to Jack Stell. Whoever is

responsible, the idea caught

on fast.

As pets in a confined area
such as an apartment or
dorm room, fish are an excel-

lent choice. They consume as

little or as much room as de-
sired, from a one-quart gold-

fish bowl to a 55 gallon tank.

They are comparitlvely cheap
to maintain, with a $1.49 can

of food feeding 30 fish for three

months. And, most Importantly,

they are the only legal pets on

campus even the Apartment
landlord. Bill Woolard, has

some. Besides the water is

free!

Our local epidemic, lck, or

more properly, ich-thy-

ophthlrlus . . . well, anyway,

lck. Is Induced by a sudden

drop in temperature. Like

any human disease, if caught

in time It's curable. On the

whole, the fish looks like It

has chicken pox. Other dis-

eases have such attractive

names as "body slime" or
"Pop-eye."

The resident murderer re-

sides in Apartment 32. The ac-

cused, one Jack Dempsey, in

often seen In the company of

a relative. Convict. As indi-

cated by their names, Dempsey
and Convict are rather mean.

Convict even wears a strip-

ped prison uniform. The two

have been observed collabor-

ation in the chase and capture

of ten innocent marble mollies

and one goldfish, not to mention

numerous gupples. Dempsey, as

the larger of the two, generally

disposes of the corpse in a

cannibalistic fashion.

The promiscuous mother has
no name nor do her gentlemen
friends. They are all betus,

popularly known as Siamese
fighting fish. The most vividly

colored of all freshwater fish,

the beta presents one slight

problem any male will at-

tack and sometimes kill any

other male in the same con-

tainer, therefore all males

must be separated. Betas are

difficult to breed, and therefore

quite expensive as flshgo.How-

ever, where the money's good,

someone always tries, as has

Mark and Kat Poorman. After

losing two females and having

another injured by an overly

. .

aggressive male, they have sut

ceeded in breeding two litter

both from the same mother, b

with two different fathers.

Each litter started out wii

approximately 200 member
but a tendency to cannlballsi

has reduced their number to2i

But, at a $1.50 to $2.50 sal

price apiece for the male
there is still a profit, we hop

Next door In Apartment 3U«

find a prollflgatlon oftheperei

nlal favorite, the guppy. B 1

these are not the plain mudc

brown gupples you had as

kid, but specially bred three

quarter black red-tailed fant

guppies, a variety which sel

for $2.98 a pair at somestore
While theyare prettier and moi

expensive, these guppies ci

still live in an unhealed, unfi.

tered bowl like their plaint

relatives.

So, fish are a great hobb

but what is this article on tj

editorial page for"? *

An aquarium Is a mlcr

cosmic universe. In manywav
this universe parellels ourov

You can view life in an aquariu

you can also view death. Y

can stand back and objectivt

observe personal interact!'

and social interaction. Ai

looking from the aquariu

Into the world, you can apt

the lessons you have learne

So I'll be looking around frc

a fish's eye view.
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Metaphyseal Brothel

\0 COnfUSiOn Survival in upper ET

PETER FROMM, a novel by

Martin Gardner. Actually,

Gardner only edited the book,

which Is based on a true

manuscript written by Dr,

Homer Wilson, a professor at

the Divinity School.

Doctrinal clash

Dr. Wilson, a professed

atheist, first met Peter in a

class entitled "Problems of

Applied Christianity." Before

long, doctrinal problems de-

veloped between the professor

and student. Their Initial clash

arose over the question of the

resurrection, Peter held a

literal view of the resurrection,

while Wilson preferred to In-

terpret It In a spiritual rather

than a physical sense. A sub-

sequent discussion formed the

beginning of a long-lasting
frlendstilp between the two
men — a friendship of frank
differences, earnest question-
ing, and mutual respect.

In THE FLIGHT OF PETER
FROMM, Homer Wilson speaks
of Peter's spiritual odyssey as
a flight from "the superstitions

of his childhood.*' Although

Peter embarked on his plan with

great determination and fervor,

he soon began slowly changing

his views. Instead of eloquently

converting professors and stud-

ents, he started a gradual re-
treat from his entrenched funda-

mentalist position.

Desire for truth

Peter's retreat resulted not

from cowardice or stupidity, but

Ironically from a burning desire
to conquer falsehood with truth.

As he viewed the beliefs of him-
self and others critically and
honestly, he realized that

truth was much broader than
he had previously supposed.

During the first year ar

the Divinity school, Peter's
views remained basically un-
changed. He formed a funda-

mentalist group called thechi-
cago Christian Fellowship, and
he faithfully attended the Moody
Memorial church. His first

major turning point came during
the second year when he decided
to audit a course called "In-
troduction to Historical
Geology." Hoping to understand
evolution and disprove It, he In-

stead reached the conclusion
-vtfiat evolution was here to stay.

New flexibility

Peter's new interpretation of

the creation story led to a more
flexible understanding of other
pans of the Bible, yet he found
that exegetical difficulties In-
creasingly troubled him. Pos-
sibly seeking the refuge of re-
ligious authority, Peter passed
through a phase of Catholicism.
Although he could not accept
the ancient orthodoxy of the

Catholic Church, he soon em-

>

braced the neo-orthodoxy of

Karl Barth.

Eventually, however, Barch's
evasion of the resurrection

question disillusioned Peter.

"It seemed incredible to him
that a great theologian could

shrug his shoulders and
pretend that the question was
unimportant." After studying

Kierkegaard and Tilllch, Peter
turned to Reinhold Nlebuhr,
Finding no reference to the

resurrection In either of Nle-
buhr's two greatest works,
Peter asked in bewilderment,
"How can a man write six-

hundred pages about Christian
theology and not say what he
believes about the biggest mira-
cle in the Bible?"

Confusing climax

Obviously, Peter was obses-

sed with finding the truth about

the resurrection, and it seems
appropriate that his confusion

concemlne this issue reached
a climax on Easier Sunday, 1948.

Homer had invited Peter to

preach during the second

service of the Midway Com-
munity Church, and Peter had

accepted the offer.

Near the conclusion of Peter's

sermon (a careful attempt to

avoid any controversial state-

ments), he began laughing in-

sanely. In front of several hund-

red people, he started stripping

off his clothing. He bellowed

forth the beginning lines of

Lewis Carroll's "Jabber-
wocky,' ' freed himself from
several alarmed men of the

congregation, and urinated on

Beulah Schwatzer, the organist.

'No, I've lost'

Several weeks later after his

release from Billings Hospital,

Peter went with Dr. and Mrs.
Homer Wilson to rest In Santa

Fe, New Mexico, Peter had
partially returned to the un-
questioning acceptance of his

earlier faith, even though he
realized that his arguments
were not very convincing. He
and Homer talked casually, mul-
ling over old issues. After a

period of silence, Peter said
to Homer, "You've won."
Homer replied, "No, I've

lost."

'.<</ &&U
First thing 1 got to tell you

about this place Is that It's

crazy. Most schools, at least

most private colleges, have a

founder and there Is some sort

of tradition built up around

him (or her, with a curtsey

to Gloria Steinham). And what's

more these revered founders

normally have some sort of

memorial to them In some
prominent place on the campus.

Not so here. Oh, we have a

founder alright, we even known

his name. But beyond that no-

body seems to know much

about him. The only memorial

to him on campus is a stump,

not even a whole tree, and

most people, including me, have

absolutely no Idea where it

la. It was Included on the

orientation tour I took when 1

was a freshman but we never

found It, although we did get

a good look at the laundromat.

But to reallyunderstandMll-

llgan College, for that is the

name of this Institution, you've

got to have the larger pic-

ture. The recruiters will tell

you that the school Is nestled

in the beautiful foothills of

the Appalachian mountains.

Plopped is more like it be-

cauav ->obody now knows for

certain how tilings got started.

Apparently one day Josephus

Hopwood, for that Is the

founder's name, Just blinked

and there It was.

Well however it happened

here we all sit in Upper East

Tennessee, which Is af-

fectionatly known as the Bath-

tub of the South. The political

climate Is such that many local

residents would be glad to In-

form you that the other neces-

sary appointments for the

southern bathroom are located

about 300 miles to the west in

Nashville, the state capitol,

and with some of the edicts

coming from there recently a

good argument could be built

for changing our name here

from bathtub to septic tank.

East Tennessee Is then, as

you may have gathered, rather

a country unto itself. Not quite

equalled I'm sure anywhere
else. Progress and regress

dance along happily hand in

hand and daily life somehow
manages to blunder along.

The people in East Tennes-
see are on the whole extremely

friendly, helpful and altogether

good people. [ am, in

appearance at least, what was
known in the common parlance

of a few years ago a hippy

(or hippie, If you purists pre-
fer) and while you'll probably

hear more diatribes against

longhairs and wierdos here than

anywhere else I've also been

treated better here, for the

most part, than anywhere In

the country.

Probably the place wherethe
average East Tenneseean Is

at his worst when he is behind

the wheel of his car, truck.

-.•'

tractor, motorcycle ot wnat-
ever else he happens to be
driving at the moment. Some
of the world's craziest drivers

live here In East Tennessee and

I really don't think that's any

exaggeration at all. If they're

not pulling out in front of you to

make a left turn and then spin-

ning their wheels to get away,

they're going so slow and caut-

ious and being so afraid to turn

that they make you late for

(continued on page 7)

Apathy, blindness solved

by Christian awareness

Buffalo Creek is still run-

ning and the freshmen have

stopped. It's official, another

school year has begun. What

can be said at the start of

the school year that hasn't been

said before? Maybe we can

answer the question by looking

at ourselves.

It seems as we get futher in-

to the seventies we become more
blase towards what Is happen-

ing about us. This past summer
the government of this country

of ours suddenly went through

a major upheaval. Yet most
people took the change with a

calm business-like attitude.

That Is not necessarily bad.

It's good that there can be

stability In the midst of change.

Yet, at the same moment, we
took what was perhaps the most

significant moment of Ameri-
can history with a sigh that

nearly 'sounded' like "So
what?" or "Who cares?"

The most unfortunate as-

pect of the "Great American

Sigh" is that it extends beyond

Watergate and the following

events. There appears to be a

general apathy on the pan of

the people of this country that

permeates to the depths of day

to day living.

We here at Mllligan share In

this apathic attitude also. It

seems we have lost any element

of surprise or excitement in

our lives - or have we! Even

if we have lost the surprise

or excitement in life, can we
not regain what was lost?

^he 8e<s>T of All Possible: LOorlDS
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We have opportunities around

us that maybe we don't

realize are available to us.

"Having eyes, we do not see

and ears, we do not hear,"

Ws continue to hear a mes-
sage, yet we f3il to under-

stand or act on that message.

God is all around us and through

us, yet we fail to see Him,

"With the eyes of a child

You must come out and see

That your world's spinning

round

And through life you will be

A small part of a hope of a

love that exists

In the eyes of a child you

will see ."

"Eyes of a Child." J. Lodge
copywrlte 1969 Threshold

Music Ltd.

Christ came to show us God.

He came to show us love and

how to share love. He came to

show us who we are - God's

children. If we would but ans-
wer when he says "Follow me"
we would have lives that are

exciting, surprising, and most

of all fulfilling. New aspects of

life open to our vision every-

day as we become more aware
of the Kingdom of God and what

our roles In that kingdom are.

His kingdom Is all around. We
need only to lend our eyes and

ears and open ourselves to all

that God Is. We would no longer

succumb to long periods of

apathy or despair, "Behold, new
things have come."
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Mr. and Mrs. Wright greet transfer Junior Rose Ellen

Rogleman at the Freshmen Reception, August 26,

Concert in Knoxville

Friday, Seiptember 20

8°00pm Civic /Auditorium

MILLIGAN COLLEGE
CONCERT SERIES
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 1974 - ' 9?S

South Carolina Theatre Co. Thursday, September 12

Play by Shaw: "A
Village Wooing"

Scott Barrchy (Jazz combo) Friday, September 20

John Wakefield (baritone) Thursday, September 26

Kenneth Huber (pianist) Tuesday, October 1

U.T. Brass Choir Monday, October 7

Memphis State String Quartet Wednesday, October 16

(Evening Convocation)

Sherry Zannoth (soprano) Tuesday, October 22

Becky Oeckerman (pianist)

Gerre Hancock (organist) Friday, November 8

Piedmont Chamber Orchestra Saturday, November 9

Johnson City Symphony Saturday, November 16

Orchestra Concert

Concert Choir Concert Friday, November 22

Chorale Concert Tuesday, December 3

Nelsova (cellist) in Wednesday, December 4

cooperation with

Johnson City Community
Concert

David Runner (organist) Tuesday, January 28, 1975

Andras Kiss Monday, February 17

Marilyn Kelser (organist) Tuesday, March 4

Johnson City Symphony Saturday, March 8

Orchestra Concert

Delorls Ivanchlck (soprano) Thursday, March 13

Enrico Dl Gluseppl (tenor) Tuesday, March 25

Larry Smith (organist) Tuesday, April 8

Charles Rosen (pianist) Tuesday, April 15

Johnson City Symphony Saturday, April 26

Orchestra

Chorale Spring Concert Friday, May 2

Concert Choir Spring Concert Thursday, May 8

J«Hn's
Record Center

West Town Square
Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Professional and local talent

highlighted in concert series

Milllgan has a great lineup

of concerts this year for every-

one's enjoyment. Besides! our

own talent, we have performers

from various parts of the

country. Among these is

Charles Rosen, a world reknown

pianist, who will perform in

April. Others are Kenneth

Huber, a pianist from Virginia

Interment College; Sherry Za-
moth, a soprano from Eastman
School of Music, who will be

accompanied by Becky Oecker-

man as pianist; Andras Kiss,

a violinist from Hungary; Gene
Cotton, a folk singer whom many
will remember from last year;

Enrico Dl Gluseppl, a Metro-
politan Opera tenor; Delorls
Ivanchich, a soprano from the

University of Tennessee at

Chattanooga; Johnson City Sym-
phony, in Lfszt Concerto; and
the biggest event, the Piedmont
Chamber Orchestra, with
Claude Frank as piano soloist

in concerto with the orchestra.

Local talent includes John
Wakefield, thenewMtlllganCol-
lege Choir Director, David
Runner, the Concert Choir, and

the Chorale Concert at Christ-

mas.
Dr. Dowd and his associates

have put a lot of effort and time
forward in order to bring these

concerts to Mllligan for every-

one's enjoyment. The concerts
promise to be excellent, so
everyone is encouraged to at-

tend them.

Save campus landmark
It is often easy to confuse

one's priorities through self-

ishness or preconceived plans.

Such a situation appears to ex-

ist with the fate of Cheek
Memorial Gymnasium.

In the spring of 1971 plans

were announced to build a

new fieldhouse (or Mllligan.

The fieldhouse was to be r

magnificent, original creation

to make us all proud. However,

three years have passed since

President Johnson told us in

Convocation about our wonder-

ful campus addition. The initial

excitement for the project has

disappeared. With each delay

and setback the Steve Lacy

fieldhouse has become an even

greater joke. No one really

seems to know If the fieldhouse

will ever be completed, let

alone when.

This summer I learned that

upon completion of the new
fieldhouse dear old Cheek
Memorial will be razed and

possibly a parking lot will take

its flace. Supposedly the con-

demned building is not suitable

for any use as well as being

an eyesore toour campus. Che-
ek also costs a reported thirty

thousand dollars a year to

maintain. These things may all

be true, but it would be nice

If the benefits to keeplngCheek

were also considered. Various

student enterprise offices

could be housed. The building

could be used for a multitude

of extra currlcular activities.

The intramural program could

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Ave. Elizabethton

11:00-7:45 Cloi.d Sun

Specializing ir Italian cuisine

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasagna V eal parmesan

by Dave Mikesell

be centered there. The swim-
ming pool might be filled in

and a floor to celling net in-

stalled for indoor pitching

practice, or the practice of

tennis service. With imagina-

tion and student labor, as well

as interest, crude, but effective

handball courts might be built

In the gym. There are all kinds

of things that could be done fair-

ly cheaply to Cheek that would

make it a useful building well

worth its maintenance.

However, the board and the

president of the college are
not receptive to suggestions

from faculty members to save

Cheek.

It would be interesting to see

if the powers-that-be would
care to hear the students'

opinions on Cheek's fate. Per-
haps if we could enlist enough
student support we could at

least hear the boards full line

of reasoning on the matter.

Altera 11, it is rather Illogical

to plan to destroy something be-

fore its replacement is

more than a figment of some-
one's imagination.

FORBES
Phillips 66

Gas and oil
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(continued from page 5)

wherever you're heading. Hut

mostly they Just drive fast and

over and through whatever they

can. A friend of mine had

figured It out and he once told

me that "A basic dislike of

machinery stills lives In the

mountain people of Tennessee

so that when they get In a car

the Idea seems to be to get

out of It as soon as possible

which means driving fast and

virtually disregarding every

thing In their path." That Just

about sums It up.

Driving aside, life In Last

Tennessee goes pretty slow.

Time kind of stands still here.

A lot of Mllllgan students will

tell you that that's because

there Is not much to do around

here, but that's not really true

either, you've Just got to look

around a little bit. (You can walk

down the railroad tracks

looking for pop bottles to cash

in, for Instance, or body surf

the waterfall in BuffaloCreek).

But anyway times goes slow,

construction Jobs last forever,

and everybody Is usually late

and events never start ontlem.

An East Tennesseean would be

[ate for his own funeral, but it

probably wouldn't matter be-

cause nobody else would be

there yet anyway.

So welcome to Mllllgan. En-

Joy your stay in the Bathtub of

the South, but, please try not

to leave a ring.

Fiddler on

the Roof
This year's season opener

for theJohnsonCiryCommunity

Theater will be Fiddler on the

Roof, opening October 11, 1974.

The show will run for ten

days, for longer if there Is

enough audience demand. They
hope that the show will be a

record breaker, which would be

more than fourteen per-

formances.

Mair Presnell of Johnson

City Is the director of the

show. The musical director

Is Charles Humpston.

Members of the Mll-
llgan family who are inthecast

are: Debbie Warfield, David
Hughston, Phil Clark, Zenobla

Slsk, Tony Jacoby, and Penny
Phillips.

Admission for students is

$1.50, and for adults, $2.50.

For Information or tickets see

Dr. Ira Read, president of the

Community Theater As-
sociation.

Campus thrills vanquish boredom

It has come to our attention

that since this Is a new school

year there are many of you out

there who are newcomers to

the Mllllgan Community
and are therefore unaware of

the varied and sundry activi-

ties with which to occupy your

leisure moments. Therefore, we
took it upon ourselves (Champ-
ions of the Ignorant) to enlighten

you. Herewith are some of the

more exciting Things to meet,

F'laces to go, and People to do.

Daily post Office Excursion

-

One of the many exciting activi-

ties here at Mllllgan Is a Daily

self-guided tour of the Post

Office, or as It Is known to we
of the Intelllgensla: the P.O.

At the P.O., there are many
exciting tilings for the adven-

turous student to take advantage

of; such as reading the F.B.I.'s

Wanted Posters and blowing the

dust out of his Invarlbly empty
mailbox (providing of course

tbat ne can get It open!) Or,

If this does not satisfy your in-

tellectual needs, you can al-

ways look up obscure zip codes

and commit them to memory for

future reference.

Down by the Old Mill Stream -

One of the more aesthetic

areas on campus is the famous

and historic Buffalo Creek. At

the creek you can Imbibe in many

social and cultural activities

such as picking up empty alum-

inum "beverage" cans, spoonln'

and sparkin", or collecting a

abandoned duck eggs. A little

known fact about the Creek is

jhat the steps lending down to

the waters edge are inscribed

with the Names, and dates of

the Presidents of the United

States. Of course these steps

are not quite up to date, so we

propose that two more steps

be poured In honor of the 36th

president. These steps to be

crossword puzzle
ACROSS

1 Comodian He

4 Corrospondei

8 Ship's deck

12 Th.rdkmgof

9 ,- n gt

• i

composition

29 Not ai an

30 Egg shaped
31 Tiny

32 Fresh wM«r I,

33 PteCu

34 Anc.er

alloy

35 ThroaWnlecln
(or short

36 Flatter, as bet

39 First Het.ew
letter

40 TV comedienr
44 A certain cam
45 Want
45 Cold in V

10 Certain

It Weak
16 Largest of me

Cyclades ts'arids

17 Isles m Golway
Bay

20 Stem
21 Mellow

22 Sell-evident
,,,.

|

..,., . ,,

24 Foolish

25 Superabundance

26 Renown
27 Comedian who

Geraldine

30 Cockney lo

place

32 German iac

34 Comodian
Woody .

35 Skid

36 Roman got
of hope

37 From end t

38 16th Mebre

39 British prirr

42 Before Ipost .:

43 Comedian
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Big Valley Restaurant Alcamp Shell
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED

Home Style Foods, Complete Auto Care,

Short Orders, Brakes, Shocks,

Seafoods, Steaks Tune-up, Belts,

WHERE YOL'H BUSINESS Accessories, Hoses,
IS ALWAYS APPRECIATE!! GENERAL REPAIR

MILLIGAN HIGHWAY 5:30 A.M. to 1 A.M. Phone 928-096?

by Flotsam and Jetsam

called the "Nixon-Two-Step"

and leading absolutely nt-where.

Pitstop - By now you must

be tired, exhausted, thirsty, and

otherwise In need of rejuve-

nation. So we suggest that you

stop off at the Student Union

Building (quaintly called the

SUB) for a bit of Nutriment and

libation. Before you do, how-

ever, it is suggested th3t you

first stop by Mllligai
'

"An.ua World" and view the tiny

marine creatures In the

formerly neglected fish pond.

By now y«iu have in your sweaty

little paw a frostv cold drink

and some food to relieve your

munchles thus enabling you to

continue your tour of the newly

rennovated SUB. There are

many things to do inthis "Mini-

Mall". You can listen to the

Juke-Box with such popularhits

as "Wildwood Weed" or Merle

Haggard at the Grand OldOprey

(Live) Take your choice!

Or you can go downstairs and

watch the Color TV or "play

games."
The Waiting Game - Now our

tour continues to Milligan'sown

Wimbledon where night after

night and day after day mem-
bers of the student body patiently

wait for a chance to show just

how bad they are with a tennis

racket. Thousands of others

patiently sit and watch on the

sidewalk in front of Pardee for

something somewhere to

happen, but It never does.

Good-bye Blue Monday - The

iinal itop on our tour is per-

haps the most exciting 3nd cul-

turally rewarding. We are of •

course speaking about the fab-

ulous Mllllgan Laundry where

for the mere price of one thin

quarter you can wash your

clothes and listen to Lovely

Hughes talk about days gone by.

And for the additional charge

of a dime you can dry your

clothes right thereonthe premi-

ses. If you watch you clothes

as they rapidly tumble about

you can practice self-hypnosis.

And If you are particularly

spiffy dresser you can throw

in some pastels and really bog-

gle your mind.

Conclusion - Well, there you

have it folks - what more could

you ask and it's all withinwalk-

lng distance. Remember you

heard it first from Jetsam and

Flotsam.

NOW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN...

£.25; Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skaling Rink
For information about

group rates call

Johnson City 926-9622
Kingsport 245-2450

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7 30 pm 10.00 pm
Friday and Saturday7 30 pm 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm • 12 30 am

Matinees
Saturdayand Sundays

l:00pm-3:30pm 3:00pm-5:30pm
302 Wesley Street

Johnson City, Tenn.
926-9622

U00 Bridgewater Lane
Kingsport, Tenn.

245-2450
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Football Intramurals will soon be a common sight on campus. Pictured here
are two 1973 teams that typify the forecomlng action.

Intramora \ happenings

DATE DAY TIME TEAMS

Sept. 9 Mon. 4.-00 p.m. Green-Orange

6:00 p.m. Brown-Yellow
Sept. 10 Tues. 4:00 p.m. Blue-Black

6:00 p.m. Pink-Red
Sept. 11 Wed. 4:00 p.n.. Orange-Yellow

6:00 p.m. Green-Black
Sept. 12 Thurs. 4:00 p.m. Brown-Red

6:00 p.m. Blue-Pink
Sept. 16 Mon. 4:00 p.m. Yellow-Black

6:00 p.m. Orange-Red
Sept. 17 Tues. 4:00 p.m. Green-Pink

6:00 p.m. Brown-Blue
Sept. 18 Wed. 4:00 p.m. Black-Red

6:00 p.m. Yellow-Pink

Sept. 19 Thurs. 4:00 p.m. Orange-Blue

6:00 p.m. Green-Brown
Sept. 23 Mon. 4;00 p.m. Green-Yellow

6:00 pjn. Orange-Pink
Sept. 24 Tues. 4:00 p.m. Blue-Red

6:00 p.m. Brown-Black

Sept. 25 Wed. 4:00 p.m. Pink-Black

6:00 p.m. Yellow-Blue

Sept. 26 Thurs. 4:01 pji • Orange-Brown
6:00 p.m. Green-Red

Sept. 30 Mon. 4:00 p.m. Pink-Brown
6:00 p.m. Ogange-BIack

Oct. 1 Tues. 4:00 p.m. Red-Yellow

6:00 pjn. Green-Blue

Profs compete

in tournaments

Tennis Is taking over
campus life, and tohelpltalong,

Drs. Wallace and Lura have In-

augurated non-pro tourna-

ments.

This summer featured a

Round-Robin Tournament for

any Interested Administration,

Faculty, and Staff. The doubles

matches were held July 25-31,

with the following results:

MOORE & WALLACE: 5-0

WETZEL 6 CHOWDER: 4-1

WALKER E> WlGGINTON:3-2

CLAYTON & 1KVIN: 2-3

LURA & MILLER: 1-4

STOUT & HUFF: 0-5

A fall doubles tournament be-
gan August 29, and Is due to be

completed September 30. Dr.
Wallace Invites all students to,

"come out and cheer or boo,

as you desire for your favorite

teacher."

Mitchell needs

men's director

Jim Mitchell, our intra-

mural director, is looking for

an Intramural men's director.

II you are Interested, you may
go by J im's house, which is the

third house on the right as you

drive from Mllllgan to Johnson

City. The house is a large,

white one set back about one

hundred feet north of Tennessee

67, as you travel west toward

Johnson City. He Is the last

of three houses you will see

Just after entering the high-

way from the campus.

Intramurals shape up for a good year

It looks like this year Is

going to be Mllligan's best

In intramural sports, with flag

football, volleyball, basketball,

and softball being offered over

the course of the year.

According to Jim Mitchell,

director of Mllligan's intra-

mural program, all students—
upperc lass men, freshmen,

transfers, and commuters

alike — are to be inthis year's

Intramurals.

There was no need to register

for the intramural program.
In order to avoid this, all

students' names were auto-

matically taken from the list

in the registrar's office and

the draft, which was taken Wed-
nesday, September 4, divided

the names into eight separate

teams. Lists of students wil!

be posted around campus
shortly.

Each of the eight teams are

differentiated by a color: black,

green, yellow, red, orange,

pink, brown, or blue.

Intramural games are to he

played twice a day, 4;oo p.m.

and again at 6:0(1 p.m. These

games will be played four days

a week: Monday, Tuesday, Wed-

nesday, and Thursday.

Pool hours

A life guard will be on duty

at the pool on first floor of

Cheek the following hours; Mon-
day, Wednesday, Friday 8-10

p.m. Tuesday, Thursday 3-5

p.m.

This year there is a change

in volleyball. This change

should prove to be beneficial

in volleyball attendance. Un-

like last year's policy, this

year's calls for co-ed teams

to be formed In Intramural

volleyball. Reports on the sud-

den popularity of volleyball at

Mllllgan will be made in the

future.

These eight teams are to

play in all four sports, which

are to begin as follows: Flag

football will begin Monday,

Sept. 9th, volleyball Is to start

the 14th or 21st of September,

basketball the last week in

October or the llrst week In

November, and softball this

coming spring.

The intramurals council

meets every other Monday at

noon to keep up and direct the

intramurals program as it

moves along this year.

There is a tournament held

in each sport after the end
of the regularly scheduled
season. This t'.urnament is

based onthedouble-elimlnation

system.

13 MOORE STREET

JERRY COOK
BILL HALLER

T-F-12--00-5-.0O

S- 10:00-4-00

BRISTOL, VIRGINIA

BACKPACKING
BICYCLING
CANOEING
KAYAKING
CLIMBING
CAMPING
CAVING
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Cheerleaders on trial

Tryouts for varisty and jr.

varsity cheerleaders are now
being organized. A meeting was
held September 10 at I2 : 15

for those interested in either

squad. A big turnout Is expected

for the tryouts.

Tryouts for varsity cheer-

leaders will be Thursday
September 19, In the gym ol

Cheek. Prior to the elections

Thursday, there will be prac-
tice sessions Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday of that week.

Students will elect those girls

who are best qualified to be

on the squad.

Anyone not making varJsty

cheerleaders or those not want-

ing to try for varsity have the

opportunity to tryout for the Jr.

varsity squad on Monday,
September 23. This squad is

equally important, but will be

less time consuming than the

Varsity Squad.

After elections, the cheer-

leaders will set up practice

sessions and work hard. They
will also choose a captain and

a sponsor.

Hip hip hooray, anyone'

The Pep Club held Its first

meeting September 10 at 6:15

P.m. With a turnout of approxi-

mately 25, President Dehbie

Holtsapple welcomed new

members and outlined future

plans of the club.

Not only will the club sup-

port basketball this year, but

also cross-country, tennis, and

Ijaseball. The club plans on a

large number oi rallies, begin-

ning with die cheering on of our

cross country team Saturday,

September 14. Committees
have been appointed to carry

out various activities such as

making banners and stickers.

The club is still open to new

members, [f you're interested,

get in touch with Debbie Holts-

apple. We have a great season

ahead of us so everyone come
out and support our teams!

Promises, promises, promises

Gospel get down got down
Gospel music was to have

been the feature of the Gospel

Get Down last Tuesday. The

music was only secondary to

the spirit that prevailed. The
concert began on the tennis

courts, but was soon moved to

Cheek gymnasium. The spirit

of togetherness displayed in

the transferral of equipment

was rare. Usually inclement

weather spawns an "everyman
for himself" attitude. When
everything was successfully

transferred to Cheek Hall the

concert and fellowship proce-

eded.

The featured groups were,

"Railway to Heaven", Jan
Jones (backed up by Becky
Lewis and Hon Elklns), a group
featuring Jim Luhm, the "Gos-
pel Lite", and "God's Hands."
The best group was the spec-

tators, led by Tom Flack.

Tim Beck, the coordinator of

the event, is to be congratu-

lated for allowing the Milligan

community to "get down" as It

never has before.

After many problems, odds

are good that the Steve Lacy

Field House will be finished

and ready for use by January

20th.

The field house has faced

many problems and delays.

There was a year delay with

soil problems. Dirt was hauled

In and out, till redesigning of

the building was necessary.

Redesigning took more time.

The original one story build-

ing would become two stories.

The total outside area would

be smaller, but the total In-

side area would have 2,000
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Clark, Bradford head center
After two years of planning,

a Learning Center at Milligan

has become a reality under the

direction of Dr, Paul A. Clark
and Professor Anne Bradford.

The Learning Center Is de-

signed to help children

enrolled in local school
systems who are experi-
encing learning difficulties.

A limited number of students

are now being accepted In the

program, A child may be re-

ferred by a school official or

by a parent. Upon referral a

child Is administered a battery

of tests to determine achieve-

ment levels in Reading, Math,

Science and Social studies as

well as the level of proficiency

in motor PkUls and visual per-

ception. On the basis of the

results of these tests eacn

chllds problem is diagnosed.

A remediation program will be

instituted tohelpthechlld over-

come his or her learning dif-

ficulty.

The remediation program
consist of four one hour ses-

sions weekly. The sessions are

held after the childs regular

school day and are led by ad-

vanced education students,

under the direction ol Dr.Clark

and Professor Bradford, Those

students participating in the

program as clinicians are

Janice Mccloud, Kathy Hensly,

Sandy Ernest, Greg Beck,

Robin Phillips, Connie Tester-

man and Judy C. Kelly.

After one week of operation,

three children have been

diagnoseo and placed in'a reme-
diation program. There are

currently four openings re-

maining to be filled.

In an attempt to make the

Learning Center a self sup-

porting project a fee of twenty

dollars is charged for diag-

nosis and an additional fee of

five dollars is chargedfor each

session. This cost will cover

the cost of the materials used

more square feet.

There were then many small

delays; getting 2 1/2 Inch bolts

Instead of 3 1/2 inch, then get-

ting aluminum bolts instzad of

steel, wet Insulation, and an

eleven inch shortage in one
of the fabric panels. All of these
things have delayed the prog-
ress of the field house. Since
this is the first building of an
air supported fabric structure,

the construction company has
been a novice with their con-
struction problems.
Once completed, the 62,000

square foot field house will be
used for many things. The
building will house: a swimming
pool with a depth of 18 feet

at the deepest part; two bas-
ketball courts, which an indoor
tennis court can be placed on
top of; a small practice track;

multipurpose rooms for clas-
ses and wrestling, locker

rooms, and outside the field

house will be an amphitheater.

The main gymnasium will

have seating units of approxi-
mately 1,500 seats. The
stadium could hold 2,500, so
If additional seats are needed,
they can be bought at a later

time.

The field house will have

revolving doors at the main
entrance. The revolving doors
will keep the air from escap-

ing from the building, so the

rool will not collapse. Even
with the doors open, though.

the roof is not expected to

cave In very much. The roof

Is supported up by three blow-
ers. They will heat and cool

the building in addition to sup-
porting the roof. There Is a

natural gas blower, which In

case of power failure would not

only support the roof, but also

would bring In fresh air from
the outside.

The fabric roof should have

traditional roof longevity. It

can stand winds exceeding 100

m.pji. In case of heavy snows,

the blowers will work extra to

support the extra weight. Holes

and tears In the roof should be

easy to fix, by a patching

method.

The field house is expected

to cost J 1.6 million. A gram
to the college will supply $1.2

million. The Kreesge Found-
ation will supply $200,000

and an anonymous gift has been

received for $250,000.

Since this Is the first build-

ing of its kind, there is no

Idea what kind of problems
will occur in the remaining
construction, or what kind of

problems will occur after It Is

in use, but with luck the roof

should be completed in threeto

four weeks and the finishing

touches In seven to eight weeks.

Rod Irvin said, "The odds on

having the field house ready in

November are small, but the

odds on having it ready after

the break on January 20th are

very good.

COMA passed out
The COMA, a weekly publi-

cation of the Student Council,

Student Union Board, 3nd the

Office of Communications, will

be issued each Thursday by
student editor, sophmoreGayle
Epperly. The COMA serves to

inform students of events such
as meetings, concerts, news,
and special happenings on

campus at Milligan.

The deadline for any notices

or news will be Tuesdays, 4:30
p.m. These should be turned in

to Gayle Epperly or placed in

the COMA BOX IntnaAd Baflta-

Ing.

For the latest happenings cuj

campus, be sure to pick up a

copy of the COMA each wee^
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Innovations in Convocatl

this all-music format

Hired this

; ;an led In

roiscs

Choosing to study In not only

a more immediate way, but also

perhaps a more painless way,

several faculty member? spent

time In globetrotting this past

summer.
Evaluating the work of the

Christian Missionary Fellow-

ship, Dr. Ted Yamomori

travelled to points In Panama,

Brazil, Rome, Greece, Ethio-

pia, and finally to Lausanne,

Switzerland where he attended

a "Congress on World Evange-

lism." Commenting on the

tenuous political situation In

Ethiopia, Dr. Yamamori re-

marked thai, "bolder plans for

New Testament evangelism

could now be made since (1)

the Military group generally

were more open to mission

work and (2) there was less

pressure from the Orthodox

(Coptic) Church."

Dr. John Morrison, ac-

companied by his wife, left

East Tennessee in late May

for a traveller's view of Portu-

gal, where he arrived ten days

after a revolution; Spain, where

he encountered a cholera epi-

demic; and the Greek Islands

where he was delighted with

-he Island of Delos. "I was

impressed with Delphi and

Ephesus but I was charmed with

the small island of Delos, the

home of the Delian Lea^e.

It's international flavor, it's

cosmopolitan atmosphere sur-

prised me." Dr. Morrison's

guide while in Greece, Nlkkl,

was the subject of the book

Nikki, Boy Weaver of Mykynos

by Blanchard published by

Doubleday, Dr. Morrison said.

Dr. Wetzel narrates his re-

sponses to Scandinavia as fol-

lows:

With commencement and

grade processing history,

Bonnie and 1 drove to New

York City with our eventual

destination Scandinavia. Along

with a suitcase and sleeping

bag apiece, we carried with us

our K-Mart special, a 5-pound

nylon tent, which was to be

our home for the next four

weeks.

We spent Sunday morning.

May 26, with the West lslip

Church of Christ and enjoyed

visiting with alumnus, Dick

Hollls. That evening we flew

Pummill pilots

from John F. Kennedy Airport

aboard an Icelandic flight bound

for Luxembourg. From Lux-

embourg we drove to Brussels

by way of Bastogne andNamur.

After spending a couple ol days

with friends in Brussels, we

drove on to Cent. Eruges, and

Antwerp. We then crossed a

portion of the Netherlands and

northern Germany on our way

to Denmark. Copenhagen was

one of our most enjoyable stops

and we spent five days acquaint-

ing ourselves with the city.

From Copenhagen we drnve UD

the west coast of Sweden to Oslo,

:

Norway, our week In Norway

took us through the fjord coun-

try on our way to Bergen on the

west coast and eventually back

down to Kristlansand on the

south coast We found Norway

to be the most spectacularly

beautiful country we have

visited. From Kristlansand we

sailed to Jutland and Denmark

and eventually worked our way

back to Luxembourg viaTue-

blngen. During the trip we es-

pecially enjoyed meeting John

(continued on page 3)

We are on our way toward

another year, and with this

beginning the Student Coun-

cil is making Its plans for

events to come.
Freshman week was con-

sidered a success. We had

a very good group ol tean

mates and It is felt that there-

was also a fine group of fresh-

men.
There has been .i

in obtaining minutes A the

Student Council meeting .

save paper the minutes '''ill

be available i:.

: : . .

and the '

. , pecl-il-

ly encour ige

;

I the StU'

,
ent:

ii t. The Si

| and with your cooper ti

1 can be accomplished. Don't let

J
it stop with the studentcs. . .

they woul'J llki

and serious interest ot the

administration. They ncedcon-

cerned people In the Student

Council who are interested in

the betterment of the school.

The Student Council has

worth-while projects plan-

...And two frolic to Milligan
Two new faculty members

have been added to Milligan

Colles« Mrs. Kappa and Mr.

Nelson. Mrs. Kappa in Catalog

Librarian" at Welahlmer Llb-

rary+ wtail* Mr.. Nelson is a

protease* in Bible.

Mrs* K*PP* Isorgluallyfrain

Arlington, Kentucky. She has as

Afi degree from tho University

of Keener fcy in education* Mrs.

Kapp> olso boa a'tnaatters de-

gree la Library Science from!

Eaaj Tiaeaiipe Swa Uni-

versity.

Mrs. Kappa has taught social

studies at junior high school

level and had been an elemen-

tary school librarian. Before

coming to Milligan, Mrs. Kappa

was librarian at Steed College.

Mrs. Kappa has three

children, one girl and two boys.

Her daughter Diana Is married,

but her two sons William Lee

and Jettery Ray »ra not,

Mrs, Kappa enjoys bridge,

water skiing* boating, cooking

ued, but these project

money, l-.ach ye-r more money

is needed, yet every year the

budget falls off. Without the

help the Student '"-unci! can-

not fun; i. a re- .'

lor students and administra-

tion to unite and worl

In thit

be achieved.

After elections one

allow his interest In tht

ent Council to end.

.

cudci
-

. .:

el ''

:

-

,

-

fun.

Jim Mil J

tramurals

job! Give hini many thanks, do

not gripe' i-.xecutive Council

would like to extend thanks

to Jim Mitchell for keeping

intramurals alive.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL:
DAN PUMMII I. - PRF.S1DEN1

KATHIE JABL0NSK1 - VICE PRESIDE r

GAYLE EPPERLY - SECRETARY

DICK BARNETT- TREASURER

SENIORS:

RICHARD TORBETT, PRESIDENT

DEN1SE ADAMS
CAROLYN MILLER
DAN RAMEY
DON STEFFEY

JUNIORS:
KARL SCHMIDT, PRESIDENT

SUZANNE GREtJORY

LINDA HORN
GORDON MILLER
SCOTT SHAFFER

-0"H"nRES- FRESHMAN:
'

'

Dk?J?z™i
PRES,DENTA^ '""StfSKSS

RHONDA DIAL

KEITH IIRRTZOfi

HOB KHF.SKK

CINDY BRADY
MARTY WILHANS
JOHN CARLSON
JOHN RAY

and traveling. She has been to

Europe and once traveled 9,000

miles In 3 1/2 weeks up and

down the west coast. Some day

she would like to travel to the

Caribbean and Canada.

Mr. Nelson calls, his home

Colorado, even though he has

lWed many other places. He

started out his college career

by going to Colorado StateCol-

leKe to get a degree In Politi-

cal Science, While he was

there, be saw -ft , -need for

the ministry, so he went to

Platte Valley Bible College and

graduated In 1964, with a BA.

He then continued his education

at Lincoln Christian Seminary

(or two years. Mr. Nelson then

went to teach at Platte Valley

Bible College and ministered at

East Side Church ol Christ In

Scotrs Blutt. While at Scotta

BluH he became an ordained

minister. Alter three years

there. Mr. Nelson went back to

Lincoln Christian Seminary to

get his Master ol Divinity, in

19W, He then went to Gordon

Wi0^f:*. >><;' y •

Conwell Theblogical Seminary

m Hamilton.Massachusettsand

received his Master ol

doctoral workln theNew Testa-

ment. He will take his compre-

hensive exams lor his doctoral

this summer.

Mr. Nelson Is married. He

and his wile Linda have three

children. Ginger 11. Susan 7.

and Sarah 3.

H» enjoys reading, tennis,

swimming, M»W collecting

and playing with his kids.

flags
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— STAMI'tDE, Frldi>, September zu, 1974 —

Administrations in transition
As one American presiden-

tial administration ended with

the resignation of president

Richard Nixon, a new era

emerged In American polltpcal

history with the Ford adminis-

tration. President Ford hs

pledged to the American people

that he will tacklecourageously

the important, urgent issues

which face the United States. In

public statements and news

conferences. President Ford
has labelled some domestic

Issues which he feels must be

alleviated. During the presi-

dent's news conference on

August 28 and even more
recently In the president's

public statements. President

Ford has mentioned the

economy, the budget, the

energy problem, the amnesry

(continued from page 2)

and Marie Castelein who are
serving the Church of Christ
In Genk, Belgium and visiting

with three Mllligan couples In

Tueblngen: Bruce and Rose-
mary Shields, Fred and Carol
Norrls, and Art and Brlgltte

Thomas.
The only thing we found wrong

with the trip was that asweap-
proached the end of our journey
we realized that we had de-
veloped an acute case of Helsa-
beckltis. Those acquainted with

Dennis Helsabeck will under-
stand that this malady is char-
acterized by an Incurable won-
derlust and voices speaking to

you in the night which say,

"There Is so much more you
have yet to see."
And finally. Miss Juanlta

Jones who with her sister

Ivor Jones visited Malauga
Picassos birthplace, Spain this

past summer and had one ex-
clamatory statement "The
Bullfightsl They were terrible.

I saw six fights In one evening.

issue, the Nixon pardon, and
the improving of relations be-
tween Congress and the White
House, as the main issues

presently facing the United
States.

ECONOMY
President Ford

has undertaken to solve one of

the most difficult problems
which the United States faces—
the Economy. Thepresident has
received wary support and co-
operation from the Congress on
this matter. The President has
Initiated several actions in an
attempt to control lnflatllon.

Congress has granted the

president's request for a

"price monitoring" council by
reviving the Cost of Living

Council. However, President
Ford has stated emphatically

that the "wage-price system,"
which was Implimented during
the Nixon administration, will

not be revived. With co-
operation from the Congress,
the President held an economic
"summit" conference to dis-
cuss the present American
economic situation and the

future economic picture. The
"summit" conference partici-

pants included leaders from the

Congress, the business com-
munity, and the labor unions.

A key point in Ford's economic
plan Is cooperation between
labor and Industry. Both these
communities must restrain
their demands on the economy,
less inflation "sky-rocket" un-
manageably.

BUDGET

However, the presi-
dent's main a nti -inflation

thrust has been to balance the
national budget. The Presi-
dents plans calls for the
national budget's expenditures
to be held to $300 billion,

which would mean an approxi-
mate ten billion cut from the
present proposed budget.

Funny side of faith

By day, clancey Jones is a

simple every day Biblestudent.
But at night Clancey becomes
MORDACA1 JONES: RE-
LIGIOUS TIME TRAVELLER.
Now we turn our attention to

the following ' conversation
somewhere in Goshen;

"Hey ... On my gosh, it's

a brush fire . . . Hey buddy
wake up . . . you got a

hose . . . Where are the park
rangers when you need them ..
Hey snap out of it fella . . .

Hey, I know who you are. You're
Charlton Heston. Hey sign my
sheepskin will you'' Wait a
minute, I wasn't born yester-
day, you don'st spell Charlton
with jn 'M'."

"I don't have time to argue
with you son, I mustfind Aaron,
I must see him."

"He's in Atlanta, but nobody
sees him since he broke the
record."

"Aaron Is my brother."
"That's funny, you don't look

like hini. I[ musi lietheheard."

By "Sugar" Cain and R.E. Able

"1 need a spokesman!"
"You're telling me! You

really ought to see a thera-
pist about that speech impedi-
ment. Hey, l can talk to you,
I've had Homiletics and a

semester of Old Testament
Survey."

"I don't mean to sound stupid
but what's Old Testament and
Homi . . Homma . . . Homl-
whatchamacallit."

"It's a long story, about
thirty-nine books too long;

I flunked the class. Well listen

if Aaron Is going to be your
associate, can 1 be your youth
minister "

"I don't have time to talk,

Aaron and 1 must set our people
free."

' That's a good idea, but
Abraham Lincoln beat you to

it.'

"Who Is Abraham Lincoln'"
'That's another long story

and I've : , but do me a

"hen you see your
brother get me a couple
of tickets [or a home game."

Various elements In the Con-
gress have not yet decided ex-
actly from what area the ten

(10) billion dollars will be cut.

The Pentagon Is a primary tar-

get for Congressional
"Liberals" who view defense
e.penditures out of proportion

to the national priorities.

President Ford h3s agreed that

defense spending must be re-
duced. However, he has also

stated thatwelfare, health, edu-
cation appropriations are not

immune to budget curtailments.

The President has warned that

all federal departments,
agencies, and programs must
prepare fqr monetary reduct-
ions.

ENERGY
In the problem

area of "energy" supply.

President Ford has announced

support for the "Project In-

dependence," which would

make the United States self-

sufficient in the area of enerev
supply by 1986. President

Ford has stressed, as did

former President Nixon, that

the United States must not be

dependent on a foreign sup-

ply of energy (primarily oil).

The United States must be able

to pruse its autonomous

foreign policy in Its national

Interest without interference

from oil-producing nations.

AMNESTY
Recently,

President Ford announced pub-
licly that he favored a "con-
ditional" amnesty for draft e-
vaders and deserters. The
president's proposal was met
with criticism from both "con-
servative" elements in Con-
gress who oppose any type of

amnesty and "anti-war" ele-
ments In Congress who favor,

unconditional amnesty. The
president, has commissioned
a group from the lawyers of

Justice and the Defense De-
partment to prepare a draft

text on the amnesty matter by
the end of September. There
are key points, however, which
are regarded as definite terms
of the proposal. First, all de-
serters and draft evaders must
serve In a non-mtlltaryform of

service for a period of

six (6) to eighteen (18) months,
depending upon individual cir-
cumstances. The types of

service will include: Peace
Corps, Vista Projects,
hospitals, conservation corps,
etc. Second, deserters will be
handled separtely from draft
evaders. Deserters v, tl re-
main under military juris-
diction. Deserters will receive
an undesirable discharge, and
will lose all military benefits.

However, they will not receive
any other punishment. Desert-
ers will have to reaffirm their
oath of allegiance to the United
States of America upon their

return to the United States.

The 8,000 dralt evaders who
have already been convlctzd
and who have already served
sentences will be considered
in a seperate amnesty cate-
gory, a clemency board will

be esuHished by the Presi-
dent in order to consider these

cases. One may expect that

these men will not have to

undergo any type of alternate

service.

The alternate service pro-
gram will be administered by

the Selective Service Office.

The aroposcd "alternate ser-
vice" program will place

a great task upon the SS office

to secure work assignments

for between 12,000 to 25,000

young men.

The president's amnesty
panel estimates that as many
as fifty percent of the 50,000

American draft evaders and
military deserters, who live

presently In Canada or Europe,

may take advantage of theplan.

The President's plans ap-
parently to cooperate with

Congress In regard tothe "am-
nesry issue." If the Congress,
however, becomes obstinate

about it President Ford may
"scrape" the legislative pro-
posal anddeclarea presidential

amnesty, which he is constitu-

tionally empowered to do.

NIXON'S PARDON

Presi-
dent Ford has recently

shocked the nation by grant-

ing a presidential pardon to

former President Richard
Nixon. According to the presi-
dent's aids, several factors

figured into the pardoning of

President Nixon. First, Presi-
dent Ford wanted to cease any
further Watergate action in

order for the nation to heal

its wounds and begin work on
more important tasks. Second,

President Ford granted the

pardon to Richard Nixon in an
attempt to strengthen the

"broken" former president.

Nevertheless, the President's

pardon of Nixon has once a-
gain caused an avalance of

criticism throughout the nation.

Innumerable rumors circulate

around Washington that Presi-
dent Ford plans topardonmany
of those people connected in

the "Watergate Affair."

President Ford has denied that

he intends to grant anymore
presidential pardons to people
connected to the "Watergate
Affair."

CONGRESSIONAL
RELATION S

The final problem area
which President Ford has at-

tempted to solve is the Im-
provement of relations be-
tween Congress and the White
House. During the Nixon Ad-
ministrations, the relations be-
tween the executive and legis-

lative branches deterrioated,

reaching a "low" during the

Impeachment Hearings of the

House Judiciary Committee.
Since the gensis of the Ford
Administration, however, the

President and the Congress
have enjoyed a "honeymoon,"
President Ford has con-
siderable rapport with Con-
gress, especially within the

House of Represnetatlves,

where he served for twenry-
slx (26) years as a congress-
man from Michigan. Certainly,

one may state, that the Presi-
dent's task of working with a

Democratic - controlled Con-
gress, to solve the nation's

problems, will not ba an easy

Job. President Gerald Ford,
however, knows the key con-
gressional leaders, and he
understands the Congressional
system. He realizes that he
must work with the United
States Congress and not out-

side the Congress or the

Constitution.

Crossword

answer

Concert Series Began with Three One-Act Plays by Chekov,
Thursday, September i:." Swjnson£' w3S the final play. The
series continues this evening with a jazz concert by the Scot
Bartchy Jazz ensemble.
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page 4 — STAMPEDE, Friday, September 20, 1974

The New Metaphysical Brothel

Time goes on, but you can always I

common with their counter-

parts In other parts of the

country (and other parts of the

town). The changes that have

come In the last few years are

vast.

When the freshmen of *70

and '71 (and that Includes me)

arrived on campus we were

already an anachromism. To
different degrees we identified

with the various "counter

cultures" of the late sixties.

The anti-war movement, the

Jesus freak movement, the back

to the land movement, protest
movements, civil riehts cause:

and a whole Pandora's Box full

of others. I'm not saying that all

these causes are dead now mind
you, but they havechangedcon-

siderably. Many of them have

become widely socially accept-

able, joined the mainstream of

i
Last year sometime 1 ran

across a cartoon in a college

paper from the West Coast

which I feel shows clearly some

of the changes that have come

over our society In the last

few years. Two students are In

the cafeteria line and one does

II all the talking. He says, "I

asked a bunch of freshmen why

|

they decided on college. They

all said the same thing: to be

i
able to get a good Job that pays

Lots of money. When WE came

1 here, It wuz to avoid the draft,

or to plot revolution, or to find

good dope. Good God[ I fsel

a generation gap coming onl

j

And at my agel"

While this might not all jp-

I

apply literally to Mllllgan

students still the comparison

Is there. Like U or not Mil-

I llgan students have a lot In

The advent of cheerleadtng try-outs, pep club

formation, baseball and basketball practice brings

to our attention the existence and popularity of the

All-Amerlcan, college phenomenon, competition.

Is competition necessary or valuable? Does

'school spirit' thrive on competition? And what

is 'school spirit''' Is It necessary or valuable?

Sports has become a dangerous obsession of

the American people, dangerous because its

Importance has grown all out of proportion. A
game's entertainment value is lost m the serious-

ness with which it is watched and reported. Display

of skill Is clouded by the skilled cheating players

use in order to win the game. An American

male can dribble his way through college, ex-

penses paid, and on to fame and fortune. People

value sports so highly they will pay big money

to make sure sports continue.

Sports will remain a part of college, but

let us remember that they are onlygames.Over-

exhuberance to win can become ratefulness, as

in cheers that demand violence. Let us "get

our priorities in order. We are students of life.

Athletics are a part of life, but a small pan, too

trivial for us, in the name of spirit and support,

to sacrifice our principles and mature conduct.

STAMPED
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American life and thus ceased

to be counter cultures, which

was half of their appeal in the

first place.

Cases in point: My class was

the last to face the spectre ol

the draft, I spent a whole year

classified 1-A with a number,

128, not designed to Inspire

confidence. I carr.e real close

and I still get kind of shook up

when I think about It. Or some
of you may rememter the real

intense Jesus movement on

Milligans" campus during 71-

72 which died a r.uher slow

death by degrees. Or the luror

over a very small, rather mild

anti-Vietnam war protest

staged by Phil McCullough and

myself the same year.

Well the effects of the social

acceptance of various of these

movements were slow in

coming. What happened though

was that the acceptance of their

causes sent many self styled

Why me, Lord, why me?
.

For most of us there are

occurences In our lives thai

we wish had not happened, or

would have reached a different

conclusion. It is times such

as these when God seems His

farthest. All that we can ask

is "Why?"
As children of His Kingdom

we remind ourselves that "all

things work together for good

to those who love God, to those

who are called according to His

purpose". However we some-
times fail to see how ALL things

are working for some 'good*

at any given moment. It is times

such as these that we have to

rely upon that nebulous reality

we call faith. But to rely upon

our faith we need to be cogni-

zant of faith as a reality, and

more often than not this Is a

difficult task.

The reason for our Inability

to become aware of our faith

may be that we fix our at-

tention directly on the problem

that is troubling us. Instead,

perhaps it would he better to

step back jnd see how the

problem Is affecting our re-

lationship with God, with

others, and within ouraelves.

After stepping back we can now
seek the 'good' th:;t Is tocome.
How are we abl* to recog-

nize the 'good'- W s love Cod.

It isn't always easy to love

God though. Because It (s dif-

ficult to love Hin , God gave

us His Son to show us how we
are to love the Father, Christ

has taught us that we are to

love God. He also :aught us to

love our neighbors as we would

love ourselves. And because

Christ was of man, and of God,

we must love Him also. With-

out Christ we couid not know

the meaning of love.

Now we need to examine

ourselves. We need to be

honest with ourselves. It is

Important for us to discover

if our view of an event, whether

It be pleasant or unpleasant,

has affected our attitude of love.

U '>ur attitude has changed

and we no longer reflect love

either to God, other people, or

ourselves then we must change

our viewpoint of the event. Here

again we lay no easy path he-

fore us.

People may tell us to trust,

or have faith, or believe God
Is working to change us.

That's fine but It leaves us

where we were before — try-

ing to become aware of what

our faith is. To become aware
of our faith we must ACTIVELY
seek to discover how God is

?aing to bring us closer to His

Kingdom— closer into harmony
with God, with others, and with

ourselves. It Ik only through

our diligence that we are able

to 'see' God working in and

through nar lives, and again

find ourselves In accord with

His purpose. Love.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I believe that congratulations

would be proper for Milligan

College for the school's faith-

ful adherance to the traditional,

conservative, middle class

roles and sterotypes regarding

the female sex. I am writing

to the STAMPEDE to voice my
opposition and hostility towards

two recent events which have

occured at Mllllgan College

during the past week.

While I was standing In the

cafeteria line during the noon

meal on Monday, September 16,

1974, I noticed an advertls-

ment stating that "a male

student was needed to work

during the Sunday lunch meal."

1 was shocked to see such a

male chauvinistic advertisment

at a liberal arts collegiate In-

stitution. I had always thought

that a liberal arts education's

intent was to expand one's per-

spectives and rid one of pre-

judices and sterotypes. I would

like to state that not only does

the advertisment reflect a male

chauvinistic attitude, but the

advertisement is Illegal under

a 1972 Supreme Court ruling,

which states that an advertis-

ment may not divide oc-

cupational positions into male

and female categories. 1 would

like to ask the college admini-

stration to note that such dis-

criminatory practices may en-

courage some female students

to file a legal suit against Mll-

llgan College and certain

administrators. I would like to

encourage some courageous fe-

male student to initiate such

legal proceedings, If the college

„drp<"f.strailon continues such

ove. ., exist, discriminatory

practices.

Another sexist event occured

at Milligan College on Thurs-

day, September 19, 1974 in

Sutton Hall during the dinner

meal. The service organiza-

tion. Alpha Phi Omega, spon-

sored a "date auction", in

which young men and women
were herded before the resi-

dent student body and sold like

cattle, to the highest bidder.

Such practices are immersed
In sexual overtones, whereby

a human being is judged by

his/her physical-sexual ap-

pearance. Although I feel that

the financial support which was

obtained from the "d3te

auction" Is undoubtly a npble_

gesture, I feel that Alpha Phi

Omega should conduct a better

method of raising moneyforlts
rwo worthy humanistic endeav-
ors Boy Scouts of America
and the ElizabethtonChlldren's

Home.
I also feel that Alpha Phi

Omega's members were in-

considerate to the resident Mil-

ligan College Student Body to

force a compulsory group of

individuals to view their sexist

proceedings. In the future 1

would encourage the ad-

ministration to halt all com-
pulsory activities during the

meal hours.

In closing, I would like to

challenge every individual at

Milligan College to stand upfor
one's constitutional and human
rights. If one does not exercise

one's rights, then one may dis-

cover that one has lost those

precious ideals, w 1 ich were
once so cherished, stand up and

be count-i I I I

Sincerely,

Dan Ramey
Senior-Human Relations t

Political Science Major
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ook back
'J&iuL C&X-J

cals scurrying lor cover

from there on to new move-
is which may be beginning

jrface now. When [his hap-

.-d It left many of us stran-

It seemed [hat the things

;:h our lives had been re-
I ing around had changed

r positions and left us with

cally disturbed orbits.

;ier like pizza dough [ha[ just

m It was getting used to being

, in the air suddenly finds

f plopping on a pan and

5 covered with tomato

e.

'all eventually most of us

Sted and moved on but the

i aments were really still

us. That had been a per-

illy exciting time and such

ne is difficult to discard.

for those of you who would

. to learn a little bit about

ill ies jnd our own, or

j just like to remember.
ose who (like me) want to

•assured that the old days

't really gone

't really gone, I would like

esent a possibility. A book

, ie early "70's which Just

Itly came to my attention.

a magnificent novel. The

book I've read in many
% moon. The best youthful

)k on religion since I read

JNY AND ZOOCY, the best

• SlnceACONFEDERATE
;rate general from
UR. the best fantasy since

leu look at Tolkien's trl-

and the most compulsive
lness since THE ELEC-
KOOLAID ACID TEST.

t mean to be heavy handed
i In my comparisons, but

books are among my very

lies ,.nd I wanted to point

iOw this book had affected

< book iscalled ANOTHER
SIDE ATTRACTION and
written by a man named
Robbins. 1 use the word
•n In it's very broadest

here for the book Is

crafted than written. Rob-
s not just a writer he Is

irdsmlth, a master
iter of sentences, anex-
Mpefltter of metaphors.]

hors. Ah yes. Robbins'
bors are like Saturday

In town for a Tennessee
ain farm boy, like cala-
lotlon on a bad case of

n Ivy. Things like "On
I morning I overslept.

day was rumpled and
/. It looked like Edgar
Poe's pajamas", are not

veryday literary fare. To
i language and his use of

olorful does him a gross
ce. What abootthis para-
describing the ultimate

ave neverheardthe voice
ore but 1 knew instantly

whom it belonged. Forty
Is Angels roared up my
in. Parker their bikes

my diaphragm. Swag-
ed Into my esophagus,

;red beer from my
nx and began shoving

'ongue around.

The characters who inhabit

this story, this forest yf in-

tricate language are as

astonishing as any you are
likely to meet anywhere. They
include Amanda, "a religion

unto herself", John /.lller, the

baby Thor, Plucky I'urcell.Mon

Cul, who is a baboon that knows
an English work that rhymes
with orange and Isn't about to

tell It to anyone, jnd, of course,

the Corpse, of vliom I will

say no more.
"The Captain -endrlck Me-
morial HotDog Wildlife Pre-
serve" winch cccupys the

former home Oi 'Mom's Lit-

tle Dixie ar- -Cne", Just

south of Mourn

ington. Mount Vernon is on

Puget Sound aboui ,'iity miles

north of Seattle, "he area a-

round Mount Vernon add:^ im- '

purtant atmosphtrc toi

and It help:; to hi lerstai i It.

I was blessed In that when I

was about a quarter oi the way
through the book

: irrlved. In

Seattle and die . ,ie next day
drove up this higb .vay where
"Capt. Kendrlck's" is sup-

posed to be .scared. I didn't

see it, but then, perhaps it has

only gone into hiding.

Ahem | Well back to the Mount
Vernon environment. Scenery

Is hard to describe to someone
who has not seen it but put tills

in your pipe and smoke It for

awhile. You might be able to

Imagine it if you picture the

Cherokee National Forest
scrunched down about two

thirds of the way and plunked

down with a seashore on the

west side and, ballooning on the

eastern horizon, what have to

be the some of the most beau-

tiful snow capped mountains
anywhere, the Northern Cas-
cades.

To call what this entourage

goes through adventures is, 1

suppose accurate, but at the

same time Inadequate. Their

experiences have got to

be among the most unusual

ever recorded.

As I intimated before, this

book manages [o transcend the

coun[er culture loss of Identity

ol the early seventies. If you

thought the movement had heard

it's death knell In the defeat of

George McGovern, well cheer

up and take another look. Take
a hit off the memory pipe

and let it turn y* u on to the

present.

Poef's Corner

a man
must learn

to live

and devote

his life

to something

other

than himself,

if

he cannot,

then

he has not lived

at

all.

It is ''Hen

a very lonely road

to lri.Lvlduallsm,

however.

It Is well worth

the walk.

If a man
must always compare himself

to others

and live up to standard

1 am myself

and you can never know
all 1 possess.

Please do not delve within me
and try to pullout what Is not

there,

but let me bring you my gifts

one by one

so that you may realize

that I am no less than you are..

only different!

The world Is constantly

changing . . .

raindrops one day,

sunbeams the next.

And do you ask this world
why it behaves as it doe«'

I am a child of he earth-

Can you ask me to always

be the same
e xpcCtatlons. •

it Is a narrow Journey I have only the greatest respect

In someone else's footsteps. for you, my brother.

many travel this road. For you know what you are

the path is well worn You do not constantly search

and monotonous. for the familiar . . .

You know what is your own

true satisfaction and are not blown off course

is found in
by the mistakes of others

forging a new road. 1 wish you could take me with

setting aside you.

comparisons but the self you have reached

and expectations. is not the one I seek.

the road may be

lonely;

however.
well worth

the Journey.

Time for forgiveness
/

Watergate.

It was a bad dream, and it

Is reoccuring. With the pardon

of Richard Nixon, our national

nightmare has returned.

But in all Christian com-
passion, was any other action

possible? Can it be that Presi-
dent Ford's action will, in the
long run siiorten the agony of

Watergate for the nation, as
well as the Nixon's' Is it

possible that this action may
begin to bridge the chasms

which divide us? These are
the questions we must ask our-
selves.

The information available at

this time indicates that Nixon

is not a well man. His doctors

have sugges[ed hospitalization;

he has refused. He suffers not

only from physical anguish, but

from the mental anguish of de-
pression.

Nixon has suffered enough.

No court of law, no prison, no

act of Congress could punish

tins man any more than the

American public has already

punished him. He has lost his

career, and most tragically of

all, his reputation. He has lost

the respect that would have been

due his achievements through-

out history. Prison punishes a

man only for a short period.

History punishes a man for-

ever, and Nixon will be judged

by history.

Voices cry for equal Justice,

but Is our system really pre-

pared to provide it 7 Is it even

possible? It was the conclusion

of President Ford's advisors

that It would be Impossible for

Nixon to receive a fairtrlal.as

defined by the Supreme l. "*irt.

And would "Justice" truly be

to;. TidOW
/ /

served by dragging the national

conscience through court again
and again? Are we to make
"Justice" a form of corporate
revenge:1 The price of that type
of "justice" Is too high.

Today there Is furor over
Ford's decision. Soon it shall

pass away, within weeks or
months. To try Nixon would
take years. America is faced
with too many other serious
problems at home and abroad
to expend her time, money.and
manpower in a vendetta against
one lonely man. This was
Ford's prime motivation.

America is troubled. she
searches for an identity, and
finds herself severely di-
vided. She must learn that there
comes a time to forgive. Many
of those who praise Ford's
courage is proposing amnesty
to draft dodgers and deserters
are the most outspoken op-
ponents of pardon. The time has
come to forgive our young men
and bring them back home. The
time has also come to forgive
Richard Nixon and allow him to

live his remaining years in

anonymity.

It is time to forget a bad
dream.
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in quest of Sir Kenneth Clark
The Humanities Program of

MilHgan Collegeannually spon-

sors two summer camping

tours of Europe which students

may take for six hours of col-

lege credit. This summer the

first tour was conducted by Dr.

Tracey Miller, associate Pro-

lessor of English, The group

consisted of Dr. and Mrs. Mil-

ler, Tim Beck. Chuck Huffman,

Eileen Roehl, Scott Schaffer,

Shelba Stebellton, Linda

Taylor, and Debbie Willem.

The groups customarily as-

semble at the Icelandic Air-

line counter In JFK In-

ternational Airport where they

begin the six weeks tourd
:ountries Including Luxem-

bourg, West Germany, Austria,

Yugoslavia, Greece, Italy,

Switzerland, France, England,

and Holland. At the Luxem-
bourg airport the tour group

Melts up the van, a three year

>ld VW microbup, Milch Is

>wned by the r^iiege and which

:arries a lugg*gerac kin which

ire stored tents, stove,

tenslls, table, chairs, etc.

leedless to s ay, for six weeks

le group shares e xtremely

lose fellowship, since nine

eople and their luggage and

leeping bags must fit Into the

in.

Despite the rather cramped
inditlons and three weeks of

very wet weather, the group

maintained generally high

spirits. Indeed, after the first

awkward attempts at pitching

tents, we named ourselves "F
Troop," and decorated the van

appropriately. Put veryqulckly

we learned that thecultural ex-

perience of being In Europe
made the rigors of camping

easily bearable. So often we

found ourselves speechless, as

when we climbed the 768 steps

to the top of the cathederal at

Ulm, or when we first viewed

the Acropolis, oi when we
entered St. Peter's Basilica and

later the Slstine Chapel. So

tremendously impressive were
some of these experiences that

we made clishes of "awe In-

spiring," "fantastic," "beau-
tiful." We laughed at the ob-

servation which became a daily

routine, "Man, [his isthehigh-

light of my tripi' Not only did

we wander through sudi
museums as the British, the

Louvre, the Museum of Art
History in Vienna, the

National Museum in Athens,

the Vatican, the Villa

Borghess, the Academia,

and the UffiZl, but we learned

to see ourselves fn a new

light because of our experience

of these artefacts. Before we
left, a lormer Humanities tour-

ist told me that his great&st

acquisition on this trip was a

new sense of himself; I share

that conviction.

Stream of unconciousness

A foihled fable
With the deadline for our

artIda breathing heavily down
our necks and we not having
the foggiest notion about what
to write, we decided that the

best thing to do would be to

create some sort of fabri-

cation with which we could ap-
pease our own beloved Ed.
(that's theabrevlatlon for "edi-
tor": not a real person) So
with sharpened pens and dull

wits and our trusty D.P.'s at

our sides we commenced to

conjure up from the depths c

our souls a fairy tale, a fable

if you will, yea verily a story:

a ficticious meandering
minds.

TV SPECIAL, Wednesday, September 25, an 8-part

autobiographical series will begin. Filmed in ls>73, the

DINO'S RESTAURANT
20 Elk A / e . Elizabethton

11t00-7i45 Clo*od Sun

S p a ci a 1 i zir S i r Italian cuiiine

Sub 01 a r n e sandwiches
Spaghe tti Ravioli

- a s a g n a V eal parmesan

So, herewith, begins the story

of the rivalry, gallantry, and
chllvaric escapades of Sir Gil-

bert Gaudwin and his arch-

rival Sir Rosls of Liver. Our
story begins one April morn-
ing In the county of Pembroke-
shire In the Kingdom of Llch-
tensteln. Now tha t you have

the essentials of ourfantasy we
will begin the action in the form
prescribed as best by the

Humanities Department for the

presentation of facts;

Once upon a time in the dim
dark ages before the discovery

of eggrolls there was bom In

a deep dank cavern a little

child whowas called Alexander,

Alexander came Into the world

in a ratherunfortunate, butnot

too uncommon condition; he

was fatherless. To save Alex-

ander's mother from ac-
cusations of promiscuity we
feel that It Is our duty to In-

form you that Alexander's

father was killed In the Korean

War when he mistook a hand-
gernade for a zlptop can of

Hunt's Snak-Pak Fruit Cock-
tail (In Heavy Syrup). But this

has absolutely nothing to do
with our story of sir Gilbert

and Co., so we will leave lit-

tle Alexander to the wolves.

Once upon another timethere
was a wicked, evil, nasty, sne-
aky, conlving, mischievous, un-
propitlous, corrupt, vile,

demented, depraved, not so nice

bad guy by the name of Sir

Rosls of Liver. Now sir Rosls

was forever chasing the poor

maiden. Lady Gwendolyn Gar-
tersnap with one purpose in

mind; locking her up in the

Black Tower, forcing her to

marry him and sun d>. i unto

him all herfamilywealth. After

many years of chasing the poor

maiden, sir Rosis finally caught

up with her and imprisoned her

in the tower under the watchful

eye of Belvedere the fire-

breathing dragon. Not only was

Belvedere the biggest, mean-
est, and ugliest dragon in all

of Pembrokeshire, but he also

had the worst breath this side

of Oxnard,

Meanwhile, back atthecastle

of Sir Gilbert Gaudwin, our hero
was watching The Hollywood

Squares and eating a bowl of

figs and prunes. Right In the

middle of the "Secret Square"
there was a distinctive

brrrrlnnggg of the castle door-

bell. The landlady answered the

door and brought in a Page Boy
who preceded to hand Sir

Gilbert a page on which was

Inscribed a message written by

the petite hand of Lady Gwen-
dolyn. This message said and

we quote "HELP". Gilbert's

quick mind and eagle eye told

him at a glance that this mes-
sage had been written byGwen-
dolyn, his pen pal since third

grade, "Hey", said gallant Gil,

"Gwen's in trouble, I bet my
habergeon that that scoundrel

Sir Rosls is forcing his evil

intentions upon her." And with

that he grabbed his armor and

mounted his trusty steed Vol-

brecht and sped off over hill

and dale; vale and bog to the

Castle of Sir Rosis. It was

Gil's Intention to challenge Sir

Rosis to a bloody battle fon he

hand of Lady Gwen. Needless

to say. Sir Rosis had other

Ideas, He had decided that he

would beat Gil to the first

punch by sending Belvedere

out to get Gil before he got

within jousting distance of the

Castle. So, Sir Rosls said to

Belvedere, "Sic 'em, b oy."

Gilbert howeverhadanticlpated

such an unknightly move by Sir

Rosls and knowing of Belve-

dere's weakness lor black

jelly-beans he brought along a

two-pound bag of the tasty mor-
sels laced with Listerene. When

Prescription Shop
•ACtOSS f»OM tNltAHCt

tO MfMORIAl HOSPHAl

SUNDRIES

FREE DELIVERY - FREE PARKING

926-7611

405 N, BOONE JOHNSON CITY

Belvedere spied the goodies he
belched with glee, nearly

knocking Gilbert off his horse,

but Gilbert withstood th*

mighty blast and continued on-
ward to the castle leaving Bel-
vedere In a stateof unrestrain-

ed ecstasy. When he arrived

at the castle he trotted over
to the tower and clred, "Gwen-
dolyn, Gwendolyn, letdown your

hair," but then he remembered
that that was another story and

he realized that he would have

to try something else. So He
disguised as a lowly baker,

hid his jousting stick In a bag-

get and proceded to the service

entrance to the castle. Much to

his dismay he found the draw
bridge to the service entrance
was up, and so wasthe jig.

Sir Rosls was standing at the

kitchen window with a cannoi.

primed and loaded with grape-

shot and cantaloupe n nds. At

the sight of this. Sir Gilbert,

realizing that he had been

"had," had but one thing to

say; "Oops." But Fate saved

the day. The Cantaloupe rinds

made the powder wet and the

cannon wouldn't fire. Both of

the knights knew that there

was only one course of action

left — they would have to re-

sort to hand-to-hand combat.

Immediately the two knights

were thrown Into endless ti-

tanic conflict which lasted the

better part of two minutes and

thirty-seven seconds. During

the course of this bout Sir

Gilbert was knocked senseless

twice, butheherolcallybouriced

back and vanquished his foe by

clouting him over the head with

an empty D,P. bottle which

we put there since this is

our story. And so Dues again

there was peace and tran-

quility In Pembrokeshire. Mr
Gilbert lived happily everafter

with 'Belvedere and Volbrecht in

the Moldingham forest In a

hollow tree. And, oh yes,

about Gwen: she remained in

the tower and lived the rest

of her life as an old maid spin-

ning gold into alfalfa.

I he moral of this St I

the last minute is always too

late, or never send out a dragon

to do .i man's work because you

can't trust a dragon to do J

damsel's thing.

P.S. In the next Issue we will

ans.vr :
ive ad-

vice. ' 'res - '
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Parks, Pooh, and paper
pi;, n;,,.

(Now We \i

Vould you like to be more

lire ol what influential

Iple are doing to protect

f-

enviornment as well as
'

.i part ol the mo\

; Rational i
.

It!

a chance 10 support their

rk In the JU-'-'i* of. >-"-.,

Ecological Forestry. Nation"'

Park preservation,

river basin usage, pi erection

of wildlife, pollution control

and projects of international

concern.
Associate Membership is $12
per year while Contributing

Membership is $25 yer year.

When you join the National

parka ... ion As-
sociation you will receive a

year's subscription tc the

National Parks and i ;< i

-

vation Magazine who:.

[mere iting and . rmlng
;

-

Campus beauty spots and sunny weather are hard to

resist on afternoons like these, especially when
there's studying to be done.

<feHn's

Recerd Center
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Hie National i'ar>;-; and Con-
servation Association was
founded In 1VI9 by Stephen

Mather, (irst Director of the

National Parks leryfce. [Tie

association now hasa member-
ship Ol more than-fS.OOOpeopIe

with a voice in Washington to

their concern for our

nment.

If you would like more In-

form itlon concerning the

ii d Con-
ciation or would

. lember of thli

group write: National irks

and Consi

..-..
I. As-

.

.

Ecology

their pa] ei

have j

representativeCi) who will be

responri: I

n_ i

~
i _ i

~
i

~ —
i

—
i i

-
i i i.. i

-

Want-ads

.IT'
' ;l 250 I'M* WILLING

TO UARCAIN, ESPECIALLY
IF YOI

"
\ USED

TYPEWRIT! R YOI .'.AM >:<

<JET RID Oh.
JOHN McPADDEN

-Sornefhirw To

Buy?

sel

G\ iwooy

In oor nex+ i=>so£

Free WW -aps

rrw tw t» «rr riAfT waa

UUUH KM ALL OOtt. *' V •"

tamtr wtna w»Lic«no»

r,, J„„ '

lected in their dorm. Each
dormitory student is urged by
the club to watch for a sign

posted In his or her dorm with

directions for placement of

paper saved or collected for

recycling. All collected paper
will he delivered to the John-
son City Kecyclin;-

every I-rlday. Persons in the

Married Student Housing
lng to recycle paper may contact
Mr. Shaffer in apartn

Paper coi

containing no plasi

arts. Newspaper,

.

'
' .

.

. .

.: r kepi

,

to be

rig for

''
' - Ale Six)

One of the nicest things about

{ecology \i> the number of things

each person can do for it

good. You may think [hat xi

little bit you can do to pr<

serve and improve this can
Is so insignificant tba[ it t

nor even worth [he effort. You
awareness and sacrinces ma
not solve the energy crl

clear the air but you can makt

a notlcable Improvement in

your own life and in your com-
munity if you are will!

.i leader. 1! you

. -t you recycle
.

extra Hgl .

i

-
.

collect
.

trash you

and alv. i

actions i - :urure

of our earth.

ROW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink
For information about

group rates call

Johnson City 926-9622
Kingsport 245-2450

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
Friday and Saturday7 30 pm - 10:00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm - 12:30 am

Matinees
Saturday and Sundays

l:00pm-3:30pm 3:00pm-5 :30pm
302 Wesley Street

johiiaofl city, Tenn.

92e-M.22.

1400 BrUtewater Lue
KlBgiport, Tenn.

HS-24S0 .-

/^r.^^'-.-;-.-.-^

2 - - -/.&*£•'
, -. - '.

*s -- .;-'.
.

:-::::
•"-. .- : • Si!
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E&H first test

for Coach Brackin
This year sboys tennis ream

is beginning to take shape. Dr.

David Brackin has taken over

the Job ol coaching this year

and says that he is really look-

ing forward to it.

"The team is stronger this

year than It was last year,"

said Coach Brackin, "but since

1 haven' seen muchoithecom-
petttion, it's hard to say what

our chances will be."

Out of the eleven hoys who

are trying out. Coach Brackin

will choose the top eight who

will represent Mllllgan in

Varsity Tennis. Out of the

probable eight. Coach said that

two or three freshmen will

make the cut. There are no
seniors on the team. This
means some good seasons a-
head for Brackin and his boys.
The first scrimmage match

will be here against Emory
and Henry next Wednesday, the

25th of September, at 3;00p.m.
This fall the boys will play

practice matches with a number
of teams. The conference
matches will be during the

spring.

Intramural happenings

»

Baseball practice begins

The first week of intramurals

Is over, with two forfeits de-
clared in men's flag football

competition.

Two games were declared

forfeits when one of the teams
had a shortage of players. This
occured in both instances.

The standings In men's In-

tramural flag football afterone
week ar- as follows:

Black 2-0 1.000

Brown 2-0 1.000

Orange 2-0 1.000

Blue 1-1 ,500

Red 1-1 .six)

Green 0-2 ,500

Pine 0-2 .000

Yellow 0-2 .000

The standings Include last

week's two forfeits.

A scheduled game which can-

not be played is declared

either cancelled or forfeited.

A game is cancelled only

when It rains, or has Just rained

and has Just left the field too

sloppy to play intramurals on.

Any cancelled games will be

made up after the end of the

scheduled season.

Games which are declared
cancelled will be publicized.

Notices will be posted In the

SUB by 3:00 p.m. on the day

of the game or games. This
way, there should be no con-

fusion over cancelled games.
A forfeit is declared when

one of the scheduled teams
does not have enough players

show up. Forfeited games will

not be nuie up; the "win"
will go to the team which had

the necessary number of play-

ers present,
' Twenty-eight games have

been scheduled for the intra-

mural football season, Each

team plays seven tlrr.es: once

each against every other team.

After the regular season,

the annual North-South game
will be held. Players from the

northern and southern sections

of the country will compete
in what should be an exciting

gsms, ??r»eciallv fn££ ,itcr=
wise.

October 1 is the date set

for the picking of Milllgan's

Ail-Star Team. It will be
made up of sixteen players.
Of those sixteen, players will

be nominated from each intra-

mural team. The team will

play in extra Intramural ac-
tivities which will be an-
nounced as they are scheduled.

Volleyball for men
Men's Intramural volley-

ball is set to begin October

23 and men's basketball Is

scheduled for early November.

These two Intramural sports

wiil be played in the gym,
nightly between 7:30 and 10:30

p.m. Men will probably be

designated to play Monday and

Wednesday nights.

Co-ed volleyball is to begin

sometime in November and will

receive priority over other In-
tramurals, If the need comes
up.

Funand fellowship
Women's Intramurals are a

time for fun, fellowship and
exercise. Sports such as soft-
ball, volleyball, co-ed volley-
ball, speedball and basket-
ball will be offered during the
course of the year. Teams are
divided into colors and the point

system Is back in effect, Each
team plays twice a week in

hour long games. The desig-
nated game time is 4;00 and
6:30 tor the convenience of

most Of the girls. All Mllllgan
women are encouraged to par-
ticipate In these extra cur-
ricuiar activities. The success
of the Intramurals program
depends on your interest.

Directors named

Keith Hertzog has been
named as intramurals men's
director. He Is a Freshman and
comes from Greensburg, Pen-
nsylvania. Keith and the girl's
director, Marty Hayme, work
with |iir, Mlt'-hMI - --• .„:
thp intramurals program. They
meet with r;,e Intramurals
Council every other Monday at
noon.

Baseball practice began
early the first week in Septem-
ber. The first five practices

were devotzd lu fielding, base-
running, and batting. Intersquad

games were started the 13th

and will continue Into the near

future.

Practices are held everyday
from Monday through Friday
starting at 3:00 p.m., when the

weather and condition of the

field allow.

Dr. Harold Stout, who w?s

responsible for building the

field eight years ago, is our
baseball coach and has brought

the team up to the position of

being one of thearea's greatest

teams.

GIRL'S INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL has begun. The girls
practice and play in the field next to the tennis courts.

Cross

Country J*

1 1

'.
1

1

Sat. Sept. 14

Wed. Sept. 1

8

Wed. Sept. 25

Sat. Sept. 28

Tues. Oct. 1

Thur. Oct 3

Sat. Oct. 12

Tues. Oct. 15

Thur. oct. 17

Sat. Oct. 19

Wed. Oct 23

Sat. Oct. 26

> makes

tracks

I'lML OPPONENT

11:00 a.m. Warren Wilson
4:00 p.m. Carson-Newman
4:00 p.m. Warren Wilson
11:00 a.m. Carson-Newman
4:00 p.m. Brevard
4:00 p.m. Cumberland
11:00 a.m. Invitational at Carson-Newman
4:00 p.m. Brevard
4:00 p.m. Walters state
11:00 a.m. southern States Invirar.-inai

at Cumberland
4:00 p.m. Walters State
ll;00 a.m. T.I.A.C. Meet at Middle

Tennessee Srate I iniversity

This year's cross country
team backed up the old adage
that "nobody's perfect" when
Warren Wilson edged us here,
19-40. Of course, we point out

that one of our runners col-

lapsed In the meet. But we can
remain assured that our cross
country team will be right up
there soon.

Coach Wa lker and seven
students on the cross country
team rise and shine at 5:30
a.m. Monday through Friday to

run. They run ajjain in the after-

PLrtCE noons between 3:00 and 5:00.

In the mornings the men run
HERL on Milllgan's six-mile pave-
HERE ment course, winding and
there curving through the wonders
there of the Milligan campus. The
there best time ;o far recorded this

HERE year on the course is thirry-

the.-e seven minutes.

HERE Milligan also has a shorter
HERE but more difficult five-mile

uiefe course, which runs around the

neighboring fields and hills.

HERE The men use this course in the

there afternoons.

Next semester the team will

there engage in track competition.

i~m





iuffaloes ramble on nAppy trails"
* bv Cindv Crun. anrf M.-ira »

rror.-, the moment it started,

; knew the trip was going to

.

j
a" hu. A hie, as a matter

! clarification, is the Buf-

. jlo Ramblers' word lor a bad

rip. When we arrived at our

:3rtlng point, Sam's Gap, it

oked like rain. Since we had

ve mites to ge before setting

> camp on top of Rig Raid, we
:clded to drive over to cite

olf Laurel area and ask per-

Jssior, to drive up to Big Bald.

lie authorities there told un

at is was private properr at

;ig Paid, consequently, we could

>t drive up there. Having lost

lOther hour and having no

temative, we drove back to

im's Cap and bit the Appal-

achian Trail. By this time

raining and, having gone

only one mile, we decided to

camp ir. trie large meadow we
were in- The meadow turneaour

ow pasturewhich really

ilrea lum and

' nspl ere. - p

camp in the rain (which .

nea ' downpour) and

li .
.: iethlng hni to eat. V c

were coid md wet ana n Iser-

alile, and ill we wante

was to crawl into our sleeping

baps. We had to reach the lean-

to at No-Muslness Knob, fifteen

injlc . away, the ne*t day be-

cause our tents and plastic were
wei and muddy. Thai meant

everyone needed a lot of sleep.

.

APPALACHIAN TRAIL

... '.gt$Zv..s.z3mrr.

fllC'^TAMp GAP-S36Q
"MATIOHAt l-HTl-C BAU>-5I« -P-
Smmic > S«m«o«a-*t»o S-O
TRAIL ,-ttiyCTOAe-lMJWKfn'. -- <**

, HOmWHZiSLtArt'lO .,
.

We awoke the next morning

In a cloud of mist and before

we had even broken camp, the

mist had turned into a light

rain. This was the first trip

for some of the group who were

timidly asking, "L)o the

Ramblers ^ver consider turning

i
" Vhey should have known

better. We had only been on the

trail for about an hour when the

sun actually peeped out from
behind the clouds. Before too

Ion;;, the sun was out all the

way and it turned Into a really

nice day. as we whipped out

our cameras and proceded to

wildly snap pictures of the

mountains, we knew the trip

was worth it. The Appalachian

Mountains afford some of the

most beautiful scenery In the

United States. With renewed

spirits we forged on, not for-

getting that our destination was
still ten miles away and It

was already noon. Let It be

known to the reader, at this

point, that ten miles in the

mountains is ^ke twenty miles

on level ground. Most of us
(by now half dead) reached

the lean-to at dusk, with two

girls straggling In about an
hour after dark. However, two

of our group did not come at

att. One of the hikers had got-

ten sick and could not make It

all the way. She had a seasoned

backpacker with her though, so

we knew that those two were
safe.

At the lean-to we had a few

moments of silent prayer to

thank God for having brought

us that far and to ask Him to

protect the two that were
separated from us. We then

proceded to pool our food

and we came up with some son

of goulash that tasted delicious

to our ravenous crew. We soon

ry Robinson

started to set up sleeping

quarters for the ten people In

the group. The main problem

was that the lean-to was built

for onl> eight people. Also,

Instead of the usual chicken

wire bunks there was only a

flat board. At least no one

head to worry about getting a

waffle-body! Since we were
crowded in the lean-to like sar-

dines are crowded in a tin

can, we did not get much sleep.

The rats that we saw and heard

did not help us sleep much
either. Fortunately, we

four miles to go on Sunday.

We had been awake about an

hour Sunday morning when one

of the two "lost" hikers walked

into camp. He answered all the

questions about where he had

been, telling us that the other

hiker was too ill to make it

to die end of the trail. We
decided to go ahead to the

Nollchuckey River, our origi-

nal dlstlnatlon and go

back (by car) to Splvey Gap
which was about a mile from
where the two h3d camped, and

pick them up there. Everyone

packed up, hauled out, and

we were back at Mllllgan Sun-

day afternoon.

Reflecting on the trip, we
find that we do not remember
the bad times as the biggest

part of the trip. We did have

a lot of problems to contend

with like rain, excessive hiking

In one day, sickness, small
sleepingquarters and rats, but

In spite oi all that, there was
a great Christian spirit that

prevailed and kept us all going.

There Is no better place to

worship God than In the woods
that He made. Our group got

Into the habit "of singing hymns
as we hiked along. No one
was ever too tired to share

their food or to encourage some-
one. There Is a physical and

spiritual satisfaction to be
found in backpacking. With

that kind of satisfaction in

mind, we cannot say that any

of the Rambler trips have

ever been total hits.

Intercession introduced

This year, for the first time
students will be able to earn
extra hours over the Christ-
mas break. This new method
of earning credit Is called in-

tersesslon.

Intersesslon will run concur-
rently with the Christmas
break, and will give students

an opportunity to pick up one

or two extra hours of credit

through Independent study. A
list of courses offered will

be made available after the

fall break. Students will be

able to receive a copy of this

list In the Dean's office or in

the office of the registrar.

Students wishing to enroll for

Intersesslon will register In

the Registrar's rffice the first

week in December. At the time
a student registers he or she
will receive a course assign-

ment from the faculty mem-
ber designated to teach the

course. The cost of tuition will

be $52.80 per semester hour.

There will be a variety of

subjects offered.

Students interested In In-

tersesslon should be prepared
to spend 30 to 40 hours per
week for three weeks. Stud-

ents should check with their

advisors to make sure that in-

tersesslon courses are com-
patable with their require-
ments.
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Money for mind or body
Mr. Dale Clayton, Financial

Aids Director, in a recent In-

terview concerning academic and

atheletlc scholarships offered by

Mllllgan, stated that three main
academic and fourteen atheletlc

scholarships are offered each

school year. In addition there

are other scholarships, even
though academics are the basic

requirements.

The three scholarships are

Honor, Carla B. Keys, and Aca-
demic Scholarships. Both cur-

rently enrolled students and in-

coming freshmen are eligible

for an honor scholarship, sop-
hmores. Juniors, and seniors

who have ranked among the first

three students In their class re-

ceive an award amounting to

J450, $250, and $150 respective-

ly. An average amount of 510,000

la awarded to Honor Scholar-

ships yearly and this year sc-
holarships were awarded 10

eighteen students.

The Carla Keys scholarship

is awarded to students who are

attending Mllllgan, transfer.

Profs report on

Sabbaticals

This past year three of the

faculty members at Mllllgan

College took a sabbatical leave.

Teachers Marguarlte parls snd

Dr. Helsabeck and Librarian

John Neth gave a report of their

sabbatical leaves at the Faculty

Dinner, September 27.

Immediately following the

opening prayer the introduction

of new faculty members by Dean
Wetzel, the three faculty

members gave reports ontheir

sabbatical leaves.

Marguarite Paris was the

first speaker. Mrs. Paris spent

her leave doing speech and

field work at East Tennessee

State University. She talked

of her experience as "a trip

down memory lane." She took

sixty quarter hours and took

twenty courses during her

thirty-six hours In classes.

Her first paper was written on

The Paris Theory of Grading

with 19,500 words. The most
expensive course Mrs. Paris

took was $1000. This course

Included a trip to New York.

She said, "Iremsmberthemany
Incidents associated with the

courses I took." Mrs. Paris

talked about her television cour-

ses, the film she made (titled

"The Mood of Love"), and the

special prayer she gave for

her son in her class. Public

Speech for the Church Work.

Mrs. Paris then thanked her

family, co-workers, the facu-

lty members, and Mllllgan Col-

lege.

Dr. Helsabeck thanked every-

one who made his sabbatical

year possible. He spoke of his

leave as a "time of professional

growth." He and his wife lived

in their camper (with "Ma and

Pa Helsabeck" written on It)

during most of their trip through

various parts of the United

States. Dr. Helsabeck visited

friends In Pennsylvania

students who have enrolled In

Mllllgan and Incoming fresh-

men. A currently enrolled stu-

dent should have a minimum
of 3.00 average in order toqual-

ify for this scholarship. This

requirement Is also necessary

for transfer students but high

school students who apply for.

scholarships must show a good I

overall performance in all scnool

activities and In addition main-

tain a minimum of 3.5 average.

He should also obtain outstand-

ing grades In his ACT and SAT
tests. Application Is necessary

for all students who whi-sh to

receive a Keys scholarship. It

should also be noted that an

honor student is also eligible

for a Keys Scholarship If he

fills out an application. As

average maximum of J650 to j

minimum of 5100 Is awarded for

this scholarship, this sum vanes

according to the student's aca-

demic performance. Keys

scholarships were awarded to

51 students this school year.

Smdents who are in attendance

at Mllllgan and transfer stu-

dents who do not qualify -oi any

of the preceedlng scholarships

but have proven themselves aca-

demically may by application re-

ceive an academic scholarship.

The amount awarded lor this

depends on student's aiademic
level.

Athletic scholarship;: are
granted on the basis of athletic

performance, but no student may
become eligible if he does not

qualify to meet the academic
requirements of the college. Mr,
Clayton stated that most ath-
letic students hi»ve been noted to

maintain consistently good aca-
demic grades througbout college.

Athletes are recruited by the

coach In charge. Both coaches
are allowed to proportion scho-
larships according to their own
Judgements, No dollar value is

placed on athletic scholarships,

this depends on the type of ath-

letic scholarship the student re-
ceives. At present there are
14 athletic scholarships that are
divided equallv among baseball
and basketball.

They

also

serve

Scot Hartchy, featured at convocation tuesaay, presented to students
a combination of his talents as performer and speaker.

Funny side of faith

Mordechal Jones, known to

his fellow students as Clancey
Jones the mild mannered Bible

student, broke the early morning
stillness of the dorm with a

shout. "I've got it, I've got it."

"What have you got," said his

roommate Lester, hoping that

he would not get 1*. "I've
got proof that I actually do
travel through time, ' Here Is

the entertainment section of the
"Holy Land Herald", 1 cut It

out as a souvenior." Lester
grabbed the paper and read
the following:

AREA MOVIES
1. East of Fden-starring Adam
and Eve
2. Walking Tall-Goliath

3.The Midnight Man -

Nicodemas
4.The Film Flam Man -

featuring Laban

CONCERTS
1, Daniel will be appearing

live at the Lion's Den.

2, John the Baptist will be
featured at the Wilderness Jam.

and camped in New jersey. In

October he visited the Vermont
School of International

Training. Spending sometlmetti

the Boston area. Dr. Helsabeck
said that "history came alive."

Other places Dr. Helsabeck
visited were Harvard Univer-
sity, University of Oregon, Uni-
versity of Washington where he
gave several lectures and spe-
eches; he attended the Water-
gate hearings In Washington,

D.C., and he spent January in

Florida. Having attended over
fourty different churches. Dr.
Helsabeck said, "I am
optimistic about the future of

the church." He returned from
his sabbatical leave In time for

the Commencement at Mllllgan

College.

John Neth, librarian at Mll-
llgan College, Is behind the be-
ginnings of sabbatical leaves.

He also took a summer sab-

batical, in nine and one half

weeks he visited six important

cities, many libraries, one

rodeo, went mountain climbing,
and gave several lectures.Hls
main activity during this time
was swdying^MJcroflsch (mjcro
film, books, etc.\

Mr. Neth began his sabbatical
In Ohio where he visited his son
John and daughter-in-law
Linda.

He also visited the place
where micro fisch is made In

Ohio. He later went to Illinois,

Missouri, and in Kansas be-
came ' interested in observing
<t heard of buffalo. Mr. Neth,
who is Mllllgan College's the-
ological representative, visited
Denver University while in

Colorado. In Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, he baptized his two
grandchildren. In Mexico City
Mr. Neth attended the World
Convention of the Church es of

Christ - Mr. Neth said he was
happy to be back in Tennessee.

Following these three

Interesting reports on
sabbatical leaves. President
Johnson gave a closing speech
and the benediction.

by Mike Shannon

TOF TEN RECORDS
1. The Streak- Isaiah

2. Hot Fun In the Summer-
time - Shadrach, Mesbach, and
Abednego.

3. Don't Let the Sun Go Down
On Me - Joshua

4. Rainy Days and Mondays-
Noah
5. Bandon the Run - Gideon

and the Israelite Brass
6. Take Me Home, Country
Road - John Mark
7. Behind Closed Door'. - Paul

and Silas

8. Let Me Be Your ^alty

Dog - Lot's Wife

9. You Make Me Feel

Brand New - Lazarui

10. The Long and Winding
Road - Moses and the Chosen
People.

Pick Hit: Spinning Wheel -

Ezeklel , Immediately Lester
sprung from his bed and flushed

the clipping down the toilet.

The only thing he could say
was, "The world Is just not

ready for this." He was right,

you know.

SUB plans

Tournaments

Last week the SUB had the

first of many tournaments plan-

ed for this year. Ii was a chess

tournament, with prizes going

to the first and second place

finishers.

The next planned tournament

will be In Scrabble. There will

be singles and double competi-

tion. A 25? entry fee Is charged.

There is also a pool tourna-

ment scheduled to come up

shortly.

If enough Interest Is shown

other SUB tournaments will

be planned. Anyone who has a

suggestion for a tourna-

ment should see the SUB for

further details.

A quiz 10 tesr your knowledge
of faculty wives. Answers on
page 7.

1. She cool,:., tl ir.rfs threechll-

dren, teaches music, and is a

concert pianist in -r^'
demand.
2. She paints and decorates,

takes care of two children, and

is an outsiwnding Girl ^cout

leader of the area.

3. she sews, keeps in touch

with three children and a grand-
child, Is executive secretary

in a college office.

4. she cleans, looks after a

teen-aged daughter, is a nurse
in a large hospital.

5. She washes, mothers and

grandmothers 8 children. Is

a popular ("hum School

teacher, friend, and nej

6. She cans and freezes,

lavishes love on five children,

fulfills the duties of a

Minister's wife, teacher in a

Seminary.

7. She scrubs and polishes,

cares for three children, is

an active Minister's wife and
a sometime college student.

8. She gardens and bakes,

chauffers two children,

teaches In the public schools,

and plays In a Symphony
Orchestra.

9. She mends and mops, baby-
sits with a small daughter, and
is a substitute teacher In the

public schools.

10. She vacuums and dusts,

is interested In four children

is an active church worker, and
assists

j n grading the

compositions of the students

in the public schools.

Seniors

selected

Eleven Mllllgan studentsbave
been named to "Who's Who"
01 college stuaents. Last spring
the college faculty selected
these students to be awarded
this honor. The requirements
for nomination of students were
to have a 2.75 grade point
average or better and to be
a graduating senior in the 1974-
1975 school year. The faculty
then voted for eleven students
who showed leadership ability;

participated In activities at

Mllllgan; showed potential In

becoming a productive citizen;

and showed loyalty and interest
in Mllllgan College.
The eleven students selected

to represent Mllllgan will re-
ceive an opportunlry to

use "Who's Who" job place-
ment service. These students
are: Danny Carroll, Doug Dll-
ler, Tim Dillon, Kathy
Jablonskl, John McFadden, Jim
Mitchell, Bev Noel, Dan Pum-
mell, Jeri smith, Kathy Tor-
gensen, and Hrenda Truln.
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Stream of unconciousness

Poetry, country to culture

Once again It is time for us

to bring you another bit of

literary genius from our vast

storehouse of trivia. Due to the

wondrous response to the

poetry In the last Issue, we

poked around among our ar-

chieves and garbage cans, and

came up with these gems. We
hope you enjoy them as much

as our sixth grade engllsh

teachers did.

"Ramblln' Jack Boothell"

Well, I used to be a telephone

line maintalnence man
Working on top of telephones

poles all dav.

Yes, 1 used to be a telephone

line maintalnence man,

But one day my spikes broke

loose

And 1 fell down on my
caboose.

From forty feet up

1 couldn't gee up again.

Oh, Suzy Belle, she used to be

my best gal.

But now that gfrl won't even

look at me.
She's run off with old Jesse

Smith, my ex-pal.

And now she Is his pretty

bride-to-be.

Old Charlie Sam, he was my
best hound dog.

He could smell a "possum

twenty miles away.

Last week his mouth, it son of

got all bubbly

And Sheriff Brown, he burled

him today.

Well, 1 used to be a telephone

line maintalnence man.

But one day my spikes broke

loose

And I fell down on my
caboose.

From forty feet up

I'll never get up again.

J.R.'s Dead

J.R.'s dead.

Did you hear what I said?

J.R.'s dead.

J.R. taught me a lot

He taught me to live ard laugh

He was wise, but he didn't act

smart.

HE WAS KIND AND WE LOVED
He was older than us, all of us

But we loved him

He liked us and we liked him

He taught me to smile even at

myself

He thought a lot of me and 1

thought a lot of him

we had good times together

J ,R. and us

Talking, Camping, Swimming,

Reading, Hiking, Seeing

Listening, Laughlng,Crylng, . .

Being

J.R. was fun

He was a friend

Yeah, and over thirty tool

I'm going back to see J.R.

Talk to him, tell him how I

feel

Thank him for the good times

And for the friendship

Yes, I'll tell him.

BUT J.R.'s DEADI I I

lUl,„„M fatam & SW£ C
SlaU.

"Vincent"

You slash the air

with bristles and oil,

and pigments mixed with your

soul,

painting a man that no one

knows.

Your canvases question

and your colors scream their

replies,

but Is your world contained in

a frame?

So many paintings

and so much paint

in so little time.

You paint like mad,

are you a madman?

They say they understand

then ask,

"Do you really see the sky like

that?"

HIM

Emotions:

across the equator"

Paulo Mello comes to Mll-

llgan from Campinas, Brazil.

Paulo Is currently in his second

year at Mllllaan and he Is

majoring In Economics. He

plans to go to graduate school,

acquiring a masters degree In

Economics and then to return

to Brazil and hopefully work in

the economic area of Ills

government.

Paulo cites several cultural

differences between the United

States and Brazil. Perhaps the

biggest difference, he ob-

serves, lies In the different

ways American and ftrazallan

people express emotion .inn

affection cnw.mls one another.

According to Paulo, the .

of Latin America, for tin.- most
|i ire, l .

' cli.it \mericans
i

,- , |" i.'.v-ii • by nature.

by Rick Williams

Paulo explains that this mis-
conception lies in the different

modes of expression. Latin

American people are more
physical in their way of ex-

pressing emotion and affection;

shaking hands and embracing
a re much more common.
American people, Paulo feels,

have Just as much affection

for one another but they tend

to express It verbally. This

basic difference, he believes,

causes Latin American people

who visit the United States for

only a short period of time to

believe thai Americans are

"cold" narured and It also

causes Americans who visit

Latin American COlini

rhink Latin Americans arc
overly agre

"Introspection/pull View
Look at the hard man

—

As he slowly walks down the

street;

Turning his eyes from everyone

he meets.
He's a loner, all by himself

Like an old book on a dusty

shelf.

(so he never smiles, only

frowns - looking down)

Look at the hard man

—

Goingon his silent way,

Listening to what they say.

But he doesn't care-

So what if they stare?

(and he never smiles, only

frowns - looking down)

Look at the hard man-
Face of granite, eyes of steel-

Does he have thoughts, Is he

real?

Can he love, or is he cold-

Is he tough, or merely bold''

(no smile, looking down-only

frowns)

This is a sample of the art work of Dr. Ceorg Salzm3n, on display

at the Carroll Reece Museum, East Tennessee State University, until

October 6,1974.

Look at the hard man

—

Life of rock and stone.

His way Is seperate, all alone.

He seems so full of disgust-

He needs a friend for trust.

(still no smile, only frowns-

looking down)

So look at the hard man-

Look back once again.

Could you help? Be a friend''

Then you'd find, if concerned

His i..-..:* was full; and it

burned.

(but no smile only frowns -

looking down)

But look closer, come near-

Upon a cold cheek-

a tear.

He never smile only frowned

locking down.

Tim Beck

named editor

Aftet seeking an editor for sev-

eral months, the Publications

Board has selected junior

Tim Beck to be the editor

of the 1974-75 year book, the

BUFFALO.

He is already hard at work,

and we welcome him and wish

him good luck.

He wi 11 be assisted

by sophmore Steve McCoury.

With a month

everybody ha

of school complete, and assignments lo.ids heavy,
s to study.
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Q&mmenlaMf

A very long time ago a group of people got

together and said, "Let's build a tower to

heaven." Everyone worked hard. They gathered

materials, made bricks, and began building a

strong tower that would stand high. There were

many different people working on the project,

yet it became a unified structure.

In the midst of all this progress, great con-

fusion descended on the workers. Everyong be-

gan to speak In different languages. This con-

flict seemed too major to be overcome so the

people scattered according to the language they

now spoke.

Someone Is always trying to build a tower.

But there is always so much disagreement over

how to build It right, that towers are seldom

built at all. The biggest problem is not just

getting people to agree on how to build a tower.

It is more just getting people to care whether

or not a tower is even built. It seems like

not many people want to build higher; very

few are curious about the view to m a tower.

ei

.simply rea

UmnMA^JdA

Well, in case you have not

l e. id, HME magazine has de-

clared us the "Self-Centered

i>ner.nion." We are not out

campaigning for McGovern, tak-

ln£ over the administration

:>uildlng, or burning down the

ill rary. Today's 8.6 million stu-

dents show an interest In

—

b-vwen forbid—FOJdytng to pre-

pare themselves for the future.

The mood of the college cam-

puses in the late sixties was

indeed different. Students were

there not so much to learn as

to avoid the draft, or to unite

hi order to foment political

change and/or violent revolution.

The scent of Idealism was heavy

In the air. For many. It was

.1 heady environment.

;jut what real change did the

students of the late sixties ac-

complish? Despite all the rhe-

t.M-j;, what was achieved? The

1
, -old vote, perhaps, and

the loosening of campus regu-

ldtlons, out what fundamental

change In the structure of so-

ciety as a whole?

recall a late sixties vintage

a i-i Buchwald column. A col-

lege professor, being carried

.i. ,.y to be hanged by a group

oi M.1- srudents, urges onlookers

n, to i all the police. "If we

uow them to try these

ii -. method:; of protest,*' he

-., ''They'll rwsver learn which

ones are counter-productive."

!, ibe record of their meth- -

speaksIor.tself.Theysim- •

I.

1 '- did more hcrm than good.

ie of the most Intelligent

neople > f an entire gen-
ation will never be able to

contribute to society. Some have

d back Into the academic

!d, but •"..

will be slowed by their notorletv.

Some cower from the police,

always running, wasting what

could have been their most pro-

ductive years. Some have left

i.ne country, never to return.

.'.nd many of those who stayed

i an never receive the job they

vane, the one in .,l.:ch theycould

ontribute. because of their po-

lice records.

College students cannot change

the world. It is a basic fact,

well supported by history. In

any situation in which students

have fomented revolution. It has

been taken out of their hands,

exploited by others, and returned

to them as tyranny. It just can-

not be done.

But college students can

change the world, if they are

willing to work and wait. And

the way to do It Is to keep the

ethics and the ideals, and prepare

to plunge into the depths of the

system.

Students today feel that

government is run by special

interest groups, and they are

preparing to enter those groups.

tnroiiment rises In pre-med,

pre-law, engineering and bus-

iness courses. These -*re the

professions, the groups that

traditionally run die government,

and provide leadership.

Sure, maybe we are not blow-

ing up buildings. That Is not the

purpose of college. The purpose

cl college is to prepare students

for 'eadershlp. That is the piace

create change.

So what is wrong with a little

realism? 1, for one,

Dwayne Hoover lived in Mid-

land City and sold Pontlacs. He

was going insane. Kilgore Trout

wrote science-fiction stories.

He appeared in books by another

writer named Kurt Vonnegut, jr.

Kilgore was an old man and a

nobody. Dwayne owned so many

things that he was rich. Kilgore

Trout owned "doodley-squat."

These two lonely n>en met In

the autumn of 1972 during Mid-

land City's Festival of the Arts.

The story of their meeting is

told by their creator, Kurt Von-

negut, in •' book called i
I

PAST OF CHAMPA '
.

naming his book that,

Vonnegut was n< \ trj ngu i
"

fun of "Wheatles." Here-':.

what he says in the
'

opening remarks:

"The expression 'break-

fast of Champions' is

glstered trademark of General

Mills, Inc., for use on a break-

fast cereal product. The use

of the identical expression as

die title for tills hook is not

Intended to indicate an as-

sociation with or .-iponsership

by General Mills, nor is it

fnrended ro disparage their

fine products."

,o why write ! book about

Kilzore Trout, whose science-

tictlon sells only in pornography

shops, '-nd Dwayne Hoover,

who's cracking up and

who eventually bites eft the end

of Kilgore Trout's right ring

fineer? Several years ago,

Vonnegut said that SLAUGHT-

ERHOUSE-FIVE was his last

novel. Then why did he write

another book last year'

Books for brea
Well, BREAKFAST OF

CHAMPIONS is Vonnegut's

fiftieth birthday present to him-

self, and a very important birth-

day present—a catharsis of his

mind after a half century of

American life. He writes, "1

think I am trying to clear my
head of all the Junk in there

. . . . 1 thin;

make my head a:, empty as it

was when I was born onto this

damaged planet fifty years ugo

.... I have- no culture, no

humane harmony in my brains.

i can't live wlthoui i culture

anymore."
Vonnegut also wrote BREAK-

FAST OF CHAMPIONS to throw

out characters from bis other

books, to stop putting on "pup-

pet shows." In a sense, the

book is the Emancipation Pro-

clamation oi his literary care-

er. Ironically, however, this

liberating process comes only

through the author's man-
;pulation. Tlte characters ^re

Ills creation; they cannot free

themselves.

Sometimes Vonnegut man-
ipulates benevolently,

at other times almost cruelly.

For Instance, Vonnegut has

given Kilgore

worth living, but also an Iron

will to live. Although this seems

merciless, the creator is per-

haps more sensitive when he

meets Kilgore in the acktail

lounge of Midland's Holiday Inn

When Trout realize

is sitting very close to the per-

son who had created him, he l:

embarrassed. But VonnegUJ

plays it cool: "I went easj

on him, didn't wave, did n'i

stare."

Trout is the only character

Vonnegut ever created "win

had enough imagination to su-

spect that he mlgrt lie the

creation of a mother humar

being." Occasionally Kilgore

had mentioned this possibility

to his parakeet, saying,

'

to Cod, 'ill, [lie waj

big, all 1 can think of U

that I'm i character in a bool

by somebody who wants to writ*

about somebody who sufl

the tin.e."

Vonnegut and Trout mea
: iter the same day ol

the Holiday Inn encounter. Ii

is after Dwayne Hoover readi

one of Kllgore's books and then

goes on an insane rampage,

hurting eleven people so bad!)

they have to go to the hospital.

It is after Trout leaves the

hospital and walks toward the

Midland City Center for the

Arts where he is supposed to

speak. He doesn't know thai

the Midland City Festival of

the Arts has been postponed

because of madness.
Vonnegut intercepts him

several blocks down the street:
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r cast ?
"Whoa! Mr. Trout! . . . Mr,
Trout, you have nothing to fear.

I bring you tidings of great

Joy . . . Mr. Trout, I am a

novelist, and I created you for
use In my books ... I have
broken your mind to pieces.

I want to make Jr whole. I

want you to feel a wholeness

and inner harmony such .is

I have never allowed you to

feel before.

"1 am approaching my
fiftieth birthday, Mr. Trout.

I am cleansing and renewing
myself for the very different

sorts of years to come ....
1 am going to set at liberty all

the literary characters who
have served me so loyally during

my writing career. You are
the only one I am telling. For
the others, tonight will be a

night like any other night. Arise,
Mr. Trout, you are free, you
are FREE. Vonnegut bids him
"Bon voyage," and disappears.

You might be wondering, "Is

BRF.AKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
really a good book, or is it

just a hunch of rambling non-

sense'" Well, if Norman Vin-

cent I'eale Is your favorite

author, you may not appreciate

Kurt Vonnegut. But if you like

the hilarious satire of Mark
Twain or If you've been looking

for a rathercarefree, American
equivalent o( Jean-Paul Sartre,

then you'll probably love Von-

negut.

Kurt Vonnegut doesn't neces-
sarily oner answers to man's
existential predicament, but he
does expose the essential dis-
honesty of story-book char-
acters who cither live "happily
ever after" or who are dis-
posed of as bit-part players.
And so Vonnegut resolves to

shun storytelling: "I would write
about life. Every person would
be exactly as Important as
any other. All facts would
be given equal welghtiness.
Nothing would be left out. Let
others bring order to chaos.
I would bring chaos to order,
instead, which I think I have
done."
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Security more than blanket

-******* ^**^*******

Question: My school, a small, private institution,

has a policy whereby all unmarried women are re-

quired to live on campus. The men are not so re-

stricted. Fraternities have off-campus houses; soror-
ities are not allowed this privilege. Is this fair?

Alliance College, Pennsylvania

Answer: No, it's not fair, but this policy may be
legal. The history of sexist policies in education is

a long one dating back to when women were not al-

lowed to attend school. Through the /ears sexism
in school policies has diminished. Several years ago,
pregnant students were fuiced to leave high schools
because of their "immoral actions". The courts
rarely considered the acts of the men who impreg-
nated the women as being immoral. Many schools
today require women io be in their dormitories at
an earlier hour than the men. In your situation the
administration's rationale is probably that women
need to be looked after more than men do. This is

obviously discrimination and it may or may not be
legal depending on the area you live in.

In a somewhat similar situation, a District Court in

Mollere v. Southeastern Louisiana Colleg e, ruled
that the school could not require women under,21
to live on campus while permitting others to live

elsewhere. The rationalization for this requirement
was that the school needed to fill dormitory space.
The Court ruled that this classification of women
was a denial of equal protection.

The Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection
Clause has recently been construed to include sex
ism as a prohibited form of discrimination. But, in

areas such as this, where the Supreme Court has not
heard the particular question or one very similar to
it, there are usually no binding precedents and your
lawyer would have to know the nature of your lo-

cal and district courts to estimate your chance of
winning a court battle

Obviously unfair, this kind of practice would end
with the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.
Address all questions and comments to:

Rights-Charles Morgan
P.O. Box 93201, Atlanta. Ga. 30318

*****••• * '- - -k *•-*-•••*

v^ iLU

Security is often misunder-
stood, and more often than not

for most of us Is mistaken for

being what it Is not. We seek

to find security in the things we
do, the people we come In con-

tact with, and in the way in

which we perceive God, Some
of us find security in being

dependent upon objects, persons,

God. Others of us find security

in our Independence from any-

thing that we recognize as being

outside of ourselves. Yet it

seems neither of these al-

ternatives of view-points allow

for complete security li

themselves, ['here are limes

when each of us needs to he de-

pendent. There are moments
when we also need to be inde-

pendent. HOweVer, to achieve

security in Its fulness It seems
that we should reach a harmonv
of dependence and Independence.

Jesus' parable of the vine and

and the branches seems to speak

of harmony, or Interdependence,
when In the parable He says:
"1 .in. the vine, you are the

branches; he who .abides in ^jE(

and 1 in him, he bear

fruit; for apart from Me you

can do nothing." Perha]
corollary we can add, ' apart

from you I can do nothing, for

as the branches need [he vine,

also the vine needs the branches
that will produce fruit."

A person can be dependent
upon anything. Although, whether
It is good or bad for <m in-

dividual to be dependent upon
something Is relative to h

uatlon. There are times when we
all need a crutch to lean on -

to fulfill a need that we are
not able to satisfy by other
means. For example, a person
with a lot oi nervous energy
may temporarily rellevehis ner-
vousness through smoking or
eating excessively. Now it may
be fine for the moment for the

Individual to keep his smoking
or eating habit because It is

the only way he is able to sup-
plant his nervousness. The same
also applies to the way that

people depend on or use one
another. It is necessary at times
for persons to depend on another

during a time of growth. That
Is, during a time a person Is

experiencing a period of diffi-

culty in whldh he needs help in

coping with a problem. Similarly

the above applies In our relation-

ships with God. There is a time
to depend soley on Him. It Is

during that time, that we have
all gone through, when we feel

that we have lost all control

over our lives and we sink into

deep despair. When v -

the Spirit of God to depend on,

he leads us from darkne

[lie branch depends on

the vine because without the

vine the branch would have no

growth.

Now there is the opposite
extreme of being Independent, as
with dependence, independence
has its place in our lives. There
are momeni ji^h need
to 'cut ourselves off from all

•
'

occurs when it ; cm - lor us
to be honest with ourselves about
:;uch thin es, or if

we. are truly growing or have
stopped growing short of full

maturity. We need to become
Independent of our nablts and
not be slaves of routine

There are moments when we
need to make ourselves in-

dependent of other persons so
that we may realize their full

value to us and our value to

them, '

r rimes we even need
to be '.uuependent of God so
thai we iay come to know how
much we need 1 11m ind how
much He needs us. As the branch
needs the vine so it may grow,
the vine needs the branch to

produce fruit.

Dependence and independence
have their use for us. hut it

seems as though If there ever

is to be perfection and unity

we need to learn how to be In

harmony with the things arour.d

us, the people we see, and with

God who lb harmony. The
harmony of dependence and In-

dependence is interdependence.

The habitual smoker or eater

becomes interdependent, when
he realizes that his habit Is

only a manifestation of his

nervous energy. With realization

should come an effort to learn

to use his nervous energy In a

creative form (I. e. produce
fruit). The same applies to the

persons surrounding us. We need
to learn to depend on each other

from the point of view that each

of uo has something that we can
share with another person jnd
they have something that they C3n
share with us. As before harmony
and interdependence should

terlze our relationship

with God, The branches need the

vine, the vine needs the branches.
Neither can stand alon-%

Rational thinking seems to in-

dicate that :. Things are Inter-

dependent on one another the

stress ond alienation

pendency id Independent

disappear. Dependence on our
habits, or other people, or Cod

causes us to be slaves to many
masters. Persons cannot s&vt
more 'han one master. When we
try to serve many masters we
cannot fully give ourselves to

any one of them. Independence

from habits, people, and God

will eventually lead us to com-
plete alienation .death. Rather

we should learn interdependence/

so Uiat we may bring all to

perfection and harmony; in this

we find ourselves in, and a part

of, the Kingdom of God. "In

dial day you sha'l know that lam
ii My r-ather, and you In Me, and

I in you."

Abide in Me, 3nd I in you."

Poet Corner
No dark is deep enough

to hide sorrow . . .

I know

for 1 have searched

for an artic light

and have found only shadows

In which to rest.

There must eventually come day

II I only go to find it . . .

maybe the light will purge

all pain.

I will go to the sun

and ask for warmth -

just one ray to light the way,

pierce the shadows,

and melt the darkness.

I have created my own night

In a world that holds too much
sorrow.

Night falls -

Day comes.

You can't change a man
By telling him he's wrong.

Give him a reason to change.

Be that reason.

Alter despair

comes joyful down.
It's pastel palate

pinking away

Che darkness and

shadow.
The relief from pa incanonly be

ecstatic hope . . .

The wearing iway oi misery
can only nring peace.

The peace

of dawn . . ,

A new day . . .

. . .

For A new I egJnning.

No longer.

No longer is the need.
No longer is the need to be,

I'm going to be,

I'm going to be someone,
I'm going to be someone who

cares.

the leaf

floated

down to the

dry,

cracked earth.

i felt a part

of me
descend

with it,

for

i have been down
that way

many times
before.
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As you can see "Mllllgan

Che Beautiful" has seen some
major Improvements since

1939.

In 1939 Mllllgan consisted of

four buildings; Pardee Hall

(then a woman's dorm), Har-

din Hall (the men'sdorm), Che-
ek Activity Building (the gym-
nasium complete with pool,

basketball courts, and a bowl-

ing alley), and the Adminis-

tration building.

As a small chrlstain col-

lege, Mllllgan was quite ad-

vanced for her time. Special

qualities Mllllgan had to of-

fer her students included a

by Steve McCoury

foothall team. Tennis Court,

bowling alley. Basketball team,

printing and book binding facili-

ties, and all the other advan-

tages of a small college.

The students of Mllllgan

enjoyed several sports and

activities, Male and Female
cheerleaders cheered the win-

ning basketball and football

teams to victory. An annual

teams to victory. An annual

May festival highlighted the

school year. Each girl antici-

pated being May Queen.

Yes, Mllllgan In 1939 Is now

just a pleasnat memory In

plenty of alumni's minds.

CiunlUi C\i\,ltik <JiM

'939

W '"iv':v^. .;';;>.;

Jim, festival

Prescription Shop
"AOtOSS MOM EN1RANCE

TO MEMOSIAl HOSPirM"

SUNDRIES

FREE DELIVER* . FREE PARKING

926-7611

405 N BOONE JOHNSON CITY

A BIG

DIAMOND
A SMALL
PRICE

# (John's

JRecerd Center
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

No need lo break your budget for

that diamond you've always wanted.
Choose Starfire ... the larger,

lovely diamond so low in price
. .

guaranteed against diamond loss

and permanently registered.

FRED DAVIS JEWELRY
ELIZABETHTON

\-- torn. i„j..„j.





1974-75 Varsity Cheerleaders; Cissy Hill, Brenda Trultt, Janie Sheperd,

Marsha Corbln, Reita Morlcal, and Joan Walker.

Stout leads team practice

Dr. Harold Stout continues to

lead the baseball team in prac-
tice, weekdays from 3;00 p.m.
to 5;30 p.m., and occasionally
on weekends. Inter-squad

t-. .r. ,«, o> J- .j.j, .t, .J, J. .j. tA, J,a .1************1

| Fall Break! *

* -horn., OtCUJL. 10 *
* *
* Ac, U.-«v., *

* £>cx~ua. iH *
* .. *

games make up the majority

of practice.

Some extramural games are

being scheduled for the near

future.

£ Jlgb^

—

Send an Ambassador

Contemporary card to

someone who enioys

a good laugh

CITY DRUG STORE
431 ELK AVENUE
ELIZABETHTON, J

h TENNESSEE .3
?&=— ^

Answer to "They Also Serve

1. Mrs. John Dowd
" 2. Mrs. Robert Wetzel

3. Mrs. Henry Webb
•J. Mrs. Terry Dibble

' 5. Mrs. Dennis Helsabeck
* 6. Mrs. -Roy Hampton
* 7. Mrs. nill rjwalmey
1 8. Mrs, Ira Read
I 9. Mrs. Jack Knowles
1 10. Mrs. Farl Stuckenbruck

fiOW OPEN

SKATE
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink
For information about

group rates call

Johnson City 926-9622
Kingsport 245-2450

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7 30 pm - 10 00 pm
Friday and Saturday7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10 00 pm - 12 30 am

Matinees
Saturdayand Sundays

l:00pm-3:30pm 3:00pm-5 :30pm
302 Wesley Street

Johnson City, Tenn.
420-9022

1400 Hrldgewater Lane
Kinesport, lenn.

" 245-2450
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Faculty doubles up
The first faculty dounles

tournament has ,;one Into the

final stages this week. Ac-

cording to the faculty par-

ticipants the tournament has

been a great success.

After first round victories

i Ife . Read defeated Clayton

and Dowd, Brackln and Nelson

defeated crowder and stout,

Wetzel and Miller defeated

Harmon and Wlgglntou and Gee
and Barclay defeated Knowles

t/ers.

In the third round,
I

Read defeated HracVin and

Nelson and ';-

defeated Wetzel and Miller.

The finals between I Ife

Ei Read and Gee and Barclay

will beheld Wednesday at noon.

The reactions (rem thetour-

I fa Dr.nament •

Wallace, who is thetoumament

director said, "It has

very interesting tournament

ind more people have

playing than ever before."

"It was great," said Dr.

liraeMn, "We had a good chance

tc get to know some of the

(acuity members. Also it was

a chance for the students to

see the (acuity indifferent sur-

roundings."

"It was really fine until we
.-," stated Dean Wetzftl,

When asked who he thought

would win, the Dean said, "If

in two sets I think

Gee and Barclay will win, but

if it goes to three sets, tden

Read's sterling physical con-

dition will win the n h ..."

. , SOU 77/

CJ«tAXac>AYN^-- -^ s:HS PK

13

PHILOSOPHY
DEAD ?

ASK THE DEAN
AT THE MEETING OF

PHILOSOPHY CLUB

Tuesday 8:00
at Wetzel's, leave
Sutton at 7:30

tgP
•'?;•>

SUPPICS \t^i?

In ooc nexT issos

pREE Want -ADS

r,\Vl TUf TO *HY STAFF HDfflER

TWEWTi' FIVt ''OHO LJM1T

DEADLINE fOK ALL COFY: 6i5" t".

HOHT*\ ".TORE MmLICATlOf

4i

FOR SALE:
DESK MODEL ELECTRONIC

CALCULATOR. EIGHT DIGIT

WITH OVERLOAD S. ERROR
INDICATOR. FLOATING DEC-

IMAL SYSTEM. SINGLE ELE-

MENT MEMORY KEY. BEST

OFFER OVER S60.00 . SEE

ED CHARLTON: PARDEE 218

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Ave. Elizabethton

11.00-7:45 Clo»»dSun

Specializing in Italian cuilin*

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasagna Vealparmesan
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Ziehert coaches tennis

PepCluburges Victory
MiUlgan's pep club, started

Just last year, is growing this
year, having twenty-seven mem-
bers already and room for more,
according to its president, Debi
Holsapple.

The pep club's sponsor is

Professor Knowles. ["he club
meets every Tuesday night at

6;30 p.m. in Lower Seeger, for
those interested.

The pep club supports all

five of MiUlgan's intramural

sports at home and also follows

MiUlgan's baseball ana basket-

ball teams when they are away.

It makes signs and banners
used (or MiUlgan's games and
cross country' meets.

Uniforms will be purchased
for the pep club at the end of

the fall semester or beginning

of the spring semester.

Dehi Holsapple reminds the

women that the pep club is still

open for membership, see her
or attend the club's meetings
If you are interested in sup-
porting MiUlgan's sports pro-
gram.

ine men s intramural football

season ended yesterday. Two
days of regularseason games and

two days of rescheduled games
made up this last week of in-

tramural football. In those two

days of rescheduled games, Wed-
nesday and yesterday, the follow-

ing teams were set to play:

Green and Pink on Wednesday
at 4;00 p.m.. Brown and Blue

the same day at 6:00 p.m.

One the nextMonday, Tuesday,

and Wednesday (October 7-9),

jII championship games but one

will take place.

On Monday, October 7, and

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
STANDINGS

Although the season willhave

ended by the time the

STAMPEDE is distributed,

final standings cannot he prin-

ted. Here, however, are stand-

ings as of Monday, September

30:

Orange

Tuesday, October e, four cham-
pionship games will take place.

The first-place team in intra-

mural football will play the

eight-place team, the second-

place team will take on the

seventh-place team, third place

will compete with sixth place,

and fourth place will play fifth

place.

The next day, Wednesday, Oct-

ober 9, will see the four win-

ners of those games play in two

more games. Two runners-up

will be left then to compete in

the final and deciding game In

trie intramural football cham-
pionship series. This game will

take place after the Break, on

Tuesday, October 15.

Jim Mitchell, intramural

sports director, has scheduled

the North-South intramural foot-

ball game the next day, Wed-
nesday, October 16. Players

should inform thelrteam leaders

as to whether they come from

the North or south before the

game. The Intramur3ls Council

has been working on this game
and hopes it will receive some
nice support from the Mllllgan

community.

Following the North-south

game Is the extramural game
with Milligan alumni, on Thurs-

day, October 17. Players for the

student team will be picked on

the same system as is used

for the All-Star team: three

players will l>e nominated from

each of the eight color teams

in intramural football. These
student players will then collide

with a number ol alumni In a

game of football on Thursday,

October 17.

The women's tennf!

has started ofl 11
"-"

season in fine fashli

pj|-[icipati'-,.; . r-
:

Teresa stusrT,
|

.-
. .,

lies,

ind player-coacl

'The woi

a h.ird-i'ju^ht batck- i

Lt.-'.-i-McKae which they even-

tually lost lour to five. In their

second match, the women n ade

a fine comeback defeating the

same Lees-Mcl<ae team seven

to two. The women then fell

to a more experienced Lmory-
Henry team, one to eight.

According to Mrs, Bowers,
the faculty coach, the women
are on their way to a fine sea-
son, starting off with an im-
pressive one to two record.

Their next match will be
Tuesdav. October > »r 4-fX;

against Sullens. It will be
a fine match, so let's show
the team our support.

Men's and Women's

jl*> Intramural Volleyball

Intramural voile

.

: .jled for

.

-

h -.

volleyball pract.ct Monday, Oct-
ober 2

1 , two wee I . r -

men begin.

:ym will be open four

nights a week for intramural vol-

leyball. The men will have use
of it Monday and Wednesday
nights, and the women Tuesday
and Thursday nights.

Co-ed volleyball will begin

either Monday, October 26, or
Monday, November 4. Altho the

men have their teams organized
already, the women do not, so
they are asked, once again, to

sign up for volleyball in the

lobbies.

Basketball practices united

Intramural happenings

Basketball practice Is under-

way and has been going on since

September 18 under leadership

of Coach Worrell and Coach
Clayton. The basketball players

have been practicing at Happy
Valley High School four nights a

week. Happy Valley High School

is the site of our home basket-

ball games. It Is located about

one and a half miles down the

road toward F.Iizabethton from
Milligan.

Conditioning and funda-

mentals are the emphasis of

practice at the present time.

Sixteen studentsare regularly

involved in practice. Of them,

four are seniors, two are

Juniors, two are spohomores,
and eight are freshmen.

This year, the varsity and

junior varsity teams have been

practicing together. This is

a diversion from last year's

policy, which called for two

separate teams practicing In-

dependently of each other.

This year's varsity and junior

varsity teams 3re split up ^nly

Cross Country
Milligan has had four cross

country meets to date. To see

how MiUlgan's cross country

team might fare in future meets,

and to keep you in suspense,

we could look first at how last

year's team came through.

The team's record last year

against Individual college teams

was 5-5. We won two meets

against Warren-Wilson College

and one each against Walters

State College, Wflngate College,

ORDUR OF FINISH IN CROv
COU'NTRV COMFETI HON
In MS li^.i.i's first four cros

country mocis, the orJu.' ol fin-

ish for Million's ru'mor, *>

as [olbw.i:

OKD£R OF OPPOK'A: OPPONENT
FINISH AND DATE AND DATE

Waiveii"W';!su:i Carsun-N'jwn.

and Bryan College.

We lost meets last year to

Carson-Newman College (two to

them), Brevard College (3lso

rwo to them), and one to Cum-
berland.

So, by looking at last year's

record, we have a good idea

where our best bets are In this

year's cross country com-
petition.

As stated before, however,

Milligan has had four meets
already in the past month. We
were edged - yes, edged - In

our first meet 3g3inst Waaren-
Wllson college here on Mll-
ligan's 4.7 mile course by a

at games, and will continue to

practice together.

On October 14 , the bas-

ketball players will extend their

practice to six to seven nights

a week in preparation for the

basketball season which is

scheduled to tip-off November
18.

Great fan support is ex-

pected for the coming season.

Last year, Milligan came in

second in the VSAC and car-

ried an 18-14 record-wlth a

home record of 1 1—0.

makes tracks

score of 19-40, two weeks ago.

In our second meet we took

on Carosn-Newman College

here. We were skimmed in that

meet by a score of 15-49.

We were away at Warren-
Wilson for our third meet. We
were once more edged by a

score of 17—13.

Our latest meet was held away,

at Carson-Newman on their 5-

mile course. They edged us once

more by a final score of 15—IS.

With some Milligan support,

the cross country team, spon-

sored by Coach Walker, will be

a fine competitive team in the

fnnire.

9/14/74 (HliREj 9/U/74 {HEKtCl

*

oppon.-.m:

\NO DA TT

Wnl', ,-A.tso.-.

'.25,74 (a*ay)

OPPONLN r

AND DATE

Carson-Newman
J - ~<t (away)

OPPONENT
.AND DATE

Warren-Wilson
9/25/74 (away)

;-o A ::-.;

Rowling

Shealey
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The semi-annual school board
meeting of Milligan College is

scheduled for October 24 and 25.

he meeting begins 1 00 p.m. on
the afternoon of Thursday the
24th and adjourns at 5:00 p.m. on
the afternoon of Fndav the 25th
Mrs. B D Phillips is the

chairman of the board meeting,
which is for the Board of Advisors
and the Board of Trustees Out of
the 56 members on the Board of
Advisors and 28 members on the

Board of Trustees, ap-
proximately ^ members are
expected to attend the meeting

Wade Bunting, who is vice-

chairman of the Board of Ad-

visors, will be in charge of the

board at this meeting, due to the

fact that Chairman Bob Kroh will

be unable to attend the meeting
The Board is composed of four

main committees The Academic

Affairs Committee which con-

cerns class activities; the

Finance Committee: the

Development and Resources
Committee which concerns
different types of activities; and
the Student Life Committee
which concerns student ac-

tivities. Ralph Small is the new
chairman of Trustees for the

Student Life Committee
Students will have the op-

portunity to ask to be heard by
the Student Life Committee if

they have something specific to

say

Joint meeting will be held for

the boards in Hyder Auditorium
and individual committee
meetings will be held in various

places in the library Luncheons
will be held in the cafeteria of

Sutton

Clubs unite projects

The first inter-club meeting
was held Friday. October 4, in the

Sutton Annex The meeting was
presided over by co-club
chairmen Dan Harding and Anna
Wiley, with the aid of their

sponsor. Mr Hampton All clubs

were represented by one person
from each club The purpose of

these meetings is to dicuss and
organize activities in which all the

clubs will participate

The club members discussed

the construction of a float to enter

in the Christrrtas Parade in Eliza-

bethton. November 28, No
definite plans were made They
also discussed Super Weekend '74

which is campus days when the

celebration of Founder's Day
occurs; all the surrounding high
school kids come on campus, and
festivities take place Each club
will be represented by a symbol
or booth situated in various
places on campus during this

weekend
The last thing on the agenda

was the discussion of fixing the

Administration Building. Each
club will sponsor one room in the

Administration Building and it

will be their responsibility to re-

model the room to make it look

nicer Each club is trying to get a
group to sponsor them, such as
local churches, so they will have
enough money to really fix up the
rooms '

Bike- thon for cancer
The Washington County Bike-a-

Ihon is scheduled for November
10 at 1-30 p.m. Incase of rain the
bikeathon will be held November
17 at the same time Mrs Gee is

over the Washington County
Bikeathon which is not restricted
to residents of Washington
County The bikeathon is part of a
national project of the American
Cancer Society.

The starting point for the
bikeathon is the Bike and Hike
Shop on North Roan Street in

Johnson City. The bicyclist can
either ride on the five mile route
in the city or for the more
energetic cyclist, twenty miles in

the country. One may ride more
than twenty miles after first

checking with his or her sponsor
At various places on ihe route,

there will be check points where
cyclists can rest and get ,

refreshed Afterwards there will

be refreshments and everyone
who rides in the bikeathon will

get a bikeathon patch

Those wanting to participate in

the bikeathon are requested to

pick up a sponsor sheet which is

available in local elementary and
high schools, at the Bike and Hike
Shop, or may be picked up at

Milligan Everyone is required to

have at least one sponsor and if

possible more than one sponsor
The sponsor may be an in-

dividual, business, or
organization who will pay so
much for each mile the bicyclist

rides The amount depends upon
the sponsor The money received

for this will be used for education
and research in caner. Anyone
under the age of eighteen is also

required to have a permission
slip for their parents. Everyone
with bicycles are invited to

participate in the bikeathon.

si&aMitu,
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Rockin' around

On fop of Old Seneca
Seneca Rock' Have you ever

seen Seneca Rock in West
Virginia? It defies descnou^n

But mention Seneca Rock to a

climber and see what a reaction

you get! Or even to a near

climber!

Nine climbers and near

climbers from the Milligan

College community shared a

glorious Seneca Rock experience

over Fall Break. October 10 - 13

Who had the marvelous idea

first' and weren't Steve Bretton,

Tom Crise. Monty Lamb, Jeff

Botkin. Steve and Cindy Kooa-

house. Susie Gregory. Marcia

Frazier, and Katy Cook fortunate

to be included' After a planning

session on the preceding Friday

and a shopping and cooking

session on Wednesday the group

pulled out promptly at the ar-

ranged 600 p.m on Thursday
'can't believe it!) in Tom's van

and Bretton's car

After setting up camp and
discovering the outhouse path in

the early, dark hours of the

morning we got more or less

Funny side of faith

•pear (Abdul

Dear Abdul.

Our pastor left for a long

vacation We were left to hold our

own services. Someone set up a

harmless Golden calf for us to

worship. When our preacher

returned he really threw a fit He
melted the calf and made all of us

drink the molten gold. Was he
right.

signed.

Had a Belly full

Dear Belly.

Tell your preacher to take his

own medicine. Considering the

nrice of meal, your actions are

•inderstandable

Abdul

by Mike Shannon

Dear Abdul.

I'm presently an unemploved,

fugitive prophet There are some
birds that bring me food each

day I'm very grateful to them

but their little beaks just can't

hold enough to fill me up Would I

be justified in asking one of the

link- creatures for more'
signed.

Fugitive

Dear Fugitive.

You must have been out in the

widerness too long, if you are

considering talking to birds. Just

grab one of the little jokers and

enjoy They don't taste fowl

fact you'll just be raven about

them.
Abdul

Dear Abdul.

There is a neighborhood bully

that wants to fight me. He is

about nine feet tall and I 'm just a

skinny shepherd boy and part

rime psalm writer I think I can
beat him with a slingshot' and a p VOu worry about how you
ew rocks that I have. What do look [ your heathen friends'
ou say. Worry no longer. You can pur-

signed. chase Abdul's book 'Prestige
Anxious among the Pagan" an d the ac-

compa nying supplement "Idol

.ar Anxious. Elliquette
"

The only rocks you've got are in

our head. Stick to fOUI harp
. >nny.

Abdul

sleep before daylight invaded our

tents Breakfast preparalion was
like falling off a log due to our

super organizer. Cindy And Iben

came the waiting while the

climbers spread out their colorful

slings, organized their hardware,

and got psyched up for the ver-

tical rock ahead We moved out

and up and towards the rock in

the comfortable temperatures,

the bright sunshine and the

vibrant colors of a supremely
beautiful fall day'

Monty and Marcia and Jeff

climbed 'Old Ladies Route"
while Tom led "Humphrey's
Head" for Katy and the 2;Steves

toclimb. Cindy and Susie enjoyed

the lower levels and welcomed
the trembling survivors of the

exposed heights after their 'down

climb
'

During th night the camp
ground was deluged with climber
- campers and we joined a parade
to the rock in the morning! Just

to be different, some of the party

waded the cold, cold river rather

than queue up at the swinging
bridge The climb to the climfc

was as steep as tne river was cold

— in other words, we'd been

through it before we started!

Steve R.. Tom. and Jeff climbed

their hardest climb and the res!

of us scrambled around to get on

top And was it worth it! There

we were on the 900 foot rock that

>* mavbe ft feet wide at the top.

looking down. down, down on

both sides WOW

Tne prospect of tackling the

descent of such a steep, dusty,

gravely path led the feminine

members of the party to inquire

of a local about an alternative

descent. It was a long way
around, through paths of horse

droppings, past snake dens,

through that cold, cold river, and
through a field of burrs, but it

was not as steep, and we made it
1

Memphis strings twang

On October 16, Milligan College

hosted the Memphis State String

Quartet Considering the round of

applause at the end of the con-

cert, the rain had not dampened
the spirits of the audience that at-

tended Any persons that were
present and dared to venture out

on that evening were well
rewarded with entertainment

The quartet consisted of 3

violinists and one cellist: Robert

Swyder - Violinist. Adrain
Bryttan - Violinist. David Becker

Violinist, and Peter Spurbeck -

Cellist They played melodies
composed by Haydn. Krzystof

Penderecki. and Beethoven
For th** secona piece we

received somewhat of a con-

temporary and very unusual
flavor. Krzystof Pendercki
composed this piece to symbolize
his concern for war In listerunR

to this, one might receive the

feeling that Pendercki was
conveying even the sounds of

Sophmores picnic and plan

The sopnomores have
scheduled a lot of activities for

this coming year A picnic at

Dennis Cove was held on

Saturday. October l?th. It was a

chilly day and about '45 rugged

individuals showed up. After

finding where the food van

disappeared to, we proceeded to

our destination We found that

our sponsor. Mr. Nelson, was
stranded along the roadside. His

car had broken down so one of our

hearty crew went to pick up him

and his family. Some sophomores

went out earlier and had a

blazing campfire waiting for us

when we arrived We huddled

around the fire, roasted some
wieners, and sang some songs

Then we were notified that a man
was very disturbed because some

of our group had parked in his

private field He threatened to do

something drastic about it Those

who had cars parked there

decided to move them very

quickly Even though we had a

few minor problems, everyone

had a great time at the

Sophomore Class Picnic.

A few more activities such as a

hayride and a Halloween Party-

are scheduled towards the end of

October Also the Sophomores

will be sponsoring a roller

skating party. More information

about these activities will be an-

nounced at a future dale
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Buffs box
Four Milligan students are

presently working with the

Elizabethton Boys' Club Boxing

Team, says Ronny Sanders. He is

employed by the Boys' Club to

coach and help train the team.

Three other Milliean students.

Randy Weaver, Bob Swansonand
Bill Harper, box with the team

They practice with the Boys" Club

every day in Elizabethton.

The team had a tournament

last Saturday night in Bristol

Unfortunately, news of the

tournament was received on

short notice, so only two boxers

from Elizabethton were there

One of them won his bout: the

other lost.

A tournament is scheduled on

Halloween night in the Johnson

City Recreation Center. All four

Milligan boxers and the four

Elizabethton boxers plan on

being there.

The Elizabethton Boys' Club

Boxing Team is in a regional

league with Johnson City, Bristol,

and Kingsport The league, which

goes by the name of Upper East

Tennessee Division (oddly

enough) was formed just this

year.

Last year, however, the boxing

team competed in the Upper East

Tennessee "'Golden Glove"
Tournament It placed third in

the tournament Two Milligan

students boxed in that tour-

nament: Randy Weaver and Ed
Charlton

The boxing team also competed

in last year's Junior Olympic
Tournament Ed Charlton made
it to the semi-finals, Randy
Weaver won his division by

beating two others in his weight

division. Unfortunately. Randy
was boxing his first year,

classifying him as a "novice

boxer," and he was not allowed to

go any farther

Ronny Sanders, one of this

year's new boxers, says there is a

humurous side to boxing, as Tom
Hollmgsworth. an Elizabethton

boxer, displayed in last year's

Halloween night boxing tour-

nament in Johnson City It seems
it was Tom's first bout, and at one

point he became so tired thai he

boxed the referee by mistake
Good job, Tom.
The Boys' Club in Elizabethton

needs some support in the form of

financial aid. as does the boxing

team, points out Ronny Sanders

C W S provides food

NEW YORK. NY — 10-4-74 —
Two full freight cars of split

beans weighing 200.000 pounds

were enroule today to the hungry

victims of Honduras hurricane

"Fifi."

The shipment from Church
World Service will provide food

equaling approximately one
million high protein meals.

The church relief agency,
which acts in behalf of thirty-two

U.S. Protestant and Orothodix

denominations, began air lifting

relief supplies to Honduras within

a few hours after the hurricane

struck with devastating force on

Friday. September 20th. First air

shipment sent by Church World
Service included a large supply of

water purification tablets and a

batch of medical supplies In

addition the agency sent in a

team of experienced disaster

workers.

"We have supplies of blankets,

dried milk, antibiotics and other

medicines in the pipeline, ready
to move the moment we get the

call." Nancy Nicalo, Church
World Service Acting Executive

Director said, "We will ask the

churches nationally, through
denominational channels, to

supply whatever funds are
needed as the picture of this

major catastrophe comes into

realistic focus Meanwhile, we
are moving basic essentials such
as foods, medicines, tents and
tools."

Reports reaching Church
World Service from field workers
in Honduras indicate the

economy of the small country,

basically banana crops, has been
virtually wiped out

Church World Service has been
designated by the World Council

of Churches as its agent in this

catastrophe. That means
national churches globally will

act through the U.S church

agency.

PINE CREST GRILL
ROUTE 7 MILLIGAN HWY.

SANDWICHES
PLATE LUNCHES

STEAKS— SEAFOOD
BISCUITS AND GRAVY

SERVED WITH BREAKFAST

DELIVERY SERVICE
928-5591

"I
My mind

My eyes

My life

My creation

I see old age converging on

an
ancient world,

like a old man
an old man sitting In a chair
ancient

but still creation

still living

Still seeing

Still . . .

Still living

still seeing

like an old man

ancient world.

«"'*»-«: J.u^^**va.

HOURS FOR DELIVERY: 5 P.M.

CLOSED SUNDAY

10 P.M.
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All of Milligan faculty students, administrators,

friends and supporters are facing a very difficult lime

We are now being confronied with what may seem to

be drastic measures in an attempt to balance the great

deficit which has built up over the last few years

The reasons for the accumulation of this deficit are

manv. of course A few years ago. Milligan's

enrolment was larger than it is now. and was rapidly

rising. An ambitious building program was undertaken

lo accomodate the many new students At the lime the

chapel was built, it was the only meeting place on

campus that could hold the entire student body The

Science Building and a new girl's dormitory were also

added, both of which were greatly needed and have

been used and appreciated Since that lime, however

two national crises have occured which have changed

Milligan's situation considerably

in the late sixties, college enrollment began to drop

and Milligan was not exempt The deciline of demand

for a degree on the job market and the cancellation of

the draft contributed to the decrease of interest in a

college education. At this point. Milligan was forced lo

raise fees, yet all programs were retained to insure a

strong liberal arts education

The entire economy is in the midst of an inflation

spiral that is panicking the country Milligan is not

immune to inflation Because of this unexpected high

rise in prices and interest rates. Milligan has been

forced to raise prices and cut the budget severely

As members of Milligan. we have the right to

question the nature of the budget cuts Now is a very

improtant time to voice our feelings on what is

essential to the college and what we can do without

But this is not the time for panic and misun-

derstanding Milligan has survived much more dif-

ficult times, and with support of its members, Milligan

will survive again _ «ii*.l«*—

America has the blahs

She has forced the resignation

of a corrupt administration She
had demanded fairness and
honesty in government She now
faces a national election And
America has the blahs

On November 5. this nation

chooses new leaders. Each seat

in the House of Representatives,

one third of the Senate seats,

many statehouses and numerous
local positions are in jeopardy

And America's answer is. "Who
cares?"

A recent Gallup poll indicates

that 59 percent of the electorate,

the majority of Americans, have
adopted this attitude They take

the position that all politicians

are crooks, that their vote does

not count, that they as an in-

dividual can have no effect on the

system. The sad thing is that this

year, more than ever before,

these statements may not hold

true.

The election of 1974 is an
election the likes of which have
never before been seen in history

There are many new faces. More
women than ever before are .

Amencan Blah:

running for office, many are

expected to win Candidates are

opening their financialrecordsfor

public inspection. Tennessee's

gubernatorial candidate Lamar
Alexander is disclosing all

contributions to his campaign, no

matter how small. Political

philosophies are no longer so

doctrinaire; candidates are
moving toward the middle
ground.

Time contends that, "the
archetypical candidate of the

campaign of 74 is one who stages

a 750-mile walking tour across his

state, rejects all contributions

above $100, rarely lets on whether

he is a Democrat or a Republican

and approaches everything with

deadly earnestness. " (Time
October 21, 1974. p. 27.)

The summer of 1970 was an off-

vear election, in Indiana, and I

— '
''

workea as a pollster for one

party My precinct normally was

won by one party The results of

the poll showed that more people

in the precinct considered them-

selves members of the other

party.

Why did the one party con-

sistently win'' The majority of
v

those who considered themselves

members of the other parly were

not registered to vote, and even

when offered the opportunity, re-

fused to register

I noted that it was this un-

registered group which com-

plained the most about the way

the government was being run

and yet they refused to register

their discontent with their ballot

Thev had a chance to make a

difference. The last two

senatorial races in Indiana have

been won by less than two votes

Attitude's the problem
The financial problems of

Milligan College are nol the real

problem here, they are merely
the effects not the casual agents.
The problems here are in at-

titude Most people really love
this place, yet continue U run it

down
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Milligan is unique among
colleges The philosophy of

education here is, in principle,

pretty good, yet Milligan does
need to make some radical

changes.

Convocation is a good place to

start. 1 would like to see a

compromise such as chapel one

day per week, and more absences

allowed.

Student Council should be given

a voice in the college They are

reduced to such things as Twirp

Week as their major activities,

and a college cannot live by

Twirp Week alone

Women's rules are by far the

most blatant inequity at Milligan

College Rules determining when

women should return to the dorm
should be done away with These
people are adults and should be
treated as such,

If this college is to survive
some drastic changes are going
to have tocome. The mistake is in

thinking that these issues are
basic to the philosophy of the

college. Being in at 11:00 does not

make a Christian.

I do not want to discount the

importance of finding new
financial support for the college,

but I would like to point out that a

college community that is

satisfied with its lot and exists in

an atmosphere of vitality and
trust will present a positive force

that will draw support

BIGHTS
Question: Can students be suspended for a charge
as vague as "misconduct"?

Answer: On October 19, 1967, Paul Soglin, a stu-

dent, was suspended from the University of Wis-
consin for alleged "misconduct." Soglin, who is

now the mayor of Madison, Wisconsin, and other
students, were members of Students for a Demo-
cratic Society and were protesting the existence of
recruiters from the Dow Chemical Corporation on ^
the university campus. The day following the pro-
test several students, including Soglin, were advised
by the Dean of Student Affairs that they had been
suspended from the school.

In the ensuing trial, a United States Court of Ap-
peals ruled that the disciplinary actions taken
against the students were unconstitutional. The
Court ruled that the university could not suspend
students because of "misconduct" unless they could
connect the "misconduct" with a specific rule vio-
lation. The broad and vague application of the term
"misconduct" was found by the Court to be incon-
sistent with the guarantees of the First and Four-
teenth Amendments.

•••••••••••••••*•••





Stream of unconciousness

Bet
yember 5. each of you

opportunity to register

lenient, to demand that

y' government you have

ming for Each of you

a difference. So if you

red, vole. If you are

red, or you refuse to

s'l up and tjuil com-

ig'ou lost that right when

ifi-d to exercise another

Ifight to vole.

., get rid of the blahs!

srrx Sickness unto Death

The year is 19R4 May of 1984 to

be exact The last graduating

class of Milligan College has just

receive^ 'heir diplomas. The
area realtorswill descend on the

college next Monday to begin

assessing the properties so they

can begin bidding on the

buildings by the end of the month.

The graduation ceremonies were

very impressive considering

there were only thirty-nine

lttesi,4. ta the eddiai

f
ongratulations on two

lyne quality newspapers. I

evinced that this year's

JKDE is one of the most
eng, most enjoyable, and
: formative that I have
; le quality of writing is

by good among some of

rial and feature writers.

]i however, like to answer
k on raised in the last

iiand in answering that

:i I would like to register

Agreement with its im-

e rticle "Self-centered or

^Realistic?" ended with

jition, "So what is wrong
• tile realism?" I should
u>egin with the answer,
D [. unless one turns to it in

li having given up on
." When one turns to

mil despair he inevitably

1 ality Peter saw while he
s sink beneath the waves.
Usame reality that Judas
isn he looked at that

box of ointment It is a

>iat looks upon the things

iieen, not upon the things

i unseen It is a reality

« "angst" because the

I has neen decided, the

resolved.

i ways argued, of course.

that the desperate turning away
from idealism is merely a new
method of attack; it is said that

"we must be more effective by

changing our methods to work
within prescribed limits." In

fact, it is merely a postponement

of responsibility, a denial of

present responsibility. It is a

prelude to the pathetic realiza-

tion of J Alfred Prufrock

"I have seen the moment of my
greatness flicker. I have seen the

Eternal Footman hold my coat

and snicker. And in short, I was
afraid

"

Nor am I convinced that what

one sees when he desperately

grasps at realism is Reality , it is

a reality, but not THE Reality To
say "College students cannot

change the world," is not to speak

of "what is" but "what cannot

be." These are not the words of a

realist but of a prophet of im-

possibility.

Obviously college students do
change the world, they change it

every day in a hundred ways. I

should like to plead for a change
in the direction of hope, a

recognition of our personal.

human responsibility, now
Tracy Miller

••••••••••••••••

uestion: What are the limits to freedom of speech
i schools?

nswer: There have been numerous rulingson cases
ivolving freedom of speech - none of which have
2en very conclusive.

case from the University of Missouri involved a
udent's right to distribute literature on the school
impus. The publication in question included a car-
ion showing the Statue of Liberty being raped by
gang of policemen. The Supreme Court ruled that
le student could not be expelled for her distribu-

te fo the publication and that the publication was
either obscene nor in any other way legally re-

rictable.

Dncerning another media a Court of Appeals ruled
favor of a school's censorship of a film. The film

1

a nude woman (Yoko Ono) with a fly crawling
/er her body was kept from being shown at West-
n Kentucky University because school officials
It that the film could not be considered to be a
irt of the students' educational experience at the
hool.

idress all questions and comments to:

ights — Charles Morgan
0. Box 93201. Atlanta, Ga 30318

*••••*•••••••••

seniors this year Yet it is a sad
day Why'' Milligan College is for

sale to the highest bidder.

WHODUNIT"''' Why is Milligan

College on the auction block 9

Who is responsible for the
bankruptcy of this institution''

Well the answer to this question is

not a Who but a What What
caused Milligan to go under''

Answer: A series of errors in

judgment — the age-old problem
of misplaced priorities

Before we go any further we
would like to make a few things

perfectly clear First of all. we
are not Communist subversives

or perverted anarchists; we are

simply concerned Milligan

students who do not want to see

the good aspects of this college

undermined by the gross misuse

of funds Secondly, we are not

members of the SDS; we love

Milligan College and most of the

ideals it stands for We do not

want to see this institution suffer

financial defeat, but at the rate

Milligan is going that is the

inevitable outcome unless

something is done
We believe that the Milligan

Community, if indeed it is a true

community, needs to sit down
and reexamine the goals of this

institution. It is obvious to us that

the goals of Milligan have shifted

It seems to us that what used to

be the primary goal of "Christian
Liberal Arts Education" has
taken the back seat to Athletics,

Choir Tours, Enlistment, and
Flamboyant Buildings. This
statement will probably make a

few people angry and upset, but it

made us angry and upset to

discover that the college would
rather dismiss five faculty

members than cut back on the

above programs

It will indeed hurt to cut back
on these programs, but isn't it

better to do without a few
luxuries than to disregard the

academic life of this college7 If

we, as a community, act now we
will not have to give up these

programs entirely, if we would

just limit them . One only needs to

look at the condition of the school

vans to realize that good
judgement has not been used in

the operation of these vehicles

One only needs to think of the

amount of money spent on

enlistment to realize that the

investment is not paying off

Choir tours are fun but ex-

penisve. And where is the place

for a 1.6 million dollar gym-

nasium at a school that professes

to be a small liberal arts college'*

We may have unorthodox

views, but we believe that

teachers are one of the more

important aspects of a school!

We were attracted to

Milligan not because of its

buildings, not because of its

enlistment programs. not
because of its great choir, and not

because of its athletic program:
but because of its high level of

Christian Education We ap-
preciate the importance of these

programs to some people, but

nonetheless the primary purpose
of Milligan College is eimply

education

Well, we hope that we have not

offended anyone, but we felt that

it was out civic duty as members
of the Milligan Community to

express our views We hope that

Milligan College is alive and well

in 1984. for not all sickness is

sickness unto death'

The:

BESivfUL POSSIBLE WORLDS
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Five" more teachers HPfieiofio.

FEE, Fi,Fo, Flh
I HOPE ANOTHER.
"Recruiter Comfs!
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meet the candidates

Alexander, Blanton running

Lamar Alexander's
headquarters in Johnson City

were alive last Saturday, with

busy people, many phone calls,

searchers for information and a

positive attitude which was
almost infectious

Alexander is a graduate of

Vanderhilt University and New
York University School of Law
While a I Vanderbilt he was editor

of the student newspaper, the

Hustler, for four years. He
graduated cum laude and was
Phi Beta Kappa Alexander is an

eighth generation East Ten-

nessee n.

Politically. Alexander has held

many positions of authority in the

state and the nation Alexander

managed Winfield Dunn's 1970

campaign for Governor and
helped to manage Howard
Baker's 1966 campaign for the

Senate. Alexander was a member
of the President's Counselor staff

in 1969 Most importantly.

Alexander served as chief of staff

for the state of Tennessee be-

tween the administrations of

Governors Ellington and Dunn in

1970.

As far as East Tennessee is

concerned, Alexander is a strong

proponent of the Quad City Belt-

way, which will aid traffic move-
ment through Johnson City,

Elizabethton. and Erwm, and has

already helped in Kingsport and
Bristol This new system of roads

Gwaltney

supplements

dictionary

Dr. William C Gwaltney. Jr.,

professor at Milligan College is

presently working on two articles

for the Supplementary Edition of

the Interpretors Dictionary of the

Bible. This supplementary
dictionary which is coming out

will be to update, correct and
supplement the material in the

Interpretors Dictionary of the

Bible.

Dr. Gwaltney's articles are on

Esbbosheve and the religious

significance of hair This supple-

mentary edition should be
published at the end of 1975 or the

beginning of 1976 Dr Gwaltney
calls the Interpretors Dictionary

of the Bible. "The best dictionary

of the Bible there is in English
"

Besides this work. Dr
Gwaltney has had an article

published in the Journal of

Cuneiform Studies The article

"Note on Sukala. Son of

Menanim" was published in the

October edition of 1972

Dr. Gwaltney's schedule calls

for a sabbaticle in the fall of 1975

Although the study for his sab-

baticle is still undecided, it has

been proposed that he translate

old Assarian documents These
documents arc presently housed

in a museum of the University of

Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia

by Mark Poorman

would make it much easier to get

out of East Tennessee, and would
relieve the traffic congestion

wwhich makes Johnson City

difficult to drive in Alexander is

firmly in favor of the ETSU
Medical School

For Senior Citizens, Alexander
proposes to try and eliminate the

sales tax on prescription drugs
for those over 65 Also he hopes to

ease the burden to senior citizens

by removing taxes on Social

Security benefits

Basically. Alexander is against

new taxes, hut he has supported

taxes in the past to facilitate

education. Apparently he feels

that a time of economic stabiliza-

tion is needed, and new taxation

must be held off until the

economy settles down
Alexander is for increased coal

production, but not by relaxing

strip-mining laws He has visited

many mental health facilities and
feels that improvement is needed
soon He is for the continuation of

the right-to-work law Alexander
favors the retention of capital

punishment.

Some of Alexander's more
progressive state-wide programs
are his proposal to create an
Office of Voluntary Action under
the direction of the Governor's
office, presumably a Tennessee
version of VISTA . and his policies

concerning the drug crime
problem, which he formulated
while chairman of the Council on
Crime and Delinquency

At Alexander headquarters.

Cindy Elangle commented on
why she is working for Alexan-

der's election Cindy is a political

science major at ETSU and
normally a Democrat Cindy said

that she wanted to see a politician

in office who was "a representa-

tive for his constituents, not a

politician for his interests .

He's running a serious campaign

for a serious office " Cindy was
definitely impressed with Alex-
ander "He has a thoughtful, in-

tellectual approach, he is the kind
of person I'd like to grow up to
be."

Ray Blanton has been three
times elected to the U S
Congress and before this was a
Tennessee legislator Blanton has
been a successful businessman
and understands the problems of

meeting a payroll, Blanton holds
a degree from the University of

Tennessee in vocational
agriculture Blanton is 44 years
old, and therefore older than
GOP candidate Lamar
Alexandcr.

Blanton has a voting record to

back up his platform on most of
his proposals This means that

the platform has already been
confirmed by his voting record in

the House of Representatives
Blani'on is for increased Social

Security benefits, increased
minimum rate, better veterans
programs, better housing, the

eighteen-year-old vote, and
welfare system reform Bhnlon
was strongly in favor nf the ETSU
medical school

Blanton plans to increase the
number of vocational training

programs and institutions He
also proposes to creat more
student interest in these
programs
Blanton proposes several ideas

on how to stem the' rising crime
rate, He would try to instigate

better training for law en-
forcement officers, better
rehabilitation programs belter

security controls, and stricter

penal codes for judges
Blanton has many ideas on how

to help farmers Feeder high-

ways to enable farmers to

market their crops easier is one
of his programs. Blanton
proposes improved research
facilities for agriculture He
wants to push ahead with the

School of Vetrmary Medicine
program Blanton also wants a

more responsible Department of

Agriculture, and protection for

small farmers,

New concern

on campus

Society for the Prevention

Of the Future
No dues' No membership roll

1

Just

1 Leave all your trash on the

spot where you finish with it — all

your wrappers and cans and
bottles, and above all your cars

and washing machines and
stoves and refrigerators iThts is

East Tennessee's biggest con-

tribution toward preventing the

future But some of you haven't

gotten with it yet l

2, Waste as much paper,
energy, water, and every re-

source as you possibly can
3. Dirty as much air and foul as

much water as possible 'Indirect

methods are just as effective as
direct use and demand enor-

mous quantities of electricity,

buy products whose production

fouls the air and water >

4 Demand and make sure you

get everything you ever want.

preferably in triplicate.

I

I

5. Insist on non-returnable 'or

at the very least non-recyclablei

containers for everything you
buy Two or three layers of

container around a product ac-

complish more than just one
6 Hurry to get away from

every stop as fast as you can and
to make it to every red light

ahead of everybody else, so that

you can wait longer there than

they dn

7 M.ike sure you gel a paper
bag for every purchase, and
above all never carry a shopping
bag.

8 Demand the construction of a

road to everywhere, and of a

parking lot for you when you get

there

9 Make as much noise as you
possibly can Motorcycles and
stereos are excellent tools.

If interested in joining the

Society, apply at a place called

the United States of America

On inflation Blanton proposes

to hold the line He wants to hold

the line on interest rales, im-

prove unemployment com-
pensation, and cut big spending

programs by the state. He is also

for increased aid for Senior

Citizens,

Blanton wants to make more
use of Federal funds in Tennessee
to releave the burden of state

spending.

Other programs Blanton
supports are: protection for

consumers from fraud or

manipulation in advertising,

increased industrial development

to creat new jobs for Tennessee;

strengthening of community
mental health facilities He is for

equal rights for women and a stop

of the distinction between "men's
jobs" and "women's jobs." Also,

Blanton is for increased teacher

pay to encourage compctani

teachers to teach in Tennessee.

Blanton has a wide program on

environmental problems with

many ideas on how to keep fresh

water and clean air

David Walker, a Johnson City

businessman, said. "At this lime

I want a governor that has ex-

perience in business, as opposed

to the candidate 'Mr Alexan-

der!; even though he is a bright,

astute young politician, he has

less legislative experience and
business experience Blanton is

older and has this experience

which I believe we 'in Ten-

nessee' need at this time."

Walker went on to say the

Blanton is neither a conservative

nor a liberal and this is what he

feels Tennessee needs. Mr
Walker also said that with a

Democratic governor and a

Democratic legislature things

would likelv run a lot smoother

Dr. Webb

celebrates

"Celebration is worship. It's

meaning involves bringing to

public awareness an important

event or reality. In our houses of

worship we have lost the ability

to experience true celebration

We have misplaced not a little of

the joy, the imaginative ex-

pression of gratitude and
thanksgiving which the

celebration of devotion should

have. Too often our existing

orders of worship are mournful.

and lacking in creativity."

reported Dr. Webb professor

History at Milligan College

Dr. Webb presently serves as a

member of the Theological Study

Commission, a committee which

functions as a part of the work of

the World Convention of Chur-

ches of Christ and which
organizes and encourages small

study groups in all parts of the

world. These groups meet bet-

ween the bidecade session of the

World Convention

In July at the World Convention

meeting in Mexico City, Dr.

Webb reviewed the papers and
reports of the cell groups who in

exploring the theme; "Em-
manuel. God With Us. in Work,

Social Life, and the Creative

Arts ."had brought to the at :

tention of the members of the

Churches of Chrial new cor\cepU

of worship as celebration.

Issues in

Entertainment
Harry and Tonto"
rne most duticufi problem of

script writing has been the im-

probable unification of ob-
jectives Should the film industry

seek only to entertain or to

present reality regardless of how
overbearing it- may be to the

public'' No doubt, the inability of

script writers to unify honesty

and amusement accounts for the

lack of noteworthy films in t974.

Paul Mazursky is one writer -

producer who has overcome the

difficulties of purpose in film

making The reconciliation of

objective is successfully
achieved in Mazursky's recent

film. "Harry and Tonto."

Thematically written in the

tradition of Steinbeck's Travels
With Charley. "Harry and
Tonto" is an explicit American
journey with an elderly man,
Harry, and his cat. Tonto
Art Carney delivers a delight-

fully sensitive performance in his

portrayal of Harry Perhaps with

his role of Harry. Carney can
escape his image of Ed Norton,

patron saint of the sewers In the

role of Harry Carney is required

to objectively observe America,
when directly involved in social

issues such as his eviction. Harry
peacefully resists eviction from
his home by remaining seated in

his favorite sitting chair as il is

rnrned out to the street Thus,
Harry and Toniu have no other

fc^ .Tama KumpHwy
alternative but to visit relatives

across America.
Although Harry and Tonto

elicit some sympathy, they

neither require it nor want it.

Actually, the persons whom
Harry and Tonto encounter
across America deserve the pity

because of their various circum-

stances. However. Mazursky's
amusing dialogue alleviates the

tendency to become over-

burdened by the problematic is-

sues

Chief Dan George is one of the

acquaintances Harry and Tonto
meet on their journey. The Chief

portrays a medicine man. a role

th3t could easily have become a_
dull stereotype Because Georg..~
is so well integrated into the role.

he can concentrate en

deliverance rather than
characterization, and this makes
the Chief effective

"Harry and Tonto" reflects the

maturing art of Paul Mazursky
The film is successful in the at-

tempt to present social issues in

an entertaining manner, which
Mazursky failed to accomplish in

his preceding works. "Bob and
Carol and Ted and Alice", and
"Bloom in lx>ve" One may
anticipate future works of

Mazursky to further explore
American society and create

satisfying entertainment





Dr. Leach continues

germ research

STAMPEDE

] >r Leach, Milligan faculty

member and professor of

Biology, ts conducting a ger-

micidal research project Hi- has
' been working with various

students, but currently with Beth

Ralph and his wife as assistants,

t Pr. Lura is .*lso helping in

' providing chemical solutions

They are trying to develop a

germicide which will act to kill

bacteria containing spores and

also germs Pr I.each said they

were near developing the ger-

micide last year, but it failed

some of the strict tests which the

Environmental Protection

Agency performed He thinks the

development of the germicide is

near completion now
Dr. I,each first became in-

terested in working with ger-

micides when he met Dr, Robert

.Shalner at a University in

Washington, DC Dr. Shatner, as

a dentist, in New York, developed

chlorseptic during a search for a

better pain killer Chlorseptic is

used to deaden parts of the

nervous system. Dr Shatner

decided to market the cholor-

septic, so he moved from New
York to Washington. D C where
he would be able to get govern-

ment assistance and approval

Dr, Shatner put all he had into it

and he almost went bankrupt He
later sold his patent to the

government Dr Shatner founded

the Shatner Foundation for

Medical Research and became
president of it Dr Shalnor's goal

is to promote research in the

medical field and his special

interest is in germicides After

Dr. Leach became acquainted

with Dr Shatner. they became

collaborators i»r i,cach bfgan

his research out of curiosity and
as a hobby There are also niher

places doing research on ger-

micides in connection with Dr
Shalner and the researchers get

together at dictated limes to

compare notes and progress

Dr. Leach is working with

germicides relating to industry

The major goal is to find a good

germicide to sterhze surgical

instruments which can't stand up
under heat Dr l^ach said they

would like to develop a germicide

that would work as either a

sporicide in a concentrated form
or a germicide in a dilluted form

In the concentrated from, the

germicide could be combined
with water or another solution to

sterlize instruments by killing

spores in a short time and at

room temperature In the dilluted

form, the germicide could be

used to kill bacteria and act as an
antiseptic Dr Leach said that

the germicide must be able to kill

the organism and yet be non-toxic

to those people who use it. Two
test lubes are used per test and in

one year, approximately 10.000

tubes are used, depending on the

amount of tests run Current tests

are being made on commercial
preparations in order to develop

a better germ killer than is now
on the market If tests progress

well. Dr Leach's new goal may
be realized this vear
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Meet music man John Wakefield

Mr John Conrad Wakefield

joined 'he Milligan staff at the

l>eginning of this fall semester as

Assistanl Professor of Music-

He obtained his B A at Mac-
Murray College tn i%9. and in

1971 he received his M M from
Nnrlhucsk-rn University Prior

to his coming to Milligan. Mr
Wakefield served in the capacity

of music instructor at Lincoln

Christian College from 1970 72

and from 1972-74 as professor at

(ireat Lakes Bible College

Mr. Wakefield has been very

active tn many areas of music
He sang with the Chamber Or-

chestra of Northwestern
University and with the Sym-
phony Orchestras of I,ansing.

Michigan. Jacksonville. Illinois,

and Aspen. Colorado In addition,

he has sung in master classes of

Aksel Schiotz. Jennie Tourel. and
Madeline Milhaud He recorded

for Voice of America under a

Rockefeller Grant and performed

in "pera under Robert Gay
Madeline Milhaud and Klemcr
Nagv Director City Center

Opera of New York Mr
Wakefield was named to "Out-

standing Kducators tn America''

in 1971

When asked what his chief

interests were, he said, "music.

of course, and along with that,

hymnology. current affairs and

history " He enjoys reading in

many areas- Scripture studies,

musicology, and fiction and non-

fiction

Mr. Wakefield was married in

1971 He and his wife Vicki have a

17 month old son Scott

Mr Wakefield stales that a

number of factors have prompted

his coming to Milligan Among
these are

1 The opportunity to work with

more talent than in his previous

JRecerd Center
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

positions.

2 His keen interest in the

Christian liberal arts college

idea

', The greater teaching

challenge presented, this means
an opportunity to grow in the

teaching experience

4. The opportunity to work in a

music department with more
growth potential than was
present in previous positions.

Mr. Wakefield has formed a

positive impression of Milligan,

He thinks the student has the

responsibility placed upon
himself to grasp the Christian

perspective and so something

with it. The student has the op-

portunity to be molded into a

more prepared Christian and that

coercion does not appear to be a

basic part of Mtlligan's system

DINO'S RESTAURANT
4fe0 Elk Ave. Elizabethton

11:00-7:45 Cloned Sun

Specializing in Italian cuisine

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasagna V eal parmesan

SOW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN...

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink
For information about

group rates call

Johnson City 926-9622
Kingsport 245-2450

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7 30 pm • 10 00 pm
Friday and Saturday7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10:00 pm - 12 30 am

Matinees
Saturdayand Sundays

l:00pm-3:30pm 3:00pm 1 :30pm
302 Wesley Street

Johnson City, Tenn.

926-9622

1400 Brldgewater Lane
Kingsport, Tenn.

245-2450
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Baseball hibernates

Dr. Stout reports that baseball

practice has been completed for

the time being. He says. "We had

a good fall practice and I'm
looking forward to spring
practice

."

Forty-three students went out

for baseball That number will be
cut down to twenty-five :

around Christmas Those twenty-

five players will begin working
out in the gym after Christmas.
At the present time, ten selected

members are lifting weights
three days a week
There are six players on

scholarship this year according

to Dr Stout He says there are
some excellent returning let-

termen here this year as well as
some promising freshmen who
have been working hard
This year's ballclub has a good

pitching staff ind is developing
intoa good hitting club The weak
point, however, is defense, says

Dr Stout.

The team has played three

other ballclubs this fall:

Tuskogee. Carson-Newman, and
Appalachta.

Let's look forward to a fine

baseball season this spring in

VSAC competition.

I

Sandy leads volleying Men's tennis completes season

The Women's Volleyball Team
is hoping for a rewarding season
under the new leadership of their

student coach Ruth Sandy.

"Rebuilding." said Coach
Sandy, "is the theme this season

There are a lot of experienced

teams this year and our inex-

perience is beginning to show
The girls have the basics, but

they lack the experience and
poise needed for a good team

"

"Ruth Sandy is doing a fine job

for us ths year." stated Mrs
Bowers, faculty advisor, "we are
very proud of her

"

The women participating are:

Kim Peters. Becky Bond. Linda

Taylor. Donna Elliott. Jan Keys.
I^ois Jordan. Marie Lyons
Marcia Kraser and Ruth Ziebarl.

This weekend the women
participated in a tournament at

ETSU They played some hard -

fought matches, but fell to more
experienced teams One of the

players who is beginning to show
a lot of skill is freshman Donna
Elliott She has been impressive
in her play so far The team is ex-

pecting good things from her

This year's schedule is:

GwLtuAed la&tkaM

A Milligan soccer team has
been organized this year, with a
total of 16 students Of these

students, six are freshmen, four

are sophomores, four are juniors,

and two are seniors.

There are two players on the

team who come from foreign

countries David Ababio. a

sophomore from Ghana, and
Paulo Mello. also a sophomore,
from Brazil.

T Buck is the manager of the

team. He takes care of the ad-

Basketbal

Coach Worrell reports thai the

basketball team began practice

on a full scale on Monday. Oc-

tober 14

Our first week of full-scale

practice was spent working on

offensive fundamentals- -both

individual and team The second

week is to be spent on defensive

fundamentals, including full-

court press defense

Practice no longer takes place

at Happy Valley School, except

for weekend practice The
majority of the practices are held

here on campus in Cheek
Gymnasium The basketball

team, with both varisty and
junior varsity players, practices

every weekday
The first scrimmage game will

take place on Tuesday October

ministrative duties connected
with the soccer team
The team has received $150

from the Student Council to buy
nets and goalposts S50 came
from the Student Council last

year and Sioo came this year.
The soccer team has played

two outside games so far this

year It played Washington
College Academy and lost by a
close score of 7-i The team also
played Tusculum College and lost

again by another close score of 7-

Trackin' on
The cross country team,

plagued with injuries, viruses,

and sicknesses, has lost its eight

meets, but it has great hopes for

the future It is still a young team
— with 4 freshmen and 2 juniors
— so it looks promising for the

next two or three years.

Our six cross country runners
are Mike Bowling, a freshman
who comes from Elizabethlon.

Tennessee. Robbie Allen, also a

freshman, from Bowie. Mary-
land. I,ee Morrow who is a junior

and comes from Columbus. Ohio:

the last three come from out of

the way places: Alan Shely who
is a freshman, comes from
Lexington. Kentucky Boh
Manuel, a freshman from Weak-
knee. Indiana, and Larry Mc-
Nett . who is a junior from Fuzzy
face. New .Jersey

The manager of the learn is

Boh Richardson, and he is from
Indianapolis. Indiana

OCTOBER
If, - Mars Hill

18 — ETSU Tournament

19 ETSU Tournament

23 - King

29 — Carson-Newman
30 - King
NOVEMULK

5 — Emory & Henry

7 - Emory' & Henry

12 V.I. Sullins

l-i Tusculum
19 - V I.

21 — ^arson-Newman
DECEMBER

3 — Tusculum
5 — Lees - McRae

in — Lees - McRae

lfeULOW wln^l

Rim. Scott.

fellow 20
Grt£r\ IL

Intramural happenings
|

Today a football game is

scheduled between Milligan

alumni and the Class of '75 at 5:45

p.m., down at Anglin Field The
game should be an interesting

one Let's support our side and
show the Alumni who's who' That

game is Thursday, after supper

at 5:45 p.m.

The annual North-South game
was scheduled to be played Tues-

day Results of that game should

be posted on campus
Last week, the alumni played

our All-Star Team in intramural

football It was age before beauty

as the alumni won. 22-0 Too had'

In football championships,
yellow and green made it to the

top Last week's schedule railed

for all the championship gan.es

hut the final one to be pl.-uci.

Here are the scores from the

preliminary round-

Green 14 Brown 0.

Orange fi. Pink

Yellow 44. Blue o

Red 14. Rlack 6

The four winners of I hose

games played in two games lasi

week The results of those games
are as follows:

Yellow 2n. Red 14 (overtime)

Green 8, Orange f,

The final championship game
was played Monday October .'i

FINAL INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Place Team Won-loss Pet
1 brown

6_i g57
2 orange 5.2 714
3 yellow ij_2 714
4 red 5_2 7 14

5 black 4.3 57,
6 blue ,.6 m
7 pink ,.6 i 41
8 green ls ,43

Co-ed volleyball may started

this Monday. October 28. reports
our intramural sports director.

Jim Mitchell.

The women began intramural
football the week of the uth of

October, the men have continued
to play intramural flag football

After the football season ends this

week, co-ed volleyball will he
started

Men's intramural basketball
will begin Monday. November 4

It will be scheduled at the same
time as co-ed volleyball, so thai

the men can choose lo play either

volleyball cir haskelhall

Intramural h».cke'hii11 for I he-

men will eonliiiiii In ihe end of

ihe hreak that is. ;:hnu! five

weeks.

Besureinwiitch for news annul
en ed volleyball in ihe near

future

The mens tennis team is

wrapping up its fall season in an
impressive style. With the fall

schedule coming to a close, their

record is 3-3.

They showed their skill and
determination by over powering
Mars Hill once and King twice
They fell twice to a tough Lees-

McRae team and once to Emory-
Henry.
The men participating are Jeff

Wingo, Keith Ponder. Roy
Haisley. Brent Saunders, Barton
Hume. Roger Allman. Tom Jones
and Greg Byington.

This coming spring the men
will be competing in the Volun-
tary Stale Athletic Conference
with 10 other teams. Coach
Bracken expects the men to have
an impressive winning season.
Their final fall match will be
gainst TviBculum on October 2ft

The men expect to win. so lets get

out to witness the exciting vic-

tory.

p* t^ 'T* ^p *1^ <r- *T* n> *1S *t- *r* *T* *T*^F

How can I pray to God to let me
win9 Can I say. "Oh God let me
beat this girl today " Surely I

cannot.

Losing is so against my nature,

but I want to be fair I want to ask

God to help me play to the best of

my ability and to give me
strength But it's just another

way of saying. "Oh God make me
win!"

I wonder if my opponent prays,

to God to beat me.

If God answers prayers, how
can God answer both our prayers

to win? Somebody has to lose.

Maybe God doesn't answer
prayers from athletes. 1 know I

wouldn't'

It would be too easy to blame
God for a loss, and ignore Him
after a victory'

Does God have anything to do
with sports'' Can He complete a

pass, hit a home run. or serve on

ace?
I'm the one who served the ace.

not not God Aren't P
Could I have served at all

without God'' No His strength

helps me hit that ball His hands
gave me that talent Without Him
1 wouldn't bo playing at all So
why shouldn't I pray to God to let

me win"* I can do anvlhing with

God and nothing without Him
Why. pbyinE tennis withoui Gnd
would he like playing without a

racfjuel I wouldn't have .1

prayer'
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Afro— American

art exhibited

rapeoe

B/ke — a— thon complete

Wife IIS

Forty- one students from
Miltigan participated in the Bike-

a-thon. which took place on Sun.,

Nov. 10 The Bike-a-thon, which
was widely advertised, started

from the Bike pnd Hike Shop in

Johnson City.

The Bike-a-thon was held in

order to raise money for

American Cancer Society

programs and research The

money itself came from spon-

sors, who pledged to pay a cer-

mile pedaled by the participants.

Milligan students made up a

large part of the turn-out for the

Bike-a-thon. From Milligan

sponsors alone. $500 was given.

Three courseswere set for the

bikers a 100-mile course, a 20-

< Continued on Page 31

Milligan College is presenting

an art show by Afro-American

artists, from November 1 to

November 21. The title of the

show is "Small Paintings by

Afro-American Artists" and the

paintings are being exhibited in

Lower Seeger. The paintings are

from the Department of Art at

Fisk University in Nashville,

Tennessee. Mr. Wright, faculty

member of Milligan College, is

responsible for the exhibition of

the paintings at Milligan College.

The oldest painting was done in

approximately 1934. The pain-

lings cover a wide variety of

subjects through which the ar-

tists express their feelings. The
paintings are done in water

colors and oils The exhibit in-

cludes a mixture of abstract and
realistic works: two outstanding

works by C Clark which are

realistic paintings The paintings

are done mostly by Avantguard
or modern artists and are
regional works from the south

The exhibit also includes various

Afro-American crafts The show
will end after November 21

Everyone is encouraged to attend

the exhibit.

Webb refurnishes lobby
On November the 8th Webb

Hall purchased new lobby fur

niture The first showing of this

furniture was the following day a!

Webb's second open house of the

year The new furniture consists

of five early American sofas and
rug to match.

The cost of the furniture was
around 970.00 dollars, the school

donated 150.00 dollars and the

dorm residents provided the rest

Some of the money came from
dorm dues and the rest of the

balance was collected later this

semester.

The furniture was purchased
from Brady Furniture Company
in Rural Hall North Carolina

Dave Johnson. Webb Hall dorm
president picked-up the furniture

and delivered it to Webb on

Friday, November the 8th at

seven o'clock

Future projects that the Webb
Hall community is planning

includes painting the lobby an

ice machine, and a new color TV
for the lobby. These other

projects will probably not be

completed this year

The men of Webb Hall should

certainly be commended for this

fine display of concern for the

appearance of their lobby

Signing off...

The STAMPEDE was
originally scheduled to have six

issues this semester However,
due to the decreased budget for

the entire school, the total

number of issues has been
decreased This is our last issue

for the fall semester

Past, present , future

?.

i.

students flood campus

Vicious threats in the Melodramar , finale for

the Civinettes' Variety Show.

Super Weekend '74 will begin

Thursday. November 21 and end
Saturday, November 23. Super
Weekend '74 is a combination of

Founder's Day weekend and
Campus Days in which high
school students who are
prosepctive Milligan College
students participate. Ap-
proximately 100-140 students are
expected to attend Several
College aiumini will also be
present for Super Weekend '74

and present students at Milligan

are encouraged to participate m
the events of Super Weekend 74,

Super Weekend '74 begins with

the registration of the high school

students in Sutton Hall Thursday,
November 21 at 2:00 p.m. The fee

is $6.00 and covers meals and
dorm fees for the weekend After

supper at 6:30 in Sutton cafeteria,

the Lads Concert will be
presented in Upper Seeger with a

reception for prospective
students in Lower Seeger after

the concert The Gospel Lads are
from TV's Revival Fires and
may be remembered from
previous concerts at Milligan

College Curfew will be at 11:00

p.m.

On Friday, November 22. the

prospective students will have an

opportunity to visit ciasses from 8

am to 12 noon After lunch the

visiting students will be con-

ducted on campus tours and at

3:00 will be presented with the

Milligan Story This will include a

welcome by President Johnson, a

financial talk by Dale Clayton.

Academic information by Dean
Wetzel and information con

cerning application to Milligan

College by Dr Helsabeck

On November 22 the Basketball

Tournaments will begin ai 7:00

p m at Elizabethton High School

with Gardner Webb versus

Guilford At 9:00 pm the Tip-Off

of Ihe Annual Milligan College

Tournament will begin. Milligan

will be playing Cumberland

T ; rkp - ^ will oe available to

students attending the Super

Weekend '74 festivities for $1 00

per night

At 7:30 p.m. on November 22.

Professor John Wakefield will

direct the first Choir Concert at

Milligan College this year. This is

Professor Wakefield's first

concert at Milligan College The
concert will be presented in

Upper Seeger The highlights of

the program will be
Choreographed selections from
hit tunes of the 20's. These will

include "Prayers from the Ark'

which was performed in con-

vocation earlier this year;
"Liebeslieder Waltzes" of

Johannes Brahms, which will be
performed in German; and also

music from the Sacred Choral

Literature and from American
Spirituals The program will

include approximately twenty-

eight numbers with the last seven

numbers performed as a medley

Later on Friday. November 22

at 11:20 p m. God's Hands will

present the "Afterglow" in

Hyder The ministry of singing

and sharing will also include

other performers such as Debbie
Walker, a sophomore at Milligan

College and a professional singer.

Curfew on Friday will be at 1:00

a.m.
On Saiurday. November 23.

recreation will be provided from

8:00a.m. to 11:00 a.m. At 12 noon

a reunion of the Class of '64 will

be held. Immediately following

dinner at 6:15, The Founder's

Day Daughter will be presented

in Sutton. Later at 7:00 the

consolation basketball game will

be held and at 9:00 the cham-
pionship game begins. Super

Weekend '74 officially ends

Saturday. November 23.

SUPER WEEKEND '74

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS |
Thursday, November 21. 1974

2:00p.m -6:00pm Registration •:•:

6: 30 p.m -730pm Supper ;:|:

8:00pm -9:30p.m. Lad's Concert 8
945 p.m - 10:45 p.m. Lad's Receptiorj£

Friday. November 22. 1974

Breakfast |
Class visitation ;!;!

6:45a m -7 30a m
800a m -I2:00noon

12:30p.m. - 1:30p.m. Lunch S

1.30 p.m -2:30p m. Campus Tours
:
!;

:

3:00p m -4:00pm Milligan Story f-

4 OOp m -600 p m Free lime g

6:00 p.m -6 30 p m. Supper ;•;

7 00pm Baske
'Gardner W

ball Tournament g
ebb and Guilford) £

7:30p m -8:45 p.m. Choir Concert &

9 00p.m.-ll:00p.m, Basketball Tournament %

(Milligan and Cumberland* :::

11:20 p.m - 12:20a m Afterglow x

1 ooa m Curfew ;

Saiurday. November 23. 1974

7:00a.m -a-30a.m. Breakfast j:

f
i iM»a m 11 am. Recreation ;•

12.00 noon Class of 1964 Reunion >

5:00p.m. Dinner :j

6:00p,m Founder's Day Daughter Presentation S

"-00 p.m Consolation Basketball Game %

9:00p.m Championship Basketball Game S

:*::>x*::v:
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Projection of

Dr. Johnson

President Jess W Johnson
began his work at Milligan

College in 1966, as Executive Vice
President of the school One June
15, 1968, Johnson moved from the

position of Vice President, to

President, succeeding President

Dean E Walker

President Johnson's
secretaries report that Johnson

spends 40 percent of his time

traveling for the school This

year Johnson has attended every

major Christian convention,

including the North American
Christian Convention, and the

World Convention in Mexico City.

Mexico. The weekend of

November 16th and 17th, Johnson

traveled to Brooke and In-

dianapolis, Indiana to lecture

The week of the 17th, Johnson

was in Washington, D.C.. per-

sonally talking to Congressmen
and Senators to persuade them to

vote for a tax reform amend-
ment, which would be beneficial

to Milligan College, if passes.

Frequently when the President

travels, he will speak at Faith

Promise Rallies The mission

which he speaks for is Milligan

College.

President Johnson's
secretaries presently believe his

main objective is, "to see
Milligan debt free " They report

that Johnson works long and hard

to see this dream become reality

President Johnson's previous

educational experiences are
numerous. He holds a Bachelor of

Theology degree from Northwest

STAMPEDE

Christian College, in Fugene.
Oregon He then went on to

Christian Theological Seminary.
in Indianapolis. Indiana, to

achieve a Master of Divinity

degree President Johnson has
also studied at Butler University,

the University of Oregon. Union
Theological Seminary and
LaSalle University extension

In 1942. President Johnson
became the minister at First

Christian Church, in Tillamook,

Oregon He remained minister
there, untill 1947 In 1949. Johnson
became pastor at Fleming
Christian Church in Indianapolis,

Indiana He left Indianapolis in

1951 to become a minister at St

John's Christian Church in

Portland. Oregon Then in 1959,

President Johnson became
minister at First Christian
Church in Johnson City, Ten-
nessee. It was in 1959. that

Milligan College honored
President Johnson with a Doctor
of Divjnity degree. Johnson
remained at Johnson City until

1965 when taking the job of

Executive Vice President of

Milligan.

President Johnson was born in

Kansas City, Missouri. He
and his wife. Mary now reside at

104 Ridgemonl Road, in Johnson
City. Tennessee They have four
children, two girls. Rose Mary,
who is married to Arthur Can-
trell. and Susan, Iheir two boys
are Cecil and Kevin
President Johnson enjoys golf,

hunting, fishing. and
photography Johnson's office is

decorated with photographs
which he has taken of Oregon and
foreign countries.

TP.U .. n u ..-mi;..

Administration
Dr. Yamamori

Dr Tetsunao Yamamori. a

native of Nagoya, Japan, joined

the Milligan College faculty in

1972 He now serves as Dean of

Students and Associate Professor

of Sociology, teaching two
sociology courses each semester.

Dr. Yamamori is also Chairman
for the Sub-Division of Human
Relations and Editor of the

Milligan Missiogram, a

missiological quarterly of

Milligan College, He holds a

Bachelor of Arts Degree from
Northwestern Christian College,

a Bachelor of Divinity from
Texas Christian University, and
a Doctor of Philosophy in

Sociology of Religion from Duke
University. He specializes in

Sociology of Religion, History of

Religions, and World
Christianity

Prior to his appointment at

Milligan Dr Yamamori served

as Campus Minister at the

University of Oregon 1961 -62,

during which period he studied

church growth in Japan and got a

diploma from the Institute of

Church Growth, Eugene Oregon.

1962. He also served as Assistant

Professor of Religion and
Sociology at McMurray College

from 1969-72 Dr Yamamori has

gained a wealth of experience

through extensive travel over

Europe in 1960

Have a merry Madrigal Dinner
The Annual Madrigal Dinners

for Milligan College will be held
on December 5.6,7,8.9,12,13, and
14 at 7:00 p.m. each night

Madigral is an European
tradition which evolved during
the 16th century' In Medieval
Europe there were groups of

fifteen singers who travelled

around and sang on different

festive occasions. Their songs
were mainly secular, and they
were named according to the
areas from which they came
Those from the Germanic areas
were called Minnesingers, and
the French singers were called

Troubadours. Some of these
secular songs were ballads,
others were love songs, which
were all very rousing

This tradition worked its way
into England, but here the groups
were often comprised of mem-
bers from the Royal family and
were called Madrigal singers
Later. Madrigal becamea type of
music and became very popular
as a Christmas festivity,
Madrigal was a verv festive
occasion and went on for several

weeks in the king's court
Later Madrigal reached the

United States, mainly through
colleges The music departments
of many colleges have a choral

chamber group (of 10-20 singers I,

which lends itself to this type oi

activity, thus prompting the
practice and expansion of
Madrigals throughout the United
States. The Detroit Institute of
Fine Arts has a group which

performs for Madrigal dinners
during the festive season, and
tickets for this performance are
$20 per individual.

Mr. Wakefield, who is the

director for the Madigral Dinners
this year, has had much ex-

perience in Madrigals He and his

wife have performed or produced
the Madrigal Dinners at Mac-
Murray College, Illinois State
University, and Great Lakes
Bible College, where Mr.
Wakefield formerly taught When
asked about the relevance of
Madrigals in the 20th century, he
remarked thai there are many
very important reasons:

(1) the excellent educational
experience which it offers The
listener is exposed to a
significant amount of the early
period of vocal literature and to

the costumes and customs of a

certain period In addition, he
can enjoy elements of
Renaissance music, which has
influenced later music 1 0pera is

an example of this.)

(2) Madrigals give an op-
portunity to involve many areas
of the college in a single activity

The different facets of music
which are interrelated are art,

music, theater, performers of

Renaissance instruments,
costuming, and historical
research,

(3) It is also important that the
Madrigal tradition be kept alive

because it is an excellent way to

celebrate the Christmas season.

Madrigals started at Milligan

in 1967 and was held for three
nights, but through the years the
time has been extended due to

popular demand Mrs. Tread-
way, who is in charge of the ticket

sales for Madrigals, stated that
out of a total of three thousand
and eighty four ticets, all except
fifty have already been sold. She
said that the response this year is

excellent

There are certain basic
elements of Madrigals which are
unvarying, but the concert
section changes each year The
most significant change this year
is the fact that this production
will be done exclusively by
students This change results
from Mr Wakefield's idea that
since this is an educational ex-

perience, students should be
given the opportunity to involve

themselves fully in the activities

The Madrigal spectacle will

begin with the entrance of the

Lord High Chamberlain, who is

followed by the lavishly dressed

Madrigal singers and the wassail

bearers. This "phase one"
procession is followed by the

bearers of the boar's head and of

the figgie pudding, phases two
and three Another very im-
portant performer is the jester,

who circulates throughout the

audience and provides light-

hearted entertainment Finally,

the concert by the Madrigal
singers climaxes the evening's

entertainment

Dr Yamamori is invoivea in

many extracurricular activities

here at Milligan. He consults

missionary organizations on
church growth, makes analyses

of the growth and development of

any missionary society operating

in any country, and he makes
recommendations as to how it

can best achieve its goal of

evangelism for the glory of God
Currently Dr. Yamamori serves

as chairman of the Fields

Research Committee of

Christian Missionary Fellowship.

This past year he did research on

Indonesia and recommended that

the Christian Missionary
Fellowship begin work there. At

the moment he is making his

report on the findings of his

research to the Long Range
Planning Committee of Christian

Missionary Fellowship which
meets at St. Louis. November
1346.

In addition to all these ac-

tivities, Dr. Yamamori writes

many articles and books on

church growth. Some of his

articles are:

"Th Doshisha and Holiness

Church Revivals," "The Soka
Gakkai" A Religious Phonex."
"The Application of the Com
parative Method to the Study of

the Growth and Non-Growth of

Japanese Churches," and
"Sociology of Religion " Among
his books are: Exploring
Religious Meaning 'with other
authors ) . Church Growth in

Japan, and with E. Leroy
Lawson; Introducing Church
Growth and Church Growth,

Everyone's Business The last of

these books is forthcoming in

1975. as is Chrislopaganism or

Indigenous Christianity'', edited

by Dr, Yamamori.
Dr. Yamamori is an active

member in many professional

organizations: American
Academy of Religion. Society for

the Scientific Study of Religion,

Conference Internationale de
sociologie religieuse, American
Society of Missiology. He is listed

in Personalities of the South and
the Dictionary of International

Biography

His wife Judy sponsors the

Service Seekers Club here at

Milligan Their children. Kelli

and Steven are four and two
years old respectively.

Compliments

WATAUGA

Of

PHARMACY
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Funny side of faith

.Bear pbdnl by Mike Shannon

Dear Abdul.

I am having a few problems

with my wives. Wife 57 hates wife

36. while wife 25 abhors wife 86.

Wife 65 has bad breath and wife

68 is pregnant Wife 75 hates me,

;
and I hate all the rest, what

1 should I do"*

Solomon the Wise

Dear Wise Guy.
You need a good plague to weed

out the wife population You are

going to be in real trouble when
you Iry to put all those kids

through college

Abdul

Confidential (o Methuselah

There is usually nothing wrong

with the woman being a little

younger, but I think 250 is a little

too young

Dear Abdul.

I am taking a long trip on my
houseboat soon, and I need lo

lake along a few pets I have only

one problem, is there any way to

housebreak an elephant If so. is

it expensive I need an answer
before the rainy season starts

What is your answer?
Noah or Yessa

Dear Noah.
It can be done for only peanuts,

in fact, peanuts is the answer,

just don't feed him any He
should live for about forty days

and forty nfights. I'm sure you
would not be sailing that long

Abdul

hear Abdul.

The other day while I was
riding my donkey it began to

speak to me It gave me some
real good advice Should I allow

myself to get advice from a

jackass?

Balaam Out

Dear Balaam,
Why not? You wrote to me

didn't you?

Abdul

Are you sick and tired of going
into captivity and not knowing
what to take? Well get Abdul's
new booklet "The Complete guide
to Exiles and Dispersions" or
"How to be a Faithful Remnant "

When you send a

Greeting, Wrap a

Gift, plan a Party,

Write a Note . .

.

EUZAMTHTON
l« I Sycomo..

603 ( Elk Av.

, MOUNTAIN CITY

Bike— a— thon

New at Milligan :

class, clubs, coffehouse

BUSINESS BEGINS

J
Phi Beta Lambda, an honorary

! fraternity for business men and
women, became a reality for the

J
Business Department of Milligan

J
College
What is Phi Bela Lambda"1

^Basically, il is a national
I organization designed to prepare
I competent men and women as

I business leaders for the future

I Local and state chapters are

I organized toaid in accomplishing

| this objective. PBL is a means
Iwhercb) students From over 600

^chapters can meet, discuss, and
.'| plan activities that will create

I
community improvements on a

local, stale and national level

Pi The purposes of 'he club are

• structured so as to build quality

-leadership among the young

I
people of today, who will be

_ tomorrow's business leaders.

! Under the guidance of Mr.
Eugene Price and Mrs Virginia

Laws, interested students from
the Business Education

I Department organized its local

'chapter of PBL with ap-
I proximately 30 charter members
I present Officers for the current

I year are: Gene Price, President.

I Don Steffey. Vice-President.

I Betsy Dill, Secretary, Dan
I Carroll, Treasurer, and Betty

|Clarke. Reporter Many
| beneficial events are anticipated

| as this club develops

COFFEE HOUSE

Do you feel lonely and
depressed on Friday and
Saturday nights'' Do you wnat
somewhere lo go and someone to

talk to? The Upper Room is the

efoi you The Upper Room is

a coffee house sponsored by the

el !lub Christian

! ilerature and refreshments are
available The coffee house is

designed for christian fun and
fellowship It is located over the

Post Office and "pen from 7:30
til! 12 30 on Friday and Saturday
nights If you're nol busy come on
down and in u oul

ART EXHIBIT

The Art Department and the

Concert Committee wants to

invite you to keep track of the

exhibits that are shown in Lower
Sceger. There is usually at least

one exhibit every month during

the regular school year Wander
in after chapel, at noon, or

before, during intermission and
after all concerts

The next exhibit features

landscape drawings by a mid-

west artist, Robert Sudlow and
may be seen from December 1

through 20 Most of these works

will be for sale and make nice

Christmas presents.

GUEST LECTURER

All interested persons are
invited to attend the lecture on
"Education of Deaf and Hearing
Impaired Children" on
Nobember 25. 1974, Monday. 7:00

P.M. at Hopwood Church The
guest speaker will be Ms Beth
Dawson, a special education

teacher in the Johnson City

School System Ms Dawson will

discuss current trends in special

education of the deaf and hearing

impaired child, her personal
experiences while teaching ihe

deaf and hearing impaired child.

Tennessee certification for

teaching the deaf and hearing

imparled child, the resource

room concept vs

containment, etc. She

self-

.ill also

invite questions following her

.

lecture. The lecture should be!

most interesting for those in-

dividuals who desire to enter the

leaching profession. Everyone is]

welcome

JOURNALISM CLASS

'Continued from Page It

mile course, and a 5-mile course.
The main route was 20 miles long.
It started from the Bike and Hike
Shop in Johnson City, went !hru
the town of Watauga, through
Piney Flats, and came back lo

Johnson City

Out of the number of Milligan
Students who started the Bike-a-
thon. thirteen attempted the 100-

jnile courses, out of the thirteen
who started it. five finished the
100 miles

The Milligan Bike Club helped

An introductory journalism I tne students in the Bike-a-thon.

class will be offered this spring I and it deserves thanks for its

STAMPEDE would like lo en I cooperation Cordon nrnicr.

courage all students interested in G president of the Bike Club. said.

being on the staff as writers or |

"
] would like to thank the

production workers to enroll in |
sponsors and supporters for their

this class |
nelP in sharing in this service."

Sneaky dies successfully

Emcee Ted Quack (Keith Whinnery) escorts

stage-struck Civi nettes off stage

On November 15. 16. and 17

Milligan College area of Speech
and Theatre presented. THE
LIFE AND DEATH OF SNEAKY
FITCH With a sood audience the

dinner theatre was a great
success

The play, written by James
Rosenberg left much to be
desired Under the direction ol

Mrs Marguerite Parns tlus dry
play came to life Mrs Parns
directed it in such a way to keep
the audience laughing at all

limes.

In The Life and Death of

Sneaky Fitch. Sneaky is the town
coward Throughout the first act

Sneaky is humiliated by ihe

town's people Needless lo say
the people of Golpher Gulch
didn't like Sneaky too well In the

second act, Sneaky, having taken
some medicine, goes into a deep
steep When Sneaky awakens he
finds himself in a casket, and the

disillusioned citizens think he has
ressurecled for the dead In the

third acl the citizens find out the

truth about Sneaky's resurrec-

tion and kill him
Exceptional performances

were done by Michael Shannon as

Sneaky, Pat Gray as Rackham.
and Buddy Fullen as the Sheriff

Every actress and actor con-

tributed their part to make this

dinner theatre a complete suc-

cess

The other characters included

Paula Elam as Maroon, Larry

McNett as the Singer. Harry

Davis as Mr Vale. Cheri Smith

as Mrs. Vale, Bobby McKinney

as the Doctor. Bob Paswaler as

the Preacher, Mary Robinson as

Mrs Blackwood, Karl Schmidt as

Joe Carter, and Kevin Bowers

and Paul Gabinet as Cowboys.

Others who deserve mention

are Roger Cheesman for stage

design. Phil Clark for Stage

Manager. Kathleen Powell for

assisting the stage manager, and

Holly Sias for Assistant Director

All should be commended for a

fine job.
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One of the signs of life is movement, or some

response to stimuli. The student body of Milligan

receives great stimulus but often gives little or no

response. At best, a crisis will raise a fury of opinions

and some threats of action, but action itself never

really occurs Attempts to organize action into cam-
pus-wide movements are put down by students as

radical and dangerous. It seems that students are

content to accept all decisions made by the governing

powers at Milligan and are not concerned with in-

vestigating the possibilites of changing what has

happened.

I would not accuse Milligan of being dead, but

definitely numb in many parts. We care about the

causes we can handle: entertainment, school pep. and

dorm life But we won't get involved in Faculty

modifications. Disciplinary Committee decisions or

Board Meetings

It is easy to mutter complaints about the state of

affairs, and so there are plenty of negative attitudes

circulating. Negative attitudes serve no purpose ex-

cept to further kill the person that believes them
However, being critical is not of itself unhealthy

Constructive criticism is, in fact, vital to life, but not

easy to achieve To be constructively critical demands
an honest, objective person, one who is willing to

examine the facts and look at both sides It is much
easier to jump to conclusions and pronounce snap

judgements than to be prudent and fair True un-

derstanding or any situation will eliminate inap-

propriate response yet also lead the way to some
positive course of action thai has a true purpose and
workable solution.

Complaining without listening to the other sides or

looking around for the facts is the reaction one would

expect from a narrow-minded, uneducated person. We.
at Milligan, are involved in a liberal arts education

designed to help us be aware of the world and open to

ideas. Let us demonstrate this level of being alive.

Many book reviews end with

either an exhortation to read the

book as soon as possible or a

warning to avoid it all all costs I

decided not to finish this review

in such a manner Instead, I am
going to start that way: THE
SEDUCTION OF THE SPIRIT by

Harvey Cox is a book you need to

read!

If you consider yourself a

theologian, if you hate religion

and all its trappings, if you are

seeking alternate states of

consciousness, if you fear ad-

mitting your fundamentalism, if

you flaunt your radicalism, or if

you feel lonelv. you will find

somethingin THE SEDUCTION
OF THE SPIRIT that speaks to

you. Harvey Cox. a professor at

Harvard Divinity School, writes

about Disneyland. Bonhoeffer.

television, the .Virgin Mary, nude

sulphur baths. Jesus and
dialogue, the Flintstones. the

future of the church, and social

revolution in Latin America.

Yet, Cox does not indulge in

voguish. theological sen-

sationalism In fact, he deplores

the gimmicks ;hat have per-

meated every facel of our society

from advertising to religion. Such
public relations ploys and
techniques of mass manipulation

lead invariably to the societal

deception that Cox speaks about

"Seducers employ the language
and gesture of dialogue, trust,

intimacy and personal rapport

Seduction
Sun< •?

with consummate skill. They do
it. however, not to develop per-

sonal intimacy but to subvert it.

not to nourish human community
but to undermine it

"

Cox specifically discusses the

seduction of the spirit, "the

calculated twisting of people's

natural and healthy religious

instincts for purposes of control

and domination." We have un-

deniably been spiritually seduced
just like millions of other people.

Christian and non-Christian. For
example, have you ever taken a

friend to church in order to gain

one more star for your heavenly
crown and also to win the Sunday
School attendance contest 7 Have
you ever listened to a well-paid

evangelist preach for a week and
then move on to another revival,

leaving your congregation about

as un-revived as ever? Do you
come from a church where
Easter Sunday baptisms look like

the General Motors assembly
line?

Religious seduction is not
always intentional, and that

contributes even more to its

danger It is even subtle enough
to infiltrate the sacredness of

Milligan College. We are led to

believe that bi-weekly required

on
day
convocations significantly relate

to worshiping in spirit and in

truth We are directly and in-

directly urged to pray for

finances, real estate sales,

recruitment figures, and the field

house We see evidence that the

survival of this institution

supersedes the lives and careers

of students and professors Yes.

religious seduction is even

present here.

THE SEDUCTION OF THE
SPIRIT also deals with other

types of mass deception, such as

educational seduction. Cox
writes, "Students are drowning

in things they "ought to know." as

we all are They sense already

what it look me years to discover

- that they will NEVER know all

the things somebody thinks they

ought to know Like me. they

stagger under the daily surfeit of

words we call the 'information

overload crisis' They wisely

suspect that much of what they

are supposed to 'know' is useless

information that has been

magically transformed into an

awesome lore by those who
control educational institutions

and career advancement."

Cox describes this situation as

a modern type of Gnostic heresy.
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Citizens owe Rocky

constitutional rights

Privacy. It was considered an
inherent right of the people by the

Supreme Court. We all resent its

invasion, whether through room
inspections or no-knock searches
Yet there is one group of people to

whom we allow no privacy —
political figures. The recent
Senate Rules Committee
hearings on the confirmation of

Vice-President-designate Nelson
Rockefeller are a case in point If

Nelson Rockefeller were not a

Rockefeller, he probably would
have been confirmed weeks ago
We will omit mentioning,
however, the speed at which the

confirmation process might be
moving if he were a Democrat.

Wealth has always been con-

sidered an advantage in the

political arena, but right now it is

not proving to be such to

Rockefeller Because he has
money, he has been subjected to

questioning over every facet of

his economic dealings Because
his relatives have money, he has

been subjected to questioning

over every facet of his family life,

and has been asked to justify his

relative's financial dealings.

Because he was generous to his

- ' *„

friends, he has been forced to

reveal their personal problems

and financial conditions to the

public.

Granted, a confirmation

hearing must be thorough.

Granted, it must examine
financial records closely. But

when a man cannot make a loan

to a friend in financial trouble

without the amount and the

circumstances becoming a

matter of public record,

disclosure has gone too far.

Nelson Rockefeller deserves to

be commended for the
equanimity and cooperative
spirit with which he has faced
questioning. He has provided the

committee with information of a
highly personal nature. The
question that remains to be an-

swered, however, is should he
have been asked to provide it in

the first place
Disclosure of pertinent data is

one thing ; wanton public invasion

of privacy is another.
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lettesib to- the editoi
Dear Editor,

As vou know, I accepted a

position on the STAMPEDE
editorial board this year with the

condition that I would only write

book reviews. After previously

serving on the editorial board for

two and a half years, 1 had
decided that editorials con-

cerning Milligan were exercises

in futility I cannot in good

conscience, however, ignore

Student Council's recent

reprimand of the chairman of

their Student Academic Com-
mittee The fact that you, Robin

Phillips, are the reprimanded
chairman ior chairperson; has

nothing to do with my reasons for

writing this letter, although it

may looked staged to some
Council members trying to

defend their inane actions

If Student Council appoints

committees and gives them
various responsibilities, the

Council should also give them

authority to carry out their

responsibilities. When I he

members of Council censured

He does not despair, however, but

proposes a new approach to

teaching and learning: "I want to

see students as colleagues and

my colleagues as teachers (and

students) I want to confound the

previously fixed points on the

compass so that they begin to

slide into one another and
everybody begins teaching and

learning at the same time
"

Yet, education is only one of the

many aspects of modern life that

Cox consideres. He does not

confine himself to America, but

examines international trends

He does not speak solely from the

position of educated, upper-class

society, but identifies frequently

with the poor and oppressed He
does not necessarily remain
within the fold of Christian or-

thodoxy, but examines numerous
spiritual perspectives And most
importantly, Cox does not lose

heart, even in the midst of every

kind of wholesale seduction

Instead, he looks to the future and
sees the persistence of "People's

Religion" — a religion that has a

spiritual story to tell.

you for your committee's recent

petition, they blatantly revealed

their distrust of their own ap-

pointees, their desire for non-

functional committees, or their

ignorance of the entire situation

The unanimity of Council's vote
on such an absurd motion further

reveals a spirit of blind
acquiescence that would be
frightening if it wasn't so
ludicrous

Unfortunately the Student
Council has fallen into a

reprimand syndrome, ;ind their

"action" reprimanding Mr Kyte
is just as ridiculous as thftir

"action" reprimanding yours. I

oppose this syndrome primarily
because the Council is one of our
few avenues of reform at

Milligan Pointless and powerless
reprimands do not advance
positive change, but merely
betray a negative approach to

student activism — an approach
that will bear little fruit.

Doug Deller

Senior

Humanities Major

To the Editor'

In regard to the Prayer Day of

October 3, scheduled with the

purpose of praying for the needs

of Milligan College. I am
reminded of Jesus Christ's words
concerning prayer in Matthew
6:7 "And when you are praying,

do not use meaningless
repetition, as the Gentiles do, for

they suppose that they will be

heard for their many words"
( NASB ) This is not to say that the

prayers offered will be
meaningless But, with all due
respect to President Johnson's

and the student body's intent. I

believe that a simple prayer of

petition and faith offered by each

of the individual students would
be sufficient

Very truly yours,

Richard Evanoff
Freshman
Bible major

I would like to let whoever
wrote the article, THEY ALSO
SERVE know that it was really

nice to be thr^ght of in such a

sweet way In the rush hub-bub of

a student's day, it is nice to know
that someone took the lime and

thoughtful consideration to pay
us this attention

I don't believe anyone could be

any closer to "kids" than

mothers apd I for one really

appreciated this little tribute We
love our Milligan families too and
would like to help if and when you
might need us.

Mrs. Henry E. Webb

Dear Editor:

I have become disgusted with

many of the opinions expressed

by fellow students. The reasons

for my disgust are many. Bas-

ically, many people express their

opinions without considering all

the (acts. This is illustrated in

the Oriental saying, "Reading

without thinking gives one a dis-

orderly mind, ajid thinking with-

out reading makes one un-

balanced." An example of this

here at Milligan is when many
fellow students may object to

what they consider to be pre-
judice being displayed toward the

female sex. They voice theirob-

Jections loudly and lndiscretely.

they overlook many of theex-ls i-

tlal facts Involved. They stir up
trouble, purposely. This la an
abuse of the reasoning power of

man.
Another abuse is when a Bible

major will make remarks which
are unscrlptural and ridiculous.

One Bible major, here at Mil-
ligan, told me in the Sub that

baptism was non-essential and
thjL the church of Christ was
only one of the many true

churches of God. What has

become of all the Bible majors
with enough "courage to stand

up with cement in their back-

bone, sand in their craw, and-

ants in their pants" to express
themselves accordingtocommon
sense and plain Biblical doc-

trine?

These morally atypical stu-

dents represent no one except

themselves. I feel It Is about

time everyone at Milligan knew
it. The actions of these attention

seekers are disgust to all

sensible Milligan students. The
place for such unorthodox
students is in the refuse areal

Phillip Alan Lee, Senior

Bible Major.

Feeling locked in.

and screaming at the world

lo be let out,

I find, (surprise!),

that the key is in my hand.

9a^s

Life is a mystery . . .

it cannot be solved until the

story is over

man goes through each day.
turning each page

quickly. .

to know the answer to life

—

to realize why he must
always go forward.

Life is the future. . .

life is nothing behind, no
memories . . .

life is the promise of a living

tomorrow

^e Best of All Possible liku)s

A Founder's CW flD&RE^c,
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I would like to share a personal I did not choose lo coach as a
concern with the administration, career for any reason other than
faculty, and students of Milligan confidently believing that God

has that purpose for my life. I

have now spent 15 years in the

College My concern involves

that area of life I have chosen as
my ministry. This area is

athletics

Milligan College was founded
in the belief that God's people can
effectively serve Him and a wide
scope of career choices Most of

the people who are a part of

Milligan at any level have or will

concur with this belief. We ac-

tively seek God's guidance to

direct not only our career choice,

but also the activities within
that choice, on a day-to-day basis
for the duration of our lives Our
primary desires are to be His
media, and to be builders of His
kingdom

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

Question: Because a newspaoer is financed by the

school, is the paper subject to censorship by the

school's administration?

Answer: This is covered by the First Amendment

Only if the publication is seen as producing

"Material and Substantial" disruption can it be

banned If the newspaper's function, along with

reporting news, is to offer opinions as in an

editorial, it must serve as a sounding board

differing views. For example, if an article appt

in the school newspaper praising the school's

administration for it's fair handling of a racial

disturbance, then the administration cannot ban an

article accusing them of handling the same incident

in a biased manner. The only exception would be

if the art ir'" vas proven to disrupt the normal

learning \a -v in school.

Question: Can the school administration refuse tc

allow the use of facilities, such as an auditorium,

or in any other way prevent students from hearing

a "controversial" speaker?

Answer: No, but in practice students are often

prohibited from inviting certain "controversial"

people lo speak. The most important precedent

in this area was a federal district court ruling in the

case of Brooks vs Auburn University. An mvila-

tion to William Sloan Coffin, anti-war chaplin of

Yale, was vetoed by Auburn's President on the

basis of Coffin's record as a convicted felon. The

President argued that Coffin might incite others

to violate the law The Court refuted the

argument and upheld the students' right to hear

Coffin

Address all questions and comments to:

Charles Morgan

P.O Box 93201, Atlanta, GA 30318

•••••••••••*••••

profession and these years have

been filled with beautiful ex-

periences that fortify beyond a

doubt that God did provide for

that career selection and He has

been an ever present part of

allowing that choice to be a

ministry for Him
This has been evident

throughout my career, and
particularly evident during the

five years I have been at

Milligan. I coach at Milligan for

two reasons. One, to serve God in

whatever way He selects, and
secondly, because of my love for

my Alma Mater. Milligan
College

I would not attempt to convince

everyone that they should show
the same positive views toward
athletics that I possess, nor would

I condemn anyone for feeling

otherwise. People are different

and their desires are fulfilled in

many different fashions I am
thankful for that, but I do believe

that in the light of some very

negative criticism, the very
positive aspects should also be

considered Athleticsaregood for

Milligan College. They have
helped give direction and purpose
to numerous lives in the past , the

present, and will continue to do so

in the future. They provide the

majority of publicity our college

receives They are the basic

source of school spirit and pride

Milligan needs an athletic

program and we all need to gain

from it and support it I am proud

to be the Milligan College

basketball coach! I thank God
that He has allowed me to serve

Him in this capacity!

!
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Kiddies go to college

Issues in

Ente rtainment
G o 1 d i e ays an egg-

• •

. Reyno ds kee ps on scoring

The recent film

Petrovka 1' attemp
tjirl From
s [o unite

fi^ jam * Kumpl,**.

several diverse elemenis
Evidently, the most difficult task

of the film is to effectively

combine the talents of Goldie
Hawn and Hal Ho] brook What is

really remarkable to the viewer
is that Holbrook. protraying an
American Journalist in Russia, is

upstaged by Goldie Hawn. a

Russian dancer
As if the talent is not diverse

enough, the script attempts to

reconcile East and West ideology

by a two hour love affair between
Hawn and Holbrook

AJthough bittersweet at times,

the dialogue is basically trite and
absurd Such profundities as

"how true is truth" also

sporadically emerge.
Perhaps in the future the

:heme of East • West relations

will be dealt with in a more
provocative manner than ii is in

Girl From Petrovka
'

In "The Longest Yard." Burt
Holds proves he has better

'
!

'
aits than being photogenic

film begins slowly in a

:al Reynolds "Love "em and
leave 'em" fashion When he is

put in prison, Reynold's per-

formance's well as the script,

becomes realistic.

Prior to the football plot, the
prison scenes are traditional in

subject matter including the
work details, "Hot boxes", and
boss men Executed with precise
timing, the acting and dialogue
save what could have been dull.

overburdening scenes
Unfortunatly. the most

unrealistic moments of the film
revolve around the character of

the football eccentric prison
warden, played by Eddie Albert

Through his tense facial ex-

pressions. Albert reveals his

discomfort in portraying the

warden One gels the feeling that

he is much more at ease with

lighter roles

The movie climaxes when the

prisoners, under the leadership of

Reynolds, play an exhibition

football game against their

protogonists. the guards The
game is a satire on the game of

football and violence in general

Through the hilarity and
emotionalism of the encounter, a

well exemplified point is made
One concludes that all are
suseeplablc lo violent actions if

provoked, as represented by the

actions of the prison guards

throughout the game As for the

framework of prisoners. "The
Longesl Yard" indicates thai

persons in prison are stil! func-

tional human beings

The Milligan Community Day-

Care Center is located in the

Hopwood Memorial Christian
church building The center was
founded by Katy Cook in response
to requests made by Dr. 0.

Crowder and Dr Robert Botkin
A board of directors has also been

established, the members are

Mr 4 Mrs John Banks, Mrs
Richard Holt. Mr Frank Oaks.

Mrs Donald Poole, and Mrs
Wilke Bishop Katv Cook . Kathy
Eunson. Betsie Dill. Dixie Mit-

chell. Rose Staszkiewicz and
Kim . Yeutter are all employed as

teachers Carolyn Pate and Jim
Mitchell serve as cook and
custodian

The center is licensed lo care

for thirty - three children, ages
ranging from three to five years
Current enrollment is between 20

and 25 children Students are
accepted on a regular part-time

as well as full time basis. Tuilton

fees are graded lo accomodate
the various hours of attendance

The center is open Monday
through Friday from 7 15 until

5:15 p.m. If there is a need, the

center is prepared loopen at 6:30

a m
The program of Ihe center is

geared toward providing a

variety of enrichment ex-
periences, in addition to

providing good child care

The enrichment activities
usually consist of shoi

I e

cursions Large and small
muscle development is em
phasized. The center also con-

centrates on teaching the
children to be creative and at-

tentive. The curriculum includes

units of learning These units

JReewpdCenter
West Town Square

Elizabethton, Tenn.

542-4951

Records, Tapes, Accessories, Candles,

Incense, Posters

Mr. & Mrs. Campbell

Extend Seasons Greeting and Best Wishes to

each of you. May peace, prosperity and job be

your always.

We appreciate Milligan, it's students and its faculty.

Al camp Shell - BIG VALLEY RESTAURANT

cover many subjects ranging
from fruits and vegetables, and
fall, to community helpers For
ihe lesson concerning com-
munity helpers the children

visited the local fire department
and post office Annually. Ihe

center presents an open house
The children take part in a

program, and iheir parents and
friends have an opportunity to

socialize The personnel at the

center feel it is improiant to

make Ihe children feel safe,

comfortable and appreciated

Each child has a good concept of

the limits to acceptable behavior

As ihe center drives to uncover
the development of each child on
his level, it also strives to make
the personnel aware of the

progress of every child The
personnel takes lime lo discuss

and evaluate experiences among
themselves Parents are kept

well informed of each child*

progress Regular discussion
sessions are held

At this time, ihe center is en

couraging volunteer involvement

including observers, workers,
and contributions on the part of

any interested person

-»'5'5

City Drug Store

431 Elk Avenue

Downtown Elizabethton

Helena Rubinstien Cosmetics

Russel Stover Candies

?»£.^' 3ft
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Stream of unconciousness

P^e^ent pkeAettU*

Well, here it is, half-way

through November, with

Christmas just around the cor-

ner. There are only thirty-three

shopping days left If you're in a

tizzy about what to get that

someone special, we may have

theanswerstoall your Christmas

shopping questions. We have

taken it upon ourselves, as usual,

to help solve the world's major

problems Herewith are some of

our ideas to aid you in your

dilemma: we recommed the

following games as intellectually

challenging gifts.

BILLIONAIRE — Parker
Brothers' game of Global En-

terprise. "Play it smart and

amass a billion-dollar enterprise

in oil, aerospace or other in-

dustries. For two to four players,

ages nine and up." This spiffy

little game is perfect for the

business oriented (or disorien-

ted) person who dreams of ac-

cumulating wealth and fortune

by any available means, no

matter how devious Great For

the person who lives in his own

little fantasly world. If, however,

your friends would rather spend

monev than save it, perhaps GO
FOR BROKE, also by Parker

Brothers, is more suitable to your

needs. The object of the game is

to be the first one to spend a

million dollars. Does that remind

Hale's "Country"' to be aired
In a year when "pardon" is in

the news and draft resistors are

surfacing from an "un-

derground" exjstence thai has

separated them from family

friends - even country
,

the

repeat of the television adap-

tation of Edward Everett Hale's

"The Man without a Country"

takes on a new perspective.

First presented in April 1973,

the 9u-minute program will be

aired again Friday, Decmeber 6,

from 8:30 to 10 p m. 1EDT) on

ABC-TV Eastman Kodak
Company, sole sponsor of the

first showing, will be half-sponsor

of the repeat presentation

I!., (Urn

you of anyone you know -5

Then, on a more practical note,

there's STAY ALIVE from Milton

Bradley "Pull levers to send

opponent's marbles down the

holes. Be ths sole surviver — the

last player with marbles on the

plastic board — to win." What a

game - just like survival in the

real world - pulling strings to

cause other people to lose their

marbles Great practice for the

"social climber
"

Or, for the philosophical mind,

there's PROBE from Parker

Bros. — "Player conceals word

while others try to figure it out in

this stimulating word game. Kids

like it because short words are

often most baffling " We
recommend this game as ex-

cellent preparation for "fill in the

blank" quizzes in classes such as

Christ and Culture

For those of you going into real

estate, there's PRIZE
PROPERTY from MB. "Be a

tycoon and develop neglected

land into hotels, golf clubs or ski

lodges But be careful, there are

stiff fines for polluting. For two to

four "real estate tycoons" ages

nine to adult " Sell a Swamp for

Jesus!

Then for the ROTC student or

other aggressive types, the game
manufacturers provide a wide

selection. STRATEGO by MB

5omeThif^ +o sell?

In Our oexT issu£

Free Ww-ads

"Each of two generals com-

mands his own army — you

outwit your opponent and capture

his flag to win. A fascinating,

two-handed strategy game for

ages ten and up " Or try BAT-

TLESHIP from MB "Command
a fleet of ships. . . sink your op-

ponent's Ten plastic ships in-

cluded " Great for all you

military-minded folk Or for the

global-minded aggressor, Parker

Brothers presents RISK
"Control armies that sweep
across foreign territories, cap-

turing as they go Conquer the

v/orld and win."

Lastly, for the Bible majors

and future ministers, we suggest

the BIBLE GAME from Cadaco
Enchantment of Bible Lands
comes to life for players of all

faiths Help each other as you

cross the River Jordan or meet
the Good Samaritan. But be

careful, you could loose your

silver to thieves
"

Well, that's it Now you're on

your own to spread good cheer

and all that during the Christmas

season. We wish to thank Sears.

Roebuck and Company for

providing us with gift in-

formation in the form of the Sears

1974 Christmas Book Merry
Thanksgiving. Christmas, etc.

from Jetsam and Flotsam,

Lt. Philip Nolan, played by

Cliff Robertson in the Norman
Rosemonl production, inad-

vertently sentences himself
before an Army court-martial by

shouting. "Damn the United
Slates' 1 wish I may never hear
of the United States again'" He
subsequently serves a life sen-

tence — 56 years — of exile at

sea

"Nolan's story, thanks largely

to Robertson's warm, sym-
pathetic performance, evokes
deeply ambivalent emotions that

make the film provocative,"

wrote Kevin Thomas, the Los
Angeles Times, at the time of the

first showing.

"What makes the story gel to

us." suggested l.'PIs Rick Du
Brow, "what makes it timely and
timeless, is the sympathetic
understanding of how a man can
be overly punished .'or a brash

and youthful mistake and yet

maintain his honor wii hi n himself

and with those around him. by

continuing to love and not grow
bitter."

Variety commended director

Delbert Mann "(or handling the

patriotic theme with con-

siderable restraint so that the

irony of the tale made its own
DOint without being overdone

"

Hale, a Unitarian minister,

wrote his 36-page short story in

1863 because he was troubled by

the Civil War and the dissension

that was tearing his country

apart, He wove real names,
places and events so carefully

into his fiction that many believe

"The Man without a Country" is

a true story. Actually, the

haunting tale was triggered by a

remark made by an Ohio
politician, Clement L. Vallan-

dingham. who said he did not

want to live in a country

governed by the parly of

Abraham Lincoln.

Faithful to the original, the

television adaptation was Rimed
entirely on location at Mystic,

Conn . Newport, R I , and Fort

Niagara, NY. The "Rose." a

replica of a frigate based in

Newport, and the "Charles W.

Morgan." a wooden whaler in

Mystic, served as the succession

of ships carrying Nolan
Cinematograph er Andrew
Laszlo. ASC. used Eastman color

negative film, forced processing,

and natural lighting to preserve

the atmosphere in ships' holds

and on deck

The presentation is further

authenticated with details from
real life Costume designer Noel
Taylor rounded up almost 400

authentic uniforms. Makeup
artist Robert Laden "aged"
Robertson at a pace matching
Nolan's continuous exposure to

the sea Actor Geoffrey Holder, in

a cameo appearance in the slave
scene, spoke only Portugese and
Swahili

In the words of Pete ftahn of

the St Louis Globe-Democrat,
"Ti's a rare piece of television

."

COMPLIMENTS FROM

THE
LOCAL SHRINK

DINO'S RESTAURANT
420 Elk Ave. Elizabethton

11:00-7:45 Cloud Sun

Specializing in Italian cuiiim

Submarine sandwiches
Spaghetti Ravioli

Lasagna Vealparmesan

FiOW OPEN

SKATE INN
WHERE THERE IS

ALWAYS FUN

East Coast's Most Ultra-Modern

Roller-Skating Rink
For information about

group rates call

Johnson City 926-9622
Kingsport 245-2450

Show student ID for discount

SCHEDULE
Evenings

Tuesday - Sunday 7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
Friday and Saturday7:30 pm - 10 00 pm
(Double Session) 10:00 pm • 1230 am

Matinees
Saturdayand Sundays

l:00pm-3:30pm 3:00pm 5:30pm

302 Wesley Street

Johnson City, Tenn.

926-9622

1400 Bridgewater Lane
Kingsport, Tenn.

245-2450
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Play ing — Learning

The two basketball scrim-
mages against Mars Hill were a

good interlude to the exciting

season ahead
"The scrimmages were ex-

cellent learning sessions." stated

Coach Worrel'ln scrimmages the

men play to learn The fact that

we did win is not as important as
what we learned about our
strengths and weaknesses

."

The first regular season game
will be on the 18th at Bryan

intramural happenings

Jim Mitchell, intramurals
director, reports that this

season's intramural basketball

and volleyball programs are
doing well and are receiving good
student support

Since the first week of

November. intramural
basketball and volleyball games
have been played in the gym-
nasium Basketball is played
Monday and Wednesday nights

beginning at 7.30 each night, and
volleyball is played Tuesday and
Thursday nights, again at 7:30

each night Both intramural
basketball and volleyball will

conclude the week before
semester finals

In intramural basketball, each
intramural team has played
twice now The standings at the

end of the second week of

November are as follows:

Brown
Red
Black

Green
Orange
Yellow

Blue

Pink

2-0

2-0

1.000

1.000

.500

.500

.500

.500

.000

.000

Although the standings seem to

show a wide margin among the

teams, the gameshavebeen close.

and Jim Mitchell says the teams
are fairly evenly matched this

year

The first round of intramural
will pause the week before
semester finals, and will resume
again in Janurary The second
round of intramural basketball
will begin in late January The
second round of intramural
basketball will begin in late

January and will end in March
Following that, an intramural
basketball tournament will take
place

Intramural co-ed volleyball
will end the week before
semester finals Volleyball has
been operating on a more in-

formal basis than basketball

There are no set teams in

volleyball Instead, teams are
picked informally just before the

start of every game
Jim Mitchell deserves some

praise for making intramural
basketball and volleyball as
popular as they are Players are
still welcome in co-ed volleyball

Again, intramurals is held four

nights a week — basketball on
Mondays and Wednesdays,
volleyball on Tuesdays and
Thursdays — with all games
starting at 7 30 pm, in the

gymnasium

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DATE TIME TEAMS
November 25 Monday- 7:30 Yellow - Blue

8:30 Orange -Green

December 2 Monday 7 30 Brown -BlaCK

8:30 Red Pink

December 4 Wednesday 7:30 Orange- Red
8:30 Black -Blue

December 10 Tuesday 7 30 Yellow - Brown
8:30 Green Pink

December 11 Wednesday 7:30 Black - Red
8:30 Yellow - Orange

January 20 Monday 7:30 Pink -Blue

8:30 Green • Brown
January 22 Wednesday 7 30 Green - Rlue

I • 8:30 Red- Yellow

January 29 Wednesday 7:30 Pink Orange

8:30 Yellow - Black

MILL1GAN COLLEGE VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
11974-1975'

College Coach Worrel said he is

looking forward to this season
and expects the team to

represent the school most im-
pressively

"We are really excited about
our tournament coming up." said

the coach "Some of the best

college teams in the country will

be playing We are looking for-

ward to hosting an exciting

tournament "

DATE
November
18 Mon.

OPPONENT

Bryan College

MILLIGAN COLLEGE TIP-OFF
TOURNAMENT (Cumberland.
Gardner-Webb. Guilford
Milligan)

Davton. Tennessee
MILLIGAN Elizabethton

High School-

29-3(1 Thanksgiving Tournament Bristol. Tennessee
FriSat ICIinc Valley. Eastern

Mennomte. King. Milligan)

December
2 Mon. Knoxville College Knoxville. Tennessee
7 Sal •King College Bristol. Tennessee
9 Mon Emory & Henry College Emory, Virginia
12 Thurs clinch Valley College Wise. Virginia
H Sal Tennessee Tech Cookeville. Tennessee
January
3-1

Fri-Sal

'Hall of Fame classic'

'Wesl Virginia Wesleyan.
Canton Ohio

Malone. Walsh. Milligan]

9 Thur 1 of NC al Asheville Asheville. North ( arolina
11 Sal. Marvville College Marvville. Tennessee
13 Mon BRYAN COLLEGE MILLIGAN
16 Thurs MARVVILLE COLLEGE MILLIGAN :

:

.

21 Tues COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON MILLIGAN
25 Sal * Tennessee Wesleyan College Athens. Tennessee
27 Mon TUSCULUM COLLEGE MILLIGAN
30 Thur •KINO COLLEGE MILLIGAN
February
1 Sal LINCOLN MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY MILLIGAN
3 Mon Carson-Newman College Jefferson cm Tennessee
6 Thur. CLINCH VALLEY COLLEGE MILLI'

8 Sal KNOXVILLE COLLEGE MILLIGAN
10 Mon. EMORY i- HENRY COLLEGE MILLIGAN
13 Thur 'Lincoln Memorial University Harrogate. Tennessee
15 Sal TENNESSEE WESLEYAN COLLEGE MILLIGAN
17 Mon CARSON-NEWMAN COLLEGE MILLIGAN
22 Sal TUSCULUM COLLEGE MILLIGAN
26 Wed V.S -\ C TOURNAMENT Carson-Newman
27 Thur V S A C TOURNAMENT Carson-Newman
2K Fri V.S.A.C TOURNAMENT Carson-Newman
March VS A C TOURNAMENT Carson-Newman
1 Sal :>

- VS AC CONFcf.EMCE GAMES:;

Buffs box at Big Stone Gap
Milligan students, boxing for

the Elizabethton Boys' Club,

have begun competition in

regular season matches in the

Upper East Tennessee Boxing
Association, says. Ronny San-
ders, a Milligan sophomore who
is employed by the Boys' Club to

coach the boxing team.
The boxing team went to

Morristown on Saturday,
November 2 for its first season
match Elizabethton entered
three boxers — two of them being
Elizabethton residents, and one
of them a Milligan student.

Randy Weaver. Randy won his

bout by a TKO within 30 seconds
into the first round
Elizabethton's next regular

season match will take place in

Elizabethton in the old junior
high school near the Boys' Club,
this coming Saturday. November
23. at 8:00 pm Milligan students
are. of course, welcome, If in-

formation is needed to get to

Elizabethton this Saturday, see
Ronny Sanders in Hardin Two
Milligan students will box — Bob
Swanson and Randy Weaver
Besides the one regular season

ihe boxing team has competed in.

it has taken part in two off-league
tournaments

In Johnson City on Halloween
night. Elizabethton boxed and
won the team trophy
Elizabethton entered four boxers
thai night — one of them was a

Milligan student. Randy Weaver
He won his bout by a unanimous
decision

On Friday. November 15. and

Saturday, November 16.

Elizabethton took part in the

Southwest Virginia Boxing
Tournament at Big Stone Gap On
Friday night, three boxers from
Elizabethton competed — two of

them being Milligan students,

BobSwansonand Randy Weaver
It was Bob's first competition

fight and he lost, but Randy won
by a unanimous decision in the

toughest fight he had had yet.

The next night. Saturday,
Randy boxed again and beat a

Flat Woods boxer For winning

November 2 Saturday
November 23 Saturday
November 30 S«-itunl;r.

December 7 Saturday
December 13 Friday
December 20 Friday

January 4 Saturday
January 1

1

Saturday
January 18 Saturday
January 25 Saturday

the championship in his weight
class. Randy received a jacket
from the Boxing Association.
Ronny Sanders comments that

Randy Weaver is one of the best
fighters in the upper east Ten-
nessee area In Ronny's words.
"He is very dedicated and he has
a real desire to win."
The Elizabethton Boys' Club

Boxing Team has nine com-
petitions scheduled for the next
three months. Elizabethton's
schedule is as follows

Morristown

Elizabethton

Kingsport
Johnson City

Kingsport

Elizabethton

Kingsport

Morristown
Johnson City

Elizabethton
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